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PAO 
Do~, and then we'll 
Flight Director. 

All dahl, we'll start riabt off with 
take your que.tions. D(>I\ Puddy, the 

PUDDY Okay, vell, we're 8till playina lhe 
therllal belen.:e 8all1e, as expected, We are also in our laat 
depressurization cycle. Riaht now we are at 0.8, plan-
ning to go down to 0.1 and from that po tnt we'll be 
moving up to S psi at just prior to the crew sallpling 
?eriod on day 2. There really are no new problems to report 
to )'OU. SO, let's just open 1t up for questions and go frolll 
t'lere. 

QUERY I guess I got a stream of theil, Don. 
First of all, the coolant loops, I understGnJ, are back 
down to around to abuut 34 one or two, or whatt:ver. .,.that 
is that? 

PUDDY Okay, what we've been doing on that 
today, we have noticed a general decrease in what we call 
tht' SUS temr. Which ",e've taH:.ed to you about before. 
Generally (t's dropping about a peM count, or about a half 
a degl'ee in temperature every 14 hours. And so ..,hat we do 
is, "'e go into what ... e call a temperature reset routine 
and we're in the process of doing that right now. lie have 
our ba£eline pitch, when ... e started out today was around 
SO degrees. We pitched down ttl 45 degrees in order to 
condition ourselves electrically for the subsequen: maneuver. 
And around 5:40 this evening, we will be pitching ~p to an 
attitude of 68 degrees pitchout. \.Ie will maintain ourselves 
in that particular attitude foe two revolutions and around 
9:00 [his eveniug we ... ill be pitchin~ back down to a baseline 
of 45 degrees. Our intent on this particular parameter is 
to insure that we put ourselves in a posture by tomorrow, 
SUell that we do not have to get into this reset routine. 
other words, during the shift this evening ar,d during the 
evening hours, we ... Ul go through as many of these maneuvers 
as are required to insure that during the rendezvous day, 
which, as yoy're ..,ell aware Is quite a long day. We do not 

In 

have to make any caneuvers, particularly to maintain this 
temperature within the relm we'd like to have It, whict is 
around 34.5,34.7. 

QUf.RY What about temperatures in other areas 
of th.~ workshop? Have we seen any, rel.'.lly, decrease or 
~ncrease. Are they still going up? I know they're stablized, 
but increasing, I think is '" 

PUDDY W~ have been at a little higher pitch 
angle most of the day. Primarily because we have eXperienced 
a little drift in the RATE GYROs, and that drilt has tended 
to cause us to pitch up, as opposed to pitch!ng down, so 
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while we atarted out thie morn ina at around 41 delreee, ve 
gradually moved on up to 52 or 53 dearees before we vent 
Into this last corrbcti~n .aneuv.r. So, in leneral you 
can say that theae temperaturee have aore or lea. stabilled 
and ~aybe dropped off a delree. Howevor, ve're just play
ing in a boundary now, where you can .ay f01" a given period 
of time they're steady, and lIay be decreaaing 1I11ghtly, and 
at other attitudes they're steady and increasing slightly. 
I think we re going to be in that posture until we actually 
~et !iome sort of a sail, that you've all been briefed on. 
d~ployed. It's a very delicate balance betveen this coolant 
loop temp~ra[ure, the ATM instrumentation teaperatures, and 
of c.ourae the overall habitation area, food, film, and 
medical provisions. 

QUERY Onf. other thing. You all have beell 
playing with this thing. now, ninth day t"day, Is th,t it? 

rUDDY l' 'Ie lost track. Whateve r you say. 
QUERY Whatever it is. And there ..,,,s no 

in ten t 10 n t Iii sea r I yin the II iss ion tog () t h 1 sIan a. Th e y 
considered, you know, I think, be a 5 day slip to begin 
with, you know, the possibilities of that. Were you ,II 
ready to star.t this or have you really learning a heck of 
a lot about that craft and holo to maneuver it. As much as 
ycu're doing, you're changing several times every day and 
all. Did you all j".Jst h"ve to regroup and start le.Hnlng 
all ov<!r or were you ready for it? 

PUDDY Well, we like to say that we're ready 
for any contingency. And that's the reason we go through 
a rather extensive 

El'D Of TAPE 
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PUDDY Well. ve 11ke to •• , that ve are naely 
for any conUngency. And that's rea.on we &0 through a 
rather extensive period prior to the atart of any alaalon 
or slaulation period. To pra~tic. the.e thins" a. you are 
veIl a,..ace. this i8 lIIore of a Ions tera probl.a than 
we can generally sillulate in the Control Center. So, no, 
1 cannot say we were completely ready for this type of total 
spacecraft management. I wl11 say. h~wever, that during 
our silllulations we had treated a lot of the type of problems 
th .. t we are experiencing now to sOlie dearee or another. 1 
think, however, that the ar~a that we are in riBht now we 
have bad a very steep learning curve. And we are continuinl! 
to learn because generally, as you are w~ll aware, the 
attitudes that we expect to find ourselves in are solar 
inertial or ZLV. And when you start tallting about the 
areas where we are pitched up ~7 degrees 0T pitched up 
70 degrees, not only were we not tOlally prepared to cope 
with them, but none of the premission predictions were 
done to simulate thefe particular atlltudes. They have 
been designed, all the components and everything had been 
design~d around a certain si~Qa band around ~hat we expected 
to get into as far as the nominal attitudes. So, It'3 been 
a steep learning curve. I think. after the first 3 or 4 days, 
we had a pretty good feel for just exactly what effect 
and action we took would have upon the spacecraft. But, 
we also, I think, have :ieen some very long terll thermal 
effects start to take place say 4 or 5 days after loIe got 
in there that we didn't st'e the first 3 days. This SUS 
temperature being one ~f them. I think since it has a 
very large mass, j, took a ),)n8 time fOT us tc. see that one. 
And it Is just now gradualiy - ~e are still learn1ng on 
that one. 

PAD Any :ore questions? 
QUERY When they art' working on the Sky tab, 

or working from the c01'lllland se rvice module, how are they 
~oing to control the counter forces? HoY are they ~oing 
lo keep from putting something into rotat10n? 

PUnDY Well, of course, we are in a attitude 
control mode a5 far as the workshop ltgelf is concerned, 
where we are essentially deadbanding. So it will maintain 
its at titude. As far 11>1 til., CSM is concerned, the commander 
has translational control capability to maintain his posi
tion and the devl.::e that you are talking about, the device 
that r"ey're usinli. possibly to d\:ploy the loIing. That 
device is designed such that it - I guess that you could 
cill it a shepherd~ hook, ~here you can both push and pull 
with that partic~lar d~vice &0 that you do not impart Delta 
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mot lana to e 1 the r Ii paeeerait. 
PAO Peter Oakea. 
QUERY When you're aolna ~o ,et around to push-

out this par.aol. do you know exactly what the cvmmander 
.nd the pilot are guing to be doln~7 

PUDDY No, and I had that infor.ation and I 
was just talking to HUt abolJt that & minute ago. I did 
not bring that with me. We lIIay have it here in just a few 
minutes, just exaLtl, who is dotng .... hat when. There - Cer-
tain of the crewl!len have pr4cticed certain of these events 
and I don't want to guess on that one. Let me Ilait until 
Ill' get that information. But. we can provide thllt to you. 
No prob:em. 

about 
10/0 uld 
would 

QUERY In the flight plan, it says 
p reparat ion fo r TV if req ui re d. "'hat kind 
that be, and what would the requirement be 
involv,> the TV? 

something 
of T\' 
that 

PUDDY 1 think that woulJ be strictly be a d~c-
umentary TV of the particular action. I'll sure it would 
be of Interest to the Americ,n public if ~hey could view 
it. 

QUERY Would that be real time live, or would 
it be taped and dumped down later? 

PUDDY Hilt, do you have a flight pbm for 
that particular day? I don't. It looks like, according 
to the flight plan here, that it is, it is not planned 
to be brought back real timE.' So if they h3'1e it, it would 
be recorded, subsequently dumped and th~n p£ovided. 

QUEkY Is the par,s"l on the way to the Cape 
nolo/, or is it 

END OF TAPE 
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PUDDY 
provided. 

QUERY 
II ow ,or 1. 1 t 8 t 111 

PUnDY 
the Cape. 

- - or 

Is the 
he rel 

As fa r 

! •• ub.equ~ntly duaped and then 

par&lo1 on the vay to the Cape 

a 8 I k n 0\01, 1 t 'II on 1 t II va)' t 0 

SPEAKF.R Not yet. 
rUDDY Not yet? 
SPEAKER It hasn't departed yet. 
PUDDY Okay, sorry about that. 
QUERY On day 2, when the astronauts enter thi~ 

125 Jegree temperatl,rl;!, what viII they be vearing? Hov 
will they keep cool? 

PUDDY As far as I kno", - Deke went that rath~r 
extensively, I believe this afternoon. They are loading 
the parasol on th .. ..,lane now? Okay, I wasn't too far off. 
As far as I ~nov, right nov the last word I had on thin 
vas it is going to be shirt sleeves. 

PAC Jl'l. 
QUERY lhey are gOinh 

in heat that hIgh and wearing ma~k~ 
planning rest points along the va~'? 
a time that you are going t.o try to 
done in unde. these dreadfully v~rm 

to have an a\lful lot tl' do 
besidea. Now dr~ you 

that going to 10'0 rlt? 

Are you - is there 
<1im to have all this 
condit1on6~ How 1s 

PUDDY I think, the tlmellnes that I've seen 
indicate that you can - ;>robably after you've gone throu@h 
the AM !iDA area, which b,· the wr'Y is not hot, and thllt will 
take a ,:onsiderable period of time to do. Once Yvu have got 
activation pretty veIl squared away, the actual deployment 
of the sail itself is not that long lin operation. "'l' are 
talking socewhere in the order of an hour, an hOUT and 
a half maxi~um. It's warm. I certainly wo~tt argue that, 
it's varm but, they'r .. frolll HOuston. 

P AO Pet e r Ho S II. 

QUERY I seem to remeMber vay back hearing 
that one of the first things the crew vould do on getting 
into the workshop, would be to switch on some Sort of fans, 
heat exchange units. Are they still going to do that? 

PUDDY Yes they are. 

QUERY What is likely to be the effect? Will 
that bring bring the temperature down Significantly or 
just move it around a bit? 

PUDDY I don' t think that - 1 lon' t th ink 
loll! are going to see a marked decreasp in teBperature In the 

spacecraft until several hours after we have deployed the 
sall. You've got a lot of mass there, and if you're circu-

that 
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lating hot air. you are still going to cOllie out with hot 
a1r. So it'e loing to take a whl1~ after ve aet the shield 
out before - and 1 think an estimate on that has b~en eofte 
where around 36 or 48 houfa before you can actual~y expect 
those temperatures to reach what we would cal] co.fort~ble 
tempe ratures. 

QUERY You said 36 to 48. 1'111 almost suu 
it loIal; you who 8ai:l earlier 12 to 24, .aybe 36. It seem. 
to be increaalng. Has tllere been a change or i~ that ju~t 
~.illd of a belter figure now? 

PUDDY No, 1 don't thinlr. I have ever ql.lot.,d 
II t l' !!l per a t u I est a b 1 11 , a tl 0 nth ere. Th e f 1 ~ U I" e Ii t hat I h a v e 
here lire sOllle that welt! Quoted to lie 11 d~V or 80 ago that 
the Mar5ha~1 people had estimated and slnc~ moat of the 
shields estentially have the same thermal characteri~tlcs _ 
feel th,'se (igures ilre st111 ialrly valld. 

QUERY Can you tell ~9 hew the humidity ls 
runnini! and It there Is a motIon f)f alr, if the alr ls In 
mot ~on? 

PUnDt No, the air right nolo{ is not in lIlotion 
except for the alllount that .... e .... i11 have as far as the gas 
flo .... from the pressurization sequence Itself. You vill 
s"t some Illolion there, but no the air ia not in lIIot1on. 
Of course, when .... e - since we are dropping th~ spacecT3ft 
p rc s sur e d o .... n t 0 ate nth 0 f a psi> 1 tis go I n g to bed r)' , 
very dry. 

QUERY It might be a s111y question, but IoIhat 
kind l'f an airplane ta1c.es this parasol to Kennedy Spac:e 
C e n t e r : And d ("I you h a \I e any k 1 n d 0 f .> pee i a 1 del 1 ve r y 0 t" 
ho~ do you bring it over there? 

SPEAKER I thl~k the parasol i~ going on a 
Lear Jet. The parasol Of! a l.ear jet and some other 
"'quI pOl<"nl and a T- :le. 

END OF TAPE. 
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the Mar5ha~1 people had estimated and slnc~ moat of the 
shields estentially have the same thermal characteri~tlcs _ 
feel th,'se (igures ilre st111 ialrly valld. 

QUERY Can you tell ~9 hew the humidity ls 
runnini! and It there Is a motIon f)f alr, if the alr ls In 
mot ~on? 

PUnDt No, the air right nolo{ is not in lIlotion 
except for the alllount that .... e .... i11 have as far as the gas 
flo .... from the pressurization sequence Itself. You vill 
s"t some Illolion there, but no the air ia not in lIIot1on. 
Of course, when .... e - since we are dropping th~ spacecT3ft 
p rc s sur e d o .... n t 0 ate nth 0 f a psi> 1 tis go I n g to bed r)' , 
very dry. 

QUERY It might be a s111y question, but IoIhat 
kind l'f an airplane ta1c.es this parasol to Kennedy Spac:e 
C e n t e r : And d ("I you h a \I e any k 1 n d 0 f .> pee i a 1 del 1 ve r y 0 t" 
ho~ do you bring it over there? 

SPEAKER I thl~k the parasol i~ going on a 
Lear Jet. The parasol Of! a l.ear jet and some other 
"'quI pOl<"nl and a T- :le. 

END OF TAPE. 
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punoy - Yea. the parasol, the L~ar jet and 
soae other equipment tn • r-38. Two .trcraft. 

PUODY If you want me to, I'll be marc than 
happy to say a few words abCut the f1isht plan ~o.orrov, If 
that's of some lntelest. We, of couree, are ex~~cting to 
ha\'1! a 11ft-off at 800 our tim"" 900 eastern dayligl.t tille. 
l' hen 0 Ir. ina 1 5 e q ue n c: e ism u c h the s a ~e a s a 8 t .\ n d a I' d H- 5 
rendezvous profile that I'm sure most of you are famitar 
with. \.Ie expect [0 insert ,f.nto an 114 by 190 orbit, followed 
shortly thercilfter by separatil'n, and then go Intu our 
nominal maneu~er sequence. The workshop, actually will not 
be maneuvering at all until after the termin,l phase maneuver. 
I::xcuse r"e, rf ght be fo re the terminal phase maneuve r. \,Ie viII 
bz maneuvering from our attitude of a pitch of 45 degrees 
down to solar inertial. And we're doing thiR so that the 
crew can use the VHf ran~ing equipment and the tracking 
light:.! that ve have to get their final marks (or the last 
odd-course corrections. Shortly after they ha"e COIllP leted 
those particular ~aneuv~rs, W~ will b~ going to essentially 
our flyaround attitude. vhlch is 3gain a pitchup of 45 
Jegrees. And we will be holding that particular attitude 
i 0 I' b,J t h the fly a r 0 un d act i v it i e 8 an d f 0 '! the S E V A. r h e 
exect times of those maneuvers. if you'd llr.e to hl\v~ them, 
bao>ed all our pro"l iiminary plan right no;(, .;ad this lIlay be 
rt!fined somewhat during the night. The maneuver to solar 
inertial will occur at 6 hours and 22 micutes into the 
sequence. Probably be uplinked ov~r Goldstone. The maneuver 
to our flyaround attitude will occur at 7 hours and 37 
minutes, and all the maneuvers that we are conducting on the 
workshop this particular day, will be 10 minute maneuvers. 
!n other wo~ds. ve loaded a factor into the compLter that 
says, on('e We give you the \;ommand. ex.?<.:ute the maneuver. take 
10 r.Jinutes to get to the ne ... at titude. After the fly-
around ov~r the s~ates. and by the way, we should have 
some TV during that particular l11aneuver. that last one I 
talkeJ to YO'l about at 7 hours and 37 minutes, that is over 
Guam, and we are €xpecting sone real time TV there. We viII 
be conductini the flyaround and we should have real time 
TV from tne states. At around 8 hours and 15 mInutes we 
.!xpect to, right befere sunset, we expect to go ahead and 
perform vhat we call a soft docking. which is j •• st the 
captul'e Illtches, And we're doing this so that the crew can 
go ahead and have an evening meal and go ahe.d and make 
preparations for the SI::VA activity. As far a~ ~he SEVA 
activity ~Ii concerned, dppending on just exactly what their 
illumihatlnn requ~rements are, W~ mar be required tn maneuver 
the spacecraft. Our flyaround attitude is offset &lightly 
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in fact it'. off.et about 28 dearee. in roll to provide the 
best 111u.in.t~on, and accordina to which lolar array it 
looks like they would like to view that area beyt on. They .,y 
request a Delta .aneuver of another 20 deareea. to ~ther 
words, we could be rolled off a. much as 48 dearees or we 
could be rolled back to e8apntlally 8 degrees (rom w~.t we 
call roll O. And that .aneuver, if it i8 executed, liould 
he accomplished so~ewhere around 9 hours and 4L .i~utes 
af,er liftoff. We will be giving a GO/NO GO for the ~EVA 
at around 10 hours into the sequence, and r1aht after the 
d.'lrklleS8 pe rtod, wh lch ends at around 10: 34. We ,.,111 l,dJ gin 
the SEVA. and of course that will last for about one d~yltght 
perivd. Fol1eving the SEVA activity, and prior to the 
next sunset, which occurs at around 11:32, we will __ 

END OF TAPE 
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rUDDY - lapsed hr ODe da)'l1aht pertod. Fol~ 
iowin8 the 3EVA activ1ty, a~d prior to the next sun~et, 
which OC~Ur8 4t around l11l2, we 101111 dock and do the 
IIIlnhlUIII activities that we have to 1n order to get the crew 
ready for a ntahts rest. They 101111 have had a very long 
day. And t~at's about it, 1 think, as f4r as th# gener4l p I an. 

QUERY Don, >·C\:. said 1II1nillal tiae, you know, 
lets see, a~'out one, two, looka. like about 5 hours or 90 

before they sleep after they redock. Is that minimal time? 
PUDDY That's about the lIIinimulII lell8th uf time 

where they can actually go t~rough the debriefing, get out 
of the sutts, get the spacecraft squared away, put all the 
tools UP. and get into SOllie POsture for sleep. I think 
Io;e're talking about somethIng like. 16-1/2 _ 17 hour crew day, Lo.,!! da}. 

QUERY That SEVA is to try to get the Solar panel out? 

PUOD, That SEVA is deSigned primarily for that. 
It is not intended - !'iay be to clear any debris, say there 
is some debris around one of the SALs or something of this 
nature. It's a kind o( a general spacecraft pollc~-up, It 
is not intended, however to deploy any sails or anything of this nature, 

Q ur: kY 
workshop solar panel 

PUDDY 
they can do !, 

There will be an attelJlpt 
on that:' 
There certainly Will, if 

to get out the 

QUERY And there \o(ill be no TV on that SF-VA? 
PUDny No, trat particular SEVA Occurs 'lssent-

ially l>'..t:oirie a gro1Jnd stiltion contact, so therl"s not t.Juch possibility there. 

it looks 11k'! 

({ L£ RY Let's SUpp0se that [0 r SOMe re al:on C'r 
.o\nother that the SEVA ends up taking up more time than 
originally alluted, How - What 1s the maximl'Cl time you can allow for SEVA? 

PUnDY Well I .h1nk the prll11ary deSire there 
is not to put the ere", through t'1e additional error. of 
trying to keep, essentially station keep With the workshop 
during th .. night ttDle frame. And as far 'JS wt,ether or not 
that would be extentied and give them anC)c:her daylight pass 
at it. I think is going to have to be based on a real tlll1~ 
situation and their assessment. But, In p;<!neral, light now. 
i~'s not planned to extend that over the one daylight pass, 
But, you knov, the way this has got to be played is real time. 
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QUERY What I had in 81nd there, Wa5 any 
equip.ent li.itationa, n~t manage~ent type decisions. 

PUDOY Equipment limitatloos? 
QUERY Whether - Can they stay in the spacesuit 

mode, hatch upen, so forth for 3 hours, 4 hOUfS? Is there 
any kind of limitation thero? Equipment wise? 

PUODY No, if you wi 11 re.elllbe r, the re was a 
the oriiinal flight plan that we had there, Originally had 
two SEVAs on that particular day, and the primary reason 
for backing off of that W3S, it wa,> just too long a day 
with that type of act\vity. So I k~ow of no ~onstra!nt6 
If in real tim~ it looked like we could actuzlly accomplish 
80methl~g. J think the primary conslderatton would be the 
crelo' day. 

PAO I might men~ion ono! other proble. before 
we cluse ,",ut. Yuu may hear about it during the evening. It' 8 

Ol,e that we ba ... e just started to take I!. 1001< at. We have 
had a - I shouldn't say it's a problem, it's a _ rigilt now 
It's a what we c~ll a funny associated ~ith one of the 
regulatc..rs on one of the CI!RMs, hattery 17, and baSically 
~hat it's doing right no~, it's changing its characteristics, 
sometimes it's charging the battery not as much as we ~ould 
like to have It, and at ~theT times, it's allowing the 
battery to discharge more noiln we l>:ou!d like. And ~c ar" 
looking lnto that this ev~nfng 3nd right now It'~ ~at 
expected to be any iillpact at all. 

PUDDY Okay. We got SOt,e info,lIIation here. The 
T··3e departed about 5:20 central daylight time for the KSC 
skid strip. The Lear j"t ;s taxiing to the runway right now. 

QUERY What's the - This is probabl~ ~~ unfair 
question, bur I'm going to dSi< it anyhow. Wha~'s 'he w ... rst 
that this funny could mean? 

PUDDY The worst case th.t you could run inlo, 
Ii this shoulrl turn out to be a total failure of that reg
ulator, woulG be the loss of 1/18 of your pOio'er capability. 
As f~r ae AIM power Is concerned, or about 150 Watts. How
ever, it is certainly not exibiting the ',aracterl1tlics that 
it'dicate that we're any near a total failure. W~ thln-k this 
cDuld very easily be aesociated with some of the thermal 
characteristics that we have seen In our most recent attitude • 

.... e lIIay ha'le cooled it down too lIIu..:h. Also th~re are some re-
dundant circullry that we can ground command to "\litch, and 
we're just taking a look at it. 1 just Wanted Co let you 
kno'" that that is being leoked at. Eut right now, we're 
ce rtatnly not CO;lce rned about it. !lut I have given you the 
absolute worst th3t coul'; happen. Right nolo', we're not 
anywhete near that. It6 on line, every things working. 
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QUERY Jult follow to .ake sure 1 uncleutand. 
lor .. YO'l talking about that you would 101le. the ablolule 
vocat 1/18 of the rov.~ c4p~bility. Are you talking Itrickly 
of uae in the 10TH or are you talking about 1/18 of the 
overall cluster of poverl 

PUDDY 1/18 of that •• soctated with the ATK, 
but the ATK pOlfer, right I'OW, is the only power we have. 

PAO Okay, no lIore questions. Thanka a lot. 
Thank you. Don. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO Okay, let's get started, flight Director Hilton Windler Harshall Space Flight C~nt6r. your shi ft, Hilt, please? 

please. Ne h~ve 
and Mr. George nardy from the Will you give us a summary of 

WINDLER Welve had a relatively quiet day, al I think Neil.explained to you this I1'oOrning. We had put t:.~e spacecraft in an attitude to sort of let it thermally stabilize. We have adjusted it a couple of times during the day. Essentially we're trying maintain a .8 degree pitch and -roll zero, and of ~our8e, the yaw zero. Towards the end of the day, essentially the te~peratures continued to rise in the cabin. I think the suit umbilical system temperatures hav(: heen stable all day right around )5 delJre~s- H.7. And the cabin temperatures, however, have IJradually risen -I bel ieve they were probahl~' around 126 this morning, I believe they're 128 or so now. We have been evaluating thfl constraints on the food and fil~ as ,,'ell as the other hardware - you might ca~l theM Objects. You've already gotten a briefing on the food, r helieve, and essentially we've agreed that the food can probably be salisfactory up to 130 degrp.es. The fil~ is still undergoing a review, although a~ you're probably well aWdre, MOst of the film items, r think we Mentioned this y~sterday - the ones that are very critical are being replaced and being stored on the command module for transfer to the Skylab \:hen the crew gets there. We did try a - have just executed a ~aneuver, and it's too early to tel) much about it, but we are now pitching up to 65 degrees, and plan to stay there for two sunlight periods. And the reason for this is twofold. On~, we think that the higher temperature - I mean the higher angle will reduce, of course, the effect of the Sun on the workshop, allow us to radiate and cool that down, and also the ge~etry is such that it does provide some heat into the area - the forward end of the vehicle where this suit umbilical systen is located. Su, we think it will help both of those. or course, it's hard on the power systeM and that's the main reason for not going longer Ulan two revolutions. And then we pxpect after that two Sun passes through - at that attitude - to come back down to 4S, which was our attitude yesterday, if you'll recall, and hold that for five daylight passes, which will allow the batteries to come back to a [ully-chargeo state. Other than that, r think the other systems on the spacecraft are pretty well behavlng quite nicely. And we are just trying to manage the thermal condition and wait for the crew to get there. PAO Mr. Hardy. 
HARDY r don't have anything to add. I think Milt covered very well the status welre in right now. 
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WINDLER Welve had a relatively quiet day, al I think Neil.explained to you this I1'oOrning. We had put t:.~e spacecraft in an attitude to sort of let it thermally stabilize. We have adjusted it a couple of times during the day. Essentially we're trying maintain a .8 degree pitch and -roll zero, and of ~our8e, the yaw zero. Towards the end of the day, essentially the te~peratures continued to rise in the cabin. I think the suit umbilical system temperatures hav(: heen stable all day right around )5 delJre~s- H.7. And the cabin temperatures, however, have IJradually risen -I bel ieve they were probahl~' around 126 this morning, I believe they're 128 or so now. We have been evaluating thfl constraints on the food and fil~ as ,,'ell as the other hardware - you might ca~l theM Objects. You've already gotten a briefing on the food, r helieve, and essentially we've agreed that the food can probably be salisfactory up to 130 degrp.es. The fil~ is still undergoing a review, although a~ you're probably well aWdre, MOst of the film items, r think we Mentioned this y~sterday - the ones that are very critical are being replaced and being stored on the command module for transfer to the Skylab \:hen the crew gets there. We did try a - have just executed a ~aneuver, and it's too early to tel) much about it, but we are now pitching up to 65 degrees, and plan to stay there for two sunlight periods. And the reason for this is twofold. On~, we think that the higher temperature - I mean the higher angle will reduce, of course, the effect of the Sun on the workshop, allow us to radiate and cool that down, and also the ge~etry is such that it does provide some heat into the area - the forward end of the vehicle where this suit umbilical systen is located. Su, we think it will help both of those. or course, it's hard on the power systeM and that's the main reason for not going longer Ulan two revolutions. And then we pxpect after that two Sun passes through - at that attitude - to come back down to 4S, which was our attitude yesterday, if you'll recall, and hold that for five daylight passes, which will allow the batteries to come back to a [ully-chargeo state. Other than that, r think the other systems on the spacecraft are pretty well behavlng quite nicely. And we are just trying to manage the thermal condition and wait for the crew to get there. PAO Mr. Hardy. 
HARDY r don't have anything to add. I think Milt covered very well the status welre in right now. 
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PAO Okay, Rruce Hicks. 
QUERY ~1ilt, ! have several questions, Firat of 

all, the maneuver - the 65 degrees pitch - you're going to 
you say, warm up back there where the coolAnt loops are, hut 
I thought 34.7 was whilt you wanted. Ann I understand that's 
wh~t you're at, so are you just trying to stabilize it more 
or do you really want it higher? 

WINOLER Well, we'd pe very happy if we were afisured 
that it wouldn't go bel~ 34.7, but as you recall from yes
terday, we made a lot of maneuvers, and it's not easy to tell 
which one had what affect on it. It depends a lot on the lag, 
in other words, if it's a lag of 10 hours then this maneuver 
was the one that did us good. If it was a 14-hour lag, then 
it was another one. And I guess we are - since we do llave 
this opportunity to do - to kill two birds with one stone, 
to affect both systems in a positive manner, well that's the 
reason for choosing the attitude. You're right though, if 
the temperature stayed where it is, we'd be very happy. 
1I0wever, we're trying to - while we're cooling off the hack 
end of the vehicle, we're also trying to put a little bit 
more heat into the front end where that suit umbilical loop is. 

QUERY George, wh,\t is the third device going to 
be taken for the hackup • third sunshade? 

III1R[)Y l'rn not - yvu fe llCiWS ~ave to excuse rne, 
I have a little cold here, can't talk very well. I'M not 
sure exactly. The design review was in Huntsville, today, I think 
most of you know. lepresentatives from JSC were there and 
that review was still going on ahout an hour ago when I checked 
in, so I can't cornrnent right now just exactly what that will 
be. We'll still have a status report corning from Hr. Schneider 
so maybe that will - -

QUERY no you have any idea if the inflatable device 
has been readied yet? 

HARDY Well, the inflatable device was being tested 
last night, was being tested again today, and they were 
proceeding to build flight hardware for the inflatable device 
in case it was selected as one of the shields. 

END OF TAPr, 
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IIARD'i - they were being tested again today 
and they were proceeding to build flight hardware for the 
inflatable device in case it was selecterl as one of the shields. 
~AO Arthur lIill. 
QUER'i Milt, on this thormal management bUR-
ines~ - Are you all operating from a calculated kind of approach 
or are you having to work this thing more or less as an empirical 
problem? I guess 1'm asking, is your thermal management a 
science or an art? 

WINOI,ER Well, it's beth, of course, There's a 
lot of art to it. There' 5 a lot of hest engir,eerinc;j judgement 
based on experience. A lot of people we're w.nking with at 
Marsha 11, and George knows who they "re hette .. than I rlo and 
their backgrounds, but they've had a lot of experience in this 
field and we arc plowing new ground here, so, we - We'l"e learning 
as we go and ~e're using the past year's experience as well as 
what data is availahle to us from where we are right now. 
But there is still a lot of judgement in it. 

QUERY Okay, I wonder if anybody could tell 
me how things look as far as getting items stowed on board the 
Apollo spacecraft tomorrow? Does it look like you're going 
to be putting things on as late as 12 hours hefore launch, 
or will you have it all buttoned up some time before then? 
'';hat does it look like? 

H.\Rf)'i !"'ost of the hi\r.dware that has been 
identi fied or is being identified even today is being shipped 
to the Cape tomorrow I'".orning or tomorrow afternoon. We hope 
to have an orderly bench review and stowage or the command 
and service module. However, if there are one or two it~ms 
that come on late, we understand that the Cape could 
accommodate those as late as 10 to 12 hours. 

QUER'i Wha t is - -
HARDY Well, I think the majority of the items 

will be there much earlier than that. In fact, as I mentioned, 
the several candidates of sunshields or sunshades flight hard
ware is being delivered to the Cape and even those that may not 
get selected as flight items. 

QUERY •• " questions. First of all, 
they enter the workshop? 
or some kind of a cooling 

what is the crew goin9 to wear when 
Are they going to wear shirtsleeves 
garment? 

WINDLER The only thing that I know of that they 
are goiog to wear is a mask, which, I believe, is primarily a 
carbon absorption - charcoal absorption-type. I don't think 
there's any plans - l'~ not aware of any plans that they are 
wearing any special ga~ents. 

HARDY - they'll wear the constant-wear garment 
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or somo light\o.oight shirtsleeve garment. 'fhey will wear, 
I believe, special gloves in CAse of any - protect again8t 
hot spots and they will wear the special masks th~t, I believe, 
Dr. lIawldns ta lked about a day or 60 ,'go. 

QUERY I Illay have Illissed Uds he fore, but, I 
understood you were running tests wit.h the - with various temp
eratures with the gassing materials and 2 or J days a90 
the tests were still negativ~. But at the same time, I under
stand you 3re still keeping - pressurizing and depressurizing 
the spacecraft, so, I gather you still suspect that something 
may be there. \'Il'Iat is the current status on that? 

WINDLER Yes, we'r~ continuing with that, AS 
we agreed several days AgO, now. I:"e forqotten how many, 
but we're coming up to the last cycle at 2 and we'll drop 
it again and then pop it bacK up to 5. And I think we did 
talk about this before and you know it - there's sOl'lle people 
whose analysis indicates that there may n~t he any, and there 
a~c elher people that suspect that there could be some, and 
as a precautionary l'IIeasure, we're trying to dilute it 
down to d level that we are sure can be handled by the Onboal"d 
systeM~ - ann we're dOinq that dS a corr~n precaution. 

QUERY 00 yeu have any result on the ground - on 
the ldb test - the heating test of the material? 

HARDY J'I'II not familiar with the latest results 
of those tests. I do know they are being conducted but I'm 
not familiar with that. 

WINDLER As you pointed out earlier, they were 
ncqative, I believe. 

QUERY Could I just come back a minute to these 
liquid cooling garments? The understandinq I had a few days 
ago was t.hat they would he flown in the SL-2, anyway, with the 
option of using them. When the - -

END or TAPF. 
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SPEAKr.R A few days ago, it was that they would be 
flowr. in tho SI.-2 anyway, with the "ption of using thelll after 
real time <'Isseasment of what the temperature was inside tho 
workshop. Are you faMilar with that? 

WINOLER They ~lw<'lYs plan to be flown, and, of 
course, they could wear them if they chose. I guess I don't 
really know - have any hackqround nn that. 

QUERY If by chance we slipped another 5 days 
by Frida)', can you really, slIifely, keep evelything going up 
there as you are now, or uill you just be holding the baby 
toqether i'I little bit longer, you know? You seem to be 
playin~ with it a whole lot. 

WINDLER Yes, we are, in a way, ann in other 
ways, we're not. I think the control center is considerably 
more calmp.r, or whatever yo~ want to say, than it was the 
first couple of days. Wn understand what we're doing. The 
results of it, in all the areas, are a lot better than we 
did then. ~!aybe the TACS control of the attitude control 
system may be a qood example there. I think W~ better 
understand how that responds, and are better able to use 
th~ TACS in a very optimum fashion to keep its usage at 
~ miniMum. So, we have those kinds of advantages, and I 
think that yes, we can keep the vehicle going for ano~h~r 
~ days if we h~ve to. I'd like very Much to Ree the 
temperatures level out a(]ain. We are bl:'low, thollgh, the 
limits on the - as we understand ther~ n~', on thtlSe item. 
But nobody likes to subject them to any higher tE~mperature 
than they can - than they have too. 

QUERY In that regard has any decision been 
made about slipping it 5 days, or is it going to be day to 
day? 

WINDLER I know of no decision to slip. He was 
asking a question about how we could handle it if that happened. 
Hypothetical question. 

QUERY If you had to slip Friday, what would 
it be to, Saturday? 

SPEAKER We have an opport~nity Saturday, and 
1 believe there's also one on Sunday, which I don't know 
how long it is, hut it's prob~bly in your press releases, 
I would assume. 
QUE~Y no you plan to do that if you have to, 

rather than 5 days? D~y to day rather than 5 days? 
HARDY As far as I'm concerned, I' III rIot per-

sonally aware of any se.ious discussion right now in that 
regard, but the capability does exist. I do know that 
Flight control people have been looking at thl' options 
that are availalJle. And I have h<:eil advised that ti'lere 
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opportunitie~ available on Saturday and Sunday, too. 
t would result in a longer time for rendezv~u8, but the opport

unities ~re available on Saturday and Sunday. 
o QUERY I'd like to know whether you people have 
heard how lonq astronauts can work in 12S-deqree te~perature 
to qet that parasol deployed, if that's what they have to do? 
How lonq can tlley work without their mental faculties 
becoming a litlle dull? 

WINDLER I can't answer that. I don't know the 
answer to that. 

HARDY 
I'm quite sure that 
of the temperatures 
comment on it. 

I don't know the anawer to that oither. 
the medical people, however, are aware 
that we're tal~in~ about, and I couldn't 

QUEI'lV In that regard, Hilt, lIIaybe you could 
tell us - let's aee, you're going to have the Astronauts 
standing hack hehind the scientific airlor.k. What kind 
of temperatu~e, now - if the astronaut were there now, what 
kind of temperature in the middle there, kind of, would 
he be subjected to? 

WINDLER Well, that's subjective, and in my 
mind I re~lly have the hope, the whole cabin area kind of at 
125 or so degrees, along in that area, and, you know, 

fferent people can advance theories as to theClllal lags, 
d heat transfer, and all that, but I --

END OF TAPE 
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WINDLF.R - 25 or so dr-grees along in th~t area. 
And you know different peoplo can act .. ance theories as to _ 
with ~her~al lags and heat transfer and all thAt but - I just 
tiqure that that's about the environment in there. 

PAO I.ou i S A lexande r • 
WINOLER I don't think there's very ~uch differ-

ence In the teMperatures up at that point - you're talking 
about the fact that it's not - well the food is stored at _ 
an area not too far away from there lor example. 

QUERY Rein~ a hunt-red and - -
WINOI.P.R \'Ie think it's about 127 or 28 along 

in there. 
QUERY NC!ll in the workshop itself do you hap~ 

pcn to recall - are all those sensors off-scale or do you 
h<lppen to recall a teMperaturE"! range just in the workshop now? 

WINDLER No, they are not all off-scale - there's 
one that's III - is I think - -

III\RDY Well that' s right in the opposite side 
of th~ workshop is of couree (juit.e a bit cooler than the - the 
t.ot side - I rton't recall right now .... hat those temperatures 
are but ] do believe that th~re aro nome that are - well they 
,ue nW!\be reci - they're under 100 deryref!s. 

WINDLER SOMe of the ones th~t wf!'ve heen usinq 
- the sensors wc've been trying to use to control the roll 

that are off-scale at 120 of late today - have kind of popped 
back ann forth hetween - I think - 118 I believe I saw on it 
one time - 119. Ann during the daytime it tends to go oft-scale 
and du~ing the darkside it'll come hack on and it's heen staying 
on a little hit longer each rev - I think the attitude is 
probably helping it slightly - you know we have been pitching 
back to our 50 degree - towards the 50 degree attitude that 
we're in. We're anxious to see what it's like when I get 
back over there. 

QUERY I read that you had plenty of reserve for 
propellants and fuel and so on to maneuver the workshop but that 
ycu'd used about half of your reserve - what 
is the status now? 
WINDLER It's about the same - I think you asked 

that question the other day - I think the flight plan didn't 
change a great deal . we're still op~rating at - I think we 

- instead of 25 it .... as 29 percent that we've used or so~e
thing like that - but it's in the s~e order. 

QUERY • • • 
WINDLER Hell, the flight plan changed - let's 

see - no I'~ saying - I - we've used - we have I believe ~ 
little bit less reserve hut the flight plan did change. I looked 
at that number this ~~rning just because of your question 
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is the status now? 
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- instead of 25 it .... as 29 percent that we've used or so~e
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QUERY • • • 
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yosto~day and then I - during the day I've forgotten it again. 
WINDLER We did? Okay. What did we say? 
QUERY His question kind of tied into mine _ 

and mir.a was 'Join'.) to presume thl\t we - wa never shout _ but 
th~re .... as a problem with the SI\tllrn - and my _ perhaps if WP. 
had it - a 10 or a IS or a 20-day hold or evoll longer based 
on the rate that you're using your propellants now _ how long 
if you had to could you hold it up there right where it is? 
HtNOLEIl Well we could go that lOI~1J _ I don't 

know how much longer we can go - I believe we're still using 
it - say approxil'late1y SOO pounds a day - pound-seconds a day. 
And we must have around a 40,000 __ No __ 

HARDY We have about 57,000 t helieve right i~CN. 
WINDl.ER Right now, but I mean our or i9 i na1 _ l'm 

trying to think of how much we required _ it was _ we required 
around 40 or a little less - a little more. So, I guess that's 
for a number of days yet - must he about 20 or so _ 1'1'\ running 
out though - t'd hate to have you put that number down but we 
can go the other 5 days or 10 days. 

QUERY Thank you. 
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PAO OkAY. Let's get started with this chang-of-
Shift Briefing. We're waitinq for another participant, but 
~"ll 90 ahead and get started. Flight Oirect~r Neil 
nutchin~on will give us a SW'llilIat'y of the vetlicle statlls over 
the night. And very shortly, we should have Don Arabian here, 
who's manager of the Pr09ram Operations Office of the Johnson 
Space Center, who can discuss the testing of the various 
mechanisms that we've been developing here. Neil, do you 
want t~ go ahead and give U8 a summary, please? 

HUTCHINSON We had a very very quite night last night, 
no new anomalies. We did a couple ot maneuvers to keep our 
thermal balance going. We did a 2-degree pitchup and a roll 
of minus-1S degrees. And that maneuver lelt us in the vAcinity 
of A 4S-degree pitchup angle and wings level. We've been pretty 
much holding our own on the temperatures in the water loop, 
which is, of course, the one that we're primarily protecting 
against. It's holding at about 34.7 or 34.9, right in that 
region, degrees Fahrenheit. We, at the beginning of my 
shift last night, started a third cycle, I believe i~ was 
the third cycle, on the ptl,rge where we're going up to 2 psi, 
u9ing nitrogen, and then bac~ down to 0.6 and back up to 2 psi. 
And ah - This time, when we were going up, we ran a check on 
the habitation valves, those are the vent valves that we use 
to dump the atmosphere overboard. There are four of them, 
a series parallel arrangement of valves. And last night, we 
did the pressurization with ~nly one valve closed in each 
leg to MAke absolutely certai~ that we didn;t have any leaks 
or anything, and that all we~t exactly according to Hoyle. It 
took just exactly my entire shift last night to get the 
.::luster back lip to 2, and this morning, ab<.ut 1:45, we started 
~nother dump overboard to take it back d~. to 0.6. We did some 
momentum management last night. Did a reset this morning,and 
our momentum is all straight. The current temperatures inside 
the OWS are running, estimated now, using the t,hermal models 
at Marshall, somewhere in the neighborhood of a 12S degrees 
Flhrenheit. And we'~e been pretty much holding our own right 
there. Today, in store, we have just more of the same. And, 
as you know, we're getting ready to start the countdown at 
the Cape. I think we've pretty much homed in on our mission 
plan for the first about 5 days for the mission. We've got 
all of our alternate procedures fairly well straight ~nd I 
think we're about to get this thing in high gear again. That's 
about all I have. It was a very quite night. 

PAO Okay. Why don't we go ahead and take any 
questions you might have for Neil, so that he Cl.n 'J~t horne 
and get some rest. 
HU~HINSON Well, I wouldn't miss this flf',xt thing for 

anything. 1'11\ going to stay here and watch this. (Laughter). 
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PAO You've seen Mr. Arabian before. Okay. 
We do have Don Arabian here with us now, the manager of the 
PC09ram Oparations Offir.e he~e at the Johnson Space Center. 
And he, as X ',mderstand, is going to give us a run-down on 
the testing we've been doing here. Is that right, Don? 

ARABIAN Yes. Also, describe wh;,t the parasol is 
all about and how it works, ifchey are not already aware 
of that. lias that been described to them yet? 

PAO Not in any detail. 
SPEAKER We could use it. 
ARABIAN Vou could use it? Okay. That 
~AO You want to use the blackboard, or would 

you rather do it up here first? 
ARABIAN I'll probably use a c~~inatior. of both. 
PAO Okay. 
ARABIAN And ah - First of all, let me iust draw 

a sketch on the board so you can see what it looks like on 
the bird,/then I'll (garble) with a ~ery crude model. I didn't have 
mucil more than IS minutes to prepare a model, you know, so 
you can see how the thing works. But I'll describe that 
to you. And then any ~uestions you have, you know, 
then we can talk ~bou~ at that tine. I'll draw the workshop. 

PAO We have listeners at Kennedy Space C~nter, 
too, Don, so you might ~ant to use words that you mi~ht not 
use with lhe just the drawing, here, more descrir-th'e. 

ARABIAN All right. Now, this is the ~ws workshop. 
This is lookjng at what I would call the back end~ And 
here is the front end, where the solar array panel is for the 
telescope. hnd the oeployable wings, of course, I'm sure 
you've heard the problems with those, would be sticking 
out in a fashion like so. Now, there is a cp~ning on, one 
on each side of the workshop, a square openi~g about 8 inches 
by 8 inche~. hnd that square opening is u~~d to expose 
instruments out into the atmosphere to look, I me~n out into 
the environment, and make certain t.ype sd.entlfic measurements. 
Well, the idea of our scheme is to go ah~ad and cover the 
po:ction of the workshop wi th this microi"·eteoroid pane 1 that's 
missing, which is in this portion of tr.e drawing. Now, onr 
principle involves four booms that ar~ telescopic. And they 
come to a common head. There .!Ire seven sections to the boom. 
Looking at the top view, there's a ~heet that's 22 feet by 
24 feet of special fabric that has properties to radiate and 
reflect heat. And it's a thin sheet of material that's 
attached to the corners of the poles in a fashion like so. 
And h~re is the fHbric then. And we have a pole then coming out 
with the board. This pole ther. would appear like so and there 
would be the sheet of fabric ~·ou see sitting on top of the 
on top of the workshop, just on a pole. These are the ribs, 
then, the four ribs that support the fabric and holds it out 
flat. 
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ARABIAN Now, in order to get the fabric out, it's much 
like, or similar to that what I would say is deploting an ~rella. 
NOW let ~ 90 aheAd and tAke the model. This is about 1 inch
to-the-foot scale. This would be the fabric, and this would 
be four poles, and thp.y have freedom in ecsentially all direc
tions. They are retained at t~e hub by a set of springs 
for eacll one, such that if you would let the poles go under 
zero-g, they would corne up into" position, anc: this would 
be plainer then. Ulte I would - it would be like that. That I s 
what would happen in zero-g. This is upside ~own now, this 
would COMe out with tho vehicle. All right. Now in order to 
get it out of the vehicle, this is all folden up in a fashion 
like so, like one would do for an umbrella. Now the poles are 
all telescopic, except the center pole, such that I can take 
these poles and squeeze thel'! all down into a box. M.d here is the 
box, and all this fabri~ i~ folded in the certain fasnion, it 
goes right into the box, ~nd : can just take these poles and 
then push them down in, such that I have a package that looks like 
so. Tr.at particular package, by the way, j'l the same case that 
~he T027 experiment uses, and it inte~faces with the airlock wall, 
in a fashion like so. .lust clamps right up. All right. But 
these poles, then, are aU squeezed in the inside, except the 
lonq one. So what the ~re~ has to do is ~ttach·this to the 
wall, like they were going to do the experiment - the 1027 
experiMent. The rext thing they d~ is attach the center poles 
which are - COMe in five different ~·.eqrnents. And the total 
l~r.gth of that pole would be, then, 27 feet. Rut they don't 
lttach all the segments at one time - 4--foot section at a 
time. And as they get the pole out, this keeps on going up 
and up and up and further. And, finally, the springs that 
are attached to the hub, that wants to strai~hten out tha 
poles, finally come outside, and they spring open. You see. 
And the spring force then drives these ~p like so. So that's 
how it gets out. It just gets pushed right out of the system 
and springs, then, allow the ?Oles to come up. Now what we 
have done, we have run several tests to denonstrate the de
ployment in the packaging of the system. Now what we have 
dene is to have this system completely p .. \cr.aged, and we raise 
it up in the air. We then deploy the parasol and insure that 
the packing is right - is proper, becaus~, you see, it all 
has to ~cco.~ian in, in order to get inLo the length of the 
box. And as this COMes down, the telescoping polesat-
tach to a back plate, and that's how you stretch the whole assembly 
out. And the ends of the poles are then disconnected, and 
you continue to push (.out. ,\nd then, finally, when t!1e odge of 
the poles come out of the box or outside the vehicle, then 
they swing out and up. And Itll go ahead and just sketch 
this to show you th~ different stage~. First, ~~ wvuld 
look and see the square hole for the scientific experiments. 
Then we wollld se~ protruding from this vehiclo as it came out, 
this long section just like J showed you here, at which 
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ti~, when we ~~t 21 feet in the air, which is the length of 
these poles, these segment poles then are pulled and they 
are all snappt'd into place. They then swing up, like 80. 
The canopy then ~ppears in th~t part, like 80, only in re
spect to spacecraft, tangent to this surface, but 
21 feet in the 3ir, or in space, I should say. Then what 
the crew does is start pulling the assembly oack in. As 
they pull it in, they r~move sections until they qet it down, 
essentially, r~stin9 on the surface again. That's the sequence 
that one goes through to deploy it. The other feature is that 
since it is on a pole, and, of course, this goes through a 
seal i~ the blCk end of the case of this box, which I didn't 
show here, this is a sealed section just like the experiment 
uses when the poles go in to deploy the experiment. It's the 
saJlle systeM, sa.,.e basic configuration to choose, saJlle box, 
except the experiment's not there. Since there is a sh~ft 
in the center, we can go ahead and rotate it. And the process 
of rotating, I'll draw a top view looking down now. Solar 
arrays is a square hole, here is the sail deployed. ;.ow 
the reason for the off-center is because the box, or the 
opening, that ~~ put the pole on, is off center in respect 
to the area wewant to cover. We want to cover from here 
to here. See, so rather than having the fabric go all th, 
way from this area, see, we just cut it back, such it's li~e 
that. Well, that fortunately gives us another advantage. 
It allows us then to rotate the poles such that they can 
put the sail in this direction and expose MOre or le~s area 
to the sun, which a110\05 you then to modulate the temperatule. 
Now, in the event - in the event for some reason something 
breaks or there's a foul-up in some fashion, this pole can 
be ejected. And the ejection is identical to the way you 
eject any experiment that happens to get stuck out in the 
area in order to deploy the experil1'.ent as a fixture on the 
end of the pole. Let me go ahead and draw the box. 
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ARABIAN Go ahead and draw the box that the -and thAt'. the T027 - T027 box or case. There'. the plate on the bottom. There's the hole with the seals in it that the pole g008 through in order to deploy the system. This being the outer edge of the spacecraft or the square opening. So these pole8 are all attached one to the other. We have deployed the Sy8tEllll and let me bring it back down to the surface and sO here we see the telescoping poles. Here's the spring joints that holds the poles flat. And in order to eject an experiment there i8 a 6~cial tube onboard with a handle on it and a little knob and you just turn the little knob and what that does it disconnects the tube joint and there is a spring in there and the spring just literally shoves the pole out. Then it would leave the space vehicle. It would be just like an p.xperirnent that could not be retracted so we use the same hardware and the s,.;~ equipment onboard in order to do that. So from that standpoint then if for some reason somathing did happen, we could get rid of it. The other advantage - there is an advantage of deploying from interior of course it's not an EVA operation, it's the question of going into the workshop and taking this T027 which we'll take up in the spacecraft, and there's a particular place that's allotted to have it stowed and the package size is about S3 inches by 8-1/2 inches by 8-1/2 inches. That's tha size of the pack. Looks like 00. So the crew then takes this into the workshop and attaches it to the air-lock the way they would normally atta~h that T027 package. The poles that are used to depLOY the system are carried in a separate package. And they are 4 - six 4-foot length poles. And they all screw and attach together. And as the experiment - as the Sky lab parasol is deploy~d one just keep9 on adding seconds and pushes it out. And as it comes out then the wings come open. NoW, what we have done is tested the assembly for deployment out of the box. And I'll draw for you then how we did that. There is the box and here is the floor. This was on a crane of course. Here is the pole. The system was then dep\oyed. We have verified the packing tect.nique just how, in fact, that everything clears and is free and the whole process works. This has been done. Now there is one little problem, however, when you operate in 19. Now as you are all aware things in zero g's will go - anybody or any particle, lines, you name it, will go and move until the forces go to zero. If there is any stress~s on any material it will go ahead and deform itself until the stresses then relieve or they cancel out. So if I have a spring, light spring, let'4 say this pole arrangement you can understand, if I had this down in 19 it would fold down although I had springs trying to pull it up. I've had very strong springs, of course, that would 
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come up and stretch out like they would in space but there are 
certain disadv~ntages of having too strong springs on the 
joints, of courae. So on the zero 9 then you would have 
a different position that the poles would go that'a GARBLE 
gravity. So, therefore, it 1 would go ahead and 
have to demonstrate how this would deploy And open up on the 1 9 it 
becomos a little bit difficult. As a matter of fact, let's 
CJo _"eA'!, and deploy the system, and here Are the poles. We have the 
fabric then when it comea out you see will drape like 80, 
attach back up to the poles. I think you can envision that 
all right. There's all this fabric hanging. The fabric 
weighs about 12 pounds, between 8 an" 12 pounds, about 9 or 
12 pounds. Now you can see if the weight of the fabric on each 
pole is identical and all the poles are let go At the SAme 
instant it would just open up. It would open up just from 
the force due to gravity, the wei~ht of the fabric itself, 
you see, pivoted ~bout this poinl, y~u see we have a GARBLE which 
would then open up. In zero 9, of course, you don't have 
that. You end up with a little problem then in trying to 
just get them all to come out the s~ instant. So we've 
done this and we have let it go of course and demonstrated that 
yes it will come out. But frequently what happens when you 
do this, you see, if I have more fabric on one side than the 
other and there's no way that you can control that, if you 
car. envision the situation here. You notice, for example, 
I 9uess I lost one of my ties, but here's where it goes right 
here, you see just due to the unsymmetrical method of putting the 
f4bric on, and there's a reason for that, I have more weight on 
one side than the other, so that SAyS right off the bat if I 
releas~ these poles at the same instant there is a good chance 
that this heavy fabric would cause these poles to get ahead 
of the other poles and the other fabric p~lling over, you see, 
would cause these other poles then to go in that direction. 
If a situation like that did happen in zero 9, there is no reason 
for it to happen like that since there ~re no forces there to cause 
that to go on. 'Ihere is no gravity getting the weight off center. 
Then what would happen they would spring out and fold around, you see, 
because they ar~ free floating. They have a position they seek. They 
would finally straighten themselves all out and the whole 
curtain would then be deployed. So the socalled problem or 
cifficulty is, in fact, to show just how they would array out. 
But you can see, if you can conceive just what happens in 
zero gis, that it will deploy in that fashion. We have demon
strated that we can and it does. But the main Ceature - the 
main problem to overcome was to make su~e that we can tack 
and push out and have the forc~s properly, you see, and we do 
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have control of it and be able to pull it back and orient it 
where we want it, you see. That's the concep~. Now do you 
have any questions? 

QUERY Have you practiced putting up sort of 
a lopsided umbrella in zero g1 

ARABIAN No. We have not practiced putting 
a lopsided umbrella up in zero g. Let me just try to show 
you what would happen if you have a nonunifo~ weight in 
zero q. I think you can appreciate and let ~e just 90 ahead 
and talk this way and have a pole with two arms on it such 
th~t they have sprin9s and if I let them go they would come 
up in this position. Now let me do one thing. I'll just add 
a mass - or weight let's say on this pole and none on this 
pole such as this pole is heavier than that pole, however, they 
have the same moment trying to lift it up. 
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ARABIAN ••• and none on this pole such that this 
pole is heavier than th~t pole, however, they have the same 
moment trying to lift it up. What happens now - this one 
would get up there much faster than this pole 
because of inertia in other word~ it ~as to accelerate tho 
weight, and get the wei9ht movement. So it would not reach 
this spot at the same time this one would. This one would 
be much slower. But still it would move the weight up there. 
I could add more weight on to it even. It would 
eventually get it up there, it's just a question of time. 
If I had an infinite weight it would take an infinite time 
but it would eventually get to that point, you see, now it's 
just a queGtion - it's just like I had a big box on rollers, 
you know, it was light, it doesn't take much to move it. 
If it's heavy, you know, it takes a while to get it going but 
once you get it going it keeps on going. So that's how it 
would happen so there is, yes, there would be more inertia or 
more mass on one side than it would on the oth~r. And the 
curtain then would not corne up. One side would get there before 
the other, as a matter of fact, it would isolate a pass and 
it would then damp on down you know just like as you would 
imagine you know something that was a spring - I just plucked it 
you know and it went damp you see. So that's the type of 
motion that we'd have. 

QUERY Really a couple of questions. Won't 
it oscillate anyhow and how long do you expect it to take for 
it to reach a level position? Is it going to be a pop or is 
it going to be 3 slow motion thing or what? 
ARABIAN Well, it would start out and gradually 

accelerate probably about just like I'm showing you here now. 
Now how fast it would dw~p would depend on - all the damping 
comes from the motion of the fabric and so forth, you see. 
If there was no damping whatsoever - it would forever oscillate 
back and forth. But because of damping, you see, it gradually stops, 
you know, and finally dies down. Now damping comes about from just 
friction in the system. Out heee on the ground the air 
provides damping too, in fact, very much you see, and it would atop it. 
Which is another thing about deployment, when you do deploy 
it and it. starts to move then the air velocity on this big 
area you can imagine just a big sheet like that. You see it 
tends to - it's not real as compared to what happens up there 
because thera's no air. Yes. 

QUERY Okay. How are the springs arranged to 
stop it at that neutral position and what happens when you rotate the 
pole since you've got essentially a free hub up there? 

ARABIAN Right. In response to your first 
question, I will draw the detail. I have a spring that's 
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coiled in this fashion, COMes out and the poles attach to it. And that's just like one of these clothes pins that you squeeze, you know, these clothes pins the two ~~en bills ~ith a coil spring that holds it, same type of spring. The spring if you draw it three dimension looks like so, you see, such as I co'\n take to bend the spring. My spring has a memory. There' 8 oaly one place it goes for its etresses balance out you see and that's in thIs position. So if I pull that spring down and let it 90 you see this would oscillate back and forth and damp out. So the spring - the formation of the stresses in the spring is the thing that positions the pole. Now looking at the top view there is really two springs that we have, one on each side of the pole, attached to the pole. There's another one over here, coming in here, sce. Now you can, I think, Visualize, too that I can take in any plane and move that spring and it has some spring force in any direction see 80 it's just these springs attached to that hub or piece of piano wire, for example a piece of piano Wire, you can take and move it in any direction and if you let it go it ret~rns back to the position where it's attached, you see. So it's the same principle. 1 want )'OU to think of jlH.t a piece of piano wire if you can envision that attached to the pole such that I coul~ pluck it any wa~' and it would stay in that position so that's what the joints like. Now what was your second question? QUERY Okay. When you rotate it does inertia cause it to deform in the flat plane and then -ARABIAN Well. Let's look at thp. top view and see what happens when you do that. And just for the sake of sillplicity J' J.l draw this as a sytlUUetrical curtain attached at the center point here with the poles coming out. Now if you can envision what would happen if you would take an umbrella for example and you move an umbrella, you know, it takes a little force to get it going and once it gets spinning it will spin pretty good. And the reason for that is because you have the mass out pretty far - long ams. This will operate pretty much the same way. There is a tie see across every corner. If you've seen one of these old fashioned clothes lines - pole clothes lines, you know, with the arms coming out and the strings holding you could take that and swing that around and the same thing would happen to this that would happen to that. So what would happen these poles would ta~e a while to get them going but I could rotate it bp.cauae we don't need to rotate it more than about 90 degrees. We could rotate it in any poSition, ha4ever, so you would rotate it slow and then when it would stop the poles would tend to move eventually they'd stop and oscillate a little bit, you know, and then that'd be it. And the way you would stop it is just frOli 
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the friction on the pole. 
QU~RY Okay. But the spring serves AS the hinge? 
ARABIAN The spring serves at the hinge and it 

hinges in any direction. 
QUERY presumably that white material is the 

material you're going to use? 
ARADIAN No, this is not. This is just a piece 

of fiberglas fabric that I got. The material that we plan to 
use is about 2 mils of Mylar and it's coated on the - I aight 
call this the bottom side, with aluminum. Then on the upper 
side there is a fine nylon fabric. It's orange and bonded to 
the entire assembly. The Mylar has strength of it's own, you 
know, to give it rigidity. So does the nylon. In fact, the 
nylon does have fine - this material by thp. way in construct
ing it like this - it ends up - it's very, very difficult to 
tear it see. It·s not like a piece of p~per. once you puncture 
it some place it'll just want to tear. If you can puncture it, 
the puncture just stays there. You would take it in your'"ands 
and 1 wish I'd brought some of it with me to show you but it's 
very, very thin and light, but it's quite resilient, you know, 
and very tough. In the nylon in the fiber cords in there 
because the Mylar ~tself, you know, makes it that way. 

QUERY It's from the sarne material that some 
of us saw that SEVA curtain being made of yesterday? 

ARABIAN Yes. That is correct. 
QUERY Just one other question. There was a 

rumor going around this JnOrning that the parasol had failed 
its deployment test. This was presumably - this arose pre
sumably out of the difficulty of deploying it in 19. 

ARABIhN That's correct, yes. It did deploy 
properly but it's a question of getting the petals, I say, 
to open up -

END OF TAPE 
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PAD Peter Mosley. 
QUEPV It did deploy properly, but it's the ques-

tion of getting the petals, I say - to open up, you seo. 
ARABIAN And I think I described to you why that 

would happen. You can envision, you knov, poles and fabric 
in this rOOl1\, if you try to stand it up, you know. In 'lero-gs, 
I think you can apprecJatA: it would fold out. In l-g, 
you know, it's a littJ.~: difficult. 

QUERY ~'ou were saying that during deployment the 
~s or rods are held at the base while they extend. What 
do the crew have to do to free that? 

ARABIAN lTore's the hex. In fact, let me draw it in 
a little larger scale. There's the base plate of the box, 
and there's a tuhe - I'll draw it - well, let me draw it 
in the in!lide, I think it's probably better. There's the 
base of the box, it's attached exterior. I'll just draw a 
short box, for convenience here. Here's the pole. The pole's 
about 1.4 inches in diameter. That's approximate, it's a 
little less than that. It's actually 0.359 inches, if you 
want to know precisely what it is. On the back end there's 
a clamping device that goes around here with a knurled nut on it, 
and I'll drawanother view, so you can appreciate how it works. 

SPEAKER If this thing doesn't deploy, you know 
where you can qet a good i llustr<'tor, anyway. (Laughter) • 

ARABIAN Thank you, Jack. 
SPEAKER NO, that w~s Neil, that wasn't Jack. 
ARABIAN Oh, was that - oh, I won't thank hil'l for 

that. (Laughter). 
SPEAKF.R Listen, I'M t~e guy that's going to have to 

put it out, iL better work. 
ARARIAN You see, this is a scissor devic~ th&t goes 

around the outside, it's attached to this plate. This is that pin, 
and there's one on this side, you see, like so. And the 
screw 90es through with a threaded device so I can just 
squeeze the screw, see, by turnin~ it, and it just grabs on 
the pi~! and acts as a break. That's right on the back plate. 
So wh.\t happens, when they do get up in orbit, there's a stllb 
sti~king out here that has thre~ds on it. A~fi this i8 locked. 
Of course, one can appreciate that, ~ince inside the cabin 
here it's 5 psi, and outside here, it's zero psi, we have a 
force, like a piston,you know, of 5 PSI over the area, trying to 
push it out. In fact, that force is somewhere in the ball park 
of S pounds, trying to force the tube out. Therefore, we've got to 
make sure it's clamped. It would be embarrassing to loose 
that tube. So, in order to prevent that from happening, one 
leaves this clamped until he adds the next section on. Now when the 
next section's screwed on, then we have a collar that goes 
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on here that acts as a handle, too, you know, ao you can puah on. Then one can r~lease this, you see, and you ca,,'t 10lle the tube, because of this handle, would 90 up against here and just stop. And once he gets to this point over here, if he stops, clamps this down, makes sure it's clamped, takes this off and adds another segment of tube on. So, this proces8 continues until we - about 21, 22 feet above the vehicle. Then once that's happened, then the reverse process is used, that they pull a cection back in, clamp it, take tho section off, put this on and you pull it back down. Finally, in the cabin, ycu And up with a configuration that looks like that with the parasol up against the skin. Any time you want to rotate it, it's just a question of losening and rotating and turning this crew and locki~g it again. PAO Arthur, go ahead - go ahead Peter, and then we'll get Auther. 
QUERY Sorry, yeah. I'm still not - I can see how that ~rks with the rod, the centr~l rod, but you said that the ends of the telescoping poles also had to be held until they had extended, and then they w?uld be freed in order to come out? 
ARABIAN Yes. Well, how that works is, - I'll draw a spring, and here's the pole, it's held against. You see, there's a force trying to spring them up, hold it down. And this section, then, has these, all these telescopic sections. It's just like a fishing pole, SaMe type of thing. So, in order to pullout this fishing pole, I have to hold it to this end so, as it goes out, the alescopes extend. And once I get it fully extended, sec, then I have to dis-connect at this point, see. So the way we do that is fairly simple; we have a scr~w that goes through the - goes across the plate, and it's a question of backing the screw up, and finally it lets the end of the pole go. And there are 4 such screws. So, once I've released the ~ole, then I can push it on out. But, I know when I've gotten to the limit, because I can't push any more. Because I push, and all poles are extended, snapped into place, and I can't go any more. 'fhat' s the tiae you go ahead and let the screws go, and you continue pushing on out for the remainder of 5 feet. This is roughly 5 feet here, and that swings out. So the device is very simple. Mechanically, it's about as simple as you can get. PAO Art Hill. 

QUERY How long ~oes it take to fully rleploy this thing? 
ARABIAN Once you have it mounted, and there's a tripod ~hat the experiment goes onto that has to be attached also. Now, I'll go ahead and just change that direction here, I'll put a floor in the OW5, and here's the wall g~ing out. This 
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is the outside, this is the opening that I illustrated at 
that point. The tripod ~upport that's there for the eXperiment, 
In fact, if one would have looked at that box, and what not, 
that looks lika T02i experi~ent, same case, same everything. 
50, you have to make that installation, Now, once you get 
to that point - -

SPEAXER We have to move the w!ter tank I be - we 
have to move the big water tank, I helieve. 

ARABIAN \'1ell - well whatever - hO'",ever you do it 
for the experiment, you do the same thing for this one. So, 
that part of the procedure is the same all the way up to that 
point. See, what you have to do in order to put the T027 
experim£'nt, attach it, it's th~ same thing for the parasail. Excuse 
me, the Skylab parasol, Then once that's done, it would take 
probably in the order of - it depends - See, we hadn't 
done this in zero-gs w!th the crew - I mean seeing timewise - I 
mean time in the motion. But, I would think, it would take 
probably 1n the order of, oh, a half hour or so, certainly, 
15 minutes, somewher~ in that ball park in order to get it fully 
deployed. 

PAO Carolyn Callahan 
QllERY Considering your understanding I)f t:hi8 and 

your enthusiasm for it, are you the individual who designed it? 
ARABIAN No. There was - The basic concept, first 

of all, was thought of from Jack Kinsler. And he was orig
inally qoing to use fishing poles. And from that point, fishing 
poles for the telescope and sections. Now, as a result of that, 
there was - it developed in fairly short order, you know, 
as one might imagine. And ah - There were inputs from various 
individu~ls and wh~t not, and so forth, and so on, and from 
that we developed the system as you see it today. But, 
baSically, it was his concept to start with. 

PAO Let's go to ~~C for some questions. 
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QUERY I've got several questions. ~ut first. to make sure 1 understand you correctly without the benefit of your blackboard sketches, if I had an umbrella and I kept the ribs locked and then squeezed it out through a very amall window open until the ribs were clear or about to clear the window, and then released the ribs, as I pushed on out we get the spring action and the parasol would open? 00 I understand you correctly? 
AP_MlIAN Yes, that I s the basic principle. Yes, Of course, there's no center section with little ribs going to each outer telescopic pole like you have in the umbrella. But if you can imagine an umbrella with springs up at the apex of the umbrella to pull the ribs out., to deploy the ribs, but your description of how it gets cut lnd how - the principle of deployment is, in fact, correct. QUERY Thank you. Another thing I wanted to ask was, you want to get thIs now on the skin of the workshop, not slightly ~bove to qet a shadow lin~. Is this because of attitude ~aneuvering and you want to Make sure it's just firm? ARABI~~ Well, for one, there is a point where if you went far enough out, you would then attend to allc~ the tcrnpergture to change because of the distance that you were away from the wor~shop. So there's - thermally, there's no adVAntage t~ a, let's say, being right on thA surface or being, let's say, lO to 20 inches from the surface. Of course, being on the surf,lce, any II"oOtion that you have wO'Jld tend to move the parasol in the direction of the m('.tion of the body. So there is an advantage to having the parasol against the body, from that standpoint. QUERY One other question I wanted to ask was apparently the parasol is going to be the l~st part to arrive at Cape Kennedy, have you got an EETA on when you might get it in here tonight? 

ARABIAN Probably, as it looks right now, it will probably leave Iiouston before midnight. It would arrive at the Cape -
QUERY Could you tell us why the 22 by 24 feet was selected rather than the 22 by 22, or 24 by 24? ARABIAN Yes, the area that's uncovered on the workshop is such that if you were to project it onl flat ~urface, it comes out to about 22 feet uy 24 feet. PAO Okay, we'll come back here for questions again. 

QUERY Two questions, one for Neil, and I'll save it to the last. Number 1, what is the maximum distance from the skin will the parasol be before you begin to pull it hack down to the skin? 
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ARABIAN A little ~re than 21 fcet. QUERV Ann then you pull it down - 21 feet from the skin, and then you pull it back down. ARABIAN That is correct. 
QUERY okay. Neil, did I detect a not~ of skepticism in your voice a few minutes ago? HUTCIlINSON No, sir. 
PAO Any further questions? Abbie. OUERY Have the crew practiced deploying this parasol in the water immersion tank at Marshall? And if not, will they? 
ARABIAN No, they have not. This - they are well familiar of how you operate the T027 experiment. And you can appreciat~, since the exterior is ess~ntially the T027 experi~~nt and the pole diameters are the same size, the ejection system is the sarne, crew training is really unnecessary. QUERY And exactly how far away from this skin will it be once it's deployed? Once you pull it in? A RAIH AN Oh, probably about 6, 2, 3, 4, 5 inches, some ~hing of that sort. We can pllll it hack any position we want; it may be right against the skin, too, PAO Just a minute, we'll get one back here and then we'll come up. 
OUERY flow soon <tfter launch is it 1 ikely to be deplo~:ed? 
ARABIAN You have to r~ndezvous with the space vehicle, first of all. And the idea would be to dock with the workshop, and then go into the workshop, tak~ the package that I showed you, that would be the T027 package, mount it in the spacecraft, take it into the workshop, and the details of the time-line I can't tell you, (maybe Neil migh~ be able to shed some light on that), but at the appropriate time, then they would go into the workshop and attach it. HUTCHINSON Yf!S, we have this all set up in the time-line, anrl basically, as Don described, the first day, of course, is the rendezvous and the SF.VA and docking. And they're going to sleep in the CSM that night, and we're all~1-ing them 8 hours of sleep, and I believe, the last time I looked at the timeline, we were getting theM up at 12:30 Zulu, which is about an hour and a half late - an hour and a half after their normal wakeup ]2:30 Zulu which is like 8:30 -7:30 Houston tiMe. And we'll spend the morning going into the workshop - going into the airlock MDA and turning it on, and getting the air circulating in there, and doing various things like that. And basically, we have allotted the entire afternoon for this operation of the second dny - and llke Don said, the timeline, as we see it, doesn't require anywhere near that much time. Hcwever, there are some preparatory things we have to do. Like I said, we have Q big water tank down there which has to be moved to its on-orbit location up in the dome, and then they've got to deploy the box and get the tripods set up and get it all mounted, and that all takes some time. But we nave, essentially, the entire afternoon of the second day to conduct the operation. 

END OF TAPE 
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llU','CU:'NSOS But we have, essentially, the ent1re afternoon of the second day to conduct the operation. QUERY About Saturduy afternoon, Houston time. HUTCIlINSON Yes, sir. 
QUERY After everything is set liP, and you've got the wnhrclla retucted to whatever distance you decide lo have it from the skin, does all this arrangement, then, have to rem",in up - tt-,e tripod, the projection into the work area, and so forth? Or hew does that go? ARABIAN Yes, you must retain this mounting in the tripod, an~ so forth. necause, you see, tIle parasol is attached at this point on this bea.ring. Tha.t'R the attach point, and it's a.ttached to this point on the pole, you see. QUERY So what you're t'illcing about there is that - that ~inimum 5 feet, or so, of pole length held within th~ box in this case, huh? 
ARABIAN That's correct. 
(IllERY Wi 11 tha t cause any impac'_ throughout the rest of the l1lis5ion, in terms of the projection being out in the work area, you know, fo~~ver and ever, amen? ,\RAf'IAN Nell, cerlainly, on~ could not use th,is portion of the experiment that's supposed to be used. That's the only eff-ect that will occllr. Of course, you realize there is an airlock for experiments on the other sirle. But the T027 experiment, for exanplc, see, will not ~o out here. QUERY The diaJl'leter Qf - ",ell, \)f course, it'd be a changing diameter, but the diameter dnd material of the ribs. And would you run through agaj.n lengths and n~~rs of the joints in the ribs and in the pole. 
~R~I~N The ribs a.re constructed of aluminum tubing. And the - there are seven sections. (~ter corrected to five) The smallest section is 3/8 lnch outside diameter, and the center tube is abont 1 inch diameter. the one that's -::losest to the spring. And the total length of the extended rib is 21 feet - about 21 feet. And there are four such poles. The springs ~re nothing more than spring steel, or piano wire. The hub that the spring is attached to, which is nothing more than two blocks of al'J.l'!Iinurn that's heen nachined circular, anc' there's screws that t.llc'. ~he assembly together, that's aluminum. The poles, then, that attaches the assembly together down into the bearing, that's aluminum tubing too. QUERY Two springs per rib? 
~IAN There are two springs per rib; a total of fou: ~prings. Excuse mn, it's a tot~l of eight springs. PAO Yeah, I understand we have some more 

questions ~t KSC, and let me tell th~ people at KSC I've juet been informed that a video Lape 0f this briefing will be shipped to KSC this afterr.oon. So you should have it therp. this evenin~ sometime, complete with blackboa~d drawings. We will take any questions from KSC now. 
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~IAN There are two springs per rib; a total of fou: ~prings. Excuse mn, it's a tot~l of eight springs. PAO Yeah, I understand we have some more 

questions ~t KSC, and let me tell th~ people at KSC I've juet been informed that a video Lape 0f this briefing will be shipped to KSC this afterr.oon. So you should have it therp. this evenin~ sometime, complete with blackboa~d drawings. We will take any questions from KSC now. 
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QUERY This h Red lIoore again.! just want to 
make sure we understood an answer to a question correctly. 
1 think Neil answered a question abo~t have you got a time 
blocked out fcr this, and the way my notes read, Neil said, 
-first day rendezvous, SEVA, dock, sleep, 7z30 a.m. get them 
up, HDA in the morning, parasol in the afternoon.- If we 
reaq that correctly, why the SEVA on the first day? 

HUTCHINSON Well, the SEVA on the first day, ot 
course, is being done for a couple of reasons. One is - the 
SEVA is heing done lor '" coup'.e of reasons. And I don't know 
which one you place more importance in, but one is to clear 
away ~ny possible debris that is in the vicinity of the 
place we have to deploy this thing. W~'re not totally sure 
exactly how much of that meteoroid shield might be around, and, 
of cours~, we have to have a clean hole ~o go through here and 
a clean area, to be able to deploy it. The other thlng, of 
course, we are still hopeful that we can get SAS wing 1 
out, ~nd, de~ending on the crew's evaluation of that Situation, 
we will, hopefully, make an attempt to deploy the wing. 

PAD Okay. There ao:c no more quest ior,s frem 
I<SC. Reg. 

QUERY Two questions. One, have the crew ex-
pressed ~ny views about this and their choice? Is this their 
first chOice, tOO? 

ARABIAN Their feeling, I beHeve, is that this 
is much easier to do. And their fi.rst choice, I beliove I'd 
say a first chOice, to deploy a system from internal _ the vehicle 
itself out through the airlock. If that doesn't work, of 
course, you can eject it and go out and do something else. 
The reason that's the easiest is because they're familiar 
... ·ith the entire operation, except, you know, what's going to 
happen at the end of the pole. 

QUERY One for Neil. Could you tell me, please, 
when they enter the - into Skylab, is .-
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QUERY One for Neil. Could you tell ~e please 
when they enter the - into Skylab is the hatch between the 
airlock ~odulp. dnd the workshop opcn or closed? 

IIUTCIHNSON Well, we have - there are really baSically 
of course four hatches between the~ and the OWS and in order 
there are the MDA hatch, well there are really five when they 
start out. 7here is the hatch in th~ tunnel in the CSH. There 
is the MDA hatch. Therels the airlock forward hatch, and 
the airlock aft hatch and then the OWS hatch. In that order 
going hack they are all closed. The two lock compar~ent hatches, 
the pressurization equalization valves in them are open so 
that even t~ouqh the hatches are closed there is air flow 
thro~gh the hatch. And, as you know, we have a check valve 
that flows air through the OWS hatch, going into the OWS and 
the hatch is leakin~ coning the other way. So that hatch 
essentially has air flo· ... t:uough it also. 

QUERY Can you tell Me what the earliest Meal 
the astronauts night eat 1n the wardr~~. Would they eat some food 
that is packed in the workshop? 

HUTCHINSON Yoah. I,et' s see \-le' re on cOmI11C1nd 
module food nominally throuryh day four. That's nominal plans 
so I guess you'd have to say - I believe it's the br~aKfast of 
day five, is the first workshop food we eat. We really ought 
to get them an absolute answer on that Jack. I'm al~st sure 
that's right but -

SPEAKER Okay. We'll double check. 
HUTCHINSON And that's nominal by the way that's 

what we planned on doing all along. They lake essentially 
day 2, 3, and 4's food in the command module. Now they pre
pare it down in the workshop after day 2. 

QUERY As a follow to that - I'm sorry if I 
missed this because I got in late but you may have said it, 
but on which day do they reckon to first sleep in the workshop? 

HUTCHINSON If all goes according to exactly the 
plan we have now and the parasol is deployed, we'll sleep in 
the workshop for the first time on day 3. That's one day late. 
Thatls one day past nominal. The obvious reason being that 
once the parasol is up it'G going to take that volume a while 
to cool down and basically once we get the parasol up we're 
going to come back out of there and ".re'll sleep in the corranand 
module the night of day 2 and then day 3 we're going to get 
up and go into the workshop and turn it on. And they will 
sleep there day 3 - the evening of day 3. 

PAO Okay. We'll take one more from 
Ed DeLong. 

QUERY If 1 understood you correctly, Don, 
when the crew deploys this parasol or attempts to deploy it 
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that wlil he the first time that they hAve done it period, 
IS that correct? Thoy will not have practiced it? 

SPF.AKF.R There is a possihility that they will 
h,we tried it at the Cape. They plan to have a unit down 
there and if we can fit it in the time they will have, you 
know, they will he "hIe to go ahead and actually deploy one. 
Out from - they have looked at the system and they feel like 
the training really is nol necessary hecause they are familiar 
with TOn. 
~'AO Okay, Carol, one more. 
QUERY Is then~ anyone factor right now that 

~ould force you to delay again as far as training or stowage 
or anything like that? Are you really going to he able to 
do all that? 

ARABIAN Well, having heen tied up with this 
operatlon for the last several d"ys there is nothing that I 
an aware of th"t \o.'Ould cause aroy further delay hut Neil can 
prohal,ly answer that hetter. 

I!UTClil NS0N Noth ing that I 'm owa re of. 
PliO Ok"y. Thi\nk yOll. 

nm or TAPF. 
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PAO All right, we'll gat started here. We have 
Hilton Windler here, Flight Director and in about 10 minutes, 
Dick Johnston, the Life Sciences Director, will join us. We'll 
get started with Milt Windler right now. 

WINDLER I really, primarily, ca~ over to answer 
questions about things other than food because Dick will be 
he'Ce. Since you didn't get a little briefing this morning you, 
probably however, though are aware that we did go back to, for 1 
revolution - daytime revolution through 801,\r inertial, and 
we rczerocd in the attitude reference syste~ - the rate gyros 
with the Sun sensors - and we're - I started to say pleasantly 
surprised, and, I guess, surprised isn't really the word. We 
were pleased, though, that the attitude turned 011t to be within 
a couple of degrees of what we had thought it was by using the 
techniques I described yesterday, that is, the tem~erature 
measurelllent devices Oil either side of the spacecraft and also 
the power from the solar arrays. So, actually that tu'Cned 
out to be - to work out well. We did update the gyros. We 
also got some better drift information on the gyros and ,,'ere 
able to compute some compensations and inserted those into 
the computer to ma~e that compensation. After that ti~e, we 
went through one rev pitched up at 80 degrees. Essentially, to 
cool the spacecraft down, as you rec~ll, we tal~ed about 
yesterday. We still have this problem between these two areas -
one of them too cold and tho other too hot. And, since yester
day, of course, the suit umbilical systeM ia come back up to 
where it's well above the - you might call it the red line. 
However, the cabin continues to be hot and we're still con
cerned about the food ~.nd Dick Johnston will tell you a lot 
about that when he comes in. And, after that one revolution at 
the high angle, we then dropped down to the attitud(:o that '4e 
maintained all day long, which was a pitch angle of 4S degrees. 
And throughout this day, basically, the suit umbilical systeM 
temperature has stabilized. Probably come up, I believe, &lout 
1 PCM count, about 0.2 of a degree. Last I 100xed at it, I be
lieve it was 34.9. The cabin has not decreased any, really -
it's just about - Veil, it decreased some when we pitched up, 

but it's still quite difficult to tell what the temperature is 
in the cabin because the sensors are off-scale at 120 degrees. 
The estimates of it are in the order of around 125 degrees. 
You might - They vary, I guess, plus or minus a couple of de9r6~8. 
So, we're now corntemplating pitching up another 3 degrees to 
help alleviate that situation. As you can imagine, too after 
this revolution at the high angle, we did have to take some 
some time to get the solar - the battp.ries, I should say, bacx 
fully charged. And that essentially happened today while va 
were in this 45 degree attitude. So, other than that, we've 
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been - things have been pretty quiet as far as the spacecraft 
is concerned, and we continue to zoom around waiting for the 
crew to do their thing and get th~re. And that takes us up 
to where 1 am now. 

PAO Start right over here. 
QUERY Milt, what was the arguement between you 

and Huntsville this afternoon over the attitude we'd be in 
for the next couple of revs? What attitude were they wanting 
the sp,lcecraft, and what was Houston wanting. and who won? Wh:' 
the rlifference of opinion? 

WINOI.ER Well, I don't think that I h"d an argument 
with Huntsville. They h"d a recommendation and I had some 
questions and, I guess, in true fashion we - The) degrees is 
a kind of a conprOfTlisc between the 4S degrees that we are in 
and the SO degrees that we experienced 2 or 3 days ago - when
ever it was - that seemed to hold our cabin temperatures down. 

END OF TAPE 
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WINDLBR - days AgO, whenever it was, that secKed to hold our c<'Ibin temperatures down. We - there was some question of both of these two ~reas is subjective, as you probably got the idea yesterday. The exact point at ~hich and the exact extent of the potential damage to the suit umbilical system ~nd AM coolant loop is - h~dn't been tested and there is SOl1\~ enqineerinq judgement involved there. Ann likewise the food is subjective in another sense, So ve're still trying to balance it and the question w"s what, I guess the - you know, the effects were of either staying where we WAre or goJ.ng to 50 anyway. So the 4B degrees repre5ent~ an intermediate position. And the intent that - in fact we have~'t really decided to go to 4B. As a matter ~f fact, Chuck Lewi~ will decide that. I would dehate it, however you wish to l~K at it. But anJWay, the intent is to - we also want to take a - put some roll in the spacecraft to fix our attitude a little bit there. nut we plan to loo~ at it for one more rev and then go to 48, assuming that there is nothing unusual happens in the next rev. 
QUERY Also the l2S-degree estimates you're giving, are those estiMates from the surface temperature sensors or are these average gas temperatures? Anrl how do you go about guessing what the teMper~ture is when its off scale at 1207 What things do you use] 
WINDLER Well essentially - first of all we really don't have any gas teMperatures because the gas isn't circulat\ng and actually the measurements which would give us the gas temperature if they were circulating are really just, you know, they're sitting on a - in a piece of duct work, so they are structural measurements just like the rest of them a~e. But what we've done when we first observed the temperatures to be climbing right after the spacecraft got on orbit - of course all the temperatures then were on - the inside temperatures were on scale, and they were - relationships were developed between different sensors. And al&o when the concern came up about the food and the filM and other parts of the spacecraft, the various sensors were identified as being some that were the best estimates of temperatures in those concerned areas. And the cases where we've gone off-scale high, we tried to develop a relationship between that sensor and another sensor. And as long as we stay in this relatively - at least we think -as long as we stay in this stable attitude, relatively stable attitude, with zero degrees roll and we're trying to keep our yaw to zero and just varying the pitch, relatively, a small amount - in fact we've essentially been between 40 and 50 degrees a 11 the tillie, except for these small periods. So we hope that we can maintain this same relationship. But this is 
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- also its an engineerin9 judgement as to how you relate 
tho,e sensors and it's part of the questions and answers that 
we have to go through. 

QUERY What's the current situation as far 4S the 
TACS usage is concerned? 

WINDLER We're using around, a little under 500 
po'olnd-seconds a day. I believe the nweber is 487 or something 
11 ke tha t - it .... as th i s il'oOrn i ng • We h,we not used any today. 
And during my shift we used some I believe just before - .... ell 
.... e used some just as I came on. And I really don't have a real 
up to date number because I'm not familiar .... ith the new flight 
plan. We were operating I think I indicated yesterday - .... e have 
about a SO percert margin and .... e've used half of that. So .... e 
were about 2S percent above our old flight plan. But I don't know 
.... hat the ne .... flight plan numbers are. And we could get the 
answer to that I think over in the Control Center. But I don't 
knO\-I what it is. 

QUERY What's the status on thp. cabin purge? 
WINDLL~ We are going down from the second cycle. 

We wer~ dbout 1.3 psi going down to 1.6 indicated when I left. 
And we of course still plan to make two more, and get up to 
S at entry into the MOA - into the airlOCK module • 

QUERY 1 was goinq to ask that, but I will ask 
another one, and that is .... hy arp. you doing these purging cycles? 

WINDLER Hell this is the, numl'-er that is felt to 
be effective 

END OF TAPE 
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WINDLER Well, this is the number that is built 
to be effective to reduce the ~tential contamination level. 
And I've forgotten th~ exact number. I think it was probably 
stated for us. Was it 0.02? Was that the numbor? Something 
like that. I (orgot where the c!ecilO.al was. But, itls felt that 
if we ;et down to that level, we'll be in reasonable position 
because it can be scrubbed by the mol sieves and the charcoal 
beds, etcetera, and this is what we think will take to get us 
there. Does that answer your question? Okay. 

QUERY Do you ltllOW what the status of revis in9 
the flight plan is at this time - at this stage of the CJaJ'IIe 
and how far along it is? 

WINDLER It's - I'd have to say that i~'s probably 
- JUBt give you a rough estimate - probably 80 - 90 percent 
donel maybe even above 90. Virtually all of the 
documentation has been through more than one review cycle 
and it's pretty well falling into place. A lot of it has gone 
to the printers and I think that the documentation and 
so forth is really s~aping up well. 

QUERY As far as you know, Milt, what is the pre-
sent - what are the - what is the present priority for the 
various plans to put out sunshades~ Which one is to be tried 
first, as far as you know now? 

WINDLER Ok~y, now ••• will have to update me on 
what they're calling things these days, but the - J think that 
the parasol or the umbrella or w~atever it is, is still number 
one in the Marshall, EVA or technique with the - we'll just call 
it a sail, I guess. What do you call it? The VIG? Is that it? 

SPEAKER The V-frame. 
WINDLER The V-frame? A-fra~e? A-frame. Okay, 

thank you. And those are the only two, I think, that are in 
primary contention. I think there'S still s~~e talk about 
the inflatable mattress or whatever you want to call it, but 
that's not - -

QUER¥ What about the standun EVA from the com-
mand module? Is that pretty much ruled ~ut all together? 

WINDLER Well, I don't know that it's been 100 per-
cent ruled out, but it's down farther on the priority list. 
I think Mr. Disher said something about that this morning. 
In fact, that's about the only part of his conversation I heard. 
He pointed out, I think, that it's lightweight and it still has 
some advantages, but it also had disadvantages and it looked 
like these other things \-/ould payoff mo::e in the long run. 

QUERY I take it from your opening st~tement that 
there's no trouble with increasing drift rates now \n the rate 
control gyros or anything like that? 

WINDLER No, I wouldn't call it trouble. We're kind 
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of concerned,if that's the right word to use. We're curious, 
maybe is a better word, about why itls behaving like it is. 
The drift rate doesn't Eeem to be continuous and - const&nt, 
I mean. We feel like that we h~ve it under control and every
thing. And we've maie these updates that essentially take out 
the effect of it, but it does vary slightly and we didn't 
expect this, of course, and we are trying to fi9ur~ - understand 
it better, I guess, is the right way to say it. 

QUERY We have had Mr. Richard S. Johnston join 
us here, now. Ita's the Dirc(.;tor of Life Sciencei:l at the John
son Space Center, and we'll let him make a brief atatement 
before we go on with the questions. 

JrnINS~ON Okay, I understand there's a lot of in-
terest in how the food is doing in Skylab. Let me start off 
by saying I think that when we found we were experiencing some 
elevation in terr'perature, we were concerned to know how hot 
it was going to get and the effect it might have on the food. 
Now, we've - as a part of the food qualification program, we 
did take certain of the foods and run them for periods of up 
to 14 days at 131 degrees Fahrenheit. And I think the main 
thing that we're trying to do, like we do everythinq else in 
the space business, is to be tllorou1h and understand if we 
do have problems. An(\ I can say right now that where we stand 
with the food - We do not think we hav,,- any safety problems 
whatsoever; that is, in the way of food spoilage. We have 
taken samples of the food and have tried to track the space
craft stowage temperatures for the hulk food, and are taking 
these samples out on a periodic basis and inspecting them. 
And we're run~ing - we've run one lot at 130 degrees Fahrenheit 
and, the others, we've tracked the spacecraft temperatuce. And 
I just came back from a session where we opened ~cme of it, and 
I ate SOMe of it myself and it tastes just great. So - -
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JOHNSON - the spacecraft temperature. And I just 
camb back from a s8ssion where we opened SOIIIG of it and 
ate some of it myself, and it tastes just great. So 
1 think that - we really don't think we have any proble~. 
It's our intention to take samples of all the food, all 
the nonlrozon foods, and to follow tho temperature pr.o
fil~ through SL-2, through the dormant period between 
SL-2 and SL-3 so that we'll have a pretty good under
standing of the quality and the condition of tho SL-3 
lood. And that's all I really have to say. Thank you. 

QUERY Okay, Dick. First of all, what were 
the foods that you tasted that tnsted great today? And 
okay, you don't think you have a problem but what kind of 
li~its - where would you have a problem on the food -
I moan how much can this thin~ take without having 
to worry about it and for how long? And what could happen 
as far as the taGte of the food is concerned in the long 
term? Can you describe it to us in tasting terms rather 
than in scientific terms? 

JOHNSTON I would almost like you t~ write that 
queption down. Let's see, what are we going to do as 
far as limi~s are concerned? I think first of all, the 
crew is being trained to recognize visu~l signs of, or 
indicators of, food spoi1ag~ before they even open a can. 
What food technologists call a -hard swell- which is an 
indicator of gas production. There are procedures bei~g 
put into the flight plan, and they are being - the crew 
is being briefed to recognize that. Now we ~eally don't 
anticipate that sort of a problem. But that's kind of 
the worst c~se. Where the temperatures are right n~ 
in the spacecraft, the predicted temperatures we were 
well under the temperatures we are running our worst 
case testing, which is 130 degrees. I think the fluid 
locker temperature ia 125-1/2 or something of that sort 
of a level right now. The foods that live tasted - I 
ate Bome peanuts and yesterday I ate some peaches, straw
berries, veal. That's just a pretty good sample of it. 
The foods that we have - the most concerned about are 
stabilized foods. And these are the ones that we're fol
lowing most closely. And that is the reason they're be
cause in their initial preparation they are not, I don't 
know if the word is sterilized, but they are not heat!d 
to the same temperature level some of the other foods 
arc, and there is a possility of anerobic spores that 
could - no, don't use that botulism b 
-anerobic :spores that could if t1.ey got to the right 
temperatures with ~he right hUMidity conditions - could start 
growing • 
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QUERY What do you mean b~' thermostabilized 
foods? 

JOH~SON Things like puddings, 
QUERY You've tasted the peanuts and peaches 

and all uut not the puddings and the turkey and gravy, 
JOHNSON I've tasted some butterscotch pudding 

that was heated for 6 days at 130 degrees and I've tasted 
sOll\e that's been through the temperature profile in 
the spacecraft. I'm not tho tasting expert in the Cer.ter, 
I just happen to be there - not that we have any. That's 
the next question. 

QUERY Are you taking any foods at all, 
sen~~ng any foods up at i'lll in the command module as re
placements? And are there any limits on the medical tests 
that you will - I don't know how to ask this question, but 
are you scrubbing or changing any of the - limiting the 
results from any of the medical tests because of the 
changes in temp<lratures? 

JOIINSTON The answer to your first question is 
no, we're not taking any additional foods in the command 
module. Dr. Malcolurn Smith, the head of our food group, and 
I just left him and I think he is very optorr.istic as 
far as the food being in good shape and we don't see any 
change or any effect on any of our mineral balance stud
ies or any of the other medical experiments at this time. 

QU~RY Over the loop from the MOCR we've been 
getting a lot of predictions that the high temperatur~s - -
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QUERY OVer the loop from the HOCR we've been 
getting a lot of predictions that the high telllPftratures ~ight 
cause unpalatability. Just what does that mean? A really 
serious unpalatability to where the crew wouldn't want to, or 
be able t~ eat it? And in what foods? 

JOHNSTON Now, 1 think yeaterday. we had opened 
some food that was - some scranbled eggs, that we'd had S days 
at 130 - and they had turned to look something 111>:e Gl'ape-nuls. 
They kind of turned a brownish color, But in going back and 
checking the lot of food that they were produced under, we 
actua Uy had hurried the production up to :<cet our SMf:AT test 
last SUIIIIN!r, and we had waved the head gas lequirement. Thdt' s 
the qas :"ou have above tho food, and there was 60l"le oxygen in 
the:-e. AND SO, we ... ·ent bllCk and repeated ":ith our lot n food, 
which is the food we're flying and it has an inert gas above 
it, nitrogen, and those eggs looked qreat. So, I think that 
the first indicator we had yesterday on the Gcrambled eggs 
was really nut having the absolute flight-type food. Okay? 
~o, I thinK that as far as palatability - you know, that's any
body's guess. There could be dome of the freeze-dried 
foods and things may fuse or sOl1'lething of this sort, but as 
I say right now, ever~thing we've looked at, to date, looks like 
th~ food will rehydrate. And, from the 11ttle bit of t3sting 
some of us have done around the center, we don't sea any b1g 
change in it. 

PAO We'll take one mor~ question from here 
and then we'll go to the Cape. 

QUERY What's the status of the film in the work-
shop? How much do you think it's oeen affected by these high 
temperatures? 

WINDLER well, I'm not re~lly - I haven't been 
aRked that question in about 2 days. They had a - some of the 
film they were talking about taking along - 1 think the roost. 
sensitive film was the 5183 and maybe some of ya'll have some 
••• And they do plan to take t~at up, I believe, is 
the last I'd heard - some repllcernent film. And I think some 
of the EREP film and tape was ,-,oing to be tAken up. Not a comploJte 
supply, "5 I understood. I haven't reall) followed that too 
closely other than to be aware that they were obviously con-
cerned about it since this film is relatively sensitive -
very sensitive, I guess, i~ the way to say it. 

QUERY Some questions concerning the activities 
of the astronauts. Has it been decided yet who is going to 
push out the umbrella device? And who wo~ld attempt to re
pair the solar wing ~nd who would make the EVA with the A-fra.e 
thing? 

~I~uLER I expect that's been decided and 1 don't 
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knew 
JOIINSTON I Do. 
WINDLER 9h, he docs. okay, thank you. 
JOHNSTON • just wanted to see if you knew. 

The standup EVA, Weitz will perform, the deployment of the 
Marshall sail will be Joe Kel~in. And I think the pilot and 
Conrad and Weitz would go down and work with theS027 package, 
which they are trained on, which would be th~ deployment of 
the para-s"i\ or any other airlock heatshield devices. 

QUERY For Milt Windler. In sll of your simulations 
for Skylab, did IOU ever run across anything ~.en approaching 
this type of sJ~uatlon? Old you ever simulate anything quite 
like this? 

WINDLER You know, we were talkin~ about that abo\lt 
3 days a')o. And we relurked how much like a simulation this was, 
~xcept that at the end of a simulation, you can say, ·Well, that'a 
the end of that.- And you Cdn forget ab~ It it and come back in 
3 or 4 days and try somethi~q different. And in that case, 
of course we had to continue on. ActuaL.)', it'a remarkably 
like a simulation, I think, in th.\t there's just one problem af'l:er 
another, We have not simulated this precise case. We've been 
concerned ahout attitude control, individual things, but 
nothing really is all put together just li~e this one ia. 

QUERY In th~ flight planning, is there any con-
sideration being given to a launch on other than Friday, say 
Saturday or Sunday or so on, when they'd have a 20-rev ren
dezvous? 

WINDLER Dick may be in the best position to answer 
that. I know that yes, there is considelation being given -
I mean, it's an option and we're - have investigated to 
see 
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this type of sJ~uatlon? Old you ever simulate anything quite 
like this? 

WINDLER You know, we were talkin~ about that abo\lt 
3 days a')o. And we relurked how much like a simulation this was, 
~xcept that at the end of a simulation, you can say, ·Well, that'a 
the end of that.- And you Cdn forget ab~ It it and come back in 
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QUERY In th~ flight planning, is there any con-
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WINClLER 1 knO'Ii that yes, there is consideration 
being given, I lIIean it's an option and "Ie have investigated to 
sec what it would involve. 

Jm:NSTON I think we're planning on a I'riday launch. 
We're going to launch when wO're rnady. I guess that's all 
I can say. I think that everything points that we're trying 
to get it off on Friday. 'i'here are other launch opportunitie~ 
if tor SOlllC re"son equipme.\t or somethlng isn't ready. 

QUERY The heat shield is going to be set up to 
reradi~te the sunshine or heat radiation back into space. It 
will however absorb some - physics tell us this. Will it 
absorb enough to melt or has anybody looked at that pI: ~I' ',~m? 

JOHNSTON There's testing underway - lookin~ .~t those 
probl~ms, and I'm really not qualifie~, let alone Milt. I know 
th3t is a consideration and there is a lot of testing going 
on both at Marshall and here at the Johnson Center to understand 
this. And I don't think we, I'm sure we have ways - materials 
that we feel can do the job, but we are verifying this aspect 
of it. 

WINDLER I understooc1 Hat there WIlS a numher of some-
thing of around 300 uegrees that they expected this material 
to reach. And that they had investigated it and they knew how 
it would change and also I believe it's the ultraviolet that 
affects it or something like that. nut they expect - oh pardon -
and they have, as Dick says, they have looked at the environ
mental conditions it will be subjected to. 

QUERY Although the standup, dthough the cOlMldnd 
module EVA to deploy a sunshield has now a lower priority than 
it did a couple of days ago, do they still plan to deploy 
the solar shield, the solar array, from the command module? 
\HNDLER I think the answer to I:hat is yes. 
PAO Any more questions here? 
PAO Nobody has any questions? 
WINDLER We need that power. 
SPEAKER You've got what? 
QUERY Dick, in brief form, hc"" arc they 'Joing 

about running these tests on the food? 
JOHNSTON Nell Wt1 have large ovens which we have 

temperature controls on. And we, it's like your wife baking 
a cake, we set it at the temperatuC(· we want it and leC\ve it 
there for il period of tiTle. r.ach day, ,,-e inspect the cans fOL 
swelling, ~s I mentioned earlier. Anc1 then we have a plan wher~ 
we pull the foods out and open the cans up and do other testing 
with the food - visual inspections, color comparisons and so on. 
So this is really the way we're doing it. 

QUERY If you put them in an oven, they are goin9 
to get heat from all sides. Rut is that the way they would 
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be heated as far AS this solar radiation thing is impinging 
on the spacecraft? 
SPEA~ER Wall solar - the cans of food are in an-

other overcan, and they are inside a locker, which you are 
really concerned here with is conducted heat. It's not a 
question of solar radiation or anything of that sort. It's 
just a thermal question. 

QUERY ~o the cans on board the spacecraft are 
really being canned just as if they were in an oven? 
SPEA~ER As best we can in zero g. We don't know 

about convective heating and all that. But we're - I think 
that the situation of food~ in the spacecraft - the way we're 
heat;nq in our ovens here - this would be a pretty good teat of 
how the foods are being heated there. 

QUERY 00 you have any word on what the crew's 
evaluation is of the various plans fro~ testing at Marsh~ll 
in the water immersion tank? 

SPEAKER No, I don't. 
QUERY Or. Johnston, you gave us one example 

where the food that you're testing at a maxiMUM - at the max
imUM heat is different for the food that'B o~ board. Is this 
true for the whole lot that you're putting under - -
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QUERY - testing at the maximum hoat. It's dif-
ferent from the food that's on board. Is this true for the 
whole lot that you're putting under the maximum temperature 
test? 

JOHNSTON No, let me make that clear. Back last 
sWM\er, we were trying to get this 56-day chamber l'un-ot'f and 
we were in the midst of completing the formulation of foods 
and, at the sanle time, we were trying to get the tests started. 
We had made a opecial purchase of what we call lot A foods, 
which was the first production run of food, and in trying to 
get that food delivered, we were not able to get certain of 
thc foods packed with the right qas above them. And that's 
the only difference. Now, let me make it real clear to. 
~ll the flight food we have in the spacecraft has been pro-
duced, really, under very rigid controls, an~ those certain things, 
like the head gas space and all like that, hilS been checked 
very carefully and I'm confident we have no ~roblem with any 
of our flight food in that regard. 

QUERY I may be mistaken or misinformed or con-
fused or a little blt slow, but it 8cems to me that Hr. Disher, 
this ITIOrning, said that there were no certain (-lans to try and 
activate the solar wing on - by the first crew. And ,does 
it boil down to whether or not there's a lot of debris up there 
or are you guys conflicting with what your - th~ planning is? 

WINDLER I may be confused also, ~~cause I thought 
we were going to try to do that. I didn't kr.vW that he said 
that - -

QUERY It seems to me he said that there are no 
certain plans to try and activate the solar wing •• The second 
crew could possibly do it. 

WINDLER Now all of ya'll understand what he just 
said the same way? 

WINDLER Hell, we'll call and find out if it's still 
in the flight plan. I thought it was. I sure would like to 
have some more ~·8r. 

QUERY I go back to the food a minute. You 
made this reference to something under gas. I don't under
stand what we're talking about. 

JOHNSTON What you're - when you package the foods 
there's always - We don't pack it in a vacuum. So that means 

there's some - either you have air - a layer of ail or some 
gas above a sma 11 res idua 1 vo lume that's le ft abovn the food 
in the can. Do you understand what I'm t~lking about? Okay? 
And that's what I'm talki~g about head gas. So, if you put 
nitrogen in there you prevent oxidation in some of the food. 
And we, in lot A foods, did not have that. Okay. 

QUERY Will you explain - How about poisonous gas 
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in the cabin - that come ••• (g~rble) shield - 80~ kind of 
that matter - 1 have there ••• where that kind of poisOllOUS 
gas come from - the walls are - -

WINDLER I didn't understand the question. You're 
~alking about the gas that's being generated - outgas8ing 
in the spacecraft, but what - what WAS the question now? 

QUERY I - There is poisonous gas around 
in the cabin? 

WINOl,ER Is there some? Well, we - I guess the 
beat way to say that is - There's a possibility that there 
i8 some and that's the reason for doing this so-called purge 
or pwnp or whatever YOIl want to ca 11 it I where we're dUl1lping 
the cabin and filling it back up and dumping it four times - or 
five times, 1 guess, counting the first time. So, in a way, it's 
a safety precaution. You can show that it could be there. Other 
people can show that it isn't there, but we think that it's 
a chance that it's there and we'll getting rid of it if it ia. 

QUERY Dick, as I recall, it's 10 percent of the 
total food content that'a thermoatab1lized? Is that right? 

JOHNSTON Actually, it's S percent. 
QUERY Okay, what percentage - and 1s it also 

limited to just thermostabilized food - might be affected by 
the unpalatability aspect, but still be safe? 

JOHNSTON well, I dontt really think wetre 90i09 
to have any palatability proble~s of any - -
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QUERY A unpalatibility ASpect but still be safe? 
JOHNSTON Well I don't really think that we're 

gOing to have any palatibility problem with any food with 
what we've seen right now, That was the unknown we had 
a few days ago, but I think from what we've seen so far, 
we feel we don't even have that palatibility probleA, 

QUERY Okay, so you say you don't think you have 
a palatability \roblem, You don't think under current con
ditions you've got a food safety problem either. So are 
you saying that unless conditions get worse, you're 
pretty much writing off your worrico about this area? 

JOHNSTON Well, we're goinry to continue certainly 
to watch it. We are also going to ask the crews to bring 
some samples back. When the crew gets up there, we're 
gOing to learn an awful lot, I think we're doing every
thing we can on the ground to understanrl the proble/l"l 
as best we can 50 that we can give the crew good intelle
gence as to what we think the conditions of the food would 
be. And I think if they were launchinq tomorrow morning, 
1 would tell them that we don't think they have got any 
problems and we're telling them how to reco<;nize problems 
as they do OCcur. And we will of course be communicating 
with them daily. And as I said earlier, I think there 
are lots of things like this in the space business that 
you always look at things in a negative way initially ar.d 
try to run tests to understand it. And I think 
we have a lot better under8t~nding of this whole food prob
lem now than we did a week ago. 

PAO All right, in case there are any ques-
tions concerning this flight plan item, the SF-VA, we will 
call the Control Center and qet the final word on that 
or what the word is now. And you can check with the 
query desk. In case anybody at the Cape doesn't know 
how to spell Mr. Johnston's name~ it is Johnston. 

f'AO Thank you, 
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PAO Okay, we ha.ve ,lith us again this morning Hr. John H. Disher who's Deputy Director of tho Skylab Program out of NASA IIeadquarters. John. DISHER Thank you, Bill. Good morning, ladied and gentlel!1en. I'd like to recap where we stand 011 the sun shade developl!1ent. I'll aek that you let me go through a brief narrative, i':ld then I'll be happy to answer questions. Let me use a little visual aid here to try and organize the activity. We have four ty~s of devices under development. We are going to - assuredly going to carry two of them, the two that I have blacked checked. We may carry a third, depending on final weight and volume rackup late tomorrow or early Thursday. I'd like to describe the devices. I've tried to usn the same terminology that was in yesterday's press release; hopefully, this is con-sistant with that you have bqen exposed to latel~'. First of all, and I'm 90in9 to talk about these devi,-es i',l the order that we see ourselves us!ng them as of the morning. First is a parasol device that's under development !:ere at JSC. It is a mechanically or manually ~eployp.d umbrella or parasol. It will be put out through the scie~tific - the sun facing scientific airlock on the sun side of the workshop, which is ordinarily used for projecting certain scientific instruments. We are planninq now to divert its use on the sun side only. There is an identical lock on the Earth-looking side through which ~ny of the experinents can be conducted. We are planning to divert the use of that scientific airlock to oeployment of this parasol-type device. It, the parasol rlevice, I think some of you may have seen sketches in a release. It's approximately 22 by 24 foot, roughly very close to square. It's an asymmetric square, if you will, as far as its deployment point is concerned: that is, it extends further back than forward in order to covcr the former meteoroid shielded area. In its erection, fortunately the scientific airlock, certain experiments had a pressure tight canister which extended well into the volume of the worksnep. It's possible now to place the collapsible umbrella in that volume, possible for the crewman in shirtsleeve environment to extend this umbrella device much the same as he would selected of the other experiments. The de-vice has, when retracted, fits into a volume about 8 inches square, as I remember, 8 inches round. It has telescoping poles. The telescoping poles are extended by the crewmen inside pushing II rod through static seals, just as would be done with ordinary experiments. The pole that he pushes on has several lengths. So as he reaches the extremity uf one section, he adds another until he' 8 out abmlt 25 feet from the surface. At th~t point, t.he umbrella 18 released by its disengagement ~rom its confining collar and it erects much as an umbrella -a square shaped umbrella without a bow in it, by the way, would do here on Earth. Okay, so much for that device for the moment, and we'll com~ back and talk about it in detail later, but let's catalogue the others. The-
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DISHER The second device, twin pole, had previously 
been called twin boom. They are one and the same. This is 
the device that is under development at Marshall Center. It 
is manually erected also, it entails the crew exitinq from 
their normal EVA hatch much as they would do for a no~al 
ATM film retrieval. They are ascending the ladder that goes 
to the film station O~ the ATM. They will attach a new foot 
support, foot restraint, on that ladder. They will attach a 
fixture through which they will manually assemble an A-frame 
that will extend from that point on to the back of the meteoroid 
shield. The A-frame has on the end of it pulleys and lines 
so to speak. The - upon completion of the assembly of the 
A-frame, an accordian-like unfolding sail is pulled out by 
the crew to the full extended length, again affording about 
a 22 hy 24 foot shadowing area over the workshop. The sail 
lines are then attached at that same station and the crew 
proceed back inside. 
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DISHER Now these two devices we firmly plan to 
carry, with one proviso that I'll mention in a moment. We 
havo the possibility - the strong possibility, I would say 
at this point, of carrying one or the other of two additional 
devices. Tha first is the CSM atandup EVA deployed device 
that we had originally thought would be our first choice. As 
we proceeded, th~ parasol approach dPpeared simpler, more at
tractive. We, therefore, said we'l'c going to work the parasol 
first, however, the standup RVA still has many attractive 
features, among which are extre~e light weight, s~all size, 
small volume; so it could well be carried as a second backu?, 
if you will. A - there is an alternate approach to the parasol. 
The parasol 1 described is a mechanical, unbrella-type device. 
There is a similar inflatable type device. Actually, there are 
two variations of an inflatable device that ~erves the same 
function. One - both of (',hese are under development under 
the c'.>gnizance of the Marsttall Center. One is being done by 
our Langley Research Center. The other by Marshall contractors. 
80~h of these inflatable devices use inflatable structures of 
a t1pe that take - they take a set - that is, they do not rely 
on internal pressure for integrity. The pressure is there to 
inflate them. but upon inflation, they tak~ that set and 
thereafter do not require fUlther presaure integrity. Now 
we think, at this point, that weight and volume will allow us 
to carry one or the other, depending on their final status 
tomorrow evening. Thp.re is, further, the possibility that the -
one or the other of the two inflatable devices could supplant 
the parasol as the scientific airlock deploy device. I say 
that' 5 a chance. It' 5 cert'linl~' not a strong likelihood at 
this point, but I wanted to advise you that there is that 
chance. So recapping on the several devices, it is our firm 
plan to carry these two. It may well ba possible to carry a 
third. Which of the third will be c3rried will be determined 
tomorrow - late tomorrou. Now let me talk a little bit about 
the weight of the devices. The mechanical parasol weighs a 
total of about 9~ pounds. The twin boom, twin pole scheme 
weighs a total of ~bout 112 pounds. The SEVA sail weighs 
about 30 pounds. The ~lternate inflatable device I don't 
have a firm estimate for at this point. It exists. I just 
don't have it at the tip of my tongue. I wo~ld guess that 
it's in the sam~ order as th, parasol, perhaps a bit lighter, 
being an inflatable structure. The fabric that will cover is 
a fabric made by the Sheldol Corporation. It's the layer of 
nylon called ripstopped rlylon, which means nylon with rei.nforce
ments in it so that it won't tear, a layer of Mylar, and a 
layer of aluminum. The aluminum side goes down. This is not 
an actual to-scale *hield but simply indicate the manner in 
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.... hich it would be dep!.oyed directionalwiBe. Now I quesa with H .... t, I'll open to questions. Yes. 
QUERY Could you tell us why the twin pole weighs as much 4S it does? And, also, I'm a little confused on th~ parasol bec~use I looked up the weight of the T027 experiment in the book, and it was 170 pounds. Of course, I qUe88 that included a lot of things that you might have taken off, but if you could go a little bit more into detail on that, 

1'~ appreciate it. 
DISHER Sure. Okay. The reason for the weiqht of approximately 112 on the twin pole is primarily the long structu~al run of the A-frame, which needs to go from here, clear down to here. They're approximately l-inch diameter, aluminum tubes, that and the end support. the wor~ sta~ion, the foot restraint, and th9 total lenqth of line plus the total area of the thing just add up to that weiqht. But it's primarily beca'Jse of the long structural run with tubular members that have to extend that total length. Let's see, I think it's about SO feet, but don't hold me to that. You can scale it if you like. Now your second question was the weight on the cell compared to T27? The weights? Yeah. The ~~ights I'm talking about are, of course, incremental to what did exist for T27 as far as its structure was concerned, and we fit this device within a slightly modified structure that's - that was used for the T27 experiment. And the weight that I'm talking about is incremental over that which had been there for. T27, and it is, of course, a quite light weight clevice that docs not have a long cantilever run on it. It has a central support, as versus, say a long cantilever rHn. 
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DISHER - - and ah - It is of course a quite 
lightweight device that does not have a long cantilever run 
on it. It has a central support as versus it 10n9 cantilevor 
run and that's why it can be 80mewhat lighter. The tubular 
supports hel'e are on the order of a half inch, well, flO theY'ro 
about 5/8 of an inch, AS I remember. And that's repre!entive 
of an ~rella type struoture. 

PAO Angus. 
QUERY Two. First of all, that mattJrial you vere 

showing us, is that the material for all these tfpes of devices 
or for just one. And secondly, as SUft,ing, is it right that 
the - assuming even if you did carry a bac~up. the SEVA sall as 
a bac~up, you would first attempt to deploy thl) parasol frOll\ 
inside the worJcshop and could you ':five 11S some sort of tilllf'
line when all this might h-!.ve happened. Which day would you 
do - do you think y'Ju would do the SF-VA deployment if you ,jo 
do it? 

DISHER Okay. We will, as our plan now exists, 
we will try the parasol deplo~ent first from inSide, that is 
our plan. The fabric that I described is fimly that used 
in the parasol and the SEVA sail and at the moment I'm not 
positive that the - that it's the same fabric used here. I 
know it's not the fabric that's I!sed here. This device ute a 
a ~iffe,ent kind of material that's adaptable to inflation. 
Your other ques'.ion, the timelinn for all of this. The para
sol would be e~ected on day 2, as I recall. And if that 
.... ere not successful we would ;.l1IIIediately proceed into tJ\e 
twin pc.l-a deployment at as early an opportunity existed. The
This inflatable device is obviously a backup to this one 
since it would - if this failed and if we had thiR, we might 
try the~ in sequence but that's speculation at thiS point. 
7he SIVA, as we see it, if carried, would be the last that 
we'd t.ry, as we now see it. 

PAO Bruce. 
QUERY Yeah. A couple of thil'lgs, .John. First 

of all, I've been told this morning that the inflatable de
vice beinq developed at Marshall, not the Langley Research, 
has heen scrubbed, that it does not work in test. Go ahead 
with that one first, please. 

DISHER Okay. That' 8 possible, you rMy have more 
recent status than I. I atteMpted to qualify my statements 
by Raying depending on their IItate of readinoss. That's why I 
finaly checked these and I should, perhaps, put a question 
mark in addition to and either/or on the last cateoory. 

C,UERY And you said a lI\i,nute ago that it might 
<}o to the twin pule as, or, uhich ever is ifMIcdilltely - I 
understood that would be day 3 if you could not do the pari-
801 or any of the scientific airlock methods? 
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DISHER Okay. I can't tell you if the parasol deployw-ent ~pre not successful ~ith that on the first try. I can't recall, now, our precise time and when we'll be &hIe to do the twin pole. I'll get that for you. PAO David. 
QUER'( Yeah. Three questions. Firat of all, what ~ind of provisions have you made, for inatance, if the parlso1 ~rtially deploys and doesn"t deploy alt the way. Do you have a war that you can sort of jettieon it and then try something else? And secondly, why the orange side up? And I have one ~re after that. 
DISHER Okay. Let me take the second one first. The ther~al characteristics of a shiel~ like this are twofold. "lrst, there' 8 the absorhtivity of the ~terial, how much energy that it will absorb. Secondly, there's the emittance, how much er.ergy does it radiate? Al\d the ratio of thue is the irnportllnt factor. When you·re looking at the llun you ~ant to absorb very little and emit a lot. If you're lookin9 at the body you're trying to protect, )-"oU want to emit a very little. Now, this orange shade is a great radiator, ir. abs~rbs more than the aluminum but it radiates illU(.'h more. 50, in terms of ratio, the i~portant thing is the side that you want to look at the sun. Now, the oth~r Side, the shiney side for the same - it's a poor radiator, 50, even it if does get relatively hot itf'e If, it t s not going to pass much heat on to t"'e w,:)rkshop structure. Does that follow? 

OUERY Yeah. 
DISHER And your other question, please. OUERY The second question was, if U.e astronauts go ahead ~~d try and deploy this parasol - -DISHER Oh, yes. Was it ejectable? 
~UERY Yeal' •• 
DISHER Yes, the T-27 experiment 'Ilechanism has'! provision for eject.!.on ,)f a faulty mechl'nism and itls our 90al to have that in this device also. I beli~ve ve havo that, I 'ITt not a l>.ondced percent certain at this point. I believe we have the abilIty to eject a faulty device. 
QUERY An'J. one other ali t tlc bi t more for generlll question, !~ the past few days we've seen 1'1 cycle of chan9ing design concep~s ah -

END OF TAPE 
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~ERY And one other, a l~Gtle bit more general, 

~IJe.l~on. In the past few days we've seen a cycle of ch~ngln9 

~sigr, concepts, Like at ('1,.8 tiM this lO()~. 11k" the Stv1l. 

was th~ nUMber one And now the parasol. ~nd we've been kept 

up to d~te on what these changes are, but ve haven't really b~en 

f 1 lle d .t n on the rea80n lng b.!hind these var iOU8 ctum,)8S. 

DiSHER All right, Let ~e take a crack at that. 

I 41iud~d briefly to that, but lQt me cover it a bit roor~. As 

you •• y, originally we thought the stan~~p EVA deployed device 

wou~d r~ the most attractlve, and one of the reasons was that 

you C(,u~.i 10 it earliest before you entered. And obviously 

that w3s adv~ntAgeo~8; however, aB we proceeded to analyz~ 

t:u.' ~,;tu.'11 SE'/.l operation, it loo~ed like it could take More 

tunE'! ",nl1, in plIl:ticular, could entail more Res propellant 

I.,tilt.&atlon thc1:"1 we'd like. And th"t's not a probl(>m as re-

qard& the cons~ption, but it could be a problem as regards 

deter,oration of thlS .... 3ry important radiator .!It the surface 

of the worKsh~, which cools the - provid£~ the freezer for the 

tood. The eJl18uvi.ty of that rcldiator is ve~y important. The 

exhaust products could have a slight deteoriaU n9 Affect tr.ere. 

Tr,T;! lonqer you ace then", of course, lhrusting, the moJ."e tt' . ."t 

effect'ould be. That's not a major concern, but it is a con

Sideration, certainly. Similarly, up at this e~d when you're 

attaching the forw~rd end of the sail, there is some concern 

about contamir.ation on the solar arrays. But, by and lar9~, it 

.... as an assessment of lon(Jer tillie, more cOIIIplaxity in the 

deployment than ~e had initially estimated. At the s~.e tifte, 

the parasol devic2 .... hich originally had be~n a kind of ~ long 

~hot - we thought it would be too ~omplex & device to get 

tleveloped and built in such a short time, ~Ias cOOle on st.rong, 

and .... e're Of,timistic that we can d~ that. And it is very 

simple. er.e of its big merits is that it uses the same pro

cedures that were used in the T27 experi~ent. So Ule tr~ining 

is a very minimal thing. 
QUERY One time before we were told that there 

was a certain amount of doubt as to how operational the SAL 

was. H~s that situation changed? 
DISHER I think that was - perhaps someone was -

pvssibly, someone .... as forgetting that the SAL vas always 

designed to operate in the sunlight. Someone ~ay have been 

thinking that the abs£nce of th~ shield could have ever heated 

the SAL, but the SAL, of course, to do its function, was always 

exposed to the sunlight. It's always possible that th~re 

could have been some d&~age done to it mechanically, although 

that's very unlikelYt and ~here sh~uld not be any thermal 

problem because it's designed to operate in full 8un. In 
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otter words, it had a hole in the meteoroid shield for itl 
operation, 

QUERY l~, by chance, that there is no provision 
to &ject, say the parasol or the infl~table device or 
whatever would be erected through the SAL, and it fouled up, 
could either of the - either the t.win pole or the SEVA sail 
be erected above it or around it, or could they do a SEVA to 
pull off what" there? And, also, would you describe the 
inflatable device fro~ Langley, how it operates? All we're 
told it's pneumatically inflatable, and that means nothing to 
me. 

DI!.HER Okay. On your fil'st question, we are 
going to CArry s~ver~l special tools, including a cutter that 
(,,\1) be operated from the end of a pole. That will he a COII
tingency kind of a tool. I~'ll be carried incase we 
find l'emains of the solar array or the meteoroid shield that 
would interfere with operation. And depending on the site 
~ssessment of the feasibility of removing that debris, there 
He - they're basically adaptations of lineman's tools, used 
for high tensirn kind of work, similar dist~nt kinds of 
rigging. Theru will he tools, includinq a toqgle-t~·pe cutter, 
that could sim? that pole off, as an example. So we are going 
to prepare for that - for the contingency that we could have 
so~ething projecting that would interfere with the other 
deployment. Your other question, please. 

QUERY The Lanqley inflatable device. 
DISHER Oh. Okay. I'm afraid I'm not able to 

describe that to you. I've not seen it. It has been described 
to me, b~t I'm afraid that I would not do it justice. 

QUER"I Well, is it any, do you have any idea of -
is it anything like the liferaft concept from Harshall, or is 
it A completely - is it a balloon or, you know, something 
like that? 

DISHBR Yeah. 1 believe that it's a layered 

END or TAPF. 
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DISHER 1'111 sorey, I'll just have to - I'll be happy to get with you afterwards. I jU8t can't describe that one to you. I jU8t don't know. 
PAO We'll take one more here and then we'll switch to the Cape, and then come back. 
QUERY Could we have at s~e stage. now if, of courso, as happened, what i8 going on at Marshall, what exactly is the crew deploying under water at Marshall, and, maybe it's already happened, but if it hasn't happened, could we please have a rundown as soon as pos8ible on how it's gone, ~nd what they've done, and preferably with the the addition of a few quotes from Conrad on therr~l shields, ~enerally. DISHER Okay. Right now the prime crew at Marshall are either in a process or getting ready to evaluate these two dev~ce8 under water. The parasol and the inflatable device are not - one of their virtues is, as r mentioned earlier, is that they don't require a special training. They use the same procedures, generally, that we've used in the experilllents. So the prll1\e crew is in the process :)f working these undervater, with appropriat~ silllulations right now. 
PAO Okay, we'll ta~e questions from the Cape now. 
QUERY Can you read r:e? If the parasol, or umbrella deployment is successful, and IoIe all hope it is, what impact would that have on such experilllents as S181 - th~t's 5183, 5073, and 50277 And could part or all of these experiments be salvaged by rotating the Sky~ab1 
DISHER Okay, to ans~er your first last, no, it would not be feasible to roll the Skylah completely for con-duct of those experilllents. But there are several exeriments that are eliminated by this operation. They are the Sun-looking experiments, S020, which is a solar astronomy experiment. Partthere are several experiments that, in their original protocol, tooked both on the Sun and the Earth side. The Sun-looking part of their protocol would now be eliminated. They still have the Earth-looking side, which, you mi9ht say, half of their protocol will have been wiped out. Let's see, 18) is not affected. That's the E:arth-looking, on the Earth-lookir.g side. QUERY Okay, lor exalllple, if Skylab 2 goes well, does NASA still plan to go ahead with the launCh of Skylab 3 and 5kylab 4 on Aug~st 8 and November 9, respectively? DIfBlR The ti~ing, I think, ~ill remain open at this point. I would see no reaso~ to s~y that those dates would change, and certainly when Skylab 2 goes well, and we fully expect that it will now, we will expect to proceed with 3 and 4. 
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QUERY On the problem of heat, why was a 120 degree 
Fahrenheit maximum temperature readout sot on the temperature 
sensors and why are these readingff g01ng off-scale - why wasn't 
this excessive temperature anticipated? Does II. 150 degree 
temperature sensor, for example, ~ost more or weigh MOre than 
an arbitrary 120 degree cutoff? 

DISH£R No, it compromises your accuracy, When one 
selects instrumentation, you make a choice - a judgment on the 
maxi~ium range you'd like to cover all conti~gencie6 versus the 
accuracy you'd like to have in its normal range of operation. 
And generally ~~u strike a compromise, and that's what the 120 de
gree limit represented. If you cho8~ a 150 degree full scale, 
your accuracy under nonnal conditiOlls would, of course, suffer. 

END OF TAPE 
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~'ERY Just how clole ~ro you to getting these 
thinC)8 - how tight are you to qett!nq thele devices to KSC 
for that 1.00 p.m. Wedne.dav deAdl1n~ that you apparently 
have now .etth~d ('111 

DISHER Okay. Tho first two devices that I spoke 
of, we think we're in quite 900d shape for qetting them there 
late tomorrow. 1'111 not aware that it's, necessarily, a 1100 
o'clock toaorrow afternoon deadline, but in that vicinity, cer
tainly. The standup EVA sail is also in condition to maite that 
delivery, and the inflatable device is a quostion in my rnin~ at 
this molllent. I just don't happen to y.now its status. 

QUF.RY Well, originally, there was a noon dead-
line set, a noon deadline We~nasday for getting everything 
here, so that it could be checked Gut and so on and so forth, 
in time for F~iday morning launch. Has that slipp~d, cr wa$ 
I mistal<:en1 

DISHER I'M just saying, I think it's a little bit 
later than that Wednesday. But, essentially, mid-day or early 
afternoon Wednesday. The final stowaq8 itself - I beg your 
pardon? 

QUERY - - after the startup ~f 5-183, the UV 
panor~a experiments. 

DISHER ~t is not affected by the use of the 
scientific airlock. 

QUER~ According to the info~ation here, and 
1 h~ve an experiment data summary in front of me, 183 does 
utilize one or both airlocks. The reference directly is to 
the plus-? side or the suns ide airlock. 

DISHER It looks out the F.arth-lookinq side -
QUERY Two more <Jeneral questions. Al'e you more 

than 50 per:ent f',ure that you can Launch Skylab 2 on Friday? 
And second question, what is the most crucial problem which 
might cause you to postpone the Friday launch? 

DISHER Okay. With regard to the probability, 
we have a number (If tasks that are proceding today, tomorrow 
morning. It.'s a very tight schedule. 1 won't try to put a 
number on it at this po;.nt. We're very hopeful that we can 
keep that date, and as of the moment, there are no reasons that 
say we c~n·t. And what was your second question, please? 

QUERY Ifhat is the most crucial problem right 
now, which might cause you to postpone the launch? 

Dl~HER Simply the tightneas of the schedule. 
QUERY I gather you're going to start the count-

down clock on S~ylab 2 and then stop it and start fiddling 
around witt. it and jump it all ove!: the place. Primarily, as 
1 understand it, to reload the CSH and to save b~tteries. What 
do you need? You only need about 2~-1/2 hours actual count
down, don't you? 
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DISHER We can do th& final last iteft stowage as 
late as About 10 to 12 hourIS before launch. 'fhat'lI-

QUERY I have three questions. ri~ close _J the 
OWS skin will the parasol be after deployment? Number 2, will 
the crew carry a helMet visor and EV gloves in the CSM? And 
numb.a!' 3, could Y')U please expand on the visual charilctoristics 
of the parasol side that faces the sun? 

DISHER Okay. It will be - J~t me go through the 
sequence of its deployment. When it's initially el'ected, it 
will be approximately 2S feet out from the surface. The crew 
will then draw it in to a sp~ce a distance about 2 feet off 
the surface. Actually, that distance could vary in the 
range of 1 to 4 feet. We're making calculations riqht "()\o: to 
determine wllAt that optimum spacing should be. Th~ crew ,",'ill, 
then, remove the projecting rod, the unused part of the ro<~, 
that would project inside the work space, Your other question, 
please? 

END or TAPE 
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DISHtR Your other question, please. 
~1£RV Will the crew carry a helmet visor and EV 9loves in the CSM? 
DISHER Yes. And you asked about visibility of the o~tor surface of the sail? 
QUERY 1 just wanted you to expand on the visual characteristics of the parasol side, which faces the sun. Like what kind of an orango is it - is it very very shiny? DISHER Oh, okay. It~s like an international orange, or I guess like a Florida orange, of courso, like Florida. I mean 1nternational orange in the flag scale. In fact it is very much like a Plorida orange I gueBs or a California orange. 
PAO We have no more questions at the Cape? QUERY Will the crew also carry a helmet visor and EV gloves in the CSH? 
DISHER Yes, they will. 
PI\O Okay. We' 11 take questions back hAre in Houston now. Abbie. 
QUERY Are you still planning to have the crew clear away the debris and try to fix the polar panel on day I in that SEVA? 
DISHER They will make an inspeztion and if it is necessary to clear away debris they would either do it immed iately or dock - soft dock if it loo)(ed like an extellsive job, so f t dock and then corne back and c lea r the dehr is. 'l'he question of attempting to dislodge a stuck solar array, welre fitting the tools that we anticip~te cculd be useful 1n that regard. It will be up to the discresion of Pete with discussion with the ground based on what he oees whet.her such an operation would actually be attempted. QUERY Would that operation take place on day 11 DISHER Not likely. Itls not likely th~t deploy-ment could be done on day 1. The - a simple debris cutting might be but here we're speculating on what the visual inspection would show. 

QUERY In other words you woul~ try to do the ther~al shield before fixing the solar array? DISHER Yes. 
QUEQY 11m getting confused about the changes in the flight plan. Does it go li~e this now, liftoff 7 hours later, look around still pressurized and then a soit dock and then a con6ideration of whether to do another look ~round, whether to do a S£VA and a solar deployment. DISHER Okay. First up, a visual inspection. If there were extensive debris operatious n&Ces5ary that look like they are going to take the greAte~ part of a Sun pass th~n 
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the crew would likely dock, 80ft dock, 8leep, go back the 
8econd day and remove tnat debris. If there were no debris 
the~ would immediately after the fly ~round go to a hard doc~, 
proceed in - go thro~qh their sleep and then proceed into the 
parasol deployment. 

QUERY I'm lorry. Two things I forgot earlier. 
Firat of all, could you apeak a little on what constraints, 
assuming that this parasol is successfully deployed, what 
constraints that would have ~n ~aneuverinq the vehicle, I 
mean from solar inertial to other attitudes, and secondly, 
could you just clear up which panel it is you think you may 
be able to deploy and which one you suspect may be damag,'!d? 
Which is the one that you are thinking you may be able to 
deploy? 

DISHER Okay. On the deployment as you look at 
it, this is wing 1 on your right, wing 2 on your left, and I'm 
going to look back and tell you later whir.h is which because 
I've forgotten which is I and which is 2. 

QUERY And the maneuverability of the vehl.cle -
the maneuverability of the vehicle with the parasol deployed? 

DISHER Oh, yes. Yes. The accelerations ace 
v~ry - very nominal and that was part of the structural 
analysis to determine that the integrity would exist. It 
was called to my attention that I didn't - I did talk 
about the CSM deployed sail hut it did not COMe through to 
people in the Florida end. I wanted to make sure that every
one und~c~tands the third item on my chart. The so called 
SEVA sail is that device deployed frorn the CSM. It - the 
deployment would be as we had talkl~d about it bst week 
with the CSM maneuverin9, attaching the sail at two points 
in the back, proceeding forward to attach it at a third point 
forward, snubbing it to form a complete sunshado, ~uch the 
same area although slightly different shape than that described 
as the ATH statlon deploy. So I'd like to insure that every
aile understands that is an alter.'lative th".t remains a full 
alternative that we're weighing in addition to tho two that 
we firmly plan to carry. 

QUERY A couple of questions. The first about 
this parasol. The crew obviously won't be ahle to see what 
they are doing when they deploy the parasol - or do they know 
that it's in place - properly in place? 

DISHER Well it turns out that from the command 
module you can get a pretty good vip,w of it. 

END OF TAPE 
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this parasol. The crew obviously won't be ahle to see what 
they are doing when they deploy the parasol - or do they know 
that it's in place - properly in place? 

DISHER Well it turns out that from the command 
module you can get a pretty good vip,w of it. 

END OF TAPE 
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When they ~eploy ~he parasol, how do they know that it's in 
pl~ce ~nd properly in place? 

DISHER Well, it turns out that from the comJI\And 
module you can get a pretty good view of it. Wolre - You 
8ee, from the docked c~and module, a quite good view will exist. 
And ah - -

QUtRY (Garble) to watch it? 
DISHER That. is open at thh point. I su'pect 

that we will, But, certainly, one can go back later to look 
or can look at the 8a~e time. 

OUE~Y Second question. If they Uge the three 
pole arrangement, won't the presence of the tubing and the 
sail and what have you - won't it interfer with th~ ATH EVA, 
especially when they go to the sun end of the ATM to retrieve 
the stuff there? 

DISHER No. It's really not an impediment, it's 
very s~mple to step around it in going to the ATM film or 
cable station. 

PAO Peter. 
QUERY Do you have any results from investigating 

the original cause of the anomally during launch? What made 
the shield come oft in ~he firat place? 

DISHER I don't, as of this morning. Engineering 
evaluations are continuing. I don't have anything further to 
add to that I said last weeK, wherein a Gtructural failure 
appeared at 63 seconds and that is near the ti~ of maximum air 
dynaJOic loading, a),d it cCluld well haVf! been a structural fail
ure associated with a c~~ination of vibration and the struct
ural loading at that nament. That will be determined in due 
course, and I'm confident - we just don't happen to know yet. 

PAO (Garble) 
QUERY Thatls for me. I wonder if thls delay has 

compromised the H071 mineral balance study in any way? As far 
as the cre~ is concerned, have they maintained their diet and 
sampling and 80 forth, during their training period here, and 
going to Huntsville, and so forth? 

DISHER Yes. They have maintained their diet. 
We have had to make some compromise in the basic protocol 
because of the calendar considerations. But, by and large, the 
protocol has been maintained, and, in particular, the diet has. 

QUERY I wonder if you can c~~ent on things 
~hich miqht have had to be removed from the CS~t to allow space 
for these things you're going to have to take, and, specif
iC411y, a resupply cooler that '.las to return some data at the 
end of this mission. 

DISHER Okay. There are several things that have 
been removed becauae they're no longer feasible. For instance, the 
several items of oquipment and film associa~ed with several 
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of thoae e.ltperimenta that wore ob\'1ated oy the themal shield. 
There were several dovicos which were quite dosieable, but in 
today's priorities were not essential. For instance, 
sevoral emaIl computers, hand computere, for the use of the 
crew on board in worldng contingency problenls and the like. 
Those are example items that occur t,o me. 

QUERY What about persot.nal preference iteM? 
DISHER The very small allowance of personnal 

preference, which i. a very minor weight and volume allowance, 
has not been f!ornpromised at this point. 

QUERY And the resupply cooler that r mentioned, 
do you know about that? 

DISHER That doesn't ring a bell with me. 
resupply cooler - there is the provision for - I'm sorry, 
resupply cooler doesn't ring a bell with me. Could you 
ar,'pll fy that? 

QUERY Well, at leaet one student experiment might 
be affected by this. Something that wae to be returned _ ~ 

DISH~~R Oh, oka'/. I'm with you, I'M with yOll. 
These were heat sinks, so to speak. Just cold bricks, if you 
will, to - that were put in the freezer and then provided 
cold storage for a couple of items on return, and, to my 
knowledge, those have not been compromised. 

PAO Bruce. 
QUERY I want to follow on her question a 

minute, John. You said the handheld computers I I guess 
there's about three, or so, of those - are you tal~ing about the 
small 3 or 4 inch 10nq and a couple inch wide? 

DISHER Ri9ht. Together with it's packing. In 
each of these cases, of course, the packing does entail some 
weight and volume too. 

QUERY It just seems that that wouldn't be as 
heavy as personal preferance kit items. 11m just curious why 
theee ~ere deleted and other things, not specifically items _ 
the personal preferance kit, but other things weren't" The 
handheld computer just doesn't seem to be very big to me, even 
with the packing. 

OtS~ER It's an item that would be nice to have, 
but we con$lder not necessary. 

PAO David 
QUERY Can we - Do you have any information on 

the the~al simul~tion& at Marshall and how they ~re Laing 
used to figure out the present problem wit~ the ~oobnt loop 
and the food lockers and •• ow accurate the therlf.al simulatic'n 
models have proved in the past? And I take it that these 
models are what you based the size and the characteristics of 
the - you know, of these heat shields on. I just want to kn~. 
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how accurate is your model pr~dicting tempe~ature8 and so 
forth? 

DISHER Okay. The thermal models are in very 
Active use Ilt both Harahall and here at HOU6tOl~. And it 
~a8 on the basis of these that we concluded we had to 

; I • 

cover the whole Area ot the - the area formerly covered by 
the meteoroid I!hield. Initially, it was our thought tJ-. .1t j f 
we ~overed the ~rea completely with an effective shield such 
aB this, we could have the problem of oVBrchill. We don't _ 
based on the calculations fr~ those models, we don't think 
th~t'~ the case, currently. Wd estireate that the temperature 
would cool fJown from approximately 115 degrees, 110 degrees 
in the cabill, down to about 70 degreeA in approximately 
12 hours, as I re~~er. And those kinds of answers come 
from thermal mod~ls and computer calculati.olls. 

QUERY Well, now you've been operating the 
Sky lab for 3 period cf time in a number of different atti
tudes, it would seem to ~ you would be getting - have made a 
series of predictions on certain temperatures basad on th6se 
therm41 models. I'm just wondering how well, how accurate 
are these thermal models prov .. ng out to b,'!, in yC~lr experience 
at this time? 

DI5HER Okay. The - We're tal~in9 about inside 
air temperatures, which have a - -

END OF TAPE 
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DISHER •• , inside air te~peratures which have a 
very substantial lag to them because of the whole maBS of the 
system. It's quite easy to calculate a 5ustainld condition 
temperature. It's quite a bit more difficult ~o accurately 
calculate the internal temperature responso to attitude 
manauven that !!Ira made eVt1ry several orbits (')r so, but we can 
predict qualjtetively what the effect of A ~articular maneuver 
will ha, That it will cool the interior on the order of 
5 degrees or ~o. I don't think that we could say that a com
puter program would precisely predict that answer because of 
unknowns of a qui te cOlTlplex equation in a transitmt state of 
attitude as versus a steady state. 

QUERY In other words rnu r~ally don't "now yet 
110.., accurate these thermal simulations are1 

OISHER Under a transient condition of a~titude 
that changes every several orbits in a manner that we had 
not oriqinally planned, we can't COMpute the internal teM
perature closer than abC'ut .. 5 degrees say. He I<.nO',o/ that it 
will go up or down. We use those calculations in the ~tti
tude that we plan. We use them in determining the 5iz,' of 
the sunshade that we'll put out, but we can't calculate them 
with the order of 1 or 2 deqr~es as we can measure theM. We 
have the data, measured to a fraction of do deqree, of course. 

QUERY Earlier the plan was for the crew to fix 
th~t "ne solar p<lnel and now they're going to do the thermal 
fix first. What was the reasoning behind the change? 

DISHER I'm not aware it was a change. Okay. 
All right. 

PAO Okay. We'll go now and take so~e MOre 
questions at the Cape an~ then come back. 

QUERY First. \olhy is there water in O:"lC cooling 
loop an antifreeze or Coolanol in the other, and second, 
when will the detailed or revised flight plan for S1,-2 i,e 
nade ,\Va ilab le 1 

DISHER Okay. The coolant fluid is tailored to 
its reqult·ements. For instanc:e, do freezer loop ,..hir:'r, has to 
cool food to below zero has to use a liquid other tha;,\ water. 
Coolanol is one of those liquids. Water is used w~.ere the 
norma 1 tel"1perature range is Move 32 degrees and less than 
th~ boiling temperature. Water, of course, is eaSler to work 
with in a nu~e~ of applications. We use it where we can. 
And the other q~e9tions was when would an accurate ~l~e -

QUERY I'd like to know why, particularly in 
view of NASA's previous problems with personal preference kits, 
why the personal preference ~its for Skylab weren't the very 
first item taken off the spacecraft when you had to look 
for things to remove. And I have two more questions after this, 
9lcaee. 
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that. 
DISHER Okay. Well, we will certainly reexamine 

QUERY Okay. The second question is, where i& 
the parasol being tested? I understand it is not being tested 
in the water tank, but at JSC. Is that correct? 

DISHER That's correct. The parasol is bein9 
tested here, correct. 

QUERY And the status of that testing? 
DISHF.R It's continuing. 
QUERY And the status of that testing at JSC? 
DISHER I'm sorry I did not hear. 
QUERY What is the status of that testing at 

JSC? 
DISHER Okay. It's been underway for several 

days and it's continuing. We expect that the testing will 
be complete by tomorrow morning. As for as the flight article 
is cor-cerned, some additional testing will continue afterwards 
to determine if there are any idiosyncrasies that we should 
know about in the flight deployment. 

QUERY And the last question is: l'm just not 
sure if I have you clear. Do I understand that what you're 
going to do is go up there, look around, then if there is any 
debris you'r~ going to soft dock, and you're going to eat and 
sleep, whatever you'~e going to do, and then you're goin~ to 
get out and clear off that debrisl and th~,. yuu're going to 
hard dock, you're going to go into the airlOCk, you're goinq 
to deploy the parasol nnd then ~fter all that you're gOing to 
get back into the cOl!\l1\and module and undock and go hack and 
try to pull the panel free? 

DISHER No. We do not know for sure that .... e will 
try to release a solar panel. That will depend on the original 
inspection and Pete's report and di~~ussion with the ground. 
If the deployment were considered f('<"sible .... e would then make 
a real time decision as to if it wouid be attempted, when 
it would be attempted in the mission, or possihly night it 
be attempt - deferred to the second nission. There is no cer
tain plan as regards the solar - the freeing of a stuck solar 
array. It will depend on wnat we see when we g.-'. there. 

QUERY Okay. I'd like to repe~t my question I 
asked earlier about .... hen .... ill the detailed revised flight 
~lan for SL-2 be made available? And second, yesterday after
n(.on at the 18100 briefing, the food experts said that pro
longed heat, in ~xccssn of 24 hours .... oulj probably compromise 
the food onbo~rd there. What is the present status of the 
food? 

DISHER Okay. The attitude of the spacecraft 
has been changed to bring the temperatu~es down from their 
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approximately 120 degree level. The t~mperature., I believe 
are - I should say frOlll their approxilMta 125 deqree level "hat 
t~'.ey were yesterday. I bellove that the teSlperature. are 
currently in the 115 to 120 deqree ranqe. The timinq of 
the fliqht plan rele.uQ, Bill, when would yo~, expect that that 
would be printed and ."aUable? 

SPEAXER As 8~~n AS we can qet our hands on it. 
DISHER All right. I would que.s the morni~q of 

launch would be a fair e8ti~te at thi~ point. Ke're talk
inq about availability to the pres. that is I presume. 

SPEAKER Yes. Soon as we get it. 
DISHER Yea. 
PAO Is that all trona the Cal~? Okay, we'll 

come back here for questions. We left Abbie hanging in the 
middle of one here. I'm sorry. 

QUERV It'o the change that - you have sort of 
abandoned planning to fix that solar panel for this fir~t 
mission, is that correct? 

DISHER No. We've provided the cont!ngency tools 
to do it if it looks like a simple job so that we could ~~ke 
the decision real ti~ to go ahead and do it -

END OF TAPE 
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provided that contingency tools to do it if it looks like 
a simple job, 80 that we could lftake the decision real-time 
to go &head and do it and fit it into the plan. 

QUERY But you haven't put it in the flight 
plan the way you have with these thermal fixes. 

DISHER That is correct. 
QUERY And hal the crew sh:ulated fixing the 

eolar panel in any of the simulators? 
DISHER T~ey have - they worked with the tool 

in 4 simulated structure that duplicates the solar array 
tairing just to practice the use of the tool, and that's being 
done under water at Harshall. 

QUERY There was some talk about Pet~ Conrad 
Hj'ing to California to look at the solar panels. 15 he 
still going to do that, do you think? 

DISH~R That «as considered - I don't think 
that it's currently in the plan. 

QUERY There h&G been some, from our point of 
View, quite dramatic change about the solar panel deployment 
which has just sort of come out by the way. I mean, can you 
tell us - has it been decided that this is too dangerous to 
do? 

DISHER No, no, it is not. That would rlepend on 
what we see when we get there. 

QUERY There has beau, bu t perh aps I' "ie been 
misunderstandIng all along, but there has been some change, 
some crucial change in the whole plan, hasn't there? This 
was to be the first thing t() be donef so now you've dedded, 
for S~ reason, you're not going to attempt to deploy the 
solar panel unless it's fairly easy, and you're going to have 
a 28 ciay mission - we're ba.:k to, presumably, 11 days of work 
and 11 days of doing nothi.'\·~, for lack of power, is that right? 

DISHER Well, addressing ti.e power first. With 
the power that we have, we think that a duration approaching 
28 days can be attained. With regard to the part that de
ploying one of the wor.kshop solar arrays plays in the - plays 
in our thinki"9, I think we're - I don't interpret that 
there's been a major change there. e've all along talked 
about a contingency providing for that, depending on what's 
seen on Sight. It's - could you - could you elaborat~ on 
your - you're talking about change from what? 

QUERY Yes. I'm sorry. What I was saying is 
now it looks very unlikely there will be a sol~r panel deploy
ment on the first mission. Therefore, presuma . .Iy, we'll be 
back 

to the situation we faced a week a90 when we were told 
there'd be 11 dayb of f~trly serious ex?erimental activity and 
11 days doing very little to conserve power. 

DISHER Okay, I missed your comment. You are 
adding up to 28 days with 17 - yes, if we are, in fact, not 
able to deploy a solar array, we do have a reduced power 
profile in the latter part of the mission. That is correct. 
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PAO Okay, one last question ffom Peter. 
OVERY Ha~ anyone voiced any concern at all OYer 

the lIkely condition of the crew on Friday, after all this 
intensive training of the past few days? 

DISHER Well, certainly, they will undergo a minu~~ 
2 day, a minus·l day physical at the Cape, and, certainly, the 
medical te&~ will take that factor into Account in the examina
tion. 

QUERY Has there been concern expressed at this 
stAge regArding thAt? perhaps eAsing up on their training 
in some way or even conSidering a slip aqain on that 
account? 

DISHER 
Sunday, if you 

PAO 

END OF TAPE 

Well, they were qiven a liqht day on 
will, from that standpoint. 

Okay, thank you very much. 
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SPF~ER 
SPEAKER 
SPEAKER 
SPEAKER 

••• thie red light. 
No, I don't know about that. 
okay. 
If you want the Cape, there it is, 

right there. 
SPEAKER Okay, but when you get questions from 

the Cape, don't start your answering until the red light 
comes on because, they have got to do a lot of switching. 

SPEAKER Wait for the red light? 
SPEAKER Wait for the red light. 
SPEAlER You start on the red. 
SPEAKER Right. 
SPEA~ER Okay, we'll get started with this 

cha~ge of shift briefing. Participants are Flight Direc
tor, Hilt Windler, and Craig Staresinich who is the EGIL 
on Hr. Windler's shift, that's Electrical, General Instru
mentation and Life Support Officer. Milt, do you want 
to give us a s~ry of your shift, please? 

WINDLER Okay, I guess the first thing I ought 
to say is that what EGIL really stands for is one of the greatest 
jugglers that's been around since I saw that guy do his 
little thing with The Harlem Globetrotter half-time show 
with all his little balls and everything, because he's been 
juggling the power requirements and the heating requirements 
and cooling requirements and everything else to try to make 
the spacecraft stay in a stable condition until we can 
get the crew up there to make some changes or fixes that 
improve the situation. And let me also say that if you 
folks have been through at least one of these press con-
ferences you have been through one more than I have. So 
I have really not kept up with everything that's been sald 
to y'all and Jack, if I make any mistakes you kick me now, 
if I say something that haa been said differently by 
somebody else. But basically I plan to tell you what 
we've been doing today. And I've been spending really all 
of my time in the Control Center, on the console and have 
not been participating in the training operation aa y'all 
are probably already well aware of. And Craig is in the 
same situation. We were one of the teams th~t haa stayed 
in there, and I've been in most of the nights and I guess 
have gone directly home or something and not come over 
here and briefed y'all. I think most of you are interested 
any way on what was going on with the planning. But basic
ally, as you are aware, we are- we're doing this juggling 
act and in fact we are trying to control the spacecraft 
attitude through, or the spacecraft temperature I should 
say, through a series of attitude maneuvers. It's com-
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pounde'.l by the fAct thC\t \Ie have these strap-down rate 

lyros and they h~ve a current, you might call it, drift. 

They are deoinned to, as you have probably been told, to 

be updated every rev hy aquiring the Sun through the Sun 

sensors and removing the errors that have accumulated over 

the back-side night time pass. Of course we haven't seen 

U~e Sun with lhese sensors for several days now. I couldn't 

e·~en tell you how many to tell you tha truth. And we 

have a co.\tinuiog drift problem because we've been unable to 

update the computer's knowlege of what the drift rate in the gyros 

is. Consequently from time to time we have to change the 

attitude of the spacecraft just to keep it where we 

really want it, 3nd we've been doing that. Plus there's 

ddditional attitude lIIaneuvers that are required to make 

tho spacecraft do different things telllperature-wise, either 

cool sOllIe part of it or heat some other part. Don puddy 

probably told you of some of the attempts that were made 

to heat parts of the spacecraft. And I'm not really going 

to go into a lot of detail personally. I'm goinq to ack 

Craig in just a lIIinute to tell you of sOllIe of the things 

we dre concerned about, and h~ we're managing them. But 

basically, we're using three references instead of the stand

rd - you might call it attitude inertial references. We 

are using a temperature on the other side of the workshop 

that we are trying to balance equally on left and right 

sides so we know that we are in the right roll attitude. 

We're using the paver output of the solar cells to deter

mine that we are at the right angle, pitch angle, with re

spect to the Sun. And ~e're using a momentum st~te to 

determine if the spa~;ecraft is actually in the orbital 

plane. And those are the cues that we're using and you 

may already be familiar with those. Craig. why don't you 

tell them a little bit about how you are managing the 

systems that you' re .. )n;;:err.~d with, and then we'll stand 

by for questions. 
STARESINICH Q1.ay, originally I think the two big 

systems we're trying to manage are the ATH power systems 

and the OWS thermal systems. We tried originally to get 

up to a pitch attitude that would - -

END OF TAPE 
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5TARESINICH We tried originally to get up to a 
pitch attitude that wo\tld cut down the incident anqle on thtt 
OWS, the workshop itself, just enough so that wo Can get the 
ATM batteries charged at sunset. At that attitude, I think 
one of t:he big events was trying to keep the 8uit Wllhilical 
systeA water loop above 32 degrees to keep it fro. freezing. 
Now, toe,ay, we had to pitch down about 10 degrees, total, to 
keep the incident angle on the whole cluster - to increase 
the incident angle on the whole cluster 80 that we can get 
the suit loop to warm up or maintain a stable l~perAture. 
And, 80 far, welve managed to do that. At that lower pi~ch 
angle, the power system increases capability and ~e have no 
worries now. As a ~tt~r fact, we have excess energy as far 
as the power system goes. The OWS temps at the lower incident 
angle is - may increase slightly. We have - well, itls hard 
to tell exactly what it is now because, earlier, we did a 51 
degree counterclockwise roll to let the Buit umbilical sys-
tem see the Sun for 1 daylight pass and brought it back again 
at the end of that daylight pass. With that, it 80rt of threw 
all of our - !" threw our temperature trends off somewhat be
cause the roll maneuver increased the temperatures on the other 
side of the spacecraft and decreased the ones that were seelng 
the Sun before. So, until they come back and stabilize again, 
well, hell - when they do weill have a better handle where 
the stable temperature of the clu<Jter is now. Helve managed 
to charge one of the airlock module batteries, especially at 
thiR lower incident angle. We've gotten battery 7 up to 72 
percent state of charge. And charging up battery 7 also in
creased, added some heat into the airlock module coolant loop, 
which also is a lower temperature weld like it to be. So, 
I think, other than that, everythingls pretty good. 

WINDERl. If it hadnlt already been mentioned, you 
might mention one other pointr that is, youlve had to apply 
h1!at to the airlock module to heat H.e walls up - -

STARESINICH Thatls right. 
WINDLER - that's required power which, until today, 

you haven't really had available, very much available to you. 
STARESINICH This is the first day welve managed to 

keep the MDA wall heaters on for a full duty cycle. They are 
on all the time, and we have enough power to do that and it"s 
heating up the MDA wall temps to a poi~t where it - the hot-
test temperature we've seen yet because of this m3nagement scheme. 
And that should help the airlock mod~le walls keep up also. 

PAO Okay, before we take questions, do you 
have the spelling of Mr. Staresinichls name? Itls Staresinich. 
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Is that correct? 
STAR£SIIUCH That's right. 
PAO Okay, Bruce Hicke. 
QUERY Yes, Hilt or Craig, either one. The daily 

status report shows the average telllperature in the liviu9 
quarter area is 117 degrees, .. ;hich is above what we've been 
getting earlier and there's been 1es8 concern. And, we under
stand that the - We vere t~ld in the last briefing that the 
readings were off 8c~1p. - 120 off scale, which I quess wore 
wall teaperature. in the food area. And, ae t recall, I think 
it was off scale 120 when we started, believing there Might 
be some outgassing and all. What further concern is there 
that there will be additional outgassing and how - at what 
point in ti~, before the crew enters, are you gOing be able 
to stop the outgassing or this high temperature? 

WINOLER Well, we - First of all, the outgassing 
had to do with a te~perature that was up around 175. It wae 
a te~perature - a different temperature. There is one thermo
couple - 1 think it's the only one left, isn't it, that's on 
scale in that area. It's lOS degrees, so we really think 
that the temperature is - it is hotter today because, of course, 
we're at this lower angle - pitch angle, which means that the 
Sun's impinging »ore directly, more like a 0 degree angle 
on it, of course. Plus the fact that, as Craig alre~dy rne,tioned, 
we took a large influx of heat when ~e turned the - did the roll 
maneuver. So, there's no question but ~hat the tenperatures 
are higher, and it's also difficult to tell exactly how much 
higher they are. The best guess is probably somewher6 around 
125 to perhaps 128, 29 degrees alon9 up in there. 

END OF TAPE 
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SPEAX!R - exactly how much high~r they are. The 
best gues8 1s probably somewhere aroun~ 125 to perhaps 128, 
29 degrees, along up in there. And the medical people have 
looke~ At the food situation and they expeot - they have said 
it will bd okay if we can just stay at these elevated temp
eratures for .round 24 hours. So, we expect - if we - don't 
expeet to have to do anymore roll ma~ouver. and we think that 
the temperatures will 9radua11y dacro41e in this areA. And 
so we - but they are elevated today, that's right. I don't 
think outgAssing is an increase. I really didn't - do 
you know that te~perAture off hand? 

SPEAKER It's 115. 
SPEAXER Still 175. 
PAO Hruce. 
QUERY One other thing. Hxactly how deep is the 

concern over the coolant loops and if those - the liquid, I 
believe it's plain water in those loops - Crozen in the loops 
and the lines I'uptured, what would be the overall impacti 

SPEAKER Well, we don't - firlt of all we don't 
believe that the te~perature is down low enough to - it's not 
at the freezing point. The temperature transition that we're 
monitoring now is right near a heat exchanger that exchanges 
heat with the airlock module coolant loop. And I think that 
the pri~ concern is not to get that temperature down to the 
fr\,.ezing point, because if you did and if sMething did break, 
the air.lock module coolant loop has a chance of being damaged. 
Has a chance of being damaged because it's a heat exchanger _ 
it could exchAnge heat with both loops. It's interconnected 
between the two loops. 

PAO Arthur Hill. 
QUERY Is that whdt you just described, your plan 

for reducing the temperature inRide the cabin? There was a 
reference that Dennis made that you were going to be able to 
get the coolant loop warmer but still bring the te~peratures 
down in the cabin by means of a new the~l manager plan which 
is being worked on, or s~ething of that nature, and I dldn't 
qUite understand what he WAS saying at the ti~e and I'm won
dering if you do have some kind of ma9ic new plan. 

SPEAKER Who did you ssay said that? 
PAO Dennis over the PAO in one of his commen-

taries. 
SPEAKER 
SPEAXER 

ware that's being 
QUERY 

of orienting the 
SPEAXER 

Maybe he's talking about the ••• 
I guess I'm - I don't know of any hard

proposed, there may be some but - -
I don't mean hardware, I meant some way 
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the model. There's no way i can hardly - we're flying along 
and I don't which ends following, to tell you the truth. 

SPF~~ER Well we're flying along the - well we're 
flying at ••• 

SPEAKER Who's going first? If I'M the ~arth, then 
the Sun's over there. We're pitched up 1i~e this flying alon] 
like this with the OKS radiator shield down here. Now - at 
a negative beta, it's such that one Ride of the dark side is 
seeing deep space and the other side of the dark side is seeing 
the Earth. Okay. Do you want me to describe ••• 

SPEAXER I'll tell you what - well let's just pu~ 
it this way - we're flying along and the Earth is kind of off 
to our risht hand Side, as opposed to being directly under 
us. We're proposing to just turn around and fly backward and 
we don't know if this will work yet or not. It's still ~ing 
evaluated, but we're proposing to essentially turn around and 
fly backwards so that the Earth is off to the left side and 
the albedo will probably increase the temp - we think it will -
or has a chance of increasing the te.perature - and the thing 
that we're concerned about - it happens to be on the left 
side - all we're saying is we'll put that toward the Earth 
instead of putling it towards space and like I say, both the 
maneuver and the good that's done by the maneuver - our ther~l 
deficip.ncy - are being looked at. That's probably what he was 
referring to I guess. 

QUERY Let me ask you if - how you would feel 
about keeping this up past Friday if there should happen not 
to be a launch on Friday and the ch.:cision was say to go S 
more days or so~ 

SPE~KER Well, we've - how ~ny days have we been 
doing it now? We thin!< we can keepjoing it. It's - it's 
not - of course it's not the way you'd like for the systems 
to be working obviously but they are - welre in a stable con
dition we think and able to - we can't do anything very fancy 
but as long as we stay like we are why we can handle things 
pretty well ye think. 

QUERY Can you go over this cold problem again? 
What coolant loops are affected? How are tiley associated with 
this heat exchanger? What happens to the heat exchanger if 
they freeze? And what - did you see any rise in temperatures 
after doing this change in pitch and the roll maneuver? 

SPEAKER Go ahead. 
SPEA1<EI~ Okay, the two - to answer your first question -

the two coolant loops that are affected is the suit umbilical 
c~'Olant loop number 1 and the airlock module p~imary coolant 
lo~p. They interact with each other. The suit umbilical 
cc~lant loop dumps heat into the airlock module coolant loop 
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which radi~tes out to space through the radiator. To answer 

your second question, the concern is of freezing the water -

Oh, by the way, the priaary coulant loop has c001anol which 

freezes at a very low temperature and the suit coolant loop 

has water in it ~hich freezes at 32 as you know. The primary 

concern is trying to - is freezing the water in the suit loop 

and possibly getting down to a solid state which aay crack the 

heat exchanger. And if it does, it would depend on where it 

happens. It mayor may not affect the primary coolant loop. 

And to answer your third question - the temperature's steady 

at this ti~. It's neither decreasing or increasing. 

QUERY • • • 
SPEAKER Well, the particular point we're looking 

at, it's about 34 degrees. 
QUERY • • • 
SPEAKER It's about as happy as 35. Or 36. No, 

it's not ver), cOOIfortahle at all. We'd liJte to figure out 

a way of increasing it and in fact we'd like to qet it up 

around 35. :( think we'd all breilthe a lot easier if it was 

up at ]5, but we're - the only way we can think - well we 

really - we don't know how to do that yet. We're - but we 

have stopped it from going down. It hasn't gone down in the 

last 
SPEAKER In the last 8 hours, as a matter of fact. 

SPEAKER Well, it hasn't gone down sig~ificantly 

though, 1 think, since about 2 days ago. 
SPEAKER Oh, that's right. It hasn't budged. Right. 

QUERY What temperature did it start out? In 

oth&r words, what kind of a decreAse have you seen? 
SPEAKER It hasn't. decreased very much. It started 

out a couple of days ago at not more than 36 degrees. It's 

been very slow, gradual decreases that we're wor - that we've 

seen, ana - -
SPEAKER You might mention the other loop is about 

38.8 or 39 degrees alung up in there. 
SPEAKER That's all right. 
SPEAKER There's - there's 
QUERY ••• 
SPEAKER No, there's two suit umbilical - suit um-

bilical cooolanl loops. Numb~r 1 is the one we're concerned 

about, the number 2 is about 39 deqre~s. Just to give you 

a feel for you know the kind of numbers that we're talking 

about. 
QUERY 

cracks? 
SPf.AKER 
QUERY 

What ha~pP.ns to the heat exchanger if it 

I don't understand your question really. 
Well, in other words, if the worst happens 
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in other words, and the water freezes, And it affects the pri
mary cooling - -

SPF:AXF:R I guess we really clon't know whether that 
would have any real damaging effect on the pri~ry heat exchange 
or not. t suppose in the ulti~te it could crAck the rrimary. 
But I don't know that that's the case. You just don't like 
to freeze things. Like s~otimes your car radiator will freeze 
and it doesn't hurt it any. 

PAO Let's go to the Kennedy Space Center ques-
tions there, please. 

QUF:RY The mission status report earlier today 
says that the seriou. concern, and they used those words, about 
the primary coolant loop was that if it cracked it would dump 
coolanol into the airlock. Now I'd like to know is that true? 
And number 2, what is c001an01? And number 3, what would be 
the effect of Coolanol being dumped out into the airlock? 

SPEAXER Go ahead, answer. 
SPEAKER Okay. The heat exchangers we're talking 

about is located in ~he external side of the skin. It's not 
inside the airlock zoodule. Coolanol is a form of ethylene 
glycol, so it's almost like the antifreeze you put in your 
car. And the effect of dumping the Coolanol - 1 think you 
asked what the effect was if we dumped it in the airlock 
module and that' 5 of no concern because it., 9 external. And 
I guess the worst that could happen is if you did break it 
you'd lose that coolant loop and we'd be on secondary coolant 
loop at all times, which is no great consequence, because we 
can operate the whole mission on one coolant loop. 

QUERY And the other question, I guess, goes to 
the PAO. Are we going to have a management or plamling press 
••• to answer some of the questions ~hich have just come 
up in the - -

END Of' TAPE 
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QueRY An~ the other question, I guess, goes 
to PAO, Are we g01ng to have a management or planning 
person over to answer some of the questions which have 
just come up? In the last program director's status re
port such as the - now Langley is worKing on some 
kind ot a device for a shield, a third one. We u".deratand 
that r.VA is out, that the primary methods are two techrliqu8s 
from the CL27 area. We just keep getting conflicting 
trends and no management person or planning person ever 
comes over to say what they are, 

PAO I can't an~er your question directly, 
Hr. Bloom. I'm sure that Mr. O'Donnell has heard your ques
tion and he is taking it into consideration out in the 
News Center. We'll have to let y~u know. I just don't 
know the answer right now, Mark. 

QUERY I think that this is more or less 3n 
ad hoc. Is it possible that the result of the EVA that 
the prime crew will do tomorrow at Marshall Spaceflight Center 
could change options again? That means that the umbrella type 
device would be second again, and the sunshield ~ould bS first 
again? 

PAO Okay, I've just been handed a slightly 
revised program director's daily status report ~nd to be 
inserted ahead of the last draft is this sente~ce. .Cur
rent plans are to carry at least one SAL device ~nd one 
sail. • 

QUERY We were told this morning that there 
were only two options left, and now you said -at least.
That could i~ply that there are still three. Are there 
three devices to take up to the station, or should a deci-
sion be made before that that only two devices could be brought 
up? 

PAO I don't quite understand the question, 
I guess. The latest info~tion is what I just read on 
the insert. I have no further information than that at 
this time. 

QUERY I'd like to know whether the command 
module could tAke up three devices, or if it's only pos
sible to take up two devices? 

WINDLER Let me - I really haven't been very in-
volved in that. That's of course a hypothetical ques-
tion and, certainly, there is priorities and trade ofts. 
And there are things that are being taken in the c~and 
module that you could trade off if you chose to, but I 
don't believe there are any plans to do that. I think 
that the question you're talking about is not under real 
serious consideration. 
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PAO Req Ternal. 
QUERY A more fact.ual t.hing then. What time 

00 we piclt up thr- count tomorrow? 
~PF.AKER 1 don't have any idea. 00 we pick it 

up tomorrow? I plan to be in trying to make the space
craft wor~. dght, theYJIally, tOlr.orrow. 

PAO We'll get than answer for you Reg. 
SPEAKER What day is tomorrow, Tue8day~ 
SPEAXER I think our interface with the Cape 

is very small at this point. 
QUERY I'm sorry, I'm still concerned with 

your hot-cold problem, and that is, how can you hold at 
3« deqrees ann at the same time decrease those tempera
tures in the workaholl area? 

WINOLER Well, I thin~ ~~at we're trying to 
say is that nobody n~a)ly IInderstands, at least they're 
working on this, but t don't believe ~e've got the com
ylete story _'tt - that. full understanc.;ing of exactly h()!ol 
the things that maka that temperature respond. For some 
of the things we've tried do not appear, at least at first 
glance, to have a significant effect on it. So, we're sti!l 
leoking, as J :"",ention~'\\ - One other aspect is to try to 
turn thdt 510".· of the spacecraft towards a Ii ttle bit or 
a warmer bod/, that is, the Earth's reflection of the Sun. 
And there !'lay nc Otllht techl\iques invulved. I thinK we 
pretty well understanri the mechlmlcS involved .... ith the 
w~;;, that th., t,<"7l'lpetatures respond to the pitch maneuver since 
we have trled ",,",,veral dtffel'"nt attitudes. nut we don't 
have t~at kind v( understanding with this suit umbilical 
loop. But., as I say right now, it is stabilized at a point 
where we can live with it, if we have to, at this tempera
ture. But we would like to understand it better and 
we would like to relise the teMperature i. f we can, and 
we'll still be working on doinq that. 

QUERY When do you pl~n to bring the temp-
eratures inslC1e the workshop down? Aren't they too hi9h 
n()!ol ? 

WINOLF.R Well, wo'l1 have to do that within the 
n~xt 12 or IS hours or something like that. But we can 
do that by raisinq the pitch ~ngle. 

QUF.RY Yes, that's a point I wanted to ex-
plore with you. If the food Iw-ople say you have to lower 
the cabin temperatutp. within a certain amount of time, 
and yet you have not, withir, t:h~t certain amount of tiMe, 
been able to wurl<: out eveq·thing as far as this new 
procedure tllat you I re thinking ahout, what do you do 
then? Do you go ahead dnd say, well, if the thing freezes, 
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we'll let it freeze. Which has a higher priority, the 
coolant loop or the food? 

WINOLER Well, I guess we'll take the next sev-
eral hours to decido that. Let rne point out to yGU, it is 
my underst~nding that the food is not an instantaneous 
thing. 1 mean, at 130 degrees, it doesn't magically turn 
into ashes or anything like that. And also, it is a thing 
that happens over a period of days and to varying degrees. 
And also, I understand that there is only about 10 percent 
of the food that is affected by this high temperature. 
I don't know, that's the number I understood from the pro
gram office. So, we're not talking about 100 percent of 
the f~ being affected by this higher temperature. Also 
we were at temperatures which, I mean, sorry - We were 
at ~ngles, pitch angles, which were satisfactory from the 
food and the internal environ.'IIent point of view. And this 
suit temperature, suit loop temperatur~, was satisfactory 
at that time. Now, as you are probably also aware, we 
did have a switchover from the primary coolant, airlock 
module coolant l(~p, to the secondary. For a short while, 
we were back on the pri~ry, but that's )0 minutes or so 
or somethir.~ like that. Since that time, we've remained 
on the secondary, which Craig has already said is a du
licatc and it works fine. So that transition probably 
ad some effect on the - on the response of this temperature, 

which we don't completely und~rstand yet, either. All 
I'm trying to say is that we really - There's reason to believe 
that we can go bac~ to this other attitude and perhaps 
not have Hie suit temperature dr.op t-elow the freezing 
point. 

QUERY Letts hear another case where the cool-
ant loop does freeze and let's even say that the heat 
exchanger cracks. What does that do as fa~ as the mission 
is concerned? 

WINDLER 
SPEAKER 
STARESINICII 
WINDLER 

and we also have 
QUERY 

That's all that happens, nothing. 
Right? 
That's right. 
We've got another loop that works, 

another suit capability. 

SPEAKE~ Oh, yes. 
PAO Let's get one from Mary. 
QUERY I may have Missed this earlier but now 

that we'rp up in the high temperature range of 120, I be
lieve it is inside, is it possible that we might have more 
outgassing of TOI. Is there still a residual in that foam? 
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WINDLER I really don't have a very g/~ anever 
for your question there. I think that the templlutures -
We vere at higher teNperaturea than this before, earlier 
in the ~ission. And it is my understanding that those 
were what caused the outgassing and the temperatures that 
we are at now, plus the pressures, restrict the outgassing_ 
You know, ve're in these cycles, cycle the pressure 
up to about 2 psi, dl'Op it down, fill it up again, dWip 
it, etcetera. There is about 4 of these cycles. We are near 
the end of the first one, or close to it, although we did stop 
it for a few minutes - a few hours - to allow th~ attitude 
to stabilize. And we think that this, even at the temp
eratures that we're at, this will cle~r up the outgasding_ 
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WINDLER And we think that this, even at the 
telftperatures that we al"e at, this will clear up the out-
9Assin9 aitu4tion. 

QUERY Do we know if there is any residual 
though in the foam that could outgu if we go higher allain? 
Is there any way to assess that? 

WINDLER I don't know the answer, I'm sure some-
body must, but I don't. I don't really know the answer 
to that. I've c~rtainly been led to believe it is undeeire
able to get back up to those higher tclftperatures. And those 
are in excess to those I was talking about earlier. 

QUERY And the pressure in the cabin right 
now is what? 

WINDLER The ~ressure? 
STARESINICH I'm sorry 0.98, somewhere around there. 
QUERY It is prohably a stupid question but 

why doesn't the backup umbilical freeze? Is that on the 
uther side of the spacecraft? 

WINDLER It's prob~ly a very good question, 
and J don't know the answer ~nd I've asked that question 
myself. And no, th~y are not. They are on the same place. 

STARESINICH They're at the saMe radial lOCAtion. 
They are located right underneath - right on the outside skin 
of the airlock module, in the same module. 

WINDLER I guess, without getting into a com-
pliCAted explanation which I couldn't do anyw"y, Crl\ig 
could, but the way that the coolant flows through the 
loops is kind of complicated and has various paths that 
it can go through dep~nding ~pon what is calling for fluid. 
We don't have you know a large measurement of every path 
that it can take. So there is some subjective evaluation 
there, but exactly where the tlow is all going, so that 
makes it difficult to preciaely say just exactly why one 
of them is responding differently than the other. 

5TARESINICH It's also functioned to where the trans-
ducers are. You know the temperature transducer on the 
loop May be closer to a hot piece of structure - closer to 
the internal wall or whatever. And without knowing exactly 
where they't"e located, it is hard to assess that. 

SPEAKER Okay, thank you. 
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PAO Okay. Good mornin9. We'll - This .erning 
~e have Don Puddy, the off-coming flight director, and John 
Aaron (th~t's A-a-r-o-n), who is workshop systems engineer, 
call siqn EAGLE. And. Don, you ~ant to run over what the 
current ~tatu~ is after coming off from the past - You're on 
8 hours now aren't you, instead of a 121 

FUDDY Well, that's a modified 8 hours. 
PAO Modified 8 hours with 2 hours on either side 

it it maybe? 
PUDDY And 11 little in the middle. Okay, basically, 

our activities this evening have centered around continued 
thermal management. We're still, of co~rse, trying to main-
tain the habitatior. area temperature wi.thin as low a lilllit 
as we poss ibly cal'\, primar i ly for, of course, the f illll and 
the food considerations. We have had a decrease in one of 
our coolant loops associated with the EVA Buit loops. And 
basically what we'ra trying to do here is to keep it fro. 
getting too cold. Right now we're at a teaperature of around 
34 to 34.2 degrees, and we'd like to keep that temperature 
somewhere in the region of around 34.7 degrees. Basically, 
all of the therlllal managelllent is still 90in9 on by varying 
our attitude and by managing the various loads that we have 
the capability of switching via ground command. We're presently 
at a pitchup attitude of about 40 degrees. Hopefully, some 
time during the day we may bring that. attitude back up in the 
order of 45 or 46 degrees, which is very close to the attitude 
that I've talked to you about previously. There are also a 
couple of other maneuvers that are being investigated, such 
that we might be able to get a little more heating on this 
~articular area by u~ing the effect of Earth albedo. And 
basically what this involves is actually yawing the spacecraft 
around 180 degrees, and then taking out the pitch we have in 
there now, plus putting it back in the opposite direction. 
Or, if you want to phrase that in different terms, actually 
after we complete a 180-degree yaw maneuver, we'd actually be pitch
ing somewhere in the order of, say, 90 degrees - 90 to 9i de~ 
grees. I think we're - You can't say we're completely sta-
bilized, but we are able to maintain, I think, a successful 
balance of the temperatures in each of these 'Jreas, and this 
is a continuing real-ime management problem. But .... e think I"e 
have it under control and there should be no problem. As f"r 
as the Skylab 2 lift-off is concerned, to the b-:.st of Illy 
knowledge, .... e are still looking at a Friday launch. I did 
bring with me today a s~ple of the material that we are using 
for the alternate meteoroid shield, and this will give you 
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some idea of what it looks like. It is aluminized Mylar on 
one side and a nylon fabric on-
othere This wah cut to 

the scale of one of the earlier concepts I I mainly brought 
it just to show you an ideawhat the material looks like. 
As it stands ri9ht now, our plan is to carry with us two 
alternate types of shields, the prime candidate being the 
one that is derloyed from the plus-Z SAL. Its dimensions 
being in the order of 22 by 24 feet, capable of being extended 
to just above the spacecraft's surface on up to a distance, 
1 believe, of around 20 feet. The alternate - Of course, 
this one does not involve an EVA, this is strictly going into 
the workshop area, installing some modified equipment from 
one of the experiments - corollary experiments that we had 
scheduled for the mission - T027, in the SAL, and extending 
the rods. And there's a lot of detailed mechanism that we can 
go into if you want to later, but basically it just involves 
extending these rods through the SAL, putting a small down
ward movement once you have it the area you would like to 
deploy it, and it releases some springs which allows the sail 
to unfold and it can be modulated from there. After it is 
deployed, it can be rotated or it can be moved in distance 
from the spacecraft surface. The alternate approach to that 
is the -
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PUDDY The alternate approach to that is the 
Marshall-developed sail which I thi~k George Hardy briefed 
you all on the other day. To best my knowledge those are 
the only two that are being carried, primarily due to weight 
limitations. Any of you that would like to view a picture 
of what the rods look like and things of that nature, I do 
have a picture here. One thing that we did talk about 
the other day and thp,re wa~ a question on that I want to 
clarify. It looks like we're getting a little firmer on 
our rendezvous and docking timeline and we do expect to 
have real-time TV from Guam, and this is just prior to 
t~e flyaround maneuver, starts at 4bout 7 hours and 32 
minutes elap~ed time and runs for about 10 minutes to about 
7:40 elapsed. And hopefully ~gain picking up the States around 
8 hours and lasting there for about 10 or 11 minutes. This 
is our present plan and should have that real time assuming 
there is no perturbations to the rendezvous. Of course, the flight 
plan for that day is the standard 1\ = S rendezvous which 
we had normally planned to have for Skylab 2. In addition 
to that we do have the one SEVA activity which is designed 
to see if we can free up one of the AM solar array wings. 
One or both as the case may he. And that's about all I 
have and opening up for qu~stions. 

PAO Please w~it for the mike, Bruce Hicks. 
QUERY What would be the time of the SEVA 

activi~y basically? 
PUOOV Okay, the plan is that they will 

accomplish the flyaround. They will come bac~ in after 
that for a soft docking. They will go through a - a supper 
period and will actually undock after preparing for the 
SEVA at around 10 hours and 35 minutes. They will ~se the 
entire next dayside pass for that particular SEVA activity. 
Hopefully docking just prior to sunset, and this docking 
should occur somewhere in the order of 11,)0 elapsed time 
from lift-off. 

QUERY And the fix methods being taken, you 
said earlier two alternate. I suppose what you meant 
was just two, l,nd not two alternate to a prl.me. JUGt the 
two - -

PUODY There a~e two methods to the bast of 
my knowledge only being carried. The prime, which is the 
one froll1 the plus-Z SAL, the alternate which is the one that's 
attached to the ATM structure. The A-frame. 

PAO Barry (garble) 
QUERY Have you determined whAt kind of problems 

you are 90in9 to have in the event the water in thp. coolant 
loop does freeze? 
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PUDDY Well, there are possible DrOblems as-
sociated with the - our n~in cooling loop. There is a 
common heat exchanger associated with th,. main cooling loop. 
We don't know whether or not this could be considered the 
weak pOint in the system or not, but o'Jr prilMry concern 
is JUBt not t.o let it freeze and we think we can do this. 

PAO Peter Mosley. 
QUERY A follow on that question. I'm not 

quite clear what this AM coolant loop feeds, what it's there 
for. Could you tell me that? And is it different - I mean 
originally when was this glitch with a switch from - the 
switch to a backup cooling loop, remember this happened twice. 
Is thie the same coolant lovp, and is it serving the same 
purpose? 

PUDDY Right. We have two primary equipment 
cooling loops in the workshop. And the problem that you 
referred to where we had the switchover, yes, we did have a 
switchover, in fact we've had it occur twice. Isn't that 
right, John? Basically the - and we did switch back by the 
way, and basically we feel rig~t now based on the data that 
we have, that it is some sort of a logic problem associated 
with switc over circuitry itself ~nd not actually a problem 
with the operation of the coolan~ loop. After we did have 
that first switchover we did go back to the primary loop 
and were able to stay on that loop for a period of time and 
shortly thereafter we - we did qet a switchover again to 
the secondary loop. But WP know there is nothing wrong as 
far as any leakage from th, loop. We also know that the 
pump ~hich circulates the fluid in the loop is operating properly 
so we feel we just have a logic problem. We are flying 
right now on the secondary coolant loop with the switchover 
capability enabled. 
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PUDDY We .. ro flying right now on the secondary 
coolant loop with tho switchovor capability enabled, which mean. 
that if we should have some sort of failure in the secondary 
loop we would go bac~ to that primary loop. As far as the 
question that you asked on the commonality, there is a heat 
exchanger that is c~n in that loop that we have the cool 
temperature problem, that is common to this ~ coolant loop. 
And the AM coolant loop that we're talking about is the 
primary loop in the workshop that has equipment such AS the 
batteries, charger modules, major electronic equipments mounted 
on it, much as the Apollo coolant loops that I'm sure you're 
familar with. This is the main coolant loop for the space
craft • 

PAO Manuel Doza. 
QUERY Do you have any rundown on the timeline 

unt.il they actually get into the OWS and start working? 
PUOOY 1 can give you that in only a very 

sUII'J1Iary fashion. It has not been cocnplctely defined. Basically, 
after we have completed the rendezvous, docking, StVA, we will 
be hard docking. The crew will go to sleep without removing 
the command module hatch, probP, drogue, ~r any of those opera
tions. They will sleep in the command modole that flrst night. 
The next day we will be performing some checks for the - any 
contamination in the workshop and we are able to do this after 
we've opened up the command module hatch, removed the probe 
and drogue, we're actually able to do this through the hatch 
itself. There is an adapter that has been made to fit on one 
of the valves on the hatch and we can check for any contaminants. 
Assuming no contaminants are found we just continue this opera
tion right on through the spacecraft until - be advised that 
all the hatches in the spacecraft were launched closed. We'll 
conti~ue this operation right on down until we qet to the 
SAL. Now exactly - I believe itts the afternoon, don't quote 
me on that because I'n not positive. I believe it is the 
afternoon of that day when we do plan to go ahead and put the 
shield out through the plus-Z SAL. That timeline is still 
being wor~ed, but that's the general trend of activity. Of 
course, in there, there is some small activation functions that 
must occur. 

SPEAKER Inaudible. 
PUOOY That is, starts out with the sampling 

first thing Saturday morning and ends up with the deployment 
Saturday afternoon, that's correct. 

PAO Arthur Hill. 
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QUF.RY What's the current rundown on the tape 
recorder in the ATH and why it was qetting hot? What the 
problems were there? 

PUODY Well, this is due primarily to the 
fact that we are in an attitude that is not optimum for loca
tions where the tape recorders are in the ATM. There is no 
serious problem there. We are trying to maintain a continuous 
operation of those recorders below a temperature of 86 degrees. 
When I came oft duty one of them was in the 60s and one of 
them was in the 70s. And ba9ically, what we've done is we 
have just restricted our recorder operations to those periods 
where we are accomplishing maneuvers or where there is some 
idea that - of a specific area in ATM data that we would like 
to have during a rather exteneive LOS period. 

QUERY What are the tape recorders recording? 
PUODY Basically what the tape reocrders are 

recording is the same data that we get down on the ATM systems 
duri~g real time. And tho recorders are only there to give 
us that saroe d3ta while we are not in station contact. We're 
running not only the recorders for the ATH but we're also 
running a couple of recorders for the airlock module ~ata. 

QUERY Let me rephrase the question. 
nasicnlly, what you're recording is information on how the 
systems are operating but no experimental data or anything like that? 

PUDDY Those recorders would he recording experi-
ment data if we were conducting experiments. But, as you're 
well aware right now, other than the QCMs, the quartz crystal 
microbalance, contamination measuring instruments, and the MDA 
spectrometer which is a radiation measuring experiment, we 
are not conducting any other experiment operations. So, no, 
there is no experinent data on there right, Art. 

PAO Okay. Let's take one more here with 
Bruce lIic);s and then go to the Cape for a few. 

QUERY Don, you said that 86 degrees, trying to 
xeep it below that, is that 86 degrees the highest you want 
t·,) go or is safe to go, and what - if not, what temperature 
will you have daMaqe to the tapes. 

PUDOY Let me say that 86 degrees is what we 
had presently defined as a redline limit for those particular 
recorders. It is certainly not, to ny knowledge, a temperature 
at which we would expect any damage to occur to the tape or 
to the tape recorder itself. It's merely a limit under which 
we would like to keep the tape recorders such that we could 
have continued use of those once WI:' have been able t.o get into 
a normal attitude and go into our ext'lnsive operations which 
!T\ake higher use of the recording capa.)i1ity. 

PAO Let's take some from the Cape. 
QUERY To borrow a cliche, I'd like to have 

you make one thing perfectly clear. First of all, a6 I 
understand it, deployment of the umbrella will be attempted 
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through thc scientific airlock. The sccond alternative would 
be to deploy the sail from the Gemini hatch of the Apollo -
I mean of the ATM. Does that mean that they have completely 
cxcluded deployment of a sail from a standup EVA out of the 
CSHl 

PUDDY To the nest of my knowledge at this 
particular point in time, that is entirely correct. 

QUERY Has the plan changed for the time of 
intercept, the time of closest approach, or has the information on 
tracklng data revised the timing which would have had it out-
side of the period of the first TV possibility via Guam? 

PUODY No, I think hasically that, if you will 
rcmeMber, the rendezvous plan, our attempt there is to try 
to provide the TV coverage of docking itself. And that was 
to occur over Guam. And oasically what we have done is we 
h,we extended the periNi of til'\e between our first docking 
such that we can conduct the flyaround operations and 
the tirst site that I quoted to you was Guam. We can also 
bring this TV in from the State coverage and that is during 
the daylight period and the continuation of the flyaround 
exercise. So, there has been no real change in that area. 

[NO OF TAPf. 
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QUERY CAn you just confirm sorncthlng. It's an 
elapsed ti~e of 7.32 until 7.42 (garble) 

PUDOY I don't have the exact AOS and LOS times, but 
within the granularity of what I can read here, it is 7:32 to 7.42, 
that's correct. And 7 -

QUERY I just want to make sure whether I got 
the sequence right. So you would go up, fly along, look for 
the damage on the solar Wing, dock, and then later on undock 
again and make an EVA to repair the solar wing, and then 
dock again, is that correct? 

PUODY That's correct. Basically what we would 
be doing the first time is what we call a soft docking, which 
means that we have only engaged th~ capture latches, and sub
sequent to an eat period and the preparation itself for the 
standup r.VA, we would then fJubsequently go out and conduct 
that standup Y.VA operations for - and we're allowing a full 
days ide pass for that. 

QUERY With this second deviced IOU deploy, is that 
what you referred to earlier as fragmented sail, just to 
make sure? 

PUDDY I'm going to have to defer that one to 
somebody else, maybe. Do you have an answer on that one? 

.~RON No, I hAven't. 
PUODY I have not heard it called the fragmented sail. 

Basically, this is the one that has been described to you as 
an A-frame type device that is mounted On the ATM structure, 
has a sail device that can be deployed much like you would 
pull a sail down a flag pole. It extends froA the ATM area 
out over the workshop. Again, I think the dimensions on the 
sail are essentially the same. Most of the deSigns that were 
talked about werp. approximately 400 square feet. But I haven't 
heard that particular one called a fragmented sail. 

QUERY Is it definite now that you only are taking 
up two devices, not three? 

PlJDDY To the best of my knowledge, that is true. 
We are only carrying two devices at this time. 

QUERY Then it's not - When will you have the 
definile flight plan? 

PUOOY Those flight plans are in the process of 
bein~ generated now, and I would expect it - we would have the 
majority of the flight plans completed within the next 2 days. 
We're in the process of making the required changes to the 

t 

crew checklist now, what we call the Flight Data File. We're 
reviewing these as time permits on ~ach of our console shifts, 
and they're being released to the p,~inters on an as-available
as-reviewed basis. And we expect· In fact, some of them are 
going to print this morningJ the remainder will be going to 
print over the next couple of days, and I believe we're planning 
to have MOst everything stowed in the spacecraft by Thursday 
evening. 

QUERY You mentioned use of an A-frame for deploy-
ment from the ATM. Is this the same device that we have had 
previously described for us as a T-frame or a T? 
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PlJODY yes. I believo it cO'Jld be referred to as 
a T-(rame. yes. Or ~ V-frame if you want to loo~ at it that 

'w'" 'I • PAO Okay, we're hack in Houston now, no more 
'111cstiol'ls from the Cape. Anyone have any questions here'? 

Ql1f:RY IIOW' rnt..ny complete new flight plans, how 
~dny days are you renewing the flight plan for? 

rUDDY Basically what we're working on exten~ively 
now is to get t~e nay 1 activities, which is the rendezvous, 
,locicir.g, SEVA 1; the Day 2, which is to acc()m,.lish the SAL 
deploy~~ntl and nay 3, which is the alternate flight plan 
should .• e go ahead anci have t.o accomplis~ the EVA operati()n 
for the other meteoroid sa; I deploYl'lent, and then some work 
on just exactly - I think we're going - trying to g.\ through 
d10und rHY 5 of the abbreviated activation checklist are in
cl';,led tn there -

L:-lfl Of "APr. 
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PUDDY The abbreviated activation checklists are 
included in there. Subsequent to complet~ng the checklist 
that - basically get the workshop configured with some 
type of alternate meteoroid shield and the basic experi~nt 
activation completed. Of course, we will go into our normal 
cycle which is basically working up the flight p~ans on a 
real-time basis. Where doing one shift, we more or less 
forecast what we are ~oing to do for the next day and also 
extrapolate that plan out for approximately a week. And then 
the next shifl we - subsequent shift, we actually work up 
the detailed plans that we would up-lin~ to the crew on the 
teleprinter as to the exact sequence of operations that 
we would liJr.e for them to follow. And of course, ("ne shift 
devoted strictly to the execution of that flight plan. 

PAO I understand that the early summary by 
Don Puddy didn't get on the tape for the purposes of the 
transcript. I wonder if you couldn't just quickly s~arize 
in a couple of minutes your shift just completed. 

PUODY You really think I can go b~c~ through 
that in the same sequence, huh? Okay, well let me say that 
the Maior activity that we're going through right now is 
to try to optimize the spacecraft thermal envirorment. hnd 
basically the way that we're accomplishing this is through 
attitude maneuvers and actually managing the electrical loads 
that we hav~ the capability of turning off and on by 
ground command. We basically have been able so far to 
maintain the habitation area near t.he temperature that 
.... e've been quoting to you. We do expect some smlill rise 
~n that in the next few days because we're also have ex
perienced a - a problem with one of the suit COOling loops 
becoming too cool. Actually the temperature right now is 
running around ~4.0, and our desire is to keep that temperature 
in the area of 34.7 degrees. We have during the evening 
actually rolled the spacecraft over one entire daysidc 
revolution in order to put IlS MilCh sun iMpingement on that 
particular area as possible to see if we coulc effect a 
short-term recovery in that particular area. And subsequently 
we plan to llI.lintain a decreased - slightly decreased pitch 
profile in order to naintain that teMperature. Right now 
we are at a present pitch of 40 degrees and as wc do get 
that temperature stabilized we will try to move the pitch 
back up close to 47 degrees in order to maintain an optiMUM 
balance between this particuhr temperature whicll ip. <jetting 
too cold and the OWS habitation area temperatures which of 
courGc, we want to maintain as low as possible from the 
standpoint of film and f~J consideration. And medical 
sample considerations. 
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~Pf.A~f.R o~ay. 
P1\0 Thank you, [)()n - -
PUnnY H~I much of it - Din we qct all the 

sail description on tape? PAO I think 80, yeah. He says we did. So 

thany you very much. That ought to wr~p it up. 
rUDOY I do have a picture here if any of you 

would like to take a look at that. 

END Of,' TAPE 
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PAO Okay, we have a small crow1 here in 1I0uston. J don't know how many are at the Cape. I understand we have a lew questiona to come frOM tIle Cape It. 11 tUG later. We have here, this evening, Mr. George Hardy who's Oirector of Engineering Development Integration at Marahall Spaceflight Center, and the off~coming Plight Director, Neil Hutchinson. Do either of you have aomething you want to run over, say, the last 8 hours of operations. We'll go to questions from there. 
HUTCHINSON Weill just give you a quick rundown on what's been going onl today, very little. As you know, last night, or yesterday afternoon late, we had a switchover in the coolant loop in the airlock module and on one of the stlifts last night, in fact, the early evening shift last night, we switched back to the primary loop and, indeed, we got another unexplained switchover back to the second<'1ry. The switchback to the primary loop that was done, none of this was done on my shift today, last night indicated that ""e, indefld, had a very good loop and that we probably have some logic problem in the switchover logic, which is the automatic failure detection circuitry that decides that a loop is bad and turns it off. and calls the othe~ one up. So, in a nutshell, our airlock modulo coolant problem is nothing, as far as ~e can tell, wrong with any of the equipment concerned with the coolant loops, either one of them. It has to do with the logic that switches it over from one loop to the other, and right now, the confi9~rhtion is, we'r~ on the secondary coolant loop with the nlmWer one pump on, or A pump, as some people call it, and we have switchback enable to the primary loop. We don't have any qualms about going back to the primary loop if we get a switchover. And if, and when we do, or would get a switchover back to the primary loop because of something wrong in the secondary loop, then we would probably have to take some action to try and either isolate how ~ ~ome we don't have - we have this automatic switchover that keeps tripping us off the primary loop. But for now, we're in great shape, and we'll probably just leave it sit right where it is. The airlock ATH data recorders are off. We're cooling down the recorder module and the reason it's warm is because of this strange attitude we're flying around to preserve the thermal balance in the workshop as best we can. This won't be a probleM when we finally get up there and get the curtain up and get back to a solar inertial. We'll have the recorders back on all the time. If we chose to use thell'l now, we could turn them on. We're just being super conservative and there's no real reason to have them on. We aren't having any problems with any of the systems that they record data for, so we've got 
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the recorder package f~r the ATH tele~otry system turn9d off. 

We're continuing to b~lance loads and modulate heaters on 

and off in the front end. The front end of the vehicle's 

still fairly cool. The airloc~ module coolant loop's still 

running fairly cool. However, we've bean turning a couple of 

defunct peGs off onp. of the SAS wings on and off. We're get· 

ting a small amount Qf current, as you know, out of PCGs 5 

and 7, I believe it is, and we are turning the battery 

chargers on and off on those two re~ularly to add a little 

heat to the airlock coolant loop. Another the~al thing 

which we have bean baby sitting especially carefully over 

the last 24 hours are the w~ter suit coolant loops, which 

are on the airlock module coolant loop to heat exchangers on 

the airlock module coolant loop, and these are the water loops 

that cool the creWMan EVA. We have actually made a vehicle 

maneuver. We've rolled the vehicle. 1 like to think of it as 

north and south. In plain English, we've rolled the vehicle 

a little bit to the north to expose this area outside a 

little more to the Sun so we can warm up one of the Guit 

coolant loops that's been getting fairly cool, and we've 

discovered we've been able to maintain a temperature around 

35 degrees, which is above any -
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H~rCp.LNSON .. the, one of the suit coolant loops that's 
been getting fdirly cool, and we've discovered we've 
been able to maintain a te~perature around 3S degre68, 
""h ich is .above any place where 'We' d be warded. The ob-
vious thing we're worried about there i8 water - it's 
really a water loop, and water freezes at 32 degrees. 
And when it freezes it expands and it crack8 things. And 
we seem to have that under control and seem to be able 
to maintain the te~peratures right where we want them. We're 
continuing to monitor our attitude. Of COllrse, we've not 
gone back to solar inertial, 80 wo've not had the Sun 
sensors on the Sun. We're continuing to monitor O'lr at
titude using electrical current for pitch control, two 
tempel'ature transducers for roll control, and ITIOmentum 
use for yaw control in and out of plane. So the thing 
that is really kind of amazing, the EGILs and the G&Ss, 
the guys who worry about the electrical ~urrents and 
everything, .He having the last laugh in He control center, 
because they finally got one up on the guys that are 
supposed to know all about inertial systems. I thint'o 
that's about all. We cooked along real well today. We 
had no failures at all in anything today, and l think 
every day we do this. we seem to understand a little more 
about the thermal situation and about how to sneak around 
and keep it in tow, So we're controlling it instead of 
it controlling us. The planning has been proceedin~ for 
the - for the manned part of the mission. Being on the 
console today, I just get bits and pieces about what's 
going on. But I think w' finally pretty much under-
stand how we're going to do the activation, and I think 
that whole thing is moving along pretty well. I think 

'

in the next couple of days - in fact, I suspect probably 

J 
by tomorrow afternoon, there will be a fairly coherent .. 
flight plan out that you can all look at and see where 
all the big ever.ts are goin9 to happen. That's all I 
had, Terry. 

HARDY I don't have anything to add to the 
activities of the last 12 hours. I think Neil has covered 
those very satisfactorily. 

QUERY Could you discuss the change in sun-
shade deployment plans. I understand now you·ve decided 
to go ahead, and the prime sunshade would be through the 
SAL rather than one of the EVA plans. 

HUTCHINSON Yes. I have been on the console, so 
I have not been directly involved i~ the planning. George 
may be able to add some to this. I can kind of give you 
a rough cut of what we're planning on doing nOWf and, as 
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far ",s the rationale behind why we hi\ye gone prime inside, 
I have my own opinion. F.ut I have not been involved in 
it and I'd soo~ not commant on that. The basic plan is, 
when we gel into the workshop in tl'le morning, we're go109 
to turn on the airlock ~n the HOA - in other words, ~ake 
it habitable and turn on the air scrubbing and turn on 
the air conditioning and the lights and 80 on and so forth. 
That pretty much takes the morning by the time you get 
through the hatch and get all the work done in there. 
That's ahout a 4, 4- 1/2 hour job. We're going to eat 
lunch. We're going to go into the workshop, ~nd then we 
will - we'll probably make some decisions on whether we 
can work in there with the temperatures in shirt sleeves 
or whether we're going to use the LCG. As you ~naw, we're flying 
up the gear lo he able have a crewman in the workshop, 
llquid cooled with no suit on. And we have some very basic 
things we n~ed to do when we first get in the workshop. 
At probably an hour after we first open the hatch, we'll go 
to work to deploy this device. And we'll have the entir~ 
afternoon of day 2 to do it. Now I don't know anything 
abol.t the particulars of the deployment, and 1'11\ not 
sure ",nybody does yet. I think they're just now starting 
to home in on the kind of a checklist we need to do it and 
so on and so forth. It is using some existing equipment. 
Besides the stuff you have to take up, it is using some 
existing experiment gear to get it out. George, do you 
.... ant COrMlent anymore on the shield itself? 

HARDY Well, I think - the reason be~ind it - I 
th ink there have been some advantages known all alol\9, 
and that mode is rather popular. It'& - as you know, of 
course, doesn't require an EVA. The task is relatively 
straightforward. As Neil said, there is a lot of details 
that need to be worked out ~n it. We have several ex
periments that are deployed out of the scientific airlock. 
And we have one, in particular, that has a means of de
ployment which is quite similar to the one - -
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IIARDY - hard to flow it out of the scientific 
ai rlock. An·J ,,-e have one in particular that has a means of 
deployment Which is quite similar to the one that would be 
used for deploying the scientific airlock Rolar shade. 

QUERY In other words, the crew knows h~ to do it. 
HARDY Right. And I think - -
QUERY Or has a semblance of knowing how to do it. 
HARDY One of the key factors is that, in looking 

at the several modes, itls felt that this is one in which would 
require the least crew trdining and still have a high competence 
in deploYMent. 

IIUTCHINSON Itls also completely leisurely. It also 
has thp advantage of the crew having a good solid sleep before 
they have to tackle it. And like George said, the one bi9 
thing - I mean, doin~ an EVA is not a particularly difficult 
thing, but itls a long, arduous task that takes ~ll day long 
by the time you get the preps, and get out there, and get back 
in, and get all the suits off. I just think that the whole 
SAL plan, if it works out right, itls easier - plain and simple. 

QUERY Thatls like that means it's also safer. Any-
thing that doesn't involve an EVA would be safer. Is that right? 

HUTCHINSON ~ertainly. Not that there was any particular 
peril with the other technique, but, I ~an, if you're in th~ 
cabill - -

PAO John Pollock. 
QUERY I got a bunch of ::em on re-latively minor 

things, I guess. Fiest of all, since we're talking about the 
SAL, I've heard, 3 or 4 days ago, that there might be some real 
high temperatures around that airlock. Do we have any numbers 
on that, and are we at all concerned about the possibility of 
the thing sticking because of expansion or anything like that, 
or about burned fingers? 

HU'I'CHINSON Well, 1111 address the burned fingers, George 
might want to address the temperatures. The burned fingers thing 
is certainly no problem because we have gloves. If there's 
any question whatsoever of the touch temperatures in thp. area, 
wetll be wearing eithar EV glovds or welve got some - well I 
kr."", we have EV gloves. J donlt know wht!ther they've decided 
to put those other gloves on board th~ CSM or not. 

HARDY Yeah - -
HUTCHINSON I donlt know what the temperaturels been 

running. 
HARDY Well, 1111 just comment. We do have a temp-

er~ture sensor on the scientific airlock, have been looking 
at it. I haven't looked at it lately. I don't know what it 
is, but the people that are engaged in design of this concept 
are aware of the temperatures. They know what temperatures they 
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~i11 be having and, of course, they will tAke that into considera
tion. So, we don't expect, certainly, to get 8urpri~ed by the 
temperature we're going to see when we deploy this shade. 

QUERY Okay, over since this boat hook or shepherd's 
crook was proposed to possibly try to get that s~lar array un
stuck - somethinq Isaac Newton said has been t>.,thtsrinq me. 
How arc you ~oing to hold those t~o spacecrafta stable in 
relation to each other while you're trying to pry this thinq 
out? 

HAROY That - of course, the simulation in that 
regard is still being conducted. I think ona of the t~\nqs 
that's being considered that - the crew members - in thbt 
situ~tion might use a push-pull type rod. He might have one 
rod which he puts against the solar beam, solar array beam, 
and then he pulls with the other one. 

HUTCHINSON There obviously has to be some - I mean, 
you can't just go up there and give it a shove or you'll shove 
yourself away, or give it a tug, you'll tug yourself into it. 
There has to b.1 some arrangement like that. I'm not !'lure that 
people really understand how much - and I suspect we won't 
understand, until we get up there, exactly ~hat we have to do 
to free it. For all I know, you just might have to get some 
garb~ge off the front of it and the thing will go. 

hI'.RDY Now, one of the things of course that we 
feel real confident of is that the wing nearest the end of 
the beam has been released and is st.owing some S to 6 or 7 
degrees deployment. Now, there is a ••. actuator that pushes 
the deployment of that ~ing and there'6 springs in that system. 
So, there are some forces we know that will exist, and, as Nei1 
says, that it just may be, that when they release the debrio thu~'s 
holding it, that the wing will deploy itself. 

QUERY What·s the ga& preGsure status inside the 
worksho~ now? You took it down to 0.7 psi last night, ~ha~'s 
the last 1 heard is that - -

HUTCliiNSON Right, ~e took it down to 0.6. I think 
it's probably back to about 0.7. We are just a tan warmer in
side, not much, just a tad. We think that's probably why it 
came b~ck to 0.7. We're not add~ng any gas - -
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HUTCHINSON We an: just a tad warmer inside. not 
much just a tad, and we think that'a probably why it came back 
to 0.7. ~e're not adding any gas. We intend to 
leave it there - I knew I should have brought this [.rofUe 
with me. We have a plan for pur~inq the vehicle prior 
to the crew getting there, which we ... ·0n't launch into 
here for quite some time. We're 90in9 to leave it out
gasin~ right where it is. It's not venting. We're not 
doing anything with itJ we're just leaving it at 0.6. 
Now we're going to go through a series. I believe the 
entire pldn takes like 100 hours all told, something like 
that. And there are like four parti~l pressu~e cycles at 
which we will pressuri7.e from the 0.6 up up to about 2 psi, 
if I remember the numbers, then back down to 0.6 up to 2, 
back to 0.6, the idea being we're purging the gas inside. 
The last time down, we':re l)oin9 to <)0 down to 0.1 and ther. 
we're going to tdke her up to orbital pressure. And I 
understand that there is some discussion as to whether we're 
going lO do this with 02 or N2. 

HARDY Yes, that's right. Ahd the idea is 
we just want to use the gas that we have the most of. 
We don't think we have a big problem either way. I think 
the latest discussion i.." wefll pl'ohably use nitrogen. 

SPF.AKER Yes, one of the votes fOl nitrogen 
is that it is truly an inert gas and, of course, one of the 
gases .... e're trying to dis~l is C02 and, if you add 02, 
you're providing one of the ingredients for forming CO. 
I suspe~t we'll go with nitrogen. But, like I said, this 
isn't g~ing to start until like ~ednesday or so, a couple 
of days her.ce. 

PAO One ~~re question here. Hal Roster, 
and then we'll go to the Cape for a while. 

QUERY J\ couple more on the sunshade thing. Is 
the current plan to take two SAL deployable shades? And 
also one or two of the EVA as backups? Or just how does 
that stand? And also, why is the airlock module full 
EVA sail t.he prime backup, if I can say that, instead of 
the SEVA sail, which was the prime? 

SP~AKER Well, the cr~w plan is to take - is still, 
as it's been for quite some time - to take at least two solar 
shades. We've m~ntioned that it appears now that the 
scientific airlock umbrella or parasol appears to be the 
pr ime mode. ""he two "VA one start:! ... p r::'.' .... , t!"::: ~th~ r EVA 
from the airlock - shields will be evaluated by the prime 
crew in Huntsville on Tuesday. I think that announce-
ment was maQe to you last night. And it will be that eval
uation by the crew that will have a great deal in making 

. . ~ .. - . . . " , 
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the final selection of the hackup mode. 
QUERY Did you say the umbrella is the prime 

of th~ SAL rather than - the last status report we had, 
had t~e~ both even, the inflatable and the umhrel1a? 

BARDY I think the umbrella - of course. this 
thing is developing as it goes and evaluation is going 
forward, and I would say that the umbrella approach eva1-
u~tion, to date, 3trongly favors that as the prime. I may 
mention one thing. The many modes are still continuing 
through development, through evaluation, and, in most cases, 
even flight hardware schedules - schedules to get flight 
hardware built and delivered on each one of these is 
still gOlng. They tend to be prime or coming to a position 
of pc imc as the evaluation tends to favor one toward the 
other. But that's the ~ay it is right now. 

PAD Okay, let's taxe one more back here, 
~nd then go to th~ Cape, 

QUERY Is this umbrella shade of the same 
material as the sail that they'r~ ~'king here? 

~iARny The lUlIhreUa shide is being made here 
at JSC, and it is material that you are familiar with. 
Material evaluation is also still in process. But th~t 
tends to favor that Material right now. It is rectangular. 
All shades orsails or shields that are being considered 
ace 9cne~ally 22 by 24 feet. 

PAO Okay, swit.ch to the Cape. 
QUERY Would it be possible to taKe up two EVA 

sunshields and the umbrella device in addition to it, 
that ~ar.s three all together? Or do you have to MaKe 
a decision on that before the launch? 

HARDY It appears from - The primary confltraint 
here is th~ cOl'U!land module stowage ann command module 
weights. And that evalustion is still being made, How
ever, as of last night, it appeared definitely that we 
had found accommodations, space- and volumewise, for two 
modes and some possibility that there might he accomoda
tions for three. But that has not been verified. 

QUERY If they deploy the umbrella and they 
take this device and this would be the prime mode, 
would the astronauts then unfold or try to unfold the 
solar wing before they deploy the umbrella. I mean, up to 
now, wc've thought that at first they're gOing to make the 
EVA and try to deploy the solar wing. What about the solar 
wing now, if they make the 11mbrella method first? 

IIUTCHINSON Current plans have not changed in that 
regard. The SEVA or standup EVA is still going to be 
conducted on the same day as rendezvous. And the wing _ 
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atlt>l:\ptcd wing dcplO}'JlIent And cleaning off whatever 
d~bris and the inspection will all be done prior to - on the 
first day, prior to going into tho workshop, which will 
be donI" on the secono day. So, therefore, the wing deploy
~,~t is done - or the atte~pted wing deplo~ent will be 
~ade on the first day, the rendezvous day. And tha 
thcr~al shield will be put Ol.t on day 2, through the 
airlock. 

QUERY Up until now, I learned that everything 
had to h~ at the Cape Tuesday, that meAns all the hard
WArc. tlow, ill this last status report of i',OO p.m., you 
say it has to be on Wednesday. 

HAROY Well,I wouldn't want to comment too 
authorotatively on the require~ents date for hardware at 
the C~pe, hut I do know that it will certainly be on Tuesday. 

QUERY It's an iffy question, I realize, 
!.Jut lS it possible that, as a result of what the crew find -
the prime ceew finds in the neutral buoyancy si~ulator at 
Huntsville, that this might change ~gain and there might 
,\galn he a s'Witch het'Ween the prime and t:le backup syst(>l'1? 

lIARDY Such a thing is indeed possihle. 
QUERY Following that up 7'. bit, can one assume that 

one redS on for this chan~e is that tests or rehearsals 
in the tank have suggested that it is going to be very 
difficult to deploy these curtains on EVA? 

HAROY Contrary to that, I think that the 
one-g test in the laboratories have indic~.ted that the um
brella itself is going to be easier than initially an
ticipated. 'There's been a great d~al of popularity for 
deploYl'1ent through the scientific airlock. It's just that 
we did not really start the concepts, or we didn't g~t out 
the conceptual phase on those modes quite as early as we 
did on the sails. So, as that concept caught up, it 
becane more and more popular. 

QlJf.RY Won't using the scientific airlock 
cause an additiondl day delay in getting iTlto the work
SilOp? 

HU'l'CIIlNSON Yes and no. Basica lly, 1 don't know 
how lI",uch you folks knew about the plan of attack 'We had 
if we ended up dOing an EVA out of the airlock. nut it 
'Won't cost any morel in foct, it won't cost as much as that 
'WOcllcl hi.lve cost us. Because our plan there was to go in 
and turn on the airlock MDA so it was liveable then go 
down into the 'WOrkshop and retrieve the gear that we had 
to have to do the f.VA because,as you know, there is an 
umbilical c'!O'Wn there and there's d suit unit and there's 
a helmet visor that we've got to get out of the 'WOrkshop 
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before we can do an EVA. And that 'WOuld have taken a h&lf 
a day, and then 'We would have done the EVA on mission day 3. 
Now as it is, with this deployment, what you say is true. 
Based on a n~1inal activation sequence, we will not sleep 
in the workshop on day 2. We'll slep.p in the CSM because 
we'll spend our entire afternoon, instead of turninq on 
th~ workshop, deploying the shield ~ut the SAL - -
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before we can do an EVA. And that 'WOuld have taken a h&lf 
a day, and then 'We would have done the EVA on mission day 3. 
Now as it is, with this deployment, what you say is true. 
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th~ workshop, deploying the shield ~ut the SAL - -
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H UTC III NSON - on day 2, we'll sleep in the CSH Lecause 
we'll spend our entire afternoon, instead o( turning on the 
workshop, deploying th9 shield out the SAL. And then w~'ll 
come back up, sleep, 4nd then get up the next MOrning 
and turn the workshop on, and we'll be fully up and sleeping 
in the workshop at the end of day 3, which is one day late. 
However, if we had done the EVA, we probably would have 
been day 4 before we would have been in there sleeping. 

QUERY However, if you had done the fEVA technique, 
an SEVA technique, it could have been on day ~ you could 
have gotten in the workshop. !s that not true? 

riUTCHINSON pos~ibly. 

QUERY And one further question. Js it possible, 
and once aqain this is iffy, but will it be up to the Com
mander, if he gets up and does this SF-VA and looks out, will 
he have the equipment on board if he decides that the SEVA 
technique for tho! shield is a good one, will he have the equip
ment on coard to do it? 

l1UTCHINSON \"e11, I think George already answered 
that. It's not clear yet, and I can't address the stowage 
quc~ti~n at all, hut it's not totally clear yet if we have 
tt." ability to carry three separate methods. And we' .. e al-
ready said that the airlock one, right now, is the frontrunner, and 
the EVA fro~ the airlock - the scientific airlock is a front 
runner - and the EVA from the airlock by the man is sort of 
the next strongest with the SEVA third. So I think it'll 
really depend on the evaluation we have in Huntsville, and 
it'll depend on how the stowage finally works out as to whether 

.... e have the perogative to do that or not. 
QUERY I'M sorry to ask you this, but it's just 

not clear in my mind. The primary mode is pushing the um
brella out in a shirtsleeve environment through the scienti
fic airlock, is that true? 

time. 
JlU'rClllNSON It's the front runner today at 5:25 lIouston 

QUERY That is at this point in the game. Nl'Inber 
2 is an EVA, ie that right? 

IIARDY Well, number 2 will be selected after 
ev<,luation hy the prime crew in Huntsville - both the SEVA 
dn~ the EVA from the airlock Rcheme. 

QU~RY A query from (garble). How many at Mar-
s~all are workinq on the Skylab 1 problem? 

HUTCHINSON Would you repeat the question please? 
SPEAKER He wanted to know how many people are 

I,;o~king on it. 
QUER'i 

Sky lab 1 problem? 
lIow Many at Harshall are working on the 
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HUTCHIN£ON I'd say just about el!erybody there. 
QUERY One more for Ed Tip. We I ve heard th., t 

90 pounds is the lill'lit that can be carried on the CSM. :9 
it still the limit? 

SPEAKER That doesn't sound right to me, 1 dem' t 
IIUTCHINSON Initially - 1 think you are referring to 

an allocation that was initially made in the early dayd of 
these solar shi~ld concepts. That has been revised. I can't 
quote yOll the number, but the CSH can accommodate a ni9her 
stowage than tt.at, in fact, signi ficantly higher stClWage than 
that for tools and the sunshield. 

SPF~KER That was a very preliminary number. 
PAO Okay, that ends it at the Cape. John 

PC'llock. 
QUERY Getting back, you're going to co a 5EVA 

right after rendezvous? 
HUTCltlNSON Yes. 
QvERY And you're going to, at that time, clean 

away any debris and take a look at the - well, esscntially, 
the whole plus"Z side of the - -

1!1lTCliiNSON Take a look at thp. whole vehicle, plus 
wc're going to clear away the debris, plus wc're going to 
try and get. the wing out. All that, based on the onseeing 
evaluation by Pete as to what he can do and can't do. 

PAO Okay, let'£: take one last one here froll'l 
~l Rositer and close it off. 

QUERY A day or two ago, thp.re was some concern 
cxpresGcd hy someone, I forget who, that the SAL MIGHT B& 
BLOCKED BY DF-BRIS SHIELD THE METEOROID SHIELD OR SOME 
THING ON THE OUTSIDE, AND TllAT WAS TH& REASON MORE EHPHASIs, 
TliEN, liAS PLACED ON TilE EVA. Is there any r!lason now why that 
has changed, and does thrs mean you will have ~t least one 
EV~-typc shield just in case that is blocked? 

HARDY Yes, that's - there is nothing particularly 
that is changed. I think that was purely speculation. lie 
were not looking at instrumentation or anything to give us 
any idea that the SAL was blocked, but it was speculation. 
lIowevc:-, in the event that it might be and could not be cl('d I ,-r\ I 

then i~'s certainly prudent to have a baCKUp which would not 
require the SAL. So, I think there is a very stronq indication 
here thclt we will have, as a backup, an EVA node for deploy-
mente 

PAO 

END OF T~PE 

Thank you very much. 
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PAO Ke'll go ahead and get started. Ke .till 
eXp8Qt a doctor to be here for the briefing. He hasn'l ar
rived yet. He'. in a meeting o~er in the control center 
so we'll go ahead and get started anyway. Thi8 morning we 
have - here c~. Dr. Hawkins. Okay. We have starting on 
ay right, Mr. George Hardy, who is Chief f Syateas Bngineering 
for the Skylab proqraa office at the Marshall Space Flight 
Center. Flight Director, Chuck Lewie who has just gotten off 
the shift in the control center that's been managing the 
vehicl. during the night. And, Dr. Royce Hawkins fro. the 
Johnaon Space Center, the Life Sciences Director. Chuck, you 
want to give us a systems status please to start off. 

LEWIS Okay, I think Don Puddy mentioned to you 
last evening that we would initiate the depressurization of 
the vehicle. Ke did that last night. We started from 4 psi. 
Ke got down to about a little over 2 - 2.1 psi and found out 
that wo were getting some propulsion or torquing fro. the 
venting enough to saturate our control movement gyro so we 
had to inhibit or terminate the vent and we're looking at that. 
We're looking at a way to aaneuver the vehicle, offset the 
vehicle such that the gravity - gradient torque will counteract 
the venting torque. And then it can pick up the venting again 

continue on down to about 1/2 pound. And then, I don't 
whether Don Puddy mentioned to you or not, prior to crew 

res. there will be several what you might call pumping and 
purging operations where we have to purge the cabin gas and 
refresh it. Other than that there wasnlt anything significant 
that went on last night. Other systems looked nominal ~o us. 

PAO Dr. Hawkins do you have any kind of sua-
mary you want to give us on the possibility of toxic gases or 
what we're looking at in that area. 

HAWKINS Well, what you just heard - this cycling 
and washout of the vehicle is the, of course, result of a 
problem that is generated by the heat that we're ~e~ing in, 
heating up the walls of the vehicle and generating a~e -
possibly generating some toxic substances within the workshop. 
This is a polyurethane liner inside of the vehicle wall. It's 
adherent to the out~r wall and then it has an epoxy surface 
within the aluainua covering inside. Now we've - we're run
ning tests in the laboratory but at Marshall and here, with 
similar m&terials, at various temperatureg in order to try 
to detersine what outgassing products we may have. And the 
likely substances ar6 what is c~nly known as TOI which is 
toluenediisocyanate. And then HeN which is cyanide and then 
some aldehydes and then CO, carbon monoxide. Now the toluenediiso

is re.lly the prinCipal substance of which welre worried 
at this point. And this is used, we know, in the chemical 
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process - tOl'1l\llUon - lI'IAking of uretlume. It's utled in the 
chell\ica'. reaction. It gives you the foaming and hftrdening 
of the urethane. So it is there. Anrl at the teaperature. 
which possibly the - it ~ay bA ~een. There may be 80me out
gaBBing or there !'lay he pyrolysis effect thAt the lal'linar 
surface with the outer wall and, therofore, a byproduct of 
that. So we're lcokin1 At what type of concentrations we 
would possibly he seeing. An~ it could range anywhere Ira. 
2 to 20 parts per million. Two hundred and twenty being the 
woret CAse by far, the worse, worse, worse case by far and 
I doubt that it's really up to that level. nut the washoute, 
which you described, here are designed to re~uce that to the 
lowest possible le',el in what we would certainly consider to 
be a safe level of .01 part per million at the time at which 
the crew would be read1 to enter the orbital or the MDA and 
then the orbital vehicle. now the plan is we will fly 801M 
Gregor(?) tubes which are sensors that we can sample the air 
~iately upon entry and determine what levels of TnI and 
also cart~n monoxide that we would have left. It this 1. 
safe, well then they'd proceed on into the ows, again sample, 
and again we would oxpect that that Imuld be a safe level. 
Now, they ,,",'Ould he entering in the - l11ake this initial entry 
with r.asks which are trying to gP.t aboard. And we'vo been 
running SOMe tests ftgain all n1~ht to ~~termine just what would 
be the most effp.ctive type of mask to provide. And we've 
come up with a very - well, it's not one that we've developed 
really. It's a cOl'llnCrcial product that it's just been recently 
introduceo on the m~rket, as a Matter of fact, by mine satety 
applicance. That what they call an in-type cani8t~r contains 
hoptolyte and charcoal. The hoptolytA takes care of the 
TOI and the - I Mean the charcoal tl\l<es care of the TOI, elilll
inates that and filters that out. An~ the hoptolyte take. 
care of the CO. So with this MOde of entry and the Bensors 
that we hope to fly up in the cOI"IPIann Module and the washout 
procedures that " .. e'vc taken I think we will have a safe bird. 

p~o Onctor, I won't BU9gest that a~y of our 
neWBrnen present would have difficulties, but for the benefit 
of our transcript typists could you spell the proper name of 
TOI, please. 

IlAWJ(INS J.c,t me see if I c~n spell it (laughter). 
Lven that's got a ~lestion mark hy it. I've qot it written 
down on a piece of paper. It's got a question roark by it. 
Let me see it's toluenediisocyanate. It's the only word I 
know of thl\t has a double i in it. Pardon. lIoptolyte
hoptolyte. 

PAO Itr. Hardy do you have some sort of SllIAAry 

you'd like to give us. 
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HARDY 1 don't. really have anything to add with 
respect to the status of the vehicle now, 1 think Chuok has 
covered that quite well. 1 think most of you have been in 
the briefing" for the last several days know where the ac
tivity going on to build hard~are and teat hardware that wl11 
be used to shade the solar side of the vehiclo, that work 1. 
still active and progre8aing according to schedule. Several 
options are atUl being evaluated and -

END OF TAPE 
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SPEAKER ••• that work is still active and pro-
greBBing according to Bchedule. Several options are still 
being evaluated and in the next fev days we will expect that 
to proceed to a point of - of the crew being proficient in 
their training on those optional And we would also still 
expect at thie time that more than one option will be flown 
into orbit with the opportunity to use which ever appear to 
be the best under conditione that are observed by the c~nder 
at the time. 

SPEAKER 
Mosley. 

We will take your questions now. Peter 

QUERY Dr. Hawkins, could you describe the - the 
affects of a worse case concentration of these g&les on some
body without masks, for inst~nce(?) What would they do you 
and I if we were in that situation. 

SPEAKER Well it depends again on the concentrations, 
but of course, I think most everyone is pretty - pretty 
knowledgeable about what carbon monoxide doeB. The - this 
is an asphyxiant which tie. up the heDGglobin of the oxygen 
tranaport system of the blood and therefore the body just 
does not get enough oxygen. The TOI is - is an irritant 
in really very low concentrations of which affects the eyes, 
which get the burning, but primarily the - it's an respiratory 
irritant where it's breathed in to the lungs caueing edeNa 
and you get those - can get bronchial spas~8 and aven pull 
an pulmonary edema. 

QUERY 
SPEAKER 

Now, you mentioned cyanide. 
Well, that's of course - tha~'s a poilon 

in itself. Again 
death. 

it effects the hemopoetic(?) systea and cauoes 

SPEAKER 
QUERY 

got another. Aside 
seriously concerned 
n~d. 

Ed Delong. 
To follow up on that one, and then I've 
fro. TOI and carbon monoxide, how really 
are you about the other contaRinents you 

SPEAKER I really - I'm beginning to think really 
n~ that it's really just the TOI that we'll be having because 
it's used in the process of the making the urethane and it's 
probably - and there's uBually about , as I have learned, 
usually about a 5 percent excess that's there in the - as 
the result of just the chemical. The amount needed in the 
cha.ical reaction - there'S a reSidual about 5 percent left 
there, and I think thAt's what we really possibly could be 
getting out of it and what we're seeing. N~ our lab tests 
over here in our labs have not shown any HCN. And this is 
leading ae to believe that really that is the excess amount 
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that was there that's really what would possibly be coming 
out, and there tore should be a limited process and that 
welre probably not seeing any pyrolysts eff~ct that deterioration 
of the walle. 

SPEAKER Ed has another. 
QUERY Chuck, I wonder if you could tell us what 

time you started the venting trom 4 psi, what time it was 
te~inated, how much of a yaw were you getting, and what 
was the effect of it. Were you just using up morA gas than 
you wanted to to counteract it or were you nctually getting 
some yaw In thft vehicle change attitude? 

SPEAXER Okay, we initiated the venting at 
03131 GMT. And we terminated at 07119, at 2.1 psi. And the 
reason we terminated is that we saw the - the yaw which 
affected our Z-mornentum, begin to saturate and we terminated 
the vent 3 minimum impulse flying from the tacts. Thatls 
about 15 to 16 pounds seconds. A very minimum amount. But 
because we did !'Ulturate, we had to do what 'oi'e call a C'..MG 
reset routine which sort of cages the CMGa again, that cost 
us somewhere in the neighborhood of 250 pound seconds, per 
pound seconds of tact, pound seconds of tact. Of course, 
r don't think that we saw anything that really in the 
change of attitude in the vehicl~. 

QUERY (garble) 
SPEARER Now we suspect that there will be a small 

maneuver. I don't know that value yet, they're looking at 
that ~ow to maneuver the vehicle and try to offset this 
torque when we 90 back to the vent. We don't anticipate 
any big problem. 

SPEAXER (garble) 
QUERY Dr. Hawkins, those air sensors that they 

are going to use to determine the presence of ga8es in the 
atmosphere, are they standard n.quipment than the OWS or 
they taking it with them? 

SPEAKER Standard equipment within the orbital 
vehlcl~? No, it's not really. The - these - welre flying 
up in the command module - these particular tubes that would 
give us those indications. 

SPEAKER We have some questions from the Kennedy 
Space Center. Letts takp. those now please. 

SPEARER Having problems (garble). Okay, that's 
good. Go ahead and take somemore here. Anybody has anymore 
here? John. 

QUERY I have a questior, on the time line. About 
when will the first opportunity ~e for the crew to actually 
enter the cabin? 

SPEAKEIt That' 11 be the second day after wake up. 
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SPEAltER 
OUERY 

t? Hve? 

Oxay. 
When do they actually go into the OKS 

SPEAKER That all depends on whether or not our 
theraal shade fix worka and the internal teMperatures tall 
within living conditione. 

SPEAKER I'~ just like to add to what Chuck have 
eaJd there. I thinK we and everybody feels liKe it will work 
if we qet it eati.fa~torily deployed, but the thermal profile 
(garble) are 1:'.ing run to give us a prediction on how 10n9 
we think that ... ould be. And unti 1 we have that .nd even the 
actual experience in flight the crew would not go in for 
continued habitation but it aight indeed be possible if 
ner;esaary they can go on for a short stay even before the 
temperature starts to coming down appreciably. 

SPEAJ<ER I Night add that one question was when 
do we enter the airlock module. That would be on the morning 
of the second day. A',d ilssuaing that the atmosphere has 
been scrubbed properly there no proble~ there, we'd probably 
plan now to enter the OWS to pick up RO~ - some transfer 
items in the CMS in the afternoon period. And of course 
they would do their sampling at th~t time. 

QUERY Is there a capable time concealed? 
SP~~En Since the urethane is outgassing now 

can we presuaP that that this material will have a lower 
point - lower hleeding point from now on. In other worda, if 
the temperature rises a9ain while the crew is later on in the 
~iS8ion will it start doing the same thing allover again? 
Is it - viII it more easily outgasses that has already begun 
this breakdown period? 

SPEAKER Well, it - excuse me, it really is - -

END OF TAPE 
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SPEAKER It really i. a function of t6mporature, 
and with the hiyh temperatures, that's what happens. You 
do get the outgassing. Y&8, that'. what I'm going to try to 
anawer. It depends upon whether you're really ~etting the 
generation of th~ material, or whether you're juat getting 
rid of the exce8S of TOt that'a there, a8 I mentioned a 
.ament ago, which the latter ia what I think. So a8 we can 
w&ah this out, burn it out, and really, this would be what'. 
really happening now is really the best thing, I gue •• you 
could do ia to bake it out and get rid of it. And you 
should no longer have any problem with it. 

PAO Okay, Peter Mosley. Let me go through 
this first. We've had a queetion called in apparently from 
a black box listener, WhO'8 a little confused on how far 
velre going to depressurize. I think you said down to a 
half pound, did you not? 

SPEARER We're going to d~pre88urize down to 
about 0.5 PSI. 

QUERY Dr. Hawkins, just wanted to finally, 
could I hold on this TOI. At two part. ~r million, would 
that be lethal? 

HAWXINS Yes, that's a pr~tty heavy concentration, 
really, and you would definitely expect to have a lot of 
pulmonary daaage thore, 80 that you want to definitely 
get it 10vn to something like 0.02. 

PAO His question presumed lethality, and 
you answered initially with, yes, and then you went on into 
describing only pulNOnary daaage. Did you mean to say that 
yes, at two p~rt8 per million, it would be lethal. 

HAW~IHS Well. Okay. Ye8, it could be lethal, 
becauso of the damage, the pulmonary damage that would 
result. Yes. As I say, you die from the result. of t~~ 
damage, rather than 6S of a poisor.. 

QUBRY Doctor will any of the gase8 that you 
have up there right nov, have an adverse effect, a8 far &. 
you know, on. for example, any of the electronics, any of 
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HAWK1NS That's riqht. We're playi~q it very 
safe. We're takinq all precautions 80 that we can cope 
with the p:oblem, whatever the de9ree of rlak it is. 

PAO w~tll tlY the Kennedy Space Centel 
aqain. 

QUERY I wonder if Hr. Hardy could tell us, 
plea.e, exactly when the prime crew will ~rrive at Har.hall, 
and actually work in the tank, and will it finally be their 
choic~ which of the four options on the ahades ar~ taken? 
Which two, presumably? 

HARDY I can't tell you the exact time that 
the prime crew will be there. t know that s~ of the 
backup crew meMbera, well, Joe Kerwin has already been 
the~e, one member of the pri~e crew. Rusty Schweickart haa 
been there. I do know that they do plan, I beli~ve it'a 
Honday and Tuesday to be there I and I'm rather cO.,fldent 
that the pritae crew will be in that contingent. Hith respect 
to the selection of the schemes to be deployed, I think we 
mention~d earlier that to some degree, at least, the aelection 
of the s.::hem. ... to be deployed will be made after the space
craft h.,.s been inspected in orbit, and centainly the 
commander of that cr~ will have a very significant decision. 
Part of that of that decision. 

QUERY Hy question earlier was directed to the 
fact that you apparently have four options, of which before 
na~t Friday, two muat be decided on, and two taken. Will it be 
the crew who decides which of the two to take? 

HARDY fhe cr~ training, and the crew ability, 
the e~perience that they have in the training that they 
will do between now and the latter part of the veek ~ill 
certainly have a significant influence on the selection of 
the options that viII be taken up, and I think that we have 
said that at least two opticns. We would expect at least 
twa optio~s to be flown up. 

QUERY And tho (garbled), is h9 concerned 
about the effect on the environment outside Skylab, as a 
result of all this depressurization and so on? 

LEWIS No. You mean contiminltion? That type 
thing? 

QUERY That's right. 
LEWIS No, we're not concerned about that. As 

you probably know, all the instruments that we plan to use 
lat.r for the experiments, they have doors, they're closed, 
and we don't expect any kind of contamlnants frOlll tha 02 into 
dry gas (garbled). 

QUERY Dr. Hawkins, two questions. Can these 
gas masks you talk about, are they already aboard, are they 
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standard equlpment, or are they being added? 
HAWXINS No, they're not standard equi~nt At 

all, and they have not, a8 such been approved by .An&ge~nt, 
to ta~~ them aboard. We're just at that point, and ve'll 
present that today to thelll. 

QUERY Then the second part. 00 you consider 
thls a new threat to the mission? 

HAW~INS 1'ft sorry, I didn't quite qet the ••• 
PAO "00 you consider it a new threat to the 

mission?" 
HAWXINS Oh, vell, I quess you're talking about the 

outgAssing. I guess you vould say, if you ~~uldn't, certainly 
if you couldn't control the te~perature8, yes, this possibly 
could be a threat. However, with the fix that is advocated, 
ve feel highly confident that this can be made to work, and 
we should be able to control the situation very nicely I think. 

PAO O~ay, no more questions. Let me give 
you a rundown on what the crew is doing today, that we've 
just gotten. The three pri~e crewmen are now in the multiple 
docking adl'l'tor trainer at the Johnson Space Center, engaged 
in pre and post EVA procedures involved with the concept 
that would use the airlock EVA. Later today the prime crew 
will be (n the command MOdule ftimulator doing theae same 
pre and post £VA procedures for the standup EVA. Backup 
crewmen Rusty Schweickart and Story Musgrave worked late 
yesterday in the water immersion facility at the Marshall 
Space Flight CentAr on the deployment of the shade fra. the 
airlock modul~. Bruce McCandless is at the Johnson S~~ce 
Center working on the development of tools to be used in 
deployinq all of the various shade concepts. 
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SPEAKER -- And are working on the development of 

tools to be used in deploying all of the varioue .hade c~· 

cept.. Later today the backup crew will be In the .taulator. 

at the Johnson Space Center going through the a~ exerci •• s 

the prima crew is doing this morning. TOMOrrow, the crew. 

will have a half day Af and will Uy to the Kanhall Space 

Flight Center in the aiternoon, prObabl;.· ION. whttre around 

5 o'~\ock. Any more que.tiona? Don? 
SPEAKER Okay, 1 que •• to clarify what you said 

they'll have a hftlf day off And then fly to HSFC arolmd 

5. Is that arrival time .. departure tiRe, what? 
SPEAXER That t. an eltimated departure ti~ right 

now but, don't pin us to any departurp. ti .. at the moment. 

It will be sOMetime in the afternoon, probably around that 

hOI'r sOll\etime but, it could change. We' 11 tl&ve 'MOre infor1llA tion 

on that tomorrow. 
QUERY And now for the re~l question. Sort of 

a double thing. First, Dr. Hawkins. I understood that the 

original plans were that the crew would either have or wear 

some sort of face mask when they initially entered the lab, 

what you're proposing then is a swap or an addition of a new 

roask or what with this aask you can up with in your own eye 

testing and secondly, sort of aimed at all three of you 

gentle~en. Dr. Hawkins said that if the temperatures don't 

come down you've still got a threat to the mission. Chuck, 

you and Hr. Hardy said, if you don't get a proper deployment 

you may have te~peratures that aake the workshop unhabitable 

except for brief entries. I wonder how we rea~h that aix in 

there in the middle? 
HAWKINS Maybe I confused you on this thing then. 

Let me try to clarify what I was talking About then. The 

question, as I interpreted the meaning of W&S, if the tem

peratures did not come down could you have a continuation of 

this out~~ssing, and I said yes. And if you did have thel'll 

this could possibly be a threat. So here again it depends on 

whether you're getting that outgassing or not, one. Two, what 

the level of the te~peratures are really that you're talking 

about, in the particular areas, and here again 1 don't think 

~,e're absolutely certain of exactly what all - "'hat tellperaturell 

really are present in all areas there either. So I - that ",as 

what I vas addressir9. Now 1'11 let Chuck clarify the other 

point. 
lEWIS Okay. If the temperatures - if thi~ 

doesn't - isn't successful and the temperatures remain up 

where they are now and assuming that we don't have the ga811es 

we're talking about at the present which ve'll teat for then 

,. ~ ~ . . -
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we'll certainly - can enter the OMS periodically, tran.fer 
it' .. nedded and we'd run tha alternate mi"ion out of thb 
HDA airlock .adule, tran.rer tood and thing_ like that. If 
tho qa •••• are prea.nt, I don't ~now ~uch about thea ... ,ke 
that Dr. Hawkin. haa been talking about, but I 'Uppol' they 
could wear a ~.k into th~ OMS for that s&ae tranafer of it.... So I would think thAt at ~ .1niau. we ~uld get a 
mi.8ion out of the HDA airlock module. I do~'t know George 
might have -

HARDY I agrc3 with that. It's obvious we ha~e 
to sa~i.fy t~e safety questinn. 11m 80rry, what VAS it agaln? 

QUERY Are you repla~inq a mask, dre you adding 
a mask? WaBnlt there origJnally a aask aboard and why i8n l t 
it adequate? 

SPEAXER Okay. We do have masks aboard. ~hey are 
oxyqen maakB, just straight oxygen masks, which, you know, 
for under nOnlal conditions you would just vear tl!at for 
n0rQ41 entry where you didn't feel th~t maybe you had yet had 
adequnte mixing of you," nio.:roqen OX)'gen within the orbital 
vehicle, or somethlnq like th-'t. But we do have that. type of 
mask aboard. ~ut we do not have anythin9 of the type that 
I'm talking about now adding_ 

QUERY Why would an oxygen mask be inadequate? 
P.AH~lNS well, a self containe~ systeM could be, 

yes. As lon9 ac you're isolatej lOU could resort to that. 
'(ou just tlxclude Vourself, you know, fro-4 the gas8e8 _ You 
might get 80me burning of the eyes if they vere exposed, that 
~~uld be the thing. 

PA0 Question here in the back. 
QU£RY If I ur.derstand correctly, you are qoing 

to try and deploy one of the 801ar arrays that you think is 
still there and possible to d~ploy. I qather with this 
Shephet·d I s crock, it: that correct and if so wh~n in the flight 
pillon? 

HAW~INS With the what? 
QUERY Shepherd'. r.rook? Am I correct in t~at? 
HANXINS I hsdn't heard the term but, yes, you 

are correct. It, again, is 8ome~hing we're planning for and 
I H&ink that they' rl': wor).: lng at Marshall on various tools, 
devices to try to ~eploy the wing. Again that will be crew 
judgment wht.!n they are there I think we'll provide th~ tools 
we tt-ink nece8sa~y to do t.hat and when they're there CAl) sur
vey the situation and it;ll be there judgment as to why don't 
thEY try it. And, of course, tha t ~ould be done as part of 
the atandup EVA on the first day, at the end of the first 
day. 1 don It kr.ow George lIIl!y have some more infomation of 
the type toola thay would UBe. 
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HARD! That's what I had heard. It' •• a.. kind 
of a pote hook arrang ... nt Where they could latch on to the 
end of th. be~ falrln9 and try to pull it. 

QUBRY Would th.y do it before thd deployMent 
of the shade, or after? 

SPEAXER Well, I think that', going to depend on 
what they .e. when they get there. And if in the proceAs of 
the 8tandup gyA in the fly-around they ~i9ht observe what 
appeared to be an obstruction toward the end cf thie - of 
the be .. that wa. preventing thi. frca being deployed and then 
the dec!.sion of the COIIII'lJ\der ,~a. that he was at the place 
he wanted to be and now vas the ti~ to do it, then he'd 
probably proceed. If the tack .ee~ed to be more coaplicated, 
ftight require more time, then ~he deciston aight be made in 
real time to proceed and get the solar shade out and cone 
back and worrv about the be.- at a later time. 

PAO One more question. 
QUERY O)tay. I vant to make aure I under.tand 

you perf.ctly. You have no fteana at this time vith telemetry 
or any other val ~f telling wheth.r or not you've got any 
)tind of outgassing in the ship and, number tva, TOI or any 
of the other gases that could he there - vould they be clear 
or would they ~ cloudy? Would you be able to s.e them? 
Could they see th~, for ex~le, by peerIng through the 
scIentific airlock? 

~INS No. There would not be Any ViSUAl evidence 
of it. and we do not I.·~ve any teleMtry or sensors onbo&rd for 
that type qa. analysis. 

PAO Thanlr you. 

END or TAl'E 
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PAO All right, wftlll qat etar' .• d herQ with 
a chan90 of shift briefing. We have non Puddy, Flight Director, 
on my right. On h!. right, George B. lIardie, Chief of the 
Sy.tel'll Engineering S~ylab ProgrAI'D Office at the Harshall Space 
Flight Center. Wetll just stArt off with Don. 

PUDDY Okay, well let me start off by saying that 
the vehie Ie is performing very, very He 11. We have had no 
new vehicle problems. As far as the habitation area is con
cerned, we feal we I re stabiU·.:ed 801'1ewhere in the 100 to 110 
degree region. The HDA wall temperatures are running some
where in the order of 43 to 45 degrees. The airlock modu~o 
is stabIlized somewher~ around 40 degrees Fahrenheit. We did 
have some concern in the airlock module about getting too cold, 
so we have brought on sOl'le additional heat loads in tho air
lock module. Primarily our concern there was, that we might 
freeze the water in the coolant loops that are located in that 
area. But, we ~id bring on some addltional loads and have 
been managing thoBe loads, and feel li~e right now, that we 
have that area very well stabilized, and ~xpect no problema 
in this particular area. As far as our TACS status, which 
I'm sure you all are interested in. Right now, wetre at 77.1 
percent, which is about 13 percent below what we had planned 
to be at this particular time. But welre still some 43 percent 
above what we call our experiment redline. Welre using TACS 
gasage at the rate of somewhere axound 1 percent per day. We 
did go through some exercises today, by making several maneuvers 
about the Z-axis, wh~re we feel like welre getting a much 
better hack on the MOmentum buildup. And by making these 
maneuvers we are able to go ahead and command what we call a 
reset routine, much less regularly. And as a result of that, 
we feel like, where ~~ had been doing this corr~and, which use~ 
about 800 pound-~econds, or somewhere around that percent of 
TACS gas - t.wo of these a da~', we think we may be able get 
down to maybe 2 every, or excuse me, get down to 1 about every 
three quarters of a day. So, right now welre using it at 
about 1 percent per day, but we feel like itts very likely 
in the near future, from what we found out today, that we 
may be able to decrease this. So, under worst-case conditions 
right now, we expect that we would be somewhere at about 70 
percent TACS at the time of Skylab 2 lift-off. Even with some 
of the maneuvers that welre contemplating, which will use some 
TACS for the rendezvous, we still feel like that welre going 
to be somewhere in order of 25 percent above what we need to 
go ahead and conduct a completely nominal experimental mission 
for both 5kylahs 2, 3, and 4. So, no problem in that area. 
As I did indicate, we did have several mane~\'ers whe1'e - what 
we were really trying to do was t~ correct for the rate gyro 
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drift, and also to optl~i.e our ~ntua buildup. W. have 
been discussing today the faot that we aay have had, due to 
the elevated t~.per.tures, eo.e outga.sing in the habitation 
area. Just exactly what type of outgaaainq that we aay have 
had il under study, both here and at Marahall. A lot of 
testing il going on 1n thia area. Again, if it does turn out 
that we do have some outgalling product. that we would like 
not to have in the vehi¢lA when the crew inhabit. it, entera 
the area, we fool like there won't be any probl .. there, cauae 
a. you ara probably well aware from what we've done in Apollo, 
we can 

END OF TAPE 
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SPEA~~R ~ it entere the area. Me feel 11ke there 
won't be any proble. there becauae, aa you're probably vel1 
aware fro. what we've done in ApollO, we can very e.eily 
clear thele thin91 ai_ply by deprel.uri.i~9 the vehiole 
And repres.uri.lng the vehicle ega1n. In fact, V8 prob-
ably have a procedure llke this due to RCS oontaainatlon 
that we aay exper1.n~e if we do a stand up EVA. So thil 
u really nothing new, and .".' "~ertainly have aaore than 
enough conswuhlea 1n the al<:' I, 02 and N2 to accomplilh • 
this if this should be required. We have, this afternoon, 
gone ahead and decreaaed the habitation area of pressure 
frca 5 psi to 4 pai and that was completed just a few mo
.ants ago. We took it down this initial step merely to 
givp. ourselves some baseline info~ation to see whether 
or not decreasing the pressure in this particul~r attitude 
would have any adverse effects on our momentum build-
up and therefore some effect on the TACS budget. We found 
that it had absolutely no effect whatsoever, ~o we're con
fident that If a depressurization is required, in order 
to purge out the habitation area, that there cretainly 
would be no problem as far as effecting any other systea. 
I thinJt that we can aay that all of the planning is pro
gressing very well. There are still lDany options that 
are being discussed in several areas, but the finding is 
progressing \'ery well. And right now at least, I don't 
think anyone that I have talked to has given any indica
tion that we're not going to be prepared to go for our 
scheduled 13.00 GMT SJtylab 2 liftoff on May 2S. And in 
case the figure hasn't been quoted to you, I believe the 
window on that particular launch is about 9 minute:s lonl~. 
I think the, just to give you a few words as far a~ the 
rendezvous flight plan is concernea, we're not talking 
anythin~ significantly di.fferent from what we would ex
pect to fly in the n~inal mission. It will be an H-S 
rendezvous. There will be a little variation in the 
actual maneuvel' sequence for the workshop, there again 
trying to keep ourselves optimised from a the~l stand 
point. Several literationa on that are in work at the 
present time, and should be Able to have a better feel 
for that sometime in the next one and a half or two days. 
We have done some worJt as far as items that we are a1ding 
and deleting from the c~and module stowage list. And 
Hilt, maybe you can help me here, has this been covered 
it all? We are for instbnce carrying up a whole new 
load of EREP film. This is not something that is abnor
mal for say a Skylab 3 mission. Wo did have the EREP 
fl1m aboard for Skylab 2, but we normally expect to resupply 
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with the ccmaand MOdule the BREP fil. for Skylab 3 and 
Sklyab 4. We are carrying up aome additional photographio 
equipment to give U8 a chanco to get better photographic 
coverage of the work.hop, if we do the SEVA. We are 
also, of course, and George MY be able to a.dd several 
additional wordl to t~is. We are alsO carrying up seV-
eral iteMa of course that are associated with the various 
mechanisN. that have been discussed with you as far aa 
providing the theraal pl0tection for the habitation area. 
And several additional pieces of euqipll\ent that are at:ISO
ciated "lU. the stand up EVA. As far as the food is con
cerned, I think, I don't know whether or not there aro any 
specific plans as far as carrying up additional food other 
than what we noraally would expect to carry up in the c~nd 
module for a nominal mission. We do feel like there are 
probably 4 or 5 ite~8 that have meat products- -

END OF TAPE 
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PUDDY - a noainal aililon. We do feel l1ke 
there are probably 4 or S it... that have .. at produots in 
the., thAt ~y be on the debatable li8t a. far al quality, 
but the .edical people here are .x~lning that right now and 
1 don't thint we _xpect to have any probl ... a. far as th. 
menu. are concerned. AS far al ae41cal eaaples, or -.dical 
equl~nt, I think most of that has been exaained, and in 
general, we feel like we're 1n pretty good 'hape here, There 
may be 80.8 drugs that are - that would have to be resupplied. 
But aqain, the •• are all very minor in nature. So, the general 
trend that I'. trying to give yo~ here, 1. that, in g8neral, 
we are not expecting to make lignificant re,upply, except in 
the area of ite •• that are nece~.ary to go ahead and deploy 
the alternate device for the meteoroid shield. Aa far as a 
grosl timelin. is concerned, right now we're talting day l 
being the rendezvous and the SEVA, and of course, at the present, 
our present. plan is, that we will have a 80ft dock a8 they 
prepare for the SEVA, and then we'll undoct and go a~ead and 
accomplish the SEVA. And the only reason we're doing the loft 
dock is merely to 'live the crew time to go Mead and .aJce 
the preparations uithout ~he additional tas~ of being required 
to atationkeep. Day 2 1s AM HDA activation, and poasibly an 
OWS ent~ for EVA ATH'e, if we go that particular route, as 
far as the deployment of a mechanism. Day 3 would be an EVA. 
During the night of day 3, we will be dOin9 some 910und com
mands as far at activatinq the Ant ex~rlaent8. On day .. , 
we plan to spend about a half a day to bring the OWS up to the 
atatus for habitation. The aftern~n of day 4 is ~re or le.s 
considered excess time, such that anything that hd8 heen un
forseen, we've qot time to take care of that without crowding 
the crew timeline. And on day 5, ~e will go ahead and start 
on our orbital operaUons. I think all in all, thing. are 
beginning to gel, and very shortly, I think we can expect 
to see roo&t of the lll4"jor decisions belnq DAde, anI! fro", the 
standpoint of the on-'.::ons010 tea.m, we feel like we have the 
vehicle well under control. We're learning a little bit roors 
about it each day_ and have nIl the confidence in tha world. 
That'. about all .. have. 

PAD [lid you have 80mething, George? 
HARDIE 1: rli.ght aCl.d a !c.-w cOlIIJIlents about the sohr 

sl.adea, the various c:oncepts that I mentioned the other day 
t.hat were being looltod at. Wt: aU 11 have eeveral concepts for 
the solar sh·lde unde:r conSideration, and well into the stage 
of evaluation, and i:1\ some case8, even hAve so.lIe ac!,.ual fl ight 
\\ardvare ready to go. Two of those concept. are deployed by 
EV!.. One is deployed by the standup EVA frOil the coeaand 1IOC1-
u1.e. The other is deployed by EVA, after dOCking from the airlock 
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module EVA hatch. The other 2 concepts are deployed fro. in
side the orbital workshop, through a scientific airlock that 
we have on tbe solar aide of the orbital wnrkshop. Both of 
thes~ concepts that are beinq l'~ked at, that would be deployed 
from inside the orbital workshop, would be deployed by the crow 
in a pres8urized environment. It would not require depres w 

8ur1zing. The concepts t~at are being looked at are in work 
here at JSC, and also at Huntsville, and at HcDo~n~ll Douglas 
at Huntington beach. The crew has been to Huntsville, evaluat
ing some of the concepts - -

EN/') OP TAPE 
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SPEA~BR The crew ha. been to Huntlville Ival-
uating some of tho conceptI in the water eNet.ion faOl11tr 
1n the neutral buoyanoy facility. They will be in Hunt,. 11. 
during the early part of next wee~. The training procI-
dueo tor the crew on each one of the.e concept. ha. beln 
laid out, and they are in that proced~re at this tl~. I 
would expect that in the next co~ple of day., that the 
conceptI will be boiled down to at least two and possibly 
three copriae options. 

SPEA~ER All right wait for the ftike would you 
please. 

OUEnV I have a good list of questionl here, 
Don and George, Firat of all, I'~ cu~ious about the out 
gaeing. What gueues would you have fl"OnI whfrre it l!Iiqht 
be cOllling floom, And what types of things could it be? 

SPEAXER Let me say that primarily we think 
the outgasinq is from some of the foam insuldtiona. Aa 
far as a detailed chemical analyais of just exactly what 
these products might be, I don't believe that work hae 
been completed. Like I say, the exact requirement for 
this depressurization has not been completely finaliled. 
What we were atte~ptLng to do today on console, was to 
detemine whether 01' not there was any adverse eUects 
as far as ~entum and TACS Ud&ge was concerned fro. ac
ca.plishing this if it was subsequently required. George, 

may have some later word on that than I do, but 1 don't 
ink all of the chealeal analysis of all the conatituant. 

that may bu out gasing is known. They do know Boae of 
the items that could be outgdsing, let's put it that way. 

SPEAKER There are tests in progress on th4t 
and a. Don says, we feel like the depressurization and 
reprossurilation time l_ne that will ue developed will take 
care of any concerns that we have for outg~sin9. 

OVERY Another one. The temperatures you .an-
tioned 100 to 110 stabilize~ in the living quarters. We 
were told yesterday, and I forgot now by who, in a briefin~ 
that it was 90 to 105 stabilization, depending on exact 
location. Thi~ seems to be quite a bit different, 100 to 
110 is considerably different than 90 to lOS. I was 
wondering has it climbed back up and exactly why? 

SPEAKER I prefer to speak in terNS of averages 
over the entire area. There are certainly areas in the 
habitation area that are down in the 90 to slightly above 
90 region. There are also other areas that are in, let's 
say the 110 to 120 region. But an overall ga8 temperature 
inside the habitation area i& running somewhere between 
100 and 110. And we feel right now a realistic average 
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conceptI will be boiled down to at least two and possibly 
three copriae options. 

SPEA~ER All right wait for the ftike would you 
please. 

OUEnV I have a good list of questionl here, 
Don and George, Firat of all, I'~ cu~ious about the out 
gaeing. What gueues would you have fl"OnI whfrre it l!Iiqht 
be cOllling floom, And what types of things could it be? 

SPEAXER Let me say that primarily we think 
the outgasinq is from some of the foam insuldtiona. Aa 
far as a detailed chemical analyais of just exactly what 
these products might be, I don't believe that work hae 
been completed. Like I say, the exact requirement for 
this depressurization has not been completely finaliled. 
What we were atte~ptLng to do today on console, was to 
detemine whether 01' not there was any adverse eUects 
as far as ~entum and TACS Ud&ge was concerned fro. ac
ca.plishing this if it was subsequently required. George, 

may have some later word on that than I do, but 1 don't 
ink all of the chealeal analysis of all the conatituant. 

that may bu out gasing is known. They do know Boae of 
the items that could be outgdsing, let's put it that way. 

SPEAKER There are tests in progress on th4t 
and a. Don says, we feel like the depressurization and 
reprossurilation time l_ne that will ue developed will take 
care of any concerns that we have for outg~sin9. 

OVERY Another one. The temperatures you .an-
tioned 100 to 110 stabilize~ in the living quarters. We 
were told yesterday, and I forgot now by who, in a briefin~ 
that it was 90 to 105 stabilization, depending on exact 
location. Thi~ seems to be quite a bit different, 100 to 
110 is considerably different than 90 to lOS. I was 
wondering has it climbed back up and exactly why? 

SPEAKER I prefer to speak in terNS of averages 
over the entire area. There are certainly areas in the 
habitation area that are down in the 90 to slightly above 
90 region. There are also other areas that are in, let's 
say the 110 to 120 region. But an overall ga8 temperature 
inside the habitation area i& running somewhere between 
100 and 110. And we feel right now a realistic average 
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il _a.ewhere around 105 degree mark. 
SPEAKER Nick. 
QUERY You 88em to be sounding even .are 

optomietic today. And I wanted to ask you a couple of 
things. Are you really talking about completely nominal 
Skylab milsions 2, 3, 4, when you continuously ha~e new 
thing- cropping up such as this out gaeing? And al_o,we 
have been told earlier, perhaps as much as 50 percent of 
the medical supplies that would have been degraded 
or deteriorated. Priaarily, could you be specific about 
completely nominal Sky lab missions? 

SPEAKER Well, what I'm trying to say there is 
I have never been pessimistic. Let's get that O\le on the 
record first. I felt from the start that we had a good 
chance of being able to control the vehicle in an unmanned 
configuration to stabilize the vehicle theraally, and at
titude control wise which are the two prime requiremente 
I feel like, strictly frca a stand point of ground con
trolling an unmanned configuration. As far as, when I 
say flying a na.inal Skylab 2, 3, 4, mission, what I'. 
referring to here ia the capability, assuaing no other addition~l 
failures and assuming that we can deploy Bome sort of 
meteoroid shield which will allow us to go into our 
nomina! attitude profile, I think that we can say that 
we can conduct the Qxperiments on seperate mission8 that 
were originally designed to be conducted on Sky lab 2, 3, 4, 
nominal Skyl~b time frame plan. I think that, and George 
ruay have some comment on this, I think that in general, 
mos t of the des igna that we're ta lking about for an a Her-
nate shield do preclude those few experiments that vere 
scheduled to he execu"ed from t.he plull Z SAL. 

SPEAKER That's correct. 
SPEA~ER But a~ far as operating the ATH exper-

imenta, as far as limited Z local vertical. for EREP op
erations and this is primarily a power consideration type 
thing here, a. far as the biomedical experiments and as 
far a. the majority of the corallary experiments, I feel 
we can operate them. Now it lIIay not bt.>. that ve can oper
ate all of these experiments ~s r~pidly as we would like 
to. In other words because of power conatraints, ve may 
not be able to operate a preponderence of these experiments 
simultaneously, but we can a~complish those experiment 
operationa. 

SPEAKER I'd like to make one comment with 
respect to the lead into your question there. Talkin9 
about the outgasinq as it might relate to a long term 
mission. I'd like to emphasize that the outgasinq 
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ve've 8een h~. been due to the very h19h t~perature. 
that we saw during the initial p~rt of the mi.sion. And 
that's the reason, of cour.e, we wanted to take the pre •• ure 
down and allow the atmosphere to leak out. We do expect 
that with stabilization that we've seen, that the lower 
temperatures now anJ with the even lower t~perature~ 
that will aee after ~e deploy the shield, then our concorn 
for outC)Asing under U.ose condition8 wt\uld not continue. 
So that woul~ not have &ny direct effect at all on the 
length of the mi8sion. 

SPEAKER Let me also add to that one that the 
cycling or the depressurization and 8ubse4u~nt repressure
ization is also something, strictly from the stand point 
of purging of contaminatiol" is a nominal procedure and 
is alBo a procedure that nominAlly we follow between var
ious mis.10nR. We do not leave the habitation are& air
lock module HDh combination at 5 psi between aay Skylab 2 
and Skylab 3. 

QUERY Tilen .i.n other words lC'IGet of the dia-
~ussion we've had so far about the tail end of tho mission 
28 day ~i8sion, leave alona the 56, that the tail end would 
be severely curtailed, it really doesn't stand any more. 
Is that correct? 

SPEAKER I think Don has said all r~a~y, and 
they can say it again that the critical consumable for 
that part of the mission is definitely electrical power. 
Now the electrical pa~er is there for the maintenance 
of the basic systems to stabilize the vehicle to ~aintain 
the crew. And one ot the activities that is underway 
here and at Huntavillo now, is looking critically at the 
things that we can do with leeo of, like lights for instanc& 
not as many lights on as one would otherwise haqe, in 
an effort to be able to get into that part of th~ mission, 
then to budget our electrical power so that we car. allocate 
sufficient power to snrne of tna experiments. I think it's 
certainly true that all of the experiments oper~ting in 
a simultaneous or near simultaneous time fr~~e, which 
by the way we never planned anyway in a mission would 
be impossible. There will be a good active power manage
ment, critical budget activity that will be r.equired at 
that time. 

SPEAXER We'll take a couple of more qU3stions 
here, then we'll go to the Cape. 

QUERY h follow up on NIck's questi~n to see 
if you want to stand by this completely nominal 28 day - -

END OF TAPE 
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QUERY - follow up on N1Ck'. queation, to a •• 
it you v~nt to stand by this coapl.te~y nominal 28-day, two 
56-day .i •• ion, with your reduced power .ituation, ~nd the 
fact that you ar~ elialnating experi"entl on the first a11.10n, 
before they've even seen the workshop. 

PAO Want to try that one George? 
PUDOY I'm lorry, Jin, I will he happy to answer 

that question. There is Itlll & lot ot investigation going 
011, •• to just er.actly what the detailed electrical profile. 
are 90ing to be. The point that 1 was pria.rily trying to 
zake i. that we teel like we do hftve sufficient electrical 
power, at least during the time frame that the CSK can .ain
tAin its load.. We do have sufficient electrical paver to 
accoaplilh the basic workshop electrical loads, to provide the 
additional loadl that are required for habitation of the entire 
workshop, and to provide some excess for experiment operations. 
And we feel that that excess power, that il available for 
exper~nt operations, is sufficient to run such thingl as 
t~e ATM experi~ntl, the biomedical experi.ents, EREP, for 
short intervals, and corollary. As tar ae how all of thele 
are put together in a timeline for any given particular day 
is going to be a job that we had already accepted for Skylab, 
and that is one of a daily, real-time, flight planning exercise. 
And electrical power will certainly playa paraJllOur,t role, aa 
far al selecting those experi~ent options that we can run at 
a particular time. 

HARDIE Now, we have Mother Nature working for us, 
in one rega~d, in this mi~sion, with the scheduled launch date. 
We will now be in the latter part of the milsion, we will be 
at higher beta angles, and therefore, in the Sun on each revo
lution, longer than we would other .... ise be, and 10, that within 
itself, is 901n9 to give ue ~re pcwer. 

QUERY You mentioned you're planning a loft 
docking. Does that ~an you've given up the idea that a hard 
dock might jar loose the lolar array panels? 

PUDDY Lot me answer that one by saying that, 
we're starting out the entire, or the philosophy surrounding 
the activities, after the Skylab 2 crew arrives on scene, il 
highly dependent on what the cre .... sees, and is able to relay 
back to us. Tho commander of that mission certainly is given 
the option of what actions that he considers necessary. The 
reason I ~ntioned a soft docking is strictly to provide the 
capability of enabling the crew to go ahead and make the necek
sa~y preparations for a standup EVA without the extra work
load of Itationkeeping. Sooner or l~ter, we are going to h~rd 
dock. "11 we're doing is precluding makil~; the first docking 
a har~ docking, because itts not required at that particular 
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polnt in time to achieve our object.ive, which is merely to 
avoid station-keeping for A long period of time. 

QUSR¥ What temperature r~nge and other conditions 
do you consider to find the habitation area 48 accept~le for 
entering? 

HARDIE Well, there are several ways that the crew 
could potentially enter the orbital workshop. 'lhe way that 
we vo~ld expect them to enter and would lik& for the. to 
enter would be in - essentially in shirtsleeves. I think .iith 
the te~rature. that we're seeing right now, and expect ,0 
stabilize at, that we're still quite comfortable with 
ft shirtsleeve entry. I don't mean by that the crew's going 
to be comfortable at those temperatures tor any long period 
of ti~e, but I mean of terms of their safety and the health 
and the well being of the crew the temperatures are not to 
the point that you would have to have for an entry, anything 
other than shirtsleeve entry. Now, this is going to depend 
to some degree upon what we expect the crew to do when they 
get there, and if there's a heavy task for the initial entry 
into the workshop, then the worktil'W: might obviously have to 
be shortened. But, the sequence, which of courso, Don has 
elready referred to, that wa would atteMpt to achieve, would 
be one in which the solar shade w~s deployed by the - if it 
was deployed EVA-wise, wou'.d be deployed before the require
ment for crew entry. But, we'Te not - I don't think I've ans
wered your question very well, but we're not at a point L~at 
there'& anything that's going to restrict in a severe aanner 
the crew entry because of teaperatures. It's just obvious 
that the higher the temperatures the lower the workload L~at 
they've got to be submitted to. 

QUERY Is your tentative timeline, which has on 
the night of day 3 activating the ATM, is that based on getting 
power from the solar array, that it would be fixed, or would 
you do that any case, no matter what the power situation 
was? 

PUDDY Oh, I think this timeline that I ~ave 
quoted you is t~~ed strictly on the power generation capabilit~ 
t~at we have right now. I'm not talking about any additional 
power. 

PAO Olcay, we' 11 go to ·::he Cape and take some 
que8~ions from there. 

QUERY Two questions. And firstly, can you qive 
us, oven prOVisionally, any time by which you think the shield 
may be deployed by the SEVA method? At least a Hille, say by 
which, if a deadline, by which if it is ~ot achieved, it has 
to be abandoned for that day at least? And the second question 
is, HORAn now reports, a large nwnber of objects, 1 believe nine, 
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either trailing or leading Skylab. Do you have any indication 
that one of thele .ay involve part of one of the solar panela, 
1n othe~ words, may you have loat one? 

PUPDY I, personally, have not looked at, or re-
vle~ed any of the NORA» data. So I'm afraid I could not coa
ment on that question at all. As far as the length of time 
that ve would nominally expect to be completed vith the .tand
up EVA operationa, let me eaphasilc that this 1s a tenative 
flight plan, but ve are talking about the end of rev 8. Hopa
fully that we would have the sail deploye6, this i. lome 13 
hours elapsed time after the launch of Skylab 2. Shortly 
thereafter, the crew would go into a po.t EVA prep. And, cour.e 
doffing their suits, and stowage, and check gear, I think they 
begin their sleep period at around 06,00, local. 

QUERY We got a tl~eline here, for TV viewing, 
rendezvous, and fly-around, baae1 on a 09,02 lift-off. Now, 
where the lift-off has been moved back by 2 ainuts8, i pre
sume the same goes for this TV timeline, is this correct? 

PUDDY I'm not sure exactly what TV timeline you 
have, or what flight plan you have. The TV that we would hope 
to qet, all things being equal, is some TV over Guaa, which 
occurs somewhere around 7 hours and 29 minutes, excuse me, 
that'd be about 7 hours and 30 minutes into the mission on 
the Skylab 2. 

END OF TAPE 
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PUODY - 7 houri and 29 minutos, excuse .. , that'd 

be 4bout 7 hours and 30 minutes, into the N11sion on the Skylab 2. 

QUERY Does anybody know, please, how aany aatro-

nauta are now working on simulations and 80 on, or whether this 

situation will affect the plana for Stafford and oete Clayton, 

and various people, to ~ttend the Paris airehow? 
PUDOY Let me say, th~t I'm sure that the entire 

astronaut ~orps is involved in BONe way or other, in working 

with the fli9ht control tear:la, in one fora or another, in .u)o.ng 

sure that we have a total integrated approach to Lhis operation. 

As far as whether or not some of them are going to be able to 

attend the Paris air show is - thatls completely outside my 

ball park, and 11m afraid I couldnlt answer that quest',on ",t all. 

QUERY For Mr. Hardie. You Nentioned that there 

are two new techniques being studied for the deployment of this 

Bolar shield, and that these two techniques do not require EVA. 

Exactly how will they be deployed, step by step, if you can? 
HAROI~ I think these techniques are - have been 

mentioned earl ier, 80 I didn I t want: to introduce them here as 

C03pletely new. They are deployed through the 8cientific air

lock, which is located on the Bolar side of the- at least one 

of thea, we have two, located on the solar side of the vehicle. 

Now, we have onboard the Skylab, in the orbital workshop, an 

experiment, or have several experiments, that are deployed 

through that scientific airlock. But one in particular, hal 

a large box. type affair, that goes with it, that is aounte~ 

directly to the scientific airlock. It protrudes back into 

the orbital workshop, and the experiment, after the scientific 

airlock door is opened, the experiment is put into space, 
extended into space with pushrods, that are mounted onto the 

box, with the crewmen actually puahing these out into space. 

They remain attached, but you can push them out various dis
tances out from the side of the orbital workshop_ Welre looking 

at two schenee or two different designs that would go inside of 

this box attached to the scientific airlock. The scientific 

airlock door would then be opened, and in ~uch the same manner 

as these experiments are deployed with push-rods throu9h ·~e 

side of the box, by the crewmen, they would deploy, then, the 

two devices. Now, one of them is an expandable structure that would 

be deployed from the scientific airlock by the crew, and then it 

would be - it would expand, under a very small pressure, and 

would then align itself in the right position, of course. The 

other one is completely mechanical. That expandable structure, 

by the way, is being investigated and developed at McDonnell 

Douglas, at Huntington Beach. And here at JSC, they are looking 

at a device that would be deployed in much the eaae way. However, 
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it is completely ~chanical, and it's folded with .pring-loaded 
joints, inte a very s~all and comp~ct package. But, once ex
tended into rJpace, it will simply unfold, and provide an ua
brella. 

QUERY • • • 
HARDIE Well, I can't tell you exactly, but basically, 

~ square and rectangular when it's folded. And the size of 
the solar shade and umbrella, or sail, or whatever naae you 
want to give to it, that we're looking at, generalized, at 
about 20 by 24 feet, I believe. This size has been changing 
a little bit in the last few hours, becau8e we have to de8ign 
it to the thermal requireDents to get the protection that we 
want. 

PAD In answering the question concerning the 
ASTP crew, it's uncertain at this time whether all three members 
will be able to Make it, but at least one Re"Der of the crew 
will be present at the Paris Air Show, and maybe more. 

QUERY Stephen ••• WAeC News. About how 
10n9 after deployment of the solar shield will temperat\Jres 
drop to nOl~al, and what is considered normal? 

PUDDY We are right now running computer models 
which simuldte the thermal conditions, both outside thermal 
protection of the shield and the thermal conditions inside. 
We do expect to complete these models within the next few hours, 
in fact. From these models, we can predict, then, the profile 
at which the temperature will drop. I think we're talking 
in terms of a large number of hours. I don't think we ar~ 
tal~ing in terms at all - in fact I'm positive we're not talking 
in terms of a large number of days. So, we expect, once we 
get the shields out there, and the shade out there, that the 
temperature will come down quite satisfactorily. Now, initially, 
the thermal control system, with the shade, and with active 
cooling, we have heat exchangers to provide active cooling, 
in the orbital workshop, too. The active cooling comes from 
the airlock module, that has the radiators and the cooling 
loop. But initially, we had designed the orbital workshop to 
be controllable, in a range that would normally be about 70, 
72 degrees, which woul~ be basically about the condition that 
you would have your house. We expect that we ~ill be slightly 
higher than that, as a normal temperature, with the solar 
shield deployed, and with the actived cooling nmployed. By 
slightly, I wouldn't want to quote a number., because the analysis 
is still continuing, the thermal models are still going, but 
quite confident that we can with this design, make the environ
ment comfortable and livable for the astronauts. 

QUERY Yesterday you mentioned a shepherd's crook 
• • • a specific tool to be used in this mission. 
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Are theee tools modified or adapted fr~ existing toola, 8uoh 
a8 those used on the Apollo miasions, or are they completely 
new one8 that you've had to develop? 

PUDOY Well, there are a lot people involved in 
searching around for both ideas and existing tools that aight 
be used. Tools that are u8ed by linemen or working on power 
line~, tools that are used for special cutting of tree li~a 
or anything of that nature are being investigAted. And aome 
of those tools have been, have become available, and are at 
Huntsville, as well as here at JSC for investigation. Now 
one ~ould expect that there would be some of those tools that 
would be usable in their current state,current design. There 
will be others where the conce~t will be adaptable, but because 
of the size of the tools, they will have to be redesigned for 
weight saving purposes. We have these tools for the flight 
crew to evaluate, and we want to be prepaled to take up any 
kind of tool for just about any kind of purpose, that they 
or the engineers can feel like that they might have a use for. 
So, the tools are in a collection process right now. But tools 
of all sorts are being looked at. 

QUERY I didn't ~nderstand you answer a monent ago 
about a large n~~er of hours, and a small number of days, and 
so forth. Could you say - -

~DOFT~E 
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QUERY I didn't understand your an~or a 
moftIent ago about 1'1 lar98 nut-mer of hours and a sull nWllber 
of days and so forth. Could you say, qJ.ve us a bett.er 
feel. Are yo~ tal~in9 about perhaps 2-1/2 to 3 days to 
get down to 70 degrees in the OWS or perhaps 24 houre or 
just what do you mean a bit more specifically than that 
even though I understand you haven't seen the profiles 
yet. 

SPEAKER I think that we're tal~ing about 
something between 24 and 36 hours. It's possible that I 
can be off there as much as 8 hours either way. But I 
do feel like it's in that ballpark. 

SPF.AYER All righ.t, <fo we have any !nore ques-
tions here in HO(lston? 

QUERY He. Hardy, I don't quite understand the 
shape of these scientific ~irlock type umbrella or air 
mat.tr.ess configuration. Twenty by 24 feet, t~ey will be 
rectangular shapes. 

HARDY That's correct. 
QUERY And will they have reefing lines or 

some method of being able to be reefed? 
HARDY They .. ill have essentially extension 

or stand off from the scientific airlock itself, and they 
will remain in place as they are deployed from the scien
tific airlock. The concept ilt this time did not imposulate 
the requirement for or the existence of reefing lines from 
each corner or tie downs or ~nything of that nalure. 

QUERY But as I understand it designs on the 
Seva shield and also the airlock module shield they use, 
,,;ould have leefing lines so "hat at the end of the 28 day 
mission because of high Beta angles and such, you would 
change the configurations pr~or to leaving them. 

I~RDY I und~rstand your question. The con-
cepts that are being looking at are COlIl'idering whether 
the final design will have this fe3ture or not, I don't 
kn~, but are considering the possibity that the rectangu
lar shade could be rotated slightly to allow !nore of the 
projected area of the ~urface to be exposed and therefore 
more solar energy to come in. Hv'Wever, the twenty by 
twenty-four essentailly provides a I"c"ti<lI'lU1Tl coverage so 
there is not really anything you could do to cover a 
larger area. HO'.;ever, that does covel- essentially the 
entire projected area of that side of thp workshop. Does 
that answer the question? Hell, let r-,e try just one more 
time. Since we're covering B rect~nqular area, if you 
rotate it 90 degrees, n0'ol ",(,'re going to cover a t,o/enty 
by twenty instead of a twel1ty by twenty-four. So we can 
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vary the area that we are coverng by some rotation of that 
rectangle. 

QUf:RY I'v. jU8t bflen wondering why the f:VA 
arid SEVA type approache8 see .. to dotdnate over the 8elen
tifle airloc~ typP.. Is thAt just because because of the 
difficulties of manufacturo and the ti~ involved? 

HARDY One doosn't know for an absolute fact 
that th~ scientific airloc~s are operational. It i8 pos
sible although we don't have any reason to know thAt now, 
that s~e piece of ~teoriod shield could be in a position 
to block the scientific airlock. We have done an&lY8i8, 
~e know what the temperature on the scientific airlock i. 
and we've done analysis to assure our.elve~ that the seal on 
the door and that the mechanism iteelf that opena and cloae8 
the door can withstand those types of temperatures. But, 
in the event that the scientific airlock was not operable 
and at that all your egg8 were in that basket, then you'd 
be in a little bit of trouble. 

QUERY I've got several questions. Don, do 
you know how much of the SKYA will be on TV, if any? 
I mean other t~an the fly around and looking at it, I'm 
talking about the actual deployment of the shield on the 
SEVA fashion. 

PUDDY I think just be~ause of the grocnd 
coverage time line that we have right now, and we are 
gOing through ~ome reassessnent of just exactly what the 
sw~ attitude profile is going to be during that partic
ular time from. I think it would be very difficult for 
~ to quote exactly what the TV coverage is golng to be. 
Let me just say, that we have certainly taken that into 
consideration and ~'re just as interested in seeing it 
on TV as I'm 8ure you are, and we are going to try to 
maxiMize it, but as far as an exact TV schedule, until 
YO have a completely defined flight plan, 1 would hate 
to quote that, but I will make sure that you get that 
information as soon as it's av~ilable. 

QUERY We keep more optiRistic outlooks 
toward repairing at least one of the solar panels or maybe 
doing something with it. I'm curious why we've, you know 
the changing the mind. At first it was the impossible, 
nobody, it couldntt be done, and now we're taking tools 
along and we're more confident that it's possible that one 
of them could be fixed. And they keep talking about one, 
I'm curious why only one of them, and which one that it 
would be. 

PUODY I think in general the wing tyat 
~ are talking about, that we feel that we have some feelin9 
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that ve Ray be able to fix, and It. not .ayin9 this i_ 

r._itive !n any dtretch ot the iaa9ination, but _~ f~.lin9 
s win9 1. And the realon that we feel a little .ore 

confident on thi8 particular win9, is tros the stand point 
that as 1 indicated to you a couple of e'leninC)s 11g." we 
did not lose the secured indic.tion, which ~ant it was 
still completely attached to the workshop .tructure until 
after we had actually ground c~anded that particular wing to 
deploy. We have also eeen some indications a5 hae been 
reported to you of some fluctuations and SAS voltagee and 
SAS currents. It would indicate that ve .ight be getting 
A small degree of char<jing, in oth'er words on one of 
the outb~ard w1n9 sections of which there are three asso
ciated vith the OWS SAS. We may have had partial deploy
ment there and as George Hardy just pointed out to yuu, 
we are not sure just exactly where the meteoroid shield 
is wrapped around, and it is possible, I vontt say it ia 
very pos8ible, but itls possible that a portion of the 
meteoroid shield has restrained this particular wing frca 
deploying. And if that i8 the case, then removing that 
may indeed allow that particular vinq to be freed and to 
go ahead and deploy. It does not take much force at all. 
In fact, correct me if 11m wrong here George, but I think 
the force normally is around 2 pounds, that would be re
quired to restrain that wing in the nondeploy~d position, 
after it had been released from the structure. 

QUERY The first part of .y question was 
asking about why the change in thought. Somebody came runn1h-J 
into His8ion Control one day with the angwer or did every
body start thinking about it ~re seriously and come up 
with kind of gradual ideas. 

PUOOY Well I think that a& we gathered more 
and ~re of the data, as to exactly the sequence of events 
the possibilities of jupt exactly what the status was of 
the m~teoroid shield we felt, everything has been evolving. 
And we felt that there was a possibility that this could 
be the reason that the wing had not been deployed and that 
our intent is strictly to be totally prepared for anything 
that we might encounter and if that is all that is re
qUired to deploy that particular wing is to say move a 
piece of meteoroid shield out of the way, we certainly 
would want to have the tools and the training. Crew 
training as far as obserVAtion and this type of thing 
squared away such we would~e able to do that. And thatls 
~~~t welre working on at this time. 

QUERY In addition to your limitation and 
stOWAge on the CSH, can you say how much in weight youlre 
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takin9 off and how auch you're puttin9 on. What'. your 
li.itation in .ei9ht a8 vell aa actual area ia concerned. 

SPEAXER I cannot quote to you the exact vei9ht 
fi9u1'ea. I haven I t heard any concern expre •• ed that ve 
were carrying .ore, a tre .. ndou8 increa.e in vei9ht • We 
are addin9 certain ite •• that are associated with the 
devices that we would use to provide the thermal protection. 
We are a180 addin9, aa I indicated ~arlier, some replace
ment fila and sa.e equlpAen~ and there are several ite •• - -
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SPEAKER - the theraal protection. W. are allo 
adding, as I lndicated earll.r, 8~ replacement fil., and 
scae equipment. And there are aeveral ita.. that we are de
leting. So.e of these are aSlociated strictly with experi .. ntl 
that we noraally expected to carry with UI, that are allOCiated 
with operation outside of the plus-Z SAL. So, there have 
been ite~a added, there have been items deleted, but .a far as 
the delta in weight, I cannot quote that figure for you, I'. sorry. 

QUERY Are there any experiments other than the 
ones associated with the solar airlock, that might have to 
go by the board, because of this stOW!l.CJiI) b".iness? Things 
that ~i9ht have been returned, for example, at the end of 
the JIlission? 

PUDDY Again, let me say, that I haven't been 
directly associated with all the detailed experiment planning 
that has been going on in one of the off-console teams, but 
in general, I feel the answer to your question is, no. If 
there are experiments, they're going to be very few in number. 
George, do you know - -

HARDIE No, I would agree with that, I don't know 
of anything right now we've identified that we would have to 
leave home because we don't have storage to bring it back. 
Neither do I know of any experiments in their totality, other 
than the ones that operate out of the solar scientific air
lock, that would be lost. But, as we mentioned earlier, there 
may be some, due to film allocations, and in power, and in 
things of that nature, that have to b£ budgeted. 

QUERY On the outgassing. Can you say what aade 
you turn to that question today? And, also, what would be 
the - would there be any significant deterioration of the 
material that is outqassed? 

PUDDY I think as far as what made U8 turn to 
it today, we have always investiqated things that - we qet into an 
abnormal situation either thermally, or from the standpoint of 
pressure, we always go in and look at all the possible ramifi
cations of that type of thing, on the mission profile. And, 
as you are probably well aware, there have been Nany, aany, 
things under investiqation, and this is one that before any 
concern at all was expressed in that area, we wanted to make 
sure that we had some data, so there have been some of the 
substances that could possibly have some ou~gassing bypro-
ducts. These have been actually tested in various areas, and, 
by heating them up to the temperatures that we thought we did 
arrive at in the habitation area - and like I say, the chemical 
analysis hadn't been completed on that but - we're aSSUMing 
that if thero is a problem with the outgassing on this, of 
some product that ~e'd like not to have in there no matter 
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how ~inute it aay be, ve feel that we can take care of that 
without any problem by dapreaeuriaation and sub_equant re
preesurl1latlon. 

PAO Okay, ve're going to have to cut it off 
here, now. For your information, the neva center, here, at 
JSC, will be open from 8 to S p ••• on Saturday and Sunday. 
Thank you. 

END OF TAPE 
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SPEAKER Okay, we're ready to get started. Flight 
Director Chuck Lellis thia morning who has been leading 
the HislSion Control I'JhHt since midnight, he'll give us 
a status of the vehicle as now. 

LEWIS Okay, basically thpre'a not much change 
in the status. We're still using this pitch~p 50 degreas 
{or therNll considerations and it certainly appears like 
we've reached a point where we've got the temperature 
stabilized. We've got a reasonable solar cell battery 
configuration for maintaining the enargy we need an~ one 
thing we did start doing last night is using some temr~rature 
measurements and some data from the solar cella to ddtermine 
at ti tude. We would normally re ly upon our rate gytc.s for 
th.,t but since we've heen in this pitchup attitude they've 
drifteJ off somewhat. And to update them, make then correct, 
you need to go back to the solar inertial mode with an ACS 
sun seneor and we don't want to pay that price, goi~l back 
to solar inertial and going back into the thermal pr(blem again. 
Takes some length of time for every - we estimate for every 
hour you' Ie 1n solar inertial it takes about 13 to 14 hours 
back in our pitchup attitude to recuperate the thermal ~enalty. 
So with some thermal measurements that we're using and th~ 
solar cell electrical characteristics we think we've got a 
real good han~le in attitude and can stay that way for 
sometime. That's basically about it, not much change. 

SPEAKER Any questions? 
SPEAKER David Salsbury. 
QUERY You've been - been in the process of 

trying to control and refine your techniques on how to 
control 5kylab now for a little while. I just wondered if 
you could pin point anything ~ you know what you've really 
learned about some of the characteristics of 5kylab as a 
satellite and the techniques of controlling it? 

LEWIS Well, basically I think we've learned 
that our attitude - our computer system and our attitude 
control system has worked together, control attitude works 
very well. We determined that prior to getting up to this 
pitch\lp attitude we're in. 50 that system looks like it is 
functioning very well. We're certainly le~rnin9 a lot about 
thermal characteristics of the vehicle and we've got I think 
a very good handle on that. Electrical power we've - because 
we are limited in power we - we've got a very good handle 
on that. And of course we've been working offline to work 
up minimum power requirements for additional operations, 
living in the OWS if we can, if the fix works in our experi
ment operation. So we're basel~ning a lot of that data. 
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So it's, basically, the control 8yste~ works fine, the 
thermal - the ATH electric~l systems working fine and 
if the fix works we ought to be In pretty good shape. 

SPEAXER There's a question back her6. 
QUERY What's the average temperature inside 

you recorded last night. 
LEWIS Well it seems like we're still stabi-

lized somewhere between 100 and 110. Somewhere in that 
range. It doesn't appear to be decreasing, but it's no 
longer increasing. 

QUERY Even with the pitchup? 
LEhlS Pardon. Yes. 
QUERY Even in the pitchup. 
LEWIS Yes. 
QUERY How far have you gotten in some of 

your power management p13ns? Take the wor&t case, say that 
you don't get the solar panels fixed - the one solar 
panel fixed, how are you going to reduce the mission? 
What experiments are going to be cut out? What ~re going 
to be cut down? 

LEWIS Well let me say this, we haven't got 
as far with the experiment power requirements as we have 
with the basic power requirements. We've got 1 thir' a 
very good h~ndle on the - what we have to power up ~JC 
living conditions in the OWS. Of course we've worked the 
airlock module HDA power configuration - -
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LEWIS .. what we have t\, power up for living con .. ditions in the OWS. Of course, we've worked the airlock module nDA power configuration when the crew entE'rs that, and we've deltaed for ATH operations, we know about what that's going to cost us. We have worked some power deltas on the EREP experiments. We have that information. 1 really haven't seen it all tied together yet to give you ~n idea of what experiments we can conduct simultaneously, Alld so forth. 
QUERV Can you put some figures or some more detail than what these basic conditions are. And the AT~I how much of the AT1-I, and what are the plans now for EREP. LgwIS I don't think I can riqht now. I can say this, that it looks like, as far as electrical power capability, we've got about 4500 watts in tho ATM system. We think it's going to require somewhere around 3000 watts for operationAl power, and we have somewhere between 1000 and lSOO watts for ex~riment work. And, for example, an ATH OPS would require around, as I recall, somewhere around 500 or 600 watts. So we could operate ATM, plus maybe a medical experiment, you know. We can do some experiments simultaneously. 
QUE~Y Do you have any updat~ on the crew activities? LEWIS On the crew Activities presently training, and so forth? No, I really don't. The last -SPEhYER We should know that in about an hour, or within an hour (garble). 
LEWIS I think R'Jsty's at Marshall. I don't really know what thEir schedu· .. e is. 
PAO We have some questions at the Cape. Letts go t~ere and take these. 
QUERY What is the stat'ls of the required flight plan right now, and where is most of this - the computations or the revisions being done? Is it being done simultaneously dt Marshall and Johnson Spaceflight Center? 
LEWIS Okay, the first question. We've basically got our activities defined And timelined for day 1, the rendezvous, the inspection. He have an option in there for a standup EVA for one of the fixes. We have that basically worked outl we've modified crew checkli~ts to reflect that tiMeline. And we've done a lot of that basic work here; some of it,s been confirmed or validated by the Marshall people. We've done that basic with these offline flight control teams. And, what was the second question? And day 2, I must say, day 2 we've got basically timeline. 
QUERY What percentage of the flight plan has been completed now, at this time? 
LEWIS Oh, we've got day I basically completed. Day 2, day J, and at that point - and part of day 4. Now, day 2 is the entry into the airlock module MOA, and also entry 
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into the OWS for a short period of time for some transfer items, 
in the event we have to do an EVA from the airlock module on 
day 1. And d3y 4 is entry into the OW5 again for other items· 
transfer items. And perhaps if the fix is - works, and the 
temperature comes down, we may do a bit MOre on day 4 in the 
OWs. Day S, if everything goes well, we would probably initiate 
some of the exper~ment work - limited experiment work. 

QUERY If we (garble) already, what you are going 
to tkae out of the command module to stow all that additional 
equipmentl you hav~ the two 8unshields, the pole, and 60 on. 
Or more generally speaking, how did you solve this problem? 

LEWIS I can't answer you specifically because I 
haven't really been working the stowage problem, another group 
has. I know they've had to delete some items from stowage, I 
don't know what those are. And, of course, like you mentioned, 
we'~e had to add stowage room for the the~lal fix and other 
items, but I'm not that familiar with the stowage problem. 

END OF TAPE 
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and other items, but I'm not that familiar with the stowAge 
problem, 

PAO No more questions from the Cape. 
QUERY I've got a couple of questions. I've-

what are you going to have to turn - do you know what you're 
going to have to turn down in the CSM to get this extra 
6 - 800 watts of power this 15 to 17 days, and also what 
affect wlll the maneuvering for the atandup EVA have on this 
power from the CSH? 

SPEAKER Okay, we have worked up a minimum power 
configuration for the command service module to increase 
the duration of the fuel cell life, That's been done, and 
we have that in modular steps. Now, I mean by that in some 
cases you could power-down too much. You would have a thermal 
problem with the coolant loop in the radiators, for example, 
in the command module. As far as the affect of the command 
module - the power required for the command module to do the 
SEVA, I don't know how much power it's going to take and we -
really I don't think we've examined that from a power point of 
vie", It's something that if we do the SEVA then we're going 
to pay that price cause it's going to be for the benefit of 
the program, so we really h~ven't, I don't think, delted that 
power. 

QUERY What percentage of the drugs do you think 
have been spoiled and what kind of drugs are they? What's 
the name of them? 

SPEAXER I really can't answer that. The medical 
people have been working that and, like I said, I haven't 
seen the stowage - I'm not familiar with the stowage list, 
which would - if they do have drugs that need to be replaced, 
they'd, you know, of course have to take them up. I really 
don't know. Some of the people from the medical directorate 
might be able to help you there. 

QUERY You've mentioned a couple of minutes ago 
that by day S they may start on the ~y.pe~iments. 00 you have 
any fix as to when they might move ir,to t.'le OWS to live there? 

SPEAKER I rea lly don't. If the fix does work and 
the OWS begins to cool down I don't know how long it would take 
it to cool down to the point whp.re we would want the crew to 
set up livi~g quarters. I really don't know. 

QUERY Sup(~se the crew goes up there and erects 
this heat shield and we turn out because the timeline is slipped 
back and you're going to have a higher beta angle and you're 
able to salvage a majority of the mission. Have you got any 
fe~lings about, yo~ know, what the sigai-really haven't thought much 
immediate problem, Certainly, if we can get up there and 
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QUERY Sup(~se the crew goes up there and erects 
this heat shield and we turn out because the timeline is slipped 
back and you're going to have a higher beta angle and you're 
able to salvage a majority of the mission. Have you got any 
fe~lings about, yo~ know, what the sigai-really haven't thought much 
immediate problem, Certainly, if we can get up there and 
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clean up the vehicle and deploy the shield and make such a 
fix, assuming it's all successful it would certainly, I think, 
point out the benefit of a shuttle-type system for satellites, 
for ex~ple, the deployment of satellites. If ~hey don't 
activate possibly retriev~ them at that point and bring them 
back or there may be some things the crew could do, you know, 
while in orbit. I think it would, you know, demonstrate 
that type of capability. 

PAO Okay, I've got a rundown here on crew 
~ctivities for today. Prime cr~~ Pete Conrad and Joe Kerwin 
are practicing unsuited workshop flyarounds in the command 
module simulator this morning. Paul Weitz is doing a standup 
EVA walkt.hrough on the thenaal curtain deployment procedures 
fro~ the command module. 

END (IF 'l'1'PE 
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PAO procedures from the command module. 
This afternoon Joe Kerwin will be briefed Oh operational 
infli9ht procedures, such as systems management with reduced 
power and the new timelinss and new checklists. The backup crew, 
Rusty Schwcickart ~nd Story Musgrave, are running through EVA 
procedures in the water tank at the Marshall Space Flight Center. 
It's expected that they will probably return to lIouston tonight. 
Bruce McCandless is coordinating development of the modified 
checklists and crew procedures doc~~ents at the Johnson Space 
Center. Any further questions? We have more questions from 
the Cape? Okay, let's go there. 

QUERY Jack, one more question. Are we to 
presume that when the Skylab I crew puts either shield or 
sun bonnett over the workshop, that it will remain in place 
for S months and that docking and Ilndocking by other crews 
to come wouldn't jar it loose? 

S~F~KER Yes, you can make that assumption. 
PAO Okay, thank you. 

END OF TAPF. 
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PAO Okay, we have with ua this afternoon, 
Hr. John H. Dither, who is Deputy D!rector of the Skylab Prograa fra. 
NASA Headquarters. John. 

DISHER Thanks Bill. Gentlemen, I'd like to 
read a atate.ent and then I'll be available to an.wer ques
tions. The statement is as follows; A decision haa been 
.ade tor the crew of Skylab 2 to install a aun shade on 
the Skylab now in orbit. With the sun shade installed, 
we wi 11 be able to calt:ry out a rlearly nonul JIliasion and 
do most of the experiments originally planned. To have 
enough ti~e for design, frabrication and testing of the 
necessary hardware and completion of the necessary training, 
operations planning and re.towage of the command module, 
we've decided to delay the Skylab launch to Hay 25th 1973. 
The conditions aboard the orbiting skylab are stable and 
the flight controll~ra are able to maintain the temperatures 
at an acceptable level, while still dev~lopin9 sufficient 
electrical power for batic operation of the systems. TwO 
approaches are being dovaloped for the sun shade. o~ 
approach is based on deployment from the EVA station no~ally 
used in going to the ATH for film retrieval. The other 
approach is based orl standup EVA frOCll the cOll'!Jlland module 
with the cOI'IIIIIand service module maneuvering along the O,lt
side of the skylab to deploy a sail-like sun shade device. We 
plan to carry both approaches on Sky lab 2 in order to give 
maximum flexibility in carrying out the deployment in orbit. 
The May 25th schedule decision will be reevaluated next 
week on the basis of status at that time. Now let me ~ke 
a couple of ~plifying comments here, with the aid of the 
model and tell you a little bit more of what we're talking 
about. First, with regard to the EVA deployment from the 
normal ATH film retrieval station, we're talking about the 
crew performing essentially the s~e exit maneuver as they 
would for film retri~val frca the sun end of the ATM or the 
a~ti solar end of the ATM. They would relocate the portable 
stem or T-device. Stem or T-device is a colloquialism for 
a steel ape kind of device that unrolls about 30 feet out of 
a small box. It's ri9idized by virtue of its shape so 
you can cantilever out a very light structure 30 feet. And 
this stem or T-device, as I said, is ordinarily used to 
transfer and retrieve film package~ to the sun end of the 
ATH and it is portable, removable for reasons of reliability. 
It's build to be replaced in orbit. We do have a spare 
device which was fortuitous in the circWllstance. We will 
plan to move the stem or T from its normal position to a 
position in this region which will allow it to unfurrow a 
triangular shaped shad~ down to a total length of about 
42 feet from this area. Now, the stem, as I said, is only 
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30 feet long so we will carry up three 4-foot long .ectiona 
to extend its length to 42 feet in order to allow the roll 
out of the shade device fcom this station. The other device 
~hat - the other approach that I talked about EVA, standup 
EVA, from the CSM would be carried oUt by the Skylab crew 
either prior to docking or after docking and a nights rest 
at the discretion of Pete Conrad, the onboard commander. 
The EVA approach entails a deployable sail carried in a 
package much like a packed parachute. The spacecraft would 
have the operating crewmen standing up partially erect in 
the c~~~and module hatch. The command service module would 
maneuver in this attitude to an existing structural attach 
point on the aft end of the workshop, would attach onE': 
corner of the sail, if I may call it a sail, would back off, 
play out the unfolding sail, move laterally over to another 
point of existing structure, move in attach the second 
corner. I should go back and say, there are 3 attach points. 
'{ou start out with obviously all three cords or lines inside 
the cOIMIand ,nodule. After the first one's attached, you 
still have 2 inside. You play out the shield, move over 
to the second attach point, attach that with a lO-foot long 
wand or tool, if you will, back off, slowly unplaying the sail 
and translate forward slowly and all the timP. playing out 
the sail and then attaching it to existing handhold struc
ture at the sun end of the ATM in this region, again, with 
approximately a lO-foot long wand while the CSM is standing 
off, approxiMately that distance. The sail would then 
be tightened with a jam clamp, 4f you will, much like a 
sail boat cleat, jam cleat. The line would be pulled taut 
to bring the sail into a triangul~r deployed position covering 
approximately that area !.nd giving in effect., a complete 
sun shading of the inhabited workshop area. ~:ow, with that 
very brief summary, let m~ attempt to answer questions, if 
I ~y. Yes? Oh, sorry. 

PAO Wait fr~ the mike please. 
QUERY The lalter method, which you described, 

appears to give t:,e better shading, is this the first de
sired method and the second ~re or less a backup? 

DISHERYes. They both should give, essentially, 
equal shading. The first is the preferred method and we 
will try ~t first based on the fact that we can get the 
shade deployed earlie~t. That's the reason that is preferred 
to try first. 

QUERY Are the shades the same nhape and dimen-
sion in both cases, and if so, what are those dimensions and 
what is the shape? You said trianqular, but how big really? 

DISHER The one that is attached back here is a 
long trapezoid. The one that would be deployed from here is more 
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rectangular in shape. And approximAtely a 20-foot square would be deployed from this region, a trapezoidal shape tapering from the approximate 20 feet here t~ s~thin9 about half that in this region would be planned. PAO Roy Neil. 
NF.IL Firat of all, I'm just a little confused by your answer John. I think you were trying to SL"~' the second method that you sha~ed, the second method would be the first to be tried? 
DISHER You're right. 
NEIL Just wanted to clarify that. DISHER Sure. Fine. Okay. I reversed the order of my description. 
NEIL The followup question is launch time. What are yo~ looking at, 9:00 A.H. eastern? 
DISHER Let's see, as I recall it's 9:02 eastern daylight time, Roy, with again, a 10 minute window. Did you want Me to rec~lniza the - or will you, Bill? 
P~O 1 will. 
DISHER Okay. 
QUERY What will it be: an M=5 rendezvous? DISHER Thal \fould be our nominal plan, but Pete would have t~e option to make it a later on a leal time decision basis. 
QUERY Whose making the hardware? 
DISHER It ~111 be built inhouse here at Johnson Space ~enter ~nd at the Marshall Center. 
QUERY Which - I mean which is - -DISHERThe ~~uston center is building the hardware for the CSH deployed and Marshall is building that for the airlock deploy. 
QUERY On the first alternative, I don't think you mentioned how you would tie that down. 
DISHER Okay. The Marshall approach. I'll describe them both. The "approach reeled out on the stem" is cantilevered, it's not riqidly tied down. The other approach is attached to tie points at the three points. QUERY Is there any maneuver for getting out of place then? 
DISHER Thp. rigidity of the boom itself, no. It I s possible, as we proceed in the next several days wi th evaluations of the actual regidity, it coul~ be necessary to devise a snag point at the power end to - -

END OF TAPE 
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SPEAXER In the next several days with evaluations 
of the actual rigidity, it could be necessary to devise a 
snag point at the far end to tie that end. But our thought ia 
that it ~y be fea8ible simply to cantilever. Of course, 
no loads other than the very slow maneuvering loads on the 
device. 

QUERY John, as on the Marshall Plan, I'. not 
cleAr as to where the boom would be attached and on the HSC 
or, pardon me, JSC plan exactly what kind of attachaent on the 
underside uf the aft skirt have you deoided upon? Aa I under
stand this was a bit of a hassle, too. 

DISHER Let Me say, first of all, both approachos 
are being worked jointly by the two centers. It is very 
possible, for instance, that the actual aaterial would be fab
ricated here in Houston for both approacha. That's open, but 
the two centers are working together. Rusty Schwe~ckart tlew 
to Huntsville last night to do some on-the-site work with the 
Harshall folks. The actual attach points, the existing 
structure in the ~ft region of the S-IVB entails some channel 
stringers and the intent there is to utilize a - an expanding 
plug type of device to pick up between those channels, a 
wedging kind of attachment. The details, of course, of the 
attac~nt8 are being worked out. They're not, in fact, 
defined cOdpletely. 

QUERY Would the standup EVA crewman be able to 
see the underside, in other words, held take a pole to push 
this thing and make sure that it lodged securely? Because it sounds 
like he might make a couple of tried and it wouldn't catch 
and he might go floating off. 

DISHER Well, we intond to evaluate that here on 
the ground with actual structure. certainly, and the detail of 
the attachment device to verify that we can do that in a 
foolproof manner is yet to be completed. The attachment for 
the ste~ will be 4 portable type of attachment to existinq 
structure. The specific point, to my knowledge, has not bee~ 
selected yet. 

QUERY John, I wonder if you could discuss for 
us, just a little bit, the first things that will happen during 
rendezvous. 11m looking now at whl\t would probably be a 
television inspection. Are you going to go at all for any 
attempt to fix the solar array on the workshop, that kind of 
thing? 

DISHER Okay. The intent is that Pete would 
.ake a fly-around inspection first, survey whether there is, 
in fact, any dangling protruberances or things that could be a 
hazard to deployment of the sail, either from the back end or 
from the forward end. It's our intent to have some simple 
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tools along that Pete could use off of the extending pole, at his 
discretion, to re.ove debris, if it looked to be p~actical on 
the spot. He would, based on that examination - and it is our 
hope a180 to have laal-ti •• TV relay to the ground, 
so that engineering inspection could be made on the ground so 
that is a reetraint - constraint on our tiaing of this 
activity. Wold like to be over a TV ground station eo that 
we can relay this. He would make that inspection. The pic
tures would be relayed to the ground. Judgment ~uld then 
be made whether to attempt the deployment by thP. CSH .ade. If 
the - if that judqaent WAS negative, and it lc~ked not feas
ible for some reason to go that route, but it looked promising 
to proceed internally, this - the aft attachment would be put 
aside, and he would then proceed to dock and work toward the 
internal deployment approach. There are several factors that 
have to be considered here. We have approximately 50 minutes 
of dayli9ht available. Pete will need to aS8ure hinself that 
he can do the task in 50 minutes, or if neces.ary, stop and 
stationkeep during the dark cycle and res~~ the operation 
on the next daylight period. He has to con~ider what - Is the 
tasksuch that he would like to dock and t'lke a night's 
rest for the crew before proceeding to try the external 
attachment. So that external attachment has to be evaluated 
first, the timing of it evaluated, the decision to proce~d, 
or decision to dock, based on onsite exaaination of the 
circumstances. Yes. Uow two aspects to that. First, do 
they present a hazard to ~ither the docking or to the deploy
Dent of a sunshade? Or secondly, is there a possibility that 
with a very simple maneuver they could be freed, or at least 
one of thea deployed? Right. There would be a tool on board, 
a shepherd's crook kind of a thing, that could again, at dis
cretion, be used to jar loose a solar array if on the spot 
e~dmination looked safe and fruitful. 

PAO Okay. We'll now switch over to the Cape 
and take some 'J"';:;::~; ons frOft: there. 

QUERY To wha~ ~~~Ant. if any, was the delay 
made for the further training of the a8i.i";:;~!,lIt8 and for a 
rest for everybody over the next few days? 

DISHER Well, certainly training of the crew i8 
a Significant factor in the decision. I think we could have 
had the hardware available by Friday but cert~inly there would 
have been little, if any, time for traininq with full scale 
replicas ot the equipment. And so, certainl,y training was a 
major factor in the decision. 
QUERY How about rest? 

DISHER Rest for - rest for people on the ground? 
Are you speaking - rest for whom? 
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activity. Wold like to be over a TV ground station eo that 
we can relay this. He would make that inspection. The pic
tures would be relayed to the ground. Judgment ~uld then 
be made whether to attempt the deployment by thP. CSH .ade. If 
the - if that judqaent WAS negative, and it lc~ked not feas
ible for some reason to go that route, but it looked promising 
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PAO Okay. We'll now switch over to the Cape 
and take some 'J"';:;::~; ons frOft: there. 

QUERY To wha~ ~~~Ant. if any, was the delay 
made for the further training of the a8i.i";:;~!,lIt8 and for a 
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QUERY How about rest? 

DISHER Rest for - rest for people on the ground? 
Are you speaking - rest for whom? 
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QUERY 
qrour.d who will 

DISHER 
sidered, but it 
decision. 

Roth the astronauts and the crews on 
have to work d~ring the mission. 

No. That - I can't say that ~a8 not 
was not considered to be a fa~tor in the 

the 

con-

QUERY ", exactly whAt the three astrtlnlluts are d('i.'\g 
in their training now and whether qUArantine is off altoqetherl 

DISHER No. Quarantine is not off. It.' s perhaps 
been comprONiaed C! bit by - or wi 11 be ctlmprOllliaed a bit by 
the training activitie~. We're going to Ninimize any com
prOl'lliae throuCJh carefu! control of contacts, but It lIIay not 
be possib'.e to maintain the tight cl')ntrol over thist that we've 
had in the past. The astronauts right now are being briefed, 
are participating in discussions of the sever~l approaches and 
may bE: going to severa 1 sites tor on-thE-site eva.luation of 
prototype devices. Arr. I coming through to the Cape all rightl 
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t'ISHER Am. 1 cOOling throu<]h to the Cape all right? QUERY Will Joe Kentin - is he scheduled to go EVA under the prime or the Harshall plan? Another question is, when will the Skylab I prime crew come - all be at ~ar8hall for training and crOSB training? Is it going to be required? And in that you're takinq along extra food, tools, film, medicine, and drugs, and ~wo sails, what else a1'e they going to carry up with them, as far aa extras, in the CSM? 
DISHER Okay, on your first questlon, it would be either Dr. Kerwin or Palll Weitz. That decision has not yet been made. I don I t yet know when the prime crew - or j f for sure, the prirae crew will be to Huntsville for traini~' under water. Your third point again, please? 
QUERY What are all the extras - -DISHER Oh, yes, I'n sorry. 
QUERY - the cr~w is 90in9 to h~ve to carry up with them in the CSM. 
DISHER Okay, yes. All right, the new items to be carried up will include the t~~ different sunsh~des, the shepherd's crook, the three 4-foot sections to extend the T to a 42-foot length, the special lO-foot .... ands to enable the ere .... to attach the sail to the aft point of the stage, some consideration to a limited amount of replacement film for photvqraphic film that could have been damaged by the exposure to the higher temperatures than oriqionally planned, in addition, a telephoto lens for damage ass~ssment by ca~era. Those are the ~ajor items - those are the major items, additionally, thal wculd be carried. QUERY Red l-:oore, ABC. Does Pete have the option to combin~ the two EVA procedures, or must you always have all three astronauts in the cOllu'.land ship at a 11 ti!'",es in maneuvering .... ith -
DISHER I'm not sure that I undp-rstand the question, but let me answer it as I do believe the intent. All three of the crew will be illS ide the command mrnodule. The one crewman will be standing up with - his upper torso extending from the command I'lodu Ie, for the CSH mode of deploymen t. lias tha t your question? 
QUERY Basically, that's half my answer, OISHER All riqht. 
QU~RY Must they stay there? Can you put one in the airlOCK and do something else with the other two, or do you need all three in the CS~:? 
DISHER We .... ould keep all chree in the CS~. It's not our intent to separate the three crew; .en curing this period. 
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QUERY How certain do you consider the May 2S 
date to be? In other word~, how high or low is the probability 
of another slippage? 

DISHER At this point we have reasonable confidence 
we can make that d4t~. B~t I intentionally said w~ were going 
to reassess it next week, and that will obviously depend on 
how well things go during the next several days. I think we 
can make it. 

QUERY 
skin of the Skylab 
of the people here 
out on the model, 

How close will the 
space station? And 
at XSC who couldn't 

DISHER Oh, yes, correct, 

CSM actually get to the 
~ccondly, for tht benefit 
see you pointing things 

QUERY -- could you rMIlle the actua 1 locations where 
they ftre going to be trying the5C things out. 

f)ISHER Yt.s, maam. About 10 feet, distance of 
approach. The particular points that the tie downs would be 
are at the very aft end of the workshop near the TACS thrusters, 
if someone there has a drawing or a model to look to, on either 
extremity. Near the extremity back end of the work shop, a 
point on each Side, the forward point would be at the Sun-end 
work station of the ATM, which is currently a station where the 
crew replace film in the Sun-end cameras of the ATM. Okay, 
those arc the three points for the externally deployed approach. 
The attached point for the dirlock. hatch approach - first of 
all, the stem or T would be attached to structure in the im
mediate vicinity of the airlock hatch when~ the crew comes 
out to go on a normal ATM film retrieval mission. The shade, 
in that case, will be cantilevered back from the - from that 
attached point, with consideration being given to the need for 
a snub at the far end of the cantilevered sail. 50 that there 
is essentially only one attach point (or the airlock deployed 
approach, with the possibiity of a far end attach point if 
we determine the need and determine how that can be done. 

QUERY Has any thought been given to the idea of 
a joint US/Soviet linkup aboarrl Skylab in 1975, as opposed to 
the existing plan? 

DISHER That's not really practical in the B-month 
mission that we have planned here. 

QUERY Just to make sure I have it right, the 
JSC plan, that is, the C5M plan is the pri~e ~nd the MacRhal1 
plan, that is, getting out of the airlock, is the ~econdary mode 
of correcting the shade, is that correct? 

DISHER We're going t" try the one externally first 
because that has the advantage of getting the thermal cond
tioning, right off the bat. If we can't do that for some reason, 
we would then enter and proceed with the internal deployment. 
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QUER'{ On tho) aalock deployment, how long is t,'\at 
shade gol n9 to be. from top to bottOlll? 

DISIIER The aclua 1 - the dimensions of the shade 
bre esti~ated at 20 by 20 feet, anu it would be extended about 
42 feet from the extension point so that it covers a 20 by 
20-foot area ri.yht over the inhahi.ted area of the workshop. 

SPEAKER Oka~', ",e'l1 return here to Houston and 
take sCllle more questions here. Ed OeLon\). 

QIIERY ·ft.io questions. You just gave the dimenBions 
of the airlod~,-deployed shade. What are the approximate dimen
sions ~f the other shade? 

DISHER Okay, it I.'ould total approxill'ately the same 
area, 400 square feet, but its trapezoidal shape would extend 
up further. It's approximately 20 feet CIt its apex, or its 
base, rather. I don't recall the 1;,tera1 dimension - appellr 
somethlng cn the order nf 8 to 10 f~et is my estimat~ at this 
point. That requirec.1 to give approximately the same area but 
in a tr~pezoidal, rather than ~ squ~re, shape. 

QUI~RY And then by, approximately, say 30 feet 
long? 

DISllEF. 
but 20 at one end 

QUERY 

END or TAi'E 

Let's see - well, I could figure the area, 
and 10 at the other - 15 - about 25 feet, right. 

After either of these is deployed -
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QUERY And after either of thesa ~8 deployed, how 
long would it take for temperature! Lo drop until the aatro
naut - to the point the astronauts could actually live in the 
~kyl.'b habitation a~eas, and where would they - how would they 
operate durinq those first few days? 

DISH~R Okay. The tem(~rature should - they're 
prob.lbly habitat-Ie riqht now. The con~ern was for equiplllenl 
inside. The crew wouln - ilMlediately aft(., deploYI'lent, sue·· 
ces~ful deployment of the sunshade, externally, they would go 
lnto their nOlmal activation ,.aqu('nce, which toti\ls about 
three days of active work to set up housekeeping down here. 
Yes. They would sleep in the Skylah. ReMerober the first 
ni.ght, thollgh, they sleep 11"1 the .:on1land mO(lule after their 
docking. So - in !hat - there woulrl not be a change if we 
were able to deplar that extcnally. That, of CQurs(;, is 
an advantage of the external deploYMent versus the irternal 
deployment. You can get the sun~harle btretched and get 
thermill conditioning before 'Iou Pl)ter an(l - th1l6 prcGer Jing 
the effect of time. 

QUERY If you us~ the airlock ~VA, where w1l1 t.he 
other t~o astronauts be? 

OISHER Th~y would he - we wnilld do lL exactly 
the sal'1e as \,'(' do for an A'I'M fj 1M rctrHlVal, with on~! crewman 
being at control station 11151c\e ann one crewr~an being outside 
doing the work arri the third crewrniln att.ending him, eitner 
<;tani'lng up in thp. airlock ha' .. n or immedi,"ely outside in 
tnat vicinity. Two crl'w would be, In effect, outside and E'/A 
suited. 

QUERY for CSM approch and deployment, who's 
flying the ~achine? Pete? 

DISHER Pete. 
QUERY Pete will fly, and then it will be either 

Joe or Paul, as far as the actual handling of deployment. 
DISHER That's corre~t. 
QUERY What's the proximity of the hardware that's 

floa~ing around the cluster at this time? Will Pete be trying 
to maneuver around shrouds and things like that? 

DISHER NO. The only unc~rtainty is, are one or 
both of the solar arrays dragging in an unknown way? And we 
don't know thp answer to that. ?he other hardware, the shroud 
and a CO\ ',r for the radiator, are separated by some distance 
from the orbiting Skylab. 

QUERY How does this lO-foot wand work to 
attnch the ends of the sdil to the base of the Skylab? I 
mean how - physically, how does it do it? 

DISHER Okay, well it simply has a forked fittinq 
on the end to hold the cleat or jaJ!l-cleat, if you will, fOlc 
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its attachment to Ule structure. 'l'he specific shape of it 
J can't describe to you at this point. We have some devices 
that we've used in the past that have been a simpl~ two 
prong fork with buitable hold on it ~ith a release for the 
device bei:.g installE'd, but it's just a little bit too early for 
me to tell you the specific shape of that. It may exist this 
rno:r,~n t, ,nd I'm not aware of t t. 

QUERY With~elevision now becoming such an 
lnteqral part of this 0p'~rat ion, what ground stations do you 
plan to "lteltile into here? Obviously, the statelSide stations 
are available to you, but what other stations do you plan to 
use for video, on live feed to here? 

DISHER O)("y. Guam is available to us, and I 
believe Madrid, yes, in addition to the stateside. 

QUERY Have you sLttlcd precisely on the ma-
terial for the sail: if so, what is it? Could you describe 
it as to appearance as well as actual material? 

DISHER Yes. The rnateClal that will most likely 
be used is an existing lI1.aterial th~t has been used in inner 
layers of the lunar suit. It's a very high-strength, light
weight material, resintant to radiation. Its three layers 
are Nomex, Nylon for strength, aluninum foil for reflectivity, 
and Mylar coating for coniliination reflectivity-emissivity. 
So it's a three layer sandwich, very light in weight. I 
don't know who makes it. We have d large quantity of it on 
hand, and, I'm sorry, I just don't know who makes it. 

SPEAKER We'll try to find that out, Bill. 
SPEAKER I understand ",e have some more questions 

from the Cape; so we'll switch back there. 
QUERY The original heat shield was called a micro-

meteorite shield, presumably, to reflect meteorites as well as 
sunlight. Will either of the new shades p.>:otect the workshop 
it used to hit? And also, ace you still planning to run one 
28 and two 56-day missions at this time? 

DISHER Okay, the shade will give surprisingly -
it will give some s\mstantial degree of meteorite protection 
from just the one direction. Of course, it wouldn't protect 
the sides nor the bottom, and it wouldn't be as effective as 
the original 025 aluminum, but it will have some effect, certainly. 
And I'm sorry I've forgotten your second question. I was 
visualizing the -

QUERY 
DISHER 
QUERY 

do you have 
to back, or 

Are you still planning -
Oh, yes. 28--
-- One 28 day and two 56-day missions or 

some other kind of a plan, for example, two 28, back 
what? 

DISHER We'll really have to determine the results 
of our fix on our first mission before I could give you 
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DISHER Yes. The rnateClal that will most likely 
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layers of the lunar suit. It's a very high-strength, light
weight material, resintant to radiation. Its three layers 
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and Mylar coating for coniliination reflectivity-emissivity. 
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don't know who makes it. We have d large quantity of it on 
hand, and, I'm sorry, I just don't know who makes it. 

SPEAKER We'll try to find that out, Bill. 
SPEAKER I understand ",e have some more questions 

from the Cape; so we'll switch back there. 
QUERY The original heat shield was called a micro-

meteorite shield, presumably, to reflect meteorites as well as 
sunlight. Will either of the new shades p.>:otect the workshop 
it used to hit? And also, ace you still planning to run one 
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DISHER Okay, the shade will give surprisingly -
it will give some s\mstantial degree of meteorite protection 
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And I'm sorry I've forgotten your second question. I was 
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QUERY 
DISHER 
QUERY 

do you have 
to back, or 

Are you still planning -
Oh, yes. 28--
-- One 28 day and two 56-day missions or 

some other kind of a plan, for example, two 28, back 
what? 

DISHER We'll really have to determine the results 
of our fix on our first mission before I could give you 
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a logical answer to that. certainly, it's our hope that we'll 
find a way to do mora I •• lan 28 days. That would depend 011 .. ara 
we able to get some effective solar power out of one of the, or 
two of the, workshop solar arrays, for instance. 

QUERY We've been told that Joe Kerwin is prac-
ticing the airlock EVA in Harshall and Paul Weitz the standpp 
EVA in Houston. Has the decision been Made that these are the 
two which will do the - whiChever EVA is decided on? 

DISHER Certainly it would be one or the other on 
the F.VA from the co~~and module, and I think, logically, in the 
interior deployment, it would be one or the other also. But the 
decision certainly has not been made as to which. 

QUERY What is your present best understanding 
of the situation with the t:lolar pdnels that were damaged? 

DISHFR Okay. We think that - well, let me say 
first what we know. We know that one solar panel had a latch 
release e~-~v in the mission. We think that was caused by the 
meteoroid shield deployment and failure, and that appeared simply 
to be a latch release without any deployw~nt. The other 
solar wing behaved norMally. That is it dld nllt have an 
early release. It's latch did release as planned when it was 
commanded to do ~o after orbit. Those facts, then, together 
with SOMe sporadic indication of electrical power output from 
one solar array, would lead us to believe that one wing may be 
a little bit deployed, one wing ~ay still be completely re
tracted and net functioning, one wing could conceivably be 
gone. Anj these are all speculations we don't know the answer 
to at this point. 

QUERY. If I've got the note correctly, and if I 
haven't, please correct me, you said, I think, earlier that 
you might dock before trying any EVA procedure. If you did 
dock, would you have a look inside MDA And ~TH and perhapB 
try to vent the ows before you go on with any of your EVA 
procedures? 

DISHER Okay. That could be either way. If we 
had concluded, on first look. that it was feasible to attempt 
the external d~ploy, and then we went on to dock for rest pur
poses, we would not expect to cnter, but we ~ould expect to 
undock and go do the external EVA. On the other hand, if we 
had first docked because we concluded the CSlot deploy was 
not feasible, then we would first enter the workshop. 

QUERY Do you have any kind of photographs at 
all of the spaceship, and if so, what kind of a resolution in 
the photograph do you have? 

DISHER I have no photographs. 1 did have a 
rep\'lrt last eVf~ning from an astronomer in the Houston area. 
who, with his own telescope, stated he saw the ATH crosswin9s 
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deployed very clearly. He did not see any protruberance from 
the workshop tank ltself. 

QUERY liave you made any yards yet in your 
investigation as to what caused the shield to deploy pre
maturely? 

DISHER That - that examination is going on in 
an intensive manner at the Harshall Center as well as here 
at liouston. 1 have no factual information that I could 
discuss at this point. h'e've been concentrating our efforts, 
from a management standpoint, on resuming the mission in an 
alternate mode, but examinations are goin) on. As soon as w~'ve 
reached conclusions that \/e' ce reasonably satisfied with, we'll 
certdinly have ~omethin9 to soy on that. 

QUERY John DOI1~lley ~aid yesterday that NASA 
had received photographs from the 000 of the spacecraft, ",nd 
that's all he would say. lie ~I;o,S saying that NASA had agreed not 
to say any more. Po you say that you haven't seen those photo
graphs that NAS~ received? 

DISHER That's correct. 1 have not. I said I 
have not, in c~se that was not h~ard. 

SPEAKER OkAY, we'll tdke SOMe ~ore questions here. 
Ed DeLonq ~nd Ji~. 

all -
QUF.RY l.'hat are the t>()ssibilities that part or 
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QUERY What are the possibilities that part 
or all of the meteoroid shield might be hanging fron the 
spacecraft, draped around part of it, something l1ke that? 

DISHER We're quite certain that there is no 
rllilteoroid shield there. And the basis for that is the 
temperature distrib\ltion around the surface. 

QUERY It's even enQugh, that say, a portion 
of it might not be sticking out, you know, where it was 
ripped free bu~ there's still SOMe debris, major debris 
hanging thecA 1 

DISHER I guess that's conceivable and if we 
talk about jagged edges or relatively small pieces, that 
certainly is possible. That's one of the thL\Cjs t;hat Pete 
would be looking for right away. I say, our dat~ would 
indicate no major area attact.f!d. 

PAO Ji~. 
QUERY lIave you had these DOD pictures dencribed 

to you, if 80, what did they indicate? 
DISHER I'~ not going to comment on that, thank 

:,·OU. 
PAO Steve. 
QUERY Another one on the subject of those 

pictures. We understand that, because they involve classi
fied cameras we can't be provided with those photographs 
even in a changed format. Can you explain that restriction? 

DISHER No, I really can't I'~ not prepared to 
comment further on that subject. 

PAO Okay. Do we have a 01 more ques tiOflS. 
Bill. 

QUERY The long lens they're carrying, is that 
for the television camera, for an engineering evaluation, 
or is that for the still camera? 

DISHER Still camera, for damag~d photoqraphs. 
Right. The TV camera does have a zoom capability to some 
degree already. 

QUERY In listing the additional items that 
would be carried up by the CM, you did not mention either 
food or medicine. Yesterday, we were told there was a 
possibility that at least 50 percent of the medicines were 
damaged and in very specific categories. What's the new 
status on that and on the food disc? 

DISHER Okay. On the medication, I first heard 
that comment this morning that there could be some effect on 
the stored Medication. As of this morning, none of us in 
the program area were aware of any damage. We are going to 
get a report from our medical people to determine if that, 
in fact, were case there could be a need to send up selected 
medications. But I'm just not aware of any damage that has 
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happened as of the moment. The food I about 10 percent of 

the food could have been damaged or could be damaged before 

we get there, based on estimates that the food could have 

been exposed to temperatures of the order of 110 degrees for 

10 days. '! r.e re is about 10 percent 0 f the food - cap"ned 

food that. could have been affected by that. And we will 

probably need to rnake the assumption that that 10 Fercent 

of th( food has been damaged and not UlJe it. The ft"rlzen 

food remains in - the freezer temperatures are down and 

there's no problem with it. The remaining 80 percent of 

the food or so would not be affected by the higher than 

spec temperatures. 
QUFRY 

replacing it? 
You say, not use the food, what about 

DIsnER We would not in the 
least, plan to replace it. There's the 
food, plus some reserve is there ann we 
take up any additional on the first. 

first mission at 
full S-months of 
would not plan to 

~UERY Ooes that cause probleMs for any of 

the diets that any of the 3 5ky1ab 2 crewmen had picked out? 

DISHER Problems in wh~t regard? 
QUERY Specific foods that they might have 

requpsted onboard. 
DISHER Oh, okay. I gue5s it might creale a 

little inconveniencl for personal ta~te. The medical evalua

tion will have to consider the fact that they're not eating 

that 10 percent of the food. But, the main fact - the 

rnain point medically is to know specifically what foods they 

are eating. 
QUERY 

food isn't edible? 
from the ground, or 
it, or whatever? 

How are they going to know that this 
Are they goi~g on the basis of probability 
will the men be looking at it or smelling 

D!SHER Okay. 50 far, when we said that 10 per-

cent of the food could have been affected, that's based on 

literature search in past history of particular canned foods. 

And we made the conservative esti~ate that up to 10 percent 

could have been damaged by this high temperature exposure 

for 10 days. We right ,",way set into motion tests or. the 

grour.d and if those tests verify our early assumptions, then 

we would simply not use that food. If on the other hano, 

the ground tests verify that we were overly conservative in 

Ol'!' assumptions then that food 'Would be available. But, 

the par.ticular food products which are in question here 

are generally those that contain meat, are primarily meat -

meat products. Yes. 
QUERY I'm a little confused about this blanket 

of secrecy you're putting over these pictures. 
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DISHER No, I'.n just saying I don't know, that's 
all. 

OUr.RY They have been described to you? 
DISHER 

any further. 
I said I'm not going to c~nt on it 

That's all. Okay. 
Why won't you cOI'Iment on it. QUERY 

DISHER Because I don't happen to be in that 
loop, that'~ all. 

SPEAKER Our position is, Berry, We've acknowl-
edged that we've got the pictures. We are not at liberty 
to distribute the picture or to interpret it. And that's 
our position. 

QUERY Or to say, that anyone has seen it? 
n ISHER I dor" t k now of anybody that's seen it. 
PAO Wc'll switch to the Cape for one last 

question there and then we'll come hack for one here. 
QUERY Will anything have to be - that has 

already stowed on the command should have to be taken off 
to accommodate this new ~aterial? And secondly, what 
essential problems do you anticipate trying to get ~his 
stuff filled since everything was all ready to go last week? 

DISHER Okay. Yes there will have to be selected 
items removed. We're currently looking at that along with 
looking at the additional items that we think we have to 
puc in, We're looking at the items that may have to come 
off to make way, And that, the stowage factor, was another 
item in consideration of the schedule. 

PAO Okay. One last question here and then 
we'll wind it up. 

QUERY What time will (garble)? 
D!SHER 9102 a.m. 
SPEAKER No, no. 
QUERY (Garble) 
DISHF.R I'", sorry I didn't understand that. 
QUERY I think she wants to know how long it 

will take to prepare the sunshade - to fabricate the sun shade, 
nISHER Oh, Okay. Yes. I think we will ~ave 

hardware by Friday. What's today, wednesday? Is today 
Thursday? Okay. We will have prototype hardware tomorrow. 
That prototype hardware coul~ be suitable for flight. On 
the other hand our test might indicate we necd to make 
changes in it. So, our assessment, allowing for changes, is 
that we would have hardware by about Wednesday or Thursday of 
next week, that could be loaded onboard the spacecraft. 

PAO Thank you very much. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO We'll start over agAin now. We have 

thi8 ~rnin9 Mr. George Hardy. He's director of Syate •• 

Englneeri~g And Integration at the NASA Maranall Space 

Flight Center in Huntsville, Alahama, who has been involved 

in the off-line planning foc some of the hardware under 

consideration for crew of Sltylab 2. Mr. Hardy whj don't 

you go over .0IIIe of the IItu ff that's been covereo on the 

lAst shi ft here. 
HARDY First of all I'd like to talk about 

the status that we're in right now, what's occurred over 
the past 12 hours or so, ~ith respect to the health and 

well-being o{ tho Skylab that's in orbit. We have been A~ 

you're probably Aware, for 6011e time now working to L'l\air.·"a~n 

A reduced temperature in the orbital workshop. Without th~ 

micro~teoroid shield, which was also a thermal shield, the 

temperatures in the orbital workshop tend to go up higher 

than anticipated and higher tnan desired. And we have been 

looking and orienting the vehicle, the spacecraft and various 

attit,udee, ~hich would tend to take the direct solar inci

dence away from those spoto that would increase the teapera

tur~ inside the workshop. ~e have been quite successful 

with this. We orient the attitude of the vehicle slightly 

ott the sun line. The side of the worKshop woul" normally 

be directly on the sun line, what we call the solar inertial 

mode and we have oriented the vehicle in such A way that 

the side 01 the orbital workshl)p is not directly on the sun 

line. That reduces the solar incidence and the te~per&ture 

rise in the workshop. We've been able to do that quite 

successfully. We would expect to continue that until such 

ti~e as the workshop is manned. The attitude pointing control 

systems that we use to stabilize the attitud& and to point 

us off the sun line are perfotUling very well. The power 

system from the ATM that is deployed and active and operating 

properly, is working very well. The comaunications telemetry 

systems command systems are performing satisfactorily. So, we 

Are maintaining a stabilization of the systems and the Skylab 

in orbit quite successfully and this will continue in this 

matter on until we, in fact, man the spacecraft. That's 

what the on-console Flight Directors have busied themselves 

with for the past 12 hours and will continue to do essentially 

in this same mode. As far as the conditions we need to get 

into to man the vehicle, I mentioned the temperatures in the 

orbital workshop are considerably higher than anticipated 

because of the absence of the microroeteoroid shield and I 

believe Mr. Schneider and others have &ade some briefings 

1n the last 24 hours or so with respect to studies that are 

underway, activitie6 that are underway, to develop a Bolar 
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shield or a Bolar curtain, if you will. 'they could be de
ployed ~hgn the crew gets to the Skylab, which will, in 
effect form a bi~ shade Qr unb~ella over the solar side, 
the 8UII side of the Skylab. And we would anticipate then, 
that this would fulfill the role of - the thenaal role of 
the micrometeoroid shield in r~ducin9 the tAmperatures 
sufficie~tly that we could then, in f~ct, maintain the or
bital workshop habitable. Are there any qu~~tions? 

PAO Wait for the mike, Bruce Hicks, front row. 
QUeR~ Hr. Hardy, first of all do you hap~n 

to know the - what the degree anqle is on the attitude of 
the spacecraft at this time and what it has been overnight? 

~ARDI Yes. As I mentioned, normally we are -
the normal attitude is aolar inertial and the - that is in 
the long axis of the Sxylab or the orbit3l worxshop, is 
90 degrees to the sur. line. We have be~n maneuvering that 
axis out of the sun line by between 40 and 50 degrees. We've 
been ';hanging that incident angle then, between 40 and SO de
grees and right now we're at 50 degrees and will be holding 
frOlll limP. to time into the solar inel·tial attitude to update 
cur attitude for the control system and certain things like 
that, but ~hen ~~ would return back to this more favorable 
attitude fr~~ ~ thermal stdndpoint. 

QUERY Under ~ne of the propo:;;e,' fixes for the 
thermal problem, the one being studied the most here at this 
site, anyway, the n.yaround fix of depl.oyill~ a coveri.ng, is Pete 
Conrll!} doing most of the simulating on that and workil\g' with 
that as far as from his incidence standpoint? 

HARDY Yes, Pete Conrad is very active in that 
acHvi ty. 

QUERY Would you then expect Pete, if that 
proposal is accepted to be the one - the astronaut - the 
crew member to use that method? And at the same time, since 
Joe Kerwin is in Huntsville working on the other most likely 
fix of the curtain, that he would be the one to deploy that 
if it is chosen? 

HARDY To take the second question first. You 
may have more update information than I have on that, but 
1 believe Rusty Schweickart is in Huntsville working with 
them there. I could be wrong, b<1t I believe Rusty is there. 
They are,:lY the way, at Huntsville working in the water 
emersion facility, which is a big water tanx, in which they 
can actually simulate, through neutral bouyancy, the zero-g 
cffec~. Pete, ~s I said, is very much involved here in the 
flyaround approaches and certainly would as comman1er be 
in charge of that activity, as well 119 all the other activi
ties. 
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PM 
QUERY 

stabilization could 
tomolraw? 

Peter Mosley. 
now confident are you, if necessary, this 
be NAintained, let's say, until a week 

HARDY Well, I would say that since getting 

thr.ough the night, ~st of yesterday and through tha night 

in that attitude, I e~phasize again, we've changed the excur

sion angle sl~9htly from time to time. ~nd we would expect 

certainly, t~ 90 bacK into solar inertial attitude from 

time to ti.~. But, with the experience that we have had 

over th<! last 15 or 18 hOIJrs, I thin~ we feel rery confident. 

PAO Roy Neil. 
QUERY I have two questions. First, when do 

you think soae decisions .... ill be made on which system will 

be used? When do think that the launch date will be locked in? 

And secondly, can you give us some idea of .... hat sYBtems on

board miqtlt be degraded, and .... hat eq'<liprnent might be damaged 

by the higher than designed temperatures? 
IIARDY As far as a sclection of a type of 

solar shade and the deployJllent 8chelllC ~'or that solar shade, 

we'r~ working at least 2 pri~ary modes to get essentially 

with the saJae vigor. And it is q'lite possible, although 

this has not been decided, but it is quite possible that 

2 options will be carried all the way to orbit. And, 

decisions eade ~y the commander in consultation .... ith the 

ground on which option to be used and then of course, the 

alternative is available then to use the other option if 

that one doesn't happen to work. That is quite possible that 

will be done. The decision has not been pade on that, but -

1 am not prevy to the ififo~ation as to exactly when the 

decisions would be ~4de on launch date. We are pressing 

forth with all of our efforts to launch as early as p<.ssible. 

It would be my opinion that such decisions will be made .... ithin 

the next 24 to 36 hours. The other question about systems 

degrading. Our concern with our - our primary concerns with 

temperatures in axcess of that which we had expecte~, and 

of course. you would understand that in all cases we predict 

the temperatures we're going to have and then we d~sign for 

hiyher temperatures, because one's predictions are not al .... ays 

correct even if he's in a near nominal mission, which, of 

course, we're not quite that .... ell off riqht now. The systems 

are - the food, and as you well know, we have the various 

types of food. We have frozen food which I might men~ion, 

is being taken care of very well by an active - -
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HAlU>Y Aft you well know, we have various types of 
foods, but we have frozen foods which I might mention as being 
ta~en care of very well by an active refrigeration ayste~ 
on board the orbital work8hop that is perfocaing right up to 
standard. And the non frozen foods - W~ are getting our tem
peratures down and, in fact, have had our temperatures down 
for some time into a regime which would indicate at this point 
i~ ti~ that we have no serious or major problems in that 
area right now. But we'r~ obviously watching it, and that's one 
of the prime reasons to get th(~ tem~rature down. We have 
film stored abo~rd, and we can take elevated temperatures in 
the filM for certain periods of time, and thjs is in terms of 
days, by the 'Way. One goes Int:o 'Weeks and months, then he's 
going to have to resupply the film. Of course we have some 
resupply capabilities, you know, with the command service 
module. We're not in a temperature regi~e that we have any 
~ajor worries with respect to electronic components and things 
of chat nature: so it's primarily the two ite~s that I mentioned 
there, that most ev~rything we've got in there just likes it 
better if you don't get too hot. But we're not in danger of 
melting our electronic components or anything of that nature. 

QUERY lihat was the highest average gas temper-
ature you had inside the spacecraft, and when was that, and what 
is the average temperature now? 

HARPY All right. First of all, we have a number 
of temperature sensors external to the spacecraft. I might 
mention, and you probably know this, that the temperature in 
the other r~s of the Sxylab ho~se are quite satisfactory 
and are in the regime that we would expect them to be. The 
orbital workshop is closeJ off with the hatch that separates 
it, at this time at least, from the airlock module and the 
multiple docking adapter. So the temperature in the other 
rooms are in very good shape. The - We have many sensors and 
we have sensors outside on the skin of the o~bital workshop, 
and we have sensors underneath the inSUlation. And then wo 
have sensors inside. Some of the sensors insi~e tend - all 
of the sensors inside have to i~ integrated in such a way 
to give you what we call an average mean temperature. They 
measure - they're mounted on structure, so they measure struc
t.ural temperatures. The structural te~peratures are not di
rectly tr.:.nslated, of course, into gas temperatures. We had 
seen temperatures initially, before we started doing attitude 
changes and excursions in the workshop, which was, in fact, 
what told us we were 90in9 to !'I,we to get out of that attitude 
'Which could be averaged out to give you something in the neighborhood 
of 110 degrees, ll~ degrees. We had some that emphasize. We 
had so~e sensors, hO'Wever, that 90 off scale at 120 degrees 
and some of them went off sc~le at 120 degrees. 
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But if you take an integrated average, you could come to that 
e8ti~ate, and we felt that we were going to go higher than 
that if we'd stayed - something higher than that, don't know how 
much, if we'd atayed in that attitude. We now through 
the attitude excursions that I'\'e Jl'entioned, have been able to 
bring those temperatures down to - averaging between, again 
this i~ ~ total Mean average, between 90 and 105 degrees. 
So we've beeu able to get that down 10 or 15 degrees, in 80llle 
locatiorls even better than that. I might mention that the 
other side - the antisolar side of the orbital wo~kshop is 
helping us quite a bit because it's colder than we'd expected. 

QU£RY That 90 to 105 degrees is considerably 
lover than what Hr. Schneider said yesterday of 109, I believe 
O. S degrees. 

HARD'! 
OUER'! 
HARDY 
QUERY 
HARD'! 
QUER'! 

100 and what? 
109.5 J believe is what he gave. 
Slightly lower. 
And did this drop over night? Is this -
Temperature has rlropped over night. 
Froa 109.5, or thereabouts, to 90 to 105 

range? 
HARD'! That is correct. Temperature has dropped 

over night in the extended off-nominal attitude that we've 
been in. Prior to that time, we had gone into - out of solar 
inertial and into Borne off-nominal attitudes, but we had done 
it for short excursions. We have been in, I believe, since 
about rev 131 or thereabout, and we're in 141, 142 right now, 
so we have been in - since we've been in that, the temperatures 
have, in fact, dl(opped. They're showing still some tendency -
~e can't tell right now whether they're 8tabili~in9 there 
now or still some tendency to drop a little bit further. 

OUERY If you don't launch on SundAY, can you -
is there a possibility that you might face a sudden deterior
atlon inside the station? 

HARDY I don't quite understand. What nature? 
OVER'! Well, I was wondering - You're confident 

that Skylab is fully stabilized. So as long as you'd like to 
wait for the launch, is that right1 

HARDY Yes, tnat's correct. That's, of course, 
within rea~on. I think we woul~ like to - we would like to 
get up and do the deployment of a solar shade as early as 
possible, but we want to make sure that when we do that, that 

we have the proper training. the proper 6quipment to do that 
with. And as of now, there is no systems that are being ex
tended beyond their capabilities to maintain this attitude 
or this environment. And we're not in any danger of expending 
expendables and things of that nature. 
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QUERY I'd like to pursue thAt pleAse, Hr. Hardy. 
When you talk about you're cQnfid~nt that you CAn hold every
thing untU you get the AstronAuts up there, Are you talking 
about a S-day slip or breaking quarantine and waiting 20 days 
or 30 days or what? 

HARDY I mentioned earlier that I would expect 
that, based on the work that we have going now and the 
progress of defining and building solar shades, that within 
thE; next 24, )6, 48 hours, something in that time frall\e, we 
will have a very good prediction and schedule on a launch 
date. I would not anticipate that welre talking About anything 
that approAches 20 days. 

QUERY The reAson I'm asking is that, maybe I 
better put it this way. Hay 25th may not necessarily be the 
firm alternative to this Sunday. Do I understand you correctly? 

HARDY I'm sorry, you broke up right at the end. 
QUERY I'm just trying to rephrase it to make 

sure I understand you correctly. Fr~ what I gather, May 
25th, the 5-day slip, may not necessarily be the alternative 
to this Sunday. Do I understand right? 

HARDY That is correct. And I might add that it 
may not be thAt long. 

QUERY I thought you had to go in S-day cycles 
and the 25th is the next S-day cycle, but you don't neces
sarily have to wait only S days; you might WAnt - prefer to 
wait 20 days and add a couple of extra days to that because you've 
got them for this weekend. 

HARDY Well, S-day cycles give you an optimi-
zation for rendezvous and things of that nature, but there is 
no overriding, undoable thing that would keep you from g01ng 
in les8 than 5 day cycles. 

QUERY You mentioned the possibility that you 
might take two options all the way into orbit. Is it safe 
to assume that that would be the two options which both include 
the thenllal shield but different kinds of EVAe? 

HARDY That is correct. That is, at least, the 
status at this time. And I think that's rather firm. 

QUEP.Y GARBLE GARBLE from the Huntsville Times. 
Since it is possible that the station was jarred somewhAt 
when the the~al shield malfunctioned after launch, do you 
know for certain that the hatch for the MOA, for example, 
was not damaged, or any other mechanical system? .... nd number 
two, what kind of debris do you have around the bird right 
now? 

H .... ROy With respect to the hatch and the struc-
tural integrity of the vehicle, W6 are maintaining pressure 
in the ~~A and in the orbital workshop quite satisfactory. 
SL-l PC128-4 
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One of the f.trst things, of coune, the crew would do when they 
get into orbit would be a -

END OF ~rAPE 
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25th, the 5-day slip, may not necessarily be the alternative 
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HARDY That is correct. And I might add that it 
may not be thAt long. 

QUERY I thought you had to go in S-day cycles 
and the 25th is the next S-day cycle, but you don't neces
sarily have to wait only S days; you might WAnt - prefer to 
wait 20 days and add a couple of extra days to that because you've 
got them for this weekend. 

HARDY Well, S-day cycles give you an optimi-
zation for rendezvous and things of that nature, but there is 
no overriding, undoable thing that would keep you from g01ng 
in les8 than 5 day cycles. 

QUERY You mentioned the possibility that you 
might take two options all the way into orbit. Is it safe 
to assume that that would be the two options which both include 
the thenllal shield but different kinds of EVAe? 

HARDY That is correct. That is, at least, the 
status at this time. And I think that's rather firm. 

QUEP.Y GARBLE GARBLE from the Huntsville Times. 
Since it is possible that the station was jarred somewhAt 
when the the~al shield malfunctioned after launch, do you 
know for certain that the hatch for the MOA, for example, 
was not damaged, or any other mechanical system? .... nd number 
two, what kind of debris do you have around the bird right 
now? 

H .... ROy With respect to the hatch and the struc-
tural integrity of the vehicle, W6 are maintaining pressure 
in the ~~A and in the orbital workshop quite satisfactory. 
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One of the f.trst things, of coune, the crew would do when they 
get into orbit would be a -
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HARDY - one of the first things, of course, the 
crew would do when they get into orbit would be an inspection. And 
I think that it will be from that inspection that we get, 
obviously, our beat estimate of the structural d~.age that 
may exist, or the debris that may be around the spacecraft 
itself. 

QUERY When that inspection is m~de, will you have 
the TV operating so that you can follow it on the ground? 

HARDY That timeline and flight plan for that 
activity is in process right now, and I'm not intimately 
fl\A\iliar enough with the details to cOlllllle'lt. 

WHITE No further questions from the Cape? Roy 
Neal. 

QUERY Hr. Hardy, can you describe for us the kind 
of hardware with the two systems that you're talking of, what 
jr.ind of hardware are you looking at as a thermal shield fix. 

I~Y I prefer not to get in the details of that 
for this reason. To work in a condition like this, the flight 
control teams and the supporting ~lement8 go into what we call 
on console and off-console teams, and I've just come from the 
on-console team. The on-consol~ team is tasked prjmarily with 
the job of keeping the show going, keeping the Saturn workshop 
operating and active and attending to any of its needs. The 
off-console team, then, is in the backrcoms and in the con
fer~nce rooms, and in the other facilities working on the things 
to be done when the crew gets there, and there are a large nuaber 
of people here at the Johnson Center and at Ma~8hall working 
on the design details of that. I ~now they have several con
cepts in mind, several materials in mind. Basically it would 
be a fabric base type ~aterial with some sort of aluminized 
su~faces properly COAted or properly painted to achieve the 
theIlMl characteristics they are looking for. So one can think 
o! it as ~ large awning or a large shade, or something of that 
nature, attached - rigidly attached at the base of the orbital 
workshop and somewhere up forward. 

WHITE I have three qU~5tions here phoned in by 
Bill Heinz. One, what are the dimensions of the solar shield, 
and when would they be stowed in the command module and deployed? 
Two, where would it be carried in the command module? Three, 
would other materials have to be replaced? 

HARDY I guess the comment I just made &bout the 
details or the design ~ould apply here. I'~ not presently -
I was in the conceptual phase, but not presently in the detail •• 
And I might mention this - these shields are in detail design, 
but I'm not in lhat right now so I cannot tell you. But basically 
I think one can speculate rather accurately because of the con
cept that welre trying to acheive here that this shield would 
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be something in the vicinity of 30 or possibly 40 feet long and 
10 to 15 feet wide, or something of that nature. The stowage 
in the cOCIIIIand module, of course, is the prime respon8i.bility 
of the John80n Center here, but the capability would exist 
quite late in the count at xsc to stow equipment of this type 
in the command module. How 1 say quite late, I mean up to 
the day or possibly even the evening before a launchl that 
is with All of the designed details having been developed 
earlier. Where it will be located, I'm not familiar with the 
stowage location that is being addressed, that is being looked 
at. When deployed will depend on the scheme used, and as 
I mentioned earlier, to some extent or to a large extent, in 
fact, that could depend upo~ the condition which exists as 
viewed and assessed directly by the commander after he gets 
into orbit. We do not at this time contemplate Any replacement 
of basic systems Qr hardware in Skyl~b. There may be a desire 
or a need to replace some film and possibly some food, but this 
does not look to be - at this time to be a massive quantity or 
a substantial amount of replacement. 

WHITE Any further questions here in Houstcln? 
There is one back there. 

QUERY At this point, Sir, are you far enough 
along to tell us what point in the Skylab 2 timeline you'll get 
to that [VA. 

HARDY Well, I guess the - as I mentioned, it 
depends upon the deployment scheme. the hardware development 
over the next few days, the deployment scheme that would be 
chosen, and as I mentioned, it is possible that that deployment 
scheme may not be chosen until in fact we get on orbit. And 
it could be done as early as the first day; it could be ,;ione 
posstbly as late as the second or third day. But there will 
be flexibility and options in this ragard. 

WHITE It appears we have one more question from 
the Cape. 

QUERY Hr. Hardy, has a deteI1'llination been r\Ade 
yet on the cause of the failure of the shield? 

HARDY I'm not active at this time. It is c~viously 
being assessed. Data is being evaluated frr,fI\ prelaunch t.hrough 
the launch phase itself. It is actively under investigation, 
and I'm not directly involved in it so I just can't comment 
any more than that. 

WHITE Another one from the Cape. 
~JERY Hr. Hardy, can you just pursue for us ~ 

minute, please, that EVA timeline you just mentioned that could 
be done first day, second, or third day. There are lots of 
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options ii' this ragard, do the options include a night launch? 
HARDl That - 11m not aware if that option is 

being looked at, but it may be and 11m just not aware of it. 
QUERY If the EVA was delayed for the second or 

third day, would this imply docking firet and then half time 
docking again1 

HARDY That is a poaaibil1ty, that is part of 
the flexibility that I just mentioned to you. A delay would 
imply. and by delay, I mean the second or third day, would 
imply a deployment that required first entry into the multiple 
docking adapter in the airlock module, and then either EVA 
from there or back into the CSM undock and EVA from there. 
There appears to be a lot of options to USI there appears to 
be a lot of flexibility that we can carry all the way into 
orbit, and there appears to be opportunity to exercise those 
options after we get there. 

WHITE One last question from Roy Neal. 
QUERY Hr. Hardy, based on 2verything that you 

know, what is your personal feeling about a launch date. 
When do you really think itls realistic to g01 

HARDY I think that we will know better how to 
answer that question in about the next 18 to 24 hours. 

WHITE Thank you very Much. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO Good evening. Tonight we have a Flight 
Director, he's just coae off, Don puddy, and he'd be happy to 
answer your questions. I think he'd like to give you a brief 
status report first. Don 

PUDDY Okay, let me ~aYI to start ~ff with, that 
last night I indicated to you what our primary action items 
were, 80 let me start off tonight by saying that our primary 
action item today was to get a real good handle on the thermal 
control systems. And basically, as you were well aware of 
last night, we were - when I was ~ver here talking to you, we 
were in a solar inertia~ attitude and going at - planning to 
stay in that attitude, and we were investigating through various 
areas, some of the options that might be ave-ilable to us from 
a thermal standpoint. That conference broke up shortly after 
I was over here with you last even1ng, and basically, the 
decision was made - that it was going to be necessary to per
form some type of maneuver in order to decrease the increasing 
trend that we were experiencing in the habitation area tempera
tures. During the nightime frame, which may have been reported 
to you thi~ morning, we tried a mechanism where we were essen
tially working an alternate solar enertial rev with a ZLV rev. 
We looked at that and although that ~as doing us some good, 
we expected tl'at we would probably stabilize out with tempera
tures in the l.abitation area somewhere around the 120 to 130 
degree r·::':1ion. It looked liked it had some drawbacks as far 
as the r.;!frigeration system was concerned. We might get a little 
bit high~r in the food temperatures there than we would like 
to be. '~e weren I t in any serious danger, but we are going to 
get a little bit highgr than we would like to have been. And 
also; it looked like it wasn't going to get quite as low in the 
habitation ~rea as we felt that we might be anle to. So, when 
I came on shift this morning, we kicked it around for awhile 
and we elected to go ahead and try a pitch up maneuver of 45 
d~grees. And while we were doing this, while we were thinking 
about this, our prima=y intent was to make sure that we under
stood just exactly what effect thie was going to have on the 
thermal system, what effect it was going to have as far aa 
electrical power conSiderations, because of course, we were 
Inoving our solar arrays away from the solar enertial attitude, 
so we were not getting a full charge rate, and just exactly 
what effect it would have on the attitude control system. We 
felt like that we would start out at 45 degrees, because this 
was lower than we thought we might be able to go, and yet ,..e 
felt that we would be able to get a pretty good idea of the 
trend, thermal wise, that we might be - expect, - by using this 
type of maneuver. We tried ~.his for a couple of revs, and it 
did indeed show that we were going to decrease the average 
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temperatures, now this doean't mean that we were 90in9 to 
take all of the temperatures down, s~e temperatures , of 
cour •• ,ara ioing to increase because you're showing different 
arp.as of the vehicle to the Sun. It allo loo~ed like at that 
particular attitude, that we were going to be able to maintain 
energy balance using the ATM solar array syste.. So, we deci~ed 
to 90 ahead and lry 50 de9rees. We were abl~ again, to show 
more improveeent, thel,al-wile, and were still able to main
tain energy balance. We were, however, running into some 
small proble.s in the attitude ~ontrol area, and we did ule 
a little bit of TACS gas, becaule we had a small offset - -

END OF TAPE 
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PUOOY - Running into sose oaall problems in 

the attlt~de control area, and we did use a little bit of 

TACS g58 because we had a .. all offset along 
the the Z 0:«: the yaw axis of the vehicle. We cOCllpensated 

for that particulal' offset, which squ • .n"ed away our attitude 

control system, and atter looking at that for awhile, felt 

like we might be able to strotch that to five more degrees. 

So we presently are - at this time are pitched up SS degrees, 

and I think that if we are able to ~aintaln an attitude 

soaewhere in the SO to S5 degree pitch-up region, we feel 

like we can probably stabilize out somewhere, as far as 

average gas tell\perat~ll:e i"to the 100 to 110 degreo area. 

I think this is pr~bably, unless some new significant data 

comes forth, which is entirely possible, I think this is a 

good temp~rature. It's one that we can live with until wo 

do qet a crew there, and I think this is About the best 

that we can do. There may be some combination, because we 

are experienceing now some elevated temperatures in some 

of the ATH component areas, there may be aome reason to 

alternate this particular maneuver with the one that we 

tried before, which was a combination solar inertial-Z local 

vertical. So there is still some work being done on it. We 

don't expect these te~peratures to completely stabilize, and 

thus to ~ave all the data necessary to have a real qood feel 

for a co~plete th~rmal model for at least 24 to 48 hours. 

But, I think we've made a lot of progress since I talked 

with you last night, and are homing in 011 a definite solution. 

So that was the - I believ~ that was the main action item. 

.'at we were working on toJay. w~ have had no other vehicle 

proble.s of any type that have occurred today. You may 

have heard some discussion About s~veral items that we have 

taken off line from the stanopoint of power. This is 

certainly not because we're worried about generating power. 

This wa~ strictly to go ahead and enable us to take this 

extra 5 degree pitch-up to S5 degrees and still maintain 

a complete energy balance, and when I say enerqy balance, 

what I rrean h everything Wo:! take out of the batter ies dur-

ing the night Side, we replace during the daylight portion 

of the ~rbit. So that's the main action item there and at 

this time, let me open it up and see if you have any questions. 

QUERY In the present configuration, what kind 

of average electrical power are we talking about from the 

ATM? 
PUOOY I think right now our mode is running 

somewhere around 26-2800 wat~s. 
QUERY How clo~e ia the Sun, is 65 degrees? 18 

the Sun 90 degrees? Is that your reference point? 
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PUDDY H~ll norftAlly vhen vetre talking about 
solar iMlrHal, wha,t y~ul re generally talking about ia 
direct 1~in9~nt of the Sun on the ,olar array.. So what 
welre talking about ia that the vehicle il pitched up, an4 
of course your Sun is still coming down, and itls ~pinglnq 
at elsentially the cOli9n of the ~n9le. QUERV A temperature of 109 degrees vas ment-
ioned this afternoon for the habitation are~ and just re
cently, ~ heard that it went down. What is the latest 
figure? Whatls the latest temperature on the habitation 
area now? PUDDY Itls - Because of the number of temp-
erature transducers that are located throughout the habitation 
area, itls very hard to quote it unless you start quoting 
it in a particular segment of the vehicle. I thin~ the 
109 degree temperature that vas mentioned this afternoon 
was bon average, which I had also tried to speak in terms of. 
We are now around that figure - 109-110 degrees. We feel 
like ve are still on -

END OF TAPE 
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PUDDY - In teras of - we are now around that figure, 

109, 110 degree.. We feel like we are stlll on a decre •• lng 

trend ~nd may get down a8 low as 100 degr~e8. 8e advised that 

when youlr. - you know last night I told you that the ta.para

tures nn tho plus-z side of the vehicle were running Boae-

where on the order of gre~ter than 295 degrees, in other words, 

we were off scale l1igh. Host of those temperaturea, now hav" 

come on scale, and 60 we're atarting to read figures that ar~ -

say, 40 to 50, sOaGtia.s 60 to 70 degrees, lower than what I 

was dip-cu.sing last night. Same of the te~peratures, on the 

other hand, on the minus-I side of the vehicle which I re-

p?rted you last nigh~ vere running in the 70 to 90 degree 

region, are now runr,ing 90 to 100 degrees. They are picking 

'~p sOllIe Sun, but the overall average i6 decreasing and stabilh-

1ng. And last night they were still risi~g. 
QUERY Can you see how ~uch they've decreased? 

When you say they are decreasing, have they gone from 109 to 

107 in the average? 
PUODY Let's sev if I can quot.e you some good 

figures hero. I would s~y that, in general, on the plus Z 

sIde of the vehiele, we can probably say that we have dropped 

anywhere, and I'", going to speak c.o you again over a band, 

of somewhere between SO and 100 degrees drop on some of thoBe 

on the plus Z side. We have gone up, in general, say S lo 25 

degrees 180 cle~ree8 from there, or on the ainus Z 
Bide. Last ulght : was talking to you in the order of 

140 degrees on the 90 degree positions, and we'~e now talking 

of those temperatures being around 100 to ll~! so we have 

decreased those some, generally 25 to 30 degrees. Now, these 

are all exterior structural temps, and you do, of course, have 

a thermal lag before all of this is reflected in the gas teAp

erature, or the crew habitation area. And that'~ the reason 

I mentioned to you that there is going to be some time before 

you actually sec the complete effect of that on the gas temp

eratures. 
QUERY The average gas temperature's roughly the 

same in the habitation area? 
PUDDY The averAge gAS temperature right now is 

roughly the same, and we're - I would expect that we're cer

tainly not going to go any higher, and we may decrease. 

QUERY Don, the thought occurred to me, that, 

okay, we get a crew up there and we decrease the - we've de

creased the gas temperatures a lot, but we still have some 

structure temperatures, and so~ of the gridwork temperatures, 

and so forth, that are higher than th~ gAS temperatures, as I 

understand it. What happens if you get a crewman in there 
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.. ho doeln' t, say, doesn't have a ~love on becaule it " pl'ea
suriaed, he'. got good atmoophere and everything elle And he 9rabl 
hold at the hot metal? How hot is that t~ing to be? II that 
going to ~e a problem ~~ is it of any concern At All? 

PUOD'i 01'1, I think it' 8 certsinly of 10000e concern, 
strictly frOM the standpoint that we need to look at 
thAt. The crew, of course, will be thoroughly briefed as to 
just exactly where those thel-.al hot spots can be. In general, 
1 think what you are going to find is that theraal hot lpot. 
are going to be wh~r.e you hAV~ got a largd structural piece 
that goes completely IIround the periphery of the vehicle. 
We had to find what we con&ider to be the crew touch to_pera
tures, and it's one ot these things where, you know, just 
like a hot oven, if you're not sure, you touch it gingerly 
first. 

QUERY Yo'"' say, you have defi.ned U',em, or will 
have to? 

PUf}OY These ,U"O bt!ing worked. Host of U.el1l h~ve 
been defined. Gerietally, ¥(\u're tAlking in the order of 120 
to lSO degrees ft8 viable ~ouch temperatures. 

QUI:RY At that temperature, or above that teapera-
ture, it's either going ta hurl a little bit, or it's going 
to hurt a lot? 'lou know, 1 mean, what does the touch temperature 
mean? 

PUDDI Well, when you start talking about 150 
dC9rt!es, it's 'ertainly not so~ething that you want to hold 
::In to 'Ii~ry lOl\q. 

QUER"' Oka, I 191so, 1 gather frol1l your general 
o_~timil!l'!I that you don't ...... orry at all about keeping the vehicle 
"tabilizel! thennally until Wf' can get a crew there. 

PUOOY No, I'm very confident, now that 
we have eno'J<jh of. a hand le on all three areas that are our pril!l4ry 
,'once n "h tie we run U,is vehicle \.::.ra.anned. That's the atti-
tl ,Ie con~rol systeM, the thellllal system, and the electri.cal 
power systell. And each ,"lay we're gaining a little IIIOre ex
.J'~rien('e witl, this vehlcle, and I tnink right now, I'd have to 
st..l- U 11: ~, [>ersonallr, am very co;,fi<'lent that we can mana.:;e 
thut v:hicle \ll-,t i 1. we <let A crew thero. 

0",;P,Y I got one more yet. TI',is ~a by far the lonq)8t 
unmanned launch of this size of a vehicle, as I understand it. 
WhIt U nd of exper iences have you found so fAl.' with that m,u-
sive piece of equipment? 

QU~RY From a flight controller's point of view? 
1 mean, you know, you haven't got a crew up there to help you 
cuI. dt "1117 What - -

pUDDY Well, I don't know exactly how to answer 
that question, Anytime '1o'J launch a new spacecraft, you have 

. . ~ ~.. '. ~ .. ' .. 
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• 91ven •• t of dati, which the v.riou. contractor. and vendor. 
have provided, vhioh give. you an lde. of what they pro,.ot. 
Certain thing. lI'e 90in9 to be in tora. of pre .. ur .. , or UIIII'"" 
etature., thln9' of thia nature. In lo.e ar.a., we've found 
the •• tQ be very .cc~r.tef in other area. we've found th ••• 
tbinql to be 119nific~ntly out.ide the ball park. Certalnly, 
• lot of this nan be attrib\\ted to the fact, at leut in the 
thoraal a_pect, th~t we don't havo a meteoroid shield. There 
ia :,,)·-,l.,8 a learnin9 cur-ve a .. ociated with the launch of each 
n .... v':le. AI far •• - and I think ve're glt.ther1n9 the data 
ju.t ~~Ke ~e did during Geaini and Apollo. And I'. lure we 
will o~ the Shuttle. 1 think that &a tar ~s running it un
~nneJ, as you all ~re very well aware, we expect~d to have 
I' ,~ons1c.1erahl~ uManned interval betloleen Skylab land 2, or 
between 5kylab 2 and 3, I ahould say, and Skylab } ~nd 4. So~ 
we \terfin' t totally unprepared to cope with the ulUll.anned opera
tions. ~n~ k6're finding it interesting, and anxloualy await
in.; throuqh the crew's arrival. 

PAO One more question here, and then we'll 
go to the Cape. 

QUERY It's a quick question. Wh~t kind of a 
power area are we talkinq about for a sort of a minimua hou,,&
ket1pinq in t.'le laboratory? How lIIuch power does that take? 

PUDDY Letts see if i can rememhe~ those figures. 
I thlnk W~ ,,-ere talking aDoU'i:. ~ssential1y being ~lQ to c;en
era",e sOIIleltherEl around, and correct lIIe if 1'm wrong, "'i •• 
Dou~, you may havu c better figure than I do - .400 ~Att. 
"'as what we t.houqht we wo\J!.d hav~ availllble conalderil\IJ we 
could g'(>r:ernf:Q frca the i\'l'M and also the CSH, ao1 thll would 
leave us a surplus of approxlaately 5 to 600 IoIAtti lor ~xperi
ment 1JS4ge. 

PAO Okay, Cape Xannedy? 
QUERY Jim Sorrell, Pacifica Bro~dc~8tinq. Don, 

will you h&ve in the orbiting workshop enough ThCS 9a2 tor 
attitude control to complete a three mission, 8 I'aOnth flight 
progt'4lII bAsed on consW2Iption so hr, and phnned c::Jn8umption 
before cr~~ habitat~on? 

'Unny Yes, I feel fairly ct.rtain thai: ~hat will 
be no problem whatsoever. I I m sure 60/!le: of you have hAard 
Borne concern, or experienced somp. .:oncern, over th.E· tact that 
we are below w~at YO proj~cted to be ~t this particular tim~. 
R,\qht nCH we hAve about 78.3 peT:cent of our TACS consI\lIIab1e 
left. This is 8001e 12.2 percent below whAt we expec:t 1 t to 
b$ at thiu particular point in tim~. However, we're still 
sCt!le H ~rcent above \that WI! call our experirllent red lino, 
a.nd that eXpoElriaent red line is b",sea on th>.i fact of opereat-
inC} all ot the experi.ents fo!: all thre1! S~yl~b tianned "isslons - -

END OF TAPE 
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PUDDY - ba.ed on the fact of operatln9 all of t~ .. expert_nt. to;. iIll three Skylab Mnned .i .. lonl, whlch do requ1re 'tACS co..uaable., 80 we Itill teel that werre very healthy 1n that ax.a. AI I .. ntloned earlior, w. did have a prObl .. with thi • .arning with an ofl •• t in I, vhich va. caulin9 lODe u •• of ~AC8 ga.. Sinee w. hav. coapen.ated for that during the la.t 5 houri, we hav. not used any ~ACS ga. at all, ~nd I fe.l fairly certain that werll be able to keep a good handle on that. H. probably certainly vill u •• la.e .dditional coaauaable. in thi. area prior to crev arival, but I certainly do not think that we'll get anywhere near our experiment redlin •• 
OUERY Don, can you give the averago inside te.perature, vhen your teaa left the console. I heard a report earlier, a couple of hours earlier, you were getting close to the hu~dred degree .ark. Secondly, Mr Schneider laid todAY, Vhl.t I can delcribe as a BEF Solar Mode attitude, which the incoaing ~eaN Night try tonight. Is that atill planned? And flnally, what doe. opening the airl(x;h do, in your eXpGctationl? Balance out ,oae of the heat pro~la., or aaka it worse? 
PUDDY As tar .1 the attitude maneuvers, I think \Ie're' Itt 11 talking about running, at least for the next tvo or three revs, trying to maintain the SS deqr8e pitch up attitude that I mentioned, in order to qat us a real good baseline as to just ex.c~ly what that attitude doe. prov ide>. Running sca'tt.h ing like thi 8 for one or two revs, you can begin to pick up a trend, but it's not one that you would vant to 90 ahe,.d ."n6: aay • I Itnow Ulltt if I run ~hree r~~s at 55 degree., I'. going to have this eftect on t~~perature. in the various ~reas.· So, 1'm certain that we're goin9 to 90 ahead and try that for at least a couple a!. additional revs. We ala}' drop back to 50 degrees, because of small increases in te.peratures in th~ ATH ared, later thie evening, and we taay also as ti,me proqreues decide to got into an alternate betveen a pitched up attitude profile, and running the one that occurred last nigt,t t which was the combination of solar inertia land ':LV. IlhH was the other part of your questionl 

OfJERY 'i"ou're not going to ;;:-; pointing the blunt end at the Bun then. That's what Mr. Schn~ider sugqe8t~~ today at a briefing, while you were working. PIJDDY Pointing the radiator ~hield, essentially? ThQ refrigation nystem radiator at the Sun? To the best of .y knowledge that particular .ode has not - is not being worked ser.iously at this particular point in time. Mr. 
S~~neider may be privileged ~o some information I'm not, b~t 
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I think one thing that we would certainly be very cautlQu, 
about if we ever did get into that type of attitude profile 1. 
in exceeding that the head rejection capability that we have 
from the refrigeration system, and therefore po.sibly run
ning into the possibility of damaging the frolen food. So 
I do not believe we will be getting into that attitude 
control mod~ a8 fAr •• maint~ining the~al balance. 

QUBRY Okay. The final part of fty question 
was, what'. your expectation when you open the airlockl? 
noes it help give you some heat balance, or does it make 
the lituation worse? 

PUODY I think that's all dependent on just 
exactly whether or not you go ahead and actually start gas 
mixing. t have not be~n on the off - console team as far aa 
just exactly how they plan to work the activation check 
list right now. 1 think it' r. probably going to pCQ9rese 
fairly nominal. If you get into gas miXing, cert~inly, as 
far as a gas temperature itself is concerned, when you start 
mixing a little cooler temperature th~t is in the HDA AM, 
with the habitation area, you're going to experi6nce some 
decrease in the gas temperature. I don't think that de
crease i8 going to be tremendously significant, just bp,cause 
of the relative volUllles involved. You ItnOW' you're talking 
about a very large volume of gaB in the! habitaHon ~rea, and 
not nearly that volume in the AM MDA. But if you circulate 
it, it certainly i8 going to help to some ~~gree. 

QUERY With the temperatures i~ the spacecraft 
oppare~tly stabilizing near something that yeu c~n live 
with, is the launch of the Aotronauts nO\{ 51) time critical, 
or can you go for another five days after Sunday, anothe~ 
10 day., or ara their any pacing items? 

PUOOY I think that we have the capability to 
be able to run in the mode that we're in right now, ~s8uming 
that there are no additional spacecraft failures, and we 
ce-tainly don't anticipate any, for as long as is required 
to qet a crew in orbit and get th~m up there. No problem 
whatsoover. 

QUERY If they don't launch Sunday, you can ~o 
another S days, or even 10 days aiter that? 

PUDDY I think there would be no ~rOblem if 
we have to wait another S or 10 days before we launch 
Skylab 2. I think we can uanage the vehicle very well. 

QUERY Earlier you made a reference to elc\'ated 
temperaturos in the ATM. Could yo~ be a little more specific 
about that? And what kind of temperatures are you talking 
about? 
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PUDDY O~ay. Whe~ you pitch up, you e.lenti.lly 
are expo.ing te.perature8 on the ArM caniater to an 
~nvironaent that they're not normally expected to aee. You'd get 
quite a bit of .. You nor.ally are ieringinq only on, what 
we call the Sun end of the AtM, and you alao get quite a 
bit of Ihadewing fra. ATH soldr arraYI. We atart pitching 
up, of cour.e, ~ are exposing, easentially the plUI-X, or 
the forward .ide of the ATH .ore to the Sun, and there are 
sa.e teaperature. there of say, al8ociate~ with the CMQ 
inverter alseablies, which are showing some increase in 
te.perature. It', certainly not something that right now 
we're alaraed about. We're of cours~, watching the te.p
~ratures allover the entire spacecraft, and it theae 
become, if theae continue to show the same t;dnd, we f~el 
like that we can pitch down, say 5 degree., and probably 
correct that situation without dny additional ~ffort on 
our part. 

QUBRY What kind of tell'peraturex In-e you 
talking about? 

PUOOY Component temperatures of the various 
ATM rack and spar mounted equipment, Not the ATH experiaents 
the.selvE'S, TheBe are things associated with th<! ATM 
attitude control ayste., p~i .. rily. 

QUBRY What kind of temperatures are yov talk-
int.. i\bout in terl'lls of .. 1 SO, 100, 90, 60, el ce tara ',' 

PUODY I think you're talking in gen~ral 
temperatures lh~re. Again the - that you would start getting 
eoncer~d .. greater than 100 degrees. 

QUERY What Ill'. aome of the temperatures you're 
~aJkinq about compared to what would be the no~al temperature? 
:0\ llientioned earlier - on eleVAted temperl'.tlJres. What 
temperatures are you talking about in comparison with what 
~ould be the normal tem~'ratureB? 

PUDDY If you're talking about increases of 
S'\y 40 r SO, 60, 70, degrees above what wo normllilly would 
<'"peet <.:hese temperatures to b-a runnillg, Nocillally we're 
(,xpecting theee t:Jmperatures to be running in the 70 to 
PO degree range. So wetre talking temperaturp.s, you know, 
up in the 100 to 150 area. We start experiencing 80me 
concern. We have not secn those particular temperatures 
incr~ased to this point, and there's quite a bit of work 
going on right now as to jU8t exactly what are the maximum 
thermal limits that we can experience in these 'irC6S, and 
8lill not have any definite concern, JUBt like the last 
couple of days we have _ 
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PUDDY - that we can experience 1n th~ •• are •• and Itill not have any definite concern. Juat like the iaat couple of daY8, we hava been working just exactly hw high a teMperature we can 90 in fillll vaults, and 1n the food storage areas, and things of thia nature. So to quote you exact nUNbars of what ~re th~ cutoff limits, and where we're going to take actlon, I think right now would be premature. They are being looked at. Thore is no definite concern. Itls just 8~thin9 that's heing investigatad, and ~ will take corrective action, once these fi~ limite are defined, to make sure that we don't exceed thea. OURRY You say there has been increaaos, 40, 60, 70 - increaaea of what? Increases ir~ what, I mean, what ia the basic norm? What are you talking about when IOU say increase of 40, 60 to 701 What is the nora? PUDDY It is around 70 to 80 degrees. And so when I'm talking 40 to 60 to 70 degrees, I'm talking thal we're sGaewhere in the or~er of 100 to 150 degrees. And you have to talk about a particular coaponent, itla narticul&r location, and it'. particular criticality, a8 far as the maximura temperature it can be - that it can r"ach. And all of those liaits are not now clearly defined. 1 certainly can get thQt data, and we'll provide it to the PAu peuple, as soon a8 it's been looked at and is available. QUERY Do any of the data that you've looked at so far, be it voltagea froa the solar panels, or whatever, 9iv~ you any indication e:tactly how much deployment DE the two side solar panels you got? Just ~xactly how far Q,ong the procedure went before it jammed? PUDDY No, I don't think we have any additional data over what I stid last night. We certainly feel like we do hav~ - win9 1 }.as lost a secured indica lion, 80 we kno .... it has moved away from the vehicle 5 cert~in ~~unt. We are &ble to g(: from a couple of the panels a certain amount of what I would choose to call a trickle charge into one <~ the }~ bntteries, uut as far as in terms of deplOyMent, it's very insignificant. It doesn't take ~uch force, however, to pull this wing into position. I think it's a tot.il for.:e, assuming it wasn't co .. atrained by the IIW3teoroid shield or something of this natur~, I think the total force required would only be A couple of pounds. PAO ~kay. Thank you very much. There will be another change of shift briefing in the ~~nin9, probably about an hour after the shift changes. It's expecting to break around eeven, so, maybe SOMewhere around 8 o'clock in the .orn1ng. Thanx you. 
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PAO As well as Washington, D.C. Afler the 
prese conference is over for the photographers, it they 
wieh to 90 to the neutral bouyancy 81~ulator where simulations 
have not y~t commenced, we vi,ll take you down thera. 
I'd like to introduce, now, Hr. William C. Schneider, 
Director of Sky lab Program in the Office of Manned Space 
Flight, and '~land S. Belew, ManAger of the Skylab Program 
Office, Harshall Space Flight Center. Hr. Schnelder. 

SCHNEIDER First, I'd like to read the written 
anofllaly report that I must take full responsibiHty for it 
being late. I have been promising th~t I would have it out 
by 2 o'dock, eastern daylight time, and. unfortunately, I .... as In 
meetiJlC}S, up until jURt a few momenta ago, updating the 
information in here and I thought it ~~re important that 
you get accurate, updated infomation rather than giving 
it to you on a spec if ic set tiMe. So, I a1'olog he aga in for 
th~ report being late. It was for a good cause, and the 
written report will be datafaxed, I underst~nd, to the 
other centers. Thjs is our daily anomaly status report. 
The flight of Skylah 1 continues in an increasingly staha
lized mode and detailed reports will be continue to be issued 
from the Johnson Space Center. We, in this r~port, will be 
trying to confine our discussion to the anomaly investigation. 
'-i'he engineering evalUation has been continuing as a team 
effort with the Harshall Space Flight Center, the Johnson 
Space Flight Center, McDonnell, Douglas Aircraft Company, an~ 
Martin Marietta Denver, efforts proceeding on an intensive 
~a$is. Thermal analyses have been continuing and have 
Included alternating Z-local v~rtical, that is, Earth 
oriented orbits and solar inertial orbits. This mode 
was tried out in flight and the internal temperature 
increase was slowed, but not stopped. Thermal analysis 
also included a 80lal inortial mode with the vehicle pitched 
with an angle of 55 degrees. This p\ode is currently being 
tested to see if the thel~al electric problems Gan be solve', 
They look encouraging. '~urth~r orientations will probably 
be tried later in the day. Analyses have been c0nducted 
to survey the structural integrity of the workshop and its 
sea Is and windows, in light of the high temperatures. 
Initial indication is that the current thermal condition 
wll1 not result in any structural problem, although the 
analyses of the scientific airlock seals has not yet been 
completed. The interior condition of the worKshop is con-
tinuously being evaluated to ensure 3n understanding of the 
condition of the vehicle when it is manned. Currently, the food 
appears to be all ri9ht, althouClh some of our film m<\y havo received 
excessive heat and be fogged. The c~ndition of tho 
insulation bonds and other interior items 
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appear 8atisfactory, Although 80me spot debondinq may have 
occurred, po.8ibly raaultinq in .~e bli8tering. No pro
blem ia anticipated. Activities continue At the Hardhall 
Space Flight Center, Johnson Space Flight Center, ~ennedy 
Conter, Huntington 8each, Denver, and St. Louis to con
ceive of a scheme to perform extravehicular activities to 
provide a Sun 8hield and, thus, reduce the workshop temp
erature. Several approaches Arc being pursued and are 
being examined in the Marahall Space Flight center water 
iw~rsion facility, and at the Johnsen Center. Members of 
the astronaut corps are participating in these activities. 
The concepts cover a wide r~nge of ideas for providing 
'.hermal protection. Many options are ccmaidered open at 
this time, the three most promising appear to he a window 
shade-type d~ployment from the current tVA hatch 
in t~c airlock; and another very promising option is using 
standup extravehicular activities in th~ CdM and flying 
around tht vehicl~1 and the third one that we are pursueing 
is the deployment of an umbr:ella-type dE-vice out of the 
6cientific airlock. The uctivitics at Kennedy Space Center 
are proc~eding, presently. towiull Do launch of Skylab 2 on 
Sunday. A dccision to launch will b~ made by Saturday 
afternoon. When a ti~ decision -
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SCHNEIDER presently toward a. launch of Skylab 2 on 
$unday. A deoision to launch will be made by Saturday after
noon. When a fi~ decision i8 reaohed, it will be announced 
immediately. Thank you. 

PAO All right, we will take questions, If 
you'll raise your hand, they'll bring a mike to you so that 
~ get recording on the questions. 

QUERY Mr, Schneider, what is the current readings, 
or the latest you have of the temperatures in the interior 
of the station, and the second part of that, if the temperatures 
continue to rise inside the station, is there good reason to 
be concerned about the possibility of fire or explosion before 
the staticn is manned, possibly frol'l the cryoqenics aboard, or 
whatever the case might be, sir? 

SCHNEIDER I'll let Hr, Belew give you the details 
on this, but we are not worried about fire or explosion. We 
do not expect to reach any t:antperature even close to that. And 
of course, as you are p .... obahly aware, we've gone to great lengths 
to reduce any fire hazard in the spacecraft under any conditions 
Lee, do you know the temperatYrea? 

BELEW The temperature that we're monitoring -
that rel'resel)ts the bulk temperature ;'l1ternal is rU.ining around 109, 
109.5 ir. that range right now. That is a decrease from what 
it was Iunning, say last night. We did make a change in the 
~ttitudE of our orbit, in order to 94in More or les6 Sun that 
would ~ striking the area that w~'re gettlng our heat into it. 
That would ~ on the orbital workshop, that we feel we've lost 
our micro-met~0roid and thermal shield, So we - it looks like 
we' re st~bilizE'd with this new attitude, and we think that we'll 
come down belCN th ... t. So that isn't 109 as ~ number, that I 
think all of ~d understand. We've all been exposed to that 
t~miH'r4ture ourselves. 

QUERY Sir, how many items in the spacecraft, and 
of what type of items are in jepardy from the excess heat? 

SCIINEID£R Well, the first item that we'll probably get 
~hat we'll have a proble~ with is the film, We have some ultra
violet sp.nsitive fil~ onboard. I think the one that's most 
sensitive \9 the film for the French experiment, thp. French 
ultra-viclet panoramic camera. That is the most ternper~ture 
c:ensi ti vo i tam tha t we have onbolt rd. 'rhere are other film'> 
onboard that arE:' less temperature sensitive than that, but none
lheless te~perature sensitive. Some food items would get -
would deteriorate if we get up to temperatures of 130 degrees 
or thereabout, some of the thernally stabilil.ed foods, lie think 
we are probably in good shape there. The Johnson Space Center 
is ronning some accel~raLed testa on the food items reprp.sented -
of s~~ples of the food items that we have onboard to see if there 
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is any chemical deterioration or any nutritional change or 
any taste chango or bnything like that. So we're investigAting 
all of that kind of possibility right nOV. Those Are the most 
sensitlve items at tho pr6sent • QUERY Do we- are they getting - ~an you give 
me riCJht now any efficiency readings or degrel of output that 
you>re getting from the solar panels on the wor~shop. You're 
ge

ttin
9 some electrical \>roduction frOlU it, and the second 

part to that question is, if they put up the so-called 
window shade, would alsO shade any portion of the" whatever 
may be operating of the panels on the workshop, and further 
reduce the power for the station? BELEW The workshop solar ray,s for all practica 1 
purposes are not producing power. We've t"kcn the batteries 
off-line, as far as the batteries th~t would receive power 
[rom the workshop arrays. We do not f~el they are deployed. 
We do not plan to run the mission counting on that power. 
wc've run our power profiles, ~ased on what thp. solar 
array from our ATM will put out. Those power profiles assuming 
~e get thermal balance ~nd a shade, as you mentioned working, we 
do feel that we have a power budCJet t.hat will allOW UI; to conduct 
essenti"lly a normal mission with some penalty of course on some 
experiments. So the power situation - we think we can manage that one. 

QUI:RY SCHNEIDER We'rc talking about a shield from the 
order of 20 feet by 20 feet, which wi 11 covrJr the area - -

END OF TAPE 
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SCHNEID~~ - we feel that welre talking about a shield 
on the order of 20 feet by 20 f~et, which will cover the area • 
shade ~he area where the micrometeoroid shield had been. 

QUERY lid like to ask if yO\' think a do.>eking 
maneuver might jar the solar panels that aren't extended into 
thair appropriate position - if the shock when the two space
craft bumped together might help the condition. 

SCHNEIDER No, I do not, however, we are continuing 
our theoretical analyses and we have under consideration doing 
whaL we call a soft dock. That is where you dock with three 
latches automatically and then you go in and manually latch 
the remaining latches. There are two contradictory kinds of 
things - you might think that it would be very good to jar 
them loose and have the~ come loose, but on the other hand 
you don't want them to come loose in all uncontrolled manner 
and continue on and cause damage. We're not quite sure we 
understand what the temperature condition might be in the 
damper in the solar array beam and, therefore, would like to 
be very cautious when we approach this. 

OUF.RY Hr. Schneider, how lont.! do you plan to 
stay here at Marshall? Ana also, where is the final dQcision 
going to be made - whether to send these astronauts up or not? 

SCHNEIDER We have on our schedule a dail:.' 1 0' clock 
briefin9 with the Center Director"s on the Associate Adminis
tration for Manned Space Flight, Mr. Belew, Mr. KleInknecht, 
myself and Mr. Hobbs, Mr. Kapryan, frOlll the various (;rqaniza
ti~ns that are involved. And at that time each day ~e do 
asse~d the status of things and are incre~entally approaching 
a d~cision. We will make a decision as soon as w~ are sure 
thAt we do not a) have to go on Sunday, that is there's no 
reason that we have to go on Sunday, and b) that there is a 
reasop that we don't have to go on Sunday. $0 we're playing 
the two of them together. Right now we're continuing toward 
the Sunday launch. If there becomes a reason th~t we should 
not go on Sunday, and there is no rapid deteriora' ~on of the 
workshop that makas us think it would be profitable to go on 
SUI.day, well we could conceivably decide to delay it another 
5 days. 

QUERY ••• 
SCHNEIDER I'm staying here tonight. I ca~'t tell 

you whether I'll stay here tomorrow or not. 
QUERY On the launch on Sunday, will you carry 

out the full 28-day mission or will it be shortened? 
SCHNEIDER Our plan, the one that we're pr.oceeding 

on, is to deploy any solar Sun shield almost immediat~ly as 
svon as we ~an. That may be the first day, or may be the 
second d"y, depending upon how we dc-'relop our rena('zvous and 
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sleep cycles, and then proceed on a full 28-day .lssion. If 
we get the solar shield deployod, wo think we'll be able to 
go ahead with a full 28-day mission and carry out a great 
number of the experiments. As we've been expl~lning for the 
past two days, we will have to make som~ compromises in our 
experiment ac~iYity, because we will not have the full electrical 
power available to us, and we'll have to decide which experi~nts 
we're going t.o do and which ones ~e're not going to be able to 
do. 

QUERY Hr. Schneider, will you explain, sir, under 
the plans for putting out the shade, what procedures may be 
for the EVA. Has there been some consideration as to who 
would make the EVA? Will the Conrad crew or whoever makes the 
EVA be brought to Marshall to ~ork out in the neutral buoyancy 
simulator as a practice? 

SCHNEIDER The entire EVA sequences have just kind 
of been conceptually approved today. An1 we're proceeding 
down several paths, as I described, w).th no firm decision as 
to whether or not we do c..ne, any o"c of them, or put ourselves 
in the posture where we could do all of them. There is no 
thought on any of our parts to change the prime cre~. The 
prime crew remains as it was. There will be no doubt in my 
mind that those - that Captain Conrad and the rest of the crtw 
that would be doing EVA "Would train in the r,eutral buoyancy 
facility; however "We - -

END OF TAPE 
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SCHNEIDER - of those that Captain Conrad al\d the rut 
oi the crevs that would bt7 d01n'1 EVA would train 1n the n."tral 
bouyancy facility. HowevAe, we du have to worry about - we have 
to work out exactly how "' .. do it bec'~u.e we have the conflicting 
requireaenta of the health 8tabili~ati~\ ~ro~r .. , where we 
have to restrict their <'\ct\vitl.e'lo so, ~e,t;. of the astronaut 
corp. vill be here, working or. ~he £VI. and ~Alpln9 out 
in devel~ln9 the proceduren. precir.aly !"IOW we'll go about 
it 1. completely open at this ti~e, 

QUERY What probleaa would. you foreseo in on" or two 
~en deploying the shiet~? 

SCHNEIDER You mean thn difficulty of the lIIaneuver:inq 
out there? Obviously, in EVA, :~u can get into a great number of dif
ficulties , as we learned in Gemini. If you don't adequately 
train and you don't adequately understand what you're doing, 
why, things ~on't behave a8 10U conceive of them in one g. So, 
conceptually, ~ greAt number of ~in98 could happen, none of 
which would 00 serious to the crew. Thi.n96 like not ltelnl} 
able to get beyond an Ob8tructi~n or not being abl~ to ~ontrol a 
lodged Sun shield like thh. In fact, as c.;onceived and ~. 
described, they sound relatively sin,ple. And I have high 
confidence thAt when we decide to go, with whlchlllfer one we 
decide to qo, why, we will do it - we have a hiqh confi-
~ence thAt ~e Yill do it. I'm feeling rathe~ good along about 
now - not very good, but ~clatively good. 

QUERY What is the chance that the crew will JUBt 
stay in the comwand ~ule and work out of that, instead of 
gOing into the Skylab? 

SPEAKER Th~re doesn't 6ef.tll to bl) any scientific 
advantag~ to doing that. We have had crews ~p for a g~eat 
n\l.ll1>er of days in I;h ... cona'!And service module. I guess they 
had 12 daye. The c~a~d and eetvlce n~ule is not equipped 
to 90 beyond 12 dnys, ~o, fro. ~~dlcol-scienti£ic experiments 
standpoint, ~~ woul~ not be proving anything and so we would not 
re ':OWIIend thlit ... 

QUERY Hr. Scr~eider, tho mylar screen, or what-
ever materia.l tht.'; they lIIay be using for the window shade, 
where is it r i'Jht. now? It's either being m!lnufac:tnred, or 
bein~ brought t~ Huntsville, or it'3 so~her~. no you know 
the location o~ it, sir? 

SCHNEIDEH Let me let l~e Belew answer that. 
BELEW Well, there's a couple of !lpproachea 

and we have a cou~le going here at the M~rshall Centor. We 
do have the material, they are fabricating the aMeld. The 
Johnson Center, I understAnd, they have some work underway 
to fabriCAte a shield that would be associated with l~e plan 
to deploy it '!.VA lrom the cOlDI'IIand s~rvice mod\\le. It I s qoinq 
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olong paralld and the basic cnn,,,;...:pt of deployment, to be 
dtlSbOnstrated by the ne •• tral t.'UoY~lncy daulation, vill be done 
h~re. And ~ feal very c~ntident that we have the 8tations located 
very cl08e to th~ stat1cn8 that are already proven. Therels a 
c~cept 1n that _e havr. EVA 6 tiae8 on the recovery and installation 
of A'l'H !lb. So, itt. nothing new. He think that whatts beinC) 
WQrked out is very closnly aS80ciated vith the t~kinln9 thatts 
al~e~dy been done an~ I w~uld look ~?On this a8 a delta, not 
a simple ~1e, ~ut a deltb that's ma~or in itself, but not un-
like what w~lve already done. 

ou~~y Hnat would be the weight of the shield 
and ho.t would it affect thl9 astronaut IS flight? 

SPEAXER We doni t )enow hOI,. lIIuch the shield would 
weigh. It's very thin. At present, it's - it's just conceptual. 
It looke as if it would wrap up in ~ package, maybe about 20 
by 20 by 6, or sOOlething 11ke that. Th~re "iOuld be sOllIe alWll
ilium rods Associated with it - and for the window screen kind 
of approa~h, for the approach using standup EVA in the 
CSH, the shield would pr.cbably be about the SAme s1ze 
and it, too, has a fow little tools required to hook it up to the 
sp~cecraft • 

PAO We'll go now for a while to the Kennedy 
Space Center in ~lorida and accept the questions of the news 
peopl~ ass~rnblerl there. 

QUERY I have 2 questions. On Monday, when we 
first heard about the meteoroid shield, no~hing was said about 
it also being a the~a~ shield. I'd like to ~now why. And the 
second quel;tion, what h,\ppenea since Honday, when you ,.Iere 
t.llking about a 16 to 2J. day lI\ission, that now ~kes you think 
you coulG go for 28 daiS? 

SCKNEIO~R Wh~~ we first talked about the shield, we 
said - 1 missed the first W01'1'.s - I think you asked whether we 
said that it was to shade fral the Sun and now we talk about it 
as a thermal shield, is that zorrect? 

QUERY We were ta~king on Monday about it being 
a lIIeteoroid shield and nothing was said about it being a 
thermal shield. 

SCHNEIDER - shield. We then got into a serious 
thermal problem, which we had not antic~pat~d being that serious 
on S~nday, when we talked to you. Subsequently, aR I said, 
that became our 1II0st serious problem, and nw we're talking 
a~~ut putting this shield up as a Sun screen, to shield the 
Sun from the skin of the workshop to give us thermal plote~tion 
and <Jive Uf' a reduction of the temperatures i'1 the wOlkshC',t. 
As far as lhe lIIission duration is concerned, I believe 1 sald 
Monday, th~t with CSH power, we have adequate power for a~~~t 
16 to 17 days, for alMost a full ~ission. After th~t, we'~e 
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SCHNEIDER But since the medical people have not 
raised the .ubj~~t, I a8.~ itts all right, and I ~ill 
ronfir. that for you. 

QUERY On the EVA, you mentioned three po •• -
ibilities. Could you outline briefly some of the others 
being considered? 

SCHNBIDE~ ••• as putting a large balloon out 
the scientif,ic airlock and allowing it to inflate. Now, 
we looked ~t putting some paint on the side of the work8h~~ 
to change the thermal characteristics. We looked at putting, 
if you ~111, wallpaper on the side of the workshop. Lee, 
can you remember any of the others that we looked at? We 
dllowed our imaginations to run rather wild. 

BELEW Several variations of each, and there's 
still several variations of eac:h that we'll refine. We 
selected three that will be furtl~r refined there. We 
diun't get down to the very last detail of those, ~nd 
that's the work that we'll be rloing over the n9xt couple 
('of days. 

QUERY Based on what you know now, is there 
a chance that the temperature inside wEl be too hot for 
the astronauts to board Sky lab Sunday? And when they 
board it will they have spacesuits? 

SCHNEIDER No, if you recall, the airlock MDA is 
i. sola ted from. the workshop r igh t now, and it I S temperature, 
if anything, is rather cool. As we said, the workshop 
temperature right now appears to be about 109 degrees which 
as you and I know i8 very uncomfortable, but not unbearable. 
And we can reduce that further, if we require it, by point
jng the HDA end at the Sun. Tnat reduces the temperature 
in the workshop even further. We do not anticipate that 
when we arrive at the spacecraft that the temperature will 
be anyl;hing that will be unacceptable for the crew. We 
probably, and we have not completely w~rked this out right 
now, but we probably would enter with a face mask, which is 
on board, and wtlich had been our initial, the plan in .... hich 
we would have initially have entered the workshop anyway. 
We'll prooably keep that on a little longer. 

QUERY Do you have to make a decision on GO or 
NO-GO before loading the fuel cells? 

SCHNEIDER No. You can always detank the fuel 
cells, as we have done many times before, including Sunday. 

QUERY To Mr. Schneider. With the thermal 
options still open,fabricatlon still incomplete, and EVA's 
in practice, do you honestly expect a Skylab 2 launch on 
Sunday the t~entieth? 

SCHNEIDER ••• leys than a hundred percent. We do have 
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as a task laid onto the centers today to come up with a 

detailed tiNelin. by tonorcow afternoon, which will allow 

us to .ake that decision. The only savinq ~.pect of tnt. 

ill that the ide'. that we ue taUdnq about are very aimple. 

And youlve hit the key questions that welre asking ouraelvea. 

Can we train the ceew? Can ve build and qualify the artioles? 

Can we get thea to KSC on ti.e? Since we came uf with the 

concept .• we docided u\X>n the concepts today, we ro giving 

the centers 24 hourc to answer those questiona, and 

obviously we have to qet a yes on everyone of those before 

we would launch. 
QUERY Two questions. How long could thf! 

launch of Skylab 2 be postponed and still fly all three 

mibslons, that ia go for the ~ull 140 days? And two, 

'WOuldn't a longer postponelftent, ttiat is past Sunday, give 

a better chance to evaluate all the options you have open? 

In other words, what's the hurry? 
BELEW The postponement is associated with the 

~ystema, the systems being the thermal systems, and, pri

marily the the~al system, and the content in the workshop 

that's exposed to the thermal environment, and our decision 

whether or not we can wait, as Bill inferred answering a 

prior question, was that, if we expose the contenta, food 

for instance, the film for instance, to a higher temperatu~e, 

;t behooves us to do something qUicker, which drives us to 

a fast deciSion, and then to a fast fix. It looks like we 

qot those temperatures stabilized, and we're beginning to 

g~t them down a bit. That will give us more time to do a 

better planning and desiqn arId training job. If the telilperature is 

,1o'.m we can r.aintain our charges on our po'der systems to not 

degrade our batteries and all, there's no known, in my mind, 

limitation on a hold period. It would fall back into the 

[~9ime of the basic design. We could hold for a considerable 

t ... me. 
QUERY Do I understand that you have completely 

lU',cd Oul any possibility of an EVA, which !'light go o'ler 

,'n(' .I?Ok .lt the solar panels, and see if possibly they 

m;>j.1t. be ~le to be pulled free? I~ that out completely? 

ilELE~ We will undoubtedly do, in the Skylab 2 

nl'SSlon, w~ll be to fly around the vehicle, in the CSM, and 

wo're attempting to do that with the t~levision cam~ra on, 

so that we can see just exactly what the status of the hard

ware is up there. J~st what kind of damage there is. Just 

"hat the configuration is. We're not even sure exactly 

what that is. And we have not ruled out that we might do 

some ~afe kind of activity that is, perhaps push with a long 

pole, or sOfJIethinq like that, from the CSM. We do not at 
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thia point - and 1 ~hAe!.e at this point, becau.e all 
thoughts are in A atate of flux, too. We do not at thi. 
point think that we would •• nd a .an EVA, orawling down 
the solar array breaking any hardware l008e, We don't 
think that looks like a good safe thing to do. We'll 
break from lonnedy Space Center now for a little while and 
go to the Johnson Spa,:e Center at Houston, Texas, and 
accept questions fro. that point. We can return to Kennedy, 
and here to Ha18hall, if there are more questions, Now to 
Johnson Space Center. 

QUERY 1 understand that the Air Force cameras 
out at Cloudcrott, New Mexico, managed to get a photoqraph, 
either last night or today. One, did they see any debris 
associated with the workshop, and two, is there any indication 
that the meteoroid shield is fouling the two solar pan~l 
A.:rllYs? 

BELEW We a£e currently u9ing all of the 
Nation's facilities that are available to \''' .. to try to 
assess the status of the Skylab. Cnfortu~. :.~ely, sOftIe of 
tnose equipMents are classilied by the Department of Defense, 
and any comment on them will h~ve to come out of the 
Department of Defense. 

QUERY Since you've given the center 24 hours 
to answer the three questions you listed, does that mean 
that we could have a GO NO-GO decision for a Sunday launch 
by late tomorrow afternoon? 

SCHNEIDER ••• hit a hard rock and come up and say -Gee, 
we cantt Make it·, and I'm not ruling out anything either 
before or after tha t. I know we ha\'e to make it by Sa t-
urday afternoon. 

QUERY Okay. You said that toe package -
That such such a thermal blantet or shield might be 
packaged in i8 a 20 by 20 by 6. I would assume you're 
talking about inches, feet would be prett)' bulky. What 
would be the dimensions of the shield that was being 
studied here? 

QUERY Okay, I'll try again. Was the package 
thl'lt the shield "'ould be housed in 20 by 20 by 6, is that 
inches and not fl'et? And what are the dimensions of the 
sllield that was being looked at here, and a third part 
when you use shield and shade, are you using those inter
changeable dt times. 

BELEW They are interchangeable. We're look-
ing at a mylar rubberized sheet - fabric - the kind of things 
that can be draped -

END OF TAPE 
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BELEW - Mylar, rubberized Iheet fabric, the kind 
of things that can be dra~d - be placed over the .pacecraft to 
shadow it, to put In a shadow. The 20 by 20 by 6 is ju.t an eati
mate nuaber In inch •• , and it may com. out a lot diflerent than 
that. 1'm riot aure it'll cOllIe out a lot different, but you 
know, I'm fairly c.rtain it won't be 20 by 20 by 6, but that'. 
the kind of volume that we're talking about. And the one at 
Hou.ton is about the aa.e lize. A Houston idea, a. I laid, 
i. to use the alttonauta in a Itandup EVA mode, and to, if 
you Will, tuck the end of - the ends of the shield under the 
vehicle, back at the interltage end, and then to pull it on 
forward up toward the ATM. And since they both have to cover 
the same kind of area, I expect they're both on about the same 
size. The Kar~hall idea that trley're pursuing is to deploy it 
frOID the other end, or the ATH &1r 1 00): end, and then deploy it 
back. And when I usa Marshall, HQustun, these are not center
competing ideas. We have merely ~a9igned primary reaponeibility 
to thoae cont~rs. There are peopl~ fr~ both centers partici
pating in the development and the concept. It'a not a competi
tion. It is a team effort, and we've deemed it advisable to 
break up the management of those teams in that manner. 

QUER~ Sir, could you go into a little bit more 
det3il of how you do that standup EVA from thp. comtMr.d module? 
Tlow exactly would you put the shade over it? 

BELEW I'd like to, as I said, it's very con-
c~ptual and the crew right now are busily engaged in 
trying to siaulate it. Roughly what the idea is, to have 
standup EVA working behind- behind that the - what would you 
call it? - -

SCHNEIDER The old thruster end - -
BELEW Oh, it's the ~ft end, as you sit on the 

pad, that separated from th~ propulsive stage just below it, 
that you're talking about. They'd stand up EVA in the CSH 
hatch and push ropes, if you will, under various parts of 
thE< structure at that end, one on either side, and then pull 
til:! front and up towards the ATM, and milking kind of like 
a L~iangular sail, if you will. That's an overly simplified 
description. It's hard to do it without a blackboard and without 
waving your hands. 

QUERY 0n the gold foil, is it thin enough, the 
gold foil on the workshop, is it thin enough to allow infral'~d 
through, and is this what's adding to the heat problem? 

SPEAKER Aluminum structures Londed to tr.e - alum-
inum structure is very thin, and it's just interval to that, 
as far as the heat transfer into the al,..minwn pressur" cell 
and through the insulation. 

OUER~ Would you discuss the unbrel :. .... concept 
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and haw it would be aade, and ha~ it would be erected or put up, and who has respon3ibility for it? SPEAKER First part. Repeat the question, please. QUERY Okay, would you discuss the umbrella con-cept, and how it ~ould be constructed, and hov it would be put in plAce, and which center has the responsibility for it? SCHNEIDER Well, the Marshall Center is pursuing that and that is kind of a backup mode. The concept is very roughly to put sOMething out of the scientific airlock, and have it expand. It is very little ~re than that, as a concept right now. perhaps Lee, you may know sOfte more about it. BeLEW Well, very little. The basic concept would be to use the SABe interfacin9 structure that we interfaced with that scientific airlock work vhen they deploy an experiment. For instance, we take an experiment case and put within that an expandable structure, and ••• out throuqh the airlock, and once it's off, then initiate the deplo~nt Lechanism. Those kinds that I'm thinking of have to do with pressurization of cells that pack then as riqiditers and then pullout a sheet. The exact details of that I'~ not personally acquainted with. We have McDonnell Douglas West working this as a primary effort on their part. ~he.e kinds of devices have been use~ before. And as Bill said, it is a back.up that will be pUrJued to sOllIe point for the next 2 or ) days. 
QUERY You mentioned that the filss to be used in the UV panorama vere affected by heat. Does that mean that the experilllent is w.lpted off from the proqra.m? QUERY You mentioned that the fihls to be uaed ill the 

French W panol'&ma experiment wero affect.ed by heat. Does that mean that the French expteriment is to be - h~ve been downed, or wiped out from the program? SCHNEIDER I'm afraid I can't really answer that qu~Btion. We'll really have to wait for h little more detail analYSis of exactly what the temperature ,did get to be in that. I'm afraid it does not look encouraging from what I've heard, although we will continue our investigations. There i8 always the possibility that we can carry up 8~e film in later missions in the ComMand and service module. Let me -say that we currently feel, and obviously it rem~in8 to be proven, we currently feel that if we can get up there and can deploy the - some sort of a thermal shield, it is perfectly possible and conceivable that we will be able to fly both a 28 and two 56 day missions. Right now there's no realon that we can't do that, Assuminq we can get this thermal problem worked out. If we can do that, it '11 be our i l~tcnt10n 
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to re~14ce any damaged articlea 1n later CSH flight., and continue on and get a maxi.ua amount of soientifio investigationa. Now I don't believe itt. been established that the fila hal been da.aged to an extent that it's not uluable to get good .eantngf~l data, but I think Bill pointed out that this ls one of th~ae that would be the first suspect. PAO We'll go back to the Kennedy space Center, nov to aee if they have _cae ~re questions. PAO Before we have any more questions, we do have a brief state~nt here. The dootora at the Johnson Space Center are perfo~ing a detailed study on all drugs and medications in the inflight medical support system and the Skylab orbital workshop. A NASA spokesman said we may expect to 10ae as much as 50 percent of the 62 items of drugs and medications aboard the spacecraft due to the high temperatures. Tests have been made of all the drugs and medications at temperatures of 95 degrees. The additional temperature is causing the doctora to fall back and make an evaluation of this problem. Some of the sleep medications, injectables for severe allergies or shock, and also some of the ointments are affected. Among the stable items are those for nausea and pain killers. Major drug companies are providing excellent cooperation in furni~hinq background data on dru9s and medications affected by this change in temperature. A major effort is underway to repair replacement for these items, and label them as resupply items aboard the 116 command modute. That's the end of that statement. 
PAO We, unfortunate~y, miss~d the name of the man making the statement. Would you give that to us p19ase? 
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rHD OF TAPE 
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PAO AII~ there are no ~re questions. Thank you very ~uch. 
QUP.AY II there an Apollo lunar tool package, i ... d~~tely av~ilable, that you ~an quickly adapt to provide the T-Bar, and lome of the Qther gadget6 you nee4 to stretch a ourtain or shade or an u.brella? PAO Go ahead Houeton, with your que,ticn. QUERY I understand that if there's tila in the EREP nultispectral CAmAra, thAt that film i. probably cool and usable, but there was some uncertainty a. to .... hether there .... as film in there, in t-hat camera at launch. Hal thAt been determined yet? 
PAO Anymore q~estions Houston? SPRAKER Did you .... ant me to repeat that ans .... er? I 00 not have the ans .... er. I .... ill provide it, if you wish, however, if you're down at Houston, they can qet th~ answer as soon as I can. 
QUERY At what point 1n time .... ill you make a decision as to .... heth~r to attempt the repair or fix on the eolar panels? Will it come before or after you attempt to put out the cover? 
BELEW Let m$ say that that kind of decision, .... e feel, will probably be greatly influenced by .... hat Captain Conrad sees when he first gets up there. And I could only sp~culate and say that if it looked possible to repair the solar array, I would guess, based upon, you know, thinking about it here l that you might wane to do that first. How~ver, it's perfectly conceivable th~t when Captain Conrad qets up there, he .ay decide not to try to do anything, or 

!)"! r:lay decide to .... ait a .... hile, 01- he may decide to deploy 
tl~ Bllnshield, or- he may decide that he cannot do any of ~hem. There are a great many of that kind of decisions we're going to have to leave in the hands of Captain Conrad. As J stated, .... e're trying to shape the rendezvous maneuver such that we do have s~ TV during the final Phases of ~tAtion keaping, and during the fly around, which will unable .s on the ground to see something, and to give Captain Conrad advic~. As .... ith all crew commanders, the capt5in in charge wilt, 01 course, have the final decision. 

QUERY The Mexican experiments will affect by these problems? 
PAO 
Quer-/ 

the8~ problems? 
QUERV 

lhese problems? 
SCHNEIDER 

Anymore questions Houston? 
The Mexican experiments will affect by 

The Hexican experiments .... ill affect by 

Was the question Nill th~ Maxican Errth 
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Resources Experiment b6 affected by th~.e prObl~8? Yel, 
in th~t ve're having to change our time line, and we will 
have to revi.e all of our Earth ReRourcea activities. JUlt 
precisely whether or not that i. one that we will or will 
not be able to do, we can't say at this ti~. We think 
that if we get th~ Sun shield deployed, we will be able to 
do a great deal of the original experiments as planned. And 
1 would give a very £ncouraging answer that I would think that we 
be ,'1ble to get most of the EREP, if not all of the EREP, 
objectives. Let me just revise a question, an answer that 
I gave before, and 1 don't ~now whether this CaMe ovar on 
the PAO loop as it did here, but earlier there was a 
question about the status of the medical equipment and 1 
said that it had not been raised to me, aad so I therefore 
assUlQed they were okay. 1 subsequer.tly have been handed 
a RTO by Dr. Dietlein , .... hich was issued today, which does 
not say that everything is okay. It says that there can be some 
deterioration in thp. medicine, and that it is being looked 
at by not only the doct.ors but the IMjor drug cCllIlpal'lies, 
and they are cooperating to dete~ine just exactly what the 
status is, and to provide what kindR of replacement items 
we might have to put on the CSM 116. 

QUEkY Mr. Schneider, in the course of the last 
fev days, have you had any time to think about the impli
cations of the problems you're facing now? The implications 
in terms of the overall space program and it's future? 

SCHNEIDER I've been sticking pretty close to the 
issues cu~rently at hand, and 1 will be doing that until we 
'.' t thing!! straightened out. 

QUtR~ Mr. Schneider, the EVA that you were 
\:alkinq about, out of the scientific airlock. As I recall, 
this particular location in the orbital worKshop has had 
90mf~ or th~ higher internal te~peratures associated with it. 
, gath2r that in thinking about the EVA, there is no worry 
ahout the A~tronauts actually entering the workshop before 
·vu 9.:t this shield deployed, if you elect to go the 
ri··l~~tific airlock route. 

SCHNEIDER T want to make su~e that you understood 
properly. The scientific airlock is only, if I remember 
correctly, about 9 by 9 inches square. We're not talking 
about EVA. The reason we are keeping this option open is 
that you do not have to go EVA, fOU can jeploy it, assuming that 
.... e're ~le to come up with an adequate concept, you can 
deploy it through the scientific airlock from an interior 
position in the workshop, just as we deploy TO-27 or SO-93 
or any of the other scientific airlock experiments. Once 
it got outside the workshop, it would c.ut:omaHcall:' 'ieploy, 
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like an automatic wahrel1a, or a blow-up toy, or .oaethin9 
like that, and provide a Sun shield. A~ain, as tar •• the 
internal te.perature of the internal habitable area il 
concerned, the temperature 1n there currently appear. to 
be about 109 degrees. If we folt it possible we think we -
we know ve can lower that even IIIOre by placi09 the MDA end 
of the spacecraft pointing at the Sun. So we can reduce it 
if we think ve have to, we can reduce it even further. And 
as I 8aid in all probability we would enter the workshop 
by using our facemaska and our portable oxygen supply. 

QUERY Mr. Schneider, you mentioned you cOllld 
hold for a con8iderable tiae pre sum -

END Of' TAPE 
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QUER¥ Mr. Schneider, you mentioned that you could hold for 4 considerable tiMe, presumably on the pad. Rough1l, how long is that in days or weeks? SCHNEIDER Repeat - -QUERY You mentioned that you could hold for a considerable time, presumably on the pad. Roughly, how long is that? Is it open-ended, or could you tell us in te~8 of days and weeks how long you could hold? SCHNEIDER It's currently open-ended. Obviously, if there was some reason that you are talking about months or so~ething like that, you might consider rolling back to the VAB, but there's no reason why we ha.ve to get off the ?Ad. QUERY Red Mueller ABC, Bill we lost you on this question a while ago, so I'll repeat it and then get out of the way. Do you have currently available an Apollo lunar tool package to give you a T-bar, extension rods, and ~o on, that are immediately flight ready, and can you ~da?t those and take them quickly? 
SCHNEIDER I cannot give an affirmative answer on that question other than to say, all of the Houston and Marshall resources are looking at everything that is available, and we have turned on the Harshall Center to build whatever tools are necessary and to collect whatever tools are neces"lacy. We have the right people at Houston and Marshall talking to one another, and those tools that are needed will be ~de a'·ailable. We do not think any tool availahllity will be a conRtraint. 

QUERY Barry Kaysvill, Huntsville. Mr. Belew, ~ill this sunbonnet th~t·s going to be place aro~nd the OWS work ac well as you thought the original shield would, and could it be mended in orbit during EVA if it were pierced by ~ meteor, or torn by accident? BELEW The thermal analysiS that's been made on the concepts indicates that we will be able to control our '~.:bitable envirolUllent within origin31 designed spe~s. The rcpa:r of such a shield is not in the c~rrent plan, If you arc t.ninldng of a slight tear during the deploYlllent of the shield, a-'light tear, in my estimation, could be tolerated. If you're talking about something very major, then that again would be another decision point. And it would be made ~nly after we see what effects it might have on our themal balance. QU~RY ••• the Italian News Agency. The NC!\I York Post at least tM.s afternoon publish~d infomatioll (':oncerning the poSSibility of a 5-year delay in the entire U.S. apace progrAlll. could )'~u confirm officially, or elaborate on that? 
SCHNEIDER - up and hO!l1 the airlock end, · .... ould consist 
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of the Astronaut standing in the - at the airlock end, securely 
fastened and pushing, if you will, the shade down workahQP. 
In the other case, we would have standup EVA in the CSH, secure 
one end to the workshop, and then pull it from the ~SM up to 
tho other end. So we don't envision having any capability 
to walk down the workshop side and repair any rips or do any ... 
thinq like that. That's not something that we have the capa
bility of doing. 

QUERY - Italian News Agency. The New York Poat 
today published that information, at least,the New York Post conO 
cerning the. possibility of the 5-year delay in the entire U.S. 
space program because of the eventual failUre of the Skylab 
project. Could you confir. officially, or elaborate on that? 

SCHNEIO~R Only in one sense. Th~re's been no failure 
of the Skylab program. We have reasonable hopes that we are 
gOing to be able to conduct a very excellent series of experi
ments on Skylab. 

QUERY But in case of failure, in case? 
SCHNEIDER I haven't '.liVen it any thought. I could 

not comment in any sensible manner as to what, either success 
or fa~~ure of Skylab, has to do with the subsequent ~ass of 
programs. 

QUEkY For Bill Schneider. How much additi~nal 
storage spa~e is there in the CSM to take all these tools, 
and possibly food and medicines up to the Skylab? Additionally, 
when you talk abo~t saying that if you get the shiold on, you 
think you can then fly two 56-day misisons after the 2a-day 
flight, would this mean that there are 7 active days and 39 
"e. y quiet ones on those two additional flights? 

SCHNEIDER On the CSM stowage world, we are to off 
load - they're going to have to off load some of the equip
ment;; and we are going to have to find some ingeniolls corners 
to add some equiplUent. We have not finished the stowage re
vic~, we don't know exactly what we weald have to take off 
~n order to fit these things. They will not fit in with~ut 
some r:hllnqe, as I'm sure YOIl' re aware. We have not detennined 
... hat has to be tlll<en off or just exactly how we would get 
h'se equ ~Flr\ents in there. That remains to be done in the 

naxt few days. As far as whether or not the 56-day missions 
would be - would have c; long, quiet period, it would have a 
lQf\':J [>",1· iod r as Lee Belew said, with a power supply restricted to 
about 800 watts for our complement of experiments. I don't 
l:"er.errber exactly what our experiment.s required before, but 
At was something on the order, if my memory is corrr.ct, ~hout 
1,000 watts, so we're not talking about a day that's highly 
inactive. What it will require that we do is tha~ .... ,~ manage 
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our experi.ents better. If you remelDber t'~.e originlll ;:;"-ylab flight plan, we had a great nUMber of activities going on simultaneously, and electrical powAr was not a factor in our consideration, a8 to which activities to perforM simultaneously. With the power raatrictions such a8 this, I anticipate that we woul~ have to do a great deal of power management, that ii, be very careful to select t~9 experiments to be activated when we have a Buitable supply of alectrical power. As 'IOU know, when we quote power requirements, we generally are ,~oting in teras of average power requirements, and the power doe. change as a function of where you are in the orbit and where you are in the day of ~he ye~r. So we do not anticipate, at this time, that it would be a highly inactive period. We do not thir.x at all that we would be able to ~o as mcch as we had previously planned. 
QUERY Two questions. In the event that you go the route of the 8tandup EVA from the CSM, I'm not quite clear where the CSM would be when you were doing this. The second question is, which astronauts will do the first tests in the neutral buoyancy simulator of any procedure yQ\!. come up with? SCHNEIDER See if I can describe the sequence on the standup EVA. The CSM would be located to the - on the S-2 workshop interface side of the workshop, that is the side that "'ould be down when it'll on the pad. The astronaut would be standinl up in the hatch and he woul~ have a tool, or a probe, and he ~uld attach two ends of t~e ship.ld to either side of the worxshop. He would then qet back into the spacecraft and he would have a tether, and he would maneuver the spacecraft r,p to the ATM end, at which point he would attach the tether to the ATH handrail, existing handrail. He would then - -

E~/D OF TAPE 
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SPEAKE~ - through the ATH end, at which point he 
would attach the A1M handrail, the existing handrail, he 
would then pull on the tether, release the sail fr~ a 
parachute-like bag, and pull it up, much as a sailor would 
pull up a •• il, and then attatch it. This all would be 
done with. probe and a pole, allowing the spacecraft to 
reaain • dozen or 10 feet away fro. the workshop. After 
coapletln9 that activity, why he would then dock up at the 
front end and, hopefully, we would go back tQ our noraal .ode of 
operation. The flight creWNen, right now - and it aight change, 
obviously - right now we think that Rusty Schweickart will 
be the firat crewaan into the tank here workin9. I do not 
know when he waa casing or how he is coming. I only know, 
vhen he gets here he'e going to be very busy. 

QUERY I have a couple of questions concerning 
the different Oftions you atill have. Ia the uabrella 
concept identical with the balloon concept, or do they 
atill h~ve both of theae? 

SPEAKER ••• in the balloon concept. They're very 
siai tar, though not exactlr ccm~)l'rable. The uabrella con
cept kind of aays there are things around that, like life 
rafts and things like that, that you can pop, like a C02 
ca~trage, and they open up a~~at automatically, and that's 
the kind of thing that they're talking about, instead of 
a large weather balloon type thinq. 

QUERY Another action was paint. You spoke of 
~lint. That was that paint be deployed, if it would be 
d.,ployed at all. That would be painted, so to speak. 

SPEAKER What we did was ask ourselves whether 
0: not it was possible to do. From a physics standpoint: 
~l think we could get paint on the surface. From a practical 
standpoint, we were not able to come up with any easy way 
of getting a paint can, if you will, along the vehicle, so 
th~t was abandoned rather early. We are not con8iderin~ 
that anymore. 

QUKRY The same goes for the wallpaper probably. 
SPEAKER ••• require that the Astronaut ~aneuv~r 

ill some way along the surface of the workshop. We could 
not figure out any easy way that that could be dona and 
we have therefore abandoned it, and also, the wallpaper, 
surprisingly enouqh, if we can deploy a - even a fabric 
shield, it ~rovides some micrometeoroid protection, althouqh 
obviously not as much as the aluminum, whereas wallpaper 
lo'Ould not. 

QUERY Without compromising the security of 
the equipI!'4Gnt involved or going into any detail, could you 
tell us with a simple yes or no terms, whether or not noD 
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PAO Orienting today we have Flight Director 
Chuck Lewis. Helll start off with a brief status atateaent 
then weill take your questions. 

LEWIS Well, first let me say that I was not 
on the console lAst night. So, 11m not aware of a lot of 
the happenings during the night. I was off con801e with 
another teaa working on some of our plans, contingency plana. 
I do know that they did initiate some maneuvers last night 
to try to get our ther.al problem under better control. And 
they were basically going to ZLV for one rev, back to solar 
inertial for a rev, back to ZLV for a rev. I looked at a 
very limited amount of thermal data just to spot chsck very 
early. Some of the dat~ - tempera~ure measured - indicated 
SU5e stabilization. But it wa~ ~ery premature and I wouldn't 
eay that's solving our proble~". And that's about all I know 
about the online effort last night. Basically what I was 
involved in is looking at working up an activation checklist 
for the airlock module MDA, a minimum power activ3tion list, 
checklist, which will probably be timelined today. We looked 
at stowage on the command module, changes to that. In other 
words, we got to make provisions to get the thermal shade or 
shield that we decide to use up. And there were other stowage 
changes that we're examining. I think they're gOing to attempt 
thi. morning to go through that initial stowage list in the 
l-g trainer to see how well that works. ThAt's basically 
about it. Any questions? 

PAO Bruce Hicks. 
QUERY Chuck, how much contact did you have with 

the Huntsville people on thermal - working on the~al problem 
last night? If you didn't have direct contact, what did 
you hear along the grapevine? 

LEWIS I hear they have a proposed thermal 
curtain or shield. And that they will probably do some 
testing on that today. 

PAO Go ahead. 
QUERY Could you explain anything that you 

might know about the thermal shield, any particulars at all? 
What type it might be or anything like that? 

LEWIS I'm root sure of the exact l'IV.t"rial 
they're talking about, probably aluminized Hyl~r or some 
very thin opaque material utilizing some of the extension 
rods. I don't know what type but probably similar to the 
core rods W8 used in Apollo so that the crewmen can work 
from the airlock module hatch and take and extend this 
curtain out a section at a time and with a T-connector with 
rods on the very end, you know, to give it some shape as he 
extends it. Thatls about all I know at this time or, that. 
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p~o David Salsberg. 
QUERY Does tha~ mean that the HArshall 

calculations indicate that the atabilization level vill be 

too high t~ live without some kind of a shield? 
LEWIS It's already too hig!l. The internal 

telllps are too high to inhabit the OWS. It doesn't lIIean that 

we can't go into the OWS at the present teMperatures, but it 

does ~ean that we wouldn't vant to use that as our living 

quarters. 
QUERY But, have attitude maneuvers pretty well 

been discounted ~8 a kin~ of a perManent solution here? 

LEWIS I think 80. There lIIay be cases vhere we 

do that periodically. It depends on how well the fix vorks. 

QUERY You say that you've been working o~ 

various conting~ncy plans but you spoke of only one. Thi8 

thermal blanket would 8cem to some people to be the most far 

fetched. Do you say now that it's the only conceivable 

thing you've cOllie up with and th_t it's possible, it's real

istic. 
LEWIS I think it's possible, realistic. There 

are other proposals, other alternatives. I've just spoke 

of the one that I was aware of at Marshall. They have -

I'm sure that they have some a~ternatives in work here on 

the Center. But, I haven't spoken to those people. Let me 

put it this way. There's an ~VA working group outside of 

the one I was involved in and we were not addressing specif

i~ally the EVA or the type fix they would come up with. We 

were basically allocating a block of times so to speak, on 

a day where we thought we ~ould work contingency EVA in. 

QUERY If indeed you do pursue thiS thermal 

blanket approach, how soon vill y~u be able to speculate the 

SL-2 crew might be able to go up? And what will they do, just 

surveil and tnen come bac~? 
LEWIS I don't know how soon we could have the 

fix ready to go where we can make a Sunday launch or not. 

I really don't know that. If the crew goes up and we take 

the fix, and it in fact works, then they wOll't come back. We 

will continue with t~e mission, und~rstanding of course, 

we're power limited with only the ATM power modules. 
QUERY With the stowage study is there any 

determination yet as to whether o~ not there's going to be 

room enough for 3 people, and also, would it be a matter at 

this point do you know, of having to take food to replace 

what's - -
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QUERY ••• a stowage study. Any determination 
yet as to whether or not there is going to be room enough for 
three peoplo? And also would it be a matter at this point., 
do you know, of having to take food to replace what's thel'e 
\n any way, shapo, or form? 

SPEAKER We're planning on taking three crewmen. 
We're taking - At the present time, the proposal 1 worked on 
was to take the present food allotment, no change. We'll 
assume that we can get into the OWS for food. There's - I 
might say there's five days Sky lab type food on board pluB 
another ) days of survival or contingen~~ food that we could 
use. Yes. So we're looking at 7 or 8 days if we cannot get 
into the OWS as far as food supply. 

QUF.RY Is the frozen food on board atill frozen? 
SPE',KER Yes. 
QUERY Let's assume we have a launch. What can 

you tell us about rendezvous and docking plans? Will you survey 
for one REV, for example, feeding back television for a close 
look ~t the damaged areas? 

S~~KER Bill Shaffer is working that particular 
area, but I might give you some basics on it. It's - Of course 
we'll launch either Su~day or another five days later with 
ground track considerations. Very close to a nominal launch 
and rendezvous, I understand. They may reduce the ZLV orien
tation to one REV instead of two. That's under consideration. 
They do intend 3 fly-around inspection and I believe they 
also intend to have video on that as well as photography, crew 
photogrAphy. And then the docking. Now depending upon what 
fix they come up with, I don't know whether there'll be any 
kind of an EVA required, undocked or rlot this time. 

QUERY Looking in that case since you're launching 
on essentially the same time table, are you looking at ~~ 
M equals 5 rendezvous? 

SPEAKER Yes. 
QUERY So all of these events then would ha~pen 

at approxi~ately M equals 5 plus the length of time for 
obR~rya.tion, what have you, 

SPEAKER Yes, and we would obviously have to plan 
our video coverage over the continental United States. So would 
be probably the sixth rev after launch that we'd get the video. 
I think that's right. 

QUERY Have you any idea how long it would take 
the OWS to cool down, assuming they could ~ake a fix, so it would 
be habitable? 

SPEAKER No, I really don't. We do know that the 
scant - the external skin temps would tend to cool down fairly 
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rapidly, we've seen that from the m~neuver8. Put there is a 
lag on the internal temp', and I really don't hAve a feel for 
how long that would take. But with internal teapa now that 
we've gotten now, ~e can have the crewmen into the OWS. Like 
I said, if we want to go in and retrieve something or have 
a look at something, we can do that. 

QUERY This scheme you describe~ at the beginninq 
sounds like a doubt t~ EVA, is that correct? 

SPEAKER Yes. 
QUERY What are the internal temp3 now? 
SPEAKER I don't know what they are right now. At 

about 2 or 3 o'clock this morning, when I did look at them (I 
looked at 2 or 3.), an internal wall temp near the fila vault 
was, as I recall, about 105 degrees. An internal temp - wall 
temp near the ambient food locker was - I believe it was around 
100 to 105. And that's about all I looked at. 

QUERY Do you remember a maximum scan temp? 
SPEAKER No. I don't. I sure don't. 
QUERY lid like to ask a little bit more about 

this thermal blanket scheme. I realize that you're not at 
IluntRville, but it sounds to me still a little bit as unlikely 
as d skyhook. CoulJ you visualize for us how so large an area 
could be fixed by a man standing or - how would it work? 

SPEAKER Well, let me describe a way. I'm not sure 
this is the way, but we take s~veral extensions up. I don't 
know what the length of the extensions would be - 4 feet, 
l feet, whatever that's attachable. You take two thermal 
rolls UPI you roll the aluminum Mylar up a couple of rolls. You 
got a T-connector. Take two of the extensions from the T-connector, 
and take one and plac~ the T-connector perpendicular tc the 
two and attach your two rolls. Okay. Bead that out and 
roll your blankets or blankets - I'm calling them blankets, 
but part of the material being back, put another extension 
onl roll them back. They may have to attach the blanket 
somewhere back to the ATM so that, you know, you can handle 
it. Just keep r.~ving it out. Then move it out to the desired 
length and have some sort of clamp or attaching device to 
the ATM structure. Does that basically give you an idea of 
it - does it? 

QUERY Well, would they have to do that in sev-
eral places around - what in essence if youtre looking straight 
on at the clusters - the perimeter so that when theytre finished, 
they'd have a series of flat sides, so that the thing would not 
be a cylinder anymore? 

SPEAKER That ~ould have a flat Side, I would guess. 
A flat side shade, just like a curtain. Just like taking a 
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curtain and attaching it to one end of the vehicle and just 
pulling it down to the other end, just a shade flat, and I 
don't know what the area of that would be. 

END OF TAPE 
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SPEAKER ••• only one side. The plus C aidea 
are a big concern. Welre flying soi.r inertial .oat of the 
tiMe, and that's where wetre getting the heat. 

QUERY With everything you have delcribud, 
chances of a launch this Sunday see. to ae to be rather 
unlikely. 1 wonder if you can share your thinking along 
those lines? It seeas there~8 a great deal to do between 
now and launch date. 

SPEAKER There's a great deal to do - I don't 
know what ~quipment Marshall has on hand. I don't know 
whether they could ule it for flight, for example. I 
understand they are going to do some testing today with 
equipment. If that type of equi~nt is flight qulified, 
so to speak, I would think that the crew would at least -
I thin~ Rusty Schweikart is at Harshall now for this. I 
think that the prime crew would, if not go through a coa
plete training exercise with it, would at least have sOL~ 
kind of walk-U.rough procedure to get a feel for the effort. 
I - I don't know. 

SPEAKER It's rushing things a bit. 
QUERY You 8aid a moment ago it'd be just like 

ta~'ng a curtain and attaching it to one end of the vehicle 
and 1'.'11ing it to the other end. Actually more precisely 
it wo~ld be more like pushing it to the other end, wouldn't 
it? 

~PEAJ(ER 

Ql'ERY 
were b~nging at the 

SPEAKER 
SPEAKER 

END OF TAPE 

Yes, basically. 
Like unrolling a window shade 
top and pushing it down. 
Right. 
Okay, thank you very much. 

if you 
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SPEAKER - on duty, and as I understand it in 

addition to questions from Houston, we'll have some from 

the Cape all " but why don't we open now with opening 

coaments fr~ Don, and then throw it open for questions 

first from Houston. 
PUDDY Okay, I think there were two key items 

we ~~nt into today's shift with. One was to get thA hab

itation area pressurized. We did start that about 1130 

this af ternoon. And as I lef,t the Contr"l Center, we 
were approaching very closely our expe.,ted 5.0 PSI. We 

follow~d the nominal pressurization pr~file, no proble~s 

at all with that particular sequence. One of the other 

areas ~hat we consider to be of prime concern was the 

attitude control system. And at the present time, I'. 
happy to report that we are in our st~ndard attitude con

trol system configuration. We have two rate 9yros associ

ated with each of the axes that are updating strap down 

system. We are using the control moment gyros of course 

a5 our nominal method of attitude control. In other 
words, we have gone out of the TACS only mode of control 

that was reported to you last ni.ght. We have enabled 

\our ~omentum dumps, which means that esse!'ltially we go 

through a maneuvur during the dark side period where we 

dUlllp the excess momentum that the CHG or ti.e control 

moment gyros do accumulate. And we have gone through, 

I think about five of those duaps by this time. And 

everythin~ looks very nominal. 50 the two items that we 

started out this shift with to try to figure out have 

beer. accomplished. We have what we consider to be a stable 

and habttable cabin environment. I will say a few words 

about the thermal conditions in just a minute. But, 

from a pressure standpoint, it looks very stable. Iond 
from an attitude control systems standpoint, we have an 

excellent attitude control system. We have only one 
failure which you mayor may not have heard about, and 

that is we have lost one rate gyro, we believe, in the 

Y axis. As far as the theraal system is concerned, on 

an outside structural temperatur~ basi~, we're running 

off-scale high around - which means it"s greater than 

29S degrees on the side facing the Sun. As you move 

around the periphery of the workshop, we drop to about 

140 degrees, 90 degrees off of that line. And of COllrse 

as you get to the cold side, we drop somewhere to the 

90 degree region. Now these ~re outside structural 

temps. On the inside, some ot the temperatures are 

shOWing, again bac~ to the Sun 11ne, somewhere in the 
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order of 120 degrees. And on the cool side, o~ the ~inu. 
Z side, some where around 70 degrees, which means right 
now that our average gas temperature in the habitation 
area is somewhere around 110 degrees. This certainly 
warmer than we would like it to be. And of course 1'. 
sure that you've heard froa Mr. Schneider today in his 
earlier pres8 conferences that we arc looking at the 
various OptiOI'. that we can take to go ahead and place 
s~e 80rt of a shield or some sort of a mechanism over 
the plus Z side such that we can lower those gas temper
atures inside the habitation area. As Hilt has pointed 
out to you we have essentially shifted into a two-team 
on-console approach. I'. pulling one team, and Hilt Windler 
is pulling another team. We also have two other teams 
under Chuck Lewis and Phil Shaffer that are working sev
eral of the major action items that must be accomplished 
before ve will be ready to go on Sunday hopefully for 
the launch of Skylab 2. And they are vorking such things 
as changes to the activation checklist, any changes to the 
rendezvous profile, various EVA optiony that we may have 
that Hr. Schneider has already discussed and things of 
this nature. We have, as you might expect, used a little 
bit more TACS gAS, which is our attitude control system 
9a8 , than we ~xpected. Nominally at this time in the mission 
we would have expected to use about 8 percent. However, 
we have used- -
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PUODY - attitude control system gas than we 
expected. Nominally at this time in the mi88ion, we would expect 
it to have used about 8 per cent, however we had used approxi
aately 18 per cent of that gas. This certainly is no prOble~. 
We're still well above any red line that we have for the ~is
sion, and all of the options that were discussed by Mr. Schneider 
and from here last night are certainly still viable with that 
remaining amount of TACS gAS. Presently under CMG control we 
are not using any TACS gas at all. So with those as opening 
remarks, let lIIe open it up to you for questions. 

PAO Okay, let's start the questions, please, 
will you raise your hands, wait for the Mike, Bruce Hicks, UPI. 

QUERY Don, when you were telling about the in-
side temps there, and you were telling about 120 degrees on 
Sun line, and 7 degrees on the cool side, are you talking ~bout 
inside skin temp, or are you talking about more or le88 an 
area temp. Is that just on the skin, or is that any way to 
tell from the - what atmosphere is in there now? 

?UOOY I'm trying to quotA to you average tempera-
tures, some of these are on the inside, right up close to the 
insulations, some of them are on the floor grid work, s~e of 
them are on the dome. There are some temperatures that are 
higher, some that are lower, and I'm just trying to give you 
a general ball park feel for the Average gas teMperatures, 
or the average internal temperatures in the habitation area. 

QUERY Oxay, how does this COMpare to what there 
was, say, early this morning? We were told to expect these to 
climb, not at a very fast rate, but to increase - how have 
some of these different areas increased from what degree to 
what degree generally? 

PUDDY Well, I think you can say, again in gen~ 
eral, that the maneuver we did last night, we did flatten out 
most of the temperatures. However, since we have gone back 
into solar inertial, of course we have remained there through
out the day, we have noticed again, a trend, an increased 
trend. Right now there is a large meeting going on in Hunts
Ville, where they are discussing just exactly where we expect 
these temperatures to level Ollt. But this is certainly not 
an alarming trend, ~y any stretch of the imagination, and I 
feel by certain - I feel certainly by someti~e tomorrow, we 
will he able to give you a real good feel as to what we expect 
the maximum temperatures in those various areas to be. 

PAO David Salisbury 
QUERY Yes, 2 questions. First, is the - having 

pressurized the interior of the cabin, will this create a 
greater heat sink for the heat coming into the spacecraft? 
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Or, - and also, how much CAn the heat ex

changers hanr"le? This - I get the impres8ion, but nobody's 

really said, t.hat this is, you kn(", hiC]her than - I80re heat 

than thl' heat exchangers can har\,\ 1e in a fully pre8Buri Jed 

confi.qutation. 
PUOOY 1..".1 J , let \tie start out by saying that, on 

o::very ne .... spacecraft that you hunch, ~,)u have what you call 

prell ight predictions. And 0, course, our preflight predictions 

.... ere hased on h3vinq a meteoroid shield, and we don't have 

3 meteor01d shield. Also, even if we had, there are certainly 

some variabllity that you ""ould expect in systems capability 

""hen you actually get into orbit, and at Ibilize <Jut. I think 

that you would probably have to say th~~ based on prefliC]ht 

predictions. unless we stabil ize O\1t at a t.eJ'Ilperature sO\tle

",her. in the area where we ., e at right now, that the heat 

CXch".lger is not qoin9 to be able to bring this down into what 

we will consider the absolute norm internal cabin teaperaturca. 

Rut as far as what th~ ~ay.imum cabin temperature ia 901n9 to 

be, 1 think is going to be dependent on what we get out of 

this thermal conference that's going on. So I can't really 

give you a direct answer right now, to ~'our queation. It's 

going to be m~rginal. Let rne put it that way. 

QUERY One other question, if I could. I've heard 

a rumor at one time, that one of the TACS thrusters was stUCK 

and the thing was - and the spacecraft was tuahlinC]. This might 

be totally wild, I just wanted to ask if it was. 

PUODY I think 1 have been on shift throughout 

1I'!09t of the 

END Of' TAPE 
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QUERY - thia tumbling, and this might be totally 
wild, I just want to a6k if it was. 

PUODY 1 think I have been on shift throughout 
mogt of this, and if we had a stuck TACS thruster, I'm sure 
I'd have been aware of it, and I know of no indication like 
this. I think the only incident that has occurred was where 
we did have essentially a r~te gyro redundancy manageMent 
failure, and we did qet an attitude excursion one time there 
when we swit~hed from 1 of the backup rate gyros to one of the 
prime. And let me give you a few words on that. As you probably 
were following, ~e had many, what we called rate gyro redundancy 
~anagement failures. 1 think we had 4 or 5 in the Y-axis, one 
reported in the Z-axis, and a couple in the X-axis. This after
I'oon bE fore we went back, and essentially enabled our nonaaol 
scheme, which means that we have 2 rate gyros in e~ch aXis, 
who are feeding information in the integrals of that informa
tion, are averaged togethe~ - to update the strapdown. What 
we did .... as, we went in and conlpllted the drift cOlipensAtion 
for those gyros, and once we acc~plished that drift compensa
tion, and updated those ratA gyros, and then went back to nor
mal control, we've had no problem. So, I think the rate gyro 
redundancy management failures that you heard quite a bit of 
concern expressed about in the past 24 hours - that problem has 
been eliminated by this drift compensation update. 

PAO Abbey Srent, Washington Post. 
QUERY If the temperatures you're seeing now froN 

the pressuri7.ed cabin are real, does that mean that you have 
to go EVA and do some kind of protective shielding? And the 
second question is, is there anything in the mission rules that 
SbY what the backup thermal protection is if the micro-meteoroid 
shield went? 

PUDDY I'm not aware of anything in th~ mission 
rules that says what the backup is. Again, let me say, that 
are many, mallY options being discussed at this time. Certainly, 
some sort of a backup meteoroid shield type deVice is high on the 
list of investigation. There are several options that have 
been discussed in this area. Some of them do require the cre .... 
to go EVA, some of them can be accomplished essentidlly by just 
dOing something like the extension of a - the 5073 experiment 
with the balloon attached from the plua-Z SAL a~d inflat\ng the 
balloon. So, there are numerous options being investigated 
there, and I think one of the key points, that needs to be pointed 
out here, is that even though the meteoroid shield normally 
surrounds the entire habitation area, 1 think it's fair to state 
that if w~ can cover, probably, let's say plus or minus 30 to 
40 degrees off of the plus-Z line, longitudinal line, ~long the 
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solved the majority 
PAO 

habitation area, that we would have 
of the thermal problems. 
Let's see, do we have questions from the 
Oh, I'IlI sorry, here's a question. Xent Cape at this time? 

Beffle, Newsweek. 
QUERY Could you describe the experiment with 

the balloon that you mentioned? 
rUDDY Like I say, these are all in preliminary 

st.ages; and I have been working the on - console shifts, so some 
of this information is coming to me strictly as they pass by. 
But as I understand, it - you know we do have the capability 
on one of the experiments, where we can extend it from the 
SAL. And baSically, what this option is, is that you can use 
that extension mechanism to place a non-inflated balloon out
side the p~us-Z S,\L. It then can ~~ inflated and fo~ a pro
tective shield over the area in which I'm talking. In other 
words, along the a:-ea that is facing the Sun in solar inertial 
c'tttitude. 

PAO 
PUOOY 

I've left you a 
QUERY 

END or TAPE 

Bruce Hicks. 
Did that clarify 

little blank. 
Is - -

what you're - .. I think 
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SPEAXER I thin~ lIve left you a little blank. 

QUERY 18 that the most popular remedy at thi. tlae? 

SP!A~BR 
1 don't think there i8 a moat popular 

reaedy right now. A couple of other options that I've 

heard of - one option ia that you can actually take the 

fllm transport booms that we have, And you could oper.t~ 

out of the center work station. The only problem being 

that, normally, youlre facing the other direction 80 you 

would ha,,'e to provide 80me sort of capability for the 

astronauts to face in the oth~~ direction. And you could 

then deploy a meteor~id shield type device from that 

particular position down the length of the habitation 

areA. That boom normally extends out approxiaately 30 feet. 

And we can extend that to the necessary lenqth vhich is 

about 40, 42 feet by attachinq to the end of it a couple 

of the Apollo core sample tubes. 

5PEA~ER 
Well let's see here. Why don't we 

take the question from HiCKS here and then weIll get 

bac~ to that. 
QUERY I kind of follow on this very same 

thing. This balloon obviously isn't a dime store balloon. 

How big is it and is it the type of thing they're going to have 

to bring on, or did you mention it a8 part of another expe~

iment or was that only the extension arm you were talking 

about? 
SPEAKER The only part that io part of the nom-

inal spacecraft equipment is the extension mechani._ that 

is associated with the S073 experiment. The balloon 

itself certainly is, or the inflatable deVice, is cer

tainly not a part of normal equirment. Jome of the8~ 

devices, now let me emphasize, I think Hr. Schneider 

brought this out in his press conference, are items 

that would require some fabricate deSign and fabrication 

time. 
SPEAKER WeIll take one more question fr~ 

Houston and then switch to the Cape. Kent Beffel, Newsw~eK. 

QUERY Is such a balloon ready? 

S~EAKER 
I'm certain that it 1s not. 

QUERY SO it would mean how much delay in 

getting the balloon? 
SPEAKER Unless Mr. Schneider had some an~er 

on that particular question I don't - -

QUERY One other question. That 120 de9raes, 

is that your maximum interior reading? 

SP~ER 
I think that's an average of the, I 
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think you'd say -it's fair to say it's an average of the 

maximu. temperatures on thp. interior. 

SPEAXER Let:. • s take one 1I'.0re from you Ken, then 

we'll go to the Cape, 
QUERY I vas just going to repeat that. That 

is the max,120. 
SPEAKER 

now, and then we'll 
QUERY 

inside the ATM? 

Let's switch to the Cape for right 

come back for a couple from Houston. 

Is there any data on the te.perature 

SPEAKER We have been tracking today several 

temperatures, this was based on 4 decision as to just 

exactly when we did power up some portion of the ATH 

experiments or the ATH ther.al control system in order 

to maintain the stability and flexability to use those 

instruments as required. As you are prob~ly well aware, 

normally ~uring the Skylab 1 sequence, at about 3 hours 

and 11 minutes into that sequence, we do activate the 

ATM thermal control system. Yesterday when we discov~red 

that we were going to have a power shortage because of 

the lack of deployment of the AM solar array wings, we 

elected not to bring on the ATH thermal cont~ol system 

loop primarily from a standpoint of electric~l power 

considerations. And also from the standpoint that we 

knew we had time, based on exercises that we had done 

preflight, we knew we had plenty of time to go ahead 

and mAke the decision. So what we have done is we have 

activated today four of the heater systems aSSOCiated 

with the ATH experiments - that's essentially one in each 

quad. And those are pre .. entl~' activated. The tempera

tures Are approaching what we consider to be stabili2a

tion limits, and we certainly expect no problems as 

far as the hTH experiments are concerned. 

QUERY You were saying that the average temp-

erature inside the spacecraft is 120 degrees. 00 you 

have a maximum figure, for closer to the spacecraft 

wall? And secondly, thill balloon, what's it made of? 

Is it made of aluminum or what is it? 

SPEAKER As far as what the construction of 

the balloon is, 1 do not have that information. I 

can certainly get the answer for that question, and we'll 

ma~e sure it is available here, at the PAO office. As 

far as the temperatures, aqain, let me repeat, we have 

started trim plots on various cross sections of the space

craft on each of the temperatures. And the temperature 

right now is - AS an average gas temperature - it is around 
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110 degrees. 
QUERY 

your doni a in, 
('xact status 
this point? 

I don't know whether this i. within 
but Conrad was 'on television. What is the 
- the quarantine status of the astronaut. at 

SPEAKER Well they're here in Houston. I have 
talked with the crew and we went over witt. the., as 
have Hr. Schneider and several other people, the exa~t 
statuB of the spacecraft as we knew i~ and the action items 
are going on and the crew seems to be in excellant spirits. 

QUERY That doesn't answer my question, what 
is the quarantine status? Is it semi~quarantine, or is 
it total quarantine, or is it no quarantine at all? 

SPEAXER Still in quarantine. 
SPEAKER Yes, they're in the same, what is it, 

medical stabilization prograa AS they were 21 days before 
the flight. If that is the question that you'd asked. 
And I'm sure we'll continue to do that until time of 
launch. 

QUERY Barry Case from Huntsville. I just want 
to ask two things, how certain are you about the accuracy 
of the temperature sensors in the Saturn workshop? Are 
you having any more software problems down there? 

SPEAKER I think we're fairly certain of the 
accuracy of o\.',r tempoarature transducers. 1 should point 
out to you that in general most of the temperature trans
ducers on the inside of the workshop have a range of 
around 0 to 120 degrees. So if we get much in excess of 
120 degrees, of course we're off-scale hi9h. And we have 
no real way of telling just exactly how far off-scale high 
we arc unless we go back to the analytical data, and of 
course this is being studied also in the thermal conference 
that I mentioned. In general the transducers on the out
side of the spacecraft have a range from around minus 110 
to around plus 90, plus 290. And of course on some of 
those telllperatures that I me.,tioned to you briefly that 
were on the plus-Z side of the spacecraft, we are off
scale hiqh. 

QUERY 
software pro~lems. 

You didn't answer my question about 

SPEA~ER Let me take that in three segments. As 
you're well aware, we depend on the MOC, or our mission 
operations computer, for our real-time processing. It has 
bP.en very reliable, we have had no significant proble.s 
with that particular computer system. The ASP, which is 
used for our flight planning, we have had a couple of small 
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inte~ittent dropouts on it, but certainly nothing of any 
significance. And all the work that has been required to 
be done on that particular machine has been done. As 
far as what we call the mission data ret~ioval 8ystem, 
or the ADDT system, that system has exceeded our expecta
tions, and when I left the Control Center, we did not 
have any data back logged, nor had we lost any data. So 
let me just say, that in general, our ground systems are 
performing very well. 

QUERY Fred Huller, ABC. I get the i~press\on 
you feel you have precise attitude control and if I understood 
YOu correctly earlier, you said- -

END OF T/"PE 
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QUF.RY Fred Mueller, ABC. 1 get the impres.ion 
you feel you h~'~ preci8e attitude control, and if I under
atood you correctly earlier, you 8&i(1 you'd go plus or minu8 
30 to 40 degrees off the Z-line, you'd have the tem~3rature 
problem licked. Do you know yet whether you can fl~' that 
'",ithout sacrificing too JIIuch eloctrical power? 

PUDDY Well, I think you misunderst()C)(l mE!. Let 
me say that I think we do h~ve precise attitude control. I 
think that if you " you have lin option of course of maneuvering 
to 8omo degree, to give yourself AOl'\~ flexlbUit)' in thermal 
control, hut the statoment I Made in 3(') to 40 de(1reeS on either 
side of the solar line was with re~pect to some of the inve8ti
gations that are being made as far as the deploy.~nt of a alter
nllte type shield, had nothio9 to de with attitude control 
ca~bility. If we can cover that much area of the spacecraft 
with acme sort of thermal protectiv~ ~hield, then I don't think 
we are going to run into any thennal pl"oblems. 

QUERY Hayhe my question was Mdly pllt. I don' t 
believe in your balloon, therefore, c~n you fly it in lieu of 
a balloon, and stIll get what you want? 

PUDDY ••• is being investi<jated, and I do 
not have tho answer to that question yet with Me, but I think 
~~ can certainly get you ~ answer on that. I~t me say that 
on all of these investigations there are Nny options being 
looked at at the time. Hany - all plausible alternatives are 
being investigated, and I don't think thbt we are gol~9 to 
have definitive answers 0.,\ the majC'rity of these quelltione 
for you in the next ~4 hours. 1 think wa are lookin<j, as Mr. 
S~hneidor has pointed out to you earlier today, we are l?OT.inq 
towards trying to finalize - we're trying now to gather all 
the various possible alternatives, and we're looking tow~rda 
fin~ llz.tng towl\rds the end of the week on the MOat feasible 
and plausible Neana of ,:;oing ahead and accooplishing Ii n()I'Uinal 
Mi~sion. And I think we're just going to have to bo ~ littlo 
pationt until t~e end ot the ~eek to have the answers to some 
of the detail type of questions you're asking at this time. 

QUERY Well, neverthelesA, you have indicated -
r think tonight, that in order to get - your best thinking 
right now is, in order to get a n()(!\inal mission, that you will 
need so,'ne kind of a covering, a thermal covering, be it blankot 
of hl'llloon, or ";Iat hl\ve you. And Mr. Schneidor incUcated 
t."Iis afternoon, that if you have to go that route, it probably 
meall that it ·..rould be unlikely you would get a launch on SUI.day. 
Does that still hold up as you see it? 

PUDOY I think Mr. Schneider has certainly heen 
a lot closer to the options on when and If we - or when we 
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would launch Skylab 2, than I have. Rut I think what he was 

referrlng to there i, that if you do have to qo Int~ design 

and fabrication of some 80rt of alternate equipment to pro

vide oS ~rotective shield, that it's certainly going to be 

pushing things considerably to have that partIcular design 

and fabrication accomplished. ~nd the key point, the crew 

trained, and how to deploy that particular mechani~m and 

still make a launch on Sunday, but all that still remains to 

be seen. 
CUERY Can you tell us whether the Conrad crew 

are taking a direct part in the the~al conference? Up to 

now, I've got the impression that any EV~ would in fact be 

011 the second flight, but now your EVA options do seem to include 

the first flight, starting Sunday? 
PUDDY Well, I don't know that you can say that 

- unless I'm unaware of some statement that has been made - that 

there was an intention that the only EVA's would be made on 

ttle second flight. As has been pointf"d out several tillles, 

our ultimate ob1ective is of course, is to get as close as 

possible to a nominal mission, and with a nominal mission you 

certainly expect to have an EV~ operation to retrieve the ATH 

film. As far as ~VA's are concerned, to correct some of the 

problems that we've noted io date, let me say again that those 

options are ~)ing investigated. I think certainly one aspect 

is that you do everything that we c~n here on the ground to 

train for all the possible options, assuming that we don't 

ha7e all the data collected. You have various things that 

you can do and you train the crew in the various options that 

they can ex(,Icise once they at"rive on the 'Scene. And you dis

cuss it at that particular point in time and arrive at which 

is the best way to go. So - I'm not saying that there is 

definitely going to be an EVA. I'm not saying that there's 

not going to be an EVA. 
QUERY Could you just answer the first part of 

I'\y question? That was, is th-a Conrad crew taking a direct 

part in the thermal conference? 
PUDDY Say that the crew lS in quarantine, and 

lllcse various .::onferences are being held in various places, 

so from the standpoint of actually partiCipating directly 

in each one of these conferences - no. In fact there are meetings 

going on, at least 4 or S meetings going on simultaneously 

in various areas. h'hat we are attelflpting to do, however, 

through the flight directors and through capco~s that are 

~~rking on the console with us, we arc keeping the crew in-

volved in the major bullets or major items, decision points 

that are being arrived at, and each one of these SI">.Ip.ct arp.as, 
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dnd of course, ~"~.ing any inl1uts that the crow hu, al'ld feeding 

those bac~ into it. It's an iterative proces6. 
QU£R'i Jim Sorell, Pacifica Broadcasting. Have 

any or all of the crew been consulted on the possibility of 

any EVA? 
PODD'i The - 1 think the crew is aware of the 

majority of the options th~t are being discussed. ~8 far as 

all of the options, I cannot ,llnswer that question. 
P~O Okay, let's take 1 more question from 

the Ca~e and switch baCK to Houston. Don has been on a 12 

hour shift, and we don't want to detain him too long. 

QUERY Getting ~~ck to this business of a plus 

or minus 30 degrees on the Sun-line axis, can you give an 

estimate of what percentage ~f the total surface area that 

would be, and secondly, if the crew aid succeed in getting a 

the~al shield over that area, would this conclude turning 

the spacecraft around to dC'l the EREP experilllents? 
PUDDY As far as the answer to the first part 

of your question, basically, what you'd 00 talking about there 

is - depending on where the deployment of that particular 

shield started from, whet~er we talk about U,e SAL, or whether 

we talk about 3ctually doing it f~om the center workstation, 

you're talking about something in length in the order of around 

42 feet. And you're talking something in widtil in the order 

of 10 to 12 feet. As far as whether or not this woulJ pre

clude doing the EREP experi~ents, I think this is certainly 

something that has to be assossed both from a thermal stand

point, and an electrical standpoint. However i based on the 

data that we have right now, 1 do not think it would preclude 

short EREP passes as we indicated to you last night, something 

very close to, say, 20 or 30 degrees maximus data tape. 

PAO Okay, let's switch back to Houston, now. 
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management has taken a review of those and dicussed all the 

possibilities. 
PAO 
QUERY 

transducers inside 
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Kent Beffle, Newsweek. 
Is it just a coincindence that your 

the spacecraft go off··scale at 120, and 
is the maximum you're reading? 
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puorv Well, it's a coincidence when they go off 
scale at 120, that 120 is the maxi.UN temperature that we read, 
that's the truth. However, I didn't say that we w~re off-scale 
high on all of the transducers along that line. I said that 
on some of them that wera off-scale high, and on some of them, 
we were below the 120 d~9ree mar~. And as I pointed out several 
times, what I'm trying to give you here is an average tempera
ture along that line. 

QUERY If they are off scale, ho~ can you determine 
an average? 

PUDDY We can't. We can't completely, we're not - -
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SPEAJCER 
QUERY 

termine an avexage? 

- temperature along that line. 
If they're off scale, how can you de-

SPEAKER We can't. W~ can't completely. We're 
not expecting ho~ever, that these things - based on the fact 
that we did make the attitude aaneuver and we did bring these 
temperatures back on scale - we do not ieel that they are 
significantly above the off-scale-high reading, and that is 
how we are arriving at the average. 

QUERY And you brought them all back on scale. 
SPEAKER That iF tr~e. 
QUERY Given ~~ur present temperatures, is 

there any way you can solve your thermal problem without 
doing an EVA or without having to fabricate something new 
to correct it? 

SPEAKER I think you certainly still have the 
option of some maneuvering. I think that's about the only 
other option that you have. 

QUERY Pretty well established that you're 
considering a lot of options and that decision is not going 
to be made until Saturday. Based on these current temper
atures, hcnt much tim(' have you got before you have to do 
something? 

SPEAKER Oh, I think in our present posture now, 
~~ have no problem whatsoever in maintaining our present 
confiq~ration for 5, 10, 15 days, whatever is ~equired. 
I'm not going to put an outside limit on it. Right now 
we have a very stable attitude control system. Our cool
ant loops are wo~kin9 properly. Me have taken all the 
precautions w~ can to guard all the experiments such as 
the ATH expetiments, to make sure they're operable any 
time we can get the crew up there to activate them. There 
is nothing that would preclude us from going on for an 
extended period of time with the Skylab in its present 
configuration. 

QUERY Could it stand 90 days? Could you 
operate 90 days? Would that be too long a period? 

SPEAKER Assuming no other problems, yes, I 
think we could operate for 90 days, if we were forced 
into that situation. 

SPEAKER Okay, let's take about two more ques-
tions from Houston and end it, if we have two more. David 
Salsbur:y. 

QUERY Just wondering what you people feel 
these high inside temperatures are doing to tne film in 
the orbital workshop? 
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SPEAKBR Okay, as far as fit. and food and 

biomedical provisions and things li~e that, certainly, 

premlssio~, you establish certain base line temperatu1~3 

that you don't want to exceed. And as has been true when

ever you get into a situation wh~re you are s-ightly off

nominal, you go back and look at the test data that you 

have on those, and this is wh~t's being done. Again, 1'~ 

going to say, until we have the complete results from this 

theraal conference, I can't give you a specific impact 

as to what we have in anyone of lhose specific areas. 
S?FAXER 0~ay, Kent Beffel. 
QUERY AmOng the options for a limited mission, 

is the priority rather high for simply sealing off the work

shop and living in the CSM and operating the ATM? 

SP~ER It's an option, I wouldn't say right 

now that anyone option is any higher than any other option. 

All of them are cein~ lOOked at and what we're trying to 

accomplish is to look at these various options, figure 

out which ones we can do to guarantee - to certainly not 

endanger the crew, an~ to gain the ma~imum amount of 
mission success, 

SPEAKER Okay, thank you very much. OUr plans 

for tomorrow, we'll have a commentator back on shift at 

th~ console at 6:00 a.m. and our current plan is to have 

a change of shift with Milt Widler, who 1 assume will be 

breaking some time after 7:00. 

END OF TAPE 
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"AO 
Okay, I think w~'ro roady to start 

our conference. I 'f'l fiure all of you know Hr. Schneider, ho's 

Skylab I'rO<]ram Director and wA'll turn this directly over 

to hiM. 
$CIINEl[)ER Thank you ladies and gentlf,men. 1'0 

lik.e to - I've been asked to make a few comments amplify in'] 

thf! wd tten statement that we put out on \.,.hat the current 

status of the anomaly invest-illation is. Let ne start 

off by saying that, 1 'Ill prohat>ly ir. a poor position to answer 

any quos dons you llIay lvsve about how the infliqht mission 

is ~oing and I suggest that you can get theM better from 

the Ilousten people at the change of shift briefing. nut, I 

",'auld like to spend sOllie time telling you what is going on 

in the back rooms and in the engineering organizations. 

Trying to determine whflre we are and \-{hare .... e go from her". 

First, let ~e tell you some or the activities that are go.ng 

on down in Huntsville, Alabama, l'I1Hshall Space Flight 

Center \.here, of course, the cent<:!l- of the harrlware ('n<jine

ering is. \-;o're currently engaql:<d do ... m there in some very 

exhansti_ve studies of the thermal conrlition of the space;:raft. 

flurin,) the night we discovereJ that thl"! t hennal comH tion 

of thp spacecraft was not as goorl as ~e had thought it wac 

going to 1'e. h'hen the I'licrorleteoroid shield was destroyed, 

why it then, also, took with it the thermal paint pattern 

that was external to th9 neteoroid shield. And we were 

relyinq upon that for the thermal stability of the spacecraft. 

;\s you're probably aware, Skylab has basically a p .. ,ssive thermal 

control system and we depend upon balancing the heat load by 

paint patterns. This left us with the bare skin of what had 

been the S-IVR exposed. That skin iR cov~red with ~ gold 

foi 1 .11'10. the side that was expof;en to the sun hflgan increasing 

in tc;-;perature and just after I left you last night, , .. hy we 

foufHl that those tenperatures "ere 'lcttir,g to be excessil!e 

dnd w,: therefore ter~inatcd
 the pressurization of the space

craft. i:0 \-.'or(' forced to do this because we didn't un{lcr

:<t.:tl:.i l~x3ct.ly ~'h<lt temperature '>'"e "lay eventually get - we 

r,l<Jht h,,,,,e oventu,~ll
y gotten to and with a hiqh tClTlpcraturc 

the specific kind of alUMinum that the .... orkshop outer skin 

I:; ;~actc of 10;;('5 a great deal of its strength as temperature 

rlSCS. And we did not want to get bey~nd - get to that 

point ,,'hen \,'C prcssuri,w. So, we stoppeo pressurization tlnd 

took the tine Ollt to watch the te~peratur
e and ;et it 

slabi llZNl. The skin terr.perature on the hot side s("er1cd to 

stabilize out at about 225 degrees. We then spent the rest of 

the nitJht doing - putting t.he vehicle in various thcrnal 

attitudes in order to - in various attitudes with rcspeL:t 

to the sun in order to get a better understanding of just 

how it was going to hehave from a thermal standpoint and 

.:11so frOM an electrical power standpoint. The two r!"~-hlems 
that \oo'e 
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avo, T1ainly el.",ctrical pcwer clnd thermal have conflicting 
requirements to maximize electrical power, why obviously, 
you would like to orier.t the solar panels perpendicular to 
the sun's rays at all times1 whereas to optimize from 
a thermal standpoint, why you'd .l.ikfl to put the SMallest end 
forward so that you have the least solar radiation. And, 
of course, those two are conflicting. So we spent the night 
ba lancing bet ... ·een thos!' two trying to see jllst how we could 
halancfl them out and mvst importantly, providing enqineering 
data for the Hl'Irshall and 11cDonnell Douglas Engineers, to 
do their matilell'atical analysis. ;~ow what they are doi.n~ 
right now, is ar, ind~pth mathematical analysis of the therr.tal 
balance of th~ spacecraft with in various configuration so 
that we can try to optiMize those two conflicting requirements 
and yet the maximum ulectrical power that we can while still 
maintaining a habitable area. That's mostly being done 
by ~eans of therm~l ana:yses. There are someymall mathematical 
analyses, computer analyses and there are some small little 
programs going on, although they're more ~xperinenlal 
but nostly its engineers analyzing the data. We are lOOKing at 
can we barbeque the spacecraft, can we go one rev solar 
oriented, one rev Z-local vertical, just what kind of 
orientation to the vehicle can we use to maximize the total 
out.?ut. In the mean time, back in Houston and ,11 so in 
!untsville the flight support teams are carefully reexamining 

at I:C cun {l0 in the line of experimentation in the spacecraft 
and obviously we have to know what '<ind of orientation \-{o 
can get before ""0 can really determin" exactly I<.'hat experiMents 
~e'll he able to ac~omplish. We do have quite a bit of activity 
in .1gain, hath Huntsville i'lnd in Houston. Ne've put all 
of (,oJ r goorl i r.ven tor s to wor1.-, try inC) to asee rta in if there 
lS ~;(:rc,c • .. Iay that we can tako Clction on Skylab 2 in order to 
10 sn~0thing on that mission, wh1ch would then permit us 
to go ~r on Skylab 3 with hasically an uninhibited Skylab 2 
~ind of mission. We're looking at, can we somehow or other 
r~pl~cc the solar shield with sOffiethinC) that will reflect the 
sun ,,:~rl 11110'''; us to get on. In the rlean til:'.e, (lown here at 
c,"!l'? J-:rnne(:y the' r,reparations (lre pl'cceeding normallv for a 
12:unch on Sunday at 11:00. However, with these uncertainties, 
that l've heen talking about, we have rlecided that we will 
not b,~ ,).ble to ryiv(' a firm GO or UO ('.() for launch until 
~e have a better understanding on just what the results of 
ai 1 these engineering analyses will bring, and \ve anticipate 
th<lt will he Sat.urday. So, .... ·e've set up our GO-NO GO 
conferl'nce for this coming Saturday, so!",ctil,e in the aft()L
noon, probably in the 2:00 or 3:00 a~ena. Gee, I gue&s 
it would be b~,1;t now if I just turn to questions and ans .... crs. 

QUERY Bill, I've Leen asked if you ... ·ould :'!U;;t 
briefly po:.nt out on this primarily for photCX]raphers .:i:erc the 

lem areas are. 
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SCIl!lt:mf.R Hell r the problem areas arc that we havo -
fir~t we started off with the micrometeoroid protection, the 
dcromt:?t.eoroid e-hield being ripped off, probably at maximw!I 
U alJout 6] seconds and that in some way inhihiting 
the solar rays. He' re not quite sure just how far thl1y are 
dcploYE'd and we think one of them is probahly very close in 
,mIl the other one may he out a little bit further, but we're 
not sure of t:lat. So, the probleM is with the micrometeoroid 
shield -lnd the two large ,"od:shop solar arrays. The 1\TM solar 
arrays are fully deployed and in an operable condition. So, 

that'S just where the problem is. PAO Okay, let's go ahead and start our 

'!\wstions over on this side. Rir]ht h£>re. QUEPY Could you hrie!ly reconstruct or explain 
v::\i\t the problem is with the attitude control? There's 
evidently sorne R1\TF. GYRO problem as opposed to the large 

conlrol no~ent gyro? SCH:-n:lDf.R I'll touch that briefly, but, I don't 
knoW too i'\uch <,bout it. I've been working these other probleJTIs. 
1 suggest that that's a good question for the change of 
3hift bricflng in Houston. Briefly we have 9 RATE GYROs in 
the ATM atti~ude control system and we do a cOJTIpare. We 
conpare those three _ we compare 2 RATE GYRO if they're giving 

he same answer, we ass~e that they're right and we 
e their output into the guidance system. If they're 
f f e rc II t, ',,oe go into a redundancy Managerr.en t mode. We 

il}e 3 GYROs in each iMis. We then sWitch from 1 GYRO to 
i\not.her and compare these two pairs of gyros. There seems to 
be sCJO'1ethir.g in the logiC that is doing that COl'1pare. !t 
~,()es not appear to be in the RATE GYROs theMnelves or one 
of the;;1 it ~ay be and it may be a Matter of their drifti

n
9' 

OUl' liPlits ;-,ay bl"' set too close. \',e had at least one good 
G'fP.() in e,1ch .:lxis and - Hhile, it's obviously an acea of 
concern, i~'s not an area of critical concern. 

QiTR\" Hhat is the roll of the R1\Tf. GYRO? Hhat 
docs the Rt\TE GYRO (10 as compared to ... ·hat the large control 

ml)me n t 1-; \' fI.0s do? 
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Oil E R'i What is the role of the rate gyros? What 
(lac'> thf! ratc gyro do comparee\ to whal the large control 

moment rJyrOS clo? SClltU:IOER The ratc '1yro - the control moment gyro 
provirlus the Muscle. The rate gyro is part of the brain 
that senses what the attitude notion is of the vehicle. It 
senses rate of chanq~ of angular motion around the axis at 

the spacecraft.. 1'1\0 oave, you want to get a fTlike over hen'!. 

,lose (garbled. QUERY !tr. Schne ider, I' d like to go back to 
one of tho statCfTlents you made last night regarding the 
agreeMent that you have between yourself and the PAO personnel. 
The answer that was qiven to the press colleague was not 
comio{J in fran the PliO. That we checKed. It was cornin,) in 
ft-Oln an t~n(Jineer basel! on his own experience. May I stipulate 
on MY ()',om here, that the last six YCi'lrS everything I know 
and was taught _ was taught by the PAO pErsonnel either in 
lIuntsville, 1I0uston, in Downey or in Kennedy. When I go home, 
I can Always Gount on these people. lid like to Make this point 

no\-.', 5 i r • 
SPEAKER I'M sure you can. 
SPEAKER We didn't have to pay hiM a lot for that, 

nill. Riqht (iown here. (WEnY Rill, is there any way that the guys can 
go nul and fix this, thinkln,) in any way of doin') this if 
it's " si~ll)le problf'M like :;oncthinq being stucl~, like the 
"iece of the neteod te shell heing stuck in the prow? 

SCI!!;r:l0ER Ne, if you Mean do you think we can 
flX tlw solar arrays, yes, ~'c're kinl \ of ~'orking on that but 
on ,) 10',1 level. ".;£' think ... ·e c,)n live with tho electrical 
: >0"."C1- situ.:\tion and do a rcas()nahle nission. This themal 
.,,,H,,;t ion ... :hich carne up after nidniqht li\st night has 
given us more concern because if we can't solve the therMal 
prol'.1e .• ':, , ... by then we'vc got a very hot ~pacecraft. 1\11(1 we 
<1[(' '.:orl<in0 very ,lctively at w' ether or l\ot Wf'. can d('ploy 
so,~c sorl of <1 h'iorlow shade or sorething that I,ill provi(1c 
1 thc!T1al curtain ",hich will illlow us then to stabilizc thc 
tc,-,p~r.:ltur(? of the spacecraft and not get hot spots. This 
t i;PI" ...... (Hlll1 1-,e 5ol'1cthinq that He ,He looking at. Hhelher or 
l,ot ';;e can do 1:'.'1\, and 1'1':1 not saying that .,·;e can't. 1 am 
sayinq, yes, we are looking at it. 

srE~KFn Over here. '~\,Ef(Y Bill, in COldlCction \·,'ith the solar arr,'ys, 
11<'5 it llcCcn considered ,.;hether or not n hard ,lock or even 
.1 t11fust burn l'1iqht assist those t_hings ont? 

SCllNF.IOER Yes. That's one of the things that \-;c 
;He look ing at. I ... 'Oulcl not hold great prom i se to that. 
We have had SOMe notion to the spacecr3ft and we hav0 jiggled it 
~easonably well; if you recall the first occurrence of the 
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rate CJyro problem that was alluded to early, we did 

qet a change in motion of the spacecraft. It did not seem 

to hAve very ~uch effect. 
SPF.AKER There is a report th?t the Skylab crew 

mi<Jht yo and put this thermal blanket around the r.pacecraft. 

What is it? 00 you have that in being or would you have to 

delay further the mission in order to manuf~cture that? And 

what extent is it? 
SClINF.IOiR The an,:"tr is right rr)W it's an idea. 

Somehody said maybE: we could do that. Wt. do not have any

thinq lU:e that. If we decide that's what we want to do, I 

woulo say it' almo!" a sure bet that we would not go on 

Sund<q. h'e h"ve a long standing policy dictated by ex

perience that when you 90 EVA y011 train very thorougl'ly. 

I,nd so we would require a great - not a great deal, but we 

would require adequate training that we assured ourselves 

that ti;er·~ was no crew hazard and that the crew had a rea-

sonahle chance of doing it. That WOuld mean that we'd probably ~o 

into the Harshall Emersion Tank and practice the activit)'. 

QULRY Well, as far as the power situation is 

concerned and not lockin~ at the thermal situation right now, 

what are the chances of the second and third missions going 

the full 56 days eve~ though their experiments would be 

greatly curtailed. Is that a likely thing or just a slight 

chance? 
SCIINEIOF.R Right now I have to say I can't answer 

that until ... ·e get SOMe More results. It's completely, it's 

not wi~ed out 100 percent, but it's not by any means sure 

that we'll be able to do anything like that. 

QUERY Bill, could you kind of - can you give 

us an idea of the temperatures inside and how far above 

100 they arc and also at what point you start t? r~ally 

1,(, a 11l"'oOSt sure you' ro going to have trouble · .. ·.th electronic 

telescopes and that kind of stuff? 

SCIHlBJDER Larry, there is no clear answer as to what 

the temperature is. If we hold it steady and we reach 

steady state, our calculations say that the wall facing the 

Sun can get temperatures up in the 300 - get to be ~em

peraturcs in the neighborhood of 325 degrees, there about. 

We have been dOing, as I said, attitude ManageMent, and we've 

been going small end forward and facing the Sun. 7he tem

peratures internal have hCI'n ranging around 90, 82, 77 

regime, and we're trying not to let them get too hot. The 

temperature sensors that had been on the Sun side pegged 

out last night after midnig:lt lInd that's why we changed our 

attitude. So they got vory hot, and we chang~d the attitud,-, 

and they cooled down. 
QUERY \"lell, I thought that when the t€'r.pera-

tures on the outside were 200, they were close to 100 on the 
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inside, if it"s gOlle up to )lS, wouldn't that !'lean the 
interior has qotten hotter? 

SCIINF:IDI;R You've got to I'h'Y where you are talking 
.lhout - what point you're talkin') "bout, we have no atmosphere in 
there "no we' ro talking nbout skin temperature versus the 
internal ~kin temperature. And the temperatures internally 
seem to he averaging about 100 degrees. We have not yet 
hit 32S - I said our calculations indicated that ~.-e would 
stabilize at 325 if we remained in a solar orientation. 

QUERY On that second power, at what point does 
it affect electronics anJ your telescopes and such? 

SCIINF:IDER So far we non't think we're in any 
trouble. although that's being inve~tiqateo to see exactly 
~llat temperature some of the bo~esget to be. 
1'.5 you ".now, the ,",:orkshop itself has most of its electronics 
llown in the - dnwn in the lower bay which has not changed 
its confi0uration. It's the Sd~C. Some of the experiments 
internally could conceivably 'let t00 hot, but \,.(> have no 
indication of anything like that harpening yet. We are 
...:orried whether or not our food will get too hot. Right 
now that's 'ilorldng very " .. ell. The refrigeration system is 
holdin) th8 food at about minus 9 degrees which is right 
what it's supposed to be. 'ie'ra "'orriad ahout · .... hether or 
not the film qets too hot in the film valts. Thp. closest 
thermal senso~ that we have is reading - was reading this 
morning somewhere in the order of 80 degrees, thereabouts, 
.... hich is less than the f<1aximurrl allo,,·able. ''ie'd like it to 
be cool bllt thi\t's less than the naxinuM. 

QUERY r.ouple of questions related to the pre-
v lOut> one. !lew low do you think you can get H.e torr.perature 
in th,~ t>racecraft with attitude maneuvers? 1'0".1 hi')h would 
j';'u accept the temperature in the spacecraft before YOll 
~ould launch the crew? Ann can you use the fans and the 
re ir igeration syster::s .tnd the cool ing systel'ls to make the 
space station habitable again if you decide yOy can't use 
thir; EVA ne;.:? 

SCHNEIDER Okay. I'll just corunent on the last 
~.art and say that the airlock HDA should be perfectly 
habitahle. I-Ihat ...:e're worried about - \·:hat ollr · .. ·oery is that 
,,·c wi 11 exceed the temperature on the skin and reduc~ the 
factor of safety to an extent ...:here we "'Quid not be <1)le to 
pressurize. Our currant indication, and I hasten to slate 
that this is Ol\r current indication and calculations must 
continue. Our current indication is that with the te~
perature we think wet 11 stabilize at, the outer skin facin,] 
the Sun at 325 degrees, we have a factor of safety of greater 
than two at 5 psi. From a structural standpoint, assuming 
we don't find anyt~ing different as we go on, we thi~k that's 
okay. Rut that "'Ol>~ t! mean that the inner wall temperature 
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... 'O~ld qet to hI'! pretty warm, and we would antici.pate that 
the flight crew would have a Ieasonably uncomfort~ble 
trip, so that's why we're looking at whether Ot' not wt.~ can 
!Jet a better temp<-rature profile. I can't tell you right 
now what temperat.ure we would launch at or what teJllperature 
we ... 'Ould consider acceptable. That is one of the studies 
that is under~ay. We have the medics looking at what the -
what kinds of changes - they are acceptable in the 
habitation area that would permit us to go up there. We're 
.... orrie<l ahout it from two standpoints I for example, a 
crew COMfort, a crew health standpoint. And then we've 
also asked the q\lestio~ whal would high temperatures do 
to thr.> reslllts of the I"1ciUcal experiments. 
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SCIINEIOER And they have also asked the question what 
would lli'lh temperatures do to the results of the medical experirclentS? 

QIlEnV l-lhat about the (garble) coolinq and refrigera-
tion systrMS for other purposes. You know you have tho cooling 
of the instruments, the frc~zing of the food and that kind of thing? 

SCIlNF.IOER If you rec,lll, in the workshop the 
cooling - The way we cool the workshop is hy pumping air 
frOM the airlock HOA down through ducts ar-d pumping it on 
through. Th~t's the only cooliny that we have other than 
the passive coolir.g that we have, that I mentioned before, 
that has nOli dissappeared, which controls the skin teMperature. 

QUERY Bill, I kncM you warned us, you don't 
.. :ant to say too much ahout thiH attitude control sYRtern 
so, l'n ~oing to ma~Q this a general question based on what 
you did say. You don't consider it's critical, you have 
at least one good gyro in cacti axis. NOW, the briefing 
Slll'Ullary this l'1Orning, the overniqht operations sai(1 you rlay 
h~ve to ctlange ycur rendezvous and docking procedures ~ccause 
of this gyro, this thi.,-::K qyro, what happens to redundancy if 
your talking about only at least 1 good. 

SCflNEIDER t'lell, th,lot's ",hat I ... :as alluding to. 
We only have one we've lost our redundancy. We're also 
looKlng ~t the limits that we've set in our redundancy 
:~~n~gc~cnt software, which can be changed in flight. We 
:cay have thos(' linits Sf't too n"rro"'ing. 1\150, if its i'I case 
that the C,YRO IS drifting. lTe can compensate for that. 
~:c c.'\n put that into the software Ml<'! software will 
recognize that the GYRO will have a nornal drift in 
it. So il's something that we're .... 'orkin') very actively, 
Lut ·,·:e <lre reasonably certain that we have A), a ,,:o1'k-
"ble syste., r l~!1t nm: and B) I a syst.em that .... ·e think ... ·0 can 'Jet. 
~ yooil set of re~undant GYROs on the line very shortly. 
fClnarily there, I would say that that's as nuch learning 
aloul how our ne~ s~stCM wor~s as it is a problen. Although, 
I'll ~~arantce that the gtlid~nce people at both Ilouston and 
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PAO Over here. 
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it and 1',1 say we've 90t a fighting ~hance to cone out of 
this with good missions and a 'Jood data. In the event that 
we have to fly the hackup our cornittnent is to have the 
hardware there in a state where we're ready for launch within 
15 nonths and the hardware is in that state right no ... ,. 

PAO Okay, I've got one question fnY) Houston. 
Then we can get sane mikes back tOIMrd the center here. The 
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qllostion from Houston is frO!T\ Art lIill. I f we decide to 

h.lng thermal hlankets during f.VA, at what time during the 

mission would this be done? 
SCIINEIDF.R Art f 1'1'\ afraid I'll hEwe to Si\y rirjnt 

now, that whole isstle is in the why don't you category. We 

~re iust in the early stages of asking ourselves whether or 

not it is even possible to do and we have not yel - we 

haver't even satisfien ourselves with that ~uestion, much 

less, ""hen we wo::.ld do it or how we would do it. ;>0, it's 

" very iffy thin'J. I don't want to hang anybody's hnl on 

that. I've mentioned it to you merely to illustrate for you 

the range of thinking that we're going through in orrlcr to 

try to snve as much as we can out of this mission. 
PAO Okay, th~nk you. Right behind yotl. 

QUERY I've several questions in view of what 

lhe orbiting vehicle may look like, I realize you are not 

sure, but - You mentioned the gold foil, do you eXpdct that 

that has been torn away and what would he b,~neath that a 

black surface? The next question is, do you have any informa

tion that ~l'Ould lead you to think that the BOOt-'s have deployed 

partially and the panels have deployed not at all? Or the 

nomls have deployed COMpletely and tho par.p.ls are jammed? 

find lastly, I understand thi\t there is a very powerful camera 

dmm here at Patrick which the Defense Department owns. Have 

they shown you pictures of the vehicle taken hy that camera? 

SCHNF.:1 I"lER Okay, let me - The last one as I renenher 

first, no 1 have not seen any picturp.s out of. any canera. 

I've s\!cn 1.0 pictures out of any place, and I don't believe 

any exist. Th~ configuration of the ve~icle, the ~old foil, 

is prob:\L!y pretty much intact. Th<lt foil is epo:dcd to a 

aluminum surface. It's aluminum, then epoxy, and the gold 

foil is on tl'd.t. I .,muld guess from just fron post.ulating 

what prohahly hClppenec1 that gold foi 1 is proh,,!)ly 

scuffe,\ ,"\n,l probably recled off in places, hllt I .... ·oulo .,u~c;c; 

th,"lt r;ost of it is probably still there, although obvi(")l1s1y 

1 don't have any Wily of telling that, and that's onn of the 

thin<]s \,e hope to do cn the mission. The thinl question, 

~s to what the position of the solar panels is, is that it 

,1p!,C','HS as if Loth solar par,cls have released, that is they 

h,,\'.~ sepiHatcc' frOM the side of the workshop. r<either of 

then 1l,1vt' fully deployed, because we do not hiwe a fully 

latch,,;]. \"(' thin}: - frOM the instrUMentation - I,e thin}', one 

uf lhen i 1'; very close to the side. l:e think "Jne of them is 

a liltle bit further off, 11Ut we are not ~uite sure we be

lieve the instrumentation, because one of then saY5 that 

the inlloarrl wing is further deployed than the outboard wing, 

and that kind of says that maybe there might be sonething 

wrong with the instrume~tation. So, I just told you all I 

~;now ahout what the configuration is, anc\ I recognile it 
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it isn't vory Much. One of lh(. thinqr that I guess I should mako sure ~ll of you ladies Anrl gontleMen understand is, we at NhSh have got ton very used to the Apollo kind of mission, where you've got uata continuously, llnc! without interruption, and then real til'\e. Sky lAb is hack in the Genini llode, and our data cornea in only in real tiMe when we .:tre over a ground station, and that averages about 20 percent of the til'1e (luring LIe day, average over a day. The rest of the data is recorded on an onboard tape recorder, and that is dumped at the remote sites, and suhsequently p1Unped into Houston where it is processed throllgh the data rrocessing syateI:l8, and then C!isplayed. \"e nOl"l"\ally see, if everything is working properly, we normally Ree the dump rlata approximately an hour and a half after a station Ilass. ~o, for things that }1appen bctwep.n ground stations, we're just as blind as everybody else for i\n hour and a hi\lf, an(i RometiMes as long as 2 hourA, depending upon how husy tho cOl'lputers are. So sometimes our data, our examination of the oata, taIls behind a little hit and we have to intergrate in the real tlll'.e data wi th the dump data to try to understand it. OUf,HY l'1hat's beneath the gold? Is it black? SCHNFIOER No, it's a metallic surface. Aluminum. Scrnetimcs it appearB aR if w{l're not quite aure e"ectly .... hat our telemetry signals lI.re t'.el ling us. SOI'letimes wf"re not, and it takes liB a little til'1e to sort them out .,nd to put U.em in their ri'lht perspective, and be ablo to lIn~erBtand and analyze then. 
PAC, Ok~y, Hr. Schneider has to catch a plane, also, we d" h<'lvc some q\lestions fron flo'Jston. 1-:0 111 switch to IIQ\late,," "nd get s~e 'luie;' questions fro.., them. 
QllF:RY nl'lvid S<'!Ilisuury frOl1l the Christian Science Monitor. Hr "~chneider, did I underfltand you corrActly to say that if the ~kylab was pressurized, and if the heat exchangers \;'ore working, that there would still be a proble:rl of sllrtac~ tN1perature? J\nd the second question, did I understand you correctly to say that there was only one MOment gyro operative in one of the axisi 
SCHNEIDER ~Jo, '",e we're not talking about the con-trol moment gyros. 'Ie WAre tal.Xin~ ~out attitude rate g7:yos, of which there are nine of then. 1.'0 11l'IVe r..'Id indications of excessive (h.-ift or s'1nethinCj that il'1 cftu,"ing our logic pAth to fall down. He know we hlwe c'\t l<!Ast (r,e gooo rate gyro in each axis, at loast one, w(' ooli~ve Wf' ~,ave only one that is A problem of the entire nine, wo th1n~~ t~e reat of them ii's just a case of Qettin9 our l09ic down strai9ht. As fAr as the teJTIperatur!' __ !!!. __ ronre~~, .,.~ \/ithout the meteoroid shield, we have no -
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SPEAKER - we thi~k for the reat of them it's just 
a case of getting our logic down8~ream. A3 far as the 
temperature is c~ncerned, yes, without the therNal -
without the meteoroid shield we have lost our thermal 
pattern and if we remain in solar orientation the spacecraft 
side pointed tow~rd the Sun does get hot, excessively hot, 
and therefore we would be forced to go into attitude - take 
attitude changes to reduce th~ temperature. We're looking 
at a number of tho~e including (garble) the spacecraft, 
going into V-loc~, vertical radially offsetting our-
selves in Roll, Pitch or Yaw and we've not determined 
which one of those gives us the most optimum combination 
of electrical and thermal characteristics. 

SPEAKER We'll take one more question from 
Houston and then we're qoin9 to have to knock it off and 
we'll try to qet any answers to your questions in the News 
Center. Go ahead. 

QUERY This is Bruce Hicks with UPI. Bill, is 
there any real possibility that the thermal problem can 
render the orbital ~~rkshop uninhabital? 

SPEAKF.R Yes, one of the things we're worryinq 
about is if we re~ain in solar orientation and do get the 
spac~cra[t too hot there is a poss~bility that some of 
the naterials inside would outcast giving off CO and C02 
and other things that are undesirable, ana giving us great 
probleMs. That's one of the reasons that we do not want the 
spacecraft to get too hot. Right now at this point, and 
it may change drastically in the next few hours, at this 
point we think the thermal an1 electrical pr~blem will 
severely curtail our activities but not stop them. 

SPEi. --JR Thank you very much. 
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PAC Okay, we have Flight Director Neil 

lIutchinson, who has just come off shift aiter watching t.he 

orbital assembly ~ll night. We'll start with a summary of 

his shift, and then we'll take ~~y questions you might have. 

Neil. 
HUTCHINSON Okay. I came on last night about mid-

night and finally got to work about l~OO or ):30. Just to 

give you ~ synupsis of what's going on in the workshop, we've 

pretty well got things settled down, I think. If you can 

call condition ••• ~ettled down. Last night we ran a couple 

of special attitude maneuvers for the pl:.rpose of obtaining 

t-mperature data on the cluster. We ran one revolutlon 

with z plus-X axis. That's the nose of the spacecraft, where the 

CSM goes in, pointed at the Sun. In other words, minimizing 

the surfClce of the vehicle th3t was exposed to the Sun. And 

we spent one revolution in an angle 45 deg:ees from that. In 

other words, if my hand is the Sun, we spent one revolution with 

the spacecraft. p<'inted right.. at the Sun like this and one 

revolution with it cante~ 45 degrees to the Su~ line. The 

normal orient~~lvn, of course, is t~ ~o around perpendicular 

to tile Sun line. t;E' did get a lot of the temperature trans

ducers that have b2en reading off-scale high hack on scale with 

our attitude ~:n~uYer. and the data h~s been passed to 

Huntsville and currentl~' is being analyzed there in some 

therMal programs - some large computer ~els that we have of 

the thermal system of the vehicle. We don't havp thE' results 

back yet, and I expect them so~eti~e this morning. I£t's 

see. SOMe other significant things last night. We continue 

to have trouble with computer management of the gyro system 

jn the APeS. We again last night had the compute~ call a 

gyro bed and pull it off-line. Well, t~ey didn't pull it off

line; it never did load it as a bad gyro, but it did hring 

the lhir.1 gyro and the axis up. It was in the X-axis this 

time. It's the third time it's happened. It happened right 

over a site. We had real time data and we h~ve analyzed - we 

lookec at the data very carefully and decided that the compu

ter made a bad decision. We have put the gyro back on the 

line and re-enabled redundancy management. And the problem 

is in work, hoth here and in Huntsville. And it could be 

software, it could be hardware. It could he the interface 

between the Machine and the hardware. :r.t's still a completely 

open problem, however. The vehicle behilved well last night 

dur ing the maneuvers. Wt: ran them under TACS control only. 

As you krow, we have inhibited CMG controls since yesterday. 

However, this morning, just before I left, we have put the CHG<; 

back on the line. We did that aboul an hour ago or so. hnd 

~~ put then baCK on the llne with th~ momentun dump inhibited. 

In ot~er words, they won't get rid of unwanted mornentwn. The 

reason we did this was because ~~'re not sure what's CAusing 
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the redundancy mani.'gement to call these gyros bad, and we don't 
~ant the vehicle to maneuver until ~e understand 80me more 
about that problem, }\.t\(l, of cOurse, to got rid of lIIomentum 
requires " Jl.aneUV6.'l:' I ",0 we have inhibi \..ed momontllJII. dumps for 
the time ~;'>I)inCJ. W'lat that really lMans is that we'll go about 
3 or " rev!> without spending an:t' gas at b 11 and any TACS 
propellant at all. And then we'll spend a minimum a~ount 
staying out Ot satl'ration. It's a much bettol condJtion 
than we' vo Q<'lon flying in tho las t day and a ha 1 f where we' vo 
been ~n the TACS only, using a lot of propellnnt. Not a lot, 
but. (110re than planned. Power systeJt\ is performing. The 
ATH portion of it is performing cOlllpletely nomillally. We 
took the hatteries down to :1bout li Ule better than 50 percent 
',tatc ()f. charge last night in the process of doinc; these 
tWO abnorJt\al attitude Jt\aneuvers or out of solar inertial 
attJ.tude Manellvers, and it refiFonc1ed properly. When I left 
ther~ this morning, I don't recall, hut Most of the batteries 
\.'ere l1dc).; to 100 fX,rcent state of chcHge at tho end of !:he 
last Sunliqht cycle. Oh, about the CHGs - I guess that's 
prob.'1bly - probably - Oh, one MOre note"'orthy thing. The 
IU finally di~d at 18:46 phase elapsed time. That'fi elapsed 
tlr;e since Ii ft-off. That's ahout 12: 15 Zulu this l'lOrning. 
Thal's well beyond wh~t we could no~inally expect out o( - life
time out of it, of course. We ar~ watching the ther~al situa
tion on tne telp.scope Mount, itself, fairly carefully. It 
if: slO\dy, nul surely, coolinq of(. The two Man£>uvers WQ did 
last night slm:ed down the cool-off rate, but it looks like 
probahly - oh, 15 to 20 hours frOM now, \/e I ro going to have to 
turn on the instruments. We're going to turn on one instru
'.0nt in each quad to preserve the therrn~l balance. That's 
~~out it for last nlght. The vehicle is now bac~ in solar 
l'lel'tial and just going d'Counc1 cooking, anc ... ·e're ... 'Orking on che 
thermal situation and, of COllrse, t!',e 1,.is5iol1 plans, Last 
night we spent most of ol.:r evening - I - Hy p,1!:,ticular shi,tt 
.lnti ny tCitfTl did essentia:ly no wOLk on the pJ.;nning of how 
\oie' re goinq to get fl.'on here to Ulere. We spent our tiMe 
working with the vehicle. So I opAn it fnr questions, Most 
oC which I probably can't anEwer because yo~'re ~oing to 
~ant to know what's going on with the CSM launch. 

QUERY No, I'm not going to ask about that, Neil. 
I want to know more about the thermal problem. ,\nd aM I correct 
that the thermal problem is hasic~lly caused by the lack in 
the meteoroid shield? 

HUTCHINSON I ~u(ss that'R the current theory. 
QUERY Based on all the maneuvers 1n (Garble} 

that you did last night, how ... ·ould you estimate the possible 
efficiency of the rest of th~ flight on a thermal basis? 
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IlUTCII:NSON Well, 1 think it's real hard to say, 
nruce. It's obvious that the vehicle is hot.i ,i1o.ncl it's hot 
insido. I really thin~ we need to wait for t~p - some of 
the thermal analysis to come back from Huntsville. As you 
probably know, we are dependant upon them. The bi~ thermal 
moaels are up there. They, of course, have had etfectively 
no data to put into them until we did these maneuvers and 
got some of the transducers to read becauae they've all 
been off-scale high, which, I think, for a lot of those out
side ones is like 180 degrees, somethinq like that. The 
temperatures that we see inside th~ cluster - we see tempera
tures like in the Florida expe~iment compartment in 
the area of 100 rlegrees or 60. It's ple~ty warm in there. 
I don't recall how much they change. The two revs that 
we spent out of solar inertial, hut I'll remind you that 
we didn't do that to try and cool the thing off, we were 
just trying to get some temperature - gather some temperature 
data. lis far as being able to nanage the thermal situation, 
I really don't know. It's just t.oo early, yet, to tell 
whet.her we're in an unmanageahle situation. I wouldn't 
say that. at all. I'd say we've SIlre <Jot a lot of looking 
at it to do, and it is a problen, there's no doubt ahout it. 
1 Mean the cluster's hot. And we're going to have to 
figure out some way to cool it off. \~e've got., of course, 
some heat exchangers in there. We have one heat exchanger 
in the ()i'-1S that I think \s wort.h a couple of thousand BTUS1 
Wl~ have one in the airlock that' 5 .. -
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SPf.AKf.R - it's worth a couple of thousand Btus. 

Ho have OM in the airlock that's about a thousand Btu8 of 

heat re~val capability. They cool the air in the vehicle. 

And other than passive th&rmal c~atin9s, which of cour8e, 

as you know the meteoroid chill proble~ we've had has caused 

us considerable proble~ - That's all the thermal control 

capability that we have except for attitude maneuvers. 

And the problem with attitude maneuvers is as soon a6 you 

start Messing around with the attitude you lose the Sun 

and we're short on electrical power. So I oon't have any 

answer for you. It's a problem of primary concern, 
QUERY You answered part of my next question 

with that, but you 5aio you didn't recall how much change 

you had during the attitude maneuvers, say when you pointed 

nose in. YOlO. of course lost almost the total AT'" solar 

panel usage as far as getting anything from the Sun. 
SPEAKER A hundred percent of it. It was exactly 

- if My hand was the p~nel, the Sun's rays were caning like 

this and we hud no production of power. Relative to the 

Sun while we're in that attitude we're on the batteries 

coclpletely. 
QUERY Well, did this M~neuver do you think 

substantially help cool off the vehicle or could help 

cool off the vehicle? 
SPEAKER well, let Me answer that this way. In 

the short term, probably yes as a function of a lot of the 

temperatures on the outside. As far as cooling off the 

whole vehicle - probably no, because thermal balance is a 

long term, slowly responding thing. It takes the vehicle 

a long time to heat up to the kind of temperatures we're 

seeing, an:! it takes it a long time to cool it off, and 

keep it co~l. In other words, what I'm trying to say is, 

for an example, some of those teMperatures - skin tempera

tures which are not directly exposed to the Sun, which are 

between layers and I'm not sure where they all are, a lot 

of tho';.:; that have been pegged off-scale 10 .... came down into 

the day 90 degree range in a period of an orbit - ""ere 

pegsed off"scale high .... as like 180, I'm not sure what the 

range is, but upwards of 200 degrees. So, like they dropped 

100 degreu~ in an orbit, but if you turn rlqht around and 

put the thing hack in solar inertial and in another half 

a rev they're right back up there again. Now those kind 

of temperatures are not indicative of the thermal condition 

of the vehicl~, because it's just like you take a metal 

rod and put a 200 degree flame at one end of it, and it takes 

it a while to get down to the oth€.r end until the whole ron 

is up to anywhere near t}le temperatu .... e of the flame. The 

real problem we've got with this thinoJ is how to control 

the total thermal environment, not tht"; short term type of 
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thing. ~nd I really - I personally - I don't know - but 
it's my feelinq that attitude maneuvers aren't the answer. 

QUERY The meteoroid pro~lem - what was -
SPEAKF.R No, I don I t have any rlew data on the 

meteoroid shiold. Whatever was passed out yesterday, in 
fact 1 left here about 4 o'clock yesterday, and I'm not 
even sure what they finally decided, other thar it probably 
is not totally intact and Is undoubtedly responsible for some of 
the thermal problems we're seeing. It's around the back 
end - the big part of the vehicle - the big tank that goes 
around the whole circumference. 

0UERY Neil, those temperatures are rahrenheits 
that you're -

HUTCHINSON Vest 
QlIERY And how would you characterize the 

total environment right now? 
HUTCHINSON In the vehicle? 
QUERY Yes. 
HUTCHINSON lIouston on an ext!"~IT1ely hot, humin d~y. 
QUERY l'lhat is producing the hnmidity il'l the 

spacecraft? 
HUTCHINSON Oh, I meant that to emphasize that 

there'g no - in fact, as a matter of fact, I suspect that's 
~nothcr thing that we're qoing to have to chase. I t~ink 
that the vehicle - probably we're going to have dryness 
probleMS in there. Because it is so ... /arm, it probably is 
('xtremC'ly nry. 

QU~RY Neil, last night Gene kind of read the 
dot act for a fe\-I people who said you're making this sound 
1 ike .1 post-Mortem. And he exuheratcd great confidence 
and <Jooel will and cheer that the mission wouln carryon. 
l,"ld yet this morning, you kind of read like a postmorten 
on Skylab. What are your feelinqs? 

HUTCHINSON I don't mean to rearl like a postMorter.l 
,1t ,.U. !1aybe I'n tired because I've hc:en up a lot. h'c've 
had a 5t'rio115 .1noMaly and \ole haven't figured out yet ho .... 
to cope with it. I don't mean to lead you one way or anathcr 
,lied 1 think that the next couple of days \~c've qot to solve 
Un,; therMal thing, \o,e've got to figure out how - what kind 
of ~ :"15Sion we're going to fly, because we don't have all 
the electrical pOI,er we need. lind so that's going to require 
some cur~ailMent - we haven't figured that out. We're gOinq 
to have to figure out how to get the vehicle turned on in 
a state that .... e have never practiced before, so there's a 
lot of big dittys to get done between now and then. Let 
me make a positive statement about - I have not 0~~n a shvw 
stopper yet. 

QUERY Well, when you menti,:m about t\)ese 
te~peratures inside and you start talking about a1.~ 
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conditioning equipMent, which consumes a total of 3000 Btus 
against this power curtailment, it certainly loav0s the 
prospect that if th0 astronauts can 90 up there at all 
they will be sitting there in the dark l1laybe look1119 out 
the window and that's it. Thoy won't even have enough 
to crank the ergometer. 

TlUTCIIINSON No, 1 c1on't think it's that. The power 
probleM is not that signficant, Of course, the fact that 
we don't run the cluster full-up powerwise helps the 
temperature problem inside, because you're not producing as 
much heat. We have better than half our power producing 
capability. I guess - I don't remember - recall what 
the ratio is, but it's sOMething like 55:45 i~ favor of 
the AT" as far as pure producing capability goes, That's 
~lenty of power to run the workshop and Make it habitable. 
However, you're not gOing to run it wide open with the 
ATH and the EREP going and that kind of stuff. I really 
don't have any n~~ers on the kind of curtailment in flight 
plan activities that we're talking about. But we certainly 
are going to be able to get a Meaningful amount of data 
I'm surE:. 

QUERY Two questions. Ficnt, I understand 
that really detailed therMal balance studies ware not made 
on Skylab prior to l~unch. I was just wondering whether 
this is hindering the 1-!arsha11 people and their modeling. 
And secondly, do you have available the total power inputs 
necessary for the different types of different experiments? 

IIUTCHINSON ."e11, let Me answer the first question. 
I don't have any first-hand knowledge of all the the~al 
analysis that was done, but there have been a lot of 
thermal analysis done on Skylab, and most of it was not 
done here. Most of it was done in Huntsville. That's how 
we got the models. T~ey were built up over a long period 
of time, and of course, that thermal constituency of the 
vehicle relative to heaters and air conditioning, air 
cooling equipment and paint, and as you know there's a big 
thermal paint pattern, or was - there's a big thermal paint 
pattern around the workshop, all that stuff is all a result 
of intensive thermal analysis. Now the fact of the matter 
is, the one thing that - The 0\-15 was not put in a thermal 
vacuum chaMber and SUbjected to a - if you will - a realtime 
thermal test with simulated solar and re~l vacuum and so 
on and 50 forth. And that is one thing that is - one piece 
of data that we don't have on this vehicle. Of course 
there was a reason for that, it's too big. But I think, 
as far as the analysis goes and everything, I'm sure it 
was all done. Secondly, we have all the data that we need 
to determine how much an experiment costs in ten'lS at' power 
and so on and so forth. It's a matter of putting it 
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to<Jcthcr. "nd C)otting a balanco. And the proper halanco 
jrJ proh .. hly C)oinCJ to take quite a 1;1 t of time to under
stnnrl whRt it is we ought to bo running at one time and 
what we h<'ldn't ought to be running. And we have computer 
programs here in lIouston in Mission Control Center that 
allow us to manaC)e the power fairly effectively, built 
for just such a case. 

QUF.RY What is the temperature inside the spacecraft? 
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SP~AKER To give you an example, a couple of 
structural temps, and I look~d at them just before I loft 
boci\uSC I 'V(: kinrl of been chasing tholn as we went through these 
IH'lnOUVers. tn the Clx[ler iment compartment that IS clownstai rs 
on the ceiling, on the grid around 100 degreos when I loft. 
Ahout in the - I think they're locater'! sort of in the 
middl0 of the room of the cylinder. 

QUERY Is that example higher or lower th~n the 
other ones you've seen, or is that a real good average of whi\t 
you've seen inside? 

SPEAKER I - It depends an i\wful lot. And it's 
obvious that it depends on which side of the hird you're on. 
Let's ::;ce the sleep compartments are on - well thp.y' re 
toward the Sun sirie. Hare or less '.hey're in that quadrant -
one of the quadrants that's toward t\e Sun, and they're right 
next to the wall. And I recall seeing 50~fl t~Mreratures in 
there about 100 and sane odd degrees or sonething like that. 
011, don't hang on m~' numbers. 100 and - 100 plus - right 
there in that area somewhere, lOO,pI05. And so what I'~ 
telling you firuce is that it varies a lot depenrling - depends 
on whether the doucer is - on the metal, whether it's next 
to the skin, whether it's inside. But it's hot in there, 
it is. 

Q\I~RY 00 those heat transfer mechaniSMs and 
everything that can help cool it down, cool the air and 
a 11. llhat kind of power does that pull in terms of wattage? 
no you havp any idea? 

SPEAK~R No, hut let me tell - let me tell you 
a little bit about theM. They're basically heat exchange 
ncchanisms. So what you're doing - the kind of power 
you 1 re consu!'!'ing is to blow ai r across therr.. And so you 1 re pulling 
po ... ·er for a fan and, for example, the OWS hl'at exchanger 
when operating in a full cooling ~ode has 4 fans going and 
of course, you have to run the pumps in thf! coolant loops to 
keep the rest of the electronics cold any ..... ay. So you're not 
spending any extra power for the - the - for - to run the 
coolant through the heat exchangers. So hasically it's -
the cost is the cost of running the fan which is not -
certainly not any bi~ user. Not like having to turn on 
the heat, like turning on the radiant heaters or something. 

QUF.RY With everything nominal, what would 
the temperatures be inside the spacecraft at this point? 

SPEAKER I guess I'd expect it to he probably 
in the 60's or 70's in that area. He don't have any active 
air circulation; so the amount of ter:1perature stabilization 
you 'let from air convection is - there isn't any right now. 
And we of course, had planned I believe and I - frankly I 
didn't have - I only had one shift on this Mission, nominally 
before the crew got there; so I'~ not sure but I thi~k we 
had planne(\ on using the radiant heaters which are the big 
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wall heaters, a fev times in thA workshop. So we plan at 
this pOint, on beinq, Or yesterday, on being in A posture 
whero we probably had to add a little heat to keep the 
temperature in the 50/60/70 degree range. 

QUERY Is that all th~ result of the absence 
of the micrometeoroid shield, or is there so~ething else involved? 

SPEAKER No, as best I know, that's the only known 
- that and whatever other degradation has happened to the 
thermal coatings of the outside. Or the only known 
contributors to Our thermal situation. 

QUERY You say that you're not getting any air 
convection now. flo you plan to turn on any of these fans to 
see if you can bring down the teMperatures inside the spacecraft? 

SPEAKER No, we - There's nothing in the _ No 
redSon to ""orry about the temperature.s insioo the spacecraft 
until we're concerned with crew habitability. And, of course, 
prior to that line, we prqssurize it up, and When they get 
th0rc, that's the first - We don't turn them on from the 
'}round. The crew turns the:m on ;.,'hen they CjO in there and _ so they'll he doing that. 

QUERY IHll tho teMperatures continue to rise? 

SPEA};EP 1 don't know · ... h!'ther we've _ I can't 
answer that question directly. I don't know if we _ The 
thermal situation - the answer to H. is prohably yes !->ut 
nOl.·here nC<lr as fast as they arc - as they have heen. ,\nn 
that's llecause ther~ai prohlem3 again arc long term problems. 
anu you kno· .... you'd have to fly that thing arounr'l in a constant 
attitude for a week for it to get to d stable tompcrature. 
",t the curve lOOks like this. You know, it goes very steep "t 
first, dnd then it flattens out slOWly; it begins to rise slOl,'cr, 
slo ... ·'~r, and slo'Ner until it re,'chcs some equilihrium pOint. 
~~~ I'n Surc we haven't gotten to an eqUilibriUM point ypt. Rut 
'is far as how nuch, l. t certainly ... ·on' t be anYWhere near the ~;lnd of drastic rise. You've seen the WOrst of it. 

QUERY Now to come back to your computer problem. 
\.'[,at does that affect? floes that affect attitUde control system or What joes it ?ffect? 

SPEAKER Ye~, it doesn't directly affect _ yes 
It affects the attitude control systeM. The anomaly we've 
been seeing thOllgh is a p~i- is a prohlem in attitude 
control system where - you know, the attitude control system 
has a hUnch of routines in it Where it diagnoses its OWn 
health. And it's not doing a very ryood job of diagnosing 
it's OWn health because it's calling itself sick when it 
isn't, is What it amOunts to. We co have one gyro and one 
aXis that is not healthy. Really it's not looking good, 
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~nd it caught that one too. But the other that's in the Y ~ 
tho nUl'llbcr 1 gyro in the 'i-axis. The effoct on the att.itude 
control system _ Those 9yros, yoU xnOW - The sxy1ab doe~n't 
have an inertial platfor~. It keepS its ability, its 
inertial refarence in a computer. It's just a fictitious 
thing. really. ~nrl it uses sensors to figure out hOW to 
stay inertial. And one of them looks at tho Sun, and, of 
courfie, yOU can't see the Sun all tho time. And ~hen you 
can't see the sun, it uses these gyros that 1 have been 
talking about to figure out - it measures its attitude 
deviations and uses the gyroS to figure out ~here it is 
relative to an inertial reference. And the gyros, like I 
fiaid, there is only one of the gyros out of nine that has 
looked _ looked not well. And these other ones - we have 
three of these gyros in ~ach axis, triply redundant. The 
fiystel'l will work on one. It likes to have two because it 
lites to average two, and then, of course, if it has three, 
it can automatically vote the three, one against the other • 
. "I.nd ..... hen it rlecides that it 11(\0 one that it doesn't like, 
it brifLgS up the third gyro ann then votes twO out of three 
volting logiC and decides which one is sick and turns it 
off. Oesigned to work without human intervention except 
' .... hen it docs what it I s doing nOW. SPEAKER Are there any questions at the cape? 

SPEAKER Okay, thank you very much. 
SPEAKf.R Okay. 

nm Of TAPE 
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SPEAJ<ER and will be open on A :~ven to leven baeia, 

r~ther 7 a.m. to 1,00 p.m, basis Zor the rest of this 

week. Okay, can you bring that up a little bit in the 
back? 1111 try to speak into it. Wetll be open to ap

proximately midoight to~ight. I understand t~at we have 

Western Union support. Here in the News Center, follOWing 

the press conf~r.ence, for the rest of the week w&tll be 

open trOM 7.00 a.m. to 7.00 p.m. On my right is the 
Director of Launch Operations here at ~ennedy Space Center, 

walter J. Kapryan. To Hr. Kapryanls right is the Director 

of the Skylab Program, William C. Schneider. And to his 

right, Hr. Leland F. Belew, manager of Skylab program for 

the .:arshall Space Flight Center. Hr. Schneider. 
SCHUEIDER Good evening, lddies and gentlemen. Just to 

get right into the incident - at approximately 63 seconds 

into the launch of the Sxylab 1 this evening, there was 

an indication of premature deployment of the meteoroid 

protective shield. That is the lightweight metal shield 

that is designed to sit off - few inche~ from the skin of 

the SJt:.ylab. There was an illdication of premature deploy-

ment of that. If that had happened, the vhield would 

most probably have been torn off in some manner. The 

shield does not appear to be on at this time. The 
thermal indications are that it is gone. During the sep

aration of the meteoroici shield it had apparently had some -

1 will say, I'll speculate that as a mechanical effect 

on the deployment of the solar array. And we have some 

indication that our solar array on the workshop - those 

are the large solar arraYd not the cross solar arrays -

that the large solar arrays on the workshop also did 

not fully de910y. We have indication that they have -

that deployment has initiateo on those solar arrays, but 

we have no indication that they have fully deployed. We 

are getting some electrical power through some of them, 

however. As a re~ult of that, we've assessed our situation 

and decided that it would not be prudent to launch tomorrow 

as had been planned, and we have rescheduled the launch of 

Skylab 2 for Sunday, appoximai:.ely 11:00 eastern daylight 

time, again ~ith about a 10 minute window. We will spend 

the time from now until then in developing a flight plan 

that will maximize our scientific return. With only one 

set of solar panels deployed, our electrical power output 

is roughly cut into half, and that of course would require 

sorrle reassessment and probably some curtailment of our 

missio~ activity. We are fortunate in that some time AgO 

' .. ;e made the decision to blOS in the co\'nrnand and service modules 

power for as long as we had cryogenics on board, and so we will 

operate in that mode most probably such that we will share 
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toe power trom the command and service modules and the ATM, 
which is up, and thus have a maximum of pewer available. 
Unfortunatoly, being limited hy cry0genie fuel capacit)·, 
it 1s expecte~ that that - those cryos will xun out in 
anywhere from 16 to 21 days and f~om then on we would 
have to run an even fl\()r~ curtailed mission. So it looks 
as if we will have a flight plan that will lequire s(~e 
revisions in the conte~t of the flight plan. It is my 
intention tc kind of assess all of the experiments a little 
bit. l-le .... ill reduce a little hj,t of our lo\edical experiments, 
probably Ollr EREP experimentF: and our ATK experilIlents 
as well in order to maintain cdpabilities that go within the 
power profile that we have availahle. We havp. not de
termined precisely which of our experiments .... ill have to 
be curtailed ~r just how much they will have to be cur
taIled, and will not be able to do that for a couple 
of days. As far as what the effect of this activity 
will have on subseque~t misRions, I'm afraid it'~ too 
early for us to assess. There are many options that are 
open to us. Obviously we couldn't, assuming we are suc
cessful in running the 21 day mission and don't run into 
a"y other trouble, we obviously could run some more 
21 day Missions. That has not been decided, it has not 
been ruled out, it hasn't been decided. Other options might 
be back - to - back 28 day missions, which mig!lt extend the 
ti~e a little hit longer, and things of that nature we 
have not. netel"l'1ined other than we can't make any COl'ITIents 
on them at this time. So I guess I've answered all __ 
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SPF.AJ<ER I 9U888 I've .'lnswercd all the queltion. 

I think you havo on • - all Opr..l q>Jeation6 at thie tillle are 

obviously what effect these incid~nts will have on 

our system. We have open questions, not only 1n the eleotri~al 

power system, but also in the attitudo control 8yst~m8, and 

in the the~l system. And we will require s~e time to see 

how the systems stabUhe to see exactly what confi9~\ration 

we are in. At this dme, ..... e are preparing to launch at 11 

o'clock, eastern daylight time, on SUllday. I'm afraid I don't 

know the date, but that's S~nday, ••• that's the 2r~h. 

Leave it to the launch director to know the date. Thank. yo~. 

PAO OKay, for your questions we do h~ve stand-

ing by in Houston, also, Don PudJ)', Flight Director, and Gene 

Kranz. Please, if you would, it's g~ing to be trouble to 

get mikes to you, but, if you would wai~ for the mike. Okay, 

let's start over here and just work ollr way around. In the 

blue shirt over here - -
QUERY There was a report earlier that the attitude 

control system apparently wasn't working correctly, that th~ 

gyros WPTP not functioning properly. Is this true, and if it 

is, is this a result of the decreased amount of power avallable7 

SPEAKER The answer is yes, thp.re was some incident 

on the attitude control system. I do not b~lieve it had any

thing to do with the electrical pawer situation and perhaps 

Gene Kranz or Don puddy might want t~ ~~~lify that. 

PAO Okay, let's stand by for a minute to see 

if Houston wants to amplify that. 
PAO Silence is golden. 
SPEAKER Electrical power, as you all are probably 

well aware, when we start out, we are in the process of $pin

ning up the eNG. And hefore we lifted off, we knew there were 

certain things that might be a little unknown in this are3, ar.d 

we were going to have to feel our way along. We feel that there 

are some of the problems that are associated with the rate 

gyrcs that you've heard reported, that May be associated 

wi th these low CMG whee 1 speeds. We' re right now around 4.000 

T.p.m. We are in a 
P~O Houston, we lost you right toward the end 

of that. 
PAO Houston, can you come '..:p again with the 

finish of that statement? 
SPEAKER Have you got me now? 
SPEAKER Do you have me now:' 
PAO Wu have )'ou now. 
SPEAKER Okay, we are in the process right ~ow, of 

cource, continuing to ~pin up the CMG's. They were brought on 

line when we brought the APCS on, 1 hour. and 37 minutes into 

the Mission. The wheel speed pres~~l~y is around 4 to 5,000 

r.p,m. and, of courso, full CMG wh~el speed is around 9,000 r.p.m. 
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Basically, what we have 1~ that, of course, thero are nine rate 

9fros, three associated ~1th each axis. Right now our problems 

have centered around the Y, or the pitch-axis, and the problem 

we've been having Is that we've been failing what we call 

redundancy .anagement. And, ~asically, this i8 a routine 

that tho cOl'llputer goes through to check and see whethor 

or not we do have agreement with the rate gyro outputs. In 

general, we have 2 rate gyros on line in each axis and the 

output8 from these rate gyros are average. When you hear us 

saying things like, ·We have failed the redundancy management,· 

what this means is that there is sone reason the computer 

thinks that those rate gyro outputs are not comparing, and we 

essentially fail over to a 8ingle rate gyro method of control. 

And, in general, this means'that raLe 9yro number 1 is controlling 

and rate gyro number 2 is essentially on a backup or standby capabil

ity. We are no longer averaging those two outputs. I think 

we are in the process right n~1 of still assessing the data 

from the indications that we've had today. ~e presontly feel 

that there is no problem, Clnd let l1'e also say that the pro-

blem that you have heard about, has occurred only in the Y-

axis and I feel certain that: within a few short hours we will 

have some 801ution as to the problem. One thing that we're 

looking at specifically right now is the fact that when we 

do fail redundancy management, the - one of the schemes associa

ted with the redundancy Management is to take a look at our 

momentum state. And since we are at these low wheel speeds, 

any error that we might have had in the computer, prelaunch, 

.'1; far as the expected momentum state that it can use as a 

test constant, could effect this. And so this is one thing 

that we're lOOKing at very hard, but we cer~aintly do not 

consider this to be a major mission probl~~ at this time. 

PAO Okay, Fred Muller. 
QUERY I just want to tollOY that up with 2 

questions. One, that sounds liKe you're very confident there's 

co danger of tumbling, and secondly, it kind of eliminates 

the possibility you may }:ave from other mass you may have 

floating around in the baCK end of. Skylab, that you dion't 

expect because of vibrations. 
SPEAKER Well, I would h.we to say that, yes, 1 non'~: 

think, right now, that we are concerned about the vehicle t~~

ling and, no, we kn~ of nothing as far as the maS3 state of 

the vehicle that says that we have a different I!IOJi\cnt of in

ertia, or anything of this nature associated with the vehicle 

that was not expected 
PAO Okay, let's move on back - the bro .... n suit 

back there, 
QU~RY ~~o part question - Do you think that in 

the present state of the spacecraft, you can now satisfy th~ 

primary mission requira~ents? Number one, And r.urr~er 2, what 

-
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concern have you given for the safety of the astronauts in 
the experiment configuration of the spacecraft? 

SP~AXER Well let's answer nuaber 2 question first, 
because that's the easiest one. That's always our prime con
cern. We have eXaMined the system very carefully and, at this 
point, know of no safety halzards to the crew in any way, and, 
obviously, if ~e do uncover any safety hazzards, it will seriously 
affect our ability to go up and man tha missioo. We know of 
no holes in the spacecraft or anything like that. As far as 
the second part is concerned, I mean the first part, whh:h I'm 
answering second, the primary objectives were to g-llt into orbit 
and establish a space station, conduct experiments, and 
get medical data. We will do all three, I believe, Assuming we 
do lift off next week. We will do all three, hut ~ will do them 
a little bit differently than we had hoped to. The space 
station will have a little bit less optimal configuration in 
that we will not have as much electrical power. We will have 
to curtail our expeliments somewhat, and in what way, I really 
don't know, and we probably - some of the experiments that will 
be curtailed will, in all probability, be some of the medi-
cal experiments. 

PAO Okay, here in the yellow. 
PAO If you would direct your questions, please 

to the person, it ~uuld help with ••• 
QUERY Hr. Schneider, there is a report floating 

around here tonight that NORAD has been tracking some ob
jects or debris floating in the area of Skylab. Do you have 
anything on that? 

SCHNEIOER Well, one wou)d expect that there are things 
in the orbit. We ~id eject our solar panels; we have an 5-II 
stage up therel we have various covers and things like that. 
I would not be surprised that they were tracking objects. 
We have no indication that we have lost our solar panels. It's 
perfectly conceivable, but it appears as if we are getting 
electrical power. i'ie think the soltlr - the microl"\eteorl.id 
shield, we think that went around max Q. And if that' r so 
why it never even got clo~e to being in orbit. There's no 
indication that the spacecraft has broken up. 

PAO Okay, let's get ~ mike back over here, please. 
Back over to this sine. 

QUERY I'd like to direct my question to Mr. Belew, 
if I could. no you envision, in the schedule EVA toward the 
end of the original 2B-day flight, some sort of Visual inspection 
of the solar panels and any correction by the astronauts of 
the problems? 

SPEAKER We ~uuld plan, at the very beginning of the 
mission, during the pre, or prior to docking, to do that from 
within the command ~~rvice module, by stand-off or - -
END OF TAPE 
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SPE~KER - to do that from within the command service 

module by a standoff or oirc1in9 around, the photography 

as well as visual. So we'd hoped to do that by this means 

ra.ther than to do an EVA just for that purpose. 
QUERY I have a few questions for Bill. Does 

this mean maximwn mission you can fly is 21 days, you can't go 

2H Does it also mean the end, are there ~lfIy hopes for 

the 56 day mission? And the second question is what does 

••• meteoroid shield mean? 
SPEAXER Okay, the answer to the first two parts of 

your fiut question is no - I'm all riqht, this isn't on. 

~,enty-one days is not what we have determined to be the 

limit. We think that ~~ will have, looks likp about, well 

Wi): guess from right now, looks like about 5 Kilowatts of 

pcwer to play with for 16 to 21 days, 1'eyor.d that we 

probably only have something ~n t~~ order of 4 ki~owatts 

of power. We can't really say whether or not that's enough 

or not enough until we see how much electrical power the 

systems end up using. We think we win be able to do 

a mission - right now we think we will be able to do a mis

sion of 28 days. But the last days after the fuel cells 

have run out woul be much more curtailed. We'd have 

to use about - I believe the number is about 1200 kilowatts -

121)0 watts - to power up the CSt-!. So if we ended up doing 

a :)6 day mission, the last part of a S6 day mission would 

undoubtedly be very very curtailed. That does not rule 

it out, nor does it say that we'll end up doing it. We 

haven't really determined that. And let's see, the second 

qu£!stion was - The micrometeoroid shield was placed on 

thE!re as a mission success tool, not to - not for a crew 

safety standpoint. When you put a spacecraft into orbit, 

you play the probability game and you decide what prob

ability there is that you'll have a micrometeoroid pen

atration. By having the micrometeoroid shield on there, 

" .. e reduce the probability that we would get a small pin 
hole puncture which .. wuld - which may cause us to use up 

excessive - excessive oxygen and nitrogen. So, if we did get 

a microrneteoroid penetration, it would reduce our capa

hility to stay ~p there, but you can't say how m~ch until 

you get one. 
For Bill Schneider. Y·:m re'iuce the prob

to what? 
I don't know from what, but let me sec. 

QUERY 
abUity from what 

SCHNEIDER 
SPEAKER Well the n~~ers would b~ from a 997 to a 

like that. 990. sornething 
QUERY 
SPEAKER 
SPElU<F.R 

Out of a thousand? 
Yes. 
Okay, right next to him, in the yellow. 
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QUERY Could Bo~eor.e tell us, Houston per-
haps please, what the astronauts will be doing in the 
next 5 days? Ie there a~y conDideration being given 
at all to some sort of EVA, to re~edy the Bolar panel 
p<)s1tion? 

KRANZ This is Gene Kran~. One of the major 
things we're thinking about doing over the next couple 
of days 1s to look at some of our launch rende~vous and 
activation procedures. One of the things that will p<)s
ibly have to change, associated with the rendezvous - nor
mally we pitch over to Z~local vertical to allow 
the crew to tr~ck the workshop more easily, and it pro~ 
vides a better tracking target. And they ~an also see the 
flashing lights that are set up for crew visual tracking. 
At the current tillie, we don't feel that we'd like to 
perform that maneuver again, because if we perform the 
ZLV maneuver we'll lose our solar array output power, and 
we'll be working, essentially flying, the entire ~~rkshop 
off the ATH battery. So, that's one of the items that 
,,,e'l1 be looking at w'_th the crew. Another one of the items -
in order to extend the CSH duration as far as possible -
and Bill one of the corrections on that - at the present 
time it looks like our CSM capabilit~' with cryos is more 
in the order of around 17 days as opposed to the 21. We're 
going to be looking at wnys to ninimize the CSM usage of 
t~ese cryos, to see how far we can extend the CSM cryo 
capability beyond that 17 days. I believe the majority 
of our time is going to be spent looking at the proce
dures we used for launch rendezvous day in the 3 days 
of activatlon to see if there is anything we can delete, 
so we can get the crew into experiment activities as soon 
as practical. 

QUERY I have two questions. First of all 
why weren't we told earlier that you had a serious problem 
with the shield? It is my recollection ttat we were told 
that the shield had deployed, that we were told that it was 
partially deployed, now we're told that it's no longer 
there and we had a problem early in the flight. Secondly, 
I was told by I<SC officialll and frOl1l Houston people that. 
the shield was mandatory, and without it, if it wasn't de
ployed, that they ... ~uld have to, you know, cancel out. And 
that was during the time that they were having problems 
with it, and it wasn't deploying properly in the test, 
and it wasn't latching properly and all that kind of good 
stuff. 

SPEAKER liell first, I haven't heard what you've 
heard but you heard the same thing I heard, that it was 
deployed and then it was deployed partially and then it 
was not there at all. As you know the Skylab mission is 
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capability beyond that 17 days. I believe the majority 
of our time is going to be spent looking at the proce
dures we used for launch rendezvous day in the 3 days 
of activatlon to see if there is anything we can delete, 
so we can get the crew into experiment activities as soon 
as practical. 

QUERY I have two questions. First of all 
why weren't we told earlier that you had a serious problem 
with the shield? It is my recollection ttat we were told 
that the shield had deployed, that we were told that it was 
partially deployed, now we're told that it's no longer 
there and we had a problem early in the flight. Secondly, 
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was not there at all. As you know the Skylab mission is 
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much like Gemini, you dontt have full coverage, you see 

the data in short bits, and the telemetry was confuaing. It 

look us 80me time to fiqure out exactly what had ocourred. 

As a matter of fact, wetre still not quito sure what had 

occurred. And it WAS only in the lMt few minutes that 

we reached the conolusion that I described to you right 

now, within the last hour Qr two. So there was no lag in 

qetting you the data, we tried to get it to you AS soon 

as we possibly could. As far as the mandatory nature of 

the micrometeoroid shield, it is exactly as I described it 

to you. It is one of those items that we put on to enhance 

mission success, to increase our probability of havjr9 

a full 8 month duration mission. And that was why it was 

put on, and not having it - it does in fact decrease the 

probability of having a full 8 month successful mission. 

SP~ER ••• here in the white shirt. 
QUERY I have a three part question for Bill 

Schneider. If the CSM does lOOK this over, does it have 

live TV or anything to send bacK pictures, or will it 
just be a verbal account of what they see? Second, there 

are a number of other things that are supposed to happen 

before you would launch, including pressurizing the 
spacelab, and assuring that the debris, such as the second 

stage and so forth, are in position to where they won't 

int.erfere with the launch, I wonder if thiG has been 

accomplished? And third, is there a possibility that 
you would consider some modification to the CSM for extra 

power that might stretch this delay beyond next Sunday? 
SCHNEIDER Let me see if I can remember all those. 

First and last one, which I remember, we have already 

issued orders to increase the cryogenic 10l!.d on board the 

CSM to give it the maximum amount of stay time and that 

the ••• will undoubtedly do that in the next few 
days. Now we have no intention or we have no reas~n now 

that we will go beyond that time, we know of no mod\fica

tions that we're planning. Your first question con~erns 

TV. We had in our original plan ~he ability to send 
back TV from Guam. We were going to be stationkeeping 

at that time, perhaps 150 feet away. We are, as Gene 
Kranz stated, revising our rendezvous procedures. Onc 

of the reasons being so that we can get back TV so that 

we can see what the configuration of the spacecraft is. Y 

can't tell you that we will do that in fact, I can tell 

you that if we can, we will and we are assessing that. 

And your third question, the one in the middle, I can't 

remember. 
QUERY The other event that had to take 

place - particularly, I'm interested in the debris. Is 
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\t in a IX'sition where it won't interfere with the ••• do<:Jc1ng. 
SCJlNE'IDER The rest of the activation sequencea 

are 90in9 on as scheduled. I believe the pressurization 
started. If it hasn't already started, why it will shortly. 
However, that's a lonq process. I believe it takes sev
eral hours befere that qoes on. As tar as the debris 
is conce~ned, we will just continue to qet reports from 
NORAD. We don't anticipate that to be any problem, but 
obviously if NORAD tells us there is a problem, well, 
we'll have a problem. 

END OF TAPE 
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SCtlNEIDER Continue to get reports from MORAD. We aon't antioipate that to be any problem, but Obvioualy, if NORAD tells U8 there's 4 problem, well, we'll have a problem. 
PAO Mr, Puddy in Houston has some answers to the previous qup-stions he ~~uld like to add, 
PUDOY Okay, let me add something to this last question first. We h~ve no reason whatsoever to believe that we have anything wrong with the crew compartment. We started our ••• on time at 3 hOU1~ and 3S minutes into the mission and completed that. We have started the repressurization of the habitation area. This is normally an 8 hour and 45 minute process, so right now we - at least when I left the Control Center, we were planning to be up to 5.0 psi at about 15 hours and ~5 minutes, elapsed time. Now, there is some discussion going on as to whether we are going to take it up to full pressure or not, but anyway, right now, when I left, the pressurization was going on nominally and its looked like like there would be no problem there. As far as the delay in conformation of the meteoroid shield, let me sa,y that we had many indications of telemetry durinq that first few minutes that just didn't tag ~p. And most of you that are familar with space flight will recognize that there are a myriad of things that have to be checked in an instrumentation system to determine whether or not you, indeed, have instrumentation problems or they are indicating the true status of the systems. So even though this eVAnt we - as Hr. Schneider has pointed to you, we think occurred right during the max-Q period about 63 seconds into the sequence, our primary indication was to occur, once we had conformation, that OWS or AM SAS was or was not performing properly. Now, that particular function occurs outside a station contact at about 41 minutes into the mission, and the first time that we can look at that and gain inSight into a tremendous increase in instrument.ation that verified just exactly what we do have, is stateside on that first rev, and I believe that is, in general, when most of you got the indication that we may have had a problem in that area. QUERY We missed the last part of that, dropping in and out of here. 

PUOOY Is there some part of that that needs to be repeated? 
PUOOY Where did we cnd up? Let me go back and summarize the whole thing as far as an indication of when you found out that we might have had a problem. We nominally expect the OWS solar array to be deployed at 41 minutes into the sequence, which is outside of any station contact. Our hope was that, since we were not able to sort out the telemetered indications that we had early in the mission, our hope was that we were going to be able to find out just exactly why not we did, indeed, have a prOblem when 
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we came up at stateside, did have sunlight, and could look at the voltAge and currents on the solar arrays. Up until that point in time, becau8e of the many points of commonality, and many level-type f~ilures that you can have in instrumentation systems, we were not able to verify whether or not it wa~ an intrumentation problem, or, indeed, was a systems problem. So, I think you heard about it at stateside, and that's when we had our initial indication that, indeed, it was a systems problem and not an instrumentation problem. Query I'd like to address a question to Mr. Kapryan, and again it follows along the question I was asking earlier about the crew safety. What does this do now to your rescue capability, especially in light of the fact that you are talking about a 48-day wait, if something happens on the first day when you get up there and you'd be without, say, CSH power? 

KAPRVAN Well, of course, it obviously does change the situation somewhat in that the rescue concept was developed on the basis of having either a completely healthy laboratory, or a completely healthy, or if you had a completely healthy CSM, you could come back in it. If the CSH was not healthy, you could live on and on in the laboratory. Now that we know we do have a - we think we have a laboratory with lesser capabilities, I guess we're not in quite as healthy a situation as we were before this happened. However, I would like to point out. that we' va flown our lunar missions, dnd other missions, in the p1st, with no rescue capability whatsoever. It.'s another fd~tor we're going to have to take into consideration before we launch. 
QUERY It's for Bill Schneider, I guess and Gene Kranz, I know. Depending upon what the crew finds during station keeping Sunday night, is it mechanically conceivabl, and flight plan possible that they might he able to do an EVA, somewhere during the mission, and fix those panels or wings? 
SPEAKER Jules, far be it for me to rule things out of the realm of possibility, but I will say, right now, we, at this point, do not know of anything that the crew can do. We rna" determine something between now and lift-off time. We generally would like to have the crew trained on any activity like that. 'I'hat would be a long EVA and there ~~uld be a lot to do. We would have to make sure that we ourselves understood what we were asking the crew to do before we would ever undertake anything like that. Right now, we know of nothing that we think we could ask the crew to do. We will loolc at that between now and then. If Io'e do uncover anything, we will then ask the crew to do some training. Right now, it's in the realm of possibility. I would say it has a very low probability. 
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SPEAKER Could I add a few words to that? I 
think probably the most likely thing would be is that we 
would make the assessment during this first mlssion. Get 
all the pictures and all the information we can, come back 
home with this information, anrl then, if its at all feasible, 
the next mission would be the one where we might conceivably 
attempt such an F.VA. 

QUERY I'rn very curious as to exactly what is 
known about what happened. Which panels have not been de
ployed? Is it that they're simply not deployed, or are they 
gone? Do you have any indication of which it is? Is there 
any possible larger ext~nt of damage to that particular aspect 
of the power supply than the fact that they are just not 
deployed? 

SPEAKER There are indications that both solar 
arrays - there are two sets of arrays, one on each side - both 
of theM have been partially deployed, and that there is a 
microswitch that tells us when we get a certain distance 
away from the skin. One of them did deploy at about 60 some 
second point, and the other one, we gave ground command during 
the first rev and it !!loved off. We haven't obtained enough 
data from the computer runs that we're makiny to establish 
what percent of the array has been exposed, and that will be 
determined through the electric power analysis. So, it "''Quld 
be a sheer guess to say just to what percent they are deployed 
right now. We don't feel that the solar arrays themselves 
have departed. 

QUERY May I ask something? Host of the food 
supply on board, as I understand it, a large part of it, is 
frozen. Is not that not correct? Now, will this loss of 
power affect this food supply possibly by defrosting? 

SPEAKER I have some numbers on that. The temp-
er~tures were holding, that was about an hour and a half or 
2 hours ago, they were still holding within the designed 
limits of somewhere around minus 8 or minus 12 degrees 
fahrenheit. So that looks all right. The thermal control 
systems for refrigeration lOOKS real good. 

SPEAKER I guess I ought to say a word here be-
cause it does bear upon the earlier question on rescue cap
ability. Our indications are that with one set of solar 
arrays deployed, the ATI~, we have sufficient power for the 
housekeeping functions, and what we're really talking about 
is how much of the extra activities, the experiment type 
activities, will have to be curtailed. So, in the event of 
a rescue, the guys ... ·ouldn·t have much to do, b'lt thny would 
not be in any danger. 

QUERY Bill Schneider, could you put a third 
fuel cell back in the CSM, either on the flig~t that's 
supposed to go Sunday or -

END OF TAPE 
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END OF TAPE 
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QUERY Joe Schneider, could you put a thi~d fuel 
cell back in the CSM, either of this next - of the flight that's 
supposed to go Sunday, or of the other two CSMss later on, to give 
you more lX>We r? 

SCHNEIDER Certainly not of the flight to go on board 
Sunday. All that would do would be give us - would be give us 
a rate - give us a hi9her rate of electrical power. What we 
are really concerned about is how long the electrical power 
will last, and that has to do with the cryogenic tanks, the 
oxygen and hydrogen that we have on board. 

QUERY Is that eet yet? 
QUERY I've heard varying ligulas for how long it 

would take to launch a second Skylab. If the first crew dis
covers that the - this spacecraft ls not habitable, how long would 
it take to launch th~ second Skylab? 

SCIlNEIDER Well, ,~e' re committed to have our hard-
ware ready for a IS-month turnaround, and it is in that state 
r.ight now. ,lias Lee Belew and I discussed this today, we think 
that that turnaround time can easily be shortened, hut we're 
i~ no position now to say just how short. 

Q!JERY Is there a way to estimate the cost of 
that misRion? 

SCHNEIDER 
rate of, I believe, 
a year, that's what 

PAO 
Okay. 

Well, we're curlently spending on the 
30 million a month and if you just extended 
it would cost. 
OVer here in the yellow. In the yellow. 

QUERY The one unreplaceable experiment is the fact 
that man was supposed to be aboard this thing for extended 
periods of time - the medical research for future experiments. 
Much of the rest can be done by unmanned satellites. In view 
of that fact, is there any specific attention being given 
just to the fact that keeping men up there for as long as 
poSSible, within safety, of course, and mininLUm power requiremerlts, 
for future space missions? 

SCHNEIDER Well, I think our medics have saiti it 
many ti~es. The value of th2 Skylab long-duration mission is 
not in the long duration itself, but it is, in fact, due to the 
fact that we will be getting data in flight on the astronauts' 
conditions, as the flight progresses, and that is the experi
ment part of Skylab, so just staying up there, without medical 
data, gives you a very minimum amount of da.ta on which to hase 
future flights. As far as whether or not the Sk.ylab experi
ments can be done on unmanned flights, that's not quite true. 
Very, very few of them can. We feel that we would ,. If we -
if we' r~ forced to curtail all of these experiments, why \,e 
ha'1e ~ad, no doubt about it, a loss that we, sure as all heck, 
wish we hadn't had. 

PAO 
PAO 

In the green o:er here. 
Okay, how about corning back. over here then. 
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QUERY Will the power transfer, fr~ tha CSH, 
require any physical installation of wirea, like an extenllon 
cord? 

PAO Gene J<ranz, you ,.,ant to answer that? 
KRANZ We call it cn umbilical - -
SPEAKER Go back, the key reason for malnt4ininq 

the cryos is to allow the CSM to 3uppor~ itself. We don~t w~nt the 
CSH to become a parasitic load upon the workshop. Now atter 
the cryos are depleted, around 1200 watts power wil~ be trans
fer.red across the umbilical to the A~~ SAS to maintain a thermal 
conditioning of the CSK to maintain the communication 8yste~s 
which ~~ use. And, also, to provide support to the heater& on 
the CSH propallant tanks, U.on type functions. Now, one of 
the things thatls interesting averybody'~ holding the 
post mortem already on the mission, and I think it >~1 be 
somewhat premature. 1 do believe, that we do h~ve a capability 
of doing some significant experi~ent work up here, particularly 
during the period of time that the CSH is active. We'll have 
roughly between 12 and 800 watts of power available, And I 
believe we can do a pretty gorxl job with that. power. 

QUERY "0 HI'. Schneider. floes thera remain any 
technical possibilities of extending the large solar rays in 
the workshop from ground command? 

SCHNEIDER 1111 let Gene Kranz correct t~ on that, or 
maybe Don can. But to my knowledge, we have sent all of the 
backup cor:unands that .... e have and all of the ordnance that 
we have, while all the ba~kup ordnanc~ has been expended. 

KRANZ That is correct. We - we h6ve fired all of 
the backup ordnance, and there is no other command action 
that we can ta\e. 

QUERY Last night I was told by a public affairs 
officer, that the fear of - on airlocks was not the reason 
for the mi~rometeoroid shields. It WAS one of the reasons. 
But the basic problem is that the workshop is lined with an 
insulation which is considered highly flammable, that the 
reason that the micrometeoroid shield was - dissipate heat 
from a - from a puncture before it punctured the inner ahell. So 
.... hat influence would that hav~ on the mission now, if that hazard 
does eXist, of a fire? 

SPEAKER Well, I try to - I try to mak~ agreements with Public 
Affairs that I won't tell them how to write newspapers, if 
they wonlt. answer technical questions. It was an error. 
There is - The material under the - the insulating material has 
been well tested with micrometeoroid punctures and fires 
of all typesl there's no hazard there. It is to prevent pene
trations of t~e shells to extend our mission life - or increase 
the probability of having a full mission life, due to 
micrometeoroid penetration. You were given erroneous informa
tion yesterday. 
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PAO Xeep on moving 
QllERY I f you do send 

you have any modifications in the 
the - the same problem again? 

SPEAKER Yes, yes. 
(Laughter) 

back here a little bit on. 
up the Skylab 5, will thenl - will 
- in the s/stem t.o try to Avoid 

SPEAKER Itls too early to s~y what it would be. We havenlt 
evaluated thi~ situation totally. 

P~O Okay, over there ~ -
QUERY Bill Schneider, what WdS Conradls xesponse 

when you told him about your decision, and will the astronauts 
have to give up any of their creature comforts as part of the 
new power budget? 

SCHNEIDER Well, I'm not going to comment on what 
Pete's comment was. He once said he plans to go to Houston 
tomorrow - he's flying to Houston tomorrow. And and his plan while he's 
there is to participate in the flight-planning activities to optimize 
our scientific return from the nission. So, he obviously was disappointed 
and certainly was ready to go, but hels a good troup, and 
he's going to help us in every way he can to get as much ~s 
we can out of it, and as Gene Kranz said, we think we are 
goin9 to get quite a bit out of it. 

PAO Over her~, please. I'm not trying to 
iynole ,:mybody, but I'd like to get these people who have not had a 
chance to do one job anyway. 

QUERY For lIonston, what's your best guess as 
• ... hat ci':used the r:leteoroid shield deployment early? Did it ex
ceed the dynamic pressure you expected, or was it the firing 
of the ••• ? - pr(Mature firing. 

SPEAKER I'd be inclined to pass this one back 
down to the Cape bacnuse wei re limited principally from a 
standpoint of the instrumentation we have, And, like I say, we 
traced it or tracked it down assuming that it was initially an instrumentat 
problem, so I Leliev(: you ought to get the answer to yOUl" 
question down ,'it KSC. 

SPEAKER The shield, which wo feel did prematurly 
deploy - what data we have says it didn't deploy because there 
was a Signal - electrical signal - that would be required to 
initiate explosives th"t shears a structural member. That 
kind of put.s you do-Nn to othE,r things, and thos(: other things 
are not yet known to us. It:. could be due to pressure under 
the shield, the source of which could have been trapped at 
that postulation only. And other postulatedgcauses. \';e' Ie 
just not that clo~e to getting the data analyzed yet. Apd 
that's part of the effort we have undel~ay tonight. 

QUERY ts it possible that these fuel cells 
could be recharged by later mission, to extend these times 
up there? 
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SPEAKER No. 
and the transporting of 

cells, of course, are in 
thei~ c~yos, replenished 

END OF TAPE 

The fuel cells, ~s you know are CSM fuel cells, 
cryogenics is pretty tough. The fuel 
the CSM. And they are, along with 
on each mission. 
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SPEAKER No. 
and the transporting of 

cells, of course, are in 
thei~ c~yos, replenished 

END OF TAPE 

The fuel cells, ~s you know are CSM fuel cells, 
cryogenics is pretty tough. The fuel 
the CSM. And they are, along with 
on each mission. 
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SpeAKER (garble) and they are, along with their 
cryos, replenished on each mission. 

QUERY Pirst of all, are the orbital work6hop 
soler wings completely independent of each other in the 
sense of deplo~~nt? 

SPEAKER As far as the signal that would have been 
a normal signal for deploYMent, they would be deployed by 
a single signal. As far as mechanical and all other aspects 
are compl~tely independent. 

QUERY Wouldn't it be logical if IOu act - be 
able to actuate t::lem from the g-round completely independent 
of each other? 

SPEAKER Well, yes. For instance, we didn't get 
indications that one had begun to PlOve at the - around the 
63 second tirnefrdlTle, and the otl)er one showed indications of being 
in place. lie din gi ... e a sig-na] separate from the ground cn 
that one, ~s I mentioned earlier in this conference. 

QUERY Can you place a watted figure on rr.inirnu'll 
daypass, nightpass ~'orkshop \1sage wattage? And also conti',lI 
that - that the one solar array did partially deploy at 60 seconds 
into the flight. 

SPEAKER I guess, Bill, the five KW being the 
power that we'd have when the CSHls up, which gives about 1.2 KW 
spare, and do a little Ruhtraction there, and you get about 
3.B ~~ for the basic housekeeping activity. ?lus average, yes. 

SPEAKER Some of your co-host have been waiting 
patiently in Houston to ask questions; so we're going to go 
to them for some questions now, 

SPEAKER Let me catch the questions of Peter -
QUERY Is there any possibility of IIsing the 

conmand module to yank the solar array out? Is that being 
considered either on this subseq\lent missions? 

SPEAKER We had a very brief discu8sior, on it in 
the Hission Control Centei'. Look.s like the only thing you 
could use might be the doc~ing probe and that wouldn't scem 
to be too good an idea since you want to use it for dockinq, 
NaIve got guys looking at it, but we dCll'l't feel that's a 
practical approach. 

SPEAKER Steve Young, CBS. 
YOUNG Could you explain to us what the possible 

interrelationship is of the early deployment of the meteoroid 
shield to the problem with the solar panels on the workshop; 
t ... ·o, how you understand the simultaneous failure of tlliO 
independent wings; and three" whether you think at this point 
retrospectively was overconfident to just allO'..; atout 24 hours 
of shakedown for so complex a system before sending men. 

SPEAKER Well, in answer to your last question first, 
no, we do not (eel that a 24 hour shakeco·..; •• WolS t'Xl little of 
a time before sending men aboard. I think tht;; answer to 
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your first question - There is a definite interrelationship, 
we fcel , between thu problem that we've had here with the 
meteoroid shield and possibly the problems that wolve had 
with the wing8. As you·re well aware, we indicated that that 
failure did occur about E3 sflconds into the launch sequence, 
which is during a period ofaxtreme vibration environment. 
And it is extremely possible tha~ the vibration environment or, 
as has been mentioned, some gases trapped underneath the meteoroid 
shield did cause the problem. Since the meteoroid shield 
is underneath the wings, itt s also very probablE' that there 
~s a mechanical interrelationship there that is causing those 
wings tn not be able to be deployed. We did lose the 
secure indications which indicated that they have corne 
partiall" loose but they IUd not deploy. There is not a 
large force. Strictly a spring associate with those beam 
fairings to cause them to deploy, and if the beam fairings 
do not corne out, then of course we nominally would not expect 
the wing sections to deploy. 

SPEAKER Ed DeLong, UPI. 
DEI~NG A couple of questions to follow that 

last answer up directly; if the beams did deploy, wO\'ld you 
expect the wings s to deploy? 

SPEAKPR Yes. Yes, they are an independent function. 
DELONG Okay, so what you're saying, essentially, 

is then you don't think the beams are out all the way either. 
SPEAKER We do not feel like the beams are all the 

way out. No, we lost - We called the secure indications 
which means that they have moved a very short distance away 
from the sttucture. But it certainly does not mean that 
they came cut to their f;.'ll deployment position. 

DELONG And two quantitative questions. !low much 
additional cryos will be put in the cOA~and module, or 
command service module, and how mud. power are you getting 
from those solar panels that are in question? Have you been 
able to measure it? 

SPEAKER I think the question on the additional 
loading on the CSM cryos should be pas Jed to KSC. As far as 
the MIO'mt of power that we're actually receiving from the 
N1 wings at this tim~ - it's very difficult - you talking 
the k~ wings now? The ones that we think we've got the 
problcn with. The power that we're receiving there iR very 
negligible. In fact it's almost something that you would 
question whether or not you have - It's within instrumentation 
tolera,ce, I guess I should say. So we're not sure whether 
we're actually receiving much pewer from those wings at 
all. 

QUERY More like the Sun just catching - just 
sort of reflecting up under the end of the folded up wings 
and catching just a few cells? 
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SPE~ER Very possible. It's certainly not any-thing that we c~n consider to be a sustained power output from those wings. 
SPEI\XP.R 
QUERY 

isolation through 
SPEAI<'-:i< 

to chan4e it. 

Paul Cambell. 
\'1111 t.he crew maintain their modified thi& next period? 
I assume they will, I don't see any reason 

S?F.AXER Let's sea, do we want to switch to KSC on the previous question and let them elaborate on it? SPEAKER Okay, I think I can answer that one. Wo're not going to load anymore cyrogenics into the tanks than we did for this atteMpt. lie're going to do it closer to laun<:h time th"n we did this time. Since we were running to do a countdown, we sequence things to do them at a different tima. Since a nominal mission called for a lesser requirement for cyrogenics than we've had in the pass, we loaded earlier and ,,'e, i\S a result of the boiloff and the fuel cell operation for several days longer on up with lesser cyrogenics aboard. Nhat we will do for Sunday's attempt, we will load cyrogenics I believe probably some time on Friday a~ternoon. And the number is for oxygen on the order of 500 pounds and for the hydrogon on the order of 90 so~e pounds. And this will enable us to have about a 15 percent greater margin than we would have had had \"e lifted oft to:'1Orrow. QUERY I've got a couple. First of all, you did put a third set of cyro tanKS in the CSH after the Apollo 13 prob~_em a.1d r know yC>iJ had to take those out to put in the expanded RCS and you a1$0 took some SPS out to expand the RCS. Out is it possible you could stick a third set of cyro tanks baCK in the CS~\ for the Skylab 3 and 4 missions. Anc the secor.d question is: ~sually when there's a pr'..>b1em ,,'e hear an awfully lot about the simulations that have been Gone, but I haven't heard a ,,'ord about trying to reproduce this failure and see what kind of force it night take, for example, to -in the docking. Will the force of docking jar the panels loose? Or has any attempt been made to reproduce that beam failure lockup or whatever it is? SPEAKER As far as I know right now there has been no dttempt made to actually si~ulate the particular problem with the beam fairing. However, if we do have a beam that is partially deployed and we have the wing intact, it is possible, I'm not saying it's probable, hut it is certainly possible that the force associated with docking might cause that beam fairing to snap into position. SPEAKER The cyro I think better be passed to KSC • .sPEAKER (garble) 

END OF TAPE 
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QURRY Houston mentioned that thero's Bort of 

a post mortem attitude on this thing, and I think it's a shame. 

1 think it would be well for us to remember that you aen 

have worked for months and years on this thing, and yOQ did 

phenomenal job. And I - I personally salute you. 
SPEAXER Haam, we personally thank you. (Applause). 

SPEAKER Okay, excuse me. I think that was a question from 

Houston, and I erroneously went to other questions from here. 

SPEAKER I think the question was with ~espect to, could we 

put the third set of tanks in? Well, of course, we couldn't for Skylab 2. 

And it is quite a major modification to get back to it. 

If it was deemed necessary for Skylab 3 and 4, I think it's - It's 

possible that it could be done in that timeframe. However, 

you have to recoqnize the fact that we are now processing 

the Skylab 3 vehicle, and if we were to do that, that would 

significantly delay the Skylab 3 launch. 
QUERY A couple of television - planning questions. 

You said that there's going to be an attempt to get up and 

turn the television on as soon as possible for visible inspec

t ion, is that dgh t ? I th ink Nr. Schne idel· or someone sa id 

that before. What is the time fr~ne on th~t, approximately? 

Secondly, what will be the overall iMpact. on mission video 

of this ~el' shortage? 
SPEAKER Okay, the answer to the first question. 

Wc're still stud/ing the enti~e, as I said, launc~ rendezvous 

procedures, and the video plan will be part of that. One 

of the items we asked Marshall was to give us a detailed 

listing of those points that might inpact the structural 

capability, the thermal capability, and the electrical pc~~r 

capability: and once we've got that information back, then 

we can set up an optiMum video viewing plan so that we can 

get that information baEk down .'lnd, hopefully, be in a 

better poSition to suwort the Iolorkshop, once it's manned. 

That answers the first question.. The impact upon the TV 

plans; I think, during the courBe of the mission, it may be 

reduced some .... hat, but I .... ouldn·l: expect it to be reduced 

any significant extent. partic\llarly during the early portion 

of the mission where the CSM is capable of supporting the -

its own power loads, actually wt:ere we have CSM cryos 

remaining. After that period of time, it fray may get a bit 

schosh. 
SPEAKER Okay, I think wc're going to be able to 

take one more question from Houston, David Crain, KTRH. 

CRAIN Gene, I would like from you an interpre-

tation of .... hat Bill said earlier. I get the indication from 

what he said, as far as the EVA and doing the repair, that 

it was not a matter of what the crew could do, but what they 

would let the crew do. How about a breakdown there. An~ the 

danger, is it the sprin~ mechani:sm of the PYROS 'lone, is it 

the spring bursting out, what - -
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KRANZ Let mo gO hack. Hany IItOnths AgO we 

roviewed tho capabilities to correct certain type of mechan-

ical malfunctions in the area of the - actually the total workshop. 

And, generally, we restricted, and this is due to many things -

We restricted the majority of the EVAs to the area of the 

MOA, the ATM, the ATM truss, that general location. principally 

there's several factors that go into it. First of all, 

there don't appear to be any good transfer paths for the crew to 

get back into that area of the workshop. Secondly, the 

umbilical length is constraining, and, thirdly, we were some

what concerned about Bome of the pyrotechnic and separation 

devices leaving sharp edges in the area of the meteoroid shield. 

So, from a standpoint of early mission assessment many months 

ago, we pretty much scrubbed any EVA-type work back into that 

area of the workshop. It just didn't appear practical. 

QUERY I sure would like to congratulate Bill 

Schneider for having such bubbling optimism after losinq 

half of your power. 1 'd like to krow if I could, if you 

could 9 i ve me in speci fie terms hOI" much you think you Ire 

going to lose in this mission, that is, out of 100 percent? 

Because you ••• And second of all, what kind of 

testing, specifically, was done to see what kind of vibration 

it ~~uld ta~e to rip off this shield? 

SCIINEIDER Well, A, I've already lost half of my 

bubble. I can't really tell you how many experiments are 

going to curtailed. We're going to replan that, and we 

have to lOOK at just what the effe=ts are. It's possible 

that there roay be a number of experiments that will not 

be activated because of this. As Gene says, it looks as if we'll 

have a lot of power in the early part of the mission, not 

as much as we had planned, but enouqh to do a good adequate 

mission. In the latter part of the mission, we fully expect 

that we will have a v~ry lower much ~~~r available to conduct 

experiments. If that a3sessment, which both Gene and I 

gave you, was bubbling, why I guess I have a low bubble 

quotion. As far as how much testing has been done, I'll 

pass that to Lee Belew. 
BELEW The shield is very light weight designed, and 

it has to be in order to be deployed with relatively small 

sources of power spring-loaded torsion driven structural 

arms. The shield, as far. as its basic design, has gone 

throuqh all the various static structural tests with the 

right safety factors. The simulation as far as infliqht 

profile, as is not possihle to do, so, that the deployment type test 

we did do, and we did them as late as here at the Cape. We 

have to simulate a zero-g enviroJUTlent and suspend the shield 

with broad and long wires, so to speak, not to induce too 

much residual force on them. And, those tests were primarily 

for the sake of determining that they will latch and stand 
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out as compared to the structural testa that were done on 
the more or les8 8ubcomponent level in that we just have 
no means to simulate the space environment as far a8 overall 
structural tests in a sense that would duplicate what we Teally 
sec. so, again we thought that we had the right test program 
behind us, and the flight profile that we see going up, you 
cannot simulate as far a8 back pressures and the dynam!cs 
of going through max 0 and all of th~t. Some of those 
tests we just can't make on the ground. 

QUERY Which is the more accurate figure to use 
as far as the maximum time they can stay up there, 17 or 
21, and how much of that time do you think you'd be able to do 
the good adequate job you mentioned ~whi1e AgO and how 
much of that time would it be pretty poor? 

SPRAKER Let me repeat again. Ne have high hopes 
that we can stay up 2B days. I had originally said the fuel 
cells would run out at 21 days Gene Kranz corrected me and 
said that is 17 days, and he is closer to the correct number 
than I am. At the end of those 11 days our assessment today 
is that our power available would only permit us to run 
a mission with fairly minimal experimental activity. And we 
have not determined just how Much of that activity we will 
be able to conduct. A lot of that is going to depend upon 
how the spacecraft behaves in the next few days. We're 
really not quite sure how much pdrasitic power all of the 
subsystems and components do really draw. It's all been 
theoretical up till now. 

QUERY Then it was perhaps some confusion that 
Sky lab Control in Houston said earlier that there could not 
be a 28-day mission if you did not have full deployment of 
shield - -

SPEAKER No, now let roe say again, we think the 
latest assessment is, that with only the ATM panels deployed, 
we have sufficient electrical power to take care of the 
housekeeping functions with a few watts left over. That is 
correct, is it not, Gene? 
SPEAKER - - and he stated that to his recollection -
~c stated that we could not have a 2B-day nominal mission. 
I think the real key here and is going to be, how much of 
a parasitic load we have induced by the heaters? At the 
present time, our best guess is that even after the cryos 
deplete, we believe we'll have s~ething like around 600 watts 
of power available for experiments. It could be somewhat more 
than that - -

END OF TAPE 
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SPEAKER After the cyros del,lete were - Ne believe 
weill have something like around 600 watts of power available 
for experiments. It could be somewhat more than that and 
this will allow the continuation of certain experimental 
activities through until the completion of the 28 days. 
We're playing ~ith much smaller margins than we had in our 
initial mission planning, and I believe as we go through the 
flight plan over the next several days and in particularly 
the checklist, that weill be able to make mor~ power than 
that 600 watts available, once the cryos deplete. 

SPEAKER Kenneth Bluebacker. 
QUERY Mr. Scott, I understand the Air Force 

has a camera with a particularly strong lens that enables it 
to see the Skylab 1 as it passes over the Cape. With 
the cloud cover I don't imagine you could see it today, but 
do you anticipate looking at it - at that camera to take ~ look 
at the solar panels? 

SPEAKER I imagine there will be a lot of tele-
scopes trained on it in the next few days. We looked at 
the cameras frem the Cape here during the launch phase to 
see if the~' picked up anything. My recollect~.,n was that 
they ran into clouds at 40 odd seconds and they got nothing. 

SPEAKER Okay, over here, please. I'm not tryinq 
to slight anyone but I'd like to get into everybody on a 
first shot basis here, if we can. 

~IERY I think I might be mistaken, but we had 
two figures on 1.0'01 much watts are produced right now. The 
one was 5,000 and t~le other one was 1200, and that, I think, 
came from Houston. So what would be the correct figure, and is 
it correct that alt~ether the station was expected to produce 
22,000 watts? 

SPEAKER Five thousand being as far as the mission we 
are now talking about from both fuel cells and one set of 
solar arrays on the ATI'l. The combination of the two was 5,000. 
And the 1200 came from that contributed by the fuel cells 
to the system. The total power that we would have had on 
a nominal mission would average Ol\t at about up to 8 Kli. 

QUERY On December 7, 1957, the United States 
suffered a terrific loss of prestige with Vanguard still upon 
the pad, and tonight lid say we have a space station which is 
throwing (garble) three quarters full. They can either look at it 
as being full or empty. I tend to look at it as full, 
es'specially in view of the (garble) situation. And (garble 
he's really done a magnificant job today, and I'm quite 
sure we'll have that successful program. 

SPEAKER We thank you. 
QUERY I would like to know if the solar 

telescope appears to be intact, and if so, what effect will the 
power shortage have on your plans with the solar telescope. 
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SPFJ\J(ER The ATM looks all ri9ht. It deployed very 
well and we had an initial acquisition of the Sun qui.te well 
until we had th~ anomaly that wa~ earlier discussed with 
the power sharing that will, of COUlse, eat into each of 
the major experiments and as such. It will ~av~ to give 
up it's share also. 

QUERY I'm sort of confused by some of your 
wattage fi9ures because I've been reading all day that 
you get something like 10,000 and a half watts from the ATM solar 
panels and 12,000 supposedly from thp. one from the OWB -
or am I - I am not a very good electrican. I was talking 
about 5,000 only from the ATM. 

SPEAKF.R We, of course, have to design for the 
average - for the whole mission, and half of the time you 
don't - you don't gen~rate powerJ and what you were reading 
is the maximum l~er during the OptiMum sunlit portion 
of the mission. See we - we'll take in, say on the ATM, up 
to maybe 8, 10 KW and run it into charger batteries and 
we'll store it and then use out of that during the dark side, 
and the result is an average power use, say on the ATM, 
only of about 4 KW. And by the way that's conservative. That's 
on the low side in order that we don't plan more activity 
then we can generate power to support. 

SPEAKER Okay, we've got about 5 minutes here, so 
I car. only take this tiMe to question. 

SPEAKER Bill Schneider or anybody, could you again 
spell out the relationship between the rnicrometeol:oid shield 
accident and the - the power panel disaster? Does one 
contribute to the other? Or are they seperate events, or are 
they separate aCCidents, or what? 

SPEAKER Right now, we're reasonably certain that 
one contributed to the other. That the first occurance was 
H.e failure attributed to the micrometeoroid shield and 
early deployment. We think in some way that has bound up or 
cramped or inhibited in some way th~ full deployment of 
the solar array. We only have instrumentation on the solar 
array that indicate that it has released and th~t it has 
gotten to full deployment. So it has released. It has not 
gotten to full d~ployMent and just exactly where in between 
we don't know. We do think the two incidents are related. 

SPEAKER I guess the simple part of it is the 
micrometeoroid shield lies snug against the skin of the 
!'pacecraft. Th~ solar array does fit over that. If the 
shield lets go first, it would have a tendency to want to 
push the array out. So the sequence - the norma 1 sequence is, 
of course, for the solar array ~o go ou~ fir.st and then the 
shield comes out quite a bit later. So if we got an erroneous 
deployment of the COl it would definitely influence the solar 
array. 
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QUERY If after the crew gets up either in 

- through the docking forcss or some other manr.er, the panel 

should be fully deployed, how much of the original flight 

plan could then be recovered? 
SPEAKER If we get full electrical power, 

the only thing that would be wrong is that we would have 

a lower probability of not having a small puncture due to 

a micrometeoroid, and we would plan then to go, I'm sure, 

right on with the full mission. 
QUERY With the panel gone, wouldn't you assume 

that the panels - With the shield gone, ~~uldn'l you assume 

that the panels tore off? 
SPEAKER It didn't deploy. The thermal indications 

are that the panel is the - that the micromereoroid shield 

is no longer there. And it happened in what? Right in 

(garble) 3 seconds. Chances are the panels could 
be gone. We believe they are gone. 

SPEAKER Thank you. 
SPEAKER No, we don't believe that the solar 

panels are gone. 
SPEAKER Not the solar panels. I thought we 

were talking about the micrometeoroid shield. 
SPEAKER The solar panels, we feel, are still there. 

We lost the temperature probes. They all went off-scale 

high and off-scale low on the rnicrometeo~oid shield at 

63 seconds. Ne had temperature instrumentation on the soiar 

panels, and they qave perfectly normal readings through that 

time. 
QUERY Mr. Schneider I what w.'.ll the astronauts 

be doing during the next five days? I as,mIne they'll be 

doing whatever it is in Houston. And is there a possibility 

that you may have to scrub SL3 and 4? 
SPEAKER We expect that t.he crew wi 11 be, as I 

said before, helping us replan the missions. We will 

undoubtably ask them to practicu a few fl1-around procedures 

so that we do get good pictures as to what the - vehicle 

10ok5 like. As Gene said we expect to replan our rendezvous 

sequences somewhat so that we can get good TV coverage and, 

they will be undoubtedly practicing that. As far as is it 

possible that we may scrub SL3 and SL4 - not, based upon 

\vhat I know today. It may - this may become that soriou9, 

but right now it does not look that serious. 
QUERY Hr. Schneider, assuming the mission 

goes beyond the 21 da':l' or the 17 day cryogenic depletion, 

and I would have liked to find out is, after undocking what 

power is left in the CSM other than the re-entry batteries? 

Is there other power in the service module? 
SPEAKER Well, if you r€call - if you recall 

\Ie planned for the CSM to deplete it's cryogenics in the 

() 
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normal flight in this normal manner. We're not doing 
anything differently except copi~9 off the tanks. And 
we have put extra batteries on board and redundant batterios 
on board for re-entry and that was our normal preplanned way 
for re-entry into Skylab. 

SPEAKER We have time for one more question. 
Takeit right here. 

QUERY Mr. Schneider, I have two questions, short 
ones. Number 1 - -

END OF TAPE 
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SPP .... KER 
PAO 

'" preplanned way for re-entering S~ylab, 
Now ~ have time for one more quostion, 

Ta~e it right here, 
QUERY Mr. Schneider, 1 have two questions -

alternating experi
they also coo
incident and 

short ones. Number onel Has NASA considered 
menta between flights? And number tWOI Have 
sidered the relationship between the Apollo 1 
s~ylab now - both of them now functioning? 

SCHNIEDER As far as your first question goes, we 
have, as you know, had some experiments that were planned for 
the first manned mission, some for the second, some 
for the third, some for - that were planned for two and through 
the missions, and some of them that were planned for three. 
And we'll probably stick to that plan, although the exact num
ber of :,ours that We'l"e going to be able to devote to particular 
experiments will be under review. As far as the failure of 
the first Apollo mission, are yvu referring to 204? I can 
think of no - absolutely no relationship whatsoever between 
this and that. We - There's no indication of any fire 
hazard or anything li~e that on Skylab at all. 

PAO Gentlemen, thank you very much. 

END OF 'I'APE 
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PAO Okay, 1 think we're ready to begin the 
Postbunch :onference here. I hava with me Director of 
Launch Oper ationa ilt Kennec!y Space Center, Walter Kapryan. 

KAPRYIN Good afternoon, ladies and gentlemen. 
There reall( isn't Much to tell you about the countdown because it 
was ver,! nOl l in41. Only a few very minor probleJl1s, not even 
worth reporting, and at no time was there any consideration 
of 4 hold and possibly not going on time. When I came in I 
had my weather briefing with Ernie Amman. At 5,30 in the 
morning, he reported that we would be having thunder~torms 
at lift-off time, but within 3 hours he changed that to what 
we actually did have. So, weather-wise, it's been 4 good day. 
Lift-off occurred 281 milliseconds late. S-IC center engine 
cut-off came at 3/10 of a second ea~ly. S-IC outboard engine 
cut-off occurred half a second early, second was 1/10 of a 
second late. 5-IC 5-2 separation was 0.42 seconds early. 8-2 
ignition was 1.11 seconds early. All the other events were 
that close to nominal. Orbital insertion was 1 second late. 
orbital velocity is 25,096.6 feet per second, which was 
approx'.mately 39 feet abolle nominal. Now these are prelimi-
nary figures, so please don't shoot roe if they are wrong. 
And I think you are probably following over the Flight 
Director's loop the sequence of the cluster deployment. 
Payload shroud jettison occt1rr(>Q <'Ihout 1~ mint1tes and 25 sec-
onds into the flight. The AnI was deployed at 21 minutes 
34 seconds. The ~TM solar arrays were deployed at 26 minutc3 
3B seconds. And,as of this moment, we have not been able 
to confirm deployment of ~~e CWS pass wings. So I really 
don't have any more to say. Countdown was perfectly nominal. 
Any Cjuestions? 

PAO Mary. 
QUERY I understood that they had been 

deployed and then they said it hadn't been confirmed. Then 
they said they were waiting for Honeysuckle; then they said 
they were waiting for Texas - -

KAPRYAN They're having trouble with data dro{>-
out. I guess the quality of the data isn't good enough to 
real1~' confirm it definitely and I guess we'll just have to 
wait. 

QUERY Well, do you think you have a problem or 
not? 

KAPRYAN 
enough to confirm 

QUERY 
a problem, do you? 

KAPRYAN 
QUERY 
KAPRYAN 

I don't know. The data just wasn't good 
it so, I - -

So, you don't hcve any indications of 

No. 
You just know. Is that it? 
We just don't know. 
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When 

QUERY 
QUtRY 
KAPRYAN 

going 

Okay. 
When will you know? 
Let's see when it comes over the States, 

tc, be? 
I'm not sure yet. is that 

SPEJ\t:r.n 
KAPRI,\N "ie'll get it 

in the next pass over the 

States. I guess - -
QUERY lIow long? 
SPF.AK1;R We' 11 have commentary coming during 

that time so there'll be update on that. 
QUERY What's been planned for the remaining of 

saturn-V rocket that's in moth balls right now? 
KAPRYAN The plan for remaining Saturn-V rocxet 

at this nonent is not to fly anymore. 
PliO Down here in the front. 
QUERY \~hat's the weather position about 

tot;1orro'''''S launch. You now have a fixed window 6:00 to 6110, 

haven' t yo']? KAI'HY l\N 'l'he ""eather forecast for tomorrow, at 
the moment, 15 that it will be very similar to what we ~ad 
today. If anythillg, it will be a little batter. 

PAO Back up here again. 
:}UERY I f you don't get a positive deployment on the 

SAS · .... 1n'J5 \-Hll you launch tomorrow? 
KAf'h ,'A'l I,e 11, thp. flight. management team is 

gOlng to hdV(> a conference at 7 o'clock tonight to give the 
(.('1, :,;0 GO for tomorrow's activities. And, the Program Director 
will he in charge of that. There are some conditions under 
... hich .... c ... 'Ould g0 and we would not, I can't give you a flat 
yes or no ~nswer to that. 

QUERY But. ri'Jht now we can asswne that it is 
gOlng off to~orrow on time? 

l\AP)l.YMl Yes. 
SPEAKER Okay. 
QUERY • .. :bcn is it you'll know about the SAS 

"',. in,]; wha t t 1m£!? KAPRYAN I don't rememoer the time. I heard, 
when I was in the tillle booth there, they'd have to ~~~t. until 
the next [lass over the States. And, frankly I'm behind on 
the time lin!:', ( don't know exactly when. It shouldn't be 

too long. Could you tell us what a S~S wing is QutRY 
please? KAPRYAtl 1 t' s the two solar wing assemblies that 
supply the Sol.ar energy for the workshop. As you know, we 
have the solar array for the ATM nd we have the solar array 
for the ~;orkshop. \'ie're talking about the one for the work-

shop. 
PAO 
QUERY 

stand, how you will 

Go ahead Ray. 
Can you tell us in language I can under-
discover whether these solar wings are 
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deployed. Will Mission Control interrogat.e the 6pa~ecraft? 

KAPRYAN Well, yes. The telemeter data that 

comes down will tell U8. We have switches on board and we 

also have othbt parameters, power parameters, state of batteries, 

things of that nature that will give us that information. 

QUERY Without deployment 

SPEAKER Go ahead Dick. 

QUERY Without deployment of these panels, there 

is no rnission, of course? 
KAPRYAN Without the deployment of the SAS 

panels we could nct fly the full blown mission. I think ~e could 

fly a reduced mission, and whether .... ·e would do that, or not, 

is not up to rne to say. 

QUERY Where waa the Skylab 2 crew during the 

launch? 
KAPRYAN In ~he general area. 1 don't know. They 

h3ve been relaxing a~d they're going t~ continue relaxing. 

Their activities for tonight are r.ather, for the rest of 

the day are just to kind of take it easy. They're going to 

do a little bit of reviewing of their flight plan. I don't 

know exactly where they were located for the launch. 

SPEAKER Kap, 1 can help out a little bit on 

that, I think. There are 2 sites that th~ crews use. Of 

ccurse, the cr~w j~ in quarantine. Pri~ary contacts with 

them include their wives. Two of the wives · .. ·crc with the 

astronauts. 7he Weitz's were together and lr.e Conrad's were 

toqether. Brs. Kerwin was • ..-ith thE'! astronaut's family 

at a different site. This was for launch. ?hcy have returned 

now to the crew quarters. 

QUERY Based on preliminary data will you tell 

us what the estimate is on the time for the revolution of 

the Earth at this particular time? 

KAPRYfu~ You mean, what orbit is the - the best 

information I have, we acheived 236.S nautical miles Circular, 

and we were shooting for 233.8, I believe. 

PAO Over here. 

QUERY Kappy, can you say what part ~f the mission 

will be affected if the SASS wings did ~ot 

deploy, what the specific experirnent? 

KAPRY~~ Well, I think, I'm really not the ri,ht one 

to aSK, Sancers, but I think the OWS SAS does not deploy, 

then the mission will be very seriou&ly degraded. 

PAO Will you get a rnike up here? 

QUERY Yes, when will be the fir!>t pass over 

~f the Skylab in this area and where will it be visible to 

this area? 
SPEAl<ER \~e've got data on this ill the newsroom 

and it will be updated according to the orbital parameters, 

but Kappy doesn't have that here. 
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QUERY Will the spa~ecraft be visible from the 
(JcOund at any time, or what Sort of telescopic modification? 

K~PRYAN 1 understand that theTe's gOing to he, 
at dawn and dU~K when the spacecraft is passing Over a 
given area, about a 10 minut~ period where you should be 
able to see it with the naked eye. 

QUFRY At dawn and dusk only? 
KAPRY~~ That's my understanding, 
PAO Nary, 

SPEAKER You' re not coming through I-Iary, 
QUERY The communications ?ren't too good, Under what conditions would the crew go, if the __ 

SPEAKER Okay, Hary hang on, we've got another mik(' CO)T'lng t 0 you. 

QUEQy Under \olhat condi tions Would you send the 
Cl-ew up tomorrow j f the SAS "'-ings were not deployed? 

YAPRYIIN If the SAS Wings were not deployed at all, 
I fran~ly doubt that we would send them up. It Would depend 
on the - ~hat the Circumstances were. If the Wings are 
~artia11y rleployed, though not fully deployed, and they held to 
the syst('r

1

s in general, Which probably 1,.ould be the detenOlin_ 
ing !acto=. ~nd, I'n really not the right on~ to ask that 
quesl-ion, ~'li'lry, I'm not going to hs.:> involi.·c,i 1n that decision. 
r ' IT! go; r:-; LV 9(' t1or;-,e and go to sleep, wh i 1e they're having thi!lt neetHl,?". 

QUEm' 
It-yourself kind of 

f:APRi'A~ 
Well, Could the astronauts do any fix
thing if they were partially deployed? 
We're not set up for an EVA to do that kind of '~'orl<;. 

QUER\" 
othf~r Controls, 

KAPRYAN 
1n the bird, 

I thought perhaps from inSide, through 
maybe Switches, or something? 

QUERY No swi tchcs or anything? 
KAPRYAN No. 

There are 110 controls for deployment with-

QUERY In other words they either go out or they don't go out? Ri~ht? 
KIIPRYAN They either go out 0 .. ' don't go out, 

Man can't do any thin9 about it. That is the astronaut can't do anything about it, 

QUERY Cdn you do anything from the ground about it? 
KAPRYAN 
QUERY 

S'Jl-C, one way 
i<A?RYAN 
QUERY 
PAO 

Or 
I think that we can send cOlTllnands. 
l_nd, you think we Ought to know for 

the other maybe, within this next pass? 
1 woulj think so, Yes, 
Okay. 
Over here. 
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the syst('r

1

s in general, Which probably 1,.ould be the detenOlin_ 
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QUER\" 
othf~r Controls, 

KAPRYAN 
1n the bird, 

I thought perhaps from inSide, through 
maybe Switches, or something? 

QUERY No swi tchcs or anything? 
KAPRYAN No. 

There are 110 controls for deployment with-
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KIIPRYAN They either go out 0 .. ' don't go out, 

Man can't do any thin9 about it. That is the astronaut can't do anything about it, 
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Or 
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QUERY What's the trouble that you're not 

kn~win9 why the SAS is not. deployed. Is it something 

in the spacecraft or is that you can't get any information? 

KAPRYAN You knov you're asking me a lot of 

questions about something that' s a complete unknown to us 

ri9ht now. The problem is that the quality of the data, 

when we passed the station immediately after the wings, the 

SAS array, was to have been deployed that part of the 

data was very poor And we were not able to make a proper 

determination. 
QUERY Why is the data so ~ad? 

KAPRYAU Well, sometimes i:::'s noisy, you have 

probl~ms acquiring. Sometimes the ground station over 

which it's passing might be having a problem. Those things 

do happen quite often. 

PAO You have any more questions? 

One over here. 
QUERY Yes, what was the cloud ceiling at 

lift-off and have you had any - ever had any cleaner Saturn-V 

counts? 
KAPRY~~ 

No, we have never had a cleaner Saturn-V 

count. Of course, you have to recognize that we had one 

less stage this time. The main clouds were cirrus clouds at 

20 000 feet. And, I guess about an hour or so before launch 

some cumulus clouds started coming in ~nd they were, I 

think - I think they were around 6 to 8 thousand feet high. 

PAO We have one more question up here in the 

corner if ... ·e can get a mike up there. 

PAO Can you come down to one of the mikes? 

That mike there 1s bad. If you can come over here, we can take 

your question. 
QUERY Are any activities planned for the 

astronauts? Normally, they fly within 24 hours before launch 

as one way of avoiding r.~tion sickn~ss. Is anything like 

that planned? 
KAPRYAN It's my understanding that they are not 

planning to fly before lift-off. J think the mode is to re

lax as much as possible. 

PAO Have any mo' questions? Thank you 

very much, Mr. Kapryan. 
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PAO Good morning. we're re~dy to get started with the postal.aion neva conference, for this firot Skylab crev. CaptaIn Charles Conrad, Co •• ander Paul Weitz, Commander Joe K~rwln. We'll start with Captain Conrad. CONRAD Good morning. It's good to see everyhody again. I might ask you a question; is there anybody out there that wants to ask me whether this mis8ion was going to be as exciting as going to the Moon now that it's over? t really only have one short thing to say and then we'd like to show you some pictures and turn it over to you. I think the most import~nt thing We found out on the mission and that we can do for Al - we've already had some discussion informally ~lth the other cr~ws - I.UT glve Al the confidence from us being there 28 days that they've got a good home, and it will go for 56, no strain. And other than that, I'm p2rticularly pleased at seeing the number of objectives of the mission that we actually got accom?lished per the original flight pldn. I thought they were quite high and in viev of the extra EVAs and the extra ti~e that we had to spend, I was particularly pleased that we could get it back to a basically nominal SL II preplanned flight. And with that, I'd like to turn it over to the pictures. Yeah, I think these first films vere before any fixes vere made. They Yere done on the initial rendezvous in flyaround, of course they are speeded up. You can see all the missing meteroid shield. You can also see that on the Sun side it has gotten quite scorched. I'm not exactly sure, and haven't heard from the analysis whether the scorching was all from sitting in the sunlight after the flight or wheth~r some of that was put on there after the meteoroid shield left by the atmosphere. We do have some camera vork that Is going to come up to show you Paul's tool there. We're actually doing the SEVA at this point. trying to pull on the very end of the meteoroid shield to break it free from the strap. Yeah, could you bring the lights up just a little bit so they could write. Yes, Faul is mentioning you can see the solar panel deflecting as he pulled on it. w~ applied enough force through the tool to perturb the workshop and make the TACS thrusters fire and also pull the command modul~ to~ards you. You can see the tool again, he's trying to get it under the strap in the extreme right corner. This wac taken out of a fixed camera in my window. Our estimates of how closely we flew - 1 think that we got the docking probe probably within less than 2 feet of the vehicle on occasion. As usual you can fly extremely well, and I was pleased with the amount of control i could have even in a hard-pressure suit. W~'re going to show you our first soft docking and then later on I ran 
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the clmera ttrough the subsequent attempts to dock whon wo 
had the probe trouble. Yeah, these docking atteapts here 
are when it would not dock. You'll notice the docking target 
la off In the extreme right. Welye also shifted the caaera 
from my window to Paul's window. And I'm closing here for 
one of the unsucceesful attempts. You'll see contact and 
you'll see it bounce off again. And there ve hit and ve'i'e 
bouncing back out again. I really poured the coals to it 
on one occasion. There's rather a large ding in the docking 
drogue that Al will sec because I wanted to make sure that 
we vere contacting at enough velocity you know. And in the 
past. if you close too slowly sometimes the capture latches 
von't make. And there we are going into darkness. I Qight 
cOlllment, the stationkeeping at night was very easy. And I 
got many extra hours of stationk~eping practice there until 
we finally got it docked. Here's home, leaving. You can 
see the sail, you can see the one deployed solar panel. And 
even from this distance I did not ~omplete the flyaround all 
the vay around because it vas obvious to me, even though 
during translation we weren't usir.g any forward-firing thrusters 
that maintaining attitude - -
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CONRAD - did not complete the flyaround - all tli{' "'''' 
around because it va. obvious to lIIe, even though dUl'ln~ tr.lllslali(l., 
we weren't u.in. any forward-firing thrusters that maintain'ng 
attitude did. We co~ld see thruster impingement froa the co~-
mand module on the solar panels and WF did not want to hos{' 
the vehicie down, so at this [3int in time I've let it drift 
out deliberately t~ about 750 feet or so and we're just lettinR 
it slowly slide away on reentry day. 1 think WP. had mixed 
emotions about leaving. We had schooled oUlselves for 28 days S0 

we wer~ ready to go home, ho~ever, it had been an extremely 
comfortable home while we'd been there. We sort of hated to 
leave It. get back to I g. Could we ha'le the slides, now? 
We've got a selection of interior Kh~ts here for you, some 
35 mill1meter - 5S lIIillimeter lens out the window - )00 milli
meter lena out the window and some couple of Earth resource~. 
Sl90A film, which is spectacular I think. Joe is conductillR 
one of his medical exams. You can see our sort of ctlinese 
faces there wh~re, without any gravity, your cheeks se~m to 
float up a little bit and your eyes sort of get the slallty
eyed look. I really don't kno.' which one of the physical "x.~ms 
this was. Joe did that abou' onel' a week on us and so I d,)n'r 
really know which day in the flight this was taking place, 
think it's rather late in flight lhJugh, wasn't it? 

WEITZ I gues~ so. We didn't start takillS pIc-
tures until about the third time. 

CONRAD Yeah, that's right. Could I have the next 
slide, please. There's our little I,ortable fan that we rigged 
to blow on the OWS heat exchangers, and we found that that 
really did add to our cooling down in the workshop and accounted 
for an extra 2 degrees or so drop in temperature in there by 
USing the little portable fan. Our main air supply comes in 
by the duct next to it. And here's our friendly screen which 
we have a picture of later on to show you some of the debris 
it picked up. Most of our air circulation 1n the workshop 
passed through that screen dowi. by my knees and if .... e·d losl' 
an object - if we were patient It would show up on the scr~en 
after 8 while. Could I have t~e next slide, please. Joe ypu 
want to comment on your -

WEITZ All these slides have been reverspd s~ 
far. It hasn't made much difference but it sure is going to .... IIt.n 
we get to the geography. So .... hen a projector - so wtlen w~ ret 
a chance could you flip - or howevE'r they .Ire arranged tlll'r,' 
but lhey are reversed. 

I<ER'iN Yeah, very briefly one of the objec-
tives that I had in mind was to utilize ali the medical 
equipment 1 had onboard whether I needed it or not, just to 
get a leg up on the design. the working conditions, restraints 
and so forth. 1 am here exa~ining either a throat smear that 
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1 took of Pete, gr~w it in the incubator and then plated it 
out - atsined the smear and examined it, brought the elide 
hOMe or a blood amear that I did on myself for the 8a~e reasons. 
Ky general finding was that at the level of sophistication that 
we are attempting tn Skylab there is really no dIfference 
between doing these procedures on th~ ground and doing the~ 
in flight. Could we have the next slide, please. 

CONRAD I don't even know what that one is ~Y8elf. 
Ah, there's Jo~'s water bubble. 

KERWIN It looko like I'm 8~oking but I'm not. 
CONRAD If you ook inside the bubble there's an air ball 

inside the water bubble and ve {oulld out that ve could PUMP 
air in and out of the ""ater bubble. We had a lotf fun one 
night - ve called it Joe's blob - and messing aroun~ with 
liquids in zero g. And you could Bee it's a perfect sphere. 

KERWIN It's a lot of fun snd you just get sOllie 
graphic illustrations of SOm2 basic physics lessons. A droplet 
of water rotating in that environment takes on the shape of 
an oblate spheroid - it flattens at th~ equator. Also ~ll the 
little air bubbles in it tend to aline themEelves along the 
axi s of rotat ion ",i t h the biggest one in t'le cente r. When you 
fill It with air the air forms a perfect sphere Within a sphere 
so and an so forth. Liquids have 8n existence of their ovn 
up there. It's a new branch. 

CONRAD The old CDR doing his arm exercises _ as 
you can see on the bicycle we did remove the r~8traint harness 
very early, Joe. 
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CONRAD CDR doing his arm exerci,e8. As you c.n see on the bicycle, ve did remove the reltratnt harness ~ery early. Joe vas the one that did the experimenting on that and .ade all the difference in the vorld. We were riding that bicycle vith the harness on - I guess they computed 1 got up to 95 percent load on my heart there the first run I made on it and mORt of that 1 vas expending against the harness. And the harness did tvo things; it restrained our legs from free movement, and the upper straps prevented us from taking a good normal deep breath a9 ve were exercising. Once we got rid nf the harness, vhy, we rapidly adapted - it ~~~ different muscles required to rid~ the bike In zero g. We rapidly adapted to that and, I think, g,~t back to our baselin .... If not, maybe a couple of beats better !~dn baseline towards the end of the mlss10n. Could I h."e the next slide please. And there riding the bike without the restraint harness, just holding onto the handlebar". This was an exercise period. As you can see, I'm not instrumented, so thi<; was just during one of the exercise periods. Have trie next slide please? There's Joe's blob again. This was the M512 metals processing furnace and I don't remember - Paul do you re~ember which thing we were doing then, Were we doing the exothermic Dr were you doing it? WEITZ No, that's when we were prepping for the sphere forming. 
CONRAD Yes, You can see one of the pressure suits. We did relocate the stowage for them and there's one right behind our heads there. Have the next slide please. There's our friendly screen. We'd go up every night and find Ite~s. Joe lost one of his blood drawing syringes there. A stray nut or bolt we'd have around that would sneak out, most of those vere launch bolts that we'd removed. Could I have the next slide please? You want to tell thea about that one, Joe? KERWIN This is the ED-31 high school experiment in which the investigator launched a number of different type a of bacteria in the drieo form so that their growth was retarded and at a suitable time in the experiment. I activated it by putting it on his moist agar ~lates. We incubated nine of thell. Six of them we grew at alllbient temperatures. We photographed them at intervals during the growth period and then again retarded their growth by chilling them and returned the~ hOlle. The investigator, at the same time, was running hIs ground-based control on the ground. I don't have even a preliminary report as to the compArisDn between the two, but it was a lIost straightforward, interesting experi.ent and we were glad to be able to do it. 

CONRAD The next slide please. Csn you focus that one? 
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CONRAD The next slide please. Csn you focus that one? 
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CONRAD Now, there was a great deal of co~ment. 
This is one of the Sl90A camera lenses. We had a lot of dis
cussion back and forth with the ground. If you'll notice right 
down 1n here, you can aee the fleCKS. And we were concerned 
that the lens was dirty. That's an inner lens that those 
flecks are on. There's no way that we could clean them and 
1 don't know that we determined what they were at this point. 
We've got to look at the backup hardware, but as best we can 
tell froll the ;:ilotographs we have no degra<Jatlon in the photo
graphs st all. We don't know whether that'l normal or not. so 
we brought that photograph back for them to look at. You have 
anything more on that, Paul? Old you hear dnymore __ 

WEITZ No. 
CONRAD Could I have the next slide please. 

Here's a shot of the Cape. Now, this was taken with the interior 
film, surprisingly enough, with the 300-millimeter lens anj I 
guess that's why - you're all familiar with the Cap~. it will 
give you an idea of ;he detail. Yes. 1 think It's reversed 
too. It is reversed. There's pad A - B - it's In the w~ong 
place. The slide's backwards. 

WEITZ Maybe all the geography slides are backward. 
COSRAD Yes. Could we have the next slide please? 
WEITZ Thal's backwards. 
CONRAD Yes - \le11, you want to tell them what that is. 

W::ITZ Well, it looks different when it's reversed. 
That's the entire Rocky Mountain range. It extends from the 
Laramie and Hedicine Bow ranges up In Wyoming all down through 
the Sangre de Cristo and San Juan Mountains in Colorado. Now. 
we're looking south - although it looks like it's north _ we're 
looking south and Denver is in the region - I can't really make 
it our from here. How do you turn it on. 

CONRAD Just push the button. 
WEITZ That ought to be Denver right about in there 1 think. 
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WEITZ la in the region, 1 can't really ~ak~ it 
out from here. That ought to he Denver right about In th~re, 
I think. This being In the region of Pueblo right In herr. 
Could we have the neKt slide, please. That's backwards. 
Geography Isn't much fun backwards, could we get those turn~d 
around? There you go. That's better. That's the Denver 
area right In there. I never really notIced it flyinlo\ erol\nd 
that dark area that looks like just south of Colorado Springs, 
and I've forgotten what river that is - the Arkansas _ whatever. 
Anyway they say it extends {rom Wyo~ing up in here all down 
into southern Colorado. Next. There we go. 

CONRAD Yes, most of these pictures we are showillg 
you are pictures that are taken of parts of the United States 
that we've never flown over before on any of the other flights. 

WEITZ This 1s obvious to most people. This is 
the Cape Cod region. Is that 50st~n there, Joe? 

KERIJIS A little furth~r up. 
WEITZ Have I lost yo~? 
KERWIN Yeah, 8 little further up. 
WEITZ A l1etle further up and most of thi' statt' 

of Rhode Island. Here's Boston. lhis is the state of Rhod~ 
Island in here with the Quansan POint, HartfDrd legio~ and 
obviously this 15 the eastern end of Long Island. These ar~ 
out the winduw - these turned out much better than we exp~ctvd. 
They are out the window photographs with the Nikon shootinR Int~r
for film at a ASA selting to be processed for exterior shol~ 
and I think they turned out pretty well. Next, please. Okay. 
All right. 

KERWIN Where Is the 190 stuff? 
WEITZ 0:1, I've got Y(lu. Let DIe get oriented. 

Where's my gouge. No, no - no. This is the Puget Sound area. 
There'~ the very tip of the Oly~pic Peninsula. This is the 
inlet - the Straits of Juan de Fuca in here. This is the 
San Juan region is in here, Whidbey Island d~wn into ~eattle. "hI .. 
is Mount Rainer. Up here is Mount Baker and there's Vancouver 
l~land with the city of Vancouver up in here. Now we had, 
unfortunately our best passes over this part of the country 
very early in the flight when we were doln~ other thlr~s and 
didn't really have an opportunity to take out the window 
photographs but nevertheless, this is as Pete pointed out is 
a region of the country that we've never got a look at before. 
Next please. These are the Olympic Mountains in there. Nexl. 
And this is the Great Lakes. Trying to get oriented here. 
This is Lake Xi~higan in here Which - is that Milwaukee about 
there or up 1n here? That would be by Green BAY up in there 
I guess. 

KERWIN Yeah, I think you were right the first 
tiae. We don't quite get Chicago. 
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WEITZ Yeah. not quite. This Is the state of Michigan. The northern part of Michigan up In here. Next. fhi. is the Great Salt Lake which as you can see it was ve~y unique - It was much more distinctive in flight. This railroad bed acr~ss here which splits the lake into and you can see the difference in colors. One end is brOwnish yellow and the other end is quite green. And that's obvious\y the great Salt Lake desert. Bonneville Flats are about in there as I remember. Next. This Is the western tip of Lake Surerior ~ith Duluth being he~e and there's not quite enough light here but you can see som~ discharge from what apparent I) are some steel mills In this region and what doesn't show up here is along this southern shore of the lake you ~an see the affluent spreading along the lake shore for some 50 miles jus: for the crustery examination. And obviously a distinctive appearanc~ up i~ here we start getting up into the Canadian shield. Next. Whete are we? 
CON RAD 
WE ITZ 

It's a big city. 
Yeah. 1 think this is Detroit. This is going into Lake Erie. 1'Il! pretty sure this is the ""estern end ': lake Erie. No this is the western end ot Lake Erie, excuse me, right. We're looking the other way. This is again the plume. This is the city of Detroit here and you ~an see ..,her~ the garba6e frolll Det roit goes. It goes into Lake Erie. And Toledo aJd Sandusky in here apparently In better light. Now you can see some discharged plumes he~e and you can 53e some coming out of here. I'm not familiar - that sme3r is the end of Lake ErIe. One of these is the Maumee River and the other is coming out around Sandusky. Next. That's San F!ancisco, one of the best pictures. Triis is an infra~ed photogrRph from SI90~. There's the Golden Gate, right in there. This is the southern end I think right there may be Hoffetts Field, l'~ not sure. And, of course, the city of San Francisco then~, Oakland over there. You see Treasure Island. I think that's Treasure Island and Alcatraz ought to he about i.n there. \-1(0 can cOllpare this with the - next - I'IIl still trJril,g to decid(' if that's II or not. 

CONRAD I don't thillk so. 1 think that's regular colo r. 
WEITZ It ~Iy be. Next pJlotogr~ph. please. There'lj the IR, right. You can see obviously that all the vegetation sholls up ted. in the infrared. And this was tal-.en at the salle time as the other photograph. The hig t~lng you can see 1. the 4ppearance. They've got Gome Bait settling ponds at the .outh~rn end of the bay. If ve can. if you just look at the apperance here in infrared and can we back up one slide and see the difference in th~ aPFearance in color. 
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You can lee aany more patterns in this resion. It's atill 
not a8 diltinctive a8 it looks on the table thouSh. N~xt, 
please. This 11 southeastern Utah, 18 1 relDeaber, is,,'t it? 
I hate to say. I forget the naae of that lake. Like Powell. 
Thank you. But we've gotten some tremendous photographs from 
the Earth reLources group both S190A and S190B. 

KER~IN The detail 15 fantastic on these - on these 
negatives, You look ~t them with a magnifying glass and you can 
just aboqt read the candy bar wrappers. 

WEITZ The thing that's r~ally amating - that surprised 
all of us, ~e looked at it on the light table with d llttle 
magnifying glas8 - with one eye you still get a three dimen-
sional stereo effect. I don't u~d{rstand that. It must just 
be the depth of feel in tremendou~ detail as Joe pOinted out. 
Next. This is the Lake Keade area. And trat portion _ 1 guess 
that's Las Vegas about tn there, huh? 

KERWIN Un hun. 
WEI T Z An d Ed war d SOli t h t t 0 be, 0 I E 111 sup f nth e r ~ 

and the Colorado River running on down through there. We're 
looking up toward the north-northeast in hp-re and we had many 
many of our EREP investigators of course in~erested in sites 
around here so ~e hope we got some good data from them. 1 
don't know what this striation _ 

CO~RAD Looks like a th'lmb print. 
WEITZ ~Laughter) T never thought of that - I was 

thinking of a strip mining and everything else - may be a thumb 
print. Next. If it is - it's not on the original. 1 think that's 
Saint Louis. 1 think that's a confluence of Missouri, Hissi
ssippi and Illinois - whatevel runs together up in there now 
It's hard to tell from this an!le. Where's Saint Louis. Right 
In therlo. 

CONRAD Yeah, I think the tail of your arrow f& 
there. SomewherE: 111 there. 

WEITZ Hay be. 
CO~RAD 1 don't know, but at Lambert there's a 

graveyard at the end of the runway we're all familiar with. 
Landing up there many many ti~es bnd Ln this photograph with 
the spy (Slass you can make Ollt the gra .... ey8:-d headstones lO!Jd 
ar.d clear so they are really good photog. dph:;. They are 
(l'ally sup~r. 

WEITZ This 1s obviously after the flood Waters 
have receded. The pictures 1 saw the floods were in aviatJon 
\leek but the I e vas sIgn if 1 cant flood! ng in t hat region. Nf. xt 
photograph, please. Have you got any more - This is 
LouiSVille - Clncioatti I believe in hl're - should be the Ohio 
River going dow~ through there. It. not personally fa3iliar enough 
with geography to point any of it out. But whoops excuse .e 
but I think Louisville if I reaember right up around in here 
jUlt before this big series of bends starts. But asain this 
i8 a region that v(· d1dn't have before. Next, if there is a next-
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CONRAD I'll say one COillllent. 1 think we were very luck to get these. I've been 4 trips into space. ~nd I think it's the worst wYrldwlde weather that I've ever aeen. The weather ~rou~d the world for moat of the ]0 d4YS waa generally clobbered, all most land masses. 
WEI~Z It was amazin~ the amount of clouds all over tlJe globe, it rcally WIlS. 
CONRAD Well, we'd like to open it up for questions. PAD Okay, w,:,'ll take the questions. QUERY You all look fine, but we wonder really how you feel now. I'd like to ask a personal ~omment from u Pete, snd Paul, and then as a m~dical opl~lo~ and profeSSional .. omment frol!! Dr. Kerwin. 
CONRAD Well, as of YCdterday, we're on our SEcond ga~es of paddle ball. I'll admit we found quite a few muscles that we hadn' t been using up there. And the last two days is ollr first really get back to exercising other than the medical protocol. i think that basically there was a little confusion as to exactly how we fclt subjectively when we got back. I think it "'as kind of th" old story of 10 peoplt' whispering the story in each others ear and it comes out the far end a little bit different than th.! way it actually started. The term dizziness was used for all 3 of us ~nd I thir.k that was an improper term when ",e first got out. 1 believe, and r'll just ~peak for myself. In the analogy that I used iamediately after getting in the SKL on the shJp vas that one g was n.aking my gYI0S fee! like I had just had a 10-g run on the centrifuge and that maybe I was at J or 4 gs when I moved my head. 1 would describe it as the 1 g gave me sOllie sensations of vertigo, but not dizziness. There is a distinct difference ~etYeen dizziness and vertigo. when I first moved my head in ~ circular motion out in the spacecraft. I had the sensation that the spacecraft "'as moving, which was not true. And this is a distinct feeling you can get on the centrifuge at two or three g if you do the same thing. All that tells me is that we had 28 days of not hr.ving a gravity vector on our system. and that it was going to take a little while for us to reorient to having the.gravity vector back again. It disappeared - the vertigo sensation disappeared to me completely by the next day. However, I still was not used to the fact that my legs weighed so much weig~t and Illy aras wei&hed se mu::h weight. And it took 8 while tr) lose the heavy feeling of our arms and the fact that when we stepped -almost had the tendency to shuffle my feet because I didn't realize I had to lift them up and move them out. Othllrv1se there was no doubt about 1t. our he31ts had gong to 6 much lower 1II0de beca~~e they did not have to work as hard, and 
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all our heart rates were running higher. But I guess the 
lasting .an.ation, and only if I think about it, i. ~y heart 
rate has run a little bit higher at all-levels rest, sitting 
.ta~dln8. and at exercise, than prior to flight. And as of 
our K092, 171 run, I feel that we've made a si8nificant 
ieprovellent all of us; tovards being back to baseline. 1 ran 
again yesterday on the bicycle, and you took my heart rate 
and It vaa about 144, which is very close to my baseline 
heart rate on the e~ercise protocol. And I don't think that 
thid Is unexpected. I think ve would have had to spend 4 or 
5 hours a day in exerci£e, both muscular and cardiovascular, 
to maintair. the rate that you just get sitting and walking 
and living in I g 24 hours a day. I do think that the 
bicycle ergo1"eter, and the exercises that we did with it, contri. 
buted significantly to .. ur well-being up there. And I don't th1,,' 
had we not hall the bicycle, J'r: convince" they would have 
carried us out of the spacecraft rather than us getting up 
under our own sleam and walking. And of course we were thp 
first to reccoamend, and I believe the doctors have seen 
from the data, that the other crew probably should exercise 
longer periods of time, and perhaps change some of the - nc't 
change it hut add to the exercise some ~u9cular exercises 
rather thao strictly cardiovascular. The bike really exercis~s 
the heart ~ore than it exercises your muscles, Joe can get 
into that more. But, lIljl total oVili:lall impression is 1 frankly 
was 8urprised that we were in as goo~ a shape as we were. 
And I think all of us ~ere surprised that we vere in as good 
a shape 8S we were, not only the crew but I think the ground 
people vere surprised too, and that's what we were up there 
to learn. 

~EITZ There is quite a distinctIon, and I'm 
not sure we've made it clear and it's subjective, and I think 
you have to e'perlence both, but we want to make sure you 
understand you understand the distinction between di~line~s 
and vertigo. And I'm not going to explain it. But, I didn't 
e x per 1 e nee • u c h 0 f the ve r t I g". An d t t h ink t hat t his is 
just flat a difference in reactIon to the postflight stresse~ 
imposed by that other big vector, gravity, that acceleration 
vector that we'd been living without for 4 weeks. I did have 
some diz ziness. Howe ve r I I want to point out thac was p resen t 
only during - just as I had on the r<'tating litter chair 
during flight. as - it came and went. [had some sensations 
of v~rtigo, 1 hsd some dizziness in flight on the chair. 
However. It vas only While I was exciting, 9till'~lating my 
inner ear by moving my head aboard ship. If I moved my head 
down and to tbe right, vhich is a pretty good kick after 
you've been weightless or in bed for 4 weeks, ltd have 
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dizziness. As soon as the head motion stopped, th~ diariness 
went away. t want to make that point very clear. Also there 
~.s sOllie con[usion aprarently as to the feeling of heaviness 
because I described it, t kept track myself of how high a 
gravity field I was living in. And it started out when we 
crawled over the sill at about 3 g, it took about 2 days 
for it. Wh'!!n 1 went to bed on the evening of the second 
day aboard ship, it was do'oln to a little over 1 and I ".oke 
up the third day essentially back in one g. HO\lever, this 
is not the fact th~t I laid in bed with 3 gs pressing 
me into the mattress. This was only the effect again that was 
when you moved an arm, or when you went to rollover In bed. 
I picked Illy head up the first night, snd about then I .... as still 
about two gs, and my he ad W8:l ve ry he avy. As I say, it l s 
like tryinR to do this thing on the centrafuge. And the 
othor thing, the only real postflight effect that I felt 
is - apparently we didn't really eAercise the calf muscles at 
all In flight. I tried on the bicycle, 1 normally ride with 
triangles adjusterl fairly fo.ward on my foot. And 1 w0uld 
ride - about half the time I was on the bike in a mode, or i 
would try to flex ~y foot up, mId push off wIth the br.ll of 
my foot in an a:tempt to get some e~erclse in my calf muscles. 
But after very few ti~e9 around the track yesterday, I, that 
wasn't hacking it at all. If you want to get the calf muscles 
anJ the back of the leg muscles we Leed ~omething besides the 
bicycle. 

KER.WIN Dr. Weitz, 1'111 ~oing to take your medIcal 
degree back again if you don't get the difference bet .... een 
dizziness and vertigo down by heart. 

WEITZ I've got it. I just didn't have time to 
explain it. 

KERWIN All right. 
WEITZ For one thing, they are spelled differently 
KERWIN Yeah, they are spelled differently. I.ct 

me .tart with a demur. I think it i~ just as unrealistic 
to expect us to give you a complete. consistent story of the 
physiology of space flight, now, as it would be to expect th,' 
Earth resources people to gtve you a complete story on all 
the goodies they have gotten out of their photography when 
lIIany of them haven't even seen the negatives yet. We have 
a number of very interesting phenomena going on. I think 
I have some understanding of them individually. I haven't 
mentally b~en able to put them all together yet. With that 
delllur, ll~t me speak about the mission briefly in two parts, 
the Infll~ht and the postflight. InClight, it was a con
tinous and pleasant surprise to me to find out how easy it 
vaa to live 1n zero 8. and how good you Celt. As you knov, 
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we all reported that we never felt any aotion aickness or 
any truly unpleAsant aen •• tiona in fliaht, and that ie literally 
true r 1aht fro. the very first minute, I don't us. that 
fact to deny that there had been 80me individuals in the past 
who for perloda of ti.e hsd Celt theae unpleasant aeneationa. 
That jUlt ahows yo~ how great individual variation can be, 
and hoy little you should really pay attention to it when 
you are trying to get the overall picture. It waa about the 
6th or 7th day that I got up 1n the morning and said to .yself, 
"Golly. t really feel great." And all of you who work out 
at all know that positive glow of health - -

END Of TAPE 
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KERWIN And said to IIYl'. If. "~olly, I ua11y fee 1 
gttial.'· And all of you who work out 3t all that positive glow 
of health - that a positive sensation of being in good health. 
That 16 pl"eaent up thel"e. It's easy to move, it'a easy to wut!r., 
there are cel"tain physical sells at ions that are different, a 
conatant feeling of stuffinea~ in the head, which really isn't 
na.al stuffine8s. I think it's blood congestion, something 
ot the sort - head 6tufftness. Bul, by and large, lIving and 
working up there did not appear to us to have an end point. 
Now let's l~ok at the medical experiments inflight. Our bicycle 
experiment, as Pete pointed out, showed no tendency to degrad~, 
our ability to ~ove blood, to mov~ muscles and to work with our 
heart to accelerate it, to consume oxygen, basi~ally, was not 
changed a~d did not appear tc be degrading at all in any or us, 
subjectively or objectively. The vestibular experiences is 
something a little dlff~rent and a little special. But ~ertainly 
we didn't have any problems in that area. In the lower body 
negative pressure device, we all experienced some degradation 
objectively an the measure~ents Dr our ability to pool blood, 
to take blood out of the circulation and pool It in the lower 
exrre~itie6, which is what lower body negative pressure does. 
Th~l, of course, varied between individuals. 1 probably had 
a little - had more trouble than ~aul tha: had a little more 
trouble th3n Pete, but it was clear that that particular 9ystem 
had u~dergone a step function change, because this change re
flected by an increased heart rate st a set level of negat ive 
pressure was different really the very first time we ran the 
Jl8c!'itne and I do not know subjectively whether or not that change 
was continuing during flight. And that's a surprising state
ment because in my case the level of negative pressure had to ~e 
decr~ased. But again, individual varlabiliey. t~mperature, time 
of day, whether or not you'd had a meal, all these things on the 
ground can affect the test; the investigators know this and 
this Js ... hy they've insisted on the ground that to the extent 
p08sible we always run it at the 58111e tir:ae of day. I don't Itn,'" 
... hether there was the continuing curve of change end 1 don't 
know what the change was because we haven't had our blood vol,'me 
studies back yet from the laboratory. So 1"111 not going to say 
whether or ~ot there is a decrease 11\ blood volume. I think 
it's obvious that there are shifts ill fluid between body Cl'm

partments and I would guess - and it's strictly a guess, that 
In our case, we experienced th~ i~medlate fluid 105s frorn the 
blood In the extracellular fluid that we've suspected all alon~ 
In apaceflltht. This immediate drop In weight reflects that 
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KER~IN change. I ~ould suapect that 8. tl~e ~ent 
on, ~e actually made that up. But we probahly mad a it up f~o. 
int~acellular fluid. ~hlch accounts for the decrease in calf 
8iz~, the generally aignificant dr~p in leg volume - no~.al 
leg volume - in all of ua and a change there which 1. not very 
rapidly come b~ck to normal. Those are the medical experiment 
result •• In general, we would aay, LBNP was oot a li.itl~g 
facto~ in the ~ase of our flight. This i8 why we don't expect 
it to be a limiting factor for Al. We we~e pooling mo~e blood 
In our lega up the~e than we were on the g~ound. The initial -
that is, the initial volume of the legs was low and the ~elta -
o~ change - In leg volume was higher in all Df those tests 
than it was on the ground. and very much higher right at the 
very beginning. We feel that as long as an individual can 
pool 8 reasonable amount of blood in his legs, whatever negative 
pressure that may take, and provided his ~espcn6e to exercise, 
hts apptLite. his body weight, gen~ral feeling of well being 
and ability to do work continue without significant change, 
that these missions can go open ended. So much for the inflight 
part. Now the postflight part simply demonstrates that indeed 
there are chsnges and there is a price to be paid and indeed 
it does take some time to get back to baseline. But we ought 
to put that in context. Baseline for us is baseline of guys 
who have been working very hard to get into condition. And 1t's 
probably the best shape we've been in in many years. Another 
milestone that you mIght want to ask about is, at whst point 
in time after the flight is the individual ablm to carry out 
a normal day's wo~k? And I'd say that by Sunday, that is, the 
R plus 2 day, we certainly were all abl~ and did carry out a 
ve~y no~mal day's work. We weren't back to our baseline, but 
we were certainly readapted to one g. 

CONRAD Could 1 - let me add one medical opinion 
from 8 nonmedical person. I think that ou~ experience has been 
in Apollo when we got to 8 larger spacecr6ft - and I'~ firmly 
convinced of this and I don't know whether Joe or Paul is or 
the doctors are for that matter - but 1 waitt to make one 
statement before 5L-III goe9 off that you should be prepared 
for, I th.nk. And the statement is that In all our testing of 
the vestibular systems - the inner ear otolith Bnd so forth -
it appears that there, to me, has been no correlation ~etween 
ho~ • m.n does now in seaSickness, airsickness, carsickness, 
or no motl~n sickness at all with respect to how he's going to 
do when he get to zero g. And what I'm saying Is the three 
of us vere pleasantly surprised at having no motion sicknes~ 
feeling from the moment that we got in the even larger vehicle. 
Howeve~, experience tells me froD p~evlou8 flights that there 
viii stll1 be the possibility that aOMe crewmen nre going to 
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CONRAD experience some form of what 1 would like to 
call laro g motion disturbance that they will have to adapt to 
and may take them more than the few seconds it took us to get 
used to that zero~. I 8till think that people may get up t~ere 
and even go so fa: as to throw up because of motion 8i~kne98 tn 
t~ro g. but I do feel they w1l1 ~dapt as they stay there. But 
1 tllink. that' 8 juat " point that should be p<)inted out. lndi
viduals do vary. You've already seen that the three of U9 varied 
and I think it can 8till happen. 

KERWIN That's right, Pete. And the thing \s not 
to make a Federal case out of it. And, of course, in my case, 
1t struck me that a Federal case was kind of made out of the 
fact that the old sailor got a very classical case of seasickness 
on the water and on tIll' ship after the mission and that set I.~e 
back a day or two in my readaptation. But it's O1ot a big deal. 

CONRAD NO, I think that Joe got sandbagged in the 
cODmand ~odule by listening to previous experience. Some of the 
people that had flown had a tendency to get sea6ick in the co~.anrl 
module during egress training. Everybody made the statemenl, "Boy, 
after tens days in zero g, you plop around on the water and I don't 
know whether it's bec~use YOII're excited or because this kills your 
sensation of motion sickness. I never felt the least qualm about 
getting seasick and I turned green out there in the Gulf. So, Joe. 
who has the lowest tolerance by testing to motion sickness of the 
three of us, - used to have - preflight, he leaped out of the 
couch right after we hit the vater and down in the LEB and vas 
moving his head all around and throwing everything. and I'll 
tell you it was calM out there, but that's kind of the worst 
situation for the command module. That command mDdule was really 
bobbing. And you could see it come over hi. just liked you'd 
see it come over anybody on a bobbing ship. They threw down 
a big glass of sweet cherry drink, we all did, because we vanted 
80~e fluid and th~ sheet just ca~e down. Joe turned Rrceo for 
no other reason than he vas seasick. And I think that's a very 
important point to separate out. And I think Joe set the new 
milestone. He's the first guy that came back from 3p3ceflight 
that got seasick in the cLmmand module, ex~ept one guy 1 can 
remember In Gemini. 

PAO Bill Hines. 
QUERY Ft)r Dr. Ketwin. Both th~ other crew members 

have ~ade th~ distinction betveen vertigo and dizziness and I 
~onder if yo\'d give us the medical definition of the t~o so 
thAt we can cistinguish between them. 

KERWIN Well. since Dr. Weitl: refuses, 1 will .. ake 
an attempt. Vertigo Is a sensation of rotation. And depending 
on which book y,u read, it'l the sensation that the environment 
la rotating a~ou~d you or you are rotating around the environ
ment and in some ilse8sea there may even be a valid diatlnttion 
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PAO Bill Hines. 
QUERY Ft)r Dr. Ketwin. Both th~ other crew members 

have ~ade th~ distinction betveen vertigo and dizziness and I 
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on which book y,u read, it'l the sensation that the environment 
la rotating a~ou~d you or you are rotating around the environ
ment and in some ilse8sea there may even be a valid diatlnttion 
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KERWIN there. But the opmr.tion of ~ur ••• 1circu-
lar canal, which .re lenaors for anBular acceleration t. nor
.ally lubconlcioUI. When it becomet conecioua that lena.tion 
18 called vertiao. Now dilzines. 1a .n unpleas.nt sensation 
which .ay or .ay not be asaociated with rotation. In motion 
sickneafi it 11. And it aiaply 1.pli~a that nerve pathways to 
the autonomic .yate. - the veg.s nerve and so on h.~e been 
opened up and that - _ 
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KERWIN That nerve pathways to tbe autonomic sys-
tem. the v~aul nerve and 80 on, have been opened up and that 
you beBln to Bet the pallor. the cold awaatinB. the stomach 
awareness and eventually the nausea and voaitins. Those 
pathways, the early symptoms of that complex, are called di~zl
ness. So there is a very valid distinction. the fact is that 
on reentry day all of us were constantly experiencinB vestib
ular sensatiens that are normally unconscious to us. 

QUERY Pete could you have gone on and flown an 
operational 2 or l lIonth IIIlalion, if that's what had been 
call~d for and what specific advice do you, Paul, and Joe plan 
to give Al Bean and his crew? 

CONRAD Very good Jules. Yes, I felt (rom about 
day 14 when we passed the milestone of our known flight record, 
it became very obvious to the three of us, and we had many 
discussions about it, how well we thought we were doing 
physically. And ce~taioly we had schooled ourselves for 
2-1/2 years to 28 days. Now if on day 27 they had called up 
and said "surprise, you're going to go for another 60" I'll not 
sure it ~ould have been a physical reaction that ~e would have 
worried abolt - it'd probably have been a more .ental one. However 
I really do feel that ~e could have continued. And ~hat ~e have 
recommended to Al - that if you look at our day 16 operation on, 
we had worked with the ground. We had got ten an extremely 
good, I thought, schedule done. And one thing, 1 
thought, anu I can't give you an answer right noy 
bec.use I have nct seen the numbers. I don't know what we 
were accollplishing per day from day 16 on, per the original 
flight plan. I have the feeling that we were doing almost 
8S well as preplanned. This allowed us an extremely norDal 
day up there. I was really likening it to Illy previous experi
ence i~ the Navy on Shipboard. I worked a full 8 hour day. 
There were at least an hour - I'd give it an hour in the 
morning and an hour in the evening that were spent in tests 
that ~ere related to our living up there - hou~ekeeping, you 
kno~, weighing ourselves, and these things that you norDally 
wouldn't do on ship, say. or normally here on Earth. But it 
still allowed us • good 2 hours per ~rew.an to have to hi&self. 
Now we spent that in vario\.1S ways. Sometimes we uaed it t'J 
get shead in the morning for the next day. We'd have the 
Flight Plan on board and the ground got - as we accomplished 
more of our daily ~ork per day. the ground Flight Plan ca5e up 
earlier and earlier for the next day and ~e were pushicg each 
other for getting ahead and running a nice routine where v~ 
were not rushed. And I think the reason - they ran us out cf 
aas and rightly eo - we rharged the first 6 daye - 7 da,. _ 
you know, I finally scre •• ed help. You've got ua going _ we 
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~ere •• king mistakes - we were going too fast. And we settled 
into a fairly normal routine after that but then w. went back 
to the EVA and you knov we had a few days that were mixed up 
in there - we were trying to build the EVA gear and get ready 
to do EVA so I'd say day 16, on we got a real normal schedule 
that was pleas'ant to \lS and I felt that we were accollplishing 
31most a:1 of what we had preplsnned to accomplish per day. 
And with the additiun of more exercise for Al and his guys _ 
and frankly 1 got to where it really made me feel good. 1 
got to where I wanted to gee on that bicycle, especially if 
I'd run two or three passes at the ATM and 1 just sat In 
lero g and floated, Your body tells you - it's smart - it 
sayJ do some work, pump some blood, it'll make you ree 1 bet ter. 
And I think that this is individual again. Joe liked to 
exercise at night and 1 liked to exercise in the middle of 
the day, Paul at other times. And 1 think that if they could 
work it out scheduling-wise so that each one of those crewmen, 
to their individual likes, gets a split exercise period where maybe 
one's on the bike and maybe one's working some muscles and 
still do the same number of hours on the experiments that 
~e did - they will have an extremely successful and as pleasant 
as possible in that vehicle. That vehicle is very pleasant 
to live In. I think we were all surpri~ed at that. It was 
extremely - but the other thing that I would like to add atarting 
on about day 16 I managed from then on to polish off 3-1/2 books 
in my spare tice. We had the opportunity to ~o to bed and 
read in the evening and all of us did that. All of us found 
that each one of us required different amounts of sleep in 
the evening. For the day, Paul was the low man - we called 
hill the night vanderer. He ran on about 4-1/2 hours sleep a 
day With no degradatio~ in his performance. Joe and I ran 
6 to 6-1/2 hours per day and all of us are lower than what ve 
sleep here on the ground. We useJ those timed to look out 
the window which was always pl~asant. It never changed in 
my four flights. So I think that. as I said earlier, if we 
can show that AI's crew can accomplish most of their lIIiss10n 
on the kind of schedule that we have and we give the II the 
confidence that we enjoyed it. I think they're going to have 
an extremely successful mission and my guess is, as I've alway. 
said in the past, the next on~ should always be letter. And 
1 think it will be. 

QUERY Dr. Kerwin is there any possibility at all 
thAt, while you subjectively feel fine In space, that your 
physical condition might be deteorloratins and you were un
aware of it i 

KERWIN There is always that possibility and I 
aade the demur that you know you really want to look at the 
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data and 1 vould .ake another demur that before 1 sent guya 
up there for 6 .ontha I'd want to look very carefully at all 
the Skylab data and try - and intelluctually put it together. 
The interesling thing about being up there is thl p('sitil.lll 
is that you get a look at a body that's undergoina welghtle!ls
ness from the inside. You get the subjective sensatlons and 
you can't ignore thelll. And vhat presently surprised lIIe YO 

auch va. that t~e subjective sensations vere 80 pleasant that 
one f_lt really normal. That's vhat encourages II.. I say 
ve don't understand this vhole thing. Heck, ve don't even 
understand the COIDRon cold completely and it'll be years before 
we do. But 1'111 very optimistic. 

QUERY Did you apt on each others nerves? Did 
you have any difficulty getting along. At any tiae during the 
flight, did you just liant to get away frolll each other and sit 
by yourself in a corner somevhere? 

WEITZ Of course, we had the opportunity to do 
that. Someone asked me a similar question before flight, 
you know, vhat are the psychological probleas and implica
tions of a long-duration, isolated, confined, Pot cetra ana so 
forth mission. Ann my answer VIlS that there are certain bu{lt 
in safeg'lards against psychological probleas in a mi~8ion 
like ours. Selection, long training, long familiarity vith 
on~'s cre~mates, good motivation, a busy schedule and good 
leadership. And we had all those and they worked. 

QUERY 1 have seyeral but I'd like to take one 
at a time if I could. First of all, 1'0. itke to clear up 
something from early in the mission, the SEVA - we got the 
mental picture that the arrangement was this - we had raul 
hanging out between lhe two spacecraft with Joe grasping his 
boots or his knees in the command module natch, RCS firing on 
the service module and TACs thrusters firin8 on the lab, vith 
the effect that Paul and Joe's arms were the length of Il chain. 
a human chain, In a tug of var between the two vehicles. Is 
that a correct impression1 

WEITZ I'll correct It. 1 vas out of the halch, 
up to about my valst, I guess, because apparently we couldn't 
h .v(' been urg~d too strcn(;ly to stay a\lay froCt the service 
module RCS impingement problem on the suit and Joe ~as holdill~ 
my feet only for sta~lllty. 

CONRAO lie had the quad A for .. ard-firing thrust,'r, 
the one thl!t is alme,: right at his bad., turned off. So lit' 
vere operatir.g with 15 out of 16 thr'lsters - they did not 
want Paul to get any higher than hi" wai!'t, though, becliusl' the 
aide-firing quad A thrusters - you ~till have the normal s~~ck 
out of thea - had he gotten up rar enough they felt they could 
get .oae i.pingement froa the side - the roll thrustera. But I 
don't think you e\er were avare of any iaplngeeents vere you1 
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WEITZ ~o. I think where the coo fusion .ay have 
tom. vas that when I - I dld~'t really g.t a lood 10vk at 
thole aovle. until this morning and Pete said that that vin~ 
did bend when 1 heaved on it and apparently it did. At lealt 
it showed up in the aovie. At the tiae I didn't think that 
it did. But 1 teaporarily jammed the hook in under 80ae portion, 
under the beaa fairing_ I pulled the two vehicles together, 
at which point then. the lACs thrusters did fire. As we started 
to co~e together. Pete saw this and started to back ofr. When 
he started to back off the 1ACs took over and thrusted and 
the workshop started to move away -

END OF TAPE 
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WEITZ - - Pete 'aw this and atarted to b.c~ 
off. When he Itart~d to back off the TACS took over and 
thrusted and the vorkshop started to .ove avay. So~. 
had an Oper1ng rate - rhe hook vas caught under the be •• 
and thether.~1 to the spaceccaft, not to me. 1 vasn't going 
to hang 00 to that thing. And it vas tt1!tnered to the 
apacec:raft. That vas the tillie, and 1 don't knov vhether 
it was live at the tt",e or not. thal 1 asked Joe to stand by 
to j~tt1.on the pole ir we had to, because it is on vhat ve 
call .• Donkey bar near the hatch, .~d what 1 didn't want 
Val a high load there to upset Pe~e's attitude - our attitude 
a. far as that goes. I didn't w~nt to perturb vhat vas going 
on by, as 1 say, putting an attitude pe~turbation In there. 
But - -

CONRAD We had a rapid Ileans of jettisoning the 
tether. It had a - it h.3d a <;uick - release on it and Joe 
had charge of that - maybe it's not quite clear to you ..... e 
had removed the cecter coucb, Slowea it under ay couc:h, and 
Joe was actually facinr, the hatch. In other words, he was 
- his back vas to the LEB and he changed the tools as Paul 
handed the pole down in and ve c~uld leave the pol~ ~ticking 
out, and theu the pole had a tetl,er on it that ,,;ent arour.d 
this aonkey bar that h~d a quick - release, and that was o~r 
one littlr nornent whrre we almost jettisoned everything 
because we dId close very close to the vehicle. And as 
Paul said. When I fired art ct.at perturbed the workshop. 
It fired its TAC~ and we started drifting apart fa1rly 
rapidly, and I got on the thrust~rs pr~tty good and started 
back i~ again. We had a little in and out and a little 
hollering and pulling and I'd say P~ul got a pretty good 
l~ad on the SAS wing. I could see it qu\te clearly fro. 
ay v~ndov and he flexed it a good foot. 

QUERY I'll try to make these fairly quick o~es. 
First e>f all, I knOll you can't dnsver this vi.th anythh'8 like 
scientific objectivIty, but nov do you feel nOli about the 
possibility of I'd say a tvo-year mis,ion to Mars? 

CONRAD You "'ant to answo!r that, Joe? 
KERWIN Objectively agaill, ! do not "-now 1n my 

ovn mind vhetner lero G or rotation is going to be the 
preferred Dode for a mission of that duratJon; 1 just don't 
knov. 

QUERY Let me clarify th~ question. Ilov vould 
you feel about doing your ~ission to Mars based on what 
you'lle experienced so far? 

XER\lIN On, I see. Okay, I all confident that 1n 
the - 40 the area of physiology we're goIng to be able 
to vork 1 tout; eJl:act 1y how, J.' .. not IU re. 1 voulln' t vant 
to 80 to Hars and back for tvo year, on Skylab. 1 mis8 my 
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'\ HutCftlNSO~ Aa ~u .. red U ••• of c:ouru YQ\I 
kaow the Vf~ vill be filled up, whleh ,. 10 .1nut •• vort~ 
or lel.vielon. And •• f~t a. real tl •• televislon. the 
EVA .. sch"du1ed such that provtdlnl the prepa &0 on tiM. 
hatch open wIll occur over the Stat •• witb live telEY1alon. 
TelevJalon as I - a8 best 1 know t~ lo~n. t~ be taken fro. 
tn.id~ the vehicle by th~ third ~rew •• n looklQI out ~ilher 
til') STS. probably both thta STS and the cO.JUDd .0du18 v1n
~OV8. We will have two fuJl atateatd, ltv. televi.ion 
passes vhile they are out. One right at hatch opening, and 
one right in the Eid~le of the RVA. And tho •• ra •• es vill 
probably be on th~ orJer of 20 minutes In duration. And 
in between that tlae, there viiI be a .elec~ed EVA activities 
put on the VTR until we fill the Vfa up, which ia 30 .tnutes 
wortll. So all tol.!, that aeans television covltrage there will 
be pro~ably an hour and 15 or 20 .inutea worth of TV connected 
with the EVA if you add :he VTI and the real tiae. 

QU£RY How 18 the coolant locp doing especially 
for the £"'Af 

HUTCHINSON The plans fo r use of the coolan t loop 
during the EVA - I told you we had this - still hAve this 
little troubleshooting procedure to go through on the water 
removal system, the conc!ensate system, and that ha.n't been 
done yet. Th$t ~ill be done todal. but that's connected with 
the coolant loop in c1 rer.aote way. The coolant loor configura
tion is a3 follows: ve will use airlock ~odule loop I, and 
suit u.bllic~l syste~ 1, with all 3 crew~en on the one lUop. 

An6 loop 2 ~hich Is the one we - slrlock .odule loop 2 vhich 
is the one we think has t~e rcv - -

END OF TAPt: 
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HUTCHINSON -the TeV valve hun, at about 46 4.,r ••• 
v(ll ~ot ~. u •• 4. nOr vll1 it. confllu~.tion b. ehen •• 4. Tbe 
o~ly conft,ureelon chanle in the pTI •• r, loop t. th.t ve ~lll 
ru~ both - two puap. in the prlaary loop. And of cour.e, a. 
you recall. we did en IVA - The le.t EVA WI did we did on a lingl. 
coolant loop. The theory be ina thet loop won't - that airlock 
aodul. loop l's warkin, very noaloa11y. Vetye a1ao de.onstrated 
that ve can ~rlng the .ult uabi1ical syst •• On to airlock 1 
vlthout aoy problea. We did that in fltaht here, I couple _ 
3 or 4 or S <!ey. ago - loaethina Uke that. So that's the 
coolant loop conrigulation. 

PAO Okay, no aore questions. Thank you. 
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1'''0 Okay. KUt Wlt..;\er. 
WlNDUR Okay. Well, it vu a pretty quiet eSay. 

It .eellteS 11ke to ee, anyvay. In fact·~ was aaued at how 
quiet it v... We had no real ~robleal vith the .paeleraft. 
For a while there ve haeS • little trouble K~ttln& the 5073 
retracted to the SAL, but Paul We~t. app.rently vas able to 
fix it. Hovever, he did that appar-ntly by - by tapping it 
gently on the aide of the spacecraft when he - vhen he brought 
it back as you probably heard. The - there may be soee 
connection between the Res tria aaneuver and the - and tile 
problea with the 5013 althoueh we leal1y don't knov that. 
But otherwise basically all the equipment i~ going veil. The 
EVA plan 1s pTogreasing. We Add",d a - plan to add a little 
touch of - extra touch, and that's put A piece of the sail 
cloth - the J5C sail out vhere it can be in the Sun and - and 
let it be there in the ther;dl environment and evaluate it 
aft~r so~e period of time. In addition to that, of course, we're 
going to try the tapping oppr~tlan on the CBRH 15 and see if ve 
can jos:1e it bac~ into operation. And also plan to - to 
do the dusting of the little parlirie on the white light 
coronagraph 1n addition to the nocla1 (~l~ change. Those 
procedures have just been reviewed in the C~ntrol Center 
which is why I'a late, and we are :q lhe proces: of up-linking 
those to the crew now. So Ioie cltpect to have sOllie COIIIIIICllts 
back probably, 1 would guess tOlllorrov fro~ the crew, alth~ug~ 
sOllie Day coae down tonight. Aad that's about vhere we are. 
The trim maneuver was - vas accomplished this mOlning and 
it was a fairly aiQple operation and no real big probl!D 
vith that at all. So I'll answer nny questions that you 
~t8ht have, or try. 

QUERY Do you have a tlae 11\1e for the EVA, Tuesday? 
WINDLER No, 1 don't. We're still working on that. 

Th6t'll proba~ly be available later on tonight though, or this 
afternoon. I assume you vant specific times? 

QUERY Yeah. 
WINDLER Yeah. 
QUERY Also, could you give a rundown on the Flight 

Plan for tomorro",? 
WINDL~R The Flight Plan for tomorrow includes 

medical runs on both the Commander and the SPT. And other 
than that, it did include a - a - using the ATH to 1001<. at 
th<! dark side - the night sky, but ",e did cansel that f"r 
tomorro", ~eeause there vas a lot of discudsion ~tl!i about 
what vas the bellt targ'!t to use. And ve were not ~ble to 
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coapletely eveluate it In ter •• of - of the .Oaentwa ~.al~ •• 0 
We felt it wa. better to - to not plan tbat pa •• t1aht yet. 
ADd ve also ce •• up vith .b~ut 30 thina' to 80 iu that 
Ilttle .pot 80 I dOD't know wha~'. 80in, to 80 in tbare 
ulti.ately, bvt it va, • probably about a 30 or 4S .inute 
block of ti.e there that we'll do so~.thlnl el •• vith. 1 
think those are the •• jor thingt, there •• y he othert. \ 
don't know - re ••• ber any offhand r1aht DOW. 

QUER¥ We do hkve a prelt.tnsry outside? 
WINDLER Which is - except for thts on. thing I 

~entloned to you, is pretty accurate. In fact, this represents 
the thing we sent to the crew. 

QUERY How (ar does the astronaut have to go (rom 
the normal Sun end or the ce~ter work station on the ATK to 
tap that CBRK 151 

WINDLER I guess I don't know the an6wer to that. 
feet or something like that __ You're looking for 

QUERY How far does he have to aove away fro. 
reatraints or any - -his handholds or 

WINDLER 
p~ 

1 - I don't know. 

can get that for you. 
~.ul, I'm sur~ our Marshall people outside 

~URRY You going to cl06e out the ATM tomorrow? 
Ie that tomorrow? 

WINDLER 
of courae. 

QUERY 
WINDLER 
p~ 

QUERY 
gOt here but 

Yeah. ClOSing it for unattended operations 

Right. 
Yeah, normal 
Kr. Reeser. 
You may have 

closeout. 

done this in detail before I 

WI~DLER Probably dldn'~. 
QUERY Could you go through the EVA step by step 

so far IS you have it worked out at this time in Bo.e detail? 
WIN~LER Well, no. I really can't because I don't 

know exa~tly where It's going to be. We've allowed about 
2 hours and 20 minutes or plan to allow 2 h~urs and 20 ~inutea 
for the premlseion - - No, that's not what I want to say. 
Let me start allover again. Tomorrow evening there'll be 
about an hour ana 3 quarters (or the EVA prep. Very similar 
to the first EVA where the crew will get their gear out ~nd get 
it all stowad in the airlock a. best they can snd _ and get 
a advance start on getting the equip.ent all prepared. Then the 
morning of the EVA there viII be a 2 hour and 20 minute pertod 
.uch a. was done on the previous EVA, where they'll actually 
put their suits on and .ake the __ 

END OF TAPE 
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WINDL~R -- viII be • 2-, hQur and ~O .tnute period, 
much a. va. done on the previous EVA, where they'll actu-
ally put the ault. on and .ake tha l.et check. of the , •• r 
and set all the exact cooling loop confiauratione, etc. And 
then ~erl1 open for probably for a 2 to 3 houc perlodand 1 
don't r.ally knov exactly how lon& that'll be riaht now, to 
do theee activities that I de.cribeO and J guess before you 
caa. in I vaB saying something that you may not be aware of 
or perhapa you are. Plan to put out a piece of cloth froa 
the J5C sail tD allow it to aee the sa~e thermal environ~ent 
that the parasol 1s now aeeing and also of course, that the 
other saIl will Bee when ve put that out after we get these on 
5kylab III. I don't know exactly how this wo~ks there at 
the station contacts, so I don't really have the exact 
achedule, preciae hours of starting tIllle. etc. And the poat
EVA operation will be essentially nominal.Basicallt this 
is very close to the no~inal EVA, other than the fact that 
we have to take along a couple extra tools In order to tap 
on the eBRM and we do ~av~ to cut this patch of material and 
take it with us and fasten it to the spacecraft. The basic 
procedures are not, you know, it's essentially transferring 
the film 1110 de , Installing it and bringing the fila back. 50 

and the post operation is almost Identical, too. The difference 
would be in the night before, in getting some of these other 
tools assembled and all the tethers secured and that sort 
of thing. But actually, once we start the EVA day, I think 
it will be very siallar to the nominal EVA that welve alre~dy 
been advertising. 

QUERY What other tools have you taken with you1 
WINDLER I don't have a real good list. There'.'1 a 

hammer device to tap on that, - bang is a better word, on that 
eBRH. And we do have indicat~ons from some prelaunch teeting 
that, an also soae work that's been done since then, I guess 
that's been described here before. Hadn't it1 They ~ld do some 
instrumentation on the relay and try t~pplng on the relay to 
ael! how it affecta the other electronics etc., to verify that 
you could do this Without hurtIng the equipment. 50 that test 
has been done. But I started to say, that there have been 
occasions premiaaion, where the relays ~ould chatter, stick and 
by mechanically jarring them loose you, w. could restore the 
operation. 

QUERY Could we kind of get ro>al basic on this? 
la he going to do the fl1m transfer first and this other 
stuff afterward7 

WINDLER Uh, 1 just sat there, and for about 2 houra 
I've been looking at a pad and I really, sounds strange, but 
I can't tell you whether he doaa the fil. first or the CBRH 
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ftr.t. lut, 1 beltev. that he doe. the C~aH. We c.n _ I can 
find out, I IUb". if you need to know t!lat. 

QUE., Ok.y. Well, c~n you Just SO through 
tbe b.stc .ove.ent. th.t ere g01nl to Occur for ea~h one 
of th ••• oper.tions, I aeen for whe~ he goe~ up _nd get. 
the fila, how Ions's the l.dder and etc., h~w he getl 
back in to the -p.eecreft and then about the tapping on the 
oth.'r thins? 

WINDL!l You aean handing the ftlm treea and the 
whole - all that kind of atuff there? No, I don't to tell you 
the truth, it'a all In the checklist and I've, really haven't. 
1 couldn't tell you exactly. They baSically - vull, l~t me tell 
you what I c6n, and you tell me how much more you want to know 
and we'll Cind it out. They, - ot'le cr~wlII.an sets out and the, 
hand tht film out 4nd they fa8t~n it (0 the plac~ to secure it 
outside of thp SAS area. And then they use these b~o.a, they 
extend the bOODS and 'he other crew~an moves out to tbe ~un end 
of tbe. or tu the o¥xt work atation ceally. On the Sun end of 
the ATH and they pass the fih. trays out to ;,ia, they rotate _ 
well, they start out wh~re they are, and cbange the film and 
rotate it t~ the various pcsltton~ to change [he film. Pass it 
back on the booas and put it back inSide of thp airlock cowpart
.ent. Now I don't knol> if that's the kind of thing yoa're look
ing for, or Ii you Want to :tnoW' the other (lve steps that it takes 
to do each one of U.ose. or not? 

QUERV Okay. HoW' Ahout when he goes down and 
plays mechanic with him ham 

END OF TAti 
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WIN~LER UQW I don't kno~ if that', lb, ~lad ~f thinG' 
10u're lookhS'for 01' U you want to ItftUlI the o~h.r fhe atep, 
that 1t tak •• to do .ach one of tho •• or not. 

QUEay Ok.y~ now, how about wheft he goea dovr 
and playa a.chentc with his h ••• pr? 

WINDLER Well~ 1 gue •• I'd have - I dQa'~ ~nov if 
I can d •• cribe that to you on the lIodel or not. l'v, been 
looktng a~ a drawing that's lal~ out flat. but bastcally there 
are ~ t h~se CBRMa are - I be 1hve it'. tour of thea to a pack
ag •• but the 1'8 are seve ral adjar.en t to one another - and ve' ve 
,e"t hill a Iteaaage that - on a teleprinter - a aap that out
lines w~ich one of theso particular bolta that hold the ~ut~ide 
plate on that h~'s to tap - an Allen screw, exactly. And the 
particular one he Iloves over to and tries it with his }.Ill!lmer 
and they see if the relays will activate. and if tbey do~'t. 
the contact activ.tes and gets the CBRH back o~. ~e're pre
pared for the. to do that three of four times, each tiae check
ing the rt!lay to see if it is n?w bilck in operatlon. And I 
would guess just fro. people - why. he'll probably - he'll 
start off maybe not hitting it too hard and he'll gradually 
hit it a little bit harder. 

QUERY Are there foot restraints or hand restraints 
or something to hold him thp.rc whlle he's banging away with 
his !U1ll1l1e 1'1 

WINDLER 'ies, there a:-e hlind fl;!strainta that he can 
hold on to. NOW, the other pl~ces are foot restraints, but 
I don't think there are any foot restraints 111 this area here. 

QUERY Then when he attaches the part - the fabric 
frail this JSC sail - how is it goine to be attached? Where 
iB it - -

WINDLKR I don't know the ansver to that. That 
just came up this aftern~on. It'll prubably be fastened around 
one of the strut-type devices and - the {ntentlen, though Is 
to get it where It's part in the Sun and part in the shade 
60 that you can distinguish between the two areas that are 
exposed or not exposed to the Sun. And I don't even know if 
ve should even try to tell him exactly where to put it aLY
way. He might be able to find a better place than we can tell 
hl~, just on his own. 

QUERY Will Conrad and Ker~ln carry ~ut this EVA? 
1 Ie f t he rl!! - lind I di dn 't '!llt anybody 

todey. Wei~z was goi~g to do that. Is that - did we 8t~e~ to 
do that? 

WINDLE It When 

SPEAKER We'll try to find that out for you. 
WINDLER We speak of thea as EV-I, 2, and 3, and 

I dQn't which way they've assigned it. Yes, it vould show to 
be one of those three. 
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WINDLE. Jut It v •• 101PI to be Conr.d _~d W~ltl tbat 
vete loins to do it wh.~ I l.ft and I ~ldn't evep a.t cbat qUI.tion 
when 1 lot back today. lou'd think 1 vould have done that, but 
1 didn't. 

PAO Okay, weill .sk that question froa for 
Hilt on. 

Any .. Paul? 
The TV - MS 1 can lee - -

PAO 
QUERY 
WINDLER 

t ha':. 1 thought you 
QUERY 

1'. surpriled that they haven't announced 
C 0 U I d tell lIIe. 

possibly two of thalli 
would be the other. 

They had said when there was going to be 
- that Kerwlr would be one and Weitz 

WINDLE R 
QUERY 

Ye sh, they' fe going to trade oir. 

window just like it 
other day, or what? 

On tbe TV, Is tbat &oin~ to be out the 
was on the wina TV the - or wing EVA the 

WINDLE. Well, I guess it'll have (0 be. 1 cea lly 
haven't paid .uch attention to the TV aspect ~f it. 

SPEAXER You mean out the SIS windo~? 
WINDl.ER Yeah. But the 1I0clllal place for the TV is. of 

course, - is occupied. 
QUERY 1 heard that 80llleone - sOllieone mentioned 

that they were kind of necvous talking about taking the camera 
out this tiae. You don't know anything about that? 

WINDLER No, I don't. 
fAO Okay, fine. Thank you, Milt. 
WINDLER All right. 

END or TAPE 
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PAO rhi. i. the John.on Space Center briftfln8 rooa. And vetre ready. at this tie •• to bllLn our repla, Of the televi.10n - of the tour and al.o the replay of the demon.tratlon of the tralh airlock and al.o the re.tra1nt .hoea used by the crew. We have Le1ulenant Coacander Bruce McCandle ••• vho will give us a narratIve, particular durin. those portions of the tour where the audio v •• bad. And we're ready to roll that t~pe now. 
McCANDLESS Okay. The tour of the orbital workshop, as presented last evening, co~~ences in the multiple docking adapter. That is thp. forward-most aection of the workshop ~roper. It is to the qultiple docking adapter that the coqmand module mates and the crew transfera throu~h Into the area in which you're observing nov. You're looking at the pilot. Com.ander Paul ~eitl. ,pp~kinl through a lightweight head set with the umbilical fro~ t~ftt headset in the foreground. On your screen left is a~ aSleably o( six multtspectral cameras used as a par~ of the Earth resources experiment packake. Weitl is pointing now at the eyepiece of the viewfinder tracker system, which 1s used (or pointing an infrared spectrQmeter at small selected targets on the surface of the Earth. The Earth relources package is a collection of sensors covering 2 wide range of o~t'cal 4nd l~frared band-Widths designed to gather data on those techniques that are most effective, for future applications in gathering information on crop cesources, Ind geological features, information regarding the atmos~heric conditions here on Earth Qn sea-state and meteorological conditi0ns at sea. Paul 1~ now opening UP the cover on the control and panel for the t0tal Earth resources experiment package. Normally. this is a 3-man operation. One crew-man operates the controls for the .ajority of the experimentl from this ~ajority of (he experimento fro. this panel. The second crewman operates the viewfinder tracker systea for the infrared sensor, and the third crewman operates the met~ic camera from the anti-solar scientific airlock that's 1n the side wall of the forward experiment compartment down in the workshop proper. You"l note the ease with which Paul Weitz is qaintalning hinse!! in position. He's hanging on by wedging his feet lnto the knooks and crannies 1n this particular area, one hand free to operate the equip.~nt and the other hand free, in this ease, to hold his .terophone. He's now translated over lnto the Vicinity of the tape recorder. he's opening the tape recorder cover. The bulk of the earth resources data is returned either on photographic filq, or recor1ed on magnetic tape, for a later playback on the ground. We have two data tape recorders on board. a.sociated 
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with the earth leaourcea package. Bither one of which can 
be ua~d, the one ~rovidlnB a backup for the other. Behind 
Paul, you eee thE section of grld York, which providee a .o~e 
positive restraint for the operator of the control and dis
play panel should he desire it. Later on in this ~equence of 
recorded televiaion, youlll aee the trianlle aho ••• which 
are deaigned to interface with auch grid work and the grid 
in other locations throughout the workshop. Paul'. describlng 
now, the vldeo tape recorder lnstallatlon on which the tapea 
which you're now vlewing were recorded. Since the Skylab 1s 
in a low-ea~th orbit, communication coverage w1th the ground 
stations Is of necesslty liuited by llne-of-s1te configurations. 
A typical pass ia 10 or 11 minutea long, and when the space
craft goes be10v the horizon, the radio slgnal from It i. 
cut off. Consequently, to record program. of any significant 
duration, we have to resort to an onboard tape recorder. You 
may be i~terested in knowing that this video tape recorder 
installation is the same - -

END OF TAPE 
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McCANDLESS - - .1ana1 fro. 1t i. out off. Coneequently, 
to record prosra •• of any eignificant duration. we have to ; 
r~.ort t~ an onboard tape recorder. You •• y be intereeted 
in lnoving that this video tape recorder Installation 1. 
the same packAge that will be used in thot Apollo-Soyuz teet 
milsion for recording sc~nes from that jol~t .i.~io~ with 
the Soviet Union. The low earth orbit was selected in order 
to •• ximiz~ our capability for ~aklng Gcientiflc observations 
In connection with the Earth ResQurces Program, to keep the 
crewm~n below the radiation coalng [rom the Van Allen belt and 
other radiation belts that naturally encircl~ our planet, 
and to provide a compromise on lifetiae of the space station 
that is high enough to be in a low-drag area, and the minlmam 
requl .. ements for fl>el necessary to get to it. In the back
ground you see Joe Kerwin, Navy Commander, Flight Surgeon, 
and filot operating the control panel of the Apollo telescope 
mount. "'hlch looks at the SUI: in the X-ray and ultraviolet 
regions of the spectrulIl, as well as examining the Sun's 
COlona in white light. These experiments can only be performed 
frolll an orbital locatlon, since our o\oln protective atcosphere 
very effectively screens out the ultraviolet and X-radiation 
and protects us Cram lt, and the atmosphere and particles 
'" it scatter the light co~ln8 frQm the corona, m~king it 
impossiblp. for us to observe the coro~a here on the surfa~e 
oC the Earth except during total solar eclipses. As we z~o_ 
in you'll notice that Joe has two television lIIonltor6 at 
his command in the middle oC the control and display panel. 
These sre looking at the S~n in the hydrogen Alpha line 
right now, "'hich is a red light line. The image .. ppears to 
be rollin~ dDwn. this is caused by a synchronization problem, in 
that the onboard tele,ision ca~era anl the shake generator 
for the displays that the Apollo telest-ope mount lire slightly 
out of phase a~d give you this rolling motion th~t you may 
be {amiJ iar with "'hen the vertical hold c<tntrol on YOllr hOlle 
television set is slightly cisadjusted. The actual display 
of course, Is quite steady. He's re~trained in ~ s~all 
chair with a lap bf.lt. Also, has avallabl~ ~ restr.int 
technique using the triangle shoes for his teet to keep him 
in positlou. This seems to be the most effective way of 
restrair.ing yourself foe long periods of time at the panet 
and having b~th hands free for operation. Pavl Weltz !s now 
moved back to the structural trans1tion section, that 1. 
a forward part of the airlock module proper, and is explained 
in the operation of the caution ahd warning systea. Over 
76 separater Farameters, that is, separate qUintit!e!'! "'1thin 
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the workahop are continually ~ooltor.d by ~he caution and wernina ayat... Should anyone of these vara.eters 80 out of limita, a light and a tone 18 sounded to indJ~.t. thet there'3 a problem. Paul. haa just pushed the U"t switch turning 00 a large bank of the - turnina on all of the VeroiDg lights. You aee the wernina lilhta illuminated In the r18ht hand part of yo~r screen, Paul just pushed the maater alarm light which reaeta thea and turDS off the tone. He'a DOW going to demonatrate the operation of what we call the 
D~lta-P svitch. The Delta-P seoaor sensea the Delta to the pressure. that is the rate of change of workshop pressure sounds the clashing that you hear in the baCkground, if the pressure Is decressing at a rate rapidly enough to indicate a leak. He's now activated the fire alarm. Ve have a multiplicity of fire sensors scattered throughout the vehic~e, anyone of which will turn on a light indicating it's location and sounding the iir~ siren and allowing the crew to take effective response. Later on in the tape you'll see the fire hose down in the workshop which you would use in combatin~ such a fire. The unsung hero behinc the scenes riaht now of course, is CoaDiander, Pete - Captain Pete Conrad, the com.ander of the mission who's operating the hand-held TV camera pointing it at the scenes as they're described by Paul. He's now describing the location of what we call a molecular 81e#e. These units supplied in redun~lnt pairs. circulate the atmosphere throughtout the vehicle through a -an adsorbent canister, thereby allowing you to mechani~ally reaove the carbon dioxide froa the atmosphere and to dump the 
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McCANDLESS - - through a, - an addorbent canilter, 
thereby allovin. you to aechanically reaove the carbon dioxide 
froa the ataolphere and to duap the carbon ~loxide overboard 
selecti~ely, thereby purifyin. the ataolphere. Paul, has 
jUlt aade a Joke, in that he val delcriblnB tbe fact that 
lilt. vas known a. aolecular sieve A and the other aolecular 
siev£ B, an~ he looked up to see that Pete had polntcd the 
caaera to molecular sieve B, and was surprised to find tbat. 
LookinB inside the., the external package, you can lee part 
of the vorltinBs of it. In the lower left hand corner, is 
a solid strap backed up by the activated charcoal canister, 
which serves to reaove odors and Qther contaalnate Baaes 
from the atmosphere that are not effectively taken out by the 
C02 scrubber system. Paul is translating aft, that is, 
away from the co_and module, down into the airlock proper. 
This section of the larger airlock module ia a section approx
imately 5 feet in diameter and about 10 feet long, vhich can 
be shielded off fro~ the rest of the workshop, depressurized 
to vacuum independently and allow 2 crevmen to go out into 
the vacuum of space on an EVA or s~ace~alk through a Geaini 
spacecraft hatch mounted in the side of the airlock section. 
Inside the airlock are the fittings and connectors necessary 
for hooking up the umbilical, which supplies the crevaen vith 
oxygen, with cooling water and vith electrical pover to 
support thea during their spacewalk. He is now back at the 
aft-most mol sectio~ of the airlock module, and ia mentioning 
that we viII change the location of the color television 
camera in Just a aoaent and pl~k up the balance of the tour, 
looking dovn into the workshop. We h~~t done that, vith a 
momentary splice In the tapes. You're viev1nl Captain Pete 
Conrad, the mission cO ... ;Jnder, as he translates the restraint 
location on the dome locker ring, down in the workshop proper. 
He has anchored his feet into a circumferential ring of grid 
work wit~ triagular holes in it, puttinB the triangles through 
and twits and locks them in place. We've had 80me difficulty 
with the audio, 80 I'm &oing to continue with my narration. 
He's deacribing the fact that the lock~rs contain miscellaneous 
supplies used during the mission. EVA equipment, spare sleep 
res t r a in t s, Ear t h Re sou r c e s Re cor d e r tap e s, t h 1 n g s 0 f t h J 8 
sort. Down below the lockets are 10 vater tanks, which c~ntain 
the vater that is used for drinking, food rate reconstitution, 
and for crew hygiene' and vashing functiona. That tr,e reatraiota 
do provide effective im.obilizatlon, or location, ia illultrated 
by the fact that he caD r.ach down and open a locker. The 
itella in 'the left hand side of the locker, are aagnetlc tapel 
(or the Earth Ielources tape recorder. On the right hand side, 
are spare sleep restraints for the SL-III and IV crevs. 
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With. quick tvtst ot the ankle, h. r.l.a •• _ the trlan8le 
ahoes, and tranalates down to the f~od etora,e lockera on 
one side of the workahop. the Skylab food, ia of aev~ral 
typea. There ia freele-dried. reconetitutabh food. 
tbere Is theraal atabiliaed. or cann~d food, like yu~'d 
get canned peach •• 1n the atore. And then there ia froaen 
food. The three white lockrra at the top of your acreen 
are frolen food atowage 10c1(ers for the Skylab III and IV 
m18sion8. Following the duration of Pete's pOinting, we 
vlll ln a minu~e look over at the scientific airlock that 
point~ away fro. the sun. light now, underneath his hand, 
that i. over his right ahoulder "n the floor. Is a French 
expert.ent. The S183 ultraviolet ate1lar panara.a, which 
photographs the atara in the ultraviolet re,lon of the 
sp'ctru., aappinl and hoping t~ dlacover new atar fields 
and nev infor.ation in this vJtally iaportant region of the 
spectrum. Installed In th~ s~lentlfic airlock, just out of 
view, in the left-hand corner of your screen, is the 5073 
photometer experiaent, vhlch is looking at the scattered 
light from particles that have accumulated around the 
spacecraft, and are forming a small contamination cloud. 
We're vitally interested. here it comes into ~iew in the upper 
left-hand corne~ of your screen now, Pete's translating over 
to it. We're vitally Intere~ted in the dynamics of such 
clouda and such conta.inatioD, since these effect the obser
vations that are possible with the Apollo Telescope Kount 
instru.~nts and with future sensora. Pete has grabbed hold of 
and has backftd up against the vhite covered fire hose, that would 
be the priaary defense in the workshop in the event that we 
should have a fire, is chargp.d with water, pressurized from 
one of the water storage tanks and has a nozzle which you 
see lloating freely on th~ left hand side of your screen. 
One of the amazing things about Skylab has been the demon
stration of the - -
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SPtAX!R There'. a nOllle which you see floating 
freely on the left hand sidG of your acreen. One of the 
•• "ing things about Skylab ia ha. been the de.onatration of 
the facility in which ehe crew.en can .aneuver and the lack 
of adverse affects auch .a dilliness or .otion sickne •• , coupled 
with the acrobatic .aneuvers. Here you're lookina at a 
stowage loc~er. locker 702, which vas .hown to us this 
morning as a part of a TV documentary, .alnly for the benefit 
of follow-on flight crewa and for ground controllers. Thi. 
lu~ker contains shower supplies such 48 soap. towels, and 
things of the like, and was relocated from it's position in the 
wardrco. to it's position here just above the tool kits. 
but conveniently adjaceDt to the shower. The crew is 
engaged in a fair a.ount of dy.amic rearranging of the 
furniture Duch as any nev householder wouid given his first 
few days tn e new hODe. Another locker was relocated here 
in the wardroom, 749. And they will show us about this 
view and relocation of the foed storage tray to be more 
convenient to the dining area In the wardroom. The device 
across the front of the locker is a spring bungee. It's 
nothing more than a coil spring with a snap on each end that 
can be used for temporarily holding things in position 
behind it since of course, we have no gravity. And you 
can't put something down and e~pect to cose back and iind 
it there. The tray. at the top of your screen are pull-out 
beverage trays. They contain spring loaded storage clips for 
restraining the reconatitutable beverages that are consumed 
by the Skylab crewmen. In the center of your screen you 
see Joe Kerwin's foot sticking down, on the bottom of the 
foot is little device call~d a auahrcoa. It's really a sort 
of a hook that can fit through the triangular gridwork and 
catch in the corners alloving him to pull himself down into 
position and hold himself located very stably. What you 
see here is one of the thr~e pressure suits. Of course, they're 
not in use right now, but in zero gravity. that is being 
weightless, and with just a little bit of air pressure trapped 
inside them they take on the form of a full fledged man. The 
locati~n for stowage that ve agreed upon preflight, that is 
in the spare docking port. didn't vork out very well because 
of the une~pectedly large bulk of these suits. So the crewmen 
have restowed thea. One underneath the ATM foot rest~aint; 
one over there by the docking probe, and the third one up 
here on top of one of the fila Itowage lockers in the multiple 
docking adaptor. They're showing us these views so that 
we •• y reviae our checklist. change our crev training procedures. 
and have the Skylab III crew, which launches on the 27th of July, 
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go up fully prepared and ready to take a~v.nta&e of the 
&ero-& condltione that prevail up here iu our unique 
orbiting vorkehop_ Ve're nov standing D.ck d~vn by the 
video tape Ie corder that I .antioned previously and ve jump 
once aore down into the experi.ent co.part.ent. You're 
looking froa the experi.ent co.pert •• nt in the bottom of 
the workshop into the co •• ander'. aleeplus co.part.ent, or 
sleep stateroom. It'a a very •• a11 co.p.~t.ent, not at 
so to speak, vertically. Of course, in &ero-g there'. no 
up, there I, no dovn. 80 the co •• ander sleeps aore or le86 
In a sleeping bag strapped up against the vall. The only 
opening to the sleeping bag is around the neck. but that 
doeen't caase any problem since to get out of the sleeping 
you ~erely slide out from the neck and float over to the doorway 
as he's doing here now. The sleeping location 1s at rer~onal 
option. The co •• ander'. been Ileepinl dovn here as hal been 
the science pilot, Coamander Kerwin, and the pilot, C~ •• ander 
Paul Weitz, has been alternating sleeping down here with 
sleeping in various other locations to evaluate their 
habitability. Captain Conrad is now going to demonstrate 
our trash disposal syste.. It's not really as modern or 
exotic as you aight think. This large brown container 
takes trash that's bassed in a white dlsp~.al bag. It'a 
put inside, the lid is closed with an able assist from the 
science pilot 
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McCANDLESS - - trash that's baBied ln a white disposal baB. 1s put 1nside the lid 18 closed with an able assiat from the Science Pilot. And the~ the 8Y8tea 1s vented from the S PSI atmosphere in the work.hop to vaccua. You'll notice Pete vatch1ng the pressure bleed down on the preS8ure gaule 1n the center of the 11d. Ve have another tank formerly used as a liquid oXYBen st~rage tank, vhen the Saturn IVB val a lunar, a lunar mil810n booster. This tank haa been converted into a trash holding area at vacuum and the contaminated vaste, that is those vastes uhich have food residue and things ~f thls 80rt of them, and might be biologically active, are bagged. vented into vaCCUQ then by oeans of this device, vhich 1s a trash airlock, are dumped dovn into that holding tank and left there for the duration of the a1$sion. Nothing is dumped overboard on the Skylab mi8sion. Everythina that goes up with the, exception of gaseous leakage, i8 held down here in the oxygen tank or onboard. After reclosing the outer door by the handle vhich he just operated, Pete will open the lid and show you just like th~ proverbial magician, that the container is now indeed empty. The green device that you saw in the lid of the trash airlock vas a bell crank operated plunger that serves to forc~ the trash through the open outer door. This is a pair of the triangle shoea, to which I have been eluding duri~g Lb~ CO~T~~ of this TV presentation. The toes have be~o.e scuffed up in the course of navigating around the work~~op. Since the crewmen hkve not only u8ed the triangles for estrainr. but also been hooking their toes underneath objects or in thr~ugh the grid vork. A 91.~le 30 degree twist serves to unlock the triangle from the grId vork and it is then free, or your foot is then free to move about without any encumbrano;.e. On return the tri .. anglo Is pressed down through the gridvork. rCltated to lod .. it in place. These devices as well as the mU8hro~ma, whl(h serve a similar purpose although they don't lock you in place, have been very useful In aiding the crewmen in holding position although they've also shovn an a.azing ability to float aro~nd and grab hold of v~~tever presentA itself as a convenient handhold. Joe Kervin has just cOllie over and, - excuse Cle I think that's Pete Conrad has just come over and grabbed hold of the handles of the bicycle and is now in the process of locking his triangle shoes intQ the bicycle pedals. ly ~oing this. he ca~not only push down on the pedals, but can allo pull up on the opp08ite pedal, which helps to hold himself in pOlitlon on the seat of the bicycle. Of cQune, 1n zero gravity. the seat isn't really required, but tt does help to keep hi. in the right general location. Original preflight concept v.a of a harness cODalating of shoulder straps and a waist bt!1t that held you firmly down against the seat. On 
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the initial Tuns. ~oweveT, the CTev TepoTt.d that t\~, harness 
tended to cut-I)ff circulation at the vaist and vaa' • the 
Most appropriate device for reatraiut. They preferred to 
hang on the the handlebars and just equallae the fOTces ex
ected pullins up and pushing down by their feet on the 
pedals, as Captain Conrad has deaonstrated heTe. You can see 
here the aa.zing mobility. The Russian dancer technique. that 
is availsble to a crewaen restrained only by the ball of one 
foot. in that amazing world vhere there is no up Ind there 
Is no down and there Is no gravity. 

KcCANDLUSS The round device you see in the upper 
right hand corner, i8 the crew shower. It's just a circu-
lar shower curtdin which can be drawn up around the outside 
of you and water sprayed in. This is. 1 believe, the subject 
of a separate television docucentary. so I won't go tnto it 
any further here. Pete'. deaonstrating how you finish filling 
and then close the lid. seal the lid of a trash bag in prep
aration for installing it in the trash airlock. Ar.d ulti - _ 
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McCANDLESS - • and enclole the Ild - I.al the lid 
of a trash bag In preparation for laltal11nl It la the tralh 
airlock and ultlaately duaping lt down lnto the foraer 
liquid oxygen holding tank bene.th the vork,bop. It jUlt 
goel to show you that even In .pace loaebody h •• to tata out 
the garbage froa tlae to time. You can .ee alain the green 
plunger in the lid of the tralh airlock. Thil plunger l~ 
on a sclssors type of extentlon aechanlsa, and upon operating 
the handle on the far slde of the a~rlock the plunger's extended 
thereby forcing the trash down through the outer door of 
the airlock. The lid is closed in this cale with an able 
alsiat from the Sclenc~ Pilot, Com.ander Joe Kervin. The 
container is vented to vaccua and Pete'l in the procels of 
opening the o~ter door. 

SPEAKER Okay, that's it. 
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PAO All rLght, we'l\ atart the cha~~e of shift briefins now, wtth Flight Director Hell Hutchinson present. Do you have a atatement, Nell? HUTCHINSON Yeah, it ia goLng to be real ahorl. We had .. qutet night. 1 .. t nlght. We vorked • couple of Httle proble •• , nothing real serious. We've been trylnl to get everything all set up for this EVA, in tcr •• of the systeas confi8~ration. Last night, we worked on .. procedure for .. -as you recall yesterday during the day, they dumped a condensa.e tank, the big holding tank that ia used for keeping loIaler, hoI dint; water that's been removed out of the ataosphere inside th~ 1oI0rkshop. }~d we've discovered we've gOl a couple of leaky quick disconnects in that system. And that systell ha£ t\.' be used to remove vater vhen there is an EVA going on. And of course. loIe had a procedure ve thought could 1oI0rk the disconnects, and It turns out it ls not going to - .. 0 because apparently they're all leaking, both of thea. Th~ one up at the panel in the airlock and the one downstairs. So loIe 1oI0rked Oll a procedure last night to square that avay, and I think it's straightened out. We didn't have any systems problems last night. We've p~etty .weh blocked out the EVA plans for day 26, and I have a pre-liminary flight plan here. And the hatch - well, I Call't give you hatch open yet, but the prelimin.~1 tiaes ve've got to actually begin tbe EVA vhich would be loaewhere near hatch open or In the area of 12:30 Zulu on als~lon day 26, day of the year 170. So, that's a prel1l1inary time on that. And the day Is pretty veIl blocked out. do an EVA - v~ have 80lle spare time there. Let ae see vhat else ve have here. Yes, yesterday ve finished HSS2, and that finishes our use of the S12 facility. Our old friend KS09. the astronaut maneuvering unit. 1s back in the picture again. The flight Ilanagellent :eall has decided that ve are goinl to run the M509 on Skylab III and IV. And of course, as you know one of the questj~ns has been, what'. the status of the batteries on the 509. Basically what ve' re going to do on the 509 in Skylab Ii is ~oday the CDR is going to top, he's golng to fill the bottles on H509. And tomorrow ve 101111 run a S09 checkout run vith the, not the thing on. but in the stand, in the test stand, in the stand, It's stova,e stand there viII be firing jets and so on and so forth. And we vill use e~ternal pover, we'll use workshop power instead of hatter, pover, because of course the COncern i. that the batteries that ve have onboard aren't any good because of the heat strels that they have seen back vhen the vork~ shop got I !ther hot. So basic plan is to check out 509 to 
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.ake 8ure it i8 working. and then fly it on Sky lab III and 
IV. And we'll obviously have to work the battery situation 
later. That's about all I have I)n syete ••• And •• far ali 
the flight plan goes that we've built for day 169, it 1. 
full up again. Day 169, Ris.ton day 2S 18 the last day for 
ATH operations. Ve're slowly but surely closing this baby 
down. And we have got a full day of ATM operations. Ve 
also have 2 ~edlcal runs on M092 171. And the end of the 
day, we close out day 169 with an hour and a half worth of 
prep for EVA where they are going to get the suita out and 
get the hoses all laid out and so on and 80 forth. That's 
all 1 have. 

PAD Okay, To~. question? 
QUERY Nell, what time is that check out on 

the 509 tomorrow, do you know? 
HUTCHINSON Oh, we haven't ccheduled the check out 

yet. I beE your pardon, we have scheduled it. And yes, I 
can tell you exactly when it is. It begins at 14:30 Zulu. 
And the PLT will do it. And it's about a 30 minute operation. 
And he's not going to put this thing on now and .aneuver 
around with it, the check out 1s d~ne completely in the 
test stand, In the sup~ort brackets ~here where it's stowed 
there 1n the workshop. 

QUERY Now, is that tOlllorrow or tod.y1 
IItiTCHINSON Tomorrow, day 25. 

END OF TAPE 
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HUTCHINSON - day 2S. Today. the only "509 activity 
ie the CD' vill charge the - one bottle. I believe the CDR'ti 
going to do it - with nitrogen - charge one bottle of nitrogen. 

QUERY PAO only said a little btt about the TRI" 
burn, that Is to put tt back in tt'a oriainal orbit. Could 
you lI.y aomething elae about that? 

QUERY And it was successful, rishtl 
HU1CUINSON Y£8, ve did do the TRIH burn iUBt before 

I left this .ornins. it vas on-tillle no.inal burn, everything 
looked exactly right to U8. The purpose of the TRIH burn is 
to have the orbit bsck on nOlRinal by Skyl.b 3. It takes that 
long for it to propag..1te back to nominal. And baSically, 
what that aeant val ahift'ng the line of nOdes so it would 
be in the proper place 80 you WQuid be cros.ing over the pro~er 
point in the ground and also establishing th~ repeating feature, 
... hich ilO the same thing we did at the beginning of Skylab 2. 
Those are the tvo balic criteria. Get the ground tracker vith 
the right place in the ground and get it - get the orbit shaped 
such that it repeats every five days. And I .a not sure the 
exa;:t tiae tI-.at that - we achieve that. 1 assulle that it is 
prior to the first EREP pass - first planned EREP pass of 
Skylab 3, so I imagine it's tovard the end of July. 

QUERY One .ore, there seesed to be soae questions 
this morning about ATM instructions. Do you know what the 
proble. there was? The teas seesed to be confused. 

HUTCHINSON Yeah. it vasn't really a proble.. It turns 
out that ve had sent a co~ple of different ae8s8ges on the 
ATH - or comments on ATM operations in different messageE. 
and one of them concerning when to stop u8ing S082A and B vas 
just a tad ambiguous. And vhat he vas basically concerned 
abuut - the question he had, snd it was a valid one - and we 
still have to - and ve didn't answer it adequately, was when 
should he stop using 82A and 8 film for a flare. And of 
course if you initiate a flare mode in 82 A and B it takes 
an automatic sequence of X number of filas, and 'Ie have a re
quirement to save sOlie fila right at the very end of the roll 
in the two cameras for calibration purposes. And. his coa
ment walO that we sent hi •• ~essage and told hi. where the 
calibration flla started but we didn't tell his where to shut 
off the cam - vhere not to - whether to disable the automatic 
flare aode in 82A and B. In other word •• if ~e gets a flare. 
go after it but don't use 82A and B. And that'. correct. ve 
didn't tell hi. - ve h~d to pass hi. that data - it va~ nothing 
more than a 11ttl~ a.blgulty - a.biguousn ••• in the pads ve 
sent up. Nothing vrong with the inlltruaents. We're just 
having a hard tise co •• unicating with one anot~er. 

PAO We have one question pho~ed in by CBS. 
Will there be television for the EVA! 

. . . .' 
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HUTCHINSO~ Yes, and I don't know vhether it vil1 be 
live caule I'. - vel\ let's look at the 8~ound coverage. 
Yea. and they will pl'obably be at least. In fact. there will 
be at hut one and lIaybe two live passes. However, the 
television will not be taken outside the vehicle. 1 believe 
they're going to operate it as they did during the other EVA from 
inside the airlock, either through the SIS windows or through 
the CSM windows. And we are going Lo be runnl~g the video 
tape recorder for a ~ood part of the EVA, so it will be on 
filII! also. 

PAO Anything further, TOil? Thank you very 
much. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO Oood afternoon. Centle •• n and Ledy. On 
., r1aht I. Charle. Lewis. off-soina F1tlht Director, prepared 
to stve you 80.e inloraation on the 'hift .th.t he. ju.t end
ed. Cha rle •• 

LEWXS Okay. Today we bed scheduled the entry 
aiaul.tion .ad that Wa. coapleted .arly. No prob1 •••• ba.ic
aUy j uet a chance for the crew and the al'ouod to ao thl'ouSh 
their check1iste and procedures, tiaeline activitlea and 
a ch.nce for tb. crew to aa~e any co •• enta or work out any 
wrinkle. ve .1ah t bave. Appears to be no pl'oble. tb.re. 
Thay did finlah a little bit early. 10 we wOl'ked in .oae 
additional hO~3ekeepi~, function.. And thil afternoon late. 
of ~ourae, they had K092 171 runs and picked up a couple of 
ATM pasle. during their presleep activity. Toaorl'ow is 
baBically another experiaent day. ATK opel'etion •• K092. 171, 
H131 and loae corollary work. And ve have a tl't. burn sched
uled for tomorrow at 08, e hourI 59 ainute~ 27 ~ec~nd~ GKT. 
It', a very saall burn about 0.3 feet per second, about a 
9 8~cond Res burn and that's of course to .et our ground 
track up for SL-III. And the crew, 8a one of the house
keeping functions they picked up today since we had IQae 
free time, vas Suppoled to coaplete part 2 of the nws TV tour. 
So that Ihould be duaped later thil evenlna or early in tbe 
mornina· That's about it, unless you have qU(stions. 

PAO . Okay, stand by for tbe aan with the long 
stick. He Ihould be in a~~entarily, I'. advised. 

QUERY Have you got an EVA ti.eline? 
LEWIS Ho, I don't, and I doo't think we've got an exact EVA tiae yet. 
QUERY You vouldn't have a batch open? 
LEWIS No. that's what Ira sayin8. it'. day 26, 

I don't think ve have s hatch open tiae yet. 
QUERY Ok3y, very good. Thank you. That'. all. 
QUERY How far did they get today in the ~ntry sim, ~hen did they stop? 

LEWIS As 1 recall, we 8topped about an hour an 
a half to 2 hours before ve normally vould bave stopped. And 
at that point we'd gotten about as auch out of it al we 
could, we thought and ve just aaked the crew if th~y'd gotten 
what they thought they needed. And they .aid yes, 10 we 
te rainated. 

QUEIY You stopped before the deorbit burnl? 
LEWIS Uh, yea, I know we went through leparation 

and I think we li.ulated leparation and tbe firat burD. 1'. 
sure 1 don't know just exactly how far va lot, Another 
Flilht Director was on duty and conductinl that operation. 

QUIIY JUlt befol'e we, you ca •• over here, thel'a 
as $0" talk about the condenBate tank. Could you run down .nd 
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ltV' u, ao 1d •• what the problea i. thare, what troubl •• thIY'~o 
bUinl with It, 

LEWIS Well, b •• ically I think the probl ••• i. that 
80Y4 of the qulc~ di.connectl, if thlY have a vacuua in the line 
of tbe t.~k. you dt'connect, the quick dilconolct coupler it'a 
not holdinl. it', pullins .a" cabin I", ioto the .y.t •••• ~d 
they 10'1 th.tr pre,sure differential. But. there', b •• ieally 
three tank. 1n the .y.t •• , the .~all holdin. tank, in the air
lock aadule. holda about 1.6 pound. of water. Th.t'. connected 
to vbat we eall a holdins tank in the OWS. That holds about 
660 pounds of ~.ter. And then what we were doing today i8 du.p
ing that ~01din8 tank down into the larse waste eoapartaent. And 
.pparently when he dea.ted the ho~~. ~~ aake the connection for 
the dlllSp, we got 80ae ga. le8kage. 

END OF TAPE 
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LEWIS What we were do1n8 today Va' duaping that holdinl tank down Into the large waate eo.partaenl, and apparently when he deaated the hoae to aake the connection for the ~u.P. ve got 80ae S88 leakale back into the sY8te. and he 10lt 1118 DBLTA-P. There should be no problea in the systea. W, had the •• ae thing happen on the EVA. 1 don't think it's a real problea. We'll be abl~ to establish the IYltea integrity, and It'll function properly. 
QUERY The tria burn tomorrow - what does that do to the ground tr.ck for SL-III7 It Boves it west 60 miles -i 8 that? 
LEWIS Well, vhat ve're trying to do i8 - .his burn is designed to put U8 back on a n081nal ground track for SL-III. Now I think in SL-III we normally planned to do a tria burn about the 4th day into the mi8sion, and so ve're trying to get back to that point - 4 days into SL-III. And then the - ve vary off the Doainal ground track over a perIod of t1 .. - it's sort of cy-::11c. We burn - ve do A burn which takes us. I believe. east of the ground track for a period of time, but then it slowly drifts back across [he nominal ground track west. And ve do another burn, and we just cycle it - ve do that because of the ataospheric drag. But basicall~ it puts us back to a noalnal around tracker pOSition on day 4 of SL-III. And I don't - We try to keep that cyclic mo~ion vithin about 55 degrees -55 nautical alles of the ground track for the ERRP instruments. But ve cycle within that. no proble •• 
QUERY Looking on the 7-day forecast. I notice that a fev days before undocking and deorbiting. they vould start deactivating the workshop. What does that involve? LEWIS Well. they power dovn equipment that vill not be required. Since it's aot going to be aanned - fans, duct fans. various iteas ve've got on now to support living 

cQnditlon~ in the OWS. Those are the basic things. QUERY I have two questio~a. You mentioned with their housekeeping time today tbey had tiae to finish their tour of the OWS. What dId the term housekeeping cover? LEWIS It covera aany, .~~y things. Changjng filters out and - various linea. The condensate or the holding tank duap into the vaate lank is one I aent10ned. There'a just many ••• ny lIttle eysteas housekeeping vorks. It's juat k2eping house. basically. Now TV is normally not housekeeping. I .ay have mlalead you. But they had soae spare tille, and ve ,ave thea loae housekeeping functions plul ve gave tbem the cboice of - we ask thea to do the TV tour - or TV5 - I don't recall what TV5 h. Itf. in the TV OPS bool. And they 8aid they'd do the second half of the OWS TV tour. 
QUEIY The other part of that q~e.tion II bov aucb boulekeeplng are the, gOiag to have to do to get ready to leave, in conjunction with thi. d~activatlon? 
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LIVl~ We nora.1ly Ichlclull anywhlre froa -
al I recall. anywhere fro. an hour aacl a half to two and a 
half houn each clay for tlouukelilplul. Anel tho .. are vadoul 
chor.s. A lot of thea are IY3te .. felated. Like 1 a.1e1 -
clean up, fllter chln,.a - 1 don't thinK tbat VI vould 8~bedule 
any aore than that on cleact1vatioD clay. beeaule ve 8cbeduled 
deacHyation to take care of evu"tbiDl 8lae. So there '!lUI 
b~ no additional - 1 don't believe additional houselt.epiA, t1a. 
per'su. If it ie housekeeping. it vould be leheeluled and 
required at that point in ti.e to b. schedulecl .s part of the 
deactivation. ADd I don't know how to separa~e that for you; 
I don't think I could. 

QUE~Y Are they going to have to Itr.p down loae 
thlnal - and So around and kind of clean out the corners' 

LEWIS they stow thlngs avay. clean it up for 
tbl next crev. Vhen 1 .ay atow, tbat aeana in various co~art
ment., and, of courae, they're fixed. They're tieel dovn. And 
t~ey're wo~k1ng on aoae of the atovage now. a. a a.tter of 
f.~t. They have over the la.t tvo or three day.. Vhen they 
get loae spare t1ae, the, go through var1Qus stovage procedures. 

QUERY Baa the dec1sion been .ade yet on the 
EVAT Wlll they go out and tap the ~.ttery ca.e on IS and .~e 
if the r~lay i8 studt? 

LEWIS I bell~ve they will try that. I beli_ve 
that'. in the plan. 

END OF TAPE 
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QUERY 
batt.r, ce •• on IS 

LaVIS 
thet'. to the plan, 

PAO 

END or 'fAPI 

On the IVA. viii h. 10 o~t a04 tap the 
and ••• 1f the relay 1, .tuck' 

I believe they'll try that. I believe 
'lhat's C8l.H15 , 
All rtaht, th&nk you. 
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l'AO All daht. VI have with UI. tOd4,. altronaut Ruety Schvelck.rt. And he vlll nlrrate a play~ack of the TV tape ahowln* a ~our of the crev q~arterl In Skylab. We did not ,et a .o~ad track on tble tlpe aa It val du.ped thil .orning. .ulty. SCHW!ICKAar Okay. here ve aee JOI Kerwin In the orbital workahop. We're 40va on vhat we call thl crew quarters deck. This is tbe locatiou vb"re ve have the aleeping co.partaent. and the - •• ny of the •• dlce1 experlaents. Joe here ia 14'1t.roclucing the viewer to the are. that we call the experlaent co.partaent. Behind Joe you aee the c1rcuLt breakers which di.trlbute the electrical power to the various experlaents and elect tical equip.ent uaed down here in the - on the crew q~artera deck. .loe la pointinl here to the refrlgeratlo~ .,atea displaya which indicate the temperature of the varlo~. chillera and freelers that freeze the food anel urine. The tellperature control sY8tell, th£ ao-called theraoatlt. vhat la the equivalent of a ther.oatat In a bouse. He'. nov going palt the circuit breaker panf'.ls to ind1cate 'lIith h1a right hand there on a -what we call speaker Interco. assellbly, the 8pea~er box, which the crew normally uses ~o converae with .1aslon control here in Houston. You notice that Joe nov haa in his hand a long cord an~ a .icrophone around his neck that he's using. Thill Is Just for the TV tour, norlll'lily we press the various switches and controls ~irectly on the speaker box. In front of Joe now, is the MIll rotating chair. This chair 1s used in 3 different sodes. One to inveatigate the sen9itlvity ~f tbe inner ear to motion dlsturbcnce. A second is to determine tbe sensi~tvity to angular accelerat10n and how that sensitivity chan,es ~ith tl.~ in !ero gravity. Again, thi. is an inner ear functio'l. And the third mode is to try and determine whet~er there are any change6 In the astronauta sense of up ~nd down, or his - what we call apatlal 10cali&atioo overtime. Joe i8 now ara waving here into the sleep co.partaenr. ~e have three 6eperate cOllpartaf'nts for the crew. Each of the compartments contains a sleeping bag, ~hlch Joe 18 pointing to now. It's rather dark in there and you're not able to see it very well, but the sleeping bag i •• u8pended vertically In this picture. However sl~ce there i8 really no up or down in space, and In a _oment here you'll aee Joe juat f10ath'8 free, to aleep up;:lght really hal no =ean" 1 ng. 
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QUERY What is he doing there? 
SCRW~'CtAIT You aee here now, he'. d.~on~tratloa. 1 

thln~, getting l~to the aleeping bag. but aince [ doo't have 
any id.a what he's .aying either, you have to sort of take 
ay word for it. Outside the sleep co.partaent, he's polotioa 
here to ooe of our fire detectorc. It'a •• aall electronic 
box which ba. a lens 00 tbe front and Donitors for ultra 
liolet 11sht and if it seee ultra violet llaht. which aiaht 
b~ generated by a fire in the spacecraft, it trips an alarm 
and in a .osenl I think, you'll see Jo~ aake that aort of 
panic aove ai.gnal1ng what happens if the fire alara goea 
off. And thia has happened a couple of tiaes on the flight. 
all of thea false alaras, one during the EVA when direct 
sunlight hit one of the fire sensors io the EVA lock com
partment while tbe hatch was open. Again, I wish I knew 
what he was saying as well as you do. Joe'. now Doving froa 
the sleep compartment to the bathroom of the laboratory and 
now he just chase~ a glob of water and you can see on your 
television screen that a bit of the water ended up on the 
lens of the TV camera. He's pointing back to the toilet or 
the potty chair that you can see sticking out of the vall 
there. If I remember right, nOli - -

END OF TAPE 
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SCHWEICKA1T He', pointing back to the toilet or the potly cbair that you can see sticking out of the vall there. If 1 re.ember right now. he .oves into the co.partaent, and hels going to pull a tissue out of a tissue dispenser. Okay, here he coaes, and nov bela going to vipe our eye for us. And you notice nov we've reeoved the spot of water. You can notice that the effect of zero gravity t, that everything floata, including the communications cable which he's uSing ~o talk. And occasionally that get. cumber.oae and in the vay. Joe now his hand on the trash airlock. This is the so-called trash can of the spacecr.aft. Rather than keep the trash, some of which is - has organic aaterial in it, in the living environment with us, ve have an airlock into which we deposit our trash. ."nd Joe's opening up the top there. Unfortunate ly, the tape was spliced at that point. He has in his left hand a bag into which ve place trash. That bag goes into the trash airlock and is deposited down below the floor you see here, into what was formally the liquid oxygen tank of the S-IVB booster. And this is kept in a vacuulII down there and becollles a scrt of t rash dumping area. So every night the (lreW goes through this dl&posal of waste material down into the trash dump. Now Joe has moved now into the wardroo.. He has his left hand there on one of the food trays and 1s indicating the heating wells into which he's going to place one of the large food cana. He pulled off a piece of protective cardboard there. an(4 he placed It in the heating welL And over on the other side of the food tray. he's simulated setting the ti.er, Which would auto.atically ~urn on a heating coil to prepare the food for eating. And this ti.er can be set in sucb a way that when it's tille for the crew to eat. the timer has come on and heated the food, and it's just the right tellperature. Now he's throwing away that piece of cardboard Into a trash disposal locker. You see. we have a flapper door on the front of it and then a rubber diaphragm, which keeps all the trash in but still lets you push trash that you have in your hand through it. There is also a cover that goes on the food tray, and perhaps you've seen that on some of the other TV that's come down. Once we load u~ the food tray with the next Ileal and set the timer, we put the cover on, so that we don't try and heat up the air as well as the food. He's now indicating. on the wardrooll table there, the two water dispensers. We have water dispensers we use to reconstitute the food, one Qf which is - puts out hot vater, and the other puts out cold vater. He's looking for a - one of his own drinks for this day. Thls is yesterday evening. And he's taking the top off of it, and in just a lIoment you'll see hi. put it ov~r the cold water dispenser and fill it up and take a drink from it. Now he has dialed in the amount of water which should go into that bag. I don't know vhether itls orange juice or 
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.rap$ drink or coffee. But core to think of it, aince he'a on 
the hot wator dispenaer Over tbere, It ' a probably either cocoa 
or coffee, or perhapa tea. An~ he haa injected water into it, 
and he ahook it up. And new you notice it accordlan out, and 
he now squeezes it into his ~outh. 

QUERY Did he blte off tho or1lia&1 COVer (garble)? 
SCHWEICKART Yes, probably. H~I. nov POintiol to the 

waedroo. window. This window has a COver Over it which 1a alid 
over it now 1n order to k~ep froa blinding tbe t.eleviaion camera. 
The Earth is &0 bright when you look at it, tbat if th.t window 
cover we~e off, unfortunately we wuuld not b. able to have a 
very good view in the wardroom because of the brightneas of the 
scene outside. So the window itself 11 actually covered here. 
But, as you can see, it's quite large, and the crew has enjoyed 
very much looking out of it. Now he's ladicatins 'Oae of the 
storage lockers, and spread across the front of leveral of thea, 
you can see som. spring bungees, whi~h ve use to store books and 
papers uolder. Joe'a now mOVing over to the Qther aide of the 
wardro)., and the cable which you see in his hand Coaes froa 
an electrical outlet on the floor above and coaes down through 
the ceiling snd is plugged into - And there's our friend. Pete 
Conrad, in the picture. That cable is plugged into the infUght 
medical support systea, in which ve have a - Soae aedical equip
ment. And one of the iteas of equipRent in that kit is an incubator 
for incubating cultures. In case SOlleone get: sic:k, ve can 8v.b the 
throat very much the sa .. way that your doctor Would do it and 
incubate the cui ture to see what the proble. ia. In this par
tic~]ar cade, the incubator is hooked up beCAuse their _ the 
crew activated a student experlll1ent - a high school experi.ent 
yesterday called ED31, 1n which they are growina cultures for 
this high schOol student. And in just a .o~ent __ 

END OF TAPE 
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SCHWEICKART •••• hiah school student expert.ent yeater-da, called ED)l, in whtch th.y are arowin. culture~ for this hlah Ichool Itudenl. Axld in just •• o.ent Joe will pOint out to you the cultures which are presently ~.tn8 Irown and photoaraphed. There they are, he h.1 six of the.. They're in transparent culture dishes and we period~c_lly photograph these to lee how the cultures are growina. You're now looking out .aain into the expert.ent compartment. 1 lhlnk Joe is loing to co.e back in to shov the entertainment center. He's just opened the door to the entertain.ent center and on the inside of the door you can aee a stereo t.ape recorder which ia suspended there and on occasion we at the Kission Control Center are entertained by music wafting dovn through the airways. Soae of it cl.lsical. lome country, we have sORathing for everyone. Also in the entertain.ent center there is a library. The crew took up quite a few bOQks, and of course, we have not only the book. for the Skylab 11 croy, but also for the Skylab III and IV crevs vhich viII be going up on S6 day misliona later 1n the year. Joe has aoved back out tnto the expertaent c,.partment and thiti is the coapartment which contain~ .ost of the medical experiments. \le've already .entioned the rotating chair. Joe presently has his left hand there on the sellt of the bicycle ergo.eter. Pete Conrad has just ahut out .. light - turned out ont' of the lights so that ve get a better qllll1ty picture. The bicycle ergoaeter has - is used to ~easurc the ability of t~e altronaut crew to do work over long periods of tiae in zero gravity. They ride the bicycle and vere able to .easure not only the work that they put OUt but also the carbon dioxide they produce and the oxygen that is consumed as veIl as electrocardiogra., blood pressure and thlogs of that kind. This information is coapared vith th" salle type of information on the same equi?aent vhlc~ vas gathered pre-flight in the control period when we knew what th~ condition -the physical condition of the crew ls. Joe 1& presently getting iato the ahover and thia is sort of a - a cylindrical hoop skirt that is coaprealed a8ainst the floor and he'll de.onatrate here in just a aoaellt ;:hat you get Inside it and then pull it up around you. And ht' doefn't get it all the vay up because he's got the cord going to the speaker box at th~ Itoment but you'll lee that he bringG it ~p lhere around .houl~er height. And you can aee that would go ri8ht up to the ceiling and latch into the ceiling. in which case 70U just erected yourself a stall shover. r think that's the end of t~e tape that was tranl.ltterl last night for the 
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E - for tbe tour of the crew cOllpart.ent. 
SPEAKeR Thank you. 
SCKWEICKART Okay, and I'll be glad to answer any further 

quetlt lona 1 f people have tbe •• 
SPEAKER No questionsl 
QUERY This doesn't bare directly on the TV show, 

but we talk~d before about zero gravlty and about how much 
\'a81er It is to work. Do you hQve a feelfni • of course this 
wontt be answered until after Sky~ab IV and even lonser .1slions 
- do you have a feel yet as to w:lether you personally would 
perfer to work in zero gravity Cor real long duroations, say 
6 months or a year? Or would you rather have soae artiflcally 
induced gravity like induced by Spill or acceleration? 

SCHWEICKART Well, this is one of things which we 
certainly hope to answer on flights of this kind. There dre 
really several di fferent aspects to It. One Is what we as 
hUllan beings individually would like to have on a purely 
subjective basis, and of course, the other is, what environ
~ent Is suitable for certain operations in space. There are 
quite obviously some things which you'd li~e to do which n~ed 
from the t~chnlcal point of view, which need gravity, so 
that we may ~ave to provide ~n artificial gravity environment 
even in whAt is basically a zero gravity spacecraft. From 
the purely versonal point of view, and not only from the 
personal point of view, but ~peaking from my own point ~f 
view, and I really can't speak for Pete and the guys that are 
up there now over long duration. But my own personal exp~rience 
was that zero gravity was a very, very plesant and enjoyable 
environment in which to work. It - it's not all peaches and 
crealll, however. You pay for it tn cettein undesirable aspects 
again 1it the personal level. qandl1ng fluids to drink to; 
not a simple matter when - when you have zero gravity because 
of course, it jU50t floats out (Of any container, and you 
the~efore have to have a clos~d drinking containers as you 
saw there. And any gas thac's trappeJ in th~ container when 
you fill it w1th water, or mix it with water, you end up 
hav!=g to swallow it, so thAt you do end up wi~h ~ind of a 
general bloated feeling. But 1 have a feeling that - -

END OF l' APE 
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5CHWIICKART -- or 81x it with vater. you end up havin. 

to .wallow. So that you do end up with a kind of general 

bloated feeling. But 1 have a feelioS that over a long per-

Iud of tiae, that'~ 8Qmethiog t~at you probably get ~eed to. 

become accustoaed to. and it no looser bothers you. Over a ahort 

pertud of time, of course, is 8omethl~1 you have to adapt to. 

!lilt, in general, floaling in a &ero-gra'lity environment I, 

very pleasant, and th~ TV tbal we've had coae down from the 

Skylab m4tkes that v~ry obvious. And 1 think - My guees is 

that the crew itl goioli: to come down aod .ay that. at least 

from the human point of view, it's really a (un e~vlronlllent 

to ",ork in. Now as 1 say, there arl.l - If you look at the 

problem of a rotating space station, which of course yo~ 

have to have in order to provide an artificial gravit), then 

thet"e are several inherent disadvantages. Anytime you "'ant 

to look at the Earth to do larth resources experi.ents or 

even point co.aunications antennss or things of that kind, 

or if you want to look at the Sun or look at the stars or any 

external looking device - And of course this is one of the 

opportunities that is opened by space travel, by getting 

above the atmosphere. ihen if you're doing it from a ro

tating device, you have to - you have a large pointing problem, 

because you have to counter rotate your antenna or your 

telescope or whatever it is you're using. So for anything 

'oil 11 i ell 1 0 ok sou t fro II the spa c e c r d f t, a non - rot III in g I) r a 

~~ro-gravity space station is obviously desirable or les8 

cU~lplex, let's say. On the other hand, as 1 say, there are 

certain things, certain types of experiments, which we'll 

... ant to do in space where y<>u probably viiI v&nt to have a 

cuntrolled and perhaps even variable gravity environment. 

So l think we' Ie going to probably find a six in the future. 

QUERY What did you find vas the biggest disadvan-

tage of zero-g when you were out there, as far as, you know, 

personal fooling around or whatever? 
SCHWEICKART Well, 1 think - Again. there's just no 

way that I can speak for Skylab. But certainly on the early 

~pollo 8iosions, one of which t flev on, Apollo 9, we had a 

considerable amount of gaft trapped in the vater supply. So 

that when we filled up a drink bag to mix orange juice or 

cocoa or anything of that kind, we quite often end~d up 

"'ith 40 percent of the volume of that bag filled with gas, 

either oxygen o~ hydrosen or mixtures of ga~es, which, vhen you 

SW8110V thEm in order to finish off your drink, you have 

no choice but to 8val10w the gas along with the liquid, and 

as 1 say. that becallle a little bit distasteful. Nov since 

that tillle. that situation has improved, and on Skylab, from 

everything we've been able to see. the drink bASS, for ex-

1l11pl~ the one Joe filled there. appears tQ have a very slllall 
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l, .. rtion of ga>! tl:<lpped in it, whIch then m:1ke. it much Ie •• 
dlst~sterul. 1 would sa, tbat that waa the 'II08t, let's aay 
n e lit a t i v l' a. peL: t (> fit hat I four, d I. n ze rc.' g I' a v 1 t y • 

QUERY I kind of hate to bring this up because 
it might be a little distasteful to you. but you did have a 
problem with tllness on Apollo 91 

SCHWEICKART Yea. 
QUERY And I'm n"t clear at thia point whether 

that was a product of the gas 1n the drinking fluida or 
vhelher thal was motion sickness or a combination or what-
ever. Could you refresh my memory lind also comment upon the 
fact that KI31 has apparently not induced any motion 
sickness at aLl in :l!ero-g, even though it came pretty cl.):!e 
on the &round? 

SCHWEICKART Yeah, I I:eally - Well, let me take the 
first one. I have a hard time commenting on the second one. 
I don't thide I'd like to draw Jiny conclusions without 
really taking a look at the data on that. But let 1Ie go 
back to the first part of your question. In m) case on 
Apollo 9, 1 did get sick on two occasions on the 3rd day of 
the flight. There is some small probability that that was 
du~ to the tl:apped gases or something in the food. But the 
probability of that, at least In my mind, is very low. The 
nuch more reasonable ans~er to that ~a5 moticn Sickness. 
w~ich in this case may be a misnomer. because it's - -
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SCHWEICKART _. due to that wae aotion sickne ••• which 1n thil clle Ray be a .1Inoae~ becaue. it'a sort of non-aotlon sicknee •• But it's basically a change in the environment which affects tne functioning of the inner .ar. And of cou~.e one of the very basic reasons why Ml3l i8 flyinl 11 to t~y and inve_tigate what that 8eneitivity is 4nd how it changes ln gol,lg frora a I gravity envIronment to 0 gravity and back into 1 stavity agaln. There are rather larae individual differences, whIch we've seen, which no one really underet_nds why or how they correlate with different individuals. It's really - in a sense, a wide open subject whIch we're gathering data on, but really don't have any decent models to be able to prE-dict what any individual reaction will be, or what happells over tille. Now in Illy own case froll the subjective point-ofview, once that initial bout of motion sickness wa. over with, it was very obvious that [ accommodated rapidly froa that poInt on. And it would not surprise ae at all to see that the results we're seeing on Mlli today in Skylab, reflect very much that same thing. That is that there was, in the case of this crew, a more rapid accollllllodation to that environllent than w8S the case for me. And that not only was it rapid, but that it -it's gotten to the puint now where we've almost doubled the speed of rotation of that chair, and still to my knowledge have seen no symptoms ... hatever of motion sickness. And, again. that'l!! somewhat my own experience, except that I apparently, for whatever individual reasons, started froll a lower accoamodation level than the crew that's up there now did. But this is something which Is very basic to spaceflight. and one of the primary r~asons that Mlll is on board, to study exactly t!.is phenomena, and try and understand what it is and how it 
Ch~!lges with time. 

PAO 
S CIIWEI CKART 

LN i) OF TAPE 

Okay. Thank you a whole lot. 
Thank you. 
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Ch~!lges with time. 

PAO 
S CIIWEI CKART 

LN i) OF TAPE 

Okay. Thank you a whole lot. 
Thank you. 
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PAO We'll ,et atarted here wlth the early, 
e"rly aOI'

n1n
S chanse of ahUt brhrhl. Neil Hl,ltcbln8on, 

the Fll,ht Dlroctor, wll1 aive us a brief su •• ary of wbat's 
taking place and What 18 to take placo. 

HUTCHINSON Okay, let ae tell you a little bit about tomorrowa_ Sure we're goln8 here, Hilt? 
PAO log. 

HUTCHINSON Okay, tell you a little bit about to-
morrow's flight plan. Day 168. m1ss10n day 24, Sunday ia 
absolutely packed with p.xperi.enting. It's the biagest 
bunch o( ATM tIme that we've been able to p~11 together 
since I've been doing these Summary shifts. We have a1aost 
6 hours of ATM ~anned VieWing tiae. Of course the ArM 
time has been gOing up since we aren't doing the [REPs any
more. The SAL. the plan for the use o( the .lnu.-z SAL that 
I gave you yesterday is being followed exactly. On day 
167. that's tOday. the day we're flying now, we're goln& 
to finish S073 operations. First thing In the Borning on _ 
as SOon as we get up on day 168, we'll be taking S07) out 
of the SAL. and we'll put SOl9 in it and we'll get two 
5019 runs ou day 168 and then we're going to take S019 out 
and put T027 in. And T027, the salllple array wll1 reaain In 
the SAL for abo',tt 3 days. Cot two med runs. The last tvo 
~131 runs, t~~ ones being done at 30 IlPHs. are being done 
on day 15;. That'll be the end of the MIll experiaent for 
Skylab 2. We're doing our last calibrations of the a~88 
~easurlng deVices, we didn't get the body aaS8 measuring 
d~vice cal in the (light plan, but we did do the final 
calibration on a speciman lIIass lIIeasuring de~ice. the little 
one. And that's kind of a synopsis of th~ flight plan on 
day 168. Oh. one thing I ought to COllllaent on, the trim burn. 
The trim burn is being done on the morning of day 168. lilht 
now, and we're still trying to home ill on a nuaber, the burn ia 
gOing to be only .4 of a (oot per second, and the current 
tllr,e is at 08:55 Zulu on day 168. The plans for USing _ 
let lIIe talk a little bit about systems and expert.ents now. 
We have a plan put together for how we're goIng to _ of 
course you know that we're only doing a Single F-VA now. 
Or the EVA for a Single purpose. or a Single EVA, to get the 
fll.. CBRM IS, whether we're gOing to do anything with 
that Is still being talked about, howeler it's beginning 
to look more favorable that we indeed ~ill try soaethinl 
with C8RH 15. We do not as o( yet have the final plan for 
how we're 10ing to operate the COolant loop and the SUS loopa 
but, we have our prelialnsry procedure put tOlether. which 
baSically call. for UI to atteapt to free the TeVB valve in 
the secondary leop, and run the EVA with a standard loop 
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fonfLguration, with one tv crew~an on the prt.e lQop, one F.V crewman on the second loop and the"IVA crew.an on the second loop. And that's pretty much where that stands. The two coolant loops are performing ,hout like they been. No changes. The one thing we did get fixed and the crew did it on their own, they keep en. step ahead of us. In lhe day 168 flight plan, the one we built Jut night. we scheduled an hour to change out the dispenser in the waste managelllent compartment - the water dispenser, above .'here the wash cloth squeezer is, because we think that that's where the flow problems are coming from in the water system. You know, they've been talking about that for a week. And 10 and behold, when we got th, channel B tares dumped this morning from last night beior" they went to bed, there was a note on Channel B. They've already changed it out, and the valve wa3 indeed all gobbered up inside. an4 it dld fix the flov problem. and that was the 0nly spare of that thing we h~ve on board, so we'll probably be talking about taking another one up on Skylab 3. So th~ vater flow problelo that we had In the waste aanagement compartments is finishrd. That's it. 
PAO Okay, we'll start - go ahead Art. then we' 11 work on !lown. 
QUERY Okay, I guess a couple of things I'. curious about. If you could explain m~ybe, what you're going to do with the time that you're getting back from only having to do a single purpose EVA, and also. I'd like you to go into the philosophy of why you're doing an entry slaulation today? What vas the thinking behind it that mikes you do these kind of things? 
HUTCHINSON Okay. Fi rst things finlt. As fal: as the time that ve picked uP. Which looks like about 6 hours. Six man hours. We haven't definitely piaLlned anything {or it yet. I suspect what it will end up doing is ~ettfng. of cour~e, ."OU know, it won't be used for ATK, because the ATK Is closed out. We'll be running it unattended froK then on. The ArK is closed out iBllediately after the EVA, and it's not operated again. manned. I suspect right now, If I had to guess. I would suspect that \:c would probably do "oae corollary work, and I rea~ly don't know ~bat. I also think that there are several itells that lie have been putting off as we've marched on do~n the lin~ herr, th.t will chew up quite a bit of it. Let .. e tell you the kinds of things they are. They're all very ungls.orous. They're - We've got about 2-1/2 bours worth of EREP closeout to do. Cleaning the t#pe recorders, reloading mags. transferlng t~pe$. accounting for the swabs, like just a whole merit list of busy york that Deeds to be done to finish off the EREP thing. We bave a couple of big 8yste~9 thin. that we've been putting off. One of the. is dULping the lig con _ 
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HUTCHINSON We hav~ a couple of big Iystea. thlnJI that ve've been putting off. One of them 11 dumping the big condensate tank. that'8 an end of .18810n systeas thing that take. about 3 hours. And if all planned. it was a nominal planned thing. We just gotta work it in ~omevhere, and it's already been proposed to be stuck tn that t1me. We have been putting off the big aKMD CAL. We tried to g~t it tn again last n1ght and couldn't. And we'll probably try to get it i" at day 169. and I'. not sure we'll get it 1n there, if that might slip over. So what I'm telling you 1s that I think that w~'re just darned glad to have the 6 hours back, and we'll probably fill it up with straighten-up, clean-up tasks and maybe slip a corollary thing in there. There's been no -If you're thinking about K509 or some bigey like that, there'. been no conversations like that whatsoever of, you know, getting a new big thing going in that time period. As far as the entry SIH goes. 1 think the basic philosophy behind th&t thing Ii that it has been a lot of days since either the ground or the crew has thought seriously about the CSH and its systems and ita operation. It has been well uver a month since we have simulated an entry with the crew in terms of passing the data back and forth that needs to get passed and computing the maneuvers on the ground. And so I would say that the basic philosophy of the thing is that in these lop., duration mi8slons, when we have soaething as time critical ~J ~n entry sequence that requires a coordinated effort betwl~n the crew and the ground. we feel like it's been too long ~ince we've practiced it. Therefore, we've scheduled a practice of it. Now in a -I'. trying to think of Skylab 3 and 4 - if we did a couple of things like th&t. We did an entry SIH; we did something else. I can't recall what it is right off the bat. but I believe we did - it escapes me. Anyway. si.fllar things are beint done in Skylab J and 4, and there may be more of them, because (he time is longer. 
Q~U 

has gone properly? 
to be looking for? 

Well. how do you assess whether everything What do you look for - what are you going 
HUTCHINSON You look for the - Well, first off, of course, th~re's a series of maneuvers that have to be cOQPuted. And on the ground, based on the crew doing certain things and based on the times that they piCA, you look for a basic ability to meet the ti.eline. To make sure that we haven't got anything too tight. you look for a verification of the procedures - that ev~rybody renembers the things they're supp~s8ed to dQ and when they're s~pp08sed to do thea, both on the ground and in the air and especially in the Air. The crew will be going through a complete set-up of the G&N and 
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• complete set of switch touchings and throw1n,_, ",here possible. lnd they'll have all their cbecklists out. We'ye updated their check - that's anotber thing. The cbe~kli.t. have been updated with any CSH ano.alles that have occurred, like a transducer that isn't working or vhatever, over the 28 days, so that ",.'re actually tuning-up the checklist for tbe entry, too, if you "'111. The spla.h point, I'm not sure - I wish Phllw.s here, but the splash pOint may have changed a tad froa where we planned it. In fact. I knov it has because the groundtrack is a little different. So it gets people fa~111ar with the numbers. et cetera. 
PAO Bruce? 
QUERY Yeah. On the aallle thing, Neil. Doe. tbe SIM tak:l the exact same tiae as the actual undocking re-entry? HUTCHINSON Ye., vithin reason. I am not certain If ve run it aiJ. the vay to the vater - Up through the entire burn sequence, the final retro-fire burn in the Initial entry programs - the ansver 1~ yes, it does. QUERY Does the crew go through the Installation of - mechanical installations of things like the probe and drogue and so forth? 

HUTCHINSON I don't believe they install the probe and drogue. In fact, they don't. They do not install the probe and drogue. 
So - -
We pick up effectively at separation. 

QUERY 
HUTCHINSON 
QUERY Neil, what's the best tille on the EVA 8tart Tuesday? 
HUTCHINSON 

one. too. You mean 
QUERY 
HUTCHINSON 
PAO 
IIUTCHINSON 

Sruce, but It's been 
QUERY 

.ore time. don't ve? 

I haven't got it. There - and there i8 hatch-open? 
H a tch-,.pen. 
We'll have to get hi. that. Bill. Okay. 
EVA hat eh-open tll1e. I don't have it, pretty veIl pinned dovn, I believe. Okay, and we set back the cre¥ vake-up 

HUTCHINSON No, we're there. QUERY We're there? 
PAO Except for the morning of reentry. 

one 

HUTCHINSON Except for - oh. no, no - yeah - correct. There's one lIore - all done in one fell svoop. Right, on ataslon day 29 - or 28 and 29. That's right. The last they ao to bed early, And the last sleep period is five - only five hours long - the sleep period between day 28 and retro-fire day. An4 then they'll get up 4 hours early on that day. QUERY You mean 4 hours earlier than they are nov. 
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HutCRU1SON 
QUERY 
HUTCHI~SON 

8 houre all told. 
QUERY 

10:00 CDT? 

Yes, Ii 1'. 

In oth~T words. they'll - -
So we've flopped th •• back. total of 

So they'll be up at - let's see, that's 

HtrrCHINSON p.l1. Yea. Yee, 81r. 
QUERY And so you figure - -
HUTCHINSON That's correct, and splash-down Is roughly 

12 hours after that, which 18 like 8:00 o'clock io the ~ornio8 
or 7:00 ~',lock in the l10rning 1n th~ Pacific - OT right 
after daylight, dawn. 

HUTCHINSON Because 12 hours from that would be like 
10:00 o'clock Houston time - a.m., in the l1ornt08' 

QUERY I thought that vas golng to be right about 
9 : 00 •• II. H 0 us t on t 1 lie • 

HUTCHINSON Okay. Well. 11 hours. 
QUERY Is 1 t 11 hours? 
HUTCHINSON It's 11-1/2. 
QUERY Thirteen. It's about 13:50 - -

END OF TAPE 
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QU£1lY - that was - it wa. going to be about 
9:00 •• III. Houston 

HUTCHtNSON 
QUERY 
HUTCHlNSON 
QUERY 

tille. 

PAO 
want to try and wind 
pass. After undock, 
station keeping TV? 

Oka)' t we II, 11 houra. 
h it 11 hours? 
It's 11-1/2 --
Thirteen. It'. about 13:~0 GHT. 
Okay, we have one queation here. We 
this up so we can catch the stateside 
will they try to fly around TV or 

HUTCHINSON We will be doing the fly around after 
undocking per standard procedure. And there will be tele
vision coverage. 

QUERY Let me ask one quick question before we 
~o, and that is - Is there anything in the actual flight 
directing of Skylab that illpresses you as being different 
froll the way you - went to you in SIMs? 

HUTCHINSON Different th.lo SIl1s? 
QUERY '{eah, or different than you expected. 
HUTCHINSON No, but 1 have discovered that it's 

tremendously different from Apollo in the fact that the 
flight directors are not capable of persuing problems with 
the same amount of detail they used to persue the~ 1n Apollo. 
That ought to be obvious. I mean you guys ask us questions 
that you would think ve probably ought to knov the ansvers 
to, and we don't. And that's mainly ~y opinion. There's 
more stuff than anyone aan could absorb all the intimate 
details of, which really means that we're relying a lot 
more on the operators in the Control Center to come up 
with the right answers and making reasonable misjudgements 
as opposed to doing some intimate technical detai Is our
selves. But that's the big thing I've found. And I guess 
1 never really believed it, even after all the S[Ms, until 
1 finally got in the mission and discovered hov little I 
know. 

PAO 
Thank you. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO Mr. Willialll C. Schnieder, the Director of the Sky tab Proguri. Bill. 
SCHNEIDER Well, I don't have very much to ssy. I a'BU •• that the announcement haa been made Rtatina that w~ have decided that the parasol •• terlal on the therv.al shield will last throughout the unlllar.ned period and have therefc re decided not to replace it or to cover it vith the twin-boom thermal Bllield on Skylab II. Our current plans do call for 

U!l to COVE'r the existing parasol early in Skylab III with the onboard twin-pole theraal shield. We will continue with the pIa nsf 0 rEV A tor e t ri e ve the AT K f i I II , t his co IQ in r. Tuesday. lhe only other note that I should add is that we 10'111 carry up on Sky lab III a replacement parasol as a b~ckur. In case all other things fall, ve viII still have a vlahl~ theroal shield on board that we can deploy. 
QUERY What's the status of the altelnate row~r? SCHNEIDER Well, 1 revieved the alternate po~er situations yesterday, and we decided that the probability of getting much useful power out of the rollup arrays and the CI) ld out arrays "'as very low. In other words we ~ot very little po"ocr for a very great effort. And ~e decided to, reluctantly, to stop all activities in that arel'o. There were a great nutnbt<r of organizations that were involved in that, a great dea~ of excellent work in it and it almosl would have come to pass, but not quite. We are continuing the development of the solar array aodule, the so-called SAM, thal would be r.arried up for docking to the emergency port. There's been no decision made to use it or not to use it, but men~'ly to cont tnue its development for some further t1ae. QUERY Roughly, how lIucll pover would that [>ro-duee? 
SCHNEIDER Let's see, I think that's - some exrenR~ cost on Beta angle, and nominaly I think they're talking about 1-1/2 kilowatts, in that regiae of useful power. QUERY What does SAM stand for? 
SCHNEIDER Solar Array Module. 
QUERY Is there a possibility you wouldn't have to take it up at all, if everything continues to work as it does now, and the batteries don' t deteriorate and things like that? 
SCHNEIDER Yes, that certainly Is one alternative. QUERY What do your ther.al tests shov that the expected lifetime of this shield that you have up there now, the parasol shield? 
SCHNEIDER Well. the beat. ve have not gotten to -the test have not been able to get to a ter~lnal condition, because as you probably are avare, ve expose it to sunlight 
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and in order to Icceleratft the testlnl vetve been exposing 
It to not only .taulations of • ainale SUn, but .l.~ staula
lion. of • double Sun and slmulationa of four Sunil. That is 
tbe UV intensity 1. equivalent to vhat the vebicle liould see 
If it had been exposeJ to a 8un 4 tiae8 ita current inten8~ty. 
Ye have as a .aximum. using those techntq~es. tested the 
•• terial out to 1000 hour •• ~hich i6 oeyond the Skylah III 
requirement. and have not ;lad the aatert..l deteriorate down 
to zC!ro strength and Zp.ro elongtivlty. Gut we havt. nol y~t 
produced a tlae ~hen the aaterial ~ill physically Iurlur~. 
The lftatei'il\]8 experts that \Ie convened yesterday wer, UnJIltm0us 
.n their concluslon that there's no proble", for 90 ~,lyS and 
they liere unanimous in their conclusion that it prc't>ably 
"'(lu1d not last for 8 IJlOnths. <1Ind in between that, '-"Y. ther("s 
an area of uncertainty. 

QUERY Why not just go ahead and put t!le one l!t, 
next week while you're out anyway and then relieve the next 
crew of the job of having to do that? 

SCHSIEDER ~ell, malnl~ because. obviously this crew 
hdS had many EVA act lvlties and they lire at the end of the 
28 day missi,,~ and are very. very __ 

END OF TAPE 
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SCHNE108R - - veIL, .a101y becava., obvfou.ly tht~ 
crev haa had .any EVA acttviti~a. And they are at the end 
oC a 28-day m18sion In a very, very hard vorking 28-day 
IIItssion. And it .eemed Hlte a pruden~ thillg to do, not to 
tire them any aore than "'as required. And in this lI.tnnt'r 
ve'll not only start out with ~ fresh crew. but v~ viii indeed 
be able to ge t ba ck 'n to the vate r tank and do .. eve ral del'loy
aents and train the crew even better tha~ the existiol 
Skylab ere ... - 2 crev 11. They veN in the \later tank once. 
And it vould obviously be Our intention to get the Skylab III 
crew into the tank 4nd get theQ appropriately trained. 

QCERY LOOking ahead to SL-IV. have you set a 
launch date for th"t yet, or a period, yet7 

5CH~c.rDER No. There arE - Fro. a hardvare stand-
pOint, ve ~ou:d like very much to go as early as practical 
for the sa~e reasona that WE accelerated Skylab-III and that 
does remain an option. Froll a ScIence stan~point. VE'd 
like to oPtimize the earth re8o •• r~e8 pas.es. And ve'd like 
to, if at all Possible. see if ve can get the cOllet that 
18 coming into viev around the last part of Dece.ber. Aud 
ve viII be trading these things off 1n coming up to our 
declslon. liE! have not made that yet. "'e're trying to 
anslyze the pros and cvna of the varJous pressures that we're get t ing. 

QUERY What Comet is that? 
SCHNEIDER I should be able to tell you. I krll>\.' 

the naillI.'. but I don't recall it. There is a COllet that will 
- a Vel"y bright comet. that 1. COllling close to the Sun. It 
viII be, I think, as close to the Suo as any obaerved COllet 
has eve r come. It right now is allllost visible. The scient ISl 
told me around the Chef.tDas period it'll be vls1bl~ to the 
nalted eye as it approaches very close to the Sun. They're 
very excelted about it and vould like very Much to ~et 
~bs~rvatton from above the Earth'. atmospbere. We're not at 
.11 sure thit Ve can do it. That is merely one of the factor!'! 
that ve're putting into <lur decision. We'd probably us,, the 
AIM and Ve use all the instruments that ve couldn't traln 
on it. We originally were gOing to use T027. I'~ not 
quite sure hov .... e would Use tnat right nov. 

QUERY Do you knov how much replace=~nt ~qulp-
~ent you're gOing to have to take up on tbe SL-III miSSion, 
like, they're having a little t~ouble With th~ electror.
beaM gun and one of the ArM e~perfments. and several Ijttl~ 
things have gone vrong. Are there gOing to be a lot of 
replaee .. nt lIaterial to take up? 

SCHNEIDER Well the thine. that we wll1 replace 
that we hadn't planned on replacing - ws',e plonning on bring
ing up the SOlS and HSS eXperiments thet h5d been eli_1nated 
fro. Skylab II because of stowage requirementl In the CSH. 
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Ve will carry thosR. We vill c.r~y up our new caniater for 
the S183 French UV .xperi.~nt. W. vill cerry up a raplace
.ent for the S0821. UV - NRL UV ArM experi.ent. Those are 
th, experiments that ve are replaeiD!. The other ArM 
experiment that'a had difficulty viII nor.ally be replaced 
at the end of the .1 •• io~, so ve viII not plan on any 
replace~ent on th~t. We're replacing I coupl~ of EREP tapes 
and bringing up a lot of fIlm, as V4 had previously planned. 
And ve're currently carrying up loa. bracketry for attaching 
the ~xperi.ent. that had been dropped out of the solar 
scientific airlock, in hopes that ve can retrieve some of 
the scientific value of those exveriments. And the objective 
vould be to attach the. externally to the spacecraft and 
bring back SOlie dsta - to attach them during one of the norllla) 
EVAs. We are only planning on doing that on one of the experia:ents 
on Skylab 3, namely the 149 particle collection experiment. 
I.'e vill bring up the bracketry ft.Jr all of the experiaents. 
However, we don't think we can tr .. ln t: •• crev 011 ~hose 
e x per iM n t 5 by 11 f t 0 f f time , so we v 111 _ _ 

end of tape 
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SCHNEIDER We ~tll bring up the bracketry for all of the ~xperlment8, bo~ever, we don't think we can train the cre~ on those experiments by liftoff tiae 80 we ~ould plan on doing that on Skylab IV. 
QUERY 8111,1 have a couple of questions here, phoned in, from Dill Johnson of ABC. First. ~hat [s tiae of the EVA, Tuesday and the duration? 
SCHNEIDER 1'£ afraid I don't recall the time, It's tn the morning and it's early in the morning because ~e will be doing it in the crew morning period. and if Illy rec:collection is correct. why that must be early in the lIIoroing here. It is a morning exercise and we vould expe~t som~, I think it's, the EVA period Is about .2 hours, 2-1/2 hours, but the EVA preps make this into a full morning exercise. 
PAO Okay. Ihe se cond quest Ion f rom Bill lohnson, is ~11l the crew have air-to-ground press conference, if so when? 
SCHNEIDER The answer is I'm, yes, we have an air-to-gruund press conference, the last tl.e I saw the schedule, 1 t was for the 27th, but that of course Is &ubject to changl', but, yes, we are planning on one at this tlme. 
PAO Okay, do we have anymore questions her£'? QUERY What, you probably haven't made an)' decislolls on this yet, but what is the status now of the backup hard-ware, how rar tn these, this series of missIons do you have to go before you say we're not going to use that or it doesn't work that \,lay? 
SCHNEIDER Oh, the backup hardware has completed fabrication and had completed fabrication prior to liftoff, it is in what we call a mission support status, that is we using the backup airlock module for example, to troubleshoot 

so~e of the problems as they come up in tbe flight. That hardware all exist and Is complete, coapleted 1n fabrication has not been completely checked out and ve had not planned to completely check It out. We will keep those p.qulpments that are neccssary for mission support until the end of the mis~ion, it is our plan sOlllet1111e during ::ikylab III, In all probability, to make a decision as to whether or not to continue with the backup capability or not. We have the name of the comet here, I'll spell it. Kohoutec. 
QUERY BIll, you've had some various ~motion~ and feelings as you've gone through this flight and they've changed up and down, how do you feel no~ about it? 
SCHSEIDER Great, we got that flare. yell that vas a cul.inatLon of, not the culainatlon, but that vas a great event that raany of us have been looking forward to, and Skylab has, as I've been t~lling you now for the past few days, 
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we're quite proud of It and ve think it' •• good aiallon. we 
think the ,cientlflc conteQt of the .i'eIOD and the r'lult. 
of the experiaent. il goina to be very reveaUng and very 
beneficial to •• nkind in general. I feel very good about 
SJc.ylab today, at: you've aaid, I've had perioda vheD, thlt 
ha. not necesalrily been true. but r1aht nov, .y'tea. are 
vorking well, the experiaenta are workins well. the crew 
1a working well. We aee. not to have either over worked the 
crev, or under Yorke\! the crev, our flight planninl eee., to 
be, have been veIl thought out, and w. 1ndeed are aeea to 
be getting everything during the day that we had p14nned on 
dOing, vhich ha. been very Iratifying. SOfte of UI hadn't worried 
that our flight planning teChniques were auch that they were 
aoing to tlre the crew out, but aa you know. we have as a 
policy to schedule a full day and ve hive done that and the 
crev has responded .agnllicently and the data that we're 
Ie tt 1 n g back shows 1 t. So all in Ill. I think ve' VI got a 
ftiS8ion that the nation can be proud of. It's not done yet, 
I hasten to add, we've got some 7 ~onths to go and one robin 
a spring doth not m.ke. 

much. PAO Okay, do ve have any more? Thank you very 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO This 1. the Johnlon Newl Center. We 
heve Dr. Story HUIsrave, backup &1ience pilot fer Skylab 11, 
who will aive UI a narrative delcription of the replay for 
the Itudent experiment £D-31. Dr. MUI~rave. 

MUS CRAVE Joe Kervin, here. il taking out the 
container which ha. all the petri dishes in it, or the 
culture aediu., to 8upport the arowtb of the bacteria. He's 
fastenlna it down here on the IHSS Work. table. Here he's 
taltina out the leeflet that hal the bacteria 1n it, and he'. 
re.tened it on the work table. He'. taken a clip out that 
will hold the Culture. for photography and he'. placed it 
up on the light above. You can lee In the foreground the 
forceps on the edge of the table that he'll use for lnocul~tlng 
the medium. He'. making room to place another itea on the t&ble, 
using the velcro patche.. He's picking up the forceps in r.he 
left hand, maintaining the tip oCf the edge of the table tu 
matntain sterility of the tips of the forceps. Each one of 
thos~, so-called, aaar plates has a culture medium in there, 
which will s'lpport bacterial growth. Here h~'8 opening 
one of the pldtes. You can see by the .otions of his hands, 
there, after putting that plate down - What his hends were 
saying is, I hope it'll stay there. This is the third plate 
that he's exposing here. I see he's lookina around for all 
the patches of velcro that he can see. 80 that he can do as 
.any plates 8i.ultaneously as Possible. Now. he's opening up 
a packet which contains three separate diac. of bacteria. 
And with the forceps he will pull o~t each disc and place 
this in the agar packet, within which the bacteria will 
grow. He's throwing something away in one of our trash 
lockers, there. That's a trash locker. You can see the 
Jifflculty he has gettine things off of his hend. Anything 
which 1s wet, of course, has a tre~ndous surface tension. 
And anything which is wet, of cours~. sticks to his fingers. 
Now he has exposed three discs within that po"!cket. He's 
picked up the forceps and he'll extract one disc. There's 
one disc. There's soae notches along the side of the dtsc 
which tell hi. which side to put into the culture lIedt"", lind 
which side to place up. That's very i.portent. The bacteria 
want to be placed on the culture mediull side. 
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MUSGRAVE He'. now closing the 114 to that culturQ medium in that diac, being careful not to touch anything ~1thin inside, the culture plate. ~hich miKht contaminate it with other bacteria (roQ his hands. He then places it back In the container to be cultured either In the carbon dioxide incubator (H outside of the wall of the spacecraft. That 16 th~ carbon dioxide inc~bator container vhich he is loading up wIth those culturea which will be exposed to carbon dioxide 1n the incubator. At this part in the sequence, he has completed inoculating all of lhe culture media. We have seen him do this to just one. but he has done that identical proces~: for IS agar plates. That incubator, he', in8talU'lg it in t.hat incubator now, which will lI.inlatn the culture medium at a certain temperature and vIII also expose thoae bacteria to a certain level of carbon dl~xide. You can't see It within the field of viev now, but he'l laking the re •• lnlng cultur~ plates and actually hanging the. on a locker on the wall of the spacecraft. So, he's moving the TV calliera DOV, and we'll pick those up ~n the vall. So, we ~ave slveral different bacteria. Salle of thelll will be grown in a medium of carbon dioxide at a certain temperature. lhe others wl1l be exposed !limply to the spacecraft environment. He'. hanging thelll on the vall nov, and they will be photographed at -After 12 hours of grovth, 24 hours, 36 hours, and finally after 48 hours of growth. After this photography the saapl<:s will be put in the chiller so that thetr present state of growth and metabolism, viII be held at a constant. if you Will, be frozen at this state and then they will be brought back home. Although I can't be sur~, at present with vhat's on the di8play, 1 think he vas going after <I, an acc:e880ry cable to bring electrical pover to the incubator. That is not hardwi red to the spacecraft and he has to get an - a transfer cable and hook that into a utility box and then bring it to the incubator. 
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HUSCRAVE -- little demonetration of &.ro~8 
phenoRa.non. Aldo. it'. not within our field of usej 80 I 
can't be a hundr.d percent sure what Dr. Xervin', doinS now. 
It does appear that he'. l1ftin. the culture plate up, attaching 
it to a photographic bracket. which is mounted on the light 
right overhead bera, and then taking cloeeup photolraphs of 
the Irowth of the bacteria. which again he doee at 12 hours 
after the inoculation. 24 houra, 36 hour., and 48 hours after 
the inn 0 cuI a t ion. An d. ag a in, aIt h 0 ug h not wit h i n 0 u r fie I d 
of View, I think he ropl.cad the one he took a picture of 
already and took out ~~other culture medium to photograph. 
While I can't speak for the prinCipal investigator of this 
experll11ent, high school student RObert Steele. some of the 
important scientific conclusions. which ~ight be drawn from 
this. 18 that how are bacteria influenced by the spacecraft 
environment? How are they influenced by a 5-ps! environment of 
70 percent oxygen and 30 percent nitrogen] How are they 
influenced by a very important factor - growing in a culture 
medium with zero-gravity? How ate diffusion processes? How 
are they important? Now we can see a photographing of the 
growth of the bater!a. The bacteria hung on a photographi~ 
clip, right on lhe light itself. You can see the brightness 
at the top of the screen. And 01'. Kerwin gets within 16 inches 
of the culture medium. He'a taking a picture of that one, 
he'll then replace that one and get out another one to 
photograph. The microbiologists 3re very concerned about 
d!ffer~ntlal growth of bacteria and viruses inside a space
craft. Not just the total growth, but does this environment 
favor the super growth of a few bacteria and/or di~ini8h 
the growt~ of others? S~me other interest ins questions, which 
might be contributed to by this experiment are (garble) procvsses 
in Lero gravity. Everything has a different density. Even 
within itself. different coaponents of a cell have dlf(~rent 
dens! ties. Without any gravi ty the re wou 1 d be no chall ce rn I' 
any form of sedimentation within a c~ll to occur. Things Ilke 
the nuclei and nucleoli and other par~s of rhe cell .. 'hich are 
heaVier than their surroundings - There is a force, and they 
tend to sink within the cell. Of course, these do not occur __ 
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MUSCRAVE - nuclei and nucleoli and other Parte of the cell ",hich are heavier than their .urroundinaa. There 1 ... force and they tand to sink vithin the cell and of tour,e thea~ d~ not occur in lefO g~avity. Within the culture aedium a110. there are no convective current. vhlch vould tend to circulate ~etabolic conatituents vhich tbe cells need. Dr. Kervin is continuing to photograph further of the culture .edia. He's finished the on •• in the incubltors no"'. and he'. taking those that have bean placed on the spacecraft locker. They have been exposed stapl,. to the spacecraft environment tnstead of to a varmer environment of carbon dioxide in the incubator. You vant IDe to narrate this? This looks like Paul Weitz riding the bicycle, the ergollleter vithout a restraint system, and that's all. And commander Conrad preparing the next Ileal. We're looking up toward the top of the dome at this point. That'. the hatchway leading to the airlock module and the dock1nS IIdapter. 'oJhat we call the firellan's pole in the IIIldtile. thet helVa up traverse a long distance from the top of the dome down to the experiment comFartment. That's an inlet to the fans you see off to the lower left. We're now looking through the multiple docking adapter and the hatch you see in the center of that 101111 take US to the cOllmand IDodule. Our transportion to and from. He's floating with that in h 1s han d. 
PAO Okay, I believ'o! that's all of the Video replay and if any of you have any questions, we'd be happy to answer them ..... e do have, i see, a little bjt of the ATK Apollo Telescope Mount video also, on this piece of tape • 

.... 1' can go ahead, r think at this point and pick up ar.y questions on the EDl1. 
QUERY How much crew participation vas there, with the, or was It student himself, I mean how much interface between him and, do you have any, I suppose I really should ask the st"cient hiD!!;elf, but? 
MlSGPAVE The crew !Ied no interface with the stu-dent on this experiment, No, it, the nonllal experiment. we always have instruction from the principle investigators themselves and from the crew - -
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MUSCRAVB - On thia experi.ent. The nor •• l experi-
.ents ve always have instr~ction fro. the principsl inveati
sators themeelves and froa the crev t'41ninl people. The.e 
experlaents ca.e on very late and actually we just started 
••• in8 th~m about a .onth and a half or two before launch 
so we never had a chance to have instruction froa the prin
cipal inv4.t18atora. 

QUERY You said that aicrobl01osiels were very 
concerned abo~\ the arowth of viruses in a spacecraft en
vironment, what do they plan to use - hov do they plan to use 
that knovled8e that you ,ain froa thie experiment? 

MUSGRAVE I think concerued isn't the right word. 
They're lnterested in the growth of viruses and bacteria. 
This experiment vill point out the differencea between hov 
bacterte aa they grow down here on Earth and how they grow 
up there. Do they tend to have a~ overgrowth or an under
growth - ia there so.ething up there that suppresses bacterial 
growth or is there soaething up there that enhances bacteria 
,ro~th. That's the eort of inforaation which you could get 
out of this eKperisent, althou8h, of course, these are reasons 
that I have given for flying this eKperiaent. And to reLlly 
answer your que~tion you'd need to ask the Pl. 

QUERY Then ho~ will - once that has been de-
termined vhat uses would be made of that information? 

MUSGRAVE Whether ve have a super growth or under 
8~owth? It'd tell you - we're going to a lot of effort right 
no~ tn Skylab with biocides. In ~ay8, thOle are thin8s ~hich 
diacourage gro~th or kill bacteria and viruses. We're paying 
a lot of attention to this on Skylab and the m.terials that 
we have onboard - also ve are sampling the crew - the skin of 
the crew. On a aid.ission point and toward the end of the 
aission we're aa.pling the crew and ve're s •• pling about 
20 or 2S different places around the spacecraft to look for 
bacterial grovth. So depending upon bow they grow, this would 
tell us how much eaphasia ve need to put on biocidea or ho~ 
little emphasis ve need to put on thea. That'a one thing 
tt'll tell us. But I think the mOlt i.portant part of this 
experl~nt Is 81med at bSlic science. Things like aedim.nta
tion of intracellular co~ponents and that sort of thing. 
But again and partly here "m spea~in8 for the Pl. I'm not 
the Pl. I'm the guy ~ho doea it. 

PAO Any other questions. Thank you very much, 
Dr. Musgrave. 
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PAO Ladl •• and Centle.eD, Hr," Belto', ~. have 
Hr. Chuck Levh, FU,ht Di ... ctor off .hUt nov. We'll let 
hi. aU •• arizl And if Hr. lelton haa any que.tion. and no 
ot~er newa aen .bov up, ve viii atart. Chuck. 

LEWIS Okay. Today, ve b .. ically we vent throu&h 
our CSH Entry 5,.te •• Check., That va. conducted pri •• rily 
thia Iloml:'lg .ncl an the CSK 5y.te.s cblcked out vlry veil. 
no proble •• at all. No .yet ••• proble •• in the OW5 or HDA 
today. And I think you had an e.l'1hr p ..... confennc,", about 
the tiM ve picked up • , .ajor flare, So I l\le •• that va. one 
of the h1,h11lhta of the day, thl flare. But apparently the 
crev got to it quick enoulb to pick It up before It peaked 
out and of courae they folloved throulh vith their pcat flare 
activity. To.orrow .omiRg ve viII have the CSH Entry Sl.u
lation vith the crev, and lubsequent to that ve'll have normal 
experi.ent ops. That'a about it In .~ .. ary. 

PAO To., do r>u have a question? Thi. ia In 
interviev, not a pre •• conier.ence. 

QUEIY Are they adjuating to their nev achedule, 
and vhat ~re thft1r proble .. ? 

1,£\115 Tbe,. reported no proble.a, I vouldnlt a.y 
they're adjusted. I don't think you can .ake a qUick chanle 
like that and be co.plet.ly adjv~t~d, it'll take. little 
vhile. but they've reported no probl •••• 

PAO Chuck. I think 1. velre lettina a lot of 
q~e.tlonl outaide on vhat tbe Intr~ Sl. viii con,lat of, could 
you run ove r that? 

LEWIS Well, I'. not tbe 11ilht Director that dO~8 
that. but baSically the crev v!ll just go tbl'oUlh their Entry 
Checklist, ve'll uplink .aneuver pads and eo forth auch like 
we do on Entry Day and just kind 01 a walkthrough with the 
crew to refresh thea on the procedure •• excerciee the around 
• bit with regard to the various co.~uter lo.d~ ve uplink 
and the various voice pada that v ••• nd the crew. And that'. 
6cheduled to takt, 1 think ve've lot about 5 and l/~ hours 
6cheduled 1n the aorning for that activity. 

QUERY Hov about suit an~ un~uit? 
LEWIS No. II. sure it'd ba Ynsuited. 
QUERY Doe. thi. con.iat of undocking and that 

.0 rt 0 f tbir.g 7 

LEWIS Oh no, tht. ia, there von't be any undocking. 
It's ju.t like I 'aid, kind of a valkthrough vith the crew 
on the procedures. chec~ll.t, 

PAO Well, Toa. no 80re 4ueation.l 1111 let Hr. Levi. leave. Okay. 

END 0' T APIt 
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QUERY Hov about suit an~ un~uit? 
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.0 rt 0 f tbir.g 7 
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n .. ll !'C~81HIZ 
that 9100 COt 
fl/U173 

haUy enO'ulh in the U d..ay. 1 lIU up thfth tor on. tliinS' lut 
.on taport"nt, I do beUeve that a aore Ito,"aal, tocl.ololtul 
en"h'onMnt: ~ that 4 Utth .on v ..... letytindio !onh .hou1d be 
provld~d to I crev 101na on I jou,"~£y that lonl. 

SPBAKER You a'an airl., 
Kuwui Dt'd I say 11Th? - ........ . 
SPEAKEll «0, It. ,.kina!s thet vhat you a'int. 
SPEAKER (sarble) 
XEIUUN Okay, 
PAO Kick Cri. 
QUERY A r4l:Il quick one, tell lie libout that 

rubber duck 
PACl Don. we' 11 try to get back to you. 

- we're going to have to try to get as .~ny as we C,". 
Nlcklos Clts. 

".e t ' B 

QUERY - - Paul W~lt~. Early in the missicn, 
I forget the exact day nov, but ycu recorded it on channel B, 
lighting ~f the space object, yo~ called it a spaceship and 
it was just a couFle of sentences thlt you sighted something 
and thllt vas the end of it. You l''!aeaber that. Ind can you 
e llbo rate at alJ on what ),ou SA'll? 

IJEITZ Yes, I resember it; no, I can't Ills·borar". 
It vas aq object of .o.e dl~ension tha~ I sav b~hlnd u~ 
which then gtadually - and it was obviously In a different 
orbit, then it opened snd that vas it. 

QlJEI<Y How big W86 U? 
WEITZ I don't know be~eu.e 1 don't know hew 

rlor Ivay it wa •• 
CONlAD Got no way of - We all .a", - I'. sure 

they were parts ~f the nORe cone; possibly it va~ the S-ll. 
There are qu1te a few lerge ~leces - our SAS panel, Lther 
SAS wing 2 15 up there somewhere and if it didn't - if the 
80lar p3nel part of !t deployed that vO\lld be a very large 
reflective obj~~t a180. Ther~'s qult~ a fe'll large objects 
In rp.lallvely near proximity. I'd S8Y near proximity I'm 
sure you could 8ee another satellite 3 or 4 hundred miles 
away if it's illuminated right, just as you can dovn here 
on the ~t()un~. 

KERWIN Yeah, 1 remember before we launched, 
standillS down here on site and ",~tchlng Skylab go by In the 
evening, and we cQun~ed, I think, 8even diffe~~nt visible 
objects ~ovln8 in the saae general orbit; it could have been 
anyone of thOle. 

WElTZ Well r v~lted fo~ the rest of the flight 
for the ground to tell us what lt ~8S but the, never d~d, 
80 - -
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,c ... 81U 13 
thel 9,00 eDt 
6/29/13 

PAO Roy Neal. QUBIW You three wefe in &ffiat .hap. whe" you fle"', an" you atuued the extnhc 1'081 •• here this .ornlni. 1 vondef if you can project dov~.tre •• t~f U8 and look at p.rbap. I worlting space ataUon and wl,at ~bance do .. the aver., ••• n hive of being - SlY a flctl'ry voriter in apace baaed on "'bat you've learned? CONIAD I'd say very definitely that the avera,e .an or vo.an could fly in space. If you're talkin, about the ahuttle .1Ialon. 1 don't think they Ilave to do anything. You're talking ~ostly I to 1 d~ys and they - I guess they're talking so.e )0 day orbital packages. [ .... ould suspect that if you .... ent to 30 days you'le golng to .... ind up probably having to do something like Japanese factory workers do. Whether you're an exerciser or nonexerclser, if you're the lal:iest guy or the lazle~t woman in the whole .... orld you still still spend 24 hours a day living in IG, and that represents a certain amount of energy output on your palt, and your heart and muscles are tuned to that. You're going to have to make up for it in some vay, 80 I .... ould ~uspect that if you just take the scientist ofr the street or a sp<!clalist out of a factory to do a job up there, if you're going to leave hi .. up there 30 days, 60 days, 1)0 days, he's going to have to do some 4BX program or sometl,ing that you've designed up there that the doctors can tell .... ill keep his heart in good enough shape for him to fly the miSSion, but I think that's all. New, maybe Joe', g.Jt Ii different approach. KERWIN No, sir. J kel!p thinking that there are a lot of activities already that require you to be In a little better than sedentary shape. B~t if you want to sign up for a pack trip In the P.ocv,'es you "ave to be in reasonably good shape. It's th3t's kind of thir.g. Even in aviation, it's less true now, 1lut throughout the ILlstory of aviation there have been certain cla8~es of ill people .... ho shouldn't fly In ai rplan~s. and I think 101',' re .... o;ok ing t owa rd that so rt of atmo8pher~ in space. 
CONRAD Yeah, we ::I.,,.t uf had a old lIIan's reentry. I don' t t h ink 101 ego t () ve I' abo ~ t t W G 0 r t h r e e - qua r t erg 0 n r e e n try. so we're ge t t ,',g ,)lH reen try iO!lds down and booat cd f ll.gh t. Of couue, .... e - since wc'r<, ;,ot riding the iITAN anYllore we don't see anything nver ~~0It 'g's on launch and I don't kno .... what the poutt]!, pf(,ftlp i: but I think it's lower, prob.lbly. lbout t~1' sail)('. kId I think Joe's points are extreael, valid on reasonable. physical, normal health. Anybody can handle 4g's for a ~~uple of minutes, you knoy. So I think that the man and wo.~n in the street can fly in apace and I think they probably .... 111. 
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SL-ll pc .. uu/4 
U... 9 fOO eDT 
6/29/73 

PAO 
QUUY 

hue IOf SL III? 
WEltZ 

a ho"I'. You got 
every three daYI. 
every three daYI, 
clean. 

Clfolyn Callahan. 
I wonde~ what klnd of houlekeeping tip. you 

Stay on top of it juat llke you do 1n 
tD - you sot to clean thoea screenl about 
'lou got to "{pe down the warclroom about 

it', liaple ft. that. You lot to keep it 

CONRAD You'll - you'll undoubtedly set to see -w~ haven't seen t~e. yet, That vas the lalt to be processed -the onboard lG millilleter. One of tbe experiments ",as the photograph eating for different tiaes in the flight. They \lere looking to see if we changed our - our learning of eating and various ta9kB. We photographed aore than once during throughout the mi88ion to see how we adapted. And I thL'k you'll see all the time that ",e' re eatine. continually 50~ebody's reaching out. They're either getting a ball of \I"ter or a ball of gravy or BOlllething that go)t away. Or 'ither you'll qce a guy reach over and wipe off a panel. 
~ecaU8e Paul's right. it was - if we dtd spill anything it "'as very obvious and ",e nor.ally cleaned up right then and there on the ~pot, 8tay~d on top of it that way. It ",as very obvious when anything needed to be cleaned. Let me say that environ.ental control systea, both in the waste Ilanasellent compart.ent and throughout the cluster, was outstandIng. I don't remember a smell 1 anywhere except where we kept the sarbage. At one time in the flight we noticed that the food tended to get up unde r these lids that we had, and sOO!'. aa we spotted that one ",e cleaned that about every 3 days with - What was that stuff? Zefrin vipes and really that vas all it W8B to keeping it clean. I think the guys will find it 48 clean - just about as clean as when we got in it, which '"as super cle.ln. 

KERW1N I think that's a volnt that needs to be lIIade. i'~te. All the talk about the SIr.ylab aisslon was all the things that went wrong and how sOllie of it raneged to get fixed. There were so .any things that went beautifully right to that mission. We hardly talked about any of thea but environmental control, the general cleaniness of the spacecraft, the operation of ~ost of the 801ar physics experiments, the operation of all of the medical experiments. and a long catalog of equip.ent that was designed by smart hardwor~lng people that worked just exactly the way it was expected to. 

and 

QUERY 
UIlWIN 

END OF TAPE 

(garble) • 
Yes. I did bring back the rubber ducky, 
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SL .. n PC-811/1 
Ti •• 1 ,.00 •••• CDT 
6/29/73 

KElWIN 
And I lue .. 

CONRAD 

y .. , I did 
I ai"ed .y f •• tly 

the quo.tion, Jo •• 
I couldn't 

bring back the rubb,r ducky. 
aore than anyth1na el •• , 
h •• r the qu •• tion, what w •• 

KaRWIN The que.tion wa. whet oid you al,. the mOlt. 
CONRAD Oh. 
WEITZ What did I ai •• lhe aoat? I'a lure I 

at •• ed it a couple of t1.... 1 thtn~ the freedoM of diet. 
Really. 1t geta old after a while. having your dietary intake 
r •• trieted. So. I gue •• I missed the cold beer moat of all 
every now and then. 

CONRAD 1 can't put my finger on anything except 
a couple of particular tiees, I think they are obvious ones. 
When I talked to ~y family on my birthday and on ~y anniversary, 
then you become very aware that everybody 1s back on the 
ground doing norlllal things. My w1 fe said she was going to the 
ranch and everything. And you get yourself disassociated from 
that when you're up there. You're running this vehicle, and 
you're thinking about it. And I think you occupy your mind with 
that. And it would certainly brin~ me hack to, you know, 
the nor~al things that are going on the Earth, and you do 
lIiss your family and so forth. But, those points were brought 
home to lIIe the couple of tilles that I talked to my falllily. 

QUERY Pardon me. You talked an awful lot about 
your physical profile during the mlssion changes and that. 
How does the phycological pro~lle, particularly in ao~ents 
of solitude or prior to goi~8 to sleep at ni&ht. You know 
past zero g expp.riences have talked abo~t lIoments of euphoria, 
particularly during EVA work or 1I0ments of reflection. Did you 
experience this sort of heightened awareness in zero g1 

CONRAD He's looking at lIIe. 
WEITZ Re's looking at all of us. 
CONRAD Don, my dumb clod American approach to 

that in that ( tried to ~.eep things as much as they were on 
the ground, so I went to bed in the evening, I got lay count ry 
lIusic out, put on lIy ear phones. get out the book and read 
that thing. and finally fell asleep. And that's essentially 
what I do on the ground. I listen to music most of the time 
during the day, when 1 have the opportunity when I'm 4t work, 
or In the evening. I just tried to k~ep a norllal routine, 
and 1 didn't - I guess I'm not very big on hei8ht~ned aware
lIent or any of that balony, but I didn't notice any .... f it. 

WEITZ No, I didn't nutice anything out of tl,e 
ordinary either. 1 think primarily ( said It 30 tImes, and 
I'll say it a hundred more, that I can't say enough for th~ 
fact that we had extremely high flde11~y equiplle~t with whi~h 
to train. And therefore there were ~anJ \i.es that you could 
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look arouod and you didn't really know that by the ti •• you have beco •• accu.toaed enough to aero It you didn't know if you vere in the traiuer or you were in the vehicle. And I think there tor. there va. no differenee in the BVA when "y friends were kind enough to let a. outside. And for one thins you're kind of hidden in the past vhere I vas. And we've done it In the vater tank, and it could just aa veIl bun in the water tank Cause \'. had darn Bood trainlna lear. KERWIN It re.inda me of the old aedical aob aboyt not finding Cod in the pineel glandar for he doesn't exist. At the riak of gettins religious, 1 think Cod i8 In space In the same way and ill no different WIY than he 1s rlght here. CONRAD You brought out a good polnt. You a9k.~d about arguments, I re.ember the only argument we had was Joe and I had, if you want to call lt an argument, a discussion about whether he ahould go EVA with PauloI' whether 1 should go EVA with Paul, because we wanted Paul to go EVA. And JoP won the argument by pure logic which ls the way we had trained. We had trained for Paul to do my job, and me to do Joe's job, Ind Joe had trained to do my job, and therefoct' he won by logic and I went twlce. And I think everyone should know it was Joe's idea to let Paul go, which I thought was extreMPly nlce because origlnally tt was not going to be that way. QVERY I had a couple. Pete and Joe, first of all, on any time on your EVA were you at all worried about any danger involved with any jagged edgel that you might have found on thl! \llng? Or were you quite surprised, as I kind of noticed on some of the channel B that the wing dtd come up when it dldl And Pete, are you at all worried about your addiction to butter cookies? 
CONRAD No, to the answe r t a the 1 ast one. And let ae say I believe 1 expressed this over the open loop. My only concern about the EVA is t~at we would not get the job done. And I ~hould qualify that by saying that as you obvlously noted, and I've alre~dy seen a lot of people have picked this up and written about it. If you prepare corro!ctly to do a task EVA and give the ast~onaut a proper restralnt there is vertually nothing that he can't do out there that you could any place else. You could work tools. you could transfer fl1m. In doing these thIngs, we spr.ld many hours in developing foot restraints, putting thea In the right Jocatian. hand rails, and then here they coae and say whistle down the slick side of the vehicle and whip out this solar panel. Well they spent a grel\t deal of tillle on the ground. they worLed tn the water tank, wnd they had a great deal of conf1dnece that it could be done. I guess I didn't have quite aa lIIuch confidence that it coule be done for one reaaon. 
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And that 1, the one place again that you can got t~apped 
I think. In the vater tank, thflre ia • certain daapin, tach'r 
by having vater around )OU. And you can al_olt, if you .ake 
a .iltake and atart to alip o!f loa.thina 1n the water 
tank, the fact that you don't co.pletely whistle away from 
it cleanly gives you a chance to recatch or regroup. And 
1 was concernlld that with no proper reat r<lint out the~e that 
we would get in what we refer to now as the t~ap that Dick 
Gordon got tnto wUh lIle on Ce"ini J I where he just Clew 
around there and just beat hillself to death because he did,1' t 
have proper restraints. And by golly, that's the probll'lII 
that we had out there. Joe was just working hillsell to 
a frazzle without the proper restraint. We did it exactly 
the way they said and flnally we had to do something differe~t. 
We got Joe tetherp.d, tightened his tether on his chest, he 
did, where he got both feet planted and he could take a good 
strain on that tether with both feet planted which gave him 
three point suspension. Bang. He hooked it up right away. 
As soon a8 ve got that job done, it was down hill from there 
because we had, you know, restraint, and we were able to 
hand hold out over the pole, and hook up the BET and all the 
rest of the things. That was my concern. I wasn't concerned 
about jagged p.dges or anything. I had seen enough of it 
from the spacecraft to know where it was and to stay away from it. 

QUERY Under the risk of .aking a federal case 
out of it, could you describe for us how you did feel upon 
recovery, and what sickness~s you accounted. 

KERWIN At the risk of making a federal case out 
of it. The sensations during recovery itself were essentially 
normal. We all felt, and I felt in control of the situati~n 
during the reentry g'g. Splashdown was not overly hard. And 
[ felt great in the command module, 1 took everybody's pulses. 
Incidently the average resting PUlSE was, I think 81. And 
!f each of you Wants to feel his own or his neir,hbor's pulse, 
that's probably pretty close to what you're all running h~re 
on the ground. 1 had then hustled down into the lower ~quip
ment bay and got everybody a straWberry drink, and chug-A-lugged 
the strawberry drink, and immediately I knew I had mad~ a 
serious tJistake. ¥ou know that (eeJ.ing that you get. As 
Pete's says, I was a little bit siked out, not only by the 
stories of previous experience, but by the very good experience 
we had in flight, and by th~ results of the MIll experi~ent. 
lhe farthest thought from my ~ind was getting sea sick, but 
th~t's what happened. I just got progressively sea sick. 
I noted the same vertigo and tht sa.e heaviness of the linhs 
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that the other auy. had. But .uper i.po.ed on that va. tht. 
avful f.elinS that the v~rld v •• about to .wallow you uP. you 
know what I .e.n, tt'. no wu~.e than. bena over or anything 
el ••• but there 1. and y~ulve lot to struBsle through it. 
And it stayed with ~e through the entire day. I'a not lure 
I've read about hang overs in the a.dicel I1teratu~e. 
Naturally you reel better after you throw up, and I .anaged 
to accoapliah that f.at about 3 hours later. And it was 
up hill fro~ then, or down hill rather. whatever it 15 in 
one g. 

QUERY As you know with the coming Apollo Soyuz 
flight, there is more and rore pooling 01 medir.al infor~atlon. 
And some of us are still puzzled about the difference in po~t 
flight especially reaction that you gentlemen have had and 
80me 01 the cosmonauts have had on flights of les8 duration 
than your own, and so~e of you have talked to the Cos~onauts. 
How do you speCUlate nov on vhy this difference has occurred? 
They've got extra space as you have. and they have exercise 
devicea aboard, they have roughly the aa.e a~mosphere. Why 
is this differente? How do you speculate on that? 

KERVIN Inter individual differences, sonatics, 
and maybe cavier, In that order. 

CONRAD Correct me if l'~ wr~ng. I believe the 
18 day mission vent in Soy~z. And the only manned missIon 
was the 25 day mission that vas done in the Salyut for any 
durat.ton and they did not recover that crew. And I ventur~ 
to say that again had we spent 28 days In the coa.and module 
I think you would have carted us out of there again. And I 
have the feeling that the 18 day gUy3 who said it took thea 
5 days, they hid to be carried from the vehicle and so forth. 
I believe they were i~ a much smaller vehiCle, and 1 do~'t 
think they got the exercise like we got the exercise yp there. 
And I would attribute along ~ith what Joe says primarily that 
was to the size of the vehicle, and the amouut of work that 
was done. I think the other thing I should say is we all 
found that we did a great deal of nothing essentially our 
of our arms and shoulders. We did a lot of taska turr.!ng 
tools, you know. Inatead of this business of you turn the 
tool, and you're going to turn the other way, and you got 
to really be restratned, you can hang on with this haLd torque 
• tool, you can throw your body in it. You could us~ momentum 
to atart something 
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CONRAD turn the other ~ay ,1nd you've got to r.ally 
be reatrained. You can han, on with this h~nd. torque it 
to it - you could throw your b~d~ 10 it. You could u.e 
.o~entu. to etatl sOK.thing vorktnk then you broke a bolt 
loae, you turned It. Now I think they gave U8 a lot aore 
exarclse on our .r~. and upper torso than we ~xpected to get 
a100. 

QUERY 
KERWIN 
QUERY 

Dr. Kerwin would you co •• ent un that? 
On Pete's co •• ~nts. 

between the 
standpoint. 

No, on ~y question of the difference 
cosmonaut reaction and yours fro. a medical 

KKRWIN I agree ~Ith what Pete said but 1 think 
bastcally that It's scattering the data. That's what [ me.~t 
by enter individual differences anJ partly In schematics by 
which I mean the way in~lvidualg describe and the way we 
un~erstand what they're saying. 1 don't think there's any 
bastc physioloclal difference between Russians and A~erican6. 

QUERY Since - the reason for thts questiun is 
that since body weight and fluid balance and so forth are so 
dependent on salt - did you notice any difference in your 
appetite for salt etther during or after the flight? 

WEITZ Differences in appetite for salt before 
and during the flight. No. Now let me say something about 
my weight loss - that was kind of induced. Pete was going for 
the gold star. He wanted to eat everything because he didn't 
feel right about getting butter cookies without having eaten 
everything that day and h( wanted those butter cookies. Where 
1 started around the first of the year after the holidays ~ith 
the goal to lose some ~eight and I think that if you'll Joo~ 
over ay weight history since right ~fteI the new year is I 
have been continually losing weight since. I knew I was 
losing weight in flight and 1 didn't mind. And the foods I didn" 
like 1 didn't eat. That's why I lost weight. 

QUERY I guess it falls for me to ask since no 
body else has about the ATM. Pete, you sald befor~ the fliKht 
that you were really looking forward to workins with it and 
it was apparent that V0U were enjoying it, especially when 
you saw the flare. Do YOII think that man is necessary and 
de~irable for that kind of experiment1 LEt me rephrase that. 
Is man cost effective for that kind o(lxperlEental work in 
apace? 

CONRAD There's a simple answer, yea. Paul gets 
the gold star for finding the flare. He was at the panel at 
the ti.e. Let me say that I hope that it'll coat out fro~ 
lhe PIs that yes, in fact, we did do a good job because we 
couldn't just point it without having an understanding of 
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IoIhat Wal going on, And alaill ",e have tried, I thhk, to utili .. 
Skylab in the same •• nner that I've al"a~. told ~ou that, 1 
think. the tera •• tronaute applies uniquely to • breed of 
per.on that will coal and So 6nd we will 80 back to the noraal 
way of developins vehitles. And I think you .hould lee this 
In the Shuttle. You golng to need tbe teat pilot, Tthe guy that 
have .y k!nd of background come In to develop the Shuttle and then 
you·re goln8 to have the operator pilot a. the airline pilot 
1. today or the comwercial business pilot 18 today come in 
and operate the Shuttle vehicle and then the payload becomes 
either m.nned or unmanned and you put the true ,ci~nti.t~ up 
there loday. We spent a (treat deal of time lo!arning as much 
a8 ve could to be good solar physicists and observers. And 
I think - 1 hope that ve carn~d our A'S in that for the PIs. 
And I do feel that the day should cOllie the PI should be up 
there running his experlaent and rertainly ",hen he gets up 
there he ehould run It better thar, I 8111. He ill the expert 
in it. And - but I think that ve ran it bet ter than just the 
guy in the street did. And 90 ve'te the step In betvecn again. 

WEITZ There is another subtle pointer that I 
think is oft.en missed. It is of cl!nefit not only to the expe\'illent 
t~ have 3n individual r~nning it vho is qualified in that field 
of science, but it's a benefit to that inJlvidual lon~ after 
he gets t: aCK down. Somebody asked me onc~ about Jack Schlllit [ 
In thllt 1inl'. I think Jacit will be a more int .. 111gent, 1lI0re aWlre 
lunar geologist for the rest of his 1 i fe because of )0, Is experiences 
in Apollo. 

PAO Wil:h a remillJer that we do have SL-III 
br\efings for the (est of the day we'll end this. Thank you 
very llIuch. 
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PAO Okay, ladies and gentlelllen, ve're lorry 
for the delay, but Pr. Hawkina is a bUllY lIan, 10 without 
further ado, Dr. Royce Hawkinl, Deputy Director for Hed'.cal 
Operations at the Johnlon Space Center. 

HAWKINS Good &iternoon. I'm sorry again to hive 
to apolOliae to you for being late. It leemld lilte I've been 
runnin, pretty late for a lot of these aeetln&1 with you. 
flut. lltt '. lay that today haa been a pretty hlportant day 
to all of us in that this ts kind of the kickoff of the 
fliaht readines8 reviews for Sltylab 111. And so it's upon us, 
and ve ar~ really beginning to feel it. I might try to just 
recap briefly that ve have cover~d an awiul lot of ground, 
but 1 think, all in all, at least at this point, that things 
look to be in very good shape for the launch of Skylab Ill. 
There's still a lot of open items that have yet to be closed. 
But 1 think, all in all, it looks velY, very good. Now, vhat 
I had planned was really ta try to recap briefly ~hat !\aJ 
happened and then concentrate on the time since the recovery 
as to what has happened to the Skylab II crev. I think 
that most all of you have been prerent, and certainly are awar~ 
of the weekly progress from the get-togeth~rs that w~lve had 
to try to keep everybody updated and apprised of the 
d~velopment5. Sut, [0 look back over the 81ssion, we had, 
In the major medical experiments, thu M092 and the Kl71 
studies, very interesting findings tl,at were a little sur-
prising to us. With the 171, the bicycle ergo~eter study. 
ve found that the crew, all three stayed right within their 
preflight baseline envelopes. In the 92, we did see some changes 
and some individual d!fferences, three individual differences jp 

the crew, in their particular response to the lover body 
negative pressure study, NOW, in the immediate postflight, 
we had again three individual variances in the response that 
we saw in these three crewmen. All three of them did ex-
perience vestibular disturbance that lasted about ~ hours in 
the commander, about B hours In the pdot, and it wa!!, through 
the R plus I day, up until the R plus 2 day before he was 
completely free of any symptom!l, SPT. Now, the response pos t f11~1, I 
then, in the lower body negative pres5llfe lesting, we found that 
certainiy all three did exhibit Ho~e degradation in the 
cardiovascular response to the neg~livA pressures. Ihis was 
ce\tainly not unexpected, as ~e've tal~ed about befor~. The 
science pilot, wlth the vestibular disturbances and the 
orthostatic hypotenslo~ that he demon3trated, he was unable to 
co.plete L8NP that day, and was not subjected to the 171 run In 
R-O. Th2 other two crewmen did complete the runs. both the 092 
and the 171, but they were definitely running higher pulse rates, 
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h •• rt rates than they were In the preflight baeeline •••• ure.ent •• 
Nov, it - ve ran thea on a-o, R plu. 1. 1 plu$ 2. l plus 4 
back here, and that t. the la'( aea8Ure"eot th.t we h.ve in 
the •• jor a.die_la. Now, all three crewaen are atill not 
back to baseline 88 of R plus 4. They'll - the pilot Is 
very close, and 1 would lIay that lhe rollaander is probahly 
next cluaeat to his b8.~line measurp-menta, with the science 
pilot still the farthest out, but all of them approachin, 
very, very closely to their preflight •• asure.ellts. And 1 
think that the next evaluation of these patameters yill be 
01. Saturday now. 1 think that we 10'111 find that the, will 
probably all bp well back on baseline level~. i~e other 
very interesting study and very interesting findings were. 
l think, with the 131, the H13l-I, loIhich was the motion 
sensitivity test. Now, preflIght, we e8tabliehed what was 
a baseline level and a specific rpm rate of rotation for 
each crewman, in which he would undergo a certain amount 
of head movecents. Now, preflight, and remember we only do 
this on two of the crewmen, the pilot and the science pilot, 
we established their threshold level of wotion se~sitiviLy, 
the point at which they would begin to develope symptoms of 
motion sickness. With the commander, I mean the science 
pilot, his rate of rot~tion ~ss 12-1/2 rpm.under which he 
could do ~O head movements before onset of symptoms. With 
the pilot, it was 15 rpm and 40 to 50 head movements. Okay 
now, in flight then, we saw a very dramatic change in both 
crewmen, where they were doing 150 head movements at these 
rotational speeds, without any symptoms whatsoever. And then, 
if you recall, we gradually increased this and the rate of 
[otation. first to 20 rpm, then2S. then finally. on the 
last run they uade in flight. at 30 rpOl, and they were sri 11 
doing l~O head movements withcUl any symptoms. NoV, ros t -
flight, we saw sane very definite vestib&lar disturbances 
in all three creIJmeli. with nausea and eve!'l voruiting in the 
on~ crewman, the sciente pilot, at about an hour after he 
101 a s abo a r d L h t· jd r a r; din the III e d i calla b s. And his ,;)' m p t 0 [;l S 

... i til he 1<1 1II0"':'I".l:nt8 persisted th rough the next diSY. "'here 
~ny mcv~~~nt of the h~~d would precipitate the onset o{ 
dizziness or vertigo a~d Gtom~~;' awaTEn~ss. Then lhis com
pletely cleared, subjectively, in all thr~e ~r~~men by tIle 
end of R plus 1 day. R plus 2. t~ey had no problem' what
soever. You remember they nade th.! t rip to San Clemente 
that day. TIley flew th. hell~opter ride ~atisfactorily. 
without any problems. They returned to the ship. Wr 
condu<.;ted the R plus 2 physicals, fwd then they illlUoediately 
boarded the plane to fly to Houston. On R plus J, we 
perfor.~d the first K131-l study postflight, and that was 
done here. No." then, 1n both crewmen, ~hey were able to 
complete the original baseline rpm --

END OF TAPE 
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KAW~I~S - H131-1 .tudy PQstlttaht, end that v.~ 
done here. Both crev.en - they vere oble to complete the 
oriaina1 ba._lioe rpa, 12-1/2 for Joe and IS rpa for Paul. but 
they vere able to coapleto l~e head aovea.nta vithout any 
.y.pto~ •• Reaeaber that pr.{liaht they vere only ~ble to 
complett SO. So there', .t!ll .o~~ evidence t~ere of .oa • 

• loae adaptive change that did take place in fltaht that va • 
• till present pOltfllght at R plus 3. ~ Ipite of the fact 
that we did ~ee a lot of vestibular disturbances l •• ediateJ.y 
po.tfll~ht. Ue're st.ill trying to look at this: ~e ~avv not 
yet really had a chance to slt down with the principal inves
tigators for this area, Dr. Miller and Dr. Graybiel. We ~ll1 
be doing this and, agal~, we will be mesRuring the aecond HIll 
in both crewmen on Saturday. That's about it. Bab. 

PAO Okay, gent lemen, ladles, please 10Iait C"r 
the mike; righ' here. 

QUERY Doctor does tht!. all suggest that perhaps 
all three beclille seasick and th.lt was the reasoll for their 
disability on recovery? 

HAWKINS Well, I think definitely you've go. to 
rule 1n some actual seasickness that perhaps, mayhe prec~pitated 
the onset DC this thing; however, I don't think that the per
sis tence of it that we saw was anything othe r tha:1 a cl. 9n lle 
that was taking place agaJn in the postflight period. I can't 
help but feel that this is a readapt iv" process that 's (!Ik~ng 
place 1n the vestibular system to the cnr-g conalt1ons. -
think very definitely there's an awful large amount of t~Lt. 

PAO Bruce Hicks. 
QUERY Have any previous tests on the~e cr~WQ~r 

or anybody else that IOU know of shown th13 progres5ion, this 
adaptive change that you nnted In the 131 ur sl~iIar expe~l
ment? 

HA· ... KINS Preflight - In the pr<' - like Apollo flllshts, 
are you t&lking about? 

QUERY Well, Yl'S, either .~pojl(), or \!ven ground 
rests. In "the!' words, 10Ihat l'nl trying to sar, is th"re 8 

direct relation between ~paceflight and Leinr able to come 
bsck and do 150 h~ad movements instead of 50? 

HAWKINS Well, we r~aliy donlt have any good data 
on this, see. to compare it with, becausf' we 've ~,ever had the 
opportunity of measuring that in flight before. And right 
now, postflight we haven't seen anything quite t~is dramatic 
at all. There's been changes and definite deviations from 
preflight evaluation in those Apollo flights where ve ~id 
study similar - perform similar studios. but nothing that vas 
quite this dramatic. 

, . . . . . . . ~. " 
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QUElY What does this Indl~ate to you t other than 
~t'. an adaptive chanae. I aeDn, what does it aean! You 
knov, it it areat the 'uy. can co •• back and let dialY in 
the whirlins chair or what? 

HAWKINS Well, we'rp. on a frontier and we're learn-
iOI and we're trying - as ve identify theae chana.a, then 
we've Bot to have 4 chance to analyze the data to really have 
~ - coae up with an understanding of what it really does aean 
to us. It could well a.an. okay, &. I think, we're learnina; 
thi. i8 a part of the adaptation that aust take ~lace under 
theAe set of conditiona for a crewman - {or a hua.n beins to 
perfor. sAtisfactotily in this environ.ent. And then y~u 
subject him to a return to one-8 conditions, and he has to 
readapt. And he has to go through il char.ge that alters his 
physirlogy dgain to restore it back to what he saw previously. 
Now, vhat do~s this mean in the way of - to future flights? 
Are you golng to have to provide SOLe type of protective 
mechanisa, to develop some set of procedures or some type of 
trlining exercise that they're going to go through that's 
going to alter this, of course? These are questions that 
we've got to look at and try to answer, 

PAO Arthur Hill. 
QUERY Okay, Dr. Hawkins, ~ould you say that the 

S~ylab astronauts are - how would you compare the rate at 
which they are readapting to Earth's gravity with the exper
ience of the previous Apollo cre~sl A~d, also, if you think 
that between now and Saturday, when your next examination 
comes about that they are going to be back to their preflight 
norms, why Lrc you going to wait until Saturday? Isn't it 
lyportcnt to fi~d au' precisely when they're goin~ to do thl~ 
between now and Saturday, if you think by Saturday that will 
h'" donE. 

HAWKINS Yes, it'R very true Art. But we're caught 
up here within nn operational problem, with th~ amount of time 
that we have to do all of these good things. Now li~c yes
ter~ay and today, we've been - we've had all of our people 
tted up doing F minus 30 ~xaminatlons on the Skylab-l1L cr~v. 
and we're just one mAn deep in so ma~y areas. We've got to 
srreaJ some of this Out. We really feel like this Skyleb-l! 
crew 1s close. They're really close to their baselines at 
R plus 4. Yes, I'd like to have SEen them again on Wednesday 
and again today, if it had bee~ possible, but it just really 
WI'.·IO't, 

QUERY fhe comparison, are they readapting more 
slowly, fas tel', or what? 

HAWKiNS Well, I think the - very definitely I 
think they're slower in the - than what we sav for the majority 

. . 
, I "' . ' 
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of Apollo crew.en. We did lee in one crew.~n In Apollo 15 
where Dave Scott and Jl. Irwin both were alower than what 
we lav for other Apollo crewl In returnlnl~ baaeline. In 
fact, ,II tbree of tboa. Apollo IS crew.en were ~lower in 
returnin. for loae re.lon. And Jia Irwin w.a really the 
10Pleit at 1 plus S. 

PAO Roy Neal. 
QUERY Royce, 80 far, you've covered cardio-

vascular reaponee and motion sensitivity. 1 wonder what 
other chanlee or what other bodily functions might have b~en 
affected, if anyl And, also, did you notice any leveling ofC 
here of the adaptation procean with these aep over their 28 
daY31 Any way that you could pin that down? 

HAWKIN~ Okay, about the leveling off, I thoulht, 
at leveral tiees, that we did see l~veling off. And yet, then 
we would lee again a change. I'll give you .n exa~pl~; that's 
the belt way to do. With 092 on Joe's first - well let's see, 
his third run, he - we saw the first change in his performance 
capability. And he had to terainate the ainus 50 negative 
prelsure run. Therefore, we put hi. back to a ainus )0, 
.inus 40, minus 40 for the balance of the mission. And then 
it was on the - ~t's see, I forgot the exact number, but it 
wa. a~out the third to the last run he made then, he was 
doing - right up to that time, the second ti~e ~here he was 
unable to complete the last minus 40 run, ~verything looked 
.table and then it all - he br~ke rather suddenly then. He 
w •• not able to co.plet~ that last minus 40 exposure. So it 
wa& terminated after 7 minutes into that run. And then he 
stsyed at that lower level then through the reaainder. Now, 
Paul Rhowed his first change at about his seventh run, I 
believe it was. And he never showed a change again, although 
I kind of feel like that had - that there was a slight change 
and a Slight trend toward increased heart rates aa we look 
back, and ,s the flight progressed there where 1 felt like - -

END OF TAPF. 
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10Pleit at 1 plus S. 

PAO Roy Neal. 
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affected, if anyl And, also, did you notice any leveling ofC 
here of the adaptation procean with these aep over their 28 
daY31 Any way that you could pin that down? 

HAWKIN~ Okay, about the leveling off, I thoulht, 
at leveral tiees, that we did see l~veling off. And yet, then 
we would lee again a change. I'll give you .n exa~pl~; that's 
the belt way to do. With 092 on Joe's first - well let's see, 
his third run, he - we saw the first change in his performance 
capability. And he had to terainate the ainus 50 negative 
prelsure run. Therefore, we put hi. back to a ainus )0, 
.inus 40, minus 40 for the balance of the mission. And then 
it was on the - ~t's see, I forgot the exact number, but it 
wa. a~out the third to the last run he made then, he was 
doing - right up to that time, the second ti~e ~here he was 
unable to complete the last minus 40 run, ~verything looked 
.table and then it all - he br~ke rather suddenly then. He 
w •• not able to co.plet~ that last minus 40 exposure. So it 
wa& terminated after 7 minutes into that run. And then he 
stsyed at that lower level then through the reaainder. Now, 
Paul Rhowed his first change at about his seventh run, I 
believe it was. And he never showed a change again, although 
I kind of feel like that had - that there was a slight change 
and a Slight trend toward increased heart rates aa we look 
back, and ,s the flight progressed there where 1 felt like - -

END OF TAPF. 
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WILHAR!H - ve - as ve looked back. and a. the 
flight prolreased there, where I felt that ~ad we probably 
ran hi. another t1ae or two, we would have seen & 
li.ilar change, a8 ve had in Joe. But it - Within thet tiae 
duration it di6n 1 t hapren. Pete's vas - The only thiog ve 
really lav there vas elevated heart ratea over the baseline 
values. And he was always able to complete his entire 
protocol. Now, with the exercise response vor~ performance -
They stayed right in there into - in the preflight baae-
line envelopes, throughout the wholf misslon. There wasn't 
any - there wasn't - There was no tlend whatsoever. of 
deviation. And - (laughter) - -

QUERY What other bodily functiona 
HAWKIND And then - -
QUERY - have you observed: 
Ha .... kins And .... hat other bodily fl>nctlonsl Well. 

okay. now 1 - those were the - the measurements .... ere - and 
.... ere - Here, we're looking at gross physiological changes and 
all. We have not yet really got any of o~r laboratory data 
In hand, other than some of the - the hematologiea, which 
the immediate - Immediate postflight hematologi~s. Now, all 
the chemistries and the 'orroones, endocrine studies, all 
this is - is still com1"" forlo'ard. [t's being processed; 
we did get all the inflight SdQples back. They're in good 
frozen condition, and these - mese were immediately put into 
the lab and started through an - analysis. But, it's still 
just a little bit early to have those initial results back, 
and I don't have them at this point to really say what changes 
we might be seeing there. We'll get them back sometiae over the 
weekend. 1 hope that we will begin to get some of the early -
early data out. 

QUERY 1 just the key to the thrust of .y 
question - and I'll stop here. Al Bean, for exaaple, said 
he's going towalk out of that capsule if he physic.!lly can. 
And 1 guess I'm asking you to extrapolate just a little bit 
whether you think he's going to be able to do that after 56 
days? 

HAWKINS I ~ould like to - I guesG [ would like to 
have a chance to look at a little mor~ of his baseline - preflight 
baseline data, Act, before I commit myseif too far. I'll 
say this. 1 think AI's a pretty fine guy and 1 think ~e's 
a pretty determined guy, and if determination has anything 
to do with it, he's probably going to do it. But, here ag'lln. 
I think within Skylab III - We're going going to be flying 
again three different individuals, and I don't doubt but 
what ve would begin to see some - some indlvidual variances 
here - froll 10Ihat we !law in Apo - Skylab II. And although 1 
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feel - 1 perlonally mel confidant about - about what we 
have leen thua far, and arant~d, we Itill have to look at all 
the Infllaht .a.pl~. that vere br~uBht back yet, to - to have 
a co.plete underltandina of what .an'. reapona. is to thia 
environ.ent for 28 days. 1 Itill feel confident that it'a 
aoina to tell ua that "yes, we teel he can - He can fly a 
S6-da)' .la.ion." 

QUEl~ Royce. R plus 4 vas your actual last physical 
exa.. And at that point you vere atill .eeina .l,vated pulse 
rat •• ? And - preauae an elevated blood presaure. Can you 
$ive ua an idea of vhat you vere sayina in numbers of - and 
ttJe :' .. elines? 

HAWKINS Julea, I don't have the exact heart-
rates here with ae. If you'll let me just - like - tell you 
in terms of Deltas. ~aybe that might suffice for our - I 
can dig them out for you a little bit later. Bob ran over 
and grabbed ae cut of thst conference, and I didn't have 
tiae to get too aany of those individual data points with m~ 
over here. But the - let's see - like - Like froa their 
baseline, we were seeing - oh, 10 to 15 beats - and closer 
to 15 beats higher 1n the resting heart rates for the crews 
with a - with a similar elevation at the - under the work 
stress. No~, this is immediate postflight. Whereas inflight, 
{or the 092 now, there were - Remember 171 was right on the 
line. So, M092 inflight, they were running somewhere around -
oh. five to 10 beats higher, very - fairly consistently. Now 
then. at R plus 4, then the last measurement we saw - well, 
even R plus 1 and R plus 2, this delta began to drop, And it 
began to narrow. And they're running about five beats higher -
five to eight beats higher now, than whQt they were baseline. 

QUERY How about blood vreasures? 
HAWKINS And the pressures were not a lot different 

thsn what we really saw in the - in tthe preflight period. 
They're not - they're not - There's not that ~ch significant 
difference there. And that's true inflight too.~ith thf' 
blood pressures. They seem to hold there until at such a 
point they begin - They would break, They tend to reach th~lr 
threshold level. And then you'd see a rather dramatic drop 
in thell. 

QUER~ Tnls is probably asking you to extrapoiatv 
prematurely or anticipatorily, but do yOd see anything in 
your findings so far that lead you to think you are going to 
call for exercIse changes or m~diflcation of exercises to 
enable Bean and companyro do the 56-day mission better? 

HAWKINS Ugh t. 
QUER~ What do you see? 
HAWKINS I think that - I think ve've seen one very 
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inter •• tina thina her~ in this ~rew. And •• 1 '.Y. we've 
••• n i"dividual differente. h.re in perfor.anee to the - the 
K092. W.'ve eeen differenees in the postfllah( period to 
all of the .eaaureaents, and there's - L think one very 
Outstandina findina 1n the infllaht period. is the amount 
of exerel •• that these - that thele three crew.en~rformed. 
And if you line up their perfor.ance. infll&ht and pOlt
flight. with the aaount of exercise that each one did inflight, 
you'll find that Pete did the .ost ex.rcise. and he really 
shoved the least change. Paul vas next. and Joe was la.t, 
in the a.ount of exerciae they performed. 1 - You can definit
ely correlate it with the results that we see. 

QUERY You're going to call for thea to exe~cise 
~ore1 

HA~KINS More. 
QUERY Any - Any new exercise devices or methods? 
HAW~IN5 I don't know that we - I dor-It know that 

we need any - really any new devices yet, Jules, 1 think the 
- the exe - the -~&o~eter is certainly a - a wonderful 

tool for this. Bu~, we gave them )0 minutes for Skylab II, 
and I know Pete used every minute that he had available to 
him, And he worked hard at it, and religiously. And, the 
other two a little less so, and it shows up because we have 
the actual wattage of energy that's been expended throughout 
the whole mission on their personal exercise progra~. So 
we're really going to recoamend, very strongly, that the 
Skylab III crew have at least an hour, preferably aaybe an 
hour and a half of personal exercise time. 

QUERY Is that per day? 
HAWKINS Per day. 
QUERY You said on th~ Sky - referring to the 

Sky lab III crev that it looked good but there were still a 
few open items yet. Could you elaborate on those open Item~l 

HAWKINS Well, - oh, gee, - I - I don't whether 
1 could or not. These are like caneraa that, you know, are 
still being evaluated - Well, no. We don't know - We don't 
have any real significant open itea. in the way of - of 
problems. These are Ite~s that have yet to be closed out, 
like the physical examinations to be done down the I1ne. No, 
r think - I think our hardware is - anomalies, and everything 
have been pretty well worked. For example, the leg bands, 
if you'll recall, that .as another significant finding, an 
interesting finding, that we found In Skylab II, and very 
early in flight, too, where the calf circumference decreased. 
And we say rather - very significant deltas during the nega
tive body - lower body negative pressure tesling, were in 
the leg voluae - very significant changes. Okay. Now, as 
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the fllght progreaaed there we found that the 81'1 lea banda 
that we u8ed to ae.aure the - the lea yolu.el with. were too 
llrae. How - So ve're putting aboard 80me •• aller ailel __ 

END OF TAPE 
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HAWKlNS • the lei voluaes with, were too large. So we're puttina aboard loae a.aller atle., in the event that we aee a repetition of thia in III. 
QUERY Are yau golng to have the crewaen exercise every day on SL-III? 
HAWKINS That'. what we're reco •• ending. N~w that hasn't been worked out yet. I aean, that'. juat - that hal yet to be fed into the Prograa Office for aenageaent conalderatlon. Now thia will have to be wort1d with a lot of the other tiae - you know, a lot of the other things that ftre in the tlae 11nes. It's obviously going to take a lot of time out of something. And I don't know what that really aeans yet, but that's a personal recommendation at this paint, the way we look at it. 
QUERY Hsve you seen, on previous flights, any indication that the speed of recovery wss corollated with the a.ourit of exerciae, or is this new to Skylab? HAWKINS We've never had this accurate a Reasure-ment of personal exercise before to see. 
QUERY Blood press~re and the persist~nce of blood pressure and ipcreased heart beat, is that something -Is that length of persistance to R plus 4 greater thsn you've seen In earlier flights? 
HAWKINS No, not greatec, really. The Deltas are really not - not really Quch different than I guess what you'd, you know, if you lined them up with each of the previous - Apollo alsaions, you know, and Ge.ini,rut the t1ae duration, I think, is really one of the critic&l things. QUERY Then you're thinking of actually doubling the amount of assigned exercise time frail 30 minutes to an hour a d sy • 
HAWKINS Yea, that '50 what we'd like to see them do. I think it would be beneficial. really. 
QUERY With your experience now, cb you - with the total experience, do you believe that air experience plus space experience - the allount of air experience plus the amount of space experience represents an Impo~tant factor in this adaptive process, the total adaptive process? 
~AWKINS Okay, you mean now, the amount of actual flying time that the guy -
QUERY Yes, flying ti~e plus space time. HAWKINS Well, I haven't, ~ really haven't had a chance to try to corollate their total flight-time history with the symptolls we've seen. 1 think that's a good point, really, which I think would be good to try to look at. 1 must confess. 1 haven't had a chance to do it though. But what we have seen, at least in Apollo, wss the a.ount of 
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Acrobat1c f1y1r.1 that tbe crev would du JUlt prior to • 
aisslon, vhich did aee. to have IQae beneficial effect. It 
1e HO •• condltionlnl or pref11aht conditionin. of the velti
bular ayatoa, 80 tha~ the crevs. I think, that did underao 
thi., follovina Apollo 10. perhapa aay be - you perhaps 
could I.Y yeil, they ~d seea to do better 1r. that lnitial 
early fev hours of the adaptive procea'ina. But It'. hard to 
QUlntitaLe that really. I knov ~at Toa Stafford, he', the 
one that advocated this and he really took hi8 crev out and 
really vrung thea out in acrobatics just prior to the Apollo 
10 .1ss1o~. And not a one of those auys had any proble •• 
They didn't show .yaptoa one, really. But subsequent to 
that, other crews tried to do the same thing; I don't know 
~hat caount of flying time they were able to squeeEe into 
their busy schedule. but the - we did see Illation sensitivity 
problems develope early. 

QUERY How much weight did each aan lose? 
HAWKINS Okay. let's see. Preflight weights on 

the co •• ander was 136.15; science pilot. 111.2S; pilot was 
i75.2S. Now the last inflight measurement that we had was 
co~~ander. 133.9; science pilot, 166.2; and the pilot 169. 
Now then R-O, the immediate postflignt - postrecovery 
veight. then, for the commander was 132.7, the science pilot was 
163.75, and the pilot ... as 167.5. By the next day thty had. 
well, the commander and the pilot had picked up just about 
a pound, and the science pilot was down a pound. Well, 1 
think it really, it Isn't a lot different froa what we have 
aeen in previous crews. Paul sho ... ed the greatest loss there, 
which looked like, vhat, about 6 pl"ndsover - no, wait 5 

minute, about 9 ~ounds over his preflight. That's a - I 
think that might possibly be about the aost weight 108s 
we've seen in anyone crew.an, but we've aeen others that 
have run up to 6 or 7 pounds, 

QUERY Do you suggest anything about a change 
in eating habits on the next flight? 

HAWKINS Actually. 1 think the - really, I think 
the crews have done real well by their diet. And I don't 
really contribute this loss to any nutritional deficiency. 
I think they had adequate diets. They did eat all of the 
food, for the most part. p, ".e, I guess was really tI,e best 
at eating everything. But at no time did he complain of 
being hungry or feeling that he had an in~uff1cient amount 
of food. And I'. not cure yet, HaTtin, 1 think lome of this 
loss that we see here 1s probably not only fluids, but ma88, 
muscle maS6 tissue. And, again, this has got to ~e a part of 
the adaptive process that takes pl~ce in weightlessnes8. 
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the co •• ander was 136.15; science pilot. 111.2S; pilot was 
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QUERY Do you suggest anything about a change 
in eating habits on the next flight? 

HAWKINS Actually. 1 think the - really, I think 
the crews have done real well by their diet. And I don't 
really contribute this loss to any nutritional deficiency. 
I think they had adequate diets. They did eat all of the 
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of food. And I'. not cure yet, HaTtin, 1 think lome of this 
loss that we see here 1s probably not only fluids, but ma88, 
muscle maS6 tissue. And, again, this has got to ~e a part of 
the adaptive process that takes pl~ce in weightlessnes8. 
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QUERY ci~tttn, back to the exerciae, Doctor, 
t •• ,U •• you Vere talkin,' just about tbe bicycle erloaeter 
exercise .nd vere not crank in, in any IVA exerciae that you 
didale have prectae vatt-a.ter numbera on. Can you diacua. 
the aore or les. aporadic exerciae that they let and vhat 
effect tbat .laht hAve? I rec.ll. particularl" it .eeas to 
me that ~he Apollo IS crew did an avful lot o( vork on the Koon, 
particularly Dave Scott, wrestling with that drill. And doe. it 
hav. to be a particul.r kind of exercise, or 1s juat any kind 
of phy.lcal l.bor beneficial? 

HAWKINS Well. t.he bicy~le ergoaeter 1. really 
deSigned to .tress the cardiov.scular syatea, and you really 
Jon't get an awful lot of auscular exercise out of it. There'o 
soa., but It's not specifically designed as a muscle-building 
exercis. device. It's a cardiovascular conditioning device. 
And there, 1 think, 18 where we really saw the maximua benefit 
froa it. NOW, I think the other part of the exercise pro ar3a 
does need to direct attention to muscle maS8 retainment. building 
it &nd retaining of the muscle mass ltself, ita ~rength. So here 
you let into the different types. other forms. 

QUERY Well, to follow up on that, ar~ you 
looking at any kind of dilfer~nt exercise programs that 
might be implemented, if not iu Skylab III,then In Skylab IV7 

HAWKINS Well, no, to answer your questi~n _ 

END OF TAPE 
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QUERY - Ind if not in Slcylab IU •• a,. in Skylab IV? 
HAWKINS Well. no. To ansver your question specifi-

cally - No, ve have not 8S yat reall~ turned all of our attention 
to bear on what type of • n~v device ve ought to be loo~in. 
at. We've not done that yet. 

PAO Arthur, then back to Carolyn Callahan. 
QUER~ Well, Dr. Havk\ns. 11v~n this apparent 

relatton.hip betveen exerei.e snd the phy.iolosical things 
that you mentioned, vhere doe. this leave ua a. far a. the 
dream of the average man 801ng into space via the space 
shuttle? The non··scientista and t~D8e sorta of people vho aren't 
finely-tuned physical speclmens - Are we not limiting thls 
then to space for the Astronauts? Where does the ~eneral 
population fit into this? 

HAWKINS Well, 1 don't know where they {it into 
it yet, Art, really. And that's vhat we're - that's certainly 
one of the thtr.gs we're trying to find out with Skylab, becaus~ 
reweaber this is the firat ailsioQ vhere we really ever had 
an opportunity to look at man in his totality within thts 
new environ.e~t that we're e~pecting hiA to live In and w~rk 
(n for extended periods of time. I don't know yet what thai 
ansver Is. I think, based on what we find, we'll find ways, 
if we need those people there. 

PAO Carolyn. 
QUERY Well, I glless my question kind of ties 

in vith that. You thought at one point, Kervin had reached 
his adaptive point, and then you say he didn't, apparently. 
Are you saying that none of them reached that point and 
leveled off? In 28 days -

HAWKl~S No not really. because we sa~ three different 
responses, in three different individuals. And, ycs, if fOU 

look at Pete, you'd .ay that it looked like he adapted over 
whatE:ver fev hours or days it took, and here again,l.e ", ... re 
delayed in getting some of these early evaluations in, becaus~ 
of the therllal probleas and all that ve had to deal with th~rl'. 
But it looked like - You could vell say that he was adapted (or 
all intensive purposes through the 2a-day period. 

QUERY Before he went? 
HAWKINS Well, no, not bef,'ce he went, becau~e h~ 

definitely showed differences and changes from his baseline 
preflight measurement in the 092. 

QUERY Can I ask another question about food? 
Do you have - Have you cODpleted your ssmplins on the food 
that WAS brought back and what does it ahov? 

HAWKINS No, we have not and I can't fill yuu in 
with any infor~ation on that right at this time. 
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QUElY 8efore th~ flight tbefe waa a Ir •• ~ ecc-
eern about calcium loa, and the possibillty of • regote 
posaibility of broken bone., have you bad any readinl on 
calclu.10(l1l? 

HAWKINS 1 do not bave any lab data out yet, Ho~top, 
and 1 really don't have an~ apecLfic dat4 back froa Or. Voael , 
wh~'a the PIon the bone mineral scan. Hi. initial evaluation, 
two days aao, waa that there was no app~eciable lo~s aeen. 
N~w, he'. holding up hi. final analysis report en that until 
he'a had tiae to do all his calculations. 

PAO Pete Bowaan, over bere. 
QUERY H.ve you had any Intere~tl~g subjective 

'.ptes.lon~ from the crew .s to what it's llk~ being back, 
aay. the first !ew day. after they were back, as far a8 awakening, 
and some of their a~tiviti~s imm~didtely after awakening, 
walking? Have they mentioned any lIluscle soreness as a rcsul~ 
of getting back to using the old Eartb muscles again, thir.gs like 
that? 

HAWKINS The - weli, all I can t~lk ~bout gr~ what 
the initial first 2 or ) days were until they got back 
here. I ~eally haven't had a char-ce to e~plor~ any of these 
things with thelll, and won't have, rea1l), until we get into 
the medical debriefing, w~ich is next Tuesday, to get dOWl1 

into some of lhose type of details a~aln. But, Paul Weitz 
exhibit~d the greatest amount of muscle soreness, and joint 
pain, and this is primarily within the back, sOllie c£rvlcal 
area, low back area, and his knees. The "ther two didn't. 
really coaplain about muscle soreness. This Is postflight, 
now. That lasted with Paul over the first 2 to ] days, 
with, I guess, perhaps some gr~dcal improvement of it. 
Interesting enougb, this Is one of th~ things which I recall 
having been commented on by the Russians on their Soyuz II, 
IS-day flight. That the crews did e~perlence a lot of muscular 
ache and pain that persisted for days. But the other two 
our other two crewmen didn't show anything like this at all. 
It's Just that Psul - They did complain of a feeling of 
heaviness, that rapidly changed and di~in1sh~d after being on 
the deck, during the first day, even. But like one - [ forget 
now which one it was - He said it felt like, well, like 
one g was like about 2 to 38 to him. And - But thi/l gradually 
diminished and I think by the next morning, after a good 
night's sleep snu everything, they felt pretty normal. 

QUERY Just to ~aKe it a bit easier, on me at 
least, how would you rate their hearts, their stomachs, 
their muscle tone, as of today. compared with postflight 
readings? 

HAWr.INS Oh, man, I'd say they're - I'd say they'le 
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back. fully back to normal. with the exception of the - of 
the - 11, eealyrementl. which have not yet returned to pre
flllht lIealureaenta. They're 8ti11 about - chi they're .tl11 
I think, 2 to 3 centimetetl lei. circumference meaaurement 
tban wbat we - \Ie .aw preflight. That is not fully retur"ed 
yet, but - -

QUERY 18 tbat a poolinl problem, or 
a au.cle problem? 

HAWKINS 1 think it'. a mSI~ - muacle 11388 tissue. 
PAO ~kay. Thank you, ladlea and g~ntle.en, 

Dr. Hawkina. I want to remind everybody about tomorrow', 
briefinl atarting at 9 o'clock. ~kylab II presa confer
ence .. the lIain auditorium. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO O~ay. ladies and gentleaep, we have 
Veri Richard Wilaartb of the E~~P Proaraa Office here at the 
center. And we will let hi. ,1v~ you a~ overview of what 
we le.rn~d Crom the !lrst Skylab ~18s!on. 

WJLM~RTH Good evening, ~r good afte~noon, ladles 
and gentlemen. The thing that we wa~t to do this afternoon 
15 to try and cover the activltles.wh~t we learned, how 
the sensors opecated, ~nd what we think ve obtained. Unfor
tunately, we don't have any data l~ show y~u this aft~rnoon. 
It's all \Jelng processed, as I th!nk Kenny has already dis
cussed. So it will be sometime neAt week, i think, before 
we can have any real dats. to look at. HOloleve r, based on 
crew ~vice recordings and discussions and looking at cur space
cr~ft data, I think we have & prGtty good idea of lhe kinds of 
data that we obtained for the 143 principle inve~tiga~~rs 
that we have ir. the pros.am. all tL'P of th ... 145, there are 
SOli ~ } 5 t 0 4 0 0 the r 5 c i e n tis t s tt, a tar e i n v ~ hi t' din try i .: ~ 
to determine how well the ~ ... nsors p~rfor~~d, actually dolnr 
analysis of the data. :'010/ the 145 r Is, as we ;;peak ot them, 
represent 41 from (oreign countries, 1D4 from the United 
States. So let's look at what w'! did ior the 145 ris, May 1 
have the first slide, please? An~ we will hav :opies of 
the t h r e e s 1 ide s t hat l' m So i n g t C' s h o·.~ t t. i s a I l ern 0 Co n, S 0 

you can have copies after the talk. That shows you the 
12 or the 11 EREP Z-LV passes. The one, track 49 on the 10lolor 
left s!de of Me~ico there, is a solar inertial pass that we 
completed to sense hurricane Ava. [n addition, we completed, 
at the end of the 11th Z-LV :,ass, a solar inertial pass for 
a lunar c.libration. Lunar calibration was done in order to 
use the capability, or let's say the physical properties 
of the Moon. which at near full Hoon is a rather unique and 
constant uniform background, so that we turned all the sensors 
on as a basic background calibration maneuver. The data will be 
used in determining how well the sensors operated and also to 
be able to provIde the investigators SO'le ba~ic data for plotlirg 
their analysis or changtng their programs or enhance~pnt technlquea, 
as the case may be. So let's run thraus}> it. \0/<: did 11 Z··LV 
passes in the following order. We started vith 20; we ~nded up 
with 20. In between 10, we did number 63, which is - you can see. 
Then we did number", thE'n we did number )4. And, after 34, we 
did number 49, actually the hurricane Ava pass. After 49, we 
did :9, 1 beg your pardon, we did 19 right after we did pass 
6; we did 19 twice. We did 33, and then we did 48 and 61 
over Washington. We did 5, and then we ended up with ground 
track 20, and then the lunar cal pass. Now what you see here 
are the actual data-take areas, which we turned the sensor~ 
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on, So, if you'll look at around tratk 63, we .tarted off the 
west toast of California and ended near "axito city. That block 
you see there representl the actual areaa along which we had the 
s~n.or. operatins. Now, yherets a .atter of timing h~re. The 
passes that are the sh~rt oues, 11ke 63 and 6 and 34, .e operated 
during the vower proble. that was on board Sky\ab, we operated 
around »olar noon. So that if you take about .ldway on those 
passes - you take about 10 .inutes off of each,side, you can see 
(hat we have essentially a 20-ainute pass for the shorte~ arc~ 
that you ~ee on the Vu-graph. The other longer passes, like ~8 
constituted approximately 30 .inutes of data-take tiDe or, in 
other Yords, the crew, the spacecraft were operating In a Z-LV 
mode approximately 30 .inutea for the EREP data-t~ke times. Whal 
did we get done In the way of consumables? Well, som~ 
numbers are rather interesting. We got about 8 miles of 
maguetic tape, or about 41,000 feet of magnetic tape, along 
which all the tracks that you see here. We have about 
12,800 frames of data laagery from 190A, the multispectral 
caNera uy.tem, the Earth terrain camera, and rrom the DAC 
camera, which is on board the infrared spectrometer for 
recording the actual location, the ground locatio~ of the 
data takes for the spectrometers. So, you can see, we 
collected a lot of ddta; and, as I said, they ~e beIng pro
cessed today. I have looke~ at, very briefly, some of the 
190A camera negatives and a very, very s~all part of what 
we took, and the pictures do look good. I heard you ask 
Kenny Kleinknecht how good the data actually arc, and [ can 
assure that there are some very in~eresting features 1n 
there, and 1'. sure that the Pis are going to be more than 
happy with it. So. what elae did we do. at far as coverage? 
1 think we've got data over 31 states. We collected data 
over six foreign countries as follows; Mexico, Brazil. 
Columbia, Venezuela. and part of Bolivia. You can see acrOS8 
ground track 20, you can see where we crossed over Bolivia. 
Across 48, we crossed over Brazil and Columbia. and on track S, 
and on the extension of track 19 and 33. So we did acquire 
a lot of data for the Pis in those areas. To begin with, each 
individual PI has a designated task area or task site, as we call 
them, and it is over those areas that ve take, or turn on the 
sensors and take data. ~e went back and we tried to determine. 
based on looking at the postpass weather a~d looking at the crew 
voice tapes and things like that, tried to figure out how 
.any of the task sites we crosRed over and over which ones 
we obtained some data. We counted them up. There's about 
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186 individual task eitee that we collected data ove~. Wa 
turn to tbe nuaber of Fla who we feel are gOing to be able 
to use data. We find that the re·s about 7S PIs who will be 
rc~eivin@ data from the SL-ll. and ['a sure this number is 
gotng to go up ~ecause. as we get all of the fila and tape 
back and we start ptocessing and looking at it from the 
standpoint of "Did the instruments operate over the individual 
paas aites." I'. nure ve're going to fino:! this number ia golng 
to go up. We collected data for only six of the foreign 
investigators, and there are four in~exico. one in Bollvia. 
and one in Venezuela. I'm not sure that we got so.e data for 
~r. Howard over in ColoRbia, but we're hopeful that we can. 
tet's turn first to the senSO~8 and see how they op~raled. We 
h4d excellent success. Twelve full successful passes for the 
193, t~e radiometer/scattrrometer; and for the 194, the L-band 
radiometer. The ~ulti8pectral cacera system, 190A, we had one 
~lscue, so we had II successful passes. For the 191, actually 
the infrared spectrometer, we obtained data on all 12 passes for 
the short wavelength or the visible ~ange of the spectru~. and 
with sufficient cooling, we got the long£r wavelength out 
into the thermal IR for seven of the 1. passes. On the multi
spectral scanner, we h3d nine good pass~s; we had three marginal 
passes because we had probi~ms of aliK~lng it __ 
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WILHAlTH On the .ultispeetral .canner. ye certainly 
had nine aood passes, we had the.e m~r,inal pasles, beeau •• 
we had p~oblem8 vith aligning it. Aftee ve had coapleted 
alignment, ye did have very suecessf 1 passes. The 190R: 
We operated it only on seven passes. In othee yords - that's 
the Earth terrain camera - We operated it only on seven passes 
and they were all successful as far as we can tell today. 
There are some highlights, and we did some ralher unique 
things on SL-II that I think are importaat to bring out. 
Kenny, I think, referenced the hurelea"e Eva. as I have here 
on the board. Let's talk for a minute about that. Can we 
have the next slide, please? What we did on a solar inertial 
pass along ground tra~k 6, with the appropriate help from 
four principal investigators: Drs. Pierce, Ross, Hollinger, 
and Moore, fro~ NOAA, from the Air Force, and a lot of internal 
help here at JSC. ve completed for the first time a microwave 
senSing, radlometer/scatterometer data, of 150 data points 
across a very major stor~. This was done in conjunction and 
concurrently with the NOAA aircraft and the Air Force aircraft, 
highly instrumented, that penetrated the eye of the storm. 
The Air Force rlid a dropsonde in order to determine the actual 
pressure levels vithin the eye. And, incidentally, the crew 
reported that they could see the blue water through the eye 
of the storm. At the same time, the NOAA aircraft was using 
for the first time a laser profolometer, which gives you 
measurement of the waveheights. They reported 45-foot waves 
in the center of the storm, also 133-knot winds. So, it's 
a major storm extending out several hundred mlles around. 
~ow, the first space sensing with a microwave system has a 
major impact if all of the data analyses stand up as every
body at ~OAA, and certainly the principal investigators, feel 
that it vill. The reason for the uniquenesB is that for the 
first time the bsckscatter energy from the radiometer and th~ 
scatterometer in conjunction with the understanding of the 
wind velocities and the wave heights, and the foam density, 
foam distribution within the waves themselves, the total 
emissivity of the area, in other wo~ds, total reflectivity -
If ve can ~easure that successfully with the scatterometer 
and the radlometer, we will have a very direct mea6urement 
of wind velocities and wave heights in a major stora area 
using the microwave sensing instruments, if they're flown on 
space or on aircraft, or even unmanned satellites. So it's 
a rather unique experiment. We are very hopeful thAt is is 
going to turn out some interesting results. NOW, another one 
that vas very unique in that we overflew the Wabash Rlver aren 
of Indiana, vhere Dr. Silva of Purdue is tl12 principal inves
tigator, al.ost concurrently yith the ERTS overflight of the 
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aage area with their sensars on and the multispectral acanner that they operated. We alao flew at 30.000 feet. a hiahaltitude aircraft. instru.ented with a multlspectral scanner and the multispectral camera, and a180 at low altitude. approximately 20 to 15,000 feet. another alrcraft, all concurre~t. all within the hour of the overflight of ERTS and EREP. At the saae time, the investigator hAd all his teams in the field taking radiometer readings and soil moisture studies and so on end so forth, in order to make it a complete investigation. What this means, people, is that it provided a multispectral and multistsge sampling of an area in clear weather, 80 that we can understand the operation of the instrument~ at ground at low altitudes, and at high altitudes, with different kinds of spectral instruments operating. So it will provide us a first comparison, real tir.le, of the lo:RTS lind ~IU;P .;canner data, as well as the aircraft data. :low, tIle investigation that (Jr. Silva is primarily geared at is land··use analyses, geological studies and related activity. So we did have a rather unique investigation in this area. Those are kind of the highlights of what we've been able to look at from the overall EREP completions and accocplisnments on SL-II. To give you a feel for some of the other discipline areas in which we obtained some data: In the field of geology and hydrology or continental water resources, some of the very best data we feel, was obtained over - Can I have back the ground track slide, please? - over western United States and on down into Mexico, where there lire som~ ~etal exploration. geological capping, and hydrocarbon analyses studies going on. As far as land-use studies, data over continental United States and on down into Brazil, and Columbia, for broad regional resource inventories, land-use studies, we feel, are going to be - The data were obtained and they're going to be rather useful for these studies. [n addition, we did a lot of data collection over the Gulf of ;1exico, as you can see there. The ground track 5 crossed directly over Pu~rto Rico, and based on the post-pass weather predictions and evaluations, the area ~as clear. Dr. Trumble of the U.S. Geological Survey is going to be very happy, I feel. with the data from the camera and spectral data of the area to look at some of the water depth, as veIl as Dr. Pulsom from the Vniversity of Michigan, some of the bathometric studies, water depth, water color studies, related to the sedimentation of the area around the Puerto Rican platform. Another area that vas rath~r interesting is that if you see Puerto Rico there, right adjacent to it is the very famous, deep ruerto Rican trench. And 1 forgot the number of how many kllometerd deep it is, but it's a major perturbation of tIle sea floor. 
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And ve ran the altiaeter froa the 19) acro •• the area, and 
~e think that we got 10 •• very good data for co.parison of 
the relative change in the lea surface elevation, relative 
to the land areas, and 1'. lure that Dr. Shapiro Is goinS to 
have some interesting data to look at. In the foreign areaa, 
the Mexican investigators are priaarily interested in land 
use, 80ae agricultural studies, 80a. of the geologic aapping 
and oil exploration prograas, aa well al looking at the irriga
tion, continental water-type investigatIons. planning of irriga
tion cyclea. and understanding the total vater runoff of some 
of their baain areas. In South A.erica, ai 1 stated, they 
are primarily interested in broad regional resource studies. 
As you know, the Amazon River Basin is generally a cloud 
cover area, and I hope that in the number of passes that we 
had over there, that we got soae real good data, although 
clouds are rather ubiquitious, they're rather allover the 
areas. [want to comment on ground track 61. We crossed over 
the Chesapeake Bay-Washington area. and I think if you heard 
Paul Weitz', discussion with the TV camera through the VTS 
vehicle tracking system onboa~d f~r the 191 infrared ~pectro
meter, you heard him remark that it vas hazy and he couldn't 
really spot Washingto~ or the Potomac. I've briefly looked 
at some of the 190A data, and I think we do have a good pic
ture of Washington D.C. and the Potomac. We'll have to look 
at that after there's some more processing. So all in all, 
[ think we've got some very good data for the PIs. 1 ~hlnk 
they're goins to be happy, and I think our results are going 
to have some rather interesting impact on the use of space
c~aft data for regional resources and Earth resource surveys. 
Th~nk you. 

PAO Okay, Arthur. 
QUERY Was there one time on one of the passes 

when one of the astronauts, in effect, kind of forgot to 
take the lens cap off, ~r something like that? 

PARKER I think you're referring to th~ - On th~ 
190A, lhat's the one pass th~t we didn't get a full use of 
the camera. There's a green ready light that's always sup
posed to be open, the green light was on, but apparently it 
was not. So after that, we did a visual inspection to ins~re 
that the door was left - that the door was actually opened 
during the ZLV pass. I think that's the remark, the - -
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SPEAKER 
elV pass I think 

QUERY 
the alinelllent of 
usab hi 7 

That the door 1s actually open during a 
that's the remark of the situation. 

Dr. Wilmarth on those 3 passes before 
the instruments was worked out is the data 

WILHARtH Yes. ;art of tLa data will be usable cer-
tainly in the visible alld near infrared. We are not at all 
surf that the thermal channel during those times are actually 
that the data are actually going to be used for some of the PI 
thermal studies but ve feel that most of the data will be 
usable in the channels I through certainly 1 to me. 

QUERY 1 wonder was the EREP equipment used 
over any other portions of the world than those you have shown 
us. 

~ILHARTH No. No sir, they were not. Those are 
the aclual data take - sensor on and off times of the - for 
ail of the EREP sensors on SL-II. 

QUERY (ineudible) are you planning some kind of 
a conference with them some time in the future to discuss it? 

WILHARTH (inaudible) just before 1 came over here 
I checked out to see when we are ~olng to have data available 
for the PIs - that's the last thing 1 forgot to mention. The 
screen f{l~ for the 190A multispectral scanner - multispectral 
casera system should be delivered to the PIs for their use 
by approximately t~e middle of July. We're planning a 30 day 
after splashdown type delivery schedule. For the 191 infra
red spectrometer 193 and the 194 the mag tapes and related 
eFhemeris data should be delivered by th~ .iddle of July also. 
~ow the 190B camera data - Earth trained camera probably is 
going to take into August before the PIs start getting some 
of the data. New the 192 is a little bit different instrument. 
In order for the PIs to select the channels - vhatever chan
nels they vant to work on of the 13 and the specific Greas 
within their test site, in other words, cloud free or what
ever areas they want to work on. We are going to provide 
them by about the last week of July a screening film which i9 
actually a tape to film conversion so that they can look at 
series of channels of the areas that they ere interested In 
and then provide the inputs as to the type of data, mag tapes 
and everything else that they'll be wanting. So w~ will cer
tainly be looking at the later part of July, and thal is up 
to the PIs to get their request back to US and then there's 
going to be some time. probably - maybe a couple of months 
before they actually get some of their mag tape data to work 
on. No~ that's as we proceed through this system WIlY we'll 
probably lIIod!fy that - that's probably an outside number. 
Now in regards to your question on what are ~c planning for 
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a PI ~onference or a PI release of their data, soae thought 
has been given to having a PI preli.inary confer.~(e sometime 
this fall but it 1s a matter of when the data il aolng to be 
relealed and PIs do have to hav~ 80me time in order to analY2c 
their data, be sure of their results so - it'a questionable 
whether we'll have one this fall but the - next spring _ next 
summer is going to be a major press conference and PI con
ference for the PIs to present their results and so we can 
proceed. 

QUERY Dick, I'm a little confused over how many 
foreign countries you've got. You said 6 and then you only 
named 5. Mexico, Brazil, Columbia, Venezuela and Bolivia. 

WILMARTH Oh, I'Q sorry, Nicaragua. 1 forgot one. 
And I'll repeat them people 80 you'll have them. Mexico, 
Brazil, Columbia, Nicaragua, Canada and Bolivia. Dr. Stuart, 
I think you're going to get 80me data off of the coast of 
Vancouver Island. I, 2, }, 4, 5, 6. Mexico, Bratil, Colu~bia, 
Nicaragua, Canada and Boliva. 

SPEAKER Let's begin at the toP. ~n we pecplc, and 
say that there are 6 foreign countries and they are as follows: 
Mexico, Brazil, Columbia, Nicaragua, Canad~ and Bclivia. If 
I said Venezuela 1 am mistaken. 

QUERY Dr. Wilmarth, I understand that the main 
purpose from your btandpoint ~as to test these in~truments 
and find o~t how they would s€rve and whc[her they ~ould serve, 
but at the same time you were also gaining data and trying to 
use the data. ~ow we've bcen told at times that one idea was 
to get this data available rapidly so that In circu.stances 
like danger of forest fires, lIke corn blight or other diseases, 
the investigators or some investigators could actually use 
this data during the growing season, sOQething like that. Now 
you're telling us that several months to a year - would you 
comment on that? 

WJ:MARTH Well, first of all, let's comsent on the 
objectives of EREP. Now EREP was design~d as an experiment 
for 3 general purpo~es: 1. to determine how useful micro
wave data are from space in Earth resources. Secondly, is 
to determine based on the camera and the scanner as well 8S 

the microwave systems which ones or which of the spatial 
spectral bands are of most use for Earth resources survey. And 
the other one of course i~ a very lmport~nt onc and that Is 
to determine what are the atmospheric effects on all oC the 
analysiS of the data. As you all ready know we do look through 
the total atQosphere flying at 234 nautical mlles. So looking 
at those 3 objectives I think that the sensor operations 
and the data we're going to have back from the PI's arc going 
to clearly demonstrate how useful the sc&nner caaeras and the 
microwave systems are for Earth resources. Now you are correct, 
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Th. data that we are getting back from the PIs and the relulta 
vill have a direct ule - cert.inly by many reslonal pllnnera, 
urban plannera, asr!culturallata, fore.t inventory people as 
a means of gettlns out a better lye tea for thea to acquire 
their data to do thelr inventory and do their management 
planning that goe8 on with all of these activity. So EREP 
is going to have tvo purposes; one, to gain knowled8~ for 
use in future Iystem and also as a direct use for the data, 
now we coae to SL-Il we certainly have Bam. data that we could 
fly SL-IIl over the sa2e - rathet typical ground tracka - this 
i8 gain, to be of interest to certainly the agriculturallats 
as well as forest inventory people to plan soae of their activ
ities. Nov how useful 1s going to be dependent upon their 
own Inititlve and own lngenulties as to how useful and they 
want to plan the data. Now I stated that it's going to ~~ 
approl(imat"ly 30 days - )0 to 4~ days for the PIs to get their 
data off of the 190A camera. The 1908 camera system, certainly 
the screening film off of the 192 system i8 going to be avail
able approximately within the same period of tillle. So the 
analysis of the data of.f of those instruments as well ae {ro~ 
the 19) and 194 which certainly i'l going to be within the 
same period of time, well the analysis is going to be available 
to us and certainly will be put into reports released through 
the PIs own organization, technical journals and through the 
data centers to people vho are inte~ested in the results of 
the lREP analY3is. In oth~r words. there's not going to be 
a restriction on the PIs turning out their data and turning 
their results into technical reports releasing the data. What 
I'm saying is that it may be as last as next spri~g before 
we have a full scale total rc lev similar to the one that 
waS conducted by the ERTS people last March. So the res~lts 
will be made avalla~le maybe not as a full co~pendium vr a 
symposium type publlcation, but the data viII be a~a,lable. 

QUERY (inaudible) we cannot look to these instru-
ments anytime soon to give uS fast turn around on data we 
get {rom space -

END OF TAPE 
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QUERY - instruments any time 600n to aive U8 
fast turnaround on data we set from ypace? 

~lLKARTH 1 guess the answer is that it will 
depend upon what kind of a spacecraft, whether an unmanned, 
or even a high-flying aircraft, how the instruments are 
used. In other Yords, if you could put the same instru.en~8 
into a Sun synchronous orbit over the United States. And 
looking at the United States on a - on a continuous basl~, 
or ever. on a - on 3n IS-day cycle such as ERTS, the data 
would then be available and the kinds of information that 
people need on a real-time o~ a near real-time basis probably 
could be made available. But, at the present time, you know, 
all of the data are stered and returned from EREP. So, it's 
a film r.eturn as well as a mag tape return. There have 
to be modifications to the syste~ to accommodate the real-time 
data dumps. 

QUERY There's something that I'm - not quite 
understood, and this sort of reminded ~e of it. Why, in 
designing the syetem, ~ould you place it such that 5kylab 
would have to be oriented into this Z-local attitude in order 
to use it? Why not put it someplace where you would not have 
to disturb the attitude of the spacecr~ft in order to usc it? 

WlLMARTH Well, I can't answer that. I do not know 
why. I do know that £REP was the last s~ries of experiments 
to be accommodated by Skylab. I think that probably 1s 
the answer to the question you're rai~lng as to why you have 
to go into ZLV. It was put into the area where they coulq 
accommodate the control panels and the instruments thea
se:ves, and it just so ha~pened th.t is was in the MDA and 
it has to be moved in order to be sure that they're all looking 
vertically at the Earth. That's the only answer that I know 
of right now. 

QUERY What are your pldns now for the next .15-
sion, and will you have to do ~ lot of real-time planning 
as the results of the first mission become known? 

WILMARTH 5L 3 is going to provide us 26 opportunities 
I understand, for EREP data-takes. Right now, ~e are revie~in8 
the - the overall schedule, the plans for the flight plan-
ning, and related activities, In order to optimize the ti.e~ 
for taking data relative to the PI task sit~s and to th~ir 
datB requireme~ts. So, in essence, be prepared as we 
move into flight planning for St-l, that we have an input 
on what ground tracks to use and when ve t~ke data. As you 
look at 5L-3, most of the early part of SL-3, we're goinR 
to have a series of descending passes very similar to what 
I've shown you on SL-ll. Later on into the miSSion, 
we will have ascending passes. In other words, 
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froa tbe southwest to the northeast across tho United States. and over into Europe. We plan to extend the passea within tbe capability of the system. as we aee it today. As 0" the latter part of SL-2, the 30-alnute data-takes will extend on over in to Europe and take our - gel so.e data for our Eu~opean Q~ well as 8o~e of the African PIs. Then hopefully we will be able to accoQmodate some of the PIs over Japan. T,lailand. and Australia. So, it's a matter of planning and trade-offs from v~at we've learned ~n SL-2. 
QUERY Do you forsee changing your system of weather predicting so that you con't run into so many clouds, and the whole protocol of deciding when you're going to mak~ th~ passes? 
WILMARTH Well, we've talked to the weather people about that - to see if we - (laughter) - to sec if we can get better accommodations out of the weather bureau. but that's a pretty tough job, r'm sure you all recognize. Unfortunately, clouds move around pretty fast, and we do have to select the passes based on our weather predictions. I think that - that we looked at the overall forcasting that was done and the post-past verification of the weather, was done very veIl. But, when you're restricted to descending passes across the United States in June, June is a very bad month, and we are not planning to change anything relative to our weather forecasting that ve know of today, for SL-3. We will have some more 0Ftlons, of couree, because of the longer dat3-takes, and, therefore, we will be able to select essentially cloud-free areas to - to sense with our instruments. But, I don't think we're planning anything today on changing th~ weather predicting and forecasting system. Does that aT .~r your question? QUERY Could you go a little bit into how flexible you are as far as - ~s far as - proposals coming in over the transom now that EREP is an accomplished fact? For exa~ple, a possible EREP data-take over Africa surfaced toward the latter part of the last mission. and then disappeared almosl as rapidly as it had come. And I was a little mystified. The Flight Dlrp.ctor at the time explained thdt they're hrving a drought in Atrica, and bad things were happening, and perhap6 the pictures could do some good. Wh2t kind of facilities do you have to accommodate quick requests like that, if any? WILKARTH Well, as you kno~, the Hurricane Eva pic-tures and sensing that we did on SL-II was a very similar case. The stor~ developed - we had requests from the PIs and through NOAA to accommodate such a an EREP pass. And the system was worked so that ve did accommodate that and I think the results are going to be very gratifying. As far a8 taking 
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on additional taska. the .ystea 1a that flexible to acco.modate 
the.a thinis. And I think the case thet you reference 1, pretty 
late in the ail6ion. And the .atter of lettin, all of the 
tasks done in order to - for reentry, and setting up houle
keeping for the next crew. just prohi~ited any other additional 
tiae for the crew to operate any of the - tbe EREP instruments. 
But the Iystem is that flexible. We can accommodate theBe 
kindr of tasks and I'a sure that - that's why r referenced 
to Africa on 5L-IIi. We have 80me passes directly over Holly, 
and that area. where the drought is pretty severe. And that's 
going to be - certainly one of the considerations as ve go 
into our pass planning. 

QUERY Is that - is there any chance you'll be 
doing some EREP passes over the Soviet Union or China? 

WILMARTH No. ve do not plan any. As a matter of 
tact, our sensors are turned on only over the areas where 
we have approved investigations, or the designated task slt~s. 
and we dou't plan - we don't have any investigators in thes~ 

areas. 
QUERY What's the last possib le t {:lie you can 

mak~ your decision before you make a pass? How many days 
elapse between you say we're going to go - we're go\ng to 
take this pass, or we're not? 

WILMARTH Our planning cycle is approximately - has 
a mean time of two days. In other vords. ve do 8 pass selec
tion. Say one evening - ve go - we do a - an evaluation 1, 
which is one day prior to the pass. In other vords, ve do 
that ,t approximately - oh, six - seven o'clock at night 
for the execute day tomorrow. In other words, one day 
away from the execute. And that's a GO or NO GO. We do the 
the pads - in other words, the directions for the crew 
for turning on instru~ent8 and types of films and film - fil
ter settings and things like that. So. by 11 o'clock that 
~ight, the pads are generated and uplinked to the crtv. So 
that when they get up in the morning for an early morning P~SS. 
they have the data available for an FREP pass that dl,. So 
that's the kind of timing sequence that we do. 

QUERY Do you plan to go over some of til<' sam.' 
sites that you went over on SL-2? 

WILMARTH Yes. Because some of the PIs hav~ requir~-
ments for data-takes on 5L-2, 3, and 4. 50 ve will he over
flying and, hopefully, we're going to overfly Hou~ton this 
time 50 ~e can get soae data for the - our cwn PIs here. Yes, 
we will be doing that. 

QUERY Well. if the clouds .ove in between - -

END OF rAPE 
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WILMARTH Y~s, ve vill be doing that. 
PAO Carol, one ~ore? 
QUERY Wall, if the cloud •• ove in betveen 11 

o'clock at niAht. when you liend up the request for the plar" 
and the next .ornln~, are you stuck vith ttl 

WILMARtH N~. ve can ~lw~ys ?ostpone a paas. We 
can alvays scrub a pass. In other worrls, we can scrub a paas 
at 6 o'clock that folloving 1I01'ning, or 3 hours pI'lor to 
data-take ti~e. Yes, ve're not stuck with that; ve can do 
that. 

PAO Okay, ladies and gentlemen, thank you. 
rake one tlore1 

SPEAKER 1 have a couple of announce.~nts here. 
As ve said earlie1; Dr. Hawkins is runnin& late. He is still 
In the flight readlnebi review for Skylab-III, and ve don't 
expect him to be here, no earlier than 4 o'clock. However, 
if ~ll you visiting firemen please check with Judie, who is 
in charge of our coffee greens, there is snaethJng for you 
planned for tomorrow evp.ning, all the visiting troups, okay? 

END OF TAPE 
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I'AO Okay, 8~od afternoon ladl~$ and gentlemen. 
to many of you I'm ~ure Hr. Kleinknecht needs no introduction, 
Kenneth S. Kleinknecht, Manag~r of the Skylab Program Office 
at th~ Johnson Space Center, 3nd Dr. Robert Parker, Chief 
Scientist for the Skylab Program. We'll start off ~lth 
Hr. Kleinknecht giving a brief summary along ~ith Dr. Parker, 
and then ~e'll throw it ope •• for questions and answers. 
Mr. Kleinknecht. 

KLEINKNECHT Good afternoon. I guess the significant 
things that we know now that we didn't know last Friday at 
landing is the crews back here, and they have continued to 
auapt to Ig. We have all of the data back here now, and 
it is being proces!'ed. W" 've seen samples of all of thl' 
data that we collected on Skylab I, II. We do f:.elieve that 
we h;lve valid data, and "ave no reason to believe that all 
of the things that we haJ previously said we accomplished 
in flight are not going to give us creditable scientific 
data foe a!lalysls by scl~ntlsts. The workshop, unmanned, is 
continuing to <.lperate and be Hable. We have at this time 
no constraints thal we know of that would preclude us from 
flying Skylab til. And the present launch date 15 about 
'10 rercent probable it will be on the 28th of July now. 
It wouIJ be a launch at ]:00 d.ro. eastern daylight time, 
and I don't know th e exac t day for end of miss i on, but the 
~nd of mission should be about 4:30 in the afternoon, local 
landIng time. It will be a descending pass oCf the west 
coast of the United States or about where SL II was. We 
have talked to the crews and the crew reports that they 
got no Significant surprises in flight. They have not given 
us in the crew debrlefings to date any Significant concern 
that says we have to make any major modifications in our 
plans for future Skylab missions. I think as you know, 
we start next week through next week and into the Wednesday 
of the following week, I think we have the detailed systems 
Jebriefings. We have obtained from dump voic~ tapes 
significant amount of information of little ~etalled prob
lems that the crew had. And we have in process nov some 
hardware such a -estraint straps to carry up on Skylab III 
that will bette 'strain the cr.-elol and the body lDass measuring 
~evice in the wa"e management area and on the ergometer, 
and on the rotating litter chair, we also hav~ plans to replenish 
some of the film, some of the drugs and so forth that were 
degraded because of excessive heat. Ag4in let me say that 
we have looked at some of all of the d&ta. We're particularly 
well pleased wih the data that we're getting out of EREP. 
As you know, that wIll all be released to the PIs, and plaeeo 
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in the public domain in thp future, an~ vill be accessible, 
Everyone vill have access to it. Although 1 donlt think 
Sean (?) COunt8 for a good way to .essure the success of a 
ai88ion, [ do have a slide here that I want to show you 
that does give - based on hours and percentage numbers of 
what ve accomplished against the premlssion flight plan, 
Let lIle s"y I:hollgh, like we have told you '111 tarlier, before 
the SL I, II mission that we had a cramQed-full flight plan. 
We didn't expect to du everythIng. We purposely made it 
that way so that we could better handle real-time flight 
planning. And we, did if something didn't yo.k right, we 
lIere prepared then to slip something else In its place, 
Can 1 have the first slide please. Our total hours cOlllpleted 
are as )'OU f:ce hen - 1 think Jack King will have _ Jack King 
will have a copy of this. The preflight totals we show 
here, so we got 80 percent, 91 ~ercent. 90 percent, 96, 80 for 
an average of 89. The significant loss was in the EREP, 
when we had the - _ 

E:iD OF TAPE 
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KLEINKNECIIT - signl HClnl 1088 \las in the ElI.EP when 'We had 
the power problem. We had short data passcs. And that's why we 
did not get as many sites as we ulght have. But this low 
percentage was not as a r3sult of hardware perforaance. 
Nov, I'd like - let me h~ve the next slid~. I'd like to take -
look at it a little dIfferently. The initial flight plan 
added up to 28 Jays. We planned 2-1/2 days for launch, docking, 
and activation. It took )-1/2 because of the standup EVA. 
We planned nothing for standup EVA or for pac680l deployment 
so that's this 3-1/2 that's included here. We planned 20 
days of experiment operations and we did do 20 days of ex
peri~ent operations. So if you want to say - base succeS'i on 
numbers, you caR say we did exactly what 'We planned to do. 
We planned] days o[f at the crew's option and at their sug
gestion, they only took 2 days off. So that helped mak~ up 
for sorde of this. We did de the 5AS panel deployc;el'.t. t':lok 
1-1/2 days and w,;, ,,01y took about 2 day .. for deactivation 
as against the original plan of 2-1/2 days. That, too, then, 
indicates that the iystem~ ar~ working as the crew planned 
and that ind~eJ by the end of the mission, they could do more 
wor~ in a given period of time than we had planned on, because 
they had a significant diff~rent storage problem to stow and 
deactivate tt,e workshop as well as the items that we returned 
un the COClCl,lI1d modole. L.:l'S see the next slide please. The 
overall mission results: we accomplished the intent of all 
48 experl~ents thdt were operateG on SL-I, II, Skylab 1 really. 
Si~ earth resources sensors, 15 medical experiments, 5 ArHs, 
17 scientific and technological, and 5 students. We did, as 
you're aware, delete S020, r025, NT025. because they were to 
be used ~t the scientific airlock - the Qolar scientific air
lock. We did not have that available. We deleted SOI~. zero 
gravity human cell, because of weight and power consumption; 
555 crystal growth for the same purpose, weight and power; 
509 we did not operate because of concern with the b~tteries 
having been overheated. We have subsequently, done a full 
a .. a1Y91$ of those b~tteries anu we have no concern about the 
batteries that are up there now. We vill do that on SL-III 
and IV and we deleted three student experiments. Now all of 
these, S020 anu 1025, we now have plans, we have hardware -
flight hardware being built to carry up so that those two ex
periments can b~ done during an EVA. We'll mount the~ out on 
a _ part ~f th~ ATM trusf during an EVA and we'll collect that 
information. However. they will not be done on SL-Ill, they 
will be done on SL-IV. Our approach to SL-III storage has been 
to fill within the payload capability - our approach to 
SL-III is to fll! the spacecraft within its payload - within 
the lauDch vehicle payl.oad capability and the constraints 
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dstablished by CSK structural loading_ and volume. Even 
though au.e of the hardware we wll1 not be able to use on 
SL-ili. In tllis way. we will try to correct and provide for 
Joing the things tllat we kno\l of now and retain 801lle flexi
bility to take cafe of maybe some more contingencies on 
SL-IV. 5015 was a 26-oay - 28-day experiment. It i8 bel"~ 
sUghtly mod! Cied to mak!! it a 56-day experiment and j.t will 
be installed in the command module for SL-III. 55~ - MSS5 
crystal growth will be carried up and will be done on SL-Ill 
as planned on SL-II. Skylab 1 - I keep saying SL-II - Skylab I 
is the mission we flew. We talked abont the 509 astronaut 
maneuvering equipment and we will make up the student expfri
ments. May I have the nExt chart please. Overall mission 
results - -

END OF TAPE 
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KL~INKN£CHT Could I have th~ next ~hart, pleaae. Over-all mi •• ion resulta - Crew was healthy tbrougllout tha llight as yo~ ot\ well know. Dr. Hawkins later will talk about the crc~~1 r~turn to their 1-8 baael~ne and their progress in that. respect, We did gain a significant amount of experience in space station operations. I think it's quite significant that we flew a major manned space station for the first time. The training was outatanding. The crew has commented that - as 1 said earlier - they had no surprises. ~e cao fly a vehicle for the flrst time and it can uperate as we expected after you take care of a few early problems. The adequacy of the basic systems has been demonstrated. The habitability has been good. Food is good. Sleeping quarters were good. The crew's ability to maneuver and do work in space was fully demonstrated and there were no problems ttlere. They also remarked that they were very happy to get their weekly shower whether they neederl it ~r not. I guess in su~mary again - overall we learned many lessons that are applicable for the next mission. ~e also have confirmed that we can identify now no constraints on continuing the program - in completing the Skylab program as initially planned. We did show that we can handle much more data than we've ever handled before in real time, although we have some improvement left there to process some of this data a little more rapidly for - 1n real time. And certainly it's been obvious that we can do real-time {light planning. Let me have the next chart, then the last. We did get some unexpected returns. 1 think as you have all been exposed to before, we've demonstrated man's capability to perform in space. to do sometimes the unexpected and to, in fact, do things that could not have been done without man in space. We had, although this isn't exactly an unplanned result, I guess it was fortunate that we had a hurricane during an EREP pass. And it's always been a part of the program to get short-term phenomena during our flights, whether it be other science data as in the solar experiments or ER£P. So, overall, I would say we had another unparalleled success in Skylab. We've had them before. And t~e lessons learned certainly overshadow any numerical results that we ~ade place on the mission. That's all I have for a program summary. I guess we can open to questions. PARKER I'd just like to say a couple of brief words and that io that one - some of the experiment people will be coming in to give you individual briefings on EREP and ArM and so forth. And 1 think that, rather than steal the major part of their thunder for what results that ~e do have, that I ought to caution you they are pretty aeager so far. Film is just being developed, I was in Washington yesterday and one of the ATM PI's was astatic. They had finally developed 
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una strip of film and they indeed had good results on it. And 
he could sec things beginning to cOllie tn probably today. You 
knl)w there isn't a trclIJendous flood of results and answers to 
give you but 1 know the KRKP people have developed some or 
~11 nf their [ilm and they will at least be able to tell you 
sOlll<)Lhlllg, again, perhaps only. about the quality of the Him. 
And Yuu know whether it looks like we got good data and we'll 
b~ able to do so~ethlng with it. Let me leave those partIcular 
aspects of the sciences to the peoplu who come in to talk about 
the science ones, because that's their whole ga~€. That's all 
they have to talk abo~t. Anj other than that I guess all I 
really would like to say again is to eMphasi~e that what we've 
done so far in really setting Olt and attempting and I think 
to a large degree meeting the objectives that we had - at least 
the objectives t~at we've reasonably expected to meet - we 
cannot claim that we did ev~rything we set out to du. Number 
1, we didn't expe~t to; and number 2, we didn't, which makes it 
true in two ways. Besides that, though, we did I i~el accom
plish Significant step~ along the road in the direction of 
achieving what 'Ie set out to do. And as Hr. Kleinknecht said 
.... e ach leved thr b,n i c intent of all the experimc:nts that we 
~ent up. The data I believe is showing .... hat's come out. I 
preio;,r to have them speak to it directly - just showing that the 
knowledge - we spent the ti~e and put the effort through to do 
it, but coming :.Ip t.2 say yeah we did get the data, we'll be able 
to do something with it in thp. end. I think that's about all 
I'd like to say, except to answer the ques tione. 

qUERY Hr. Kleinknecht, what 1s the basic reason 
for the change to the 28th launch date and so what is the 
splashdown date? You gave us the time of splashdown but not 
the date. 

KLEINKNECHT Well, I don't have the days counted. [t'b 
56 days and I don't know whether we get mixed up and whether 
you coun t the fi rs t day, day zero or .nat, but 1 t' s 56 days. There 
is no change in the launch date. 22nd - that's the one I had 
counted to - that's the 22nd. There is no change in t:le launch 
date. We had said that it would be day 28 plus or minus 1. 
We would have to wait until we observed the trajectory of the 
vehicle in its current configuration after t~e CSM returned, 
or left it. We had planned for the 27th to be the earliest 
date and it turns out now and I say 90 percent probability _ 
they wouldn't give me a firm figure yesterday - they said 
tlley'd have it by Friday - that it will be the 28th alld that is 
selected so that we get an H = 5 rendezvous. 

QU~RY You made two references which 1 noted; 
one was that J think you said the crew had no surprises and 
the other one was toward the end of your comments, you said 
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they wouldn't give me a firm figure yesterday - they said 
tlley'd have it by Friday - that it will be the 28th alld that is 
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QU~RY You made two references which 1 noted; 
one was that J think you said the crew had no surprises and 
the other one was toward the end of your comments, you said 
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tllcru ~as a unparalluled success. In the first fe.ark - the crew 
had 110 surprises - l'ra not sure I understand what you IDo!ar.t by 
that, because sureJy they did have some surprises, 

KL~lNKNECI\r I meant in the basic systems and the way 
Lhe operated - maybe 1 should have quslifled. I should have -
Well, 1 don't have to qualify that because they didn't get 
a surprise. rhey knew that SAS beam wasn't out. They knew 
ve were hot vhen we went up there. So all the things they did, 
we had planned to do prior to the mission. And I'm saying t~,at 
the equipment operated as ha,1 been advertised to the crew. And they 
didn't have any difficulty because of poor simul~tors or lack 
oft r a in in g an d the y '.e r e ab Ie to do all th at' hey set 0 u t t 0 do. 

Qt!EI\Y Yt. u d i'!Il' t plan for the re (r1 ge rat ion to go ou t 
0r tll~ cDDlin~ loop when you had to wake up the crew, and so forth, 
,\nd some of th ,'0: (llher things, did you? That'!. what I'm i5et-
l i'lg .:onfused on ,.OUf comment. 

J(U:UO::O:C!i( Wf'll, I c::>nsider a surprise as something 
significant. If you go to bed at night and you're air con
,litI0IH'r g0es ufi and ypll get warm and wake up - do you con
sider that a significant failure or surprise? 

\lU£RY If 1 wen' in an orbit 280 mile,; around the 
Earth I might, b\lt the other part about was you called it an 
unparalleled success. You said you got 61 percent of EREP. 

KLEIKJ(:iECIiT I did not say I got 61 percent of EREP. 
1 said r devoted 60 percent of the hours that I had initially 
had in the Flight Plan. I had prefaced that by saying that 
we had morc in the Flight Plan than ve thought we tould do 
when we started out. Now when you talk EREP too YOti have to 
consider weather. We could have gotten 100 percent of the 
passes and had everything covered by clouds and we'd have gotten 
no results. We did gel a lot of data because there was not 
a lot of Cloud cover. And EREP is a prograll for thC' total 
program - we beliC've that we're going to get all of the sites 
and ail of the data we set out to do in the progra~. 

QUERY Dr. Kleinknecht you said the crew had 
lu~t a little problems l!lat you're going to correct on the 
Ilcxt fli~llt - body rcstraints, waste manage~ent - could you go 
into some detail on those. please? 

KLElNKN~CljT Well, they commented that ve put in rela-
tJvely late, although it wasn't just before the mission - we 
put in a scat or restraint dt the AIH console and it had more 
like an airline seatbelt all it. It had a buckle and an 
arrangement that you just pulled up tight. The ergometer - we 
had a wide belt that went around the waist and we tried to 
tie it down to the ergometer. We believed that vould work 
from zero - from 1-g testing - it t~rned out that it did not 
constrain them properly in the sea, -
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KLEINKNECHT - it turned out that it did not constrain 
them properly In the seat. The body .a~s aeasuring device -
we had straps and it appears that the crew was able lo move 
~ little bit In that deviee. and if you aove In it you don't 
get an accurate weighing. On the com.od~, we had a device 
th4t had velcro on it, ar.d they just couldn't tighten that up 
and hold th3msclves firm. So we now have soae belts that we 
plan to carry up that viII snap on and be aore llke the air
lIne belts. They can pull themselves down Anug. We alao had 
e velcro strap in the ya~te - four of them - in the waste 
manageme~t compartmpnt that didn't fit well over the triangle 
shoe~. W~ are modifying them. Wp had problems with th~ safety 
razor. It didn't ~lean out like it rl~e8 when you squirl the 
water on it on the ground, so we're ~cnding, instead of 
expecting to use the single blades several times, we'll send 
up a blade for every shave. We also have a wind-'lp mechanical 
ra~or. The crew reported that they used a lot of t~PE i0r 
taping things. They used a lot of rubber bands. Some of the 
restraints for the data files didn't work exactly as we ~oulJ 
have liked them t. york, 90 we're making some alnor ~odifi~a
tions to that. They reported that they never had too many 
bungees, or the type restraints that you can stretch and put 
over something to hold it in place. We're providing more of 

those. 
PAO Roy Neal. 
QUERY Kind of ~onder if you could elaborate a little 

Qore on the health or the condition of Skylab 8S it is no~. 
i'm looking now at such things as the refrigerator. What are 
you going to do about the shade with the next crew vhen they 
go up? What sort of temperatures are you maintaining inside 
the spacecraft, that kind of thing? 

KLEINKNECHT Temperatures inside the spacecraft, I believe, 
are about 100 degrees now, Roy. And they went up with the 
hi~h Beta angle when we were in the Sun all the time. We did 
not have the fans oper&ting so you would expect them to get 
warmer. They have started down now. The refrigerator tempera
ture is above zero degrees now. That's well within our limits -
desired limits of zero plus or minus 100. The parasol that we 
have up there is effectIve now. From the pho~ograph - flyaround 
~hotograph - it's difficult to ~ake a color comparIson because 
of the way the light reflects Qff of it. From the cre~'s 
description, we believe that it is probably not 8S degraded 
8S we thought it might have been from some of the testing that 
we did on the ground vith sim~lated Suns. The current plan 
is to, sometime during SL-III, deploy the twin-pole sunshade. 
However, we are building another parasol, and we will carry 
another parasol up. I believe that ye may reas~e8S this 
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plun to deploy the twin-pole sunshade between now and the time 
the crew arrives, or. maybe even afterwards, although that is 
not in the plan nov. Program plan is to cover it up with a 
twin-pole shade. There IS, I guess. two aspects of that. One 
ii, if you put up another parasol. you would have to jettison 
the present parasol. There will be soae time when the vehicle 
is unprotected from heating. The temperature ri6~ rale Is 
something 4 deRrees a minute on the outside sk1n - that doesn't 
mean it rises inside thac rapidl:,. Cerlainly there's Homp 
risk in another parasol, although I think it's very vt'ry 10\0'. 

We've made some detailed mDdific~tions to the parasol since 
we had !:lore than a "'eek to .... ork l)ll it. I beHeve it 1:< 
significantly more reliable than it ...,a" the first lime, ,'I/\!n 
thou&h it worked the first time. Th{> parasol, you C.lO llwdui;llc·. 
as we di~ do, and looks like we ul/ermuJuiated it. With the 
twin-pole sunsh3de, when you put that out, under some conditiuns. 
you may require more power bec~use you oighc get lco coid. 
If you put that out, there is a possibility to modulate thal 
by going EVA again, and pulling your clotheslines back and 
uncovering a portion of the vehicle. But YOu'~e then committed. 
If there should be any degradation of t~dt, you need anolh~r 

EVA to replac{> it, and that might be a hairy job to go out and 
take that thing down. I don't kno..., - we haven't trained on 
t hat. 

PAO Arthur Kill. 
QUERY Kenny, I wonder if yuu could go into the 

reasoning behind planning to do mOf\! than you know that you're 
&oing to be able to do. Because if you look at that on the 
surface of it, one might think then that you are setting 
yourself up so th~t you can Qore easily claim a succes~ on a 
flight by carrying that approach. And then after that, also 
like so~e operational explanation as to what the EYA plans 
look like now, as far ~& where L~ey're going to fall into the 
Flight Plan for SL-IT[. 

KLEINK~ECHT~ell, yG~'ll just hal/e to believe me, Art. 
that we did not have that in uind when we planned more than 
we thought we could Q~. Personally, 1 feLl 11ke many more 
things worked better than I expected thee to work. We had 
more planned 1n event we had a failure of some experiment that 
couldn't work - wouldn't work. We then had something that 
could be used as a filler. And ycu have to train for all of 
these things, and you have to write all the procedures, and 
you have to figure out how you work them into the Flight Plan. 
I think we would have been very remiss if we only planned to 
do half of what we thought we could do and then got up there 
aand had a lot of spare time on our hands and didn't know what 
to do ..,1th it. With re!ipect to the EVA, therc's thrc~ EVAs 
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and I donlt k"o~ ~hat day they are. they are vc~y early, 
As $oon as we can, we go out and we take some (11~ out of the 
ATM, we replace some cameras and film. In tile middle of the 
mission we do it again, and again at the end of the mission, 
about the same lime as we did in SL - Skylab 1. 

PAO Bruce Hicks. 
QUERY A couple first for Bob. From whdt you've 

been told or ~een ycurself of ~h~ data, woulJ you say you're 
generally plcas~d, or ~~ you think really - really have got 
all that muth guod data, or you ve just seen some of the gnnd 
stuff . 

?APKER What we've seen so far, which Is H'ally 
not good stuff, bUl first sluff, ..... hich mayor ;nay nIl[ be ~OIlJ. 
(garble) - what Lomes Out in the nexl four days might Ju~t 
turn out to be disastrous, but since you didn't select the 
stuff yo~ started out with, with that In mind, wIldt we've 
seen 50 far we are quite pleased With. 

QUE~Y A couple quick ones fpr Ken. First of all, 
two of your cha[~s differed on student experimelLts. One of 
theM showed fIve planned and four acco~plisbed, and one of 
your last slid~, showed five accoroplished. And that wa~ the 
one where you also showed what was goi~~ to be deleted. And 
that doesll' t na"o«' sense to r-.e. 

KLEI:\KSECIiT 
SPEAKER 

So, it says - it said we co~piled [t _ 

That's hours. 
n,EINKHCIiI That's hours. 

w.~ what we completed. 
Firs t 

(ga.rb Ie) one 1l.ore. 

o nc was hours. ,~nd 
the last one 

PAl'; 
Ql'ERY 

are Sk)' lab I, 
is NASA gol ng 
call it? 

And one other - I noticed all your slides 
and you even wade refere'"lc<! to it. When, or if, 
to ge t th at 5 t rai gh t. WhaL are they goi "s to 

KLEl:iKS;cCHT L~t's just call it S'<ylab. 
~ASA's going to change anything. 

I don't think 

PAO Bill Shelton. 
QUERY ~he eternal question th~t people always 

ask newsmen, just as they ask you. has to do with the benefits 
to man here on F.arth from this mission. Nov Skylab has been 
widely touted d5 being one of the first missions to really 
create these benefits. What you've given is a kind of adminis
trative overview of the acc~mplishments. Now if you vere 
asked. let's s~y a ~on8ressman asked you, now vhat can you 
say now have b~~efited man on Earth from this mission. What 
would you reply to him? 

KLEINKNECHT I would reply, as of today, nothing more 
than the technology that has been developed, but I believe 
that man will benefit from now on from that tecl,nology, fro. 
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tbe applications of the data that we've collected 1n Earth 
Resources for lsnd use, aappinJ, for resources ~ana& •• ent., 
for understanding the Sun, and where all our energy coae. 
from, snd fro. thina' like .anufaeturina 1n space. And r~ally 
the challe~Be and the burden is now on the Government .nd the 
induttrlal coa.unity to apply this lnforaation and use it for 
~an. And ~e In the Government cannot go SAY, this Is the 
way to manvfacture in apace - -

E~O OF TAPE 
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~LEINKNECHT - - of the 80vernQenl and th~ Ind~.trlal 
community LO apply thi5 infot.~tion and U6e it for man, We 
in the govprn~ent cannot go say, this ib the way to m.nuracty~e 
in ~1'.Jce, and this {Ii ",hat will be good for YQU, the industry, 
We calloot ~o take over l~e resollrces manageMent of the natiun 
ur tho! wurl.). We h;lve, 1 b.,l1ev,', we will have shown by using 
tlois J.IL •• you .:;111 I",tler 'Iana~e the reSOurCes aou ecology 
.If the wurl oJ. l-/l' h,lYC SOl'" experiments, some of the l::Rt.P 
l.' 'II' ,. r i tH' n I:; cUll 1 d I)" I Y [H' 'P~' rat cd by mao. H 0,", eve r, the 
l<~c"r:iques for culll'c'ling th·; duta, I ~elievet vill hay!:? b.:len 
'''' t a h 1 i OJ h cd, i.sll J the y '"' i 11 b" a p p I i ~ d tot hen ext g'~ n era t ion 
of unmanned satellitel, like ERTS. whleh then wo~ld be a 
continuous benefit to the mal! on the Earth, on the ground. 
And I think we can all recognize t~at the ec?logical balances 
of the world is in jeopardy, and anything we can do towards 
alleviating that situatlun certainly the man on the street 
should be able to understand. 

QUERY ~ASA's investigation or study into what 
went wrong now sta~d! 

KLEINK:-<ECIiT The accident in'lestigation, investigating 
jcBrd is in session now there at Marshall. I don't know when 
that investagation will be comple.~d, but! would expect 
that it would be in the next, say by the time we fly SL Ill. 

~l'ERl' Have the names of those a?pointed been 

r~ 1\.'".15'-"0" 
KLEINKNECHT Yes, they have, I don't have them in 

ft'''"t of Itt'. Bruce London of Lewis Research Laboratory is 
the Cllairman of that group. And it is a small group. They 
are investigating only that incident, not the program. 

PAO Nick Krissen, down on front. 
QUERY Was there any degradation at all in the 

fro~en food when that refrigeration system before it stabilized? 
And also, second part, do I understand correctly that refri
geration is n~w back in working order okay? 

SPEAKER Yes. There ,",as some degradation, very 
litlle. It wasn't any to be c?~cerned about. 1 don't remember 
the exact numbers. We had - I don't know, we can get the 
numbers, but we had a temperatlJre that they rould go to 
for 24 hours, ~nd 3 temperatur~ that they could go to for 
28 days and with some acceptable degradation. And the degra
dation in the food was for the benefits for the - we vere 
concerned about for the benefit of the experiments, not for 
the benefit, not from the standpoint of nutritional value. 
The cre~ could Ilave still lived off of it and eaten. But 
1 believe we had no degradation in the experiment results 
because of the food temperature getting, coming up a little 

bit • 
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j' "0 J oh n Will h ow • 
QU I:. il.Y K~n, twv questions. One, is the next 

~(lm~ "T~W practicing in Huntsville In thd wLter facility 
on -~tabLibhing thu two pole? 

KLEINKNECHT They ware down th~re last we~kend. And 
I don't know whether they have or they are going to train. 
They will train on that. 1 believe they have done it. 

QUERY AnJ the other question. you .aid that 
some of the technlq~e8 worked out in ERE •• would enable 
better design o( future unmanned ERE? packages, Could you 
Le 5pe~ific on that? 

KLEINKNECHT The S192 multispectral scanner has a 
thernal channel on It that we've never flown. We've nevtr flown 
l:,e t',erm" .. channc 1 be fore, ERTS had that. I believe now 
that did wOlk. although there hasn't been a~alysis of that 
data. ,\nd that',; very - well I'll not a scientist, 
mayb,' ought to let Bob talk about it, that does give some 
II" r)" n' e ., e d d a t a • 

PARKER Yeah, that's really in a large way, 
when Dick Wilmarth comes in here, you can get some specifics 
from him. I'm sure he would ~ery much want to talk about 
that. He 's sm~aking in the door there. But EREI' was very 
much a test Led for an ERrS II sort of thing af> it ... ere. 
And we may d\~LOVCr from this that there are some (garble) 
and Mome investigations that need to be carried out by man. 
w~ don't really see how we can do this unmanned. There are 
others that as it turns out that we can - you know a~ I said 
before, flying EREI' 35 a manned mission the first time around, 
gives us a tre~endous amount of flexibility as far as flying 
it 2S a test mission, then putting it up in an ERTS. If 
we had flown a second E~T5 right now, and flown with some 
"f the Sky lab inst ruments th(-n you see, those things that 
needed modification during the mission or needed to have 
a whole series of matrices, of tests flo~n on them. were 
t re1l\(>ndously compl icated in an unmal'ned experiment. \lhere 
thert' is a man up lhe re, you can take advl'ntllge of his 
f1",xa~ilit)', the man's flexibility t·) make thi" a reasonably 
.tdc'spread test matrix, al'd then we c':~ work fro!!', there. When 
.... e ,. .. e those results. sOllle of them wtll say, hey, that this 
parlirular application is most applicable tu - can well 
be dune now ve ~hink on unmanned, and this one perhapb needs 
a !'IIan around to tend it .111 the time. ~J that If> one of the 
things we'rr lookirg beyond EREP to either an ERrS II or 
an EREP too ae you like. 

<i1)~RY j(e~. since s01leone brought up the accident 
board, can you tell us why vith the fi~.t launch and 
perhaps the only launch of this elt::olnsive vehicle, the 
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Sky lab work~hop, thera was no NASA photo requirement at 
lau~ch, and indeed an Air Force photo recon plane vas s~heduled 
to fly the next day, and the manned launch vas stayed on the 
ground at Patrick? 

SPEAKER 1 can't answer that. We did, I think 
we did have photo requireQents, we didn't have mandatory 
requiEemants. We didn't consider that they vere mandatory, 
the launch vehicles had f]o'"n before, and I think. we were 
more interested in getting into orbit than setting pretty 
photographs. I don't know we'd have got a photosraph - we'd 
have known any more than we know now if we had photographs. 
Of course that is 1n retrospect, I certainly couldn't say 
that before the mission. 

QUERY The amazing thing to me and I'm sure 
the other people, wa~ the persistance shown 1n face of very 
gr~at odds, and at many times. Was there any, did it ever 
occurr to you, or the crew or the support that it ~as time 
to pack up and go ho.e1 

SPEAKER I don't think it occurrpd to any member 
vi the Skyla!> team that ~e were approaching thH. time. I.'e 
hav~ a& YDU well know and we have said before and I thi~k 
you observed, we hav~ a dedicated team, industry, the govern
ro~nt, the Universities. And the best way to get something 
jumped on is to take a positive can do attitude. And I 
think that is what we exhibited, and it paid off vell. 

QUERY Aside from the equipment that you'll be 
taking up to - aside from the equipment you'll be taking 
up to be able to perform two experiments on later mis9ion, 
Br~ you taking up any other repair iteas or tools or modules, 
or things like that you might need or anything else? 

SPEAKER Oh yes, ~e broke a rachet wrench came 
apart, and we're taking up another ratchet wrench. Some of 
th.:> personal hygiene kit toothpaste leaked and was allover 
everything, we'r.:> replacing that. The shoes wore nut in 
the IO~~, they apparently used toes to guide and steady 
y<)ur,.;~ 1 f mor,' than the triangular shees, the toes of the 
silo,' ~ .... <) fl~ 0 U l. We're t ak i n g up 12 p a ira 0 f so f t shoe s 
witll mat~rlal over the toe~. Well, in fact, they are made 
vul "r the 1I1aterial similar t<> the EVA oller gloves that h<ls 
mare abrasion resistance. We're taking up some covers 
for the triangylar shoes so that they will be more abrasion 
resistallt. We're taking up 2 spare tape recorders. I.'e've 
had a tape recorder failure in the workshop, we're taking 
up 2 spare tape recorders. We're taking up 2 tV cameras. 
I don't have th~ whole list in front of me. Some ~f the drugs 
were degrade~ from temperature, we're replaclng those We 
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are considering taking up a heat exchanger. If you recall, 
there was some ~oncern of the heat exchanaer control valve 
stickin.. If that should Itick during an EVA vhen you had 
d high heat load on the Sy8t~ •• the radiatora vould freele 
up. We're designing a heat exchanger, and ve haven't comgited 
to take that up yet, but can be taken up plugged in so if 
that valve should stic~ in that position ve can keep a heat 
load on the system to keep the radiator fros freezing. 

END OF TAPE 
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SPEAKER - - should 'Hick in that pooitioll. \le can 
keep a heat load on the system t~ keep the radiator fro~ 
freezing. It vould take snother 50821. camera for the one that 
ialled. ~e're takins up 80me extra Cl1~ to do more 5019 and 
S183 - t~at'a a good cross section. 

QUfRY t had heard somewhere that som~ considera-
tion was reins given or som~ research was belns done on the 
possibility of making another solar wing that would be deploy~d 
out of, 1 believe the radial docking port. 

SPEAKER We had been working on such a device sinc~ 
the first of June. And that concept was to lake two solar 
array panels off of the backup ATH to fold tl,em and put them 
in the SIB on the stru,"ture similar to - or the structuH' thn! 
hold5 the SLA together and similar to what the LH wa,; mount"d 
on - it ... ould have a tubular section .... ltb two docking ports 
on it, we'd have separated. turned 3£ounJ, docked with it, 
extracted, w~nt around and docked to ti,e radial docking. It 
would have had 8 or 9 CBRHs, would have had an instrumenta-
tion system on it and would have had a co~lrol p~nel as a 
part of that. We could have done the whole operation without 
going EVA. And it would give us effective - another thouBand 
watts. Indications are t~day that we're going to terminat~ 
that activity because it doesn't look lik~ we need more power. 
As a matter of fact the power situation continues to get better. 
We had 6 CBRHs as a result of being overheated, we're down to 
about 10 a~p hours capacity which is about 50 percent of 
their original capacity. They hGve recovered to about 15 a~p 
hours capacity now and we expect thew to continue to improve 
a little bit. With the famous h~mmer - we fixed one CBRH - that 
gave us another 200 - 250 watts. Well, all those things arc -
and we ~eployed the SAS wing - so all t~ose things arc delta,; 
us in a good direction subsequent to Lhe tl~e we started this 
SAH - we called it SAM - solar array module. 

QUERY Has the second Sky lab crew s3id anythin~ 
or indicated what they have learned from the first crew Dr 
frOID watching th,~m, talking to them, th lngs that tht'y Coln 

apply on their flight that they didn't know befDr~? 
SPEAKER 1 don't quite understand your question. 

lhere is - Sunday evening and all day Monday, the SL-Il crew 'Jill 
talk to the SL-III cr~w to exchange ideas and go through the 
Ig trainers. 1 don't kno'J vl,at you mean by have they learn¥d 
anything from Washington. 

QUERY !~o, I'll ,>orry, '.latching them. ThaI. is. 
you know, anythln that they just - you know, just watc~ing 
the flight -

SPEAKER l'~ sure they've learned something. Th.y 
have reviewed all of the IV activities but 1 don't have a 
measure of that or I haven I t heard any COllllllents on what they 
learned. 
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QUERY Did they actually wear out leveral pairs 
of ahoes? How many and exactly how - why did this happen? 

SPEAKER We haven't had the detailed syate •• de-
briefing and 1 don't know whether they were completely worn 
out. They were frayed - whether they continued to use them 
or not, 1 don't know. We did have enough shoes up there we 
thought for the entire program. We believe by replacing this 
12 pair of soft shoos and 1 don't know how many of theae toe 
covers we're taking up but it wlll be enough for the balance 
of the mission. 

QUERY What sort of fraying? 
SPEAKER (Garble) walk on shoes, not drag your toes 

around and it looks like they dragged their toes and used tl,eir 
toes by sticking them dOlln 1n the grid instead of takin6 tilt· 
tim~ to use the triangle shoes - it lias so easy to just steady 
yourself with a finger or a toe - jU'it a lot t!asil'r to wOl'k 
in the space that lie expected in a large volume. 

QUERY Do you know approximately - no matter l,uw 
gross the estimate the .:ost was to NASA as result of this 
~eteorold shield shattering on lauuch1 I mean all the repairs 
that were -

SPEAKER We think we spent about $100,000 here at 
this center becausc of that. Now we had a lot of peuple that 
were working - would have been other wise working that we had 
them work on that instead of what they would have been doing. 

SPEAKER Let me correct that. It's about $250,000. 
It was about $100,000 for training 5L-II and 5L-II1 crew as a 
result of the ~nstrument. 

QUERY Two questions. 1 wonder if you have made 
a determination on the ~aterial that will be used in the 
parasol that you're going to take up? 

SPEAKER Yes, ve have. It's made by Schjcldahl in 
Minnesota. It is Kapton, nylon and the Kapton gold surfact! 
viII be out. Kapton/nylon - a 11ttle different weave than 
ve previously used and there viII be vacuum deposill'd aluminum 
on the nylon. So it'll be turned over from the orit'ntati"n 
we now h&ve. It's l1ghtE'r. it packs very nicely In thl.' 
canister. 

QUERY One philosophical t,pe questionj do forcsc~ 
a role for women In ~pace in the im~ediate future? 

SPEAKER Not In the immediate future. 1 don't think 
we have t1me to train - select and train any women for 5kylab, 
and I look to that as the Immedi~te future. ASTP - the crews 
are selected so 1 don't think they fit into that and Shuttle 
I think if you lOOk at the Shuttle as immediate future - 1 
think quite likely women observers or scientists could fly in 
Shut tie. 
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QUERY Ken, is that $l:;O,OOO cost, yuu sahl for 
just thLs Center - or does that include all the Ct'nleftll 

KLEINKNECHT That's this Center. 
QUt:RY And you'd have a flgure for all the Centera, 

like the Harshall .... ork and do .... n at the Cape and 80 on1 
KLEINKNECHT 1 don't have that. (garble) at the Cape? 
KLEINKNECHT The Cape spent very little. In fact in 

the long run - in the long run 1 believe that we'll wind up 
spending leas money on the program because of this. We've 
accelerated the 5L-Il or SL-IIl launch - that allows Y0U to 
get rid of sODle man pOl%r earlier and although the SL-1\' launch 
date has not been sel~cted, I expect that we may accelerate 
that too and belive that the kind of money you spend by ac
celerating Is primarily overtime and that is much less than 
the money it costs you to run a progra~ out. However, there is, 
as you probably know, some science interest in observing the 
comet that's going to be available to~ards the end of the yeRr. 
And that's another subject as to whether we are up there to 
obse rye that. 

QUERY Didn't sODleone put up the figure SI,OOO,OOO 
a day because of the delay due tD th~ accident aboard the 
Skylab? 

KLEINKNECHT i think they put out a figure that we are 
spending about $1,000.000 a day in the t~tal program and th~t 
isn't because of the accident. That's .. 'hat " .. e are spending in 
the program. That's how many people .... ~ have working on the 
program and whether you fly or not YOII're spending that. The 
cost comes at the end. If because of that you stretch the 
program out a month, you can say maybe that $30,000,000, but 
we don't plan on doing that. As a matter of fact we've re
covered two weeks by accelerating this launch. Is it 2 weeks 
or 4, two weeks 1 guess over what the program looked like on 
the 15th of May, by accelerating 5L-III, 

PAO Ladies and gentlemen, is that it! Thank 
you :ir. Kleinknecht, Dr. Parker. We have a slight change in 
our schedule for this afternoon. Dr. Hawkins is still involved 
in the FRR - Flight Readiness Review for 5kylab II! so the 
next presentation will be by Dick Wil~arth on [REP. Dr. Hawkins 
will follow Hr. Wilmarth. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO Okay, ladies and gentle~en. we have 
VerI Richard Wilmarth vf the EREP Program Office here at the 
center. And we will let him give you an overview of woat 
we learned frolll the first 5kylab 1II1ssion. 

WILHARTH Good evening, or good afternoon, ladlei 
and gentlemen. The thing that we want to do this afternoon 
is to t~y anrl cover the activities,what we learned, how 
the sensors operated, and what we think we obtained. Unfor
tunately, we don't have any data to show you this afternoon. 
It's all being processed, as 1 think Kenny has already dLs
cussed. So it will be sometime next week. 1 think. before 
we can have any real data to look at. i!owev2r, based on 
crew voice recordings and d!scussiollS and looking at our space
craft data, I think we have a pretty good idea of the kinds of 
data that WH obtained for the 145 principle investigators 
that we have in the program, On top of tlw 145. there are 
some )~ to 40 other scientists that arc involvrJ in trying 
to determine how veil the sensors p~rformed. actually doing 
analysis of the data. Now the 145 fIs, as w{' speak of them, 
represent 41 from foreign countries, 104 from tile United 
States. So let's look at what we did for the 14~ PIs. May I 
have the first slide, please? And we viII have copies of 
the t h r e e s 1 ide s t hat I' m go i n g to show t hIs aft ern 0 0 n, so 
you can have copies aftee the talk, That sho~s you the 
12 or the 11 EREP Z-LV passes. The one, track 49 on the lover 
left qide of Mexico there, is a solar inertial pass that we 
cOQpleted to sense hurricane Ava. [n addition, we completed, 
at the end of the 11th Z·LV pass, a solar inertial pass for 
a lunar cslibration. Lunar calibration was done in order to 
use the capability, or let's say the physical properties 
of the Hoon, which at near full Hoon is a rather unique and 
constant unifar. background. so that we turned all the sensors 
on as a basic background calibration maneuver. The data will be 
used in deterlllining how well the sensors operated and ~150 to 
be able to provide the investigators some basic data for plottlng 
their analYSis or changing their programs or enhancement technlqu~s. 
as the case may be. So let's run through it. We did 11 Z-LV 
passes in the following ord~r. We started with 20; we ended up 
with 20. In between 20, we did number 63, which is - you can see. 
Then we dId nu.ber 6, then .... e did nUlllher 34. And, after 34, we 
did number 49, actually the hlirricane Ava pass. After ~9, we 
did 19, I beg your pardon, we dId 19 right after we did pass 
6; we did 19 twice. We di~ 33, and then we did 48 and 61 
over Washing~on. We did 5, and then we ended up with ground 
track 20, and then the lunar cal pass. Now what you see here 
are the actual data-take areas, which we turned the sensors 
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on. So, If you'll look at around trar.k 63, W~ atarted off the 
~.at coaat of California and ended na.r Hexico city. That black 
JOu aee there repreaenta the actual area. alonl which w. had the 
senaora operatina. Nov, ,here'a a .atter ~f timing here. The 
paaaea that are the ahort onel, like 63 and 6 and 3~, we operatrJ 
during the power problem that was on board 5kylab, we operated 
around solar noon. 50 that if you take wbout midway on thos~ 
pastea - you take about 10 minutea off of each,alde, you can s~e 
that we have elaentlally a 20-mlnute pasa Cor the ahorter arcs 
that you see on the Vu-graph. The other looler paaBes, like 48 
constituted approximately 30 minutes of data-take time or, in 
oth~r vords, the crew, the spacecraft were operatinl in a 7,-LV 
mode approximately 30 .tnutel for t.he EIEP data-~ake times. What 
did we get done in the way of consusables? Well, SOIll. 

nu~bers are rather interestiog, We lot about 8 milel of 
magnetic tape, or about 41,000 feet of magoetic tape, al~ng 
which all the tracks that you see here. We have about 
12,800 frames of data imagery from 190A. the multispectral 
camera aystem, the Earth terrai~ camera, and from the DAC 
camera, which i& on board the infrared spectrometer for 
recording the actual location, the grouod location of the 
deta takes for the spectrometers. So, you can see, we 
collected a lot of data. and, as I said, they are bt.ing pro
ceased today. I have looked at, very briefly, some of the 
190A ca.era n~8atives and a very, very •• a11 part of what 
we took, and the pictures do look good. I heard you ask 
Kenny Kleinknecht how lood the data actually are, and 1 can 
asaure that there are aome very ioterestinl features in 
there, and I'. sure that the PIa are goiol to be more than 
happy with It. So, what else did we do, as far as coverage? 
I thln~ we've got data over 31 staces. We collected data 
over six foreign countries as follows: H~.ico. Brazil, 
Colu.bla, Ven~zuela, and part of Bolivia. You can see across 
ground track 20, you ean see where we crosled over Bolivia. 
Across 48, we crossed over Brazil aod Columbia, and on track S, 
aOG on the extension of track 19 aod 33. So we did acquire 
a lot of data for the PII in those area •• To begin with, each 
individual PI has a desilnated taak area or ta.k aite, a8 we call 
thea, and it 1s over those areas that we take, or turn on the 
sensors and take data. We went back and ve tried to determine, 
based on looking at the po.tpass weather and looking at the crew 
voice tapes and things 11ke that, tried to figure out how 
.any of the task Bites we crolsed over and oveT which ones 
ve obtained lome data. We counted them up. There's about 
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186 individual taek sites that we collected data over. We 
turn to the n~mber of PIs who we feel are going to be ablR 
to use data. We find that there's about JS Pis Who will be 
racetvi. g data Lrolll the SL-ll, and I'm surf> this number Is 
goi08 to go up because. as we get all of the film and tape 
back and we start processing and looking at it frolll the 
standpoint of "Did the in8tru~ents operate over lh. individual 
pass Sites," I'm sure we're going to find this number 18 going 
to go up. We collected data for only six of the foreign 
investigators, and there are four in~xico. one in Bolivia, 
and C~" In Venezuela. I'm not sure that we got sOllie data for 
Dr. Howard over in Colombia, but we're hopeful that we can. 
Let's turn first to the senSDrs and see how they operated. We 
had excellent success. Twelve full successful passes for the 
19), the radiometerlscatterometer; and for the 194, the L-band 
radio.eter. The multispectral camera system, 190A, ~e had one 
miscue, so we had 11 successful passes. For the 191, actually 
the infrared spectrometer, we obtai~ed data on all 12 passes for 
the short wavelength or the visible range of the spectrum. and 
with sufficient cooling, we gol the longer wavelength out 
into the thermal IR for seven of the 12 passes. On the multi
spectral scanner, we had nine good passes; ~e had three marginal 
passes because we had problems of aligning it __ 

END OF TAPE 
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WILMARTH On the multispectral scanner, ~e certalnl) had nine good passes. ve had three aarginal passes, because we had problems vlth aligning 1~. After ve had completed alignment, ve did hav~ very succeasful passes. The 190B: \ole operated it only on seven passes. In other \lords - that ,_. the Earth terrain camera - We operated it only on ~~vrn V8Sd~M and they were all successful as Car as we can ttlll toO.1Y. There are 80me highlights, and we did soac rathar u"ique things on SL-Il that I think are important to brini out. Kenny. I think, referenced the hurricane Eva, ad I have hcr~ on the board. Let's talk for a minute about that. Can we have the next slide. please? What we did on a solar inerlial pass along ground track 6, with the appropriate help from four principal investigators: Drs. Pierce, Ross, Hollinger. and Hoore, from NOAA, from th~ Air Force, and a lot of inttr-'_& help here at JSC, we completed for the first time a micrownv,: senSing, radiometer/scatteromecer data, of ISO data points across a very major storm. This was done in conjun~tion anci concurrently with the NOAA aircraft and th~ Air Forcu aircrnft. highly instrumented, that renetrated the eye of the stor~. The Air Force did a dropsonde in order to deterroint· the ac t ,,:i! pressure levels within the eye. And, incident~lly, tile cruw reported that they could see the bl~e watel througll the eye of th~ $torm. At the same tiae, the NOAA aircraft was ustn~ {or the first time a laser profolometer, which gives you measurement of the waveheights. They reported 4S-fcVl wav,'" in the center of the storll. also Ill-knot winds. So. il'S a major storm extending out several hundred ailes around. N ow, the f 1 r 5 t spa c e 8 ens in g wit h a II i c r () 101 a v e s y s t e ID h ,\ S .. major impact if all of the data analyses ~tand up as everybody at NOAA, and certainly the principal investigators, le~l that it will, The reason for the uniqueness is that {or ILl £1 rat time the backscatter energy froll: the radiCllletcr and tl.scatterollleter in cC'njunction with the understanding of thO' wind velocities and the wave heights, ar.d the foam densilY, fosa distribution within the waves th~mselves, the lotal emissivity of the area, in other wordS, total reflectivity -If we can ae8sure that lucce~sfully with the scatleromctcr and the radiometer, we wIll have a very direct measurement of wind velocities and wave heights in a major storm Arc~ u8ing the aicrowave senSing Instruments, if tllCY'~C flown on 
SPIl _e or on aircraft, or eVl:r. unllanned satellites. So it's a rather unique experiment. We are vcey hopeful th~l i~ is going to turn out some interesting results. Now I allolher (It-_,that ""as very uniq·l.! In that we (lverfltow the Wabash I{iver art';' of Indiana. whe re IIr. SLIva of Purdue is the pr inc i pal inv.-:::· tigator. alaost concurrently with the ~RTS overflight of the 
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.ame area ~ltn their sensors on and the multispectral acanner that they operated. We also fie~ at 30.000 feet, a hlghaltitude aircraft, ins~rumenterl ~ith a multispectral .canner and the multi8pect~~1 camera, and also at low altitude, approxiNately 20 to 15,000 feet, another aircraft, s11 concurrent, all within the hour of the overflight of ERrS 3nd EREP. At the s~me tiQe, the investigator had all his teams in the field taking r~d'o.eter read1n3s and soil moisture studies and 10 on and so forth, in order to aake it a complete investigation. Wh~t this ~eans, people, is that it provided a Aultispectral and maltistage sampling of an a~ea in clear ~eather, so that we can understand the operation of the instruments at ground at low ~ltitude~. and at high altitudes, with different kinds of spectral instruments operating. So it will provi<.le us ,I first co~parison. real time, of the ERrS and ~iEP scanner 
dat~, as well as the aircraft data. ~ow, the investiga:ion that Or. Silv,] is f-rimarily gl!~re<.l at is land·-use andlyses, geolusical studi~s and related activity. So we did have a 
rat~er unique inVestigation in this area. Those are kind of the highlights of what ~e've been able to look at from t~e overall tREP completions anJ accom~lishments on SL-II. To give you Q feel for some of the other discipline areas ,vhlch ~e obtained ~ome data: In the field of geology and hydrology or continental water resour~~s, some of the very best data we feel, was obtained over - Can I hav~ back tbe ground track slide, please? - over western United States and on down into Nexico, where there are aoue metal exploration, geological mapping, and hydrocalbon analyses studies going on. As far as land-use Rtudies. dat~ over continental Unit~d States and on down into Brazil, and Columbia, for broad 
~egional resource inventor!es, land-use studies, we feei, are going to be - 7he data were obtained and they're going to be rather useful for these studies. [n additiun, We dL1 a let of data collectlon over the Gulf of H~xico. as you can see there. The ground traLk 5 crossed directly ov~r Puerto Rico, and based ~n the post-pass weather predictions and evaluations, the area was cle~r. Dr. Trumble of the U.S. Geological Survey is going to be vcry happy, 1 feel, with the data froc the camer~ and spectral data of the area to look at some of the water depth, as well as Dr. Pulsom from the Vn~versity of Michigan, some of the bathometriL studies, ~ate~ aepth, water color studies, related to the sedimentation or toe area around the Puerto Rican platform. Another area that was rather interesting is that if fOU see Puerto Rico tl,ere. right adjacent to it Is the very famous, deep PUllrto Rlc~n trench. And I forgot the number of ho~ many kilometers deep it is, but it's a major perturbation of the sea floor. 
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And we ran the altiaater frOR the 193 across the area. 4nd 
we think that we lot soae very good data for coapari6on of 
the rel.tive change in the aea .urface elevation. relative 
to the land areas. and I'a aure that Dr. Shapiro is goln8 to 
have some interesting data to look at. In the foreign areas, 
the Mexic.n lnveatigators are prlaarily interested 1n land 
use, ao~e agricultural .tudiea, so~e of tbe geologic aapping 
and oil exploration progr •••• as well as looking at the irrtaa
tion, continental vater-type investigations, ~lannlng of irriga
tion cyclvs, and underst.nding the total water runoff of some 
of their basin are.s. In South Aaerica, as 1 stated, they 
are primarily interested in broad regional r~.ource studi~s. 
As you kno .... , the Aaazon River lIasin 1,,1 generally a cloud 
cover area, and I hope that in the nu.ber of passes that ~~ 
had over there, that we got some real good data, although 
clouds are rather ubiqultious, they're rather a~l over the 
are~8. I want to comment on grou~d track 61. We ~ross~d over 
the Chesapeake Bay-Washington area, and 1 think if you heard 
Paul Weitz's di.cussion with the TV caKers through the VIS 
vehicle tracking system onboard ror the 191 lnfrered spectro
meter, you heard him remark that it was hazy and he couldn't 
really spot Washington or the Poto_ac. I've briefly looked 
at some of the 190A ~ata, and I think we do have a good pl~
ture of Washington D.C. and the Potomac. We'll have to look 
.t that after there's soae more processing. SQ ,.11 i~ all. 
I thInk we've got soae very good data for thp. PIs. 1 thi~~ 
they're going to be happy, and 1 think our re8utt$ are goIng 
to have some rather interestln~ imp~ct on the use of .pace
craft data for regi~nal resourcee and Earth resource 9urveys. 
Thank you. 

PAO Okay, Arthur. 
QUERY Was there one tiDe on one of the passes 

when one of the astronauts, in effect, kind of forgot to 
take the lens cap off, or something like thttl 

PARKER T think y~u're referring to the - On the 
In1A, that's the one pass that we didn't get a full use of 
tt,,, camera. There's a green ready light that's .l .... ay. sup
posed to be open, the green light vas on, but a?psrently it 
.... a. not. So after that, we did. visual inspection to insure 
that the door va. left - that the door val actually opened 
during the ZLV p£ss. I think that's the remarl, the __ 

END OF TAPE 
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eLV pus I think 

QUIlV 

That t~e door 18 actually op •• durina a 
that', tbe T •• ark of the .ltu.tl~n~ 

nt. ~'l.art~ on thoae J pa •••• before 
the In.tr~.'nt. va. wo~ked ~ut is the d.ta tho ''In ••• nl of 

I.l.abhf 
WILHAR1H Ye •• Part of the data vlll be usable cer-

tainly In thft vi.ible and nesr lntr~~ed. We are not at all 
sure that the ther.al chann~l durina ~hose tiae. are actually 
that the data 4rft eetually a~inl to be used for 80ae of tbe PI 
ther.al studies ~ut ve feel th~r ao&~ of tbe data will b~ 
uaable in the chan~e18 1 through c~rt&inly 7 to me. 

QUERY I vonder ~as the EREP equip.ent used 
over any other portions of the world than those you have sho .... n 
us. 

WI LKARTH No. No sir, they we re not. Those afe 
the actual data t&ke - s~nsor on and off times of the - for 
all of the EREP sensore on 5L-II. 

QUERY (inaudible) 3re you plannln~ soae kind of 
a conference vith thea Rowe time in the future to discuss it? 

WILHARTH (~ua~dible) juat before 1 c~.e over her~ 
1 checked out to see when we are g01ng to have data available 
for the PIa - that's tl'le last thing I forgot to lIeotion. 'rh~ 
screen fll~ for the 190A multtepectral scanner - multispectral 
~amer3 aystem shoul~ be delivered to the PIs for their use 
by approxtmate11 the middle of Jul,. We're planning a 30 day 
after splashdown type delivery schedule. For the 191 infra
red spectrometer 1)) and the 194 the mag t~pes and related 
eph~.eris data should be delivered by the alddle of July also. 
Nov the 1908 c~.era data - larth traln~d caaera probably is 
,01~g to tlke into AURust before the Pta start g~ttiog some 
of t~e data. Nov the 192 18 a !fttle bit different instrument. 
In order for the PI. to select the channels - ~hatever chan
nels they vant t~ work on of the lJ and the specific areas 
.... lthin their test site. in other WOrdA, cloud free or what
ever areas they .... a ... t to vork on. We are going to provide 
thea by about t,le last week of July a screening film which is 
~ctually a tape ~~ film conversion so that they can look at 
series of channels of the areas that they are interested in 
and then provide the inputs as to the type of dala, mag tapes 
and everything e15c that they'll be wanting. So we will cer
tainly be looking at the later part of July, ~nd that is up 
to the PIs to get their request back to us and then there's 
goIng to be some lime, probably - ~ayhe a coupl~ OL months 
before they actually get saDIe of their aag tape dill;). tc' worl: 
on. Nov that's a~ we proceed through this system why we'll 
p~Qbably modify that - that's vrobably an outside nLlmber. 
N~v in regards to your question on what are w~ planning f~r 
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• P! ~onference or a PI r.eleaee of their data, 10.' chousht ha~.o~n aiven to havlna • PI prel1mtnA~Y conference ,o •• tire thl. fall but it te a matter of when ~he data i. a01aa to be .• ~lea~ed and PI. do have to have so.e time in order to analyae their data, be aure of their result3 so - Lt', queltionable wh~ther we'll ~ave one this fall but th~ - next spring - next ,u.~er 15 goiog to be a lIIajot press conference and PI confereD~e for the PIs to present their resulte and so we can procee" 
QI Dick, I'm a little confused over how .any fore(g~ ~ouatries you've got. You said 6 and then you only r.a~ed 5. Mexico, Brazil, Columbia, VeoeEuela and ~ollvla. UILMARtH Oh, I'm sorry, Nicaragua. I for30t one. A ..... t'll repeat thelll people 80 you'll have thelll. Mexico, Brazil, Columbia, Nicaragua, Canada and Bolivie. Dr. StuarL, I thi"k you're going to get some data off of the coast 01 Vancouver Islalld. I, 2, 1, 4, S, 6. Hexico, 8razi1, Colu.bla, Nlca:agua. Canada and Boliva. 
SPEAKER Let's begin at the toP. mn we people, and say that there are 6 foreit.,n countries and ~hey are as follows: Mexico. BraZil, C~lumbia, Nicaragua, Canada and Bolivia. If I said Venezuela I am mist~ken. 
QUERY Dr. Wll~arth, I understand that the maIn purpoBe fro~ your standpoint vas tu test these instrument~ 

.;, .. Q find ou(. I,ow they "'ould bervc: and whether they wou\<! sen·e. but at the same time you were also gaining data and trying to u~e the d.ta. Now we've been told at tl~e& that one idea was tv teL thig data available ~apidl1 so that tn cir~um$tance, like c\angct c.~ f'lrest firf'.s, 11",e corn blight or o~:,er dilleases, the investigator& or so~~ investigators could actually ust this data during the grJwing season, something like that. Now you're telling us that several months to a year - w,'uld yo~ ::.)mment on that? 
WII.HART!1 Well, firH of all. let's comment on the object~ves of EREP. Now EREP was designed a8 an experiment for 3 ~eneral purposes: 1. to determine h~w useful microwave data are from SPdce In Earth resources. Secorld!y, is to dete,-Jline based Iln the cam"r.l and the scanner as 'leU I.S the microwave systems which ones or whiell of the spatial specttal bands are of most u~e for Earth resources s~rvey. And the other on~ of course is a very important one gnu t~at 18 ~o ~etermi~e what are the atmospheric effects on all ~r the analysis of the data. As you all ready know we do 103k through the total atQosphere flying at 234 n~utic31 alles. So looking at thqse 3 o~jectives I think th~t the sensor ?peratJons and the datil we're g01hZ to have !.oad. froDl tile PI's are g.')lng to clearly demon5trate how usef~l the sea~oer camerss _nd the .. ieeow""e sy.teas are for Eart!. resources. Now you ara correct. 
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Th. data that v. ar, 8~·tlnl baek fro. the PI, and the relult. 
vtll ~.v. a direct Ule - certatnly by •• ny r'81onJl planner., 
urben planner •• l.rlculturalllt,. for •• t inventory people •• 
I 8 •• nl of .etttn. out. better .,ate. for th •• to acquire 
their data to do their Inventory and do their .anase.tnt 
plannina that ao •• on With all of thele Ictivity. So E1EP 
II aOinl to have tvo purposed: ¢ne. tQ .ain kaovled.e for 
ule in future aYlte. and a110 as s direct use for tbe data, 
nov we coa. to SL-II ve certainly have loae data that ve could 
fly SL-II! over the a.ae - rathet typical ground tracks _ this 
11 aoinl to be of interest to certainly the agriculturalists 
as vell as forest inventory people to plan 90ae of their activ
ities. Now how us~ful is 80ing tn be dependent upon their 
own inititlve and own ingenuttie~ as to how useful and they 
Want to plan the data. Now I stated that itts going to be 
approxiDla:.ely )0 days - )0 to 45 days for the PIs to get their 
data off of the 190A ca~era. The 1908 camera system, certainly 
the screening film off of the 192 s)'st~. is going to b~ avail
able approxiro'l4t.-ly within the SUle period of time. So the 
analysis of th~ data off of tho~~ instruments as well as from 
the 193 lind 194 which certainly is goIng to be within the 
same period of time, well the analysis is going to be available 
to us and certainly will be put into reports released through 
the PIa own organization, techni~al journals and through the 
data centers to people who are interested in the results of 
the EREP anal),sis. In other words, there's not going to be 
a restriction on th~ PIs turning out their data and turnin8 
their results into techdical reports releaftinl the data. What 
I'll saying i1 that it may be /IS last as next spring before 
ve have a full scale total review simtlar to the one that 
was conducted by the ERTS people last Harch. So the results 
will bs made available maybe not as a full co~pendtum or a 
symposium type publication, but the data viI! be available. 

QUERY (inaudible) we cannot look to these Inlltru-
aents anytime soon to give us fast turll around on data we 
get (roil space _ 
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QUERY - In'tru •• nta .ny ti •• aoon to a'.' QI 
fait ~urn.rou'd o~ dlta we Itt fro •• paee' 

U!~~!!t~ l 8u8a. the aAlwer i. tb~t it viii 
dlPlhd ~ion ~hat kind of a 'pac.ersft, whetber an un •• Dned, 
or e~.n a hiah-flyin. a'rer,ft, hov the inatruaentl are 
uled. In other worda, if you e~,ld put the las. in.tru.entl 
into a Sun .yncnronoul orbit ov~r the UnlteJ State.. And 
lookina at the United Statea on a - on , conti~uouQ balie, 
or even on a - on an 18-day cycle such as ERTS, tb, data 
~ould then be aV.ilable and the kinds of inforsation that 
people need on a real-tl&e or a near real-tiae b •• la proba,ly 
could be made avallable. But. at the present tise, you knuw, 
all of tht data ar~ stored and returned froa EREP. So, it', 
a fll~ return ~a well as a mag tape return. There have 
to be sodlficationa to the slotea to accom~odate the real-tise 
data dumps. 

QUERY There's 8o.ethin~ tha~ I'm - not quite 
understood. and this ~crt of reminded me of it. Why, in 
deSigning the system, would you place it such that Skylab 
would have to be oriented into this Z-local attitude !n order 
to use it? Why not put it 8oDeplac~ where you would not have 
to disturb the attitude of the spacecraft in order ~o use it1 

WILMARTH W~ll, I can't answer t~at. I do not know 
why. 1 do know that EREP was the last S~'l~S of experiments 
to be accolillDodated by 5kylab. I think that prt'bably is 
the answer to the qu~stion you're raising as to why you have 
to go into ZLV. It was put into the area where they could 
accommodate the control panels and the instru&ents the&
aelves, and it just so happened that is vas in the HDA and 
it has to be lIIoved in order to be sure that they'te all 10.:~ln8 
vertically at the l:arth. That's the only answer that I kr.ow 
of r1aht now. 

QUERY What are your plans now for the next ats-
slon, and will you have to do a lot of real-time planning 
as the results of the first uission become known? 

WILMARTH SL J is going to rrovJde us 26 opportunities 
1 underptand, for EREP data-takes. Right POY, we are revievipS 
the - the overall schedule. the plans Cor the flight plan-
n1ng, and related activities, 1n order to opti~ize the times 
for taking data relative to the PI task. sites and tc, their 
data requirements. So, in essence, be prepared as we 
aove into fllght planning for St-), that we h~ve an input 
on wh~t ground tracks to use and when we talte data. As you 
lock at SL-), most of the early part of SL-), we're golng 
to have a series of descendlna passes very elmilar to what 
live shown you on SL-l1. Later on into the .is810n, 
we will have aacendlug passes. In other words. 
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fro~ the southwelt to the northe~st scross the UDit~d State., and over into Europe, We plan to ext~nd the pa.,.s within the capability of the ayatem, as we Bee it touay. AI on the latter part of SL-2, the JO-minute data-take. will extend on over in to Europe and take our - get aome data for our European a. well as 80~e of the African PIs. Then hnpefully we will be able to .ceo •• ~date lo~e of the PIa over Japan, Thailand, and AUItralia. So, it', a matter of planning and trade-offs f~om what we've learned on SL-2. 
QUERY 00 you forsee ch~ .• glng your system of weather predicting 60 that you can't run into so .any clouds, and the whole protocol of deciding when you're gOing to askc the passes? 
WILHARTH Well, we've talked to the weath~r pcoplr ab,ut that - to see if we - (laughter) - to ~ee if WB can get better accomoodatlons out of lhe weather tureau, but that's a pretty tough Job, I'm sure you all r~c03nize. Unfortunately, clouds move around pretty fast, and we du have to sel~~l the passe~ bas~J on our weather predictions. 1 think thal - t~at we looked at the overall forcasting thdt was done and the post-past verification of the weather, was done v~ry well. But, when you're restricted to ciescending paFses across the United States in June, June Is a very bad mont~, and we are not pl~nning to change anything relative to our weather forecJsting that we know of today, for SL-3. We will have aome .~re options, of course, because of the longer dat3-takes, and, ther&fore, ve will be able to select essentially cloud-free areas to - to sense with our instru~ents. 8ut, 1 don't think we're planning anything today on changing the weather predicting and forecasting system. Does that answer your question? QUERY Could you go a little bit into ~ow flexible you are as far as - as far as - proposals coming in over t~e transom nov that EREP is an a~complished fact? For example, a possible EREP data-take over Af~(ca surfaced toward the latter part of the last mission, and then disappeared almost as rapidly as it had come. And I ~~s a llttl~ mystified. The Flight Director at the time explained thal they're having a drought In Africa, and bad things were happening, and perhaps the pictures could do some good. What kind of facilities do you have to accommodate quick requesta like that, if any? WILMARTH We!l, as you know, the Hurricane Eva pic-tures and sensing that we did on SL-I1 ~as a very similar case. The storm d~veloped - w~ had requests from the PIs and through NOAA to accommodate such a an EREP pass. And the system ~as vorked so t~at we did acco~modate that and 1 think the r~8ulls .re going :u be ?ery gratifying. As far IS taking 
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on addltion.l t •• ka, thR .y.tea I, that fle.ible to .cco •• od~te 
the,. thin,.. And I thl,\ the c ••• th.t you reference 1. prorty 
l.te tn the .1 •• 1~n. Avd tb •• atter of sett1n8 .11 of the. 
t~lk. done In order to - for r.entry. and .ettina up hou.,-
~ •• plna for the next crew. jUlt prohlblt.d eny other .ddlcional 
tia. (or the crew to operate .ny of the - the EREP In.tru.ents. 
But the .y.t •• ta that flexible. We Cln aeeo •• odate the.e 
kind. of t~.k. and 1' •• ur~ that - that'. why I referenced 
to Afric. on SL-III. We have lo.e pa ••• s directly over Molly. 
and that are., where the drought t. pretty severe. And that's 
Roina to be - certainly one of the considerations a8 ve go 
into our pa8. plannina. 

QUERY Is that - is there any chance you'll be 
doin, ~o.e ER~P pasles over the Soviet Unlon or China? 

WILMARTH No, ve do not plan an~. As a .atter of 
fact, uur sensors are turned on only over the areas ~here 
we have approved inve~tigations, or the designated task 81t~&. 
and ve don't plan - ve don't have any investigators in these 
areas. 

QUERY What's the last possIble time you can 
.ake your decision before you make a pass? Hov many days 
elapse betveell you say ve're going to go - ve're going to 
take this pass, or ve're not? 

WILMARTH Our planning cycle is approximately - ~as 

a aean tl.e of two days. In other words, w~ do a pass selec
tion. Say one evening - ve go - ve do a - an evaluation I, 
which 18 ODe day prior to the pass. In other words, ve do 
that at approximately - oh, six - aeVAn o'clock at night 
for the execute day tomorrov. In other words, one day 
avay froa the execute. And that's a GO or NO GO. We do the 
the pads - in other vords, the directions for the crev 
tor turning on instruments and types of films and film - fil
ter lettings and things like that. So, by 11 o'clock that 
nlght, th~ p~ds are generated and uplinked to the crev. So 
that when they get up in the morning for an early morning P~5N. 
they have the data available for an EREP pass that day. $0 
that's the kind of timing sequence that we do. 

QUERY Do you plan to go over so.c of the sam~ 

sitel th.t you vent over o~ SL-2? 
WILHAaTH ~es. Secause so~e of the PIs have requirv-

ments for dat.-takes on SL-2, ). and 4. So ve ~ill be over
fly1nS aod, hopefully, ve're g01n8 to overfly Houston this 
tlae .0 ve c~n get soae data for the - our o~n PIs here. Yes, 
ve viii be do1na that. 

QUERY Well, if the clouds move in between - -

END QF TAPE 
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WILHARTH Y ••• we will be doing that. 
PAO Carol. one .o~e? 
QUERY Well, if thft clouds aove in between 11 

o'clock at n!lht, when yOu I.nd up the request for the plan, 
Ind the next mQrnina. are you -tuck w1th it7 

WILHARTH No, we can always postpone a pais. We 
cln alweya scrub a pasl, In other words. we can scrub a pas~ 
at 6 o'clock that following morning. or 3 hours prior to 
data-take t1me. Yes, we're nvt stuck with that; we can do that. 

PAO Okay, ladies and gentlemen, thank you. Take one more? 

SPEAKER I heve a couple of announcements her~. 
As we Said earlier, Dr. HaWkins 1s running late. He is still 
in the flight readiness review for Skylab-III, and we don't 
expect him to be here. no earlier than 4 o'clock. However, 
if all you visiting firemen please check with JUdie, Who is 
in charge of OUf coffee gre~n5, there i8 something for you 
planned for tomorrow even~n8, all the visiting troupe, okay? 

END or TAPE 
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PAO Okay. l,dies and gentle.en. w.'re .orry 
for the delay. but Or. Hawkins i, • bUIY •• n. 10 without 
fUrther ado. Dr. Royce Hawkine. ~.puty Director for Medical 
Operations at the Johnlon Space Center. 

HAWKINS Good afternoon. I'. lorry aAain to have 
to .pologize to you for being late. It leemad iike I've been 
running pretty late for a lot of these .eetings with ynu. 
But let'a say ~at today has been a pretty important day 
to all of us In that this is kind of the kickoff of the 
flight readiness reviews for Skylab Ill. And so it's upon u~. 
and we are really beginning to feel it. I might try to just 
r~cap briefly that we have covered an awful lot of ground, 
but [ think, all 1n all, at least at this point, that things 
look to be in very good shape for the launch of Skylab Ill. 
There'. Btill a lot of open items that have yet to be closed. 
But I think, all in all, it looks very, very good. Now, what 
1 had planned was really to try to recap briefly what had 
happened and then concentrate on the time since tile recovery 
as to what has happened to the Skylab II crew. 1 think 
that most all of you have been present, and certainly are aware 
of the weekly progress from the get-togethers that we've had 
to try to keep everybody updated and apprised of the 
developments. But, to look back over the mission, we had, 
in the major medical experiments, the M092 and the M171 
8tudies, very interesting findings t1.at were a little Sur-
prising to us. With the 171, the bicycle ergometer study, 
we found that the ~rew. all three stayed right within their 
preflight baseline envelopes. In the 92, we did see some chang~s 
and some individual differences, three individual differences i~ 
the crew, in their particul~r response to the lower body 
negative pressure study. Now, 1n the immediate postfligh., 
we had again three individual variances in the response that 
we saw in these three crewmen. All three of thea did ex-
perience vestibular disturbance that lasted about 3 hours 1n 
the commander, about 8 hours in the pilot. and it was thrllu~h 
the R plus 1 day, up until the R plus 2 d" before he was 
cClipletely free of any sYlllptoms, SPT. Now, the response postrli~l,t 
then, in the lower body negativ~ press~re testlnR, we found that 
certainly all three did exhibit some degradation 1n the 
cardiovascular response to the negative pressures. This was 
certainly not unexpected, as we've talked about before. The 
acience pilot, with the vestibular dtsturbance~ and the 
orthost.atic hypotension that he de~onatrated. he was unable to 
complete LBNP that day, and WAS not subjected to the 171 run on 
R-O. The other two crewmen did co~plete the runa, both the 092 
and the 171, but they ware definitely running hiaher pulse rates, 
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heart rate. than they were in the preilight baaeline .ea.ur.~ent •• 
Now, it - ve ran tb •• on R.O. R plus 1, I plu. 2, • plul 4 
hack her., and that i. the laat •••• ure.ent that ve have In 
the aajor •• dicala, Now, all three crewaen ere still not 
back to ba.~line as of R plus 4. They'll - the pllot 18 
very close, and l would say thAt the ooll!l.ander 18 ~robAbly 
next clo.est to his baseline measurementa, with the science 
pilot gtill the far:hest out, but all of them approaching 
very, very closely to their prLflight measurements. And I 
think that the next evaluation of thase patametera will be 
on S&turday now. I think that v~ will find that they viiI 
probably all be well back on baseline levels. The other 
veey interesting study and very inter~sting findings ~~re, 
I think, with the 131, the HIll-I, which was the motion 
sensitivity test. NOW, pr,-ilight, we pstaulished what was 
a baseline level and a 3pecifi~ rpm rate of rotation for 
each crewman, in which h~ would undergo a certain amount 
of head aovements. Noy, preflight, and remeEber we only do 
~hls on two of the crewmen, the pilot and the science pilot, 
we established their threshold level of Dlotion s~nsiti"ity, 
the point at which ther would begin to develope symptoms of 
motion sickness. With the commander, I mean the s~ience 
pilot, his rate of rotation was 12-1/2 rpm,'mder whicr. he 
could do 50 head lIavcments before onset of symptoms. Wit!. 
the pilot. it was IS rpll and 40 to 50 head movements. Okay 
now, in flight then, we saw ~ vety dramatic change in both 
crewmen, where they were doing 150 head movements at these 
rotational speeds, without an7 symrtolls whatsoever. And then, 
if you recall, we gradually increased this and the rate of 
rotation, first to 20 rpm, then;!), then finally, 0., the 
last run they made In flight, at 30 rpm, and they w~re still 
doing ISO head movements without any symptoms. Now, poat
flight, we saw so~e very definite vestibular disturbances 
in all three crewmen, vith nausea and even vomiti~g in the 
one crewman, the science pilot, at about an hour after he 
was aboard the ~ip and in the medical labs. And his syaptoms 
with head mc-vements persisted through the next day, where 
afiY movement of the head would precipitate the onset of 
dizziness or vertigo and stomRch awareness. Then this com
pletely clearud, bu~jectlvely, 1n all three crewmen by the 
end of R plu8 1 da,. l plus 2, they had no problem~ ~hat
coever. You remember they UIlde the trip to San Clemente 
that day. They flew the helicopter ride sat~sfactorily, 
without any problems. They returned to the ship. We 
conducted the K plus 2 phYSicals, and then they i.mediately 
b~arded the plane to fly to Houston. On R plus 3, we 
perforaed the firat M131-1 study postflight. anl that was 
done here. Now then, in both crewmen, they were able to 
complete the original ba~el1n~ rpm --
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HAWKINS - K13l-1 study pOltfliaht. and that val 
done hire. Both crev.en - they were able to co.plett the 
ottaina1 baseline rpa t 12-1/2 for Joe and 15 rp. for'eul, but 
they vere .ble to co.plete 150 head move.enta u!thout any 
Iy~ptoal. keaeaher that preflight they vere en., able to 
complete 5~. So there'l 8till 80me .vidence there of 80a. 

- loae adaptive change that did take place In flight that was 
Itlll present postflight at R plus 3, ~ spite of the fact 
that Wf did see a lot of vestibular disturbances iaae~iltely 
pOltflight. W~'~e still trying to look at this; we have not 
yet really had I chance to sit dow~ with the principal inves
tigators for this breI, Or. Hiller and Or. Graybiel. W~ will 
be doing this and, again, we will be measuring the second H1l1 
in both crewmen on Saturdey. That's about it. 8ob. 

PAO Okay, gentlemen, iqjies, please wait {or 
the mike; right here. 

QUERY Doctor doef this all suggest that perhaps 
all three became seasick and that was the reason for their 
disability on recovery? 

HAWKINS Well, I think definitely you've got to 
rule in some actual seasickness that perhaps, maybe precipitated 
the onset of this thing; however, I don't thin~ that the per
sistence of it that we saw wa~ anything other than a change 
that was taking place again in the postflight period. I can't 
help but feel that this i~ a rcadaptive proc~s8 that's taking 
place in the vestibular system to the one-g conditions. 1 
think very definitely there's an awful large amount of that. 

PAO Bruce Hicks. 
QUERY Have any previous tests on these crewmen 

or anybody else that you lnow of shown this progression, this 
adaptive change that you noted in the 131 or similar e~perl
ment? 

HAWKINS Preflight - in lile pre - like Apollo flights, 
are you talking about? 

QUERY Well. yes, either Apollo, or even ground 
tests. In other words, what I'm trying to Aay, it there a 
direct relatio~ between spaceflight and being able to come 
back and do 150 head movements instead of 50? 

HA~KINS Well, we really don't have any good data 
on this, see, to compare it With, because we've never had the 
oppor~uni~y of ~easurlng that in flight before. And right 
nov, postflight we haven't seen anything quite thi~ draa.tic 
at all. rhere's been changes aId defillite deviations froa 
preflight evaluatl~n 1n those Apollo {lights ~here ve did 
study similar - perform similar studies, but nothing that vas 
quite this dramatic. 
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QUERY Vhat does thls indicate to you, otber thar 
it'. an adaptive chan,e. 1 mean. what d098 it aaan? Yo~ 
know, i. it areat the BUY. can co~e back and let diEay in 
the whlrlina chair ~r what? 

HAWKINS Well, we're on • frontier and ve're ~earn-
inB ¥nd ve're trying - a8 we identify theae r.hange •• then 
we've got to have a chance to analyze the data to really have 
a - coae up with an understanding of what it really does aean 
to ua. It could well oean. okay, as 1 think, we're learning, 
this 1s & part of the adevtation that must take place under 
theae set of condltion~ for a crewman - for a human being to 
perform aatiafactorily In this environment. And then you 
subject him to a return to ore-g conditions, and he haa to 
readapt. And he has to go through a change that alters his 
physiology again to restore it back to ~hat he saw previously. 
Now, what docs this mean in the way of - to future flights? 
Are you going to have tn provide so~e type ~f protectiv~ 
mechanism, to develop so~e set of p~ocedures or some type of 
training exercise that th.y're going to g~ through that's 
goine to alter this, of co~r~e? These ar~ questions that 
we've got to look at and try t~ answer. 

PAO Arthur Hill. 
QUERY Okay, Dr. Hawkins, would you say t~at t~e 

Skylab astronauts are - ho'lol would YO'l compare the rate at 
whicp they are readapting to Earth's gravity with the expe;
ience of the previous Apollo crews? And, also, if you think 
that I E'tween now and Saturday, when your next examination 
COIIICS aloout that they are going to be back to their preflight 
norms, why are you going to wait until Saturday? :en't it 
important to find out precisely wh~n they're going to do this 
between now and Sat~rday. if you think by Saturday that will 
be done. 

HAWKINS Yes. it's very true Art. But lie 're ~augh t 
up r.ere withtn an operational proble~, with the a~ount of time 
t~at w. have to do all of these good things. Now li'.e yes
terday and today, we've been - we've had all of our ~eople 
tied up dotng F minus )0 examinations on the Skylab-l1I crew, 
ahd we're just one man deep in so many areas. We've got to 
spr~ad some of this out. We really feel liKe this Skylab-II 
crew i9 close. They're r<!ally close to th .r baselint's at 
R plus 4. Yes, I'd like to have seen them again on Wednesday 
and sgain today, if it nsd been pOSSible, but it just really 
wasn't. 

QUERY 1he comparison, are they readopting more 
slowly, faster, or what? 

HAWKINS Well. I think the - very definitely I 
think they're slower 1n the - than what we saw for the •• jor{ty 
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of Apollo creva~n. We did ~ee in one crevaaD in Apollo 1~ 
v~.r. Dave Scott and Ji. Irvin both were slover th.n what 
ve lav lor other Apollo ~rew. In returningw baaeline. In 
fact, all three of thoae Apollo 15 crew~en vere slover in 
returning for 80.e reason. And Jl. Irvin W3S reAlly the 
lonseat at R plus 5. 

PAO Roy Neal. 
QUgRY Royce, so far. you'~~ covered eardlo-

valcular responae and motion sensitivity. 1 vonder what 
other changel or what other bodily func~ion8 sight have been 
affected, ii any? And, a180, did you notice afir leveling off 
here of the Idaptation process with these men over their 28 
days? Any way that you could pin that down? 

HAWKINS Okay, about the leveling off, I thought. 
at sever"l tilles, that ve did see l~veling off. And yet, thf:n 
ve would see again a change. I'll gIve you an example; that's 
the best vay to do. With 092 on Joe's firat - veIl let's see, 
his third run, he - ve saw the first chang~ In hi. perforaanc€ 
capability. And he had to terminate the ainul 50 neeative 
pressure run. Therefore, ve put Ilia back to a ainul 30, 
minus 40, lIinus 40 for the balance of the mis8ion. And then 
it was on the -let's see, I (orgot the exact number, but it 
waa about the thi.d to the l~st (un he made then, he was 
dol~g - right up to th&t time, the second tiae where he was 
unable to complete the last minus 40 run, everything look~d 
stable and t~en 1t all - he broke rather suddenly then. He 
was not able to complete that last mInus ~O expo£ure. So it 
vas terminated after 7 minutes into chat (un. And then he 
stayed at that lower level then through the re_ainder. Now. 
Paul sheved his fi(at change at about his seventh run, I 
believe it vas. And he never shove~ a change ag.ln, although 
I kind of feel like that had - that there was a slight change 
and a sli~ht lrend toward incres$ed heart rates a8 ve look 
back, and ali the flight progressed there where I Celt like __ 

END OF TAPE 
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~lLKAiTH - WI - •• W$ looked back. and a. the 
fl18 h t p ro lru81ed there. viere 1 felt that had we prohabl, 
ran hi. another ti.e or two. ve would have ,.en 8 

Miallar ch~n ••• a, ~e h~d 1" Jo~. But It - Within that 'i •• 
duration It didn't hkJptn. P~tet. wns - The only'thln, IIf 

naJ1y ... " there Y·U j,lev(lte.! heart ratC's over the b.a.Un .. 
value •• And t. vaa a'~aJ. ab~e tJ co~plete his entire 
protoL,I. Noy, vlth th~ exerc's~ re~ponse "ork perfor •• nce _ 
They stayed right ~n thete lnt; - Sn the preflight ba •• -
line envelop~ •• tbtOulhout :~~ whol~ ~18810n. There va.n't 
any - there wasn't - There 'IIS no irend whataoever, of 
deviation. And - (lau8hter) - -

QUERY What oth~r bodily function. 
HAWKIND And then - -
QUERY - h8V~ y~u observed? 
Hawkins And what other bodily functions? Well, 

or.ay •• 10.., I - those lIere tht- - tl.e aeasurellents were - aDd 
were - H~re. we're leoking at gros9 phYSiological ~hange8 and 
all. We have not yet really got any of our laborQtory d.\a 
in h&nd, other than 80me of the - tile hematologle~, ~hlch 
the lmmedi~te - i~lIediate p0stflight hematologies. NOli, all 
the chelllitltr~es and the hormones, endocrine ~tudies, 1'111 
thts is - 16 stilt coming fotlolard. it's being processed. 
we did get all the inflight samples back. 1 hey're in good 
frozen condition. an0 these - iliese w~re im~ediately put into 
th~ lab and st~rted through an - an~lysis. but, it's ati!l 
just a little bit early to have thosr Initial results back, 
and 1 don't have theG at this point to really say what chan8e F 
we might be seeing lilere. We'll get th~~ back so.etiwe over the 
weekend. I hope t~at we will begin to gat so~a of the early _ 
early (lata out. 

Q!JERY 1 just toc key to tht thrust of .Y 
questlo~ - and 1'11 stop bcr~. Al Bean, (or exa.ple, .aid 
he's xoin~ towalk out t'f that capsllle Ii he phYSically can. 
A:\d 1 @'Je,.!' I'll aH:"i;l3 YOIi to (:xtrapolate jU<lt • little bit 
whether you t~~nk he's 801n£ to be able to do th~t after 56 
days? 

HA~KINS I would like to - I &U~5S I would like to 
have a th.'iC~ to took at a little .oc~ of hlR baseline - preflight 
baseline da'"'' Art. before I clJi'llUi t myscl f too far. I'll 
say this, :. think Al's a prett) ffne guy "nd I think he's 
a pretty determined ~uY. and if rl~terQlnation has anything 
to do with il, he's probably gDlng to do it. Dut, here agaln, 
1 think within Slr.ylab III - We're going going to be flying 
.,ain thr.e differe~t indivldu~la. and I don't doubt but 
what we would begin to se~ Home - some indlv'~ual var18~c~e 
here - fr~. what we .aw in Apo - Skylab II. And altbough J 
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1 •• 1 - I per'~Dally ~el (onfldaut about - about vhat ve 
have ,len tbu.-Car. and ~r.nted. WI atil1 have to 10Q~ at all 
the infll,ht ~.~pl., that vcre broulht back yet. to - to bave 
a cocplete nnd.~.t.nJln& of what .an'a reaponae la to thi6 
en~lrQ~.ent for 18 daya. I at 111 feel conflrtent that lt'a 
loina \.0 toJ 1 ua t:-.at "yu. 'ole feel he can - He can fly • 
56-day .halo~. II 

QUElY Royce, i ~ln~ , v.a your actual last physical 
~xan. And at that p~lnt you vere atill aeeing elevated pulae 
~.tea? ADQ - presu_e an elev.~ed blood preasure. Can you 
8i~~ UI an (dea of vh~t you ver~ sa,lnl In numbers of - and 
the bueltnes? 

HA~KINS J~les, I don't have th~ exact heart-
rates here vitt me. If you'll let me just - like _ tel' you 
in terms of nel~.s. HI1be that nigbt suffice for our _ [ 
can dig tbem ~ut for you a little bit later. Bob ran over 
and grabbed ae out of that conf~rence, and 1 didn't have 
t'~e to get too .4n, of tbose individual data points with m~ 
ove~ here. But the - let's see - like - Like from their 
baseline, we wec~ roeeing - oh, 10 to 15 beats - and closer 
to 15 beata higher in the resttng heart rates for the crevy 
with a - with a s1milar elevation at the - under the work 
stress. Now, this is i~mediate postflight. Whereas inflight, 
Cor the 092 now, there were - Remember 171 was right on the 
line. So, ~092 inflight, they were running somewhere around _ 
oh, fiv~ to 10 beats ~igher. very - f8~rly conststently. Wow 
then. at R plus 4, then the last aeasu~~~ent we saw - well, 
even R ~lu. 1 and 1 plus 2, this delta began to drop, and It 
began ~o narrow • .\"d they're running about five beats higher
ftve ~o eight beat' !Iilher now, than what they vere baseline. 

QUERY How about blood pressurea1 
HAWKlNS A~d the pressures were not a lot different 

th~n what we really saw il' the - In tthe preflight period. 
Tbey're not - they're bot - There's not th8t~cb significant 
difference ther~. And tha~'s true fnflight too,with the 
blood pressures. They seea to hold there until at such a 
point they begin - They would break. They tcnd to reach thelr 
threshold level. And then you'd see a rather draastic drop 
in theill. 

QUERY This is probably asking you to extrapul3t~ 
pre~aturely or anticipatorlly, but do you see anything in 
your findings 80 rar that lead you to think you are going to 
call for exercise changes or modification of exercises to 
enable Bean and company~ do the 56-day mission better? 

HAIIKINS Ugh t. 
QUERY What do you see? 
HAWKlNS I think that - 1 thInk ve've leen ~ne very 
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htereetins tblnIJ here in th1a crew. And, as I ._y, lie've 
e •• n 1ndivid~al differences here 1n perfor.anee to the _ the 
H09~. We've seen differences in the postfliah't period to 
all of the m~4iure.enta, and there's - I think one very 
outstanding findlna tn the inflight period. Is t,he alll?unt 
of exercise that these - that thelie three crewllen p!rf( rllled. 
And if yov I1ne up theit performance. infltgnt and po.t
fUgnt. 'lith the aaount of exercise that each one did !nflight. 
you

l
l1 find that Pete did the most exereiae, and he really 

fthoved the least change. Paul wae next. and Joe waa last, 
in the aaount of exercise they perforDed. 1 - You can t;efinit
~ly correl.te it with the resulta that we see. 

1lIt) re ? 
QUERY You're going to call for them to exercise 

HAWKINS Hore. 
QUERY Any .. Any new exercise devices or lIethods? 
HAWKINS I don't ronow that we - 1 don't know that 

we need any - res11y any ne~ d~vlces yet. Jules, I think the 
- the exe - the -«goaeter is certainly a - a wonderful 

tool for this. But, we gave the. 30 minutes for Skylab 1[, 
and 1 know Pete used every minute that he had available to 
him. and he worked hard at lt, and religiously. And, the 
other two a little less so, and it shows up because ve have 
the actual wattage of energy that's been expended throughout 
the whole mls~lon on thelr personal exercise program. So 
welre really going to recommend. very strongly, that the 
Skylab III crew have at least an hour, preferably maybe an 
hour and a half of personal exercise time. 

QUERY Is that per day? 
HAWKINS Per day. 
QUERY You said on the Sky - referring to the 

Skylab III crew that it looked good but there were still a 
few open items yet. Could you elaborate on those open items? 

HAWKINS Well, - oh. gee, - I - 1 don't whether 
I could or not. these are like cameras that. you know, are 
still being evaluated - Well. no. We don't know - We don't 
have any real significant open items in the way of _ of 
proble~s. these are items that have yet to be closed out, 
like the physical examinations to be done down the line. No, 
I think - I think our hardware is - anomalies. and everything 
have been pretty veil worked. For eXAmple, the leg bands, 
if you'll recall, that was another significant finding, an 
interesting finding. that we found 1n Skylab II, and very 
early in flight, too, where the calf circumference decreased. 
And we say rather - very significant deltas during the nega
tive body - lower body negative presaure testing, were in 
the leg volume - very aigni1ieant changes. Okay. Nov, sa 
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the fllght proarea •• d there we found that the ,i •• lea banda 
tbat we uled to .ealure the - tho 1eS voluaee with. wer. too 
larle. How - So we're pultinS aboard aoae l.a11er aile. - -

END OF TAPE 
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HAWKINS - the leg volumel wltb, we~. too 1.~.e. 
So ve're puttin •• bo.rd loae s.~ller alle8, In the event 
that ve lee. repetition of this in Ill. 

QUERY Are you goIng to have the crewmen exercise 
every day on SL-IIl? 

HAWKINS That'a vhat we're recom.ending. How 
th.t h •• n't bee~ worked out yet. I mean. that's just _ that 
has yet to be red into the Progra~ Office for aanagement 
consideration. Now this will have to be worked vith a lot 
of the other time - you know, a lot of the other lhings 
that are in the time lines. It's obviously going to take a 
lot of time out of something. And I don't know what that 
really meana yet, but 'hat's a personal recommendation at 
this point, the way look at it. 

QUERY ,ave you seen, on previous flights, any 
indication that the speed of recovery vas corollat~d with 
the a.ount of exercise. or is this new to ~~Ylab? 

HAWKINS We've never had this accurate a measure-
ment of personal exercise before to see. 

QVERY Blood pressure and the persistance of 
blood pressure and increased heart beat, is thst something _ 
1s that length of persistance to R plus 4 greater than you've 
seen in earlier flight$? 

HAWKINS No. not greater, really. The Deltas are 
really not - not really much different than 1 guess what 
you'd, you know, if you lined them up with each of the 
previou, - Apollo missions. you know, and Gemini. but the 
time duration. I think. 15 really one of the critical things. 

QUERY Then you're thinking "f actually doub~lng 
the amount of assigned exercise time froa 30 minutes to an hour a 
day. 

HAWKINS Yes, that's what we'd like to aee them 
do. I think it would be beneficial, really. 

QUERY With your experience now, 00 you - with 
the total expe~ience, do you believe that air experience 
plua space expe~ience - the amount of air experience plus 
the amount of sp'ice experie~ce represent~ an important factor 
in thiJ adaptive ~rocess. the total adaptive process? 

HAWK1NS Okay, you mean n~v. the amount of actual 
flying time that the guy -

QUERY Yes, flying time plus space time. 
HAWKINS Well, I haven't, I really haven't had 

a chance to try to corollate their total flight-timz history 
with the symptoms we've seen. I think thal's a good point, 
really. which J think would be good to try to look at. I 
must confess. I haven't had a chance to do it thQugh. But 
vhat we have seen, at least in Apollo, was the amount ~f 
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.~rob.tlc flyln, tbat the crew would dQ jU8t prior to a 
at.,ton, which did I~e. to tave '0.& beneficial effect. It 
i. 10 •• condttlonina or praflilht conditlonial of the v.'ti
bular IYlt •• , 10 that the crew., 1 think, that did underao 
thtl, followlna Apollo 1~, peThapl aay be - you perh'pi 
could .ay ye., they~d lee. to do better in th.t lnitlal 
.arly fev hours of the ad.ptlve prOces'iDI. But it'l hard to 
quantitate that really. ~ ~now~.t Toa Stafford, bel, the 
one thlt advocated this and he really took his crew out and 
really wrung thea out in Icro~atics Just prior to the Apollo 
10 .1slion. And not , on~ of those guys had any problea. 
Tbey didn't show symptom Que, really. But lubsequent to 
that, other crewft tried to do the same thing; 1 don't know 
what amount of flyiog tise they were able to squeeze into 
their busy schedul~, bllt the - wedid see aotion sensitivity 
proble.s develope early. 

QUERY How much weight did each aan 10se7 
HAWKINS Okay, let's see. Preflight weights on 

the co •• ander wao 136.75; science pilot, 171.25; pilot was 
115.25. Now the last inflight measurement that we had wal 
commander, 133.9; science pilot, 166.2; and the pilot 169. 
Now then R-O, the immediate postflig~t - postrecovery 
weight, then, for the cnmmander was 132.7, the science pilot was 
163.75, and the pilot las 167.5. By the next day they had, 
well, the coamander and the pilot had picked up just about 
a pound, and the science pilot was dovn a pound. Well, t 
lhin~ it really, it isn't a lot different froa what we have 
seen in previous crews. Paul showed the greatest losa there, 
which looked like. what, about 6 poundswer - no, wait a 
.inute, aboul 9 pounds over his preflight. That's a-I 
think that might rossibly be about the most weight 108s 
we've seen in anyone crewman, but we've seen others that 
have run up to 6 or 7 pounds. 

QUERY Do you suggest anything about a change 
in eating habits on the next flight? 

HAWKINS Actually. 1 think the - really. 1 think 
lhe crews have done real well by their diet. And I don't 
really contribute this loss to any nutritional deficiency. 
I think they had adequate dieta. They did eat all of the 
food, for the 1Il0st part. Pete, 1 guess was really the best 
at eating everything. But at no time did he complain of 
being hUDgry or feeling that he had an insufficient amount 
of food. And I'. not sure yet, Hartin, I think soae of this 
10s8 that we see here is probably not only fluid., but lIlass. 
mUlcle mas a tissue. And, again, this has got to be a rart of 
tbe adsptive process that takes place in weightlessness. 
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QUERY Gettina b.ck to the exerel.e. Doctor, 
I a.lua. you wert tal~inl just about the bieyclo erloa.ter 
exereiee and vere not erank!n, in any EVA exerciae that you 
didn't have precisa vatt-.eter n~.ber. on. Can you di'eua, 
the aore Of Ie ••• poradic exercise that they aet and vhat 
effect that .iaht have? 1 recall, particularly, it .eea. to 
~e that the Apollo IS CflV did an avful lot q( vork on the Moon, 
pertlcularly Dave Scott, vreetling with that drill. And doea it 
have to be a perticular kind of exerei.e, or il just any kind 
of phy.ical labor beneficial? 

HAWKINS Well. the bicycle ergoaeter 1. really 
de.IRned to stre •• the cardiovascular 'yate., and you really 
don't get an awful lot of au.eular exercia. out of it. There's 
~o.e, but it's not specifically deaigne~ a. a mUlcle-building 
exercise d~vicc. It's a cardiovaacular conditioning devlce. 
And there, I think, il where ve really sav the .axiaua benefit 
from it. NOW, 1 think the other part of the exerclae pro.ram 
deea need to direct attention to muscle mas a retainaent, building 
it and retaining of the DUlcIe mass itself, itl~ren8th. So here 
you get into the different types, other foras. 

QUERY Well. to follov up on thst, are you 
looKing at any kind of different exercise prograas that 
might be iaplemented, if not in Skylab IIl,then 1n Skylab IV? 

HAWKINS Well, no, to ans~er your question _ 

E~O OF TAPE 
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QUUY -ald if not 1n Skylab III, "J. in Sltylab IV? 
HAWKINS Well. no. To answer your question specifi-

cally • ~o, we have not .1 yet really turned all of our attettti~n 
to bear on wh~t type o{ a new device we ought to be lookina 
at. We've not done that yet. 

PAO Arthur, then back to Carolyn Callahan. 
QUE1Y Well, Dr. Hawkins, given thil apparent 

relationship between exercise and the physiological thlngo 
that you .entioned, wh~re does this leave us as far &s the 
dreaD of the average ~an going into space via the space 
.huttle? The non-scienlists and those sorts of people who aren't 
finely-tuned physical specimens - Are we not limiting this 
then to space for the astronauts? Where does the general 
popUlation fit into this? 

HAWKINS Well, I don't know where they fit into 
it yet, Art, really. And that's what we're - that's certainly 
one of the thing~ we're trying to fInd out with Skylab, because 
reae.ber this 1, the first .isaion where we really ever had 
an opportunity to look at Nan in his totality within this 
new environment that we're expecting him to live in and work 
in Cor extended periods oC time. 1 don't know yet what that 
answer is. I think. based on what we find, we'll find ways, 
if we need those people there. 

PAC Carolyn. 
QUERY Well, I guess m~ question kind of ties 

in with that. You thought at one point, Kerwin had reached 
hia adaptive point, and then you say he didn't, apparently. 
Are y~u saying that none of them reached that point and 
leveled off7 In 28 days -

HAWKINS No not really. because we saw three different 
responses. in three different individuals. And, yes, if you 
look at Pete, yau'd say that it looked lika he adapted ovp.r 
whatever fev hours or days it took, and here agatn,W! were 
delayed in gettin~ 80me of these early evaluations In, because 
of the thermal [l,',)bleas and all that we had to deal with then'. 
But it looked li~e - You could well say that he was adapted for 
all intensive purposes through the 28-day period. 

QUERY Befo~e he went? 
HAWKINS Well, no, not before he went. because he 

definitely showed dlfferenr.es and changes from his baseline 
preflight measurement in the 092. 

QUERY Can I ask another question about food? 
Do you have - Have you completed YC1r sampling on the food 
that Was brought back and what doea it shov? 

HAWKINS No, we have not and I can't fill you in 
with any information on that right at thic time. 
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QUB1Y Before the flilht there val a sr,at con-eern &~o~t calcium loa, apd the pOlsibility of - reaote po •• lbl1ity of b~oken bonea. have you had any readina on c.lciu. 10.a7 
HAWKINS t d? not have any lab data out yet, Horton. ,ad 1 really don't have any apecific data back froa Dr. Voael, who" the PIon the boae .iopral scan. Hia initial evalu,tton. tvo day. ala, vaa that thfre val no appreciable 10 •• leen. Nov, he'l holdin, up hi. final analysl. report on that until he'. had time to do all hla calculation •• 
flO Pete Bow.an. over here. 
QUERY Have you had any interestlas lubjective impreaaionl from the crev as to vhat it's like beias bac~. ,ay, the first fev days After they vere back. as far as awakening, and some of thcir activities immediately after avakenina. walkina? Have they mentioned any mUlcle sorene •• as a result of Betting back ~o using the old Earth mu.cles again, things like that? 
HAWKINS The - well, all I can talk about are what the initial first 2 or 3 day. were until they got back here. I really haven't had a chance to explore ~ny of these things vith them, and von't have, really, until ve get into the medical debriefing. which is next Tuesday, to get down into some of those tyre of details again. But. Paul Weitz exhibited the greatest amount of muscle soreness, and joint pain, and this is primarily within the back. 80ae cervical area, low back area. and his knees. The other two didn't really complAin abo~t muscle soreness. This is postflight, nov. That lasted with Paul over the first 2 to 3 da,s, with. I guess, perhaps some gradual i.provement of it. Interesting enough. this is one of the things vhich I recall having been cOQmented on by the Russiaos on their Soyuz 11. IS-day flight. That the crews did experience a lot ~f muscular ache and pain that persisted for days. But the other two our other tvo crevmen didn't show anything like this at all. It'. just that Paul - They did COMplain of a feeling of heaviness. that rapidly changed aDd diminished after being on the deck, during the first day. even. Rut like oue - 1 forget nov which one it was - He said it felt like, well, like one g was like about 2 to 3g to him. And - But this gradually diminished and 1 think by the next morning. after a good night's sleep and everything, they felt pretty noraal. QUERY JuSt to make it a bit easier, on me a. least, how would you rate their hearts, their stomachs, their auscle tone, as of today, compared ~ith postflight readings? 

HAWKINS Oh' man, I'd say they're - I'd say t,'.y're 
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back, fully back to nor.al, with the exception of the - of 
the - lea .eaaure.en~a. vhich have not yet r.turne~ to pre
flight lIeuuremlinti. TheY're atlll about - oh. they're atHl 
I think, 2 to 3 centimetera l.aa eircumfer'D~. a.aaurement 
than what we - we .aw prefliaht. That ia not fully returned 
yet., but - -

QUtRY Is that 8 pooling problem, or 
a aUlcle problea? 

HAWKINS I think it's a aass - auscle mass tlasue. 
PAO Okay. Thank you, ladies and Bentlemen. 

Dr. Hawkins. I want to remind everybody about tomorrow's 
briefing atartina at 9 o'clock. Sky lab II presa confer
enc~ - the maln auditorium. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO A aedical status breifina on the Sky14b 
crew. DT. Royce Hawkins. vho just relently talked to 
Dr. Charlea Ros. out on the T1conderoaa. Dr. Rawkina. 

HAWKINS Fine. Terry. Yea. vell. this aorning 
ac I had hoped for. thinas are definitely lookina much • 
• u~h improved and better than they d1d at firlt evaluation 
lsst nigbt. Nov the Commander has this aorning looka 1n 
excellent shape and there's certainly no anticipation 
of any type or problem vith his perrormance today. Paul Weitz 
also looks to be in excellent shape. He has no residual 
effects froa the vestibular disturbances of yesterday and 
it i8 inticip.ted that his - his bicycle ergometer rerun 
today will be uneventful. Nov the - for Joe, I feel like that 
_ that he is a thousand percent better today from the 
cardiovascular standpoint. He still has some residual 
effects from the vestibular problem. And what happens Is 
on head ~ovements at t1mes he can st111 produce some 
nausea and dizzine88. However, at the tiRe ve talked 
with the ship he had just completed the H092 run, the 
lower body negative pressure run, and he perfor~ed through 
the minus 30 and twice through the minus 40 levels, millimeters 
of mercu~y levels, vithout any symptoas. A~d at the time 
ve terminsted our talk he wa£ on the ~{cycle ergoaeter. 
And you'll recall last night, I told you that he was not 
able to perform this test yesterday. Now I do ~ot expect 
to really see any significar.t vroblems here with Joe today. 
ihey - they all got a good solid tvelve hours of sleep. 
which I think they really needed. Paul and Joe say they 
don't even reaeaber their heads hitting the pillov. From 
a nutritional standpoint, yesterday, I think they were all 
a little bit off on tbeir d1et. Fluid intakes were fairly 
good. Pete and Paul did have an extra snack before retiring 
last nitht. This morning Joe had a hearty breakfast and 
is - I.as really regained all of his appetite, so I think 
that's a good symptom. Okay. 

PAO Pleas£ vait for the aike. 
QUERY Dr. Hawkins what about the San Clemente, 

has it been cleared for that? 
HAWKINS Well, now just after our conversation -

yes, we talked with Dr. Fletcher in Washington and as well 
a8 Dr. Low and Hr. Hyers. We t~ld them what the findings 
were here thia morning as l've told you, and we feel medically 
that we can - we can reco.mend a GO at this point. Now this 
is understood that - that In the event that so~ethln8 happens 
between nov and then, obviously it could change the plans, 
but I don't expect that to really happen. But they all understand 
this and I believe Hr. Donally told ae that Dr. Fletcher 
has given the - his decision for GO. 

QUERY Is this a - -

END OF TArE 
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QUEIY - 'I tbil a CO for all three crevaen? 
HAWXIMS All tbree erev~en. 
QUBRY They viII be vearing •• sks vhen they meet 

vith the Prelideat? I don't suppose thoagh. the President 
vill be vearin, a aalk. 

HAWKINS Well, our plan is not to put a masK on 
the President. We do plan for the crews, .1 well as the 
primary contacte who accompany the crevaen. to have masks on. 
an~ certainly when they are within a two-meter distance, this 
is vhen the aask. really become critic4l. Nov it is possible 
that you might see pictures of where the crev is in the vicinity 
of the President vithout a sasK on. but this viII be - they 
will be protect~d by placing the. upvind and - you knov. in 
a manner vhere - and avay from the tvo-meter distance and 
all this type of thinlt. So ve've got all kinds of vays 
(la~ghter) of coping vith our problems. 

PAC John Wilford. 
QUERY To vhat do you attribute this ~ather 

rapid turnaround in their condition? Does this indicate to 
you that perhaps yo~ veren't seeing really deep-down decondi
tioning. but just some very trknsient things? 

HAWKINS I think there vere very definite changes 
here. And 1 don't know how, you knew. how deep-down - deep
down really .eans. 1hey vere definite. they were positive 
findinlts, bot~ in th~ vestibular and the cardiovascular area. 
I think that tne symptoms that we were seeing in Joe were aore 
vestibular than they vere cardiovascular. And I think the 
results ~f today's testa are going to bear that out. I think 
even the initial picture this morning tends to hear that out. 
But they are poaltive findings. Nov the tiae over vhich they 
readapt. and that's vhat they're doing now 1 really think, is 
a readaptive procesa going on here to prepare them to live 
again vithin the I-g envlronaent. 

QUERY Do you have any preliminary results on 
the gamma ray bone scans anj the blood cheQistry snd things 
like that. 

HAWKINS No, ! Jon't at tllis point. I haven't 
received any data on that. 

PAO Hary. 
QUERY Dr. Hawkins, do you have any figures or 

tan you tell us generally how each of th~ thr~e crewmen co.
pared in this aorning's runs to, say. preflight and also 
their orbital stuff? You said Kervin ~ent through the lover 
body negative pressure thing, but I aean like blood pressure 
and that kinJ of stuff. how did he co.pare and 80 forth. And 
alao. vhat about the orthostatic hypotension. Is that all gone 
or fading, or what level? 
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of the President vithout a sasK on. but this viII be - they 
will be protect~d by placing the. upvind and - you knov. in 
a manner vhere - and avay from the tvo-meter distance and 
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HAWklMS Ye., to anever che 1.st vert. ve have not 
ee.~ any of the f.l~tlna or pre.yncable ayftptoa. of ortholtatie 
hypotena'~n today. He i. aovina about. he', eli.binl .tairs 
on his own without any a"iltance, vhat.oever. So I don't 
think that ve're - I think that ve're over that phase of the 
problea. Nov th- only thing ve've coapleted vas Jo~'. K092, 
and I do not have as yet. any results on the others. Thia is 
being done nov, and it vi1l be this afternoon late before we 
really get any of that data back. 

QUERY What va. his - hov did hi' blood preasure 
and pU4se compare during that run? 

HAWKINS Okay, it compared very favorably vith what 
his infliiht measurements Were. 1 vas looking to sec if I had 
wr!tten dovn the exact figures on that, and 1 didn't, HalY. 
He - you remember ve vere rUI.ning him at 30 40/40 inflight and 
h~ today. this morning, those values vere just about comparable 
with the inflight. 

QUERY Still shov, because 1 did Ihov - -

END OF TAPE 
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QUEll - - cau.e I did .how an orbit - In orbit 
deconditlon1na. So it .til1 .how •• d.conditlonina a. 8uch. 

HAVKIHS Hot .1anillcan~ly except for the fact that 
prefliaht he went to ainua 50. No~, that l

• thatla really the 
differecce that were yet lookina at and I think really by to
.orrow we o~ght to be able to .ee hi. perfor. the .ious SO 
Ie ve 1. 

QUERY I have just ooe Rare. Now how do you feel 
~bout the 56 day llight? 

HAWKINS I leel very confident at this t,.~ that 
we can proceed and fly a 56 day .1,.lon. 

PAO Art Lord, NBU. 
QUERY New that you've had another 14 hours or 

'0 to look at thp. problea, could you sort of recap for us what 
you think the problea with Dr. Xerwin w.,? In lsy~ens terms, 
and also the causes for it, if you will. 

HAWKINS Well. I think 1 talked about this at one 
of the - one of the a weekly aedlcal brl~fiDg6 that we had 
during the 51,sloo. As an explanation of what we saw in flight. 
with the - ~ith the vestibular studies. And - and th~t 
a - that here again, this is still kind of a theory, but 1 
feel that the - in flight that we saw th~ - the absence of the 
influence of the otolith within the seaiclrcular canales, 
which tend to put a da.pner on influence uron iapulses originating 
within semicircular canalea that are fed into the 
central nervous systea. And that a with the release of this 
a - gover~or or influencer on those I.pluses they were able to 
respond In a aanor which we saw them. In other words, the 
syapto.s of - that generated froa exc~sslve acceleration and, 
that type of force are relieved. Now, as I put together, 
in .y vievs then, under return to gravity and the otolith, which 
are the 8ravlt~ dependent and their action, then become again 
active snd could very well tend to - either - the results in 
all that your aeeing then froD goveaents and acceleration 
and all in flov of the fluida within the semicircular cansls 
could there-for be a~pltfied in such a asnner that the sympto.s 
of nausea, vomiting and all that go along with aotion sickneas. 
Would be paraaount at much lower level. auch - in other words 
the treshold has changed. and they have to go through a re
adaptive proce3s in - to regain vh~t vas nor.sl for them, 
before the mls8ion. Now I d~n't know if that helps to clarify 
it any for you at all. But that's kind of ay ideal of the 
type of - of situwtion that were dealing with. 

QUERY Do you have any reason to believe that this 
condition could get worae, are the recovery process ~iaht be 
longer, in a 56 day mission a. oppoaed to a 28 day alssionl 
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HAWKIKS I think that the - I think that the _ 
were going to aee individual differencG.. And here I,ain I 
think - I think it's gOinl to be a~ot upon the particular 
indiViduals noraal ve3tibular phy.lology just as on the 
ground, you find soae people that a - get sick riding in the 
back s~at of a car, a child seta sick riding on a avinl, and 
their highly susceptible a here again I think were s~ing to 
find soae crewmen are going to be aore susceptible than othera. 
Nov what the - what the longer duration, exposure for G lonser 
during is goIng to cause whether - you knov whether it's goIng 
to - that - influence the return period. Any, greatp.r than what 
we've see here. I can't say. and nobody can really, I guess that's 
soa~thing we're goIng to have to learn as we ~et In to the 
- move into the S6 day phase. And here again y~u're gOing to 
be dealing with three different individuals again, and it'a 
possible that you may see similar occurrence in one of those 
men or all oC thea, and you may not aee any in any of thea. 
That's really about the beat that I can answer. 

QUERY Is it possible that the movements of the 
ship aggravated the vestibular problems in Kerwin? 

HAWKINS This is possible too. And I think that 
- you see all of this really start-.d while they were still 
on the seas surface in the command module. And I think 
th~t the - yes - I think that you have a little bit of the 
motion Sickness, sea sickness type of thing that entered 
into the initial phases of it also. 

QUERY And, how do you feel about the validity 
of those vestibular function test the preflight and during 
flight? Since they really didn't sea~ to pick out these dif
ferences that happend aftervards. 

HAWKINS Will. I don't really yet know, what to 
say to that. Because that's what we're trying to learn are 
what is the - the predictive value of the test that you _ 
thst you can do. We may find it okay, we may find we need to 
~o other type of testing, to go beyond wh .. re we are. So we're 
learning, we're cn a f~ontier reall~. 

PAO Carlyn Kenith Calihad. 
Q~ERY Do you have information that goes Lack to 

their childhood, to say whether these fellows were the type to 
that do get sick in the car. and that sort of thing? 

HAWKINS I've - we've - yes we've looked at all that 
and I can't honestly say that I can detect any - any significant 
findings back in childhood that would give you any clues to 
the fact that they would respond this way. 

PAO Chris. 
QUEIY Doctor, did you actually talk to any of the 

three astronauts. or did you talk Juat to Dr. Ross? 
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HAWKINS Ho, ~IV' only talked to Dr. Ro •• and 
Dr. Herden,ky. Dr. John.on who's out there. Aut I have not talked 
to the crew. thea •• lvee. 

QUERY In the LBMP. did the calf elle changea, the 
delta chenae increase any r~cently are dld - Hare than it vas in 
flight? 

HAWKINS No, I tell y~u what they g.ve ae last night 
vas that voluan percent chanaes which doesn't really give ae 
the sonoaeter circumference and all. And I .cant to clarify 
that this .ornina too when I w.~ talking to the. and 1 forgot 
that point. But, I vill get it tonight. 1 vant to know 1s 
exactly vhat those - vhat those sonometer aeasureaents are. But 
what they vere re~orting which is the vay the PI normally re
po~ts the data 1s in a volumn percent change. Now, inflight 
we were 8eeing, under the positive, or the negative press-
ure loads, something like a 4 to 6 percent change, maxiaum volumn 
change, in lhe leg. Now, in postfli~ht, then, to give you a com
parison, they were talking about 1.6 to 1.9 ~ercent volumn change. 
So there's a definite difference during the actual test as to the 
amount of pooling that's occuring. 

QUERY Did they do some addition LKB~ this morn~ng 
or - since they awaken? 

HAWKINS On Joe Kerwin. Is the only o~e that _ 
had oeen accomplished today, when I talked vith hi •• 

PAO Ilary Boules. 
HAWKINS We had not gotten into the other two. 
QUERY Dr. Havklns, how - how do you resolve the 

fact, that in their whirling chair thing they were able to 
sort of double the cuns and they didn't show any dizziness, and 
yet like, we had Schvelckart, vho got ill, nauseated in orbit, 
and we had soae other sy.ptoms, you know before, plus the Russians 
experience. And yet, you know, you come back, and you have this 
great amount? Hov do you resolve that, that Kervin hi.self, 
went through thia great thing yet, you have the background 
of Schweickart and these others that, you knov, just under normal 
veightlessness have had problems? 

HAWKINS Well, KAry, again I think yo~'re - 1 tllink 
you're dealing with soae individual variances. Rusty, was 
one who definitely r~sponded to - very earl~ and over a long 
period of ti.e in flight to the changep In zero gravity 
and his threshold level was definitely lower, then some of 
the other crevmen have been. 1 think that a - let'. Bee _ 
1 was trying to think what the - now inflight see, really 
Paul, and Joe beth perfor.ed identically, r8&11y, they were 
they were both able to work up to the _ 

END OF TAPE 
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~AWKI~S They v~re both able to work up to the 
aoxiaua axeeller.tiona. We doubled - Actually doubled 
their excelleration ratel under which they v~re undergoing 
tha hlad moveaenta to telt the aotion .enalt1vity. Hov, post 
flight, Joe ha. a. they have all ahown 80ae dearee, and again 
there's individual differencea here in the three aen, but 
they have definitely all shown the aiml1ar sa.e type of - of 
vestibular phenomenon. How Joe'. has - is aore severe, and 
it ia taking him a longer tiDe to readapt and re,aln his 
original threshold values. 

QUERY Dr. Ker - Dr. Hawkin., what did they have 
to eat today? What was on their aenu? 

HAWKI~S Oh, boy I ~on't have that aenu in front 
of me. I can'; answer that for you right off. 

QUERY Do you know what day in the cycle they're 
on, food day? 

Well, this is R plus 1. HAWKINS 
QUERY Yeah, but in the six day cycle is it day 

one or two? 
HAWKINS 
QUERY 
HAWKINS 

I sorry. 

I don't know. 
Could you find that out? 
I haven't zeal1y kept up with it that close, 

QUEIY Would they have to forego any refreshments 
at the President's San Clemente home? Stay on the test. 

HAWKINS They're going to be limited to what they 
can - what they c~n eat and drink. It's something like coffee 
or tea or soae like beverage, but they will have to restrict 
their intake because of the - that nutritional aineral balance 
study. 

QUERY Can you tell ae what food they brought 
back for sempling? And when will it be here? 

HA~KINS It would come - it will come back with the 
- I believe we viII get all of thOle saaples back with the 
crev as they return Sunday night. And - and Igain, I'. sorry 
I don't have the list of all those food iteas that we've asked 
fOT in return I jus: don't recall each one of theD. I can 
get that for you though. if you'd like to have it. 

QUERY Dr. Hawkins did I hear you correctly a Cew 
minutes ago? You referred to this ailmeDt of Kerwin's as 
a vesbibular phenomenon. 

HAWKINS Well. yeah that's what I said. It's a 
- it is vestibular in -

QUERY (garble) 
HAWKINS Right. 
PAO Okay, any further questions? Carolyn. 
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QUEIY - - know whet the let •• t word on tbe 
refrigeration probl.m ia. and what ie that ~oln8 to do to 
Carolyn Leech'a experi~entf 

HAWKINS (laulhter) I can eee I !!1dn'l cOile over 
too well prepared thi. aorning. The teaperaturea. I heard -
Ted probatl1 ~now. aore about that than 1 do. 

PAO 1 atopped by to talk to Chuck Lewia over there 
and lhe refrlBer~~lon aystea is alowly improving. There's a 
trend toward improvement in the teaparatures. There'a one 
senaor t~~re that is now ainus 5. something degrees a~d they're 
looking for 15 degreel below, and it's graduilly coming down 
at each station pass. And internal temperatures are in the 
high 10 and low SO's, sort of fluctuating back and forth in 
the workshop atmosphere, and it's depreasurlzed to two pounds 
right now. And the momentum Is stabulized. the gyros are 
performing okay for the time being. Current orbit is 231.9 by 
240.1 nautical. And they've opened the S149 door to start 
lathering conta.ination data, and that's about all I know 
Ibout the health of the workshop. 

HAWKINS Do they know ~~y the - any idea yet what the 
cause of that was? 

PAO The refrigeration? No, I don't think they 
are $ure why it happened. 

QUERY Does anybody know if the vives have been 
invited to meet with the President? 

HAWKINS Not. not - no. I feel I can answer that 
affirmatively no. Yes, 1. don't know. (laughter) No, to 
.y knowledge they have not been invited out there. They will 
see their husbands here at Elling~un Sunday night. 

QUERY Do we have any kind of a time table yet 
as they are going to San Clemente? 

HAWKINS WIlen they will g01 It's tomorrow morning -
I think they're to be there at 9 o'clock. 

QUERY Be there? 
HAWKINS I believe that Is correct. California time. 
QUERY Nine our time? 
HAWKINS No, their time. 
PAO Pacific daylight. 
HAWKINS Yes, two hours difference. It's - the vh~le 

~rip will take about four hours. There's an hour - something 
like an hour flying time. They'll be there for an hQur and 
a half, two hours, another hours flight back and to the ship. 
That's about the tiae. 

QUERY (garble) 
HAWKINS I canlt say. I don't person.lIy know. 
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I had the idea that he wa •• 
QUEIY (aa~ble) the Pre.ident'. - -
HAWKINS Yeah, (,arble) 
QUERY It wa. -7 underatandlna reaently that he 

wae Kary, but I don't know. I too like you heard that there 
wa. a possibility he wouldn't. 

PAO Okay, no further que.t~on8. ve'll ahut 
it dovn. Thank you. 
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PAO Okay. 8~ntle.en. We are r~ady to atart 
thil medical atatul report. And, of courae, as you vell know, 
on my right 1. Dr. loyce Uawklna, who vill be talkin, to you -
explaining what ba. transpired over the laat few hours with 
the - with reference to tbe Skylab crew. Dr. Hawkins? 

HAWKINS Okay. let ae - let me - first apologize 
to all of you. I realize that this thing was set up earlier. 
It was base~ upon 80me early predi~tions as to wh3t time things 
on th~ ship would be squared away. And it just hasn't worked 
out thst way. They got behind in their timeline on the ship, 
and, so, the delays ho"e just been unavoidable, really. I'll 
sorry for any inconvenience that this has caused any of you, 
but we did have a rather lengthy - conversation with lhe Ship. 
The co.~ was a little bit bad At times and we had to go back 
and repeat 80me of the aaterial so that loIe felt that we - we 
were understanding exactly what information was being trans
mitted. And, so - anyway, now I think that I do have a fairly 
up-to-date report for you on exactly what our situation is 
with the crev on th2 ship. Nov, as all of you are aware of, 
they came aboard in the spacecraft this morning, and they all 
looked rather wobbley and unsteady when they got out of the 
spacecraft and Btanding on a platform. They did fer.l some 
unateadiness, and this - actually - well, really, t~e aymptoms 
of - began to appear first with the - the entr,. Where they 
were - commented that they were very much aware of the in
creased g'a of entry - although this is no big p~oble. to them. 
They were cognizant that tho i"e were a lot of g-loads there, 
which they would interpret dS being a little greater than the 
4-8's which they w~re pulling. Nobody had any adverse effects 
froll thIs at all. It carried (In over Into when they were 
aboard the ship. They did state that they felt like they were 
very heavy and they kind of related this to - like - like about 
a 2-8 load on tbe.. This gradually faded out. That WdS their 
initial reactions 1 think, to getting back on the Earth. Now, 
they - all three crewmen did experience some ve~ti~ular dis
turbances which we have talked about on two or three occasions 
I know of, as a possibility that - that we would B~e this 
when the crew returned. ADd, all three did experience this 

- this in the forlll of dizziness. and ligl.t-headednesa. even 
some - stomach-awareness - even in - and Kerwin, to the poi"t 
of some nausea. NOW, Kerwin has, by far. felt more effecta 
of this, than the other two cre~men. And, he is the only one 
who decided to inflate the capat~nds in the counter-lIIealured 
garaent which he vaa wearing - they v~re all three wearing. 
But, he felt unsteady enougb that h~ elected to go ahead and 
inflate the capstandl and wear the preasure luit on exIt from 
the spacecraft. The other two did not feel that tbey needed 
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the cour·_~-ae •• u~ed garaents inflated, and tbey did not 
inflate ~~e.. So. the7 proceeded on then. froa the 8p.~.
craft to the laboratories whele the e~.alnatl~na have begun. 
The - tbe Co •• ander - let me atate here, tbe Coauander'e -
dizziness and vestibular disturbances have persisted in -
I'd •• Y about tvo-hou~ pe~iod befo~e he felt th&t thing_ vere 
quite stable for hi.. Nov, to go an~ coaplete his protocol. 
that ve ran hi. on, he - he shoved ~n his lower body negative 
pressure, that he vas veIl within t~e guidelines and all of 
the preflight base-line .easure_ents. He W~R able to COMplete 
the - the entire - series of runs and throu~h the max-stress 
level of minus 50 millimeters lowe~ body n~ga'_~e pressure. 
You ~ill recall that he va5 the only one inflight vho was 
able to do this, and never had any problems with the LP-N? 
tests. So, in the post-flight period, I don't think it'~ 
it's - really unusual here to expect that he might be ."le 
to do the same thing, and he did. His - his Hl71. th~ bic~cle 
ergometry, - here again he was able to ~ork thro~gh the entire 
profile, and his heart rates, blood pressures, were right in 
the - again - right in the envelope thot ve saw preflight and 
in the - in the inflight measurements. Nov, we did see -
as some - again, some PVCe, premature ventricular contractions. 
There were - there were several of these that vere noted in 
the - again in his second vork level, and you migbt - might 
recall here, that we did see soae of these in his first bicycle 
ergolletry run inflight. Here again, let me say that t~e-
vhat we saw there vas nothing alarmine and nothing that 1 
vould be concerned about at all. Okay, the - his laboratory 
Y'rk - looked as to be very veIl vithin the noraal range. 
Alad I see nothing out of line there. All right, now - Paul 
Weitz - he commented th8t on entry he was very, very much 
aware, of course, of the reloading - he found it - he found 
it difficult to move his head up off of the couch. Althou~h 
this was - I don't think too unusual to find that condition. 
He did. also, experience the - the dizainess - and or - vertigo 
type of symptoa on movement of his head, just like the other 
two crewmen did. In his lover body negative pressure tests, 

- let me recap for you inflight. We had to terminate his 
fifth run because of presinkable symptoas that developed, 
and froa that point on he ran at a ainus 30, .inus 40, minus 
40 level. Okay. Interesting enough, - in the ~ost 
flight - lower body negative pressure tests, he vas able to 
complete the max load of ainus SO milliaeters of negative 
pressure without any sy.ptoms. So, you might say that was 
s11aht i.provement. Nov, on his Hl7l, the bicycle erg~meter 
tests - -

END OF TAPE 
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SP~AXER 0"01 his Hl71, th .. bicycle ergometer test, 
h~ coapleted all of t~. work l~vela and had no p~oble.a until 
In the recove¥y pha.e, he did hav~ a sudden drop in his blood 
pus,ure. froa ISO .ystoltc down to 143, that vas rather 
abrupt, and ai.ultaneoua vith that, a drop in he rt rate 
which resulted in 80lle nausea and aome dizziness and he did 
experience tUlle feeling of Jllnes8 at that point froll the, 
during tbi~ reat phase. Now, he was 1 •• edlately stretched 
out and recovered within the 5 .1nute reat period and felt 
all right again on ar18ing. Now, 8gain. his laboratory \lork was 
veil ~ithin a nominal range. NOW, on Joe, Joe haa really 
not fared 8a veil a8 the other two crewllen. He has demon
strated Eore or the vestibular type disturbaQce, the dizzin~9s 
and all and associated n8use~ and the feeling of weakness. 
Now he was vearing the ~apstan pressure suit and because of 
thiS, then ve had to make hi. do a modification of his ~est 
protocol, where he ~ould do a stand up test, and then - be-
fore going to the LB&P test, so we did so~e supine measurements 
and then a sta~dup vith pressure suit inflated, then we laid 
hi. down, unflated and stood him up and got the difference~ 
there. Now, at that point he seemed to be doing pretty VEIl, 
following that standup test, and therefore vreceded to do t~e 
LB&P, which was the next test to be performed. Now, he was 
not able tD complete the test. He measured - he made it 
through the minus 30 level, but in the first minus 40 level, 
we had to terminate that after 3 minutes and 50 seconds. We 
were not able to complete the 5 minute period and this vas 
again, because of a sloving of his heart rate and drop in 
pressure vith- but actually not really experiencing any true 
presyaptible sympt.oms. But the run vas terminated and becau,e 
of his reaction, his cardial vascular status at this time, 
it vas decided that we would not proceed to do the lower 
body· the bicycle ergometry test, and this was not performpd 
on Dr. Kerwin. Now. his laboratory work looked again, like 
the other crewmen. Looks very normal. Body weights, the 
commander lost - shows a loss of 3 and 3/4 pounds. The 
Science Pilot 6-1/2 pounds, the pilot 8-1/4 pounds. Okay. 

PAO Okay. Welre ready to take questions . 
.John? 

QUERY Well then, how generally would you ('v .... luatc 
their health? Would you say theylre in fairly good shape, 
marginal shape, a r what? 

SPEAKER Well, 1 think, actually, as far as Pete 
and Paul, I don't classify thea in any way, form, or fashion 
to be in any ill health. As 1 aay, Pete's - he seemed to 
bounce back after about 2 hours and was very active and moving 
around quite a bit on the ship. Paul was longer in getting 
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ovel those initla~ ve.tib~l.r ay.~Loms and it was like _ 
ao.ething like 7 or 8 hou~a before he really actually 
got to a point where he vas able to move around and frcely 
move hia head wlth~ut oetting off that feeling of nausea 
and diaziness. And he did proceed to go walking, exercising 
around the ship. Now. coming back froa that he ~id feel 
tired and he did comp~~in of aoae Quscular soreness and 
he has g~ne. ~ell. they've all gone to be~, but he went 
on and ~roceeded to lie dovn and lest. NOW, Joe was, as I 
said, was really the worst of the three !s far as the 
symptoms go. He ~a$ able to. by his own aSSistance, to get 
up the stairs. but. he was accompanied and assisted to the 
third level of the fli~ht up to their quarters and Joe, 
actually, he really dId not feel at any time as yet that 
hp. was r~ady to get up and move around like 'he other 
lWo crewmen. New he has had a slower recovery and a slower 
adapt1ve period here, that he i~ going through, than the 
other two. And it's - he hAd - we saw more changes - ~ore 
marked changes in fliShl with Joe, and I don't think that 
this is really anything different than what we would expect 
because of those findings. But he is slower and his adapt
ation is not yet back to normal. And we're going to see 
that he is going to be slower in returning. 

Q'IERY Do they seem te be In worst shape than 
you ha~ expected, or better shape? And do you believe th~t 
that'll be able to go to San Clemente? 

SPEAKER Well, I think actually, to answer the 
first part of that. I'm a little surprised, you know, that 
Pete looks really as good as he docs. I expected him to 
show a little bit 30re of this. 1 think I'm a little 
surprised that Joe is showing as much of this as he Is. 
They're - 1 guess I would think that I would expect the~ 
to be a little bit more like Paul Weltz in the Yay he I. 
responding. But they're individuals and there are individual 
variances here that we're looking at, and that's the way 
you've got to - you know, you've just got to understand and 
expect you're going to see individual differences. Now, as 
of this zoment, I would say that I do not forsee any problem 
With Pete or even Paul making the trip to San Clemente. I 
cannot say at this point that Joe is going to be ready that 
qUick or not. That we'll have to wait and see. 

END OF TAPE 
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ation is not yet back to normal. And we're going to see 
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Q'IERY Do they seem te be In worst shape than 
you ha~ expected, or better shape? And do you believe th~t 
that'll be able to go to San Clemente? 

SPEAKER Well, I think actually, to answer the 
first part of that. I'm a little surprised, you know, that 
Pete looks really as good as he docs. I expected him to 
show a little bit 30re of this. 1 think I'm a little 
surprised that Joe is showing as much of this as he Is. 
They're - 1 guess I would think that I would expect the~ 
to be a little bit more like Paul Weltz in the Yay he I. 
responding. But they're individuals and there are individual 
variances here that we're looking at, and that's the way 
you've got to - you know, you've just got to understand and 
expect you're going to see individual differences. Now, as 
of this zoment, I would say that I do not forsee any problem 
With Pete or even Paul making the trip to San Clemente. I 
cannot say at this point that Joe is going to be ready that 
qUick or not. That we'll have to wait and see. 

END OF TAPE 
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SPi!AIOl:R - - to be rea'" that quick or not. 
That we'll have to wait and see. And the resulta of his 
~elts tomorrow would v.ry definitely. 1 think, slve U8 the 
aOlwer to t. at. 1 tblok with a ~uod night's sleep and all 
that we're 801n8 to aee ter.en~~us I.~rove.ents in all of 
them al'd cert.sinly in Joe by tomorrow. Let me say on that 
poL,t there, that t;, row the right b dore rE'ally did not 
~dye a very 800d night's ~leep and joe's was about four hours 
uf very fitfull. restless ty.~ al(~p. Paul Weitz reports 
really only one good hour of sle~p and Pete's was about 4 or 
5 ho~rs of sleep. 

QUERY Well, ~onsiderin8 th3t and R very long 
arduous day asleep an aircraft carrl<1!r ' ,lich they're not 
used to, wouli you as a peronsla physi .. ian recommend travel 
by helicopter off the ship, to a visit to ~an Clemente, back 
to the helicopter. 

. PEAKEiI. Well, Jim, only if they show some further 
il!<pr·,·Jement. Yes, I do. I do expect it. I - as 1 said, at 
this moment, 1 really feel there will be no questivn about 
Paul or Pete. At this moment, I do have yet some reservations 
about Joe. 

PAO Tom O'Toole. 
QUERY Do you see anything - you don't see ~ny-

thing that would give you a GO for 56 days on Skylab 3, do you? 
SPEAKER Tom, no, not at this 1I0ment. No. Now, 

here again, ve've got to wait until we've got all of these 
inflight samples back into the laboratory where ve get a look 
at the - some of the basic cellular and enzyme in biochemistry 
levels to to under~tand more of the type of gross physiological 
changes that we've been looking at. 

PAO Let's go to Nick Chris. No, right here. 
QUERY Was there any sort of vomiting associated 

with this nausea. 
SPEAKER Yes, there was. With Joe Kerwin - only 

hi.. This vas after he had arrived in the laboratory and had -
well, he vas seated and they had some grape juice drink and 
hr. drank this down - I think rather as he described it -
chug-a-lugged it down and it wss i •• ediately after this that 
he felt neasea and did vomit and the grape juice itself. I 
don't know whether - I don't know what the temperature of that 
drink was - whether 'hat enetere into it. It could have - his 
cold could very well - it could very well have participated 
it. But anyway with the dizziness and the nausea that he'd 
been having you could certainly expect that this would - that 
this could possibly - be - occurred. 
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SPEAKEl That'. the only tiae it did happen. 
QUERY Was there anything in Kervin', preflight 

medicsl data that would have indicated or predicted that he 
would have been effected v~rse than t~e other two. 

SPEAKER No, no, not really. Because In the only 
preflight baseline .easurements. they vere able to complete 
all of the program for - all the protocol that _ and JUSt like 
they started off with the LBNP - okay, he was working right 
up through the minus 50's ju,t like all three crew~en ~ere 
and their exerciae - bicycle ergometer workloads were cer
tainly nominal. Their response to the rotating chair in the 
preflight period were certainly no~inal. 

QUERY What arrangements do you have in mind 
for maintaining quarantine during the Presidential visit. 

SPEAKER Okay. We have & - we have a health sta-
bilization progralr. that was written prior to the fligt which 
does cofer the postf~ight pariod. Now this does allow for ~ _ 
SOQe contingency operation where Y'.)u would expeoct to have tv 
bring in someone you previously hadn't expected or aoticlpatcd 
and you did~lt have time to get them through rigid physjc~l 
examines ana that kind of stuff. So - where we run into th~t 
situation. the program calls for the use of surgical masks and 
thee masks will be worn and they can be worn either by the 
crewmen or they can be worn by the people that they're coming 
in contact with. 

QUERY Did inflight - did any of Noe's LBNP 
have to be terminated? 

SPEAKER Which - which - LBNP you said? 
QUERY Right. 
SPEAKER Yes, yes. Right. right. Twice we had 

to terminate him. 
QUERY At what levels? 
SPEAKER Okay. He started off with the 30, 40, 

SO. Okay. We worked through that fine until his third run 
and he developed Some pncsyncope symptoms in the _ at that 
max load on his third run. Okay. We terminated that one, 
cut him back then to a 30, 40, 40 for the rest of the mission. 
He did fine with that until the last test. The a1st run he 
made and he again demonstrated some presynca~le ~ymptoms. At 
the - again at the second 40 level. And it was terminated al _ 
after - let's see how many - after 1 think it's sever mlnut~s. 
So he's short about 3 minutes of his last run. 

QUERY But at that time, when you terminated tl,e 
LBNP, the Kl71 was run anyway. was it not. 

SPEAKER Then how much more serious Vas it today 
when he could n~t complete it at the levels - why not go vith 
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the HIll - doesn't that just kill all your ppatf11ght data 
by not getting a firlt run on H1717 

SPEAKER Well, here again now - let's look at it. 
Infllght data - they were not having any problems with doins 
that 111. They were - they were doing far better thin they 
ever did in their baseline. Okay. And the postflight. nllW, _ 
the postflight - now, we saw sOllie diff~rences here. Paul 
Weitz developed - went into lome syncope - presyncope and 
nausea - on the termination of that 171 run. Okay. JOE"S 

response to the LBNP was worse tllan the other two and he was 
still having problem with - just standing at that point, see. 
This is why - he was still wearing the countermeasure garment 
to help him and give hi~ som~ support during this early period. 
And it was just - it was just decided strictly upon clinical 
judgement that he would not be subjected to it at that time. 
I think - I don't th!nk he would have been able to have co~
pleteu it or even gotten into the first level of york probably. 

QUERY Did anybody - did any of the crewllen faint? 
SPEAKER No there was none of them that actually 

fainted. No. 
PAO Hary Bubb. 
QVERY It would seem to me. [roIll what 1 can recall 

of earlier flights that even Weitz was tn far worse shape 
postflight due to this condition than any of the other 
previous astronauts from what I can - Is that true? 

SPEAKER Wait a minute, Mary. I'm not sure I 
understand what you're saying. You're saying that Paul Weitz 
looked w~rse than the others. 

QUERY No. no. I mean Weitz - just take Weitz 
for one exalllple. It seemed to me that he was in WOlse 
shape than previous astronauts had been in postflight. 
From the deconditioning. 

SPEAKER Actually - if you look at his immediate 
postflight LBNP, he looks better. Now he did respond differen
tly on his - on the workload exercise. Although he was able 
to complete the entire work profile. he did Buffer some ill 
effects there in the immediate recovery period. 

QUERY ~ell, he also had that onboard ship on the 
Apollo, didn't he, too.? 

SPEAKER Weitz - not Weitz. h~IS never flown before. 
QUERY No, I'm talking about comparative data 

yo~'ve gotten on other astronauts II follOWing other flight~. 
SPEAKER We II, let I s see. I don't - we have seen 

- in 1I0st every crew - every crewmen that has flown in Apollo, 
we've seen a degradation in their work performance in the 
i.llediate postflight period. How, I tl.ink perhaps thp _ I 
don't recall any that suffered these particular sy.ptoas that 
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Paul exhIbits hele in the recovery ph.,e. But nearly every 
one has had soae degradation in this work perfor •• nce and __ 

END OF TAPE 
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HAWUN'S 
had Ii o.e de & I' ad. t 1 ,n in 
48 to 72 hours. 80~e of 

QUERY 
par or a little worse, 
before ye - -

- but nearly every on~ has h.d thl. - has 
this work perfor.anee. and h •• been 
thea a little bit 10nllr, I~ roturnlng. 
How would you evaluate his level? On a 

or what? 1'. talking juot about Weitz 

HAWKlNS Well, 1 think his - as he was working, I 
think he was on par. but he did - he did develop these symptoms 
in his r~covery phase, which is a little bit different than 
we've seen in the past. Yes? 

QUERY On Kerwin, hi.self, wouldn't you consider 
this fairly serious? How would you evaluate his sickness? 

HAWKINS Kerwin's? 
QUERY Yes. 
HAWKINS Well, we have never yet secn any tllat _ 

exactly like - like KerYin's - that's true - he is really, I 
think, slower, by far than any that we have seen. 

QUERY Well, for exalllple. could >()u g1ve more 
detail - like 110W long did he year this pressure garment? 
How much of a examin did you do on him? 

HAWKINS Well. we - -
QUERY And, how badly did he feel by the t1~e 

he went to bed compared to when he first __ 
HAWKINS All right. He wore it for a period of 

hours. Now, this was - this was intermittent, and it _ be
cause he was stlll - he was still having some of this symptom 
vf dizziness. and weakness, and he - he w~uld wear this gar-
ment inbetween the examinations In order to give him some 
counter-measure. and - and - assist hill as he would be moving 
from one lab to the other. He wore it to his quarters, and 
a - he did not, &5 such. When certainly was not in any real 
condition to get out and roam around the decks 8S the other 
two crewmen were. 

7 

QUERY Two quick ones. I wasn't clear as to whether 
this dIzziness and problems they were having is due to vestibular 
problems or due to hypotension or __ 

HAWKINS Well, it's - yeah, that's the thing wbich 
we're trying to really sort out, too. I'd - I'm not sure. 
You know, how much of which is - we're really dealing with 
yet. I think we're dealing with more of vestibular at the 
moment. than - there is definitely some cardiovascular response 
here, too. 

QUERY Secondly, do you have the blood pressure 
and heart-rate readings on Kerwin - as they stood up with 
and without the garment? 

HA~KINS No, as a .atter of iact, I don't. And 1 
have - for soae reason I didn't copy those thlngs down here. 
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We 11 - -
PAO We'll try to get some for you. 
HAWKINS Ye$. Okay. 
PAO Nov, .nd Abbey, I'll get you next. 
QUERY Doctor, do you Bee anything yet (roa any 

of the tests you've made that would indicate any sort of 
permanent disability or impairment on any part. of any cre~-
man? 

HAWKINS No, I don't see anything like that at all. 
And I don't - and I - there's - really what ve're seeing _ 
is - in no way ~hatsoever, 1 think is of a - major significance 
a8 far as the crew's immediate w~lfare is concerned, or cer
tainly, with regards to any - any potential residual effects 
is .oneerned. Not at all. 

QUERY What were the postflight calf EeasuTements? 
Hew mueh have they lost over the whole flight? 

HAWKINS Well, Abbey, the - the measure~~~ts are 
just about the same as they were in the last - the last 1n
flight measurelllents. Now, the changes in the Deltas <luTing 
the LBNP, are not ao; great. We're in the - in the im::ce;l i dt (' 
postflight period. Like they were getting about a - a':' 
percent - 4 to 6 percent Delta in the - during the - the 
stress tests infliBht. They were r::easl.ring I to 2 percent 
Deltas in the recovery phase. 

QUERY 
HAWKINS Yeah, the ~easure.ent - the dctu~l - the 

actual resting circumference is about the aame. 
QUERY Doctor, on the June 5th tvo status 

reports stated that lIIedical problems exslst which precl~des 
making an EVA on Thursday. I clon't remember anything like 
that ever being discussed, and were those permanent medical 
problems ~nd what is that all about? 

HAWKINS I never made that statement. That's a 
1II1s-quote. 

QUERY 
HAWKINS 
QUERY 
HAWKINS 
QUERY 
HAWKINS 
QUERY 
HAWKINS 
PAO 
QUERY 
HAWKINS 
QUERY 
HAWKINS 

Well, it's In this report. 
Which report? 
It says right here 
Yl:ah. I saw it too, but I didn't say that. 
Well, do you know who did did say it? 
1 don't know. 
Do you know where it came from? 
No, because ve didn't sav that. 
Jim Maloney. 
A couple of things. It appeaTs 
I don't honestly knov. 
You're avare of this then? 
I read it. but - the next day, but I didn't 
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Yl:ah. I saw it too, but I didn't say that. 
Well, do you know who did did say it? 
1 don't know. 
Do you know where it came from? 
No, because ve didn't sav that. 
Jim Maloney. 
A couple of things. It appeaTs 
I don't honestly knov. 
You're avare of this then? 
I read it. but - the next day, but I didn't 
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'.Y that. We .aid that there vere no medical problells which vould preclude the EVA. 1 think there vas sOlie words left out of that. 
QUERY It appears to be so, but I'd like to aSK you. Is this crew 1n the vorse condition of any you've seen? HAWKINS Jl~, I think the - certainly not vith Pet~. I don't think you ~an say that abo~t hi •• I think - yes, I think Joe's - sy.ptomatology here, is of - greater than what ve have seen. It's a little more advance Jegree than vhat we've seen, but it - both with the - certAinly with the vestibular aspects of this, and also with the - vith the cardiovascular. 
QUERY Well. what was your medical opinion be about - would it have been better to have Joe carried off? HAWKINS Oh, you could - you could - I guess you - at that point you could probably say - toss the coin. Now, vith the counter-measure garment, this did prove - to b~ a very effective device which - which did give him the support and all that he needed and he yas able to walk. And. now, certainly you could - you could have put him on the str~tcher and carried him out Just as easily. and it's been cert.ainly a lot less effort on his part, but 1 don't think that his walking under those conditions - you know, adversly effected hi Ill. 
QUERY Who viII make the medical judgement about going to San Clementi, and when? 
HAWKINS Well, Jim, right nov. it's - w.lth regards to all of the crewaen. I think it's - you know I think it's still a little bit early to say positively that any of them vIII be ready to go. I want to reserve that until we have a look at thea tomorrow at R plus 1. And certainly, we have to - we have to hold the - any type of a decision concerning Dr. Kerwin at this point, until we see sOlllethinjt aore tomorrow. QUERY Yes, but who will say? 
HAWKINS Who will say that? Well, it will be -it'll be a joint medical opinion. 
HAWKINS Of the medical stRff here at HSC - will ma.ke that decision. 
QUERY Not Dr. Beny's say? 
HAWKINS Not Dr. Berry alone. He \lill c('rl ainJy be - he will I:ertainly be in the - in the loop on thf/i, aH h~ has been throughout the mission. 
QUERY Will it be purely a medical decision? HAWKINS Fru. this standpoint it will be. Yes. PAO All right. let's take lwo more. Jer~y? QUERY What was the lab vork that you said was normal? Was that - you said the lab work on all three of them 
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va. normal. ~x.ctly vhat va. the lab 
HAWK1NS The lab vork? What are you - y~u're not 

aeking for fisures on that? 
QUERY Mo, that's "'hat - -
RAW10NS Yel, they ran the - yeah. okay. the _ 

like the blood counts - and the chemistries 
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SPEAKER The blood counta and che.lateies and 
blood chealalries, the urinea, theae are thb i.mediate 
thln~s that were done on the lab. Now there vill be Salle 
veIl, 1 sald che.istries,_ not all of those either, because 
those take tille, and there viII be a delay 1n getting some 
o~ those answers out of it. But primarily your quick look 
stuff, like your he.otology, urinalysis, and whit~ count, 
red blood cells, differences. 

PAO One last question from Mary. 
QUERY Dr. lIa",kins, some time ago, 1 think be-

fore this mission, there's always been some concern that 
after prolonged ",eightlessness, man ",111 come back, he'll 
run into this kind of thing and will become unconcious, and 
he will be unable to perform. Now, how do you feel about 
this in view of "'hat has happened to Ker",in, and what will 
you recommend for the future? And I'd also like to 
reask that question about will you go ahead and reco~mend the 
56 days based on ",hat you kno", no",? 

SPEAKER Well. Mary, at this point J den'c have 
anything to base a recommendation not to go 56 days. I 
think the performance that ~e have seen In the crew during 
the mission itself states that they could have gone longer 
in flight. The post flight results we've got here, three 
different reactions. Three different responses and 1 feel 
confident that Joe, as "'ell as Paul and Pete "'ill all bounce 
back to tt..dr :>re-flight ba;;eline levels, just as ",e have 
seen prevj0us cre",s do. It's quite fossible that Joe may 
be a ~lttle longer in this readaptive phase than "'hat is 
usually seen. It ",ouldn't surprise me but ",het he's a little 
longer, but I have no doubts but what he's coming back, and 
every hour, 1 think he's movitlg back into that baseline 
envelope. 

PAO All right. Thank you v~ry much. 
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PAO - - two brleflu,1 this mornlna. The first being what we call the management presl briefing, which we have Dr. Fletrher, NASA A~~inlstrator, Dr. George Low, Deputy Administrator, Hr. Dale Hyers, Associate Ad.inistrator for Manned Sp~ce Flight, Dr - - What order are we in ~ere1 Dr. Debus of JSC - KSC, Dr. Kraft and Dr. Petrone. What 1 would suggest that you do is hold your basically operational type of questions until the second portion of the prosraa 1n which we'll have th~ Skylab Prograa Director - Program Hanager dectore and others. We'll begin with a brief opening statement by Dr. Fletcher, and then move directly into your questions. 
FLETCHER Well, needless to say we're all very pleased and excLted that the SL-II crew has arrived safely. it was a spectacular recovery, one of the best and one of the smoothest. In addition to that, 1 think it's another very historic aileatene in the history of manned spaceflight for the first time a crew of astronauts has returned from an c~tended tour in a space laborator~. And as near as we can tell, essentially all of the objectives that were 

~nticlpaced for this mission ~ave been completed. And needless to say none of us ~eally drea~ed that this could be done at the time that the meteoroid shield failed to deploy. So it exceeded our Wildest expectations at that time. II think before going much fu¥ther I ought £0 read a message fro. the President which you may have already. It reads as follows: It's addressed to astronauts Conrad, Kerwin a'old Weitz. "The successful completion of the first mis8ion of Skylab is a source of intense pride for the American people. You have demonstrated that just as Dlall Cdn conquer the elements of Earth he can cope with the exigencies of space. You have given conclusive evidence that evell with the most advanced scientific and technological support in the world, the courage and resourcefullnss of good men are still central to the success of the hUllan adventure. On behalf of the American people I welcome you home from the Skylab spaceship to spaceship Earth. I also looked forward to seeing you in San Clemente ~n Sunday." Now, whereas the last three Apollo missions migbt be symbolized by a Lunar Rover, this SL-II ~i~sion can be siaulized - symbolized by a haamer. And this is a - this is It, this is thq hammer that fixed the battery -replica of it. A hsmmer, a pair of prunic.; shears, and this is an eXdct replica of the pruning 8,4!arS, and an umbrella. An..:! this isn't a precise replica of the umbrella but that's - that's the thing that first saved the Skylab from burning up essentially. The shears are what aaved the - the second 
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aolar panel and 8~ve ue the excess capacity, and the h.mmer 
wes a bonus. We got 250 vatte extra by sLaply tapping in 
the uaual good old-fashioned AmerLcan tredition, tapping on 
the right place and opening - or .ake a relay function. So 
I would say that if these people vere to be characterised 
in one word, it'e in the old American tradLtion of tinkering. 
Th-y are the master tinkers of apace. With that we'll open 
for questions. 

QUERY All outstanding and co.mendable, it lo~ks 
like the proble~ with the refrigeration system may be something 
a little beyond the scope of a hammer, but of cours~. that 
remains to be deter~ined. D0 all of these malfunctions 
indicate any kind of lapse in quality control at any point 
1n the system? 

FLETCHER I'd like to turn to Dale Hyers to answer 
that question. Dale. 

PAO 
part? I don't 

END OF TAPE 

Dale, could you repeat the question in 
think we're getting enough juIce there. 
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FLETHER I'd like to turn to Dale Hyers to 
answer that question. Dale. 

PAO Dale. could you repeat the qu~.tion 
1n part? I don't think we're getting enough juice, there. 

MYERS The question is; Were the malfunctions 
an indication of lack of quality control? I think the 
answer is absolutely no. We hsve had a ~.jor complex 
system put together here for this flight. And it i& ~ 
flrs~ flight. And we had expected aome problems particularly 
In the eight month ~ission that we had ahead of us. And 
when we look at all of the elements of the systems that 
have worked perfectly. I don't think there's any indication 
here of any decrease in our quality control requirements 
in the progra~. 

QUERY Dr. Fletcher, could you estimate the 
affect upon NASA's budget on the problems and the fixes 
that have gone - that the Skylab has gone through? 

FLETCHER Despite the fact that there was a huge 
effort, within NASA and within our contractors to make these 
fixes, I don't see any major impact if any at all on the 
budget at the present time. Now that doesn't mean that we 
don't - won't run into any other troubles later and so forth. 
But at this time, I don't see Any major impact of these 
fixes on NASA's bu~get picture. 

QUERY You mentioned that these astronauts 
are going to be San Clemente. Do you have any more 
details on what kind of reception they are going to have 
there? 

FLETCHER Well, the President has invited them 
to stop by San Clemente, Sunday morning. to visit with him 
and Secretary Brezhnev. We of course, have to ascertain 
the health of the crew, before we actually allow them to 
make this visit. But, if their health is good, and we will 
know by about tomorrow noon a lot more than we know now. 
Although, we have a pretty good idea that they're in good 
shape now. Then, probably. they will drop by as the President 
requested. 

QUERY Could someone bring us up to date on 
the study or investigation concerning what happened to the 
mieromeoroid shield? Are there any new theories, could 
we expect anything within the next couple of weeks? 

FLETCHER Well. ac:ually we can speculate, at this 
time, about what happened. But I think it would be re411y 
unduly compromiSing the investigating board that was 
set up. The board was set up about 4 weeks ago, to look 
into thia, and it's well underway, by nov. And 1 think 
we'll just have to wait for the report of that board to 
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really com~ent on something of that sort. 
QUERY 1 have several questicns, as usual. 

J ~ould like to know the cause - the overall cayse of all 
the delays 3nd fixes, as best you know it today. 1 would 
also be interested in hearing your viewl on how lIuch the 
fact that the heat-shield was not tea ted at the original 
pl~nt as orIgInally scheduled h6d on the accident which 
happened. What percentage overall of - the latest up-to-date 
figures, that Is on the scientific o~iecttves have been 
obtained to date? 

MYERS Well, we have about the salle number "f 
people vorki~g on the program as we had at tbe tille of th~ 
problem, perhaps even a little less. We've bad a lot ~f 
overtime by a few people. And we see, in the overall 
Skylab Prograu, no change in the ~~~get r~qulre.ents. We're 
doing well as far as our budget 19 concerned. I guess, would 
you repeat the second question, pl~.8e1 

QUERY Well, way back .... hen. it vas Illy understanding 
that the heat-shield was not tested at the, you know, at the 
original plan. and in view cf scheduling and time, at least 
the decision was made at that time to check it out in its 
deployment down at the Cape. ecd ~here was some speculation, 
that this might have had an impact on how thoroughly this 
was checked out and tested because __ 

END OF TAPE 
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QUERY - - dovn at the Capa. And there v •• 
so.e speculation that this might have hld an i.p4ct on how 
th~roughly this var checked out and t.ated because the Cape 
~4cilitle8 are not necess.rily condu.lve to thie type of 
, .... t {::e;. 

SPEAXhi The effect obviously viiI have tc be 
something that the board viII l~ok into and give "heir opin
ion. 1 think in going in line with Dr. Fletcher e~rller. 
v~ just don't vant to compromise, ve vant to look at .11 of 
that. There vas test'ng, however, done at the plant as well a. 
Marshall, as well as Kennedy. Tests were done at all three 
places. Now whether there was sny interaction and effect, 
the board is looking into that and viii render a judgement. 

QUERV The percentage of the scientific objectives 
that you feel - we had some figures the other day froa one 
of the astronauts, but lId like your up to date figures 
on it. Hov Bluch we've actually achieved froBl SCientific, 
you kno", film data and all that kind of stuff} 

SPEAKER (garble) viII be on the next pre.s con-
ference, and I think he has those numbers as best as we 
nolo' have them. 

QUERY There is some confusion about wheth~r 
the crew wIll be meeting with the PresIdent and Hr. Brezhnev. 
He was scheduled I believe to leave a couple of hours before 
they 'J~re to arrive. To the best of your !lno ... leie , is he 
.tay1ng later to meet vith them? 

SPEAKER I ra;:he-r daub l that the secre tar), would 
change his schedule £01 thill. And if he is scheduled to 
leave earlier, then presumably the astronauts will meet only 
with toe PreSident. 

QUERY This Is {or Dr Fletcher and or Chris 
K~a(t. I know it 1s too early to naIL down what the SL III 
is gotng to be exactly like. Are there any considerations 
und~r ... ay at the present tlm~ to have a •• y eares EVAs to catch 
up \lith any experiments that might not have been able to 
been deployed in this mission or handled In this mission1 

KRAFT No, not to my knowlege. We are trying 
to do some things that ve might be able to modify some of 
the experiments that we wer~ doing out of the scientific 
airlock. But ~ther than that, we donlt plan any other EVAs 
other than vhat we had or1g1nally planned. ~4d that is three 
EVAs. One at the beginning, one it: the middle and one at 
the end of SL III. If we need a halllm!!r however, for \lae 
during thoee EVAs. we'll certainly take advantage of that 
ti"c period. But there are no other ones planned other that 
that I knov uf. 
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QUEIl\' Dr. Krait the crew v .. rather in ten.e1y 
critical of aome of the flight planuina and H1salon Control 
operationa froe t1e. to tiee. Of cour.e a large part of 
this vas part o! their R1alion, to eV6luate flight planning 
of - for real-tlae fliaht planning for long-duralion mtasionl. 
Do yeu think at any ti.e they vere exc.ssively harsh, or 
do you thInk their criticisms were justified or was this jUlt 
4 neeesaary and desirable feed back? 

KRAFT Well, 1 thought the interchange between 
the crew and the Misaion Control Center waa exactly aa it 
should have been. They were crlticisins each other, trying 
to get the most out of the .1s810n, and to make aure they 
both understood each other. I thlnk Initially when we had 
the pover limitations that we were faced With it was a very 
difficult taak to try to plan the flight plan aroun~ that 
power profile. And there was bound to be a difference of 
opinion on their part because we didn't know exactly what 
they might be able to do 1n certain lime p~~iods, For inetance 
In the EREP passes, in trying to altsn t~e instruments. 
But once the power situation was worked out, then 1 think 
you saw ~hat flight planning went extremely well. And if 
y~u will allow me, if I were to compare this flight with 
some others we had flown. I thought the cooperation between 
tne ground and the crew was superb. 

QUERY I wonder if someone could tell me what 
the latest thinking is on the launch of SL IV as to when it 
might take place? 

SPEAK~R As you know, we're talking about a _ we've 
f'x~d the launch date of either the 27th or the 28th for SL III. 
That will be nailed down in the next week or so after ve get 
a flnal track on the orbit of the vorkshQP. SL IV is not 
nailed down yet, but \oIe're looking __ 

END OF TAP" 
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SPEAKER - - final track on the orbit of lhe 
workshop. SL-IV 1s not nailed down yet, b~t ve're looking 
In the .ld to - .ldd1. of October to the end of October tiae 
period. W. have eoa. addition.l under.tandin, In ~n~ly8il 
of data to do before we neil t~at one. 

PAO Wal the queation ready7 
QUEIY Two queationu f1J:st, 111 vhw of the 

pos.ibla pre.idential "eating, ~hat'a the b¥lt eatl.ate on 
when the astronauts wIll arrive in Houston? And nuaber two, 
how are preparations at the Cape loing for St-Ill1 

SPEA~BR Well. the beat esti.ate tbat 1 can give 
you is the delta tiae required for the altronauts to go to 
and froa San Clemente. If that turns out to be 4 hours. so 
to say, then they will be back in Houston at 9:15 on Sunday 
evening. And Dr. Debus can ansver the second question. 

DEBUS The preparationa for the St-lll are going 
well. We are somewhat ahead of tt.e so tt.at ve have ample margin for 
any contingency that could develop. So we are - we are 
well prepared for 27 or 28. 

QUElY Question for Dr. Fletcher. The .Ission 
just completed has generally been interpreted as proof of 
the indispensability of aan in apace. Many things went 
wrong and they managed to fix .any things. But at least one 
Senator on the hill, Frank Koss, has asked the crew to come 
down and talk to his AerQneutics and Space CO.Dittee. You 
expect you may be running into a gauntlet of senators who 
vanl to know about funding in the future and why so .any 
things went wrong even if you did .anage to fix thea. 

SPEA~~R VeIl, I think quite the contrary. Senator 
Hoss. I think. wants to aee the. because of the spectacular 
results of this last ai.slon. And 1 think generally speaking 
th~ feeling in congress as far a. I know it ~. very favorable 
toward NASA at the moment. Our bills are g~lnl through 
rather smoothly, and peopl~ that have been rather negative 
toward ~anned apace h~ve been at least quiet. or 8o~e even 
have chanted their winds. So on the whole I would say Congrea. 
is quite pleaaed with the perfor.ance after the accident of 
the whole NASA org.nilation, ~ut particularly the crew having 
demonstrated what they could dQ In space. 

QUERY Coul~ I reflect on th~t a mo=ent1 You seem 
to hun~ up there. if you will con the fact that the crew 
waa able to fix some things in the spacecraft a. to the 
importance of man in spare. l'~ rather put that aside gnd 
•• y. II, Yes. that was very i.porth'lIi t." But I think t f you wi 11 
take a look at the experiments tb~t have been conducted on 
this els8ion and the innerplay of .an with the solar instruments, 
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with tbe ElEP expetlment., Lad with ~ number of the oth., 
eorollary expert.ents, you'll fl~d that .an va. an extremely 
important part of making the experiaente eueceaeful in Skylab. 
And I think that .hould be 9mphaai&ed .ayb~ aore th,n the fact 
that we were able to fix a piece of hardware. 

PAO Are there any other queation.. 1 think 
WJ'll take one or two more and then yleld to the operationa 
people. 

QUtRY If the proble. with the refrigeration -
refriger.tor~freeler CAn't be fixed. Right now they don't 
.eea too terribly helpful. what impact will this have on the 
next two aia.lon8 as Car HS the - particularly the medlc~l 
experimenta. I understand that's the area that will have 
the greatest iapact. 

SPEAXER Well, Mary, in the first place I have gre~t 
confidence that they'll fix the - I think between the people 
at Harehall and other people involved h~re on the ground, 
that we're going to f1x the refrigerator oka~. But 1f in caae 
we did not. there's only about 8 percent of the food that's 
remaining on board that i8 in the freeler. Those are the 
foods which are maybe the most dPpetizing because they're 
steak and lobster and ice cream, for instance. But as far 
as the actual nutritional value of the food on board and the 
conduct of the experiments, it VQuld have little or no effect. 
1'. talking about the medical. 

QUERY You know, you got to freeze your blood 
samples, your urine and all that kind of stuff. 

SPEAKER Oh, yes, in that case we have some other 
techniques of using - pooling the urine. and you - -
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QUERY - - lot to freeze your blood e.aple. 
you urine, and all that kind of etulf? 

SPEAKER Yea. In that c •• e, ve have soae other 
techniquee of ueina - poolinl the urine, end ueln, eoa. 
chemieale that vould set mO.t of the urine an81yel.. You .re 
correct that ve vould 10 ••• oae of the hor~one bal~nce, 

SPEAKER That'. if we c.n't fn/:lett. At the 
preaent temperature ve're at.bIItzed. It .pveare, you knov, 
we could freez. the urine. We •• y not keep the food if we 
let up - -

SPEAKER There would be 80.e delradltion 1n the 
an~lyeea. that 1s true. 

You .iaht be able to still freeze, even 
• degraded Iyste •. 

blood and urine 
SPEAKER 

with a - lay 
PAll 

(garble). 
QUERY 

at this point that 
56-d.y missloDs? 

Yeah. We'll take one final question, 

JUlt for the record. There's nothing 
precludes your planning for two full 

No there i8 nothins. SPEAY.£'R 
PAO 

Our operational 
Okay. Thank you ladies and 

people viII be here .oaentarily. 
gentIe2en. 
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PAO Okay. 1 gueas we're ready to procede with our .econd new. brlef!na thia mornina. Thl. is with the Skylab Program pres. conference. Like to introduce. the principals to you. From your left, Hr. Bill Schneider, who's the Skylab Program Director. Mr. Ken Kleinknecht, who'e the Skylab Program Hansger, from here at the Johnaon Space Center~ Mr. Lelaud Belew, the Skylab Program Hanaser, from the Marahall Space Flight Center. Major General Kenneth R. Chap.an, who'. Department of Defen.e Manager for Manned Space Flight Operations. Next we have Hr. Donald K. Slayton, wl,o is Director of Flight Crew Operationa, here at the Jonnlon Space Center; Dr. Larry Dietlein who is Deputy Director of Life Sciences, at the Johnson Space Center; Dr. Robfrt Parker, who 1s Scientist Astrona~t, and also the Skylab Program Scientist; and Hr. Phil Shaffer, Flight Director, and Phil is also representing the Flight Director Team. Mr. Schneider. 
SCHNEIDER Good morning. Well, today, we eDded the first operational phase of the first manned Skylab Hission. But, at the aame time we began two new phases. First, of course, the unmanned phase of the second mission and more importantly, we have begun the data analysis phase on the Skylab-II. An~, of course, as ve've been saying, it's in that data analy~is, the results of those experiments that the real worth of Skylab will be found. Nov much has been said in the past fev days about the usefulness of man and all, that man haa been able to do for Skylab. That of course i, no real surprise to us. fhat's the way we have felt. And, indeed, although we've used man in the way that he may not have been preplanned, we had planned Skylab to have man as an integral part of the system. However, from an operational standpoint, just to quote statistics, ve did get a great number of our experiments, despite the fact that ve had tvo unscheduled EVA's and of course had the major problem with the power-down phase earlier in the mission. We got over 80 percent of our ATM objectives achieved. We looked at the Sun 80 percent of the time, when we had plann~d on. And got over 30 thouaand pictures of the Sun. But, more importantly, we saw a flare up there. And, I understand, froa the solar scienti88t, it was, very important .clenti~ic achleve.ent. We also aaw 80me loop prominences on the LH, and the scientists have already seen soae tbings that were never suapected beforeon the Sun. Hany of you have heard that we did have within Sky lab a rockat shot, na.ely the Cal-rock rocket. where we did iet instru.ents up, very much like Skylab instrumenta, and they ha'll just vetted the ~ll. appetite. And they can just 

b~rely wait to iet the AtH fila back. But in addition to 
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that, we had two otbe I' rocke t flights, "the ofUce of 
6pae~ aelence, and we had a world-wid work of aolar 
aeientista looking at the Sun. In the I,.', why we g~t 
80 pereen t of the paases. Al though, in .... early phase 
Some of the passes were rather li~lted because of the power. 
We were able to look at 31 states and 9 countries, and l~oked 
at 182 sites. Alao, we were even able to look at Hurricane 
Alva, which was. joint NOA-DOD-NASA exereiae. We've 
had a very major 9xercise and we were able t~ look at one of 
our sites almost aiaultaneously fro. the BREP _ Skylab EREP. 
Also, with our unaanned ERTS setellite, with high-altitude 
aircraft, low-altitude aircraft, and also with SCientists 
on the ground. We ahould get great deal of data about Earth 
Resources and what we can do from thoae exercises. In the 
medical world, we got apparently over 90 percent of moat of the ex __ 
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SCHNEID!l - - about Earth resources and ~hat we can do from those exercisea. In tbe aedical vorld we got apparently over 90 percent of most of the experiments, aoae of the experimenta we got well over 100 percent of what we hed planned. Of course you saw tbe crew get out on the deck and the 26 day. in zero I obviously was one of our hiS objectives, and it reaaine to be seen just what does happen. I think the indicators are very favorable for a 56 day m19810n. In the corillary ar.a we bad a great deal of trou~le getting all of the experimente in the scientific airlock since we loat one of them. Sut we managed to get 84 perc~nt of those experiments in. But of the other corilary experiments we were able to get 151 p~rcent. 80 we did rather well there. Eight of those corollary ex~erlments We got well over 100 percent of all the objectives. The student e~periments we actually conducted 5. Four of them we got 100 percent of the objectives. one of them we only got about )0 percent. Two of the student experiments, because of the change in lift-off and the f~ct that natllre didn't cooperate with u& we didn't, Me weren't able t~ do. Namely we didn't have any volcanos and we didn't look at Ker.cury beca~se it waf in the wrong conjunction. And we got 8 hours of TV. Now right nov 1 guess we'd have to say that we are getting ready for Skylab III. As was stated earlier our launch dete iB officially the first K equel S rendezvous day after July 27, July 27 orthere after. We won't know for a week whether that's the 27 or the 28. Today it lOOKS like the 28, and we ought to be able to know that around the first of the year. Everything is good. You heard about our refrigeration loop problem and I won't 8ay any more about that. I would like to say express right nov my very great appreciation for all the operational troops who did a fantastic job both here and at Huntsville. And 1 would be very much remis8 If I didn't mention those beautiful recovery troop8 out on the Ticonderoga. I have a 80ft spot in my heart for the Ticonderoga, I was part of the commissioning crew. But they did 8S well without me there as they u8ed to do with me there. But all went well and we were on time. Now th~re has been a lot of rliscussion about whet went wrong with Skylab, and obviously we did have some things that did go wrong. Kost of which are dJrectly attributable, not all of Which hut most 02 which are ~irectly attributable - to one problem, namely the lift-off problem that we had. I'd like to draw your attention to the literally tena of thousands of thiD,a that didn't 80 wrona. And IOU haven't heard ~uch about that, but literally that equipment is vorking like a jewel up there and I'. quite proud of it. Looking at our official objectives, they were to e.~ablish the ~olkshop 1n orbit, obtain the 
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medical data, and to perform experiments. We did .11 three 
of those obviously, .nd I believe we did thea well. I think 
we kind of proved lo.ething which mayor •• y no( have been 
an objective, but at least as far as I'. concerned the obvious 
visual proof of what we've been saying that aan is a useful 
thing to have along wal prov~n. So at least for my own par
sonal satisfaction I think we did 133-1/3 percent of our 
objectives, 

PAO Thank you BIll. We're now ready for questions please. 

QUERY In a briefing with Dr. HaWkins yesterday, 
there was quite a bit of emphaSis placed on the fact that 
there was going to be a IO-minute medical conference before 
anything happened. Before the crew even made a move Outside 
the hatch or apparently even got up and really moved around 
inside the module. And yet os soon as that hatch opened. 
Pete C0~e b0uncing ~~t of there like a rubber ball. Any 
cooments on that? 

51-EAKER I .... a,ln't under the il:lpresslon that there 
vould b~ 1 f0cl:lal conferEnce dctually. What vas happening 
,luring that ti~e was that the sciellce pi lot was checking the 
pulse and blood Fres~urc of the other tvocrew members and 
vict! versa. 

END OF TAPE 
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SPEAKER - - vas happenloB during that tiae vas that the science pilot vas checking the pulse ADd blood preaaure of the other two crew aeabera and vice-a-veraa prior to opening the hatch. But I - this wa. 8~he~uled and it wae part of the medical exa.ination. 
PAO Nick. 
QUERY Did Dr. Kerwin talk t~ Dr. losa? SPEAKER I'. sure he did. I don't - I can't anawer that tipeclfically. We were in communication with the recovery ship lind got a quick medical look at 10:04 thia lIorning. And we talked to Dr. Ross and he had been, of course, in comllunication 'oI1th the crew. 
QUERY (garble). Can you say, either from your own observation on the television or through talking perhaps w~th Dr. Rosa, whether or not the pressure devices were used by the crewmen at all, or whether they just sot up and lelt? 
~?£AKER Yes. We kno~ froa the ~~dlcal report that the pressure - You're speaking of the leg garment, the co~nterlleasure garment? Yes, it was used on one of the crew r.e~bers. And this was used 25 minutes after splashdo~n becaus~ of - there was some light headedness and the blood pressure in one of the crew members was a little on the lew side so it was elected to inflate tile suit. This ~:as 1n lhe science pllet. 
PAO 
QUE RY 

Go ahead, Hary. 
The other crewmen didn't use the pressure garment at all? 

SPEAKY.R Thp.y had it on, it was donned but it was - -QUERY Yeah, I know. 
SPEAKER - - not tnflated. 
QUERY Do you have any figures on what the pulse rate and the blood pressure and the dearee of dizziness was1 SPEAKER Yel. there was 80me dilliness. It wae descdbec:l like cOliling in at 2-3 and sOllie light head<!dness. There ~as - this vas (garble) by head Dovements whtl~ they ~ere on the water, and this was note~ in both the science pilot and pilot. However. the checks on the blood pressures and t':Je pulsl:s, both by Dr. Kerwin and then by Dr. ROBS, indicated that only one crevman really n~eded the garment inflated. QUERY Conrad show any signs of this or do you know vhat his blood pressure and pulse was? Do you have (garble)? 
SPEAKER 

app roxi.at e ly 
pulae rate at 
ef hcts. The 

Yes. I do. His ~lood pressure was 
110/80 standing in the coa •• nd lIodule. Hi, that tillle vas 110, and he had no subjective 
scienct pilot had pre8sure ~bout 95/15 unlnflated, 
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and eftor inflation it Went up to !30/80. 

PAO Okay, down here. You have a question? 
QUERY Hr. Schneider you said that the __ 
FAO Keep going. 

QUERY YOII sdd that the indicationl are that they're 
tn very g~od health. Is there soaething else that you ha~e 
to add that - that hasn't coae out during the _i.llon, 
during the crew, or is that what you're relerring to? 

SPEAKER No, I va. jUlt paraphrasing What Dr. Detline 
had told _e bef~re. And the indication. are that everything 
is well. You saw thea coa. out of the ship; they certainly 
look good to ae. Fro. What I heard from the initial report, why everything lc~~& good. 

PAO Right back here. 
QUERY Is there any more iolormation fcoa dovn 

range in advance of the lor.al 5-6 hour aedic.l exam on 
subjective reactionw on return. Were they dizzy? Did they _ 
are there any adjectives you can give us to describe how they ielt? 

SPEAKER As I said, on the Water in the spacecraft, 
there was soae lightheadp.dnees or dizziness on the part of 
the Pilot and SCience Pilot, and this was (garble) by head 
movements so they stayed quiet. Of Course, thecli! were SOllie svells 
and lifs is not unexpected. The spacecraft is not the most 
stable boat in the world 81 you know. No sY.Pto~s were 
reported fro. the Co •• andp.c. Then the - in the case of the 
Science Pilot, the blood pressure was noted to be low and 
the lightheadednes6 continued for ~rproxl.ately 25 minutes 
after splashdovn, at which time it was elected to Inflate the s \11 t • 

PAO Wait, John. I'. sorry. go ahead. 
END OF TAPE 
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SPEAX!R 
QUERY 

to valk in t!1e aOlt 
dovn a little bit. 
little bit? 

- - 1ik. to inflate the suit. 
Of the three crev.en, Kervin see.ad 

pronounced unUSual Yay. Sort of crouched 
Was it a. if his legs vere a.leep a 

SPEllER Well, 1 think, if you notice carefully 
mOlt of the crevs, vhen they exit fro. the rpacecraft. do 
have a vide-based gait. And I think tbis ~as apparent on 
all of them. Kerwin, perhaps Vas caught and Va. m~re 
pronounced, bec.ute you could .ee hi •• ore clearly. He 
wasn't .asked by people In front of hi., at lecst the pictures 1 6 av. 

SPEAKER 
C-suit, you've 
least, also. 

Well to try to walk with an lnflated 
got a little inhibition there. to .ay thp 

QUERY 
on Kervin? 
WeHz? 

Dr., ~ould you give U4J the pulse rate 
And also. the blood pressure aDd pulse tate on 

HAWKINS Well, at 7:41, the co •• ander's blood 
pressure, a. I said, was 110 over 80, and in the standing 
POsition, his pulse is liD. The sc~ence pilot, at that time, 
had a bloo~ pressure of 105 Over 65, vith a pulse of 84. 
This was ie the sitting POs~tlon. And the pJlot had a 
blood pressure of 95 over 65, with A pulse of 75, in the 
Sitting position. The bloud preSSures were taken periodically 
fro. sp lash down on and the re are aany values reported. rhese 
will come up in the official report. Suffic.e it to 'lay that 
the only really significant, or progreSSive. change, if you 
will, was on the SCience pilot. And I read you that blood 
pressure bottomed at 95 over 75. Because of the light 
headedness that progressed and continued. it was elected to 
fnflate the suit. That's why we have the suits there. 
actually. This Is not unexpected because. we did see some 
decondition!ng in the LBN. tests in flight, as you know. 
what? QUERY And ~he SCience pilot's pulse rate vas 

HAWKINS It vas 8~ in the Sitting position. ThaL 
was the first one that was r~ported to us. That was at 7: 42. 

QUERY A couple of questions. One, did Kerwin, 
When he was walking out of the hat - out of the spacecraft. 
have the pressure -: .. rllent inflated at that tt.e. all the vay into the SHL? 

HAWK(HS Yea. It V_s inflat~d so.e 25 .inutes after splashdown. 
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QUEl' AJ)d - OlUlY. 
the •• dicel .x.aiQ.tlo~ ~nbQ.f •• 
other activlti." Did tbe, ~.ke 
or anyth1u8 l1ke that? 

And ucondly, .A.Ue froa 
hay. th, astronaut. had any 
phone calls to their vive. 

HAWKINS Not that 1 know Qf. I c.an' t anlver 
that. ~. w~it.d for quit. eoae ,1 •• to set In touch with 
the Suraeon. And ~h~thar they were in touch with other people 
before that, I can't aay. We ftrst .ade contact ~ith thea 
at 10:04 .. 

QUERY Have 'QU any lh~orle5 as to why Conrad 
didn't ~hov apy of this, co~p.r&d to his two c:evaatea? 
And, also, do you have any ~thet ~edlcal report] from ~~. 
Ross, perhaps on their ~ene,al conditlon1 

HAWKlNS In their general conaition, aside fro~ 
this vestibular phenoaenon, noted in the spacecr.ft .~d 
exacerbated by head .oVeRenta, and apart froB th~ blood 
pressure, ve have no other reasons to s~.pect th.~ their 
health is impaired In any vay. ~n fact. they leoked 
quite good. Far better, than I, personally, had expect •. ~. 
Was there another part of tbe question, I'e sorty. 

QUERY Do you have any th~~ri~s a~ to why 
Conrad haa walnt.ined this quite ca:. lev~l throughout? 

HAWKINS Well. he va~ in excellent physical 
condition, as you know. But ve see this often, you know 
if there's a lot of individual variation, one ~11l jUlt 
be noainal and othe;.~ 101111 sbov othtl' ehsnges. In Al 
Shepard's Apollo Flight, the other tVQ crew.en lo.t weight, 
fC)r lnatlionel. He dido' t 10s6 any weight. ,tnd thingll 
of that sort. You alway. fi~d this individual variation. 
And I thin~ if yo~ had a 1.r~e enou&h (garble), you'd find, 
rrobably, a bell-shaped curv~ with people at both ends and a 
lot In the ~iddle. 

QUERY [.\r., do y'>" have any idea of WhAt WOuld 
hav~ happ~ned to Kerwtn. if he'd stayed up 2 or 3 more 
weeks 01 - -

END OF TArE 
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weeks 01 - -

END OF TArE 
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QUElt 
have happened to 
week,! Is th.re 
.h.ien? 

Do you bave .ny ide •• of what would 
Kervin if he bad Itayed up 2 or 3 .ora 
any - that be could have not .ade a 56 day 

SCHHEID~R No. this deeondltionina phano.anon, If 70~ viII has been ob~orved, •• you know, f~tloviQI practically all of the (liahte. And 1 can only speculate I don't think tb~t it would have impaired hie performance In tbe 56-day flight. What ve believe from analoa 8tudle~ froa bed reat sLudiee, velahtieleneRs anal08 Itudles, I, ~h.t they probably plateau at 3bout 4 to 6 ~eeks in the cardiovaacular aena. and do not continue this decondltlonlng proce.l.fhe body of the individual has adapted at that ti~e to that Ipeeific environmcut, and remains stable. We expect to ~ee thia on thb longer flights, the 56 day flights, a plateauine effrct not a continuing decrement. 
PAO Next question. All right go ahead, go -"h,-ad. 
QUERY Ho~ long did Kervin w~ar the pres lure 

8ar~ent7 And is he Gtill ~ear1ng itl 
SCHNEIDSR roay have begun the medical ex~.inatic~s ~hich will take the greater part of the day, as you know and they are done sequencially on each crew member. He is wearing it no~ and will be tested, will do a stand up telt ~ith the garment and then without the garment, and then will &0 through the lower body negative pressure Without the garaent th~ saae as the other crew .embers. So hil teat viiI take 3 little longer. It will not be r~quired - he will not be required to wear the garment indefinitely, let me lay. QUERY Hr. Schneider, did I understand you to ssy a little while ago that - aomething to the effect that scientists have s~en things never suspected belore on the 5un, or they think they might have 8om~ indicacion of 80Eething there that they nev~r suspected before? And what were the)' ? 
SCHNEIDER le. me tUfn th&t over to Bob Parker, who As our SLylab Scientist. He c~n answer ~uch better than I. PARY.ER Orl that one, I think to Ur' that ~e've seen Joaethlng that .,e've nevet seen before, il to extrapolate a bit beyond, you know, or in fact that we never ever expected belore i& to extrapolate quite a btt beyond ~hat h~s actually happened so far, partic~l&rly Rlnc~ we've seen very little data. Host of the ~Ata comea bac~ on fila a. you are vall avare. I really don't - r think we've confir.ed 80.e thinaa that ve thouaht vere there. vhich ve have not aeen aa veil before. And l think that ia abnur aa strona a ataleaent ~8 I vould ~ake .t the preseqt ti.e on that. You knov a lot of 
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thlnaa that we IUIpecte4 were tbere and had leeo bJnta of 
bafofa and tbaQr~ttcal11 believed ware there, which we 
believe we're contiratna. But until we ,et the fila back 
and fe.lly look at it carefully. you feal1y CGO't 10 any 
further tban that, I know p1a1n out and out know of no 
outltendln. dtaeovery that we jUlt had totally no idea 
of before. 

QUERY I think you went into thil br!elly the 
other day, but a180. what lort ot an idea, how long will it 
! ke aaybe to begin to deter.ine aoa. of these things what 
is on that fll. and 80 forth. 

PARKER The fila won't be gettina back here to 
Houaton aaain until the end of the weekend, probably lven 
Konday. And I would ~xpect that the PIe would begin to get 
their hands on it maybe by the end of the week. I really 
don't know exactly what the 8chedyle is. It doesn't look 
like anybody elae does either. 

SPEAKER I was asked that question eallier thi8 
week, in order to anticipate a question like that. In 
general the ArK PI Is in need of about 4 weeks to have 80.ethtn~ 
of some substance. That', A general of all fiRures. That 
~ould be my classification - a kind of first look of 80.e 
~!gnificance. 

QUERY Two questions. Can you say Hr. Belew 
how long it wiAI take before the EREP data becomes available 
ir. the salle way? 

BELEIi 1 think you aight want to turn that over 
to JSC in that that's a part of their ~espons1bility. Bob, do you know. 

PARKER lie will start developing 80me of the 
EREP film Konday morDing. And it will come out probably a 
couple of weeks there2fter. 

QUERY I have a question for BIll Schneider. 
Would you assess what we have learned from the sun shield 
and the SAS wing problems and how we're gotn~ to put it into 
effect? 

SCHNEIDER What we have learned from toe Sun dhield 
and the SAS problems 

END OF TAPE 
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SCHNIIDll - - what we have l.arned fro. the .uQ.b~.ld 
aQd the SAS probl •••• W.ll, I au.a. tb. thina that v.'ve 
confirm.d tor oureelve. h •• b •• n the Skylab .od. of operatioR 
ia pretty aood, which 1. to plan coneervativ.ly and to 
•• ecut. boldly. That ha. be.n our .ode of operation throuah
Out the proar.a and I hope ve'll continue It. All of our 
around plan. v. try to - to carefully plan thina. Out vhich 
ve did on tho.e - both of tho.e exerci ••• and then ve intend 
then to aove out with the. and do what ha. to be done forth
wl~h. 

PAO Okay. let's take a couple of aore que.tiona 
if we have th.a, and then I think we'll be ready to wrap it 
up. You have anymore questions? 

KLEINKNECH I'd like to add .oaethina to what Bl11 
sald. I think we also demonatrated that aan, whether he 
be on the around or In the air. i, the moat fleXible, adaptive, 
nonepeclallzed .achine In exiatence today. 

PAO Thank you, Kenney. With that we'll 
wrap up the conference. Thank you very much. 

END OF TAFE 
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PAO Okay. We hIve Ne11 Hutchlnlon. Pllaht 
Director for thL last shift whu ~111 Itve a b~leflnl' 

HUTCHINSON Okay. doee ao.ebo~y kQo~ how lon& we have 
until AOS here. at the State.? I gue •• loaebody will give 
"'& & .1anal. 

PAO One mtnute and 10 .aconde. 
HUTCHl~SON Okay. Well, ve'll make thi. short - do 

you want us to just pre •• on right through the .tateaide? 
PAO Well, why ~ ~'t you go - a. much as you 

can say r1 ght now. and then we" II top. Okay? 
HurCHINSON Okay. Well, 1 guess you'll have been 

1i.tening to loops dod you probably know that we had 
a l'ttle tough time there du(lng the latter part of deactivation. 
And the basic problem that ve have run into is that all DC 
a sudden one of the few systems that appears not to be -
at least that we thought WilS vorking very norlla1ly and has 
every since the very beginning of Skylab, has started acting 
up. And that's namely the refrigeration systea, the thing 
that chills our urine and blood and keeps our food - frozen 
food, cold; and of course cOlols our water. The - we're a long 
ways irom understanding "hal's wrong \lith it. We tc.ok some 
steps, some fairly drastic steps tonight before the crew 
left to try and see if we could cover the situation. It's 
hard to say yet whether we've been successful, but it doesn't 
look very good at the moment. rhe basic anomaly is not 
understood. For some reason neither the priaary nor the 
secondary refrigeration systems seem to be able to cool the 
freezers. And that's about alII can say about it. Ue're 
dning an awful lot of data and also some scurrying around. 
As you know, we did a rather drastic maneuver to try and 
stick the radiator up in the Sun because one of the predominant 
theories, and still Is a pretty good one, although it doesn't 
look as likely now as it did, vas that we had indeed possibly 
frolen a portion of the radiator up and therefore couldn't 
get coolant flow through it, and therefore caused the loop 
to heat up. The reason we delayed the undocking a little 
bit was because in tlle process of dolng the maneuver we 
had some more problems with the rate gyr~s are - we had our 
usual problems. A couple of them got kicked offline. We 
also had a situation where we were - ve did the maneuver 
in a - we started out with a momentum situation that was 
not definitely not totally squared away, and of coursp, the 
maneuver didn't help it any, and so ve had to get the 
momentum in the workshop all sorted out before we could 
get it in thl! right mode to let the crew undock in. And 
that's basically the reaso~ we delayed undock1ng. And it 
was a matter of ronfigurln~ the APCS to 6upport the undock1ng. 
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Oe,ctivation other than the refriseratlon ayetea v., coapletely 
nor~al. And ve got a lood closeout in the vork8bo~. and 
everything e15e tn the work.hop looks areat. that', Qul'~ 
lind dirt)'. 

PAO Okay, ve decided that Ie ve could JOIst 
KO in there fo~ a fev questions, and ve'll t.pe thl. at.tealde 
r a :u and 1l1ay it back. Any queatlons1 Mary. 

QUI1IlY Olea,. You 8ay it doeso't look good at 
thl,; llIo.ent 

PIO You're not getting her on the mike. 
PAO Hary, could you co •• up here and just 

slt up here if you have some questions? And - - What's 
the problel:l? Oleay, all right, ",e'll h,ve a .. Ike hele in 
a minute. You just ",ait just a second. In the meantime 
if you could come up here it'll be g~od. We could start the - -

QUERY Haybe YOII can re:>eat 1IIy QUf,stlon 80 I 
von't delay you. You say it doesn't look goud at the mo~ent. 
Do you mean - can you explaine furth~r1 

HUTCHENSON Well, I vas referring specificLlly to 
th~ coolant loops and the - I mean the refrlte~ation loop and 
.... hat ",e hav" done so far. It appears a8 though our thermal 
shock lIIaneuver was unsl.!ccessful. However, 1 think it's 
really too early to tell. 1 think ve're goifg to have to 
look at it for a ""hile. I'd like to reemphUli 1Ie that the 
",hole problem that we seem to be having is Rot weil un~er8tood. 
However, we discussed in a great amount of detail whethe~ 
or not there was anything that the crell ecule! do .(irat. And 
we were then, 1'111 still convinced now, and everyone else 
iu convinced that there was nothing the crev could do for us. 
We did send them down there once to check so.e circuit breakers 
for us and they were in. Those loops are automatic. They 
have a completely automatic contlol system that controls 
one loop s""itching over to the other, anJ so on and so forth. 
they're ~lso completely commandable from the ground, as far 
as turning pumps on and off, switching loops, etc. So we 
feel like ve' 11 be able to do anything they could have done. 
And of course, they did check all the free~ers and everything 
to malee sure that they got the doors all shut after they 
were in them today. And that's not symptoaatic of the thing 
w<" r(' seeing anyway, a free<lier door open or sOlllething, because 
thp entire loop Is not perforGing properly. 

PAO Next. 
QUERY Well Neil, first of all. did you consider 

keeping the crev there to see if they could do any thins? And then 
secondly, if this thing doesn't settle itself out, what happens? 
00 you - do the t.emperatures keep going on ur in the freezer 
&nd you lose your food snd ruin your ch.nces for the next 
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two ~t$llon8. or what7 
HUTCHl~SON Vell. first qu~atlon. ftl~t. YaY, we 

~ld consider keep!n, the crew thore. An~ I 'n&v~red the 
qu~stion aIready, we diecusied it thorou&h~y Aud are convinced, 
wer~ convinced th:p and are convlneed now,that the crew - tllere 
w.~ nothing the crew could do for us. 

tND OF TAPE 
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HUTCHINSON - - are convinced. were convinced then 
and are convinced nov that the crew - there va. nuthln8 the 
crew could do for U8. As far as the teaper.tures 8oin8 up, 
it's not at all clear vhere they are 80ing or whtther they 
~re going to go up any lIore bec8use it Is not at all clear 
I:xlh~tly what the loop configuration Is. The Idnd of therlllal 
response ve're seeing it would appear that we have a loop 
te~peratJr~ situation that ought to be demanding 100 percent 
flov through the radiators, and it looks like we're getting 
!'olllething on the order of 20 percent. That is the kind of 
thing that the loop temperatures say now. It's not clear 
that we understand exact 1)' what the loop teJllperatures are saying. 
Thermal problems are very hard to ~nalyze In a quick fashion. 
In fact, I'm sure it will be days before we figure out exactly 
~hat is going on. 1 am not ~ure, 1 don't have any infor.ation 
89 to where the l~op wIll stabilize if indeed the radiators _ 
we've got a blockage in the radiators. We can't - we're 
going to b1 completely bypassed or some other ano~aly. It's 
not clear where they are going to stabilize. Right now the 
ire~zers are somewhere in the order of 10 to 12 degrees 
fahrenheit, wh~re they are normally down b~low O. Of course 
the food thlt is in there is no where near our total Skylab 
,""od supply. In fact 1 don't hardly - well, 1 considee it 
a problem, but the food situation - we probably have about _ 
about 15 p~rc~nt of our total food supply is in the freezers. 
The rest of it is the fo()d we call aabient food. ObViously 
that food - if they warm up enough to ruin that food, we've 
got some kind of a food resupply situation, certainly not 
an insurmountable one. The one thing that does come to mind 
that I'm not sure how we would handle i~ the urir.e and blood 
and microbiology work on Skylab III and IV, because that 
facility is also required for that storaRe of that stuff. 
And you know, it is too early to say where the loop 1s going 
to stabilize. And until we understand that, there is no 
way to really say what it is going to do to the food. Ob
viously it ill In a posture right now - 1 mean if It stabilized 
rIght where it was it's certainly not good. I don't have 
any numbers on what 30 days at 10 degrees Fahrenheit "'ould 
do to the food, but it 1s bound to degrade it some. Now thert! 
is of course o~viously some point where it makes it totally 
unusable. nut I don't think the food is the primary concern 
here. I think the concern is really - it's certainly a concern, 
but it would be .ore of a c~ncern to me anyway as to how we 
w0uld hanJle the urine and blood ~n Skylab III and IV. 

QUERY Coul d ~O\J take sOlie 80rt of back up systelll 
for the urine and blood? 

HUTCHINSON It's certainly possible. As a ~.tter of 
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fact, I've already heard one person luaaest vo ousht to 
tak~ a refrigerator up that plugs In. But 1e~. that'. 
certainly poslible. 

QUERY This Is kind of •• OT~ general ver.ion 
of that question. Is there anyth10a that the next ~rew 
~ould do, as far 8S repairing the present 'y8t~. or taking 
Rvmething along? 

HUTCHINSON Well, obviously - 1 realI/ don't think at 
this point that there is anything that they can do to trouble
shoot the system that we've get. I think anythioB that is 
going to be done can b~ done from rhe ground. And w~ are _ 
it 1s eith~r going to recover It~elt or ve'te going to piece 
together what happened to it and ftgur: out that it's broken 
or it will stay like it is a~d we'll nfver ligure it out. 
As far as them bringing ~~.ething else up there, ~h.t's always 
a possibility. r reallr ~o~ldn't w.ot to co~~ent ~c that. 
1 ~e41ly - you know, I mean it is rertalnl~ within the realm 
DC possibility. 

QUERY Do I understand you correctly, you think 
th&t even it this thing goes to hell and you can't 'se it 
at all, that you still would conduct your ether 2 mi'i~ons 
and the main thi~g t~at would be jeoPdrdll~d would be your 
biological things, Y0U know ~rlne and blood and what have you? 

HUTCHINSON 1 tll!nk that is a reasonable statement. 
Tnere is going to be - certainly ~ulns to have to be some assessment 
of several thipgs. FOI" example, if the - if indeed it spoils the 
food, the foud program that we c'jrr~ntly had envi&loned Is 
going to have to be revic!d because ue're going to have to 
supplement for those foods that W~ lost. And that's going to _ 
J r~4ili don't k,ow what that is going tc do to that. We 
probably w~uld be WAnting to figute out som~ way Lo be able 
to contln~£ to do tl1e hlood ~nd urine prpgrams under some 
other circum~tances, which vould probably cean we'd try and 
f(g~;~ ouL something to take up there with U8. I'm ~ot sure. 
1 really Jon't know. I would think it's fair ~o 8a, tbat 
it isn't going to jp.opardi~e anything on Skylau III 3nd IV, 
as far as the ov~rall missiuns go. 

QUERY Could it del~y It? You know 11k~ __ 
SPEAKER I don': know. t think that would d~pend 

o~ if they decided to try ~nd fly some fj~ up or vhateve=. 
I r~ally doubt it, frankly, very seriously. 
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HUTCHINSON I really doubt it. frenkly. very lerioully. 
QUERY You doubt the fiz up, you a.an. 
HUTCHINSON No. I doubt that it would delay it. 
Q~ERY Oh, I lee. In the .e~n tiae, what are 

your hopei at the moment of fixing thil thiDa? 
HUTCHINSON I really doo't know, Hary. It's atill 

too 800n to - I aean, it only happened a fev hours ago and 
ve're still trying to uoderstand what happened the first 
time, let 410na t~ fix it. ~e have basically done everything 
we know, to fix it, at the moment. We have switched loops, 
ve've svitched pumpa. Ve'v~ had the crev check all the 
circuit breakers. And ve have done the thermal ahock thing, 
which ve tho~ght, vhere if ve had - if we had a freele up 
do~n ~here. So, ve've basically done all the troubleshooting 
that ~~ ~now how do to. H~wever. things like that have a 
tendency to, after you've had a little time to think about 
thea, yo~ think about some little clever trick that you might 
be able to do, like turnlng one loop off and i.m~diately 
turntLg the other one on, or turning one off and letting 
it sit for 3 hours and turning it on, so on and so forth, that 
mtght prove to be su~ce8~ful. I don't think we're abao _ 
In fact, 1 ~ould SL~, we're noC absolutely certain thAt we 
haven't alre3dy been successful. It doesn't appear as 
though the thing is responding the way it ought to. However, 
the ther~al world has fooled us before. And this obvlou31y 
Is a thermal situation. 

PAO Okay. Are there any more questions? 
All right Thank you. 

END OF TAPE 
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tAO Cood .tte~noon. I'd llke to veleo •• 
you to the AIAA Brieflnl, thl •• fte~n~on. We'll •• ke thl. 
ae lnfor~al •• pOllible. And ve do heve loa. handouts thet viiI 
be av~lleble after the briefing. And the briefinl t. bela~ taped 
and viII be trAnlcribed by NASA. And tbea~ tr~n.eriptlona ahould 
be out within a day or QO. I'd lile to turn this Meeting over to 
Hr. Hax Engert of NASA. 

EhGERT Thank you. Of cour8e. I ~ueeB you've 
seeu the tltl~ of our presentation. 1t has to do ~ltb the 
applications and commercial area of Sky].ab Electronics. Before 
ve get to our a.l~ speaker, nere, of which there viII be three 
I hope. (~e'rs missing one man.) I'd like to point out just 
a rev of the general aspects of th~ ~ASA type technology 
transfer. Host of the transfer does not occur on a one to 
one ba8i8, We find that the NASA equipment does not tran8fer 
in its entirity vithout some modification. But there are so~e 
important exceptions to this. MaInly, the data relay and the 
sensing satellites, where we find our el~ctronic ~lstems are 
trans{ered more or lees intact to tho: commercial co~munica
tions satellites, ~eather sstellites, and in the future we'll 
have navigation satellites, and Earth resources satellites. 
It'll be co.mercially aclive. Generally ve find, though, 
that the tr~nsfer is in thR areas of components, or design 
techniques, manufacturing processes, - piece parts, if you 
will. These have come about because NASA's developed or 
improved the6e area, primarily because of our requirements 
for high reliability in the environments that we face. And 
because ~e have concern for crew safety, we ~ant reliable 
components systeas. And we're also forced to do a fair 
amount of R&D, becauBz of our push to get our Size, weight. 
and power down vithin our spacecraft limitations. This 
kind of development, though, has lead to a nu~ber of commercial 
benefits. which we might classify, generally, such things 
as electronic circuits, - we have a number of coding 
techniques for TV and voice and data, which overcome the 
li.itations of noisy communication link. A number of signal 
design approa~h for dat& sy,tems, redundancy techniques that 
"~'ve developed to improve reliability, test proredurea, 
'hese ~re the kind of mundane things, but they all add up 
• ~ n you think on an ovelall basis. These improve quality 
control. There are a number of materials that have gone 
into electronic devices, such as ceramics. There's the area 
of computerated de8~gn, where we've found the progra.s that 
we've developed have helpeo transistor manufacturers reduce 
their COlt.. Then certain industries have picked up NASA 
standarda and specificationa and put them in their mlnufacturing 
line. And this has helped them t~ improve qu~lity and reduce 
their cost, la well. And then we have a number of elcctrooic 
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co.ponent •• nd co~poQ.nt p.ck'~inl techniques th.t hav. 
derived froa NASA tec~nlque.. Vh,t ve have tod.y 1. our three 
'y.t ••• froa the Skylab Pr08raa, th.t f.ll in thee. 8ener.1 
c.t •• or.... They're specific exe.plea that •• ke you realize 
hov ve let into it. The Skylab D.t. Acquiaition SysteM 
he. provided the be'i, for pipeline control systea.. The 
Skyleb IllP tap. recorder h.a contrlbuted to the co •• erical 
lin. of recorder.. Aad the Skyl.b TV c •• era t •• ,e tube ia 
DOV findillg UI. in cO ••• rctal TV ..: •• er... So. ve'll let 
Into our .peakerll. Our first speaker I, Hr. Bob Webster, here 
0<\ ., right. vho'. vith AlIlpex Corporation. CaUforr1f.a. And 
he', 1

01n
l to talk about the Skylab EREP tape recorder. He's 

the Progr •• Hanager of that progralll. Bob. 
WEBSTE. Thank., Hax. That introduction certa1n]~ 

fits our application, In spite of what you •• y have read. 
over the last year or 80 about toe adverse conditions of 
A.pex. ve'~e still proud of our heritage, go1~g cle~r bark 
to - -

END OF TAPE 
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WE8STKa In spite of what you aay have reAd in 
the laat y~ar or ao a~out the adverse condition of Aapex, 
we're still pro~d of our herita,e ao1na clear b.c~ to pre
r~co~41n8 of old 810, Cro.by radio pro,raa. right up lhiough 
the dev~~ope.ent of video tape and the instant replay, which 
ynu're cert~tnly familiar with. lhe Ampex Corporation haa 
1 diviSions, ):It describing the~ briefl, to shov you how 
we fit Into the averall scheme. The Audi~ Video Systems, 
products for radio and television broadcaating, teleproduction, 
education, and recording studios, all the way froa single channel 
profelston.l audio recorders to the color television recorders 
caaera" switches and duplicators. The Computer Products 
Division, peripheral devices including tape drives and electronics 
disk corp. memories and such. Magnetic Tape ulvision where 
we are one of the largest producers in the country of mag-
netic tapes, r&nging froa high-density instru~entation tapes. 
coaputer tapes, video and vide-band tapes, and the consumer 
home tapes. We alsQ have the music division, which mar~ets 
the reel and casette tape., both blank and prerecorded and 
hvme recording devices. ~e have an international division 
which has v~de distribution of all of our tape departments. 
Then of course Advance Technology Division to keep us ahead 
of the state of the art. And seventh, the Instrumentation 
DIvision, which J repre&ent, which did develop the EREP 
tape recorder used on Skylab. We manufacture, develop and 
manufacture precision t;ansports and electronics for all 
analog ~nd digital recording, and reproduction in laboratory 
and portable airborne and spaceborne configurationa. Specifically 
the EREP tape recorder, we didn't know it at the time, but 
I guess It atarted back In the aid 60s when we developed an AR600 
was our model number for an airborne recorder, followed in 
late 69 early 1970 ve got off the draftine board with our 
AR700. That AR700 which was airborne predomlnalltly or 
mobile advocation recorder is the one that came closest to 
filling the bill for the SkylGb application. We started 
with that basic recorder to meet the EREP requireaents. 
The, one of the mopt outstanding modifications that we de
veloped from that, well the first thing we had to do was 
e~~and it. It was originally developed to have a 7-tracK 
or l4-tracK capability on either half-inch or I-inch 1n
strumentation tape. This recorder i~ of a coaxcial type meaning 
that the driving mechanism is from a single source. The 
2 tapes are stacked one on top of the other, rather than 
side by side, as in many of the home recorders that you may have 
seen. In order to double the number of channels froa 14, 
vhlch i8 the maxiMum capability, we had to go to 28 tracKs. 
Each track 7200 feet long. This nearly doubled the electronics 
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profelston.l audio recorders to the color television recorders 
caaera" switches and duplicators. The Computer Products 
Division, peripheral devices including tape drives and electronics 
disk corp. memories and such. Magnetic Tape ulvision where 
we are one of the largest producers in the country of mag-
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or l4-tracK capability on either half-inch or I-inch 1n
strumentation tape. This recorder i~ of a coaxcial type meaning 
that the driving mechanism is from a single source. The 
2 tapes are stacked one on top of the other, rather than 
side by side, as in many of the home recorders that you may have 
seen. In order to double the number of channels froa 14, 
vhlch i8 the maxiMum capability, we had to go to 28 tracKs. 
Each track 7200 feet long. This nearly doubled the electronics 
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It 41d not .atorlallf chance the tranaport or the tape dr1vinl 
aechanha, SIlt the ,1ectro"lc8 of c('urse had to double, 
.0 tbat the pow." luppH.e. to prov;.'e power to thou electronicl. 
When ve deelarted the firat 28-tra~~ co •• erci41 recorder in 
1970, thie aachine required about 300 vatts of primary pover. 
NASA laye too auch. 80 back to the drawins board, and with 
con.l~er.ble effort, but we felt very lucce881u11y were able 
to re 6 ... ct that dovn to 200 vatll. We cut. third of the 
pover, out of it by ndeailn, changing of circuitry as well 
a. Co.pOi\ente. That pover reduction of course 11 • direct 
4dv.nta~~ in our comaerc141 productl. Every alrcrlft - -

END OF TAPE 
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WEBstER Tbat power redyctiQn. of couree, i •• direct .dvent.ae in our eo ••• ret.l products. Ev.ry aircraft .r~lic.tion. of coure., be •• simular type probl •• of vanting Ie •• pover drain so that is one of the exa.ples of • NASA development vhich viII be directly .pplicable to our standard product.. Another peculiar one to NASA v •• tbe reliability •• pect. We co.pleted d •• igD (s.rble) .n.ly •••• eing1e point failure analyses, to try to upgrade the circuitry in the coaponents that ve u.e throuahout our syatta. This resulted in replaceaent of 80lle eomponent8, rede.ign of some circuitry, redundancy in some cases and in others just more testing of the co.ponents that ve were using to get through the infant mortAlity rate and to make sure that the components that ve vere aelecting .nd were going to use were of the highe.t reliability available. Hov that has mixed application to comaercial use. of course, because it cost money to seJect components and to use the higher reliability components. The circuitry i.provements woul-in't would or have been incorporated In our standard products, those are all advantageous. Depending on the application, some of the higher reliability components in the prescreenln~ testing may be applicable. The (garble) disc assembly, the motor that actually moves the tape very accu~ately 80 that you can put precise data and know exactly where it is on tspe, required some redesign for NASA's extreme environ.ental shock conditioD~, not durina operation but during non operating periods. SO V4! did do aOllle redeaign in the method of assembly of this aotor. Again that hes liaited application. The assembly technique was aore complicated, therefore more lengthy. 1II0re expensive that the co.mercial verSion, so would not be directly applicable unless the cOlllmercial applicati~n really needed it. And in 80llle case aircraft or aome mobil applications viII need it, so there's another advantage that will have ltaited application. The real drive motors. the motor that drives these concentric reels theaselves, had quite li little, probably as lIIuch a8 any other single assembly, as much evaluation and analysis and modification to meet the needa as any other assembly here. The hrush hardness; the conta.ination from the brushes. We're inherently uaed to buildina recorders that we can periodically maintain. And periodic maintenance nor.ally takes care of cleaniness problems for ~s. Cleaning heads and cleaning surfaces that might get brush duat or dust from tape. Every time you pull a piece of tape through a aachine there are microscopic but very real contaaination and dirt from that tape and from the brushes from these .otora. So we had to add extra 
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filtering in the .oto~ 6".ably itaelf to retain _ not to p~event 
the brush duat froa accuDulating it viII alvay. be there, 
But to retain it, to keep it off of the critical areas and 
avay froa the outeid. at.osphere that the aatronauts viII 
be b~eathlng. The breakina .yste.. Oh , I guess all I could 
.ay there il to aodify it to .ake it .ore nearly perfect, 80 
that each time that break had to be applied, that it operated 
perfectly and not randoaly or vith variations in its operation. 
Reaidual aaaneti •• oddly enough vorked 1n reverse. As ve 
tried to become aore proficient and use closer tolerances 
In the machining, the fabrication and the assemhly of theee 
aotors ve found that lov and behold the operators could get 
lurfacea too flat and too smooth. And we actually had so~e 
residuals magnetism IJhere two flat plates would literally 
ring together. When you vent t~ pull the. apart vith s.all 
solenoid force, you couldn't get enough force because of the 
reaidual .agnetisa. So ve had to make design aodifications 1n 
reverse there to prevr.nt from getting too flat. 

END OF TAPE 
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WEBSTER - i, in wh~r. two fl.t plate, would literally rins to,ether. And when you vent to pull thea apart with a e.a11 eolenold force, you couldn't aet enough force because of residual .a,neti... So ve had to .eke deslsn aodifications in reverae to prevent froa settina too flat. And diaas.embly and aaseably - reasleably techniquee were i.proved, eo that we didn't de.aanetlze these aotora durlng the operation. So.ething called a plnchroller actuator - thi' 1s a device that actually 81gnals .echani'.s to coae in and arab hold of the tape and pull it. We had to increase both the pulse a.plitude and pule. duration of this circuitry to ae~ure positive energizing of that actuator when de.and waa called for. Again, we found that •• ybe one out of a thQuaand ti.es you pu~h a atart button and the recorder didn't move yet. And we vere accustomed to perhaps contributing that to operator error -maybe he didn't push the button hard enough. or loaething happened - rather inclined to ignore it. But we found ve couldn't ignore It, it wa. real. and va did have to rede.ign this circuitry to make sure every time the de.and vas placed on the systea that it worked flawlessly. That il another modification that - well. a version of which is incorporated in the standard product today. Environ.ental evaluations were extenaive. as you can well i.agine, on this NASA effort. Electromagnetic lnterference susceptibility was of pri.e concern. So ve spent quite a little ti.e evaluating the susceptibility of the recorder to outside radiation. As a result of that improved grounding, pover and slsnel lIne filters vere added. Theee again are not currently part of our standard product, but our technology that we may be called upon at any time to need. many aircraft applications, depending on Roae of the mobile applications they .ay also be in areas vhere they are susceptIble to outside radiation. Other tr~nsaittcrs or ether aotors. or X-ray aachines, similar deVice, so - that vas valuable infor.atio~ for us to gain. Temper&ture effects obViously advantageous. We did find a limitation that va, unknown to us due to 80ae low-teaperature testing that the NASA speciflc3tions requlr~d. Generally these standard producte of ours, and this particular AR700 standard products, ha~ a heater in it. So, at lower temperatures there Is a heater primarily to heat up the tape and moving parts to get better operation. For this applIcation ve could not use the heater, so we at least gained further engineering knowledge in just how far we can &0 vithout a heater, and vhat the limitationa are, and some of those li.itations have since been reaoved. High teaperature effect. as far 8S the recorders are concerned, i. priaarily one of a coaplete •• pping of the vattage and te.peratures within the recorc~r. We nov know not only where 
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the pover is beina di.sipated in areat detail throuahout the 
.ach1n~. but what the iodtvidual t'.pcratur •• ar. tbroulhout 
the .achine. And •• ve ezpecte~, our bias,at prohle. 1. not 
letting tran8i.to~8. diode •• and electronic CO.ponent. to 
operate Within th. te.peratur. ranae expect~d for the .entlre 
re,order. but to set tape to operate v1thin the range. T~pe 
i. very c~ltlcal of te.perature. Lona before you get "p to 
the teaperature where you .isht burn your finger if you touched 
.oRethins. why the tape becoRes - it do.an't like to operate 
in tho.e higher teaperature ransea, ao aoat recorders are 
deatgned to keep the heat away fcoa the tapel. So the elec
tronics is all on one 8ide of a large CAsting. the tape and 
transport Roving asae.bltes on the other ald~ of the casting. 
So this teaperature atudy and evaluation and 81nlRIzing of 
the extreaes that the lape trane~ort 81de. whIch v~ce obvious 
advantages to our entirp. product llne. Atmospheric content __ 

END or TAPE 
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WEBSTER - - .dventas_s to our entire product line. Ataoepheric con~ent ~.enlt pl.nn.d on 10 the or1s1nll c~ntrac~ •• but when Skylab Aot up there, th~ firat que.tlon we vere I.ted, I think, v.a. "What Is the effect of th~ recorder on 8 hard vacuua? As 1I0it of you havft heard. t~ere wae t •• porary problem where th~y had to do 80ae out~.ssing, .~d in order to dQ thet, they wanted to know what tbe effect .'Bht b~ on the recorder to BO down to a pure vacuum. And vetre ~ery happy to report that - woa'd ad.It to it betng a~ctdeatal. but at least we were fortunate In that our desiBn did allow us to go clear to a hard vacuum and not da~age any of the coaponents. It would not operate tn that en~lronment - shouldn't say that - don't know that it viiI operate - hov it will operate in that kind of p.nvironment, but we know that having been subjected to that Rnd then Calling back to a more normal environment, the aachine does operate satl$~.cto~ily. That has now been proven. Lubrication - we changed a large nUliber of the lubricants. The lIajority of lubricants that we use in cOlllllerc!al products began with the idea that we could provide maintenance and relubricate. We did have to change the lubricants to NASA approved lubricants throughout the !lQchine. primarily for reten~ivity. to make sure t~ey didn't evaporate. didn't dissellinale during long periods of storage and use. Outgaassing of materials and COII?onents was related ~o the high reliability study I gave you. Our standard products. designed normally for e~ono.y in mind, use the aore inexpensive components. But In many cases, those which are subject to outgasing over long perioda of time gtvlns out toxic fumes, which might be cuntaminating the air or toxic to the astronauts themselves. So many of the wire insulation. for example, and components and boards, PC boards, a"d components of that typ~ that are prone to out gas wp.re replaced with more suitable NASA approved material. AgaIn, the flammability oC these aaterials vas also a consideration. Not only the outgaslng but also the nonflamilable materials w~re selected. We'~e gained a great deal of Experience in encar~~!atiag techniques and materials. We at AMPEX have used a nUliber of conforaal coating materidls for coating our PC boards, printed wiring assemblies with the components on them. We had never specifically used the one that NASA wished us to use and that was an approved msterlal; turned out to be 1 very difficult material to handh' and to get used to using. We managed to achieve that and arc able to i'emove it, rework boards, replace cOllponents and do rework on the boards, put it back together good as new. So that's been a tremendous advantage to us to be able to use their fine encapsulating materials. The high density and low bit error rate requirements of this recorder were rather 
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extr.... On the 28 tr.c~.1 7200 teet Jona, VQ had. reqvlre· 
•• nt t~ be .ble to recaTe an4 tapro4uce on a diflelent 
.aehloe. which co.plicate, the pfubl... How va have .achlnee 
vh~r6 !GU can r~cor~ and r.fruduc~ on the laDe .ac~ine. Much 
aore ~Ifflc~lt in the indu_try to 7£cord on one .~~hine. 
r •• ove the tape froa that a.chlne. put it on anotber .achine 
and pla~ it back, and atill not 108 • • or. than one error in 
_very .111100 bite of infor.atlon that you Pyt on that t.pe. 
Kov 1 In ten to the 6th or 1 In 1 .11110n bita 1 •• very 
••• 11, very loy error rate for dilita1 data in recording 
techniquea. We've been able to acco.pl1ah that quite 
reBularly. We have some a.chines now that ve have been 
succes.ful - -

END 07 TAPE 
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WE)STER Ye have been able to .cc~"plllh that 
q~lte reauiarly. Va have 80me aachlnee nov that we have 
been succe •• ful in recording and play!nl beck one in ten 
.U11on biU IIIven. lbe (vanty ",1111on biu per filCh, the 
packlnl denait, of this record~r ia exceptionally high Cor 
the alate of the art in addition to the low bit error rate. 
The Mill~r cod~ format that ~e aelected, that we use in our 
recording s18te.a Is what bas helved U8 to be able to record 
and reproduce theae hi8h denaity 81gnala with low bid rrror 
ratea. The hea~ to tape intorface beco&ea a very significant 
put of th16 probll'!Il. Not only 1s it difficult to do it 
electronically, but ~ith ne~ tran8istora, nev components, ~n the 
market. ,"e can do it electronically now. It has been difficult 
to do it .~gnet1cally so that you can reprodu~e those ~its 
from a ~agnetic head tc the tape, and then back from the ta~e 
back on th~ head 8gain. We had produced sOlie 28 track. and 
that's 28 tracka in 1 inch wid" track. or 1 inch tape. We 
had produced those heads fot ground instru~e~tation recorders 
previously <. AI ... atte t 0 f fact. the EilTS program uses one 
of our reccrders with 28 track 1 inch wide t'pe cawsettea. 
Thet a~m~ general type of head is used for the r~production 
of the Skylab dAta. A similar head had to be designed and 
developed for the airborne recorder, this AR70C that had to 
be expanded to 28 channels. So ~e ~ov have a 28 track in 
1 Inch width for both the airborne and the ground recorders. 
We have had to d~vise head configurations for the iutricate 
tape interface that is required at the speeds. The speed of 
ch18 aachine by the way 18 either 7-1/2 lnches peT second 
or 60 inches per second. It can be selected and cha!lged in 
fiight. So the aystea compatability of the recording 1~ the 
air froa tne recorder to the tape and then ha~d carrying the 
tape back to Earth In a reproducing on the ground machine 
wa. SOlie th1.ng that ve had ve ry 11111 ted experien;:e itl prior 
to this ti.e. So that'8 been very advantageous to us tn 
8tudying the effectll of head to tape interface, and improving 
the head d£signs the.selves on both airborne and ground re
corders. Tape th~eadlng a~d g~iding vas an interesting pro
ble~. I've recently seen some movies and 1 81~ one some 
ilion th. back of an ast ronaut t ryi i18 to th re ad tap~. lie t",ke 
this rather routinely in Ampex, because our technicians thread 
thousand" or tapes in t~e course of a year. But there aren't 
any of thea can b ralJ about having done it in ~ri ghtlessneas. And 
it is a little different effect tv try to put a piece of tape 
through a recorder vhe~ th~t t5pe just hangs wherever you 
put it. It's an entirly different effect. The problem of 
getting off of one reel around a number of idler~ and compli
ance ar.1 and between plnch rollers dnd thr~~gh head path, 
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You aee there are 4 head atacks involved in one of theae 
.achin.a. not jUlt one head but four head stacks. Around 
turnar~und idlera, back palt tbe other lwo and returning 
it back onto another reel ia a rather complicated aechanical 
procedure. And we didi.~ke aoa. i.proveaents. they have not 
yet incorporated thea in our standard products but will ul
timately aet thea incorporated there, havina to do with 
again the reliability of these mechanical co.ponents. Our 
products have pri.arily deSigned as I aay again for field 
a.intenance. If a screw comes loose the aan goes and repairs 
1 t. If it Is on the wrong ena1e he can replace 1 t. he can move. 
it, he can adju6t it. Here agair' it had to be set up perfectly, 
and for ell practical purposes stay there, no matter what 
happened. So we did incorporate 801lle redesigns and 80me 
coaliance arms, and soae of the tape guiding paths were 
redeaigned. 
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WEBSTER - vhat happened. ao ve did incorporat' aoae redeltanl and eoae coapliance ar.a - loa. of th~ tape 8uidlna patha vere redo.laned. Cleanina and deSauI.ing. of courae, 11 loa.thing again ve do quite reaularly. and even the aatronauta vere Ible to aet in and clean the heada frequently. As 1 aentioned earlier. there t. u.aidual no .utter how infiniteltaal it aay appear, froa every reel of tape. If you run that tapQ acrosl the head, why it does Ihed an oxide which won't necelaarily affect the recorder, but might affect the bre~thing capability of the aatronauts. So, we clean those heads and moving parts quite regularly. Degaussing of heads -the aachine was designed and assembled and tested in such a _anner that the heada did not becoa~ gaussed, which is aoaething coamoa to recording, pr1m.rily because of the proximity of other electronic devicea again. But vas ~ot necessary in this caae due to the deaign and test procedu~es th4t were uaed. Well, all of these modification. that - and all I have listed here or mentioned, by the way, are the ~odifications which. either have been incorporated or very soon will be incorporated in our standard products at the instrUMentation division. I did not touch at all or lIention any of the nuaerous ~odl(ications, i.provements and rtquirements that went into co~verting thia AR-100 to the AR-728, known as the EREP tape recorder. But much of the subtle design experience that ve gained in the development of this product will be uaed throuahout the aany divisiona. including a tape dlvision, where they are - just recently have come out with. new product, i.proved aa a result of thinga that ve've learned in this high-density, lov-bit error-rate teating that we've been doing for the laat ~ or J yeara. And obviously. frOID problems that ve've had with ta~e and tape storage and other knowledge that we've gained over the laat fev montha - highly ~onceivabJc that new veraiona of tape coming out in the not-too-distant future will certainly be trying to i.prove bvnding and ~anu(acturing techniques in tape, gained froa the experiences on this program. Within the instrumentation divieion itself, the AR-700 ~nd its product lines - I've mentioned the improvements there, the heads which we use fairly co.~only th~oughnut all of our devices, and the ground recorders, our FRl900, FR2000, which have been used for this kind of bit error rate and high denaity on both the ERTS and now the Skylab PrograM. Typical comllIercial consumers, by the way - you .. lght be wondering who other than Skylab might use a product lilte the AR700. Since it ia designed for airborne and mobile uoe, it'8 not a household itea, but auto and truclt lIanufaeturers, for exa~ple. uae thelll. Hany eOllaercial and govenU', .. "t testing laboratories, 80me of which are aasociated with automobile testing, both 
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US auto.obile co.pani8. and foreign coapaniel. by tha ~ay. too, 
.any vibration te.l ••• allY of tha .odern ecolQ&Y shock telta 
and th1nS_ th.t are inltrua8nted with this type of recorder 
becaule of it. portability and ita environ.ental strength over 
and ab»ve Itandard co.aeTcial recoTdel'l. Fara and he.vy 
equipaent aanufacturers fOT the aa.e reason a~e using ~hea. 
Heavy road buildlna equipaent ••• veil as heavy farm equipment, 
use these recordera, for exaaple. due to their ellyi~on.ental 
rlaidity. And coaaercial .ircraft - there II a very large 
airliner thele days, vhich does use a recorder of this type 
for recording much of the aircraft inflight condlt1ons and heal~h 
of the .frcraft during flight. So those are the typ~cal types 
of application of the 100 Ind how ~e hope to use the experience 
that ve gained in Modifying this stlndard product for NASA'ti 
use. Thank you, Hax. 

ENGERT Thank you, Bob. Would there be any 
questions at this ti.e for Hr. Webster? If not, we'll go on 
the next speaker vho is Hr. loy Gage. I'm __ 
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ENGlERT If not vetIl calIon the next .p •• k8r, 
who la Hr. Roy CI,'. I believe loy I, ,oia~ to tell us 
hov ht. co.plny i. solnl to aolve the enerl1 crit!~. Did 
you run out of sa. on the v.y out hereT 

GAG! The., gentlellen are froa far off and I'a 
froa a fev hundred yards down the road. 80 lueas who ia Idte. 

EMCBERT Let ae tell you that Hr. Cage is with 
SCI System. here in Hou.ton. He 1. the President of the 
division. and he i. going to speak to the fliaht planning 
control application. 

CAGE Just a brief vord about our company. I 
guess that during the Apollo program totally thert were a 
~J.ber of co.panies that really were given birth to and 
(garble) vith NASA and vith the Apollo program and ours is 
one of them. We nov are a little over 11 years old. Started 
in H~ntsvll1e. Alabaaa. strictly as an aerospace company. 
And our initial fo~mation of the company Vas envisioned that 
v~ would build and deSign inltrumentation for satellites 
and vehicles. So thE' nalle of the cOllpany Lnat · .. e 8tarted 
vas Spacecraft Incorporated, a name which ve Alc still ex
plaicing even though we changed it to SCI Systl'ms. Up 
until about 6 year3 ago, our total company volume ~as at 
least 97 percent NASA. y~u could look at thp various contracts 
and deter.ine frolll that that we vere cOlltrac •. or s ... pplier 
to most of the major contractors in the program, most of 
the prime contractors. But if you looked at where their 
budgets '-altle froll, they all came from NASA. So we were in 
every sense of the word a NASA company. We had begun to adjust, 
we began to diversify abo~t 6 years ago. And today we have 
about 5 percent of our total bUSiness with NASA. The rest 
of it is divided between industry and with the various other 
organizations Within the government, inl;ludi' g DOD, EPA, 
and a number of others. The greatest contribution I think 
our company made to the Skylab program vas involved in the 
instrumentation of the vehicles themselves. We did have 
4 experiments on the Skylab itself that were associated with 
medicine. and have been useJ quite Successfully. Di9C~~sion 
today will relate to the i~strumentation on the vdhlcles ~nd 
how that led us into the diversification that I just mentioned. 
the acquts~tlon of data f~r expertaental vehlclfs of course 
1s a prime importance. And ve began to design equipment to 
acquire data and bring that data back in such a manner in 
real tiae or on tape that could be exa.ined to evaluate a 
flight. !.i:,f ve progressed from that into cOlllplex system. 
that gather data from allover the vehicle or satellite and 
processed !t back to a point vhere it could be telemetered 
back to Earth. The technology involved in that is an under
standing of .eaaure.ents. understanding ot hov measurementa 
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have to be •• de, and an understanding of hov you pr,cea8 
aeasur.ment and electronics 1n order to accurately gbtaln 
the data ~nd r.eord it. Those are the exact Rame teehnology 
that ia required in a number of industries today. So our 
approach va. to reduce to the fundamenta18, those things that 
ve had applied on v~hicles and satellites and seek appllcatl~os 
for thoae outuide of NASA. And the industrial applieations 
that ve found for that vere very much relat~d to the things 
ve had done there. An example of that 1s the pipeline in
dU8try. One of the prime parallleters, a lot of which has baef! 
discus8ed already today vas reliability of equipment, and 
th~ lengths that you go to in order to be sure your equipment 
Iso't going to fail. In many co.mer~ial applications you 
don't need perhaps that much but there are many applications 
when it is almost that important. Another prime requirement 
of spac~ oriented systems ia weight. You need to have things 
as light as possible. Another is of course the power requir~
ments. you need to minimize the amount of power required. 
Because if you don't, you are generally operating on solar 
cells and batteries. We found that in the applicationa 
industrially that rcqulr~d remote data acquisition, as opposed 
to data acquisition that you can all bring froUl a point 
processed locally, those same things are important as w~ll 
as economy. So we attacked the __ 
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GAGE - cnn all bring in from a point proce.led 
locally, aDd 80 on. The ••• ame thing, were importaat, as well 
a. econoay. So we attacked the pipeline and proce., control. 
and the petroleum industri'l .1 pla~es where they might have 
the same requirements. And one of the Hrat progra •• that we 
began to get involved with. once we had dasigned a product 
for remote data acquisition and control, Was a req~lre.ent 
for obtaining data and controlling undersea 011 production 
platforlls. And one of the Urst of these was a program funded 
jointly by North American and by Mobile 011. And the concept 
was - In their undersea platform - that you go down to the surface _ 
to the subsurface by subaarine and perform maintenance In an 
almost human environment where the production equipment is 
located. But you only go there for repair or maintenance 
under an - error condition. So if you're controlling the 
~ump operation. the sepsration mechanis.s, the measurement 
operations from the surface, it's extremely important you don't 
lose control, as you're, I'm sure, quite aware. It's also 
extremely important that YOUI failures just be absolutely 
minimized, because of the expenge of goln~ out and maintaining 
the equipment. So the lIame thing'J that had made our success 
in the instrumentation of vehicles was applicable here: 
reliability, light weight, pO\ler - minimulII power. because there 
again IoISS, for a large part, a battery oackup system, and the way 
we package the equipment. It was small, it coul1 put into a 
casting, could be sealed \lith an inert gas with water-proof 
connectors, and left. And during the entire time we've had 
to use it, it's never required. have fault In such that it 
was required actually to make a trip down below to service our 
equipment. We then begall to back out of that - I think it was 
sort of natural to go to extreme requirements first with our 
background. \/e began to back then into tbe routine applica-
tions of data acquisition systems, into the surface applica-
tions of oil field control, oil and gas production field control, 
and to pipeline trans.ission and distribution systems for the 
same pl>rpose. And again you have. typically for example, our 
first land system was one that is centered in Kentucky and covers 
five states and about 850 miles of pipeline. These are con-
trolled through eight different telephone companies at a 
central statior. in Ashland, Kentucky, where 8" "perator can 
get a total vision of everything that's happening on thIs 
pipeline - each substation, the pressures involved, the suctions 
involved, the telllperatures, the vibration levels involved - have the. 
displayed i~mediately on req~est. and have fault conditions 
alar. l~merllately wheD they occur. So that application, 
after five years, is still working fine; in addition to 
that, we DJ.., have sl.ilar type systems. that Is, pipeline 
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control .y.t ••• - .bout 2S in the United St.t •• , ~lu8 .yateas 
In South A •• rica, In Libya. in Can.da, .nd Au.trali.. And we 
.Te currently negotlatiog for onea in Iran. The production 
fielda. the oil and g •• pToduction fielda, requiTe the exact same 
hardware, .nd in addition, they require loaethina that ve 
didn't anticipate initially, and that wa. tbat in aoae of thl' 
.our ga. field, that you find around, particularly In vest 
Texaa, you can & leave a penroy out, and go back in about a 
.onth, and it's gone. the sulphur attack on copper is pbenomenal. 
So you get into aoae of the subjects we've heard discussed 
before, the necessity for covering and 8ealin~ co.ponents, 
and preventing the environment froa attackina thea. And again, 
the exact saDe technology that we used in covering alse.blies 
and coating thea and testing them to that .ort of environment 
was extremely valuable. It waA quite easy, really, to .ake 
the change from the spa~e application to that. Our variations 
on that have been quite a bit. We also h.ve the same hardware 
nov operating 1n process control plants throughout the toited 
States and one or tvo foreign operations. I could go on quite 
a bit in the types of things that we've done relative to ~hat. 
The product line now is based directly on experience we got 
in utililing co.puters. And there' 8 one other aspect I think 
that all three of us would probably agree to, that the NASA 
prograas that have been useful in running large syste. progra~s 
industrially. ~nd that is that you have a ti8ht - -
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GAGS - • in running lar8~ system p~o8raaa indult rially. And that 11 that ·you have a tight Ichedule >:and a ~lght bud&et in NASA. and when you get into large syat6.s where you'r2 c~ord1n.tln8 like we do, for example, thr~u8h 8 or 10 telephone co.panies through reeote st.tionA that lie in five, ail', 6f;'1en different atates and some~1l1e8 in for~i,n countries, vhere you have the problems - the logistics problems of support and the distribution problems or custoas problems, the lIanageaent probleas interior to your plan. A lot of the lIIanage.ent techniquos that - that ve learned in dealing with NASA 1n sche4uling and meeting rigid sch~dules has ~een very valu4ble, an~ it's been a direct takeover. ".nd if there's anything in our company that We can brag about for - In the management structure as tar 8S program control 1s concerned, 8 l~t of credit for that would be due to the influence of NASA on scheduling. SPEAKER Will there be any questions for Mr. Gage at this point? 
SPEAKER Okay, our last speaker is Mr. TOQ Kenton, and he Is with Westinghouse. He's vice-president of the southwest region, and he's going to speak to us about the TV camera applications. 
KENTON Thenk you, Max. As you cun sce, I brought my television coverage with ~e and, having kind of spent QQst of my life in marketing, I know the value of a de~onstration over a rather dry speech. Westinghouse furnished two types of very sensitive lov light level television tubes along with the teJevisio~ ca~era and uther equipment to the Skylab project. One type of camera tube, called an SEC tube, is mounted on the Skylab's solar photographic c~mcra8. And the SEC tubcG act as sort of a super viewfinder for these caneras. The other camera tube helps to bring the 2ctivities of our astroP,auts to home television Bets live. Tid& uth~'l- tUCf is called a EES lube, and is a development and outgcclo·th of the SEC tube. Both television pickup or camera lubes VC1~ manufactured at our electronic tube division. This divlsiont~ ~0ck is alDIos t eq ually dIvided between C(1:t.me ecial p ludu!. t!>, ;; :leh G~ colo: television picture tubes for hOllIe IV &,,':1> and tllc I,ore exotic high technology products such as radiation d~tector~) hollow cathode spectographlc JIgilt 50llrces. nnd SEt and EbS tubes. 'The monitor Is turn£d on no .... and YOli fhould be getting a clear if unexdtlnf picture of ro,e spl'aldng. At nn)' rate, uaturally In a division whose business is divided commercially, IIIl1itarily, and indul!ltrial our engineers and ,~anagcrs are alWAYS looking for overJaps and occasions when a highly technical 
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product .'aht .1'0 hay. excellent co •• erci.l po •• ibillt!e •• 
S~ch 1. the ea •• with the SEC and the EBS tub~s. And now 
to the de.onatration. Aa 1 aentioned, the picture you're 
eeeing il rather typical of la.ge. that conventional ca.era 
tube. can prelent, Now I'a ao1na to alk that the room lights 
be turned down. There will be aome aOllentary sbifts in the 
picture while we adjult tbe a.plification of the tube. But as 
you can lee. a8 it geta proare'lively darker in the roo. we, 
atill are able to present. picture that i8 bright and well-defined. 
The 1iaht la going tor the paint now I'. gOing to pass it to 
the control booth. 

SPEAkER The picture you are aeeing is being picked 
up by an EBS tube mounted In a closed circuit induatr1al 
c.aera de.igned for the tube. While not television broadcast 
quality. as you can see. tbe iaage is on a par with 
conventi~nal closed-circuit .ystea8, even at these low light 
levela. We could have just aa easily used an SEC tube in 
the ca.er., even though it is ~bout tventy ti.es lesa aens!tive 
than the tube that i. being uspd. Both SEC and EBS tubes 
are able to function under this and even more extreme low 
llaht conditions because of the inherent ability of both 
tubes to greatly amplify electronic signals. Light rays 
entering the tube ~re turned ir~o electrons. These electrons 
are propelled against either an SEC or E!S target. When 
an electron strikes the target, it can release as many as 
2.000 new electrical charg~s. That is vhere the unique light
•• plifying ability of the two tubes coaea froa. For 
co.parison, typical television studio lilumination is 500 foot
candles. This EBS caaera will operale down to 10 to the 
Dinus 6 foot-candles. That is one with five zeros in front 
of it. (jr five 
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GACE - Lll\lllinUion 18 500 foot-ca1ldles. This 
11 B~S ca .. ra w111 or,arate down to 10 to tbe ainu. 6 foot candle •• 
That 18 I with .5 uroe. in front of it, or 500 II11Uon tilDe. 
Ie •• light than t,pl~al studio conditions. That •• ans it 
wl11 operate under light levels .s low •• those yo~ have 
experienced on dark 1I00nles8 nights. Yet. you noticed at 
the beainntng of tbe dellonstration that the lube wo%ks well 
at noraa1 liaht leveh. Actually, 1t is largely a IDatter of 
aakina 80ae siaple adjustment. in the gain or amplifying 
ability of the tube. In fact. the tube works well through 
just about the whole range Qf lighting conditions froll ex-
treae darkness to high brightness. And now, back to Hr. 
Xen ton. 

kENTON Well. as I have SQid, It was natural for 
engineers with a high technology product like this to search 
for cO\lllercial applications. And in coaparing these tubes 
to conventional TV callera tubes, I've hinted at some of the 
P~ssibillties. We had deSigned the sophisticated cameras 
for Skylab. and even before that for NASA's Apollo plograa. 
One of the thing. Weatlnghbuse engineers did next was deSign 
a series of standard calleras with solid state components like 
the NASA cameras. but for industrisl and commercial yses. 
In addition, we began selling the tube to other came~a manu
facturers. Probably one of the first significa~t develop
ments was the conscruction of a commercial teleVision broad
cast camera using an SEC tube. A West Coast fira has been 
marketing this camera for some three years now, and it 1s in 
daily use of aany TV stations throughout the United States. 
In fact. NASA has one which you may see in the rear of the 
roua. Their reports back to us iudicate that the SEC cameros 
provide several advantages, In studio work, the SEC tube
equipped cameras aean that studios can operate at 10 to 100 
times lower studio eli.ination levels. This is not only 
easier on the people who appear in front of thos~ usuully 
hot lights, but also means reduced power consumption of 
electricity, and lover operating costs. On location, the 
Clileras require very few supplemental lights. And tha,t's 
easie~ on the camera crew. But it is also an advantage when 
you are shooting live action su~h as night sporting events or 
news coverage. Another thing, SEr. and EBS tubes are llIore 
sensitive to a broader range of spectral colors than con
ventional broadcal't call1era tubea. And this means that they 
provide inherently better color rendition under all li'hting 
conditions. In addition to TV b roadc.at. these tubes have 
~a~y other applications. Currently. Wedtinghouee low-light 
level tubes are helping to train cODUllercial and lIIi11tal'y 
aircraft pilots 1n flight Simulators. In the aircraft si.ulator. 
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a pilot actually f11el a ainute prooe over a minaturtzed 
landacape. The pilot looks throuah the cockpit window of 
ths li.ulator, which II really a bil televiaion picture tube, 
and leel tb. landlc.pe .odel aa if It were real terrain. The 
aodel landlcape view la picked up by _ tiny vide-angle lena 
mounted .u t~e nobe. The lens peraits alaost the aame 
viltun of the landlcape aodel that a pIlot would have looking 
out of hi. o¥n cockpit. Becauae of Its unique deSign and 
a.a11 alze, however, the lens collecta only a aaall a.ount 
of light, even though the miniature landscape is lighted with 
high lntenaity bulbs. So the Weat1aghoule low-level light 
tube picks up the l1ght froa the lens and greatly amplifies 
it for the pilot's TV monitor. Other aircraft applicAtion 
involved nondestructive testing. Instead of havin5 to dis
assemble jet engines to look for material stres8es or cracks, 
the tube has bee~ mated to a long optical probe. The probe pene
trates the dark interior of the alrertft engines, and the EBS 
tube picks up the image, amplifies it. and shows it on the 
conventional television monitor like the one that we have 
here. Haintenance engineers watch the monitor for danger-
ous flaws In the jet engines, and at the same t1me, a video-
tape record can be made from the monitor to record the in
spection. One thing about the tubes that I have not mention~d. 
by changing their photo cathodes, that is. the light sensitive 
front end of the tube, you can alter the tubes to pick up 
radiation other than visible light. such as X-rays, infrared, 
and ultraviolet light. The amplifying ability of the tube 
1s not changed. Several commercial __ 
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SPBAXBk Rl,bt. Such ae X-raye. infrared, and ultraviolet light. The a.pilfyina ability of tbe tube is not chansed. Several co •• erclal application of the tube uaina this ability to detect un.een radiation. In one application, the tube i, coupled to X-ray difractioning equip •• nt. DefracHontng equip •• nt h usee: to study crystal atructurea and ori .. ntation both for scientific purpos.s. ~nd is part of .anufacturina of tran~i.tors, tntesrative circuit., and other aoltd atate electronic product.. An X-ray applicatiop under development right nov usea an EBS tube to exaalne the structure of automobile tires on the assembly line. And this process, "soft" - that is low energy - X-rays are used to enhance the contrast of the different organic aater181s within the tires. Soft X-rays cannot be effectively picked up by flourosr.ope acreens. vhile if the tire .anufacturing used photographic fil., 8S in conventional chest X-rays, his production line would have to be slowed dovn while the ffla i. developed. Another advantage, of cour.e, using the televiaion sy.te~ ia the at the tire inapector can ait at the .onitory and b~ shielded fro. the X-ray area. The third X-ray application is called auto radiography by televiaion. This is a .ethod for checking all types of turbine bla~es froa aircraft turbines to pover turbines for cracks that might occur through use. The turbine blade is treated with a radioactive •• t~rial. And the radioactive particles collect In any cracks silhouetting them. The low light level tube with the radiation sensitive front end, views the turbine bladea ahowing the crack silhouettes on a television 1I0nltor. Frequently SEC and EBS tubes are used to monitor lndustTial proceases that cannot be viewed directly. For exaaple: the call1era we demonstrated here, has been used to guide the loading of light sensitive li1.. The dsrkened work Qr~a i8 illuainated by infrar~d light to protect the fila from exposure. Conaequently, the workers inside this area can aee nothing. An EBS tube With a Infrared sensitiv~ front end, views the action and permits the ~~rkcr at a lV m0nilor outside the darkroom, to guide the loading of the film easaettea. A. you !light expect, any call1era tube with .. 10v light level capacity, would eventually find its way into aecurity and aurveillance work. For example; we are lookln~ Into aounting a systea aboard police helicopters. Mostly for traffic surveillance and spotting - especially at night -and during ground fog conditions. Seeing in the dark is not only a probles in police work, but also in another kind of detection. The detection of air pollution emanating froa aaoke stacks. We have experl.ent~d with EBS tube ~yste., that viII pierce darkness to do regular checks on the character and type of s.oke co.ing from a factory. One of 
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~robleal with vi.vin~ durin I ha,e conditionl, il a 8ituation 
called back 'catter. M08t of you have prob"bly all experienced 
back leatt~r when drivinl in a heavy (01. You Ivitch from 
low beam tD hilh be.m, but the extra light dO'ln't help. In 
fact, mo~t of it ia reflected right back at you. The saae 
problem exists at certain depths under water. A scene 
too dark to be photographed by conventional equipment without 
extra light. But when 11&hta are turned on, the lea vlter 
teflecta auch of the light back, blanking out the view 
entirely. To counter thia, low-light level tubes haye been Ilounted 
in under aea televiaion camera ,yatells. The tubes' low light 
level ability aeans that aeeealory lighte are not needed and 
back Bcatter 18 eRsentially eliminated. While these systeas 
are prillarily for research work, they can '\&0 be used for 
underleas drilling and salvage. Vndersea~ camera are all 
one exaaple of more gen~ral use of these tubes and scientific 
research. Earlier I mentioned that the SEC tubes were being 
used as viewfinders aboard Skylab. Qn Earth, the tubes are 
a part of the viewfinder and guidance .ystem of the mechanism for 
the 200-inch reflecting telescope at Mount Palomar Observatory, 
and ISO-inch reflecting telescope at Kitt PeaK. As you know, these 
are the largest, and second larg~st vietble light telescopes 
in the worlds. The television viewfinder equipment enables 
these very expensive facilities to be used more efficiently. 
SEC tubes are a190 being used by astra - -
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KENTON - the facilities to be used more effic-
teutly. stc tubes are also being us~d by astronomera as 
replacementa for photographic fila in the basic datA re
cording process. The equipment is capable of recordins 
the precise quantitative aeasurements of stars a million 
tiaes fainter than those ttat you can see with the nak~d 
eye. In addition ~hese systems cut the required obaer-vation 
tiae from houra to minutes. In the laboratory EBS tubes 
are beins mated to electron microscopes. Currently one 
microscope camera system Is in use in the nuclear t~st 
facility of the Westinghouse Hanford Company. The electron 
microacope Is being used to analyzp. the metal btructure 
sa part of the test facilities investigation of nuclear 
breeder reactors as sa important source of future energy. 
At several medical re3earch centcr9 Westin~house low level 
camera systems are being uaeJ on ~lcctron nicroscopes de
voted to cancer research. These, then are so~e of the 
commercial applicatior.s of these tubes, and it's interesting 
to me to note that the Westinghouse tubes gave us live 
television coverage of the astronauts on the Hoon and 
Skylab. are presently being used to televise night ganes 
of the Green Bay Packers and one day they may also bring 
us the HOUSton Astros. Thank you. 

PAO Thank you. And If we have any questions 
now for any oC these gentlemen. 

QUERY For Westinghouse, Hr. Kenton, wa~ the 
SEC tube, when it was Grigtnally being developed, developed 
for a space program application. or was it developed for one 
or more of the many general applications it seems to have1 

KE~rON I have a few experts here in the roo~ 
with ~e. Don. would you care to oak~ a statement about 
the r;!lcl, application of the tu':>e? 

SPEAKE~ A bit of the fu~ding dij C0~r 
from NASA on the original part ~f the SEC devdtQP~~nt ~nd 
also some of the EBS cameras t~at al~o were ·tevel~peJ (or 
thclll, 

ENGERT Any other que9tlo~s? Wpll (f W£lVP no ~ore 
questions, that concludes the presentation. Thank yo~ vcry much. 
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PAO - - here Neil Hutehi~son, Fllsht Director. 
He'. got a quick turn-around, he's got to come bAck in at 
3 o'clock tonlaht, so we'll make this a very short briefi~g. 
Go ahead, Neil. 

HUTCHINSON In reference to your comment, Pete, the 
unfortunate thins II that I can't sleep at .y console like 
Hr. Conrad can. (laughter) ~et's Ree - let me ju.t give you 
a quick rundown on how the day's ~one. De~ctlvatioD Is -
you've probably all been raying a little bit of attention 
t~ what's been going on ~oday. The crew ~ot up an hour early 
thla lIornlng. They are about an hour and a half ahead of 
schedule right cow and I fully expect thea to go to bed early. 
ti,"!y'll probably get up about on time tomorroll morning. 1 
didn't bring .y checklist with me, which 1 might have known 
was a lailitake. so I'm going to have to recall what the lilE.e 
line looks like tomorrow from memory. But basically vhen 
we get up in the 30rning the CDR 1s going to be going into 
the workshop - going into the CSK and start the CSK power 
up and he'll be up there the entire time. The only hatch 
that is closed in closeout is the KDA hatch, they're all left 
open. And the KDA hatch closure will be about 5 hours after 
- roughly - well about 4 hours after wakeup; 4-1/2 soaething 
like that; closer to S. Hake that 5 hours after wakeup. And 
the time line tomorrow is packed full. There is no room tor 
anything in the retrofire day deactivation. They're - like 
1 said the CDR gets up in the morning, goes up in t~e CSK 
and works In the CSK all morning bringing it up while the 
other two guys finish off the last final transfers and turn 
out the lights and the fans and so and so forth, and do the 
final circuit breaker closeout. And last man uut is the PLT. 
And - let's see, as far as today's activities go I'm sure 
you all have heard by now that we had some problems with the trash 
airlock. In the process of deactiv4tion the trash airlock 
gets a lot of heavy use. We have a lot of things we put down 
it. All kinds of stuff, both small packages and bi, packages. 
One of the things that we throwaway is the thing called the 
charcoal canister, and it's part of the mol sieve, and it's a 
metal can. It's about this big around, It's about that long. 
It fit8 reasonably well in the tra~h airlock, which as you 
know, has a diameter about like that. It's a sylinder about 
that long. Due to S'lme quirk in circumstance or the exact 
way that the tr.ing came out, or the fact that we had $ODe 
other things in the bag, although I rea'.J:v don't think that _ 
I really have - it's hard to assess how much that contributed 
to it. Be thal as it may we had a bag we wete jettisoning 
this morning that had one of these canisters ~n it and It had 
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four ,loves In it - four BV gloves. Two down the side a~d 
two In the toP. and the thing got Jaamed in the trash airlock. 
And IS you know, we need the trash airlock very badly, not 
only today but for t~e reat of the .ia.lon. Ihe baSic place 
1~ got jaased it turned out that - and by the way we have 
duplicated the jam ~n the ground ~ver in the trainer in 
Building 5 vith the .8Ae Configuration and under essentially 
the a.ae circumstances, and best ve can figure the _ this 
canister, which I d~.cr1bc~ as sbout that long and about 
that big alQund, it haa a round lip on one end that sticks 
out about that far all the way around It. And the lip _ it 
goes aroun:! the Circumference of it, and it's about that wid.'. Now 
at the bottom of the trash airlock. there Is a _ not a naTrow~r 
orifice but a rim where the outer door seats when it's closed _ 
tully closed, and thla rim has a little _ it goes in a little 
bit on the sides right down there 3t the botto~. In other 
words if you were to look at it it would come i~ like this 
and there would be a slight ledge there. And it appears that 
this charcoal canister - the lip on ~his canister got c2ught 
on the lip on that edge, and of course. vith the plunger 
pushing down on it the thing became wed&ed In the airlock. 
The crew vas able to free it by exerting So&e aQount of 
forc~. And Pete didn't say how mu~h but I can imagIne how much. on it. 

END OF rAPE 
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HUlCHINSON Of course, with the plunger pushing down on it. the thing became wedged In the airlock. The crew val able to free it ~y exerting sOlie alllOunt of foren, But 1 can imagine how lIuch, ~n the outer door. A~d the outer door, of CQurse, would coae down an~ i.pinge uron this thing that was stuck part way out, And they were app.rently - J sUlpect that they lifted the plunger up, put some force on the outer door, and were able to 8hov~ the thin& into the center of the airlock and on out. And we were probably very fortunate in the fact that it was apparently hung. The lips h",d hung together <:>n the 8811',e side a~ the outside door. So we were able to bans it Dif the ledge. There's a lot of suppositions in that, as to hov accurate a des~rlption, that is. But ba~ed on what we'!e able to do anti ,ee over in the trainer. that's the belt we can {igu:e now. You've probably heard S0me talk since then about urine separators. As soon as this happened, the next thing v~ began to ask ourselves, well vnat else have We got going out that thing today, that's bulky, and standg a chanct: of - in any way, shape or forn of j.s'Jll1Iing the airlOCK. And the only other big hard s~lid metal object th~t. we have that .... e throw alolay in dec::ctivatic~, arr, the urine separators. Now food o'Jercans - l'nere, you might say that's another Dn~ - they're metal objects and they're big, but they're long and cylindrical. and there's no way they can get sidellays In tre .. irlock. Even if they hung up on the lip, you can back them - There's no wny they can jam 1n there siaeways and yo~ put several of them - bind several of them together so they ~8ke a nice neat cylindrical package. After.:a Jot of t~lktng ab.:.ut it, and we ran a whole bunch of thea ovec here in t~e trAiner in buIlding 5, lIuccessfully 1 might ,'\dd. t::ere were several ways we could get the urine separators out of there, and ~t turned out that the slickest way vas to t~~e some of the joint observing program summary sheets, whiCh arc the Apollo teleacope moent, those hig - great bit shel-ts which have the obderving programs on them. They'('! made out of that -I don't know, it's some kind of fllght-Gu~llfied paper-like material. It's al~ost like hard plastic. Wrlpping tho8~ around the urine se~a~ators so it made it a c)llndrlcal pack - well a rectaagular packag~ that couldn't ti~ side~ays. And it pretty much eliminated all of the 3harp edges out 
No~, the urine separator's about like this - like about - like this - like about- l:ke about that wide. and j('s tot lots of little ~ppendages .snt! thfn~s out. Anyway, that vcrked fairly lucces.Cully. However, to preclude aOJ pOR&lblllty that we lIight lI!P.CIt up the air)"",. -we have chosen not to 
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jettison the urine separators, and instead ye have re~oved 
the.. And our Qld friend., the corollary g\lys, who lIeelll 
to ball ua out tegula~ly. bailed us out agaln. We used 
one of the T021 - the T027 canister. which is a big canister, 
which had the T021 experiment in it, that, of course we've 
- Hm, and sr(! bringing hOllle. And we've put the sepilrators 
in there. And you just heArd a conversation .lbout them. The 
crew was trying to pull a vaCUUlD on that. We would ~ave 
preferred that we Io/Duld have kept thclII in a vacuum. However, 
nobody's really concerned about the~ not being in a va~uum. 
So we have theD stowed In there and that's where we' re ~oin~ 
to leave thell. An~I, I suspe ct, t hat we'll deve lop SOtr,~ 
31ick method to package them clevelly so there's or va; 
they can hang up, and u~~ it on later missions. Other 
than that, the day today was completely norllla1. And 1 
don't have anything else. 

PAO Okay. We got questions? 
QUERY Was there any damage to the .. lrlock 

itseH? 
HUTCHI~SOH Well, John. Tt,e best we could - Pete 

did sa)' - 1 wouldn't call it dacaged. He did say that they 
inspected the inside of the ai ['lock, fairly carefully. And 
that there was some scoring on the sides and on the lid 
botto~. Now the O-ring that seals the outer lid, we checked 
that, and verified it over here in the trainer when we were 
bangina the - atteapting to jettison some of the trial 
runs we made over here. The O-rini seal around the outer 
side is protected from the - It's actually down underneath, 
kind of a lip arrangement. So, when you bang somethin~ with 
the outer dOl)r, it doesn't damage the O-ring. Now, of 
course, the~e is a surface that you can't see, and that 
Pete csn't see. And that's the surface that that O-ring 
sets 00, which of course was exposed when we were having 
", p ':0 b Ie m • 'lh e fa c t eft hell a t t e l' i 8, t hat ex c e p t for a 
short perlo~s of time. that thing doesn't have to hold a 
ve~y good seal, the outer doer. Because the only time it's 
exposed to cabin is when you've got the thing open, stuffing 
a bAg in it. And I think everyone is - of course they've 
ysed the cirlock several times since then - since the jam 
uP. numerous times. They're using it continually all day 
today. And, I think everyone's convinced that .... e didn't. 
do ~ny damag~ to it. 

QUERY When do they put the blood, urine and 
feces sampleR on board? 

HUTCHINSON 
QUERY 

Tomorrow morning. 
I aean, how long before they take off? 
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HUTCHINSON It's ,~out an hour and a half ln the 
.orping, tomorrov .orn1ng. So that would ht like about 
) or 4 hours before they leave, before they undock and that 
would be all ~ add up all the It.e and I believe the constraint 
is soaething on the order of 12 hours Croll the lime they take 
thelll out or the freeler thl!r.:. until the time they get thullI 
into the Crecler on the ground. I'm not quit~ sure about 
t hat tot - tot all e u, tho f tit.' ,-, . 1 t '8 80 lIIe t h 1 n g 1 ike t hal. 
1. •. -:1 that - that tags up. 

'.JERI "ell. What .ire I OI!1(, of the Vc'fV -;p('ci fic 
thlogs they're gotng to be looking at on the flyaro'lnd, 
other than the wing and the pari\snl? Are they gOill),! to look 
at even 1II0re specific things than that! 

HUTCHINSllN Boy" - I con't know - -

END OF TAPE 
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QUERY· - wtog of the "arasol, taldng " took 
at even more specific ~hLngs than that. 

IIUTCRINSON Boy, 1 don't know anythi.ng in particular 
Bruce. The flyaround was a preplanned mission thing to go 
around and give everybody one last ~ood look At the cluster, 
I think O~~ ~f the obvious things wetre go~n~ to be taking 
Il good look <it is the parasol, 1111 sure of thoL The fly 
aruund is b~i" conducted in a n0minal manner with no par
ticular instructions to the cr~w to look at anything $pecific. 
And that's about all I can tell you. We'rl.! ju!H going to 
get a good oV"r all look at the vehicle. And there really 
len't anything specific that they have asked them to look 
at. 

QUE It Y Well. un 1., S S some t h i n gel s e hap pen s, i 5 

the£<' anytning laft, any problem left in the Skylab that 
you're concerned about as re~ards to ~he next mission coming 
up? 

~UrCHISSOS No.1 don't think so. I think the close 
out, if we hadn't had that little glitch with the airlock 
this morning. the close out was coopletely normal. Of course 
it I.s not quite finished yet, they I re just finishing up the 
water syste~ right now, And there is nothing that I can think 
of. We are leaving with effectlvel~ no troubleshooting undone. 
none of the instruments malfunctioning. Of course you know 
we're stlll are down about 25 percent over all electrical 
power. but there is nothing we can do about that. I really 
don't think - there .crtainly aren't any biggies. 

QUERY - - coolant loops even though they are going 
to be shut down and all that equipment j.) going to be taken 

[ them? 
HUTCHINSON Well. they are not going to be shut 

down. and most of the equipment will not be off them of 
course. The kind of equipment that is going off the coolant 
loop mainly are things like - well r~ally not hardly anything. 
Moat of the electronics modules stay on. Of course now 
that we have one of the solar wings out 1n the airlock, 
all that stuff atays on, all those batteries stay on, the 
coolant loops stay up and running. Of course as you know. 
we still have a valve in the secondary airlock module loop 
which we think Is stuck. Hovever, it ir> atuck in 8 '~ery 
convenient place. And we don't plan - of course we ~r~n't 
plauning on doing anything about that, we're not plann!ng on 
changing the loop configuration or anything Ii",;: 'j.~t. 10 

that is correct. what you said essentially. 
QUERY There ia nothin8 during ~h.t month that 

will be Sitting there without anybody aboard. Y~u doolt 
anticipate anything going wrong froa some of thel,e problems 
that youlve had earlier? 
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HUTCHINSON W. aure don't. 
QUERY Hov about the gyro •• you're not even 

worried about having to •••• with those that ~onth7 
HUTCHINSON Well. I think ve'xe gatnR to have to 

babysit thea a lot. Bruce. But as you recall, the unmannp.d 
phase has no maneuver.. And the gyros have historically 
glvcn us problems, serious problems durin, m.neuvers. Now 
tbese drift update. that we're continually doing, We don'~ 
really consider that to be - I mean it is a nuisance. But 
it 1s something can be handled pretty coherently with the kind 
of station coverage that we have. Nothing really, though. 

PAO Okay. thanks a lot. 

END OF TAPE 
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PUDDY Okay. Well basieal1y. it wa. a very quiet 
night. The erev went to sleep laet night about' p ••• per 
the fll&ht plan. Thay Bot up thh DominI about 1 a.D. 
which they had talked about. W. weren't positive they were 
goina to do it. buti~ was about an hour earlier than we had 
planned and ve think in the back of their .ind. their objec
tive is to get to bed early tonight. And - when I left the 
control center we were atill tryina to figure out just exactly 
where they're at in the checklist, but if we can put it all 
together, they're already w~ll ahead of where we expected 
them to be. So 1 have a hunch they're going to have a pretty 
good night's sleep. We had p.ojeeted that they would turn 
in around 2:30 this afternoon, get about S hours sleep before 
they started their preps for entry. But I think they're going 
to get considerably more sleep than that. They h&d about 
li-hour work day and I have a hunch, just as we've talked 
uefore that their increased efficiency and having every-
thing laid out just exactly what they're going to do, I think 
that, combined with getting up an hour earlier. they're going 
to get quite a bit more sleep than we planned. Splashdown 
of course Is still scheduled 8:50 central daylight time, 
830 miles southwest of San Diego or just off of Baja. As 
i ar as the tempe ratures ..... e lIlways got to ment Ion those -
we're up to about 80-1/2 degrees now in the gas temperature 
which is about a 3/4 of a degree inccease over what I talked 
to you about last night. I should aention that we are getting 
close to the maxilllum Beta angle. Right now we're running 
around 7 minutes darkness per rev and within the next 4 revs 
we're going to be in the case where we have no dArkness. And 
that's going to exist for a while. TeDperatures will continue 
to ... 11mb during the tiae frame where we're at, the lIaxi.um 
Beta angle .... ill probably peak out sODewhere around 85 degrees 
and then of course will start the decay and COMe on back down 
the regions that we've previously experienced with low Beta 
angles. We do get sOllie increase In tellperature at the higher 
Beta angles; that'~ expe~ted. But most of that increase cOlllea 
1n the last few degrees. We're right now - I believe it's 
68.8 and as soon as we get dropped down below 60 degrees -
well, those temperatures start to falloff pretty fast. As 
far as the tl~e line fQr tomorrow, it's just exactly as publi
ciEeu premisslon. No major changes. All the syste.9 look 
very good. The crew seems to be 1n excellent spirits dnd I'll 
open it up for questions. 

PAO All ri&ht. 
you come up here. We don't have 

QUER'{ I gueEis the 
with the position of the parasol 
will need further adjustment? 

If you have a question. would 
anybody to handle the mike. 
questioD is, are you satisfied 
ri,bt now? Do you think that 
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rUDDY Right nov. from the infor.ation tnat W8 have, I'd have to say that ve're satisfied with tbe position of the parasol. It's very hard to deter.ine. based on shorttera data and considering the fact that ve do run into a .lgnlficant change In ther~al characteristic. due to thi8 last few dearee8 Beta change, but in g~ne~al. I feel like the position on the parasol, a, ~e nov have it, i8 adequate. It will be looked at throughout today &nd of course the early part of tomorrow morning. But 1 don't expect that we're going to change the position of the parasol. 
QUERY Well, the only - that sort of strikes me as kind of maybe a partial gamble anyway. If you - because the crew is leaving and you're not going to be able to do anything with it for a month if it should turn out not to be just slightly right. 
PUDDY Well, I think if it's just not slightly right, there's still - you might have a localized hot sot -hot spot, so to speak, bu~ we had a localized hot spot ~nyway. So ~s far as ve can tell right now there is nothing of Significance that's going to show up regardless of the Beta angle. It's a consideration right now. In othet words, what I'. trying to say is, the Beta angle clouds the iS8ue somewhat. But it hasn't clouded it to the point where we feel like there is any significant problem with the present positioning of the parasol. Now 1 think we found out, and I indicated to you last night, that if we'd left it I think it was around 25 - 28 degrees aomehwere around that region, if we'd left it that far off. yes. in general, that would have created over a period of tiae an overall temperature increase in there that we would not like to have had. But at its present pOSition, about the only thing that we've been able to note is th.t during the night time frame, when the crew has turned off the lights, deactivated some cf tbe equipment and so on and 10 forth, that temperature has not decreased as much as it had originally. But we account a portioo of this to be attributable to the increase in Beta angles. So I do not believe that during the unmanned period. we're going to aee any significant change vhatsoever in the two positions. QUERY Okay. What about the further results possibly on the tria burn which is supposed to adjust the orbit for p)e next crew. Have you gotten any recent updated extrapolation on thati 

PUDDV As far 8S we knov right now, that burn ia going to be very satisfactory and we will be right where we would like to be for Skylab 3. 
QUERY Are there any - -

END OF TAPE 
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PUnDt - be very aatiafactory, aud ve'll be right vhere we would like to be for Skyl~b 3. 
QUERY Are there any 'pacecraft systea. that you are the 1 •• lt bit vorrled about for the unaanned period? PUDDY No, not that ve're worried about. We are aware ~hat there Is - in the rate gyro ayat •• , we're going to be faced with a continual manageaent proble.. We stIll have the drifting gyros. And to maintain complete redundancy and not to use additional TACS gas, we will go through drift compena.tiona ~nd ainl.iling the integral difference between the tvo rate gyros. In other words, just •• lntaining thole so that ve don't tail a tAst limit and actually go to single gyro .nd then run the ri8k of going to no gyros and having the CKGs do a reset routine. But, that's strictly a a.nager.l.?nt problea - is one that ve've beeu faced with prior t(, the crew getting there. It's one that we've been faced with vllile the crew has been there. The ground is tclking care of that during that entire time fraae and it's just A •• nasement problem. But it'a not one that we're extremely worried abou~. Just to where electrical power - there's no problems there. And of course, the ATK experiments are perfor.ing properly, and we will be continuing around 16 hours per day worth of active support in those areas - on an each-day basis. Of course, we will be manning arryund the clock. PAO Tom? Art? 

PUDDY Other questions? 
QUERY I vas going to ask about the - how the battery that got pounded is doing today? 
PUDDY Like a char.. You know, just - you hit it once with the ole' ha.mer ~nd the contactQr closes and that's it. It's worked just exactly like any of the other CBRMs every since that point in tIllle. 
QUERY That's it for me. 
PUDDY Let me say one clOSing reaark. I do have the data with me. I talked to you last night about giving you a detailed description of - of the ~xperi .. nts - a. far ~s accomplishments. It does get rather detailed and let me just say that I have the information av&ilable. and if anyone would like to have it, on any particular experiment, or on experiments as a whole, I'll be glad to go over it with you after this conference. But as far as going into a long detailed analysis right now, I don't think it would be worth it. 
PAO 
QUERY 

schedule - haven't 
wc>rk,lng h&rd? 

PUDDl 

Tom, eVidently had a question. 
How did they get so far ahead of the 

left anything out - but they're just 

Well. like I say. They got off to an hour 
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aarly atart. And, a. I have pointed out to you. allo. in lbe 
laet couple of day. 1 think we've sean 4 very marked iD~r.a&e 
in craw efficiency. Everything they'rA doing II beiDS done 
jUlt ft little aore rapidly than the pre.tesion testa 
that ve ran on these tlLinR8 v~uld indLcate. And those tvo 
factora coupled together. I think. have put thea considerably 
ah •• d of the - what ve expected 88 the t1lM-llne loday. 

PAO Fine. Tll.nk you. Don. 
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PAO Okaf. let's set rolling. Change of shift pres. conference, Neil Hutchln~on a~d Phil Shaffer. Neil. HUTCHINSOP The cr~w spent aost of the day sort of doln8 separate tasks gettiGg ready to finish this thing up. The crew, as you know, has ~pend the ~ntire day today - or lIost of the day e",cept for a lIIedical tun this lIorning, stow1ng the CSM. And aH you probably have gather~d from listening to the air-ground, they're busy. The)"re n~t having any problems and they're not doing a lot of talking. On the gfound today, the teaa that was on, "y bunch of guys, sptnt 1II0at of the day working on ainor modification to the deactivation checkl19t. And rhil's Feople were on working on minor modifications to the CSM part of the cntry which they fly. We haven't got any biS diddles going. lhe workshop closeout we expect to pick up with it first thing in the morning ~nd move right on through it. The medlfications. Most oC them w~re in the alea of stowage gett!ng eve~ything in deactivation exactly straight. There were a fev minor things in the circuit breaker area. As far as things we've solved today, we didn't do II lot on this shift working prob1t>lIs. We did turn on - we did have the crev check the KDA port heaters and discovered that ~ircutt breaker~ were out .nd were fairly ce~taln that they were inadvertently opened ye8terd~y. And we put them back in and turned 0n the ~DA DOlt heaters, those are the heaters around the tunnel area, .~~ they worked fine. \Ie ran a little procedure today.· equali!:e the pressure 1n o~e of the ReS quads with the press~~e in the propellent storage module in the CSM. We literally just opened a path between the tvo and - hec.,.e we had been experiencing a little high - little higher than normal temperature in Quad A, and it had the pressure in the tank up 1n the CSK ReS. We've 
g~t the last instrument in the minus-C SAL. S149 is in there. ve ran a power check on it this afternoon and it's all -looks like it's all squared avay. TomorroW we'll actually open the canister and try it one tiee before the crew leaves. And I haven't got a heck of a lot more to say. I guess I just l1k~ to let Ph1l kind of give a 11ttle sumllary and then we can talk about deacti~ ,Ion if you like, or whatever. SHAFFER My rl.y va, \"ery much like lIeil's, just pointing tow~rd the other vehicle - minor checklist 
~ods and datu generation that Is applicable to the activity F ... iday in b'(inging the guys h':>lIe. There's a lot of support needed th:..t need .. to be generated. leviewina our tillelinea and ju.t getting everything pulled together with the checklist tn all we dldn- we didn't .olve anything etther. 
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Except that 
HUTCHINSON Didn't have anything 'apo,tant to solve. 
SNAFFEI Yeah. Already atole - you atole my 

thu~der on Quad A. But tomorrow will be much bUller beca~.e 
we'll be finalizing data to.orrow and gettlhg prij,accd to 
- to load It on the spacecraft. Prelialnary (garble) 
reentry solutiona .nd that sort of day. Thore's nothint 
new about It. it 'a juat It'a tlae to do i.t to.orro", with 
the freaheat radar tracking data. freaheat weather forecast, 
that sort of thing. Bring the~ home Friday. 

PAO Okay, wait for the aike and questions. 
Tom Otoole. 

QUERY Can yo u give us some idea of vhat - how 
auch work ia involved in stowing the r.SM? How ~any differerot 
trips they ~i~ht have to make back into the CSM, how many 
iteas they're carrying back there and thinga like that? 

HUTCHINSON Well, fi.st off TOil, the stowage really 
of the CSH really started in earnest after the EVA, and we 
took all the ATH film up there aft"r the EVA. And today - -

END OF TAPE 
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HUTCHINSON - - in earnest after the EVA. ~nd ~e took all the ATH film up there after the EVA. And today, this afternoon, and I don't reCAll how long it wa. in the flight plan, but I think it was about 4-1/2 houri this afte rnOOD, the CDR' s ~n tt re aftern oon and about half 0 r the other tvo fellows after~oon wal spent and Is being spent io stowing, tranlferriog aDd stowing everything else except the perlshablel, the stuff that's s~111 in the refrig~rator. the chiller and n,e frt~ezel'. And in terms of holol many trips - I think, I couldn't even give you an estimate because it all depends on - yo~ know it's like as if you vere packing the trun~ of your car, you know you way Ket this little tbing in and decide that it didn't fit and you take it out and set it aside and you want to gO down and get sODethlng else. It's pret ty much a - dlthollgh it'a very well planned it's a time consuming, not particularly hard work but juat a time conslIlIlng task. that ha~ to bl! don~ fairly carefully because it is fail'ly full of sturf. I don't.. k n 0\1 how IQ any t rIps. We' ret II kIn g a '.1 the film II going up there this afternoon and all the cassettes that we've exposed, 1H.e r027, the 5183 f1ltl', all the EREP •• g tapel. and the EREP filII. I wish ~ would have brought ay day - there Is a list of things if you haven't seen it, it's floating around. ~ay 27 transfer list it's called. It will give you an idea of the amount of Btuff that ve are putting in there. We finisb it tomorrow. And tomorrow there Is probably an hour and a half total wOl'th of work. liS far as stowagE' goes. It's pretty much done today. 
QUfR,Y One mon part of that. What is still left in the l'efri~eratcrs and the freezers? 
HUTtHINSON All the urine samples, blood samples, ED3l, the student experiment of culture growth, the blood samples. thp. cultures that the crew has taken, like a throat Iwab here and thel'e, the air samples, anything that 18 biologically active. 
QUERY When do you load thea? And are there fr~ezer8 on the CSK to keep thea? 
HUTCHINSON They are loaded tomorro .... I'm 501'ry. Friday, the Qorning oI retroftre. And there is no refrigeration capability in the CSM. However, we have 0 little thing like Is typical of your hamper. You know the~e thingl you can buy that you fret!ze and they have a gelatin inside of thea. T~ele actually don't have - in fact I'. not surp what they bave inside of thea, but they have some kind of .ateriel tbat provide. a beat sink, and it J8 actually lllte dry ice. but they are not really, but that kiad of • concept. And 
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they 80 1n the packages that the atufE 1, packed in, and 
they keep it cool enough for the return trip until ve can 
aet it into refrigeration facilities on board the shi~. 

SHAFF!R Theae sa~plea. particularly the blood 
and urine sa.ples go iuto a highly insulated box, a good 
.auy of them. The til.e const raint that the reent ry - the 
deorbit, reentry recovery sequence goe& against i. 30 hour. 
froa the tia. tho~e samples are resoved from the refrigerator 
until they are placed In a refrigerator on the ship. And 
they Ule the heat sinks that Neil ha. talked about plus 
the insulated containers to provide thlt 30 hours. 

HUTCHINSON One thing you mieht have heard a lot 
of c.onversation aboue - you recall that we didn't take the 
IHSS. which was the refrigerated, the nice - I don't know 
what it is made out of, but the highly heat-resistant con
tainer that was to carry a lot of the blood samples and 
.ome drugs and 10 on and 80 forth. And we built one out of 
food over cans, heat sinks and towels, and some other things, 
all wrapped around it. a bundle for bringing back the ED31 
and sOllie blood sallipies of sOlie things like that which were 
going to go 1n the IKSS, which wasn't flown. 

QUERY You might have aentioned this before 
I arrived, but are they ahead of the time line as far a. 
stowage 1s concerned? 

HUTCHINSON If I had to guess I'd say ye.. They 
bave been - we haven't presented thea with the question and 
they haven't volunteered exactly where they are in the 
.lowage. But due to the fact that we haven't been getting 
a lot of question. today, 1 would guess that they are moving a 
long fAlrly cOllfortably. I would expect __ 
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HUTCHINSON - - pr£.ented thea with ~ question and 
they have volunteered exactly where they ate in t~e etowage. 
But, due to the fael that we haven't been getting a lot of 
que.tiona today, I would expect they're aoving alona fairly 
coafortably. I would expect they're probably a bit ah.ad. 

QUERY Cen you run through the deactivation 
procedure, of tomorrow', clo.eout of the v4rioul - various 
ey.te.s? 

HUTCHINSON Well to.orrow i& baaically a day of finish-
up-the-housework type of thing. We do things toaorow. like 
we biocide everything, literally, with disinfectant. We 
take the trash airlock almost apart, take the liner out anJ 
biocide it. We change out the urlno separators, 
and then don't use thea any more, they are then collecting urine 
In big bags. We change out all the filters in the vehicle, 
like the caniater and the mol sieve, the odor charcoal 
filter in the waste ~anageme~t compartment and the overhead. 
The one in the urine feces system, all the filters everywhere. 
The one bia .yatea that gets shut down tomorrow is the WAter. 
And we draw some water for use in the last day, for use in 
the CSM, for reconstituting food and stuff. And then the 
water 8yste~ is turned down tomorrow. On Friday, the S 
hour. that we spend in the workshop, Friday, i. when we do 
the meet of literally turning out the lights and closing 
the door, you know. Friday, all the final circuit breaker 
configurations are made, the thermal cOlltrol systems off, 
the 02-N2 system is turned off Friday. The lights are put 
out, and you close the door and lc&ve. But the big system 
stuff is Friday, except for the water system. 

PAO Any further questions? Mary Bubb. 
QUERY Could you tell me in - in retrospect, 

looking back on the mission, how would you compare this 28 days 
with some fairly horrendous problems, compared to, say, one 
of the Apollo mis8ions, from the flight controller's point of 
view! 

SHAFFER The first 10 days of this duty, or the 
first 2 weeks of this beauty was very much like Apollo 13, 
where you had a tremendous amount of innovation to do, a 
tremendous amount of flight planning to do, a mis810n plan 
to rebuild. And a tremendous amount of analysis to find 
out where you really were and where you could go from where 
you were. And that load has continued to deereaae as we learn 
more about where we were, and 8S we got the TACs con.u~ption 
under control and as we got the solar wing out, and got our 
CJIM fixed, and got 8019 fIxed, changed out some cameras in 
the ATM. and got the EREP calibrated, and began to leara about 
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th' thina. The last week uf this perlod to date ha. been 
very much, I gues., like 1 expected it to be, without the 
probl •• , we had in the beginning. 

HUTCHINSON Yeah. I'd second that. I think. ve've 
kind of .'ttled out here tovarda the end into fairly .u~h 4 
atandatd routine. I think, if you look at the kinde of 
thinse that we done, however, ve've don~ a lot more fisina 
than you miaht llave expected. And 1 think, m.ybe, that'. 
golng to taper off. too. because we nov pretty much know 
how most of the exp"riaente run. There are 80llle, of course, 
vhich havent been run on this lIIission that vill be new 
to u. the next tillle. But the big l1xina. lik.e trying to 
get the thermal probleM and trying to get the electrical 
power problem and understanding how the attitude control 
systelll works - those are all over ~ith and. theoretically, 
ve won't have to do them agaio. I would - certainly the 
work level that has been maintained here ovar thi. last 
aonth is more inten - considerably mOle inteuse than in 
Apollo - resular Apollo mi.ston. 1 don't think there'. 
any question about that. Even after ve've pretty guch 
got things under control. Now, that may be because I coaparp. 
it lo a later Apulio mlssion in which we really knew an awful 
lot about what we were Joing. We wer£ sort of repeatins 
vhat ve had done in the past, as far as flight control goes. 
And ve've treaded over an awful lot of new ground here in 
the laat month. 1 would certainly hope that the vork level 
for a 56-day mission Is not ae - -

END OF TAPE 
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HUTCHINSCJH 
around bare 1n the 
tbe work level for 
vas in this one. 

SPEllER 
PAO 

END OF TAPE 

We treacled over an awful lot of new 
hit .oath. I would certainly h"pe that 
a 56-day allslon 1. not a. intense a. it 

I'll .eeond that. (Lauihter). 
Any further questiona? Thank you very 
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PAO Okay. W~'re re4~Y to atart this morn1ng. Thi_ Gorning we have with us Dr. Royce Hawkins and Dr. Don Stullkcn. Dr. Hawkins from the Life Sciences Directorate. Dr. Stullken from Recovery and Flight Operations. We'll open with Dr. Hawkins, who'll bring us up to date on the medical status of the crew and then 8witch over. DR. HAWKINS Well I think this 1. a - kind of the third type of Bet-tog~ther we've had on the medical experiments during the mission. And, as of this morninB, we have completed the last of the medical experiments for Skyl~b-II. That was the pilot's last M092-171 run. And the final blood draw for MIlO on all three crewmen. I think that all of the experiments have gone very. very well throughout the mission. We have had no .ajor failures in any of the equipment, the hardWare. The crews hsve performed exceptionally well. A~d I don't think that we have lost, through data dumps and data tramissions, very much of the data. So I feel very good at this point in time. Now the results of the studies to date, 1 think in general, show that the three crewmen are in good health. And there have been some changes, particularly in the M092 studies that we noted earlier. And there has raally not been any appreciable change in the results of the crew's performance of the M092 since the last report, except for the fact that Dr. Kerwin, on his last run, did have to terminate after 7 minutes at the last minus 40 millimeter exposure. He, in other words, he did beBin to experience some presyncable symptoms and had to terminate that run, as I say, after 7 minutes. Now his first si.llar experience, as you may recall, was on the - was on his third run - H092 run. And then this on his last ~un. Now Paul Weitz was the other crew~an that experienced similar results. That ~a9 on h~s 5th run that it first occurred. We did not see that occur on his last run, today. And, you will leeall, there were no - there were no changes in the profile for the commander, Pete Conrad. Now M171 - let me say there that that has been right down the line since the initial, you know, phase of the studies were out of the way. That was when we were in the thermal heavy workloads phase of the mission. And we were seeing a lot of learning process here with how to ride the bicycle ergometer. They were having 
t~ouble with their restraint harness. So after they finally got over all that, then they began to settle down and were actually working within the preflight base-line envelopes. And lhey have remained within that envelope. And we have not seen any significant changes or deviations in that experiment 
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re8~lt.. the 133 sleep 8tudie. have lone very. vlr1 veIl. 
We are 80mewhat behind in our data analye18 of that Itudy. 
It take8 quite a long time to actually 80 back and analYle 
S hQurl of sleep data and 80 it'll be a while before ve 
r~ally have - really have all of the - -
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HAWKINS of that 8tudy. It take. quite • lon, 
title to - to actually go bad' and analy'e 8 houl" of aleep 
data, and '0, it'll be a vhile before ve really have - really 
have all of the reault. ia hand and und.~.taad vhat it really 
means. The 131, another very intereatina .tudy, as it h~s 
tUlned out. The crew. have perfor.ed at levele far exceeding 
their baseline, e~tabli8he~ prefli&ht b •• eline levels, for 
the motion sensitivity. And this la all on a poaitive side 
of imvrovement, if you viii. vhere at IS IPH for the apace 
pllot - science pilot - a"d 20 RPH for the pilot, vhich vaa 
our baseline acceleration levels. In - In flight they vere 
able to lncrease that to the final run, vhich vas made at 
a 30 RPMs for each man. And still they vere able to conduct 
the 150 head movements vithout any syaptoa. vhataoever, 
or motion sickness. So that i, 80aething th~t wetre sitll 
looking at and trying to - to understand exactly what - what 
proc~ss is taking place here within the vestibular and central 
nervous system. I believe that pretty veil aenerally vraps 
up the - the studies where we are. 

SPEAKER At this point, why don't we have Don Stullken 
talk ahout Friday's recovery operation. 

STULLXEN Okay, I'm sure mOlt of you are faailiar 
with the Apollo recoverie. that ve sav many of over the past 
6 or 1 years. And as you veIl know the co.:aand aodule for 
Skylab is essentially the same 8S the Apollo co •• and module. 
Hovever, you will notice a pretty remarkable difference in 
lh~ 0gerall recovery plan for Skylab. In Apollo. you'll 
rccall, w~ located the command module, the avi.mera ve~t in 
the ~ater and put a flotation collar on, they then opened the 
hatch ~nd the Apollo crew came out of the co •• and module 
into a boarding raft and then the EGIL fiev back over and picked 
them up in a retrievel mat from the boarding raft and flev 
them back to the carrier. We will not do that oc Skylab. 
Instead, on Sky lab the EGIL will deliver the sviamers to the 
COllmand module, they loIill put the collar on. And vhile this 
is going on, the ship will commence its approach ~o the 
command module and the command module will be retrieved with 
the crew inside. They will not be picked up by RELO. 
NO'I the reason for this change is fourfold, really. In the 
fi~st place, Dr. Ha~kins and his people have levied a require
merIt on us in recovery to deliver thi! flilbt cre~ to the Skylab 
mo~ile laboratory as soon as possIble after splash, and hope
fully in less than an hours period of tl.e. So we're intereateq 
in gettine them back aboard 4S expeditiously as possible. 
Secondly, iI part of the same require.ent i. that tbe crev 
shall be subjected to a ainimum a.ount of exertion or exerciae 
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d~ring the retrieval proce.l. Thirdly. We aUit have a 
capability to retrie •• thea In a lupin. pOlition; laying 
flat on their back. All lhreA of th •• e require.enta for 
retrieval uf the crew can best be .tt or •• tlsfied by retrieving 
the crew in the co.~and aodule. Then ve hav. an additional 
req~irement that's 8o~ewhat different froa the Apollo proaraa 
in that there are a aultitude of ite •• in the co .. and module, 
including biological speciaens or biomedical 8p.~iaens of 
different kinds •• agnetic __ 

END or TAPE 
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STULLKEN - - co •• and aodu1e including biological Ipeci.~ns ur biuaedical epecl~en. of different kinds, aagnetic taper. containing data, fila ca~tridges containing data. all the experimental re.uIts that are returned in a hard lor~. In other vords, not by telemctry. They are brought blck in a coamand lIodule, need to be retrieved aa quickly as possible, and sOlie of these experiments have rather criti-cal elaps~ time/enviro~mental conltraints. Iu other words, frOIl - they havto to be lIaintained at a certain temperature. And of courle as soon as the coa.and lIodule lands on the surface of the vater, it is powered down. And you don't have a capability of running an incubator, of running a refriRerator or a freeler In the co.mand 1I0dule after landing. Therefore, w~ vant the access tiae to the experiments. the exp~ri.ental lIaterlals, in the command 1I0dule to be as short as possi~le. And once again, to retrieYe the command module a$ quickly as possible. vhich can be done if we picked it up with the crew In it. ve can satisfy that constraint. We viII continue to .aintain the optioD, and the training haa b£en done. But, if ur.dec certain ~!rcum9tances it becomes expedient to go back to the "old or Apollo method", wc: can p1ck them up by helicopter in the retrieval mat, either in an upright position or supine If that's required. And the recovery forces ha.L been trained 10 both methods of retrieval. But if conditions are satisfactory. as we expect them to be, the preferred method of retrieval viII be the flight crew In the commJnd module. On Friday. the cOllllland and service module viii separate from the vork3hop at about 09:40 Zulu. T~ere is a shaping maneuver at 10:05. and the lIIaln SPS deorblt maneuver Is conducted at 13:11. All times .re Greenvich mean lime. After thl! SPS maneuver, SORe 25 l!Iinutes later, the spacecraft viII have entered the Earth's ataosphere and blackout begins. Blackout lands for about, or lasts for about 4 minutes to 13:40. At 13:44 the drogue chutes ~ome oul, 13:45 the main chutes cOllie out, and at 13:50, specifically at 1):49 and 57 seconds, the co.mand u~dule should land. The location of that landing, according t(J the last trajectory update we hau at about 8:30 this morning wa» 24 degrees 47 ~1nutes north longltu - latitude, 127 degreps and 5 ~in-utes west longitude. There is some tenths of degrees or lJinute:; tacked on to that, I didn't even bother to write Cle1ll lown. 1 ~hould point out. since ve always get a&ked it later on - how come it didn't land at exactly those coordinates, that those are the coordinates where the main chutes come out. And if there ls any wind blowing in the area. it ~8 golng to drift on the mainchutes away froa that. But that's 
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where It 1. tar,.t~d for A.in chute. It there vere no 
w!nd aituatt~n and tbey droppRd vertically fro. that 
point,thrn they should land at that point. Arrayed around 
thi. target point that 1 just save you vill be tbe re-
covery forces that viII be very a1.1lar to the on •• that 
we .aw In Apollo, except that they'll be arrayed alightly 
different around that tarsetpoint. The hlah probability l .. nd1n s 
area for ar Apollo lunar return va. a circle. It had a 
5-.i11 r.diu., and ve keep all of the recovery forces out 
of tha~ - you .1sht .ay the bullaeye of the target, for 
obvious rcasons. The h1.gh probab.(l1ty 1andil'8 area for 
Skyla~ i. not a circle but rather an clipse that iii ... ile. 
radius in its along-the-track side and 7-aile radius 
cress track. This d?~sn't really ml~e much difference. 
!!~t the ship will be located on th.-.t - -

END Of rAPE 
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PR •• tULLKEN - ~ and it'a aI_oat 7-.11. radius 
erosa-crack. Ibto do •• n't really •• te .ucb difference • 
• ut the .hi, vlll b~ located on that ellipse, on that _ 
roushl, witbin 4S ~.,r.e~ of the vlndline. downwind ut the 
taraet point. r_e re.aOA for that Is, - t~e ship, of enu~.e, 
doe.n't ,0 dead to £r,<Io vater at the tiM of landing. He 
ke~p, hie speed ~n aQd ~e keeps his bOiler up so that, you 
~nov. when he PU&h~S lh. thrott~e, it goe.. Re'll be traveling 
at about 20 kn~t& and he will maneuver hi. ship to cr~ss that 
Itoe, that i~allQary ~Jllptic.l line around the tlrget point. 
I\·dn~ Into till,' wir.d at the t ise tht> lIIain chutes ~pen. 
And thell ~s $000 a~ ve get a splaRhdovn point, he viII hegin 
tc "low hi .. c, b Ip and adjust the arrf val of the ship at the 
apla~h<io ... n pviot at th" c» •.•• nd module to be at about 
the sallie tiiU, that the ~Vl.l!It'r6 have co.pleted putting on the flot&
(Ion collar. Sa as s~nn as the flotation collar is on and 
tnflated, t~ft 'hlp bhould be In ltd f:nal stages of approach 
and probably wi~hln ~ or 10 alnutes of that tille, the shot-
line fro. the ship will go to the co •• and aodule, the Inhaul 
line will be iastened. the cOII.lncl aodule ",111 be plulllbed 
underneath the B and A crane on the ship and it'll then 
be hol&tt'J aboard the ship. Nov also, on that ellipse around 
the target point, .there will be 3 helicopters and they'll 
have the fullowtng call signs which you .ay hear. Photo
helo, It's pretty obvious vhat that is. That carries 
photographers. and the live television caaera will be in the 
photo-helo. The recovery-helo is the one that viII deliver 
the s~iallel's to the co_and aodule, put the flotation collar 
on, £t rst the sealnchor, then the flotation eolar. And 
if required, 101111 be the one that would pick up the astronauts. 
Th~ third helo on thdt elipse what ve call ELS, thlt stands 
for Earth landing systell helo. We have a requirement to 
retlleve all three aaln chutes. The ELS-helo will have 
three tealls of tvo svlllllers each, or a total oC six svi.lllers. 
And it - '8 soon as it arrives in the Vicinity of the 
coam~nd module, It'll drop one teaa af Ivimaers at each of 
the tbeel! aain chutes. Then they viII bouy those aain 
chutes u~, 60 that they can saved and brought back. And 
vho goes In first w(th what tea. of svi&mers is the function 
of who gets t~ere fiest and what the vln~ direction i •• 
Under no circuastances do we per~it the reco~ery of the 
Esrth landing system to co.proaise the recovery of the flight 
crev or the coaaand module. But if everything is gotng 
great. and tbere's no reason to believe th~t there's a probleD 
with the crev ur the co •• and aodule, ve aight dellY the 
recovery-helo 30ing In to deliver the avl •• e~s to the ~oaa.nd 
module by 34 or 40 seconds, whatev~r it tatea the ELS-hdlo 
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t4 .at i. tbere .a4 .~oP .~iaaer. o~ the ch~te.. .Icau •• 
til", do,,'t float. they .hlt. All. unll .. VI att ."l"'~. 
to thaa •• ep.Q41nl ua "h.t the •• ,-.tate 1 •• 1f ttl. 
I flat ella •••• tbe chute. vi11 float fOT aaybe 3 or 4 
.LnGte. or aore. Aad lf it l •• rouah I •• tbe chute. vil1 
go dovn pratty fast. So. exactly vbet the .equence of event -
wbat helo vi11 10 1a fir.t and eo forth i, • fuoetion of 
tbe on-acaae situation at the ti... 406 III of tbie baa 
been dlecu •• ed in areat detail with tbe pilot. vho Ire flyin, 
the helicopterl. Ind the 8wi ••• r., the tl.k ,roup cO •• lader, 
and 10 forth. So they knov vhat they're ,oial to do. 
Th •• "l •• tr. vill put the flot&tion collar on tbe co .. and 
aadult ••• 1 .aid. and then tbe .hip vill coae on ia end 
eake it. Ipprach. The op~ion for the helo retrievel .tsht 
be •• ercieed under the following circua.tancee. If for 
lODe rea.on or otber, the guidance and a.via'tioD ly8te. 
of the I~ae.craft do not perfor. properly. or .alfunction. 
and ~. b.d a 111alfieant .18. fro. the terget pol~t. like 
.aybe 10. 1S. or 20 .lle •• then tbe tlae it vould take tbe 
.hip to get there would exceed con.lderably. tbe tl .. ve 
could set the crew beck. if w~ went ahead and picked the. 
up by helo. So under thoae clrcuDltance., ve vould probably 
plck the cr 
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stU~LKEN - - to let there would exceed COn81der-
ably the tlae ve could get the crew back if ve ~~nt ahead 
and picked the. up by Helo. So under thole circumstances, 
ve vould probably pick the crew up by helo and bring them 
back. Another Bituation that might dictate the use of or 
exercise the option of the helo retrieval would be so~e 
bizarre or unusual combination of wind and lea Itate. 
You know a big ship like Ticonderoga doe_n't .aneuver like 
a TOW boat. An~ there are certain comblnlltlon8 of sea 
Slale and direction and wind speed and direction that 
make it difficult to maneuver that ship. And if in the 
opinion of the captain of the ship, it would be unsafe or 
",ould take too much time to maneuver tho! ship for retrieval 
of the co_and aodule, at that point he can exercise the 
option of telling the heloR to go on in and p'~k up that 
flight ere"" and then we'll get the command module as soon 
as PQssible after that. These are the two .aln reasons 
that we might exercise the option. Nov once we get the 
com~and module back on the deck of the ship, first thing 
that will happen is that the flotation collar is cul away. 
and then It is set on the dolly. And as soon as it is set 
on the dolly, the recovery engineers will install what we 
call thruster plugs. They are simply plugs that go into 
the ReS reaction control system thruster noz~lea and are 
vented ovpr the side of the ship, so that in the event there 
were sume small leak of the hypergolic fuels from the 
Res system it would be vented over the side of the ship, 
and wouldn't be a hazard in the immediate vicinity of the 
cOEmand module. As soon as the thruster plugs a~e installed 
we'll move a work stand up to the co.~and ~odule and the 
recovery tealt leadill" and the recovery surgeon Dr. Ross wIll 
then open the command module hatch for the firat tIme. 
Now there is goIng to be a conference there at the command 
.odule hatch opening during which period of time the doctors 
Dr. Ross and Kerwin discuss and work this whole thing out. 
And aa a result of that discussion, the crew will then 
either come oul of the command module under their own 
power - that is, the) will climb out, stand up, and walk to 
the SML, or they may elect lo put all or one or two of 
the crewmen ontQ a litter and matntaln that supine position 
back into the - back into the SML. Now the lQcation of 
the - SHL is Sky~ab mobile luboratory. I kept u&ing lhat 
acronYlI, in ca!le you are not familiar Wilh it. The Skylab 
mobile laboratory is locatet! on the hanger deck of the 
ship just forward of the nUllber ) elevator, which is the 
starboard elevator, and the distance from ",nere the co_and 
1I0dule is located on the starboard elev.tor to the entrance 
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Into the Hkylab \lobile laboratory ia probably 50, 60 f"L, 
'tIN really a very ahort diatance. And a. 800n a8 ve git 
thea tnto the laboratory then. then Dr. Kavkin'a people take 
over for the bio_edica! ex.aln.tion. and ve beain the ex
perhlenU relloval and poet flight procedures on t: .. cOII.and 
lIIodule. 1'11 turn 1 t back to Royce. and be'11 tell you what 
goes on when we get the crew back in the 5ML. 

HAWKINS Let me back up just a vaya here to the 
point where - just prior to opening the h_tch and _ake sure 
this is perfectly clear - exactly what procedurea are going 
to b~ followed. There will be at least a 10 alnute period 
before the hatch Js opened while Or. Kerwin evaluates the 
condition of the crew, includ~.ng hilllself, and he will be 
in contact with the crew flight surgeon on the outside, 
Dr. Ross. Now Or. Kerwin has in the coamand lIIodule a sphygomona
nometer and stethoscope. He will check pulse and blood pressure 
on hl.s~lr In the horizonal supine pos~tion before he gets 
up. He will then stand and he 101111 also ~heck his blood 
pre'isure again. No ... all three crewmen will have on the __ 
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HAWKINS - - before he gets up. He vll1 tben stand 
and he vill a1,o check hl. blood pr ••• ur. a.81n. Hovt all 
three crevaen viiI have on tbe lover bod, count.r •••• ure 
pre •• ure laraent. vhich 1 think everybody i. f •• l11ar vith. 
Thia i. the type gar.ent which we flev on Apollo 17 to evaluate 
the eff~ct. And Ion vore that an~ he did inflate it after 
getting on the aurface of the water and the. it waa aaln
tained inflated 80 as to provide a countermeasure pre.aure 
around the lo~er extre.itles and during the tiae that he 
wa~ being transported back to the ship and into the aedical 
exam area. Now. the Skylab crew will have those garments 
on, and they're there for - 8S a preventive measure in _ incaae 
there i8 a resl need to assist them and prevent the autostatic 
hypertension drop that could possibly be present. Now, It's 
not our intent to just routinely use those, and that's the 
reason for this period of - 10 minute period of time to check 
the crew to see whether they reall}' need It. Nov, 1n al! 
probability they wIll nut need the.. And ve certainly hope 
that they don' to We would like to - to get them back into 
the lab and get them - get the exa~lnations underway without 
injecting any furth~r deviation3 in the procedure. But thi3 
period of time before the hatch is open will be used to asses 
the condition of the ere'..,. lhey will in turn relate that 
to ti.e flight surgeon outside, and he will conference with 
Dr. Kerwin. They will make the deciSion t;1en of what the 
- the exit 1II0de of the crev will be. Now once they leave 
the craft, they will ~hen procted directly into the mobile 
la~oratories where they will begin th~ immediate post flight 
recovery examinations. fhis is a very complete. comprehensive. 
extensive exaas that will last somethinG between 5 and 6 hours. 
And it wi ~1 really be that long before we wIll really hav .. 
any information back to really talk aoout. Okay. 

PAO Okay, we - let's see - we might have 
Do~ just quickly go over the time line back to Houslon before 
Wl! tal-:e queiltiont;. I think some "f the __ 

SPEAKER WE'll, landir.g occurs local tilae and thE' 
ship will stay on Pacific dayliZh( time, which is ! hours 
earlier thsn it is h"ri!. Landin" will occur out there at 10 minutes 
to 6 o'clock in the morning - 10 minutes to 1 o'clock in 
the morning; 10 minutes to 9 o'clock back here In H~u8ton. 
And that turns out to be 3 or 4 l:linlJtes after sunrise in 
the local area for the ship. so they'll have plenty of 
light. the ship will then 8tea~> and we have to adjust 
the heading of the ship, and adjust the speed of thp. ship 
so as not to shake up Dr. Hawkinu' very delicate equlp.ent 
in thp. Skylab mobil~ laboratory during the periods of the _ 
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durin, the period. uf the a~dlcal exaain.tion.. aut tb • 
• hip ~111 at ••• back, an4 vill b. off Point Loa., v~4ch t. 
ttl •• nt'tanc~ to San DieSI) Hal'bol', on Sunday .otnha. .'..,4 
WI .~p~ct her to tie up at the dock .t the carrier pi~'t. 
at Naval Ai't Station, North 1.1an4. at abo~t 9 o'clock 
local Pacific dayl1aht till' Suncl., aornins. Nov, prior to 
,ettin, lnto the dock, the R plu8 - reco~ery plus - 2 - d.~ 
biolledicel e~amln6tion will have co •• enced. Ant th.y von'~ 
co.plete that until about noon. And the" ahortly alter 
noon vhen that haa been completed, the crev vill eOlle out, 
atand on the elevator of the ship, w~lch 11 nov tied up at 
the pLer, and to lIy understanding there'll be aOlDe very 
brief velco~e back - -
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Dl. STULLISH - - .tand on tbe elevator of Che .blp, 
wb'~h 1. now tied up at the pier. And, it', ., un4erltandin,. 
there'll be .ome very brief welco .. back ho •• , type cere.ony 
at that cl.e, not to la.t aore than 10 .inute. or '0. They'll 
then bo_rd tbe helot on the dec~ of the .hip, which vill 
fly the~ to the air strip. which la all of a S-atnute fliaht. 
But it', the e .. teet way to get the. over then. ADd they'll 
board the C-14l aircraft .t Naval Air Station. Norcb I.land. 
take off 1.lIedlately. And WI elI.plct the. to land out hire 
at Ellington at about 6:00 o'clock, betweer 5.30 and 6.00 
o'clock p.m. locel ttae. Sunday evenina. 

PAO Okay. ~hy don't we open it up now for 
questions. Nick Chrie. 

QUERY How high is thet boo" going to be in 
the crane that picks up that - the eM? In other words, how 
auch of a dlltance is it going to have to be raiaed1 

STULLKEN The elevator - tbe level of the elevator 
la approxi.ately 25 feet above vater level and you've got 
to jlet it about 5 feet higher than that to char tbe edge of 
the elevator. It'll be picked up about 2~ feet. 

PAO Art HilL 
QUERY Dr. Hawkins, I'!JI a little confused on 

the K092 results. It sounds to De as though you might have 
already considerable individual variation in thil. and 
I'IIl vondering if this i8 vhat you expected and what you 
8i,ht have to 8ay as far a8 .ny leveling off procea. Might ~ 
81aht have occurred or not occurred, 88 thl: caae .1, be 7 

DR. HAWKINS ~ell, Art. ~e definitely have .een 
individual differences here in the three cre~.en. We have 
three entirely dlff~rent results, althouah all .i.llar in 
the direction in vhich they were going. I can't say. you 
know, nov ~uch longer it vo~ld take Poul ~elt. to 
reach this second stage, if you Will. that Joe Kervin did or 
how .uch longer it would take Pete.Con~.d to reach the flIlt 
atage, although he's - they have all. a. far as the heart 
rate •• blood pressurea, these have re.ained fairly, you 
know, fairly steady between these periods. This drop that 
we lav in pulse pressure, increased heart rate and drop in 
pulse pres~ure, on Joe, and then again. 1n Paul, ie really 
the·· kind of the end point, you see, at their 11.tt. that they 
can .go with that level of str"!fS. And thera are IncHvidual 
dlfhrences. Nov, the - outside of that, you know, t~leir 
perfQr8ance 1s very 800i ~nd certainly nething unexpect~d. 
I don't think that this 18 really a lot different than whit 
ve e~pect to lee. ~e have aeen thia In tbe post fll;ht 
re~ovexy periods of all of the Apollo fl13hta and in all 
previous crewA, thAt have sho..,n si.llar drops In the i_ediaU 
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pOlt-flllht exa.laatlon. And then tbey r.t~rn.d to thelr 
preflilbt b ••• line levels within tbe. uluelly, 48 to 72-bour 
period. How what chanaea We're 10inl to ••• in thie i ... dlat~ 
poat-fllaht, howauch difference it'o 10inl to be froa what 
we've e.en lnflight, II yet to be e.en. 

DI. STULLKEN That', one of the realone ve're fly in l 
Sltylab. 

DR. Hawkios Yes. 
QUERY Well, I gue6a it's the prosreeeiva 

natute of the cases of Weita and Kerwin that I'a curioue 
about, and I .ay have this in v~on8 perlpective. But it 
would seea to me that if. as you continue to conduct an 
experiment. and it progresses to the point that earlier. 
and earlle r, you reach - you reach a tiae when yo,", would 
lIke to termInate, then if the thine doesn't level off, you 
would reach a sitUAtion where yo~ would SAY, "You can't 8cay 
up there any longer, you'd better come hOlle." That 80rt of 
thtng. 

DR. HAWlINS Well, a8 I say. I don't know yet 
what that inflight data really means to us until we have 
a chance to see what the post-flight recovery data showij UI. 
And "'hat - • 
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HAWKINS 1 ~on't know yet vbat tbat inf11aht 

data really ••• n. to U8 until W~ bave a cbanee to .ee what 

the post fllaht recovery data .bovs us, .n4 wha~ 1t really 

a.an.. Actually I don't tbink at thie tla. froa what ve'vI 

••• n, that ve vould not expect lhe crev to be .ble to con

tinue on for. 56 d.y a18s10n. Out.ide 01 tha te.tlns, 

the teat itlelf, theIr perfor~.nce ha3 be.n outllenctna, 

It'a baen pe~fect. And their exerc!l. r'8pon.~ and v~rk 

cap.city ha. reaained right on the line, just exactl] pre

flight levele. So again it is what it meanR to you in that 

re~ntry atre •• period and return to 1 g 1 think that'. re~lly 

the critical potnt q~e.tlon right nov. 
QUERY In the reco~ery, hov long vlll it be 

from the time of splashdovn, or how long do you think it 

will be from the ti.e of splashdown to the time they ace 

on th~ deck. And lecondly, what do you attach the cable 

to or hoy .any cables. just one cable - tell us a little 

about hoy you lift the thins up out 01 the ~ater. 

STULLKEN Okay, timeline first. They h~ve betn 

practicing out there - veil first of all ve di~ a l1ltle 

Skylab retrieval type practice during A~ollo 17. We used 

Apollo 17 recovery 85 kind of a test bed for some of our 

procedures with ~kylab. verify that they would work. We 

have the same ship as you know, Ticonderoga, USS Ticonderoga. 

And ve are very fortunate in having the same skippeE of 

that ship. Captain Nora Green, who is an outatanuing ship 

haadler, and has really been doing beautifully. The actual 

tiae fro~ SpidSh to SML, vhich 1s what our critical time -

fro •• plash to Skylab mobile ls~orctory - 1s a function of, 

number 1, where thE command module actually lands. If it 

lands right on the target puint that's one thing. it could 

be any place in that ellip6e. Number 2. it's a function of 

visabl1ity. For example, if we got a coaplete cloud deck 

out there at say 1500 feet. ~~ could get an RFD up, a radio 

fix on ~he beacon of the spacecraft, w~ can ha~e a pretty 

good ide. of where it is going to land, but you don't commit 

the ship to run in uotil you get a visual on it. So 

ve may waste 3 minutes or more 4 minutes be!ore ve get a 

visual fix on it. and we can commit the ship to go in. 

sea st"te, wind speed. all of these things will effect it. 

Now we ~ave seen in practices, using the boiler pl.te space

craft Qut th~re, times .8 sure as 35 .inutes ~roa splash 

to the co •• and module ~n deck when the medical conference 

that Royce referred to begina. We've seen it go aa long as 

~O or 60 minutes. But as 1 say, there are a lot of variable •• 

Okay, the 8 and A crRne, stande for boat and aircraft crane _ 

which ts an Inte8rol part of the ship and i. used for holstia~ 
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lib,rty buat. and aircraft on board - 1. fitted vith vhat 
VI call the MASA vench. It's a vench thee vas originally 
de.tgQl4 and built to b~ uled o~ the data crane that Wa. 
p~t on the fan tail of d.stroyera and things like that. 
It'. a apeeially deaigned and bullt vench apecifically for 
lhi6 purpoa.. And the main feature of it 1s it ha. a 
1-5/8 double-braided nylon linA. Now this has a 60,000 
pound broaking .tregth. Now t~is double-braided nylon 
line acts like lome tremendousLy great shock absorber, an~ 
ve have something like 60. 70 feet of that line froa the 
vench over the Ihip down to the command module, all of 
which is going to atlenuate the shock at the instant of 
pick up. The upper deck of the command module i, f~tted 
of tourse with a lift inn loop 1uSl like it alway, has 
been on Apollo. It will be the same lifting loop on th~ 
upper deck of the - -

END OF TAPE 
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STUL'~!N - - fitted with a liftiGa loop juat 11ke 
it alwaya ha; baen on Apollo. Be the a ••• lift1na loop 
on the uppftr d.~k of the COaDand aodult, dnd we have - we 
supply our ovn , what ve call Apollo llfling hook, vhich 
18 a specially dealBn,d hook that matea with the liftina 
I?QP on tha top of the apacecraft, that's or. lhe en~ of 
lhe lifting line. 

QUERY Where'a that loop on this spacecraft? 
ST~LLREN On the uppe r de ck of 
QUERY No, no, no. Oil the spacec:taft. Where do you 

at tach that line to the spacl !raft? 
STULLKEN On Lhe upper deck oC the spacecraft, 

illl.ediately abo .. e the - the hatch. !" the hatch area. Just 
behind t~e guillotine that cuts tne - that cuts the risers 
at the time of landing that gets a .. ay. If you look at a 
diagram of the upper deck of the spacecraft. you'll see that 
very obvious big loop up there. 

PAO Tom O'too~e. 
QUERY Got a question for Dr. Ha~kins. 1 really 

don't understand this business about the comin, in. You 
want - why you want r;hem coming 1n supine? .... hy are they 
supln~ all the time? Why they may have to be littered off, 
and why you might feel they have to inflate t11ese kind of 
pressure germents? Would you run through all that in layman's 
teras and not doctors terms. 

HhWKlNS Well - - Yeah, I'll try. As - as I think 
you know the - from the Ru.slan experience, they - they have 
seen, In the post flight period, with their longer duration 
flights where the c~evs were not able to stand and walk after 
landing. and they did have to be carried out of the spacecraft. 
this. and in light of the data which we have seen from our 
Apollu flights, as well as Gemi!".i - In Apollo where ve nave 
se~n a degr£dation in the immedlate post flight evaluation 
of the cardiovascular sy£te., where they - l~is is tl.e use 
~f the lower boo: negative test ~here we have demonstrated 
a difference, si8nif~ance difference, from the baseline data 
preflight. And if this prosreased beyond "'hat w~ have presently 
seen in crevs, then it would mean that the crews could 
experience a simular situar.ion of vhich the Russian 
COWDonauts experienced in not being able to stand errect 
once back ill the l-g environment. and they could pass out. It's 
a orthostatic hypotension. Now that's "'hat ve're tryinr tQ prevent 
happening. and the ,draents are there to give counterRealure 
- counter pr ••• ure to the lower extremities in order 
to prevent this pooling of bloud in th~ lo~er extremitie8. 
That'a ~h.t actually 1. occurrl~g, ond you're not getting enough 
blood up into the brain. So this .- it's just like a - the old 
G suits used I~ flyin8, really. It corpressea the - around 
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the lover •• tte.itieR and helps to push the blood back up 
to the heArt and keep it circulating •• it ahould. Nov 
WI don't intend to U8a theae things unlet8 th~Telt dbaolute 
need fOT it, but they're there jU8t .~ • preventive ae.aura, 
that'. all. 

PAO Toa Otoole. 
QUERY Evsn if you don't use them though you 

want thea supine. Now why do you want thea supifie1 
HAWKINS Well, they are supine right now; they 

en~er supine. Okay, wP're going through s systea.tic evaluation 
of the - of their cardiovas~~lar system. Once we have thea stable, 
on deck, where ve can check the pulse and blood pressure, 
and then stand lhe~ up and check and again systeaatically 
evaluate w~at their cardiovascular system Is. We hope that we 
se6 nothin~ of a drastic change that we're talking about, 
and th3t t~~ crew will, of COUfse, be able to walk right 
out of the spacecraft as they alvays have. 

QU~RY One more question. what is orthostat1~ 
hypotension? 

HAWKINS 
and - vh1ch 
syncope - -

END OF TAPE 

can 
Well, this is d dropping in blood pressure 

lead to syncope. FafnLlng, fainting. Yes, 
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DJ. HAWKINS - - which can lead to ayncope. fatntln,. 
StEAKER What! 
DR. HAWKINS Faintina, eyncope - S-Y-N-C-o-P-E. It'. 

ju.t lIke, I' •• ure you've leen thi.. A lood exe.ple 1, in 
ailitaey, vhere you have troop •• tandina at attention out 
in the hot Sun for a long lias. and audd.nly a guy j~.t 
keela over, and pa •• ea out. That'. what'. -what'e happening. 
that's orthostatic hypotenlion. 

QUERY Because blood flows lothe lover extre.iti.a? 
DR. Hawkin. Yeah, right. That'. right. 
QUERY The fact that it pulls on the lo~er 

extremities, I CAn understand that they're not used to 
gravity and like that. but i. it because their heart muscle. are 
weak, that the reason they can't - the blood Isn't pumped 
back out of - -

DR. HAWKINS No. It's really more in the periphery. 
It's of the peripheral vascular system, that you're lOOSing 
tne return capability of the vessela to get the blood back _ 
the mUlclee to get the blood back and (garble) you know 
pumping it back into the - -

QUERY Vessels, I mea~. around the blood vesaela? 
Th~y're weak? 

Dk. HAWKINS Well, I don't know whether you'd say 
it'~ weak, they're - there's a change, of course, vhich ie 
resulting in the inability of the cardiovascular system to 
compensate for that amount of stress, which they're subjected 
to under the I-g condition, or, if you viII, in the lower 
body negative pressvre device. Where Jou're tending to pool 
that blood, hold it - it tends to draw it down into the 
lower extremities. And what you're measuring then, is the 
body's cardiovascular system's ability to compensate {or 
this. And it does involve cardiac output, heart 
rate and peripheral vascular tone and muscle tone, a~ well. 
But I'd, to say no, you use the term is the heart weak? 
No, I don't think that that's vhat we're saying at all. 
That's not the correct terminolgy to apply to that. 

QUERY Now, when they're coming in, they're 
going to be under a force - a maximum force of 3.6 gs even 
in the supine position. Could this be enough to cause thea 
to pais out? 

DR. HAWKINS [don't - I seriously doubt that. Now 
this is spp!ied transversely, and we have seen the thresh
hold limits On this to be far greater than this g load. So 
I wouldn't expect this t~ happ~n 8t ell. That would h~ve 
to get up pretty high g~. 

PA~ David Crain. 
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QUllY Aft.~ ll.~.nlna to tb, co .. ent. froa 
Dr. Kerwin, att4 the Skylab-III crew lalt week an4 their 
Qo .. ent., everybody really expects tbi. crew to literally 
coae bOUQcina riaht out of thet co .. and aodule. But, even 
thouab they do, you're .till not 801n& to have any little 
eere.ony o~ board the ship. like there bave beea in the 
pa.t on Apollo, you're going t~ 1._edlate1y shoot the. leta 
the Skylab - -

Dl. RAWlINS Oh. yes. Rlght. 
QUEIY There's not going to be any (garble) 

or any coaments or ceremonies theret 
DR. HAWKINS Mo. no. 
QUERY Even though, they're happy and chipper? 
DR. HAWKINS Exactly. 
QUERY You are that !earful. then? 
DR. HAWKINS Not fearful. We w.nt to get the crew 

back and get the~ under exaaination. 80 that we do not 
108. any of that i •• edlate post-flight data. We vant to 
see the. a. - just as qui~kly a. we can. in order to see 
what the - what the i •• ediate reaults are. 

QUERY 80\' long w1ll it be hefore we start 
gettlng results of the blood work and those other analyses? 

DR. HAWKINS As soon as we get it back here in ou. 
laboratory. ~irhln ft •• tter tf 2 or 3 day •• ve'll ctart 
getting .o~e of those answers out. And ve have prioritized, 
the inflight sa.ple., to try to help us arrive at a position 
vhe~_ ve ~.n give a go lor the 56-day .lss10n 10 that our 
priorlties. 8S ",e'll take early sa.ples. sed - -

END OF tAPE 
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HAWKINS - - at a po.ition vhere Vt Can ,lve 
a GO for the 56-day ml"lon, '0 that our 'fiorlty "Y' that 
ve vill take .arly .ample., aid-fllaht .a.ple. and late 
.aaple. and vork tho.e first. And then v,tll 8 0 back .nd pick 
thea up In betv.en tho.e polntl. But that'. the vay ve 
ar. 801na to .pproa~h that problea because of a restricted 
ti .. Unl WI' re wo rklng in. 

QUERY Okay, as far a. the H092 re.uIts and 
those individual difference., h., there been enough variation 
in the aaount of ~xercise by the crewaen to account for 
aOIk of that j 

HAVKINS I'm not real sure that I can an.wer 
that positively. I think all three of the. have worked and 
exerciaed pretty. pretty ri80roualy re&lly. and intensionally. 
And th.y really worked that bicycle over I know. I guess 
if ['. guessing. I vould say maybe Pete Conrad might have exer
ciled more than the otl.er two. But I don't know that for 
a ure. 

QUERY How far viII the chip be iroa the command 
aodule vhen it is picked up? 

STULLKEN You mean at the tiae of 11ft? The crane 
plumba - about 35 or 40 feet froa the side of the ship ia the 
point directly belov the crane. Yeah, lateral distance 
from the slde of the ship. I'd have to go back to the ship 
diagram and look at ~t. I know one thing, if the thing 
s::arts to swing as soon it cOlles clear to the water, the 
line is not long enough for it to sv'ng into the side of 
the ship. We checked that out on Apollo 17. 

QUERY Two medical queations. Do you know 
aI11thin!, about calCium losa in the crew? That's number). 
And ~hy do you think, or why do the doctors think you were 
not able to 1nduce any motion si~kness 1n any of the cre~ 
members. even splnnin& the chair at 30rpml It doesn't make 
any sense, does it? 

HAWKINS Okay. No, Toa, on th~ first question, lie 
d6n't have the answers on that y~t. On the calcium loss, 
we'll hlve to vait until we get the samples back into the 
lab. And "f course too, the X078 - that's the bone lIlineral 
scaDS. Those ~lll not b~ done until R-%ero day, ~o as to get any 
comparison with the preflight data. Why they did not experience 
any motion sickness. For one thing 1 ~hink our meaaurement 
lias late, our first measurement of this was late. We did not meaaure _ 
do the first teat and measure this senditivity until the 
6th or 7th ~ay of the mission. r think we're _ I think 
we have in the early, very early phases of a ala. ion of 
zero-gravity e.posure - I think you're taking - you're seeing 
things go through a very rapid. adaptive type of change. 
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And th. body ia readjuttlna and adaplln, to that 11111 .nv .... ron
•• nt that it ia findina It,elf tn. And 1 thlnk p.~h.pl that 
thi. veatibular IYlt •• ta one where you see the chang" In 
thole flrlt 1 or 3 daya. Now If yo~ think back on our ex
perience of the prevloul flishts, most crevmen have exper
ianced ao~e aotion aicknesl to varying d~8rees in tbe first 
few hourI or !tut 2 or :} days. TheT. have b.ell very fev 
exceptioDs. Nov then, this crew actually did Dot experience 
any, even in tbe first 2 or 3 hOurs, or the firlt 2 or 3 days. 
And 1 thluk th~t they really expected that they vould. Ve 
have talked about this and 1 knov Pete has co.mented on it 
leveral tilles that I have heard hi.. Oleay. if ve, 8S he 
I.ya if we fli\, our gyros, that's trc \oIay he describes it, 
then - -

END OF TAPE 
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RAWlINS tnat - okay, if ve - .. h, .ay. 1f 
ve flip our Iyro., that', the vay he describes It. then 
we're loins to slov dovn, ve're gOiDS to take it .a.y and 
v,' re not sotas to be able to ata, on th. ti .. Un. "ad 
ve want ev.~ybody to understand that, you ~nov. Don't aet 
.ore at UI becau8e ve'~e not doing the job. So it vaa -
expected or not, anyvay, it vaa knovn that thia vas a poa81bility 
and that ve vould be r~ad, to cope vith it. Nov, the - thi, 
crev vent through some training with the equipaent. And 
they ~ent throuah quite extensive train!n, on the head aove
aenta in the rotating chair in the 10 trainer, in all pre
flight. And I think, and hare again I don't knov this yet 
for sure lind I haven't had a chance co really talk with the 
principal investigator vho's responsible for thia particular 
study, but it'D my opinion anyway, that this training - that 
preflight has deflnite~y given thea soae protection and 
trained them against this happening. And I do know that the 
Russians who have had - apparently have had similar experience, 
or even worse experiences. with ve6tibular disturbances 
in flirht than we have, do train their crews quite extensively 
in a similar manner, and have been doing that for some tiae. 

PAO We have any further questions1 (garble) 
QUERY In the early phase of Apollo. we were 

told that it would be too dangerous to recover the spacecraft 
with a crew aboard. Now what m~d2 you change your pOSition 
then? 

SPEAKER Well. things Ilave changed aince the early 
phase of Apollo. You may reaeaber that up through - and 
I can't reaember whether it was .\pollo 10 or Apollo II, the 
lifting loop on the s~acecraft was of inadequate strength 
and we had to put on an auxiliary lifting loop in addition 
to that lOOf.. And lIince that piece of auxiliary equipaent 
had to be installed by swimmers on rafts in a flooting 
environment there was always 10~e question about the integrity 
of the - of that. Also during those earlier phases ve had 
the - what we call a snatch problem, which is why I mentioned 
this 60-foot-long 1-5/8 inch nylon. Prior to 1nstalling the 
NASA winch on the ship's B and A crsin the lifting - the 
lifting arrangement was Rteel cables and if you happened 
to get into a sitllation where the ship was rolling away from 
the spacecraft as it was Roing down on a wave at the same 
time you started to vinch, you'd get a snatch load on the 
top of tbe spacecraft that could exceed tbe structural 
strength of the spacecraft actually. It was a coabination 
of all these things. And I hate to adait it but. in the 
early part of Apollo vet NASA, didn't have the faith in th~ 
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.bl11tie. of the .kipper. of tbe .hip to .a •• uver tbat a"at 
iTon boet. you knov. clot •• noulh to do • re.lly aood job. 
We found out th.t they can - b. can .aneuver that T1eonderosa 
like 1 can .aneuver .Y 16 foot runabout. really. He', sot 
four acreve and vith the prop~r train!n. and practlcec the •• 
• kippera nov set. they can brlns that ahlp dead in t~e vater 
rlaht alonlside of the epacecraft. So itt, r.a11y b.en 
an evolution rather than a ch~nle. goinl froa one to the other. 
there va. really no point in pushing the p~oblea earlier in 
Apollo bQcau.e it was no urgency to get tbe coaaand aodule 
out. Now there i. with all tho.e expert.enta on board .s 
veIl 8. the crew conwiderations 1 have .entioned. 

PAO Okay. let'. take one aore question if 
velve got one and then close it. Nick Crist - cancelled. 
Okay. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO All r1aht. we'll beain our chln,e of 
.hift bdet'iaa with 'Haht Director Don ruddy. Don. you 
want to iive a .u.~ary. 

rODny One thina you prob.bly beard ,elterday 
was tbat the Clew reported that tbe para.ol looked like it 
aight be not coapletely d~ployed on one ,ide so we did ro
ta~e it to approxl.atel,. we hope. IS deareal. As it turned 
O~L it looked llke it wa. about 2S dearees and you ~.y bave 
heard 80a. of the te.pnr,turas did go up rather rapidly. 
In fact, I think we got a ~8 degree riae in a couple ~f 
temperatures and contacted the crew on it. They'd a18~ 
notl~ed it and we did rotate it back about 10 dearee. to 
the 15 degrees that had been estim&ted orielaally by the 
Com.ander durina the EVA that would be required to give 
optimum thermal stabilization Ind as it turned out. that's 
true and the temperatures have started to stabilize although 
it's still going to be several hours before we know the 
exac, trend. Right tWW the average gas temperature is running 
around 79 and a quarter degrees. Food', running around 8S-1/2 
and filII is Bround 86 degrees. with around 60 de~rell!8 in the 
HDA. Ye5te~day the crew accomplished a llight plan that 1 
briefed you on yesterJay morning. In addition to that. you 
might re.ember. we talked some about the fact that they 
were accollplishing quite a bit of additional activity, and 
just out of curiosity, when I came on this evening, I tried 
to get a feel for how much that was. and by OUT calc~lation9 
what we estimated it would take the crew to do. they acco.~li'hed 
about 6 aan hours additional work. Now, 80me of that, of course. 
can be attributed to the fact that thp.y actually went out on the 
EVA a little early, and of course we had allQted ) hours on 
the flight plan to make sure they had plenty of ti.e fo:r the EVA, 
and of course, they were only out a rev. So some of that is 
t ranelatable into that Ume saving. but they did get a lot 
more done than we had pr'tdicted. As you're probably wall 
aware, what we've been doing is sending up esch day what we 
call a shopping list. They had one on board at the start of 
the mission, which outlined several items if they had spare 
time. that we would lik/! for them to accomplish, and in 
addition to that, as ea:h day h~s gone along and they have 
accomplished some of those items, and we have seet. other 
itells that we would like for them to accomplish, we have 
added to that shopping list. And this 6 man hours that 1 
was talking about were primarily associated with ao~e of the 
shopping list items. A couple of additional runs of S183. 
They went ahead and accomplished the EiEP deactivation that we 
originally had scheduled for today. They also ~id the IMSS 
deactivation that we had originally scheduled for toda,'s activity, 
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and ~an a malfunction proccduTe on S009. 10day the crev ~ot 
up oround 2115 local. Of courae, you're veil awa~e that 
we do have a preae conference scheduled over the Goldetone
NILA pa ••• which 1a ~etween 5~18-513S local today. The 
pre •• conference will be followed by the laat aedical run 
on the pilot. We're going to stow the S183 that we deployed 
yeaterday and a. 1 mentioneJ. we d1d acco.pli.h a couple 
of rune on 183 that we didn't think we vere going to be 
able to or181nally. The re~a1nder of today 1a 801ng to be 
apent atartlng the deactivation. Doing what we call the 
day 27 transf~r8 t~ the command module, and then iovent
orlng the itema in the comm~nd module to make sure 
we've got everything transferr~d that we want. In addition. 
we are going to deploy a S149 which 1s the micrometeorite 
particle collection cxperiQent - corollary experi.ent. and 
that particular experiment will ~tay out durIng the time 
frame between Skylab 2 nnd Skylab 3. Of course tomorrow 
i8 deactivation and we'll talk some more about that to
morrow night. And then Friday. of course is re-entry day. 
I'll havp some more ~xact figures for you to~orrow Dorning 
as far as exp~rlment accomplishments are concerned. but 
just as a good general 8tate~ent right now, let me say that 
I think we're running, 1n general, around somewhere In the 
Be to 85 percent of accomplishing All of the experi.enta 
that WP. wanted accompltshed in Skylab 2. In addition to 
that, of course, as you probably are veIl aware, we've 
accomplished several malfunction procedur~s. done an extra 
tVA and things like that that were not predicted in the pre
launch. and tomorrov night I will have for you a - what I 
consider to be a pretty accurate breakdown on each of the 
individual experiment areas. The~e ~ave not yet been 
brought completely up to date as far as each individual 
discipline. ATK, for instance, is running - just to give 
you a groas esti.~te right now - ATM 15 running around 
81 percent. EREP is running around 78 percent. The 
medicals. in general, are running anywhere from 75 to 100 
p~rcent. 

END OF TAPF 
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PUDDY - the aedical., in ,eneral, are Tunnins 
anywhere f~om 75 to 100 percent. Corollariea are runnins 
between 56 percent •. fot .oae of thea. on up •• hlah a. 200 
percent for othera. In other worda, there va. a couple -
the aeta1 .elting experlment where we actually 80t twice aa 
auch a. ve expected to get on Skylab 2. One other thing -
let me just ~.ntion briefly. I'm sure aost of you ere in
tere.t~4 in the flyaround. And just a little advance lnfor
.atlon on that. After undocking, the flyaround viII be 
accomplished and ve will be at a distance of something like 
250 to 300 foot. The flyaround will be acco~pltshed in the 

- the - in the XZ-plane, which - our .odel's gone - I'm 
sure you're familiar ~ith it - tt's 4-1/2 - like so. And 
that's about all I got. Open it up for questions. 

QUERY Don, Joe this mornfng was a little worried 
about doing an Hl71 in ,omething called mode I and he was a 
little - asking about that. What does that aean? 

rUDDY Okay, basically wh~t we had done - up 
until this point in time the Hi71, the metabolic analyzer 
runs have - have been accomplished in what we call .ode 2, 
which is essentially - all you're doing is meaauring the ex
pired gas through a spirometer. And the aode 1 ia essentially 
exactly the aaae protocol. The only difference 1a that you're 
not only aeas~ring the expired, but you're measuring the 
iospireJ. In other worda, you're measurIng the constituents 
of the gasea that the crewman Is breathing as well as the 
gases that he's expiring. And you can a aore ac~urate cor
relation. The reason he's a little concerned is - that par
ticular mode on that particular experiment haa not in the 
past been completely successful. And what we're trying to 
do here ia to - our data collection has been good, but we 
are interested if at all p~ssible. in getting a reel as to 
whether or not this particular mode on this experi.ent can 
be used, a~d to see whether or not the assumptions l;,~t we 
have been making on the inspired gas correspond vith what 
the experiment - equipment itself will tell us. And that'a 
basically all there vas to that one. 

QUERY What type of things will hav~ you be 
transferring today into the command module? 

PUDDY 1'. sorry - they're - there's 
a - it's a very long and detailed liat, but in general, 
what you're talking about, tng is - you knov - you're 
transferring experiment haraware - film, various items that 
we're brin8ing back - water dispenser that ~e changed out, 
the - 1 think we're bringing back the ca.era, certainly bring
ing back all of the experi.ent ya~ples tl.at we co11ect~d 
during the EVA. Things or this nature. It's a fairly long 
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li.t. and 1 thlnk to 
to the tranefeT li.t 

QUE'lY 
PUDDY 
QUIlY 
PUDDY 

'ate'. a1r.ady .ade 
on the boat. 

HO 

aet the exact ~et.ll •• you ouaht to refer 
itself. 
Not briDling aoy ,ular cookie8 back. though. 
Any vhat? 
Susar cookie •• 
N~. ve got plenty of tbo.e on tha boat. 

hi. promi •• ve ant plenty of eusar cookie. 

TOil, you have a que.tion? The alke 110 

In front of you. 
QUBIY What Is the tl.ellne that - of - they're 

i~ins to be getting into? Can you run over the tises they're 
goiog to be vaking up? I don't ~ulte understand hov they're 
going to - vith about setting their wetches ahead? ThLt 
vas talked about this morning. 

PUDDY Oh, vhat they're trying to do is - instead 
of trying - ve're - all they're trying to do is get th •• delves 
squared avay v~th reference to the clock an~ local tise. Just 
because of the change in the flight ~lan. All they're trying 
to do is to get a Delta from their onboard flight plan. The 
flight plans that you all have outside - that are sent over 
here each day vill give you the infor.ation as far as local 
tise. And ~ll they're trying to do - vithout us uplinking 
the site AOS and LOS times - since their timeline is e.senti~lly 
NT ainus tise, they're just trying to get thesselve •• quared 
avay .0 they can use their vatche. to - and their onbuard 
timeline. to go ehead and follow the flight plan. That'. 
all I want to 

PAO 
PUDDY 

END OF TAPE 

Th. t' 8 it. 
Okeydoke. 

Gentle.~n. thank you. 
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PAO We ready to go here. O~ay. Let'. get 
atarted. We're going to clip it be~e, ev.n though it'a 
2 ninutea froa LOS. Change of ahift bl'hf1ng vith Plight 
Director. Hilton Windler. and Backup Skylab Cu~~ander. Rusty 
Schweickert. who waa CAP COH for rart of today. And Hilt. 
why don't you tell us how the EVA went froa over at your 
point of viev, and Ruaty if you heve anything to say. And 
then we'll go to questiona. 

WINDLER Okay. Well I'll let Rusty go over the de-
tails of the EVA. But obviously we had a very good da, today. 
1 think that everybody vas - they weren't surprised, exactly, 
but it was so easy vhen they vent out and tapped on that bolt 
and the regulator came In. In facl, 1 got a little start. 
1 thought for a 1B0aent, there, that the EGIL was telling us 
that the thing had permanenlly tripped off, when he was just 
trying to say that he'd just co~e - the battery had come off, 
when he first turned it on, because it was so 10101 in voltage. 
But. they have charged the battery up and the reg is doing 
ita thing now. And it's cycling norllally. 80 we're very 
happy about that. All the systems worked okay, had no real 
problems there. Apparently, due to a combination of the way 
the hatch vent occurred. plus perhaps some gyro problems -
rate gyro problems of the type that we've had all along in 
the spacecraft. We did have so~e ~oncern [or a while on 
that mOlllentull state, right there at. the end of t' .• e EVA, in 
trylng to turn the telescope back on. But, that has - it's 
no real problem and we did fire so~e TACS of about 200 pound 
seconds. But that's all settling down. now. We've done the
inhibited the momentum du~p and done the 5183. We finished 
up very early, as you know, which ve kind of expected to do 
anyway. And since that time, why we have been very pleased 
In that we sent the crew a fairly extensive shopping list of 
activities to do, many of which had been planned for tomorrow's 
Flight Plan. And the last report that we got, just as you 
perhaps heard over the Vanguard, they are going to d0 all of 
those, which is beyond our expectations. And we're very 
happy with that, because it allows us now, to, we hope, hold 
tomorrov's Flight P~an to the - basically to the one medical 
run. The - with the blood samples. And also, to concentrall.! 
on doing all the transfer activIties. As you're well aware, 
that's a very complex operation and it's easy to overlook 
something in the rllsh. And ve'd like to have· - {or the crt'W 
to have plenty of tille. And I think they must feel the S;lnu' 

vay, because they're doing everything they can to get all 
these other odds and ends out of the way. So, it looks 11k.· 
we're progressing very nicely towards wrapping the mis9ion 
up. And once again. 1 think ve' re very, very pleased vith 
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the crew', perfor.ancft an4 the equipsent perlorsance ~urlQI 
the EVA, today. Nov, I'll let Rue'1 deacribe lh. actual 
EVA. 

SCHWtICXART Okay. I really don't have too such 
to •• y about the EVA, except that it vent very vell. I 
~h1nk ve were uut, a total of an hour and 36 .tnute., va.n't 
it? 

WINDLER Something like that. 
SCHWEICKART Which von ae a couple of beta, which 

when 1 get thiraty, I'll collect. Aside froa that it was 
esa.ntially a. expected. We did three addit10nel jobs that 
we had not planned preflight on this EVA. Those were to 
hammer on CBIH IS, to free up the sticky contact. We also 
cleaned the white-light coronagraph, outeraost disc, the 
0-1 disc, which had a piece of contaainent on it, thereby 
obscuring part of the data. The third thing was to deploy 
a piece of ~he parasol material around one of the trusses, 
In order to see what its degradation - to have a saaple to 
bring back, really, at the end of Skylab-llI of the parasol 
material (or comparison with our tests on the ground here, on 
that same material. The - In trying to list the things 
that we learned out of the ~VA today aside from scoring som~ 
more su esses pleasent ones, it looked to Ee ~s though -
from the crev comments, it vas obvious that the simulations 
that we've gone through for the past two years in the 
neutral-bouyancy tank vere obviously quite good. They 
conaistently aade coa.ents about the 

END OF TAPE 
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SCHiilCKARt - - that w~lve gone through tor the 
paat 2 yeara lrt the neutral buoyancy lank were obvoully 
quIte good. They consistently made (~o.lIents .boul how 
well the ftlm transfer booms vere, and tranal.ting along 
the hand rails lola, obviously very easy. The foot re~traintR 
Iotere .gain relllluked on. ')0 it ap;'earo that our prefl1Rht 
aimulatlo\l fIll [VAs oi tllill lind /lte very good. A.lthough. 
1 would say, aaain floa the <:omm""ts, as Pc.te sdid, this 
bt, vater t~nk up here In tt.~ sky is a lot easier than 
the oue at Huntlville, which conflras things we kLew. That 
if you could do it in the waler ttnk, and yo~ c~n never 
always but, e:o .. t ~f he time it is easier wh.·n you get up 
"here. or course, that ell"lnate. what I said about the 
laal EVA. And that iQ when you do have preplanned hand 
hoI d 5 all d res t r il i 11 ( 5 Y Ii l e DI<i i n pill c e t hilt the job i s a 
."t of hal, olnd rel.ftlvely e"!lY. And it's only IoIhen you're 
going off on things where you don't have adequate provisions 
thilt the Job gets kind of tnllah. And today that was again 
to sCl!:e extent elllp!1asised by the ClI:.\I saying that tl,e hllrdest 
job t:-Jey had to do ',las ilut out thole, that piece of parasol 
lIlatf'rial. Actuallj j c · .. as cut off the sail, 5EV)" sail, but 
it Wr l~ft the capto~ '~fer inside ~D that ~hat they put 
OUl wa~ l~entical wit~, tne parasc). And that vas the tough~ 
job because it was done on a riec~ of the - in a location on 
the c!e~toYI!lt'n t assembly t ru!!!! that "':ss not pla'1t\ed for EVA. 
And the crew hed very little to hold onto ex{:ept the tru'Js 
itself, and that's a hard job. Ihe other thilll that we 
learned was that as you allht expect. really there is a lot 
of (,otsam and j~tsam that gets trapped 1Rsld. of any piece 
c>f gear and the AiM today appean,1 t" be no I'l(ception. Pete 
remarked a cO'lple oC times about bits and pieces of thin~s 
floaring arQund the area. And when we did get the white 
light cotoaagraph back on you could ~ee, and I'm sure you 
.11 saw bits Gnd pieces floating through the field of view. 
And Pete guessed that what we ver~ teeing was things coming 
out of the ATM since he had netiCI'd quite a few when he 
was out there that obviously had C(''I;,", from ingide. And I think 
that that's all I'd like to· say ex~e;t that it was anothpr 
very nice day. 

PAO ·cwis Al.,;<ardf'r. rlease wllit for thl' 
mi k e. loge tit 0 nth e t ran s c rip t • 

QUERY Rusty, if I recall right, Pete has been 
taHdng about thir.~", like wash~r. (1')4ting around 10 then· 
and either nuts or bolts oc 6olllelhi',~ l1k.e that. Ooe"n't 
that sov j like to you a faulty lnsp p ctlon. ~ould you like 
to go up in a spacecraft and ha.e th,,~o!' litti;)dd" aod 
end~ floating alvund1 
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SCHWEICKART Wal1 t I've been up in one, and it didn't 
bother ae too auch. fhl. i. eoaethlng which i. al.oet 
unavoidable, It's like eO.'One co.ing along - the top aeargent 
coaina alonl with hie white glove after your wife or you 
have cleaned the houee. You're alweye 80ing to be able to 
find aoae du.st laying l'round on top of the window sills or 
soaewhere. And the aero Brevity ~nviron .. nt 1~ one which 
happens to free up these little bits and pieces that do 
get left behind. There is a great deal of care spent in 
aaking ~ure things are clean, but there are li.its to what 
you can do. And I lues. all I can say ia nobody i8 perfect. 

QUERY Not to press it too far. but wasn't it 
something 11ke a pIece they left behind that they blamed 
for part of that Apollo fire. And when you talk about a 
washer being left behind, I would just raise the further 
question. couldn't that sort of thing be spotted by an in
spection? 

SCHWEICKART Well, first of all, I really don't know 
what the cause uf the Apollo fire was. but to go on. You 
can usually check to see if something Is there, and In an 
inspection typically you inspect to see that the job wa$ 
done correctly. And I doubt seriously that a washer was 
left behind. I think what happened is we carried an extra 
washer l~to spac~ with us. And that's a considerably more 
difficult thing to find. Now in the Apollo spacecraft, one 
which i8 relatively small in the command module. you can 
tumble and clean the spacecr~ft which is don~, that i. 
aftcr they get it all done. manufactured or ne~rly done 
.anufacturing and testing you go through a thing w~ich is 
called tuabling clean. And the thing has been keVt spotless 
all the way through, but as soon 89 you start tuabling it 
in a rig which literally turns it and twists in every direc
tion, it's frightening the sound that comes out of it when 
that's being don~. And a lot of things come out the open 
hatch. 
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SCHWEIClART - - tUTnsit and tHlst8 it in every direetion. 
It'a frightening - the sound that come. out of it when that'a being 
done. And a lot of things come out the open hatch vhen they 
do that. Just - you knov, the .ame thins here as wa.heTs 
and bits and pieces of string and that kind of thing. And it's 
just impossible in a spacecraft as complex a. these to not 
have ~o.e .aterla1 that gets away in the several years of 
procelsing that it goes through. Now in the case of the ATM. 
or something a6 large as the workshop therp-'s obviously no 
vay to tumble and clean It. So that you have even ~e8s 
opportunity for shaking loose those little bits and pieces of 
- of whatever. So there's no way to do a perfect job, but 1 
think that what we do ~ith the inspection is not - is not 
fInd these little bits and pieces that are left behind. We-

.... e make sure that the thing is put together correctly the 
first time, and 1 think we do a fine job on that. 

WINDLER I think .... e also have a part count too that 
says they count the t~ings - the tools and things that they 
lake in and count them .... hen they cooe out, much as a doctor counts 
the s .... abs or the tools that he .... orks with to be sure he 
doesn't leave anything inside of people. 

PAO Take that one there first then back to 
Bruce. 

QUERY Pete Conrad noticed as he lias lo')klng around 
that the paint was blistering ano peeling off both the eoamand 
module and the outside of Skylab. Is this going to in any way 
affect the amount of heat that either one of the vehicles 
absorb 1 

SCHWEICJ.ART I don't recall that he said that about 
the Skr1ab, by the way. He did comment on that on the service 
module I believe. And 90 I don't really think it's going to 
affect the Skylab itself, and .... e don't think that's anything 
unusual for the service module either. We're not expecting _ 
anticipating any problems at all in the reentry. 

SCHWEICKART We've seen that before during Apollo - the 

same thing. 
QUERY MIlt, .... ould you bring U9 up to date "n 

the shorted - IIhort in that healer in the CS!i? In tht! - I 
think it's in the secondary coolanl loop or whatever. 

WINDER Yeah, .... e lried to - that's a short to po .... er. 
WINDLER As best .... e understand it it could be a 

sensor gain but .... e think probably it's really a short to po .... er. 
And we tried two diffl:cent ways of powering do .... n that short 
and we .... ere unsuccessful at doing that. And it doesntt concern 
us a areat deal excep; that it means that we have to to change 
the entry procedures, and ve'd plan un Clowing through that 
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lecondtry loop all tbe vay up until ve had tbe final CSH', 
co •• and module-a'lvle. module ,.paration and of eourae, uslna 
the luillotln. cutter •• a it - they're deslaned to be used. But 
ve vould cut It while tbe fluid is actually floving. which 
ve haven't done in the pa.t just becauae ve don't think It's a good 
idea. But not becau,. the equipment is not supposed to be 
capable of doing it. So ve've just about exhausted the 
posalbilities, t think. of finding out something about that. 
Are you tbere? 

QUEIY VeIl, vbat - I'. not really sure I under-
stand then. Will you -vhat. be ~orklng off the vhat - primary 
loop then 1 guessl Is that - or 

WINDLER (garble) 
QUERY - - doesn't affect the loop at all? 
VINDLER The thing that ve're ccncerned about is 

if the - when ve stop the flow in the loop, that the heater 
will come on In a sort of a stangnant condition and have a local 
boiling you.might .ay. which might burst a line or 60m~thing 
like that - a high pressure area. And so we want to avoid 
that. Rut [here's no - first of all we're not - we're not 
even sure if the heater will even come on because they're 
still controlled automatically. Oh, it's possible it won't 
come on. But anyway. we're just planning for the case when 
it - if it does and trying to avoid this stagnant condition 1n 
the loop by running it. which is no big proble •• 

QUERY One ~ore on that then. So in other words 
instead of shutting it down just for SEPt you're going to cut 
it while it's running. Is that - -

WINDLER We've always run the locp but ve usually 
bypass the radiators, and we would not do that. We'd let 
thea flow and then we'd go ahead and cut it. So the loops 
have always been powe~ed anyway, as far as the pumps being 
turned - turning. 

FAO Abbey (garble) 
QUERY Rusty. when Pete Conrad was hammering on 

the battery Peul Weitz made the commeut that the ATM was 
whipping around. What was going on there? 

SCHWEICKART He was just pulling our collective legs, Abby. 
That vas - I asked Pete how hard he hit it, and that was 
the Weitz subtle humor. 

QUERY Pete said that he felt the umbrella ~hould 
be rotated & bit. Has a decision been made? Is it going to 
be twiated? 

SCHWEICKART 
QUERY 
SCHW£ICKART 

Tune in to.orrow. 
QUERY 
SCHWEICKERT 

END OF TAPE 

It's been rotated. 
And what was the effectl 
Of course we don't knov yet. it takes a while. 

Okay. 
Ve'll all be watching - -
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QUERY Is it going to be twisted? 
WINDLER It', been rotated. 
QUERY And what waa tbe effect? 
WINDLER Well. of COU~8e, we don't know yet. 

It takes awhile. Tune in to.orrow (laughter). We'll all 
be watcbing tbat one pretty carefully. We - just in case 
there wa. soae aiatake, why we tried to .ark tbe - the old 
location 10 we could go back to it. Not that we don't have 
confidence in the crew's ability to fix things, but we're 
just hedging tbat bet. 

PAO Any other questions? Thank you very 

much. 

ENU OF TAPE 
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PAO Okay, we ready to 80? 
PUDDY Okay, if we're r' •• dy to go. Th18 11 a 

hec~ of • tiae for 4 pr~.s conference, ien't it? The crew 
1e up and stu·tins their' EVA pup. Of cOl.lue today. the 
biS item ie the EVA. Hatch openins t •• ~h.4uled at 6:40 
local. However, the way the crew i, prosraasios it', pocs
ible that that could calle sOllewhat .arly. I think the 
earlieat it posaibly could coae ia about an hol.l& prior to 
scheduled tille. And it's going to be hard to tell for 
about the next 3S or 40 .lnules a. to whether or not we are 
goinS to be an hour early or not. First activity. of course 
i8 to strike the old CBRK 1S and see if we can jar loose 
the FI,S contactor. Frolll that we're going to go through the 
110":".1 ATK fillll retrieval. We're going to dUlt the SOS2 
wh~.e light coronagraph lens, which has a - 80me sort of 
contamination particle, we thlnk dust, on it. We're going 
to place a piece of parasol material on one of the ATM 
struts. Same type of lIaterial that is in the J5C parasol 
which is now deployed. We have scheduled today approximately 
three hours for the EVA. However it is very possible that 
the crew viII be able to finish their scheduled activities 
in somewhat under that time frame. In the event that they 
do, we have prepared a shopping list of items ior them to 
do. Some of it invclved - we're speeding up 80.e of the 
thin gs that we re in tOlllorrov' s ve ry crowded flight plan. 
And also possibly one additional run of the 5183 experiment. 
Otherwise ve just - in today's flight plan - we just have a 
fev cleanup it.ems, starting sOlLe of the tranSfel'3 and sOllie 
miscellaneous corollary experiments. As far as TV Is con
cern~d, which you might be interested in, I have some 
figures for you here. We are hoping to - we're not hav-
ing any external TV, as you pr~bat~y already been briefed, 
but we do have the Science Pilot doing 30me handheld TV 
\lork. Possible. if he can work it In, it's lit his option. But 
if he does do it. we will be bringing it down real time between 
11:02 and 11:19, theee 3re Zulu times I'm giving you; 12:38, 
l2:S4; 14:16 and 14:24; and this over Goldstone, Texss and 
Kila. They lIIay be doing some VTR recording, of course there 
would be some delay in thac. As far as the sub8~quent 
activities are concerned, day 27, which is tOlllorrow, is the 
last medical run and it will be conducted on the Pilot. 
And of caurae, we start the medical deactivation and stowage 
and what ve call our day 27 transfers. And there is a con
siderable block of tille alloted In the flisht plan for that. 
Day 28, where we begin our deactivation process on the cluster. 
Friday, of course is the final deactivation and entry. and 
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I have a cou?le of tiaes for you there. Va plan on closing 
the hatch at .pproxi.ately 01:00 local. Undockina about 
30 ~inutes later, about 01130 local, and splash at aruund 
08:4S local. The latest coordinate. I have on that, and 
these aay be soa.what off, but they're cloal, ia 24 debrees 
41 atnutes north, and 127 desrees 08 minutea weat, which i~ 
just off the coast of Baja, California. The crew see.a in 
very Bood apirits this aorning, chipping right along a. usual. 
I think if anything, the one thing that we have seen on the last 
couple of days id that the erew'8 learniDg curve on how to conduct 
operatioDs has speedel up even aore. I think, than they 
anticipated, and yesterday, in talking it over with 80ae 
of the guys who were on yesterday, I gues8 it was all we 
could do to keep up with thea. Everyti .. we had aoaething 
ready to go. thought they'd be coaing up cn that itea, they 
ver~ already ahead of us, so they're really moving out. 1'. 
sure this viiI have tremendous ramifications ~hen w~ get 
into a 56-day mission and another crew's learning curve goes 
up l1ke this, we'll really be able to accoapllsh possIbly 
more than originally anticipated as far as soee of the 
activtlies ve hope to. That's about all I've got. Open 
it up for questions. 

PAO 
QUERY 

loop and how that's 

END Ot TAPE 

Okay_ Fine. Do we have any questions? 
Yeah, how about running through the SUS 

going to work today? 
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QUERY How about running tbrough th~ SUS loop and 
how that's 801ng La work today? 

rUDDY Okay. All three crewae" are loing to be 
or SUS loop 'Hllllber 1. We're nut actually usinl SUS loop 2. 
Tne Tev a valve and the secondary coolant loop - we feel like 
It 18 - 1& modulating, but it 18 doinl 80 intermittently -
prouably could go ahead and use that loop, but we feel like 
there is certainly more than adequate cooling with the primary 
loop and SUS loop I, and should be no problem operating that 
",ay for the EVA. And we have looked into it tonight, as far 
as any possible problems associated With the position of - present 
po~ition of that valve. As far as the unaanned tiae frame 
!~ concerned, since it Is a little bit colder than we would 
like for it to be, and had determined that at the 2 psi level 
that we expect to be at during the unmanned tiae fraae, and 
its present position that ",e shouldn't have allY problems 
with condensation or anything of this nature. 

QUERY Can you tell me hov they're going to wrap 
this piece of the parasol - or just how that works? 

PUDDY Basically, what we're hoping to do there 
is to - 1s to just place it on a piece of the ATM structure 
such that one half of it will be exposed to daylight, and one 
half of it will be exposed to the sunlight - or excuse me, 
one half to sunlight and one half to darkness. And from that 
draw a comparision "'ith any Delta that we c~n see In the -
bet10leen the tliO. 

How're 
there? 

are they fastening that? What's QUERY 
going to hold it 

PUDDY 
1'm not positive. 

I ' III sure it's the good old gray tape, but 

QUEKY And - getting on to Friday. They're sup-
posed to do some kind of a fly-around h~fore they re-enter. 
What's - just literally circle around _~e Skylab taking pic-
t u re s? 

PUDDY Yes. All of the specific details as to 
the exact targets that they're )noking for and things of 
this nature are still being 1oIorked. Should have those probably 

- ~ell, I would imagine by tomorrov night. Most of the 
targets defined - as to things that they would specifically 
like for them to take a look at. 

OUERY You mentioned they ~ot a real full 8chedule 
tomorrow. That's mostly deactivating - -

PUDDY Host of it is associated with the - what 
\ole call the day 27 transfers. Just give you a rough hack here. 
We start out with an EREP malfunction procedure. Here, all 
we're basically doing is we're going through all of the Sl90 
cameras, making sure that the aperture settings for these particular 
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c •• era. are exactly ae ve hoped they would be. If - 1 doa't 
know how f •• lliar yo~ are with the ap,rture OD tho.e partl
euler CUMlra., but the~"re - they're. circular deVice "Uh 
hole.. And yO\l actually rotate tbe entire circle. It '. Dot 
like an lri. that you're f •• illar vith in a recular ca.era. 
And ve Juat vant to .ake aure that the knob. on each one of 
thoa. c.meraa, vhen It aay. It's at f/2.8 or f/16, that'a 
really the hole we've got th~re. So, ve're loi08 to vertfy 
each one of th08e ca.era., because ve could, If for soae 
re.aon they haven't been properly pOlitlon.d, ve ean coapen.ate 
for lhia on that particular ca.era', fila durin. the proc.asing. 
So we're goiug to verify that, and then go ahead and clole 
out the tREP. Do a final cleaning on the t&pe recorder aDd 
so on and so forth. Then we begin the traDsfer - the Coaaander 
begina the transfer of - of all the equipments that are nec
essary to be brought back to the CSH. The Science Pilot and 
the Pilot are involved. as 1 .entloned a alnute ago, in their 
final aedical run. The Science Pilot then aore or less goes 
into tbe deactivation and prell.lnary stova,e of 80ae of ~he 
aedical equipaent. The Pilot doee soae corollary work. and 
then towards the latter part of the day, the Coa.ander and 
the Pilot get together and start - aore or lese a walk-tnrough 
inventory of everything that's stored tn the command module. 
just to .ake sure that everything that's 8upposed to be over 
there is over there. We wouldn't want to go to all this 
trouble collecting all the scientific data and then leave 
it up there. So, there Is a - it's a full day, and It's a 
very conscientiou8 day, and it's one where we'.e beginning 
the process of - along with this day and the next day. of 
making sure that we essentially leave Skylab In exactly the 
for. where the next crew can come in there and ~e8in their 
activities. In other words - -

END OF TAPE 
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PUDDY - - leave Skylab in exactly the for. 
where the next crew can come in there and begio their 
activities. In other wo¥ds. this activation that we vent 
through at the beginning of Skylab 1 waa actually a aajor 
activation for the entire Skylab progta.. We're even going 
through such things as, I guesa you could eall it •• aid 
service, or whatever - going through and changin~ all the 
towels and getting everything all squared away. 80 when 
the next crew walks in there, they've got a nice clean hoae 
to live in. 

QUERY Whe" the next crew co.es up, they won't 
take i\ couple of days to get going then. 11ke it did this 
ere ..... 

PUDU'i No, 1 don't know the exact length of 
titlle that 1s budgct('d for that, but it's certainly not this 
timt', r'rank, that ye talked about on Skylab 2. 

QUERY And when th~y take an inventory of vhat 
they got in the CSM. this is some kind of a checklist they 
have got with them. This is -

PUDOY We are preparing - In fact, we just went 
throygh the next to last iteration of that particular list. 
we call it the day 27 transfer list, snd one more team is 
going to be taking a look at it. We'll be uplinking that 
tonight for the crew tomorrow morning, and it's just basically 
a listing of all those things that we expect to be trans
fered f.u~ the workshop to the command module and where 
they're supposed t~ be stowed, that type of thing. 

QUERY Is there going to be any stoyage problem? 
There can't be, they just don't have a lot of extra things 
to bring back, or do they? Parts or things like that that 
you hadn't expected thea to bring back? 

JUDDY Awh, we're bringing back an extra water 
dispenser that we ~idn't plan on. which is an object smaller 
than the ashtrays that we have here. There's - there may 
be an extra carrousel of 183 film and things like that. I 
think you got a fairly decent feel of the extra material 
that we - although it's not directly coaparable, because 
now we are - reentry is a little aore sensitive to weight 
snd CG than is launch-rendezvous, but ve have got room and 
veight allocation for all the objects that we plan to 
bring back. And there's been no significant problems,Flagg, 
that 1'111 aware oc. Everything that we expected to bring 
back plus a rew other small iteas, ve are brinsing back. 

PAO Any other questions? 
QUERY Don, you said soaethinK about their 

learning curve on pror.edures and gettinl the things done 
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appear. to have gone up. Ia there any further explanation 
to tbat, or ie it just good .tudents or " and you .aid tbat 
thie vou14 improve even more on the next .1 •• 10n. 

PUODY Well, let ae clarify that. When I .ald 
II probably would i.prove even .ore on the next .1eaion. I 
va. 1.plyins that strictly fro. a standpoint of duration. 
1 think we've been looking at the present ti ... 26 dati in 
Ipace, with the crew showina increaled adaptability each 
day. I ~hink we can see the s.me thing on the ground, 
by the vay. After you look at the lliaht Plana and the pada 
over a period of tiae, you find that you can start I.seabling 
these things where you can rapidly find where you need to 
go next. You can be~in to put things in certain 10catJone, 
and you can alvays go back and find tbea there. House
keeping 1s a very important item. And what I was trying to 
iaply on the Skylab 1 is that if the learning curve of the 
next crew is the same, and I have no reason to believe that 
it won't be, and you talk an extra 28 day., then they viII 
be through the same curve that this crew has gone through and 
will ~e able to essentially take the - take advantage ~f the 
key items that this crew has learned. Like, for instance, 
we thought originally some of theee instruments that were 
fairly l~rge ttat we had to install in the SAL would take 
two crewmen. One 8S a pri.e and one to alsiet in their 
installation. This crew has found out that in a lot of 
cases they can get by with a single individual doing that 
particular job. Well, this essentially, in a lot of csses. 
cute tr.e t1.1118 in half or at least by a third. And ve will 
be able on the next mission to allow a fev days for the 
next crew to find out the la.e thing, and then we'll be able 
to go ahead in our flight plannin~ to take advantage of that 
thing. T e other thing is that certainly the second crey 
i8 going to have the advantage of the debriefins of this 
particular creV' , and you know how invaluable that is ~s far 
as b.:ling a ble to figure out certain items that they found 
ss short cuts and so on and 90 forth. So ye8, 1 expect the 
efficiency will ge up, ptimarily froa the standpoint they've 
got an additional 28 days and secondly from the standpoint 
they've got the advantage of thie crew's 28 days experience 
up there and their learning curve. 

QUERY What has the second crew been doing 
durir.g this tine? They vatch the TV or what? While the 
first ~rew's up there, what have they been doing, say the 
last week or so? Do you know? 

PUDDY Oh, I haven't followed their detailed 
schedule. We have - There are several itea5 that 
they have been looking at fro. the standpoint of what they 
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h.ve read in the transcripts fro. thi' crew. They have 
asked several questions which we have forwarded on up to' the 
crew. Things like, on the crgo~eter, they're interested 
in the re5~raint system and looking at how they're going 
to be worki~g that. This crew, the Skyla~ Z crew, went 
through several runa before they finally perfected what 
they considered to be the optimum way oi riding the ergometet. 
They now have the options in order of priority that the 
Skylab Z crew considers essential, a~d I'. sure now they're 
looking at conducting their runs in that fashion. They're 
going through the standard prepar~tlon with a little aore 
emphasl~ on those items ~herc they feel like they do not 
have the benefit of the Skylab 2 crew's experience. For 
instance, there arc other experiments that have not been 
conducted on Skylab 2 that will be conducted on Skylab 3. 
But it's more or less the general run of the mill preparation 
that ~ach crew goes through, with emphasis on trying to 
g:_~hcr as much information about the Skylab 2 activities, 
as it mAY apply to their operations, ~s they possibility can. 

PAO Okay, we'll break i1 ~e have no other 
questions. Evidently the piece of sunshade. the lS-inch 
piece of sunshade will be attached by velcro, which the 
crew hat sewn strips of velcro to the sunshade, using their 
pressure suit maintaince kit. This was just passed over 
to me from Mission Control. Any other questions? If not, 
good night. 
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PAO All right, if you can tear your eyes 
away fro~ t~e TV, we'll get started. On my right ve have 
Scott Hll!ic_~. who will be our EVA aan tomorrow. On his 
rIght, Milt Windler, Flight Director. And on Hilt't) right 
Bill Bates, the EMU hardware .nn. We'll let MIlt start it 
off. 

WINDLER Okay. 
PAO One aore thIng. excuse me. Bob Parker 

will be joining us in a few minutes. 
WINDLER Okay. We had another good quiet day 

with 8 lot of experilllent activity. No real exc! tement on the 
spacecraft, for which we are grateful. DId 2 medical runs, 
on the Commander and SPT. Of course did the ATM work, 
did just a little bit of corollary activities, and as you already 
know, we haven't done any EREP maneuvers in a long time. 
I think the crew indicated on several - in several ' .. ays today 
that they were ahead of schedule in almost all the activities 
that we gave them. In one of the medical runs, in particular, 
they were already through the p~olocol when they got to a 
station where we expected to find them still finishing up. 
So they have been able to just proceed right on through 
the activities. The ATM was the same way, they were actually 
able to ~omplet.e a viewing cycle well ahead of schedule 
and sent us a TV way early. I don't believc you can _ probably 
can't shut that dOlorn. We - we also reviewed sOlie of the 
activities that they had acco~plished yesterday 0" the 
corollary experiments, particularly the S019. Aad it was also 
obvious there that they wer~ able to do the pad activities 
within less than the amount of time that was designated. 
We have discussed with the crew the EVA procedures. As you 
know, we've already uplinked them to the crew and talked 
wiLh them about it. And I think we've answered all their 
questions. They've actually, probably done 1I0st of their 
preparation already, although they may still be doIng some 
and indicated that they might do some later on this evening, 
if they didn't get it all accomplished before supper time. 
And we thlr.k we're pretty well squared away. I have Rill 
Bates here that can tell you about the details of any of the hard
ware ~hat wc' re going to be using. And Scott is an expert 
in putting together procedures and has worked with the crew 
in the water tanks. And Rill has done that to a certain 
extent also. So if there are any questions concecning 
the EVA, we'll try to answer thelll. Oh. let me tcll you 
one thing ahout the EVh that you lIay or may not be aware of. 
We at one time considt'red taking A TV camer.! out. It was 
a sort of a - I guess one of those funny situations. t think 
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the crew offered to do it beca~8e they thought the ground 
wanted to do it, and the around proceeded on the ~a8is that 
w~ thought the crew wanted to do it. And it beca~e l~crea~ingly 
obvious that really neither une of us was really keen on the 
idea. As you know, we've tried that and discarded the id~a 
as being difficult tc do with the long cable that's required 
on the TV caMera. That Is, hand carry it. Of course we i«tended 
to put that on a - on the - through the scientific airlock. But 
we had tried that In training or had discussed doing It and decided 
not to carry it. So it was not going to be easy to rig it 
up, and it was going to take crew time. And we just decided that 
when it became so obVious, that the thing to do was to dis~ard the 
idea. So they probably will give us some pictures similar 
to the ones that you saw out of the front forward compartment. 
either STS or com.and module ~indows during this EVA. So I 
wanted to say that to you. 

PAD Okay. We'll take the questions now. 
QUERY What wa3 the problem on the 5093? 
WINDLER In the what? 
QUERY 92. It seemed Conrad ~ad done some-

thing with it he wasn't supposed to. Do you recall that? 
WINDLER No, that doesn't ring any bell~ with me. 

I don't know, let me think about that a little bit. 

END OF TAPE 
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WINDLER - - IDe. 1 don't knov. Let.e think 
about that a little bit. 

PAO To •• y. 
QUERY How about soaebody just walking us throu~h 

the EVA from start to finish. 
WINDl.ER O~ay. We'll let Scott try that. 
MILLICAN Well. first thing we're going to do is 

of ~ourse. after EGRESS. we're going - the EV-l - ay the 
way there has been a change in the EVA crewmen for this EVA. 
As planned. - We origlnally planned for Pete Conrad to be 
the EV-I, the crew.an, who remains in the FAS, and EV-2 was 
suppo$ed to be Joe Kerwin, who would go out to the ATH and 
retrieve the film. However. we've already had one EVA on 
this mission, whereby, Joe and ~ete have been EVA. So I think 
Pete decided that he thought it would be good to 1('( Paul do 
some of the EVA, and he has been trained on it. 50 they have 
sl>itched roll!s. Therefore. Joe Kenlin will remain inst,ie, and 
play the role of EV-). We will ECRESS, and cne of th .. first 
things we viII do, is attempt to recover o\lr CBM 15 - CSRI'{ 15 
shortly after EGRESS. Techni1ues are sl~ply to use a hammer 
that's on board that ve've rigged up a tether for, tether 
attach point. And the crevmen viII attempt to ham~er on the 
CIlRH, hring a little life back into it. A number of pro.:e
dures that the Clewman inside has to do in coordination vith 
that technique. We viII retrieve the S054. 5056, S082-A and B. 
Our 5082-A. as you recall, vas load I, which was launched In 
the ATM, had malfunctioned and was changed out on the day-l4 
EVA. Load 2 is presently in there and will be retrieved and 
brollght back in and returned. Both load 1 and Load 2 will 
be returued in the COllimand module. At just prior to retrieving 
the S082-A and B, however, we will attempt to clean part of the 
optics on the S052. There's a contaminant involved. The ere", 
101111 use a little lens brush. It's a brush about the size of 
this pen, has some camel-hair bristles. He will sl.ply take 
the brush and try to wipe the debris away. We have spent a 
good bit of this veek working out these procedures on the 
CBRH-lS. 5082 cleaning. And one more little DELTA to our 
normal EVA procedure, 101111 be to deploy a portion of the J5C 
sail material. This sal1 material is the same as that used 
in the parasol that is - is out at the moment, that is deployed. 
This will be wrapped around a atrut and then velcroed slaply 
to the strut. We wIll retrieve th~ 0024. and the tvo EVA crewmen 
101111 ingress. The EVA's expected to last SOMevhere - 22 and 1 
hours. 

QUERY 1 have a couple of 
About how biS Is that \.'liecp. of material 
you're going to wrap around the strut1 

MILLICAN 18 by 18 inches. 

questions. Number 1; 
going to be that 
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QUERY And whe~e is that .trut? 
WIN D L E R 8111. you wan t to. 
BATES Yeah. The strut that they're now pro-

posing to put it on 1, the -I'm not {amiliar with all the 
technical terms of it. but if you're faailiar where the 
D024 samples are lotated. It's one of the two struts that 
fora, a V. just above r.nd to the plus-Y side oi where the 
0024 is. So, it's just down the plus-X axis from the EVA 
bay. So it's veIl within the normal EVA area. 

QUERY I've got a couple. 1 think I understand -
Why, specifically. are 'Iou putting in on thert>? Explain O'1ce 
IDa re. pIe as e • 

BATES Well, the original intent of it was to 
take - comp&re some photography between this sample, which 
has not been exposed to solar, and the pilrasol. It takes 
some close refereuce photography f~r the - to try to determIne 
color degradation. But they determined that with the cameras 
and the equipment snd everythiug we've got on board, that _ 
I don't know if I've got the total technical facts on this, 
but th'lt was deterllined that it \iould not be that feasible. 
They were talking about taking the photographs from like 
300 foot from a fly around and they just determined that 
you wouldn't be able to tell that auch difference betlieen 
ilo So the intent nO\i is just to use a sample of it that 
viII be easIly retrievable fer the first EVA '" SL-III, to 
get a good data point on the degredatlon of l~~ .~teri.l. And 
it \iill be deployed with the nylon fabric out. the orange 
aide out, just like the parasol. I think another point 
there Is that - maybe I lIissed vha'~ you were saying there, but. 
that'll also give us a comparison of sunlight a~d shadow. 
Did you mention that? 

QUERY No, not really. 
BATES The lIaterlal then, you knolol, under di r-

ferent solar conditions, you might say. 
PAO Fred. 
QUERY SO I get this straight, does this tell 

you how much the parasol has deteriorated. if Iny? Is that 
the point of this? 

BATES I guess really it's not going to tell 
us anything froll'i this EVA. But from the first EVA on 
SL-III, it will give you an additional degradation dal~ point 
on the lIaterial in the environment that we're looking at. 
You know. there are several facilities testing it here on 
the ground, but this will give you a good base line data 
point aa to hOIi accurate their testing haa been on it. I 
bel1l!ve that's the intent of it at thi8 point. You under
stand, of course. that the - obviously the environment ~n 
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lhe ,round 1s not the •• lIe a. in the spacecraft, so it'a
the secret tQ all that kind of testing is have tests that 
represent th~ true - as close as you can, the true envir
on.ent, and that's - we're trying to get a handle on 
hov cloae our tests aatch. It'H also the reason fo~ asking 
so .any questtone about - froa time to tiae. about the color 
oC the material that's the parasol that's being used nov. 

QUERY Wasn't real clear. Pete lIade 80me little 
co •• ent like."Yeah, and he really l~oked good flying it too, 
consioering it was only tethered 2-1/2 feet", 

WINDLER Oh. that was the 509. 
QUERY 509. Was Weitz really in it, or was Pete 

just kidding? 
WI~DLER No. he was just kidding. 
QUERY You' re sure of that? 
WINDLER Yes. It was tied dO'ol;1. No, I'm not 

absolutely positive, becuaae I w8sn't there. 
QUERY SO he really could have done it? 
WINDLER Pardon? 
WINDLER I'm telling you that they did,j't fly it. 

Now you can - that's the best I can tell you. 1'111 sorry _ I 
wasn't relatiilg - the 2 foot tether triggered me there; that's 
the cue I needed. 

QUERY Are there any plans to get a piece of 
the parasol that's out now and eventually bring it back? 

WINDLER Well, we don't plan to do it on this 
EVA. And It's still under discussion what - exactly what to 
do for the third EVA. I mean Skylab III EVA. And right now 
ve're thinking that the thing to do is put out the MSC saIl; 
that's the primary plan right now. I lIIean - I 'ID sorry, the 
Harshall sail, HSFC Sail, to the tw1n booll. 

BATES I might point out that the pro!>lem 
with doing that is the sallie problem we ran into with the 
SAS being deployed. It's that there aN no easy handholes co 
get down to the area. So we - if we d1d that, ~e'd have to 
again reconstruct something to allow the crewmen to ~ove 
down to that area. 

WINDLER That's the parasol you're talking about? 
BATES Right, I might mention, 1 r somet-ody knows 

They asked me beforo!. "How heavy is that h;>!'Imer we're go1ng to use _ 
is the electrical restoration tool?" O~_ you know? 

BATES It's about - about 12 inches long, and I 
don't know exact weight, but __ 

WINDLER I'd guess in the neightborhood of like 16 
ounces 

END OF TAPE 
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just kidding? 
WI~DLER No. he was just kidding. 
QUERY You' re sure of that? 
WINDLER Yes. It was tied dO'ol;1. No, I'm not 

absolutely positive, becuaae I w8sn't there. 
QUERY SO he really could have done it? 
WINDLER Pardon? 
WINDLER I'm telling you that they did,j't fly it. 

Now you can - that's the best I can tell you. 1'111 sorry _ I 
wasn't relatiilg - the 2 foot tether triggered me there; that's 
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QUERY Are there any plans to get a piece of 
the parasol that's out now and eventually bring it back? 

WINDLER Well, we don't plan to do it on this 
EVA. And It's still under discussion what - exactly what to 
do for the third EVA. I mean Skylab III EVA. And right now 
ve're thinking that the thing to do is put out the MSC saIl; 
that's the primary plan right now. I lIIean - I 'ID sorry, the 
Harshall sail, HSFC Sail, to the tw1n booll. 

BATES I might point out that the pro!>lem 
with doing that is the sallie problem we ran into with the 
SAS being deployed. It's that there aN no easy handholes co 
get down to the area. So we - if we d1d that, ~e'd have to 
again reconstruct something to allow the crewmen to ~ove 
down to that area. 

WINDLER That's the parasol you're talking about? 
BATES Right, I might mention, 1 r somet-ody knows 

They asked me beforo!. "How heavy is that h;>!'Imer we're go1ng to use _ 
is the electrical restoration tool?" O~_ you know? 

BATES It's about - about 12 inches long, and I 
don't know exact weight, but __ 

WINDLER I'd guess in the neightborhood of like 16 
ounces 

END OF TAPE 
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WINDLER - restor.tion to - Do you know? It's about 
12 inches long. and 1 don't knov exactly. the exact weight but-

SPEAKER I'd guess about 16 ounces -
WINDLER - yeah, lt's about 16 ounct's, it appears 

to 'oe an all-metal ;,andle and head, and it's a s.a11 balpe{'n 
ham~er is vhat it amounts to. 

SPEAKER (garble) 
SPEAKER - (garbh) I be 1 ieve. [kno\{ 1 t ' s 

part of the - it vas in the HDA (garble). 
WIN D L ERN 0 , i tis in the OW 5, but it's jus t 1 n a 

general tool kit. They've got a .?ack of tools in there, and 
you don't have a tool kit without having a hammer in it. 

QUERY How large is that CBRH area, dnd I presume 
that's just kind of a light tappin!; or wh .• t? 

WINDLER It starts off light and .... e·ve - in fact 1 
told you yesterday. of course I don't thin!' you \o'ert' her." but 
they have tested this equipment at Harshall ~ith - hitting it 
v1th a large hammer, and they described it as a sledge hammer, 
I don't know literally what tha~ 'leans, but they hav(, also 
ins t r u me n ted t h, e qui P men t to see i fit a f fee t s t h ~ 0 t h (' r 
relays around it, so \Ie are actual:"y, have apprcvt'd - or the 
plan that has been given to the crew is to hit it - and I don't 
know how hard they'll hit it at first. If it "'as .e, I don't 
know If I'd hit it too hard at first, and then try the contacts 
to see 1f they'd been freed. And then hit it harder up until 
some ultimate point. No, we don't thInk they can crack it 
at all, because it's hard to get that such force. It is just -
you kno .... compared - as hammers go it's not a big ha1llmer. 
Maybe after we get through, we can point it out to you on this 
model, but - there are 6 CBRMs in a fairly large area there, 
and this would be one of those. Of course. it's 4 particular 
bolt or Allen nlJt or screw that .... e·ve instructed thell to hit. th&t 
we know it's right there where the relay is - the suspicious relay. 

QUERY What are the plans for the next crew to do 
for: their EVA, tenative plans that they're going to do with 
the parasol? 

WINDLER Well, our primary plan right now, is to 
use the Marshall twin-bool! sail - to deploy that over the top 
of the existing parasol. Then there's also ~ome film replen
ishment involved. You're probably aware of that. 

SPEAKER And the 5149, I think, iii still being talked. 
SPEAKER Okay. 
QUERY Whose surRestlon was it to change the EV 

numbers 1,2. and 3. and have Conrad go out and .... eitz stay lr.? 
WINDLER That came froa the spac~crar[ aft~r the 

firat EVA. 1 think Pete was the one that called that dovn. 
He's the commander. it would be his (garble) to make that 
SU8&estion. 
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QUERY What vas the exchange now, who 1. going 
to go out and Bet thft ft1. and b:inS it back? 

SPEAKER That's what Scott addressed earlier. 
SPEAKER Pete Conrad will retrieve the fila. 
WI~DLER Something that you may have .issed there, 

that we discussed yesterday. and that Scott mentioned earlier, 
I'd like to pOint out to you, that they have trained in the 
tank at Marshall to - cross-trained, so Conrad is trained to do 
this and so was Weitz trained to do this film removal. 

PAO Bob Parker is on the way over, and we had 
one query here that came in by phone. I guess this is for 
you Scott. Can you put times on these EVA steps, that's times 
from ~atch opening? 

HILLICAN 1 can try here. just based on our pre-mission 
flight planning. It'll be just a ball park figure. We'll 
start here, T equals zero. time equals zero - hatch opening. 
Okay. And then ve'll - CBRM 15 is about T plus 20. Remove 
the ~u~4 at about __ 

E~D OF TAPE 
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MILLICAN - - reaQve the SOH at about - Well 
we'll have to throw in about 15 .inutel for that CBRK 15 here, 
10 I'll say that SOS4 is about T plus 40. SOS6 at about T 
plot SO, H-Alpha 1 at about T plus 1 - be 1 plus 10. okay, 
then ve go to the Sun - Sun end vorkstation, and ah - let'3 
see - At about 1 plus 30, a pretty big juap in there. Roughly 
I plus 30 will Jo the 5052 - cleaning that is. the S052 clean
ing. Then t,'e'll retrieve 5082-A and B. oh. at about 2 plus 0, 
O. Deploy the JSC a •• ple - sail sar;,pl~ at 2 plus 20, retrieve 
the D024 at about 2 plus 40, do our final close outs - INGRESS, 
the airlock module and repress about 2:45, between 2:45 and 
3 hours. Did you give them, Milt. the time for the hatch 
opening? 

~lNDLER I believe that's 6:40 central. 
P.~O Yes. 6: 40 a.llI. cen cral. Bruce. 
QUERY Scott, you might have been just overlooking 

it, but you didn't aention the retrieval of 5052. between 56 
and H-Alpha 1. You pr<lbably just left it out. 

MILLICAN Okay. Yes, I did. You're right. S052 
comes after S056. 

WINDLER Might mention something, here. You 
recall on the other EVA that ve were kind of keyed to going 
out at a sunset tiae because of some of the factors involved 
there about the work stations, or the place that they would be 
working, not being lit. However, in the case of this EVA, vc 
think that there will be adequate lighting for everything 
that they vant to do, because it's planned essentially. And 
there wouldn't be any real restriction on when they aight go 
~ut. In fact, 1 don't knov any reason why they couldn't go 
any earlier if they vanted to. We would not be constrained. 
In fact, there'll be very little daylight involved. 1 lIean
l'a sorry there'll be very little night involved. because 
we are at such high BETA angles. 

QUERY If they do free the relay in the battery 
charges. how many 1I0re vatts vi11 that 8upply the ship? 

WINDLER That's about 240. 
SPEAKER See you. 
WINDLER We were going to answer - Before we get 

into the science world, I thought ve would try to shov you on 
this model, if you - Did you have another question. th.:lugh? 

OUERY Where will that be vhen they get out at 
sunset? Where will they be? lIov high is that BETA angle, 
how 5uch sunlight are they getting now? 

WINDLER Oh. - You're right. it's right here on 
the Flight - -

SPEAKER 62.5. 
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WINDLER Ve~y good, I va, get tina ready to gue88- _ 
QUERY 62.S p~rc.nt? 
WINDLBR No, degreen. !hia 18 the anale __ 
QUERY Hov much sunlight i8 that over full orbit? 
WI~DLER 1 think ve're in the order of about 20 

"inutes, or 80mething lllte that nov. We're out of the __ 
SPEAKER We have about 20 ainvtes of night. 
WINDLER Yeah, - Of night tiae, yeah. So it's 

in it '8 - _ 

QUERY The question is; Where are they going 
to be when they get out? 

WINDLER Well, if tholY gel it on schedule, they 
should be close to the United States, soeewhere over Texas, 
or maybe Rerauda, along that area. Maybe just crossing the 
United States. 

END OF l'APE 
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WINDLER - 80mewhere ove~ Texas or •• ybe Bermuda 
a lona in that area, jU8t - ~aybe juat crossin, the United 
Stat ••• 

QUERY Did I here you say there was a good 
chance that they would begin earlier than 6 :40~ 

WIM~LER 1 didQ't say there was a good chance, 
1 .aid there wasn't any constraint. I was trying to point 
out to you that before we didn't want them to get out too 
soon because of the relatie-n, they had to do some activities 
in the daytime. We didn't want th~m LO gel out and gP.t 
caught by the nightfall. And I'm saying that that doesn't 
exist in this EVA that \Ie' re talking about. And it would 
not 8urprise ce any if they did get out early, as a matter 
of fact. In fact we're going LO come into wo~k an hour 
early - an hour before we think they'rL going to stalt EVA 
prep and I'll be very surprised if we don't find that within 
that first hour, supposedly when they're still e3ting, that 
they don't give us indications that they're already doing 
the prep work. They did this the first time, or the second, 
you know, the last EVA. 

QUERY How much earlier than b:40 could they 
801 

WINDLER 
HS /SPEAKERS 
WINDLER 

at all. 

How early I.-ould 
(garble) 
He doesn't like 

you like to gness? 

to admit that very early 

BATE!. No, I've been working EVA preps and all 
since Apollo I, 1 think, and it's not Dany tiaes we've gotten 
out too early before our planned ti~e. I guess 1 could say 
that we're doing about 2 hours of our EVA prep tonight. See 
the,'re configuring their ~uits and their life support 
equip.ent, prepping the ATM equiplllent, canisters that are 
going to go outside. they're doing all the work that they 
can do the night before. short of jumping in their suit, 
so that in the lIorning, when they wake up, the Pilot will 
have to do jV8t a few vehicle systems configurations to 
support the EVA and then shortly thereafter all three crew
~en viII get into their suits and if everything -the checkouts 
go very slloothly, they could g~t all that work d?ne probably 
in an hour and a half. And we heve about 2 plus 20 scheduled. 
Hovever. our EVA on day 14. we experienced a few difficulties 
vith sOlie of the systems and it caused us to be about on ti.e. 
ve had a little pad in there and ve egressed about on tia., 
although we had soae syst.as difficulties. 

PAO Wait just a minute till 
WINDLER I don't think this \lil1 

aoaent, but as you can see the3e I think are 

YOll get a aike. 
take but just • 
intended to 
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r~pr'8ont the CalH packases, here just above tbe CHGa and 
the,'ll be workins in thla ,eneTal area anyway, 80 they'll 
1:e able to co •• aroun.d here and tap on these areas, and we -
so •• body a,ked .e yeaterday about the handholds and ve 
think there's .any struts around h~re for thea to hold on 
to. So that would juat be. yOu know, they won't have any 
Ions diatance to transver •• 8S they did on the - getting 
around to where the wings were. 

WINDLER Oh. you'ra talking a l ut the s&1. 1 
aaterial. Yeah, if you know - I'. not sure which leg they're 
talking about strapping into that chair .yself. 

BATES You can see the D024 aaaple package. vhich 
ia the .aall block right here and the saaple is nov intended 
to go around, let's see I've been luokin, at it upside down, 
it viII go around I be!ieve this rail. Let a~. I've been 
u.e to looking st on the trainer, and in th~ trainer that 
part of it is upside down. But 1 believe, I believe that 
1s correct. Do you recall, Scotty, being in on this one1 
I know it'a one we did not have handrails on. 

QUERY What makes you think tapping with the 
ha.mer 101111 do anything? 

WINDLRR Well. loIe don't knolol it's a proble~, but 
from the characteristics of it - -

END OF TAPE 
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QUERY ~ - rroble. with that particular valve? 
WINDLER Well, ~e don't kDUW it'. a probl._, but 

fro~ the ~h.ractari8tlc8 of It, it'. a different situation 
t~.n we have on th~ other one. And we think that that'. the 
cale here. the w.y it hung up indicat_s that it's a r~la1' 

QUERY Can you describe what's wrong with that 
re14Y? You know and - -

WINDLER No, 1 guess 1 can't any.ore. 1 dilcu.sed 
this many days ago, 1 guess now, an~ I get co~fused, I guel., 
as the way the logic in there worl-.s. 1 really couldn't 
explain it to you ad~quately, 11~ sure. 

QU£R~ I gueas this Is the aame question. I 
don't quite understand. W~at doe6 tapping with the hammer do 
with it? I mean what happens, what's 3uppose to 

SPEAKER H4ve you ever had a voltage regulator 
in your car hang up? Well, it's a little box on the inside 
of your firewall that - a little box about thia big - at 
least in some cars it's on the fir~wall about this hiah, and it 
controls the vay the battery charges and discharges. And 
if it gets hung uP. your battery ~uns down. Or other bad 
things happen. I have had occasion to bang on thelll. I've 
also replaced thelll (laughter). Well there's contacts - pardon? 

QUERY I don't understand exactly ~hat happens 
when you hit it with that ha~mer. Does it Jar the - -

SPEAKER Well. the rel.ys are controlled by various 
relatively s.all voltages that make 8witches in there. And 
these control the electrical path for larger amounts of cur
rent. So it takes a relatively saall amount of force some
tilles to open this relay. Like sometimes they even can 
kind of stick together lislltly with 80rt of a real a.all 
weld, you might say. 

PAO All rigr,t. We have Dr. Robert Parker here, 
who will give us a brief run down on the experiment statuB. 

PARlER Okay. "hat I want - what 1 want to give 
here is a status of the experiments essentially to the end 
of the aisslon. Today was day 23, and 8S far as all but two or 
three of the experl!11ents are concerned, it's the end of the alssion. 
And so the status I'm givIng today is, to all intents and 
purposes, In fact. And those cases where it wasn't. extrapolated 
that little extra bit. The - In straight hold - cold statis-
tics. QS gross as they are, we can .ay the following thing$ 
about the - well, i( you like, the hours that we've spent 011 

the pTojects compared to the hours we intended to spend. 
Obviously, the quality of the observations is so.ething that 
in all but a couple of ca8e~ we won't know lnything about 
until we bring the fila, wheTe .osl of the data le, back 
hoae. On .anned oolar ob8e~rvations, this is ti18e that vas 
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spent at the control panel of the ATH and ti .. when the Sun va. above the 400-K limit, which is easentially when we start takina data. We spent approxi •• tely 81 percent of the ti~e we ha4 intended. We &ot 81 hours. as opposed to a preflight total planned of a hundred hours. So 81 percent achievement. lf you ¥ant to rate the Ie percentage achievement., which ia not quite kosher. but itls probably good enough. Earth resourcel, we've spent some 88 percent of the time we intended to spend. Now because the Earth relources, if you re~e.ber back to 2 weeks ag~, when we had this power problem - because the Earth resources data tracks were restricted ir. length, because of the power problem. the initial four or five EREP data takes were shortened by about a factor 01 SO percent over what they should have been. And as a result, we've - all - we've used 88 percent of the time we had intended in terms of man hours. We've only gotten about 60 percent of the data that we had intended. That can be largely attributed to tbe fact that we had shortened data takes during the first few passes because oi the power situation. Earth resources. by the way. I might just note -It turns out to be the one experiment discipline that suffered the most from the power. And it was just because of that particular instance. The medical people have gotten approximately 90 percent of the time that we intended to spend on their experiments. The corollary people have gotten approximately a hundred percent of their time. and the lWO student experiment -excuse me, there were four student experiments. They've gotten in excess of 80 perc~nt - perhaps 83 high as 90 or 95 percent. The bookkeeping is a litt\e vague right there. So all told, if we look at the total precentage time spent tl.ere, we've done exceedingly well. In fact, 1 eight S8Y that had this been a normal miSSion, which Skylab did not stalt out to be -But had this been a nor.al mlssion, I would have been quite happy, and 1 think everyone would have been quite happy with these results. As it is, considering the mlss10n we had snd what we've accomplished as well as these eXperiments, I think we're - Ecstatic is probably too strong a word, but we're exceedingly happy. 

END or TAPE 
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:lPEAKBR - .. nd wh .. t we've accolllplished as well 
•• these expe~iments, 1 think wet~e. you know, ecstatic is probably 
too fitrong a wo~d, but we're exceedingly happy. 1 point out 
that, in particular along with the difficulties of having to 
put up with ~educed powe~, we dtd 1008e essentially 2 whole 
daye out of the mi8sion, which was spent one, repairing the 
thersal problem at the very beginning, and another one was 
spent repairing the wing in the middle of the mission. And 
this a~ount8 to 80se - cloae to 10 percent of the experiment 
time we h.d intended to spend, since the experiment 1II1ssion 
was e8senti.lly 22 or 23 days long. So you essentially cut 
out 10 percent of the experiment mIssion because of the 
repairs. and you can Score that against the results we had 
there. I think, other than that, besides the cold statistics, 
we can highlight a few things here. On the ATM, besides the 
81 houra or 80 percent achievement there on the total number 
of hours of observations, we can point with great pride is _ you peo
ple who were probably also at the press conference about a week 
aco, where on day 1,2, the PIs were, you know, and e~static there, 
I think is not too strong a word, were estatic over the flare 
which we got and observed. We got the rise time. which is some
thing that we were all very anxious to see whether we could catch. 
8nd a Cew other things. And ATM observations, particularly 
with the flare, and the increased activities the Sun has 
aeen In the last week or week and a half of the mIssion, has 
gone quite well. .Earth resources, 1 guess the best update 
that I can give you there i8 not with the improvement of the 
power situation, and the lengthening of the passes, we have 
finished up with 11 of a planned 14 passes, all of them over 
the United States. Exceedingly uniform coverage across the 
United States, except for the extrellle uortheast, and we've 
got. I would say. as good an Earth resources experi,IDent 
reeults, or as good a data take opportunities and performance 
as we could have expected, or better, in fact. But again, like every 
thing else, we have no idea how yell the fila or how well 
the tape, or how well the sensors are going to perform, until 
we bring the results home. Medical status went off just 
about exactly as planned. The only particular changes in 
the medical status that are probably worth noting, are the 
fact that we did the H13l runs, which are the human vestibular 
function, the ones where we rotate the crewmen to see how 
he's performing, and also to investigate, well, a~onR other 
things, how their sense of direction, with their eyes closed 
has changed in I~ro g. These run. ve reduced, partly to 
save time, and we also elt.inated the runs towards the mid
dle of the als8ion on the commander, alain to save tiae. 
That. In particular, the aedical people felt that it was a lower 
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priOl"ity than the lover bod)' negative preuuu a.,d e.erche 
reaponse onea, and to •• ve .ome tiae they contriluted their 
part by reducing those particular runs. The corollary 
experiments, as I'. aure 10u're aware, are a very mtxed 
bag of • great nuaber of things. and it's hard to talk 
~bout every single one of them, and what ealh one of the. 
ha. accomplished. But I can say that we have accomplished 
essentially batter than 90 percent, not just of the time spent, 
but essentially better than 90 percent of tbe objectives. 
Now again. that's before seeing the data, but essentially 
90 percent of th~ objectives are better on every corollary 
experlme~t, except perhaps tor one or two. And I don't 
think that this - at the present tillie, that there's any 
other way of describing lhe activities of the co~ollary 
experimenta, Without getting into a gread desl of detail, 
and soae of that will have to wait, obViously, ~ntil the film 
and so forth is brought back. And that in shoet suas up 
the results for all the experiment areas for the mission 
and 88 I say. I think reviewing that, you probably feel 8S 
I do, it's been, parti~ularly considering the vay the 
mission started out, an exceedingly successful mission from 
the experiment poiut of viev. 

QUERY What have you missed on EREP? You 
milsed Japan, and did you miss vestern Europe, too? 

SPEAKER We did not get any passes outs - wel1-
apart from a rew passes that did extend into South America. 
And that's partially the vay descending passeR over the U.S. 
do. Apart feom those, ve did not get any passes outside 
of the continental United States. £0 we did not get any 
African, European, or Asian passes. 

( Garble) 

END OF TAPE 
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SPEAKER - - NOt get any palaee outside of the 
continental Unitdd St~te., 80 we did not get an, African, 
European, or Asian passes. 

QUEIY Any Australia __ 
SPEAKER Those I don't believe actually were 

specifically planned for Skylab II. They are options. 
QUERY They told us over at the Cape that Japan 

and Africa were cartaiqly planned. 
SPEAKER Well, they are options. 1 might point 

out - a couple of other things. One, to get those passes, 
we have to wake up the crew early or put them to bed at quite 
late. Partlcula~ly, Japan means that the crew ha$ to go to 
bed two or three hours late just because we have sunlight 
constraints, you know, the Sun has to be shining on the ground 
to take the pictures of it. The European passes, it turns 
out, are best taken when the orbit com~s up over the United 
States, you know, so it's coming up say, more or le88, parallel 
to the eastern s~aboard. Ihis means that that orbit then 
continues ~ver, nrcs acr03s, you know, through Newfoundland 
and the great circle and all essentially and comes back down 
over Europe. Well, because of the late launch of Skylab II, 
all the passes w~ had over the United States were descending 
passes; we didn't have any ascending passes over the United 
States. This es~entially also ruled out Europe. 

SPEAKER I think we said all along, too, that 
Skylab III was ~lways going to be bItter for those areas. 

QUERY (garbled) the fellows over at the Cape _ 
they planned three. 

QUERY What was it they were doing over Africa? 
Just the other d~y, you know, they were told to look out the 
window at Africa, the State Depart~ent told thea to do that. 

SPEAKER The only thing I know about It wa~ they 
looked at a tanker at Chile. I don't recall any looking out 
the window at Africa, but - That must have Ilappened while 
I was not (garbled) 

SPEAKER That must have been a real time input. 
QUERY Don't they have a good deal of cloud 

cover durIng various passes? 
SPEAKER Well, 1 have to beg off on that because 

I worked the other shift, the shift that plans. and I never 
get to see what happens. But I do know th~t all except for 
a couple of thea w~re extraordinarily ~lear. There may have 
been a couple. There was one, of course, the day we had the 
heavy rains in Houston ard - but they were just becau.e it 
was cloudy In Houston and they got clouds here, doesn't aean 
that it wasn't clear up to the north. And I know in the track 
that day that we had pradicted clouds 1n Houston and there were 
stl11 • treaen40us number of opportunltues in Oklahome and 
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Colo'fado and up in that area. And, in fact, one "f the 
targets that day was vhat we call prelnc1p1ent - which 1 
don't - it's a double pre there - • preinctptent storm 
conditions and they were indeed 1 think, a little bit 
aore than preincipient storms by the tiae that ve got 
the. - elthou&h th13Y got thelll very earl) in the lIorning. 1-
the EREP people are 4lvays plagued and have to vorry about 
veather before they plan their pas~es. It's a very big 
part of their planning. And they'd never cancelled on 
Sky lab 1 I, alth?ugh that option exLsts for theil, they 
never cancelled because of ve3ther. on skylab II. There 
8ay have been parts of the track - almost certainly liere
parts of the tracks that were covered by clouds (rolll time 
to time, but. of course, they don't need to get every 
single square aile along the track. I'. not - I'. a little 
surprised at the strength of your lItatellent. that they 
were plagued and lost a lot of tiat frail clouds. 

WINDLER I think there were clouds. but you 
pointed out very well that there are a lot of objectives 
that require clouds. 

SPEAKER Yes. They also - ve also got H~rricane 
Ava vhich I think was a rather nice little adenduill. 

QUEIIY I know on one pass they had - maybe 
5 percent of the entire pass they were able to see the 
ground because it was. It was one of the day during the 
storm and it was exceedingly heavy cloud cover. At what 
point does cloud cover knock out EREP over an area? 

SPEAKER Well there's tva things - there's 
tvo ways of doing that. One is if iLldeed you can't see 
the ground except for 5 percent of the time, I'd Euspect 
that that wasn't a very good EREP pass and they either -
the veather forecasters did their usual trick. However, 
I'. not - without seeing the statistics, 1 really don't 
know snd when the crew says, "Hey, you can't see very much 
of the ground," that's hard to really quantif),. But there 
are - th~ other side Qf the coin is that there are a 
nuabr.T of - number of EREP targets or, you kno,,", rc~utre
ments (hat include clouds. one of which is the formation 
of thunder storms and thunder clouds in the mid-continental 
United States. Another one is the one we took care of 
with the hurricane. However, as far as a particular 
day when they only saw the ground 5 percent of the time, 
I d(>n't know. 

SPE.o\.KER I think another characteristiC!! of 
it is -
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SPE.o\.KER I think another characteristiC!! of 
it is -

• 
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SPEAKER That - yu. You wue taU:1n1 about 
looking thlouah the 191. The 191 i. a very •• a11 {laid 
of view. 

QUERY 
.Ions with it. 

SPUKER 
QUEIlY 

anything. 

~ell. it lola. their co •• ents that went 

Okay -
Th~y said that they just co~ldn't see 

has a 
about 
other 

SPEAUJi. Okay. but that' It out the 191. The 191 
very •• ~ll field of view. This i~ n~thlng whatsoever 
what the larger picture wa. for the sides, which the 
instruaent. see. 
SPEAKER 1 think jt's true too - -

nD OF TAP!". 
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SPEAXIR - very small fIeld of view - thia I. 
nothing whaUoe.,er about what the larger picture vas to the 
aid.~ - which the other instruments see. 

WINDLER I thlnl it's true too - on that particular 
day. if 1 recall it right that - didn't It - lhe one that 
vent over the A.aeon B.sin ~here it ."a, unusually clear that 
day. aut 1 vas going to make the point that the t)EP 81tel 
are - tend to be grouped. any"a,. in places like California and 
around Attlona and Houston and around - area we didh't get 
to - the - lo/el1 \,;e did too, the Chesapeake Bay area. So. it's 

_ you knov and you can fly over - If 5 percent happens to 
be over the - the Los Angeles area you've real1)' - 1 think 
that ve probably - in one time we talked about having a min
imum of 10 sites per pass to .ake it worthwhilo! - in the 
on.s that I looked at the results of, the nUDlbera wore up in 
the twenties in all cases - the post-~ast evaluation.. So. 
1 think - and 1 didn't loo~ at the total number, but it was 
a good - well you just ~ntloned percentages. 

PAO All right. Thank you. 

END OF TAPE 
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PlO Okay, we're readr to start this early 
morning Change-ot-shift briefing with Neil Hut(hinaon. Co 
ahead, Heil. 

PAO Tell us all. 
HUTCHINSON Good night. A very quiet :light. They 

seemed to be getting .ore and more quiet as you might expect. 
The purpose of the shift that I've been running here for the 
past 8 days is to build summury flight plans and th~ summary 
flight plaus as we've been homing in on the end of the mlssion 
are getting ~ore and more straightforward and easier to butld, 
and not so 1118ny options. The one we buIlt las~ 1I:'&~t was for 
EVA, which mskes It awfully easy because the EVA tt.e is fairly 
well blocked out and there's really not a lot of experimenting 
being done on that day. We didn't have any problp.. at all coming 
up with a summary flight plan - I'll give you a little data 
on thl! EV.\. As best we can figure now, hatch open is 11:40 
Zulu ~n Wednesday. The EVA will probably last between 2-1/2 
and 3 hours. The only open items that I know of in connection 
with the EVA are; we haven't got the information onboard yet 
on the possibility of putting out - or the procedure to put 
a patch of the saIl out for color comparison purposes. That's 
the MSC sall that was not used. which is made out of the same 
mat~rial as the sall that is up. And the only other thing 
Is. depending upon how the troubleshooting goes today on the 
condensate system. We are going to do a little malfunction 
precedure on the condensate system during the day t~day anrl 
we'll need to use the results of that to figure out how we're 
going to handle it during the EVA so we can maintain a proper 
Delta Pa and get the wate~ collection out of the dystem. Other 
than that. today is very straightforward. 

QUERY When is the EVA? 
HUTCHINSON Oh. It's Wednesday. Tuesday - I'm sorry. 

Tuesday. Excuse me - I had the wrong day. 
QUERY No, l' III sorry - It is Tuesday (g'lrble)? 
HUTCHINSON Yes, and just saw these flight plans - says 

Wednesday. June 19th. so someone can't make the day right. 
PAO Tile date's right. but the day is wrong. 
HUTCHINSON Certainly. The flight plan is mission day 

26 - tOQorrow. We're about to close out all activities on 
the EREP. We've got scheduled in the flight plan for active 
EVA - we've got the last two big bullets of EREP work, which 
are mostly some picture-taking of Some of the EREP equipment 
and the final straightening out of the film situation, and 
cleantng the recorders, and so on and so forth. Gosh, that's 
it. It'. a very quiet night. We're homing in Od the end of 
the mission here. It's about all I can say. This is the next 
to the last flight plan we'll bUild, by the way. We'll bUild 
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one more flight plan for day 127. I won't build it, but -
cause 1'. getting ready to flop over to day. nov, but we have 
one more flight plan to build for day 127. and then ve move 
into to deactivation and entry vhich 1. all pre-planned -
no flight plan •• 

QUERY Oka~" How about the tria b"rn7 Hov does 
it look as far as a~hlevlng ~e8ired result? 0 

~UTCHINSON I think it'll be awhile until we h~Me in 
on the tracking - I imagine it'll take the. 3 or 4 oays looking 
at the orbit to .rake sure that - that we got exactly what 
we wanted out of it. All early lndicatlons are it was exactly 
right. We got the proper allount of Delta-V and proper dir
ection and it looks like we'll have a completly nominal ground 
track for Sky lab 3. 

QUERY Okay, I ~uess one of the other things I'm 
curious about is the unattended operation of the ATM during 
the period from lomorrow after the EVA until the next crew 
gets up there. How is that goiog to vork? What can they do 
on the ?rc-.:~d and so forth? 

HUTCHINSON Well, as you knov, I'd have to go back and 
look at specific instruments, but as you know ve run the 'TM 
unattended nov when the crew is not up there, during the d_~ht. 
And we basically are running an operation very similar to 
that. We' 11 be running S4, 55 - 1 can't give you the list 
of instruments Art - I really should - somebody could givf 
you a nice concise package, but ve'll - we basically committed 
to running the ATM betveen Skylab 2 &nd Skylab 3 about between 
12 and 16 hours A day, 7 d~ys a veek - from the ground. And 
we'll be shooting up film, of course, and several of those 
instruments. And there will b~ an EVA right at the beginning 
of ~kylab 3 to pick out the stuff the ground used up - -

END OF TAPE 
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HUTCHINSON And there will be an EVA r1aht at the 
beginnln$ 0: Sky lab III to take out the etuff the around 
used up. and gel back Into shape for a crew .anned operation •• 
But, we'll start the .unattended full blast after the EVA 
that night and we wi1] - we'll knock it off on the final 
de~~tivati~n entry day just because there's ao much ac-
tivity in the Control Center that we don't want to ~et in
volved in any anomalie$ or anythin& with the ATM in case 
:;omcthing were to (lot go right on the unattended. And then 
\oIe'11 pick it up frr:1Il there and run roughly 16 hours a day. 

QUF.RY How about going through the EVA a little 
bit as far as what things get done first l1ke- - Like you 
do the ATH stuff before you kick the ~dtteries? 

SPEAKER Yes. the ATK - J haven't got a nominal 
EVA plan in front of me. but all the ATM fila retrievable 
will be done per standard procedure In the published 
checklist just like nomInal before we do any of the other 
stuff. The two things thst are on the flight plan now for 
sure on the EVA and tne third one - I'. - they are going _ 
I believe the decision was made yesterday afternoon. However, 
we are awaiting some final word on this little sail color 
comparison package they are putting together. We are also 
going to kick the CBRK as it were, hammer it very vigorously. 
Ar.d all the (garble) pro~edures and plans for that are on board. 
We are also going to cle,.n the occulting disk on S052. And 
the procedures for that are on board. 

QUERY What - cleaning the occulting disk. 
what has been the proble~ with that? 

HUTCHINSON There appears to be, as you've seen in 
some of that white light down-linked televIsion. a consistent 
very very slllall bright spot - gosh, I'. trying to reme.ber 
where it is. I believe It's at 4:00, but 1'. not sure, 
where there appears to be act'Jlllly an anomaly or discon
tinuity in the thing that blocks out the actllal center of 
the Sun. It turns out that there is a small contaminant 
and I've heard the size. It's visible size, apparently on 
the !dge of the OCCUlting disk, and they art going to take 
a lens brush in there a~d just sort'of 8wee~ it away. 

QUERY Would you call it a speck of dust. 
HUTCHINSON Yes, I would. That would be the kind 

of size, probably "lg enough to - you know it's lIke that 
big enough to see. 

QUERY 
what the TV is going 

HUTCHINSON 
QUERY 

I have forgotten or I'. not sure about 
to be exactly on the EVA. 
Well as - -
How much is there gOing to be? 
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PAO (O.r~le) if the, eall UI. 3 •• If tbe,',. 
lohl to .hov the \'v <,,,,bh). too .any p.o~l. in thie roo •• 

YAIANA Do you v&nt •• to atart' 
lAO Dr, V.tana. ve'r. on the 811' now, You ctn 

10 a ••• 4 and explatn vhat'. belDI .bovn there, 
VAIANA Vhet 'OU are ••• 1na there I, the ar.at 

event of the day. Ie th.t the B-.lph.fr •••• ar •• hovlna tb. 
flare In pio'r.... You I •• the baeically double 8tructure 
throUlh the activ. realon. Portion of it outlin •• the .a.netic 
fl.ld of one rolarlty on one .id. and the oth'r polarity on the 
nther 11d.. And tl:. runnina throuah it. throuah tbe c.nter, you 
•• y fe~l throuah that channel a - vhat eorre'pond, to vhat ve 
call. neutral line. And the brl,htentn •• th.t you •••• which 
aro considerable brlahtn •• a With relpect to the active region 
noraal briahtening', are leen on both lide. of the neutral line. 
If that flare had been a llrger flare. you probably would have 
seen this thina aa what i. called nor.ally ~ clal.ic of two 
ribbon flarel, with the brighteninK aeparatina out, one fro. 
the other, ri8ht and left. The pOSition in which you .e. the 
crosa area il the poaition where perhaps 'aoa~ of the IUV s~d 
X-ray photography show the brightest portion of the flare in 
progress. Questlon soaewhere? 

QUERY We can only see the flare on one plane here. 
Ho~ far up, away fro. the surface, does it co.e? 

VAIANA Yel. The assnetlc field extends into the 
corona, and of course 1UV and X-ray instruaente are looking 
throughout che transitiou re,ion above the plane and then throuah-
out the corona. A vertical extent ia Uttle to deter.ine. but 
you can eee where It i. aoing up of the order of pathap. 100,000 
kiloaetera above the aolar lurface, which will be of che sa .. 
order of aagnitude, the 8&me aiz., al the active reaion itself. 
And one of th~ crucial que.tion. to be an.wered ln I flare obler
vation suc:h a. thi., which il the first ti_ we have had an oppor
tunity to have it. is - I, the fl.re trilgered durin, the very 
first few ainutes, just before it peaks, just whUe It'. rhlng1 
II the flare triggering occurring at one Ipecific potntl 18 it 
occurrlna at leveral points' Wh~t Is the configuration of the 
aagnetic: fJeld. where the flare tri8&erl7 And that .hould atve 
us a hint on ",h.t the aechanica for triltering It 1 •• No, but 
it'l very difficult to do this .ort of observation fro. a rocket. 
This 1s the XUV photograph. A. you can sec - let me get oriented 
out here - the regioll where the flare occurred 1a that regton out 
here. I should deacribe this north and centered a ltttle bit of 
ealt of th~ reslon - Ita .orry, it 1s this one out her~. where 
the flare is. That t , the reaion that: the •• tronauts pointed out 
to be 10 tiael brighter thIn the re.t of the lurroundio, IUY 
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It,-ll 'C$U/I 
tilM" ll' ~O COT 
6/U/7) 

.onitor bri.h~n.... T~e .ctive realon, vhlch iw the ao.t 
,cttve pruant on the dlle, 11 actual active nlton 37. vhich 
t't in the .onitor that you are .e.tn •• 1. rlaht Iroa ~h. 
clnt,r. That VI. the only .cttv. reaion which h.d .n, fl.re 
pro~.btlit7 of thla el.... tn re.lity, .lthou,h the probability 
for the active reaion )1 v •• very lov tod.y, very clot. to lero, 
we had n.turally that areat event. I vant to point out that 
.ny event ~h.t corre'pondl to th.t part1culer one 1 •• n MS. 
Corre.ponde to 5 tl ... ten to the ainul 2. If you 8

0
, you have 

to 80 at l~a.t one or~er of .',nltude hiaher than that to 
really let the very huge biS flare which ha •• 11 the ch'r~ 
actert.tlci ot the are.t fl.r" t .0 to apeak. aut th.t h •• 
been the l.rge.t we haye .een 10 far froa Skylab. In fact, 
tt', the first one that ve have leen to the rls1n8 portion and 
the (garble) .. well. The '(UV, if you'd __ 

END OF TAPE 
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8~-11 'C-Sll/1 ,t.a, 13t30 COT 
6/1$113 

VAIA~A In fact, this i. the firet one that 
Va have .een tha ri.ln, portion and un4er the (sarble), a. 
vall. the - If you don't have any que.tiona I'll proceed. 
!h. IUY Monitor viii .hov you 'b~ (sarble) teaion i. for 
the old region that loe. froM 10,000 daareea to - or a little 
above that out the the Middle of the sreat corona. So 
ve'll integrate the llsht froM .r~und tbat reslon. And there
fore. Vhat you're looking at i. tbe contribution brought froa 
the tranlition region (sarble) frOM the corona In the XUV 
monitor. 

QUERY Have you gotten any observationa from 
the ground on thia flare? 

VAIANA Of course, it's a little bit too early, 
because everyone has been busy on ascertaining the effect of 
that flare oc our fila budget. for instance, for people 
who have the - vho vant films to see whether we've really 
sot obaervation to .ake aure that the coaputer p ro3' ••• are 
running ~roperly, to make sure we can retr1~ve all of the 
data appropriate for that, and to see how we have l~ change 
the observing program {or the coming day. Ihere's a planning 
se£slon 8 0tn 3 on right now, 1n which I'. lure that que_tion is 
being discussed in detail. There's a second fraae and you 
Can see the, not an XUV frame. You can aee the - crosehairs, 
or rather the circle which outlines the pointing pOlition of 
the astronaut as being aore centered toward~ active reglon 
31. So while the first frame was representins the ah _ a 
(garble) Sort of condition they repreaent vhen some one i_ 
pointing to that region. GOing back to your question, we 
have later confirmation of that flare haa been observed 
from the ground. NOA has told U8 that the - one of the 
observers of classification. is what is called I-bead. for 
response to the lize of the order of 10 to the 9 square .iles. 
And B stands for bright, which classifies it in the H-ALPHA 
observation. It's a little bit too early to say what'l _ 
what the ground observations will be for that flare. However, 
expectations are quite great because it occurred over a United 
States pass, and we all know that many of the observerl that 
we're cooperating with were tryins to oblerve roday. I'. lure 
that peaks (garble), the high altitude observer (garble) they 
were In a pOSition of seeing a tlare and I haven't hewrd of any 
bad weather condition in anyone of those places. today. But 
1 have not really had time to infora ayaelf on that. The _ Just 
to go alons with the flare progreas. the flare va. firat a •• n at 
14:07 from the photomultiplier cou~t p.~d by one minute the a.tro
naut had reported that he could confirm that the flare v •• (sarble) 
from l~oklng at the XUV that you are ae81na nov. And from 
looking at the variou. X-ray indications, a geIger counter and 
photoaultiplier and the iaage diasector dlaplay, he ba. an extra 
display on board. All of thea vere pOI.ibly indicatins that the 
flare vaa in proStes. and by 14:08, that ia one minute later. 
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n-u le-Uln 
fl.1 13130 Cl'r 
6/1"73 

h' had alr,.dy nnt onl, tnitiated tb, p •• t .ap.rt .. q~, ~ut he 
had ,1'0 ~.pOiDt.d to the actlYI fl.tOD 31. It I •• '4Qtaltic 
perfor.uCl, thu ". CaD' t .ap'ct aDJ' btUtr. It. allo"'d u, 
to 80 fro~ l~IO' to ~t l,.,t 14.10 .uri~. the rl'lnl Pbrti~n of 
the flare. That i. e.tre •• l, '.portant beeaul. an7 clarification 
.. the trial.rlnl .. chani,. for that flare .a7 only Coal fro~ that 
rlainl portLon, that t. "b'n tb. '.p10'lon ta r •• 11y takin, plac,. 
Here ,ou '.e proar •• e into the Ilarl, You .e •• vlr1th1na brt,ht
enln. up 10 to 'p.lk around the r.,ton 31. So that .Ult be very 
e10" to the peak •• ataua. fhi. i, .. It aUlt be an intearated 
tntenaity - XUY d'.p1.,. Ye •• 

QUill 80 •• one .ald '.rli,r that "ben the flare 
firat atarted oeeurrto,. the .lar •• "ent off. bellI atart 
rlnalng. liahta atart fl.lhiog. what really happened1 

VAIAHA (Lauah,er) The Ilara. went on. I assume. 
Yes. What happened 1~. that there 1, an X-ray counter .... 
END or TAPE 
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SL-ll peslcll 
the' 13,30 COT 
6/U173 . 
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VAIANA Lin •• werentt torn, I aaaUaO. What happened ia there ,a an X-ra, ~Junter on board - itta • photomultiplier. And we aet evel')' day part of the plannlnl • ve ut 01 thre.hold which laya if that readt"s fro. that photomultiplier tl aore of • certain volu •• which 18 •• t.blt.hed on the ba31. of the senattlvity of the lnatru.ent. of tho delly flocka that we ~xpect. on how .eny flarla that wa hlVI but we hIve not ob-served froa SkyJab. and so on. We Istabliah that threahold in that way. How once the PHEC goes above that threahold and the alarm .yetem 1, letivated. then the alara will go on. and th~re's a - aa we've said • ther~'s a light flashing on board, and there is a buzzing noise whtch wtll allow the astronaut to stop what he's doing somehow and in so.e cases to come back to the con801e, if he's not there. ~nd check that, in fact, it's not a falee a1arlll, but it's -1 real one. And what he does - he look. again at the photoaultlplier. He looks again at the IVV monitor that he is seeing th~re. He looka at the (garble) display, vhieh Is another X-ray monitor. If he sees that there ia a bright spot in the i.age of the (garble) diaplay, a bright spot in some setive regl~n ~oaition or on the limb in the XUV displayed, he would immediately initiate the flare progra.. He will first initiate 54 and 56 experiment. He would appoint confirmation of the flare. He would swing all the battery of instruments or try to swing all the battery of inatruments to the point where the flares ia developed. He viII point the fine resolution instrument to tbe brightest portion of that flare and continue with the flare prolra. witb just - it applies quite a bit of switch thro..,!ng. Some of the prograllla go through very fast sequences during the r1aing portion of the flare and throughout the peak. and when the flarea then d~cay, of course, you try to delay your data taking a little bit. and you Sol through the decay pliaae at a lIore - alower pace. so to apeak. (Carble) to follow that activity. It didn't solve it today. The astronaut not olily couI~ do all of that very fut (And that was a very pleasant I;onfin.ation for us.), but also he was interested enough and excited enough to qelay all of hia later activIties on .hower taking and things 11lte that. Do you understand he stayed there 15 lIin-utea 1II0re than he was supposed to? 
QUERY How long was the decay phase of the flare? VAIAHA Okay. The flare. as I Iilld, started on 15:07·· at least - I'll sorry. 14:0718 when the PHEC alarll was set up. Somp. activity was noted in that region prior to that, and NOA now conftr •• that initial indication of flare· a .atter of time, .s early 89 14,05 - all those nu.bers aubject to reVision. of course. Then the flare pfOaked at 14:08, and it la.ned for aore than 20 ainutea hence. What I .ean for lasted is that while it waa gradually 80tng down, one could still recognize flare 8ctivityo 
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8l. .. 11 PCUC/Z 
'n •• • U .30 CPT 
6/U/7) 

.0 to .p •• k. of the d.cay type aft'r 30 .,Dut,.. Th. ~o,.l 
duration al,ht ,0 up .oa.what OQ~e w. kQ~ tb. detell* of Lt. 

SPEAK!a v. dohavt the report that Or. V.llne ha • 
• ad~ up, and we wll1 have plenty ot eopl •• 1ft the now. roo. 
on thl. flare ev.nt. Aoy other que.tionlt 

SPEAKER Dr. Val ana. I bell.v. you had to set so~e 
place by 2.00 O'clock; 80 we appreciate your CO.lnl over. 

YUANA Thank you. 

END OF TAP! 
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'L-ll PC-~OAll 
T 1 .e I 10 10) COT, 22 I H I 03 CKT 
6/1';/7) 

PAO We are gatting ready to ~tart the neva 
conierance 'i)n the ATK experh:enta. We'll It.alt 1n about 60 seconds. 

PAO All rt.ht, vet~l aet atarted vith the 
ArH "xpur,(lIe>nts Ilevs r.onference. We'd like to start it off 
vlth Hr. 1<1. C. Keathl), the Chief of ATH Expert.ente Bf~nch 
at the "firlillall SpaC'(> }'light Center. Hr. I\eathly. 

KEATHLY Well. 1 jult vanted to get over soae of 
th .. hardware ;I"pects of the thing before we tUln it over to 
mure exciting Jarts. The hardware in ge~eral Is vorking 
Y~fy gOod. W~'ve had tvo failures in the instruments, them-
s~lves. We had a ~alfunct1o~ of the S082-A camera. which 
as most of you know Vas replaced by Joe Kervin In the SAS 
beall EVA seve I"al days ago. Sillce that tille, ve've had a 
failure of the 5052 photographic camera. And that viii ba 
replaced on day 26 in the normal planned ~a»er. retrieval 
EVA. Nt'li f~o .. ah - In the ~e.n tilDe, Ve a~e dO\ln-llnking _ 
have i~creased ~ur TV dovn-link of that particular image 
to obtain the scientific data by vay of TV. It's not the 
Sdmc qualhy "f data, but it vill suffice until we get Our 
ca~era teplac~d. There have been two systems failures that 
have affec~ed the ArM experi.ent operation. One of which 
yoU knov about, the S054 door malfunction, which "'as repaired 
.md opened by Joe Ken.'in during the SAS bealil EVA _ and a 
d"p loya.ent EVA. And it was p inned open. and It v{ 11 re main 
open ior th" '""I't of the IIlsslon. The _ There ha8 been one 
other ainor, well minor right now, anolllaly. We haven't been 
able to ~vitch the 5054 ~ain power off. There arc ways to 
do that, but we're leaving it on, and it 1s planned to leave 
it on. It's iI Itinor llIalfunctlon. 1.0 far al! the hardvare is 
concerned, I think everyone Is pleased that the instruments 
are performing 46 they are and we trust they will Continut.' 
to do so. I'd - Unless there's any questions about the instru
lIIents thell1selves, I'd like to Just get right 1nto the scientific 
acco

lll
piishmerts. since we've last talked to you. 

PAO All right, Bill. Let Die introdUce tho! 
othe r experimente rs here. One experilllo!nter is st ill not 
here. He's, a8 you PL~ it, chaSing the solar flare __ 

S PEAl( [; R Here he COllI! 8 now. 

PAO Oh, the re he is. (Laughter) He got he re 
after all. Dr. Guiseppe Vlanna Just arrived. Dr. Robert 
Noyes on the far end down there. Jl. Undervood. of Aerospace 
CorpOration, you ra1se your hand ~o they can lee? Dr. 
Robert Mcqueen of High AltitUde Observatory. Dr. E. M. Reeves of 
Harvard College Obs&rvatory. Dr. Richard Tausey of N~val Re-
search Laboratory. And Hr. Keathly ! believe that Dr. Noyes 
1s next In line with SOllle slides. here. Dr. Noyes. 
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acco

lll
piishmerts. since we've last talked to you. 
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Allaht. Okay. tob. Why doa't you present the results 
of &Ol1le ot the results that you've seen durina the palt Z veeks. 

NOYES Let me b.,in by s.ying Dr. Reeves and 
1 arc here repreSentIng the H.rvard SOSS e~perl.ent8, which 
you may recall is an experiment to look In the far ultraviolet 
simultaneously at aany diffecent heighta In the Outer lolar 
atmosphere. Before 1 shov a <:~'uple of slldea, let lIIe say 
that the data as "'e've looked at it. frankly I!xceeda Our 
Wildest expectations. We're absolutely deliahted to discover 
that virtually every object that we've tried to look at, we've 
done successfully and we have seen, in 41aoat every case, 
entirely nev and different phenC'lIena. The reason i8 because 
we have for the first tillie a high enough spatial resolution 
to see the ilnl' Structure of what we're ae-rchins for. Let 
me show you a couple of slides by ~ay (f illu~tration of the 
kind of data wtJ're getting. r think "'e'11 have to ahut all 
the lights aut. This first slide is a picture of the qUiet 
Sun in - Simultaneously at differert heights from 10 _ of 
l~mpecatures of 10,000 degrees up through about 30, 000 degr~es. 
~nd 100,000 degrees and 300,000 degrees at about 1-1/2 million 
<legrees in the coronn. And we have established that the 
n~twork that we see in the quiet Sun ~oes. In fact, break _ 
spread out in many cases to be very diffuije. But there aee~ 
to be two fundamental l!tructures In the corona, which are 
appearing in our data, not only 1n thia pic.ture, b\lt, in fsct, 
every t 1 PIe we observe. These lit tIe points here are a 
uniqup and fundamental (eatule of the corona to _ By way of 
the scale. r minght say. that thie 1s a picture COVering a~ 0 u t 1/6 tho ( the sol a r d 1 aile t e r _ _ 
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NOYS! - - the pl<:t\lre coverln, about 1/6 of the solar diameter and ou this ~cale the aile of the.~ little points of emission, which we think are going to be quite important In tarllls of corona "eating. They are about the slae (.f the c!ialr.eter ,.f the tarth. They're quite biS. about - oh, 8,000 miles acrOS6. And you can follow th~. point by point through all height. of tht> corona. They are undoubtedl) areas of stronger than aVi>rage raagnctlc field, quit .. possibly they're related to 41 bipolar struclure of the Held, although we haven't yet analyzed lhis in det.lil. We've looked a little bit at their evolutionary trends and we find that they do have Il measurable lifetime of the order of man y h 0 u r s but we h cl ve n 't yet qua n tit at i ve 1 y f 0 un d 0 u t yet. But we do feel that they're going to tell us a great deal 3bout the - about where the heat com~s into the corona. Another area of study shown on the secon sl~de which shows a pro~inence as sp.en in 4 different e.ls~ion6 3t the light of the hydrogen aloC!. Thes .. tour lre different - l~t lIle begin by again reminding you of the scalp. the slzo:: of th(> earth. For example, it's very - about that big here - 00 this is really an ~normous ieature here. It's a cloud of rather cool material at a temperature of perhaps 10,000 Jegrees elDersed in the very hot corona. And it's very interesting to look itt the d1{-fer .. n~e tn the way - when the pro~inencc appears in the different elllissions of hydrogen. 'ole hope to lear"! a great deal about the temperature and the density and the physics of what's going on 1n tills refrigerated cloud, if you like, by lIleans of comparing the.e different colors. ~t's like taking a picture of a candle lame, if yeu like. at lIIany different colors In order to determine the basic physical conditions in!llde the flallle. That'll be all for the slides. I'll just finish by menti~ning that we have observed active regions in &re&~ detail and seen enormo~s changes in the spectrum. We have vointed at individual points 1n the dctive rellon~ and scanned through the entire ultraviolet spectrum, shOWing ~misRlon in perhaps 100 different ultraviolet •• isslon lincs, each of which gives us a different type of inforlllation on the physic<l. And loIe find t.elllendous surprises. Some lines ere e>lhanced 1>y verr lar~e factors whIle others are not. These ma), be directly related to vcry large density changes in the active regions. With tho~e - few illustrations I'd like to close but remind you that we have looked at virtually every object With the exception, until now, of 4 solar flare, ve ~ad looked at every object that ~e had planned to do and seen basically the kind of results w~ had expected. We're now goi~g baCK and looking into far sreater greater detaIl, looking at .any different spectral lineR that we had not been able to look at thp. first time around. 
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PAO Let'a get to Dr. McQ~e.n now who hal the 
coron.araph. tho 8052 corona,rapb. 

MCQUEEN As ~111 aentioned our ca.era f&il~d Sunday 
night. Jaa=ed after we had coapleted approxla~tely 4,400 
fraae8 of oblerv.tlon of tt,e COfona over the first atlalon 
days. He allO mentioned tbat we're now u81ng through the 
cou,tesy of tb~ planners on the gfound .nd especially throuah 
til£' courtesy 01 the cfewllellberl additionsl TV downlink .. of 
th~ eoronlgrl?h which you've leen en the TV froll tIme to tiae 
tu ~ollllnue our study of the evolution and cbanges 1n struc
lure of the corona. I thin~ theH~ are two hiah pOints in our 
minds that have occurred dUfing the mt~s{on. Number 1 was 
the Successful completion of wh.t ve call joint obuerving 
pro g r a III 9, and t hat i sen tit It d "s 0 1 a r W'i n d. " W'h a t t his j 0 i n t 
observing rrogram tries to do 1s examine tbe cor~na In detail 
for a period of approximately 45 consecutive hours by ob
serving pieces - by 'J.ing pieces of observins ti_ during 
those 45 hours. We did observe for 31 consecutive cycles 
wi~h two interruptions in the middle on cycle J9 and 20 due to 
an f.REr pas... We expect these dllta will allow us to exallline 
carefully the COf~na for the pouslble identification of the 
passage of material out into the corona which comprises tbe 
s~lar Wind flow. It's interesting to note that the tot~l 
observir.g tiDe that ve consumeu on the performance of this 
objective was about 252 lIIinute~ and if you take an average 
eclipse tiMe ~s observed froll! the Earth that'd be eq~ivalent 
to about 84 gfound eclipses. And it's interesting to note 
that just in the performance of that one job We have 
acc~mulated more data than could be obtAined during 84 total 
solar eclipses from the iarth. We think that (he instrument 
ia operating -

END OF TAPE 
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H~QUEEN We think th~t the In't~ume~t II opera,ln, very wf11. as indicated by the TV downlinks. 1he TV downlink f. oi aubllantt,lly lower resotution than our fila resolutioni so wh'l~ we haven't spen that later relolulton, we expect It to be luperb In eXI.inlna the detalll of tbe corona. The only other - lhe other point that, - object!'!e that we've been able to fulfill is (he ob~ervat'on of a coronal tranll~nt. which occurred, fortunately, the night before our callera ja .. lled. And this was an erruptive prominence on the link which was observed from the ground, uplinked to the crew __ bers, they went into a trar,-cient observlng program. We did co~tinue the observations of with the coronograph through the unattended period during the night, and of course aa you know. we haven't seen our film yet. but we do know froll an obser~ation of the NRL coronagraph. the 911all coronal!.raph which is flying on OSO 7, t:'at at the c~d of our ob&etving period a large transient was in L~e corono, a larte blob of .aterlal was moving oct in the corona, and W~ hope very much to use the geometry of this phenomenon and the electron density to infer what is going on in the corona and how the corono is perturbed by the erruptlon of this prominencp. from the ll.b. 
PAO All rLght, 1 think Dr. Taussey was next. TAUSSEY We've had. very busy week, indped. Starling off, with the exchange by Joe Kerwin of the malfullctioning S082 camera. Of course, ~e don't know how badly it 1II&lfunctioned. so we're on tender hooks to see if we got a j~zen good plcture~ or a hunclred good pictures. there isn't any way to tell until we get it back. But, anyway, the replaet-ment camera Is working very well, and has been operating for a week or so, it's well on its way to exposing all the film, 200 film st:r.1ps, prioe to retrieval by EVA and I understand that it was ope~atlng in the fast lIode during the flare that you'll hear about in a few mo~ent8. The other instrument the spectrograph, - the first one, the A, takes pictures of the sun in many different wavelengths, such as you saw Dr. Noyes show portions of fr. With, - taken with an electronic eethod. Ihe other camera, the ocher instrument, t.IJkes spectra of very carefully selected isolated regions on the sun, and can take 1600 exposures. We're also well on our way to finishing up on those. I think we've had a sampling of just about everything, including atmospheric absorption, by operating through into suns~t. The other complic:ation to our lives thls week, was the launch of the calibration rocket at White Sands. whic:h has been a job just about equal in complexity to the pr~paratiQn of our ATM instruments. The, - we have 2 calibration rockets, we had 3. but. the first one was not successful, it vas an engineering round, this one was coapletely 8uccessful, a'ld c<'ntains half size more or less, half size 
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In.trua.nte like OUf A en4 B inltru.ent. toaethef with. 
~ouple of other laltru.ent ••• Iocieted vith the v.ry difficult 
proc.I. of, of calibratlna the extreme ultre-violet fila and 
inltrullanta. In briel, tbe ide .. la to .tandardhe ,the lun, 
and u.e that as a Itendard aource With vhich to c~librate 
the ATK instruments, but you can't brin. the .u~ into the 
National Bureau oE Standard., So, ve take ol.lr rockel' hutruaente 
to the National Bureau of Standarda - of our rocket 1n.trugentl. 
Calibrate thea there or collaboratively vith the., tben launch 
them before there's any chence. enough ti.e ha. pa •• ed to 
chanae the calibration, which it unlike the inltruments in 
the ATK, expos~ on the sun, get the picturea back and derive 
the precise radiation intensity at many wavelenathl of the 
aun. At the sallie tt .. , the ATM WIIS t"ktng picturos of the 
sa.e places on the sun, so that they vere calibrating the ATH 
inltrl.laents by meana of the standardized Sun. 
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TAUSEY A areat .any people were involved in this, and for the purpose, the Black .rand S Can.sdian-b,.a1lt rocket vas used vith the Ames Researcb Center point in, 
~Y'U.' An-J the co •• and systea developed especially for tht, purpose. The re'a a TV systea on the rocket, which ",nabled Dr. Brookner. IIY aaaociate 1n charae at White San!! •• to watch "xactl)' vhere the in5truaent and rocket inatruae;llath'n vas pointed. He had a picture of the Sun on the TV screen. and ~ little joy-stick of 80me kind with wblch he could co •• and the ro('ket to point. He did this and the rocket ruponded properly. WI: haven't seen - developed ell the pictures yet, but the ones we hav!: seen are extrellely good, and we got the instruaent back and everything is fine. 1 haven't seen th~., ayself, so I guess 1 may as well stop at that point. 

SPEAKER Well the pOint is, that we were 99 percent sur~ or positive that we've collected sufficient data off of the calibration rocket to calibrate the ATM Skylab inst rument and we're well assured of that point. All riaht. I guess. Dr. Vianna wtll now discuss the event vp.'ve been waiting fnr some 18 days to get. The sun finally cooperated ~nd Dr. Vianna, why don't you proceed with that discussion. VIANNA Yes. I suppose something reaarding 5054 instrument. but meanwhile we're goiog through the notes 4nd things like that. and what have been on this past veek. We received a call from the science room stating that we finally had a sizeable flare, what we call an H, perhaps 5 or 6 flare, and the Ast ronaut was on it. !)o I started to chase with the (garble) been able to construct and find out wh at vent v rong. Of course, my notes are ve ry sketchy and they may contain sOlie missing infor.ation at this point, but the basIc fact i8 that we finally lot a reuonable size flare for that 11188ion. You might recall that when the other day Oven Garriott was briefing the astronaut. he was explaining. for instance how the photo lIultiply, what do we call it, PHEC and the image oissector were working more or le88 nOllinally and that they should simply be patient. Md we were all trying to be patient at that ti.e. Well what happened this morning, is that, while the astronaut was on conducting a prominence program, he was doing what we c8l1 a building block 3. Essentially, he was looking st the promineno::e before, which, as I recall, close to the east and active region, active region 37, simultaneously at some of our consoles and the astronaut - it Was over a pass. And the astronaut eonsole, itself, was starting to see a consistent increase on the photo multiplier counts or current, as we should say. And he went reasonably sudden over flare thre&hold, which was setting at 640 normal counts, or around 300 or so. As sOOn as it passed 640, instead of going halfway fast. we annollnceG to the 
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(aarble) to a4vl1e the a.tronaut thet ve had aon. above 
threshold. Of cour.e. by that tt ••• th~ astronavt knev It 
hillSe1f, becaule tbe flare aUanaeDt triaaered nd he looked 
for confirmatton froa vhat be told v.. He locked for con-
flr •• tion of that throvlhovt the - all of the other tnstrv.enta. 
And very loon, he "ot tt e •• enttal1y fl'o. all of th.a. So •• 
of his It.t.aents are aore or Ie •• a. folloYSI We have .een 
the flare, ve al' •• vre of it. and ve are aolnl alter it. 
W. have .een finally a vvry brilht spot on x-ray, 1 •• ge display 
ye. - The x-ray iaage di.play a very br18ht Spot. We have .een on 
the IUV monitor a brightnesa 10 tta.1 whatever the .urrounding 
brllhtness la. All lIonhora in tht. place are .hoving it. Heaning, 
1 think, that the ll-alp~la was .howloa it. Alon, vith that conversa
tlrn, Noah came back after several ainute., and .ald that _ that 
confiraing active rlgon 31 was haVing a flare event. active re8ion 31 
1& aore or le88 north of the - Itta north of the equator, itts 
about to the center of the Sun. And. then the auronaut 
8 aid that they had gone vi th the t 1 .. aore or less, he vas 
doing and the flare as ve started to see, - of course, I 
(garble) that a little bit. It started to 80 off at about 
l~ to 7. The astronaut 1s 8upposed to have done a repointing. 
He vas on a prominence east of it. He vas - He did the repointing 
just one lIlinute after that, vhich lIIeans that really, we're 
vaiting anxiously for it. - _ 
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VIANA He', p.~.tt that h. wa. repointlnl jUlt one 
ainut., atter that, which •• an. that they really were valting 
anxlou,ly for that event. On 14s08 tbe atart of the flere prolram 
havin, repoint.d at the flare and the flare peaked at 14:10, 10 
we apparently have 2 to perhaps 3 .inute, of r.pld incree.e of 
flare event. How the .aloltude of the flare 1. - in th~ X-r.y 
for in.tance. 1e ,u'pected to be. can giv. you .0 .. nu.btr., the 
photoaultiply readinl wa. at 8S0 at poak, which noraally i. 2S0 
i8 a 101 a.plifler that •• an. e •• entlally that .everal hvndred ti.... It would with the nora.l bac:1r.around, would be the illage 
dialector. which 11 another indleation that it went froa 12 lIIore 
or le •• durin, b.ck,round count, to about 300, 80 thatla a con
fir.atton of it. That vould put that flare to .n energy Dagni
tude of the order of S tiaes 10 to the ainul 2 ergs per square 
centiaeter per aecond. Ia, yet not to the biggest flare, on~ 
would have to let during the duratton of that aission, but is 
certainly one we have been really waiting for. The, loins after 
that flare has confirmed that essentially all systeas onboard 
were set out for that flare watch were working, and also con
fir.ed that the astronaut. are perforaing very brilliantly on 
that thing. Alld so far as the expectation of the data is con
cerned, .a I sai~, ve ssv 3 ainutes of rise, within 2 to J min
ute. of riae of £t, the peaking of it, and the last tiae the 
altronautl were golag over Va~gu.rd, the it was still in the 
post flare mode, he delayed his shower and other activities, 
he'l staying in the panel about 15 to 20 ainutea, aaybe aore, but 
at least 15 to 20 ainute. estimate of beat tlae for co~pleting 
the post flare progr... So, we are very happy. 

PAO Let ae interrupt here, Centle .. en. I've 
jUlt been notified that lhe, in about 3 minutes we'll have 
acquiaitlon at Goldstone, we don't have word yet for .ure, 
but there aay be televilion downlink at Goldaton~. If you 
would like, could ve interrupt the presa conference and just 
watch and lee if we get it in about 2-1/2, J atnutes here. 

SPEAKE. Okay. Why don't we continue on, Jim, until 
.cquilition. where we'll probably interrupt you, Jim, but 
why don't you continue and we'll a.ke use of those 3 atnutel. 

lIN DE II.WOOD Well. of course we won't be able to evaluate 
the data we ,et froa the flare until all the fl1m coae. 
back, but to aYlelf, I think 1 can deduce a few propertiel 
of thl. flare, which seea to violate a lot of known laws 
which are thought to lovern some of the flares, especially as 
loee of ay colleague., like Dr. Noyes and Dr.Va1ana, who have 
worked on the un.anned 80tellite program a long time, know that 
all flares, all flares of intereat occur vhile your .ateilite 
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ia on the dark aide of the orbit and thi' flare certalnl~ vio
lated th.t and with a •• nned prosr •• it .lao h.d the potential 
of beina convenieat 1n a lot of other. loeonv.~i.nt In a lot of 
otber vay.. It could have occurred wh1le aatronaut Kervin 
wa. in the shover, it could have occurred while we vereo't 
over a arouod .tatlon, But it didn't do any of theae thingl. 
We were .bl. to aee it froa the ground. We were able to iee 
that the flare va. In prolrls. at - ai.ullan.oully at the aaae 
tl ••• , the .atronauts were ob.erving the flare indicator •. 
The Pilot va. (Barb~e). 1 beg your pardon, the a.tronaut Weltz 
va. on at that ti.e, Dr. Vaiana tnforaa ae, and I understand 
one coa.ent they - we've h.d vas that when the flare began to 
.rupt there were aix hands on the console, all aaslsting in 
the varlov8 svitcb throwing that had to be done. There's quite 
a lot of reinitiation of aodes which haa to be done vhen the 
flare alara 80ea off, because a lot of the instruments go 
into a faster aode. so that they can get the time result data 
needed to aee what happena during the iaportant riae phase of 
a flare. Nov, it is i_rortant that we have got the rise phase 
of the fl~rc in t~ls particular observation, and this Is the 
fir8t ti.e auch an observation h.· been aade and it viII tell 
us a lot, I aure, about exactly hov a flare ia triggered and 
hov it grova during the first vital 2 or 3 ainutes of the 
flare procesa. So. this flare, I'. sure, will be atudied most 
Intently by all the experiaenters that have data on it and 
I'. sure ve'll learn a lot about thia particular flare and 
in leneral a flaro aechanlaa froa these observation.. Of 
course, all flares are not exactly the aaae. This vas d fairly 
bilone. We've alau had a fev aediua to bil ones, but ve've 
allo had a fev in tbe past fev days, 4 fev saaller flares, 
ainor flarel, vhat ve call the C-class of flares, which is 
10 to ainus - • fev tiaes - 10 to ainua 4 ersa. And these as 
just aa interesti~~ In their cwn way a. the larger flares be
cause they show hov the flare phenoaena can .anlleat itaelf in 
different vaya thr~ugh the .maller to the larger to the very 
biggest flarea that you can get, vhich we haven't got one yet. 
In general, I would say that the Sun haa been very kind to u. 
and been very cooperative through this ~isslon. We've had a 
vide variety of phenomena, I can't think of .any pehnomena that 
havt not been seen or not been observed. We've had, as Dr. 
Mcqueen .aid. eruptive prominence which. he vas able to run 
hi. coronal transient progr&a on. We've seen several so-called 
coronal hull vhich ia a fairly newly - -
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YAlAHA - - 11 able to run hi' coronal tran,ient 
program on. We've saen a ao-called coronal hall, which i, a 
fairly newly diecovered phenomenon. Thi, i, a lack of cal.aior. 
in the ult r.violet, In the X- ray reaion' of the corona, and 
it'a thQught by some, includina my colleaau •• at AS'!. to be 
connected vith the production of the lolar vind. We've .een a 
vide variety of active regions. We've ,een old relion. die away 
and decay to just I it t le enhancellenta and briaht .pote in the 
general coronal netvork - I lIean chroaoapheric network. On the 
other hand, ve've seell s.all regiona aprins up and ie avay vithin 
a few daya. They are quite interesting. It's not known vhy loae 
reglons spring up and laat a long time, become larae rellonl. 
vhere othera just die avay within a fev daya. And we've aeen 
the latest really good region, active reaion - 37, was it? Which 
waa the one that flared? Active Tegion 31. vhich i8 not the 
biggeftt and important region on the Sun Tiaht nov. But - Hovever. 
it waa the one that flared. Active relion 37 la q~ite a large 
complex and shows intricate and interesting structure that we 
hope we'll be able to study in the varioua wavelengths with -
well, we shall study in the various wavelengths which - on the 
ATM and, of course, are inaccessible to the ground and aD O~. 
And 1 think that all experimenters in general are very pleased, 
not only with the performance ~f their inatruaent, as ve are, 
but with the wide variety of pheno.ena whic~ they've been able 
to observe during this mission. Thank you. 

PAO J guesa - Curtis, do you - do ve have AOS 
yet? 

SPEAKER We have AOS. but we're not 
fror. the ATK. They're getting loaething else. 
by just in case it does; so if you'd like to go 

getting data 
We're atanding 
on , Bill, v it h 

the next speaker. 
PAO 
REEVES 

Ed, you want to aay a few words. 
I think I might juat say another word. 

What Jilll said, the value 
Frolli 

SPEAKER Jill Undervood, vhy don't you get dovn there 
and maybe point out some of the features --

SPEAKER This is a recording that W&s du.ped1 
Would somebody like to explain what they're aeeing. Jia, why 
don't you try it. You're the closest over there. 1 believe. 
Whoops, we're going to lose it by the tille you get down there 
with it. We lost it already. That waa a take vhile th«\y 
were observing and then on tape and then dUllped right after
wards. That's apparently - (garble) one. I guess. (laughter) 

SPEAKER All right. Dr. Reevea. I thl~k, had A 
few co •• ents he vanted to add. and then ve'll open it up for 
questions. 
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aSEVES Ye., we were indeed very fortunate on the aarv.rd In.tru.ent, 4110, to Sit a flar. thl. ti.e, becau.e the two NIL experlaenta, NRL! experiaent aad the Harvard expertment. which have the •• alleat fleldl of view, are the aOlt I.prob.ble to be .ble to actu.lly aet on a flare. Reference VA •• ade pr~viously to experl.ents fro. OS06, where ve tried .any .any ti ... to g.t flar.I, vaited for hour. and hour., .nd th., alvay. would hreak out .oaevhere el.e than wh.~e th.y vere expected, ., did thil one. And by the ti •• you're over •• round at.tion, a fev ~lnut.s per p •••• you c.n neve~ correct it .nd go .nd catch the fl.re after it atarts to break out. Here, of course. ve vere very fortunate. The flare did happ.n over a ground statton, and in .ddition to that. we had .n 41lronaut on bo.rd. And thil is exactly one of the functionl th.t the - that juatilied the .anned program - 11 that he can interrupt his shower. or vhatever he's doing, and dasb up to that con80le. ule his onboard in8tru~eotl, and .ak. ao ass •••• ent of vhere the flare h •• broken out, Dove the cluster of experiaents over to it, and change the experi.ent aode. Our p.rticular experi.ent at the time was operating In the so-called r •• ter .ode that takes pictures every 5 minutes. A 5-lIinute ro:!petition rate for studying flares is very unintere.ting. Th.t's the H-ALPHA vith the reticle pointing right at the .~tive region. looks like. Th.t's t he XU\'. The re it is. And vhet we do 18 then talre those integrated i.ag~s and produce still fr ••••• and that's what you aay have seen 1n photographs. We didn't get a continuou. picture. (L.ughter) • 
SPEAKER As I say, he was in tbi, ~-mlnut~ tiae fra.e mode, which woul~ have been very uninteresting for us, but he switched II. over into the line .ean mode where ve get data every 5 seconds. Pe.ked the detectors up so that we were looking simult.neously at the polychromatic position. all the layers of the solar at.osphere at once. Ju.t &ot it into the absolutely perfect oper.ti~g 80de for UI ••• I'a sure he did for the other experiments. And we're looking forward to getting that data back down here in a few hours. We'll get it throug~ the data syste. here, .nd by this afternoon we hope to have. chance to start looking at it. SPEAKER All right. I guels we can open up for questions now. 

SPEAKER Okay, when you h.ve a question, plea.e wait for the microphone. Questions. Abbe. QUERY Exactly how larse was the flare in thp. number of miles ~crol., .nd can you coapar. it, al far as it. enersy. to anything that, you knov, that we would knov? VAI~NA This is the first photograph we have seen of it. The report froll NOA was saying that in the optical va. not a particular big flare. It was not in X-ray either. The 
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ai.e. ve'ee .ay1na. va. a .ediu. fl.~e. the pre1t.lnafY NOA 
report, It va. vhat te called the 1 b~i8ht flare. Now 1 •• ao. 
rouahly that orbital .asnet i8 the oY.~all lile - intearated 
aize Is 1 ainute of arc acroll. So that aeanl of the Qrder of 
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VAIAHA ~- the ove~all ai •• , lotearated .1 •• , i, 
1 .inuta of arc .cro... So that ••• n. of the order of 40,000 
kilo •• tere IIquare, rlght? I .i,bt be wrolll \11 a factor of 2. 
Well, nt tLe mo.t, but I don't think ao. 

QUEll You can lee thouab fro. the __ 
SPEAKER 40,000. t' •• orry, 40,000 by 40,000. I 

don't ••• n 40,000. 
PAU It'a 40,000 kilo •• ter. by 40,000 kilo •• tera. 
SPEAKER You can IC. fro. the extra.e ultraViolet 

ll11a,e, that bright point. thu ln the racUaUon fro. the really 
hot conltituentl of the corona ia juat a a.al1 .~ot al uaual and 
not th{1 great Ions thing that you Ie. in H-alpha. 

QUERY And in looking at the TV picture, can you 
aay anything specially about this flare? Ia it differ~nt froa 
any other kind of flare? 

VAIAHA Well. uh, 1 think (,arble) cIo.ely looked 
at aomethina llke yourself. Obvioualy can't, but 8enerally 
speaking il what il - what would be a flare whtch ta briaht in 
XUV and X-rays. 1II0re than it vould be in the H-alpha. That 
~~ans that, presumably, the high energy procelses that are taking 
place in the transition re,ion of the corona are 1I0re i.por~.ni 
than the - I vas gOing to 8ay the decay process that t~ke. 
place in the low chroaoaphere, but that i8 - depend. on .y Inter
pretation (laughter) of what the flare procesa is. But in - gen
erally speaking, i8 what 18 called an energetic flare _ not in 
the sense of total allount 01 radiation that coae. out but in the 
sense that it does have aSlociated phenomena that enhance lhe 
transItion region, tjat enhance the XUV. and then onto lhe X-ray., 
(garhle) the optical process. 

PAO Anybody elle want to add anything to that? 
QUERY Could you review again how long did we aee 

this flare - for hov long and for hov lonl aiterward? 
VAlAHA Of course, I don't have the fine details 

of It, but again the optical starting tille. which typically 
mean., when aomebody really got down to it, to obaerve it, ia 
14:07. The 14:07 .eans 9:01 our time. The astronaut got on to 
it; that Is, got the fine pointin~ at 14:08. 1 should indicate 
that several of the instrullents on board were vide field of view. 
And while we vere doing observation of prominence. within the 
field of view of those wide field of viev instrulllents, there va. 
also this active region. So we had got along peacefully _ watching 
of it, so to speak. Perhaps not v1th the best of tille resolut,ton, 
but certain we have a configuration of the active region before 
it did flare. So 14:07 to 14:08 the astronauts got on to it. It 
aaxi.ized at 14:10. That'a the p.ak of tbe X-ray, X-ray event. 
At that tille. in the X-ray .onitor, we estilllate that it va. 
equivalent to what 1. called an Kj, K6. That 1s 5 to 6 ti.es ten 
to the minus tvo erg8 per square centiaeter per 8econd. And the, 
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ub, the, ub - At :1\. nd of the v~ IUa.,4 , ..... aad 1 do aot have 
that ti •• exactly, but tb. end of the VanlueI'd pal. it v ••• till 
l0ina on, altbough va,·decaylnB dovn. That h, I voulc! Iui."te 
tbat the flate .laht han luted 20 .inut .. all together. And 
the a.tronaut Vdl runninl a POlt flare prolr •• la .ddition to 
tho.e 20 alnute •• 

PAO 
QUERY 

10 iaportent to spot 
fros it? 

Another 
In jUit 
a flare 

que.tion. 
com.on .tarl. lanaual •• why 1s it 
and what do you hope to learn 

VAIAHA Well, a flare ha. beln onl of the so.t 
intl'iauing lolar phy.icI phenoaena, and no onl ha. been able 
to underatend it. althouah they appear as (garble). I think 
that the lay •• n tera de.cri~tloa of flare - I'll put It thla 
va,. We know that active re,ion8 are .anifeatationa of the 
.aguetlc field on the Sun. That Is, where the .agnetic field 
1e strons, there are tho I. app.arance of hiBh intensity Held 
of cooling. And the ov~rall activity of the Sun. related to 
the solar cycle. Is related to the presence of those active 
regions. No .... occa.lonally, those active regiona 81.ply start 
to releaae a t~emendou8 •• ount of energy in a very Ihort con
centrated ti~e, of the order of froa a fev ainutel to several 
hours. on this sort of tille Icale. The mechanics by which - the 
amount of energy one i8 talkiDg about ia - it can go a. high a. 
(garble) higher than the present day flare, for tnltanCI. Nov 
such an event 18 so that energy releaae il '0 huse, to be soae
thing like l/lO,OOOth of the total lolar radiation, vhen 1. 
a big event like that, and can 10 up to l/lOOth of the total 
radiation froa the Sun. Now there is a tr.~Ddous amount of 
associated phe~oaena that ar~ i_portant both for the physics of 
the Sun .. nd for the p),ysicil of tbe Earth a. well. That the flare 
is felt at tbe Earth a8 a particle - -

E~D or TAPE 
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VAIANA are iaportant both {Of the phy.ic, of 
the Sun and for the phy.lc. of the E.rth .8 well, .1 the flaro 
ia felt on the Earth ~ •• ~.rtiele ev~nt. a. an event which ~an 
be trapped co •• uuleation. which affeete the overall lon1&ntlon 
layer. and therefore 1t Is an lntere.ting phenoaena froa that 
point of view. It'a .a,nllude ia i.portent, the effect it 
doe. have are i.portant. W. don't the basic physic. of it. 
The fev thing. we know about it - one could ll.t thea but ve 
think that the energy which iY auddenly releaaed somehow 
is stored In the (garble) reaervoir of the active region. But 
how those energies can be released so suddenly i8 not at all 
underetood. It Is clear that in doing that - the time in ~hich 
the energy Is auddenly released there are the violent accelera
tions tailing place - acceleration of energy particles, at lea!e 
during 80ae of the biggest phenoaena. Again, hov that operation 
takes place is not cl£ar during that quickening ~oment. So th~re 
ia a whole range of things, froa Us magnitudes, its effect, Th., 
baaic understanding of the physics of it vhich are totally intrigu
ing vith re3pect to the event itself. 

~UERY Hov many solar flares have you observed 
from unmsnned aateliites? 

VAIANA It depends on what the wavelengths are 
and I guesa each one should answer that question. 

QUERY Hov significant is it for th~se astronauts 
to be able to 9pOl a flare and th:~ can get it right froD the 
beginn!ng. 1s thio the f!rst tiRe yo~'ve had such good cover
age of a fl3re on the Sun? 

VAIANA [' 11 ansve r for X-rays. In the X-ray fie ld 
tille resolutionsl flare. particularly the incre&si~g pnrtion 
vith .patiol! resolutions. no one. Thia is the first Hoe. 

SPEAKER I thlnk that's probably true of all the 
experiments. The - that there are t~o main strengths I thlnlt 
that aid in significance to ATK obscrviug t~is flare. Indi
vidual experiments here have seen flare phenomena froll un
m.nned satellites. The apatfal resolution and temporal r~so
luution has been le8s. The really significant thing here is 
th .. _ the, vere observed vith the best instruments that have 
ever been built and all simultaneously 80 this is the first 
time that ve've really seen the H-ALPHA taken from exactly 
the sa.e Spacecr.ft at the sa.e ti.e to correlate with the 
ground the EUY photoelectric, photographic instruments, the 
two X- ray lnst r'Jllellts - ve' re all observing with the best n~so
lution that's ever been achieved - le.poral and spatial and 
the great strength is that this wa~ all simultaneously. So 
although ve've had bits and pieces of it before v~'ve never 
had the opportunity for such co.prehensive coverage. 
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QUERY Row larae a leap 11 Skyl.b otferJnF, Cc-r your Ici.otitic field? Row larae an advance.ent of YOllr acientific field i" Skylab ofterina you? 
SPEAKER In generall 
QUERY In knowledg.e. YQU "'now Ulte -
SPEA~!R it'. really etanlCicant. If you want lO know. it'. hundr~da of thles bettor than anythlna we've had before. You get tht. tremendous aatn fro. having the bi8 Instrument - each of the big instrument. onboard Skylab of the ATM type are si8n~ficant i.provements over vbat they've been before by at least factorE of S to 10 in one important paraeeter or another. And then they say the collecdve effects of obaer\lng these things Simultaneously and the ~rg~n1zed CDordinated ?rogra.s f~om the ground, you know, it's just hundred~ of tl.e5 better than qualitatively r guess - seai-quantitatively. QUERY let me point out one qualitative difference and thllt is that having the man in the loop and able to make these observellons enables you to do a completely different kind of experiment than you can from an unmanned satellite. Sow if WP. had been observing today f,o~ 050 ar the orbiting solar observatory - not the 050 but the 050 ",oul·! have been observing the prominence ~nd when the flare went off, there would at the present time be no way that it wou.1.o have been sensed up there and go over to it and turn on the instruments to a differ~nt mode. Having the man there enables hi. to do thill 5nd make a judgment as to whether the event Is sufficiently import.nt to go over there and to stap:t all these instruments iu the flare mode which Is the optimum data take in faat-time resolution for flares. And so this is som~thing that has not been done before and to this date the unmanned satellitee do not h ave t hat cap a b Iii t y. 

QUERY I have a general question. Would you gent 1elllt'n agree that on the basis of the data that is seen and which you believe you've got - you could alaost make a correlation that you're getting the s.ae order of magnitude _ understanding of the Sun with Skylab as Apollo has done for the Moon? 
SPEAKER I think th~t you have to be very careful In ans~ering that. In a very real sense solar phYSics is a mature scieuce. So the kinds of things we're learning are quantitative and are extenRions of or elucidations on presently existing theories that have been developed a8 a result of observation for several decades. In the ca.e of Apollo there existed theories, period. There were baSically no observations except those of reflectance of the Hoon in the light. 50 In a very real sense the Apollo was the - was an entirely different step in un~erstanding lunar science. It "'8S really 
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the firat .tep - firot true at.p in under.ta~~lnl lunar 
-c1wnce. Thia I, - Skyl.b 1. the - if I could put it thi. 
va" ia • eort of • crQvnina echtev.~ent nov of severel decadee 
of intenlive .tudy, nol only fro. e.tellitee ~ut froa aore 
IOl/hhticated around baled "baervoIlt:orl ••• SQ U's • different 
kind of b.ll 8.mft. Equally i.port.nt •• aybe in our ovn biased 
vay aore i~port.nt, but. differ.nt kind of _ 
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SPBAIC!1 - - ball'.... Equally i.port.nt, a.y-
be 1n our own hiaaed way aore :.portaDt. but a different kind 
of .cudy than one .1sht con.1der when .p.akina of gatherina 
rocka and ~nderatAndtng the - terrible teraiRololY - the 
,eololY of the Hoon. 

QUERY What I waa referrins to i.e .ay the 
.a,nltude of new knowledge that you're gettinl as a result 
of th~ fine instruaentation and havinl • aanned sp.cecraft 
doing thia for the firl~ time. 

SPEAKFR Well, it's - A8 Dr. leeves had aald. 
it'l golng to increl.e our knowledge. It'~ an improvement 
over the present at.te of knowledge of the 80lar physici by 
loae orderl of .agnitude. You want to say two ordera of mag
nitude, one order of magnitude. three orders of aagnitude. 
It'l really difficult to say. If I can ule an exa.ple In teras 
of the coronagraph on the Skylab. We're going to observe the 
corona with a Ipacial rd80lution which 18 approximate It equal 
to that at any solar eclipse - not qaite IS good, but approxi" "~ely 
equal. We're going to do it for 8 months. Well. the total 
IUIII of those observations will far exceed what lIan in all 
recorded history has ever observed the corona. So in that one 
particular experiment, we're seeing an increase 1n our knowledge 
of observation of the coroua that'. unparalleled. 

SPEAKER Another thing that one aight say about it 
is that Sltylab is expected to produce data that will aid in 
solving the most perplexing questions in solar phYSics, that 
have a.isen only in the last lev decades. One of these is 
the high temperature of the corona, the mll110n dearee corona. 
It waa not until the middle 1940. that anyone realized that 
the corona had a temperature in the millions of dearees. The7 
thought that there - the sun's te.perature jUlt continued to 
decrease outward and didn't realize that the corona, which 
has been flashing by here, has lhat teaperature. (Laughter) 
He'8 rollIng. It's still not understood very well why it 
haa this leaperature. Neither i. the flare aechania. under
stood. But we feel that the Skylab Project viiI 30 a long 
way toward providing answers to th.se very perplexing questions. 

QUERY Despite the fickleness of flares, do 
you expect anoth~r - Are the chances good for another on 
this .ls8ion, and are they better on tha next couple of 
.18.10n81 

SPEUEIl Well. juat on the basil of how often 
these things break out. we are nov at • tiae of 80lar .1nlmua. 
So the probability of flares per hour i. about a. Iowa. it 
gets. The probability of another flare of this aIle breakinl 
out In the next three day8 is very. very .aall. It's - Of 
course, yo~ need an awful lot of statistics before you evalu
ate large and sm.1l. The chances, if you like, of getting 
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• flare of tble el.e In a bundred boure of ob.ervlftl tiae. 
at tbie tl •• in the lolar cycle, did Dot co., anyvhere near 
al'uriol UI that ve'd let one. I think it va. lo.ethina 
like a 30 percent cbance tbat Ve vould be able to 9be.rve 
a flar~ of thla type in a hundred hourI of oba.rvation at 
tbi. ti .. of the lolar cycle. So ve vere lucky, because 
v, had 10.'tbinS like 80 bour. of total ob.ervins ti.e on 
ATM - .anned daylllht ob.erving ti.e. So the probability in 
the next flv daye la very, very •• a11. However, the nature 
of these flare. 1. auch that they're not accurately predict
able. They're atatiltically predictable. And whether one will 
break out there that's a "duler" toaorr9w, nobody knows. Cer
tainly in SL-), vhere ve have aoaething in exce.s of 200 bours 
planned observatLons, we will bave another very reasonable prob
ability of being able to obaerve a flare of .0 •• type. 

SPEAKER I'd like to add very briefly that, unlike 
the adage about 11ghtalh8, there really Is a tendancy for flares 
to strike tvice In the Same place. So in the ne~t few days ve 
probably viII be thinking about this active region )1 then __ 
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SPEAlER There really 11 a tendency fot nar .. to 
atrlk. twle. in the ••• e place. 80 in the next f.w .ay. we 
probably viII be thinking about tht8 active r_.ion )1 and be 
unusually aware to the possibility of a flare reoccurring 
there. 

SPEAX£I We .1aht a180 add too. that th~ region In 
which the flare occurred, and I don't .ean this to the ground, 
to dearade our good friend. at NOA who worked very closely 
with us on the prediction of various flarts, but this reaion 
K3~ has been declining for the last several days. The highest 
flare prob.bility, and In fact the flare probability that was 
advertised by the PAO to you yesterday 88 saying the ATM htd 
a 50-50 chance of observing a flare, is in an entirely different 
region. SI), the most 11kely region to flare in teres of COIII

plexity and activity is region J7 and 41, which is on the other 
side of the diac. 

VAIANA I think this region on 37 and 41 are still 
I guess there'll be soaething happpning there, but I would 
lik~ to say that already having se~D that flare on 31, with 
another active complex on the other side, is a very i.po~'(ant 
piece of information, also for this complex of activities. 
There's soce chance that we'ce going to see what the effect 
of one flare is in one active region onto that complex of activ
itie. which is on the east side and somehow we would be using 
the flare as a probe for the thesis that can be done by the 
complex of activities, we are fortunate to have those, this 
Sun situated that way. 

PAO Question from Abby. 
QUERY Dr. Noyl's, the pictures that you've shown, 

is this the first direct evidence that that network extends so 
far out tnto the corona and what dol'S thts tell you about thl' 
heat transfer process? 

SOYES This is a difficult question, I think It 
is the first evidence at that high an altitude tn the corona 
as to what the actual struture of the network really is. 
And I might add, that we have evidence of even hiaher heigths 
(garble). I just didn't happen to h4ve an illustration, 
we have followed it - the struture's co~siderably further out. 
The actual distribution of the heating has to be gotten by 
careful analysis of the flow of energy that we can infer from 
looking at the intensities. In a fairly complicated vay we 
can actually infer how much energy is required to m&tntain 
the density and temperattlTe structure we see. And so we can 
determine what the actual energy inputs are that are required. 
And froa this we can hope to get some idea as to where the 
energy actually does ,:ollle in. 1 might add that we have aade 
observatioos looking for the detailed temporal depOSition of 
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the \~erIY and ve do aea ladle.tlona that th.re are r.pld 
ch.nae. even in the quiet aun that .ay b. related to the 
heating, but ve, it'. far too prell.faary to .ay that ve 
definitely have the .olution in our handl. 

PAO Do v, have aay 1I0re queltionl? 
Mr. Keathly, vodd you .ort of like to aU.llarize or vrap it 
up with a a tat e lIIe nt' 

KEATHLY Well. I gueas, I think that the pdnciple 
inveatia.tor. have apoken for theMselvea. as far a. the 
Icience il concerned. aa far aa the operatiQn of the inltru
lIents are concerned, it'l very eelf satialylna that they are 
performln, this veIl, and recording the excellent data that 
they are recording, they're obviously recording. I think 
we're going to see some tremendous photographs when ve let 
them back after splashdown. 

PAO Well. thank you very lauch, Gentlemen, I 
announced to the press, we do have the correct apelling of 
the names of the~e aentlemen. out in the press roolA hore and 
the organizations w1th whicb they are associated. Thank you 
very much. 

END OF rAPE 
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PAO Change of Shift Prel. Conference. Nell 
Hutchinson off-coaing Plight Director will .ap over the quiet 
night and what they've got planned for today. 

HUTCHINSON Laat night we had another quiet night just 
like the other ~wo or three. 1 guess you guys have noticed 
this Is • bit early. It'll be a bit earlier to.orrow Rornlng. 
We will be - have our CIrcadian swap finally completed to.orrow 
and we will be handing over at 4 •••• So l'lt be over here 
about an hour earlier tomorrow. Let.e aee if 1 can sort of 
regroup on what's been going on. First off let ~e tell you 
a little bit about - you all ready know about what we're doing 
today. We're running minus 7 entry date checks and pretty 
standard set of experiments today. Thert sre no real big 
bitties. The crew is keeping ahead of us on leveral things. 
You .ay have heard quite a bit of uiscussion about S073. They 
seem to be conducting experiments faster than we can get the. 
acheduled. And we spent probably at least an hour's worth of 
tl~ - not just last night hut night before last - getting 
S073 all set up and in the schedule. And then Pete jumped 
the gun and got Some work done on it, got it in the SAL and 
got it going before we thought he would and so tonight _ 
last night we replanned it and trying to pick up sort of where 
he left off and ue also changed all the stuff that we had in 
the flight plan today for S013 to .a~lmi&e the number of runs 
we're getting. And, of course, I'. certainly not coaplaining 
about hi. getting ahead of us in the experiatnt world. Also 
on H553 this morning we intend to do one more run on 553. 
We're going to melt one more spl.ere ftnd then we're going to 
teke it out of the chamber and go to work on 552 which is the 
brazing experiment. Those are the only real changes that 
I know of to the Flight Plan that ca.e out for today. You 
know we're running the 7 day entry checks where we're gOing 
to power up the CSM guidance system and take a look at it and 
so on and so forth today. Tomorrow - day 167 - the 23rd .1s
slon day - a little bit better than half the day ia taken up 
with a thing we call entry sim which we discussed yeaterday 
which is pretty much a sccurate ti.eline and activity repre
sentation of What the CSM does from undock1ng to spla.h~own. 
And that takes up most of the morning and about half of the 
afternoon tomorrow. And then we have a medical run and soae 
ATM work and more S073. I m~ght g1ve you just a slight rundown 
on 80ae of the flight planning that we've been doing to hoae In 
here on the end of the .ls8ion. As far a. the SAL goec we're 
going to run 5073 to.orrow like I sald on day 167. On day 
168 we have a tria burn scheduled. two tria burns in fact. 
It's really one trim burn and wetre splitting it in two parta 
to .1niaize the TACS cost because you reae.ber we use the 
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fACS attitude control 8y81 :. - the whole attitude vhile vetu dotnS a tria burn. Purpose of the trim burn will be to set u. up in a noainal orb1t for Skylab III and it viII be nominal. It'll ~oye the around track back over the pre.i,sion nOlllinal •• And allo eltablish the S day repeat. So as you recall ve didn't have enough gas on Skylab II to get the ground track sending nodes back to nominal 60 ve've been running the ground track some 60 _112s or 80 - I forget the number - vest of ~here they vere planned premlssion. But for Skylab III since ve have soae tillK! to let the energy propagate - let the correction propagate the orbit viII have shifted back. The nodal cropsings vtl1 be right and we viII be going over exactly the territory we had planned be~~l~ Sky1ab I 11ft-~ff. that's goina to be done on day 168. Day l69 or _!salon day 2S. Well let u talk about the SAL for a minute as ve're going through these days. Ba8i cally in the f,AL ve' re going to try and get - we're going to finish off 507J in the next day - da~ and a half. We'--e going to try and get S019 back in the SAL for 1 day. And then we will put T027 in there. the sample array for 3 days and of course as you recall we put 5149 in the SAL as a part of deactivation and it stays in there for the whole time period while the crew is gone. So that pretty much is the SAL usage for the rest of the mission. QL course we're continuing the Med runs - 92-171 every day. One crewman a day. The last day - day 168 - the last K131 run is being done on day 168. Interesting note on that we've increased the revolutions per oinute to the maximum of l~I up to 30 rpas for bOlh the crewlien for that final run. As you know that's been one of the real 1nt~restlng things that have come out of the aedical thing in the fact that they've experienced no reactions whatsoever to the 131-1 runs. Day 169 is a fairly standard day with ATM ~nd tvo KED runs and the EVA preps. Day 170 or day 26 ia the EVA and then ve're pretty much on our way closing out. Day 26 1s the EVA. We stov the ATM f1la in the CSK - day 27 ia transfers and that's literally when we take all of the rest of the stuff that goes into the C5M like EREP tapes and sample arrays and it's return stowage almost the entire day. Day 25 1s deactivation and Day 29 is come home. That's kind of a quick rundown of the way the rest of the _lsslon shapes up. 1 just don't have a heck of a lot on systems. One thing that happened yesterday and 1'. not sure how much Bill touched on it last night. you know that we ran that test on the secondary coolant airlock module coolant loop to verify th¥t we could bring the suit u_bllical syatea up on it in a controlled .anner and it appears that we've stuck the rCVB valve again. This ti~e lt hung up in about 46 degrees. We're pretty sure it's hung up. It's not controlling. It's jast 
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sitting there inatead of hangina up In a cold pOlition we were careful wh~n we brought the SUS loop on to modulate it a little bit at 4 tia. and it 1lI0ved off 47 a bit and it hung. Iteaain" t.o be aeen how we're going to work the SUS loops for the EVA. 1 suspect we may try and f~ee the thing agalD llke we did laat time. Of course we ,1..,aY8 have the option of running the EVA on the,prime loo~ ~itn both SUSes hooked to the priae loop which is the w~~ we ran the last EVA, except we did it on the secondary loop. !t appears anyway that the conta.inat' .n, whatever it is that gets in t!iere and hanga the valve uP. Is still around, which you might have guessed. We've - the Skylab mobile laboratory - I gave them a go laat night to load the mobile laboratory oa the Tico ond it's being done right thia 8inute. And t~ey had an uneventful flight to San Diego and they're in the proceas of loading up today. I think that's about it. One more coament on the CSM pover transfer - it went very well yesterday. We were running about 1100 watta in the CSM. We've lQt the polychoke set up and are bleeding oft the remaining CSM oxygen into the workshop atmosphere at about 13 pounds a clay and it all went just exactly like the book said it was supposed to. That's about it. 
QUERY Did you mention the EREP possibility? HUTCHINSON Oh. no. I sure as heck didn't. I don't know a heck of a lot about that. Art. It turqs out that NASA management has a request for consideration of an EREP pass late 1n the misssion over Africa. Now the whole thing is in the planning stage. We did some work on it laat night. We didn't do a lot of work. We're looking at how much TACs it might cost us - what instruments we might use to beat get the thinga that they want to get. I don't know a heck ~f a lot about it other than it's an area that's been Buffering severe incredible droughts here for several years and apparently this year 1a worse than they've ever seen it before and they're trying to get some overviews on the total water situation. vegetation situation, et cetera. The day we're looking at right now if it pans out and by the way there is no NASA management decision on having another EREP psss and I'm sure there won't be for another day or so. The flight team is indeed investigating whet it'd take to get it done. And thl! day we'r~ currently looking at Is day 169. 

QUERY Okay. Are there some other contingencies involved, for exallple. and 1'81 not sure that !'m right in this but perhaps if they do not deploy the twin pole on the EVA that'll make tne EVA ahorter and you'll have Dore tiae for it - I mean so.ethings got to give in order to put the EREP in? 
HUTCHINSON Well, I'll tell you. I think that depends. 
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HUTCHINSON I think 1t all - that that depends. Firat 
let me c~~.ent on the EVA day. The anlwer to that questton is 
no. The twin-pole EVA being in there o¥ not would not have any 
effect on the EREP. It turns out that li&htinl conditions are 
correct lor thtl thing very early in the morDina. rl!ht after 
crew - not rlght .fter, but it'd b. what we typically call an 
early morning EREP, and I suspect that w~ wouldn't do it before 
the EVA. I .ay end up having to .at my wordl, but I BUlpect we 
wouldn't. Even if we only did the sIngle EVA. 1 think we'd like 
to concentrate on that and get it out of the way. you know. as a 
priae activity at th~ belinnln~ of the day. It a180 is not, 
certainly is not a full blown E1EP paps that takes _ Of course. 
depending on how .any instruments we turn on depends on how much 
setup time th~re is and depending on how long the ground track 
Is they'd want to shoot, would. you know. but 1t _ at a pre
liminary look. I'. Sure we wouldn't be turning all the instruments 
on, and we may only turn on a couple three. And at a preliminary 
look. it would look like it wouldn't be anywhere near as signifi
cant as a standard EREP pasa in turns of total amount of ti~e con
sumed. So I expect it can be fit it. jockeyed in among Some of 
the other experioents there, on one of those last mission days. 
168 is also a candidate. 167 is definitely out, because that'~ 
our (ntry s1m, and it's early in the morning, and it has to be 
done then to stay on the proper ground coverage and timeline. 

PAO Bruce, do you have a question? 
QUERY Are they dOing, or i. one of the unattended 

experiments, I couldn't find it on the Flight Plan, ED)l. a 
bacteria experiment? 

HUTCHIN£ON 1 forgot it, to m, tion it too. Yes, sir. 
ED)1 Was initiated yesterday. and it·s oue of the student ex
periaents. belongs to the biomed folks. 1 don't know a lot about 
it except they're growing bugs and cultures and taking pictures 
of them. And it is in work and Kolng full blast and was started 
yesterday afternooe. 

PAO No more? I guess that ends it then. It's 
one of the shortest press conferences on record. Thank you. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO 1 think it'a ~ooked up. We can go. Okay 
v. have Hr. Phil Shaffer, Flight Director, and we can let hi. 
give a lu •• ary. and th.n we viii have Q • A. 

SHAFFER O~.y, today va. the day for what ve be-
lieve vas the last EREP paas of the Skylab 2 mi88ion. It 
va. followed immediat.ly by the EREP calibration maneuver 
and data take, where they usa the moon .1 a knovn light lource 
bnd a target for the ERBPP instrumentl and took that data. 
That all appeared to UI to go varY,very veIl. All the 
scheduled ATK pasae. vore accomplished. Power transfer waa 
accomplished. There were no problems vith that. The OWS Is 
now supplying the p.lectrical power to the CSK. All in .11, it 
vaa a good day vith very fev vrobleaa that amounted to much 
of anything. Toaorrov we do the - what'a been refered to as 
the entry minus 7 day checka, where we pover up the CSK and 
check out the guidance and control systems, take. good lo~k 
at the propulsion syatems, do soae electrical checks between 
the guidance systea and the ~ropulaion aystem and just in 
general find out if we've got any probleas that we need to 
conSider in the week remaining befor~ ve end the Skyl~b 2 mis
sion. We h&ve ATM passes scheduled tOllorrow, sOlie corollary 
st\lff and the usual medical that goes on every day. As an 
overall summary, ve cranked along yesterday, ve cranked 6long 
today, and we're doing good. In fact, ve got some extra things 
done t,'day. The original aU.llary flight plan had scheduled 
salle 5073 installation and sC!tup tOllorrow. That was all acc
omplislled today, 80 in the original plan blocka that had set-
up of S073 tomorrow viII be operating that instrument. Picking 
up aome stuff. An extra experiment is planned to be started 
thia evening, which is DB31. And I don't know a lot about 
that other than it sounds like a bacteriological study where 
they're gonna start aome growths and tlke aoae pictures of 
them and see how they behave in the space environment. We had 
a que"tion last evening about power availability. Right nov 
on day 165. vhich vas today, our continuou~ power capability 
is about 7000 vatts. And that's averaged over the day. night 
cycles. The average load, noaina1 loads, experiment loads and 
thC! CSK la about 6500, so we have 8 plus there of a~out 500 
watts. On d~y 170, the Beta angle will be up to 63 degreea, and 
our pover capability will be about 8,000 watts. And the load 
will still be on the order of 6500. And on the end of mission 
day, vith the 70 degr~e Beta angel, which is 100 p~rcent sun
light orgits, pover capability is about 9,200 vatts. So, as 
I said yesterday, power is not lIuch of a problell for the tille 
beinB. 

QUERY Phil, on the entry checks, not to be pesa-
i.eatic or anything like that, but, what are sOlie of the things 
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that yo~ look fo~ In that r$,ard. and wbat are 10 •• thinSI 
that would cau •• you to •• ybe think about '4seue and things 
like that 1 

S9A"ER W.II, let's lee. If thp. SPS hAd failed 
and tvo a4Jacent keS QUADs had failed, then I don't have a 
way to ,et hOM. I lot to go rescue. Okay, Tho .. things 
ar6 all okay now. 70u know, ve did an EIEP tria .aneuver 
with tbea, with the QUADs .arl, in the .188ion. They all 
worked Just fine up to tbe rendezvous, and Sunday. we'll 
uae the QUAD. a,aln lor the E~EP trl •• aneuver, you know, 
this 1. an orbital period adjustllent, to keep 
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SPEAlER - - early in the a'a,ion. Th.y all 
vorked Juat fine up until the rendelvoua. And Sunda, ve'll 
uae the quade 8.al0 for the EREP crev a.oeuveT. you knov. 
tble il an orbit~l peri~d adjuetment to k8e~ the ground 
tracks paaling over the a.a. part of tbe Earth. So, even 
if~to.or~ov ve thought ve had a proble~ vith the ReS. ve get 
a hard check Sunday by using tbea, to be lur~ tha~ they're 
okay. We vould have to have a .aJor e1ectr!cal r.ilur~ 
during the checkout. You knov, su~h as 10as of Lll of tbe 
deecent balteriea, auu 3 of the e~try b.tt.rie~. or ailS 
entry batteries, or both CM ReS rings vent down or 80aetbin a. 
1'. s6tting you up Art. The check toaorrov il not to find 
out vhether ve need a rescue or not. The check toaorrov 
1s to find out vhat our posture 1s, find out whether or 
not we have a G and N control syatem, and or an SCS control 
system, to 3ee if we have an SPS control systea, and or 
an ReS control system because Sunday - Saturday, we do an 
entry siaulation, vhich is a retresher for ourselves and 
the crew. And ve vould vant to do that with the same con
figuration that ~e would intend to de entry day with like 
if we've got a problem with the G and N, we'~ want to pay 
more att~ntion to the ses control mode. And if there is a 
problem with the SPS, w~'d want to pay 1I0re attention to 
the ReS propulsion. It's that kind of a ~hing, it's pos
ture finding. 

QUERY Phil, some of those batteries continue 
to degrade, do th~y not? A.rod 1 wonder if you can indicate 
vhat kind of degradation you expect during the period when 
the Sky lab is unmanne~? 

SPEAKER AM or ATM batteries? 
QUERY Both. I gllesG the worst proble .. 1s with 

the ArM batteries. 
SPEAKER Ye~h, I don't - as opposed to I'. any 

kind of an expert on th3t. 1 don't believf that the ATM 
batterie8 are degrading all that much. We have the 4 bat
teriee that just don't have a8 Kuch capability as the other 
batteries ve have. Okay, they're running about 50 percent. Now 
vhat are those 5, 6, 7, and 81 No, 6. 7. 8. Ilnd 16 or some
thing. There's 4 o' them. Four of the ATM CBRMs that are 
cunning about 10 to 12 aap hours, and the nominal vas about 
20, and they're still doing their thing. There haa been 
80me conversat1on about aome of the PCGs, the airlock aodule 
EPS not doing very well. But, thOle batteries when a 
full charge 1s on thea look just like the relt of the bat
teriee. The only difference in th~. is they are not accepting 
lhe trickle charge, the topping off, at the end of the day 
aide passes. 1 guees lid have to say if there'e • continuing 
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d •• ~.dAtion prob1e. with those bat~ecles, I'. kind of bliss
fully unaware of it. Okay. 

QU!RY C.n you tell us any thin, yet ~Jout • 
decl,ton on an IVA - the ,.11? 

SPEAkER I'. juat a. excited and anxious to hea~ 
•• you are. You look like you'd 11ke to ask ae soaething. 
Okay. 

POA If tbere are no aore quee tiona. ve'll 
let Hr. Shaffer return hoae or work or vherever you'd like 
to 8c;. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO Good eorning. We're r.ady to atart now. 
tlilht Director Neil Hutchinlon ia here and weill atart off 
with a IU •• lry of his ahlit. 

HUTCHlNSON Okay. We had I fairly good evening again 
laat night. The Flight Plan we produced for day 166 is packed. 
Day 166 aa you recall ia • del that - ,ou may not recall, but 
1111 reaind you - it'. the day the crew gave back to u.. It wa. 
Icheduled to be a day off. Day 166 19 the first day of any 
.ignificant activity for end of ai8s10n work. We're beginning 
to think about coaing home believe it or not, And the begtnning 
of day 166 we're going to be doing some entry-minus-7 day 
checks which are basically on a - workup on the CSM, powering 
thingl up - powering up the G&N, powering up the SCS and loading 
the state vector and doing some drlf~ checks on SCS system 
and on the platform and it baSically sets the CSK up for the 
ensuing day 167 where we're going to do a thing we call cntry 
si.ulation. which is baSically a crew run through of tile CSM 
work for entry. They don't actually, of course, fire any 
engines or do anything like that. It's a switch touching 
exercise plus a procedural exercise plus an exercise for the 
gruund to come up with all the data that's necessary to do 
the retrofire sequence. It's kind of a tuneup. It's a simu
lation in orbit is what it boils down to for entry day. We've 
got another med run scheduled for 166, as we have every 
day. And a lot of ATK time if you've been paying attention 
to the solar forecast ve fiually - here we are getting tovards 
the end of the mission ve've finally got a couple of regions 
on the Sun that are beginning to tune up. Kaybe ve'll be 
lucky and catch something. Anyvay ,",'e've got a lot ATK time, 
almost 5 hours ATK time in the Flight Plan on day 166. That's 
kind of • nutshell of the planning. Let ~e talk about the _ 
talk a little bit about a couple of systems things that vent 
on. The crew got up an hour early this ... orning, by the way, 
on their own. They got up at 10:00 they didn't call us until 
.b~ut 11:00. Hovever. we noticed they vere stirrIng around 
because we aaw them open the freezer - that urine chiller 
draw and a couple of other things that you could tell they 
vere up and stirring around. The ostensive reason was that 
lince they had to go to bed early tonight they wanted to be 
tired enough to go to sleep so they got up an hour early this 
morning. So they got their ovn plan for getting the Circadian 
thing Rtraight. We have our last EREP pass going today. And 
since you probably know more about the weather than I do, todey 
I brought the weather. And it's not too swift. I don't - I 
think we'll do all right on the pass. but it's a long pass. 
the paIs ground track 1s over 7.000 miles long. It goes all 
the way down across South America. However. the weather doesn't 
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look too Built d~wn thele in a lot of places either. But with the instruments that aren't affected by the veather and vith the fev openiaa' that ve have it'll be certainly better than the average lREP pass. We bope we get 16 or 17 aites. Pete, I don't know how .all), poulbles tbere would have been. That is J.6 or 17 sites Ot tbe weather that la in existence r1aht nov. With the veather that is In exhtence right now. So I don't knov hov aany would bave be~n possible had we had good veather. I vould suspect probably 2S or 30 if the vtl.ther would have been really spiffy. But I don't know. I Laventt lot that data. Believe it or not, the M5l2 furnllce facilitJ 1s vorking again this 1II0rnlng. nominally so far. And CDR got up and i •• edlately went to work on the M553 and he has finished melting the spheres on the wheel that was 1n there and the second and last wheel is in the facility and he Is working on those nov and the gun is functioning nurmally. The only anomaly ve seen to have in there this morning is that tbe spheres are not melting. It's very difficult to aia that gun at the right place on the sphere, and as you knov the spheres have a little trigger mechanism when they're melted that allows ~he. to separate and it appears that a couple of them - or several of the~, in fact, have separated before they're totally homogeneously melted. And we passed up some advicp. to try and al. the gun a 11ttle higher on the sphere to get it away from this trigger mechanism that retracts the spring and let's t>e thing go. However. the big news is, of course, that the gun is working again. properly, and ve're not having to - it's cutting off like it should and so on and we're not having to leave it on continually and run the wheel manually. We do have a procedure on b~ard In case it hangs up again or we have one on the ground vhlch ve're going to try snd that's a slight tapping on the box that has the relay in it that ve nov think 1a the one that's hanging up that causes the gun to hang 03 continuously. Anyvay 553's - go pressing on and ve get it finished ve'll go on to SS2. Another anomaly - let', see since I have been here last and I don't know how much you heard about it last night - it is an ano.aly but - YDU remember yesterday we ran both the CSH ~oolant loops all day long. And last night, 10 and behold. over a ground station ve had our old 17 amp glitch, if you viII, it's not s glitch but 17 amp unexplained load on CSM MAIN A BUS. And after aome qUick looking around ve have discovered that we apparently have a shorted power - shorted svitch on the secondary radiator coolant heater, secondary radiator loop heater, and secondary coolant loop radiator heater - 1'11 get it right yet. And it appeara that even though v£'re flying vith that switch in OPP, the lAD heatera in the secondary coolant loop In the CSM are co.inl on. And you'll recall early io the .lssioll -
END or TAPE 
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HUTC!lINSON And it appears that ~ thu even thouah 
ve were tly

10
1 with that sWitch in 0", the RAD heatera in . th~ secondary cOolant loop 1n the CSH are coming on. And 

youtll recall early 1n the .t8alon. the firat niaht we were 
docked I think. we had. HAIN A undervolts. and ve have since 
gone back and chaaed that one to ground and discovered that 
indeed that waa caused b, this secondary loop RAD heater 
which ve thouaht ve had OFF. fhe SWitch Was off and apparently 
we still have electricity down there and vhen the loop cues 
it to COllie on, it co .. es on. Now we _ last night before :r.ey 
went to bed to preclude ~ny ~AIN A undervolts Situation CCcuring, 
we turned the loop off - secondary loop off again. And we got 
the data we needed. \ole Vere gOing to leave it run until this 
morning but ve had already - it had be on about 7 and a half 
hours, so they got the data they needed about how _ What kind 
of effect it Would have in Warming up the primary loop. And 
So that's a nev anomaly that we've discovered in the CSM. It's 
of really of not CC,ilsequ.ence. We could end up _ When the loop _ 
secondary loop 1~ off, the heater doesn't cycle on because the 
loop stabilizes tne te_peratures high enough to not trip the RAD 
heater. That's about all I have. We had a ltttle (garble) 
working on - that we've been Working on In the workshop on the 
Water tank pressure down In th~ Waste management compartment 
and that thing's kind of in limbe,. I'm not Sure what we're 
goIng to end up doing about that. It's not a _ it's not a 
problem, it's just something we don't understand, and ve're 
trying to understand it. And I don't think we _ we have it 
all in tow yet, but it appears that the pressure out of the 
Vater tank 7 is aeveral PSI. Several, maybe 10 or so below 
the - vhat it ought to be. And ve st111 don't understand that. 
And we did SOllie Work with that this morning with not any conclUSive reSUlts yet. 

PAO Bruce. 

QUERY Ne.U, what tIme Is or Was the fuel cells shut down on them. 

HUTCHINSON It is today. I can tell you exactly what 
time it is. It'll occur pr~bably about _ I would guess, around 
betveen 18:20 and 18:30 if ~hey stay on the flight plan. ZUlu today. Right after lunch. 

QUERY And the the entry slm Saturday, hov long 
does that last? And this is the first ti.e we've done anything like this, lsn't it? 

HUTCHINSON 
QUERY Yes, it is. 

HUTCHINSON 
about - about aa 

Of it· s kind. 

It lasts about all lIIornlng. BaSically it's 
10n8 as the entry sequence. Itt s _ wetve got 
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••• let ae just figure it out here. It's about S hour. long. 
5-1/2 houre long. Which Is about. If you'll recall, tbat's 
about the total tia. - I'. not exactly - 1 got to get - get 
back tuned up on It caule it', been a whil. since I've looked 
at it. TOllorrow I'll b. able to tell you quite a bit ab~ut 
it because we would bave flight planned it and I'll have some 
more - I'll have looked .t it faIrly carefully. But right 
now I'. rftadlng that data off the - off the 7-day ror~cast 
and the noalnal tille fro. - froa und~ckiQI to s?lashdown 15 
.'o •• where in the order of S h',ura. So we're pretty lIueh 
running that ",hole sequence. And of course, tt.e crew !lay not 
be totally involved the enttre tlPle but the tl.ellne has to 
be 8 pre. d 0 uti 1 k e t hat 80 the & r 0 un de. nco lip ute a 11 the 
n u lib e r!l in the r 1 gh t ti lie f r &lIe. 

PAO Pete. 
QUE.RY Th1l sillulation you said it just means 

touching SWitches, but does it - does it aean doing some 
guidance navigation systems __ 

HUTCHINSON Oh, yea. 
QUERY .... ctual cheCKS. rIght? 
HUTCHINSON Oh, ye - not checks. It - they'll be doing 

all the - -

QUERY Activating the system to - you know __ 
HUTCHINSON And we'll be puttIng state vectors in it 

and so on and so forth. Yes. 1 was really refprring to 
switch touching when - when it came to propulSion .ystems. 

QUERY This CSM coolant radiator loop thing doesn't 
affect the spacecraft teaperat .Ies at 0117 

HUTCHINSON No. ~etet the reason we did that - they're 
doing some data gathering. You recall way back abo~t _ m~st 
have been 3 we~k8 ago, we ended up having to turn on a couple 
of more loads In the CSH. One load in particular, we turned 
on .~ inverter and we left it on. and It's been on all _ all 
this t1me for heat purposes because we couldn't keep the 
pri.ary radiator warm enough. We were afraid the pri.ary 
RAD was getting too cold, and this lola. a little test. One 
of the theorhs. and the theory apparently frOID wbat [ can gather 
was correct, vas that if we turn on the secondary loop in 
addition to the primary loop, with the secondary loop ra~lators 
around on the sunside we'd actu~lly end up introducing 60me 
heat Into the pri.ary loop whIch very well might keep it up 
for a cheaper price than we - equipment we brought on to _ 
anu I'. ~ot totally cJear on the - the test results, but 1 
understand that indeed the loop did war. up 80me. But that's 
all it W4a. It was just a guel. - • data gatheciog exerCise. 
It has nothing to do with the entry si.ulation per ae. 
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QUEi¥ 
EV - .Jout the EVA? 
and a tuff? 

Have you beard anything {"rthee about aD 
Any additional tasks or any additional inputs 

HUTCHINSON Not a vo~d (garble) We're still looking at 
the C8RM thing. That thing is in Work at Huntllville intensely .s to maklnlt sure that that'. the rigbt thing we wan~ to do. And 
if ve do it they're doing a lot of - a lot of actual testing witll 
string gauges hung around things and tapping on things and 
8eeing vhere the vibrations all go and so on and so forth. 
So that question 1s .tillaot settled. And of course, the 
aanagement counsel i. aeetlng - Toda), 1s Thur:sday, today. 
that right? Is 

PAO Yes, it's an all - day Meeting today. 
HUTCHINSON And I - tomorrow I'. sure that we'll kn(ll.' 

exactly what we're going to d" with the 8\lnshield. Now the 
crew did report yesterday, as you probably have noted, that 
the parasol appear. not to be degrading In color hardly at 
all. It was reported, t beli,""e, a. orange _ orange. 

QUERY Well, what do you think they tapped that 
cell vith? One of those - taking a rod up \o'{th them or are 
they going to have sOllething __ 

HUTCHINSON No, they have a halliDler. a slIIall. very s.all 
hallllle r that's tn one: of the tool kits, ts the thing they're 
talking about using. I did loo~ at the configuration of 
the thing last night. I was right, there are six of those _ 
1 don't know if you've seen one. there'a six ~f them on a 
panel and it's the one up on the top right har.d corner; CBRM IS 
is. And they're each C5RM - altbough they're mounted on a 
coaaon 1II0unting place - Each CBaM is in a box by itself if 
you wIll, about like this. And there are a lot of considerations 
to wanting to do that, that people are looking at. I'-or exallple, 
our frIendly rate Iyroa are ~ne rack over frolll this thing 
they want to tap on. 
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rUTCBINSON No. No. But th.yl~. looking at thin,s 
like if you tap on thi •• vhat kind of vibrAtions are you .ettloa 
other placee OD that tr~o. and out.ide of the CRRM area' So I 
don't really have. lot of nev data OD the EVA, and I think _ 
see, ve're pretty .uch bomina in on it here. I •• an, you knov, 
ve're only 3 day. avay; so ve're gOiDI to be - 4 days _ ve're 
g01ng to be gettioa with it here. 

PAO Okay. ve apparently have no call-in ques-
tions from our far flung listeners; GO ve'll adjourn. 
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PAO Okay, we'll aet the neva brl.fina undar-
way. end bofote ve atart I'd like tu anuounee that revlllon 
C of the flight plan is being printed in the newarooa and 
viII be ready iamediately after the neva brieflna. Our 
briefer today ia Fliaht Director, Phil Shaffer, and I'll 
tum it over to him no'". Phil? 

SHAFFER Okay, I a.suae you guys had a copy of 
the flight plan. You got a copy yesterday of what we're going 
to do today. And we aeco.plished all of tho •• things that 
were scheduled vith the exception of the block in that flight 
plan that said S - HS51 terainate, which was the welding 
experi_nt, and we substituted in its place HSS3 which {. 
this sphere forming experiment. And if you reaeaber, yes
ter~ay. I suppose they talked about it on the Change-of-shift 
briefing. The S51 was having soee probleas and between the 
crev and o~rselves today we've exercised some test functions 
on the thing and it appeared to be working just fine. So 
we committed to the 553 run. We did not get it totally co.
plete. The electron beam gun vhich we apparently couldn't 
turn off yesterday went off today four-fifths of the way 
through the experllll(,nt. And we have not had tiae today to tro,.:l)le
shoot that, s~ we don't knov exactly what happened. Other 
than that the EREP pasa was done ve ry we 11. The ATK padses 
vere done very well. The CALROC vas launched today and had 
a coapletely successful launch and we did jQint ohserving 
proara. 12 B as planned. which is done 1n awaociation with 
the CALROC. You know the CALR~C is launched for - to cali-
brate the data that the ATH is retrieving. ~e had two HI31 
runa ~oday plus the H092, 171. The crev finished all of 
thoae veIl ahead of achedule. Thos~ guys are really learning 
how to do those things a~d are vhipping through and g!ving 
Lhe .. elves soae spare ti... The flight plan for tomorr~w 
is the last EREP PASS for Skylab 2. It has an exercise called 
EREP CAL on the end of it which is functionally the saae 
thing a. the CALROC was today. It's 8 calibration exercls~ 
vith the EREP instruments vhere the Moon is vl~wed with the 
EREP instruments. And since the Moon 1& a known light source 
then ve'll be able to calibrate - help calibrate the data 
that ve have gathered during the EREP passes. Medical experiments 
are scheduled tomorruv 1a usual. The M092, 171, and ATM 
activity. And then we will start Into what really culminates 
in the end of the Skylab 2 .1ssion. Tomorrov we intend to 
shut down the fuel cells. They will be about depleted of 
tbe cryoge~ics supply. ~hen we do that ve have to transfer 
the power source to the workshop and we'll be draving power froD 
the airlock and ATK's power supplies. Later on in the even-
inl toaorrow we will reconfigure the co .. and module - co ... nd 
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•• rvice module to get it back to tbe conliluration tbat it 
would have been bad ve no~ bad proble •• vith t~e electrical 
power 8upply. And ve'll sit once at duty for awbile. Friday 
we'll do the guidance and control bnd propulsion eyetea checks 
on the cs~. Tbat'a about a four-hour exercise where we power 
all that up and check it out and sort of get a handle on 
vhat we're goin, to have for us. Saturday ve'll do a full 
blown increa.ed SIM, which doesn't really power the CSH up, 
but it goea tht'ough all the ttlaelinea, the ai'C-to-ground, the 
crew goes tht'ough th~ checklist, refamiliat'izes the.selv~. 
with where all the switches are and we read the lIIaueuvers 
to thea and it's a dres8 rehearaal for the end of the 1II1ssion. 
One other thing I aisht add that we did today. We powered-up 
the other coolant loop in the CS~ and we did not do this be
cause ve have 4 problem with the CSH. We did this to gsther 
engineering therlllal data that is intended to help us thermally 
configure the Skylab J and 4 CSHs for the environment up tthere. 
And when I soy thermally configur~ the. that means we aay want 
to change the paint pattern in so_ of the places that have 
been running a little Ilot or a little cool. The - that activity 
vas performed with no probleas. We did one little extra step 
In drawing soae Yater - potable water out of the system in 
an attempt to calibrate the theraal lIIodels here on the ground 
that are used in this ther •• l analysis. The ther~.l model 
was predicting that the vater lines just outside the vdter 
tanks which are close to vhere the glycol loops co.e in froa 
the radiators would be frozen. but it was sOlllewhat .arsinally 

- 80 we tried to draw some Hater and 10 and behold ve got; 
6011e vater. So the lines art not frozen. I think that", 
about a summary of - -
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SPEAKER - oristnally, so velve tried to draw 80me vater. and 10 ~nd behold, we got aoa. vater. se the I1nea are not frozen. I think that's about a sUQaary of what we did tQday. Questions. 
QPERY What t1me 101111 the fuel cells ahut down 8. And can you detail the procedure th .. t the crp.v will go through In doing that. 
SPEAXER Oh, I vish I'd have known you were going to ask that queNtion. The block of time that begins that activity is at 4bout 18:10 Zulu. Okay, in shutlng Jown the fuel cells, it really consists of only a couple of big st£ps. About an hour and a half or so before we ~hut lhem down, we do a hydrogen purge of the fuel cells, to clean the. out, then ve close the reactance valves, the cryo valves that are feeding the hydrogen and oxyg,'!!1 to them. And when you close the valves, they're done. The power transfer, if you'll remember when we first got there, we hooked up both the pover umbilical and the COHM u~bilical be~ween the CSM and tIle workshop, you know, our sir to ground COKH comes through the CSH, our voice COHM. That cable if you Will, power cable is hooked up. The biggest thing that reaains to complete the power transfer is to clos~ 90me breakers, circuit breakers that com~le~e the circuit between the OWS power supplies and that ~mbillcal, and to conne~t the battery buseR. Not the batterj buses, the main buses 1n the CSH to that umbilical. Okay, and then one further step and that'a to readjust the load ahartng between the AM and the AiM poyer supplies so that they're equalized again, In termS of providing that CSH power. The CSH power requireaents, by the vay, viII be a little bit higher than they _re nov, as a result of going back to what ve call our prelaunch noraal quiescent configuration. 

QUERY no yuu knov hov ~any watts -
SPEAKER I'd guess 100. I think the difference between vhere we are now and where we'll be after the exercise tomorrow runa somewhere between 90 and 100. It's not very lIIu;;h. 
QUERY That's wh3t Skylab will be giving to the CSM. 
S PEAK ERN 0 • no, no, t hat's the DO! 1 t a con fig u rat lon, ve'll probably be pumping 1100 vatts ~teady ~tate, across that u.bili~.I, on that order. I think we're ru~ning ab?ut 900 or I,OOe now. So somewhere in that neighborhood, and ve'll jump it up on the order of 100. 
QUERY Is that all coming out of the - off the so 1&r ving? 
SPEAKER Yes, it comes out oC the aolar vings on 
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the AtH and their - and the OWS SAS vlnl. you know, and 
tho ••• ,at ••• ar. all hooked to&.tb.~. you know, an~ it'. 
11ke a co_on povu' aupply. It'. all bal.nud throughout. 
I'. 8ur. the IUyl have told you about the lEG busel where 
they're hooked toaether, and the wly we adjust the voltege l~vel. 
to create the power loading, and all of that then !s fed 
throulh the u.billcal to the CSM. 

QUERY This a.y have been covered. 1 lot in 
a Ilttle late, but how do you plan· .ake up the 1100 vatt. 
a. far a. the spacecraft operations .y.te ••• 

SPEAKER Well, we're dolol real well on pover 
nov. As long a. we don't "0 an EIEP. Okay. and one of 
the reasons we're doing real well on pover nov 1s because 
the Bet. angle is getting hieher, significantly lilaher, as 
II .atter l f fact. and we're spending les8 .. nd lesl t lae in 
the dark. And you know the Bet a angle at the end of allsion, 
on day 29 is 70 degrees. And the .a,ic with that nuaber is 
that the spacecraft never goea into darknels. The orbits 
100 percent sunUght. So ve realJy have quite a bit of 
power, and the last [REP pais 1s toaorrow. So the coa
bination of no aore EREP passes plus the high Beta anal e 
1. giving U8 the power t~at's required to feed the CSM. 

QUERY Are you saying in effect then, that 
there Ihouldn't be any drawdovn in any of th~ oysee.s, for 
ex •• ple, to get a baseline you've got now, what, about 
6500 - 7000 vatts -

END OF TAPE 
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QUERY w make any - draw down o~ aDY 01 the .yste •• 
- for exa.ple. to get a b.aeline you've lot nov - what, about 

6500 to 7000 watte? Whet kind ~( a budget are you vorkin. 
with nov? 

SHAFFER I can't answer that. 
QUElY Okay. 
SHAFFER Let me tell you soaething you probably 

don't knov. Chuek Levis is the brona. Flight Director. 
Chuck Levis's house is full of water. 1 took his shift today. 

qUElY Well, .aybe you could ansver this then. 
What will these increasing beta angles ~iye you ao regards 
to pover? What vill you be at the end 01 day 29. What are 
you looking at in the way of power? 

SHAFFER SOlie old nu.boers. I thjnk our baseline 
was probably runnilS around 7000, you know, steady st.He. 
We - before - in the very low beta numbers, and that ratio 
1a 58 .inutes of Sunlight to about 36 atnutea of darkness. 
Okay, and I've got a fee ling you can just about add 50 percent 
to the budget. Rut ve really need to get one of the electrical 
guys in ECIL to answer that que .. tion. But the power froa 
this point on - in a configuration we're in nry\{ just is~'t 
the proble •. 

QUERY Yeah, what you're saying in effect is, the 
beta angle will be increasing fa't and (garble) 

SHAFFER Good and hard plane going up, that's right. 
SHAFFER That's exactly right. 
qUERY YOU'll stay ahead of the curve all of the time. 
PAO 1 believe this - someone had a questioll, 
qUERY Whal time and vho vill be a~tending the 

meeting to.orrow on whether you will deploy the sun - the sai11 
SHAFFER You're not going to believe this. 1 didn't 

even know there vas a lIeeting toaorrow. Okay? One of the 
things that's kind of cUl'ious that doesn't leap right up and 
grab you is - is why we're shutting down the fuel cells to~
orrow instead of just letting them run out. And for all prac
tical purposes they have run out. When ve .hut thell down 
tomorrow they - at some polnt - the quantities get 80 low that 
they don't produce enough pressure to provide the consumablp 
tt,at we vant to thelll. We 11131' not have gOlle to the absolute 
.r.inllluill that we could go with but when you start out ~ithout 
• power proolea and you know you've got to do it today, you 
know you're ~olng to go through the absolute miniaum before 
~ay 166. Then you start hunting for a convenient place in 
the flight plan to power thelll down. Now, there's no quest! "1 

that ve'd be past the 81nimullls by the ti8e the crew got 
up on day 166, so we have found a convenient place about _ 
like I say between 18:10 and 18:40 we shut thea down tOlllorrow 1n the 
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Chuck Levis's house is full of water. 1 took his shift today. 

qUElY Well, .aybe you could ansver this then. 
What will these increasing beta angles ~iye you ao regards 
to pover? What vill you be at the end 01 day 29. What are 
you looking at in the way of power? 

SHAFFER SOlie old nu.boers. I thjnk our baseline 
was probably runnilS around 7000, you know, steady st.He. 
We - before - in the very low beta numbers, and that ratio 
1a 58 .inutes of Sunlight to about 36 atnutea of darkness. 
Okay, and I've got a fee ling you can just about add 50 percent 
to the budget. Rut ve really need to get one of the electrical 
guys in ECIL to answer that que .. tion. But the power froa 
this point on - in a configuration we're in nry\{ just is~'t 
the proble •. 

QUERY Yeah, what you're saying in effect is, the 
beta angle will be increasing fa't and (garble) 

SHAFFER Good and hard plane going up, that's right. 
SHAFFER That's exactly right. 
qUERY YOU'll stay ahead of the curve all of the time. 
PAO 1 believe this - someone had a questioll, 
qUERY Whal time and vho vill be a~tending the 

meeting to.orrow on whether you will deploy the sun - the sai11 
SHAFFER You're not going to believe this. 1 didn't 

even know there vas a lIeeting toaorrow. Okay? One of the 
things that's kind of cUl'ious that doesn't leap right up and 
grab you is - is why we're shutting down the fuel cells to~
orrow instead of just letting them run out. And for all prac
tical purposes they have run out. When ve .hut thell down 
tomorrow they - at some polnt - the quantities get 80 low that 
they don't produce enough pressure to provide the consumablp 
tt,at we vant to thelll. We 11131' not have gOlle to the absolute 
.r.inllluill that we could go with but when you start out ~ithout 
• power proolea and you know you've got to do it today, you 
know you're ~olng to go through the absolute miniaum before 
~ay 166. Then you start hunting for a convenient place in 
the flight plan to power thelll down. Now, there's no quest! "1 

that ve'd be past the 81nimullls by the ti8e the crew got 
up on day 166, so we have found a convenient place about _ 
like I say between 18:10 and 18:40 we shut thea down tOlllorrow 1n the 
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flight plan. If we had a day or two daye or three day. left. 
you know, then it vould be a very good queation. But when 
it', a a.tter of three hours. becauee that'e vhere we are, 
you knov, without activities going on the crew goes to bed. 
or at IUs their pre-sleep that day just about 22100 snd v.'ve 
fLniebed the power transfer and ehutdovn sbout 18140. 80 we're 
beatiui oureelvea out of four hours of fuel cell pover when 
ve don't have a problem. There'. an operational rea.on for 
dOing that too, earlier than that. You vant to watch that 
.yste. perform after you've done th.t pover tranafer and 
understand where you are before you put the crew to bed. 

QUERY Do you have any idea vhen the decision 
on the - whether or not the su~ahleld - sunshade wtll be de
ployed - the sal11 When a decision might come? 

SHAFrE~ If you say there's 8 meeting tomorrow I'll 
bet you it'. g01ng to cOile toaorrow. If. you know, it's the 
purpo~e of the meeting. Now, Ole of the things - let me .ay 
that - the pre-launch analysis ahowed that the par •• ol _ the 
lIaterlal of the parasol would degrade rather rapidly. Okay? 
That was due to the effect of the Sun (.In the nylon. Okay? 
Part of the problea with that was, it vasn't a real Su~. It 
was a sll11ulated Sun. And part of the analysis vas analytic 
rather than tests and the perforllance of the sail to date 
displayini the characteristics and degradation just Isn't 
happening. The - one of the numbers I heard, and by no aean. 
would I treat it as • final foraa1 number, because it vaa a 
number that waa passed out in one of the .eetings _ in the 
review aeetings, and vas prelialnary then, va. that the nylon 
in the .al1 would have lost on the order of 50 percent of it. 
break strength after 100 hours of Sun. This was the silllulated 
Sun. And in addition to that, the orange color of the paraSol 
would have faded through 
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SPEAKER This wa, the .iaul.ted Suu. And 
In addition to that the orange color of the p.r~,ol wouJd 
have raded through yellow and vould be In the vhite on It', 
vay to tan, and then brovn. Joe and Pete both looked at 
the parasail today, and it is Florida orange, oranae, 80 

it - ve're not 8eeing the sympto.s of the degradation that 
we thought might occur before launeh. and 1'. sure that'a 
going to feed into any decialon to arect any other sunshade 
that would be under conaideration. 

PAO Do we have any other question,1 I vant 
to thank you gentlemen. We'll let Phil get home and 
ge t sOllie nee ded res t. 
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PAO Okay. ladle. ahd gentlemen. We hav~ 
with us. ililledlately on.y right, Dr. Paul Ra"baut, Dr. Royce 
Hawkins, and Dr. Jerry HOllick, H-o-m-l-c-k. Dr. Hawkins, 
you ~ant to atart1 

HAWKINS Okay, Bob. I have these two gpntleaen 
with me today to talk about two additional areas of our 
medical experi.ents Reae.ber last week we had Dr. Johnson 
and Hr. Michel over to talk about the M092 and 171 studies. 
Dr. Ralllbaut ia the Principal Coordinating Scientist no .... for 
the 1'1070 aeries, the food nutrition lIIinersl balance. And 
Dr. Jerry Hosick is our Principal CoordinatIng Scientist Cor 
th~ 1'1131, the gruuper experiments, the vestibular studies. 
No .... to - Before 1 turn it over to them, to brtng you up tu 
date with where we are With food and vestibular wise, I'd 
like to just try to recap on the other areas. Now with the 
1'1092, we will run the Science PIlot today, .... hich, if my memory 
serves me right, that'll r.ake the fourth run with Joe Kerwin. 
And we will have had at the end of today, then fOUT runs 
each, with all three crewaen. Nov ve first saw a breakawAY 
point in the third level of the 1'1092 study with J')c about 
2 ~onths ago, in vhlch ve did see, you will recall, the 
drop in blood pressure, which indicated that he had reached 
a level. And lie therefore had to terminate the run. And 
we, therefore, redllced th~ maximum negative pressure stress 
that he vould see for the balance of the study for the 
mission. We then saw the same thing again with Paul Weitz, 
run before last. Or - yes, run b!!fore last. Dr. Kerwin, 
in monitoring hi_, felt that he W&s again approaching a 
point where he would note a Significant drop in blood pres~ure, 
and theref~re terminat~d the run at 3 minutes and 45 seconds 
into the stress test. Now - So, those two cr" .... lII<'n are now 
working at a minus 30, minus 40, minus 40 stress levels. 
The Commander, Pete Conrad, let's sec we ran Pete Conrad 
yesterday. He was able tl) complete the entire rUrl. We do 
not have all of the data back in our hands to completely 
analyze that, to know exactly what the maximum blood pre!'
s'ncs vcrc and maximum heart rates wcre. But he was able to 
c0mplcte it without ar.y ill effects. 171, the - All three 
crewmen have been dolng very well with the HI71 gf:ries. 
Since we have gotten over the initial thermal stress alld 
heavy workloads of the initial phas~ of the experimt'nt, the 
the ah - All three crewmen are now right in their baseline 
.easure~~nts a8 far as heart rates and blood pressures go. 
And we are really not seing any si8nlflc~nt deviation fro~ 
what their mecsureaents were preflight. So that their wo-:k 
p~rformance capability, exercise re8pons~. oxy~en utlliza~lon. 
minute volume and all look very, very nominal as far a~ we'vr 
seen thus far. Okay. The other experiment .... ould be the MIl3, 
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the aleep. And this h.a lone. I think. very well and I 
think we are beglnnlna to aee 80 .. very inter.Btina reBults 
there. The analy.l, of this data la v.ry slow. ttls on 
a one to one ba.is end it t.ke. a 10nl tla •• of course. to 
&0 back and analyze fIve. six. seven. or e18hl hours of 
sleep. So we are running a little bit behind on that. But 
.0 far it l~ok. like the crews are aleepinS - they are sovinl 
into a 81eep period with le88 latency than what they did 
preflight. They are - _ 
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SI'EAKER - ",ere sleeping. ThlY are Ploving into a slcep period with less latency than "'hat they did preflight. They are sl,0"'ln8 again rl. sleep which 18 i.portant and aha they are sleeping in the fourth stage· a deeper sta~e of ijleep for longer period! than they did in the preflight period. Hov, just what all this really lIIeans yet 18 still up to Or. Frost who 15 the prlnicipal investigator on this study. And 1 don't thInk he's really ready to say exactly what this does mean to us. All right now I'd like to - if I lIIay, turn it over to Dr. Ralllbaut. 
RAHBAUr Well, as Or. Hawkins pointed out My pilrt-icular area of interest is the M070 experiments which conrer" ~utritlon in the spacecraft and cusculoskeletal function, what's happening to the bones ~nd muscles. Of course as you recall the concern for this area arose first tn the Gellllni program where various studies that we carried out showed that were losses in the density of the bones and in the chemt cals wId ch constitute bone and muscle. We observed this in Gemini, the Russians have seen it, we saw it again In some studies in Apollo, particularly on Apollo 17. In planning fur the Sky-lab program we really decided ~o mount a very deiinitiv(, comprehensive experiment to look at how the human reacts in prolonged weightless light, as tar as his bones and ~uscle~ are tonccrned and as far as general nutritional intake Is cuncerned. lhe HOJO experi&ent is conducted by simply measuring everything which goes into the man and everything which ~ue3 0ut. This study is begun about - well in the case of SL 2 it was begun )0 d&ys prior to the - prior to launch, .. 'here the crew was put on, ellsentially their fliRht diet, and all metabolic excreta were collected. Thl' study hall conlinu,>d prpttv lJ~il 'Jnlnterr~'pt"d Into flight, cont!nue throughout the ili:ht and "'ill go on until 18 days postflight. The study inv,'lv<'" - has a drastic effect on the design of th .. food syst"m and on the an<llyses that ... e have to perform on the various foods the crew ('ats. And it h;JS "lid .1.0 cff£'ct on the desi~1\ of th .. wast~ llIanagement system - the syst.:m that collects urine anti feces. Tht' other aspects of the experiment ill that blood chemistries are taken prior to fljght, infli).:ht l\nd po,;t-ftil!:ht. Body weights are ml:'asured, body volume" ar,' mC"'lIr"d preflight and postflight and those tn essence con,q I~ til,' t),,· experiment - experimental paramct,·[s. Oh, hUI1(' d"l\o;ity is also I:Icasur~d - you have a look at the bone with an X-ray -with a gamllla-ray t'llitting devlet' and see ",hilt the density of the bone is before the g~ys RO up into flight and when they cOlI!e back. As far as results are concerned, during the pre-flight period, the cre" consumed essentially thhelr nOlllinal food - they ate everything that we provided to thell. And ve 
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vere able to Itabilize this crew on thia aetabolic intake about 20 daYI or 80 before launch .0 that eve~ythinl that he vaa raking in ••• entially equaled vhat va. co.ioa out. We weren't bulldfng up poola of calclu. or pot ... iu. or nitro,ln. Things were Itable at approxl.ately tvo weeks prior to launch. You rea-•• ber tll.t inf11aht • lot of the re.ult~ of this experl.ent are goln& to depend on pOltfliaht analy.is of urine samplea and of fecal ••• ples and of blood •• Ililies vhtch are returned froa the spacecraft. 10 we can't talk about tho.e analysee until 1I0al-recovery. What we can tell you about now is tt-e nutrient fntake {nflight, which we know precisely an~ urine output, which ve know f.lrly precisely and vater intake. The ama'ing thins about Skylau has been that the food intakes have been very high. They've been higher than anything we've e',er seen before on Apollo, and C-e.ini and other MG and USSR .is~tons. The intakes inflight have been about tva to 300 kilocalories per day less than vhat they were on the ground and this was about what 11&9 anticipated prior to flight. But the cost of activity in weightless light lIould be less 1y about 2 to lOO kilocalories a day. By looking at the inflight body weights, which is another piece of infor.ation lie get back fro~ the sp8cecraft. weight doesn't seeD to be changing. Or if it is chan ging. it's changing ve ry, ve ry, slowly, whf ch me ans that the caloric intake 1nflight is about what the crew needs. They're not getting too little and they're Danaging tu sustain weIght on this (ntake. Going along with these very high nutrient intakes you can - you also know that automatically the crew is also getling all the vitamins and - -
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SPEAKER - going along with these very high nutrient 
tnt.kel, you alsQ know that auto.atically the crew i. also 
getting all the vita.ina and calcium - all the ess~ntial minerals 
that they Aeed. They're lntaking the various ~inersls, consti
tuento of the bones and ausclea at exactly the levels within 
tolerancea t~at were aet prior to flight. Ii for instance, 
we specified that 800 ailli8ra.s a day of calcium should be taken in 
by each fellow 1n flight, that is In fact what the intake is, 
within a tolerance. The crew, .s far as we know, froll weight 
data and froa intake data ia at this point in a state of 
excellent nutrition. The urine collection h~~ revealed that 
urine outputs are - the difference between urine outputs and 
water intake, which really is insensible, vater losses from respir
ation and froa sweat, were fairly high at the beginning of the 
misSion, which aeanR that a lot of water vas lost through 
routes other than urine loso, vhich you vould expect in the 
hot atmosphere of the spacecraft. As far as wat~r balance is 
concerned, thou&h, froll the intake and output aeasurellento 
ve've gc;t right nov. we expect that a state of stability has 
been re6ched. SOlie co •• ents Oil th~ collection equipment. f('lr 
this urine and feces 1n flight, of course, you know collecting 
urine and fecal Naterial in weightless fli~ht is an avfully 
difficult thing to do. The comments or. these bite of equip-
ment, lihich really took aalllllIoth deSign efforts over the last fev 
years have been excellent froa the crew - the uri"e systea 
is working very well, and fecal c~llectlon. Cooperation from 
the crew inflight has been outstanding. Thls experiment 15 
probably - probably .akes 1I0re de.ands on the crew, on their 
lIIode 0 f Ii fe f rOil hour to hour than any othe r. The ('oope rat ion 
has been excellent. The cuv has been cOllplying with all the 
estimates necessary to .ake - with all the require~ents neces
'ary to aake eati.ates 01 food intake and vater intake, and 
all the requireaents to undertake complete collection of their 
excreta. It's been a very cooperative crev. 

PAO Does anyone have any specific question 
they r d hke to uk at this point 1 

QUP.RY Wasn't there 8 proble!!: with ai r in the 
urine bags at one tiae? 

SPEAKER Yes, In the first fev days oi the miSSion 
there vas air in the sample bags. And of course, you relDeftber 
at that tiN. the urine saMples vere taken vithout benefit oC 
orbital worKshop urine collection syetea, which itself has a 
centrifuge to gel rid of that alr, which means that the urine 
sallples fro. the first, second aaybe through the fourth day 
of the flight cont.loed air and urine, which .eaCB that the 
urine a.aplea tha~ vould be returned to us for analysil would 
contain lomewhat lei. urine than what we'd hoped. Hov much 
there'. no way of estimating. 
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QUERY Has that been solved now, that i~ no longer a problea? 
srEAKER Yea, cortect. When they used ~h. centrifuge device which i8 in the work8ho~. the air which is uged to CArry urine from the man to the receptio~ device Is separated out, i8 bled off _nd urine ia collected with very much lesl air. Of course, there atill alwaya is some air. but much les8. PAO Paul, do you have a question back there? QUERY With the cardiovascular deconditionlng. which appdreDtlv has occurred, ian't this going to have an 3ffect on r~n.l activity, and as a result are you goIng to have less urine output? Do you expect this to occur as de~onditionlng continues? 
~PEAKER This lIIay well happen. The d~vice that we're using to monitor urinE'. volume in flight right now, is probably not sufficiently sensitive to pick up small. differences In crine output. However, urine output :In the ground, lihen we get those lamples froa the spacecraft back, we've got a very much more accurate way of estimating exactly what that urine volume was. There's actually a trace of compound in the urine bag which gets dissolved in the urine an~ a btt of that goes into the sacple bag and we analyze for the trace on the ground and get ~ very good idea of exactly what the urine volu.e wal. And we may well see a difference, because of the reasons you stated. 
QUERY You said that the urine output has reach~d a state of stability on the input and output of liquids. Would this etate of stability indicate that there's been any dehydration Whatsoever, what would be typical on the ground? 
SPEAKER I would tbink not. Mainly because the:e's - the weights seell not to be changing. When 1 said a state of stability, I mea'lt the difference between water In and wat!!'1" out, from ..lay to day seems now to be I\bout the same. Whereas at the beginnIng of the flight, it was quite high, and it decreased to what's aore or less a co:tRtant amount now. 
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SPEAXER - what out froa day to day, 8eem. not 
to ~. about the ••• e. Whereas at the b-sinuins of th~ 
f118ht, it waB quite hi8h and tt decreued to more 01 

Ie •• a constant .mount nov, and with th ••• very hiah cal
orie intakes you wouldn't expect - well and no wei8ht losses 
I don't think body com~oaitlon has chansed. 

SPEAKER Okay, we've aaid a lot ~bout nutrition 
and c~rdio-va.cular problem. and all _ 

QUERY Noh~dy, within my hearins anyvay. men-
tioned anything about traumas, and they're up there turning 
cartvheels and flips and etc., have ther~ been any scrapes 
or breaks or marks or anything like that! 

SPEAKER No. I really don't think there have been. 
We certainly have not gotten any reports on it, and to my 
knovledge there have uot been any injuries, not even a 
scrape. 

PAO We have a question submitted to us _ Dr. 
Hawkins - I gue8S to Dr. lta.bant froll Arthur htll. Will 
Conrad's fondne8s for butter cookies deplete th~ supply so 
that more viii hav~ to be taken on SL ] and SL ~? 

SitArER At Conrad's current rate of consumption, 
no. You remember that butter cookies are being consumed to 
increase the caloric level of the predesigned menu. ad 
hi8 consumption rate I don't think will In~rease very .uch 
beyond what it is nov. Tvo maybe 300 kilocalories. there 
are plenty of butter cooktea on board. 

QUERY Perhap8 you went over this before I came 
in hut you expect this cardio-vascular decQndltionlng just to 
continue, or la that still your unknown 0: you got hOY nev 
data on it from last night or _ 

SPEAKER Well no. really we don't know yet. We 
still have tvo OT three more runs to make. We're stlll 
seeing .::hange. Let me put It that way and I think a!l long 
as you're still seeing ~ome change there you definitely 
expect th!& tr~nd to continue. Nov, whetho:!r we're right 
at the plateau level hp~e or not I'. just not sure yet. 

PAO We got one here and then dow~ to Abbie. 
QUERY 18 there a point, lIaybe not nn this 

miSSion, but on the SL 3 and 4 vhere this decondltlnnin~. 
Is it P08slble that it could becolle dangerous to lhl'fr 
readjustm"nts and so forth. 

SPEAKER Well. yeah, if it continued to Jevelop 
yes, it could become very. very Significant to vhat your 
body would be able to stand during any excessive loading 
such as r~entry. I might, vhile ve're on this particular 
subject. let ae clarify a point. which I think, mi~ht 
have been mllunder8tood yesterday evening at the change of 
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abift br1eftna. I v .. quoted anY"ay .... y in 8 that there 
were irregular heartbeatQ with - by the crevman Paul Weita 
th. day before. I certainly didn't •• an to etate that,ll 
it did r.a1ly coae out ll~e that, but Vhat I did 8ay vaa, 
that ve had aeen the chanle in heart rates, and 'he drop 
tn hi. bloodpressure, which v ••• iallar to what ~e had seen 
with Kerwin. but we had not aeen any pre.ature beata. ectopic 
beat. or any arrhythaia. of the type wbich ve aav vith Pete 
Conrad on hi. first run. 

now7 QUERY Do you want to take any more questions 

if "e 
SPEAItER 
- you haven't 
QUERY 
PAO 

in a nev area here. 
relilly. 

Well, ltd like to go ahead and Rove in 
had a chance. Why don't ~e _ 
That's okay, I'll v.it. 
All r! B.lt. Let' a i"troduce Dr. H!'&lick 
I think vhich has a lot of ~n~~.eBtt 

MOMICK I ~hlnk that by nov aoet of you are 
pretty f •• iltar with the objectives of tht Hlli experi.ent, 
the hUllan ve.tibular function ~xperl.ent. I'll take just a 
rev mOllents to quickly go over the types of De.aurellents 
ve are .aking In flight on each of the crewmen. One of the 
meaaure.ents we're making 1s a lIeasureaenl of the absolute 
sensitivity of the s~~i-clrcular canals. That part of the 
vestibular systea which responJs to angular acceler«tions. ~e 
are aaking these aeasureaenta by aeans of tho oculogynic 
illusion or OGl for short, 86 we call it, and ductng this 
test, the subject sits In a chair and hae ~ goggle placed 
before eye! which contains a vt8~.1 target. He is 8ccelerated 
at. aOl&e value 
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Sf~AlER PurIna thi" lest the subJ";( stta !n .. chafr 
.~d hAS. 8ogg1e pl.ecd before ht6 n,ea which co~ta!n" a 
vJ.ual tarlat, He t. accelerated at floa. value and reports 
whether or DOl he ce" p~rcetv •• pparent aQve~ent uf that sta-
t10nary vj~~.l target, That .pparent hove~~nt 1. rbe 
oculo"ral !Iiu.l~n and depending upon whet~er ~r not the •• ,_ 
nttuJa of an,~Jar acceler.ti~~ 1.part~d b, the c~.1r ~xce~ds t~~ 
It·spona. tt,re.h"ld of the sellicif"cular canal, he wIll or will 
not rec .. "'e tilt' f l :u,1on, A secl'od measureap.nt that we ar,' 
.aklng J. ODe of .~8ceptib:llty to lIIotion sickness. During 
thi. test. '!I.e CleWlllan sits in a rotating chair. Is rotatrd 
at lome prescctbe4 velocJ!y. during that rotation he performs 
head ~ova.en: •. They have b~en trained '0 lecogniEt' a nu .. ber 
of differEnt types of sym~toms co~monly assCc!ated with ~otion 
slcknel5 ~nd t~ tdentify different levels at severity of each 
of thOSE: sy.ptoas. A ... lItose sYllpto..,a occur, they are recorded, 
dnd when a very low tevel of motIon sickness is re.ened, the 
test j II ter.inated. The final set at lleaSUrellep[s we art' Makini' 
deals With Spattal orientattoll. And here we ar .. ..Is1ng the 
Boggle aevlce again. which contalnH this visual target. The 
tar~e[ can be adjus~ed both In the pitcn And roll pl.nes, and 
we go th~ough a series of measure.ents here wieh the crew.an 
in different ~ositions relative to the 8~acecraft _ either 
with hie b',dy palallel with the spacecraft. longitudlu61 axes 
at selle angle t C' the - or at somo angle to the axes of the 
spacerraft," And he's ~equire~ to make settings w1th this 
goggle devtc~ 8S well as a pointer deVice - a hand-held rod 
which has a pitch .~d roll re~~out indicato~ on it. Now. going 
ba~k to the oculogyral 111u,lon, Thus far we've had three complete 
inflight run8 on the PLT and the SPT. The third run on each 
of these crewaen was completed just today. As a aatter of fact. 
the last one about an aour ago, so I have ddta froa only the 
first two runs. That data is pretty cOllplete nO\l and what 
we have seen thus far indicates that the Pilot's threshold for 
percept~on of the oculogyral illusioa appears to have shIfted 
upwards just a little bIt. In olher w~rds, it appears frolll 
the data, the l1atted data that we've seen this far, that he 
Is requiring a slIghtly greater amount oC ang'llar acceleration 
- a slightly greater magnitude of stimulation acting on the 

semiCircular canals in order to perceive the lll~slon. The 
data wirh the Scienti8t Pilot is not as clear cut in this re
gard. If anything. there 3ppears to be a little bit .ore 
~ariability in hi_ responding. Tbere is no clear upw~rd or 
dow~ward t~re8ho'd shift apparent, but ve're seeln& a little 
bit 1I0re rando.~e.s In ~1. responses. After we have today'. 
run back - the data back froll that one. plus the fln.l run 
that we'll have on the OCI next week. hopefully SOIlP. trendo 
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viii bosln to appear which vt11 .ake a littl. btt Dlore •• nl' 
to UI. How, with rea.rd to the lIIotioD .enlltlvity telt. 
- that .1,. the a.a.ureuDt of su.ceptibt11ty to .otion .lckn •••• 

Let ae 10 baek jUat ~ little vay. and explaln what we did 
pr.·fHsht wUh theu !ellows. For each of the. ve estabUshed 
an opt1laal velocity 0·, chair RPM to ~e used lnfl1,ht. In oth.r 
words, depending upon pe,soni - individual susceptibilIty 
to lIotion 81<:kne.s - we kind of cuatva-fit a chatr RPlt for 
that person so that infli8ht we wuuldn't stres. lhem too 
har,j the first time. or stress thea not enough. Aa a lIIatter 
ul fact, the first infliaht lI.<easureaent ve were very conserva
tive and ~rotocol dictated that we Dot rota:e the chair at all. 
It vas at ~ero-RPH. During the first inflight test on both 
the SPi and the PLT at zero-RPM, they each perforllled 150 
head mov~ment~, wh1~h is the limit that ve've set, Without 
any symptoms occurring. This vas not real surprising to us 
because certainly on ~he ground in a one-g environ~ent. one 
should be able to make h~ad aovemp.nts all day lon~ and not 
beco.e Il.'otlon sick. Although we thought perhaps in zero-g 
8ymp~om9 might appear with head moveQents set at zero-RPM. 
And this of course vas based upon som~ of the Mercury, 
Gemini, an~ Apollo results where some of the crewmen reported 
inflight motion Sickness. Nothing occurred that first time 
around at zero-RPM, so at the next scheduled inflight test 
each of the crewmen was run at hie pre-selected chair RPM, or 
rotational velocity. For - _ 
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srlAlll - run at hi' pre-a,lected chair lPK or 
rotational velocity, rot Wetta, that veloctty w •• 15 RVH, 
for lervin, It Va. 12-1/2 RPK. We ¥ere a btt IUTpriaed to 
lee that nelth.r of the crewaen developed any I,.ptoas during 
the entlre test protocol. In other vorda, they both vent 
150 bea" 1I0ve_nt. vUh no Iy.pto... This indicated putty 
r ••• rk6ble shift in thetr lusceptibtlity to ~otlon sicknel'. 
In other words, they jUlt veren't as prone to lotion slckne8$ 
at that chair lPK In vet,htlessnels as they had been on the 
ground. \ole dlscuiJ8ed thts vith the PI's and they recollmended 
~hat ve increase the ch.ir veloeit)' ior the next test. tn 
other vords, to stress thea a bit aore and see whether or 
not \Ie lIight get .t their threshold and il!lclt SOlIIE' symptoms. 
So, for Weit z, the chair RPM vas increased to 25 RPM and to 

- Cor Kervin, It wall increased to 20 RPM, And they were both 
run earlier today at these velocities and neither of the crew
~en reached the M-2A level of aotion 9ic~n~ss, nt that .ild 
level of lIotion sicknesd that ve've identified as our cut-off 
point. So, tn other vords, their threshold for susceptibility 
to Illation sickness has I:ven changed more than perhaps we'd 
thought it had. We don't kno\l (or ,ure yet whether or not 
on thE:ir last test, which viII be sometime next week, whether 
or not we'll increase thp. chair velocity even higher. We'l.e 
going to have to take a closer look at the data fro. today. 
But with Tegard to susceptibility to motion Sickness, I think 
it's fair to conclude even vlth the limited data we've received 
thus rar that there's been a pretty substantial change. The 
spatial localization measuremer.ts, Ve have had two loflight 
Tuns thus far on each of t},e crewmen. Only one on the COIII

mander, two on the SPT, and two on the PLf, and have received 
data (rolll only the first of lhose runs, It turns Qut It was 
fairly tIme consuming for the crew to voice down .111 of th€' 
data frolll those experiments. There .re literally hundreds 
of numbers thAt they voul~ have to voice down to ~('t us com
plete data from ~ run, 80 we agreed that they would return 
that data In their l~gs pOlltfllght, So, on ~he bolSis of that 
one run that we have seen actual data for on each crewm('n, 
it dOt;!s appear that there was a very lIin1l1al cha.n\~e in their 
pitch and roll settings ih S\!veral of the experl"'.'nt modes 
relative to baselin~. B~t it's much too early to say whether 
orr. 0 t t h (; ~ e c han g<! s are jus t vi t hi nth e no is e 1 .. ve 1, .' r 
whether or not they do represent a 11ttle bit o( a Change in 
their spatial orientation ability in the manner in whirh ~e're 
... easuring i to I .1ght point out that there !la"" l'e('n 110 

probleas vith the elfperilllent hardware. It'l' been Cunction1n" 
beautifully. A very .tnor - veIl I don't k~uw how minor, but 
the crew reported a little bit of a problem Wilh the seatbelt 
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th.t hold. th •• Into tbe chair, .nd v~ .ent up a fix on thAt 
• few d.y. -ao •• nd ve •• euae theytra ullOI it. 

PAO Okay, th.nk you, Jerry. 
PAO Are you h.ppy. or do you have .ny questionel 
QUERY Could you live any re.eon vhy they .eem to 

be .0 nonlu.ceptlble to motion slct-nessl 
SPEAKER VeIl, I don't think J have the fin.l answer 

- or aaybe no one hal the final answer yet, but it appear. 
that the otolith organs which are the other portion of the 
vestibular syatem may have a lot to do with motion 8icknes8, 
perhaps more than we had heretofore thought, and that in zero 
gravity where the otoliths are effectively f;eed from any 
stimulation - their priaary 8timulus is gravity_ Where they'r~ 
freed of any stimulu8 their influence on the semicircular canels 
is now changed. The can.ls are now, perhaps. free La respond 
in a different manner, and with these two crew.en, at least, 
it looks as if the canals are not responding as - or .t lea8t 
the output, you might aay. froa the canals. the neuro-output. 
or rate of response may be changed, or it may be something 
that is more central in nature. That 1s, you know, central 
nervous system processes - it aay be more at work here. 

PAO Hr. Reeser. 
QUERY Doctor, though, isn't motion sickness a 

highly indIvidual thing? I mean, you can't - froa theae tva 
men you can't project __ 

SPEAKER That's correct and I - tf soae of you vere 
here maybe a month ago, prior to the SL 2 launch, I think I 
said then that it's quite difficult to predict on the basis 
of our present knowledge how a gtven lnaivldual Is gotng to 
reapond to weightlessnes8 in teras of motion sickness. Studies 
done at Pensacola 4nd elaewhere have indIcated that durin a 
zero-g parabolic flights, for example, people tend to fall into 
two categories, those who beco.e more susceptible __ 
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SPEAKER - durha aero 0 paubol1c: UlaMa, for 
eXI.ple, people tend to tall Into two clteaoTt,,.. thou 
who beco.e lIore aUlceptible to aotion alckene •• and weiahlle88nea. 
4nd those who beeo •• le.1 IUlcepttt-h. It could 81111r1y be that 
we have two cr~w •• n here who fll lnto thet latter cateRory. 
They're beeo.lna Ie •• aUlceptible. This doegn't mea~ that 
the .ane thins would happen for the next two crew~en or 
the subsequent <,arbIe). 

QUERY Have lwo subjects on each fUght, and 
does thig make you wlah you could try all three of thelll1 

SPEAKER Yes, It d01ils. When we're liwited to gO 
few people to beain With, and because these responsel we 
~now show a IOI: of lndlvidual variability, the lIIore subjects 
one can test, the better, but for, you know. reasons that 
I'd rather not go into, the Commander was deleted from the 
~otlon sensitivity portion of this experi.ent. Thif vas 
sOll!eth~n. that vas decided years IIp,~. SO we are te8t1l,g 
just the SPT and the PLT on the three Skylab flights. 

QCERY You ~ave co •• ented that you vele sQrprised 
that you salol no evidence of motion sickness in any of the 
men, just from their activitils and their comments and so 
forth that leads you to believe that maybe Pete Conrad 
would have been - vould have reacted somelolhat simIlarly to 
~he rest of the crew? 

SPEAKER Well, if simply on a basis oC attempting 
to correlate their subjective reports, I suspect that if 
we were testing Pete in the sa£efashion, we'd be seeing 
the same changes 1n hi~. I thlnk he's been engaged tn as 
much physical activi~y where head ~ovelllent and body motion 
is involved, and h." had as .any chances to become motion 
sick and hasn't. Therefore, 1 tend to believe that his 
threshold has increased pretty much the same way the other 
tlolO c(<;!wJlen have. but we don't kno.., that for sure. 

Ql'ERY Do you kuolol about their background, as 
r~r back as childhood, say, thllt these lien never have any 
tendency to motion sickness, or have they overcome it. 

SPEAKER ~e 11, you set'!, all of us, in some point 
In our lives, have had some fcrll of llIotlon slckne!Hl. Now, 
with all of the Skylab crewmen, we have att.em~ted to obtain 
flom them pretty detailed infora.tlon about their past 
histories, in teras of occurrences of motion ~ickness. They 
did fi 11 e xtens 1 ve questic!lnaiJes as part of chet r I' re r light 
data baseline collection. And ~ll three of these CH',,'Ilt'n 
were no lIore or no les!! susceptible than th(' average perS'ln, 
I would think, p~rhap8 Conrad, on the basis of his past 
history, 1 would hdve thought, would have been the least 
8u8ceptible, and Joe Kerwin, on the basis of his past history, 
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p.rbap. tbe .~.t ,ulceptible, of th ••• ~hr •• cr.w~eQ. lut 
tbl. Ippar.ntly ha. QO b.arlns on what happ.ns io w.lahtl ••• -

SP~AlIR Well. I think there are loa. other 
alpecta, too. 1 think which I aentionet one day h~re. That 
with this crev too, we had I~~e training with these - with 
this particular experiaent dur1ng the prefligbt periods, and 
they had underlone loae of tbe.e head movementl, bad actually 
undergone 80me training, and I still personally think that 
we .,y ,180 b. aeelng soae beneficial resulta of that type 
of preflight exer~ise. 

PAO Paul ieese, do you have one! 
QUERY Yeah, Dr. Haw~ins, you mentioned earlieT 

on that - back to this car~!al deconditioning, that , at 
lea.t theoretically anyway, it could go on and on and on. 
Do you have a redline at which point you will not permit 
them to go beyond and you will bring tbea in? And if so, 
~hat is it? 

HA~KINS No, we really have not set any redlines 
on that. The way in which procede with that would be really 
Qne of cutting back OD the level of stress that you expose 
lhe man to. Trying to atay under the threshold liait, and it's 
posaible that you could have to even cut ~lm out all together. 
JUlt dllcontinue the - that part of the study. We have not 
seen that yet, certainly, as you know. We heve only cut 
back to the middle step oi our protocol. But it is poss-
ible where you could have to just terminate the study, which 
would indlcate that you did have some pretty significant 
changes there in these cardiovascular response mechanis •• 

/ 

QUERY What I'. driving at is. is it theoretically 
possible from what you know now. that the deconditlonlng vould 
continue to a point where their system could not stand the 
stresses of r~entry, or is heading that vay? 

SPEAKER I think we're ho?ln~ to learn so~elhin~ 
about that in this mission. We've seen changes In ~very 
flight we've flown, and the level of change which we are 
seein~ eight nov is really just about the change which w~'vv 
noted in the post flight of analysIs of the Ap)llo crews. 

E~D or TAPE 
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SPEn!1 ... 1. nany juat abo\lt the chan,. which 
w. not_d In the pOltfllSht analy.el of the Apollo creW.. Now, 
•• I aald, we are ,till •• elna 80 •• lndlcatlon.·~hat things .r~ 
.till not atable and they're not plateaued out, there are atill 
aoae changea thAt are takin, place althouah theae are certainly 
",tnt •• 1. When you start co.parln~ levels of heartrates, and 
your blood pre. lure l$v.ll, these still are very minimal, and 
~ertatnly not approaching any alarainR Deltls at all, but I 
think the anaver to the type of question that you're p08in~ 
here is, ~hat are w~ going to see In the recovery period. And 
then we can really equate what we're seeing infllght with what 
that really does aean to us postflight. And, yes, it lIay well -
very vell have some direction for us in how we conduct 56-day 
flights. 

QUERY Nov. on the 56-day flights, if you do - if 
it's so indicated is there a way that you can stabilize this, 
or perhaps even revel'se it to 80me extent thrc'lgh exercise or 
something like that? 

SPEllER Yeah, I think we feel definitely, thAt 
exercise i~ perhaps a deterrent to this. It Is also felt that 
the lower body negative pressure unit itself ought to provide 
sOllie conditioning of the cardiovascular system. And rather than 
just completely wiping you out, I think it ought to serve a 
useful tool in help conditioning your crew~en. 

SPEUER We're not proposing that at this point. 
certainly because we don't want to interfere with the results 
of our study either. 

QUERY Dr. Homick, you said you'd seen some pretty 
Bubstantial changes apparently In the susceptibility to motion 
sickness. t ta~e it that's from stu~i~s you did on these men 
on the ground. 

SPEAKER Yes. 
QUERY Were those studies based on the same number 

(f rpUls that they're going through nOli in Skylab7 
SPEAKER No, let me explain that again. On the 

ground we tried to select for each crewman a chaIr rpll which 
would cause him to reach this H2A level of motion sickness, 
this very mild level of motion sickness. After he had pe .. -
formed approximately 50 to 60 head movements, in other words 
we ajdn't lIant the lIan to have to be making head movements all 
day long, 1.or have the syaptums occur too rapidly. So on tht. 
ground, as a result of a series of baseline tests, we establi~hed 
for each crewman an optimal chair rpll, which wuuld prGduce 
desired ltvel of motion sickess after about 50 tc 60 head move
ments. The first - the second time in flight when th~y were 
scheduled for the test we uscd those pre8el~cted chair rpas. 
tf their thresholds had stayed the same as they were prefliaht • 
they should have reached this MZA level of sot ion sicknesl 
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.ft.r .'out so to 60 head aov~a.ftt •• but th., vent all the 
va, to 150 head .ove.enU .... 1. uUl had nC) eyapt<>... So then 
for today'. ruft Ve lncre.".d the chair rpa t etra.aed thea 
tvee .ore, a,aln they vent to 150 head aova.ent. with ea.entially 
no aymptolls. 

QUIRY Tvo other things. what are the syaptoa. of 
.tld aotion sickne •• 1 

SPEAKER Okay. I don't even think I can recall all 
the thinga ve're looking at nov, but for exa.ple, cold sveat. 
We've identified tvo levela of sweat, ehRoges in skin color, 
e.aentially pallor. The~e'a a .~ries that we refer to as tho! 
nauaea syndroll' vhere it atarts out with epigastric avareness, 
the very first vague sen.a:ion of unpleasantness in the stomach, 
which then could progress to what we vould call eplrastrJc 
dileo.fort, where nov you'd have the first sensations of an 
early nausea. And then nausea itself. where you nov have a 
sensation, llke .any of us have experienced I guess, on a shlp 
or in a plane, the vhole ,ensation is beginning to rise up your 
gullet, and you feel like you've got to start 8v~11owing now, 
and this would be nausea. Drowsiness is a symptom of ~otion 
sickness, ~tld headache is a symptom, increased salivation Is 
another symptom. I'. probably leaving a few out, berause 4S 1 
say ther£ are quite. fev, that can occur and they tend to be 
different for different people. Each of us probably has our 
own pettern that develops when motion sickness begins to occur. 

QUERY One other thing, Dr. Hawkins, the training you 
spoke of, i. that the chair training or what is it? 

SPEAKER Yea, this head movements is what Jerry's 
talking about. 

QUERY Dr. (garble) 1 bel ieve that Dr. Kerwin 
today, mentioned something about possibly increasing the rpms 
t 0 30 for e a e h c re v lie n • Do you t hi n.... t hat t hat 1 sap 0 5 sib 11 it Y ? 
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QUERY - In~~ •• slng the RPM'. to 30 tor each 
crew •• n, Do you think that i •• pos8ibility and well, vhat 
do you think about that idea? 

SP!AKEa Okay, I - th~ crew obvinutly feel. that they're 
no where near their threshold motIon sickness and I heard that _ 
th.u air-to-ground and it seellls that they'rll quite _ thty're 
eager to go to 30 RPM to see ~hether or ~ot anything will 
happen. We're of course, going to tak< this into considerAtion, And 
we'll be talking to the PIs abo·Jt it at first opportunity I 
don't think the principal invesetgatoro even have tl.ts in-
fonaation yet, they're at Pensacola. And it's a good .:hance 
that we will go to 30 RPM for the last run on these two guys. 

QUERY For Dr. HaWkins. What yere the heart rates 
and blood pressure of both Weitz and KerWin when you bad to 
stop the tests? 

HAWKINS Okay, let me think a minute. It'll not 
written down here anywhere either. Joe's - ~er~in's pressure 
I"ose to about 115 to 120, and t:'1s is - thts all begins to 
happen, you know, rather rapidly, rather sudden increa.!ed 
rate. with Simultaneous drop in blood pressure. His blood 
pressure dropped to - it see~ed 11ke it was abo,1t 68 oller 
50. So, it had rather - rather significant now at that point 
the - it started to drop, It hit the release and the.l it itlllf .. -
diately returns to normal baseline level and then there's hardI) a 
drop - back to a 55 - his blood pressure again returned to 
normal, about 100 over 60. NOV, Paul's didn't _ we didn't 
see quite that much change in his rates. His rate got up 
a - just a little - over 100 heart rate. And the blood pres-
sure was about 90 over 65. So, he vas terminated just a little 
bit earlier, really, than what Joe was. Of course, JOI' was 
there watching him. 

QUERY What would it be for Someone to black out? 
About what would the ptessure drop lor 

H A I,K 1 ~ S WI.' 11, you' reg Din g to see til<' "y:: t 0 Ii c 
approaching your diastolIc where the - where your pulse pr~s
sure 15, you know, is IIlmost down to zero, olnd your _ thus 
you're not getting any - really you've lost efftcJ(,llcy of 
cardiac output. Yc>u're not getting enough blood to the brain. 
So, it would be approaching something like abou( a _ well bl'
low 50 systolic preSSure down to 40. 

QU::'RY Can I ask one 11I0re questior,? 
PAO Go ahe ad. 

QUERY I'm wondering about the h~ll mt>allUrt'.ents 
also on the tests. Have you - do you continue to lose volu.e 
around the calf? 

HAWKINS Well, yeah, I didn't touch on that. The 
- I think that - ve hsven't seen - you knov, there's a 
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continuation of that •• rapidly o. we noted 1n tbe belinnlnl. 
1 think tbat'a blglnaina to kind If level of I. A1tboulb. tbere 
1 •• tUl 10., aUaht eb.na- there of ~ Croa on8 aeasure:aent 
to tbe n.xt. And •• you pro~.bly have heard, ve only have 
- ve onl, have the 13 inch and 14 inch Ie, bands onboard 
an~ vhat we really need ri,ht now, vith the 10 •• e. that we've 
seeD are 12 lneb 1e, b~nd •• 

~U!RY Uv until nov, how much of a 10s8 total d~ 
you think you've seen - ainee they've been up there? 

HAWKINS Really, it'a amounted to about an inch 
or probably - maybe a little over an inch in total c1reu.ferenee. 
And that I think ia a" 'ut an average for across the board. 
From an inch to an In_. and a quarter. 

PAO PAul, did you have a question? 
PAO All right, Jim. 
QUF.Jty Dr. Homick, I'd like yOlir I)pinton about 

why the Sky lab crewmen have Dvt become susceptiblj to motion 
sickness, when we know that at least half of the Apollo astro
nauts didl 

HOMICK I'll nct sure if I've got a ft'al firll opinion 
about that. During the Apollo series, we had a nU"IIber of 
crewmen who dId indeed report symptoms of motion sickness. 
These r~ports always came within t~e first few days of flight, 
and thereaiter the crewllen appeared to have adapted, and we 
got no Inore reports. During the Apollo aeries we never lIade 
the kind of measurements we are making now on Skylab. It's 
very possible that & large number of those crew.en, had we 
been measuring theil, would have been showing pre~lsely the 
same changes we're seeing now with the measurements we're aak-
1ng. Why, on Skylab, we didn't see any changes the first few 
days, or any reports of aotion sickness the first - -
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SPEAlCElt - nov wltb tbe .... UUDef.'U VO' fCS •• 1I.ir.g, 
vhy, on Sk,lab ve dido't aee any cbangee the fiflt tev d.y., 
or any rep~rtl of .otion Ilc~nell tbe firlt fev daya. It. 
not aure of, I.ain ve •• Y have had ju.t th~ee crew •• n who 
wele not destined to beco.e lick. Pete Conrad didn't have pro~ 
bleme durins any of ~1. flights. Weitz aD~ "ervln. althouah 
they vere ro~kle. and this va3 their firat ti.e in ~ei8ht
lea~ness, it •• y have been 11k~ many of the other rookie 
crewmen, who have g~ne up into zero a and hIve no problems. 

QUERY Did Conrad show any aympto •• ~n the 
around in the .:hctr? 

SPEAKER Oh, ,el. I think we can make anybody 
become motion sick in the c~.ir on the ground at the proper 
RPM and by aaking e~ough head Nov~ments. Very rew people 
as a matter of fact, you vould you would heve to have 80me 
pathological con11tion or some abnorral condition ~f the 
veatibular receptors in order not LO become sick. Becoming 
aic~ i. a pretty natural response to overotiaulation of the 
vestibular r~ceptors. 

PAO Excuse me. We've had the 1 ine dovn for 
lUlt about an hour. We've missed three station passes, and 
ve're g01n6 to ~ll. another one tn a second. We have one 
question juot submitted and ve'll throw it back on the floor 
for one more. Fro a Jim Slade of W~st1nghouse. 1 gue8s for 
Dr. Homick. When Weitz and Kerwin return to 1 G, is it 
possible they could be stimulated to Dotioll sickness by the 
subpres8ure on the otolith? 

HOMICK The su~pressure on the otolith part, 
~ can't comment on, but general1r speakina, when they 
return to 1 G, it i8 possible that they 3iaht be as least, 
If not more sensitive than they were preflight. We d~n't 
know vhether or not th~s <.hange, whatever it is that's 
taking change in lhe vestibular system _1ght show some kind 
of rebound phenomenon upon reentry into 1 G such that 
for severAl days, they might have to readapt to a 1 G environ
ment, and therefore durin$ that period of time be !lore 
susceptible than they were pref.light. 

PAO Okay, one last question. 
QUERY Kerwin has been taking some skin and 

cultural samples while he's on board. Do you have any 
results of those? And lIlIv.! you seen any changeJ in cell 
xeproduc~ion and 80 forlh - like that! 

SPEAKE~ No, we haven't gotten any repo~ts. Now 
the - he bas done this, you understan~, as a - JUGt a routine 
ex~rclse of the equipaen,. Now, there's no lIedlcal reason 
- proble. for whtc:h he, you know, he conducted this expert.ent. 
So, actually, 1 have uot even heard wtat his count vas, He 
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·.1d the .t.1nlnl vene vel1. The coloTta. of the cell. 
WAt nor •• l. and h. didn't r •• lly aiv. v •• coun~ on ie. 
We vere .ore int.r •• t.d in bov the t.chnique v.nt, and 
vhether there vere Iny proble •• in the procedure or w1th 
the e~uipment at thla point 1n tl.e. 

PAO Okay, ladle •• nd lentle.en. thank you. 
ThaQk you Dr. Hawkin., Dr. Ho.lck. and Dr. la.baut. 
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PAO GQod .oraina. rbll il the owerni,ht or all night chance-af-shift brieflna ~ltb .el1 Hutchin.on. lhe fllKht director. We'll let Nell at4rt it off. 
HUTCHINSON Okay. We had a quiet n1aht l .. l n1aht i pr~p~red the Fliaht Plan for day 165. And before I ,0 into any ano.alies or anythinl. let ae JUlt ,ive you a little rundown on that. Day 165. that'a toaorrov. %llt day In orbit. (Thank you. whoever did that. Was that ,OUt Art?) We'll be cunning our layt EREP paaa; that'8 EIEP 11. and ve've got -ve'll allo be running a thiDa ve call an gREP calibration. which is a calibration of tbe EREP lenlorl vhere ve're going to point the. at the Koon. And that takes pl.ce riaht after ERRP 11. We've got one .edieal run, and our ulua1 day full of ATH work. And that's about the 'li,ht Plan for tomorrov; it's a full day. You'll recall that toaorrov is a ahort day for the crev. 14 hourJ toaorrow instead of 16. beca"le we start the big circadian Ivitchover to.orrow. You sav the !:REP pass this lIornil18. snd it seeaed to go exactly nOllill1S11y. I'll tell you about a couple ~r three things that are s01ng on or that have gone on that you lIa, or .ay not know about. Let'. see, ttley got a briefing last n1ght. didn't they? Yeah. So you knov about the coolant loop; tbat ve've nov ~~~ them both back in bu~iness. And to.orrov we plan on doing ~ little check on the secondary loo~. just like ve did o~ the prillary loop after ve got it back in bus!ness, and that ia Uling the suIt umbilical syste. on it in a ataagared falhion to introduce the heat load on it Jlovly and aake sure th.~ ve don't have any proble .. wi th that valve. Botb tbe coolant loop. in the sirlock .odule are vork'ng exactly al advertised nov. And, by the vay, the technique that they finally got it on with was elaentially tte laae a. the vay v~ got the prl •• ry loop on. with the one exception that ve left it off overnight. Not last night. but night before last. And let everything kind of so.~ up and get ho~ogeneous teaperature-vile, and get as varm aa we could possibly ge~ it. and hit it with tvo pumps on at once, and It cycled up and the valve modulated and went just right. The g01ng theory ls. <Jf course, al you probably knov, contamination in those J valves for both of the loop problems. Late ,elterday afternoon ve had a problell with the M~ j.2 furnace facUity, tbe cba.ber and facility. And the problem vas basically ve couldn't cut the pover on the electron b~ •• gun In the KS12 fa~ilitJ. And the crew, after foolIng aruund vith it and pullin, .eY~ral circuit breaker. and ,vitche., •• rtaaed to get the aun - turn - the pover. turned ~ff to the Bun. However. this aorutns. in today's 'light Plan. we .ade a rea1-ttae change overnight l.at nlCht. And 
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th1 •• oralal v. ar. 101n& to 40 .0 •. troubl,r.hootiol OD that. 
and ve hope to find out vh.ther VI r •• l1y have. Sua proble. 
or vhether the - vbether we ju.t had a .t1cky r.lay 1a th.r •• 
And d.p.ndln, on how tbat co ••• out, v.'ll eithlr ~un H5S3 
on day 16S. or v,'ll run "552. 553 require. the Iva, '52 
does not. SS2 1. the .xotber.te bra.lol thiDS that ba. it. 
ovn - he. 1t. ovn 1ntern.l .ourci. Probl._. of .1Iollic.nc. 
last nilht - ju.t alao.t oothin&. Well, VI hev. ODe D.W .,.
leaa probl... Airlock aodul. traD •• itter A, OQ' of tbr~. 10 vatt 
transmitter. that ve us. to brio& deta dovn fraa all the air
lock ayete •• , lncludioa experiaent data. We've exp.ri.nc.d 
a definite dearadation iD the tran •• itt.r. It'. puttinl out 
about a little - I'd .ay probably a little 1 ••• than 2 watt. 
of power. It ought to be puttinl out 10 vatt. of power. The 
de&radalion Btart.d about a day and a half ago. and it fir.t 
appeared io tbe for. of nol.y data, and it took u. a wbile to 
figure out th.t we really bad' a proble.. There I, DO i_ediate 
effect on any .ia.ion o?eration.. We a~e 100ktD& at the po.· 
.ibillty, a. you recall. ve 8lao have. little trans.ltter, 
8 2 watt tran •• itter on the airlock module that va. u.ed dur
ing launch phase and early orbit operations back in Skylab 1. 
It ia life·ti.e li.ited. and ve'~e lookinl At how lon& we think 
ve can - how .uch tiae ve can get on it. And we can u.e it 
end it - ve have t~ied it out and it work. coapletely nor.ally. 
The only effect if we we~e to lese th~ tran •• ittar coapletely, 
we would have a proble. when ve do have a real-ti_ pa •• and 
bave to duap tbe lata froa the airlock and duap experiaent 
data. Those three thing. ti. up ~11 tbree tran.Ritters at 
once. Now. right now vbeo we're dolnl that, we're puttin, 
the real-tia4 tele.etry on this d~8rad.d trans.itter and 
acr~plina the noi.y data. And ba.ically what it do •• i. any
wher" belowso.etbing 11ke 25 degrees elevation at the station 
the date is very ••• ty noisy and drops in and out and the 
para.eter. are ju.ping around. That's tbe only new ayale •• 
proble.. For everyone we fix, we find a new one. Hovever, 
that one i. not a bad one. I think that'. all. Ob, one aore. 
We had another rate gyro ditty laat niaht. A new one. One 
we hadn't aeen before. aate gyro Y-J, vhich ia one that we've 
ha~ trouble with oscillating when it v •• tUTned off, last nilht 
oscillated for a while vhile it was on and spinning. An~ that'a 
the first tiee it's exhibited that characteristic. The '~'/cil
lations were very .aall, about a lOOth of a delree per aecond; 
frequency. about J or 4 cycles per second. They were in evid
ence for about an ho~r and a half, and than they stopped. And 
ve used that Iyro for the EREP pasa today, and it worked fine. 
That's 1 t. 
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PAO Okay, w.'ll sta~t h.~. with A~t B111. 
QUEU Neil, on one of t.be te1ep~iDter loads, 

there t , a - resard!ng the EVA, there', 80 toter •• ttnl etate
ment her~. Looktoa at procedure. (or h4 .. ~ring Itf. bACk lnto 
the CBIH IS whtle EVA ant a.king thecrev if they aeen aD1 
proble. passing the ham.er to EV2. Could you tlaborate a 
little bit on soae of the EVA procedure. you're thinking about? 

HU1CHIMSO~ Well, it'. the old ApQIIQ trick. If it 
~Qn't work. bit it, literally. They - of cours., we think 
that - well, ~e - CBRM IS Is the one with the SAS contactor 
t>tuck. 1.t's Q relay. And we are dilcu881ng, and it's only 
In the d!.c~8s10n stage at the moment, the P088ibility of 
tapping on tbe package. Which, of couree, is out on ODe of 
the ATM tru66es that contlin eBRM 15 to aee If in lome .anner 
we .ight not not be able to cause it to operate. 

QUERY Okay. Nov, are there goina to be - you're 
going to have a lunch period between - 1 gvess that would .ake 
it two - tvo EV"I. Is that only If the twin pole ia put out? 
Or - -

Yes. ltUTC;HINSON 
QUERY Okay. So this haamering business and 10 

forth. if there is 
EVA? 

no twin pole, would be just during the 8insle 

HUTCHINSON 
QUEllY 

Yes. 
And when would that cOile? Sort of - do you 

have any tiae fraae? 
HUTCHINSON I didn't bring that darn EVA Plight Plan 

with me. I probably should have. I really don't - I'. not 8ure, 
but I would .u.pec~ that any troubleshooting, if you're re
ferrin, to when, we might be doing the hamm~r - the tapping. 
Refer to it as tapping not haamering. I'. sure it would come 
after ve had successfully coapleted the ATM work. 

PAO Bruce. 
QlIERY 'iou got a halllme r on the CBRM? Is there 

anything else in that salle package, other than 15? la there 
any other C8RMs in the salle package? 

HUTCHINSON I'm trying to think exactly what they look 
like. And if I'll. not lIiat8ken, there are - I'm not /iure, Bruce. 
I really don't know. I want to say yes. 1 want to say that 
there are like - but I'll not sure whether they are individually 
rack .ounted 1. Well, let lIIe tell you this. They're all on 
a - I knov that there are - 1 believe there are three plate, 
of six. And you really need - ve ought to get you 80ae pic
tures of the way they sit out there. But the package that 
containa CallM 17 is ulllliuakably identifiable as the unique 
unit. Nov vhether it's lIounted on a plate wIth six other onea, 
I'a not aure - or four' other one8. 
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HUTCHINSON - fOUT other one •• 
QUEIY You ••• nt - vell. th.n if It', aounted 

there tosathe, .nd the old trick of, you know, dOD't fore. 
It, set a billeT b •••• r - i,o't it po •• lble that ,OU could knock 
00' of tho,. other relay. out or aoaetbina 11k. tbatf 

HUTCHINSON Well, 1 .ald that thi' whole th1nl va, 
juat in the diacu,alon 'ta,e and I think tbat entire thioa 
vill be looked at and I couldn't co •• ent on that. I doo't 
knov vhat the .ou~tin8 arrangementa for the thing are and 
obvioully ve aren't golng to do anythiDI that could jeopardize 
on. of the other ones for lbe lake of one that il all ready 
sick. The priae - pri.ary realon that that thing val on that 
pad, of cour.e, vere to get their co •• ents on wbat they thought 
about such a thing if ve decided to do it. 

QUIRY Considering the - tvo qUIstions about 
BIEP, the one today with the cloud cover and vat ching throulh 
the TV, we didn't eee very much and I'. aure they didn't either 
_nd eepecially through their comments vhen the cloud cover 
vas reportea. You knov, I under.tand anything over 3/l0th 
cloud cover is basically vasted ti.e and that vas the vhole 
EREP pass - VAS at lealt 3/10ths. 

HUTCHINSON No, that's not t·ue at all. Of courae, 
It depends on - and I'm not - since I'. not executinl thea and 
not doing the detail pads all I can do is plan the overAll 
thing. I'. not intimately fa.iliar with wh.t ve vere after 
on EREP today but just to answer your question that'. true 
to a certain extent but a lot of the details, of course, end 
up being things where you're looklng at veather like - eepecially 
thoae ones where the sensors are - you aee the VIS looking 
at cloud tope and trying to find thunderstor.s. You know 
they vere actually hunting for som. thunderstorms th.~e for 
a while. And, of course, then there are ao.e of the instru
m.nt~ that the clouds don't bother that much and there are 
othlr ones that the cloudl completely rutn so - and obviously 
you lIke to have clear veather vith only X n~.ber of passes and 
you know Y-days left and the fact that ve didn't get the full 
.11s10n psss 1 think ve have a tendency to .aybe push it a 
little bit on the veather anyvay. Because 1 mean it's better 
ao.~thina than absolutely nothing at all, and you Mean certainly 
are letting some stuff out of it. 1'. not sure that th~ weather 
fro. that - you're seein, on the picture there vhen it looka 
like it'a - jUlt about 100 percent ove~cast is really that 
ovarca.t. I em not too i~preased vith what I see on thoa. 
pictures because it'l very, very hard to tell ground detail 
even when it's - if you .av Washington yesterday It vas clear 
exc.pt 'or ground haze. 1 .ean there vas no veather sy.te. 
at all involved and you couldn't eake anything out. And 
the crew 8ee •• to be fairly enthusiastic about the kind of 
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thh,c they llee OQ .l'\ EDP. 'or ellaaph, t04.y tbh .orlth. 
a •• OOD •• the, wgk: up th.y CA •• dOYD vith • request to ,.t 
th •• '0 •• c&ae~a .at'in,. lor u.ina the c ••• r. out the vJn40v 
4urinl the IR!P pa •• and vhich •• an. to •• anyvay that tbey 
think there i. eo.e pratty int.~ •• tln, .tuff they're ob •• rYlns. 

QUIIY Well, could you e.pl.i~ • little bit hov 
thit c.1ibratlou on the Hoon 1. ,uPPol,4 to vork. Do they 
end up vith • ut of pictu .... of the 1UGar .urfece fro. 
200,000 .i1a. avay 11ke tb.y do vtth the ,eaul.r IIIP atuff? 

HUTCHINSON Well. picture. In a •• nla that all the 
iDltru .. ntl are lotng to look at the ••• 0PPoI.4 to just 
look at it optically, ye., they do • ac.n of tb. lunar surface 
and then a 2~ - boy - I wieh - I should bav. brou,ht that too _ 
20 eoa •• tnut. ronstant look at tbe lunar .urfac. _ at the 
entlr. Hoon. And. of courae, the Hoon rlabt now ia alaoat 
full and the require.ent I think ve vere auppo.ed to be vith 
in a day or tvo of full Hoon. And a. tbey coal around ve're 
jUlt ,oing to slev it out and it'e not a particularly bil 
.aneuver and the instrument. are all ou and of cour •• thatl. 
a vary known source of heat end light .0 that .ak.a an out
standing calibration point. 

QUERY During our lREP bri,finB y •• terday ._id 
they I tit be - at that tille - at leaat 2 and f~rtun.tely very 
lIke 3 aore EREP paeses and now you .ay tomorrow viII b, tha 
la.t one. Why wa. the tbird one cut off? I knov it Va •• till 
in the .aybe stage, but vby vas it not planned? 

HUTCHINSON They aust hava been raferriol to 3 laft 
which would have been the c •• , }eltarday. Th,re ha.ntt _ 

QUERY Thl. v •• after y •• terd.y'l p.,. vhen they 
vere talkins about I today, 1 tomorrov, like you laid, and 
poslibly evan another one after that. And if it vas po.eible 
I jUlt vonder vhy it vasn't - ~58 it jUlt a pbY.ical conltraiDt or ",bat? 

HUTCHINSON No, it'. just a .atter of the daYI are 
all filled up al we hOlle in here on the - I dldntt _ I donlt 
know that there val - In fact a. ve ho.ed in on the end of 
the .i.aloD here the laat tvo or three dey. a. far a. I'a 
concerned - a8 far a. I knov EREP 11 hae b •• n the la.t pais 
which is tomorrov - which I, day l6~ - that's to.orrov. 

QUERY What about the f~el cell Ihutdown7 Could 
you continue to do EREP after that if you van ted to? 

HUTCHINSON Yel. And that is scheduled. by the tlay, 
for tomorrov about 18:00. We're goio& to go to internal 
rO'ol'e r. 

QUERY Looking tovard tbe end of tbe ai •• lon, 
do you heve any details of spl •• bdovn yet - aucb a. ti •• ? 

HUTCHINSON Ther are certainly available. Hilt ve 
ought to b. able to get the. _ 
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PAO The 
vill, it wltl be updated 
tl .. hare, Houaton ti.~. 
a 0 ae t 1.. to d .Y • 

lat.eat tia. v. have at tbh poht, 
i8 13:48 Cat vhich is 8:48 local 

And we'll try to set that updated 

HUTCHINSON There Is a aeneral p18oo101 package of the 
reentry .equence - the d~activatlon - retrofire and reentry 
sequence out (loating around - it'a no r.a.on why you shouldo't 
be able to find th.m. It'. got the retrofire tl ... on it and 
1at and long, splash, and the whole thing. 

QUilY Okay, we've got - I've lot a couple of 
queatlona here froa Mary Subb at the Cape. She wanta to know 
hal the cooling systea pro~lea ~een solved to the point that 
NASA can conduct the two 56 day aiasions without concern? 

HUTCHINSON Yes. I just - I W88 juat thinking about 
that. Yes, certainly. We don't think, unless we get ourselvea 
in a posture where we re~lly jab one of thos. valves that we're 
going to have any more problems with the coolaot Iyatea. Wa 
think we understand what vas wrong with it and ve're convinced 
now thst it's working exactly right. 

QUERY Okay. 18 there enougl: pover to do .. full 
compliment of experiaents during the 56 day ail,ion? 

HUTCHINSQN DIning the next 56 day a18810n7 Yes. 
QUERY What'a the Iatelt on the parasol? Will 

we require a new 8ail? 
HUTCHINSON that subject 1. belna purlu8d vlth areat 

vigor and the decision i8 not due to be aAde until I believe 
there is a NASA aaoageaent aeeting, Thursday. And I sUlpect 
by the end of the veek we'll know for sure. Well, we certainly 
will know for sure. We're coming up on the day vh~n we're 
going to do it. But the aanageaent council I belleve is going 
to raview that on Thursday. 

QUERY One 1I0r~ final questl.on here, how aany 
manufa~turing experimeots today? 

HUTCHINSON This day? 
QUERY Today. 
HUTCHINSON To date? 
QUERY No, today. If the.re are any. 
HUTCHINSON We are not ~oi"g any on this day, today. 

As 1 said before we are spending - we ha~ sOlie tlae to take 
out the M551 and put in 553 today. Hovever, we're 80ing to 
8pend the time troubleshooting the facility - the aanufactur
ing facility - the K512 facility. 

PAO If there are no aore questions - wait a 
m~nute one more her~. 

QUERY You said thera would b. enough pover for 
all the experiaeots on Skylab III, what about Skylab IV and 
will Sk,lab III have all the extra batteries that Skylab IX 
had? 
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BUTCRIMSON Extra batt.ri •• -
QUIIY In tb. coaaana .oaul., fu.l c.ll •• 
HUTCHINSON y.,. that 'paclcraft confilur.tion ., 

far •• the CSM 10" f~r Skyleb 111 1. tb. ••••• Ana •• f.r 
•• Skyl.b IV ao", of cour •• , providina that the pov.r ,It"a
tion re •• lnl Itable or relltiv.ly 10 th.%.'1 no rellon that, 
ve canlt pr ••• riaht on .xactly like VI are b.eaul. of COUfle 
v.'te runnin, fu~l up DOV. W. have be.n ev.r line. ve aot 
the panel out - coapletely nor.ll orbital operltion •• 

PAO All riabt, thank you. 
HUTCHINSON Could 1 aay ooe .ore thina about the -

I va. just reldina thia ERBP thing - I've got to go back and 
talk .bout the veather for one aore ainute. It tural out that 
one of the priae cbJectives of today'. paas and tbe one that 
you SIV on th~ television vas Hisail.ippi. Alabaa~~ and 
Florida over vhich there va. a knovn 70 to 40 pereent cloud 
cover .nd included Itudies of .evere etor. ~ondition. in that 
.r ••• No~ you didn't lee the first p.rt of the p ••• becau.e 
ve don't have the real-tl.e t.1evision - the pa.a aterta up 
ec%o.s the northvelt and l'a not inti.etely fa.iliar vith 
vhlt the veather vas but I think one of the reaaonl you .aw 
10 auch bad weather on there is we were studying the etora 
ay.tem vhen you aav the VTS televi.ion. Pardon. It vasn'tl 

SPEAKER The store vaen't there, Neil. 
HUTCHINSON It had really moved off the ground track7 

Wel~, unfortunately NASA has a hard tiae aaking the cloud. be 
in the right place. We can do a lo~ of thlngl but -

PAO Okay, Pete (Garble) ba. one queatloQ here. 
(Laughte~). 

QUERY When you aald I full experl .. nt package 
on SL-III, do you aean the .a.e that you can do OD SL-II or do 
you aean that SODe of the SL-II atuff that was cancelled ia ,oing 
to be brought back on board? 

HUTCRINS~N I can't - couldn't a.y for sure Pete about 
the things that they're jugglina around •. There i •• oae con
sideration being given to the schedulios criteria for soae 
of the experl.enta and I .a aure that, and, of couree. there 
art .ome things ve didn't get done - thare are .oae thinss 
that are going to need 80me further looks like S020 and T02S 
art a couple I can think of. I suspect tilere viII be a 
certain amount of regrouping on exactly the experimenta va 
do do, but it will be 8 •. close to the full compleaent that 
1t', almost 1mmaterial. All the bl,gi.s. I'. sure. 

PAO We've had the fins1 question froa (g.rble) 
we will close this morning's a~ssion. Thenk you. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO I have two brief announc:e •• IlU bafore 
ve besin the pre ... conference. Flnt of dl on Channel 8 
tape duap last night, there was. letter read by Science 
Pilot Joe Kervin to hh wife. In Une with the NASA 
polley for privAte coa.unicatioDS between the fltcht crew 
and their f.ailie., this co •• unicatlon lola. not aonltored 
and the tape of that pOltion of tbe Chennel a duap lola. del
Ivered to Hrs, Kerwin. Under that MASA policy for private 
coaauuications (or .orale purpose •• a.tronauts .re preaitted 
to aake private calla to their fa.llies once a week, nor.ally 
on their day off. there was no day off this past week. And 
I I d also 11ke to announce that the Skylab aedical experiment 
laboratory, the SKEL will depart Ellington Air Force aase 
at approximately 4:30 p. III. central daylight time Thursday 
aboard a CSA for San Diego, to be placed ab"ard the USS 
Ticonderoga, which leaves port at 10:00 a. a. central day· 
light tiRe, Friday, June 15th. Today we have vlth us Milt 
Windler, the flight director, off-going flight director, Dr. 
Jerry Weinburg and Dr. Joseph Muscarri and we're expecting 
Dr. Royce Hawkins to give you some information on the de
conditioning of the crew. Milton. 

WINDLER On the condition of the crev. "'ell,l 
think we had a very good day today. Yesterday we talked 
about how ve couldn't get our secondary loop goIng. and 
today ve did. It appears to be functioning norgally ~ov. 
AI you can i.agine, we don't plan to give it any severe 
Itressea, so we will be probably running that little test 
that vas run on the prll1ary loop. where you turn the suit 
s7Ste. on a little bit at a ti.e for a few seconds, and then 
a ~l~ute. and then a couple of lIinutes, and then IS .inutes. 
Proba"ly we'll have the same procedut'e for the EVA. The-
1 thin!< the spacecraft behaved vell today. You all com
lI~nted yesterday about how we didn't talk 1Iuch to the crew. 
And today we probably did,,'t talk very lIuch eithe., except 
on a couple of passes, when the crew talked to US so much. 
We couldn't get our ans~ers straight on the ground, because 
they kept talkl~g and they vere asking thea Caster than we 
could answer, but the EREI" pass went well. No problelu w1th 
the control system or over the data take. We raD a medical 
run on Conrad, and we'll talk in a 1I0lllent about the cor
allories experiments, particularly the 5013. jul essenlially 
the spacecraft systems worked very well and v~ did lnltiate, 
you mlght say discussions with lhe crew on the EVA procedures 
that will be vorldng a Cew days froll nov. We plan to send 
thea a melsage asking thelll a few questions. Telling thell 
a little bit about the philosophy that we plan to ule 1n 
their EVA next week. And then we also have A preli.inary 
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'lllht plan that ve plan to lend up to th •• toniaht for their 
eoaa.nte and any cbangea. And v.'re tryina to get a ltttle 
bit of a head atert on that eo that ve have thea ~uite well 
briefed vhen tbe ti •• coe •• to do the IVA. And of coure. 
tbat'll be - the procedur •• for that ara already very well 
e.tabilihed and we don't anttc~pate any big ~roblea in 
acco.pltebinl that. But I think one of our big thing. to
day VA1 the diajoint expertaent that I deacribed to you 
that was going to happen today, laet niaht. And that was 
vith the 5013 expertaent, and I'd like to hav(> Jerry tell 
you a ltttle bit about that effort today, and what he's 
got froll it ao far. 

WEINBURG Thank JOu, Hilt. Well-
WINDLER Before we do thAt, I know that Dr. Hawkins 

has asked that we get hi. out of here as soon as we can, so 
a.ybe we can have a brief report froll hia, then we'll go 
on vlth the corollary expertaente and l~t you ask soae 
queationl, Dr. Hawkins. 

HAWKINS Okay. Qui ckly, the - I think the in te r-
esting point which ve h,Jve run acros~ now in the last two 
days was with the pilots experimental run yesterday on the 
H092 and Hl7l. AI you no doubt rec.ll, we had to reduce the 
workload level on Dr. KerWin tvo or three daYR ago, follow
ing one of his runl, where he did exceed his threshold li.its 
on the .axleu. negative pressure level of ainus SO aililmeters 
of a.rcury. So alnce that tiae he's been working down at 
a alnus 40 HAl negative prealure. Nov, we have nov seen 
the Same thing with Paul Weitz in his run yesterday. where 
again, he did develop a __ 
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SPEAlCER - - one Y.lurday vhere _saln the. he 
did develop a suddeD onlet of heart acceleration vith a 
drop in the blood prellure tnelic.tins the need to tet_tnate 
that I'un. 1hel'efore. he 11 now sc:heduled for the Teaaining 
part of the U1aht. at work loads of nesative atTus pre
lurea if you v~ll. at a ainua 3~. ainus 40, and 4sain ~t 
ainul 40. How today, to coaplete the stOI')' 'etft CoaTad 
aade hi. run and he vas able to co.plete the enttl'e protocol 
aa he has been perforaing this study. Any queations? 

PAO Please wait for the aicrophones. 
QUE~Y What does thil mean for the other .lssiona. 

aa far as the work loads and the longer .iosiona? 
SPEAKER Well, it's hard to ssy yet "'hat it lIIeans 

fol' the Skylab III. Right now we're not, we're not really 
prop'oslnS any definite changes to the work protocoi. RealI)' 
th1s, this really depends upon what we s~e in the post flight 
period, as well 4a what we see through the balance of 
thil'l .tssion. 

QUERY Two questions. 
of this in reguard to the EVA plans? 
such that this aay be illpacted? 

What are the taplicatlons 
Is the decondit1on1ng 

SPEAKER No, I don't think so. ....e· re not seeing 
any interference with their norllal uay to day perform_nee. 
This is under an experimental condition where you are subjecting 
the man to a known stress. And the interesting thing here 
Is that this Is the 8 •• e type of response which we ~ave 
seen In the post flight, P08t recovery studies conducted 
in Apollo. How we have seen the same type of thing, snd 
here we are seeing it inflight at thts point in tille. 

QUERY It seems rather obvious, but I want to 
.ake sure. What yo" are seeing you believe is deconditioning 
effects of weightlessness. on the cardiovasculaT systell, 
is that what you're laying? 

SPEAKER Right. It's an alteration which w~ think 
is an adaptive a.chlnll11 that Is taking place within the 
cardiovasculrr system under the conditions of the flight, 
the weightless condition of the flight. And thereC(Jre. 
what we're looking for 1s where that ~nd point i~ "'hleh .... e 
are identifying with the changes that we've seen in two 
of the creWllen, ar.d I vould suspect that we will definitely see 
this sImIlar type of response in the Commander within the next 
run or two. This 11 an end point. Now vheth,'r It's going 
to extend beyond this point with extended durations of 
exposure to zero gravity, we don't know. That's of course 
the unknown. The second part of the question then Is. tlhat 
do you lee tn the POlt flight recovery period. And ve have 
aeen sial1ar type responles In Apollo. We were expecting 
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this to happen. And what this a\l really aeans in the final 
analysIs la of courae not anawerabl. at this pOint. 

. QUalY Ok • .,. you •• i4 you I.W .1a11ar thillgs 
in the poat, after Apollo flights v.r~ over. And as I recall, 
so.e of those characteristici ranged rather videly, all the 
vay froa Irvin'a reaction, if you recall after Apollo IS, 
up to practically nothinc I think in the 7 crew. Are they 
at this point at the stage where .ay Irwin was after Apollo 
IS recovery, where he had trouble vith his balance etc. 

SPEAXER You're talking about two different 
thinas really. You're talking about Irvin's vestibular 
problem that he vas experiencing I think aren't you? You 
8aid balance. Whereas re .. lly you're talking about a car
diovascular .ystea. 

PAO Do you have other questions for Dr. Hawkins? 
Thank you Dr. Hawkins. 

SPEAKER Okay. 
PAO Would you like to go ahead now with the 

corollary expert.ents? I am sorry tohave interrupted the ~chedule. 
SPEAKER Yes, I'd like to SlY sOlllething first 

about the experiment and Dr. Huscari, who is the investigator 
for T021. And I have shared 1n development of an instrullIent 
and aa nov sharing in the observation and use of this in
strullent. Hy particular in.terest Is in making measurements 
of a phenomenon called the Zodiacol 11aht, which ve have ob
served for somewhat over a decade. And 1'111 very pleased to 
aay toda7 that this lIorning ve accomplished something that 
hadn't been done before, namely to coordinate observations 
froa the ground, and thi8 i8 ~i.ultaneous, With observations 
froa Skylab u8ing very Similar, nearly identical equipment 
and to make observations also froa the Pioneer 10 and 11 
asteroid Jupiter probes. Pioneer 10 is about __ 
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SPEA16R - this ie also from the pioneer 10 and 
11 •• terold Jupiter probes. Plon~er 10 is about 4-1/2 or 
approxl •• t.ely aatronolllical units out froID the Sun and Is 
n •• t 1n8 Jupiter. reachins (garble) In December. ~ioneer II 
is jll.st this sIde of the asteroid belt. This h4s nOl been 
done before, has very seldom ~een done vith any experi.cots, and 
h a. 1\ 0 tell e r \, e end on e wit h the kin d 0 f ex per i !De n t s t h a· l' III t a Ilt-
tng about. N~&ely an experiment Which uses a small telescope 
to Deasure II faint light all oller the sky, \ihleh is - CORlI'S 
fro. tliU principal S<1UrCel, Oae is the star background, all 
over the '''y. In the Milky Way and out of it. And the other 
i~ a faint glow coming from zodiacal light, ~od'acal comlng 
from the work Zodi~c, which Is the path of the Sun and the 
planets acror the s\n, And there is a glo,". which is con-
Cf'nt rate<l toward the Zodiac and low.td the Sun, ..,hich is 
c",'sed D, ~\,;nl1ght reflected off of microscopl.:o dust part-
icles thro'1ghout the solar SYbtelll. I imagine the character-
istics of <his light, tn partlculaT of the :odiaca~ light, 
lie learn $o",,,,(hing ab.\ut the nUlIIbers of particles, their 
distrlbutiol, ,"' space, thetr silles. their shapes, .... h'lt the 
orig!n is. ~\C'" :l'ar.y there atl'. and '0 forth. This can' t 
be don. just from the ~arth becaus. of the difficulties of 
lookIng thr"',,,,:- ,hE' Earth's atmosphere IIhleh has other 
Sources of Ji~"r .... hlch rellloves some light by absorption, 
adds more by 9 •• ~teTjn~ of everything you see in the at
.osphere and mal<~s I t very dl fficult to separate the IOtliOC 

light frolll the other things you'ri!' looking at. And thl 
phenomena has been obaerved (or some 50 years with photographic 
and photoelectric instruments aod ve 8tt11 have not been able 
to resolve a nu.b~r of the problems afr~ciat~d With it. By 
making a simultaneous obse!'valton like this, vI·lr. able dt 
once t\. say something about tn. eff<'cts of the f~ilrth's at
.ospher~ on .ak~ng such o~8eTv.tion~. which can b~ made from 
the grcu~d easily, The problr. is to lIake an interpretation 
by separating thea, because all the things wt"re lOc'king at 
na-woe essentially the salae br'8htn~'!1S or samE' lpproximate char",cter-
1stie8, By making the measut"elltents fn:1I the Skylab and tile 
8 r 0 u n d a t the s a.e t t III e 1 0 0 :.. 1 n gin l h e s a lie d j r e (, 1 i ('. n, .... e ' r I,' 
at once able to 3ay the atmuspher" is doing this and that 
and at once able to say sOlilethlnp: about the du,n near the 
Earth versus the d'Jst near the AflteToid Belt v~r,.\J9 that in 
varying de~p space, Which we have ~Qt ~elore been able to do. 
So this is the iir8t coordinated observation. I'm hapry to 
say that Everything worked fine thj~ 80rnln,. The .... eather 
"'4. cl~ar in Hawaii, vhieh it had to be, the Sun had to be 
below the horizon, the moon 1' •• <1 to h.1ve set. lie had to have 
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,otten In the time llne for Skylab, which everybody co~ 
operated to enable us to do, and it vas a little bit easier 
vlth the Ploneera, they just keep 801D8 and going and we 
can turn thea on almost at will. Everybo~y vorked very 
hard to pull off a first and we're quite pleased about it. 

SPEAKE~ Where Jerry I, interested in the scat-
terina of li&bt from particles that are very far away from 
the spacecraft, the purpose of my expori.ant T027 is to 
study - this particular aspect .. is to study tbe scattering 
of sunlight by any particulate cloud around the spacecraft. 
There has been some evidence on past flights that contam
inaclon could be a potential problem for our very sensitive 
space instruaents. As you well know that on the Skylab, we have 
these with ArH and EREP instruments. So, with this flight 
T021 is a specific experiment designed to look at the build-
up, the extent, the character of a contaminant cloud around 
the spacecraft. Where does it come from? How long does 
it stay around? What is its distribution? And also an-
other part of my experiaent, which has not been performed 
yet, the sample array, which will look at the surface eff<!cts 
of contaminants that deposit on optical sUJrfaces, to deter-
mine again what effect will they have on the optics, where 
does It com<! from, how long does it stay around. Part-
icularly today, of course we have one particular sc~nning 
mode that allowed us to look at the sky, bach in the darkness, 
in this case it would have the - the content would be 
scattered light and zodiacal light and fro. starlight. And 
then again as the spacecraft got in~~ the sunlight, illumin
ating the particulste cloud around the spacecraft, thus in
creaSing the signal levels. Nov we just !:lot this data JUBt 
before we got here. We're in the process now of looking at 
this data and we hope then be able to say. what Is the ex
tent of the cloud. A quick look says that there Is some
thing there and what we'll spend our next rew days in 
determining to what degree Is the contaminant cloud around 
the IIpacecraft. 

PAO Do ),OU have questions? 

END OF TAPE 
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SPEAKER 
Ii.,ree 18 the 

, PAO 
QUERY 

TACS gas. do 
.pacecraft f 

- - next few days in deter.iaial to vhat 
conta.inant cloud around the spacecraft? 

Any more questlons' 
I had a queation. How much do you think the 

you think that'a a ma1n conta.inant around the 

SPEAKER No, the gaa with TACS la nitrogen, and 
thus it really just dls~ip8tes. It really would have no 
effect. What ve're looking at - so~e of the retrorocket. 
firing - there have been tests on the ground that sho~ that 
it viiI depoait on optical surface, leave behind a fuel 
residue, that does not burn, and degrade the optical proper
ties of it. Another iaportant thing is the outgaSSing of 
the materIals used in the sapcecraft. No matter how careful 
you ,'ret materials are handled, materials are exposed to 
the salt air. When they get into a vacuum, they will emit 
particles and gases, these then will migrate around the 
vehicle because certain aspect~ certain surfaces that are 
cold they viII deposit. You could get solar effects that will 
cause It to give a chemical absorbsion of the surface. And 
effectively then you get lhis film on the surface. Now 
even on this flight, the wardroo~ window Is beginning to 
become dirty. And the astronauts have described It, and 
this is 80me of the things that we're 100\i1g at. What 
effect does it have in terms of transmission, or reflection. 

QUERY As I recall, you got parasoled out 
of one Side of your experfaent. Is that going to affect 
your results greatly, do you think? 

S PEAK E R We 11, e f fee t t ve I y yes. Th e sola r a i r-
lock ia occupied by tha parasol. and thus in cases - in terms 
of the photol'leter, we would not be able to look at small 
sca~terlng angles closer to the Sun. But the sample array 
is versatile enough it can, there's nothing prohibiting it 
from going out of the antisola~ airlDck. It is a candidate 
to go out tie antisolar airlock in the remainder part of 
this mission. I can get important information going out 
of that airlock. The only thing 1 mis8, whl~lt I wanted to 
get, was the e f fe ct of the Sun 11 ght on the cont 8minant. 
The phenomenon of photopolarization will change the character 
of the contamination. But, the important data still is to 
be gained from the antisolar airlock. And 1'111 hoping in 
the reat of the daya on Skylab II .to be exposed. 

SPEAKER It d like to add one coament to that. Host 
of our observations are when we're solar oriented with the 
photometer, which we both use. But, it is possible to also 
observe when we're in Z local verticle, £REP position. In 
fact. that's the way the experillients originally were configured. 
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effect does it have in terms of transmission, or reflection. 

QUERY As I recall, you got parasoled out 
of one Side of your experfaent. Is that going to affect 
your results greatly, do you think? 

S PEAK E R We 11, e f fee t t ve I y yes. Th e sola r a i r-
lock ia occupied by tha parasol. and thus in cases - in terms 
of the photol'leter, we would not be able to look at small 
sca~terlng angles closer to the Sun. But the sample array 
is versatile enough it can, there's nothing prohibiting it 
from going out of the antisola~ airlDck. It is a candidate 
to go out tie antisolar airlock in the remainder part of 
this mission. I can get important information going out 
of that airlock. The only thing 1 mis8, whl~lt I wanted to 
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SPEAKER It d like to add one coament to that. Host 
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photometer, which we both use. But, it is possible to also 
observe when we're in Z local verticle, £REP position. In 
fact. that's the way the experillients originally were configured. 
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We would point In a particular pOlition at the end of a 
long exte~sion •• chani,., and the apace craft 80tion would 
scan UI acrols the aky, and that'a how we vould observe. 
So ve hope to, if the airlock is not .ade av~il.ble any 
lIore during any of the .tl.ions, to be Ible to aake scme 
observations vhile In the other lIode, and let the spacecraft 
scan UI cloler to the Sun, which ve cannot do froll the 
anti80lar air10~k alone. And it 18 very i.portant for 
the background to be able to look at the angles closer to 
the Sun for the zodiacal light and the Milky Way for example. 
A great deal of Inforaation lies on the hemisphere toward 
the Sun. 

QUERY Have you got any definitive conclusions 
yet on the zodiacal light, I mean any thing new from your 
space first or is the data still to raw and bleeding? 

SPEAKER We've just seen it bleeding. The Pio-
neer data is, tl}e "aps are 8till being made. It takes 
about 6 hour. to a.ke a map of the alty froa Pioneer. They 
can't do the two spacecraft at the .a.e time, so they are 
doing them today. The data from Hawaii is on its way back 
now. We've observed the last 3 Itornings of the same region 
of the sky. The data from Skylab, we've looked at part of 
it real time, the other data will go on the high speed data 
line over to Huntsville where it will be processed, and 
we hope to see it back very soon. So, all I know nov is 
that all of the equip.ent worked. It worked well. The data 
froa Skylab. which i. what I've seen, I've heard of the 
others, looks especiKlly good. It's very clean and very 
nice, and the Instruaent is operating very well indeed. 
We do have other knowlege of the zodiacal ll~ht already froD 
this mission. Naaely, one color, and we're looking at 10 differ
ent colors. We find that the sky in the d~rectlon opposite 
the Sun, has about the brightness we had expected. We had 
to in fact put iL certain instrument settings for our 
observations, and the Instruaent settings gave us back 
abl.lut what we expected. 

SPEAKER I wan t to say sOlllething e 1se 
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SPEAKER - instrumenta setting_ gave us ba,k 
about what we expected. 

SPEAKER 1 want to aay 80mething here. We're 
up here talking very cal~ly, but both of ua are extre.ely 
excited. We worked long and hard for this tia., and it is 
I - ve' re getting kind of tired nov, but ve couldn't be 
happier. The inatruaent ia perfor.inS so vall and it'a the 
~ealization of thousands of people who have vorked very 
hard to, not only build thia inatruaent, not only design 
it, construct it. but also integrate it into the Skylab 
and nov finally that it's performing and perf aIming and 
giving us the infor.ation so that we can study the - both 
the phenomena that ve're looking at. There's been 8 lot 
of rejoicing these last two days. 

PAO Are there any other questions1 
SPEAKER I'd 11ke to mention another subjec:t. I 

guees too. while eVArybody's thinking of some more questions. 
but, you knov, you said that the paraaol (garble) plu. Z 
airloc:k, of courae he vaa parasoled into into his minus Z. 
vh1 ch is good. I guess. We ought to ment ion. though. this 
lIaterials experiment and you're probably copied frail the 
transcripts or what you heard on air to ground that the 
erev apparently have been very successful in activating the 
experiment. and have 1n fact done. I believe i:'8 two of 
the wheels snd perhaps have done more by nov and the ~eldlng 
part of it. And ve ha"e been concerned about finding t1ae 
on the flight plan to put those experiments in and app.rently 
the crev is as I mentioned yesterday. are veil able to 
schedule themselvea to do things like this. and in fact 
the corollary officer remarked that they vere probably 
an hour or so ahead of the flight plan 1n doing the things 
that were laid out for today. <;0 'ole have every expectation 
that they will be able to .:onduct that experiment to a 
luccesstul c:onclusion and it's going to be pretty Lnterest
ing to see hov that .. etals activity vorks out in space. 

QU~RY Will that be continued tomorrow? 
SPEAKER I'm sure it 101111 be, yes. They expressed 

a Great deSire to continue that. The primary thing in find
ing time for on the flight plan vas to get the initial check
out accomplished. and that's been dene nov. so they can 
pretty vell fit that in to their 8ch~dule. And they had 
mentioned the S52 and 553 experi.ents particularly as being 
two that they wanted to get to today if they could, and I'. 
aure 1 f tl!~y don't today, they viII tOllorrov. 

Q~ERr Hov about - they mentioned SS5, which 
18 the crystal grovth. or do you know _ 
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WINDLER I don't think they hav •• pacifically 
aentioned that. but I'. aure they'll - 1 just have every 
expectation they'll .et to do that too. I think ve'll ••• 
quite a number of th •••• xperi •• nta accompliahed. 

QUERY Oltay. Ie the pauiol atill oranse. 01' 
do you know? Have you heard aoythiDa in the accelerated 
agelnl? What sre your plane' 

S?EAXEI Were you here ye.tarday or the day 
before when 1 tallted about the 500 hourI and that? Oltay. 
Well, 1 don't know then nov, any.ore on the color since 
then. we - I believe it's to.orrow on tbe flight plan Is 
a little period there to - or is it the next day - no. it'. 
to.orrow - to look «t the color again and give us another 
hack on the color. But the l •• t report. the rope parasol 
vaa Itill the orange color, it was described as belng 
flatter in nature. and they'll look at it again. The ageing 
tests are still going on. They will be done, I guess, maybe 
they'll be done today or tomorrow, sOllething like that. 1 
believe the .eetina vhere they'll discuss th.t and decide 
is on ThurSday. 

PAO Are there any other questions? Thank 
you alL If you'd 11ke the na.es of again. thatts Dr. 
Jerry L Weinberg, and Dr. Joseph Mus(ari. 

SPEAKER We're glad it isn't raining quite as 
hard this afternoon. 
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SPEAKER This is the JSC Newl Center. and we're 
rlady to begin th~ ~REP briefin, a. 800n .1 we get 80me 
presl participation. 

PAO Good .oroins. sir. and congratulationl 
on your intrepidnel. in ~etttn8 bere today. Vet for tbis 
SREP briefing. hav~ Dick Wilmarth, tbe Earth Relourcel Prolra. 
scientist, and Jack Harris, the EREP Sublysle.s a.nager, both 
Crom the Johnson Space Center. We'll begin with a repor~ 
from Dick Wilmarth. 

WILHARTH Good morning. The ninth pasl for EIEP 
has just been coapleted over Vashington, D.C. and back acrOS8 
the midwest on out to - beginning about Grand Forks - Grand 
FOTks. North Dakota. Ve had TV coverage on that; so we had 
some rather very interesting views of tht cloud for.etlons. 
the ground, the area around Vashington, D.C., Chesapeake Bay 
area, and on out into the Atla~tic Ocean and down across to -
just off thp. coast of Recife, Brazil. We have completed, 
as 1 said, nine. We have statused about eight of these EREP 
pass~s; so let's turn to the board here and see what we have 
acco.plished in the way of - of ground tracks. And I'll give 
you a general overview of the kinds of information we've obtained 
and then turn it over to Jack here to look at 80ae of the sensor 
performance of some of the sensors that were on board. To 
begin with, the map shows what we have completed in the way 
of ground tracks for the first nine EREP passes. In sequence, 
the long pass identified as number 20 began way out over 
the North Pacific and extended on down into South America. 
and that was the first paS8 that we coapleted. Then we 
completed number 63, and then 6. Then we completed 19, and 
then number 34. and now we've just completed 61 - 1 mean that 
we've co.pleted 33. We have three more planned EREP pasles. 
They are identified by this sy.bol as potentials. and we 
are planning those to coincide with number 6, number 20, 
number S and a lot of that the - let's .ay the - nuaber 6 
will depend upon s~me of the weather conditions. And that 
is :he general sequence of planning that we go through in our 
picking of the EREP passes. Now these passes will be coapleted 
the next up and comins three, on the next two days. The first 
one we are now planning will be track S down through here. 
Then we will be planning possibly 20 and what we call Is a 
lunar calibration pass. That is to determine vlth the Hoon 
as the background. which is a very excellent calibration 
source because of the lack of atmosphere and the &en~ral 
overall uniformity of the reflectivity is a good sourc~ for 
calibrating the instruments. And we plan to do that so that 
we'll be able to relate tbeir sensor activities and the len8o~ 
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data to what we've already observed oa the around track. 
1 through 11. Now what I've shovn here 18 e.aentiatly 
the ground tracks and - vhere ve have haa the lensor. on. In 
other words, on ground track 19, loing from there to there, is 
essentially the data tape that we did firlt on around track 
19. You can aee the other symbol shovs ve have extended that 
on a later pass .howing the data tape areae. Well, that look. 
like a lot of p&sses, and we do have a lot of data. And, 
generally, what we have accomplished in the first eight paases 
ie the - is to turn the sensors on over approximately 190 
areas that are a direct interest to the principal investigators 
thst have been appointed to analYle the data once we've re
turned them to J5C, processed them, and distributed them to 
the - to their laboratories. Now that meana that we've got 
considerable asount of data over a large part of the - of 
- part of western and well as the midveltern United State •• 
Now vhat we have accomplished is essentially take data over 
the countries that you see here. Mexico ve've covered. There 
are six prinCipal investigators there tbat have test sites 
identified. And we've taken data for those investigators. 
We've taken data dovn across the Central America, GuataRala, 
and Honduras for investigators that are interested in volcanic 
areas. We've taken data dovn on into Columbia, where studies 
of the gener¥l - pardon me - general, let's say land use 
resource management of those areas. And down - coming down 
through here on track 48 and certainly down bere on track 
33, as veIl as 19, we've obtained - and we've had good veather 
in - in Srazil area. We've obtained a lot of information. 
both electronic and photo~rap' 'e, for the arels in the lower 
a& vell as the upper Amazon Rlver Balin for the Brazilian 
goverment to do their own - their resource .anagement activities. 
50 ve've ob - we viII obtain on the next pass, track 5, 
SOme lnformation for investigators from Venezuela. 50 gen~rally. 
that's the - the overview of vhere we have obtsined dsta 
and the general number of investigators of taak sites - areas 
that ve have senaed and vill be returning the data return 
to JSC for distribution. Now I said that we've obtained aome 
sensor dsta over Sites, and if ve look at it fro. a PI atand
point, in other words an investigator's standpoint, we've 
got data for about 50 to 60 investigators .ost of which are 
in the United States. In other words, I would say that we've 
got 10 or 12 inveatigators - pardon me - in foreign countries 
that data have been obtained for. Now what have ve done? I 
sean, vhere 13 the data that we have obtained - what is it 
fer use? And so let's turn now and look at the map. If we 
look at the general types Jf data, in other vorda the electronic 
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or the pbo'-:0lraphic data. tor ua. like crop ioventory. foreat 
inventory, .eoloale •• ppADI •• lneral exploration •• ea .tate 
studies, and thins_ like that, I can .enerally .a,. that 
in th~ field of mineral exploration ve've had .xcellent 
coverage froa the photographic a. vell a. electronic standpoint 
over the aouthwe&t part of the United State_ end dovn into 
Mexico. In other loIorda, theae area. have been - -
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WILMARTH - - atate studies and thinlS like that. 
I can generally say that in the field of .ineral exploration. 
we've had excell~nt coverage from the photographic ac well 
electronic stalldpoint over the southvest part of the United 
States and down into Mexico. In other vords. thes. areaB 
have been clear and we've obteined 80.e very excellent data 
for the Inv£atigators there. As far as the agricultural areas, 
we've obtained good data for forest inventory over Colorado 
and over northern California. We have turned - we turned the 
sensors on over the Great Vall~y of California. San Joaq"!n 
Valley, and down through. essentially the lIidpart of Cali 'ornia; 
so we have good data for those. As far as a understandin, of 
the range conditions and the grass growth and things lik' that, 
we have obtained data over the Colorado plateau. And thal 
essentially was done on track 20 and track 34. If we turn 
to our urban studies, or looking .t some of the urbanization 
areas, we have obtained 80~e very interesting data for a good 
number of census Cities, such as Pittsburg, Ced.~ Rapids, 
Davenport, Ashville, North Ca~olina, as part of the sensor 
collectiun of - from EREP. Another area I think is of major 
interest, and that is the sea Btate or ocean studies. And for 
a reference, we did a rather unique data collection for hurricane 
Ava. Track 49 is essentially a special, unique pass in ~o
operation with NOA and some of the Air Force people to obtain 
for the first time some microwave data in connection with a 
very active aircraft program conducted by NOA in consort Ylth 
the spacecrsft data. What was acco.plished is essentially for 
the first time obtained some 1ager propholometer data, micro
wave data, which has been used for determination of the wave 
h~ight. and therefore, the wind condttions over hurricane Ava. 
We've also obtained microwave data over the Gulf, a8 you can see 
here on these tracks 1, 20. and 48. Looking at sOllie of the 
sea-surface temperatures and looking at some of the different 
sea-state conditions, in other words. wave height and wind 
conditions, in order to better understand the boundry conditions 
between air and ocean. The photographic data will be used 
to look at it from the standpoint of wh.t are the color vari
ations and therefore identification of such things as the loop 
current in the Gulf. Another a~ea that I think ie ~ery iN
vortant and I think it's edpeclally important in this sense 
that all of the sensors have operated extremely well. We have 
now in conjunction with the groundtruth information, such as 
collected over Great Salt Lake and Wilcox Playa, and some of 
the lakes and ocean Sites, an understanding of an integrated 
sensor analysis and sensor performance study. So that this 
gives U8 a real strong data point relative to how vell 6enaor 
data of this sort can be obtained fro. space and uaed in the 
study of various types of land resources. Now. 1 think another 
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area that 1a iaportant here i. that ve'va 80t • let'a se., 
for the land ~se inveatigators, those people luch as Itate 
agenclea. 'or inatance, the state of Ohio, state of Maryland, 
Indiana, Illinois, have banded together ao their individual 
state ora.lliaaUona in order to III. the Sltyllb EaJP data for 
a total evaluation of the - their land and natural resources. 
'We have obtained data over CaUfornia, and a8 I said, Ohio, 
Il1in011, and Indiana. And 1 think on this pass that we just 
completed along groundtrack 61, the data that Was collected, 
which would be exceedingly Interesting and uleful to Maryland. 
a8 yell as the - parts of eestern Peunlylvania where a very 
Itrong group from Pennsylvania State i, interested in lookina 
at the geologic analysis of the Appalachian Hountaina. Now, 
because of the imagery capability end the sensor data, we've 
got several investigators that are interelted in updating 
geologic maps a6 yell as cultural .aps or jUlt common ordinary 
topographic maps. And soqe of the data this is obtained over 
the Chesapeake 8ay today is aoing to be used for updatins 10lle 
of the old aaps of those areas. Let lie talk for a minute on 
Chesapeake Bay because we do have a very strona program there. 
It's the - in conjunction with the U.S.D.I. and conjunction 
~ith the Corps of Engineers. We have approximately eight 
investigators that sre studying the 8ay area itaelf froll 4 

land use, a g~ologic, and ocean, &s well as a bay current 
dynamic standpoint. And I'. sure that based on the TV pic
tures that I've seen, that the data that we will be returning 
here to JSC from groundtrack 61 will be exceedingly useful 
for their overall study. 1 think that kind of sum.ariaes 
the general areu that we have cove red. the kinds of invest isa
tions that we have obtained data for; so why don't I stop here 
and if there's any questions, Yhy I'll answer them later. 

PAO Ok,y, Mr. Harris. 
HARRIS I would first like to summarize what 

experiments we do have on board and what the problems we've 
had with those up to date. (Could I have the first viewgraph, 
please?) Very quickly, the EREP experiment system consists 
of what we call the S190A, th~ multispectral callera Iystea; 
the S1908, E/lrth terrain callera that's used out of the work
shop; the S19l, infrared spectrometer. the S192. lIultispectral 
scanner; and in the microwave region. the S193 lIicrowave 
&1timeter, radiometer, and scalterollleter. And then the S194 
L-banrl radio~eter. I'd first like to say, because of the 
poyer situation on the vehicle. we had to reschedule soae of 
t~e activities that we had originally planned. We condensed 
the original checkout froll 3 day. to I day. In aoiaa that, we 
created quite a few p~ocedure probleas for the crew and for 
ourselves. However, we feel like we have those procedure 
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probl ••• corrected, and the inltru.ente are operat1 n a 
s.tl.f~ctor11y. Now, I vould 11ke to go into the firlt 
few pa.leti. vbereby we did experience proble •• bee.lue of 
the power situation. On the S190A, aulthpectra1 caaera, 
Juring the first pass, ve noticed that we b6d .alfunction 
11a.ht8 on all slx roamera &tations. (Could I have the next 
viewlraph. please?) The camera array conlilts of .ix caaeras 
with magdzinel and two ca.letts that'l folded down over the 
MDA window. The HOI. .dndow is covered with a shield or a 
cover on the exterior surface of the KOA, and I'll be talk
Ing about that 1n a minute. But anyway, we had indications 
that 811 six stations were ~alfunction1ni' We investigated 
that. W~ ~uh.itted a special procedure to the crew to 
determine if the film was being moved within the magazines, 
IIlId it was. So the indications that we were getting were 
errOneous. And I'll explain that on the next slide. (Could 
I have the following slide, please~) Very si.ply, we have 
a takeu? ~pool and a supply spool with the film indication 
of readout or malfunction light being sensed off the sypply 
spnol. ~hat we determined was that we had loose f11~ on 
th1e spool. This spool has to rotate in order for the 
sense circuit to work and to indicate that the system 1s 
functioning properly. We did replenish the film for 190 
because 0 f tbe 
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SPEAKER •••• pool. This spool has to rotate in order for the (garble) circuit to work and to indicate that the system is functioning properly. We - we did replenish the film for 190 because of the heat problem. we had on the vorkshop. and doing so, the fila i8 loose on the spool. Until the travel is taken up with the takeup reel and the fila becomeJ taut, we do not get an indication that the film is being transported wl~hin the _agaline. The crev dId verify that this vas the case. and ve have acilleved the vhotography coverage (rom the first pass onward. Could I go back to the first slide, please? In paSb number 4. however. the crev inadvertently failed to open the HDA d~or; so we feel like ve did not achieve dny data on that particular pass. 1 
~lght say that ~~ do have an lndication on the door position, and that door indication has always indicated to the cr,. that it's closed. So ve've asked the crew to visually i~ok through the window to see if the door is open. And that has been satisfactory since then. Now the S1908 Earth terrain camera was not operated during the first fOUl passe9 because of the po~er situation. It was operated on the fifth pass satisfactorily, and I believe it's bepn operated since. The Earth terrain camera is operated from the scientific airlock out of the workshop. Now the infrcred spectrometer, the S191, has two detectors. It has a long waveleJ8tb detector to detect the thermal data; It has a short va'/elengtb detector to gather the other infrared portion of the Fpectrum. On the long wavelength portion of the detector we have a molecular cooler. It's a cry~genic cooler. It cools the detector dow, to betveen the range of 90 to 95 degrees Kelvin. B~c4use of the power ~itu5tion on the vehicle, we wer~ not - the MDA wall was not up to temperature. and so the cooler would not sink to the wall. We had designed the syatem for an KDA wall temperature of 60 degrees. During the power problem. we ~xp'erienced the wall temperature a. low 4S 47 degrees. So we had to find a vay to achieve proper cool down on the long vavelength detector. Could I have the next slide, please? 1 might say that what we're talking about Is in two portions. The crew uses 8 view finding tr8ckl~g systca within the KDA to locate the target and to track the target. The spectrometer portion is exterior to the HDA. and thil is 
~here the cooler is located. Could I have ·h~ next slide, please? In a vezy Simple diagra~. tbe sho&,t wavelength 1s not cool; the lo~g wavelength cooler I. cool. We'll have to hava a 60-degree temperature to sink that. So we worked up a procedure whereby we would turn on the electronics of the spectrometer pre - long enough - preVious to the pass. in order to heat up thl. area, because the co~ler uses rulon riags. The rulon rings need a temperature of 60 degrees in 
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order to seat. SO Wj!' d have the refriaeration cycle to 
commence. And I aight add that, ii ve can go bark to the firat 
slid., it took U8, I believe it was, four p ••••• to vork 
out the pover profile, vhereby ve can get - .chieve the 
cool down cycle. Since the ~over proble. i. - la not 
•• critical, we have been getting aatislactory cool down of 
that detector. And we have been g~ttin8 long wavelength data. 
Here again, the short ~svelength data has been good from the 
vary first pass. No .... on the multispectral scanner, the 
5192, we us. another cryogenic cooler to cool the detectors 
there. We have tw.:> types of detectors. We have the long 
wavelength a~ain, not of the same band width as the 191, but 
a long wavelength detector that's cooled by the cooler 
and also all the visible channels. There's twelve visible 
channels that arc cooled by - by the same cooler. Because 
of problems in the alignment, ve do not feel ilke ve had 
any data on the first three passes relative to the thermal 
cha.lne 1. Tha t has n ow been cor re ct ed. We also fee 1 th at 
the first t~ree passes were marginsi on the visible channels. 
We were achieving data. We questioned the quality of the 
data. That had been corrected, and the instrum'!nt has been 
operating satisfactorily since. COllld I have the next slide, 
please? This is Just an overview of what we'rL talking about 
with the 5192 system. Go back to the first slide, please. 
The 5193 t the a It ime te r. the radiollete r. and scstteroDle ter 
have all functioned this plan with the exception of the first 
pass. Because of procedure problems, ve did not achieve 80me 
altimeter data during the very first pass. The subsequent pasles 
have be~n satisfactory. The 5194 L-band radiometer has alvays 
operated as ?lanned. Now the pass today utilizes the TV 
caller. with the 5191 experiment for the first tiae, and I 
understand there's sOlie interest to how ve do that. And I 
gues8 - let's see - Could I go back to the S191 overview? 
It's the colored photograph, the one previous to that. It I 5 

not a very good one to show how ve use the TV camera, but __ 
The crew has an option on the view-finding tracking system 
to mount a 16-mililleter camera or to use an optical adaptor 
and to mount the TV. They have the option of - they have 
a 10 to I zoom ca?abillty within the telescope itself, and 
they can track a ground target ~p to 20 seconds through a 
tracking sy8te~ that's available. So they - the crev installs 
the TV. what ve call the TV optical adaptor, at this interface 
and then installs the TV to that. And then they use the eye 
piece to track the ground target and achieve the ground target. 
Zoom in on it, up to 20 seconds. Any questions? 

PAO Okay, we have picked up a couple of aore 
neV8men. We'll take your questions now if you have any. Hovard 
Benedict. 
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QUERY How long I, It going to tak. you to 
process th1. data fro~ these twelve pas.e, or eleven or tvelve 
pas.es, wben the data coae. back hare? 

SPEAKER 1 think the general plan ia to have the 
i~aiery processed 80 that In approxl •• tely 30 day. after 
ve've returned the fila here to JS~, that prellalnary copios 
viII be avallabl~ for review. And a follow-on then would be to 
develop and produce th~ necessary data packages for the indlvidQal 
PIs. And each PI or investigator has their ovn specitic 
requirements as to fila, to photograph., and certainly the 
magnetLc tapes. Nov the magnetic tapes will ba brought back 
here along with the f1lm, and it'll be approximately - well, 
ve'll process it In generally two steps. One to - to process 
enough of the channels on the acannor data to get sOllie tape
ta-film conversion done, so ve can see the areas of coverage 
for that scanner specific to that individual investigator. 
The i.nvestigator then will be receiving a screening fil", and 
the fIlm then would be - from that film he will pick the 
area as well as - which would be identified by tiae hacks, GMTs. 
And then we'll process the channels of magnetic tape that he 
viII specifically need for his In4ividual investigator. To 
(garble) we won't do that for the microwave data. It'll be 
done primarily on the basis of - of GMT or time hacks over 
his site and the data that he will n~ed, as well as the support
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QUERY What are your plans for the next couple of 
days? Du lOU have tracks planned ahead for ••• y. the next 
2 or 3 day.? 

SPEAKER Yes. Tomorrow w.'l1 be flyina track 5. 
And then on - In the following day, we will b~ looking at ground 
track 20, which we - which was the first E1EP p.... And we'll 
be doing a lun~r calibration in order to provide us the 
necessary data for delerminlng the r •• poose of the instruments. 

PAO A1. 
QUERY One 1II0re. In the - today's use of the TV 

camera through the view finder, what i. - at aaxi.u~ zoom, what 
would be the best resolution ths:t the television i •• ge would 
have? 

SPEAKER 
SPEAKE R 

somethlng a little 
PAO 
QUERY 

onE'1 

Of design, goes 200 feet. 
Ves. We think we would probably achieva 

better than that. 
Howard. 
Then when viII you do track 6, the last 

SPEAKER Track 6 is a potential. 
QUERY Potential. 
SPEAKER Right. We - we s:how that here because 

weather and certainly other mission factors may throw U5 into 
that. So ve may run that one, but r1abt now ve' re only 
pla~ning track S and track 20. 

QUERY And could you give us some of the highlights 
of track 5? What viiI you be looking fOT there? 

SPEAKER Track S is - well, we have a - a spot right 
in here knovn as Cape - -

END OF TAPE 
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SPEAKER S and track 20. 
QUERY And could you give us soae of the hlah -

It~hts of track S. ~hat will you be lookl n a for there? 
WIl.HARTH Well. track 5 is - well. we bave a spot 

right 1n here known as XSC that we're interelted in obtaining 
8o~e data over for Bravard County in their land use analysis. 
And then back up across over the general Great Plains area 
where some very int~resting studies on soil moisture sre being 
conducted by Dr. My~rs at South Dakota State University. Some 
of the over - let's see, the Great Plains ground ~ater - water 
management studies, which are including state ge~loglcal 
surveys of Iowa and adja~ent states is going to be a prime 
target. Then on up into - certainly the parts of the Colorado 
Rockies, northern extension for geologic analysis. In Wyoming 
the areas of BIg Horn Mountains and things like that. So, 
those are some of the general highlights of that area and 
then, as part of it of course, there'll be target areas 
for SAnsor p~rformance. How the sensor responds to a 
different enviroment. It's going to be another part of that 
whole package. Then if you get down across some of the 
areas down into Venezuela, some of the investigators there 
are interested in understanding the gelogic analysis for the 
Haracabo basin, and the incoming sedimentation rates at 
th~ land and water interfac~. And then again down across -
over into the ~matan basin and Southeast Srazil for general 
land use management and planning for the Brazilian Goverment. 
So those are kind of the highlights for the individual pass 
tbere. 

QUERY I forget whether or not you give the tiae 
that that pass starts tomaorrow. 

WILM~RTH 1 did when 1 came over h~re. Ah, let's 
see. No, 1 forgot. 1 think it's - 1 think it's right around 
10:00. I'm not sure on thst. 

QUERY Wouldn't that put It over KSC around 
10:15 or 10:201 Something like that. 

WILMARTH Something like that. The spacecraft 
moves at 4 miles a second, so that's about the speed. 

QUERY Did the haze and clouds over Washington 
this morning hurt any of yo~r plans1 

WILMARTH We had forecasted that there was haze. or 
a polution alert we found out later. 1n the general area 
and some rather high cumulus, and I think that's probably 
one of the reasons why it didn't lock onto a specific site 
and zoom in on the TV. We don't think that's going to affect 
the analysis of the data by the individual investigators. 

QUERY Could you give me 4 fev more specifics 
of what you'll be looking foc wlth XSC in Bravard county? 
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WILMARTH All right, the - That' •• rather new 
venture down in that part of the world vhere you've got 
D18ney World and a large influx of people and are looking at 
it (rom a standpoint of the effects of urba~11.tion on the 
t:nvironment. As you knov, thera'8 '" lot of bird habitats 
and .... ildlife preserves 1n the area, and, of course, the 
~ener.l growth of the Sravard County itself and general 
land use, recreational planning, and things like that 1s 
~oing to be the main theae. us1ng both the aircraft and space
craft data. 

QUERY 
WILMARTH 

and then support out 
underflight data. 

All right, how ~any aircraft aa backups? 
I think there'~ - 1 think KSC h8s one, 
of here for - as part of the spacecraft 

QUERY And ve do have sOlie que8tions frolll listeners 
from various Areas around the country. One. do you plan to 
photograph all the countries outside the United States that 
were originally scheduled? And if so, When? 

~ILMARTH Jack. would you like to try that one? 
~ARRIS That's your field. 
WILMARTH 1 guess the answer to that is - The 5L-111 

and SL-IV activities, 1 think. are going to be directed to 
trying to overfly and obtain as much of the infor~.tion .s 
requested by the individual investigators as possible. Now, 
we know that weather is a very iaportant factor. And how that 
will impact is relative to flying over all of the countrie8 
that we planned. There are ... sential1y 21 countries with 
41 investigators that have requeated data on 5L-II, III, and 
1\1. And, ag3in, it's a point of - we'll try to overfly them. 
but it's weather constraints, mis8ion constraints, and everything 
else. So, in general, we can say that we plan to do it. 

QUERY Okay. Please describe the Houston Area 
'fest 5ite. 

WILMARTH Well. the HOUlton Area Telt Site. or the 
acronym, HATS, is an 18 county area here centered around 
Houston, and 80me 50,000 square miles or something like that. 
And I say it's a major metropolitan area. Certainly a water 
land Culf interface and it has many, let's 8ay, different 
parameters with a rapidly expanding environment for the 
urbanization. And it contains natural forests as well mineral 
(garble) water problems. and so it's essentially a aajor test 
site for developing the techniques here at JSC for land use 
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an81yais, and the techciques that go vith that kind of activity. 
QUERY How ~.ny tiaes do you plan to observe the 

Houaton site during the 3 Skylabs fll&hts with the E~£P senaor1 
WILMARtH Well I can't lay exactly because -

veather of course. is a factor here, but in SL-II1 1 wouldn't 
gU~S8 right now because of - the trajectory plots ar~ still 
being developed. But it looks maybe 11ke we'll have 2 or 3 pa.ses 
over the Houston area teat site in 5L-III. 

QUERY And how many times hss it heen ob.erved 
80 far? 

WILMARTH Well. we had a little bad luck with the 
weather on ground track 34. We did overfly it and ve did 
get some data, but the cloud cover did interfere with the 
data collection over the hatch area. 

QUE~Y How does the Houst~n area test site fit 
into the total EREP experiment plan. or what is the significance 
of the Houston area test site? I think you may have to cover 
that in answering number 1. unless you think that -

W[LMARTH Well I would like comment on that because 
the Houston area test site is a - is one of the - what we call 
a ground truth test site for developing the techniques of remote 
sensing of various environments. Several investigators within 
the [REP program are using this area as - because of the 
abundance of ground truth measurements and the variety of 
conditions that are present here within the area. So, it's 
a major important factor - a major important Site, 3uch as the 
carets or the Chesapeake Bay area. as well as the Arizona regional 
ecological test site out around Phoenix. So it's a major area 
for the EREP program. 

QUERY And What can you tell about flooding from 
space? 

WILHARTH Well we don't space to tell about flooding 
here. That's a very prevalent problem today at Houston. The - we 
know from space photography, and let me assure you, you can observe 
the effects of floods because of the variation in the spectal 
reaponse - of the flooded area, it's vet and it's certainly 
disturbed relative to the unflooded areas or nonflooded areas. 
So that hopefully with tREP sensor cabilities, we can identify 
the areas that have been flooded, and perh~ps some of the other 
important parameters that go on with flood rehabilitatlo~ and 
flood conditions. 

QUERY And finally, I bell,ve you may have in 
general done this during your presentation. but please identify 
the path of the passes geographically - places under the track. 
There are a number of the people that can't see the map and 
things like that. 
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HARIIS All r1aht, leu beain with the top. The 
ground track 61, begina off up here around Grand lorks, North 
Dakota. coaes across Lake Kichi,an lake area, aero •• the 
Chesapeake 8ay area, ~nd down acroa. to the South Atlantic. 
Ground track 33 began off up here around Vancouver. 

EN DO.' TAPE 
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WILMART~ - - Lake Hich18an, Lake Erie. aC~088 
tb, Ch •• ap.ake area. down .c~oss to th. South Atlantic. 
Groundtrack 33 began off ur here arollnd that Vancouver 181an6 
down aero •• Montana, the Dakota., down aCTOIS 111inol •• Iowa, 
Illinois, down through - into the Carolina8, and down off into 
the north~a8t part of Brazil. Groundtrack 19 beaan over here 
about - 1 think that's Coty, Wy~.in8. or 80aethlna like thal. 
and down across the Missouri River. down across the. just about -
jUlt abQut north of the junction of the Ohio and the Missouri -
the Ohio River - St. touis, I think that's it - down across the 
Puerto Rico - and we follow on - beain on up into Vancouver. 
or the Puget Sound area. and down through the - 8r.9.z11. 1 com
mented on paIs 5. Track 48, is very similar, it's farther down
it callie across about Denvet, It began out off the coast of the 
Meuth of the Columbia River. and down acrOSl, about to Saint -
New Orleans, down across Cuba down across Columbia and the 
Allazon 8asin and into ••• just off the coast here of 8razil. 
The track 34 began up in - just ~e8t of Salt Lake City. in 
across the Rocky Mountains, and down across Houston. ac~oss the 
Yucatau peninsula. down into the western Arabian Sea. Gr~undtrack 
20 began 168 degrees west Longitude, which is not far from the 
west coast, came across the coast and on down through - across 
Srownsville, Texas here. down across Yucatan, down in the Honduras, 
G'.Jatalllalll, Central America, came acrolls Columbia and down on into 
Boliva and down on into Paraguay. That's the track that we will 
be flying on around - on day 165 or two days hence. So. on the 
original groundtrack 20, we stopped it off up here in - in the -
the - Boliva. Groundtrack 6 began in Northern California. came 
across Arizona. Utah, Nexico. and stopped over hele in just 
weat - or just about in Mexico city. Grountrack 63 came acr05S 
San Francisco, across the U.S. border and down across into - what's 
the - Mexico City, here. And down - Groundtrack 49 was the hurricane 
that we sensed about June 6. That's generally the areas that we 
covered. 

SPEAKER A little different note 
astronauts are doing. are they perforllling as 
dld they recongnize a lot of the things they 
things like that? 

here. Hal. 
they hoped 
hoped they 

How the 
they would, 
would, 

WILMARTH Yes. 1 think have done an exceedingly 
excellent job on the s\1itches. observing, the observations 
by the crew, this mornlng, especially Paul Weitz on the 
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How the 
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by the crew, this mornlng, especially Paul Weitz on the 
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VIS, on the TV casera, vere excellent. He even picked out 
the featurea, very clearly, very eaai1y and their observationa 
are a great help. From the voice capes, ve go back over 
thea .~d identify the thinsa that they - auch aa various 
cloud features and ground features, and update our \010 dAta 
base from those observation •• 

PAD Dk.ay, thank. you very much. 

ESD OF TAPE 
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PAO Okay, we can begin now with the atatus 
report from Kilton Windler. 

WINDLER Walt a minute, hold it. Yeah. here it 
is. Okay. the panhandles of CJklahoma and Texas. I thought 
that Dallas .. 1 thought it was supposed to go over Dallas. 
1 didn't knJw th~t Was in the panhan~le. We had a ~ood day 
todayanyva.'. Well, we had mostly a Rood day. TIle only 
bad p1rt abtut it was we only got half IIUCCE:SS. I guess you'd 
call it, at running our AM coolant loop. We'rE: still 
trying to get the secondary loop to behave. We did run the 
suit umbilical system loops with the priuary coolant loop 
thia morning. And it all worked fin~ so we're squared a way now 
to use our system for the EVA. And we're unfortunate - Thank you 
very much. Unfortunately we couldn't get that valve l'nstuck 
in the secondary system. Although, we tried it twice as you're 
probably aware. The first time w~ started the second pump in that 
loop while it was still running, while the first one was 
still running and that probably put a pressure differential 
on it of around 70 or 80 psi. And that didn't work, 80 we shut 
the whole system, secondary system down, and let ie warm up 
a little bit to probably 50 degrees or so. And t~en we 
turned both pumps on simultaneously, which put ov!r 200 pounds 
per sq:.Jllre inch In the system. And even that didl't open 
it. In fact, I have to a".mi:, that I think that fe might 
have even closed it a litlle hit more, As you'll recall, 
it was only partially, tn the partial cold position In stead 
of full ccld. And now it's probably not completely cold, 
but in a cold position, but it is perh.ps further cold than 
it was before we started. The EREP palS. as you've se~n from 
this handout here, was a good one this morning. The EREP 
people ar! very pleased with the results that they're getting. 
In fact, we've concockted 8 little scientific statuB to send 
up to the crew tonight. And one of the tbings that the EREP 
people are moat happy about is the chance to get some infor
mation on the typhoon Ada. I didn't realize that they had 
several aircraft up in the air at the saee tiae and also 
some surface observation from ships plus the S193 infor~ation 
from the spacecraft and the cameras that were taken froa 
the spacecraft. But, back t:> today, the pass al you kno\; 
ha-l several clear areas in it in the United States. We were 
hoping to get - I guess this weather that vas up around Dallas 
t' ~I morning must have made its way down here, but we were 
looking for soae severe weather. We'd like to have some 
developing heavy thunder storms and developing tornados if 
we can. but of course that wasn't available this morning. 
It ilia), be here this afternoon. 1'. not sure. But, it had 
dissipated a little bit, I think by the time we actually aade 
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the p.... And then it continued On. And the veathel Y.' 
e:.tcellent in South Aa.rica for this tiae of year. Th. I)'EP 
Officer va. very p1ealed by that. AI.oat the vhole centrll, 
e.atern ed,1 of South Aaerica there. Bra111, the central 
parl of Br •• l1 vaa clear. We did the a.dica1 runa. Ve had 
• ~lttle bit of • sc.re thla .fternoon vhen tbe - ~ne of the 
corollary experi.entl. the 5073, appeared not to be vorking 
correctly. but nov the crev did cycle. little photo aultiplier 
tube in the, in the lnstruaent. 01' a covek on the inatru.ftnt 
th.t cover. thia tube. And it .pparently v •• pe~hapa cracked 
jUlt • little bit since it hadn't been operated since th~ 
launch 

END OF TAPE 
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WINDLER - the inatrument or cover on the in.tru-

~ent at - that covere tnta tube, and it apparently was per

hapa cracked just a little bit, since it hadntt been 

oporat1ed aince the launch and l~ - it haG now apparently 

seated itaelf and 1s working correctly. So. that is the 

inatrusent that ia goins to be flown toaorrow or run to.orrov 

with. joint obaerving prcgra. with oblervations froa two 

pioneer aatellites and a station in Hawail. So, the acientific 

c~ •• unity's very excited about that. In fact, you aight have 

the PI from that - coae tell you about it tomorrow or vhen

ever he gets 80me data down froa it. And the ATK continue. 

to take dlta. They transmitted down some sood pictures of 

that large coronal feature that vas observed partially yes

terday and continues to be active today. 1 think that was 

about it. 1 think the crew was in a good aood today. They 

did - we've had 80me confusion 1 guess about the K509 experi

acnt - thil is the one where they sit in and fly around the 

upper coapartment of the spacecraft. And they asked us if 

they could take the launch restraints off and we sald okay, 

because they are trained t~ do that and the other crews have 

not been so trained. And they probably - they haven't - 1 

don't think they've indicated - they aay have put it on the 

recorder but 1 haven't read it yet. But they have - if they 

haven't, they vill go ahead and remove those launch restraints. 

But right nov we don't have any plans to fly that experiment 

on this alss10n. It had been actually - it'd sort of been 

ruled out as a candidate - or at least been dovngraded as 

as candidate because it does require a lot of crew time and 

When we had to adjust the tIme line before even the ai.sion 

started why, it had been given s lower priority for tht. 

particular mission. It's still an important experiaent but 

it's one that we felt ~ould be better to tryon subsequent 

flights. So, unless aometh1ng cbanges vhy ve vould not be 

doing that. But 1 guess because of the launch restraint 

thing people have got the idea that we're .ore lSt:riou8 

about flying that experiment than we are. I think that's 

the highlights anyway. If y'all have any questions I'd 

be glad to ansver them. 
PAO Please vait for the .icrophone. 

QUERY I noticed the last few days that the crev's 

been talking a great deal less. Are they just settling down 

to work or what? 
WINDLER Well, yes, that'a the answer to that. 

I'. pleased to see it, frankly and we co •• ented in Control 

Center this morning that it seemed like that this w •• the 

kind of day that ve had hoped Skylab would be when we were 

getting ready to fly it. We try not to talk to the crew 
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ualell ve think that they are free to relpond. If we - ve 
know froa the liaulatlonl that It bother~ thea .o~.vh.t vhen 
tbey're ou the ATK conlole and unle •• they vere in a particular 
bul1dina block - an ob.ervation that doelntt require a lot 
of Ivitch activation and it doean't require a lot of their 
atteotl?o why ve try to avoid callinl the.. ~~d ve have in 
fact w,ited on leveral occalionl toda1 until a aore opportune 
aoaent. And I think that thie II the kind of thiol that aore 

_ Is more llke the traioing that ve experienced in the pre
ailsion .taulatlons vhere ve give thea the pad lofor.ation 
In the aoroing and if we've done the job right ve dontt have 
to update that. And if there are no failures they proceed 
on with their business with very little assistance from 
the ground and veT, little conversation to the ground on their 
part. The observations that they have - they are accustoaed 
to putting on the voice recorder and ve aet it subsequently 
So, I think that's probably an indication that the flisht 
is 8ettl1nl down into a ~ore routlne-type effort AS oppoled 
to the different procedures - things that ~e've had to use 
in the past several days that they really had been trained 
to do on - operating equipment in a Don-no.tnal aode perhaps. 

QUERY Last nIght I understood you to say that 
the backup crew Is looking at deploying a 8unshleld over the 
parasol. Is that correct snd wouldn't that change the thermal 
characteristics terrifically inside? 

WINDLER Well, no 1 don't think 8~. Of course the 
parasol is d~lng the job that it was designed to do. The sail 
ia also designed to do a similar job. 1 think the shadoys 
would overlsp, so to speak. 90 l don't think it yould make 
a big difference in the internal 

END OF TAP~ 
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WINDLER - do a Itailar job. 1 thlnk they would, 

you know, the .hadow. would overlap 10 to .pe&~, so 1 don't 

think it would .ake a bia diffe~enee in the tnte~n.l temp

erature •• Nov, we'rft - when 1 aaid the b.c~-up crew wa. 

lookina into it, they're jUlt eVLluatlng the - that interface, 

they're Itill, as we talked ye,terday, they have - there's 

been no 4eelllon. of course, to deploy the .ai1. Now. but 

we are be,inniol. aince there'l only, 1 don't know, whatever 

it is. a week or some nu~ber of daya until the EVA, we're 

tTying to be sure that the procedurrl are set up to do what 

ever has to be done. And as you know, the crew requelted 

a Ilightly different procedure there whare they have asked 

if there would be any objection to Paul Welta belng one of 

the external EVA crewmen, and right no"" we don't think 

that would be a problell, but ye're still lookina into that. 

That hasn't really been given a GO yet. And the thlnkina 

now iI, of course, that the - they've all trained in the 

water tank to do the fl1111 tranlfer, the changing of the 

fll~, but they haven't all trained to do the sail deploy.ent, 

and probably the obvious thing there yould be to let ~aul 

Weitz help do the film transfer, which has been suggested, 

1 think, on the air to ground. and then trade crewaen. or 

at least trade the one that goes inside the airlock, and let 

then Kerwin and Conrad do the sail deploy.ent. 

QUERY You said, having Weita be one of the 

external crewmen ~ould be no problem. 
WINDLER That's during this ATK fil~ transfer, 

because they have all practiced doing it in the water tank 

previously in Huntsville a8 part of their atandard training. 

They're cross-trained in that area. 
QUERY Was there a prnblell today "'lth S0561 

WINDLER SOS6 i8 behaving in a slightly odd aanner, 

and we don't really undeutand it. Apparently the - the in

strument is being - the aode is being changed by 80ae sort 

of interference. We thought it was due to the - when the 

S055 went to a certain aoae, a mirror auto raster aode, and 

it was causing lome lort ~f a little electromagnetic inter

ference or whatever thAt changed the lIode on the 56, but 

then it did the la.e thlng, even after this 55 instrument 

was running. So that kind of indicates that perhaps there'l 

soaething else lIakiag that interfereace - c.ausing that inter

ference, and we don't know exactly what it is, but you can 

cycle the swltch and it ~ill run okay, 80 we just have to 

be careful of it. 
PAO Any otber questions? 1 think we ahould 

explain. 1'. sure Milton and 1 didn't sean anythina daUb.r

ately when we .entioned the tornados. We weren't actually 
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for tornadoa over at Dallaa, or rather we were nop1na for a 
chance t~ obaerve aoa •• evere veather. Thank you all very 
much. 

WINDLER 
be able to look 
anybody to aet 

END OF TAPE 

We're hop1ca 
at thea when the, 

a tornado. 

to be fortunate enough to 
occur, but ve don't vant 
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PAO Good mornina, gentle .. n. This la the 
overnight Chenie-of-Shift Briefina. with Netl Hutchinson 
F118ht Diuctor. We'll let Neil take it away. 

HUTCHINSON All night Change-of-Shift Press Brleflng. 
Uh. let'. aee. I had two or three thinga 1 wanted to talk about. 
One was, and 1'. not sure where you auys .. how you end up when 
you end up with the guy. at night - laat niaht, but we have 
another instrument in tele.cope that'a broken. S052, this hap
pened last night, r1aht about at handover, between the two team •• 
which Q\~st have been in about 6:30 last night. We have done what 
little troubleshooting we could on it at the time the anomaly 
occurl'ed. We really didn't do anything. We just looked at the 
camera and looked At the tele~etry aud it's fairly evident that 
we have a transporter jam in the 52 ca.era. And we have dis
continued all ~2 operations, fila operation.. Of course. 
you kn~w, we have replaced that camel'a and the fll_ and 
everythiug, when we go out EVA. We viII be scheduling - if 
you I'emeaber. the 52 is the white light corono8raph and we 
will be scheduling conSiderably more television, both [PsI-time 
down-link and VTR of the white light cOl'onograph to try and 
get some - what data we can out of the syste.. Of course, 
there's nothing wrong with the telescope. It's the caaer4 
that's goofy. And ve're fairly certain that it'a - it acted 
exactly like a film jam that the telemetry indicated the 
thing stopped framing and teaperatures begen to build up 
inside the camera indicating ve had a stalled motor. 5009 
also appears to have malfunctioned, and we have told the crew 
this morning to - well, we haven't done it this morning. but 
we sent them a pad up last night - this afternoon about 18:00, 
they're going to op!n the S009 cassette .anually ~nd turn 
on the p~ver and leave it that way. You heal'd part of the 
conversation here on the net, just a moaent ~go. about 
troubleshooting the habitationary vent valve. 8asically 
what our desire is to do there Is to find out whether indeed 
this 2-4 valve combination is a valid preaaure se41 01' isn't. 
And the basic test Is the cap he wa. talking about - the cap 
that he said he thought mistakenly WIS off. really wasn't 
mist:tlr.enly off, it was supposed to have been off. And that'a 
the reason we fly with the cap off, is because, - that's 
cur way to blow the cluster down if we ever have to bail 
out in a hUl'ry in case of a fire. So, we have to have the 
cap off or the ground can't open the valves to blov - dump the 
cluster. ~ow, the troubleshootina proced'Ire is very siaple. 
We're goin, to have a ~revaan. and they're dolna it riaht 
nov - have a creman stand in front of the valve with a piece 
of paper. The ground's going to open the valve and he t • 
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g01ng to aee if the paper Indicates air flow. Nothing 
very draM.ti~ about that. And then when we verify we have 
air fl~w. we're going to close 2 and 4 and verify that we 
don't have any. And ot course, you know, we've had telemetry 
indications All along that they're not workins. And that's 
being done thi~ ~orning. We are working on the primary coolant 
loop suit u~billcal syste~ this morning. And baSically, as 
you know, when we r3n the EVA to fix the wing, we had a .roblea 
with th~ 9\llt umbilical system - not with the suit umbilical 
system - WI: hid a problem with the prilllary coolant loop. And 
the problem Lasically was thi~, when we put the suit umbilical 
system on the primary loop, the sudden str~ng input of heat 
caused the rev valv~ to go hardover, arid it never recovered, 
It stayed harJov"r, jamllled hardovt'r. And as you know. a 
couple of d",,, "gv, we got the valv~ freed up and it's working 
nominally and now we're trying to figure out If we can bring 
the sus loop on ia a clever way so as not to cause the valve 
to gCl hardover and end up Just 11ke it was before; and that'a 
what "'e're dOin" this ll:orning. The test is a very Simple one 
we've hooked up a thl~d LeG, with the LSUs on suit u.bilical 
system I, which Is on the primary coolant loop. And the crew 
la running a littl' kind of a heat integration test, you .ight 
liay ..... e're going to turn the loop on for - I don't remember 
the exact numbers, but turn it on for 15 seconds and then 
turn it off, and then turn it on for 30 -<;econds, and turn 
it off, to try and introduce the heat load on airlock module 
coolant l~op irr gradual steps to see if we can keep the rcv 
valve frol:! o\'er rescting to an immediate input of heat. The 
obvious thing 10'<:' re aicing at hc-ce is to learn how to bring 
a suit coolant loo? for the ne~t EVA, because WP can't 
afford to ~ct int.o the same Jam we got into last tille ... here 
that coolant loops went - we.ll kind of bad on 'j5 when I.'" were _ 
when we were bringing up th& suit umbl1ical system. So that'. 
going on this Cl<)rning. You'll re-call 1118ny days ago, I don't 
remember how many, it's hard for me to get bac~ In phase here, 
but several days ago, we had a problem trying to get CBRK 
number 6 offline, and we tried several times to get it offline, 
and as you know CBRNs 5 and 6 on the AiM power system. We
during the EREP passes, we continuely play with them to keep 
their state of charge up, b~cause whenever you go out of 
solar tne-rtial, they have a tendency to start going down 
because of the Sun incidence angle. CBRNs 5 and 6 and conse
quently we lake them cfflines 80 the batteries doo't gel too 
low. Yesterday and the day betore, we couldn't get CBRK fi off 
the line, and \/e have de(',ld('d that we are not going to fool with 
CBRK 6 anymore, because we're afraid if ve ever get it off the 
line we couldn't - we sto0d a chance of not getting it back online, 
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so we have aent a .e'laS8 to the Crew and we on the ground 
are no lonaer managIng eBRN 6 and we'T.e aOinl to leave it 
on. It take, it a couple of reva to recover after ZtV, but 
it'. re.1ly no proble.. Ve've eVQD taken the co •• and cn it, 
w.'re 8et ting ready to take the co •• and out of the around 
Byate. 80 we can't inadvertently send it. You' iecall we 
8witch~d over to the secondary ATHDC CO.puter _ Hot last 
night, but yesterday. And we have coapleted this morning 
all the patches on the secondary computer. So it's up to 
snuff right up to the pri.ary, and itta running like a top, 
with no problems. And let a~ give you. little 7liaht Plan 
stuff. You're probably familar with today _ today', Flight 
Plan is pretty straight forward. We're doIng loae of this 
trouble6hooti~g th1s morning. We're runnin, E1EP 8, and I 
thInk you probably got, ya'11 have EREP 8 data, where the 
take is and 90 on? Okay. Weather looks very good, again, 
incredible except for - veIl it turns out, a lot of the DrOs 
~n tlEP 8 across the Itatea are veather Dr _ targ~ts _ veather 
sites and they've got Some prettj good onel 10 I understand, to 
lo~k at. But the weather'l in good shepe for EREP 8. While 
we're talking about EREP, EREP 9 tomorrow is across the northern 
United States. Chesapeake 8.y, first tia. we shot Chesapeake 
Bay, weather looks outstanding; 36 sites on the E1EP tomorrow. 
And I didn't get a little sum.ary of all of the stuff we're 
looking at. (Cough) Excuse ae. Tomorrow's Fliaht Plsn looks 
pretty standard, no real problems building it last night In 
fact it went very smoothly. Somebody wanted to know a little 
bit about what ve vere doing with the crew'. circadian. I'll 
make this as simple as POSSible, and :'. not sure that's 
Possible. Day 165. 3 days from now, the crew will be gotten 
up on time. They'll work a 14-hour day. They'll go to bed 
2 hours early, at 01:00 Zulu. They will have a 7-hour sleep, 
instead oC the normal 8. They will get up 3 hours early, on 
Day 166 at 08:00 Zulu. They will work. IS-hour day, go to 
bed 2 hours early ag81n, at 2]:00 Zulu. On Day 167, they will 
get up 4 hours early, and 8S you can a •• , what we've done Is 
over a period of 3 days phased theE backward. 4 hours. So, 
vhen this 1s allover, they will be workin. a standard 
crew day, which starts at 07:00 Zulu, that'. 2 A.H. In the 
morning, Houston time. for wakeup and work a standard 16-hour 
day at 23:00, which Is 6 o'clock, Houston time. And ve will 
remain on that schedule until the day before retrofire. And 
when ve get closeer to that. I'll tell you about that, bec.u.e 
that's - would just confuse tbe i •• ue riabt now. But there', 
another ehift. You really vant to talk about retrofire? 
There's one .ore shift. ye., backward.. And itts 4 hours 
if you want to - 4 .or~: So, ve basicall, changed their entire 
~ircadian 1 - sleep, 1 entire, 8-hour cycle, backward.. A net __ 
END OF TAPE 
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HUTCHINSON 
PAO 
QUERY 

S009 - 50091 

And that', all I have. 
All right, start vith ~ruce 
~hat was the indication, of 

here. 
t rouble in the 

HUTCHINSON The package - I vasn't here when the trouble happened and I don't have a lot 0 f detaUs on 1 t. Bruce. I understand the tl'J11n8 - tbe ti.ing aecbanil. is ',ot opening the package on tille. basicaUy. And though in aeu or not operating st all. they decided to open it and leave it open. QUERY And when they do the vent valve trouble-shooting today, will there be a drop In pre.sure1 
HUTCHINSON No, tbey won't leave it open that lo~g. That thing doesn't flov that much. 

Q'JERY They've been doing a number of trouble-shootlng things up there. HDV much tiae are they losing every~ay in just troubleshooting things that are haslltng thell up the re? 
HUTCHINSON lIell. I don't call that lost ti.e. I think it takes a certain amount of - certain amount of preventive lIIaintenance. As you knov, ve schedule a lot of things in a Flight Plan. We're probably spending a cou?le or 3 hours a day doing things like this. However, most of it Is scheduled - we're able to anticipate these things in advance, lilee all that stuff we'~e doing today vas all built into the Flight Plan 1n the most opti~um place at the zast optimum tille vith the right crevman doing it. So it's - it's a long way fro. unorsanized troubleshooting. It's really very fairly well organized. Fr~nkly. I'. really surprised we're not d~lng more of it. I really think - you know when you consider all the things up there that WE: have a potential for - for haVing to go pay attention to instead of doing experiments. I thinle ~e've settled down to a pretty fair routine. So it's like a couple of hours a day, you know. And that - that's troubleshooting ttme. Nov you know there is - there is, anyvay. In a Fliaht Plan a fe., hours a day- not a fev hours. It. j Ult looking he re, maybe 1 - maybe 3 .anhours total scheduled up for things like vacuum cleaning and chang1~K rilters, was'.ing this off and biss s1ghting that and so on. 

PAO Art. 
QUERY Let's see. (guess a couple of things. I notice on the EREI' passes that you all have stopped aaking alternate Flight Plane for if there 1s no EREI'. And I wonder 'hat the philosophy is th~re. Is it just everything 18 going so well that you don't have to vurry about not doing an EHP anYllore 7 
HUTCHINSON No. I think there's a couple of thina' there. Art. Numbe r 1 1s th at, of course. we' re - we' re - ve are 
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hehind on EIlI!P. I don't know how aany ve're behind now. We're 
not behind very aany though. We - we figur~d out a vay to 
- I believe we're going to end up witb 12 pa.,es out of 
14. I wlsh I would h.ve brought a)-day foree.at v1th M. 
But, anyway, that'. one cocaiderat.lon which aakes you hav~ 
a tendancy to really want to get the sitea. Another 
conaideration 1a the fact that the weather has been extre.ely 
cooperative. Where we've been shooting weather sitea, we've 
had the bMd weather to look at. Where we've been shooting 
ground sit.a, we've had good weather. The third thing, I think, 
is that if you've looked at any of theae EREP data takes, you'll 
realize that geographically they're spread out so~ethlng fiere •• 
Now this one to~orrow - the reason I aake this point about being 
spread out - hey, that's super, thank you - about betng 
spread out, this one tomorrow that wc're going to take is 
not spread out. It's very concentrated. Eighty five percent 
of it Is right there around the Cheaapeake 8ay. And when a 
E1EP ~.'8 i. 'trung out over a 10n8 - a 1001 filaht - a lonl 
groundtrack - a long arc of groundtr~ck, you have a teneaDcy 
to - it's very hard for a ~eather systea to really eat you 
up, you know. It can get little part here and a little part 
herp. and you might have 0.8 here and you lost a Ct ,le 
of sites here and so on so worth. But as far a. 10 ... -ng the 
EREP out totally, it's very hard to do. Now that's not the 
case to.orro~. We stand a chance of losing that EI~P paa8 
tomorrow if - on ~eather. And we did build an alterlate 
Flighl Plan for to.orrow. And - however, the weather looks 
remarkable up there, but there 1s a front on it's way across 
the northeastern United States. It'. like 500 al1es away; 
pl~dieted to be 500 miles away tOllorrow. I don't think It's 
gOing to cause anybody any trouble, but 10 a case lIke that 
~e - we have planned an alternate. 

QUeRY Okay. The - the other thing 18 the - ~he 
fall~re - the film jam on 5052. If you - you go out on the 
EVA and replace the ftla or the film and the caaera too, or 
how doe8 - how does that - how doe8 that workf 

HUTCHINSON The 52 is - is just 11ke the 82!1 when 
you replace it, you replace everything. And it'a a standard 
procedure. The ca~era comes - the camera, filII lIag, the 
vhole thing calles right out of there. So you get a n~v 
camera transport mechanisll and caaera every t.ime. 

PAO David Green. 
QUERY Along on the .a.e line., Neil, does that 

mean you're not going to loae what you already have on S052f 
HUTCHINSON That'a correct. 
QUE~Y SO you will keep what you got? 
HUTCHINSON 1(8, sir. And ve're 108in8 ti.e betveen 
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nov and when ve - soae amount of time. It depends on hov .uch 
down-link TV we're going to b~ able to schedule, which isn't •• 
good 88 the other anyway. 

QUE~Y Could you talk a little bit about house-
keeplng. There ~ere a few ~orda this morniDa. There haa 
been - How much tia. is being spent on houaekeeping? Are they 
running into more time on that than planned? And you mentioned 
80ae places are ju,t a terrible .esa. Could you go into 
the details on that? 

SPF.AKER Well, I wQuldn't s.y anything's a terrible 
aes.. The place that Pete was specifically referring to in 
the conversation we heard here awhile ago was the area 
up in the do.e right where you go thro~gh the OWS hatch. And 
you'll recall that right there right now we've got and have 
had for several days, a portable fan which is no s.all 
device. It's 11k~ this big around and that long, hanging 
on a rail, blowing Air fro. the OVS up into the forward 
•• ction. Ve alao have running through there two complete 
umbilical systems, because we've got those two suIts still 
down there tn the workshop on wateT tank 1 connected to 
SUS loop 2, which are keeping artifically the heatload on 
the secondary coolant loop. Now, we aren't going to be able to 
take those out of there until ~~ get ready to troubleshoot 
the aecond&ry loop, which 1 suspect will be in the mornIng. 
And, of courae, you Just heard them given permiSSion to get 
the fan out. 1 don't think they're - I think Pete's an 
extremely neat liver. He likes to have everything super 
.hipshape. However, that one has to be really bothersoQe 
becauee they got to go through that hatch all the tiae. 
Everytlme they go forward, and it's small anyway. Not s.all, 
but smaller then they're used to roaming arounu in. 
As far as the housekeeping goes, I think we're finding 
about the kind of amount of housekeeping that we expected. Ve 
end up spending, And 1 really ought to - without giving you any 
nu.~er8 here, 1 really ought to total it up. BaSically, it 
en~s up being an hdur to an hour and a half per man, per 
day In housekeeping. Houlekeeping 19 really what it .ay.. It's 
keeping the hnuse shipshape, not yourself, or cooking or 
anything like that. It's literally doing little things 
like vacuuming things, Gnd wiping things, atraiabtenlng 
stuff out, and stowing this, and etc. And each day when ve 
go into the Flight Pl~n, ve try and e~ter each exe~ute day 
with 1 hour of free tiae in ehere for houoekeeplo& that we can 
juap and use in the Diddle at the day for anything that 
co~es up that ve ~ight want to uee. And if ve end up not 
ullng it, the crew will go to the ahopping list and pick 
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RUTCHINSON I'd b. ce~t.in that the hat~h _ In th~ 
fir~t place, yo~ can i.olate. tbe forward coap*rtatnl fro. 
tbe aft" The forward Ilction of the vehicle fro. the aft 
Icctlon of the vehl~le vith • (orY,rel haech In the airlock. 
There', nothinl in that VAY. The only thtna thU ' • in tb, 
vay ~l the ~ft alrlo~k hatch are the tvo autt uabillc_l .ya" 
t •••• And that's OM. svitch and tvo QDI. Bani, bani. lUght 
tbere on the panel; rtaht be~lde the hatch, vhich la •• atter 
of seconds. And I dc~'t th1~\ ve closed the OWS batch in an 
eaergency ju.pO\;t. 

ri she? QUERY 10u ~o tQ the forwerd hatch to cloae that, 

QUERY Are there any plans for another aedlcal 
brlefiLlI, .tnd the results of the slein 8aaple eAperiaent, .nd 
a\) forth 1 

HUTCHINSON I don't knov. I aave to - 1 d~n't know 
at this point. \Ie can ~htc1t ':n it. 

PAO Anyacre queationa7 One 1I0re back here. 
QUERY If yQU would, Neil, talk a l1ttl< bit 

~bout - you lIentioned tr~uble8hogt1ng - troubleshooting on 
II ~nd how it could relate ~o III and IV as a ti.e saver. 

HUTCHINSON ~ell, aoat of the thina' - That's kind 
of hard to t.n.w~r. Host of the thingCl that we're doing. of 
cour.ft, obviously when soaething goes vrona in Sk~lab II, an~ 
we take th. tiae to figure out vhat it va. Qnd what we cen or 
can't do about it, we've obviously saved so~ebody else soae 
liae. We could well have saved ourselves, dependtng on vhat 
it is - in al~osl all tnstanr-es. when we do tro~ble.hoo'lng. 
WI ~.~ent~~lly - we ~aven't betn for~ed into it, but ve _ it's 
necessary to do It for a reaSOD th~l undoubedly will affect 
something you'll do later on. Like th1a habitatlonary event 
thing - you kno~. ~hether JOU keap the cap on O~ keep the 
cap off. Or llke the svit ull\billcal aystelll _ we were forced 
into d'ing that because we have to learn hQV to do it 80 ve 
c~n do In tVA on day 26. And usually these thiuas vIII end 
up in eitl.er aodifying so.ething th't the crev 1, doing. 
which obviously ends up aClecting Skyla~ III or Sleylab lV. 
They'll do it however ve end up learning h~w to do it here. 
So, 1 think 111 ~ssep.:e, tht!y all end up Solving t;llie on the 
later .1s810n" 1n reality. 

PAO All rial'lt. Thank y~u. 

lND or '[APE 
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PAO All r1aht, we'll bealn with a brief 
Itatul report froa Mr. Vindler. 

VINDL!. Ok~y, ve had another, what I conlider 
to be, • very aood day. Hore like what we had hoped a typical 
Apollo day, 1 a.an, typical Skylab day would be like. We 
did the EREP pa •• Without any r.a1 problee.. We did have 
e einor procedur.l error. in that the crew .ntered a trans
pOled nUllber into the cOllputer. 1 think. that the nu.ber 
was luppoBed to be like 50)0 and they entered S003, some
thing like that. And that essentfally ~ave us a l~ Dtnute 
~.neuver tille, ~~tch caused a - from the tl.~ that we 6tart~d 
the .~neuver, which wa. designed for a 25 minute time - It 
caused the coaputer to go at a more rapid rate than we had 
planned. And we used a couple of hundred pounds, pound/sec
gnds of TACS propellant. It also made our sttitude aystem 
a degree or a couple of degrees off In attitude potentially 
so. We won't know that until we analyze the data. But, 
that's veIl vithin the specs the experi.ents are working 
to. So. that' 5 no real problell elther. We were concerned 
about that I guess mostly since it was the first time we 
had used this co~puter. we're on a secondary computer as 
yo..! knov. And it was the first time we had used it, and 
I guess our .ajor concern 1s that there was sOllie anollllly 
in it. But. it turned out to be any thing other than this 
transposition of numbers. The lIedical runs have gone well. 
The ATM folks have been looking at a l3rge coronal streaser 
and you probably have been briefed on that. Apparently 1s 
I, something fairly unusual for a pro~lnence to go out 
45 far as this one has gone. And they alerted the crew to 
that. and the crew looked at it. In fact even sent us just 
a fe~ TV pictures of it. And it looked even impressIve 
to a laymen like myselC. Just as 1 was leaving the crew 
reported 'that the SOS2 camera wasn't working normally. And 
the ground had reported seeing a rise 1n temperature of 
about 3 degrees on this csmera, which doesn't sound like s 
whole lot considering some of the temperature excursions we've 
gone through. But, the ATH instruments are designed to be 
stabilized to a ~ery narrow tellperatur~ range. And so they 
really didn't think that they were teaperature sl:nsit.ive 
necessarily just to operate, but the data is sp~ewhat de-
graded if they get out of their specs. An~ they Bre still 10oki'lg 
at what datt they have to try to find out more a~ou! the 52. 
So, I really can't tell you any lIore about it than what 
I've just said. People have a~ked about the circadian 
rhythm or the new houts that we'~e g01ng to. And right DOW we 
plan to get this 4 hour change In the crew lime by putting 
thea to bed 2 hours early on day 165 and 2 hours on IS6. 
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And beeau .. , v.ll "e'11 ,et theli up ju.t 1 hour •• rller on 
thet ft"t d.y and then the .econd dAY, ve'll let theg up 
1 hour. 6~rlter. So on 166 they viii bt on .ort of • nor.al 
cycle .. fer .. operatlna their nor •• l 0 hour nat etc. 1 
hope 1 didn't tren.po •• tbo.e nuaber., but I believe I have 
gtven you the rt,ht dey.. And that'. about Vhere ve are 
today. Ob. the AM eoolant loop, let .. m.ntioD aoaething 
about that. We did turn ou the primary loop and have run 
vlth that .05t all of the day. It aee.a to be vorking fine. 
We are plannin! n~v to turn on thl~ loop, that coolant 
loop that vas uBed by the crew during the EVA to.o~rov In 
a fa8hlo~ that viII iapoae miniaun ther.al ahock to the 
prisary ayatea. to eatabllah if It's okay to use that .y.te~ 
during the EVA. And a.lao to furthet validate that the pd
a.ry loop 1s controlling itae'f correctly. Aft9r that ve'll 
probably try the a.ae techni~ue on ti.e aecondary loop that 
that was used ou the pri •• ry loop of tryl~g a 2 pump op
eration and try to hit it with. high preasure __ 

END OF TAPE 
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prisary ayatea. to eatabllah if It's okay to use that .y.te~ 
during the EVA. And a.lao to furthet validate that the pd
a.ry loop 1s controlling itae'f correctly. Aft9r that ve'll 
probably try the a.ae techni~ue on ti.e aecondary loop that 
that was used ou the pri •• ry loop of tryl~g a 2 pump op
eration and try to hit it with. high preasure __ 

END OF TAPE 
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WINDLER - ve would probably try thi ••••• t.~hnique 
on the •• condary loop that val uI.d on tba prl.ary loop ot 
lrJtnl the tvo-pu.p op.ration and try to htt it vlth t_. hilh 
pre •• ure. And that'. abcut vh.~. 'Ie au. 

PAO I'd like to •• k that you v.it for th~ .lcro-
phGue. ple •••• 

PAO Self-operatina. 
QUERY I ahled lo •• vherll .bout the rhyth. change 

- whl the chanle of rhyth.? 
WINDLER Thi. haa to ~o with the fact that the crew 

launched at a different time. instead of launching at noon, 
they launched In the .orning, and 1n order to .ake the entry 
work out riaht why we changeti that by four hours - or it comes 
out to be four houra. So, we're tryin8 to put thea now as 
reasonably early as we can into the saDe cycle that they'll 
see on that da~. And you're aware thet - you know 1t's surt 
of a little bit unusual in this sense - they have a short sleeF 
peri~d before the entry day anyway. And it was also - we didn't 
do it looner because of the desirability of flying - ti,e _ one 
of these ATK calibration rockets, and I've forgotten exactly 
what day - that's on 18 I believe it is. And so that's the 
reason that 'Je're not dotng it loaner. 

QUERY Can you tell us th~ time )f splash-do'JR now? 
WINDLER No, I can't. Do you - have you published 

that - 1 know it'l available - 1 just don't knov what it i •. 
PAO I think it's 8:48 or 50 Houston tiae, We 

had that question yesterday. 
WINDLER Okay. 
QUERY We Got a hold of the proposed flight plan 

for the balance of the .i8810n and it showed on day 26 the 
sunshade EVA - sunshade deployaent EVA, I realize that's 

- that 'Jaa clearly labeled proposed for flight plan, but is 
this in fact nov, a flra plan or still under study, o. what 
exactly is the statuI of that? 

WINDLER No, it tln't and I vas asked - did you 
ask .e yesterday about the statuB of the te~ting? Do you know 
the answer to that yet? Okay. Yeah, I think I do today. It 
turns ~ut that the - and I aave you - I'. glad you mentioned 
that because I told you probably soae allleading information 
yeaterday and w~nt - in reviewing - personally reviewing the 
crew's transcripts - they didn't really say that the color 
~.s darker. They said it had changed and - perhaps you've 
read the words - or they've be~n exposed to you - but they 
did .ay it had changed lo.ewh~t - I belieye they described 
it as being flatter, but that it really hasn't changed a great 
deal floa the original orange color that it waw. It just _ 
apparently appeared to be the saH color t.ut that - I would 
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"Y that the t •• ture or 80 •• thing like that w., a little bit 
difforent. And the initial conelu.lon I~o. that 1, that prob
ably the par •• ol 11 not degradlna .a auch ,. the •• terlal in 
the &ccele·.·.ted Bolar teata. And 1 belleve that thooe are 
up to about 500 Sun hourI, which an hour of course is about the 
.a.e as - approximately the la •• as • r~volution that we're 
golng throuah now. We're an hour 1n the Sun and )0 .inutes 
in the night. so that Would correspond to about SOO revII and 
we're approximately 250 now, I think un th~ material. Now, 
this il just prellninary and I think by next week they e~pect 
to have tbe telta d~ne - or later o~ thia week If you co~nt 
today a8 the first day of the week. So. right now the pre
liminary conclusionl are that we probably don't have a prcble~ 
getting to the end of Skslab 2. However of courae. you realize 
we have to evu.luale it on until Skylao J geta there and 80 

that's the next point - milestone that we have to get to and 
that's still betna evaluated - the tests atil\ continue. And 
I was told what day they would finish the~ - seeaed like to me 
it'. Tuesday or Wedne3day or something like that. Then of 
course, the report is to be aade and I think it's along about 
the middle of the week that a deciSion is to be made on what 
- whether to deploy that 8ail or not. A,d the backup crew 

do plan to lolook at t~~t deploymp.nt as it relates to b~lng in
stalled ov~r tv~ of the par.sol, ~hich of course they have not _ 
tt'.e crew had not - Con~ad had lIot pracr.1ced on. But nobody 
really thinks that'd boing to bl'! a big proble,., but it is 
something that needs to be lo?ked ~t. 

QUERY Are you preparing to r.end __ 
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WINDLER - practiced on. :~t Robedy re.lly thln~a 
it', 801na to b •• bil prc~le., b~t it I, .o~thlng that needs 
to be look.d at. 

QUERY Are you preparing tG aend ~ome oth~r ~lnd 
of •• terlal up with the ne~t crew? 

WINDLEr. 1'. aure that thouaht t~ beias given to 
that - likewise L've n,r heard of any definite p)ans. Obviously 
1 think you'd want tc.; watt uattl you - until the crew left 
Skylub 2 before we made any decision like that and we'l~ have 
some wh~l we hope to be very good pictures of it as the r.r~v 
c!oes the fly-around .aneuve r lit the end of Skylab 2. 

QUERY Could you give us a run-down on problems 
\lith eXjlcrlments right now. 1 underatand this afternoon the 
5009 .. Weit z was havins sOlDe trouble with it - hp. used the 
word 3ir.k. 

WINDl.ER Well, 1 guess tOnere's really no bood \-lay 
t\,at I can - I can try co recall as /Qany of thea ill I can but 
it surely won't be complete. Now the 009 ewperialnt has failed 
to .::loSF:. It's the one that fltp-fl(1ps open and {~loseu at 
certain points In the orbit. The - we did lerve 1\; in the 
flight plan for tomorrow with the understanding that we might 
wllnt to do sOlDe trouble-shuoting on it. However. they have 
go:ten a considerable alllJunt of data from it already and in 
fact their present thinking Is that we probably - ve'd vant 
to not spl:nd much tille fooling with that experi.ent, but In
st~~d use the ll~e to do other cotollary-t~pe experiments. 
I think - don't believe anything la - except for this 51 ca~era 
on the ATH Is the only ualf~nctlou thalia open there. Therc've 
bean a {~~ caBes whele some switch sctivit3tlons hlive probably 
not taken hold and it's a sort of a pulse network in there 
that ac~epts the SWitch ~otion and maybe so~~tl.es it doesn't 
accept it and they have to rep~at the switch action, but it 
seells to always take the second time aro'Jnd. The ~REP is 
operating fine an~ the tw~ passes yesterday and tcday - it's 
cooled down snd all the RJ.;ADY lights have come on. One "f 
the - course the mass ~easurement devlces has boen inoperative 
as you knov frolll the beglnnio g - lhe second one seeo.,.:l to be 
okay and [ don't think - I'm tryinR to think about the m~dtc~l 
world - I'm not - don't reill2",'oer anything happening there. 
You ~ight ~ol =y ~emory if you'v~ heard some phrases. I 
don't knolol (If anythinjl:. We' H! right now preparing d stat.us 
of the ~clence and an update on the hardware but it was gostly 
oriented - the one ve hdd was oriented towards the sY5tems 

- spacecraft 8y8te~8. And we're going to try and g~t out 
t9~orrow a 80rt 9f a acience resume to the crew update of 
whe re we are. 

QUERY Do you expect to get any oC the lIIanufJlcluring • 
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.~p.rl.ent' don. between nov and tle end of the .l.,lon! 
WINDLEl Lett, ••• that'. SSl l,n't it? l~ tb~t 

'~Iht ? 
WIN('UR y,.h, but 1 t VII forgotten H nov - I tbink 

w, ere aoina to try t~ do that. the crev I, .. h •• expr ••• ed 
'Ome capability - tn feet th~ corollery officer and ay8e1f 
were talking about that tod~y in that w. have • h~rd tlae 
8cheduling the corollary experiment' beeau,. they are 8 little 
bit difficult to fit into the flight plan and in viev cr the 
fact that the crew have .aid certain thing. take e~tra tla. 
and they'd like to have us not press th~a right up to a tiae 
critical thing. but yet on the other - ao ve haven't ~cheduled 
thOle. But on the other hand it's a1ao been obvious froa the 
crev comments that they have been able to go into the soopping 
lilt of expertmenta and try to - and do expert.enta lhat ve'v~ 
been unable to schedule - the 487 that they dId yesterd.y, 
!or example. So, th .. th1nking 1s, itl fact ve sent th4!111 • 
_essage tonight .,king thea if they ~ould - if we could get 
started on a coupl~ of corollary experieents If they could 
carry on t~e contl~u1ng runs. So J think that there is .oae 
proipectB of beins able t~ get these add1tional corollary 
runs in on that basis - that seems to be quite pro.ising and 
it'd b~ hard to say re&lly just which one a ~e'll be abie to 
do. As you know, generally speaking, the medical have the 
higher priority and it is scmevhat difficult for corollary 
experleents to get on the schedule. But ve think the crew 
can do tha~ and we're hoping th.t they vill agree to our 
proposal. 

QUERY Conrad nad asked - -
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WINDLER - - corollary ~xperl.ents to get pn a 
II chedule. Jut. w. think that the crew cLln do that, ancl we I re hoping ~hat th.y vill Glroe to our propo.al. 

QUERY Conrad h.d aeked earlier for 80ae 80rt of fli&bt prncedure on the hatterte. in the Apollo coa.and module finally die. Has he been gtven any procedure? And just ho~ Buch power viII that require? And will it effect Skylab !luch. 
WINDLER Well. the procedures are already on buard. There is • que8tion of exactly when you will imple-ment thea. We had di8cussed previously the advisability of doing d practice pOwer switch over. Ri~ht now we don't think we need to do that, it's a fairly simple procedure. And it really ~oesn~t seem to be worth the t1ae it takes to imple-ment it before we really need to. And I think we, right now, we think that we'll let tne fuel cells just go ahead and run ~ry aore or less, which was pretty ~ell the original procedure. It will affect our power consumption or capability I suess Is the WilY to it"y it to you. Apollo is providing around a thousand watts now. And we will need to supply that power to the Apollo when its fuel cells fUll Ollt. So, it will reduce our e~peftment capability by about a thousand watts. And if we continlle to do these long ERE~ pallses we feel prp.tty sure that we wtll have to power down the spacecraft somewhat. Now we Cill get 500 watta by just powering down a wall heater in the docking adaptor. And although we have been doing that but on the other hand we had not come any where close to our red lined on the power system either. So, we have right now a go~J aargin. ~ut, if we had to ~ake up a thousand watts we will have to go to some sort of a power down lIIode. And I thlr.k that was the intent of his question. He wanted t~ kn,w 1 think if W~ would have to power down and if I guess exactly how we plan tc. let the fuel cells run out. And I forgot now IoIhether we answered that in the air ~r whether we sent hi. a message or ~hether ~e're gotng to send him a message. We said 80me things to hi., I thInk, on the air. I know J talked lIbout it with the Capcom. But, I forgotten no~ whether he spoke that on the air waves or whether we decided to wait and send it up with the evening meSSAges. 

QUERY Can you give us a firm date on when the fuel cells are going to dry up? 
WINDLER Well, the day is 1 mission day 166, and l've forgotten the exact tl~e. It'a probably slightly - -I thlnk that was put out by the PAO officer dome tlQe loday. At least he asked me what the number was dnd he acted like he was say1n8 it on hi. loop. So, I guess he did. 
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QUIIY ».ck ia the co ... nt'~1 after the .01ar 
vinl va. deployed .o •• on., Conrad 1 think, .ad. a co .. e~t 
that nov they hed hot vater and they had ~ - Vel" th.y dOifta 
vithout hot vater up until that ~olnt, All the t ••• th., _ -7 

WINDL!. No, vell they had hot vat"r in the food 
co.~ert •• nt of coure., ia feet he cO.8eated on hov well it 
,econ.tituted the food, and how hot it w... So, he va. 
havina. you know, hot vater to 8Lx in bi. food bas.. And 
the firat ti .. they wer~ IIcheduled to .hove, they tuned the 
hot water heater on. and h.d I hot ,hovel'. But, in between 
then they did turn it off. And I gue •• hi' aponge bath. 
or whateve;:- you war.t to call thea, have been ",Hh cold vatr,. 
So, that'a vby he .ade that co."ent. 1.110 I t',ink they "'~re 
concerned becaule they vere schedule4 to get a shover pretty 
quickly after their EVA early the next 80rniDg. And I ch~nk 
they were bt~~id that with the attitude that ve vere in 
and the p.rticular - before the vinga actually deployed 
they were c~ncerned that .aybe we wouldn't be able to tutn 
the heater back on, which 1 don't blaae the.. I'd be glad 
to hear that word too. 

QUERY Can you give us sOlie good words on the 
[REP to.orrow? 

WINDLER You know, I was thinking as I walked over 
her. and trying to - I looked at vhere the paths went today 
and 1 forgot completely to look at where it's going tOllorrow. 
So, I really cln't. One of ya'l1 probably knows in fact. 
tell hill. 

SPEAKER 
QUERY 

We'll give you. report a little liter. 
Are the tellperaturea level againl 

just a little bit the lalt couple of days. 
Which teaperaturea are you referring to? 
In the vorkshop. 

They had gone up 
WINDLER 
QUERY 
WINDLER Well, 1 really haven't paid any attention 

to the temperatures. They are no proble •. In fact, you know 
we've still got this suit liquid cool 
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WINDLER Well, 1 re.ily havenlt paid any attention 
~o the Uapel'aturu. They'u no pl'oble •• ill fact yo\: tltn:rv 
ve Itill lot thl •• ~ltl the liquid cool .al'~e~t wrapped around 
the hot V6:ter heaUI' to put loa. heat into the coolant loop. 
Generally epe4kiog. the ~r.v 11 • I 8ue •• youlre talkinl about 
being on the low aide. I think theylve felt 11ke they've been 
cool 1f anythl~&. That'e the co.~ent. that I've been expo.ed 
to. And I've forgotlen exactly what day. that .ade that on _ 
I remember reading that jUlt in one of the air-to-ground trans
crlpt8 just a fev atnutes ago but it aay have been a couple of 
days old. You know yesterday twas goln& to t~ll y'al1 about 
that pa •• that went oVllr Paragould, Arkansas and all of that 
and then I forgot to de. that, but - PiSlot t - they went over 
Piggott, Paragoul too, but anyway - today you probably 81r~.sdy 
know where it went. But r rOlgot to look 6:t tOllorro\-l' •• 

PAO Are th~re <tny other qllest1on9? 
PAO Thank you. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO Ok.y. VI C4n blAta, We're loloi to have. brief .tetul report •• nd then v.'~. loina to 'ave '1uI.tion", 
~lNDL!1 Well, I ba't to .,y today vaa .n ~K-eel lent day, Sever~l lo~d thin" ha~pene~ and, far •• 1 know, ~ot ~ny bad thing., We did a re~l lora faEP paal, one th.t "'IS don~ like the systeM val d~.ianed to do. In fact, tod.y, you'd have to say the Skyl~b behaved ~ety well ud it did the thins" in the •• nner that ve expe<::leC: 1t to &111 .round. All the experiaent runa workf'd out ',;ell, I don't believe ther~ vere any proble •• , at least not any that I kaov 0 f right nov. 'the pover syste·.t wo~ked very well, had no prob~ems at all vith the supporting the EREP paes. w~ diJ turn on the pri.ary coolant loop, which you're poobebly well ~ware tod.y. Lalt niaht they turned it on fo~ • short vhile with one pump flowing and it cooled of! - the valv~ stayed in the cold posltlon - it cooled off rapidly. Today we tUH.ed it on 1o'1th two pumps operatins. and th~ dilfer .. nce there, of courae b~ing the incleased head pressure or presau:e In the line, and &pp~~ently this was enough to 0pen the va\v~. Since the pressure - the w.y the valve Is arranged - the presoure tends to ~ake it go froll the cold to th~ hot pOSition and that seelled to have vorked and {t aodulated very ~el! for the three or so minutes that we h.d it on at Coldstone. And then the next t1.e we had an opportunity, ve turnen it on with just one p'lmp operation and ~t worked okay In that situation a180. So we are feellos pretty good about the primary coolant loop and want to decide just how to bring 1: up and to let it rur. for :::.,veral hours and get SUlae confidence il". it and then we'll try to do a similar thing wIth the aeeondart loop. CPt the suit umbili~al ~ystea pumps oft. etc. Somebody asked a question about the flare that was tranR~ltted to the cre~ this morning. It r~ally w8sn't a {lare, It was a o what they call a sub-flare, and I can't recall exactly where the dividing line ta. It'. kind of like, ~ think. ~e(we~n a hurricane and a tropical disturbance. It probably drpends on whp.re you are, how high you are above mean sea level or sOllething like that. But in any event it ",as - t~e intent there WIIS to alert to a fact th!lt one of the active regions ,.n till! Sun was shOWing signs of activity, and in fact tht8 ~a9 a 9~.ll sub-flare that had aetu"l!y occurred and 1- actUAlly (Hlllinlshed by the time we had pa8ge~ that InformAtion to th£ crew. But there was some thoug:,t that they might ge~ a - if it va. more act!ve, 1t .1ght trigger the alert on the console. And we just want.!d to cake thea aware of this because the ~re ... haa bel~ tnte~eated 1n Bolar weather condItions and in f8~t, you'll probably ,-ecall, we •• nt infor.ation up to the. 
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coneerola, tbi. activit, lQUI befor. they ¥ere able to actually do the schou work.. So, they have uk-ed u. to tell the. ~. b.~t ve cen tho •• thiDS' that are likely to be ot inteUlt to tha. end to thlll .clenUUc co_ur>1ty andthey'll try to do vhet thay can to ob~'rye th •• , but I don't thin~ actually - it dl~n't vind up tr18gerl~1 the 41er.. In fact, L think that reaion 1. ectuelly be.innina to dt.inish 1n inte2.it1 novel it aoye. acrose the fece of t~e Sun, althouah there vere .o.~ pro~isins re8iona thet are jUlt nov beglnnin& to .a.r,_. Ind theytll be 100kiDI at thoae In the n."t fev hOUri. I think. to aee what they did ~hlle they vere on the ba~k aide of the Sun. And that'a, I think, about where ve are today. We did aedieal runl, you sav that on TV :; \ob.bly. anc it va. hasically a full ell;periaent day. PAO PI.a.e vait for the .icrophone fOT your queltionl if yeu have any. QUEIY It vaa .Qntionad •• rlier that - I think it va. yesterday that there vas loina to be I change in the Circadian (garble) rhythM in the day-night cyele of the crew ~O the get thea 1n shape for the ne", apla.hd,vn tillle. Have you got any pllnl set on t~at. and if g~, vhat are they. WINDLER No. ve really don't h4"e Iny set. We ",ant to do it at the !lUlt - at the elrlieat convenien t time, I aUlae i& the "'ay to say it, and ve workina - ve 81ready have lu ••• ry fliaht plan for dlY 161 built. And ve're on d.y 160 no"'. 10 that vould be like to.orlO"'. There'll 8 possibility thlt ",e could include it the day after that. and _e a.y do that. And that viii happen on the Ihift to~ c11ht froa aidniaht on. It really 1, a 11ttle bH of I tOil-UP a. to vhat a1aht ~e .ore convenient for the crev and ItOund people, and that lort of th1ni. lie really don't hay~ to aet into thlt aode until later on in the week to lupport the EVA _nd the entry. It's about a fo~r hour shift il vhat ve're looklna at, thing •• oved up earlier by 4 hours. QUERY There viII only be one four-hour shift. la that "'hIt you're say1ng? 
WINDLER Thlt'l the vay ve're thinking about it no~. You aean II oppoaed to say. takina t",o aeparate dnys and ~ovinl tvo houri on .ach aay. Yelh, ve're thinking that it probably w~uld be the belt to jUlt 'uap - plun&e riaht into it. But, the exact dlY to do that· there'l r.ally - Itill lubject to discuI.ioa. QUIIY Hilt. vould you probably P~! the. to bed a little •• rly, and aat t.he. up, you knov, ju.t c.u~ their .l.ep period that niaht. 18 tbat the vay! IiINDLE! liatd Uke to lry tc. du that. That'. 8not~er rea.on VI have to really vait until - -
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QUERY - - probably put the. to bad a little 
early and let the. - you knuv jult c;ut their ahep pt.<rlod 
that night I s that the V Illy t 

SPEAKER We'd like to try to do that. And that's 
another reaso~ ve have to really "alt until \/e can, you knov 
.ana,e both eds of tbe ~ycle, be~&uee tb. vay things stand 
riabt no\/ ve have t.he. filled up for day 161, of ccurse. 

QUERY Had you not lotten the pril.ary loop 
b~ck eay on this fliaht. and you continued in that secondary 
proble., w1th everything stretched out and all. itow lIIuch 
a hastle is that really for the crev, o-c do you think It 
il for the cre\/ \/1th all the lines stretched out every \lhere? 

SP~AKER I don't think It's any - you mean it 
just a configuration we're in no". I, they haven't COII

plaineo about It. Of course, they indicated they h6d just 
II soon get it s~cured and put Iway. I think basically 
Pete is - has flo\/n of course on severll fliahts and he knows 
now that housekee~lng ~an get ayay froa you if you don't 
stay really up wlth it. And I think he just likes to keep 
everything tidy ~nd stay ahead of that kind of activity. 
!lut. they haven't indicated, that I can tell any Vay, that's 
.tally bothering thea any. So, I don't think it is. It 
would b~ undesirable of course to keep it in the 1I0de we're 
in. We'd certainly be glad to get back in a normal configu
ration. 

QUERY How is the housekeeping going7 
SPEAKER I think, froa \/hat .,e can tell, it's 

going very well. They indicaud yesterdJY that they .. ctually 
had some t1ae, extra ti~e available, whIch indicates to .e 
any \/ay that they a -e, you know they have done all the picking 
up 4nd straiahtening up. Of course there are Salle things 
th't they can't do yet. The suits are still drying for 
exall'ple and thlt takes several hours. And you just have to 
\/.It until you get an opportunity to put sOllie of that stuff 
Iway. Tod~y I think Paul Weitz indicated he was up a little 
bit early. And 90 I really thll1k they are probably staying 
up \/1th it very \/ell. 

Ql:ERY How 8~out the greasy film on the window. 
Have they solved that proble.? 

SPEAKER Well they, I don't think they ever said 
.uch about it. We gave thea a way to clean th~. off, al,d 
1'. Gure they did. I haven't heard the II reply to that. They 
Illy have yhlle I haven't been here, I haven't reviewed it. 
It really isn't exactly I proble. I don't think. It'. k:nd 
of 11ke dIrt on your windshield, you'd like for it not tIl 

be there so •• ti.es, but you certainly c.~ drive with it. 
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QUERY What'. the .talu. on the Itudy of de,ra-
dation. pO.libl. de,radation of the pa~a.~l. and the pol.i
bilit~ of atvin fold deploy.ent? 

~PIAkIR Well, it'. - I think 1 lndie.ted to 
y~u before that the, that that deei.lon i. probably not 801 ng 
to be .ade until later on tbi. veek. or vhatever you vant to 
cIl1 the week co.lna up. The crew did r.p~%t tbat It had 
lh.Dged color froa - it va.n't the •••• color tb.t it v •• 
when they put it out. And that'. re.lly about all I knov 
sbout it right nov. 

QUERY 
I'. referring to 
eels go.4.n8 on at 

SPEAKER 
PAO 

END OF TAPE 

I'. lorry 1 didn't .ake ayaelf clear. 
the studlel of the artificial agln& pro
Huntlville. Have you got any updatea on 

No, I don't. 
Are there any queltloDa? Thank you. 

that 1 
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Chuck? 
PAO Want to aive UI a 8u~aary of your ahitt, 

LEWIS Okay. With reaard to the ~over .yatea, 
We've got the AH power Iystea end the CBlM or the ATM fower 
.,ate. nov about sharing the total load equally. That I 
about 24 to 25 hundred vatta fro. each source for a total 
average load. now of about 5000 watta. There', 1.8lntial1y 
no change in the coolant ~oop atitul. And th.t il in work 
for troubleshooting procedure.. thay did try ye.terda" the, 
turned on the priaary coolant loop to see if poseibly a flow 
would break ice, If there is ice. away froa the control valve 
that appears to be stuck In the cold position. with no suc=e88. 
The loop temperature dropped very quickly and we shut it off 
again. We initiated yesterday. 90&e memory uplink - uplinks 
to the primary ATK DC computer. That was completed thiR 
morning. A little later we intend to switch from the primary 
to the ae,ondarl computer, And then subsequently we'll 
perform the same memory uplinks to the second~ry computer 
and essentially have both of them With the same capability. 
And that's about it as far as any change in status. 

PAO Arthur Hill. 
QUERY Hr. Lewis, could you go into a little more 

detail on the coolant loop and what you've been trying to do 
since Thursday night, 1 guess, it was? 

LEwIS As 1 said, the only thing ve've tried 
vith the system itself Is the one I described. We turned the 
primary loop on to see if flow would more or less slug any 
ice, knock any ice out of the TCV - S valve that is stuck 
in the cold position, with no success. Now during the day. 
yest~rday, Marshall and their Contractors convened to dis
cuss this thing. They have gone back and examined the teat 
history on these particular valves. They've never had this 
type problem, even though ve've got tvo of thea, it appears 
right now, on the vehicle. There's no test history data that 
indicates a problem. There's - I might say 4lso, that we 
did get most of the data retrieved during yesterday, and in 
the evening ve started plottiLg various te~per~tures in the 
SUS loop, the coolant loop, flow rates. and that type thIng. 
And the only thing that I've seen this mornIng as far as a _ 
the output of that is that it appeared that the sus loop 
vas ~arm, very warm. Aad When we turned on the pri.ary 
cool~nt loop, the {act that the liquid coming Into this 
particular VAlve, revs, was warN. It ~ens~d the varm fluid 
c~min& in, it says 1 want cold fluid. And vhe~ It vent to 
give It cold. that's when it stuck, at that point, All the 
data shovs it, that. That's very - Now events subseq~ent to 
that I haven't seen. you know, plotted. And we still have no 
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explain.tion for vhy it h •• don. tbat. Tbat', tha kind ~t 
th1n8 that va. don. lrt t~.ttn" vitb no pr6ble.. And t~.r~l. 
a •• etlnl. a •• ln, lbi, -ornins At about 10:30. vith '0.' of 
the Harehall people Ind our P.Opla. t~ revl.~ that data, di.
c~a. it, end ••• If the1 ai,ht co •• up vith any kind of to~
clu.ton aa to vh.t aiabt bav. c.u.~d it. 1 could b. con~'.ln.ftt. 
1 IUPpUI., but nobody'. lur •• 

QUBlV Well. if it's ice, h~v.ntt you - What you've 
don~ 80 far should have aqlted the ice, .houldn't It? 

LEWIS No, no. If you reaeabet 1ea terd.y. ve 
told you tbe prlm.ry loop's been 8hutdo~n. And it _ As • 
mall~r of fact, durins the EVA it had 8otte~ 80 __ it _ it _ 
The the temperature had draped very quid.ly on it, 1 thil1k 
~as down to - I t~ink Sy Liebergot aentioned 10 degrees. I 
think it dipped as lov as 10 de~recs. Okay. ~e shut it off 
i~mediately. Nov. An~ ~hen ~e vent to the secondary loop. 
And the seccndary loop ~pp~ars to have the 6ame type of 
pnlblem. but the valve, thtt salle valvt: did not stick as hard 
over as the primary syst~~ did. So we are getting 40, 42 de
grees temperature Out of t~at valve. It ~hould be up around 41. 
But it hasn't changed any. since we talked ab~ut it yesterday. 

QUERY 1 hate to bring Jt up Chuck, but forgive 
me one more time. But 1 con't really understand. If the coolant 
isn't - the ~oolant isn't freezing, is it that the valves are not 
set up to accept that cold a flUid. or __ 

U:WIS The valves 11111 not .ove re&ardless. The 
valve 1s - The problem is the valve is atuck in e position. 
It's not .odulating, to let Varaer liquid 1n the loop warm the 
loop. It'8 accepting the cold fluid. In other word", the valve 
~hould ~ove b&ck bnd furth When it senses a temperature, and 
it shoulcl mOdulate to let cold and var~ - mix it, 80 that 
you've got 47 degrees going out of that particular valve. 
It's not doing that. It's stuck in one position. And in the 
secondary lo~p, that pOSition gIves us abou~ 40 to ~2 degrees 
F~hrenhklt in the coolant co~ing out of that valve. It 
~on'~ change. Nov the primary loop has failed _ failed _ 
~aybe falled to the same ~yp. of failure mode, except it 
appeared to hav." stuck in a position even colder. 

QUERY Well, it sounds like YQu've got a valve 
~robie~ instead of a te~perature problem, 19 that right? 

LEWIS Well. The valve problem 1s vhat's causing the te~perature problem. 

QUERY Well I me&n a mechanical problem as ap _ 
LEWIS Yec. 

QUER! - - as opposed to • te.perature t~ap.ratur. problelll? 
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L'WIS. It appear. Ijke It. II ve ~ould ,et th~ 
valva op.~atln8 p~op.rly. then the loop would co •• bsek to 
tbe proper teapet~ture. 

QUERY And what if it doe.ott cor~.ct ita.lft 
LEWtS t t~tftk we Qehtioned yester4.y, one of the 

con.ld~r.tlon. Is the BVA. We m1aht po.albly have to 80 to • 
purge flow oper.tio~ on the EVA as oppo.ed to the ltquld 
eooll\d .arr..ntl. Tt\8t l s one of - Ve can operate the v~'1 
w~ gre on the .tcondary loop. We ~ave been t~. laet couple 
of aaya. with resard to the .YBtema. The priaary loop, 1 don1t 
think veld want to go back to it in ita pre.ent condition. 

fAO Art. 
QUERY Okay. Can you get to thes~ ah - "'hero! 

are these valves? Are they in the guts of the vehicle some 
place. and tne astrona'lts couldn't gen to theil to do sOlllething? 

LEWIS They're external - That'~ the first thing 
I thou~ht ~(. Usually, at home, when I've got ~ gas valv~ or 
sOlBething sluck. I teke Oi na.lller and hit it a couple of lid:.f'. 
And I've had pretty good suc.:ess, 'it least 50 50, 1II0St of 
~he time. I asked that question last night. They're both t'x
ternal to th~ v~hicle, and t don't know the exact locatior.. But 
I've asked that for the [GIL people. I didn't get the answer 
back "'ould they be 4c~essible to a c!eWlllen on an EVA? 

QUERY The ~e cond thing is, f s the re .. nything 
internal in t~e vehicle, say that they could somehow create 
a ~ot Spot in a particuiar pl~ce that migv: cncoufage anything? 

LEWIS 1 asked that question last night. I 
asked if ~e had any strip heaters. portable type strip ',eaters, 
on board. There's none, We have the higlo intensity lights, 
but they don't really put out enough heat, I don't til Ink, 
to give us IIll1ch. 

PAO Okay. We have several qup.stion:l frOID 
listene~s. (Laugh~~r) Ih~se all come from lhe Cape. J think. 
And I'm not sure that you'll know the answers to all ur these 
Chuck, but I'll go through thelll. What "ffect will th~ c{loling 
system problem have on the next two missions if we r.~n't d~ 
anything lIIere with it? 

LEWiS 1 really don't know other than the EVA. 
The thing that concerns me, and I don't think we've looked 
that far ahead, is the deactivation for thia mission, since 
we do power down sOlie of the equipllIent that',; on the loop no .... 
I really d~n't know. 1 don't think we've looked at that _ 
that rar ahead yet. 
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QUERY Okay, what il :he 'ate.t on the tun .hadl 
.tudy; II it deteciocat1nll and dU we have to put up a ca. onet 

SPBAK1.l Well, I know that they're ru~niQ' a te.t 
h~r. or at Marlhell on the .aterial acceltrated aalOI te., and 
I think today that velre going to e.k tbe crev in particular, 
if tbey could relate the color of the para.ol to .oaethina 
inroide the vehicle to get a aore praeiae idea of "ha' the 
color Is. And tblt's all l've aeen on H. 

SPEAKER (garble) 
SPEAKBR It's Itill pos - pO.libl1ity we .ay have 

to d3ploy one ~f the other .ai1s before this ~reW leave •• 
QUERY But as of now the parasol is Itill functioning 

and the temperatures are stead). 
SPEAKER Yes. 
QUERY Okay, and the next one, what h the te.perature 

of the orbital workshop? 
SPEAKER The average gas teap in the workshop is about 

between 74 and 7S degreell. The fnod and film leap; right at 
79 degrees. That h,.sn't really changed .uch over the last 
3 or " days. 

QUERY And the last one. When is Kerwin scheduled 
to do more lab vork? 

SPEAKER Well. they're all - I don' t ~ulte understand 
that question. They're all doing lab work. We've got the 
EREP pass this rlorning, let's see, Kervin perforas the 
Earth terrain ca~era operation on that. 

QUERY Probably - it probably - -
SPEAKER Oh, I think Kerwin had a run yesterday. 

I think they had a [un on Kerwin yesterday. I don't have 
the fli~ht plan here. 

QUERY Yeah. He's the obseryer today. 1 think. 
on the Conrad run. 

SPEAKER Pardon1 
QUERY fhat'g today. I think they h.d a run 

on r.~rwin yesterday, but I'm not celtain. 
SPEAKER I think the question's probably related 

Doug like Jim said to - maybe to the - the bleod - where he's -
where he's doing the blood stuff. 

SPEAKER 1 don't know. I don't show it on the 
flight plan for - for tomorro...,. They !!lay well be doinR that 
this l11orn1ng, I'm not sure. 1 don't have the flight plan. 

QUERY Yeolh, I didn't - 1 didn't see it Hated 
on the flight phn. 

SPZAKER I'm sure...,e viII be dolnS - he will be 
dolng some more of that kind of work. 

SPEAKER Yes. 
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SP!AXE~ But in the f11aht plannina we're doinl 
it day by day. it', hard to tell 1 sue •• ah.a. of tim_. I 

SP!AIEl Arthur. 
QUERY To set back to tbe coolant IOOPi 1.t~.re 

anything - any procedure an.lolou. to b •• tinl on the valve 
that could be done In an IVA. I, it reachable by BVA ptocedure,' 

SPEAKEl Well. that', what I •• ld. I'd •• kad thet 
Question this morniDg myaelf and I hadn't lotted the an'Ver 
back. I know they're external to the vehicle, but I don't 
know whether o~ not they're acceaaible to the crew on an IVA. 

SPEAKER Jim. 

you? 
QUERY What Is it about deactivation that 1s busging 

SPEAKER 
there is that if we 
now on the coolant 
ve're putting into 
I'. just - My - my 
cooler. 

Well, the only thing 1'. concerned about 
take soae of the equipment we have up 

loops, we would remove soae of the heat 
the loop. And it's modulating cold now. 
concern would be that it would be even 

SPtAKER Yes. 
QUERY For that ~att~r when you have to start 

pumping power into the - into the CSM, ~ould that reduce the 
number of things you can have turned on for the coolant loop 
to cool and therefore It would get colderl 

SPEAKER No, I don't think it has any - would have 
any effect on it. In other Yords, all we do to put pover 
into the co •• and service aodule Is ho~k up an interface 
umbilical and transfer power out of the workshop over to 
command service aodule. It really wouldn't affect the coolant 
loop. 

SPEAKER Thank you. 
SPEAKER I might be able to get an answer on that 

if I knew more preCisely what the question was with regard to 
Kerwin. I aight be able to gu back and provide an answer, 
but I'm not sure I understand what they would like to know. 

SPEAKER Okay. 

END OF TAPE 
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rAO Okay, p.enth-.en. we're reaay with 
"Ilton "Inetler, rJl~ht Dlrt'ctur rur the Hatoon T •••• HUt. 

WINDLKR Okay, yell tod.y VI' a fcl.~lvely 
relaxed dIY, a. >,ou •• Y vel 1 knov. The creil die! get up a 
little bit early, I aean, 1 shouldn't lay it that way. We 
h,d the •• c~eduled for a 2 hour extra .leep period and they 
sot up a little bit earlier than that, 80 they spent lIoat 
of the day, not .olt, but soae of the day dolo& their clean
up activitieS. There was a aecHcal run and essentially, I 
get the i.pression. and fro~ vhat they SIYt that they act
ually had the spacecraft in pret~y good ahape. Ihe power 
system Is performing very well. both of the units, we're 
still looking .t the coolant loop ano •• lles that we've had, 
and the secondary loop is operaticg ok.y. It's regulating 
a little btt colder than loIe'd llke. however, it is perforll
ing all right. The prillary loop, we have not put o~ stnce 
yesterday, during the EVA, and we don't pilon to put it on 
untlllole come up with a good plan of what's the best thing 
to do and also what cour3es of act ton to take. given several 
responses from the systea, and that's been In work all day, 
betlolten KSC and Harshall, in fact, they have had two or 
three fairly long conferences on it, telephone type conferences, 
and something lIIay be done abo',a it this evening. I would 
guess it probably would be toaorrow, but there's a possibility 
sOllething aight happen. they might try a procedure tonight, 
and that's about where we are. Tomorrow Is goinS to be .n
other day of experi.e~ts,planned medical run - crew - an 
EREP run. and sctlvities like that. 1 guess I'll ansloler 
questions that you might have. Okay. 

QUERY Have you detel.lned IoIhat WaS wrons 
loIith the prillsry coolant loop yet? 

W!NDLER :./ell, the apparent problell is that' 5 

it's temperature control valve is apparently in the full 
cold position. Now, why that is, loIe don't know. And we've 
spent 1II0st of the ~ay trying to get the data assembled. of 

ourae, as you recognl~e, 1Il0st of this happened while we 
weren't watching the spacecraft, so we spent most of the 
day getting the data £rolll the data retreival system, and 
have begun to analy~e that In sOlie detail now. 

QUERY What about the power sit,lAtion, Hilt, 
the eight battelies and how msoy 1I0re watts they have, and 
what about the ATK batteries. Is there still a chance you 
aisht looae soae of those? 

WINDLER The ATK batteries are - appear to be 
in very good ahape, as you recall. W~ don't have any real 
good intermodi.te status indication on the battertea. We 
know we charge thea fully every rev. They've - the depth 
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of th •• char" ha. been toaewhat Ie •• t~.n 20 perc6Dt, vhlc~ 
1. - you recall, v.v~re ~ovn around 30 pore.at vhen Ve 
vera op.rat1na vith •• lnlle syatea. SO VI .r. up arou~d 
V ot'18 petcen~. vhlc~ ~. very good. Ttle only real lood 
lndlcatlon that ve have on the real state of char,e of the 
batter, ia if we vere to discharge it down to the low yolt
a,e and lee where it tripped off the line, and ve of coufse 
don't Intend to do that any aore, ao we don't have aoy good 
how 10.S it on th.t. And the best we CIQ tell. though, 
they're working fine. The AM batteriel are doing well, they've 
.11 been charging fully and there for a while they were 
putting out around 2700 watta and it's been dropped 
back now, I believe it's perhapi around 2400, 1 think that's 
what the curre~t lev.l is. 

QUERY what are you goiog to look at to.orrow 
on the EREP pass? 

WINDLER Well, the p.ss starts soaewhere around 
in Washington state, and runs down .crol. the United States, 
and ends up or could end up on the Northern Northealtern 
part of South A.erica. Guana. ie that place up in there? 
I've f~rgotten the naaes of those, jUlt north ot Brazil 
anyway. And we .. re still trying to evaluat", the power 
systea and the geoaetry of the passea to dater.ine exactly 
when we will be ablt to take the dlta. so it .ay not Include 
that whole pass as a data tlking operation. 

QUERY Can you be apacific about what you'll 
be looking at on the ground? 

WINDLER The 8itee, you aean? 
QUERY The sitel, right. 
WINDLER No, I sure cln' t. The re' s 20 sOlie of 

theil, /lnd I don't relleaber ",hat they are. You're looking 
fOf a.jor cities or so.ething that, or ,ou vant lIore -
you ae.n like nuabers 472, 68S, specific - no, I'. sur~ it 
covers all, the whole spectrum, but 1 dCln't know, well, 1 
wouldn't knGw the exact sites. 

PAO We <:8\\ give you the nUlibera, and you 
set a book out there, Earty Resoarces be-olt out there. Just 
•• tch the nuebers up and you can pick oue what site8 we're 
aoing to look in. 

QUERY This goana be your firat full pass, 
Kilt? This EIlEP p.... Fi rat one that talt.a the whole, 
you k~ow. goes the whole way .-
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QUERY 1. this aoing to 
Thi. aREP pa.s? ,IT.l one tbat takes 
aoee the whole vay and cuts the vhole 
120 dearee aDale? 

b. a ft rat 
the whole, 
swath w1.th 

full pus 
),0" k'lov, 
the vholl! 

now1 

WINDLER I'm tryln8 to recall if ve - it ,.e.s like 
to me the first paas vas" long one "asn't it? But alnce thc~ 
ve have not don~ any long ~ne. and they've been restricted 
to be in the "arth'. solar noon. Nov, a. I aay, now we .ay 
have when we get the pover ev~luation, ve .ay choose to ahorten 
this one up some. but it i8 anyaore - it's oriented aore to
wardl the around requirement.s you might lay than it Is the 
pover requirements. So, it's - it is more flexible as far 
.s the opportunity for looking at the ground is concerned. 

QUERY Earlier today there vas a conversation 
between Conrad and Mis~ion Control concerning the EVAs tow~rd 
the end of the .ilsion - the possibility - in addition to having 
the film retrieval - have a sail deploy.ent. Hal there been 
any more discussion in Hiaaion Control about th~t7 Is there 
aomething being aeriously atudied? . 

WINDLER \lell, yes it is as you're, sure, 1'111 very 
such aware there'a sOllie concern for the exact atate of the 
parasol and that vas the reason for trying to spend sOllie tise 
looking at the parasol and evaluating tbe condition of it -
lIIalnly to color. The - so we're tTying to continue an analyais 
of that and of c~urse if aomething looka like it .ight - if it 

- 1 f the condit ion looks like it lIIiaht wan'an tit vhy we 
vould put up the HSFC aail. the Karshall a.il. And that's what 
the crew vaa indicatina - the question of course to thelll vas 
whether they thought they could do that and the film ret~ievsl 
on the aa.~ EVA and they essentially felt like they could -
they'd probably take a break in the middle and have. little 
snack and go back in the airlock. 

QUE:'Y At this 1D0.ent, though, there's no indicatiuf'l 
that there's 4ny deterioration of the oar6sol i8 there? 

WINOLEI That's true. There isn't, but this is 
just one of the possibilities an~ there's leveral days left 
to lII~ke the decision and that will be dilcussed and that will 
probably be abeat the middle of next veek I believe when you 
really need to decide on that. 

QUERY The Sun teat s at Marahall on that sat 1 -
are they cOlllplete yet? 

WINDLER I don't know. 
PAO Okay. Thank you. 
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PAO Okay, thi~ is Greenwich a.an tiae. V.'re ready to atart with Dr. Robert Parker on your left. Skyl.b Mie.ivn Scientist. and Bill Nelson of the Harshall Spece Flight Center, Apollo Teleacope Mount Office. We'll a~art with Dr. Parker. 
PARKER Okay. I guess tha firat thing lid like to do is talk ~lth & brief statuI of how things are going. and where ",e are. It's a little ironic. tonight at 9:00 we're supposed to have a .eetin~ wtth the two Proara. O:ficers snd myself to try tu decide eXlctly what ",e're 80tna to do for ~he reat of the .i~sinn in terms of rescheduling things "OW that the wing is out and all those good things. I'll give you a status. perhaps guessing at some of the things ",e'll decide th~re. And also obviously we can talk about wh~t's happened in the past. Yesterday, 1 believe, you people had a, was it yellterday that we had the aed1ca.1. briefing, or day before yesterday? Okay, so I won't dwell too auch on that. 1 believe you have aleo heard froll the ATM people in the past, but I'll also let Rill talk about that. I would li~e to say a fev things abo~t the Earth Resources people and the corollary experIments. In particular, lat me point out that although the wing is fixed and we've settled the power problem, the power pioble. priaarily affected one 

e~periment, and that was EREP, because of the extra power d!'ain of EREP in fOing 'Jut of solar inertial. Which is essentially saying that r.rth Resourcea cost us not on17 power to run the experim~ t, it also cost us generat~ng capability by not betng in solar inertial, and not being as efficeint at coll~cting ene~gy. Therefor the Earth ie.ources people can look forward to a really a .uch laproved ~is6ion over what they had before, more so than any of the other experiments. Apollo Telescope Hount people lost a few, but not a lIajor amount of th(:ir experiment runa. The Earth Re£ources people to date have obtained ~ither 4 or 5, my figures leave me at the moment, but either 4 or 5 passes acroslI the United States. They are currently scheduled for one lIore tOlllOrrow. I really all not in a position to sit down I.d c!lscuss exactly which sights were obtained on any whlch day. 1 do know lhe one tomorrow Is scheduled to go over St. Louis and Atl,nta. And one of the early ones went over ~hlte San~s and near £1 Paso. Another one went down, clime In across, in fact you played that up quite a btt. It ca.e in across San Francisco and went down acro •• Mexico, and that's the ti.e we discovered oil fields or we thought we discovered 011 fhlds and gold In Mexico, that the Mexicans didn't want ua to discover. But that indeet:! Is the busi-des. of EREP. And it's continuing on a broad front. Any 
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time we .ake a pasi. we·~e sati,fying any where between 
15 and 35 prlnclpl~ lnvesttg.tore. And It Is clearly im
pOlsible on It to beg off. If Dr. Will.art comes, maybe 
he can address some p.rtlcu14r ones lor yo~, but I have to 
beg off and try to discus. each one of those IS or 20 prin
ciple investigator experimenu. On corollary experiments 
theae are the On8$ you very seldoa hea~ about because .08t 
of tha. ar~ not a. big n~ws a. many of the other experi
ments. A lot of the. have been running along very quietly, 
and you've heard even less about thea than the other ones. 
We've been ~easurln8 radiation in the spacecraft. We've 
been ~aklng qualitative comments and quantitative measures 
about the habitability of lhe workshop. acoustic levels, 
crew comments about the way things are arranged an~ things 
llke this which are very much aimed at future space stations. 
We've been doing that, ve've been trying to study the way 
crev activities and maintenance vork. The operational things 
are done, this is again with movies. And post mission we'll 
be able to compare the vay in which these are done early 
in the ~ission and the way in which they are being done 
nov to see hov well man adapts and learns to use 2ero g. 
We've got a couple of. we got one student experiment, ED76 
on neutrons, which has been running probably since day 3 
or 4 and it just sits there and collects. You've got an 
S009, which is a cosmic ray emulsion package which again 
"as been running since day 4 or 5. And it just sits there 
and collects particles or collects tracks from the cosmic 
rays. And that doesn't make a lot of news, and even today 
is not very exciting nevs. The results might be exciting, 
but we won't know that until the results cOile. We've been 
measuring things to do with the internal environm~nt of 
the spacecraft In Another 1 or 2 particular corollary ex
periments. But again. none of those are, are things that 
you hear about on a day to day basis. because they go on 
Q~re or less routinely. There have been two, I believe. 
1 have to keep this list in front of me so I don't offend 
any particular corollary PI, because there are at le6,;t a 
dozen we're planning on doing this mission. Rut, there are 
two in particular that we've been spending a fair amount of 
effort on. Roth ultraviolet astronomy and telescope ex
periments. both of ~hich use the anti solar airlock. which 
we still have. One of these is 8019, which is an ultravlol~t. 
well, It's a objective prism spectograph, which Carl Henize 
from Houston is the PI. And the other one is S18l, which 
is a French, again. well let lie juat call it a spectograph. 
It does, it's somewhere between a filter and a spectograph. 
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It does sepa~.t. out the apectral re.pon •• or the spectra! 
emles10n of the Ita~8. loth of thele ve spent a gr.at deal 
of effort t~yLn8 to schedule and get what ve could durin! 
the early part of the 81.lion. Let.e be perfectly candid 
with YOti, that we did not on thee. particular two experi
ments, meet what ve had hoped to pre.is.ioD, fo~ a nu.be~ 
of ~easons. Let ae ju.t explain theae to you so by doing 
that we give you loae idea of the Bort of thina_ that are 
going on in the particular, I gues. part of vhat .y job 
is but 60me of the trade offB that go on in this busines •• 
Both of these astronomy experiaents require dark of the 
moon observation. That is moon betveen last quarter and 
first quarter. And as a result of our delayed leunch we 
launched so that the last quarter was at just about exactly 
on launch day or the day before or the day after of Skylab II. 
This meant that the 14 days which we nor.a11y had to do 
these wxperiaents vas now shortened to ahout 8 or 9, due 
to the start up activities of Skylab. Wbich vould have 
been there whether or not we had any proble.s with Skylab I 
or not. Which meant that in 14 days we werp. trying to ac
complish what we - or in 8 days we ~ere try 1n t to accomplish 
what we thought we could have In 14. On t~p of that, there 
were the additional problems, which, really 1 must say, up 
to the present time, and will continue 
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PA~!a - 14. On top of that there were the adcUtional problem. "hleh u.ally, 1 .ust I.y, up to the prelent tiae. and will continue, h.v~ pre.,nted a. auch problem a. the power. And that is the probl •• of try!na to secompliah everything we hoped to do in the pre-ata8ion fli,ht ~lan. You've all seen that blue book which aets out ..,hat we would have dOI.e on a noainal mieeion. And in a Do.f~a1 mi,llon we would have come fairly close to it. However. in this particular .13a10n. having been phortened by a day at the beglnninl and having lost. day - between a day and two day. here tn the middle to do thls EVA - pre-EVA, Fost-EVA operations on top of the EVA. With those losses and trying to cra. ~ll those other things back lnsid~, you know, if you've got I alze 10 foot no ~atter strong a sho~ horn you've get, you can't put it int~ a si!:e 8 shoe. And we've d'Jing a lot of shoe-horning over there. When we do th~t we have t~ try to take into account priorities and it's not very nice to tell one PI tPat his firm doesn't have as high priority as anoth~r onu, but when you get right down to it o~ a ~ission like this with as v(\ried a scienti£ic complement as you have, that is the case. And so we've been IIIl1k 1 n8 a lot t rade-o r fs, we do it every night and #s I say. particularly again tonight, we're going to try Ind make so~~ sort of general trade-offs for the mission. Having said that. let lIIe just clarify one thing l've said there. and that is thaI this crew tlllC! - the tillle to schedule these things - tryIng to put them in every day 15 as 1 said, has been as big a problem so far and will continue to be as the power was. The power. I .ust say in all tribute to the vehicle systeas people, the experiment users of pOlo'er are, by in large. not large users of power. Host of the workshop pOloo'er or the great majority of it - 75 percent goes to experiments. the result of the power problem we used to have was that the only way that we could save the power really was to take it out uf the vehicle systems. ~e could not do much reduction 1n the experiments because you don't - you know. you lIon't tri. the top end of your - well, let Ile put it this way - the power for the experiments was t'e very tip of the ice-berg and you don't change the ~ass of the icebp.rg very much by chopping off a grelt deal of th~ top. And the - most of the work was done. And t say this as a tribute to th~ pow~r people and the vehlcl~ systems people. Most of the work vas done and every day tryin, to see what s~ste.s we could ~liminate during ~hat day - at least during the work day 1n order to meet the expel1cent program that we set up the ni~ht before. And they did a truly heroic job. I'. quite glad ~e got the wing out because obViously, it's not clear how much longer ve could have done that - right now let'. face it - if we 
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10 •• aQot~er CBRH like ve'v~ lost tvo already, vhe~ ve've 
lot 2500 to 3000 vatt~, the capabllity just giveD to ua yea
terday, ve caQ Duch better atlorb that. We don't want to lose 
it, ~ut ve can Duch b~tt.r absorb it. And laat ni8ht ve can 
turn, al it were ~ and you've heard this yesterday quite a 
bit, but it doel bea, repeating. Last niBht ~e vere abl~ to 
tu~n the liahta back on Skylab fOr the firat tiDe and it's 
a ar .. at celief to knov ve've lot 6SJO t~ 7000 vatts of cap
abiltty inltead of 4000. With that general dhcu8lion of 
corollaries let De pass it to Bill and let you say something 
about the ATM ond what they've done. 

NELSON All right. As far as the ATM is concerned, 
we'r~ fully powered up aJd operatiDg except for the :vo CBRM'e 
that we - noted that have been failed I>reviously. Two of thul 
are out and we have one that's slight!y de8~aded. The experi
ments onboard the ATH are working uatl~(f4ctorily. 1 guess 
the major glitch we had there conc~rn.d the door Oh S054 _ 
during EVA ve bad lhe crev.en pin that 5054 door open perman
ently. And today it went by fairly satIsfactorily. ~~ had 
two complete manaed passes with the ATH, plus ve do our un
attended operation When ve - RF com~ands ur to 5052, 55. afid 
some of the other experiaents. And tOBorrow we plan to do a 
full Ctve passes, •• nned passes With the ATM, plus OU( usual 
una t tended ope ration. And ve have no - In view of the fact 
ve do have the workRhop po¥er backup we have no curtailment 
of ATM operations now and ve'll just - tomorroY ve'll see how 
it gocs. We have a pretty bUGy day to g~ tomorrow. And that's 
generally all I bave to .ay about the ATK. We're _ everything's 
pe~for.lng fairly satisfactolily now. 

PAO Okay __ 

PARKER 1 ~ight note one thing that 
Jack pointed out. I don't ~now whether I Raid it or not _ 
75 percent;,f the pOwet" ~equlrellent3 go to tile sytellls not 
to the experilllents. I do~'t kno~ Wh~ther if I said 75 percent 
~ent to the experlmentR. I don't know if you guys wrote It 
down eHher, but 1f I didn't and you ciid - it should be 75 
percent to the systems. 

PAO Wait for the !illite. Abbey? 
QUERY - Parker. I wooder if you could dlsculls 

th~ Earth Resoulces experiaents a little aore fully. Particul
arly 1n lookir.g at it over an eight-month program. How much have 
you lost, fi~lt in delaying this first .1lSioo, and thEn with 
th~ power sho~t.g!s? 

PARKER Oka,. it'. a little hard to - now I ~.n 
cit b.~k ~nd .ay. bey. you k~ow. ve're going _ everything'. 
going to be perfect fro. nov on 3 and 4 and ~herefore 
ve lo~k Ht this thing and ~ne of courEe doesn't know eh8t. 
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In teras of this at.slon we bad hoped - we h.d expecte4 that 
ve'd hIve 14 !a~th Resource. p.aa.a. f~ date ve've lotten 
either four or five and 1 Bue.a W6 can "xpect to let another 
flv. between nov and the end of the .iaaion. Of the •• - veil 
okay. so that'. 10 .0 that .ean. vel~e down five. As 1 ~ec.l1 
lie hoped for 30 each on tba tl*xt two .i,.lons. If we get those 
planned JO plus the 10 here you s.y ve end up with 70 .s oppoaed 
to 7S, which if you count percentagee out coaes out pretty 
well. However, in ter •• of this mis8ion in partlcular, I think 
the fiaure of 10 at the very moat, probably, 12 Earth Resources 
paa.ea as opposed to a pre-mission plan of 10 - or excuae me 
a pre-aie81on plan of IS. Thatla probably a realistic estimate. 
So tbat that'. what ve're talking about in a number of things. 
There are other aspects to this miSSion, and that is that this 
was the Spring growing aeason miSSion - part of the mlaslon, 
whereas Skyl~b J was the Fall harvest season part of the ~Is810n 
Mnd ve could make comparison __ 

END OF rAPE 
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PARK!a - next to this a11810n, and that 1e 
that waa tbe 'pring sroving seuon lIIi8810n, part of the 
.1 •• 10n, whetea. Skylab 3 was the fall harvel. 8eason 
part of the .1 •• 10n and ve could make coaparisons between 
lhe tvo. Clearly by launching latp., na.ely two weeks lat~ 
on Skylab I - Skylab 2. we've loet SOG~ of that capability, 
Alao. becaus. of the lack of power ve probably have not 
covered the .1dvelt as veIl as we should have. There are 
aspects of that which indeed are not being met. 1 guess 
that's th~ - that's probably the area where we're suffering 
the most. The growth season coverage. both because of the 
lauRch late, and bp.cause of the fact that to date - now that 
could turn around 1n the next 4 or S days, and we could get 
all the agriculturE: in the midwest that we want in the 
growing season. in the next 4 or S days, although It's June 
instead of Kay. However, if we continue the way ve've been 
going. that lIIeans .... e '.-ill only get one or two and at the 
very most. ~I'obably thr",e passl'S in th., .lc!weat, and so this 
coverage w111. indeed, be, - probably] should say substancially 
redu.:ed. It won't be as hoped for. at least for tbe growing 
season. that doesn't mean we won't get midwest coverage and 
agrtculture coverage during Skylab ) and 4. 

QUERY Can you go in a little bit to hov much 
,ou've lost by having these shortened EREP passes for the _ 

PARKER Okay, the shortened EilEP passes. as 
you understand. mean we don't cover AS much ~f the ground 
track, and this basically lDeans ve don't get as many of 
the principal investigators done. What we've so far, really 
lost on the shortened ground track has been the western 
United States, aain1y because by the tiae we get there 
the orbit is shifted around. and we're looking at tll~ south
west instead of the northwest. Now we - We have however, 
right now. even w1th these shortened data take passes - we 
have had passes that scannp.d all the way from Rapid City. 
South Dakota. to the Virgin Islsnds, which is a short pass 
to the EREP people. but It's a pretty long pass to me. And 
in particular, 1 mentioned those because on the Virgin Islands, 
we have test sites there, and we also have a particular con
centration of sites neat Rapid City. So, yeo there has been 
a degradat 10n. and that r Ii vhe re ERF:P took it' 8 d,' g(3.<1at ion 
was in the shortened passes. That rcally lIIeans that, lnsll'dd 
of getting 35 or 40 test sites in a pass, ~e've only be~n 
getting IS or 20 probably. and those are just numbers of( 
the top of .y head. They'd have to be confirlled and it IIlght 
be plus or .lnus 10 1n either direct1on. pTobably. 

QUERY Have any of your test sites been co.-
plelely lost? Will you have to wash out any because of the 
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South Dakota. to the Virgin Islsnds, which is a short pass 
to the EREP people. but It's a pretty long pass to me. And 
in particular, 1 mentioned those because on the Virgin Islands, 
we have test sites there, and we also have a particular con
centration of sites neat Rapid City. So, yeo there has been 
a degradat 10n. and that r Ii vhe re ERF:P took it' 8 d,' g(3.<1at ion 
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ahortened pasles? 
PARKER 1 would .ay no, for the following rea.on. 

Number one. or primarily, because all tho.e sitea are 8g.in 
acceptable on Skylab 3. There are a number of t •• t altes 
1 Mean, there are I don't know - there vore soae hundredB. 2 or 
1 or 4 hundred test sites, snd we certainly were never 
even going to get all of thoae on Skylab 2. That vaan't even 
our intention. And we certainly don't - ve wonlt get thea 
all on Skylab 2. We've confirmed that. We will, however. 
still have - those siteB viII be all accea.ible. some of them 
we didn't even want. Some of them of COUTse, to give you a typical 
example. snow, and snow pack and ice on the Gre.t Lakea and things 
like this, which clearly we didn't want til 5kylab 4. But 
in paxticul.r - there are some sites that we won't get on 
Skylab 2, a great number of them, if fact, but all those 
should b. accessible again on Sky lab 3. 

QUER~ And Dr. Parker. could you talk Bome 
aore about some of these habatibility experiments, any 
surp~lses tbat have come up thete, and particularly the 
acoustl~ conditions inside. We can all hear that Skylab 
is a v,'ry different spscecraft up to 3ny ve've been used 
to, 1 mean you can hear the country ~usic going pretty veIl, 
and they sound hollow. and -

PARKER Okay. the main reason for the hollowness -
You understand the main reason for the country music - but 
the main reason for hollowness, of course, is that they're 
using spe~ker box i~tercoms. like sitting and talking on a 
desk squavk ptone ins teed of sittifig and talkin, to a tele
phone, where w~ had the head sets before. No.1 don't. The 
data for the acoustic messurements, 1 believe have Leen sent 
dovn on tape ~, however I am not famila~ with what the results 
of that are. I'm not sure vhat the PI lias done paTticularly 
analysis on it. The other thing, such as habitability are 
primarily tied up in 50 millimeter f11a tbat viiI be re:teved 
by people - lort of t1me and motion study things, after thL 
mission. and on filling out, veIl. as you like. for want 
of a better wo~d, question.ires or checklists or Bomething, 
in terms of either reading those into tape recorder 8, or 
vriting down com.ents on actual paper that's up there. Those 
results, also. really aren't available at the moment. 

PAO I think we can probably get Mr. Sob 
Bond, and Admiral Johnson. PIs on both of those ~xperiments 
for you later, if you want, Angus. 

QUERY Rov many test sites vere you going to 
ao OYer on this first aisslon, and hov many have you -
viII yo~ not -
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PAllEa I have no idea, no idea. That'l 
kind of • f.llacioul queltion. really. Let me bea out of 
it that way. becauae pre-ail.ion, we laid A- we'll do 
IS teat aitea, or 1~ tracka, excule ae, one of those ia a 
calibrattun pa •• on the aoon. We'll do 14 tracts, if we can. 
And tho*e 14 tracte, we didn't know where they'd be, and 
of COUfae each tract. yeu know. depp.ndtng on where a t~act 1s 
nd where It'a done, and depending on what the weather 
is, depends on how .any litee on it, eo 1 can't even multiply 
14 by a particular Duaber to give it to you. It depends 
totally on the tracts. 

PAO I think we can give you on each pass, 
we have the number of teat sitea in the pass snd the fiumber 
that ~ere accomplished on each pass. We have that outside. 

?ARKER They do publish it aoaewhere. 
PAO It's in the daily su •• ary report, yes. 
QUERY And in losing soae of the Covelage of 

the western United States. wa. there anycbina there that 
you vere looking for that you might not be ab'e to ~et in 
subsequent miSSions? 

PARKER 
PAO 

I hope he can -

I don't know. I frankly doubt it. 
Dr. Wilmar should be here momentarily 

SPEA~ER We are plann~ng a whole EREP presenta-
tion. however. Abbey, as & seperate presentation. I'm sure 
we'll be able to ansver your questions at that tiae. 

QUERY I think so, but it's kind of vague. 
I know you haven't got much of the data b.ck. because so 
much of it'. in the fora of photographs. but __ 

END OF TAPE 
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SPEAKER 1 think so, but it's kind of v.gue. 1 
knu~ you haven't got auch of the data back because it's - ao 
much uf It'a in the fora of photographa, but has there been 
anyth1nS in the ATK operations or any of the corollaries or 
anything else that you consldftr. really, an outatanding result 
to this point? Have Y04 been particularly lntere!ted by any
thing that had come acr088 your desk? 

SPEAlf.R (Garble) just got the corollary or ao~e 
primary ATK? The - one thing that was of a particular in
terest was a so-calle~ coronal hole and it was discovered -
you might h~ve seen soa. pictures of it in the SuV - the S082 

associated with tht! S082 experillent. And, of course, you -
the ultraviolet doesn't penetratt! the Earth's atmosph~re so 
when W~ sent some TV pictures down to Earth and they enhanced 
them in the computer, they saw sOlie patterns which vere in
uicating a wider variation in UV there on thE Sun. One area 
that looked like it was depleted somewhat co_pared to the other 

- it wasn't as intense view £-w1se. And since it wasn't as 
intense in that particular wave length it was called a sort 
of a hole and it wa3 a surpriSing thing we hadn't expected. 
rhat's the most surprising thlng from a scientific point of 
view 1 think I've noticed so far. 

PARKER Yeah, let 1nP. add on to that. The - by 
and large, except for the medical results you heard yesterday 
and lhe telemetry that does come down from AtM, that's really 
essentially all the information we have before the end of the 
mission. The Earth's Resources equipment - even the stuff 
that's not on photographic film is on magnetic tapes in the 
spacecraft and so will not be returned until the end. So 
we have essentially, absolutely no feel for the data. All 
we can have therp. is a idea what ve went over. I mean, you 
know, we went over the hurricane yesterd~y - or day before 
ye.terday and we only vent over this number of tests sites 
anJ .111 that. We can he excited about the idea of going 
over wh~t r.ol1y was a pretty good-sized hurricane. It was 
0" e ,l{ t h" h {1 I' e s {1 f the S 19 3 p e 0 pIe tog e t some t h in g li Ie. e 
this during the mission. W~ didn't expect to get it during 
I, w~ expected to get it during 2. Maybe we'll get 
sont! more during 2. Rut to achteve that that early was 
indeed a \fery high point for those people. However, we 
den't have the data back so we can't say what we've learned. 
Ir. terms of the ATK, yes, we do indeed have data downlin": 
an1 [ think the existence of this coronal hole and what -
that's also to be ranked as a discovery of the SOS5 people. 
You know this stuff telelletered down. The raster and spectral 
scan of the Sun. There is also telemetered down, and there'. 
a trcm~ndous mass of data there which is slowly being put 
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tosether and they have .een .oae thina' that they .u.pected 
'~I aean were not total aurpri8.a. They 8U8pected tbey were 
there but they were looking for thea. rhinal that vera kind 
of rtaht at the liait of their resolution ah~ that were theor
etically predicted, but they were at the liait of the revolution 
of the previous osos. And things that they are no~ seeing 
fro. the rapid chang~~ of intensity and very s.al1 ar~as In
stead of gradual fluctuations. And the ext.nsion of some 
of the chro.ospheric lines and coronal line8 out into the 
out tnto the edge of the - beyond the edge of the Sun, which 
we basically knew were there, but for the first tiae noy are 
begtnning to get quantitative measure.ents and to trace their 

- the exslstence - or their intensity ~ut there. So, that 
pl~s the XUV pictur~s which are really fantastic and exciting. 
dre the biggest things. 1 aean you can sight little things that 
are really not news worthy such as the S052 PI and the basis 
of te~evislon pictures that were sent down - this 1s the coro
nosraph 00 the basis the television sent down, not on the basis 
of this final flight fil~, but on the basis of the TV downlink 
has been able to v~rify so far that - the cleanliness of the 
system - the reduction of the scattered light is, as I recall, 
about a factor of 10 better than what he - on the spect (garble) 
is that right? The scattered light - a coronograph essentially 
blocks out t~e Sun so you can see the ccrona on the outside 
of tt. And therefore, since the Sun is a million ti.es plus 
brighter than the outSide, any scattered light fro. the Sun 
just washes everythJng out. And he's been able to make measur
ments from the tv film - a scene - I'll put it this way _ 
one of your boys told me the other day that he vas better off 
by a factor of 10 than what he'd really beeD able to measure 
on the ground and what he'd been able to hope for. So, there 
are things like that - that's not a piece of scientific data 
that's going to change the world, but it tells us the things 
that are working well onboard. For the corollaries, the part
icular ones like 5019 snd S183 are both or. film and they'll 
both come down and we know we have passes for thea. I mean 
we know we've obtained plates for them. How those plates turn 
out, how significant the science data from them is - turns out 
to be Is yet - you know on the order of months to a year away. 
So we really don'l have anything to report there. I think 
we might note again - you probably are aware that ~e had a 
proble. with 5019 the first time we put it out. 1 think one 
of their great tributes to the crew and the people b4ck here work
ing on it is that we were able to overcome that proble.. Sa •• 
thing exslsted with 5183. Little, nitpicking, hangup proble •• 
that could have greatly degraded the experl.ents, but ve vere 
able to work around. And 1 site those as something that ve've 
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been able to do and lo .. thlnA th$t's excited •• about thoae 
tvo experiment. cv~n though we don't have the plate, back from 
the. yet, 80 ~e can't .ay vhat the data i, really il vo~th. 

QUERY 1 gues. butb of you havo vorked ~lth "n-
manned ~xperl~ents analogiats to this. Doe. it feel a lot better 
to have so.ebody be able to flx the stuff rather than lose 
the data? That's a slily questio~ because If. leading you 
into the answer, but vould you talk about that subject for 
a rllinute 7 

PARKER Nu.ber cne. 1 believe you knov the an8~er. 
Number tvo, I think I have to in all honesty say that 1 proba
bly have not had much to do ~lth unmlnned spacecraft~ since 
I vork here and I vorked on Apollo IS and 17 and both of those 
arc very much manned spacecrafts. It's very reassuring to 
me to b~ able to have a problem that Shouldn't bave happened 
happen and it - you knQ~ - ve don't 11ke things to happen 
to b~ able to prove ve can do it. We don't te~t ourselves 
this way. We do that during the si.ulat.!ons. but vhen some
thing comes up it's very reassuring and very comforting to 
be able to say - veIl I can 80 back - I more or less associated 
with OAOA-l, which was the first OAO - which - I don't know 
whether it had the same problem that Skylab IlIad or not. but 
~hatever happened it got up there and got in very bad shape. 
~~ never knew what happened - -

END OF TAPE 
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PAIUCEIl 1 don't. know whe th~T It had the 8 a.e proble. 
that Skylab 1 bad or not. But, whatever happened.. it got 
up there and got i~ very bed ah.pe. We never knev what 
happened, bacauae we never got anybody up there obvio~sly. 
This was back in 1964 or 5. Probably in 1965, it w ... a 
long while ago. And it had power proble ••• there was 
soaething wrong with t~e way the thing wa. deployed, a 
panel lIIay have cOile off or something like that, alld the 
thing &lied il'! abc.ut 2 d.ya. We just couldn't control H. 
Ue couldn't send anybody up there to do .n,thina abou~ it. 
T know at that tiae, the tremendous dis.a, that was felt by th .. 
people who had spent already 3 or 4 years working on lhat particu-
lar sa.ellite. Now they recouped it and 2 years later they 
laul'!ched AOA02, which as you know \Jas one of the outstalldtng 
successes or the unmanned program. However, I am familiar 
with tIll&( even though :hat was not my satellite. And COIII

pired to that, the ability to send someone up there snd foe 
Ofie fix the ther~al problem and then 2 week. later fix 
the power problell. And dght nuw WE" re just back the way 
we were, yOol know, at the beginning of May, virtulllily. And 
to be able tc do that And recover frnm, what .~st heve be~n, 
and I guess, I'll have to let Marshall sa') how bad a launch 
i~ was, But, to recover from whlot WitS obviously a very 
de£raded sit'lation, that, well, is an extrelMly pleasant 
businclis to be in. 5019 and S183 are the same thing. Those 
p~ople. the PIs on that, thoce, you know that't not a major 
head lint item. I don't lmaglr.e it qade the headline of 
dny paper. But, the PIs for that had spent 4 or 5 years cf 
their lives workir.g on that. And for something to go belly 
up and break the first time you use it, you !toow ~hat's the 
$ort oi tn1ngs that drives people over the brink. To be 
able to sit down that afternoon, take apart the paw unit 
;,ere "r a train unit, and discover what the problem 111.,_, .. , 
be, To send up a pad to .hi! crew and have ti'em take a ",crew 
driver and have them take it apart and find the intt'rfecenc~ 
and put it b~clc. together, to me, has ~ade .y whole dill}'. In 
fact. 1 think it lIIade tIly whole week. 

QUERY Just a point of clarification. The PI 
v~ose ten, biof~cture oi ten better off in his pictures 
of the corOlla than on the Earth. Is that pre,o;ullled to lIIean itls 
on the Earth during a solar eclipse a~ w~ll? 

PARKER Yeah, in fdct the, he was a factor 
of ten better lhal". hI'!. expected. He expected to be bett~r 
off in the eclipse to begin with. There was a factor -
what he said 1s 69 I understan~ it, now we're really ex-
trapulating. But what ~s 1 understand it he eQuId make 
tests 1~ 8p9cl~1 vacuu~ chambers and stuff here on Earth, 
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Get th. leatter Haht dawn a~ low as PO'lible. and 80 he 
could say, hey, I'. better than, and I t-"ink the Haufe vail 
10 of ... lnu8 12. And the ra "'a. a 8cadder t.at that he 
"'n about 10 of the .inut, he could get it down to 10 of 
(;he !\IihUI :'2 of the center of the Sun. And the way I under
.';anc! it he 1~ now - but he couldn't lIIe.lure any lower thall 
that ju"t be c"use tile re vas still res {dual background. He 
hoped that he vas better tl'tlln that, bu~ that was ,ond enough. 
That V.I what he \las alllllng ior, or that lola. the goal la 
had let, he va9 at least going to reach that. He was 
hoping for 31ore, indeed now he's found h.'s a factor oi 
10 better vhat he could measure on Earth. 1 hope tho&~ 
f 18 u re s are 1 i gh t • 

QUZRY This may not be the place ta ask a med-
Ical question, but while Weitz vas 1& the tank for the M092 
this afternoon, did you r~tice any cardiovascular proble.s 
there, Qeterioration? 

PAlXIR 1 "'as sleeping Io1h11e it vali going on. 
YOU'd have to ask the medics ab~ut that and they probably 
won't know until tomorruw a( least. be~ause that data g~ts 
dumped ~nd then they play it back and do th~lr stufi. And 
it takes them at least a day. 

PAO Okay. Or Parker, Mr. Selson thank ~ou 
very auch. Ladies and gentlemen, that concludes Our science 
briefing. 

EN D OF 1 A?E 
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REIM Good aornin&. ~e'll let atarted here with 
the lIoroing change-of-eh1ft briefing. On.)1 rIght \.'1 th Chuck 
Lewi., the overnight fli&ht director, and on hil fiant, Sy 
U.ebergot. the EGIL. Ve'11 get at.rted w1th Chuck. 

LEWlS Okay, 1 believe Neil Hutchinson was here 
very late last ni~ht, about 1:00 or 2:00, and talked a bit about 
lh.~· ':Ol'] alIt loop proble. we el~countete<l, which kept the I:rew 
up d ,'oup I,· hUUTS 1st... And we let thtl~\ s leei' in I. hours 1 a~ e 
t 11 i" JlIll r n I II g . TI-. eon 1 ~ s y at" II!" an 0 II a 11 e a, 101 e had d 'Jr ! Il g the 
nl~ht when t was on. Io'e lost ..,ne of the airl(>ck lIIodule tape 
((·corders. Ati Car dS I knolol, it was lost. We run A cOlllllland 
malfunction procedure from the ground. All of our indlcati~ns 
"e.e th<lt it vas lost. 'l'here vas one final check for tht' Clew 
to make this morning, and I have l,ot been listening to air-to
"round; 80 [ don't !too," if the),' ve made that check. But if it 
lola,; lost I it meant - ve scheduled tl11e in the first part of the 
ao~ni~~ t~ change it out. There're four 8pare recorders on 
}Clard. And that takea about 20 or 30 alnutes to ch~n8e one of 
them out. As far as today's Flight Plan, we did make one change. 
We eliminated the S07) work items in the FI!iht Plan to allow the 
crew some of the requ~~ted cleanup tim~. some of their requ~sl~d 
cleanup time. lIe'11 pr.:>bably get most of the cleanup, post EVA 
cleanup. done today. It may require a little tomorrow. And 
basically. there was no change in the airlock module coolant 
loop from what Sell's shift had earlier in tbe evening, but Sy 
Lieber~ot is here to answer any specific questions you might 
have \ilth regard to th .. t. All right, we'll take questions. 
Start here with Bruce. 

QUERY Well, I got several, naturally, but J'II 
goIng to start with one before we get to the coolant loop, if 
I can. S,. vhat - hov do ve stand on power noY, vhat il our 
wattage, W'1At are we getting out of the SAS ving I, and will 
W~ gain more when we get to the higher beta anglesl 

LIEBERGOT OkdY, presently we're supplylnt about 
1700 to 1750 watts fro. the AM EPS , Airlock .odule batteries. 
The capability there i~ - we think wIll be 3000 watts. Later 
today. w~ do intend to go ahead and c£dnk the COURSE ADJUST, 
REG ADJUST pots up and - to l'b".1t 2500 watts. We Just, you 
know, take it up iI' Btepa. And on the ATM electrical po"'"r 
system, that's presently supplying 2700 watts of the total 
req ui re",ent. The total load, ",hen "'e calle over here. loIas 
about 4200 watts. Those figures ought to add up. The capability 
of the ArK C~RMs is arcund 4000 vAtta, with reaard to main
taining the depth of discharge, (garble) 30 percent or less. 
That's the same ground rules we've been using. The ATM is nov 
prese~tly transferring abo~t )6L vatta to the airlock .odule. 
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And the peG batt,lrieli, the aitloek rliodule batterie8, ",ere achievi ng a 99 pt rce'1 t :I t ate of charge at about 20 atrlte II ailer sunr1se. So we got lots of "'8)'8 to go before we crank ~hf' sys telll up cOlllplete 1y. OhvioUl.Il)" ),ou know, we can keep ~ran~lnK ~ntil we get 99 or 100 percent state of charee just beiore sunset, and tt.Jt ought to be <.103e to )000 watts. fut I'~ just king of guesliing now, because ve've got to be ktnJ of careful and cautious about this thing, bringing the system up to full capability. That's how we stand there. and ve'r~ presently in the 1lI0de of tryfng to figure out how powered up ... e ciln go and ..,hat things have 1:0 be brought back up and Who can have what power in general. 
QUERY Okay, is CBRM 17 still d()wn, degraded? 
LH'~RGOT lt's still th" ,ame as it wail the last time we .,.Jked; it's behaving extly the saae vay. QUERY A" could 101" go back to the coolant loop problem no~? I understand t~at 36 to 38 degrees is still not desirable. What do we want that, and could you run through, very briefly and in as simplp te.ms a6 you can, how we got the pro b I e 111 , 1,0' '" e sol ve d it 1 
LIEBERGOT Well, we reallv haven't solved it. I don't k.now how we got it, r don't think, <"nd we don't know how to solve it. Let me preface it by the fact that we have not yet reviewed all of ,~ur NDRS ;lata, all of our history data. Haven't retrieved it all and analy&ed it all yet. ~o that's what Chuck was referring to - that we don't know exactly how we got there vithout looking at that data in great detail. However, - and 1'111 not sure ho~ to tell you this without going into a lot of detail. but there ill a TEMPERATURE CONTROL VALVE B, Bravo, in the primary loop. Now we need to go back one aore step. ~e're operating just with th~ secondary coolant loop before the crev's getting ready for an EVA. We turn on the primary coolant loop, which is down. And 80 we had both loops up at thl. tiae. The pri~ary loop had been off for a couple of days for ~over conserving. And when the crew went to the EVA position on the h~.t exchanger valve to get flow through their EVA suit heat e~Lbanier. that's when the proble. started. Thia teaperature control valve temlerature - teaperature dropped low, dropped dovn to 10 degrees. It appeared that the flow rate sen80r failed, off-seale low. and vhen we looked at the data, it did look like the control valve had failed to the COLD position. It w •• n't mizin~ very much hot returninl Coolanol, and it did .ppear that that fro&e up the suit heat e:r.chanler 1. What ve did then w.s, we had the crew shut down the pr1 •• ry loop, aiace it wa. cold, and ve certainly didn't want to rupture the suit exchanger, which hilS got water in it. And we had both creWmen go to suit loop 2, SUS 2 as we say. 
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And that'. where ve left it fOT t". EVA. Later on _ Apparently, 
the prt.aI'Y coolant loop had cooled the secondary loop ~ovn 
considerably. And later on, when the crew waa asleep, they got 
a LOW T~HP atarn on board which woke the. up. And they went 
thr<)ugt-. some cunCigurtng on board, and by th! U.e, _ when lie 
ftnally did get it straightened out, we ~nded up with configuring 
two LeGs, Itguid cooled garmenta, to the suit loops and wraflped 
the LeGs around water tank number 1 to pick up heat froDi the 
wate. tank. Water tank I is at the plua-Z aide of the vehicle, 
the hot side, and the other water tanks vere warm anyway. And 
there are a few other things that happen here to indicate that 
the - that the secondary loop is very cold. But the way we 
left it loIas 

END or TAPE 
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SPEAKER And there ~ere a few other thinas that happ~ned here to indicate that the secondary loop was very cold. But the way we left it was picking up heat fro. the water tanks. And when we took over last nlaht we had a stable situation though it was still cold. We'd like to have this control valve temperature at about 47 dearees and it was running around 40 degreej; all night. And jlJst cycling up and down with the orbital night and day. So It's still cold. The s~condary loop is still cold with this valve. The primary loop valve, the same valve, looks like it's failed almost completely over to the cold positi~n. And what we have to do now is find out some way to get these valves returned to an operating position ~ith no control. 
QUERY Okay, specifically then when you hook the LeG's in did you hook them i~ only to the secondary? SPEAKER Only to the secondary coolant. QUERY And which was - that temperature was being brought down because of its closeness to the primary or they run side by side or something like that? 
SPEAKER Well, they're interchanged. How. We're faced with having to find out if we can run the priQary suit loop, see if we can thaw it out. 
QUERY If you can if - bleed it off so it won't freeze up all together, maybe rupture that heat exchanger? SPEAKER You talking about the one ve think 19 frozen, Bruce? I'. not sure how we're going to approach thawing that heat exchang"r out. Like I say we need to l')oK at the - we haven't retrieved all of our history data and examined this in great detail yet, but we think it's frozen. So that's one thing ve're fAcing in addition to the primary coolant loop. 
QUERY I have a couple. First I have trouble with theRe heat exchangers because I don't know how many of them you have or where they are physically. Can you just kind ~f describe the systems to that extent and then talk about the conditions of the heat e~changers and what possible damage could have resulted in them. Is it likely or do we know whether the heat exchangers - any heat exchangers have been damaged? 
SPEAKER Wf,ll, we don't think any htiat exchangers have been damaged because we shut the loop down pretty ~uick. These suit heat exchangers, you know the same ones we were worried about keeping from freezing during the un.anned phase. They're on the cold side of the vehicle away from the Sun so you know ve're not getting any help fro. the SlJn in this case. But, I'. kind of lost.- don't know what else to tell you about it right now. 
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QUERY If you can if - bleed it off so it won't freeze up all together, maybe rupture that heat exchanger? SPEAKER You talking about the one ve think 19 frozen, Bruce? I'. not sure how we're going to approach thawing that heat exchang"r out. Like I say we need to l')oK at the - we haven't retrieved all of our history data and examined this in great detail yet, but we think it's frozen. So that's one thing ve're fAcing in addition to the primary coolant loop. 
QUERY I have a couple. First I have trouble with theRe heat exchangers because I don't know how many of them you have or where they are physically. Can you just kind ~f describe the systems to that extent and then talk about the conditions of the heat e~changers and what possible damage could have resulted in them. Is it likely or do we know whether the heat exchangers - any heat exchangers have been damaged? 
SPEAKER Wf,ll, we don't think any htiat exchangers have been damaged because we shut the loop down pretty ~uick. These suit heat exchangers, you know the same ones we were worried about keeping from freezing during the un.anned phase. They're on the cold side of the vehicle away from the Sun so you know ve're not getting any help fro. the SlJn in this case. But, I'. kind of lost.- don't know what else to tell you about it right now. 
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QUERY TheJ operate only on the ,uit looplr 
SPEAKER Right. The suit coolant loop. are water 

with rust inhibitors in thea. And th.: dump their heat throush 
the,9 heat exchanger. int~ the airlock module coolant loops, 
through the EVA heat exchanlers. They are kind of wrapped 
around each other. There il no interchanae of fluid - it'. 
Just heat exchange. Now if the airlock aodule coolant 3etS 
super cold, it's going to freele the water in the luit co~lant 
loop and that's what ve'd like to avoid. Now. like I •• ld. 
I'a not - w~ think it's frolen. How solidly it's frolen we 
don't know. 

SPEAAlR Look, baSically only iapleaented a holding 
action on this thing. We don't know what the specific problem 
is, like Sy 3a1d we've still got a lot of dump data on reaote 
sites we haven't brought back in yet. We had .achine problems 
last night, computer aachinea going down - we got behind on 
that. Marshall, as I know it, by 10 o'clock today i8 having a 
meeting vith various contractors that designed the loop and 
will be addressing some corrective action. We have no idea 
what that is right now. It may be such things as wrapping the 
suit hos~s we've got now around lights, anything to get heat 
into the systeM but that'll be addressed later today and we 
can only speculate on what that Might be. We're basically just 
in a holding position right now. 

QUERY First, are these temperaturea you're 
giving, Centigrade? 

SPEAKER Fahrenhe!~. And YOw've got 22 degrees 
belvJ freezing when you say 10 degrees. Okay. 

QUERY You didn't e~pl.in why it got so cold, 
don't you know or what? ~o you have any theories? 

SPEAKER Probably have lots of theories but you 
know they're just theories - for exaaple, and a lot of them 
8re very personal - the pri.ary loop was off for two days 
and it could have been - you know the radiator fluid sat there 
~elatively cold and it could have - when we turned the primary 
loop on it could have slugged that modulating valve and ran 
it over to full stops at one pOSition where it stuck. Full 
cold. And I think it's wax. Now it's conceivable if we get 
that wax warm again it'll shuttle back. Ills speculation. 

QUERY Could you get this a bit in perspective 
for me. 11m not quite clear how serious this is. If you 
don't solve this problem, do you lose capability to do EVA or do 
you have to come home or what? 

SPEAKER Speculation again. I don't - it aay 
i.pact the EVA but I think - 5y aa, correct ae if l'a 
wrong - we could probably do tbe EVA in tb. type configuration 
we were in yesterday with the - ia that baaically correctf 
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Sl'SAKEJl Yeah. before the lIec:o~ldary loop becallp. -it lot cclder. It ~ot colder because we operated th~ primary loop a8a1n and it drov~ the te.perature d~vn a little more but thl!re ill no reason to believe tbat we shouldn't be able to do th~ EVA if we clln get the aecondary loop under control and get some ~or~ heat into it. I think we'll be all right th~re. 

SPE "JeER II a ve do without the primary, I doesn't lIean we'd have to where we're at. 

to have a secondary loop - we could think, and accollpliah the EVA. It come home early tf we can just hold 
SPEAKER Excuse lIle, there Is another .::apabllity. We could go on PURGE FLOW for cooling and just blo~ air -blow oxygen or air through the suit loop just lilte <.e do for the cOlI.lZIand module. The EVA/IVA creWlilan is on PURGE FLOW only. 12-pound in our 02 flow. We could do that, ye8. QUERY I've got a couple Gore on different points. So far as the 18 ATM batteri~s are concerne~ of which you've lost 2 and got 1 or 2 shaky ones, now you've got the workshop batteries back you can presumably afford to lose the worst if more of those go, you're still in busineRs 1 presume. You can feed across to the ATM the other way now can you? SPEAKER Yes. We could lose more but we're going to make every effort to protect what 'We've got. We don't take any chances with losing any Qore. QUERY Could you help me a bit with the crew's position, was it in fact to be a day off today? SPEAKER No. I think I cOllllented earlier here that the crew had volunteered to do experiment operations on their day off. And the only thing that they calle blck to us on was for additional cleanup tillie, poat-EVA cleanup, because of the various items that they had to construct to accomplish the EVA yesterday. So we 'Were going to give that back to them. We had scheduled before the coolant loop problem last night. about 8 or 9 hours - man hours of crew time for this clean up work. Then we had the problem. the crew slept in late this lIorning 2 hours so 'We had to talte 6 aan hours out. So we had to jockey the Flight Plan around very late last night to give them back some cleanup time. We've got close to 6 hours - we may have to lIake up a little aore tomorrow. So basically the Flight Plan today - we've got 1 K092. HI J 1 run in. We've got two ATK palles. jus t the synoptic - aorning and evening synoptic. We did keep th9 showers In for the crew. Majority of the otber tiae 18 cleanup. Even then we did~'t quite get what the crew had asked f~r. 

QUERY What I Was trying to establish, this 11 the day - thia i8 their second day off Yhlc~ they have In 
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fact given up, theretll be no - this 1, the day - there'll be 
no replace.ent day. 

SPEAKBR 
QUERY 
QUERY 

their neltt shower? 
SPEM_ER 
QUERY 

afternoon? 

Yea. that t a 
Thtok you. 
Two things? 

Today. 

correct. 

When are thay going to get 

They vill go ahead and take it this 

SPEAKER Th1a afte rnoon. Yes. 
QUERY The other thing is. io that primary loop, 

the SUS loop has "'ater 1n it or the exchanger does, right, and 
the loop carries the Coolanol, is that? 

SPEAKER You have "ater in the slJit loop SUS,. 
okay, and you have the coolant fluid - 1 don't knov whal the _ 
Coolanol - in the airlock module cooling loop and you pass 
those through a heat exchanger to - and you use the Coolanol 
tv coo I the vate r for the SUS loop. 

QUER't H<)v long can - and the - you've got 10 de-
gree te~perature and -

£1010 OF TAPE 
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LEWIS Paas those throuah a h.at exchanger. 
And you'd uae th~ Coolanol to cool the water for the SUS loop. 

QUERY How 10n& can the - you've got a lO-degree 
temper.cure tn that - 1n the primary SUS, or 1s it the AM cool
ant loop - the primary coolant loop? 

LEWIS The ah - -
QUERY I'. a little confused O~ that. 
LEWIS Ok~~. ~hen we had the proble. with 

the primary loop - When we had the problem with the primary 
loop, the tp.mperatures at the output of the control valve 
dropped as low a8 10 degrees. That loop 19 shutdown, now. 

SPEAKER That's the airlock module primary coolant 
loop. Not tlje SUS loop. 

QUERY Is it 8till at that temperature? 
LEWIS No. It's up a ambient nov. It's up a 

lot higher, because·· 's dGwn. it's JUBt st&gnant. 
QUERY kay. Then that - .• 
LEWIS Ju~t stagnant. 
SPEAKER I'm really not up to speed on this 

cooling system. And I haven't beeD able to find the schematic. 
But, is it fair for me to say, that the only possibility of 
damage vould result from excessively low teeperatures in the 
airlock module primary coolant loop freezing the vater in the 
SUS primary coolant l?op? I lIean that \,lax in the valve; Is not 
affected by the temperatures? So the real possibility of 
danger. 1s vater freezing a~d •• ybe rupturing something? 

QUE ltY Maybe yo,.' ve answe re d this. I'll not sure. 
Dut, are all the AM baterries now in good shape? They are 
all taking charge, returning it to the system and vork - all 
8 are working fine? 

LE~IS We're gelting 99 percent at ate of charge 
at 20 lIIinutes after sunset. 

QUERY Okay. 
LEWIS That lIIeans .,e've got lots of tlme left 

in daylight to get lIore out of their.. 
QUERY Just a little one ht:rt:. On the Plight 

Plan, you had the S019, I guess that vas take it out of the 
airlock and the aline the multispectral scanner, did you craiG 
that off? 

LEWIS No. We took out - We vent ahead and 
sent the pads up for the pads up for tho S013 work that vas 
scheduled for today. S019, of course, has to precede that 
wo~k for its in the SAL - has to be removed so ve can aet the 
5013 In. We deCided late this aorning that we ought to live 
the crew their elf'an-up t1M 80 "e adviaed thea to del.te the 
5013 worl ltem~, that includes the 5019. And use that for clean
up. I underat.t.,d that they ha:! all ready talten the SO'.9 out of 
the SAL and "stoved it. Now that would have had to havl been 
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done in the aornina auyway. in plep.ration of tbe BlIP pa •• , 
because they had an ETC, Earth Terrain Ca.~r., acheduled for 
tbe EII-IP pass. 

QUERY I~ Weltz still .et to alin. the IDultiapectral 
ficanner, then? 

LEWIS '{e,.. Thac's still in. Right. 
QUERY Undoubtedly YOII ... n look abead a bit tor 

me. but I'll probably be leaving today. I think Conrad 
was saying this aorning that he'd like Weitl to do the next 
EVA with hill on day-26, instead of KerWin, to share the 
wealth, as he put it. Have we any Id~a yet. whether you're 
likely to deploy the ather curtatn. whether the par,sol is 
goint to last out? 

LEWIS I don't think that's been dec~ded yet. 
I know that's in work. I don't think the deciaion has been 
llIade. 

QUERY But there wa. talk of whether it had de-
graded yesterday, 1 didn't catch up with it? 

LEWIS To be honest with you, 1'. not caught up 
with it either. Sut I know that that particular itea is in 
.... ork and that decision has not been made, final decisiun. 

PAO Thank. you. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO This t. Skylab Control at 6 hours S9 
.inul~R a~d )5 secon~. Greenwich lIean tiae. At the predent 
lillX' ''';:>il Hutchinson the Flight Director and Steve HcCI~"don 
t~~ fGIL ~n lhe off-Ro!ng shift ar~ un their vay to Building 
bd.' f(1I1t r,'OIll. Th~'h' vi 11 bl'l a press conference held shortly 
i~ Hulldln~ 1, appruxi~ately S minutes froa now. The crev 
10'111 I", \laking up lal~ tOMorrov 1II0(nlng. They vill be allowe\! 
to "ll:l'l' I r. for an l'xtended pe riod of tille to Make up for the 
" j II'" lll.,y IOtit tonight because of the coolant proble1ll. And 
'10 w,· ' .. 1 II not have ('alimentary as ear~. in the Ilorning as 
nurrn31. Thls is Skylab ContrJl al 6 seconds after the hour. 

HUTCHINSON Well, 1 gueQ6 they're ready. With no 
introductions, yo~ know vho I a~, I'm Neil Hutchinson, thiu 
is Steve McClendon, th~ EGlL on the silver team. And I'm sure 
Y""" r" her~ to flnd out about the problem we have with the 
,;c· 'I1J.][y coolant loop this afternoor; and this evening and 
t~nifht. r have the dubious distinction of being the first, 
~nd 1 hope the only guy, to wake the crew up in the middle of 
til'.' night to do SOlll~lhing. whIch we did tonight. I'm going 
tu \iav,· to go bact.. ar.d recap {or you ho.., ;Ie got into the sit
I.:Cllion that we're In ..... ell. w,,"'re Ollt of i( now. effe.::tively 
W<C' 11''''"'' 1 t started way back be fa re the EVA today. You know 
in tl·,-, airlock modl.le Wl' hav'~ tvo coolant IOOfS, primary and 
sec""Jary <"ol>lant loop, and prior to the EVA today we turned 
th.~ both un, we've been - have we been running vlth them both 
on rl:gularly? 

SPEAKER No. 
HUTCHINSON I forget. We've been running with only 

nne ,'n. tll", tlecondary. We turned the prilllary loop on and ve 
\,0(' r:<: runn Ing vi th both of thell! on. and the f1 rsl thing that 
i1.Jppen~·d t oJay anl it happened prior to the crew ge t t ing out _ 
i-; tilat ct.'rrect? We had - one of the little valves in the pri
~drv loop that controls the mixing of the wara coolant and cold 
,00J3nt, basic&lly, hun$. up or faUed, or became contaminated 
l'lJ ~,'t stuck "r Cor vhatever reason, anyvay. the valve hunjl 
ur i~ th~ full cold pOSition, such that we vere putting all 
,'I' :',e ,'oolant in that loop through the radiators. And that 
:".1 de' tht! loop all of a sudden become very very cold. Shortly 
th"f,'after, we turned the primary l(oop off, :lnd we ran thf' EVA 
V'1l only one loop, the second.!lry lOQP. The other thing that 
\0' IS lie-Ing on at the sa:De tilllt!. as you knov before the EVA we 
didn't have all the electrical pover that we have now. So 
1n order to conduct the EVA lie ha':! to do a power·down of the 
vehicle, a fairly Significant po~er-down, over 1000 watts. 
And ~hen you power things down, oC cours~, you're turning off 
electrical gear that 1s on the coolant loop, which in turn 
does ~othlng but compound the problea because ~t takes off 
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i~ Hulldln~ 1, appruxi~ately S minutes froa now. The crev 
10'111 I", \laking up lal~ tOMorrov 1II0(nlng. They vill be allowe\! 
to "ll:l'l' I r. for an l'xtended pe riod of tille to Make up for the 
" j II'" lll.,y IOtit tonight because of the coolant proble1ll. And 
'10 w,· ' .. 1 II not have ('alimentary as ear~. in the Ilorning as 
nurrn31. Thls is Skylab ContrJl al 6 seconds after the hour. 

HUTCHINSON Well, 1 gueQ6 they're ready. With no 
introductions, yo~ know vho I a~, I'm Neil Hutchinson, thiu 
is Steve McClendon, th~ EGlL on the silver team. And I'm sure 
Y""" r" her~ to flnd out about the problem we have with the 
,;c· 'I1J.][y coolant loop this afternoor; and this evening and 
t~nifht. r have the dubious distinction of being the first, 
~nd 1 hope the only guy, to wake the crew up in the middle of 
til'.' night to do SOlll~lhing. whIch we did tonight. I'm going 
tu \iav,· to go bact.. ar.d recap {or you ho.., ;Ie got into the sit
I.:Cllion that we're In ..... ell. w,,"'re Ollt of i( now. effe.::tively 
W<C' 11''''"'' 1 t started way back be fa re the EVA today. You know 
in tl·,-, airlock modl.le Wl' hav'~ tvo coolant IOOfS, primary and 
sec""Jary <"ol>lant loop, and prior to the EVA today we turned 
th.~ both un, we've been - have we been running vlth them both 
on rl:gularly? 

SPEAKER No. 
HUTCHINSON I forget. We've been running with only 

nne ,'n. tll", tlecondary. We turned the prilllary loop on and ve 
\,0(' r:<: runn Ing vi th both of thell! on. and the f1 rsl thing that 
i1.Jppen~·d t oJay anl it happened prior to the crew ge t t ing out _ 
i-; tilat ct.'rrect? We had - one of the little valves in the pri
~drv loop that controls the mixing of the wara coolant and cold 
,00J3nt, basic&lly, hun$. up or faUed, or became contaminated 
l'lJ ~,'t stuck "r Cor vhatever reason, anyvay. the valve hunjl 
ur i~ th~ full cold pOSition, such that we vere putting all 
,'I' :',e ,'oolant in that loop through the radiators. And that 
:".1 de' tht! loop all of a sudden become very very cold. Shortly 
th"f,'after, we turned the primary l(oop off, :lnd we ran thf' EVA 
V'1l only one loop, the second.!lry lOQP. The other thing that 
\0' IS lie-Ing on at the sa:De tilllt!. as you knov before the EVA we 
didn't have all the electrical pover that we have now. So 
1n order to conduct the EVA lie ha':! to do a power·down of the 
vehicle, a fairly Significant po~er-down, over 1000 watts. 
And ~hen you power things down, oC cours~, you're turning off 
electrical gear that 1s on the coolant loop, which in turn 
does ~othlng but compound the problea because ~t takes off 
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I,,' 01 l Input Into th .. • loop, and so when the thing went hardover 
(',,1(1 tilt' loop re-s]ly dropped quickly. And when the primary 
10111' d "'Pl'l'd it shocked till' sc condary loop In a 8iallar lIanner. 
Au,I, hOi'; I Lilly. t he comb lnat ion of these two e\ents g~t us 
Inlo th .. · I'roblellll that we got into tonight. How, the loops have, 
.1 ..... b,lSic ,~o.ponent. a thi.ng called a theraal ca?acitor, and 
that tlt{'clllal <:apaci.lor is Just what the n •• e 8aYI, itls a box 
o( wax, that 'Hon~5 heal and g~ve5 up heat. Or atores cold 
I\l\d gi\l~s up cold, if you vant to look at it that way. And, 
! I I ilkI.'II that thing a long t ll11e to get warlled up or cooled 
J·.) .... n as th" ,,'dS~' m,y t,(', dnd that'!l the basic part of the loop 
that We ended up shocking very badly today, when we got into 
our pr"blem ..... nd it look it a lon~ ti.e to ShOlf up and 1 
~uess it took us a ~hl1e [0 really realize what kind of a ja~ 
w~ had r~ally getten ourselv~s into. Beiause as you know, after 
we gat tl,e EVA cQmplet~, the (feW got back in, we went into this 
pit,-hed "l' maneuver to get 5"18e h"at on the solar panel, and we 
Wt'r,' ..... ry c,)ncerned with p'l:tl lng Lhe sections on the solar panel 
"'r' ,1 ~ "ut. We "'e ren' t •. ve we re _at ch i ng t he coolant loop, 
til.' ,'rin~ry \00p was off, the ~.condary loop we kept thinking 
it ",I~ f',dn;1. to respond. The the~l!Ial - It's the darndest 
t:lin~ - the rmal is an inexact science to s"'Y the best about 
it. Any"' .• ], <lIang about the tit'1e we !.tart thinking about 
thl' polue 1 S ,. t' re a 11 the way out and 1 t was about t i.e to go 
ba~k [0 solar 'ncrtlaI, which waB a long about 7 or 8o·clock. 
tonight, we "<'gan to realize that we \o'ere really in trouble 
in the secondacy loop because no .... the fact that that thermal 
c~p~~itor had been thOloughly shocked and was getting very 
ver~ cold, was contInuing to get cold, it was beginning to 
bring the wtole loop down. And even thuugh ve nov had started 
to turn ele~lrical loads back on, so on and so forth, Wt jU&t 
didn't lead the problem quite rar enough. And we couldn't 
ke,·p the lOllp up. And it kept falling off and kept falling 
off, dnd we kl'pt thinking it was gping to level off. And, 
ve put on all the loads that we could possibly put on the thing. 
And the basic problem we had, before the crew went tu bed 
tonight, was that we were trying to get the loops in a config
uration where we had an automatic fail-over capability to the 
primary loop, And, we couldn't do that, because, I' .. tryill\! 
to make this sl.plc - we couldn't e04ble the automatic switch
over to the primary loop because the secondary loop was so 
cold that if had we enabled the swltchover. it would have 
~wltched over ia.ediately to the primary loop. And you recall 
the prll1ary loop is the one with this valve th~t's h»ng up in 
It. Now, we have another problea that co.pounds this whole 
situation, and that is that we have some equipment that we hdd 
turned on deliberately to help heat the loop up, that cannot 
afford to go without coo11l1g. Hore than about IS .Inutes. 
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So you're between a rock and a hard pla~e. You cae't leave 
the gear on when you're not 1n contact with the vehicle for 
fe~( the secondary loop ~111 fall, with the cr~v •• Ieep. of 
~~urs~, and you'll burn up some gear, yet if you turn the 
S".lr off, the loop getl5 colder. So the situation, when the 
cu'w \/\'nt to b~d was, ve verl~ still thinking we were going 
tu be atd,- toJ cont r(ll the situaliuu "y v.riuging loads on 
~nd we wcrc ~odulatlng the loads on and off at each site, 
bccaus~ \I~ coul~n't leave the~ on all the tigo for the reason 
I just stat~d. We had talked about, before the crev went 
to bed, short ly before the crew went to bed. this kluge that 
we currently have rigged up in the vehicle, and had decided 
against it, because. I decided against it, because 1 thought 
we were going to be able to keep the situation under control 
and 1 didn't want to keep the crew up. ~ell, it turned out, 
I gll~ss we made the decision about an hour lifter they vent 
t a bed t hat we ve ren I t going to be abl!: to hold the tempe ra
lures in the loop. The basic problem 1s we had some heat 
"xchan~"rs, and as you know, tn the vehicle that take moisture 
out of the air, and when you take moisture out of the air, 
it's plain old water, and water freezes at 32 degrees. and 
if the heat exchangers ever freeze up, you stand a cha~ce 
of cracking the pJdtes and rufning the heat Poxchangers. And 
we waited to wake the crew up until the ~~.perature at the 
heat exchanger got down to 10 degrees roughi;, and that 
occurred about an hour or so after they went to bed, which 
must have been about 10:10. when was thdt, abvut 11 otclo~k. 
local tillle. Houston time. We woke them up and ... e had a plan, 
and the plan was, b~sically, the liquid cooled garments that 
they wore during the EVA today, the one heat source that we 
didn't Ilave on that airlock coolant loop that was available 
to us, was to put the liquid cooled garment - one of the 
liquid cooled garmer.ts dovn into the workshop in a pla~e 
where it was hot, hook up the big long u~btlical that the 
crew had and of course, the crew wouldn't get into the gar~ent 
just - -

EXD l1F TAPE 
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SHAKER - hook up the bta 10na ulllbilical that 
the crew h~~. and of course, the crew wouldn't get In the 
ganlh'nlg. JUlit set the garlllent down then!. We hooked up 
th., 1I1Ab! Ileal,;, huoklld up the waler systeM, and turned on 
lh,' 1'111111'''. in farl, we did this for buth the !.CGs we used 
t"U.I),. rlt,· ... ,·ffl·.'llv(·ly unslnwed the stuff they 1ust got 
t !1f"lI~:h pulli nf: 3\o1"y. And currently"" have lwo LCGs up 
"II I,'l' ,.j waler lank I, and the aecoildary suit umbl1ibal 
HyHI~1Il Is operative and we arp runnin8 a heat exchange 
~ff~ctlvcly between the water tanks In the OWS and thl. 
(oulnnl loop. And it has gotten U5 out of any i.mediate 
problem. And the \oIhole op£ration took about 2 hours and 
fiftcd~ minutes from the time we woke the crew UF and we 
sent them back to bed. The loop is responding slowly but 
surely. It takes those thermal capacitors forever. When I 
l~ft here the thing was 11k~ about minus 39 degrees and it 
was up from what, about min~s 65 or something li~e that, 
below lp.ro. And which means that the wax is slowly but 
surely warming up. That thing ie ~ wax thing. Now, 
our plan for tomorrow. WI' think we knOll holo; - \.Ie think we _ 
the loop is not warmed up sufficiently enough to where the 
temperature control valve in the sec)ndary loop is controlling 
the temperature propedy yet. However VIl think it will. The
one of the the problems we think may be hampering the loop 
returning to nor~al operations Is we 1113Y have a very 9.al1 
dMount of ~ater in th~ gly~ol - in the coolanol loop, and 
as opposed to glycol, water and coo1anol don't mix. And 
these valves - the one we're having trouble "'ith in the ~ri
mary loop and the one that is not modulating in the secondary 
loop, because the loop is too cold, have had a history of 
c~ntamlnation from small amounts of ice. If IOU get the 
tint!st bit of water in there, it cOllies out of solution and 
is just a blob and goes through th!! small orifices at the 
valve and freezes right there and mucky mucks the valv~ up 
~o It d0esn't work properly. So basi~ally in the lIlolning 
I'm not sure exactly what we're going to do, but I suspect 
that we're going to try and free-up the valve in the primary 
loop, by getting that lo~p good and warm and c~cle a coolant 
through it. and see if we cGn't free-up that valve, and then 
~e g~t that loop \oI"rking, we'll go to work on the secondary 
loop. What ",e're doing effectively right now Is 
artlClcall, keeping the loop war~. Secondary loop still is 
not controlling the temperature properly. The prfmary loop 
is ?ff, and we can stay in the condition we're in forever 
if ve had too, but we don't - certainly don't intend too. 
The crew is going to get up 2 hours late in the .ornin8 •• nd 
we are madly Icra.bling over there now to redo the flight 
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plan that we had to.orrow to accomodate tile. getting up late and undoing this kludge that we hav~ booked up to get us through the night. And we had a lot of other things go!ng. One super thing that'. going on. we're getting about 2,000 watts out of that airlock. 1800. 1700, I'm a littl~ high in that, but anyway the airlock Is pulling it's w~'!ght in gold at lhe sOllent. That'l' about what you wanted tu h<';Jr, and I guess we'll ask qUjlstlon., and I brought SI,'V\.' ,.tIollg and he can tune you up on whatever. 
PAO Would you please WAit ror the micro-ph~n~ bocause we're going to have a little probless getting things dune utherwise. 
QUERY One of the thlnps that confused me that you didn't tou-ch are Neil, in tl.is pat tern of things, was that up until - well during the period, say 45 ainutes to, maybe 

,15 ~uch as 15 lIlinutes or '30 before you woke the crew up, the reports from over in MOCa were that the telliperature was rising a degree or two. What vas the pattern of that then? HUTCHINSON Well the te.p~rature varies as daylight and darkness, in daylight and darkness cycles, and for awhile it looked like we were goIng to hold our own and it was bouncing around 34, 35, and then it started down again, and then it would come ba~k u? and of course, not having continuous ~ontactt and so~e sites being in daylight, and .o~e sites being in darkness, it's no doubt you go~ a report that it liaa rising, because it was, but it ... as not signIficantly rising. See, it's so darn hard - the little blips In the thing masK the overall fact that it's headed down, and I don't know, didn't it cOllie up some Steve, a couple of times as we were watching it. We wouldn't have waited anywhere near as long if we had known for sure that we were In a fi x. 
QUERY Okay, that was what I was getting at. Was it that variation that In part threw you off? 
HUTClllNSON That, and the fact that thermal baffles everybody. 
McLENDON I think what really got us intv trouble thinking like that. You remember we tried a li~tle experiment - well expert.ent, ',.,1: thought well- ve tried a little thing with this secondary coolant loop and you remember we shut it off for ,bout 9 or 10 minutes or so, and the intent behind that ~as, if we shut the coolant loop off and let the heat loads buIld up in it and cut it bac~ on, then we would get a pretty high heat transfer into the valve, aud aaybe thav out any the ice crystals or anything that forsed on there. Okay, we tried that and you notice when we vere goIng to bring the secondary loop back up, we had a cOllmand proble. 
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McLENDON I think what really got us intv trouble thinking like that. You remember we tried a li~tle experiment - well expert.ent, ',.,1: thought well- ve tried a little thing with this secondary coolant loop and you remember we shut it off for ,bout 9 or 10 minutes or so, and the intent behind that ~as, if we shut the coolant loop off and let the heat loads buIld up in it and cut it bac~ on, then we would get a pretty high heat transfer into the valve, aud aaybe thav out any the ice crystals or anything that forsed on there. Okay, we tried that and you notice when we vere goIng to bring the secondary loop back up, we had a cOllmand proble. 
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and we had to ask the ~rew to brine it back up for ua. Well. 
t~ey br~ught it back up for us and it appeAred ~kay then. The 
te~p~rature at that time had seeaed to coae right back where 
it was befoce we ahut the loop off. and it looked like we 
had helped ours~lves just a little bit by leavinl it off for 
19 lIinutes or so. Sut when we did that. In order for the crew 
to turn 1 t on they have to t alte coulI.and away frolll us. and do 
it manually. So when we requested thea to give us command 
capability aKain, of course. when you do that the crew hM8 
t~ shut off ,"he secondary loop again. And we haVE! to turn 
it back on, so when we turned It back on the fInal tille, then 
we redlly started getting into temperature problems and it 
started coming do~n a li~tle bit on ua. 

QUERY What did this do to the temperature in 
th~ orbital workshop? 

McLENDON You lIean the gas teaperature? Cas 
temperature inside the workshop? 

QUERY Yeah. 
McLENDON It didn't affect that. 
QUERY What's it at. 
McLENDON Well, the average gas teaperature there, 

1 think, if I remember right, was around 75,76 delrees. 
QUERY If you can't fix the stuck valve 1n the 

primary loop, and you have to leave the Lecs plugged into the 
secondary loop, what is that going to do to the EVA capability 
later for retri~ving film? 

HUTCHINSON Why. firat off, I don't think we're 
going tc hav~ to do that. We'd be in a bit of - well that 
all depends. 1he loop depends on how fast - if we would 
hdve sott~ll ourselves in a posture where ve couldn't afford 
to unplug the LeGs for 4 or 5 hours, we'd be in a fix. However, 
&. t ':> my 0 pin i" n, for e x a mp 1 e, r t gh t now, r i gh t this 11 i nut e 
I could go over there and turn off that suit coolant loop and 
(' 'Ie got that thermal c3pacitor warllled uti enough 80 I could 
probably be 8 or 10 hours before I'm ir. trouble again. 

McLENDON Well. I think even in that case, when 
you go EVA, you have a crew when they're in the LCG, which 
is css£'ntlally better than the hookup we have now, because 
you have a live crewman in there with body heat in there in 
lh. LeG and you have two of th~ •• and three of thea if yuu 
want to count the PLT iTl the forward area. 

IIUrCHINSON And you got to reraellber also, we don't 
have to go throug~ this mash-maah power down that we've had 
to go through to do thia EVA because we've got all the 
power we need. So w~ want have to toke 4 lot of loads off 
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cv,'n If Wl' have 

QUERY 
h aVl' h app'~ned? 
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good point Steve a.de. As a ma~ter of tact, 
~etract what I said. I think it won't 
at all. W~"ll prob.bly .ake out all right, 
10 stay with the lash up like it Is. 

I f thiN ha" slid further, what 1118ht 

HUTCHINSON Well, the ~orst thing that could have 
happened - you mean if the temperature had of gone on down? 

QUERY '(eah. 
HUTCHINSON The worst thing that could have happened 

11k~ I mentioned 1s that we have th~se condensing heat ex
changers, which is you know, our pr~me device fOT removing 
wat.r from the atmosphere, and they have Some little plates 
in them that are covered with chamois cloth and so on. I 
don't know exactly the _ 

END OF TAPE 
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SPEAKER -- covered ~ith shaftmy cloth and so on. and I don't know e~actly the configuration of them. Sut an}way. th~y're fairly (ragtle, ~nd if you ever froze one up, you'd probably break it. And ~hen you break it, then it - it allpws an air path through It, and it ~on't remov~ water any longfr. Now we have spare plates on board. 1 don't Know h., ... many; we ~ot a dozen - half a dozen. 
QUERY (garble) 
SI'~:AK~:}( But you don't liKe to do things like -nothing c3tastrophic, that's for sure, but ~e could ha v :.; sur\: m~~M~d up the heat exchanger and the heat exchanger plates. Th~r~ are some uther things that you begin to worry about. For example, one of the things Is the OWS heat exchanger, w"ieh is not designed to re:move \later; it is designed to remC've heat, and if you start - if you do anything that messes up the vater balance - In other vords, humidity goes liP a bit, and the: OWS heat exchanger ~lth a very, very cold ~oolant loop has a !ot of cold in that heat exchanger. And it condenses water. and you get vater in the fans and mess the fans up in there. S: th~Te are a lot of innocuous things thdt could get you, none of which are really bIg. But you - things you certainly will want to do. 

QUERY With a condition no\l' using the garments to cool it and assuming you don't fix it, can they 80 ahead tomorrow and just run a normal mission if they vanted to? 101 th this se: up and the cold coolant, can you operate the instru1IIents and do everything just like normal? 
SPRAKER Yeah. it's kind of a pain in the neck be-cau~e we've got all those ho~es runnin~ dovn out of the airlock, down into the OWS and so on, but there won't be any - there is no jeopardy to tomorrov's Flight ~lan except for the fact that we lost the time. And we did guarantee thelll effectively that we were going to give the. 8 hours sleep, becausc they were dead tired. Of course we ended up keeping them up a couple hours late. Even in the long run, if we ended up having to operate under this kind of configuration, I don't see it 3ffect in any of the overall experiment operations. QUERY You said in the long run - if you have to keep on thls yay - ls this thlng solvable, and can you fix 1 t up and gt) back to D ormal? 
S~EAXER We - ve think it is, .nd tomorrow we'll -it's one of tho~e things tomorro~ vill tell. We aren't going to mess with it any.ore tonight, because th~re are aTe a lot of people looking at what the best (Ian of attack 15 to try and get ourselves back on an even it.:el. 1 think the basic -basically, the general en8ineering feeltng both here and at Hunstville right now i8 that w~'re going to be eble to get both the loops back. Once we get them - if we can ever get them 
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wcrme~ u~, and if wp do have a little w~ter tn there, and -
that I~ the reaoon that our te.perature contTol valves are. 
II\)t Illll'rating propl·rly. In other ... orda, if the prillary valve 
lli nol broken, for \:xalllple studt in a hardov',r posJtion forever, 
w\:'ll probably be 'lblc to get back in good shape. And 1 - I _ 
W(l' 11 probably go to "0 rk on 1 t Ci rat thing In the 1I0rning. 
In tact, lt~ sure we wIll. 

QUERY If - if vater in the loops is the problem, 
can you get the water out? 

SPEAKER No, and. boy, when you say water tn the 
loops, that's - ti'lat is a theory. And it takes II very miniscul" 
amount, you kn~w, like a pencil eraser full to s~rew on~ of 
these things u;>. 

QUERY If it is there, you can't get it out. 
SPEAKER That's corrp.ct. But you can get the 

loop warmed up to where it doesn't aake any difference if 
it's there. And that's - I lIIean ve've be!!" operating thelle 
loops for lhree week - how lQn~ we've been ~p there - however 
long wc've been up there - tvo veeks or whatever - three weeks 
and compl~t~ly satisfaclorily; however, we've never put thea 
und.'r till' kind of thermal loads coldwise that they saw i'l the 
last 10 to 12 hours. 

Q u t:; RY 
there's no ~arrler 
Skylab IV. 

Then, ir you can get them ~araed up, 
to normal this mission, Skylab Ill, 

SPEAKER Normal eve~ything. 
careful not to ~~t ~hem cold 8g8in. 

And we viII be very 

QUERY When do you think, other thing$ being 
equal or better or worse, you can get thea warmed up? 

SPEAKER I suspect - well, I've told }'ou that .... e· rE: 

artificially keeping the secondary loop var~. Now the 
primary loop is off. I suspect tomorrov morning the ground _ 
I think it all depends on getting all the engineerias 
opinions sorted out into one concrete plan of attack. 1 
would say tomorrow .... 1' will go to work on the priaary loop. 

QUERY 1 think the CAP COM used the werd intolerable 
to describe getting the heat exchanger f.'ozen up. Pete said, "'.le 
want to keep this thing going." If you hadn't got thea warlZled 
uP. could you have got into G situ3tion where it vould have been 
"'iNSI'''t termination? Not - You know, no danger for the crew 
lIl'c~·ssarlly, but inability to keep flying the 1111ss10n. 

~rBAXER I re.lly - I really don't think so. I 
think that i£ - no, 1 really don't think so. Do you think 
NO, Steve? We sure could have busted up soae gear. but all 
of it is replac~ab1e. We 81aht have gotten into a posture 
where ve lIight havr. if it would have ever gotten cold enough. 
And 1 doubt if we ever could have gotten cold enough t~ freeae t~e 
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SJ,--l1 PC-32M! 
Tl_e: 15:38 eDT 
6/117] 

PAO We have thlG afternoon Willia. C. Sc~neider 
of NASA he~dquarters, the Skylab Prograa Director, in the 
cent~r w1th the blue coat. On his left Hr. Kenny Kleinknecht 
of thl! Johnson ~pace Center. the Skylab Prolraa Kanager here. 
And at the far right, Lee B~lew of the Harehall Space Fliaht 
Center, the Skvlab Program Hanager there. I think Hr. Schneider 
will mak~ a btief statement and then we will go to questions. 
w~ will probably be joined shortly by astronaut Schweickart 
,~nd nr. Hawkins, whom you met yesterday. 

SCHNEIDER Well. 1 guess I shouldn't say too lIuch 
abollt hI'''' successful a day we've had because, in the first 
place yoc've probably all been watching it as eagerly as I 
havt'. And in the seconu place, Io'e sttll have a couple of 
very critical functions that should pe~form today. As I 
left the Control Center, why they were still struggling 
a little witl. the - with the attitude control, In which they 
have t,) do to warm up the - warm up the panels. But, ve are 
gfttin~ electrical power out of the SAS wing, which Io'as 
!ol;ccessfully deployed. And we probably will struggle to 
get that proper amoun. of heat in there. but I'm confident 
at this point that ~e wll1 do that. And all indications are 
that if we do g~t the proper heat in there, why the wings 
will dep1;)y and we 1,1111 8t't a great jeal of electrical 
power out of them. Now, of course the thing that has us 
so e~ated here of course is w~.at it means to Skylab. And 
Ie means a great deal. It 10'111 ~llow us t~ go off the 
tight electrical p,··.:er management sch.!U1e that ve've been 
forced to employ because of our power situation. And it 
will fundamentally allow us to go very close to what our 
original flight planning procedures were. And we hope to 
g" t back pre tty n'\ch, f rom he re on out. or. doing the expe r
im"nts much in th .. man~c r that we had planned previously. 
I) f cO'J r s e, we S:J me t i 1lIe s los e s 1 gh t 0 { the t act. w 1t hall a { 
the things that have been chdnged in St::dab, we lose sight 
of ",he fact that ",.,'ve had one problem. namely the facl 
:h4t loll.' had an inflight anomaly during l1ft.off which has 
caused all of the otht'r things that have occurred And while 
frequently We get lip there to explain the many many things, 
thto things that do go wrong, we sometimes lose sight of the 
many many things that have not gone wrong or which hav .. 
~een forced to be changed be~aused ~f the original problems. 
For e~ample. wi[h the ele~trical p0wer Situ4tion back close 
to ~ormal, we e~pect to get right \18Ck on the prepla~ned 
E:tcP types of passes. All of the things that you have been 
following In the past few days on F.REP are all directly 
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SL-ll PC-32A/2 
Tille: IS, l8 cor 
6/7/73 

attrIbutable to our power manasement proble.. And with that 
going away, we ~xpect to have the EREP passea very l'orll41 
and nOIlI:181. The ec;uipll40nt, despite the wa, it might have 
appeared sometimes {roil listening to the reporta, the equip. 
1I,'nt, tho! EREI' .aqulplllent 1s worktng, workinS well. And we 
expo! l't not to have proble ... with 190, and 191, and 192-
All of those .h1n8s have been attributable to the power .anage-
ment problem. The Hame way with the ATM, with the exception 
of the stuck S082A camera. Why that has been working well, 
and our only problem has been In getting enough electrlcel power 
and crew tIme to do what w~ had planned. We have changed 
Ol't as you knolol the 82A camp-ra, so loIe are 100k1ng forlolard 
agaln to a gllod and full all-up ATM ~lss10n. Medical ex
~erimentsl The hardware has been behaving very well and 
bringing us in all of the data that lie had planned. We hopt 
to get back on our original protocol. It &ppears th!t if 
the electrical po~er comes up the way we articipate It, we 
will go back to our original preflight prot~col of running 
M092s every 3 days, and things of that naturt.. Oh l>y the 
wny. I may as .~ell say that - perh"ps Dr. Hawkins may va:lt 
to amplify it later, but, we have had some results out of 
the X092 experiments, which are cI"nftrming the way we thought the 
crewmen would be behaving, and we want to explain thet to you. 
The other experiments. loIe ' ve had some of the ~xperiment3 
that have had a - minor prllblems her'! and there, like S18l. 
But, for the most part all of our p roblellls there, t"", have 
been att ributa1>le to the m~dlcal (garbl~) excuse Jll<l, to 
the electrical pove:- problelll, So, we're feeling l'<lther 
bullillh right here. We think we're black on a fairly nOIll-
inal - nominal mission. Afid with the rell~f Lhac we should be 
gelting from this electrical power, uhy we thin~ we'll be 
ln great shape. 

lND OF 'CAPE 
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St.-ll PC- 328/1 
The I 15138 CDT 
6/7/73 

SPEAXER I.nd with the relief lh.\. ve should be gettillil 
from this electric.l F,wer, why ve think we'll be in great 
shap", I guela I ought to tak. a fev aoaenta out to tell you 
that - how - how perlona)ly proud that 1 aa of all of the 
gUYI who did all thil.rhil WaB indeed a - a great tllall 
effort and 1 really mean thlt - a great tea. effort by the 
Johnson Space Center and the Marshall Cp,nter vorking 
together. developing the procedures, coming up with th~ 
methods by which we were able to deploy that tool - that 
bealll. Just a - a yonderrul tealll effort that to lIIe Waf) vf'ry 
g rat i r yin g. 0 f c 0 u rile I n e oi! dn 't tel 1 yo IJ how - he\{ g H' a t 1 
think thp.~ Inn ight crew is, they get l'IIy - they get Illy - my 
lIIedal for the year. I dOIl't have any 1I0re to add. 

PAO We do now have with us a:; you sec. Dr. Royce 
Ha\{kins of the Life Sciences Division at Johnson And we're 
over, Rusty Schwt:ickart, who dpl)lonst ratl.'.1 the procedures to you 
yes t I' r Jay. I t h 1 n 1<. we a \. e [ e a d y for q u.' c. t i "n; w a I t for t h I? 

microphone, if you will. Jerry Bishop. 
QUERY Dr. Schneidet, with the power no\o' c()131ng 

in and even the arrays are only partially deployed, can Y0U Jo 
a 56 day mission? Po~er. Is this enough to go - -

SCHNEIDER Well I'll let lee Belev a!lsver that, huh? 
BELEW Partially, I!'.eaning vhere Ill'" re at I'':>w. WE" 1:e 

about 40 percent out on 2 and 'l0 percent out 011 the other. 
On the other - the third one. Of course, Lhis will give 'lS 

additional power and that wIll in my mind allow one to entertain 
a not normal t-ut a deviate:! - a longer duration. On the basi3 
that we don't continue to see a degr~ded system in the ATM 
powers as we have seen, you know, up to nov we've had some difficulty 
l~sIng two batteries and one is down about half rated. We - we 
don't ant icipate that to happer.. '>Ie anticipate that those 
arrays will come out a5 soon as w~ warm up ~he hydrollc 
dampers. Ste their down vay below 0 minus 20 - minus )0 degrcs~ 
now. And that hydrolic fluid is not quite a fluid al thaL 
temperature. 

PAO RIch Ternal, here In the second rc,w. 
QUF.RY A - do we know yet whether all eight 

bat teries have .:ome back lnto use, ". is il too early? 
BE LEI.' There all coming up, C'r.~ startL'd "lit 

it was almost zero when it starfed out and 1 noticed it C.Hh~ 
to abo,.!t - two volts up to around - it's over ten when I l~fl. 
It's cotalng up. The systems are sound. The systems aren't 
damaged, so they shoulu cOllie up as soon as they raise. as they 
are out par:tially, I think they'll be all right. 

PAO Tom, yo u have the (0110..., on RI eh then we'll 
go to Tem O'Tool. 

QUERY 1 just vanled to get cleartflcatlon on how 
soon do you think we'll know, hov OIuch po,",ec you're going tc:. 
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achieve at the Moment you put a aap. a. 1 underltan~ it. 
~etween 900 watts comtng 1n and the 3000 you huped ror? 

SPEAKEA Well. 
SPlAKER Oh. I guess tho way 1 saw that data, 

in Hawaii, it "'111 probably b" sOlie tiM tomorrow morning 
before those - the rays are fully warlled up by our calculations. 
1 wouldn't ~xpect any quick anlwer on that. They should 
beain to warm up end that will be the indicator as to 
Whether or not they are going to deploy. 

PAO Tom O'Tool. and then we'll go back in 
the corner. Here in the front row, seco~d from th~ left. 

QUERY Questien for Mr. Schweickart. Cor.rad, 
just before they went out of less at signal last till:t:', .... as 
!leginnin!! to explain what they did that let them Cllt that 
thing. Do ynu know what it was. It sounded som~lh!ng like 
they did - Ker~ln did something to his teth~r which gav~ him 

S 0 !1l e kin d 0 f f u 0 t res t r a i nt, i s t hat 101 hat its 0 U.1 d" d 1 i k (' to you; 

SCHW£ICKART Yeah, Tom what they - I jokingly pointed 
out to Pl!te Chat it "'as well deSigned EVA _ because t~e 
cOCl!llander had to put ou~ a lot less energy than SPT. I d0r,'t 
think Pete quite caught the humor there and he pointed out 
that there was a reason for Joe using J:!ore energy which was 
that he had a - a conSiderable problpm maintaining his 
position while he was attempt ing to houk the "utt"rs onto 
the strap. A.~d we did ex;>ect that to hap~en. in lact. that 
was the biggest enf)cgy user in the simul~Hlons I..nder water 
also. The main difference was that we leatned last night 
about the eXistence of a couple of coax conrectcrs _ electrical 
connecters at the base of the discone ~iltenn .. , 'Jhl~h was not 
present in the - !n the neutral bouy.!ncy !!!Inulatar. And as 
a result, We tend~d to ut 1117e that area with our fl'et in thl' 
neutral bouyancy environment, \lhereas Joe had to avuid that, 
today. Now, the way he finally crmpensated for lhal Wdh Ie 

take the tether which we had gOing frolll his chest d,",'n t" till' 
base of the disc<.ne which was purpo'lely left qUilt l()n~, ~1)( 
feet. And he halved It - he doubled it so it held him much 
tighter to that area. Now, loll' kept it lose purpl'"ely, because 
we didn't ha',e that 3ame stability problem there and it 
enableG us -' get around - to range a little bit furth .. r. 
:hat'3 a rather suhtle difference there and it was caused 
by some new kncwledge we got last night. 

PAO Way over in the right. 

END OF TAPE 
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SCHWEICKAlf - - it's a rather aubtle difference 
there 1nd it w •• caused by 80me nev kno~l.dae that ve got 
1a 8 t n i all t , 

t'AO Way ove r in - ve' 11 go he re f1 ut oln d t h~'n 
we'll go back to the corner. 

QUERY We were told that the panelll are nl'lo' 
opened. Tvo are open 40 pe rcen t, and the othe r one )0 rc.' rct' 11 t. 
The electrical power that you 6~e gettina (rb. the panel 
Thursday are opened now, is that a noraal wattage you are 
getting 01 1s that less than what you expected it to be'? 

SPEAKER There is no abnormalities cOlliing out of 
the data right now. 

QUERY Rusty, in your explanation yt-sterJay 
afternoon, you seellled to feel that the crew would have 
a much east!'r time than you had, or that they had the ad
vantage of zero g, and yet they seellled to have '-,1Jlsl.d~r.]ble 
problems up there. Did eve rything go as you expectl:d ~t 
Outside of what you just said? 

SCHWEICKART Pretty much. l'he ... 1n difference that 
we 6re able to 1 dent! fy so far, 0 f course as you know, we 
weren't able to. and didn't intend to keep talking 1oI'1th 
them as they vere doing the job. and loI'e really have not 
had a debriefing with thellJ yet. But, frOM just listening 
it appeared that there were sOllie ('lectrical vires which 
impeded them putting the cutters down along side of the 
beam in quite the sallie way we had, and also the strap cOllling 
acr~ss the beam appeared from Pete's discription to be the 
full, the full seam on the meteoriod shield, where as ~ur 
photo interpretation had indicated that the large flange 
on the one angle bracket there 1oI'0uid be ~i8sing. And so 
in that sense, we probably did not simulate the wars, case. 
And I think they ran into the \.lorst case and trIed to ~,ook 
the cut ters on. But, once they got the - once t r.t!y got the 
cutters hooked on. it appeared that everything from there 
on .... ent all110st identh:al with the \.lay we expected It ,.:-. 

and lrom all appearances, lairly simple and straight ((rward. 
PAO Jerry Bi~hop again. 
QUERY Rusty, Conra:! talked about thllt s;~~L' 

lousy little bolt rather than a strll? of metal. What ' .. as 
the re fe rence un the bo 1 t? 

SCHh'!!;ICKART That \.las the, the st rap that wrllpr<'d Ill' 
along the top of the beam has protruding through It a bolt 
which hold the, which lIIake up the meteoroid shield seam. And 
it's exactly what we expected, that onl! or lIIore of the bolts 
that go through those straps was jammed down into or through 
the surface of the beam. And what Pete reported that it 
was only one of those bolts. It was just 1 measly little bolt, 
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a8 ne 8atd. And evidently just the end of it Va. actUAlly 
ca~ght, but it va. aecurely holdina that beaM down. 

PAO John 1111lfre.1. 
QUERY A C()Uple of queations, one for Dr. HII .. -

kin.. Old at any time the adlronaut. beco.e fatigued or 
do you have to order thea to rest, just hov did it go froll 
II aedical stand point. And a18~ I guesa for anyone. Is 
the TV of the parasol, vere you able to get a good look 
at that to see anything, givc us any report on that? 

II A WK INS 0 kay, I' 11 t a k e the fi r s t que s ti 0 nth en. 
No, v~ did not have to di~ect any stopage In their work. 
The Science Pilot did work at some fairly high BTU levels 
keeping it at times as much as 2500 BTUs of \iurk load, and 
hean rat~s up to 150. nut, he did not exceed what we con
sider to be a limiting heart rate level. 

HAWKISS Well, I Baid that there were some peaks 
of ~omentary. This \iould say over a minute or two. It would 
peak up to 2500. The average BTUs, which are really more 
significant, the average for the entire EVA period, (or 
thf: Commander It \ias 1080, 1,080 B1Us. and 1700 for :h~ 
Sci('nc(' Pilot. The average heart rate f?r the Commander 
was 96 and 118 for Joe. Yes. 

PAO Okay, there was another question __ 
SPEAKER With respect to \ihat we could see, the 

condition of the parasol frpm the TV, yo~ could say there 
was very little. You could ;;ay that there .. as sOR-ething there, 
it appeared that it may be shiny.· But we did get a report. 
It was put on a dump tap€. Joe Kerwin observed and did 
give a detailed discription of what it looked like to !ll~. 
I f you r e call, the que S t ion .. a s ask e dab 0 u t t hoSt. I .. , I" 5 t 
it at loss of signal and they reported lhat it was on ~ 
dump tape. I don't know Just \ihen that tape wIll com(' in 
here, but I believe that we will get a good description 
of it then. It's obvious that .he parasol is affected. 
There can't be ~uch damage to It and there can't be very 
:<l',ch defor!:led or WI:' wouldn't have the temperatures we have 
now. 

0t.'£RY Mr. Schneider, does this mean that the 
alternatives that McDonnel-Douglas and Hartin-Marietta 
were working on for SL-IlI and IV are gOinB to be dis(','ntlnu ... d; 

SCHNEIDER Well, we haven't made any declsi~n on 
that. I'm tending to believe that perha[ls \ie mitht conlinu(' 
at least one of those efforts Ii little bit longer, .lust 
In case the C8RMs have continuing vroblems 
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SPEAKER -- are gonna be discontinued. 
SCHNEIDER Well, we haven't •• de any decision on 

that. It. tending to believe ,~hat perhaps we .tght con
tinue a least one of thoae efforts a little bit longer, 
just in case the C8RKs have contlnuing proble.s. It might 
be a useful thing to have in our hip pocket. We have not 
made that final deterllllftatioll, but at least I'. not of a 
~lnd right now that we ahould terminate all activity. 

PAO Reg TurnaI. 
QUERY Could I go back to Rusty, dnd what 

actually happened out there on the beam. I may have !:'issed It 
while 1oI0rkins, but I've not heard Conrad or anybody say 
anything about IoIhether he actually used the rope and the 
CEN POLE HaDE. Could you tell us IoIhether you knolol about 
that? 

SCHWEICKART No, Reg, 1 can't. Unfortunat,'ly J 
don't know Idther, fOI" sure. I do knolol that the BE'I is 
attach~d at both ends, because he reported - Joe K~rlolin 
p'ported before lcavillg the area that he had taken tile 
slack oul of it, but had not put a great deal of ten::ion 
in it, IoIhich was the end con,Utic..n which we loIere shooting 
for, with the beam (:rected. lie therefore, obviously had 
It connected and my guess is that ~e did use it, but I 
have no positive indication of that. He did mention, I 
belie\·e, that the bracket did break. That is, that they 
did break the bracket. And !'m sure that that's the techniqut' 
that they must have used. I can't give you positive assur-
an ce. 

QUE:lY Then one has a feeling that this beam 
came up rather faster than you expected. That's my inter
petation of what happened. That he might have had to move 
out of the way fairly saartly. Do you think that - there's 
anything in that? 

SCHWf.ICKART No, I'd Uke to knoy what data w,'nl 
Into your computer to coee up with that conclusion. fpu1Id 
nothing that they said Which Rave mt' thOlt impressil1n ;It all. 
Don't have anything contrary ("Ither, but I don't hav,- ;1I1Y

thing indicating that. 

FAa Angus McPhcarson. In the Jack,·t lll,'r,'. 
11 a c k Q n e . B a c k Jus ton e • The n 101 e' lIe 0 me u rag a in. 

qUE R Y W h e the r you g" - for Mr. S " h .' e i d., I _ 

1:h t: t he r you go wit h the c x t r.. sol arc qui p lIIe n t c r .10 t. t hi;; _ 
I take it this has no effect on the advance launch date of 
SL 3, and will you continue to look at adv"ncing the date 
ot SL 4? 

SCHNEIDER Yes. in both counts. We picked the 
27 th of July as a ~O&t probable launch date on Skylab 3 
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in it, IoIhich was the end con,Utic..n which we loIere shooting 
for, with the beam (:rected. lie therefore, obviously had 
It connected and my guess is that ~e did use it, but I 
have no positive indication of that. He did mention, I 
belie\·e, that the bracket did break. That is, that they 
did break the bracket. And !'m sure that that's the techniqut' 
that they must have used. I can't give you positive assur-
an ce. 

QUE:lY Then one has a feeling that this beam 
came up rather faster than you expected. That's my inter
petation of what happened. That he might have had to move 
out of the way fairly saartly. Do you think that - there's 
anything in that? 

SCHWf.ICKART No, I'd Uke to knoy what data w,'nl 
Into your computer to coee up with that conclusion. fpu1Id 
nothing that they said Which Rave mt' thOlt impressil1n ;It all. 
Don't have anything contrary ("Ither, but I don't hav,- ;1I1Y

thing indicating that. 

FAa Angus McPhcarson. In the Jack,·t lll,'r,'. 
11 a c k Q n e . B a c k Jus ton e • The n 101 e' lIe 0 me u rag a in. 

qUE R Y W h e the r you g" - for Mr. S " h .' e i d., I _ 

1:h t: t he r you go wit h the c x t r.. sol arc qui p lIIe n t c r .10 t. t hi;; _ 
I take it this has no effect on the advance launch date of 
SL 3, and will you continue to look at adv"ncing the date 
ot SL 4? 

SCHNEIDER Yes. in both counts. We picked the 
27 th of July as a ~O&t probable launch date on Skylab 3 
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We have not yet picked a date for Skylab 4. We, 1n all 
probabilty will pick a date earlier than we had previously 
plRnned. JUlt which one, I'll not prepared to state y~t. 

QUERY What I vas aoing to ask vas this, you 
have a description of the paraBol on tape up there. Do you 
have a discript10n or the conversation during the deployment 
of the SAS of the ving also on tape that will bp played 
back later? 

S r.tISE I DE RYes, all the conve rsat ion will be on 
tape, They are played back and they are available, 

PAO Lee Hicklyn 
QUERY From the mission commen tary that 1 could 

hear, I couldn't tell whether Pete attached the rope and 
stood up under it to pull the wing out in accordance with 
~he procedure. 00 you know whether that's what lIe did. 

SCHWEICKART That's what we just answered. There 
is no positive indication that that's the technique he 
used, howt'ver it was the o,)e reccolllm£nded and there was 
~o counter indication. 

SPEAKER There was ~o planning for anythin~ 

els~, 

SCHWEICKART That's also t~ue, 
Ql!ERY Rusty, you said just about - short 

tIme ago that in conversation with the crew, not to go 
into normal ATM configuration, and you also, I assume, joke
ingly said, Pete said, what do you have for tomorrow, an
other EVA, and you said, we're looking at everything, or 
something to that effec~, Could you speak to oath of those? 

SCHWEICKART Okay, on the first one, we are, because 
of the fact that we ~lave only partially deployment of the 
panels, and also for that reason are off 45 degrees for 
solar inertial, at least for the next few l"Iir.utes, Wl' do 
have a power limitation still, until we get the arrays all 
t he way out and b ilck to so la r i ne r t I a1. And fo r that r(' asor. 
we ar ... not powering back up, until after this thermal -
this heating on the damper actuators on the panels, and thaI 
\las simply tetting them know that when they went thr,'u).:h 
the post EVA checklist to go through to the r perl~d al.d 
then just stand by for further reccornendation on tb., 1'" ... ,," 
profllt:. On the second on', you'rt' exactly right. that .... ,H; 

our lneans of saying that thl'y had done a good job, it was 
very dramatic and that we may have to think of something -
scratch our heads quite a bit before we can get equal drama 
for tomorrow, 

PAO 
QUE R't 

1 guess, speaking of 

We h ave one minl'te and then -
Rusty, speaking and for Dr. Schneider, 
something to do, the crew seemed to 
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be letting somewhat testy there lor awhile, and there were 
80., co .. ents .a~e. such a. that'l the trouble with thi. 
d .. m bird, nothina works r18~ t, or what,vor v.s aupposed to 
be not.al, iln't. and somethlDS alooR the lin. of the line 
of the A1M 1& all Icrewed up. 1 didn't catch all of that, 
but, just what kind of a normal fll.ht ia th1~ when th~ 
crew i & -

SPEAXER I think that Is a lot 1II0re than what 
v •• said. You ought to be a little more accur~te in what 
you try to quote. 

QUERY \lell, I did catch a few of tnose remarks, 
and I believe that's what he was referring to. 

SCHWEICKART (don' ( think he was referring as Cluch 
to the vehicle, AS he was to the fact that in trying to 
take care of everything coming up to the EVA there _ since 
this was the first EVA that we have ~~oe. we obviously were 
learnill8 SOllie things about the systems, as we approached 
the EVA, and ~e - becnuse of t~at - we were passing up 
messages to thelll. And it appeared, obViously, frolll their 
point of view, that we were changing things back and forth. 
And I think that, after seeing so many messages Come 
uP. they were beginning to wonder when they would end. I 
wouldn't say that that was the least bit unusulIl, either 
the fact that 10te Iofere forced into updating thelll, or that 
they were wonderi~g when we would stop. 

PAO Tom O'Toole. 
SPf.AKER Let me say a litt Ie more about that. 

The systems have performed outstandingly in t.bis whole 
vehicle, and as Bill pointed out earlier, t~.e problems 
we'v~ had are primarIly. and almost exclusively been associated 
with the incident that occured during launch. The food is 
good.- -

END OF TAP?: 
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SPEAKER is pria~rily an alao.t exclusively been 
.Uociated with the incident that occureli durin, launch. Thl' 
food 18 good, the. food prepaution 11 lood, their happy with 
the shower and Pete was referring more to procedurea. There 
wu a lot of effort that ver.t into the procedures for 
deploying this SAS array. There was leaa effort went into 
the procedures for going out to the ATK and working, he was 
lDore refe rring to tIle procedures fer that Ant activity. I.'(" 1',' 

not as well any specifically said. fhe procedures and ('Vrrv" 
thIng is going lo'el1 on the EVA wIth respect to the boolll 
deployment and I think overall, Pete and Joe and Paul ',h'h' 

very cool through this whole operatIon. Went very smo0t!lly 
lind they seemed like - it was oovious they knew Io'hat t1".y 
Wl're doing. They proceeded slowly and deliberately. 

S PEAK E R I 'lisa y a g a in; I' m not i nth e I e as,' b It 
ashallle~ in the lIay the Skylab equipment has been 1I0rking, but 
t he thing that - that - the thins that I like to rE: flee t 
upon is if lie hadn't had that first incident IIhlch obviously 
was - was - something that lIe're gOing to have to look into 
and indeed are looking into. It hadn't be>'!n {or that we 
would haye had a mission that lIould have beer. just been goin~ 
as far as 1"'1 concerned l~ttet !>erfect. Everything has be"n 
directly tr .. ceable to that except for minor things that really 
aren't major - major consequences. 

SPEAKER And also, if Ill" hadn't had man there, there 
1I0uid have been no miGsion following. 

PAD Tom O'Tool and then Nick Chris. 
'IVERY Huh, for Rusty. One pOint, Conrad and 

Kerwin weI''' deb - .:arly in the EVA debating about ;:oa,ething. 
Kerwin lIal:(cd to do it one lIay and Ke - Pete told him to do 
it another lIay. Kl"rwin (1nally said I'll try it .1nd h" said 
then yeah it lIorks eyton better than I thought it would ,'r 
something 11ke that. Do you knolor IIhat th~y were' tall<in~ 
abo u t, do y.:> u r € me mb (: r t hat ex c han ge ? 

SCHiJEICKA'<T 1 rememb('r the exchange, Tom, but frankly 
have forgotten ('xactly "'hat the subject lias. I beliey., it . 
was something about the POSitioning or something or th~t 
kind, but I don't - I honestly have forgotten what it w~s 
about. 

PAO Nich Chris 

S P LI,.K ERA ton e p I a c ~, Joe vas go I - g t cl m" \' " .' u t 
t ollards the beam be fore we had the po Ie out and Pl'te said. 
"No, we're not going to do that." 

PAO Nick Chris 
Qt'ERY Hall big or how thick lola::; that lousy little 

bolt, can you tell us? 

SCHWEICKART NIck, I - I h,1d one with lIIe, yesterday. 
(Laught"r) I don't _ 
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SPEAKER You had a piece of lIetal. 
SCHW~ICKART Right and if you look thr - if happen to 

look closely at that piece of metal. the bolt was sticking 
through that. I had a ~ouple of bolts in that s~ction and 
that's what they arl'!. AI. 

QUf:RY SO about a l/16th of a locknut and 
it st leles out about less than Ii quarter - about 3/16th 
beyond the long nut? 

SPEAKER Like that. 
PAO Lee Hickling. 
QVERY Probably you don't .... ant to get ahead of 

t.he board that has been appointed to look lnto thls but (an 
;")'~ tell us ""hat you do know why that acciJent might have 
happened? 

SPEAKER Well I guess right now .... e - we ought to 
Ila! t for the board - I think that they had an ocgllnizat 10na1 
~eeting last .... eek 11'1 Washingtun and there meeting in Huntsville 
in - on next week. They do - they do hope to have a final 
report out 1n a couple of weeks obviously the investigation 
l)[ the data has been going on at Huntsville in - in 'lufte 
an inergetic manner and 1 think we'd be presur'.ptu"us to - to 
speculate on what they might :ind as being th~ cause. 

fAO Okay, the gentleman in the blue shirt. and 
Jerry Blsh"p. 

QUE P.Y 1 have t h r e e que s t i () 1'15, t hi 6 time. fir s t 
of aliI would co - I would 11ke to go back to that lousy 
bolt. Is that bo~t the cause that - the solar panel didn't 
op en. 1 s t hat t :le t hi 1'1 g t h B t k e p tit 9 t ucl<.? 

SCHWEltKA~T Well, the - the strap - the aluminum 
5 t rap t hat 10' a s ~t p 0 ve r the lOp 0 f the be a III \, h i c h did 
p n ve r. tit fro t:l de p loy i n g was as far a 9 know fro II w hat 
h,t.e has said so far the only lhin~ w!ltch ""as holding the 
tea: down. ~ow there is always a possibility there was 
sotte other minor obstructior, but evidently chat was what 
was holding it down. Of ,:o'Jcse, the bolt was put there hecau,." 
of the original incident which was the - the meteoroid 
shield coming off during lauch. But what that resulted in 
was a aluminum strap over the top of the bolt sticking 
thro'ig.~ it that snagged on the ht'am. 

PAO Jerry, if you will talee ten, oh Vl'" I"ld 
a foll,}l.1 on? 

QUfRY Yes. have twu !lH'ce qU"stlons, ]'11 .• "k 
the II to ge the r. F i rlit 0 f a I!. ""t· [(. the ft' an Y Ie p II rt S 

effort t hat somebody found p art or p i'1?ct' 0 f the so lar 10' ill g 
that came off of the meteorite shield - that came off? I.nd 
the second question is, will there be - yill you try tu 
catch up on the time you lost on the experiments? 
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SPEAKER 
•• ave referlllnce to. 

I know of llO debrb. if that', what you 
I know ot nothina being ro~nd. I 'd ~6y • 

SPEAKER We had a Cull bull night pJan, whl'n W(' 

l!fted of( "nd { can't think of any way 'hat Wt' can do 1I,~re 
that lill IIp the tank. I w;)1.I1d not al~t1clpate picking up 
very aueh; tt'a conceiveable that we "iaht be obl~ to find 
an opportunity to do • 11tt Ie hit lIor.,. but you know tholl 
crew has asked to work on their day off. We have not ytot 
given permission for thnt beyond tOllorrow. 1 - we want to 
watt and see how their h~&lth ls, so It's possible that we 
might pick up 3 day or so but I wouldn't count on it. 
Hopefully, we'll do as mueh fro~ here on out as we would havt 
done In a full days activity. 

PAO Dr. Hawklr,s has II COllment hp.'d lik., to 
~akL which ocelJrred to hl~ and then we'll resume the questions. 

HAWKINS Okay, well, Bill Schneider mentionftd this II 

Hetle btt eatHer a~out the M092 experiaent and th_t he'd 
1 i k ~ ",! toe 1 abo rat e a 11. ttl e on - fur the r on it. T h 1 sis 
certainiy in lLH~ With - I'ith the c:onfert:nce 1o"e hacl with 
l>e',eral. of you that art! ht!re this afternoon. ~'ou recall 
yesterday when we tried to update you on where we stood on 
lhf' M092 and H171 studies. This is by way of a liLtie bit 

ESD OF TAPE 
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SCNNE!DElt .. - thi! H092 and HIll Hudies. TI118 i. by way of • littl~ (ollo~ on to what we were talking about at t~6t ttae. 1r.: that yesterdllY with the. with Joe Kerwin. ve saw the 8econ~ cha~ge repr~8enting the a4~ptive proces8 that vas going ~n with the crev& fyo~ a physiological stand poine. Th~ fir't ycu ra~all we mentlon~d yetserday that we had notp.~ was v~ry early In the initial H092 runs where lhe - 'oIf' detectl;'d changes in the l~g volulle. And ··ou'11 recall what ""e discussed there. Nolot then. yesterday, vhile Kerwin vas un~ergolng the M092 during the max stresD :evel of minus SO milimeters of mercury pressure, we did note a rise in his h~art tate anu simultaniously with that a dtop 1" his blood pressure to a threshold level where we, where we had to ter~tnate that run by 3-1/2 minutes tnto, into th~ pr()~o'Ccl tille lin .. of that maximulII stress level. And so th15 has flagged another adaptive ty?~ of change which WE' h&ve expected to see, the sallie tJlpe thing whIch Io'e have seen in sOllie of the post flight experiment runs in the Apollo program wh~ru we would evaluate the crews Ir. the immediate post flight period seeing similar type th{rq~s, Now, w;lat this does for us then is we wIll reduce tile maximum stress level as we did yesterday to a 40 mil1-~eter mercury negative press~re for Joe Kerwin. i ~ather anticipate that the level of stress exposure might ..,,,ry well be Qodlfied for the other two crewmen and ve anticipate that this does not in any way ~ertalnly a1ter the inflight aeti vitles that ·:he crevllen wril be engaged in. And I think the days actlvi~y that we saw rertainly bares that state.ent out. 
PAl) We had a questi,n waiting in line dovn here, I t-elJt!ve. 
QUERY Yeah, the crew me~tloned there were eIec'rical wires and some other associated debris out around the bea~, Were those ~ires a~sociated with the shield itself ~r vere they coming arvund. and whipping around from the oth~t Side, from the other solar wing? SPEAKER We kind of got that one too 1n real t i!!le ~nd setting there figuring out where they came from. We have wires and we have sensors on that micrometeorold ~hteld that we lost, and I epostulatc that those arc the wires th~t remained unhoard or on the spacecraft after the shield left. In that tho?)I \lould have - they \lere there at tht' beginning, and that's the only source that is available that could produce such a, such a wire. QUERY A quest10n for Dr. Hawkins. You're talking about this adaptive change that you expected to see and you're reducing the maximum stress level during the test. 
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Does ttis mean, a8 far as the laymen is concerned. that at 
pre.e~.c und. " the conditions up there. there general level, 
thefr capability Is aliahtly leaa than it ha. been? 

HAWlCINS Well. it means that, that what we a ... 
secto8 i& a change tn the physiological performance. capa
bility c.f t~,e man, 1f you will. to the enviroRlient that h'" 
is living in. An~ a8 we have s~en in the post flight per
iods of the Apollo studies, we have noted this de8rad.tio~ 
of the card10vasculsr response. Now what we're seeing 
then is th~ real tille happening of that. and at what period 
in til'le apparently th(::se things are taking place. Now ve, 
nOli this Is what we say ve've expected to see, and we 
didr.' t Ir,now at what point in tll1e ... ~ really seeing this 
.:hange. Obvl!)u~ly some of it is')ccurTing early, as with 
thi: leF, volume measurements, and no ... '.;ith the threshold 
levels oi the cardiovascular respons~ to the negative ~ravity, 
nc&ativp. pressure, this is a further indication of the 
changes that are actually happening. Now, I think that, l"l 
me make this !)ne clear, I think that this is telling us 
that the zan can perform just as he ia expected to do and 
has done i~ the weightless stage. It Is going to tell us 
Ind it tells D,e that we are certainly going to expect to 
se .. f.omething in th~ illtl!!ediatc post flight periods, that 
is going to be a simi~ar response or maybe a little more. 

PAO Barry Cosebolt. 
QL'ERY Hr. Schneider, I wonder if you could 

set for us how you feel as far as the success today, how 
it made impact on future manned space flights, or manned 
space programs? 

SCHNEIDER Well, .. " I've said repeatedly, llolon't 
make any statements as to whether Skylab is successful or 
unauccessful until around the first of the year IoIhen we've 
finished all 3 missions. I am well pleased with the ray 
of success that we have had right no~. Obviously \ole had 
a problem \oIhich caused us to retrench, and I certainly couldn't 
say that we have done all the things that we've waflted ll'. 

t think frolll h~re on out the prospects are very good. As 
far as what the prospects are for manned space flight, I, 
~"E:r)ibody has their own opinion, but at least in my ,'pinic'n 
• 'on't think .... hat we've done here in Skylab has in any 10'3:-

,,',racted from manned space flight or from space flight 
." general. I think we are, \ole have gone a long way at 
least to prove 
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SCHHElPER - a.nned apace fBaht. or fro. apace 
fl1aht in gen"ul. I think we have gone. long way. at 
least to prove to me what I have always felt _ and indeed 
uaUy knew without proof - that h. that apace 1. a place 
where you can live and work and you can do useful thinss. 
We in manned apace flight. and indeed in NASA in general, 
have for a long felt that aan 1s a uaeful anl.al to have 
around to help repair. even on ~anned vehicles. And I think 
we have again shown that , at least our concepts are not 
without some foundation of fact, that you buIld things to 
be fixed, they can be fixed, and indeed here, even in the 
~olar array, there was an iteQ which hadn't been buIlt 
to be fi.Ked, and llIan with his great computer that he's got 
between his ears, was able to figure out a way to do it. And 
I don't me~n the llIen on the ground, although they _ those 
COJllputers were excellent, it took that man up there seeing 
what the exact situatlon was and gutding that tool and work
ing With his beautiful senees that he's got to really do it. 
So, I think from a Skylab standpoint, as I said be{ore, I'm 
not the least bit ashamed of the prograll to date. And frolll 
a lIanned spaceflight program, I think we've kind of shown 
that, yes man does have a use ful role, and from a NASA 
standpoint, we've shown that space 1s a place where man 
can do and achieve useful things. 

PAO Angus. 
QUERY Just as a lIIatter of record .• perhaps 

another ironic one, is it not true that your reconstruction 
Indicates that without that lousy little bolt that you been 
curSing and hacking all this time, you would in fact not 
hive had a SAS to deploy, that it would have probably h3ve 
gone like SAS 2 went at launch? 

SCHNEIDER Oh no, not at all. That wing was 
latched firmly in place, juat as 1t had been planned to be, 
until we activated the pyrotechnics to release it. And it 
was only then, probably that the bolt got driven in or at 
least the bo It got 8t ret ched. Let nre 19.y thlolt I think the 
effect of that bolt, and again, it's a speculation, with
out having had 1\ detailed cro:", debriefing, the effl.'ct of 
that bolt probably prevented Paul from prying the strap 
loose during the standu:> EVA, at least probably went a 
long way towards that, because it was kind of an anchor to 
the strap lhat was over there. 

PAO I have One question phoned ln, a180 
for Hr. Schneider. COuld you give an evaluation of the 
experi~ental data to date, espeCially EREP and the solar, 
any special discoveries to date? 

SCHNEIDER Well, let me let Hr. JUeinknecht talk 
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about the .cheivellenu on EREP. They have been Ileat, bllt I think he cau atve you a lttt.le lIore detail. KLEINKNECHT All of the EREP sensors are perf~rmln8 as we expected. There have been loac procedural changel, 81a1n, because of the heat. ~e hav~ to u.e lIore p~wer. the problea. we've had with EREP ha~e been associated wjth trylnl to co_press the time and the pl'o;:edures to let thell operating. Alt of yesterday, I believe, ve had planned for that part of the mission about '00 • having taken data oa 160 test sites. We had taken the data on about 9C test sites. Bu. we have got ten sOllie data foy every category of experiments that were being investi-gate,\. We nO\l, if we get more pOller, Wit believe we will hall/" a better r:hance to get more data f.olll here I)n out. If you IIi 11 recall, we lIere restricting the passes to a rew degrees, rather than the 120 degrees, and because of that, we were n~- ~ble to let d"ta over the states. From here on out, if .e do re-cover the power that it appears we will do now, we w1ll have sOllie lIlore good EREP paEllies COiling up later on in the lIissien. 
HAWKINS As f.'1C as the so 13r expe rimen ts go, I'm sorry Lee Belew had to leave to catch an airplane. He should be more appropiate1y answering that, but the data on these solar experiments is, of course, .all rel::orded on !ilm, and incidently of course the EREP data is all recorded on fil~ and tape, and we don't have any real examination of that data. Back to the solar ones agaIn, only obe experiment brings us data back live, and that data has been very exciting, exciting for the princ~pal investigators. The prinCipal investigat~rs are del~ghte1 with the per!ormance of their Instrum~n(s and with the television ~ata and the RF data - lilllited RF data that they are getting. The proof of thG pudding is obviously going to be aftel they have had a tille to analyze the pictOJres and to see the detail!l of what their inv~stlgation i~ showing. They have had l~ss viewing time than they woul:! deSire, and ,J5 hat every-body. Then of course. this again "'as brought about ~y the power rest riction. Anli we ;,ope and they hope that 10',,'11 be .. bIe to up that viewing time and I!,!'r hack on ~ normal vie\ling schedule. PAO Ih'll take about one Ulore. thi'n let these men go back to the control center to see what's been 1-.appening since they've left. (garble) you have one more. QuERY OK.y, I vonder I.f - to whoever's gonna ansuer - whether or not YO'J've learned yet, or learned an,

mor~ about the causes of failure of the batteries (n th~ ArK? 
SPE~KER Well, we can speculate right now, and 
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our speCulation ia that it'a all due to the hiah - the 
uouaual ther.al conditiona that they .av durin, that 
un •• nned period vhile we were trytn8 to lut back up there 
with the thermal .hield. Nicad batt .. rle. don't l1ke to 
work hard, and they don't like to vork hard 1n the Sun, 
when they're hot. just like you and •• --
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SCHNEIDER - - nican batteries don't like to 
work hard and they don't l1ke to work hard in lhe Sun, 
when they are hot. just 11ke you and me, and we .ade 
the. work hard and we .ade the. hard while they w.r~ 
hot, and they hllve protested. And four of the .. , the 
four th&t were hotteat, are indeed the lallest. There 
sOlie indication that there is SOlie recovery in the.. We 
would have expected faster recovery than 1, being exhibited. 
And that's about all I can say. "'etve worked thelll in an 
unusual manner and they didn't like it. 

PAO Thank you gentlemen. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO Good evenina gentleaen. welre ready for the nlaht's Change-of-shift briefing with Hilton Windler. who is the off-duty Flight Director as the star of toniaht'. ~p.rfor.anc«. Hilton on my riaht. 80' 
WINDLER Okay. well. today was spent, as you're probably already aware, In - .ostly in preparing for the EVA. w. ~.d a fair amount of time devoted this aorning to aakina that preparaUon. There was also 80llle thle about three houre ago that was devoted to getting all the ce3r stowed up in the airlock aodule to get re~dy for toaorrow lIIorning's EVA. And in between we did do soae science work. We photographed the hurricane .. the ~orna .. what do you call them in the Pacific? Typhoons. Ada and alsu did ATH work and some corollary work .. made an 5019 run. So, to~orrow we have .. well tonight let's talk about that. I expect the crew to continue their preparation just like they did last night. They actually got a lot of the gear out last night and had talked about it. And this 1I0rning they were obviously trying to stay she~d of the game and were w~ll squar~d away and had gone into the hardware and had gone into the - looked at the procedures and had a real good idea. We were very pleased with the fact that thiY were sr well ah~.d of the schedule that we had set as you might say. So, tomorrow aorning they'll be waking up at the normal ti.e and we do have a shortened post-sleep period. prillarily because there are several th1ngs in a noraal experiment operations that we won't have to do - some things like fila threading and activity like that. The EVA prep will start - if y'all got this froa Rusty you'll have to excuse me but it'll start approxiaately at 7:40 in the IDorning. We expect the hatch to open acound .. and I'll have to translate this - that's 19:35, that's 12:35 .. I' a sorq', that's close .. that's close - l've got another one Qf these ~hings that's .ixed up. I beg your pardon. Yes, at 15135, whi ch is 10: 35. And we're trying to open the hat ch just before aunset and l~t the crew do activities that they need to do in the lighted area "around their normal EVA stat ion. And also around on the - about 9 degrees away froa that station in an area which Is lit up by the docking lights. And then we hope to get that all done before the next sunrise and actually give thea soae time to rest. And then they actually start the Activity towards the 5AS wing at daybreak and that gives thea a whole daylight pass to do their activities. And we'd like to have them done with that by the end of t~at pass and able to then reat to gain in the next night period and if the, aet rested, to also do the ATM work. changing the fila. If it happen. that that doesn't occur til night tiae Is over, then we'd go ahead and maybe du soae of the visual work that we have to do. Look at the quads and get an idea of the colors on 
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the pMrasol and things 11ke that. We actually, thoUlh. hav~ 
another pass .llowed In the fliaht plan for the crew to do the 
activiti.s that they need to do, so there'. nothing magic about 
trying to do it all in on. pass. And as I've already said, 
the close hatch tia. would be around 12:3$ ~nd then they do 
a little EVA - poet-iVA activities - take soae tiae to .at, 
finish the EVA activitie.. And we have an option in the flight 
plan for a couple of ATK runs, which ve would do if we felt 
li~e - or the crew woqld do I should say, if they feel like 
that they're up to it. And w~'ll just have to vait and see 
how things go tomorrov to decide on whether we'll actually 
be able to do that or not. We also, you probably are aware, 
that there's soae concern over whether or not the panels, once 
the ~lng is erected, whether or not the panels viII unfold 
properly. We think they viiI, but there's 80me chance that 
they might be a little bit slow and that th~y ~ight cool down 
such that we'll need to make a 4$ degree maneuver to warm them 
up, and we'll just have to wait and decide on that after ve 
see hov things act In the morning after the wing deployment 
and the crew tells us how the panels are actually unfolding 
and as we see the instrumentation on the pane)s. And other 
than the EVA tomorrow it's going to b~ a nice quiet day. 

PAO Okay, do we have any questions? 
QUERY If you have to cool down the panels - I 

mean if the panels cool down you have to heat thea up. What 
will that do to the teaperature of the workshop? 

WINDLER I don't think it viII chang~ it very much 
because the response of the thing - of the structure is slower 
than the reaponse of the wings itself, hnd also, of course the 
parasol will shield us to 80ae extent - fair ~xtent in fact. 

PAO Angu8. 
QUERY You have reminded me of so.ething that 

p~rhaps we ought to have ssked Rusty. but if you should h~ve 
to do thi9 maneuver to varm up the wing, what would the crew 
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Query - - Rusty, but if you should have ttl 
do this ~an~uver to varm up the ving, vhat would be the crew's 
status be d\::i:-:g this. Would they have to be in their restraint 
or would they have to be back In. or vhat? 

WINDLER No, 1 don't think there 18 any 
restraint on the crew activities there. We would expect 
them to be 1n the area of the hatch. 

QUERY Could Iole - do) you have available a 
run-down of the electrical pover usages for today; what exactly 
has been, you know, how much power has been used for what 
expe riment tl? 

WINDLER Today? 
QUERY Well. 
WINDLER Gosh, I guess 1 don't. The - let's 

see the 51.19 doesn't use very much pI,wer. We did run the 
ATM today - that uses aro·.md 5S0 - 600 watts. We didn't do 
- well we used - did turn one [REP in6tru~ent on today in 
addition ~o takin~ hand-held camera pictures. And that's a 
193 and I'd just have to guess at that - at around 100 -
maybe a little bit - around 100 watts, I'd say. If yo~ need 
a precise number we'd have to call back over to the cQntrol 
center and I'm tlying to think - let's see, the ones - we did 
a 171 run today also, the medical bicycle thing and I'm not 
real sure how much - that's a fairly lIigh-powered user too, 
but I've forgotten the exact number it is. It's not zs high 
as ATM it's something less than that but It's fair. 

QUERY Can you tell us the status of the CRRM 
17. now. 

WINDLER 17 is - is doing it's thing during 
daylight like it's supposed to 1n rechar~ing th~ batteries. 
It is down somewhat in performance although It's - it's 
certainly very useful and we're just - I guess it's more 
llk~ we're watching it with a suspicious eye or a jaundlcrd 
eye, wh&tevo2'r you want to call it rather than it's - ycu kflo\l 
1 t h a dn I t - i t h a do 't q 'J ita tall. I t's - i tis s tIll 
producing power aod r.charging the batteries every rev. 

QUERY Milt, the IV is definitely out at the 
end of this EVA ur looking O\1t through the command moa'll,' 
window? 

WINDLER Yes, unless the - something challges 
the crews mind, the)' felt like it ",ould be difficult to st;w, 
you know if we are restricted in the amount of equipment ~e 
can get in the - the volume that we're dealing with. So lilat IS 

one problem is in stowing the gear inside the airlock com~attment. 
Afid also they had tried previously working with the TV outsid~, 

it has a fairly stifI wire on it, tt is very difficult to 
work with and since we've already nad one camera that's 
inoperative. it \las felt - the crew felt like that it - because 
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of the ~towa8e dlffJculty and the difficulty of wor~lni with 
it plus il'S an unknown to the. - it'. an unknown ~VA path 
and activity plus the fact that we're down to our list camera 
they felt that it would be beat if we did not try the TV and 
we only wanted to do it on a noninterference basia anyway so 
we agreed with them to not try the TV tomorrow. Now, they 
could change their ~ind 1 s~Ppos£. but I consider that very 
unlikely. 

QUERY How many. - there are t~o TV ca.eras, 
that of which one is now - one is no~ out of action. 

WINDLER Yes. two TV - two color, portable 
color, 'V cameras ar.d one is - yes you're right. And 1 don't 
think we've tried to trouble shoot that. Most peopl~ I've 
talked to I didn't ask that particular question today, but it'f 
- very doubtful if we can do anything vith the one that is 
broken. We never give up though until entry. 

QUERY Do you have a - a kind of summary t ill1e 
line of what they are going to be doing, \lhen. The last I've 
got for an e.cact t{\IIe is 10:35 A - hatch open. 

WiNDLER We 11 at 10 - oh, okay. You Cle an - I 
can give you the - \Ie don't know what the exact time is going 
to be of cO',rse. Since you know we're not - Go ahead, Don, 
you want to say something. 

QUEkY Well, 1 f you have any vague tillles 65 

to when - vaguely when Conrad is expected to move aown toward 
it, sunrise or sunset, acqu!.t;ition time. 

WINDLEIt Yes. do you have that? Okay, the tille 
at which we think they will have all their g£ar in place and 
be ready anJ which coincides with the first ~unrise is 16:13 
which is 11 - 11:13 Central Daylight. And that's the 
ti~e at which he will start moving down towards the - they'll 
start engaging this thing that we call the cutter device to -
to just to clamp - as a claQP to clam~ on the strap and 
then we'll use it as an EVA clamp. And then that - ther~'s 
around a - almost a I-hour perlo~ there in which we expect 
them to get out to the SAS wing, E'ngage the bridle and secure 
that, and readjust the cutter to a point at which they can cut 
the strap - cut the strap and raise the wtng. And of course 
come back into the - in other words get their ~quipment back 
into the ai rlock l1Iodule. We think they can do that in an hour. 
It may not work out that good of course. 

QUERY 1I0w, supposing - supposing the wing 
is open and the panels deploy and that will maKe available -
that - the energy froa that will come - go into a separate 
set of batteries, won't it. 

WINDLER That's right, that's the first thing 
we want to ~ith that energy is :~ rechargE' those batteries. 
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"'1 oppo,ed to e.y you know .tart v.ina it r1aht away. ! 
mean for the things ve want. ThCll'e', really no conflict 
there because ve don't need the power r1aht avay, beca~se the 
crew', EVA they don't have any requlre.ent for the -

QU!RY But theae - this 1s a totally 
independent eet of betteries? 

WINDLER Yes. 
QUERY Right? Thore are 18 of thelll? 
WINDLER No, there are 8. 
QUERY 8 of lhe •• 
QUERY If you co)uld go on with that the-

llne, ~hen is the sunset and when are they back and when 
are they guing about -

WINDLER The suneet i8 1 hour later than I 
talked abo\>t that 7 - that's 12: 1.0. The sun - the f1 rat 
sunset, then we plan for - I'. 80rry Central. Then we plan 
for thelll to spend sOllie liJlle resting it they require it. 
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WINDLEl - then we plan (or, II. lorry central. 
Thea ve plan for them to .pend loae tia. re8ti~a if they 
require it. And if they do get it done that vay they viII _ 
they can 8 0 ahead Iud do ~he ATM f1la chanaes and the door 
pinning, because there are lightl up th~re and they have practiced 
doing these in the night tiDe. There's no restriction there. 
And then ve vould do the aLtivlties that have to do with 
the observation of the parasail and the Res QUAD, and there's 
olle other one, wl,{eh escapes lie at the minute. What Is the _ 
Oh, looking at the other wtng to see If there's any debris 
there th&t .ight interfere with perhaps putting a cable in 
later 0=. at ,nother mission. So, that would happen in the 
daylight on the next pass or if they don't h~ve the ving 
deployed - nov the next daytime is 46 - 12:46, and then ve 
would have that day period to either work on the visual 
thinglll or ve could continue lIorking con the ving, if it was 
required. All through that next cycle, day cycle. 

QUERY You have the. back in, Supposedly, 
origir.ally on -

WINDLER Then we i,ave another night cycle too, 
I didn't give you that one. We have a night cycle then, and 
a few more 1:Iinutes of day, then we're inside. The vay it 
calls right now. 

QUERY You told us h~tch close 12:3~ p ••. 
Is that incorrect? Is it 1:351 

WINDLER I'm sorry. Il's 3ctually 14:35, so 
it's 2:35. You're right. I did tell you vrong. 1'. 
trying to subtract all these times. I'd better do that 
right nOli, before I get too fouled up vlth you. Nov, I'll 
even put myself -

PAD Okay, let's stand by for 1. 
have you got a question? (garb Ie) 

QUERY Just very roughly, in the present they're 
getting an hour's daylight and half an hour's night. Is that 
roughly -

Dlore 
WINDLER 

t i.e available 
QUERY 
WINDLER 

No it's - You mean tot~l time? 
than that. 

There's 

QUERY 

No, No, on each revolution. 
Yes, roughly, right, right. 
1 Was just working out your figures myself, 

and I may get 51 minutes of daylight an~ 36 minutes of dark. 
Does that s.:lunrl right? 

WINDLER Okay, well you can say it roughly. 
QUERY Is Rusty going to be the Cap co. to-

~orrow, and is there going to be anyone else special at 
the console" 

WINDLER Yes, Rusty will be the Capco •• We expect 
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Ed Gibson to also be there. who has worked with Rusty, and 
in the tank, of course, and lhe regular Capcom will allo 
be there, Bob Crippen. And I expect th"re to be othere, 
also. &ut those are the .ain people that will be su· porting the operation. 

QUERY While you're doing that, I have an Iffy 
question that was submitted to us from a correspondent at 
the Cape. And it goes 11ke this: What do you think the 
odds for success are tomorrow in deploying that solar array? 

WINDLER We II, I think that they're ve ry good. 
the procedure has been worked pretty ~horoughly in the 
wlter tank at Marshall. A lot of analysis has gone into 
tt, as well as practical experienc~, so I'd like to think 
thAt we have a high detree or hiah probability of SUccess. 
The crew figured 50-50. We figured higher than that. I 
clon't know what you Uke. I'd say it's at least 7S and 
it's proba~ly higher. but 1 don't even know how to put a 
number on it. 

PAO Okay, (garble) 
QUERY What, in your own terllS, what do you 

feel the - What kind of atakef are riding on this whole 
thing, the success or failure? 

WINDLER Okay, well I'll be glad to wait and 
do that. I feel like I've confused them so ~uch With my 
nUl:lbe~s that I hat~ to - I'd hate not to go ahead and 
make those arithmetic changes. Okay, I don't _ well it's 
not a do or die situation for the Skylab, because we're sttll 
able to operate and we think ~hat if cectainly the very 
mtnimum we'd get out of it is a much better understanding 
of the kind of equipment and procedures we would need to 
use fo~ another c~ew perhaps, to go out or even another 
atteapt by this crew, and I'm not saying that that's What 
we're gOing to do, but c~rtainly st the ve~y least goIng 
to learn quite a bit about what's happening, but we don't 
think that the failure to get this wIng out would, you know. it's 
not gOing to eliminate the rest of the opecations. We'd 
certainly like to see it come un out though. [t would make 
our jobs considerably easier. 

QUERY How many batteries can you stand to 
10e if that solar wing doesn't deploy, before they have to come hoae 1 

WINDLER Oh, I'd ha~~ to guess at that, be~ause 
every time we lose aoae capability, we seem to come up with 
another way to Save 8 few Vatts here and there, so it's a 
C3se of, as necesdity demands, why people come up with in
ventions. 1 think right nov we could stand to lose two or 
th~ee more. It Would certainly, of course, obviously greatly 
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~.duce our capability for expert •• nts. in fact, vhen the 
CSM tl - 1 don't - aaybe we couldn't lose that aany. 1 
gueas ltd put ay Caith in the inaenuity up to two. 

QUERY In an effort to c14rlfy this central 
daylight ti.e. What we will do after the c.hanle of shift 
briefing Is take the set of figurel and make it in the 
fora of an attachaent tu the chauie of shift briefing ~nd 
by the ti.e we're In print on that, why ve'll have every
thing for you all. Okay. 

PAO Okay, if there are no more questions, 
oh, got one more hand here. 

QUERY Kilt, after ('ne of the other change 
of shift briefings you told &Ollle of us that you felt -
this was after the announceaent of the SEVA atteapt to 
free the \/ing and the deplo~·lIer.t of the thermal shield 
when it became obvious -

END OF TAPE 
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QUERY - so thia was after the announcement of 
the SEVA attempt to frpv the wing and the deployment of a 
ther •• l shield , .. hen it became obvious that that \"&6 nec~ssary. 
Y~u said that you relt that this kind uf an activIty, if 
successful, would be a justification for the shuttle. I just 
wondered if you - how you feel - the history, up until now, 
haa borne that point out and ",hat the I.plications of - you 
know, of this cOlDin~ EVA are on that point7 

WINDLER Well, I gUi'SS my point about the shut tIe 
was that I think that of course, and ['III obviously bias~d here 
because I'm in the manned spacp.craft bUSiness, tut I thin}, 
that the - what .... e have seen about this flight is the abi lity 
of DIan to compensate for unforseen events and to make the 
necessary corrections and or course one of the objects of the 
shuttle is to, if necessary. go back and make adjust~ents to 
satellites. We also were talking about in the shuttle program 
on a regular basis - ongoing orbital activity by men and many 
scientific payloads, you know, and a sort of ~n individual 
module fashion. I shouldn't say individual, but modular fashion. 
And that's vhat I've had reference to when I said it would 
help the shuttle pro!\ralll beciluse I thillk it delllonstrates what 
they can do, 

PAO 
SP!.AKER 

Okay, John, thank you. 

we ought to - -
I'll just leave lIds "'ith you and I guess 

EVA PRELIMINARY TlHELlNE 
TIMES APPROXIMATE 

CENTRAL DAYLIGHT TIME 
10:00 a.lII. Communication Check 
10:35 a.m. Airlock module hatch opening 

11 : 13 a, m. 
11 : I 3 a. m. 
1:l : 00 Noon 
12:10 p.m. 

12:46 p. m. 

1:20 p. III. 
1:45 p. m. 
2: » p. m. 

END OF TAPE 

(Entering darkness) 
(End darkness) 
Start sliding cutter edge towa,d strap 
Solar Array deployment 
Stow ro d an d re s t 
(Entering darkness) 
(Ene:' darkness) 
If necessary, wait until daylight and do 
parasol evaluation 
RCS Quad A inspection 
(Entering darknPoss) 
Airlock module hatch clOSing 
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PAO Okay, we're ready to start. We have with us this afternoon 8ackup Commander, RUBty Schweickart, and I'll turn it over at this time to Ru.ty. 
SCHWEICKART Good afternoon. Let me atart out by giving you a sort of end to ~nd on the EVA. arm waving at the ~odel here, and then run a 12 minute TV clip r.~at we did that's an extract of the last one we .ade in the neutral buoyancy tank over at Marshall on Sunday. and I can narrate that while we go through it. And then perhaps just go right into a questicn and answer sesaion unles1 somebody specifically wants aomething on theae tools. I must say these tools are all of the tools we've been simulating with and using in the development are still over in Huntsville, Alabama, so that this is really a rather rough approximation of what we're goi~g to be uslng. Let me start with the model here and first of all there are some thinas which are missing from these models which come into - into the game ~ere when we start talking EVAs. And so there are a few pieces of metal and rubber bands and things hanging around which represent real thing5, even though they look as though they were put on at the last minute. The EVA will start in this quadrant which is normally - and I'm alraid I can't tip the model for you without bringing on catast~ophe. But there's an open quadrant here without 8 thermal shield around it. This white .aterial is all thermal mat~rlAI with the exception of this EVA quadrant. Down inside the EVA quadron is the Gemini hatch, the hatch that we used back in Gemini which is part of the airlock module. That's the normal planned exit for EVA film retrieval. And we'll be coming out Into this quadrant In a manner identical with a normal fil~ retrieval EVA. We viII be using two crewmen. Pete Conrad and Joe Kerwin will be performing the EVA and vill be referred to and you've probably already heard us refer to EV 1 and EV 2. Because of the fact that we - all three crevmen a:tually go EVA on later missions. Not at the sa&e time but they rotate around. Rather than try and designate specific people, we talk about EV 1 and EV 2. And EV 3 is the fellow who remains inside reading the procedures. So ve kind of mix up things here on these designations. The role of EV I in tomorrow's big production will ~e played by commander Pete Conrad, and the role of EV 2 will be played by our inflight scientist surgeon, Joe Kerwin. It'll all start at sunrise - rather at sunset. We'd like to come out into the EVA bay here, open up the hatch &t sunset. And 1 think the time is IS:37 ZULU. Someone could check me on tnat. We do that in order to take care of all of the preparations - the EVA preparations that are done outside now during the 
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dark pba.e •• 0 that ve bave ••• xi.u. a.ount of daylight when 
ve .tart to &0 dovn on tbe .ide of the vebicle to rai •• the 
SAS vinl. The f!ut operation thet take. plac~ a. EY 1 
coae. out into the nor.al foot re.tr.int. in tbe day here. 
EV 2 paa.ed Ollt .0 •• equip.ent. vbat ve call bea. erectioD 
thither or a liT. And allo he puu. out tb. polel vhich 
•• k. up the lon& cutter rod. Tbo.e pol •• vill then be 
••••• bl.d and viII project out in thi. direction that I'. -
that I have .y point.r her.. Excule .e, Ihould 80 down 
h.re in thi. direction. The length of that pole i. about 
25 feet and 1 have cut thl. to approxi.at.ly the rl,ht leDatb • 
So that viiI Ilt dovn h.re and be teth.red at that polnt. 
And then IV 2, Joe Kervin, vlll aove up acro •• tb. - the 
bottom of the KDA underneath theae truI.es, undern.atb the 
deploy.ent a.leably trullel, to this bar that I've put on 
here whlch we call the A-frame. Nov let me point out what 
you've got here. 

END OF TAPE 
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SCnW!ICKART - - ~ar which I put on here, which we call the A-frame. Now, let me ~oint out whet you've got here. 5tl~king out and mis81ng froa tbe model bere i8 a discone ant~nn.. We've represented it with this piece of bUI bar and that discone antenna nor~.lly laY8 down in a tray, which is mounted vertically on the trulses hure. rhie cross.ember is ~I~at supports that tray during launch. So what Joe does Is come along the bottom of the HDA, underneath and up~n t~ this A- fralle. At that point. when he I s up there. Pe te will pass th1 cutters up through the tre9ses to Joe. who'll keep the~ up &nJ hold them out here. At that point, Pete ~ill then come on o~t bringing the beam erection lether with hia, thl lIET. I'd like to nave the freedom to call it the BET in&tefld of going through all) words, If I may. So that then is represented by this elasti~ band, but, oops, I almost ripped up the model there. Let me just 190y that b~ck in there at the moment. At that point in the EVA then, Joe loIill move up to the base of the discone antenna, here right on the FAS rtng at the forward end. And they'll rest at that point until Sunrise, if it'!! not all ready - it hasn't all ~eady occurred. The reason for that is that (he si1e of the vehicle down below here where we'll be \lorking. of course, Is not illullinated at all. There are ~o lights, whereas up in the nnrmal EYA areas ~e do have lights for lighting up the EVA t~ail during the night. So at this point they'U hesitste until sunrise and the first operation of sunrise will be to run this cutter - to lay this cutter dewn along side. And you have to recognize that that wing isn't there yet - to lay the cutter down along side the 5AS wing, and by using the jaws on the side - let me ju~t take this lIodel out here. This is very IoIpprox1.lIIlite. I want you to realize, but the jaws will be open like this. lhls will be at the end of 5 rods. ~e'll run it down the side of the SAS beam, and where you've all see the photographs of that alumir.um strap that comes up and is restraining the beam, keeping it from going uP. the cutters will be placed over paS5 strap and tightened do~n. Not to cut it n"w, but just to grab hold tightl},. And so this rope then that i8 used tc hold the cutler tight will then be cinched at the other end of the cutter pole. At that point, and of course lit the baCK ~n tlere, the pole is also tethered up here at Joe', feet. So what we now have, is a handrail in eifect, which lays down from the base of the discone antenna alongside the beam. It's actu~lly holding ~nto the D4terlal that we hope toe u t • N ow I; h" len 8 t h - t h 1 s i 8 .. b 0 u t 2 7 fee t. 0 r 80 III e [h 1 n g on that order. .f.t that point Pete .ill - who' 8 already 
hooke~ up the end of the ~ET to this A-frame, ~ill then begin to deploy that. It's hooked to his right wT1s1. And he'll move clown the hand - this set of poles, this handhold _ 
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He'll mOVA down the b.a. with hie feet down in that direction. 
hia h.ad up, belly down. In other worda, he'll be facing the 
be •••• he goea down hand over hand. You'll e.e thla in the 
fila clip. Wh~n he let. down here he h.a to hook the other 
end of the JEt into 6 vent aodule, which is located on the 
aurface of the beam, and I could draw that in here, but there 
are ~hree vent module. on the bea.. And one of them 1a located 
juat about oppos1te where this debris ia located. And we 
hooked the bottom end of the BET, 2 hooks there into the vent 
.~dule. There are 80me very .mall holes 1n that vent module 
which will allo~ us to alip in theae hooks. And Joe will 
then take the sleek out of that tether, out of the B~T. 
Okay. That's the getting dovn there part. Nov the next 
step once you've taken ca~e of getting down there, 18 to cut 
through the st~ap that's holding it down. That'll be done _ 
We have several different vaya of doing that. The preferred 
aethod and th~ one vhich wetll try first Is siaply to go ahead 
and cla.p the reat of the vay on t~ese cutters and cut right 
through it. Nov that'll be done by Joe pulling on that rope 
to cut the alu~inum and Pete at the same time. viII be out 
on top of the beam, 18yin8 acrOS8 the beam. holding onto the 
cutter~ here. So that h£ can - he stabilizes him out on that end, 
vhile Joe pulls on th~ rope. And hopefully, we'll cut right 
through the aluminum. and that ~ill take care of the cutting. 
Now if for ~hat ever reason that doesn't vork, ve have two 
other methods that ve feel __ 

END OF TAPE 
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.-',;RW!ICKAkT - - will cut r1abt through the Clluminua. 
and that will take care of the cuttins. Now. for - if for 
whatever realon that doesn't work. ve have two other aethodl 
that we f.el are both acceptable for ,etting rid of this 
strap. One of which is • pry bar, which will alao be carried 
out with U8. This Is on - two of th.se in fact in the onboard 
tool kits. We havliI dellonatrated all thil under water, 
which you'll lee. We tak~ the p¥y bar and jam it underneath 
the debris that - the strap Is coming up over the beam and 
then Vry it off. That's one way that Pete has already 
expressed the opinion would work. The other way i8 to take 
a bone saw, which most of you have seen or heard about, and 
slip this bone law underneath the strap and cut throu8h it 
using the saw. Now all three of th~se techniques as I said 
have - have been demon8trated Rany tiaes. Both in Bir and 
unrier vater. And ve fflel confident that any onl! of the 
three would do the job. So that takes care of the second 
psrt which is getting through the strap, The third part 
then is to raise the beam. Sow a~ most of you know the beam 
is not ~xpected to come up by itselt because the d •• per 
ac.tuator and the upper hinge here is frozen. And for that 
reason we expect it to come .. oh, to raise only about a foot 
at this location. It will rKise slightly but then will 
8top because of the frozen oJl and the damper. So then at 
that point we - we have to supply enough forc~ to break a 
bracket which holds this damper actuator. That's, relatively 
thin bracket, it doesn't take auch force to break it. The 
original intent on the stolndup EVA, a8 you relllem;ber, .. as to 
grab the beam at the bottom and to pull up on it. That would 
do the same tbing - the torce required at the end of the beam 
would be abcut 19 pounds toorpak this bracket. liov bec-.ause 
of the - of the particular geometry that we're using, we 
have to supply more force now. We don't have the salle mOlllent 
arm to apply that force with. So that we've gone to chis 
be •• erection tether which I mentioned. Now that's the 
same thing as if you've just took a piece of strap and hooked 
it to the floor ovel there and hooked it to the floor there _ 
take all the slack out of it and grab it and 11ft ou it. 
And you, of COl'rse, put 8 let o! tension in that str.sp "lid 
you put a heck of a lot of force in the two att.sch points 
on the floor, also. Thllt's clI:actly what we' Xl! doing here. 
we have this tether hooked to the A-frame up o~ top and 
it's hooked to the vent module down here. Pete stand~ up 
just above the hluge, and Q8 he st.nds up with it, it puts 
a {orcc then on that hinge momen~ - around the hinge and 
Yi~l break that bracket and the beam will then start tu 
co~ up. Fro. that point on it's simply a matter of 
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cleaning ap the mess .nd glttln& back 1ft. We intend to 
bring easentially everything back in with U8, ,.1,though 
we have ~ecided tG go ahead and l.ave the BET attached. 
There'. no particular realon for that becaus. the d •• per 
ectuator which r.lse8 the beam. or normally ral •• , th. 
b •••• is not in any w.y related to the latching mechanism. 
It's separate and we expect it to latch lu a compl.tely 
normal way. but rather than scr.mble back down to the beaQ 
ond disconnect the hooks, we've decided jUlt to leave it 
hooked up out there, and we just cinch it down. I think 
that before we have Q & A, I'd just II soon go ahead and 
show that - where does everybody look to see th.t thinSI 
Oh. up there. I guess. If we can go ahead and run that 
12 minute clip, anJ I'll just go ahead .nd narrate it and 
you'll see what all of that looks llke under wa~er. Tri.t's 
BY 1 io the foot restraints just outside the hatch. You aee 
the open h"tch there on the left. And the fir-st item that's 
SQing to come out is the BET, that's the big apex hook whi:h 
will be hooked to the A-frame, and you see the PBI rope, which 
forms the BET itllelf, coiled up behind it. We also happen 
to have the pry bar taped to the bit, ju~t as a convenient 
Yay of carrying it out, so ve don't have this thing dangling 
around on us. The next thing th.t will come out will be the 
first rod, with the mushroom - this 1s a poor aodel - but 
a mushroom CIP on the end of the first rod, and that'. just 
to give you something nice and a.ooth that you C8n push on _ 
if you're pushing on the rod wheo you're pulling on the rope. 
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SCHW8IClART - put a Du.hroOD cap on the end of the firat 
rod and that'. jU8t to live you aom.thins nice aod l.ooth to 
pUlh on if rou're puehio, on the rod when you're pulling on 
the rope. these are the aaal ~od, that we put onboard to 
uae during the 8tandup EVA and were u.ed by Paul Wlitl all 
ready during that atandup EVA. 1 have a snaaky feeling that 
what we're looking at 18 the 37 minute clip instead of the 
12 minute clip. Do we have auyone responsible for thil tele
vision here1 There is the fiT8t rod CODi08 out, in fact, I 
kn~w it Is, John. I'. glad we don't have the audio on. 
(Laughter). Well, the rod8 - we have a whole bunch of rod8 
all of which are identical - three of the. were atoved onbo~rd 
to be used during the atandup EVA to try and raise the beam. 
Ther~ are another 24 rods onboard which are an integral part 
of the two·pole sail. They all are as I say identical and 
they mate together. Hew we have for that two-pole sail rig 
two spare rods - that is we really only use 22 of thea. And 
ao we have the two sparea that we're using on this rig. How
ever, we expect to bring all of them back 1n 10 we don't antic
ipate losing anything, any capability to put out that tov-pole 
aail. What's the vord, John? Okay. Well, why don't ve talk 
about other things and when they get it why don't they give 
us a cue and we'll go back to it. Why don't we go tnto 
Q&A then. Okay. 

PAO We're going to take questions now, if we 
are vhy don't we - Raise your hand - Wait for the mikes. 
Oh, okay. Well, I kept saying hands. 

SCHWEICKART All right, I'll go through the toola first 
th~n. The cutter is, of cour.e, on one end of the rod and 
we have to aodify it to the extent that it was desig~ed -
the rope on it was designed for three rods and we will be 
using S so we had to add 24 feet of the PBl rore to it. That 
valone of the things the crew did this aorning or last ~ight. 
At the other end of those five rods we've got this mushroom 
fitting which goes on to give you a nice smooth end to push 
against. On the beam erectioa tether I have nothing here 
that I can zhow you except the photograph of what that looks 
like end again it's from the end of the apex hook. }~d this 
device was stowed onboard to deploy the - what ve call the 
JSC sailor the SEV~~all. That's the one where you flew around 
the vehicle and hooked it 1nto the bottom of the thing and 
flev up to the ATM and hooked it on. This was what we call 
the apex hook, the one that hooked on to the ATM handrail. 
Il viII not be uaed for that now and we've taken advantage of 
the de~i2n of it to use it for this tether. On to that the 
crew has tied a 32 foot section of PBI, which in turD 18 h~oked 
to another 6 foot piece of PBI with small Apollo hooks 
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on either (nd. In other vo.-de, 'Ie haViI this 1008 tether 
that cOllies down and at the ena it forll8 a bridle to go out to 
th~ two lower ccrners of that number 1 vent lIodule. SO 
Y it light at the ~"t'o •• When we go out, tape~ onto that 
sillply a •• conveni~nt w~y to c~rry it out. we slaply tape this 
to the PBI down near the ve: .. IIc,dule end. So that's just to 
carry the pry bar out and all I H.&y thrle are all ready on the 
onb0ard tool kit. We'll also be carrying out the bone saw 
and the bo~e law comes i~ this little package. In fact, in 
lily back pocket here I'vl' got the olle t' at ve've been using 
over the past week c'r so. This one h"s now cut through 
11 lIIections of this str.p and it's atill going strong. We've 
cut through three times un" r water vith it and 8 tiDes in air, I,n 
front of people of all kinds. (Laughter). If anyone has any 
alul:,_nuDl I'd be glad to demonstrate it. I va. thinking lIalnly 
of pOSition. This is, by the vay, a piece of the strap that 
we anticipate holding down this beam - that 1s the cross sect!on 
of which 1e what we expect to see when we get out there. And 
this vas one, In fact, vhich ve cut the other day - In f~ct, 
the one that you'll see being cut on this 12-minute clip. On 
one end of this it vas cut with a bone saw, and then after 
ve cut through with the bone saw, In order to verify the cutters. 
ve put the cutters down below thAt one and cut the other end 
off vith the cutters. So this is the section th&t ended up 
comillg out of that under vater 1II0ckup. We also carry out 
vice grips. These vice grips, again, cOllie right out of the 
onboard tool kit. We have no specific use for these. They're 
jU8t a generally handy thing to have out there. Since they 
are adjustable we can adjust them to hook on to just about 
any 
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SCRWEICKART They're just a gener6lly handy thing 
to have out there. Sinee they are adjustable, w. can adjust 
them to hook on to just about any kind of an edge or a piece of 
metal. And even if you don't want to do any work with the., they 
fo~. - they .ake a pretty good handhold, If nothing else. So we felt 
that this vas just ah - since it was onboal'd it vae a good thing to 

carry out. And that vill be clipped rlsht on the top of the 
pressure control unit, the PCU. on the co_ander's chest, on 
EV-l's pack there. As 1 sav, it will not normally be used. 
We've got the 2-prong hook here, I guess 1 should mention 
th_t. In order to .a~e 8ur~ that when we grip the- when we're 
foraling the hand rail out of this thing, in order to make 
sure that it holds on to the strap. we k~ep tenaion on this 
rope, which then cosur., that the jaws stay clamped on. Well 
rather than stG~d there and try ~o hold that. what we've done 
is we've - here I tried to take it ap~rt before. but didn't 
have enough tools. We took Just the end of it off here, the 
operating end, and the adl'ter is gone, and we then we taped thts, 
we actually use a hose clamp, and hook it to the end of the -
let me put it on here, to th,~ end of the t'oJs just above the 
mushroom. We just use a hosp clamp and put it on there and 
that way we can cinch the rod around it the same way we would with 
a sal1 boat. So that when ycu pull tension you then take it 
up and that way Joe can let go of it and the thing stays 
hooked on. The shepherd's hook here is also going to be 
place~ in the - in the lock compartment and it will stay 
there. We don't anticipate using this either. However, it's 
such a handy Uttle tool, that Ile really decided it was probably 
the best thing to put in a place where we could get at it EVA, 
just in case, for whatever reason the cutters did not work. 
as far as using so~ething to grab. So we have w~rked out 
a means by which we can hook onto the beam. using the shepherd 
hook h~re. But we consider it running a poor second. But 
it will be in the locker compartment and available for use. 
Let me think what else we've got in the way of things we take 
out. I think that's just about the full contingent, except 
for, just a devil of a lot of tethers, wrist tethers, waist 
tethers, things of that kind, which are used to hold either 
the equipment or yourself in place. Hark, COllling over yon 
hill, is a 12-minute film clip, an optimistic outlook, okay. 

QUERY Before ycu do that could you kind of 
show what the configuration (garble) relationship to the 
(garcle) 

SCHWEICKART Well, we think that the beam, of course, 
you'd have to take off the solar panels here, but the beam it
self, we think is down on the side of the vehicle, and is 
deployed at ~n 8ngle cf about S degrees up from the side of the 
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vehicle. I think we can go into that in ilion detail. Okay. 
Let', Toll it. Kaybe I can atand over heTe by the .0nitoT 
and use the pointer. You're supposed to watch that (laughter). 
I can go ever there, good. My friend said I could come over 
bere. They really au ready, Don. Okay. Thia one vaa, a, 
I aay. Is only 12 minutes long snd ia chopped up In short 
sectiona (laughter). Okay. here you see the five rods are al
ready assembled and we just put on the cutter tool on the end. 
I vant to point out that you're golng to see a lot of extra 
Ituff on here. That's ~ll flotation g~ar lor neutralizing 
thil equipment it'. the water. All of this il foam "hlch 1s 
put on so that the things don't rf.se or sink. 

QUERY Are those the 3brasion gloves you've 
got on there? 

SCHWEICKART Yes. TheBe are the abraaion gloves. 
And you can se~ the wrist tether there. I've got another 
wrist tether on this wriat. 

QUERY Will those cutters be protected to pro-
tect the skin? 

SCHWEICKART Yes. We use tape around the, all the 
threads and bolt heads. Okay. Here comes EV-2 out. This 
is Ed Gibaon. Ed has been doing most of this EVA development 
vork 'lith lIIe over in Huntsville in the water tank. there. And 
he heads up in what's not a normal direction to go when ve're 
going EVA on Skylab. But In a pinch ve're flexibl... He's 
got 35 feet of umbilical, which is going to be trailing out 
behind hi.. And he has to unstow that ~efore he heads out and 
there's the A-frame, by the vay. And this is the tray that 
the discone antenna lies 1n before it get3 deployed. I don't 
have that on the model. 

QUERY That is Kerwin. right? 
SCHWEICKART That will be Joe Kerwin, that's right. 

Okay. Then after he gets up there in place, he's tethered 
himself at the foot of the discone antenna. and he's sitting 
up on the A-frame, and I have a straight shot nov, passing the 
tool right up through the truss work to F.V-2. And now one of 
the other jobs of EV-l, that Pete will be doing here, 1s he's 
now unfurled this line and he's stringing it out as he's 
passiog up the cutters. So that when it comes up past EV-2, 
it's all ready 'ltrung out all along the rod and cinched at the 
end. And as you can see. that cOllies right up underneath the 
trusses. There i~ the discone Dotenna in the background. it's 
sticking up off the side of the vehicle. You notice Ed very 
cleverly stuck his fingers right in the opeD jaw. (Laughter) 

QUERY What kind of gloves does he bave on? 
SCBWEICKART The normal extra vehicular gloves. 
QUERY Why doesn't he wear the (garble) 
SCHWEICKART We only have one set on board and beside~ 

that there's no - there's no sharp mater _ -

END OF TAPE 
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SCHWEIKART - extravehicular slovea. 
SPEAKBR W. only have one let on board. and belidea 

that there t a no .harp .aUriah that h.' 11 be handling at all. Every
thing in thia area 1. all well known. 

QUERY SO Conrad will wear the (sarbIe) 
SPEAKER That'a correct. 
QUERY Does it Blake it easier to work with things? 

(Carble) 
SPEAKER Are you kidding? 1\0, it doun't lII.ke it 

easier. Okay, no ... here you're beginning to see 80me of the 
problema of the water ... henever you're moving anything through 
the ~ater. It's got a lot of drag and yo~ al .... y h3ve buoyancy 
problems because it's extremely difficult to neutralize things 
exactly. l,lhat you're going to see do ... n here, starting here, 
is a section of the beam. We don't have the whole beam under 
.... ter. we've just got a section which 1s located around the 
debris. Okay. now. here you begin to see sOllie of these prcble.s. 
This Is jus~ a very short shot here. But if you can see it a 
little better. Joe has a tether going frail his chest down to 
the foot of the discone antenna. And here is the pole laying 
out down the side of the beam and here's the strap coming 
down over the beam and hooked to the meteoroid shield on the 
underside. Okay. at this point no .... he's positioning it in 
such 4 vay that the cutters are laying up against the beam and 
he's trying to locate the scrap to get the open jaws over that 
strap. Now. once that's done. it then gets tethered down on 
this end, and we have as you can see a handrail and no - you 
don't have to hold onto it on either end. EV-l v11l he«d 
down vith his fe~t dovn in this direction. This discone 
antenna. by the way, keeps going for a long way, but in the 
water tank ve just have a stub In there. As he goes down 
now he's paying out the BET. The BET is hooked up here on 
the A-frame and he's paying it out, hooked his wrist as he 
goes do ... n. And also EV-2 here is trying to guide his umbilical 
to keep it from snagging on anything. 

QUERY Hov 10[lg will EV-l's umbilical be? 
SPEAXER Fifty-one feet. It's 60 feet long. so you've 

got nine spare. Okay nov you're down on the other end and 
here - this is the beam - here's the strap which is coming 
down over the beam and EV-l's left hand, then was hol~ing 
the cutting tool. No .... what he's doing with his right hand 
1s what', important here. and it's about to show that. That 
1s hooking these hooks into the corner of the vent - the corn-
ers of the vent aodule. And you'll see a better picture of 
that In this next clip. They're just a couple of little cut-
outs in the corners of this vent module. into which these hooks 
fit. Ont.! they're in there t~.en the slack is taken out by 
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EV-2 80 that they stay In thare. Mow. what I've ~one here is 
I've opened up the cutters and I'm repositioning thea to whst 
we would hope to be a weak point on the strap. As you probably 
didn't grap fro. 2S feet away exactly where you would like 
to grab. anl so vhst we're doing il jUlt de.onatrating that 
ve can pOlition them very accurately, very carefully under 
vater. And then of course he takes down on it again and you 
('an see the javs closing there. And at that point - veIl EV-I 
readjusts hio tether or hooks it up, up here. Nov, ve go out 
of sequence here a little bit. Normally, in flight tomorrow 
we expect Joe to just go ahead and cut right there, but ye'rp. 
doing the prying first. And we're doing that because we can't 

- we vant to have an intact strap to do the prying ~nd also 
the bone saw to dellonstrste that we can do that. So, that 
vao using the pry-bar and the next thing that ve'll do is get 
out the bone sav, vhlc~ is under the left wrist - under the 
left abrasion glove. Okay, ~er~ you see the bone saw hooked 
onto the wrist tether. You slip it under the strap, and ve 
know that there 18 a gap underneath 1t - a gap between the strap 
and the beam, and those ~lngs just very nicely fit over the 
thumbs in the glove, and a moment later you're sawing away. 
And it took me I,S seconds to gt't through tht.t strap that day. 
So, after 8 Eureka or two, tilere it goes. Okay, then we grab 
the cut ters .1ust below that cut snd pull Of:' them. Nov, you 
realize this is a worse case because the piece of alu~inu~ is 
no~ pulled over in the direction that you're pulling fro&, so 
it makes it harder. But it's that little piece we cut off that's 
laying on the table there. Okay, now here ve are under the 
BET. Unfortunately it's a very quick ahol and here you see 
the strap going up and you're just llftlng up on it ~nd it goes 
back down the other ~ay to the A-frame up on the to:. - well 
they cut off the shot there unfortunately. I think we can prob
ably just cut it off there, J~hn. The rest of it 1s simply 
getting back in. Nov, in tomorrow's sequence, we will be doing 
other tasks EVA ~h1ch we consider low priority in coaparison 
with thi9, but we do have other thtngs planned. The other 
tasks? Yeah. We have - the normal EVA p&th of course comes 
out to the Sun end of the ATM. There goes th~t discone. We 
have a couple of problems which we'd like to take care of which viII 
make operations t:asier. One of them is that the S054 ape,turc 
door - these bumps here on the end are all the aperture doors 
on the tele'lcopes, and the S054 door, as most of you know, wal 
Bho~ln8 sOllie ligns of beln~ very bulky, and ~s a result, we're 
leaving that door o~en nov. Th~ doors are interrelated ia su~h 
a way that vhen we leave the 5054door open we also, of necele8-
81ty. nave to le.ve the 5052 door open, the white light corouo
graph. And that makes A very difficult operation and as a result 
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ve're havinl to open and clo •• all the door ••• nually nov. 
~e'd 11k. to .et back into a nor.al •• quenea. Wa de.iln thet 
capability In, but unfortunately it require. an IVA. And what 
ve do i. ve back out a locking pin betveen the door and the piy~t 
that turn. the door. And vhen ve back out that locklna pin 
v,'ye e •• entia1ly dieconnected the door It.,lf froa the drivina 
aotor u~derneath. Once we've disconnect the door __ 

END OF TAPE 
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SCHWEICKAlT - it turn. the door and when we back 
out that locking pin, we've essentially disconnected the 
door itlelf frail the driving lIotor underneath. Once we 
di&connect the door fr~m the motor, we theu throw the 
door all the way open and ve latch it with a little hook 
C)'\ the outside. 50 what - then we can go beck into a r.oraal 
operetion on the doore - auto sf-quence the rest ot the doors 
and the S054 door will just be disconnected from the motor, 
so the motor mey or ~al not drive back and forth, but the 
door is elways going to stay open. That's one task. That's 
a \'ery sillple thing to do. 

QUERY Ar_ you giving these in lhe order 
they arA to be done. m,at likely? 

SCHWEICKART No. there's no real order to them. 
There are really three or four different things we're look-
ing ct. but it's really up to the crew. The procedurea are 
up there, but I'm nut sure what order they'll do thelll. An
other one is to take out the S082A film magazine. It is giving 
80me indication that it really isn't taking any film. We 
don't know that for sure. We don't have any indications 
thet it is. in fact properly exposing film, and so as long 
you know. It's sort of a while you're up get me a Grant's 
kind of thing. while you're out. change my film. and so we 
are gOing to take out the S082A film magazl~e. a replacesent 
magazine, an~ while we're out there we will remove the ex
posed fila, ve think ehposed. but we don't know and replac~ 
it with a new film magazine. That is , essentislly. a fior-
mal EVA task. Normally on 5kylab 2, we don't replace fila, 
lie only bring - retrieve the film. but that's a very m1nor 
modification to a procedure we've trained on for a long 
while. The third task will be for th~ Commander to eyeball 
the QUAD-A up here on the CSM. QUAD-A is running slightly 
higher te~perature than we expected it to. and we'd 11ke 
the Commander to look at it just to see if there's any 
unusual discoloration around it, or snything which help 
us in evaluating why that QUAD i& runni~g a little high. 
Those are about the tasks that we're talking, ! guess. 

PAO Okay. I guess we're ready to start 
questions. Rusty it's your option, if you want to continue 
to stand. or slip up here. 

SCHWEICKART No, I'll stand. 
QUERY Aren't you going to get the TV too? 
SCHWEICKAIT Oh, l'c sorry, yeah, 1 beg your pardon, 

yeah. We're taking out the TV camera also, and this model 
jUlt doesn't hack it. Now, you want to realize vhat I'm do
ing here. I'. tilting this thing and 1 shouldn't be. but 
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I'. doing 80 in order to ahow you this - what we call a 
double handrail. Let me turn it just a Httle bit. This 
ia what we call a double handrail and it's a handrail which 
enables us to get down to the Sun end I,f the canister. when 
we're EVA. What we'll do ia to 8en~ out the TV ca.era un 
the fila t~an.fer boom to that double handrail, hook it on 
there and look down along the front of th~ vehicle here to 
er.able U8 to get a look at the paraaol, to aee what the 
di8coloretion, if any haa occurred and the geometry of the 
parasol is. Also, of course, we expl".;t to put it over in thia 
direction, so that we can see the SAS wing and aE'e what 
t~ey look like. That's something I ought to mention by the 
way, in fact it geta a liltle bit critical. When the damper 
actuator on top of the hinge of the beam here - is at 
minus 60 degrees, and we know it's frozen, or we have htgh 
cOi"lfidence that it's frozen. On the other hand, each of 
these panels, which are independent - they deploy indl"pendently _ 
has a damper actuator at the top also, and these are at minus 
40. It is expected now, that when the beam raises, the 
panels will begin to deploy slowly, because it's considerably 
below the normal temperature for the deployment, but we expect 
that withir. 10 minutes they will fully deploy. It turns 
out that If they do noe depl~y, if our temperature read-
ings are wrong, or the oil :¥!ezes at the diff~te~t te_?
erature, or for lihatever reas'ln, they don't ..ieploy, that 
mesns we want to get heat to those actuators as fast as 
possible. The reason for tha~ is that once th~ beam comes 
up, it looses the heat radiated from the workshop. It's 
been up against the workshop and lie are getting heat from 
the workshop. Once we raise that beam, those damper 
actuators will begin to cool off at a fairly rapid rate, 
about 7 degrees an hour or so. If lie take too much time, 
they'll very definitely freeze rather hard, and then when 
we go to heat them up, it will take a considerably longer 
time. So what we'd like to do is maneuver - if the panels 
don't come dovn - we plan to maneuver within an hour after 
the beam comes up, In order to get heat on the top of the 
array he!..e on top of the beam, to try and get those 
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so you may hear about this 45 degree pitch maneuvo.r thet 
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PAO If we're ready for questions, let's 
get some on the transcript, JQbn. You ready? 

QUERY Ii the panels don't deploy is there 
any backup plan to go ur and tty to drag them out? 
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SCHW!IClART No, Skip, we don't have any - w~ have 
DO way of getting down to pull the aolaT panela out. We 
can bring tbe beam up. but theTe l

• reAlly no way that we've 
looked at. and there doesn't appear to be any eaay way to 
.anually help thea out. 

PAO ATthur H1ll. 
QUERY One thing bothera ae i. the part vhere 

the crewman atanda up with the be •• erection tether. I don't 
quite underetand what he pushes againat or uaea to put the 
preasure on to pUllout the bea.. Iia Just not clear where 
h.' •• t.~dlng and what he's got - where his foot hold 1s 
on all that. 

SCHWEICKART Arthur. I'. tempted to string out this 
.icrophon~ cord and denostrate it h~re in the rOOB for you, 
but if you pictur~ a rope tied to th!s end of the table. and 
one tied to this end of the table, with no al.cK in it, or 
very little alack and somebody stands up in the middle of 
it who's, you know, three reet high, you can see that as 
he stands up he's going to get a lot of pressure trying to 
holding him down, from that rope. Therefore the pressure 
to stand uP. the thing which will enable hi. to stand up, it's 
like standing on --
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SCHWBIClARl -. that Topa. ok.,. Now. theTefore 
the pr •• sure to atand up. the thina which wlll enable the. 
to otand up 10 that it'. 11ke atandins on top of a bow and 
errow. I aean of & bow. where you've got the bow string there 
over your shoulder 4hd you're atandins on the front part of 
the bow. And when you stand up, you're puttins a lot of 
preeeure on youreelZ. And at the sa.e tlae, as you increase 
that pressure, you're pulling thoae two attached points with 
a considerable amount of force. You're pulll~8 the. together. 
Now that sa.e - Now when you've got a hinge in the middle of thi. 
table you're going to fold up that hinge. And that's exactly what 
we're doing. 

QUERY R.usty, if I understand it right, he's tethered 
to the pole, in fact when he goes uown, which after cutting can't 
be used as a handrest any more. If he tethered - When he-
does he stand up, is he tethered to the BET? 

SCHWEICKART Yeo Angus, right after we cut the -
in fact before we cut the strap, in fact right aft~r we take 
the slack out of the BET, when we first hook up the BE! and 
then take the slack out so that it rellains in place, we then 
transfer the tether, that waist tether that's located on the 
left wrist, you have to be careful, you've got waist tethers 
on wris t, and the wrist tethe rs on heads and all, (laughter). 
We take that left - the tether that's on the left wrist and 
transfer it fron the cutting tool here onto the BET. From 
that time on that's the tether point. 

PAO Bob Nicholson. 
QUERY What happens to this m1ss10n if all of 

these plans don't work? 
SCHWEICKART Well, I'm not the guy to ask about 

that. I worry about how to make it work, there's somebody 
else who worries if it doesn't. 

QUERY And if they should vork ar.d they complete 
all of their works within the next day or 2, what docl! NASA 
hope to accomplish from here until the 28-day period is out? 

SCHWEICKART Well, if we get this SAS wIng up, ve 
go back to, essentially, a preplanned lIi!lllion. '.;e have full 
capability then to pe~form all of the -to supply ~nough power 
to perform all the experiments a~d all of the rest of it. 
Now, exactly, since they have missed some e~periments up to 
this point, exactly which ones get scheduled and which ones 
don't are a matter of the rrioritiea that have to be worked o~t. 
~ut as far as uur capability is concerned. even though we only 
have one of the two wing, we'r'e essentially back tv a noc.al 
full capability. Each one ~f these wings. one on either side. 
supplies all eight electrical - all eight batteries that .ake 
up the power sy.tell in the airlock lIIodule. So having any 
one of the. will enab!~ us to fully charge tbe batteries an~ 
fully pover the systelll. 

, . 
"'" . , ." . 
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PAO Nick Cbril. 
QUERY Could you give us a faw aore worde on 

these space acrobatics, for e~~mple you 15id • while aao, that 
Pete Conrad is going hand over hand belly dov~. Rov far al~ng -
how far will he do that? How much diltance i8 invol~ed - -

SCHWEICKART 25 feet. 
QUERY 25 feet, and then eerlier today you 

were talking to Conran. and you .entioRed about something 
of curling your toes around the beam or something like that, 
what did you mean by that exactly? 

SCHWEICKART Okay. That was for Joe Kerwin. When 
we - Let cae take my little modp.1 here. \lhen we've got thi. 
culter tool layIng dowr. on the side of the be4m, the que&tion 
is how to pull on that rope. And if you're standing perpen
dicular here - If I'll! standing here and it'. like this, lind 
1 go to pull on this rope, it end. up pulling lIIe over. And 
~'. pulling against this thing, and I h~.d toward it. That 
makes it very difficult to apply very ~uch force here. Well 
the ellsy \oIay to do it - let me ~ust have the cutters lay1"16 
along here 25 fe~l dQ~n al~ng - and let', say this is the s~ln 
of the workshop. well we've found that the easy way to pull 
on this rope - first of all you don't need to. you don't 
need to push against the pole and pull the rope. You can 
slaply j)ull the rope ,and just let the pole come back a little 
bit with you. It's hooked onto the strap, so It's Dot golng 
to go anyvhere. Plus the ~ommander has got his hand on it 
up here (garble). So all that Joe Kerwin' 8 got to do. ia 
pull on the rope. Ko~ the best Yay to pul~ on the rope i. 
to l~y dO\oln, face down on tbiG surface jY3t like tbis. take 
your toes Qnd hang them ov~r the edge, and pull on the rope. 
And that !.'lakes II very nice little haul. You then are pulling 
against you~ o\oln tues. 

QUERY Then his t~e8 are - -
SCI1RWICKA~r They're Just 10yio1 over the edge, 

ju.t directly over the edge of lhe work.shC'p, right over this 
edge. And it's just like hanginr, froa your toes, you kno~, 
on a trapeze when you vere a kid or 90zethins. And all 
you're doing is pulling on the rope. But ~hat it means is, 
you don't have to worry about stabilizalion, because you'~e 
in the right orientatian. 

PAO John Wellford. 
QUFRY Could you tell us ~ov the rehearsal 

went today? Do you feel t~.t the astronauts under.tilnd all 
that's required of them? Are the~e any outstanding queettona 
at thia point 1 

SCHWEICIART tl.,. We've passed up just a trea~ndouB 
.mount of information over the laat couple o! days. And you 
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realiae of c~urse that what - what we had to do hare vas to 
tak~ relatively subtle techniques that you work out, you know 
that you n~r.ally practice before flight and you have all 
lIorts of tillle to try yourself and all that. And you're trying 
to pass that knowledge up in - in purely verbal fora. We 
could see their pictures but they can't lee ours and that _ 
that's a rather tremendous challenge. Now, we did loae of 
that on the teleprinter in writing but then there is a lot 
of it that we felt that just had to be direct voice contact 
and it didn't lend itself to - to Io'riting out directly, but 
last night in the EVA briefing they had already begun to 
assemble some of the gear. And when we ca.e over the hill 
this morning and picked them up at Goldstone they had _ they 
h6d elsentially had it all put together so that was a very 
pleasant surprise and - and from ev~rything we saw on _ on 
the TV - well if you weren't extremely familiar vith it you 
could lay it side by side with the equipment ve've been 
using at HuntSVille and looks just like it - they - they 
did it exactly the va"} ve tried to tell thell to do it. It 
vas pleasantly surprising. In fact Pete did so.e innovation 
on it and he ended it stoving this tether - or the BET rather 
on this one - the BET in a bag they had on board which will 
make that much easier to deploy that vhat ve have been doing. 

PAO Br~~e Hicks 
QUERY I had several, Rusty, first of all 

couple that you've bro __ 

END OF TAPE 
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SPEAKER In fact, Pete did 80ae ln~ovation on it 
.~d he *nd.d up etowing tbi. t"th~r - or the BEt rather. not 
thi. one but the BET 1n a bag they had on board which will .ak~ 
~h6t much eaaier to deploy th~n what we've been doing. 

l'AO Bruce Hick6. 
QUERY l'v.\! got .everal, RuUy. First of all, 

a couple that lou've brought U? Voulre talking about hanging 
your t~es into the edge of the vorkyhop. What was the V-po.i
tion that Ed Gib30~ vas talking a~out1 

SCHWEICKART You try to say - get your body like thil. 
because what hapre~s then is uhen you pull on that rope it 
forces your helmet down .g3in~t the workshop and you've still 
got roo. uader your body tc pull th~ rope with. 

QUF.RY And ba<:k to one of Art'l queations. He 
til. talkin.:: abo'Jt whal you are using to - where arl! you putting 
)'Our feet Lo get the pressure on lhe SST. 'tour feet are in
deed on the Bid~ of the workshop, is that correct? 

SCHWEICKART Sope, they're on this fai ring - right above 
the hinge point on the fairlng. 

IlUERY 
SCHWEICKART No, it'& parallel - Arthur it's this fairing 

right here, if y~u'll look st it it's parallel with the work
shop surface. It's - this ple~e isn't th~re. That's (garble) 

QUERY The ve.n modules that the bri6le is going 
to be hooked into - hov strong ~re those? Are they going to 
~e able to withstand hecause veren't tho&e vent aodules sup
possed to have something - part of thea partiall), ripped avay 
and - -

SCHWEICKART No, that vss a misun~erstanding on our 
part. They look and have functtoned exactly a9 they were 
designed to. We took an sctual ven t iDodule ove r in Hun tsville 
and applied this kind of fcree t~ it With no problem at all. 
In fact, we th~n manufactured another one which ve might run 
to destruction. We manufactured one with the same materisl 
a2d everything else and in a counter-balance beam we broke 
aany of these brackets that I'm talking about the actuator 
da.per being hooked into. We've broken on the urder of 10 of 
them nov I think. And we've done that on s counte r-bslance 
beaa over there and uling all of the normal eq~ipment. And 
then what ve did was, ve held the eud of the beam down. pur
posely. and we put over double th~ lOAd which ve expect to 
break loae the beam into the s),stem ~nd th~n inapected every
thing for any damage and there'a DO - there's hardly a dent 
In it. So. we know it viII take over twice what we expect 
to put into it. 

PAO 
QUERY 

Je rry Bishop. 
On the pry bar. Won't Conrad have to be 
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hooked to something Ot brac~d against &om~thing when he pu1ly 
up on the bar or pushes down on it • whichever way he's goi~g 
to do it? 

SCkWEICKART When you use the pry bar you put it under-
neath the atrap and then pry up on it. Nov, that forces you 
down onto the top surface of the beaas, so the actual prying 
action tends to hold you right exactly where you want to be. 

PAO Jim Maloney. 
QUERY They've s\!emed to have done all the right 

thinga so far, yet Pete said it's going to be difficult £nd 
Kerwin saya there's a 50-50 chance and you're confident. Is 
that because you've 

SCHWEICKART That's an excellent su~m8ry Jim. 
(Laughte r) 
QUERY Well. is that becaus~ you've pract:ced it 

and they haven't or What's the d!fferenc~? 
SCHWEICKART Yeah, ve've done it ard ve've seen what 

it's like and they haven't ever seen it before. They're
they have a mentAl Image of vhat it is that we're aa!(ing thea 
to do and what we're talking ab~ut and as a result I think 
they're naturally more conser"'ative. But I think that that's 
s very healthy attitude with which to go out anJ attempt this 
thing. 

PAO John Pollock. 
QUERY I have three. Rusty that are - the first 

one is a follow-up to that. Can you kind of a69~SS subjectively 
from your own experiences. EVA and in the water tank? What 
differences do you expect and how 2uch easier or more difficult 
do you think the crew will find it than you did? 

SCHWEICKART Well, first Jet me day that this is not 
going to be an easy EVA. 1 don't think that anyone would 
ever say that. We're going into an area where we have not 
set up normal handholds and foot restraints and that kind of 
thing and the utility of thos~ devices was emphasized to US 

very strongly when we first attempted this over in the water 
tank at Huntsville. It was a terrifically exhausting exercise 
when we first started out a~d we didn't have our concepts 
down and we were in the development phase. NOW, in contrast 
to that. by the time we ran a third time on Sunday using the 
techniques which we'll be using to~or~olol, the task was consid
erably simpler and ve wete able to do it with relative ease. 
Now part of that ia because we had done it three times in the 
development process, so there's obvio"sly some learning in
volved which a crew is not privy to. On the other hand, we 
think that a lot of the difference between when we started 
and when we finished up on Sunday was due to the fact that 
we had developed equipment and ironed things out to the point 
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where the equipaent that we're usina in the technique •• ade 
it that auch .a.ler. Now the other plu3, ee far a. the crew 
i. concerned is that they're really used to working In zero 
,¥avlty now in a way which nobody - no human beinga have ever 
been before, eo that I think that that's 801na to be a very 
definite plua. But there i8 no que'~Aon th~t it's a much more 
difficult EVA and y~u •• Y have - than on normal EVA's and you 
.ay have noticed that I reminded them ~ couple of tiael of 
Richard Cord?n, who l~arned - all of UI learned through Dick, 
the hard way, about proper reetraints and tethers. 

QUERY Okay, the clearance between that strap and 
t~ .. be •• fairing - what kind of cle.rance do you think they 
have tnd i& that enough ao that you get a clean cut with the 
bone cutter? 

SCHWEICKA1T Yea, on a voice relay call the other day 
fro. - we vere over in Hunt.~ll1e doinS this work and ve got 
relayed up to the crew, and they described the - first of all, 
in the standup EVA they vere able to get the prong - so this 
tvo-proDg tool under the end of the strap on th~ top of the 
beaa, and they said they could get it under about a fifth to 
a quarter of the way up these prongs. So, if you look at that 
that aeans that there i8 about a 1/4 to 1/2 inch spacing 
betveen the t~p surface of the be~. and the strap up 
on top. We then a~ked t~~. about the spacing on the side of 
the beaa and they reported that the strap bows out 2 tc 3 
inches as it co~es around the side of the be... Nov,.s you 
can see froa thesf. cutters, you can get a grip on something 
if it's - -

END OF TAPE 
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SCHWEICXART - about t~o to three Inch •• a. it co~e. 
around the beam. Nolo', 4S you can ,ee fro. th,~. cutters, 
YOII can get a gnp Oil 8omethins. if itla no 1I01'e than about 
linch, 3/4 of an inch, atanding off froa M fl~t surface. 
w~ don't anticipate, from what they reported, a problem in 
getting the cutters over the atrap. 

PAO Neil R088 up here. 
QUERY In the fl1. clip, uaing the pry bar, 

your slove came awfully close to the angle. Hov aharp i8 
that piece of aluminum expected to be, and how much - is 
there a danger thst - (laughter). 18 therp. much of a danger 
then that you cculd cut your glove on that? Is the glove 
strong enQugh to withstand that? 

So 

SCHWEICKART The answer i8 yes, and yes. It is 8harp, 
or at least we expect it to be sharp, after all, we've talked 
about metal which has been ripped away. On the other hand, 
we did exactly the same thl~g to the - I've got the - ltve 
got photographs you can look at afterward here. We did the 
aa.e thing for th~ simulator over in Huntsville, Alabama, 
where we actually took this ga~e metal and ripped off the 
meteoroid shield, and then the boys in the shop had a heck 
of 4 good time bashing it up with hammers and chisels and every
thing they could. So that we had a worse, what we feel is 
a worse case Situation there under water. We wore the same 
gloves all the way through the whole exercise in developing 
this procedure, and ~e handled that strap a tremendous amount. 
We have not in anyway damaged or cut through those abrasion 
gloves. So we don't feel that there's too much concern there, 
Now on the other hand, we do anticipate some motion of the 
8 t rap aft e r 1 t 's cut. An d it' a not jus tho 1 din g 0 n t 0 i t 
that's going to bother you, but if you're holding it when 
it moves, with aome energy, then there's a possibility of 
ripping the outer layers of the glove. And to cut all the 
way through the glove 1s just about impossible. To really 
hurt the glove seriously is almost an i.possibility. But, 
nevertheless we have precautioned the crew on several occasions 
that when they use - especially the one you pointed out, the 
pry bar, it's very nntural to grab a hold of the thing and 
pry, just like thaI., and you havp. to !losition the pry bar and 
hold your hand back here hnd pry. So we have mentioned that 
several times, and we intend to mention it tomorrow. 

QUERY Do you expect frum the pictures or 
engineering analysis that there any other sharp pie~es of 
aluminum olong the t ra11. 

SCHWEICKART Not along where 
underneath the beam, we do expect to 
ripped piece of meteoroid shield all 

we I re going. 
have an edge 
the way dove 

Now, up 
to a 
tho! length 
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of the beall. 
Okay. PAO 

queatlona. 
sOlie t 1 lie • 

We're going tCl 
Reg Turnel. 

let'l taka about three sore 
have to set Rusty out of here 

QUUY 
"'hat thia atrap 
the beall. 

JUlt a couple. 
was before it became 

I've never understood 
th13 strap holding 

5CHWEICKART The strap that - of which this is a 
piece - 1 guess the belt way to show it. 11 to say that this 
raised surface here Is a lIicrometeoroid shield. It goes 
from th1s point up to here. This particular angle is a 
longitudinal seam, which started out three inches - looking 
at it from your direction - where'd my beam go - here it is. 
If I could tak~ these off and hold this up against the 
edge - which starttd out three inches to the right here, of 
where the beam ie u~ against the side of the vehicle, and 
it looks as though the meteoroid shield peeled off from 
ovar on this aide on ~he top and ripped down thil way. And 
in ao doing it pulled t~at - ttis angle up against the beam. 
It also, well, at first it ripped off. Now, we see that 
angle in th~ enhanced TV photographs, we see that angle 
running down the aide. It runs down the side of the bea~ 
until you get to this vent 1I0dule, and right about halfway 
down the vent module the angle comes up and over the top. 
barely, and is missing froll here on down. So we think that 
the angle from here down is just gone away with the meteoroid 
shield. Therefore leaving just the meteoroid shield lIaterial, 
which is only 025 aluminum underneath che beam. Wherp-as 
up here we have the stuff under the beam, and the 
angle, and the meteoroid shield ripped to the right side of that 
angle, down to this point, and then it s .... itched. Now, we 
expect, also, that a piece of this angle - there's a flange 
~issing on one of these pieces of metal - and it looks from 
the photo interpretation as though when this angle stares 
up around the beam it's split, and rart of it goes straight 
down for about a foot or a little less. and the rest of it 
comes up over the top. And we think that it's the softer 
aluminum, which bent up over the top, and the tougher 
aluminum, the 7075 a~uminum, fractured and went straight 
down. So we actually expe .. t t.o find an easier job than 'ole 
hdd plenned for. as far 8S ~he cutting operations are con
cerned. 

QUERY 
stands up with 
.hould fly out 
Conrad? 

And my other question was: When Conrad 
the rope over his shoulders, if that hook 
of the beam, what's soing to be the effect on 
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SCHWKICKA&T Which hook, nov1 
QUElY Into tbe bea., into the vent. 
SCHW!lCKART Okay, ve've tlken a couple of precaution. 

on that. The bridle 11 attached to tbe otber rope. 1 don't 
have end. of rope here, but it'. attached to tbe aaln length 
of pal rope that aakes up the BET. with a bowline that ha. 
a very ••• 11 loop through it. so that the hook. theaselves 
cannot get through that hole. As. sec"nd precaution, we 
tied, and you may have seen that on t~levl.ion today. we 
tied --

END OF TAPE 
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SCHWBICKART - throu3h it. So th.t the hooks them-
selves cannot get through that hole. As a second precaution 
we tied - and you .ay have teeD that on televieion today -
We tied a knot here on etther aide of that attached point, so 
we have the freedom to equali"e a lo.d down there in the bridle 
but at the aa.e tiae if one side gives way, it'll go up agalnat 
that knot, and then stop. So that there will be a slight re
laxdtion 'D the :ens10n, but nothing lIore than that IIhould 
happen. 

PAO Okay, let'a take Don Wise.an, Ji. Maloney, 
then close it. 

QUERY With that damper broken hopefully, how 
f a:it do you e x pee t t hat be a.. to cOllie up 7 

SCHWEICKART .82 feet per second at the tip. 'Ihat'll 
take - Don - just to finish that one out. That'll take about 
a minute to go trom th~ fractured position to the full up and 
lock position. It'll move - It'll seem as though it isn't 
moving. Excuse ~e, Ji ... 

QUERY What about the possibility that Some or 
maybe all of thos~ little glass photocells have been dam~ged 
with all this ripping about? 

SCHWEICKART Yeah, are you asking me are they Jim, or 
areyou--

QUERY The possibility that with all this ripping 
about that you were talking about took place that they were 
damaged? 

SCHWEICKART Let me give you a picture of the time 
sequence here. These cells all acc~rdion .. p inside the beam 
so that it's only the last section of the accordion below that 
lower white line which is actually - if you look at the unde~ 
side of the beam before they were deployed that's all 
you'd see - just that latH section on each panel. Okay? Now, 
let me point out that this beam, when we launched the vehicle 
is cinched down directly on top the meteoroid shield and that 
when we lost the meteoroid shield this beam wa~ fully down. 
that is, it vas not partly up at that ti.e. It vas fully 
down, tight against the meteoroid shield. So that when 
the meteoroid shield ripped off it was - in some ways like 
taking a ruler on a piece of paper and ripping it off. That 
aluminum is only .02~. It's very thin stuff and so this beam 
was holding it down and the aerodynamics just ripped the meteo
roid shield down the edge. Now, you don't do much damage 
to the bottom of the ruler when you do that. And in somewhat 
the same way we don't expect to see a lot of damage there. 
Now, subsequent to that Ji~, we blew the tiedowns on 
the bea. to deploy the bea.. And ~he beam ca.e out S degrees 
and then stopped. So our picture here is at that strap initially 
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PAO F1ne, ye.h that', reasonable beeeu •• - becauee the one - the 006 thing that VI vant to vetch a little il the tiae because ve vant to certainly bl in a p09ition onc~ ve start getting a lot ~f Alr-to-Ground to svitch back to slaulation al such. PAO Okay, ve're ready to ,et Iterted vith the aedlcal experimentl Itatus btlefina and I'll open vith Dr. loyce Havkina vho'll have a lu.mary and then introduce the other three gentleaen vith ua today who have experi.ents. 
HAWKINS Pine. Thanks John. We - this i. really kind of the meetina we .tarted to have yesterday and (laughter) ve are about 24 houre late. Let me briefly introduce the panel ~eabers that ve have here with UI this morning. On.y right Dr. Robert Johnlon, who il the principal inveltigator on H070 - H092 experi.ent. That'8 the lover body negative preSlure. On hie right, Hr. Ed Hichel who ia principal investigator for the H17l. And. on hil right, the coinveetigator for that Hl7l, i8 Dr. John Ru •• el. Now, let me briefly touch on some of the - the other experimental areas of which we really don't want to dwell on too much this aorning. I brought theae gentleaen along so that we can - we can really concentrate upon these two particular experiments and - and give you a little more depth as to how these experimenta have gone thus far. and what they as principal investigator~ think &bout it. Wl.th regards to the - the M070 8eries - the food nutrition balance studies, I think that that is going very well. The crew - crewmen ar~ eating very well. They're vater intakes are now at a - • aufficient level 80 that we feel - in urinary outputs are sufficent level that we feel that ve hsve good balance. In the earlier part of the eission the vater intakes were pretty high and the urinary outPUt8 were a little bit low and here ~gain I think the - the heat of the environment thst they were working in - the other stress factors - I think account for that. Thing8 are stabilized at thi8 point, I believe. The - the - the HIll experiaent are - What'8 that. John? PAO It's sn Air-to-Ground. 
PAO It sound like they got a - okay. HAWKINS Okay, the - the Hl31 experi.e~t Is - too ia going well. Tbe - let's see, I believe - how many runa have we had with that - I believe 2 runs -
SPEAKER Yeah, what ever number that Is -HAWKINS On HllI, - how many runa have we had? SPEAKER I think it's about three. 
HAWKINS Three. But anyway the - 80 far the -the crew.an are going thrcugh the - the - the head movementa and completing the entire hundred and fifty head movements, and thus far have experienced no motion sickness proble ••• Now the entire analysis of that data in the other parta of the data which that experiaent 1s producing have not been completely analyz .. d now. We'll brtng this one to you at a - at a later time to where we can dwell on it in 80me depth. The sleep studies here again I 
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think are going very well. We~' had aoae difficulity with the 
eeneora, - thoee - the - thoae ' were located in a particular 
hot. spot area of the spacecraft" . >.e begiooina. There'a been ao •• 
drying out of theae. This electr~:. paste in thoae a8oaora &nd we 
did lose the firat night'a run '11th the Science Pilot. We - we ~o 
have aenaors located in a tooler spot which are - which are intact 
they're - they have been vor~~ng .atiefaclorily. We have nov 
arrived at a point vere I thiok we're gettina al.08t co.plete night 
coverage of the aleep - wher.ae io the beginnl~a ve were doing about 
SO percent. and the Pilot has. or Science Pilot. who is the subject 
for that. ha. complained aomewhat cf some - n~t 80 .uch diaco.tort 
but something of an - ~f an swareness that the things are there 
and he tende to wake ~p a little aore frequently through the aleep 
period than - than he - than he does when he', not wearing tt. Now 
for th1s reason ve' ve decided ve will not run that experillent 
tonight because we would like to insure he has a good night'a rest 
prior to the EVA activity tomorrov. Aild ve just - vant - just 
delete it and von't take a chance on - on it disrupting any sleep. 
Okay. 1 think that pretty well summarizes Rost of the others except 
the blood drawing. the KIlO series that we did have the third 

lood draw this morning on all three crewmen and that - that went 
ry well. We've had - had no proble~s today with that. Okay, 

now I'd like to turn it over to Dr. Johnson, for the H092. 
JOHNSON The H092 experiment uses lover body negative 

pressure to stress the heart in 4 aanner similar to vhat gravity 
does on Earth when a person stands upright and quitely. The first 
K092 run was performed on the Pilot on the 28th of Hay When ~e still 
had a hot workshop. The temperature was 94 degrees at that time. 
The humidity however. vas quite low, so that they app.rently felt 
less subjective discomfort from the heat. We felt as experimenters 
a lit tle apprehension about doing this experiment at those telllpera
tures. You want to 

SPEAKER No. 
JOHNSON go on? 
PAO No, I would continue that's - I believe something 

from the water emersion fscility at Marshall. It - it's over. 
JOHNSON However. his responses during this test were 

nearly within his preflight envelope and by responses I aean to 
include his heart ratc response, his blood pressure and the a.ount 
of enlargement that occurs in the leg8 when blood is drawn into 
the. by the negative prelsure. Heart rate reaponaes were slightly 
elevated and on the second run on the Coamander the teaperature Was 
consider.bly lover, around 88 delre ••• his r.sponsea too were al.oat 
within "hat we've seen prefliaht. The heart rate and blood pr ••• ure 
were only Slightly different. In the subsequent testo which have 

ncluded 2 on the Pilot and 2 on the Commander a~d 1 on the Science 
ilot. the lrd one ou the Scientist Pilot 11 to be done thie after

noon. There has been. 8light trend tov.rd & increaalng heart rate 
during thil atresa, but all in all the teats have gone very veil and 
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1 think are ohowlna us what we wanted to learn. 1 did not .sntlon 
the lea volu •• respons.s, they were quite ditferent than what we've 
.een prefllsht in that what we u.e a. an indicator in the volume of 
blood that'l drawQ into the less .howed probably 1-1/2 tiael the 
•• gnitude that prefliaht level. have shoWQ - pre1fliaht rune have 
shown. And I think thl. is probably just an indication of the 
starting point, they have Ie •• blood in their leal being (0 • 

&ero-g condition when we start the teet. So up to this tiae all of 
the runl have been good snd 1 think ell of the reaponaas have been 
esoentially what we expected to eee. If there are no other questious 
I'. through. 

PAO I think we can g~ on uniesl soaebody ~ot a lo.e 
compelling queetion at the time. Then we'll catch quelt10ns at the finish. 

SPEAXER Okay, Kr. Kichel. 
KICHEL On the H171, Ketabolic Activity EApel\ment, we have 

run a total of S runs to date. 2 on the Co •• ander, 2 on the Pilot and 
1 on the Science Pilot. We do get an additional run on the ,Cd 'I 
Pilot this afternoon. I think the aoat out.tanding finding W~· e _ 
we've got to date va. - was the faet that the restraint - the ~l~ l~l~r 
restraint, which is to hold a aan 1n optical po~itlon on the 
ergometer - -

END OF TAPE 
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KICIUL - to dat4'l waa the - the fact that the reI tUint, 
the er80~.ter restraint which is to hold •• n in opti •• l po.ition on the 
ergo.eter hla been inadequate especially at the third level of exercia •• 
Now the reatralnt w.a designed ~nd tested in water tanka in lero , and 
it worked fine but we are seeln8 a deere •• e in the crew'. aechanical 
effenciency doing work eapecially at the third level - the high level 
of their protocols and thi' 18 demonstrated phyelolosically by elevated 
heart rates and chlngea in t~eir reapiratory gaa exehan,e. Nov 00 

their ovn, the cr~w has been trying to attain • better~.itiooiQ8 00 
the bicycle to do the work and evidently has lucceeded. lhe com.ander', 
run yest~rday vas done or accomplished without u,iog the restrainta. 
He just uaed the foothold. and his arms on the handlebars and we obtained 
data vhich cORpareJ very favorably with what ve vere getting preflight. 
So hopefully they have whipped the efficiency problem and ve should 
start gettins good data. It does cloud the issue when you - you're 
looking for changes in degradation exercise response and you have thia 
mechanical ~fficiency chauge. 

PAO Okay, let " take the gentleman - -
QU!&Y It sounds like what you're saying is that you're 

collecting data just fine but you don't have enough data yet to make 
any projections and see what's happening. Is that about right? 

SPEA~ER Well, yes. We have tvo runs on Paul Weitz. We-
both runs indicated that his efficiency level vas approximately tha 
same and we saw no change on those runs. Now the two runs on Pete, the 
second one was done without the restraint and we sot data 0. this run 
which approached OUf preflight baseline dAta. So based on this li.iled 
data, I'd have to say that we're not seeing any significAnt change in 
their ability to cio exercise. 

QuERY Sir, would you define vhat you mean by a decrease 
in the crew deficiency? How did Y0U arrive at that? 

SP£A~ER Tht way the experiment is designed is the - ve had 
three sets of workloads which the crew have to perform. In othp.~ word., 
this is a setting of resistance on the ergometer and these ~ere eet.~
lished by knowing ~hat the crev'. maximum capacity was. We used theRe 
salle set of work levela 1"flight and an individual is \fIusll)' about 
20 percent efficltnt. In other words, you do about five times ~ore 
phYSiological work than you do external work to the envlron~ent. And 
thi' is where we sav the change bet~een how much phYSiological work he 
h~d to do for a given ergometer setting. In other words, he va, not' 
able to do - be had to do more physical work for the saUle reSistance 
aetting on the ergometer be~ause he was not optimally reatrained. 

QUERY what e~tent are they ustng the ergometer for 
exeretae and if so, how do you flgur. that into the de~onditiontn8 that 
might be golng on. In other words, can you allow for the exerc1 •• 
they 8iaht be doing wh~n you're analyzina the deconditloning that'. 
loiog on beeaua. of zero g. 

3PEAKIR The crew's personal exerciae is ju~t th6t. The, 
Illect whet they vant to do. The only requirement ve have is that they 
tell ua what they did, and the (Iequency and the protocols or level. 
to which they did this. We get a - for example, if they use the bicycle 
ergometer .s the eXerCi&2r for th~!r personal exercise, they are 
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required to tell ua the time they were on the bike and al.o the total 
watt/.lnute. accumullteJ durin& th~t time. Now to apeclficslly answer 
your que.tlon. thi. 1s hard to relat. back to their performance on the 
exve~'qent oxcept we will have records ~ sho~ just ho~ much each 
crewman did exercise on a per.onal basia. 

SPEAKER It'. hard to say at thl. point, you know, juat what 
that data really, really means in the final ~naly.ia. And thi8 Is 
true I think With where we are. We - it's hard, in fact, I thin~ tt'. 
rather imposaible at this point to reAlly predict anything as to where 
we're going and what we're finally soing to lee, the middle, half-way 
point or the end of the mission. 

SPEAK~R For the most part, I think they're using tbe\r 
expcri~ental protocol the 86m. levels of stress for tneir personal 
exercise periods. 

QUERY 1 think this is the 13th day and our record is 
about 13 ana 1/2 days or 80llething like that with Gelllini 7. Here they'va 
had more ch.nc~~ for exercise and TOOII to 1I0ve alound. have you de
termined anything from what they've said or from any of your data In COIl

parlson between the condition of these sstronauts and the co~dltlon of 
the Gellini 7 astrone~to7 

SPEAKER We did not perform an exercise tolerance teat during 
Ge~lnl so there's no WdY to compare thIs. We did on the last three 
or four Gemini flight3 do an ey.ercisc test, a variation of this te~t 
ostflight. However, we could not get at the crew in those day& until 
hey got back to KSC so it was approximately 24 hOUTS after flight. 

And we did not get signiflcal.t differences. We did see trends of a 
degradation in their r~sponse but not significant and 1 believe this 
was due to the fact that we could,I't get at them soon enough. 

QV£RY Yes, but th06~ were 3 day - 4-day missions. And 
I'm t." lng abo<lt the Gellini 7 1I11s8ion which was nearly a 14-day ais.ion. 
I reaU.z:e you don't have the data - YOII didn't ~ave the data on thea __ 
but do you have enything froa what the crew had said 0r !ro~ _ from 
your cardiograRs and what not that would indicate to you a comparalive 
condition for the Skylab creli rompared vith the Gemini 7 ere..,? 

SPEAKER No sir. N~t in the exerciae area. 
SPEAKER I think what John's probably looking for is a 

general assessment of verbal and I guess teleaetered kinds o~ things. 
SPEAKER Okay, I don't guess - really to answer that nne, I 

don't think th8~ we have atopped at this point in time to really try 
lO look and make any positive cOllparison with the - with the result. 
of those two, Gemini 7 ~nd the Skylab mission as auch. The - I think 
-rom the p~rformance and the well being, I think that we're seeing 
sClI1ething that i8 fairly co~par9bl~ in those crewa and also 1 think 
you cail relate that to the Apollo 7 lIisalon8 - I aean the Apollo 
Disaions of 10, 12-day durations whereby the1 have como back with 
just about the sam~ amount of d~lrad.tion In p08tflight analy.la. 
And lnflight, I would think that probably thl. crew haa really had a 
chance to move about 1I0re. Thay've had a chance definitely to exercl.e 
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And lnflight, I would think that probably thl. crew haa really had a 
chance to move about 1I0re. Thay've had a chance definitely to exercl.e 
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more. And their p.rfor.anc~ to date ha •• I thlnk, ha. been one that'a 
outltanding_ And they hive really experienced no 111nel,.1 and 
certainly non. - no motlon sickness. Now hele again ~e didn't .ee 
that In Gemini fllaht. either but they didnle have the opportunity to 
.aceuver around elther. So 1 think that the - I think up to this 
point in tiae. I thin~ you know what ve're leeln8 1. fairly co.parable. 
Now the infllght ea.plints, the urinee, bloode and all thatl)l be 
brousht back of couree il going to~e1 a lo~ of additional light and 
InforQatlon upon the ccev. But we cao't look - we canlt really tell 
what that •• ane until we ,et it back. 

QUERY ~ould you IIY that the Skylab .stron&~tl are in 
better .hape after lheir 13 days than the Apollo ,Itronauta after their 
10 to 12 day.' 

SPEA~ER 

QUERY 
SPEAKER 

Apollo? 

The Skylab? 
Yes. 
Are as in better shape after 13 days in the 

QUERY in the Apollo as coapared - -
SPEAK!R Wetl, I think youlve got to look at - you know, at 

.or~ or less individual nil8ionl. Now we've h~d as you know some 
problem! within ApollO. We were certainly having a problem with 
APOllO l~ which I, you know, I don't think tha~ that il - could be said 
to be in al good a shape &t this point in tiae as the Sky lab crevs are. 
The other crews I think have all looked to be in ,:ellent shape by 
tbe end of th~t .ission - of ~heir particular miS~A~_' And only io 
the postflight analysis did we really have a chance to say "Yes" there 
vas any differences fro. their prelaunch baseline data. 

QUERY 1 guesl vhat I'm askieg Is the rLlults that you're 
settin3 frca your inflight experiments after 13 days, do they comp2r~ 
well vith the po.tflfght experiment that you did on the Apollo astro
~auts after they came back. In other words, does tl~e degradatien seem 
to be a~o~t the .ame? 

SPEAKER Well, let me see. We're 
SPEAKER We're not seeing the same amount of degradetion 

at this point that we saw postflight Apollo. 
SPEAKER [ think that's the point that we .ade earlier that 

theylre really not f,r ava, froD the prelsunch baseline at this atage. 
QUElY Maybe I .1ase~ this earlier, bu~ it a group of 

expert. aad physiCians say this data without knowing where it came from, 
could they deduce that the.~ aen have Ipent 12 days In zero 8? II 
there, vhat would glv~ them the clues? Letls SAY there were ~ome ~lues 
10 there That are peculiar to zere 8 life at 12 days. 

SPEAKER Well, not ever having had a chance to really lo,k 
at any 1nfl1ght data ~ur1ng zero g, 1 don't thin~ anybody could. Th~t's 
really ~~at welre here for within this mission is to collect that 1nflight 
data and really understane what changes are occurring during the early 
adaptive period. to this environment and thlough the aore prolonied 
period. of expo.ure to zero gravity. Out of this vr c~rtaioly ~ope 
to identify acy - if trere are any chanse., what changel are directly 
the resultl of tbe environment that the crews ar~ working in. But we 
donlt h~ve any --we don't have any - -

END OF TAPE 
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SPEAX8R Out of this ve certainly hope to Ident.ify any _ 
If there are chanS.I. ~h.t chana~a are directly the relults of 
the envircn.ent that the crews are v~rklng la. But we don't 
have any, we don't have any auldelln~~ on. you knov. to a.alure 
that ag~i"st as yet. There's what we're collecting. But 10 

far there's been nothing peculiar unulual or that would cOile up 
thGt would .ay this 18 (garble) 1 think th.t probably I'll 
let them answer this .fter I do. I think th, _ the one 
'{snificant thins is wh.t Dr. John.on talkelJ ~out ear11.r is 
the ch.age In lea volu.e, Is really the 1I0St - 1I0.t lianlficant 
thins that we have seen. We have seen increased helrt r.tes. 
Well I think the resting heart ratel ~ior to the exerciae 
runs are co.parable to base lines but then we ~ave leen 
incre.se heart rates over the base lines duriog .he various 
exercise levels. Is this right, Ed? 

SP~AKER That's corr~ct. 
SPEAKER Right. Nl"v this haa not been '" alar.iol 

ir.cr •••• but neverthalelS it' a change. And I think it il 
lignificant and I think it'~ :ndicative of the zero sravity 
condition that the crews are in. Nov what's - how _ how this 
is going to continue or progreas, that's the thing ve want to 
ee. So far it looks to be fairly stable. 

SPEAKER We can't forget nov that we have had this 
ificiency change which does l.ncrease the heArt rates. It 

is kinda hard tc say that all that heart rate increale was 
due ~o efficiency or part of it was do to w~ightlessness. 
~e ,.n't separat~ the t~o right now, but based on the run that 
we got with Conrai, yelterday. in which his efficiency 
had improved, the heart rates were much closer together to the 
b 811 t 1 i ne • 

QUERY I'm putting the same 1uestion, 1 suppose 
in a alightly different way. Is It possible to say how 
this data co~pares With what you yould expect to see, lay 
from Someone ~ho had been lying in bed for 13 days? 

SPEAKER Probably, it Is less, as far as the heart 
rate is concerned, than we would sec after a si~iliar period 
of bedrest and getting this same type ci rest. Rut I way 
thinking that the only 1nflight comparison that we c.n .ake 
fro. previous flights is in their resting heart rates and this 
would be a t!p-~ff, if you knew what they were on ~arth, 
before they had gone into flight. And their relting he&rt 
rates are very low, just &s we have .een io 1II0lt of the 
crewl of Apollo. On the order of 10 percent below their 
re.ttos heart rate prior to launch. And, I would say for tne 
nesatlva preS8ure streR" that thoy show mu~h less ch.nge 
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.ftef 13 daya man ve .av on the Itound aftat 12 day fltlhtD. But. 
ve can't re.lly .ake a val1d co_parieon. untll ve ••• this crew 
po. t fHSh t. 

QUERY to try to expand a bit on Abb.y'. queation. 
Just 100kina at the oUlward siana you a •• after 13 daya in 
S~,lab anJ try tv co_pale thAt vith jUlt and outward sians 
you .av inflight in Apullo. Ian't it true that .oat of the 
Ap,.llo's crews exper(cl\ce~ aot!on .ickn.~a or naua.a' 
Comment thar vay on a co.pariaon b •• is. just outw~rd aianl. 

SPEAKER Well, lilli, ! think the - I think most of 
th~ Apollo fll&ht9, not all lhe ~rev~en, I tor the lite of 
~e risht nev [ could not give you a figure on just hov many. 
But ,ea, we 9aw this varying degree~ of lIIotion illness 
during t~ls aUlptive peri~d to the ztro sravity environment. 
An~ I think something o~er 50 peccent cf the Apollo crews. 
Now this vae [rom just periods 01 maybe tvo hours up til th~, 
l think the max wa, about five daye, with Jim Irvin. I 
think he was the longest one, and I forget now, Rusty _ of 
course Rusty had some proble~ mo:e so than aome of the others. 
And these - here again, these are an individual 9usceptibility 
to that thing. Just as it is here on the gTound. But you are 
right in the assumption that I think most of them did experience 
~ertlinly aore than what we have seen here. ~nd it is amazing 
b~cause, I think Pete and Joe definitely did expect to see 
some of this, and it's rather sv[nrising that we havenlt. 

QUERY Would you care to speculate ~n why this 
io. I mean you knev for inbtanca that Pete vas in an Apollo crew 
that tha others hadnlt flown. Would volume and ability to 
move ab?ut 1n such a spacious area have anything to do with it7 

SPEAKER ~ell, ve have thought so. Definitely V~ have 
felt that t~~ ~ore of freedom-~!-movement the crew has in the 
early hours and days of the mlssl)~. the aore likely Ve Ire 
g~ing to see this. We btgan to get this feeling hack when we were 
fl,ing Gemini and we n~ver saw al~ of this In Mercury or 
Gellini. And yet the Ru,:·s. ans ~:t:ce tellinrs us that they were 
We it, and they had d 1arler spacecraft, in volume. 
h'e reilly didn't appre.:iat; r!Le fact at that tinll, that 
it was probably related to the ability to move about until 
Vll saw it 1n Hercury. And ~hat vas the first time O.H Clews 
really had a chance to get lround, tumble. and perform. Then 
we appreciated the fact that this is what it vie and this is 
what the Ruo3ians had been se,ln8. We certainly have expected 
to gee it In Skylab. But I, l'le crew. this Skylab crew has 
urdergone sOlie training with tL. HIll equip.ent, the chair. They 
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have aone throu,h ,0" of th .... ilead _ove"I\U durtn, the prefliabt period, And I don't knJv at this point. r.ally. whether that hal had lo.e effect h'r. and 10._ beneficiel effect to th ••• in thil early adaptive period or not. Ji.. It i. quite po •• ibl. that it ha.. And I think Dr. A.haraybill of P,n •• cola. feel. that he can train the. If aiven the proper ti .. and that ba. b •• D one of our big probl.... But they can bm tralned to 811.inat. or reduce this SUlceptiblllty. 
PAO Yel. let'. take tvo .ore que.tionl. I guess that ve'll be co.ing up pr~tty fa.t on I loc of alr M toground and additional TV covera,e. Gentle.an there. QUERY Apparently. Pete undurveat hia firat Hl71 on Hay 29 and didn't iet tbat 1nfor.ation uatil loa,tiae yeat'rday about tha PVC, Nov he vas teated again ye.terday and apparently he has been told that everything 1a fin... 1 vonder vhy it take. 8 deys to get infoz.atlon to hi. one ti .. and Ie •• tb.n 24 hour. tbe aecond, sir? 
SPEAKER Well, first run. \Ie. uhf ve really did!!'t know it ~as there and we had ~ade no special effort to Dove the big 8yste~ and to puah it in here. It V6S co.ina through the normal course of eve~ts that slovly but lurely go it back here to the Center. this agaln 111 part of the big data proble., that you know that we have had. Of courae. after ve .av that and then ve were aware of it, ve looked at that data and we did not feel as I thold you yeaterda" that It .wa. of any aajor conaequenc:ea with regtlrda to the perfor •• nce of that expert.ent and certatDly no ill effects as far ao the crew.an vas concerned or hi. health. But then we verB approachin~ a period of 8 dara .1nc~ we had seeD that first run and here we are f~cing a EVA to~orrov and ve vanted to make sure that prior to ,oiog EVA ve would have a chance to look at that data. No~' if ve had vaited for the nor.al 4 day. to get tt back here, it would have been here after the fact. So an etfort, concentrated effort, vas Dade tc. bring that dat" in. and that Is how we got it that soon. 
~AO Let's take the final que&tion here vith Abb Ie Srl1n t. 
QUERY You bay that the leI volullIe changes are a surprise. Can you go into thet a little bit aor. and vhat does this tell you about thE environment of veiglalesaneas if the Ie, voluae should have shrunk ao Dueh froD the beginning of the teat. 
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~p'Alla 1 - to Itlt. anoth.r flctor in tbil _ 
on. ot the •••• ur ••• nt. that'. ".d. prior to the lover body 
n ••• tlv. pr •• - t •• t 'I • 11.pl. t.p ••••• ur ••••• ur ••• ot 
.rou~d tb. c.lf p.rt of the l.~. And ve vert '0.' - w •••• 
d.cr.a.,. In Chil •••• ur ••• ot po.tfllabt in n •• rly - I think 
In ev.ry crew.an pr.ctlcall, that y. b.v ••••• ured - the flr.t 
•••• ur •• ~nt that v •• Id •• fter ov.r thr •• d.y. of .p.c. fliahc 
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PAO Okay. We're ready to let .tarted. 
That'a a.au.tns that ue have .o~e a~.b.r. of the prese in 
attendance. Okay .. Ah hal ca •• ln the bac~ door ... -

FAO Okay. With UI today ve have lii&ht 
DirectQr Chuck Levi. and alao, with Chuc~, Sy LieheTlott. 
5y II the ~GIL tlllht controller and Iv a110. at other tiae., 
and I lue •• In a lenle today, the ECO" flight controller. 
At this point, I'll turn it. over t.o Chuck for hi •• tatue, and 
then ve'll throw it open for queetiona. 

LEWIS Okay. We encountered a couple of 
proble •• last. night. CBRK 17, for the lalt fev hours, has been 
lndlcat~ng only about two-thirds of ita nor •• 1 output during the 
daylight period. And 1 brought Sy Lieheraott to ansio'er any 
questions vith regard to that. And over the iast couple of 
day" I'v~ been asked several questions with regard of PCGs, 
CBRKs, and battery capacities; so I brought him to help me 
on that. In addition to the CBRK II, the SOSS experi.ent, we 
had several high-voltAge trip offs there. And we've ~eased 
op, ration on that experillient until ve've had a chanc,! to look 
at the data. With regard to flight planning last night, we're 
looking at the so called crew day off, Th~ crev, as I think 
1 reported yesterday, has me~tioned to us that they're vi1ling 
to go ahead and run experi.ent~ on their crew day off. So 
ve're looking at ~hat experiments we might run on Friday. 
And ve haven't .ade that decision completely yet, but that's 
in work. That's baSically it. 

Hicks. 
PAO Okay. Let's take questions. Bruce 

QUERY Chuck, t'11 start with A couple for 
you, What about TV today~ What TV and - You got a good time 
hack on that. by any chance - vhat real time TV during the SIH? 

LEWIS I didn't bring the Flight Plan vith me. 
I think they brin~ a package over here, the execute package, 
and I don't recall the specific times. But there's - As I re
call, there are tva passes over the continental United States, 
",here they have it set up. And I don't remember the times. 

PAO I think, as a matter of fact. Bruce, 
Ooug Ward or one of his people has some precise time hacks 
tl:at you can get. 

QUERY 
te rlls ve can 
teries? 

I vonder if Sy could explain to us, in 
understand very well, the status of all the bat-

LIEBERGOTT Okay. You vant the airlock module 
and the ATK. Okay. Let ae start with the CBRMs, the ATK power 
system. Up till 10:00 o'clock last night, when this anomaly 
started again, vhIch 1'11 g~t to on the C8RH 17, ve had 16 out 
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of 18 b.u.rl .... CaRHa. Anel V,IU p1analo1 our IVA around 
that capability. Of cour •• , with the .no.aly V~ have on 
17. that. k1ad of thuv •• hitch in it. But 1 t.hink we can 
Itlll hanel1. it .11 ri.bt. Th. ano •• 1y on CllM 17 1. lo •• thin. 
t.hat w. saw occur t>ack on day 1. (IU:b1.) 44. atlel - where the 
output wa. not conal ant of the reBulalor at the CaRM, the resu
lator to the load.. And it vent avay by itae1f after about 10 
hOUri. Nov thl. is the kind of proble. that we reaUy can't 
do auch about anyvay. Thi. proble. occurred - atarted occurring 
again laat night about 10100 oclock, at 157:02:55, an~ that 
lIean8 1 t had gone on, I auess, for about 11 hours. Maybe 
it'll go avay by itself again. But it appeara that we do 
have a ahort in - in one of the transiators, upper transistors 
in the regulator of CBaH 17 that would aeea to explain it. 
It's still - There's not auch ve can do about it. Right nov 
we have like tvo-third. of a regulator ve can say during the 
dlY periods. A full re,ulator 12 minute. alter sunaet. tn 
the night periods. Take. ah - This is a function of the 
Voltage into the regulator. When it drops below a certain 
level, apparently the tranaistor breakdovn point is not ex
ceeded, and it starts allowing the regulator to put output full. 
So what ve're planning there is - if it break. cOllplp-tely. we're 
planning to paver d~vn .o.e aore things to take care of that 
for the EVA. And 1 thiak \ole can handle it. So right nov it 
appear. that we have aeea 16 out of 18 CSIMa with a pO.~ibiltty 
of 15 out of 18. And. a. I aaid, I think ve can handle that 
for the EVA pover loada. The ait'lock module power aystea. 
the peG •• we've got - you know. ve've only been able to charge 
pe thaps four PCG batteries. That'l 5. 6. 7. and 8. we've been 
lucceaaful in chargin&. \oIith vhat It.ited aolar par.eI capability 
ve have. PCGs - PCG batteriea 5. 6, and 7 full up. Eight, 
ve've had a proble. with. It's just not getting enough solar 
panel output. And we juat can't get enough output out of 
the charger or keep the charger turned on long enough. So we 
have at least three of the - that gro ... " of four peGs charged I!p 
full - batteries charged up full. fhat's really atlking very 
little output out of those SAS panels that are exposed to the 
sunlight. So at least we have three good - you know, we have 
our maximum paten - capability nov for any eaergency power ve 
might need. That'. what ve've been trying to do with the airlQck 
module pover system in the event, you knov, ve had a major problem 
with the autoaatic trip offa of the CB1Ks like ve've had in 
the paat. None of tho.e auto •• tic trip offl have reoccurred 
aince we got back to 801ar inertial. And ve've got the bat
teries up full" Relative to the capacity, I guess, of the 
CBRM batteries, which 8eess to have been aalted. I gues. ve 
can say of the four batterip.s. vhich art the hot ones that got 
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pitcbed up into tbe Sun, - In fact, ca~~ 17 i. one of t~. 
CB1Kl that valone of the hot CBlKI. 1 IUpPOI. ve can •• y 
w. have Ireat.~ than 10 •• p-hou~ cap.bi1ity out of all but 
theee fou~ that are ope~atina. The •• four, al p~ob.bly ha. 
been reported before, are runnina anywhere from 10 a.p-hour 
capability - 9 a.p houra, 8-1/2 •• p hour.. And enhance W~ -
you know, ve aaid t~e syat.m val dearaded. And thore'. no 
real vay to tell what the capacity, the real capacity, of the 
batterlea are unless you run a - what we call a battery capa
city verification test. And that's where you discharge the 
battery completely. And then charge i~ back up and see hov 
much you get back into it ..... e can't do that. .... e don't plan 
to do that until the end. It wasn't nOllinally planned to do 
,'ntll the end of the mission, just to get a check on the 
b6ttery degradation. If ve get wing lout, we'll gain 
roughly 4000 vatts, vhich, aR has been stated before, viII get 
UI out of the wooda on powe~. And we should be able to do 
a pretty nor.al al8lion. The~e's probably a lot of thing. I 
c.n say, but go ahead. 

QUERY Follow on question here. Then you 
don't know whether or not the other four PCGs in the airlock 
lIodule will work once you get the wing out. And in the event 
that you have some kind of a massive trip off the reg~lators, 
you csn immediately throw on these three airlock module batterie., 
and they will - you think they will work and take over the slack 
If there's a p~oblell? 

LIEBERGOTT Maybe I got confused, or maybe 1 
confused you. The - You know the trip offs, the automatic 
trip o(£s, have been occurring with the CBRMs, okay? And what 
ve're worried about, if we had too many that trip off at ~ne 
tille, at least we would want to make sure the air - what air
lock IIh.dule batteries we hl\d available to u8 were at least full 
up as we could make them for emergency power. And we've been 
trying to ae: omp ~ i sh that, and we've Kot it j Ullt about as full 
as we're going to get it right nov. Now, you said something 
about in the event when we get the SAS, the airlock module. 
the OWS, SAS wtng deployed, it 
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LEWIS You .ald lo •• thinl about in the event vhen 
ve let the SAS - the airlo:k modu~e - the OWS SAt vi", deployed _ 
There i. no re •• on to b.lteve they won't vork - .11 oC the. 
von't vork. You knov, I can't tell you it ViII, but there', no 
rea~on to believe it von't. 

QUElY Back on the CBRM 17, ve're getting two-thirds 
of the regulation during the day and then full reaulatlon power 
out of it 12 mtnutes aCter sunlet. This would indicate to lie 
that the problea with the transistor then I, when you're feeding 
directly frolll the panel into the bua and not Croa the battery, 
in powering ~irect off the battery - the stored power in the 
battery. 18 that -

LEWIS Yeah, I need to give a little aore detail. 
Th2 - during th~ dayti.e the SAS voltage is quite high. You know, 
it'll coae up like at lunrise 60 volts and then kind of peel off 
down to 40 volts as it has to supply aore and aore charging cur
renl. Okay. When the charging is over, It'll trip back to about 
SS - ~O - ~5 volts, when the load is relloved. What happens is 
the hi&her the VOltage, the greater ve have exceeded the breakdown 
point of this transistor more than I, and the 1II0re ve can feed the 
short. Okay. The less and less volt.ge we have available to us, 
the leiS power we can feed to the short, and it does go down. Okay. 
Now during the daytiae the voltage il quite high. It never drops 
belov 40 volts out of the SAS panel. The SAS Is feeding the regu
lator during the daytl~e. During the night the battery feeds 
the regulator. So, consequently, the voltage Is so high, and it 
can really feed this short. because 1t's really forCing the 
transistor .or~ and more into this breakdown region it's in. And 
we can only get a lIIaxlaulI, like two-thirds of its output. Noraally 
it runs about 9 asps, feeding the loads it's feeding; 50 we Jon't 
see any 1II0re than 6 - 6 amps output. During the night lillie _ okay, 
wh~n the battery is feeding the system, feeding the lo~ds, the 
battery voltage to start with is a lot lover. In fact, it's 1ike 
32-1/2 volts to start with. It's quite low relatl~e to the SAS 
panel output. What happens is 12 minutes into daylight _ into the 
night, it's been feeding, you know, 10 amps, and its voltage drops. 
And its voltage - vhen its voltage drops, we noted, to 31.7 VOlts, 
it - the magnitude of the short Is only dovn to about )0 watts. 
And when the voltage drops down to 31.4 volts, this short goes avay. 
So obviously ve're not - we have - that is the point vhere we're 
forCing the transiator into breakdown. So at n1~ht tillle _ at 12 
minutes into night, ve have a full capability. 

QUERY Well, then apparently thp marc VOlls 
you've got feeding In there, the worse your proble~ ia. or the 
wors~ the drain - the short is. Would this then indicate if it 
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dotln'c clear up by itself, as it did bac:k on day lU, that that 
tranaistor c:ould even aet vorae, and you could even have vorae 
proble~8, and the whole thing could 8 0 out on you? 

LEWIS Oh, yes. It could be. That' II r!aht. It 
could be ve could lose this CBRH. And Vhat we're doing there Is 
in our pover analy8i~ aasuming the Wor8t case and assuming that 
for the EVA, which can be a very high power drain on the SY8te., 
that ve should aBSume thst it's not a01ng to be there. So we're 
running tvo analyses: one, it's gOing to be there; the other. 
it's not going to be there. And we think we can POWEr dovn 
8ufficiently to t3ke care of all that. 

QUERY A couple here. Could you just clear up 
for me - when you get the SAS ving hopefully deployed, you 
have no reason to - you have no reason not to assume that you 
will be able to use all eight of those batteries? 

LEWIS That's right. 

QUERY You Simply can't tell at the mOlllent. Is 
this beCAuse you c3n't, In fact, with the low power trickle 
at the lIIoment - you can't feed across to tho~e four? 

LEWIS Right. There's nothing to feed the 
batteries GO we can tell anythihg about the performance. 

~UERY Second part. Could you just outline 
roughly what the syste~s are that require high powe. during 
EVA and rc.ughly what the leve 1 of that is? 

LEWIS Oh, boy, I hadn't gone over that. 
LEWIS Sy, you probably ought to just address 

an addition to. what our normal base line i8 rather than try 
to go back and reconstruct the entire pOl{er profile, 

LEIBERGOTr Well, normally the dayti.e modes are 
rlin around - well, we're maintaining 4,000 watts, no more than 
4,000 watts orbital average and not discharging the batteries 
IIny deeper in the CBRM's than lhe )0 percent. SOl{ What's hap
pening 1s that the EVA due to the additional light ing that is 
required - we're gOint to turn on all the docking lights _ I 
think it's an additional 900 watts - it costs 900 watts to do 
the E\'A, That means we've got to power down by 900 watts in 
order to equalize thints. And we've - the major users of 
power for the EVA are - is the lighting, and to achieve this _ 
of course in the workshop, in the OWS, we can just about _ 
we can shut it down r.:ompletely. Shut all the fans down, all 
the lighting down - you know, just forget it for a few hours. 
There's a lot of things we' \'e had to powe r down, and, yo u know 
like I said, I don't have the 11st here, but we've h.d to ac
count for aboul 900 watts power down, and we've acccmplished 
that. That's a pretty general answer t{ your question. 

QUERY But, generally, the very large item is 
the lighting which you need, bolcause you're going out In the 
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tn lhe ijrat caae in - vell In the nitbt c1.e. and you'll have 
at lea.t one o.her n{aht time pal. pr~u.bly. 

LEIBERCOTT The 8utt coolant vump. an~ the lighting. 
The lighting especially ~a8 th~ bigsest. 

LEWIS That'1 do~king lights he ~entioned and 
al .. o EVA lights. There' .. some EVA lights. 

QUERY While we're on batteries, I had another 
question tl,at isn't exactly related. But I un.JeriHand that the 
manuf6cturin~ - in-space furnace operates on its own battery, 
its own inward pcwer supply - a 500 watt battery. 

LEIBERGOTT Which - repeat your __ 
QUERY The furnace that was built at Marshall 

for experiment has its own power supply separate from either 
the airlock module or the ATM power. Is that right? 

LEIBERGOTT I think that's right. Many of the ex" 
periments have their own batteries that we don't interface 
With at all. 

QUERY Ok~y. That's 500 watt capability. 15 
there any way to use that to aug~ent what you already have on 
the line for - and to recharge it eve~tually? 

LEI8ERGOTT I can't ans~er that question. Obviously 
anytl~e y~u're talking about tapping of the power sourcei, 
,ou're t'llking about splicing into our bundles. And a lot of 
t!mes that's not even possible, because you don't have cables 
available or the wiring runs outside the vehicle and you 
C8n't even get to it without an EVA; so I really can't give you 
4 ~atisfactory answer to your question. 

LEWIS 1 know that that has not been considered. 
aut be reminde.! WI' started the CSM for addit ional power, if w{> 
need ito 

QUE RY 
lCIll, how oIlany watts 

LEIBERGOT1 

How IIIliny - with 
do you lose? 

About 200. 

this new battery prob-

QUERY Was it a total of 200? 1 thought the - If 
the whole thing goes out, b~t what are you losing no~1 Or ar~ 
you losing it? 

LEIBERGOTT Well, right now we have at least tY0-thirds 
of a CSRM, two-thirds c~pability. 

QUERY Las~ night they were talking about half. 
y'all were on .hen "'hen this happened. That's ,..hat the PAO s/lid. 

LEWIS Well, ve ~ay have said, in talking over 
the loop, a half to a third, but it looks like it's closer to a 
third during the daylight period. When we see the drop after 
sunset ~hat 12 minutes I talked about>, it looks like about SO to 
60 percent we're dropping (garble) its output before we get back 
up. 

even 

LE I BERGOTT 
UWIS 

(garble) talked 

That's right. 7hQt's just after sunset. 
That's what I said. For about 12 afnutes 
about just after sunset. 
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QUERY He Wa. talkin, about 112 watt. _ it 
apparently ia not that .uch then that you're 1011ng. 

LEIB£RGOTT Not quite. And I think the output of the 
CBIM is between 20:1 and 2'0, in th .. ~ ranil. 

QUERY Would 100 'latta • wo~ld that be a fair 
number to UI~, or is that Itill too h1ah7 

LEIBERc.:OTT Well, in (garble) aveuge, that'd be the 
worst case - if lie told the .. we 10l't 10\l watts _ worlt case, 
which we can hendle an addltlcnal pover down if lie have to. We 
can handle, 1 think, scraping 3 little bit. uithout going to the 
CS~, t'ie loss of the C8lH, that'a what we're pllnning. 11lean 
the IiOrst case plann~n8 - we're doing It. 

QUERY While you're on the CBRMa - there are 
two CBRHs that are down an~ one that is & little flaky. Is 
thi~ any kind of (garble) I ~ean this i8 ti.e that's pas,ing. 
Are you In the position of worryt~g abouL 1I0re of theae thing8 
going down the drain as time pa$ses? 

LEWIS We'r~ liorried about them all the tille. 
Every minute. Bllt these are different problems now wlch each aile. 

QUEr.y They're different proble.s. but ld there 
~ny kind of slatlstic~l thing coming ur that you can aay, "We're 
apt to bave some kind of proble .. s on two more CBRHs before 
another lDon th it; out" 7 

LEIBERGOTT No, 1 don't think 80. These things 
shoul~ be qualified to last well beyond all three mlS8ions. 

QUEJtY Chuck, r'd like to clarify this _ the power 
available situation - do you say you h~d 4,000 watts available for the daytllle? 

LEWIS Yes, that'~ right. 
QUlRY Total? 
LEWIS It'~ more than that. 
LEWIS We've planned for no mOf£ than 4 _ You 

talking about our operations that exist no.., or has th~ last few 
day!,? we've planned for no more than about 4,000 "Iotts __ 

END OF TAPE 
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SPEAKER It's more than that. 
SPEAKER We planned for no aore than 4 •. you 

talkto@ about our operations as they exist now, or has the 
last fe", days? We planned for no blore th"n about 4,000 
watts 4v~rage, orbital average. We try to maintain our 
loads le·.iS than that. That - there are tiaes when you peak 
above that for a short period of time. but we're talking 
about average. Now, with regard to C8RM 17, lOOKS like 
right now .... e've I(\st 8200 watts perhaps out of that. If 
we lose CBRH completely, wc're talking probably about 250 
watts. Full amOunt of decrease, take from the 4.000 and 
maintain below that average. 

QUERY Yeah, in other ~ords 4,000 is kind of 
your red line so you went below that to give Yourself 
a little pad, and now you've got about 80 watts out of 
that with a (garble) problem. And what is it 10 the 
"tght time? What is your budget in the nighttime? 

SPEAKER It averages - well during the crew 
workday still about 4,000 or less. Okay, we _ but at 
night we're watChing about 3700, 3750 during the sleep period. 

SPEAKER Bruce Hicks. 

QUERY Just before I get too confused here, 
we talking about 4,000 watts is what you have capable or 
4,000 watts is What you're pulling? 

SPEAKER Which you're using _ 
QUERY What havp you got? 
SPEAKER Maybe 4200, ~aybe 43. 
QUERY Okay. 

SPEAKER There's not much margin there. If we 
try to not discharge the batteries too deeply. We're 
trying to maintain, always getting back what we take out, 
plus a lit Ue bit each rev. 

QUERY Okay, lhen if we lost eBR 17 ve'd be 
down a little bit. We'd be down just belo .... 4,000 _ what 
we have to use, and it takes what just to maintain the 
workshop and CSH? I'm talking ~bout in reference to if 
we don't get the SAS Wing out and we - our fuel cells run 
out, we're looking at those last few day's flight of running 
just off of the power from the ATM, can we still maintain 
it without that CBRM; and if so, how much further? How 
many more can we lose and not maintain? 

SPEAKER [ ~uess - and Sy should answer this; we'd 
have to look at what our bare baseline is just to sUpp:>rt 
crell and I think Sy's got _ 

LEIB£RGOTT Well, I haven't ,,"orked with the nU!llbers 
but it occurs to ~e that - probably have to give up the OWS. 
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And you especially have tp see - if you vant to keep the 
CSH there after the cry08 are gone and :he fuel cella 
are gone. Even vith the supply of the C~H, you knov, that's 
at least 900 vatta and is perhaps more accurately 1000 or 
1200 watta. If you're going to ~o that, you've got to give 
up somethin& els~. 

QUERY 
SPEAKER 

It's just like doing 
lot co ge t the EVA. 

That'. Yithout C8R 17 and tbe OWS? 
No, I'd almost say e·/en Io/ith CBRH' 17. 
the EVA. You got to give up an alo/(ul 

QUERY Okay, even if you have that and Yo;.J're 
missing 2 nov y~u've got 16 of them and you don't have 
anymore power, you don't get the SAS wing out and ao forth. 
You're sayi~g ve'd have to give up the OWS and say keep 
at what, the ATK and HDA operatl'8 only? 

SPEAKER Do an AM on - you k~ow, out of 
my - out of Illy scope now. If you had to give up ~he OilS, 
it's obvious that you'd have to do an AM m1ssion. Airlock 
module misslon. HDA ~is8ion. 

SPEA!<ER Yeah, in a elise like that, for example, 
we - if that were the - we got into that 'ituation ve 
could operate the MOA the ArK eXFeliaents and periodically 
go into the OWS {or food, that kind of thin8. This Is 
the kind of thing we l00ked at v~ry early. It's a posslble 
mission alternate. 

SPEAKER 
we'll adjourn. 

END OF TAPE 
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PUDDY Thoae old faal1iar flcea. 
PAO All rishty. let'a get started vith the Change-of-.hift briefing. On ay i.aediate right 11 P~il Shalfer. On his right is Don Puddy, who is the off-going Fll~ht Director, as you knov. And ve eXllect Ileaentarlly to h.ave Dr. Royce Hawkins here. So, while lo.·e are vatting for Dr. Hawkins and vithout any further ado. let' 8 start with 

Don. 
PUDDY Well, let lie start off with lIy favorite tv.> subjecta. First, we've had no additional TACS usage even though ve did have an lREP pass today. Secondly. the teaperature reaained very stable today between 75.8 thil morning and 76.7 this afternoon. so 1 think ve're just about reaching a stabilization point in and around the area that we projected to you a fev days ago. We vent ahead and. as I talked with you last night. ve have continued to charge what we could of the AM batteries. using OWS solar wing-l and ve now have three batteries, that's number 5, 6. and 7, that are essentially up to a 100 percent state of charge. rhe cal rock problem that I talked to you about last night, frail the data we've been able to galn today, looks like it was probably a wind elevation air type proble.. And since these rockets do not have a guidance system, it essentially. was going off the range and had to be destroyed. There vas nothing wrong as far as the scientific peyload package itself was concerned. There was SOIlC mcntion today a6 far as the data that ve had available. And let me clar! fy one poinl: to you. As far a" the VeG or the M-I71 runs, as you vish to call theil, to date VE have had a total of 14 runs. As far as the total nu.ber of these runs that have been reduced froll a pure scientiflc standfoint - this is what we say completes all - is completely smooth data. it has everything in It. every 8q~lggle, such that it meets all of the scientific objectives for PI investigation. We reduced -ve have completely reduced six of these and of course have eight left to go. As far as those that have been reduced to the standpoint where they satisfy the medical requirements, all 14 of those have been looked at and I'. sure you have received information the latter patt of this afternoon tl,at the data that vas done on the Commander today has been reduced and looks good. No p:-oblems. Today we did have EREP pall number five and a 12-mlnutt data tape started over the Idaho Nevada state Itne, came across the Rocky Mountains. and down into the Gulf Coast of Hexico. We were a little disappointed although 1 think we did get some good data, froll the standpoint of cloud cover. and the t('rnadlc activity that was in and around th18 area. \;e got 80ee data there that we didn't anticipate, but we didn't get 80me of the other type of data 
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that v~ had hoped to get over the HATS area, atrlctly (roa tbe 
standpoint of the clear weather atudie.. We did get one of 
our rri.~ data pOinta, hovever, which ia the Shell taver. which 
i. located about 25 a11es off the Calveston coaat. We also 
coapleted 3-1/2 hours today of ATH viewina tiae. Aa I'. sure 
you're very well aWdre. we h~d the H092, H17l run on the Coa
~ander, and an H131 run on the Science Pilot. and this evening 
ve have scheduled as 1 briefed you lalt niaht, an EVA r~viev 
session with the crew between 7:45 local and 8:45 local. And 
that viII occur Over Vanguard, Aacension. and Guam. Looking 
at tomorrow's flight plan, when I talked to you last n1ght 
we were talking about the EVA Simulation bel~8 accoaplished in 
the afternoon time frame. 
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PUDDY - - la.t niahc we ware talkin, about 
the EVA si~ulatlon being acco.pllshed in the afternoon 
tJ.IW frallle. We continued to look at that aOllle 1I0re today. 
And I've ~lected to move that into the 1II0rning tia. fraae. 
[t IS pres~ntly scheduled right now at 14157 Z or 9;S7 in 
the lIIorn lng for a 4 hour period of tiae. There happens to 
be Home TV associated with that. towards the latter part 
of that. [n fact. over the Goldstone Hila area, we have 
ess~ntlall~ 16 .inutes of real-tlme TV that will OCcur 
during that particular EVA simulation. There was a question 
raised. as I understand, about the exact amount of cov~rage 
that we had - ground station coverage that we had during 
this EVA silll. And I ran a quick calculation on that. and 
of the 4, excuae lIIe, of the EVA. Of the it hours total. 
we do have an hour and 13 minutes of that that is over 
ground station coverage. 

SPEAKER Don, I think that slm is only 3 hours long. 
PUDDY Okay, we may have changed it. Phil 

has been working as the off-line Flight Director 
along with Milt Windler. Who will be on console during 
the EV activIties, and he may want to say a fev words or 
answer sOlie of your questions. And let lie also add that 
tomorrow I believe it's scheduled around 2:00 In the 
afternoon, Rusty Schweickart is gOing to come over and 
give y'all a few words as fal aa Some of the details of 
the exact deploYlient procedures that he has worked over 
at the Karshall llilleraion facilIty. Phil, do you have 
anything you vant to add? ~e can open it up to questions. 
Vour choice. I'a through. 

PAO Dr. Hawkins, liollld you like to say 
a Yord or tvo. We've 3lready had the announcement 
over the aIr. SQ, if you bave no further words, we'll 
go with question and ansvers. 

HAW~INS I really don't have anything further 
to add to that. 

PAO Fine. Any questions? 
QUERY I haven't seen the flight plan, I've 

been out • lot today, but I presume that mast all of tomorrow 
and all of Thursday for sure will be devoted to EVA. Will 
they do an7thing else Lomorrow besides - let me rephrase 
that. What else will they do tOlllo~row? 

PUDDY Okay, Phil may have some later in-
formatIon. the latest flight plan 1 have we're 8till carry
ini a 4 hour EVA si. period. COupled with that ve have 
about 2 hours and IS sinutes 01 ATK vieving time. We also 
have an K092 K171 run on the Science Pilot. And ~e have 
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another coaplete nlaht 'ld8 pat. OD the S019 exp e rlaent, 
We allo have Icattered ln there 10m. of the .iae,llaneou. 
housekeep 1n a activitle. aDd loae of the expariment. that w. try to accomp11ah where ve have ahort tiD' block •• the 
H467 type expertment. where ve're lookin, around for the 
crew', co •• eDta on habitability future d'lian of .pace
craft. that type of thina. So, whUe lie are takina out 
a fairly larae block of tta. aseoctated with preparations 
for the EVA. which i, pre,ently scheduled on Thuraday, ve 
certainly are not aoing into a coapletely powered down 
experiaent day. I think ve'll be .ore in that ltae frame 
vhen we get to Thursday. We also have sOllie preprep 01. 

the EVA vhich is scheduled in the afternoon startina around 
21:45 or 6:45 local, and running that for a little over 
an hour and a half. 

SHAFFER That activity at the end of the day 
the hour and a half - When they aay preprep. it i& exactly 
that. Right now VI would intend to get these .uits assembled 
and 8~uared ~way and soae of the gear placed up into the 
airlock area to get ready to go out and do that. It's done 
to speed up the day tomorrow. It's not a one for one 
speedup. The hour and a half we invest tomorrow will not 
take an hour and a half off the time. 

END OF TAPE 
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SHAFFER It'. gotng to speed up the day to-
~orrow. It'. not a on. for one apeed up. The Hou~ and 
a half we tnvest to~orrow will not take an hour and a 
half off the tiae the next day, because It'a not that 
kind cf thing. but tt'll probably take ou the order of 
an hour off of Thursday's work day by this activity here. 

QUERY 00 you have a ti~e on vhen they're 
going to start the EVA activities on Thrusday1 

S"AFF~R Yeah. I thought you ml&h~ be interested 
in tb It, as a matter of fact, so our current ti.eltne for 
Thursday has the crew getting up at the normal tiae. One 
of the prelimlnary plans had them get up a little bit ~arly, 
but that turos out not to really be required. So ve have 
tht!m g~t ting up at the nortaal ttme, about the norlllal poat 
sleep activity and then about two and a half hours of EVA 
prep, where we're getttng serious about going out. Getting 
the final gear stoved and getting suiteG and doing iutegrity 
cheCks anq that sort of thing, with the hatch opening at 
about lS:15 Zulu. That's just before sunset,but we will 
spend that night pass bringing some of the gear ~utstde 
using thE ArM lights and the dockiot lights to light the 
work area and getting ready to go down onto the SAS beam to 
~n the work. Sunride will Occur at about 16:1) and we 
should ~e ready to translate on around in the final work 
area, whu:h is for the EV 2, the guy that does not go out 
on the wiLg. His final work area for this purpose is the 
base of th,' discone. And they take the tools that are _ 
had their i~nal assembly ou~side the spa~ecraft, becau&e 
of their 5i!I!, and we vould expect the beam to be out on 
the order 01 16:45 to 17:00 Zulu. Sunset will O~cur 10 
to 25 minutes after the beam is out. They will have trans
ferred back to the area of the airlock before the Sun goes 
down. And 'o'e intend at this point to spend that night 
pass working on the ATM, fixing the S054 door, getting it 
pinned open, and changing out the 5082A camera that does 
not eppear to be working correctly. Sunrise will OCcur at 
about 17:46 and we would begin parasol iospe~tion and some 
TV there, Which will be - I believe some of it's live ana 
certainly it will be recorded. At the end of that dayslde 
pass we would be back in the spacecraft with all of our 
equlpme~ts and in the process of buttoning up. 

QUERY A couple of questions. The beam viII 
be out, you say, 16:45-17:451 

SHAFFER 16:45 to 17:00. 
QUERY I see, and will they be in communication 

with the ground at that time? 
PUDDY The coverage is not very good 1n this 
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• time fra.e. It'a very .uch the .a.e coveraae that 
ve had t~r the SBVA, ~ctu.llYt it', the Vanauar4 _ Havaii 
kind of thing. The ffrat vart of lt .ay be falrly good, 
but itta reslly not very 1004. 

PUOOY 1 can give you • few eore det~il.d 
tiaes on that. It looks like we have Vanluard fro. essent
tally 16:37 through 16:43 and we don't pick up tb, Vanluard 
as Phil ha. just po'~ted out until 16:54, vhen we have a 5 aln
ute pass there. So, it kind of over1api on either lide of it. 

QUERY Will this TV that you're talking about, 
viII the camera be outside the apacecraft or viII that TV be (garble)? 

SHAFFER You're talking about the parasol in-
spection? Yea, at this point in ti.e, that c •• era will be 
handheld by EV 2, vhich I guess is no.lnal1y Joe Xerwin. 
It will be handheld and he will be up on the ATM truss so 
they down on the parasol and the wing and _ 

END OF TAPE 
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SHArPER - .0 they down on the para.ol. and the vina and - -
QUBRY At the ••• e tlae th~ TV vill be Ihowlna the vina If it doel deploy? 
SHAFrER Well. he'll be doina a lurvey. Okay. and if the vina I, out and llahted. X would a.sum, ~e would .ee that - that ve'll certainly aee thft para.ol •• ~d whatever el.e 1. of intereat froa that vantaae point. 
QUERY Don, have you gotten any lnfor.ation yet froa Harshall pertaining to studt.s of the p.rasol'. aaterial? Row long it might la8t. vhether or not you utaht have to -during chi. alslion put up the tvin booa froa Harshall? PUDDY No, I don't think there's been any additional lnfor •• tlon. As Phil has pOinted out, one of the things ve're doing ia taking a look at the parasol. iight now. again based pri.arily on thermal data and the data that ve're trying to aiaul.te aa far aa ther.al cycling of the particular aaterial that the parasol i8 .ade of - right nev we have no indication that ve're going to run into any probleaa. Of course, ve are prepared to deploy the other device if that need should arise. We certainly won't leave the spacecraft If there's any problem aseociatp.d with it. 
QUERY Dr. Hawkins, are you thoroughly sltisfied - are your colleagues satisfied that Pete Is okay and fine and that he should go? 
HAWKINS Yes, we feel very coafortable with what ve saw from today's 
QUERY 

were absolutely none 
HAWKINS 
QUERY 

to that gave the - -

run. 
Do I understand that in today's run there 
of these irregularities at all? 
Absolutely none. 
Then what do you contribute the first run 

HAWKINS Well, like I said this afternoon, 1 feel like that they had a lot of other para.eters acting upon the crew at th't first run on day-4 the 29th of Kay of thermal stress as ~ell as fatigue. How much of one or the other, you know, really enters into this thing. It's hard to say. but I thlnk they're - I think no doubt they do contribute to 80me of this. 
PUDOY . have one question that has been passed to me. Let me answer it before I forget it. As far as the EVA sl.ulation which will occur toaorrow, the TV coverage fro. that is not VTR. It is real-tiae TV. It Is ~cheduled ·tQ occur over the Goldstone-Texas area. I believe the total ti.e on that 1s around 16 alnutes - excuse ae - Goldstone Hil.. It'. about 16 minutes a~d it occurs right at - just shortly after noon, local time. 
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Ed did you have ~ question? 
Oka.,. We ahould end it there, then. Thtnk 

That guy r1aht there - he needs loaebod., 
.e c:h ani c:a. 

Thank you, Don. 
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SPE~!R You aot one cumins? Okay, flne. Thank you. Okay, you're ready any tim. we' ~e teady to atart. SPBAKER Okay, we're ~eady to let etarted. Ve have with ua this afternoun Dr. ~n,ce Hawklnl, and I'll turn It over at this time to Dr. Hawk!n., who I - I believe ha. a short opening .tateD~nt. 
HAWKINS Ok"y, thafl.ka. 1 gue •• the - n.e thinl; that really has precipitated this meetina this afternoon was the fact that Pete had asked for ~ private coam this 1II0rning. A •• aatter of fact, i vas on my way over, as .any of you prob4bly recall, when this came 6bout • And we were scheduled to aect with you an~ glvn you aOQethlng,r a rundown upon wbat the .edical experiments have ahown to date and con'!entrate on, ajledUcally, [ne HOJi2 and 171 data. And Dr. Johnson vaa to accompany me. I believe Jack King told me he vea going to try to reachedule that tomorrov morning and continue with that. This - this private comlll this 1I0rni.ng really developed over, I think, a misunderstandlnt on the part of the - of the crew over aome information that was relayed to them last night during the private ~edic~l conference. Now I'll have to go back and to the 8t~rt and try to recap sOlie of this for you in chronological history. The - the coaaander. Pete Conrad, firat - made his first run with the H092 171 on the 29th of Hay. Now, this was -for the 1II0St part was - was in the dark. And, aa you knov. ve don't see real tille data too often. There's only one or two passes through the 24 hour period that really give us a fairly accurate continous type of coverage. So that you depend upon the dump data coming down. ~ell, as you probably also know, ve've been having considerable difficulty in get t ing a lot of the data in frol.ll the du.ps. \(e have, in fact, even lost sOl.lle of thoae dumps, portions of it. And I don't think we fully yet understand exactly what .11 the problelD& are, although this is illlproving. And the time interval betveen the dumps and the retrieval of that within HSMCC and viewing of that data is improving. On that first run, you'll recall that this WB6 done at n.e time when the temperatures were still elevated up in the 80'5, high 80's. The crew had been through sOlie rather strenuous fatiguing periods during that activation period and sampling and activation of the OIlS. And at that tll11e, when we got the data back from the HO - Hl7l run on Pete, we did see som~ pre~ature ventricular contractions. Now. this in itself doesn't really alarm anyone as long as you don't have excessive numbers or coupling of these PVC's. And ve have in - in a matter of fact, seen PVC's in Pete Conrad prior to the mission as we have In - -
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HAWKINS - and Pete Conrad prior to the _18810n, 
•• we have in lote of our crewmen in the paet. In fact, 
probably everyone of u. here In tb{~ roo. thraw occaalonal 
pre.at~~4 ventricular contraction., So •• of theae are _ you 
.ay be .~ar. of, and other. you mer not be aware of. All 
right, thi8 then Vaa 72 hours pIa. b~fore that information 
v •• even available to U.. And even at that t1.e then ve did 
experience som. a&ta dropout. and we vere not able to Com
pletely analYle the entire tapes for 1t8 full continuity. 
The cardiologi.t, the principal investigaton .. they have 
been looking at this. Their initial 1.pre.si~n was that this 
Is of no medical significance. We felt that it va. definitely 
80mething that you should expect under the environmental con
ditions and all at that time. It's certainly explainable, 
and had no i~.ediate medical significance vhat,oever. And 
it's one data pOint, and obViously, you're _ vith anything 
of this nature" you vould like to verify it. If you had 
the. in a laboratory. you'd turn him around and run hiu again. 
just to say yeah this i. definitely there and no problplII. Or if 
it was a problem, you'd identify it. Nov, Pete was t~en 
scheduled for the next K072/171 run today. No~ th~s then 
ve ve re ext re II!f ly anllio us to see, simply JJe cause ve had tleen 
the premature ventricular cantraction p~iQr to flight as well 
as during his fi rat run. And ve certainly. in light of going 
to EVA, ve obviously Vant to know everything we C8n about hi •. 
And certainly if there 18 - should be a problem, ve vould vant 
to kllov about it. And that's again the reacol] for Q~klng 
Sure that ve dld get it in betore - prior to the EVA itself. 
I t vas s c he d u led to day. a s a III at t c r 0 f f .. c; t • H 0\1. be for ~ 
you ask me, 4 haven't yet seen that data. We have not _ it 
was ducpeu and it viII be coming b~ck to us over the ground 
links. Nov, I think that pretty veIl, ao best 1 can at the 
mom?llt. lln~·way. try to Sum it all u" Cor y~t;. 

QUERY Tvo questions. First of all. \oIhat is 
a pre~ature ventricular contractio~ in slmple laym~n's term~. 
We all have hearts and Sort of - Secondly. vhat \las j t you 
said last night in the private medlcal c~nversation that seemed 
to lead to this misunderstanding on Conrad!s part. 

HAWKINS .... ell. PVC, a premature ventricular 
contraction. is a contraction of the heart muacle _ the larger 
chambers of the heart, contyacting prematurely, or earlier 
than they should, if the impulsa - stiaulus originates at 
the normal sinus node up In the auricles, the upper challbers, 
and comes dovn. This 1s just a nev fOCi of sti.ulus, 
before the stimulus originates and it Initiates at just an 
earlier contraction of vhat vould oth~rvise be normal. 

QUERY No,", you said t~,at we've all had th.em _ 
or lIay have had them sometime. Do you knoW' it? Hov would 
you knov it? Would you feel some quiver or so~ething? 
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HAWKINS So .. people delc~ib. thea at he.~t 
.k1pping a beat, which 1. the - or a palpitation or a flip 
flop of the hea~t, the •• are 80a. COIII.on ty!'e of terlls t"at people use. 

about 
thing 
don't 

QUERY Ie the re a case - you said 
if it had been BUcceaslve or if there had 
called couplin8 that thst would have been 
understand that. 

sOliething 
been 801le

se rlou!>. I 

HAWKINS Well, let me say pre.ature of Ventrl~u_ la~ contractions or arrhythmias, and then you've 80t ~ vhole 
gallon of arrhythmias and PVCs are cO.llon. 

END OF TAPE 
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HAWKINS contraction. or arrhythaia. and then )OU'v. got a whole gamut of arr~ythala& and PVC'a Are co •• on. So are PAC'e premature auricular con~,~etiona. All it a.ana 1_ that you have a nev foci of stimulu8 and that can shift around and appear other than in tha ainus node where noraelly the iapulse originates. H~v v~en you get beyond t~ia point then you get into arrhythwiaa which take on ~ore .edi~.l significance. And this we call the coupling where you get them paired or you Ket a whole run of them occurring well then you becoae aore concerned about that arrhythmias. This is what ve were referrini! to. 
QUERY The second part of my que.tlo~ was vhat was it you said - or that wa& said on the medical conversation last nIght that led to the misunderstand? HAWKINS The - Now it was de c1ded ai te r reviewing the data and the PIs had had a chance to look at this and massage it over the few days now since they received the data and in addition of trying to get more of tt, you know, froll the tape dumps that had been delayed or lost - delayed really, 1 think. They then felt still as their initial reaction that this i8 of no medical significance. However, we feel that we should relate this information to our on board physician and give him full benefit Qf all the knowledge ve have cn the ground In view of the fact thst this would be Pete's second run today. And so that was passed up to them last night. Nov that - what I say I think that Pete overreacted to (garble). QUERY Well, I have several questions and you just brought up another one. Was it last night the very first time that Pete was aware of the PVC, other than what he might have felt was the first official notice of it? HAWKINS Yes, he's had no symptoms - subjective symptoms of it. Now this is the first k~owledge, yes. QUERY And concerning the conference today did Dr. Kraft call you into the conference and were you 1n (rom the very beginning of the conference? HAWKINS Yes, I was. QUERY Did he call you in? HAWKINS Yes, he called me In. PAO Do you havE' one lIore question? Let's take one ~ore from Hanks Qnd then we'll go around the roolll. QUERY And one more, we've asked before conditions of the crew. any problell" and so forth and we've never been informed of this. I'm curious why we haven't and are there any more things like this that you might want to tell us nov? HAWKINS Well, I expected that question because really you know we have told you that from the crew health standpoint they are in excellent shape and this is true. 
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)fow Lb1. h not - thh 18 not an UIn.... It'. a physioloaical 
fineUal which a., I •• " can happen to In)' ')1 U8. And cer
t~tnl, )'ou put under val),in, dUlree. 01 .tra •• )'ou could pre
cipitate 80ae of thes.. Nov th1a 1a reall), a ~at. point within 
the --aperi •• nt iUelf reaUy anQ 1 don't - I didnlt attach 
any .1&nilicanc8 to this. Obviously froe an operationel stand
point vhen )'ou' ce goina to subject _.n to further .tre~. and 
certainly EVA you'd like to have a cbanc. to r~-evaluate what 
1. - what bi. phY.iolo~lcal respona.s are. None. 

QUERY Well. if and wben you get the results of 
this laat run and he continues to show the.e PVC'. what would 
be your recoa.endation as far as hi. takin, pgrt in the EVA i, concerned? 

HAWUNS \o(ell, Jill, I think the - if we see nothing 
aore. you know, than what we have seen I don't think. we're 
gOing to alter the courae of events at all. You eight van t 
to llalt the work load that he would - might have to under
take if, in fact, yeu did receive recurcences of these at 
the a a x tl ear t rat e 8 t hat _ 

END OF TAPE 
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HAWKINS - - tt, in fact. you did receive recurrences 
of these at the ~ax heart rates that ve ~av under the 
stress of the exaaination. but a8 long as it. nothing more 
than what we've seen, certainly we pres, on. We viII have 
the crew instruaented with the operational bio instrumentation 
system and we viII have the. under observation. We can 
carefully monitor the •• 

QUERY How .any contractions did he have and 
hov i8 hi' experience different from Scott and Irw1ns 
experience. on the IS? 

HAWKINS Well, it looked like, frolll the best 
we could [ell, and remember there were some data dropout 
pOints there, that he was experiencing about one PVC in 
about eV£ry six or seven beats. And this was over, just 
over, a little over a minute duratioi of that maximum work 
load. Step level three, they call it. 

HAWKINS And how did it differ frQa IS? All 
right, in 15 we did see SOllie Coupling by GPomini rhythmg with 
IrWin. Jim Irwin. And this is what I was relating to 
awhile ago, that "'e feel takes on more significance, 
certainly, than any pves or PA(;s. Now, with Dave Scott, we 
did see, and we saw other PVCs with Jill too, other than 
the bi-Ce'lini run. If you will recall. And with Dave 
we did see Some premature auricular contractions. I don't 
recall that we saw sny PVCs. Eia, I think, were all origin
ating up there, but they were isolated. Single isolated 
type of things, and not in duration or frequency, 1 
think it would be coughly about the same for the time period that we saw his. 

QUERY But we still haven't had any explanation 
at all of why Conrad, in the words of the official statement 
should have been upset. He must have been told something 
last night, perhaps it might be doubtful wheth£r he was 
fit enough to do the Space walk. 

HAWKINS I think - I think he felt that really 
we were overly concerned on the ground, which Is really not 
the case. And that's really - it was a _ it was explained 
to hJm st.raight forlorard, and as I said, we wanted Joe to _ and 
Pete to, to understand that this had occurred and to know 
just exactly What it was and the words were even said that 
we have no concern over this, but we want you to be aware 
of it In light of your repeating the e~a.ination tOllorrow. 
which he did today, And I can't interpret it any other way 
than he just got the feeling for some reason or other that 
we were overly concerned, and I guess it was just. break 
down in our communications, Or poor Coamunicatlon of that 
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we were overly concerned, and I guess it was just. break 
down in our communications, Or poor Coamunicatlon of that 
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information. And I waln't re.11y aWa _ that that extlted 
until toda,. really. But, it did upaethia. To think 
that we would. you know. bo over1, concerned. becau.e 
he was feeling fine. Subjectively he'. had no proble.a 
and Joe Kerwin confir •• that. He feela that h.'a par
formed beautifully and he haa n,· oblerved anything Wrong upatairs. either. 

QUERY Will we be informed promptly of the 
results of today. testa when you have the infor •• tion. 

HAWKINS You sure will. Aa I said earlier 
we were planning on giving you a kind of rundown on all 
of this this morning, 1n a lIore orderly lIanner. We're 
really just getting to a point in tille Where we're be
gtnning to get Scme data tn hand that we can begin to 
talk to, and then this hit, 80 it has delayed it. We 
will obviously gtve you the qUick look report on 
anything that we gt!t from the dump. 

END OF TAPE 
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HAWKINS We will obvioualy Sive you the quick look 
report on anything that we get froa the duap. 

QUERY How about in the future if you see more 
PVC. in any of the crewmen, viII we be told then? 

HAWKINS Well. I guess in lilht of the iDtere&t generat~d here I'd say yes. Now it's Just goe8 back to What 
we've talked about here, you know, when this was first iden
tified the PI's - the cardiologists in talking with us and 
We with the. did not feel that this was of any significance 
and they weren't that concerned - They felt lIke it needed to be flaggfd or anything. 

QUERY Dr. then this can't be monitored in real time by the observer, monitoring experiment? 

HAWKINS No it (annot. This is another point why 
the message - why we did feel that we needed to let hi. know. 
Now if Joe had had the same capability onboar~ to monitor the 
vectorcardiogram - electrocardiogram then he would have already 
had this knowledge but he doesn't have that capability and 
so We obviously felt in all due respect to our ground sup-
port people and him the crew that we needed to relate that 
to them, give them every bit of knowledge that we have. And 
that Was the agreement that we had had from the beginning. 

QUERY Well, but if this condition did develop 
a COupling conditioning or something like that. Is this some
thing that an experienced observer like Kerwin could Spot 
without monitoring equipment and provide SOme kind of treat
ment, stop the experiment there or provide some kind of treat
ment and let you people know right away. 

HAWKINS Well, I think if you got to that POint, 
yOu know that type of arrhythmia. then I think that you would 
have some subjective feelings on the part of the subject him
self, which, yes, Joe could listen to his heart, he Could 
check his pulSe, and you can detect arrhyth~la by just the 
;ulse wave. A~d 60 he has that obViously, as a backup. Now 
he's not normally, you know, monitoring in that manner. though. 
But he obviously Would resort to that type of monitoring if 
there was indication the subject was not doing right. 

QUERY Why couldn't you have monitored them today on this run? 

HAWKINS I think, well, I don't know that KerWin 
kept his finger right on the pulse of the subject throughout 
that run. However. they did state that they had no proble •. 
That Pete felt great all the way through it and Joe observed 
no 111 e!fects or deviations from normal. Itls kind of the vay they put it. 

PAO Arthur Hill. 

QUERY You mentioned YOU've had some trouble 
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collecting data, I'. vondl~ing if you can live UI en elti.etl 
al to ho~ much of the oriainal data that you had intende4 to 
,It you have in fact gott8n and What you'~e .18.

in
8 and how much ere you ate'ing1 

HAWKINS I don't whether I've got all thlt infor.a_ 
tion at my fingertips, really, Let', S$e there's _ I think 
we've lost bits and pieces out of - I think three of the four 
of sleep studiea. I think we've lost one HO-71 fun, I think 
that has not been recovered as yet, and we've lost _ drop-outs, 
where we've lost bits and pieces, although the whole data is 
there somewhere, but when you get the thtng finally pulled 
together, you've 108t some time. Now as I say. those problems 
are being worked - th~y're on top of them and I think things 
are definitely improving. I'd have to 20 back and review all 
of our drop-outs and all that to give you. full anawer on it. 

QUERY Well, are you saying that £Ventually you will get all this data together or do you feel that __ 
HAWKINS I think thLt it's all there. It may _ Some of it still be at the ground station __ 

END OF TAPE 
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QUERY - - and eventually you will get all thl, data together 01 do you feel that __ 
HAWKINS I think it's all there. It •• y _ 

loae of It be at the ground atation, ree:.lving station, 
and we aay be having trouble getting it beck into the Kee. 
Soae of 1t .ay within the internal workings of the 
KCe. I don't know really. I'll not really the guy to talk 
to that. You ought to have BUI Tendal here to talk to you. 

QUERY 
you se t for 
far? 

Do you know what the medical 80als 
Skylab have in any way been compromised thus 

HAWKINS 
so yet. 

PAO 
QUERY 

or agents onboard? 
HAWKINS 

the - -

1 don't think 90. No, 1 don't think 

Jerry Bishop. 
Are there any antt-arrhythmia drugs 

Yes there are. We WQuid be - we have 

QUERY SO it wss an emergency thing that you'd thought about before so~ebody _ 

HAWKINS Yes, we put these on, as a .atter of 
fact, after Apollo 15. They are still aboard. 

PAO Huntsville Times there. 
QUERY Doctor, when do you expect to have 

the telemetry data down on this on the Commander's run today? 
And once you get it, how long viII you need to assess it1 
i'nd if you don't get any information at all, will you rec
ommend the EVA be held up until you do get it1 

JPEAKER Well, I think - to answer the first 
part of that, 1 think we're going to hopefully have this 
data in our hands within 8 hours. No, it Could be as Cluch 
as 24 hours. That's what - it's almost been Cut down from 
that first day that \Ie ran Pete, from about 72 hours before 
we got the data here to now about 24 hours. I guess where 
they're really pressing to get it in here, they're goIng 
to beat that time. So, hopefully we would have it today 
Within no more than an 8 hour period, elapsed. The analysis 
of it, here again, depends on the quality 88 to really how 
good the analysis is. So far the data we've gotten back 
is of good quality. And I Certainly hope and expecl that 
this Would be - - Now if we don't get any back, then we're 
going to have to use the onboard observations of the onboard 
phYSiCian, and the crewmen to give us so~e aSSistance In 
reaching the deciSion regard'ng the EVA activity. 

PAO Jim Xalony. 
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QUEIY You anewered my first question about 
if you don't get any data back. But, 1 was wondering 
hov you got in pn the conversation. The air to ground. 
if I heard it correctly. only .. ked for Cris Kraft. 1 
Vaa wondering how you got the word that this wae a .edical 
p roble.? 

SPEAKER Well Jim, I'. trying to think how 
the thing really callie about. Pete asked for this just prior 
to the run of the K17I. And we had had. delay, we'd had a 
delay in getting that run accomplished, and we had asked 
that it be donp. prior - we'd asked that it be done over the 
station passes vh~ce - and it was set up auch whe~e you 
would have re.1· time monitoring throughout most of your 
92, 111 run. Nov ve asked for this because, in view of 
the EVA coming up day a~ter tomorroY and the fact that 
ve h&ve had Significant delaya in retrieving data from the 
Centers, we were anxious to get as much real-time data 
8lJ ve could. Nov it vas right at this time that Pete asked 
for the private comm and some of the flight director I believe 
and maybe the Cspcoa felt that - - \lell first let me say 
th~re vas a delay. The~ had to go back and repeat a cal 
in the 92. That put them a little behind. And as such 
they were not going to get - be over all stations during the 
entire 171 run. And - -

END OF TAPE 
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HAWKINS - and such they wcre not gOin8 to get the 
overall, yOu know, all stations during the entire 171 run, and 
so they (elt like that to live up to the instruction that had 
been previously telemetered up to thea the night before or 
earlier that gorning that this would definitely caule a del~y 
and thus igpact SOlie of lh~ EREP studi8s that vere to follow. 
Nov, I think that thia wali an intrepretation of the ground's 
part that this was vhat it Vas re16ted to and that tl-.. I:y vere 
upset and warted to talk about whether that wa. a hard con
straint that they had to delay that or could they press on. 
As a ED a t t e r - a Ii itt u rn e d 0 u t t hat Vas not the i S 8 U e, rea 11 y • 

QUERY 1 mean did Puddy. or Kreft. or Schneider, 
or somebody sai~ Doctor, we think that the Commander wants you in on this or __ 

HAWKINS Dr. Kraft asked lie to Join them as he did 
Hr. Slayton, and Hr. Schneider, and Hr. Puddy. 

PAO Bruce Hicks 
QUERY Back to our question, Jill _ touched on 

e arlie r. You've said that 1 ( you so Ive coupl ing and other 
problems, you might have to reconSider Some things and you 
also made the comment if you saw more PVC's you'd be 
a little bit concerned. If you saw aore PVC's In the day's 
run and It seems like one every Six or seven beats Is a lot, 
even over 8 minute period. That's 14 to 17 p.rcent of the 
tIllie, you got a problell. Wo-,Id you recommend that Pete not 
be the man to go out and Wor~ on the wing, but a.ybe the guy 
that stayed back in the hatch because the workload Would be 
lighter? You said you'd have to lighten the workload maybe. 

HAWKINS Yeah, I think that that' 8 what you would 
definitely caution him about and say look you know, if we 
seE' that you're encroaching upon these It.lts _ 160 above 
heart rates we're going to slow you down. Now, we've not 
seen any of this below those heart rate levels and these were 
under stress. These were under maxiculII workload stress and 
I'm not sure that he would even approach this in the EVA 
activity. He shouldn't. 

QllERY Well, that didn't quite hit on it. What 
I'm asking Is okay, you slow him down if he h~ppens to be the 
guy out there, but Would you reco •• end beforchar.d if you 
saw the PVC's again todaV, that he not be th .. one to go Ollt and pry on the strap. 

HAWKINS If 1 saw nothing 1II0re than what we've seen 
then I Would not hesitate to let hi. proceed. The only thIng 
I said was that we mIght Wlnd up plaCing some li.its on the 
lIIax workloads that we'd like to see hi. undertake. 

PAO John Wilford. 

QUERY How long Was he on the ergo~eter, and what 
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vaa hil heart rate at the time that .i~ or e.ven baats _ one 
every 8ix or eeven beate out of vhat - ISO, 160 or __ 

HAWKINS He vae kicking otf at about 160, 64, 6S 
beata per 8inute at that range. 

QUERY Hov 10n~ VI. he on the ergoaeter? 
HAWKINS Well the ateps Ire run S-.lnute inter-

vals - duration., At the lover level, middle level. Ind then 
the .ax level. Three l~vel8 of workload, 80 a total of IS 
ainutes. They move one - from one level into the next one and 
then you have a recovery period. And this va. durtng the 
third level, and by the vay, that vas not run for a full S 
minutes, either. An~ Y.erw!n felt that prior to the run that 
he was gOin& to lia~t that because of th~ fact they had been 
under the heat .tr~ •• of the hi,h elevationa in the teapera
tures in the cabir end the other heavy activity that they had 
been under. So i~ vas only run for 3 minutes. 

QUERY Did Conrad say anything in the private 
conversation to indicate that he felt the heart skipping a beat 
or that he - vhat I'm getting at - is there anyway that Conrad 

- if he goes out on the EVA he would have .ome varning .y.tem 
in hi. heart to know that - golly I've gotten that aame PVC, I'd 
better slov down - something to indicate that? 

HAWKlNS Well, no, he he, not .aid that he felt any-
thing and I honestly can't say whether he va. _ v.a 

END OF TAPE 
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HAWKINS haa not said that he felt any-
thing. And I honestly can't say whether he val lubjectively 
aware of any of those or not. It'. pOllibl. that he could 
be, and it's poslible that he would not be, because as t 
laid earlier, lIost people have experienced thea, a lot of 
people have had thea ~nd never known it. 

QUERY I wanted to see if I could understand 
the physiology correctly. Do both ~entrlclel contract 
prematurely before they are filled complrtely with blood, 
thto idea - -

HAWKINS It depends on where in the cycle 
that that illvulse originates you see. Now thele appeared 
low in the recovery phase, so that you would not consider 
this to be significant had it occurred back in the early 
recovery phases of the heart. Yes, yes. But you might 
have less filling than what you would under a normal system, 
that;s true. 

QUERY And if it goes into a full arrhyth~Ia 
whst are the consequences? 

HAWKINS Then you could have marked reduced 
output of your blood. 

QUERY If 1 understood you correctly, you 
figure it's going to take sbout 8 hours to get this informa
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HAWKINS We should h&vb, we should have 
fairly decent visibility I think. We will be full. 

QUERY Yes, but if his heart rate starts 
going up to 160 rate yOu were talking about beiore. before 
LOS you Would probably throw a caution on hi. before you 
went out of communication. 

HAWKINS Yes. I think we would. We Would 
give hi. some indication of what he is doing. It's a data 
feedback to the man. to assist hi ... 

PAO Any further questions? No further 
questions. One further question froDt Mr. Kalony. 

QUERY Do you recall if Jim IrWin had thes~ PVCs prior to his heart attack? 

HAWKINS Jim, yes. We have seen PVCs in Jim 
prior to his miSSion. I've seen them personally in Some 
of the chamber runs. These were always of a iSolated nature. 
We've, as I say. we've seen them in other crewmen as well. 
he's not the only one. And it's just no, you know that 
uncommon. And it isn't that significant in itself, that 
you get, you know, you get that alarmed or worried about it. 

QUERY Roughly how many astronaut~ have had these PVCs 1n the __ ? 

HAWKINS Oh. I don't, I don't have an offhand number. 

QUERY t~tal, in other words is it 75 percent of all those men? 

HAWKINS Oh, I don't think that - _ well I cOI!ld 
say probably. we've probably seen it in at least )0 01' 

40 percent of them that we've ob&erved. But, this d<>esn't 
say that they have had the~ at times when you weren't 
observing them either, see. That's the other thing. 

PAO No other qu~stions, we adjourn. 
END OF V.PE 
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HAWKINS - aa ve vere breaking uP. Jack Xing just 
gOt a call and - fro~ HiGaion Control Center over there _ to 
tell us that they have got the data into the Center fro. 
Pete's MIll run, but it'll be probably a couple of hours be
fore they get the thing run through the co~puter aYltem 
and ve get a look ~t it, but they think it's cood, So we'll 
let you knov what the results of that la. 

QUERY You think the data's good, or the run vas good? 

SPEAKER That'll be the fastest you 
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PAO Good lIornln8. Agdn, this lIoming, 
we have flight Director, Chuck Levis, who will give us a SumMary 
of the vehicle status during the night, and then take your 
questions. Chuck. 

LEWIS Okay. Start with tellperatures. See. 
to start with that most every time. There's been only a slight 
decrease in the temperatures since yesterday. The average 
SIS t ellpe rature in the OWS "IS. 8, filt! tellpe rature 79.7, and 
food 79 degrees. We had ~ne anomaly or possible problea, 
last night, with RATE GYRO 3 in the Y-axis. We noticed when 
we have power on it and the wheel's inhibited, w~ had an 
oscillating output, off-scale 2 to 3 cycles per second. 
However, when we've got the pcw~r on and the wheel enabled, 
the output looks fine. So that's in Work. And maybe more on 
that later today. In addition to chat, what we did primarily on 
my shift was work in more detail on the Wednesday and Thrusday 
flight plans. Wednesday being the day prior to our planned EVA. 
Of c~urse, Thursday, the EllA. About the only change there is 
that ~e moved the EVA simulation time for the crew up to the 
Wednesday mo rning, instead of the afte [:loon. that was done 
primarily to give ~s better network coverage. And, of course, 
the EVA on Thursday, if ~e decide to fInally go Thrusday, ~e 
have 4 h"urs vf prep time after the cre~'s eaten and then 
we start the EVA promptly, approximately 1600 Zulu, on Thursday. 
And that's basIcally the summary of the work last night. 

PAD Arthur. 
QUERY How about going through the way the 

EVA works, for us. 

LEIHS .... ell. I caro't do that, because they've 
got an off-console team working the actual procedures and 
time line. I can just give you, basical2y the blocks of time 
we allocate in the Flight Plan for the specific procedures and 
time line. I,'ednesday mOi'ning, baSically, we've got 3 hours 
set asJde for the crew to work with the procedural updates 
we're giving them checklist changes, probably some prep work, 
on special configuring for the SAS deploy. In the 
afternoon we've set aside an additional 1-1/2 hours for the 
crewman for EllA prep work. And then Thursday morning ~e'll 
probably wake the crew up about a half hour early, give 
them about an ,"·our vld a half for eating and personal hygiene. 
Then they'll start out a four hour preparation period before 
till' 1600 GMT. We' b"sed, you know, established about 4 hours 
on the EVA. That may be a little long, but we've given it 
that ilIuch time for thl! pre liminary planning. And after that, 
they go on to a couple of hout'8 of post EVA work. That puts 
them up to their presleep - normal presleep period. 

QUERY Let me go through that again, 3 hours 
on filA. 3 hours prep, 4 hout's dOing, 2 hours post, Is that 
the way you've got it? 
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Tl.e: 09:11 CDT, 12~14~11 GMT 
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LEWIS ~n the EVA day, it's 4 hours prev, the 
EVA, and 2 hours post EVA. And we'v .. scheduled about 4 houra 
for the actual EVA, I don't think it'll take that lona, but _ 
And when we get the ttae line better defln~~. I think that'. 
being worked again today, in & lot of detatl, that could 
be decreased 80~e. 

QUERY Is there plana foJr TV during the SIMa? 
LEWIS We do Itave it set up. We changed, like 

I said, to the morning so we would have good connaissanee 
coverage. 'Ih!!rt may be an operational requireJaent for the 
TV. If there is, we'll be able to get .. ome. And I say opera-
tional - if the crew - and we are Jiscussing a particular 
problem, and that we thinl< that Visual aid \oIQuld be benefIcial. 
then we may schedule it so we can have the TV dv~iiable to us. 

QUERY The EVA lime, starting at 1000 GXT 
on Thursday, that 4 hour timeblock, what kind of coverage 
have you got during that? 

LEWIS Fi rst :2 hours, as uur - just a minute 
1 lZlay ha'le a time line, that I can look at. The first hour 
\oIe're - we've got a gOod continental Vnited States pass. And 
at about 1800 we have another 1lmlt~d contineLtal pass. That's 
Gold~tone and Texas. And after that, we're 0:£ the network. 
As a matter of fac:t, only thing 'we got left, we've got a part of a Goldstone pass. 

QUERY I'd like to follow on that. 
In other \oIords, how much station Coverage out of 
\oIould you have timewise. You goin~ to have less 
hour in that 4 hours? 

"nd so, 
4 hours th at 

than an 

LEWIS Let me just try to give you a rough 
idea. Probably on the order of little over an hour. If you 
count all the sites we've got Within a 4-hour period. And 
like I said, I think. we have planned probably a little mote 
time than will actually be reqUired. And the biggest part 
of the Coverage is in the [irst 2 hours. 

QUERY What about day/night cycles? How lIuch da,'/night? 
LEW I S 

That'll carry us through - the 4 
hours will carry U5 2 - about 2-1/2 day/night cycles. But, 
I think, we're anticipating that the work we want to do will be 
accomplished probably In the first 2 hours. 

QUERY Could you run through what this 4-hour prep consists of? QUickly. 
LEWIS No, I really Cdn I t __ 
QUERY On your __ 

LEWIS Because I really haven't folieved that work. 

Q~ERY Okay. Would it include assembling the tools and all that stuff __ 
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LIWIS Part of that and ,ettine tbs aulta prapared 
and actually doning the auita. cbeckinl pf' •• ure checka. prea
lura integrity checks. The comaunic.tion chIck •• bioharne •• 
will be Inltalled and checked. Thole are som. of the thin.a 
I can think of risht off. 

QUERY FO\lr hours of EVA 1a hatch-open. huh? 
LEWIS Katch open!ns approxi.ately 1600. 
QUERY Oh. Thank you. 
LEWIS And there'a a lot of gear to set moved 

around and stow and get into the risht position, you know, 
before you start depressurizing. 

QUERY Kinda the mundane up today, we'r~ 
going to have an EREP pass today with all the cloud-co~er, 1 
understand - -

LEWIS Yes we are going to have the E~EP paas 
today. The only thing I'll aware of 8S far as - of a change in 
changing the cloud cover is we've got 1I0re cloud cover now, 
0.4 to 0.8 over the Houston area where we had several sites. 

Q'IERY Durtng the Wednesday simulation tomorrow 
will they be fully suited? 

LEWIS I really, don't believe so. I think 
that'll be a shirt sleeve operation. 

QUERY You don't kno~ what revs it'll be on 
when they're doing the EVA, do you? 

LEWIS It'll be revs, you lIant the number? 
Probably start on 346, 347, potlsibly 348. At 346, we're 
about half way through that particular rev. (Garble). 

QUERY Perhaps you could show us - at least 
relative position (If each crewman on the EVA, which way 
they move, a little bit of that? 

LEWIS I'd hesitate to, because 1'. not that 
Iamiliar with it. However, I think we can get one of the EVA 
people over this evening. 

PAO We're ~rying to set up an EVA briefing, 
Arthur, with someone Who is faciliar with it. 

LEWIS One of the other flight control team~ 
is doing the EVA work, and - - you going to get that today or 
tonight - -

PAO I don't knOll when we are going to get 
it. When ever the guys are available. Bruce. 

QUERY I understood that the cloud cover lias 
also pretty heavy at the beginning of the pass and all the 
way down through, is it not7 Did I misunderstand that? 

LEWIS As 1 recall it, we had 0 to 3/l0ths 
for the ftrst part of the data take and we got northwest of 
Houston and picked 4/10ths to a/lOths. It's a funnel systea apparently 
through this area and I'B not sure what it Was past Houston, 
further you go. 
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PAO I think the front', due throulh here 
late this afternoon, I think. 

QUERY Whoae the flight Director dOiol the 
EVA prep and will he take over during the actual EVA? 

LEWIS Yea. It'. Milt Windler. 
QUE~Y What i. the state of the batteries you 

hay. in the airlock. now? Are you .till charlin, the.? Are 
they still holding e cha~ge7 

LEWIS In the airlock module. We can only 
work with the four. That'. battery S, 6, 7, and 8. Battery 
5 il 100 percent Itate of charge, and battery 1 18 100 percent 
.tate of charge. 8attery 6 about 9S perc~~t st.te of charge, 
and battery 8, approximately 50. 

QUFRY ¥ou cen work 
that 
that 
wiog 

the other 4 batteriea were _ 
isn't there anymore can't be 
out, charge all the 87 

vith only 4, are you sayIng 
normally be fed by the ving 
used, if you get the other 

LEWIS No. l'~ not 8aying that. I'm saying 
that with the partial deployed ving, the only output we're 
getting is out of PCG group 5 and 6. Nov, we can switch the 
SAS 5 and 6 to these 4 batteries. In other vords, we have 
the capability, in the Yay the system's built to switch the 
SAS output or a solar cell group output to tvo PCG groups. 
It's got 1t's normal path and it can be switched to another. 
I think it's just 2, and by using 5 and 6, we're able to 
.wtich to 7 and 8. This 1s part of the redundancy 10 the 
sYltem. 

QUERY Then the other sections would feed 
toto the other batteriea. such that if you get the entire wing 
out, it viII be charging iota all 8 batteries? 

LEWIS Yea. 
QUERY Okay. 
PAO Pete. 

oow? QUERY ~hat's the status of the TACS fuel 

LEWIS I believe we're at about 41 percent remaintng. 
If I recall correctly, about 41 percent remaining. Still above 
uur red lines. 

QUERY Well a couple of questions; one relating 
to that. What would be the nominal at this time. Say, it had 
been a nominal mission? Do you recall what the figurea 
Should be at this time? 

LEWIS No. I don't recall. 
QUERY Okay. On those OWS batteries, then 

what is the stat~8 of th~. other 41 
LEWIS 1 don't know vhat the atate of charge 

1s on the other 4. 
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SPEAXI1 
SPEAX!R 

charged? 

(Garble) charaed. 
Ie that it? You •• an they're launched 

LEWIS But I •• eu •• that th~re va. so •• 
~over taken fro. thEm before ve ieolated the batteries. 

PAO Go ahead. Berry, do you have a question? 
QU~RY I val j~3t gOing to ask you about the 

vay the paraeol i8 working, it' •• till krinaing the temperatures 
down, doesn't that - at lea.t it lurprise. Me after what you 
all said in the past, what'e happening there, do you know? 

LEWIS No, I den't know what you referrIng to __ 
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QUERY ••• it'e etill bringin. the tem?eraturee 
down, and doean't that apparently - at leaat it surprises 
.e after what you all •• id 1n the past. What's happening 
there? Do you know? 

SPEAKER I don't know what you are referring to. 
There's no change as far 3S I know. And the teaperatures 
are 8till decreasing. lh~ rate of decrea6e has certainly 
slowed down, but we're approaching, for exallple in the gas 
tempe ra ture, 'S de grees, " .. h 1 ch loIas what 'ole we re shoot ing (or. 

QUER¥ Well, I think ~h.t Art was referring to 
1s we were - they were - a lot of hope at first that they were 
going to bring them right down to ~'here they arc supposed to 
be, around 10, and then they said, "Whoops. Walt a minute; 
\oIe're not going to go below 80 probably." And now they're 
down to 16 something average gas, and you know _ Why? Is it 
that your thermal models are no good? You don't kno\ol what 
you're doing from here, or what is it? 

SPEAKER There's not many thermal ~odels that 
are exact. T~ey're only - we're onl~ able to estimate. 
And - and I think they estimated 80 degrees earlier, and 
I think that's within reason. We're only talking S degrees 
difference as far as gas temp. Almost exactly 80 on the film 
and food right now. rhere's no model that's exact, particularly 
a thermal model. And as the crew coz:utented several days ago, 
the water tanks were certainly - had picked up a lot of heat, 
and it - they were still discipL'~ lng heat. 

QUERY Okay. On another subject. what lIbout 
the crew's suggeation that you eliminate their days off? 
Is this going to be done? 

SPEAKER We' Vt! looked at that only brie fly, and 
of course one of the dayn - one of the scheduled days off, we 
plan to have a - as I recall now, It was an entry shll s.::heduled. 
You know, walk through the entry procedures. But If there's 
no change, we may well follow up and schedule some experiment 
activity on the day off, or days off. I think we'd kind of 
watch that and keep it Ii_ited. 

QUERY Hae Pete had some extra M092 171 runs made in preparation for the EVA? 

SPEAKER No, I don't think he'd had one until 
the one they scheduled this morning. And since he'll be 
the one on EVA. they wanted to get a run on hi.. I think 
they've got one scheduled tomorrow on Rerwin. 

QUERY In consideration of Bill Schneider's 
statement this morning that the mission will not be extended 
(At least at this time they plan no extension whatsoever.), 
do you assess that - what - is it a correct assessment to _ 
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that the medical people have the greatest pull in deciding on 
the operations on this mission7 And always the pu,h-pull of 
flight planning - that they cared the great.at way? 

SPEAKER Well, certainly 1 think that they would 
have a ~onsiderable amount of influence if they suspected 
any problems, as far as limiting the mission or li.iting the 
work load of the crew. But at this point 1n tlm~ I don't 
think it's much more than any other diSCipline ~e've got be
sides diScipl!nes ATM, EREP, and 80 forth. In other words. 
they're getting about their share oC - of crew time that we'd 
planned premJssiol 

QUERY To get back to the day-off things for 
JUSt a Moment. I'm wondering if, in your discussions of whether 
this 1s a satisfactory thing to do, you discussed philosophically 
and maybe medi~ally too about whether the crew, even thuugh they 
think they ~ay not need Some leisure time once in a While _ 
whether you all consider this on the ground as well? And what 
your thinking of it was. Beyond just - You can do these number 
of limited experiments or something like that. I mean something 
beyond just the hardware, but the men involved too. 

SPEAKER W!ll. based upon their performance 
today and the heal>h - the status of the crew, we baSically 
agreed that we could schedule activities on the crew 
day off. We could certainly change that tf we have some 
change in status. And we're gOing to look - ve're go!ng 
to look at tile type of experiments we'd want to give 
priority to during those days. Pete baSically said _ 
you knav, ATM, EREP, or others. We'll look at that. X do,'t 
think we want to try to give them a full-up d6y on the day 
off, but we'll probably go through and analyze it and See vhat 
particular experiments we're behind on and - choose some. 

SPEAKER I just calght up on some other shift-
briefing commentary, and there was something in there the 
other day. A question from Hary (garble). She said wasn't 
it true that unless you got that solar Wing deployed. that 
the last 8 days of the 28-day mission you'd be kind of coasting 
with just enough power to keep the spacecraft operational? Nov 
that doesn't sound like what I'd heard before. It seemed to me 
like you had maybe 3 days before you might have a problem there. 
What's your assessment? 

SPEAKER Let's see, I think we antiCipate that we _ 
ve viII deplete the cryo, cryogenics, on day 165. That's our 
estimate now. And, of course. that means we got to transfer 
pover across to the CSH. A~d it would certainly curtail 
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activities in the workshop ArM activities. I don't know how 
much. I think that that - After the EVA thursdsy, if it's not 
successful, and we don't get the Wing out, weill Certainly 
have to go back and analyze that ve ry closely to sce j list 
exactly ho' .. llIuch we can do after Wl" ve Jnc:reased our baselil'e 
POwer requirement. \ole haven't looked I.: that 1n deta!l yet. 
But you're right. I.'e'd have to tral\sfer, as 1 recall, aOlllewhere 
around 1000 to 1100 Watts across to the CSH. And we're gOing to 
hold until after Ihursdsy before ... e start that analysIs. I 
don't want to do unnecessary work. 

QUERY Is that 1000 Watts constantly, at 24 hours? 

SPEAKER Yes. 
QUERY Yeah. 

SPEAKER That's an aVerdge power. 

QUEI'S I t they deploy the SAS, there ts nc Io/ay. 
with that just on one Side, it'll affect the stabilization of the vehicle, lo/il1 it? 

SPEAKER We'll make an update to the AIM digital 
computer to aCCOunt for thai.: so that the mOJ!lentum managellent 
is maintainl'd as it should be. We'll change the _ 

QUERY It's no probleQ. 
SPEAKER No. It' 5 no problem. 

QUERY It's just an updating on it. And on the 
grOund track for the EREP passes, how far Is th~ spacecraft off 
the noaioa1 grOund teack? Like when it comes over Houston with 
these '1ar10tls tl!st sites, do you know how fal': it is off? 

SPEAKlR l 5HW that number, and 1 <ion't recall 
What it was. That was - No, but I can get th.:at for you. 
r know - I've s(!en the nllll!ber. but I don't recall "'hat it is. 

QUERY Is it very much, or--
SPEAKEI'. No, it's not very much. Bu! it's not 

exact 1y back on. It' 9 Hot exactly Ove r thl' ground track. 

Q liE. RY An d - Ii ell, it - as 1 t con tin u e s. Ii ill 
it continue to get further off? Or is it stabi lized in a 
path nolo/ wher~ from now on it will be golng ov~r the right track? 

SPEAKER Well, it'll Continue to get further <;off. 
That's why We have th(:se trilll burns. So that we can put 
the orbit back over and have the repeating ground tracks every - every S days. 

QUERY As I understood it, you had the one tria burn, and there's no more antlcipatl!d. 

SPEAKER Not for this flight. Not for this 1118810D, S L- I I. 
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SPEAkER Okay, we have a question fro. a li8t.ner, 
Check. A listener ,nite. in and wants to know IoIhltther the 
EVA pOlitions have been identified by individuals yet. 

SPEAKER I believe loIe're referring to Pete Conrad 
aa EVA I, and he' 8 the lum that goes out (0 the wing. Joe 
Kerwin, EVA 2 - he's the man that's In the hatch and assisting 
Conrad. And then Paul will be in the NDA, monitorIng. 

QUERY Has this been settled? Last night 
Mr. Schneider said that it was up to their chOice. 

SPEAKER It still is, but I think that's the way 
we're leaning on it. And I think the crew's probably leaning 
the same way. We haven't specifically said that or discussed 
it with the crew, but I think that both the crew and ground 
are assu!Ding that. And it'll p robabl)" be discussed Some
time today. We up-linked Some of the procedures last night 
to them for their analysis. And they'll be commenting on 
those, I think, late today. 

SPEAKER Pete, you have a question? 
QUERY There was just one slight change Ul<:re 

that maybe I just Ilaven't caught up with. EVAs _ sorry, not 
EVA 3. But the third ~an Is in the MOA, because earlier it 
was suggested he might be in the CSM where he could Ret 
a good view of the activity. 

SPEAKER No. As far as I know, he'll be in the HDA monitoring the systems. 
QUERY Okay, thanks. 
SPEAKER I don't believe - 1 don't believe he 

ha~ a port that he can view through. We think that's the 
best place for hiQ to be, there at the HDA, so he can monitor 
th~ systems that's supporting the two crewmen out _ outsIde. 

QUERY It's been normal EVA procedure. 
SPEAKER Yeah. 
QUERY Go ahead, Art. 
QUERY This is a little confUSing because 

Schneider yesterday indicated that the role of the third 
man would be to somehow wa'ch the proceedings and relay 
the procedural steps to the two crewmen out there as they went through them. 

SPEAKER He can Cert~inly do that from the MDA station. 

QUERY Even though he can't see them? 
SPEAKER Yeah. I mean they're going to be on _ 

assuming they're gOing to be on VOX and talking as they go 
through - you know, as they're have in the past, step by step. 
And he'll support them in any way he can as far as what pro
cedure, what step's next. But I'll sure the crewllen outside 
viII have cue cards and 50 forth vith them also. 

SPEAKER Okay, thank you. And we anticipate Dr. Hawkins 1n 25 minutes. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO Okay, weld like to get started. 
One announcement I would llke to .ake before ve get started, 
ve do plan a medical experiments status hriefing tomorrow 
mornIng at lG:OO. Let.~ Identify our principals, all 
of whom I thln~ you knov. To lIy immediate right is Don 
Puddy, the Flight Director cOiling off shift, Surgeon -
Doctor John Zeiglschaid, and Skylab Progra. Director 
Bill Schneider. I think everybQdy here has received Mr. 
Schneider's press annoucellcnt froll Marshall ~"fs afternoon. 
And ve'll o~en at this tille vith an off-shift status from 
Don Puddy and a short statement froll Dr. Zeiglschaid. 

PUDDY Okay, veIl today vas a very good 
day, very relaxed. Thermally, ve were still running around 
76 degrees. Fuel cell shutdovn's still scheduled for day 166. 
We were able to aaintain the batteries still above our red 
lines, all throughout the day with a heavy experiment load 
at around 70 percent state of charge, vhich is our desired 
level. We did acr.ollplish an EREP pass today, number 4. 
It started northwest of Rapid City, South Dakota and ran 
all the way do~n to Puerto Rico. From all the data we'ie 
been able to attain so far, it was an excellant pass. We 
also had 5 hours of ATM viewing at another night side pass 
on the S183 experiment. And had an M092-M093 run on the 
Pilot. We did have one failure today that ia not associ-
ated with the Skylab program directly, but as you know we 
do have 2 rocket launches that we use far calibration of 
some of the ArM experiments. Today we had what we call 
the HCO calrock. These rockets are launched from White 
Sallds Black Brandt type sounding rocket. That particular 
vehicle was launched approximately noon today, and we haven't 
got all the data back from White Sands yet as :0 exactly 
vh at the p rob lem was. But, it appeared that there was 
5,'me sort of vehicle problem. And as a result of that, 
we vent into an alternate Viewing plan on the ATM, which 
we had detailed last night. In other vords there is a 
certain program we use. If the calrock had operated pro
perly to insure that we are looking at the same area of the 
Sun both with the calibration rocket and with the ArM in
struments onboard in order to make sure that when we get 
th~ data back we've got an absolute calibration. It cer
tainly is a deSirable thing to have, but it 15 not going 
to be a degradation to the ATM experiment data that we are 
obtaining. What the recovery plans are, or whether or not 
they plan to launch another calror~ ~ight now is undeter
mined. As far as tomorrow is concerned, we do plan another 
EREP pass. Right now that EREP pass has 25 sites associ-
ated with it. It starts out in Nevada, goes down through 
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New Hextco, goes over the HATS area, or the Houston Area Teat Site, which is one that I'~ Bure you all h$ve been briefed on in previous Earth resources b~teflngs. very lmportallt to us, and then out into the Gulf. We also t.ave about 3-1/2 hours of ATM viewing time scheduled. An K092, Hl71 run ~ the Commaader, and an K131 run on the Seiehce PIlot. Just to give you a little mor~ advance, day after 
to~orrow we again have another EREP pass scheduled, that will be number 6. We have a HC92, X171 run onthe Science Pi lot. we have a 3 hour block of time scheduled for the crew in preparation for the EVA which, as has been pointed out, you have already been briefed on. And we also have 4 ATM passes. So. in summary we're keeping up I think very well with what we predicted premi~~lon as far ss the experiment protocol. We've had no new failuCt!s of any type today. The crew seems very relaxed. In fact, if you copied the air to ground that we had just a few moments before I arrived over here, the crew has requested that ~heir 2 remaining days off, ~hich are scheduled aq day 15 and day 23 of the m1ssion, be looked at by the ground ftom t~e sta~dpoint of turning those from a crew day off l~to a day whera they would like to go ahead and accomplish some adcHtiollal experillents. They would like to take - the crew has expressed their desire to take a look at as much of the experiment hardware onboard as they possibly can. And we will begin an i.lII~diate investagation into that to see just exactly which experillents that haven't been looked at could be and still maintain a relaxed atmosphere for them. I think that's a fairly decent summary of where we are now and where we plan to go in the next couple of days. Let me turn it over to Dr. Z. 

ZlEGL5CHHID Thank you Don. In the medical area, we are extremely pleased to be able to report that we've seen very 11ttle decrements in the experiments. The lien are in exccll~nt physical condition. The Commander and the SPT have only lost 1 pound of body weight to date, based on their Inflight body aa8S measurement, which is subject to some inaccuracy. But, right now we've got 1 pound of loss on each of those men and about 4 pounds on the Pilot. Each man 1s consuming approximately 2500 calorIes per day. This intake has remained up in contrast to our Apollo experience Where, as the mission wore on, the amount of food consumed sometimes dropped below that planned, and we had a larger weight loss than we have to date. So, we're quite optomistic that the food Is tastier and better on Skylab and that the aen will continue to eat the food and not lose as much body weight as - -
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ZlECLSCHHID - the food 18 tastier a~d better on Sky-lab and the men will continue to ~at the foo< and not lose as much body weight as heretofore seen in the Apollo prograa. There has been hardly any medications taken to date - just a little bit of ACrin for ~asal stuffiness in the earlier dey. of the ~1.s10n but nothing 1n the last three or four days. The crew are getting adequate ust. About six hours is all that appears to be required 1n this kind of environment under this ~oT~load and fro. ~ll ~e can tell, all the data we can tell, the crew are in extremely excellent h~alth through the 11th day now, and we anticipate thi~ trend to continue. What kind )f a readapt~tive process takes place after the fltght of 28 days is hard to say. Noone kno~s that and that's ~hy we're flying this mission particularly for medical point of view. I think - I don't have anything more to say and turn it over to Bill Schneider if he has statements to make. 
PAG (Garble) but at this point we'll open 1t to questions. Please raise your hands, \lait for the 1Dike. Mark Cramer. CBS. 
QUERV Bill can you outline in detail \lhat the most like ly an~ second most likf:)}' plans are for the EVA? SCHNEIDER I think they've laid on a presentation too, by Rusty Schwelckart later today, but to go into detail Is thllt right John? Let me just say that there are more people who are better qualified than I to explain the details to you, who I'm sure you'll hear frolll. What we will do in 211 probability, is and I would like to say, \le're GO for EVA no sooner than Thursday. We do have a lot of activities that \Ie have to go through up until then. We want to brief the ~rew and let the crew practice inside the ~orkshop and get o..:rselves fully prepared. We don'.: think that that full prepaTedness can be any e~rlicr than Thursday and it's conceivable that \Ie ~ay make a command decision to say it's not on Thursday if we don't think we're ready. HO\lever, what our plans are, are to have two crewmen and we will leave it up to the Commander to select which crewmen, to exit from the EVA hatch and to have five of the poles that they previously had onboard available to them ~ith the bol~ cutter on the end. One of the cre\lroen who I \lill call EV-2 would maneuver hilllFel! down on the fixed airlock ~hroud and position himself to where he could maneuver this 25-foot pole dowh along the side of the SAS. He would be joined by the crewman who we'll call EV-I \lho will aS81st him then and they will atte.pt to grsb .\ piece of the debrls using the bolt cutters. The bolt cuttels will at that time be merely used as a cinch to provJde to - attempt to provlde a handrail. Once they have 
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secured that handrail, then EV-l will progTe •• down the 
handrail until he get. into the area of the debT!', at which 
tt~e he will connect a flexible tethe~ to the vent godule 
which are the modules on the lide of the solar array boom 
that have been put on that In order to prope.ly condition 
them on the Cape - at the Cape wilh dry nitrogen. I 
had previously reported to you that our plans had been to 
ule what we'd csll the BLAT, the big long adjustable tether. 
Activities yesterday led us to change that, we will not use 
that. We will use the Beta rope that we brought up on - for 
the standup EVA thermal shield. and we will attach that as 
1 said to the boow and the other end up to the ATM truss. 
Then F.V-I will attegpt to guide the clippers to cut the debris 
and if successful, why then that will be the debris cutting 
exercise. If that is not successful then he will attempt 
either to pryor to use the booe cutters probably and I -
let me again state - we've done the best we could on the 
ground to figure out the vay we think it Is up there, but 
the tvo astronauts who are EVA are going to have a great 
deal of discretion a8 to what they think is lht primary 
method, or just how t~ey think they are goIng to go about 
the cutting of this debris. We can only tell you what we 
think the - way it appears on the ground to be. Alter the 
astronaut has severed the debris, he viII then remove the 
pole that has been used as a handrail .nd then EV-l will get 
onto the tether and lift the tether, which will have the effect 
of raising the boom and breaking the device thatls been des
c~ibed to you as the clevis on the damper actuator, which 
should release the boom anrl allow it to be deployed into its 
full ~xtended position, at which time we expect that the 
sails - the - this par~ of the w1ngs of the solar array will 
deploy naturally. That could take up to 10 sinutes for the 
vings to deploy and it is also conceivable that they may 
be frozen, although we don't think so. And if they are ve 
may have to maneuver the vehicle in order to get some warmth 
in there to get them to deploy properly. Lpt ~e agaIn say 
what 1 said yesterday. We have a lot of things that have 
to happen right, so don't expect instant success. We have 
to get out there and cut the debris. That debris has to be 
the only debris that's holding it, ve then have to be able 
to haul the boom up into place. It has to lock, the wings 
have to deploy, and the glass still has to be on the wings. 
and the back 
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SCHNEIDER - - we then have to be able to 
hold the boom up in to place, it hal to lock, the wings 
have to deploy and the gla8s still has to be on the wings, 
and the batteries still have to be in tact. We think all 
t;f that is poa.tble right now, but that is a lot of ifB, 
and it ,. perfectly conceive.ble that one of those ifs 
may not come to pass. So, we think we have a good chance 
of it, but it certainly not a 100 percent chance that 
we'll get good elr-ctrie.l power. 

P AO I t h t n k tn e b r 1e f1 n g t h at Hr. 5 c h n e 1 de r 
referred to is a briefing of the crew tonight by Rusty 
Schweickart from the Capcom console. And that's what is 
scheduled over the Guam pass at about 9:30. 

SCHNEIDER That's correct. 
QUERY Could you discuss with us how 10llg 

it has taken to do this In the t~nk and what so~e of the 
dangers might be? How realistic Is the possibility that 
soae sharp metal might cut through the .uit or a glove, 
that the wing the solsr wing extending might hit the man, 
with what (orce can it come out and so forth? 

SCHNEIDER Well, as best we ('an tel1 £rOlll 

analysis of all the TV pictures, and from crewmen's 
analysis, lie don't believe there Is any debriS there-
we have any deblis in the way that will hurt hi.. He 
will be Wearing abrasion gloves, which are designed for 
that purpose, to keep any abrasion down. We do - the suit 
does have a capability to withstand any puncture of a small 
nature. We do not anticipate that the crewman is going 
to touch any sharp metal. As a .atter of fact, he will 
be enjoined not to do so. We think that's a perfectly 
acceptable exercise. We deliberately set up the exer-
cIse in the tank at Huntsville to have sharp edges at every 
pOint anJ we had them there. The suits showed no signs 
of abraSion, the gloves vere worn throughout, and there did 
not ~eem to be any particular hazard. The crevllen don't 
try to put themselves in any dangerous situation. As 
far as how long it lasted, I believe froll getting out of 
the hatch to getting tnto the hatch. it ..... s sOllething 
between an hour and a half and .n hour and 45 sinutea, 
during vhich time the crewmen did all ) exercises. They 
clipped it, they pried it, and they cut it with the bone 
sav, and in addition, there vas seae operational del.ys 
while they adjusted the veight and balance of Ed Giblon. 
So, ve think it 13 probably like one pass, but don't be 
surprised if it Is longer. We lIIay not have anticipated 
properly the magnitude of the job. It' s also perfectly 
conceiveable that when Pete gets out there, he's liable 
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to cOllie back and say, ",ell there'. no way. You know that 
we are prepared for that as well, at ",hich time we would 
hope that he would have a good description for us, such 
that on Skylab III we could go up and do whatever we cuuld 
do. As far as the booa hitting the., the motion of the 
boom is expected to be about al rapid 8S the second hand 
on your watch. We don't anticipAte there to be any pro
ble. of the ~stronaut being tn the way. That'a a very large 
structure, and we don't expect that he'll be able to get 
that moving very rapidly. It has been analyzed and there 
is no apparent damage - apparent danger in that At all. 

QUER'{ Bill, could you just go through again 
the handrail aspect of it? I get the feel that you're going 
t~ use the poles with the belt cutter on the end to set 
up the handrail and then once you've set up that tether 
thing, that will be your handrail while you use the poles, 
and then you use the poles to cut it. 

SCHNEIDER That'. correct. 
PAO Okay, K9rk Blume. Kramer sorry. 
QUERY He's in New York listening, ~111, 

the astronaut who is down near the wing will guide the 
bolt cutter and the other guy will actually pull the lanyard 
to cut the piece of metal, is that correct? 

SCHNEIDER The first setting up of the - and let 
me again say our recommended procedure to the crewmen is 
going to be that the first setting up of the handrail be 
by the crewman back in the FAS, who we've deaignated EV2. 
They will both be in that position, they will attempt to 
grab the debris down there and provide this handrail. Then 
EVl will move out there and using that as a handrail he 
then will get out of the way and if he sees that the cutters 
are not 1n the most optimum position, he will guide thea 
into place and help the EV2 crewman. The EV2 crewman will 
he the lIIan that will physically pull the, I'll sa) again 
how 1 think it will be, will phfslc~lly pull the rope which 
will cut the debris, we hope. 

PAO You have a following question Hark. 
QUERY That tool is the one that was commer-

cially bought, it looks like a tree pruning device. It is 
not the shears that made st Marshall. 

SCHNEIDER Correct. 
PAO John Pollick. 
QUERY - - both frolll Hr. Schneider, f~om 

Rocco Petrone and from Kenneth Kleinknecht about the possi
bility of extending the m1asion If you doctors find that 
you have adaquate data to justify that extension. You 
had a pretty optimistic report on the crewmen a few lIIoment8 
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cially bought, it looks like a tree pruning device. It is 
not the shears that made st Marshall. 
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PAO John Pollick. 
QUERY - - both frolll Hr. Schneider, f~om 

Rocco Petrone and from Kenneth Kleinknecht about the possi
bility of extending the m1asion If you doctors find that 
you have adaquate data to justify that extension. You 
had a pretty optimistic report on the crewmen a few lIIoment8 
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· , 

aso in your stat.ment 1'. not a,king you to announce your 
deciaion nov, but how does it look1 

SCHNEID!. Can I kind of an&ver that, inateadt 
l - and he ia perfectly free to speak after m., perfectly 
free to speak before me too - I ex~ect that NASA vill 
i'lue a state.ent on tnat, probably tomorrov. 1'. not 
very optimiatic that ve vill have found reasona for any __ 

END OF TAPE 
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SCHNEIDER - that probab!y tOllorrow. I'll! not very 
opti.Latic that we will have found reasons right now 
why we should extend the misaion. We had vlry good reaaons 
for pickin~ the 28 dayo and while we'll continue to look 
at t~t' data, I suppose it', perfectly conceivable that ,oae 
time in the future ",e .ight char.ae our ainds. I think the 
probubi Hty that we'll go for a longer than a 28-day 1I1 ... s10n 
is very low at th~s point. Not because there's any crew 
degradation - I think as the doctor stated. The crew's in 
good health and all of the experi.enta have been coming along 
very nicely. However. we bad set up a rationale on how we 
would look at that data and what kinds of things we needed 
in order to extend our duration and "'e have seen no eVidence 
that "'e should change that rationale at this point. 1':11 
a h~man and 1 reserve the right to change my minJ later, but 
right now I think it's very highly unlikely that they'll be 
any wlssion extension. 

PAO (Garble) 
SCHNEIDER Did I say anything that you wouldn't have sa i d 1 

ZIEGLSCHMID No, 1 Just wanted to add to that that 
one of the important ~&pects here is to find out what happens 
postflight and there's no way to determine that imponderable 
",1thout re-entry and subjecting the crew to the one-g re
adaptation process and we - at 28 days we were ready at 
double our previous Ge~1nl experience. And while 1 think, 
personally, "'e could do it, I think it's more prudent to 

- ar..j conservative and cautious to just go for the 28 days. 
That's ~y personal view and I think Bill kind of feels the 
samt.> way. there. 

SCHNEIDER Yes t except I didn't put the double lock on the door. 

ZIEGlSCHHID (Laughter) Right. 
QUERY If you hav~ problems with this EVA and 

you don't solve the solar pan'!l problems, do you have a 
capability on a second EVA or do you have to wait until 
Skylcb 3 to go on1 

SCHNEIDER Well, we have the capability _ the physi-
cal capability unless Pete came up with some remarkable 
observation that would tell us how to go about it and cor
re~t Whatever he could not correct. My feeling i8 "'e proba
bly "'ould plan for it on Skylab 3. We have started the 
development of Some special tools like cutters and things 
of that nature that might be available for a later mi88ion. 
We think we have a pretty good probability of doing it on 
this mls810n I this tiae and at this point I Wouldn't know any
thing else to do other than to delay 1t and do It again _ 
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on Skylab 3. 1 would a8auae we would Want to se. 'Oa. pic
tures and hear aome descriptions of what any further debri' 
might be that'a holding down the ara before we att'mpted it 
8g81n. 

PAO Reg rerrell. 
QUERY Until today, Dr. Schneider, there's been 

- the guidance heb really been to whatever ~.ppen8 there 
will be &o~e 56-day mis8ions of some 80rt vould be Pos8ible. 
but now your statement today rather changes this viewpoint 

SCHNEIDER No - -
QUERY Will you tell us what's happened? 
SCHSEIDER We've said that a 56-day mi88ion would be 

kind of dull in the la8t fev days and that's one of the reasons 
that I said that we changed the launch date on Skylab 3. We 
do have several other thing$ thst ve are pursuing in the event 
that we cannot deploy the solar array. I think if you read 
my statement it says unless additional power is available 
why a S6-day 8111ion may not be possible. We are looking 
at bringing up window shade solar arrays on Skylab 3. There 
was a meeting on those today which looks reasonable; it's 
not beyo~d comprehension that we could do that, although it 
certainly would not be an easy taek. There is also _ we're 
looking at bringing up two ATM solar arrays, as I described 
last night on the CSM on Skylab 4, which we would dock to the 
rescue hatch to bring up additional power. I think as I 
stated last night, without additional power on Skylab 3 
and 4, when the CSM goes out of cryogenics it would be a 
very quiet mission and I'm not quite sure that I would be 
willing to say ve'd go for 56 days without additional elec
trical power. 

QUERY Two questions. First of all. will you 
be able to see the EVA on teleVision and second Is there time 
of day already set for the EVA? 

SCHSIEDER First the answer to thet is no. I've 
found n~ way to get any television camera, which would view 
this EVA, so we will not have any TV. As far as the second 
question goes, that's a detail which the flight planners have 
to work out and perhaps Don has some word~ on it. I don't 
know whethec they've been able to find a good time. We do 
have Some prdblem which ::e may want to comment on in that the 
good tracks are coming very early in the morning. Don? 

PUDDY Well, let me jU8~ ~.Y that the planning 
that we've done so far is, we have scheduled into tomorrow's 
flight plan an hour or so of the time frame oC where we will 
artuslly be looking at the procedures that we are going to 
uplink this evening. W~ are trying to pull together the 
detail procedurel, put them in crew language. Rusty's briefing 
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the crev tonight and coupled vith thoae procedurel vhich 
ve hope to uplink, give the crev eome time, about an hour'. 
worth of ti-. late in the day tomorrow, to go over thoae. 
We have a110 8cheduled in the day after tomorrow about a 
three-hour eimulation where they will actually beg~n to 
aSlemble Bo.e of the equipment - do what particular dry 
runa they can inlide the spacecraft. And as far as the 
exact time of the EVA, no, that haa not been picked yet. 
That viII be looked at this evening and the optimum time 
will be pic~ed 

END OF TAPE 
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PUDDY - - and as far as the exact t I.e of the EVA, no, that haa not been pick.ed yet. 'that will be looked at this evening and the optillum time will be pIcked. But, to the beat of my knowleae the stateaent that Mr. Schneider mad~ 18 correct, that rIght now our preference i. In the morning hours. 
QUERY What tille when you .ay ~orning hours? PUDDY Well. I would say just a rough guess we're probably talking somewhere in the order of 8 to 9, 10100 80llewhere in there, locAl tille here. It's all dependent on where exactly we've got the best site coverage and al80 in terms of 8unrise ~unset ti~e8. things of this nature. And that fE'qulres a detailed look. 
QUERY Don, what Is the status of the elec-trical power dystell today? And did I hear correctly that one of the CBRHs that was out calle back on 11ne1 
PUODY No, you dId not hlar correctly that one of thelll that was out came back on l1ne. We still have number 3 and number 15 that are off line. The state of the electrical power system Is very good. We've sustained loads as high as 4500 watts and been able to meet what we call our conservative lIne. We still could have gone a little further in dEpth to discharge on the ATM elec-trical power system and not expect it to run into any probleats. As you have been briefed several tilles. we have what we con~ider to be a sound electrical management s~heme whereby at the beginning of the crew day, we do power down certain equipments, and at the end of the crew day ve bring those equip.ents back on line. This is done pri-marily to allow us to, excuse lie, to allow us to accomplish the EREF passes which are very heavy power users. But the electrical power system today looked very good. And we've seen nothing to indicate that we're going to have any prob-lems with the power system that we have right nOli. All we're lrying to do is to augment it. 

QUERY Dr. Schneider, you mentioned that you expect the EVA to take about an hour and a half to an hour and 45 minutes, that's what it took 1n the tank. Right? SCHNEIDER That's what it took in the tank, but we're not expecting, ve' re not coamit ting ourselves to any time. We'll give Pete all the time that he needs to do it. 
QUERY 

votlld allow? 
maxi mUll time? 

Is there a lIaxiaulI tiae, that you 
And are there any factors constraining the 

SCHNEIDER 
Pete's Judgement. 

No, I think we'll leave that up to 
He's a pretty smooth tiad cool cat and 
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he'. not going to do anything that is unTeasonable. If he 
gets out theTe and can't deploy it, veIl he'. going to tell 
us so and cOllie back in. So, 1 don't believe we'll put a 
maximum tiDe on it. I would imagine that if he couldn't 
do that job in a couple of hours, he vould pTobably say 
that's it I lIIight add in regard to the CaRMs, ve did 
say today that during this EVA we will ask the crewmen 
to do several other things. We will ask them to go out 
and observe the parasol and give us a visual obseTvation. 
We will also ask them to go out there and pin open the 5054 
ATM Ifoor that has malfunctioned. And we'll probably ask 
them to see if he can tap the CBRK and see if he can get 
that relay unstuck. I guess it will give him satisfaction 
I.f he taps it aod it doesn't work, it's kind of like kicking 
i l • 

PUDDY There is one other possible activity 
that has been discussed too, not to any great extent yet 
because we're still trying to pull together all the data. 
And that is the possibility while he is in the area and 
is pinning the S054 door, of looking at replacing the film 
~dgazine on S082A. rhese are normal activities that have 
been planned. There are no new procedures required. This 
Is something that the crev has been trained to do before. 
And as far as • especially in the case of replacing an 
82A film IIIsgazine is something that is acheduled to be done 
at the, was scheduled to be done on the nominal day 26 EVA. 
And our estimate of tillle there Is approximately 1 rev to 
accomplish those two tasks. 

QUf.RY Will you be able, will they be able 
to vork during the time they are on the dark side of the 
Earth or will you use that maybe as a rest period or what? 

SCHNEIDER Well, what we've decided to tell the 
crew is to start the activities during, just about twilight 
and to work up in the airlock area during the night pass, 
and to be yosltioned such that they can go out on the wing 
In the daylight. And we're also going to suggest to the 
crew that !f they work into the next dark pass to go back to 
the lighted area in the workshop. We dOD't think we want thelll 
around any possibll' jagged edges In the night tillle. 

PUOOY Let me 8';d to that however. !.f we 
do decide to go ahead and accomplish the other tasks that 
we have mentioned as far as the ATH experiments are con
cerned there is no constraint there that I'm avare 
of unless you can correct me, that operation. that particu
lar EVA transfer path and all the areas that I'll tallting 
about are fully lighted. 50 there is no problem there. 
And they could accomplish that task during the night tillle 
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fr •• e with no prohle. whatsoever. 
QUERY Bill. can you. I h.v~ 2 questions. 

First can you using the mcdel indicate exactly where the 
astronauts would pause at the fixed airlock shroud and 
vhere they would connect the other eud of the pole, that 
ia, vhich ATM truss? The .econd question i. do you expect 
television of the dry run inside the dome, and viii they 
be suited? 

SCHNEIDER I do~'t know whether or not they 
will be suited an~ I would assu~~ we wo~ld try to use some 
television as a crew assist to get som~ discussion back 
and forth particularly if the crew runs into .ny problems 
1 would a5su~e they would try to use the TV camera to 
send the data back here so they could get a discussion 
back and torth. The path is for EV2 to co~e out to this 
area where the dlF~vne antenna is and to use that uiscone 
antenna as hls, as his means ~f tethering and to .tt~ch 
the - attach the pole to t~e vehicle about at this point 
right in here. He is here and he will tether one end 
and he viii attempt to g~ do~n and catch the debris 
at this end. 

QUERY SO the upper end does not get C 
clamped on to the truss? 

SCHNEIDER No, it gets ttthered on there, it viiI 
be tethered on there. The other astrona~t will co~e down 
that path, work on this, come over fundamer.tally vark from 
the top during the debris cutting exercise then come back 
to this position where ~e attempts to break loose the beam 
by pulling on 8 

END OF TAPE 
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at this end. 
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by pulling on 8 
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SCHNEIDER - the debrie cut tIns exerci.e, then coal back to th1a position where he at tellpts to break loose the beam by p~11in8 on A Itrap. He stand, under a etrap and pull, up giving hi. a force up and down - the strap is attached back here and on the boo.. Wh~~ he etands up under it 1t's forcing up the ehort leg of ~ triangle, pushing -pulling a force upon the booa. We expect that that viII happen 1n two stepl. We expect that when you cut the debris, it will move out sOlie angle to where the - it gets stopped by the damper actuator. We then have two edges of the clevis ~hich must be broken and as the first one is brok~n it viII move nut a few lIore degrees and then as the second one is broken, ~ove out a fev more and then it - it hopefully then should come out to the full deployed position. 
PAO John Pollard 
QUERY A couple for Hr. Schneider. Will the crev atteNpt to straighten the parasol to get better coverage of the vorkshop area and bring the teaperatures down? 
SCHNEIDER We don't have any plans for that ,t this t1me. So. We expect that they'll tell us what it 10 t .• 11ke but it seeas to be working pretty good. I doo't think ~e 

~ant to Cuss vith a good thing right nov. 
QUERY To relate a question for the doctor. Can you talk a little bit about the results from the bicycle and the straps? They commented today that it's a lot easier without the straps. Are they actually doing a lot of that ~ork with their hands that's not getting lIeasured in salle 

~ay, and how satisfactory is that experiment turning out? ZIEGLSCHMID Well, we just heard the discussion that you did today that Joe Kerwin and Pete - trying the systea out for the first time in long periods of zero-g, found that the restraint system reall, was a lIore of a hlndra~ce than a help. Originally the concept vas to tie them down into the bicycle seat so they would be held secure an~ vould be able to pedal. They've found that the lap belt particularly seemed ~o interfere vith the circulation of the lover legs and the IIhoulder straps tended to interfere \11th respiration so they. being inventive, td.ed the system without the straps and found that they were able to, by holding onto the handlebarr, actually more nearly approach the vay the system vas designed to operate in 00'2-8. than with the restrain 9yste~, so they callie down with a r~coallendaticn to do tbis. \{e made a little test this afternoon to fInd thp. effect of this setup on the vce and the blood pressure system and found both vere not effect2~ appreciably And ve therefore did recoamend that they IV ahead and do all future runa with - in the unconstrained - unrestrained condition. 
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So, this ia what we're planning to do and it le.ss to be vorkina 
real well. 

PAO Pete Baldwin.. Hew let's take this and 
about two sore questionl and close it. 

QUERY Bill, I'd like to clarify a point yo~ .sde 
ear.ier when you said 80aething about turning the vehicle 
to wara up the section. I thought you .ald the other night 
if you turned the vehicle you vould 108e all pover and every
thing else? 

SCHNEIDER We obviously, if wo g~t back into the 
situation that we were in the unaanned reliod that's correct. 
What the poi~t is if the beam - if the vinga are stuck in 
the UP position, vhat we would want to do 1s get ~ little 
sunlight on this surface here. So you would be talking about 
a s.all PITCH-UP Maneuver. How, that wouLd have an effect 
on the electrical system and it would have an effect on the 
thermal IY8tea, anc we would have to evaluate that before 
we .ade the maneuver. But we're uot talking about t~~ radical 
kinds of things that poor Don Pud~y and his coho .. t8 had t~ 
put up with in that harrowing first 10 days. 

QUERY This would be after the deployment of 
the wing? 

SPEAKER Yes. 
SCHNEIDER We think they're golng to deploy. The 

te.perat~res t~ere are about - on the ~or8e c&se, are about 
minus 34. I think that's right, Don lsn't it? "inus 34 ~nd 
these things hav~ been te8t£d and deployed at minus 40, so 
we think that they'll deploy all right. But there'~ alvays 
a P0S8ibtlity that they von'c and if they do~'t, vhy, they'll 
ha~ to do som~thing like getting 4 little sunlight on thea. 

PAO Hark Cramer. 
QUERY If they don't deploy is there anything 

that EV-l or EV-2 can do? 
SCHNEIDER We have planned nothing. t think you'll 

find a program director that cries a lot. It's _ no I _ 
seriously. I've conditioned .yself to __ 
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SCHNEIDER - think you'll find a proar •• director 
that eriea a lot. It'a plrfectly - no - I - a.rlou.ly l'vi 
conditioned .yaelf to where I'. opU.letic: but not over"y 
opti.lltic: - there'a - it'a a perfectly pOllible thing that 
wh~n ve open thOle up ve find that ve've lot broken 11als 
or that loae debris in there has da.aged that glaBs Dr that 
for 10lle reaBon or other they're not putting out the full 
pover. Nov, if they do deploy, the esti.ate i, that we'll 
get about three KW out ~f thea and currently ve're running 
about 3.9, so you can see hov that relievel Donis very critical 
probleDl of electrical IIsnagellent. So, even a reasonable 
percentage of that 3 KW will go a long ways towards helping 
us out. Now, we do know that we're getting sOllie electricity 
from that one psnel on the far side which has partially de
ployed, so we knov that the glees is there now. Obviously, 
it's perfectly possible thAt when we deploy it why that has 
soae deleterious effect to that panel, 10 what does happen we 
really canlt tell. We're hopeful at this point. 

PUDDY As a matter of fact I lIight add to that 
one that as of today on one of the batteries we have raised 
the state of charge on that particular AM battery to 100 
percent. We h3ve another one up to 96 percent and expect 
by this tillle tomorrow to have it up close to 100 percent. 
So, we do know that we do have sOlie electrical pover genera
tion capability with the wing in its present position and 
v~ are hopeful that it's going to stay that way and be even 
8reatly '_proved. 

PAO Let's take our final question from the 
Huntsville Tiaes. 

QUERY Just curious as to what the third crevllen 
will be doing when you've 8(,t th ... other t1o'0 outside, Bill? 

SCHNEIDER Well, just like all EVA's the third crew-
man vill be up on the other side of the airlock, up in the 
cOlJllllan::! .odule side of the KDA, and he will be reading the 
procedures to the other tvo crevmen so that they have a 
verbal description at all tl.e5 as to exactly what they're 
supposed to be doing. 

PAO Thank you very much ladies and gentlemen. 
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PAO The Chonge of Shift Pre.1 Conferenc •• 
with Fl1aht Director, Chuck Levi •• vl11 b'ain ao •• ntarily in 
the Houlton Nev. lao •• We'll take down the .ir-ground circuit 
at thi. time .nd tape {or delay.d playb.cx the Canary 111.nd Ind 
A.cenaion pass.1 of the Sky:ab sp.ce Itation. 

LEWIS Korning. 
PAO Fliaht Director, Chuck Levi., il htr. 

today to .u~~ari&e the overnight activitte., statuI of the 
vehicle, anlwer questions. You want to start with your lIum
lIIary, Chuck. 

LEWIS Okay. Regard to temperaturea, it looks 
like the average gas temp In the OWS is down to about 76-1/2. 
That'. about a little over a degree les8 than it was yesterday. 
The food and film vault appears to have dropped another degree 
or two. We're at I\bout 80 degrees there now. No other changes 
In the temperature. In temperatures the electrical power system, 
baSically no change. We evaluated the power require.ents Cor 
today's Flight Plan, it's GO. We've got EREP pa •• 4 scheduled 
for tod.y. uh, of course the ATM operations and we v11l be 
laun~hlng a rocket from White Sanda for calibration purposes 
associ.ted vith the S055 experiment. And the last I heard 
they were GO at White Sands. Last night, we - we were planning 
day 156. We have EREP pass number 5 planned there. Nothing else. 
Well, 1 take that back. We did go ahead and baseline an M092/l71 
run on the commander, in prepar.tion for the, - for an EVA which 
is the change ve made lnt night. And we scheduled a little bit 
of tIme 1n the afternoon for presle8p, for any cOlaments ere\! may 
have on the EVA procedures that we'll uplink some time later. 
I haven't seen the procedures. I don't tllink they have all been 
developed; they're in work. I'm ~ot sure you're aware w~ had a 
proble. yesterday with the S183 <!xperiment. The slide - the film 
slide carrousel jamllled. We lest two 183 passes; \Ie had three 
scheduled. We lost two of those. One of those was used (or 
malfunction procedure on the S183. They removed the carrousel, 
and found the slide that had ja,~ed it. Rut they've elected, 
for the 183 pass today, to go with the DAC camera only. And 
they've arrange their pointing for Sl83 such that the DAC film 
wl1l be - It 1. sensitive to UV. So it will be good data. That's 
baolcally - basically it. Questions. 

QUERY Cbuck. a couph of things. f1 rst of 
all. I undersland that there - what we've been hearing about 
the four battf!rles that are only getting a state of chOl-rge 
of about half power, are those th~ same fou~ that bounced out 
on. after the flr~t EREP pass? 

LEWIS Well, either you m~1 be a little 
confuled o~ 1 am. We are trickle cha~gin8 some of the batteries 
in the OWS with the partlal wing deploy. Batteries 5, 6. 7, 
and 8. Last ni8ht we did get battery 7 with a lOO-percent 
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Itate of charae. Hov, we're not u.lna t~ole batter'.I. We've b.ln daYI wlth thll vlry 1i.ited ~ov.~ output fro. the p.~tla11y deployed wina eharain, thol', We ve aot one of the. fully charaed. We've lot blttery 6 about 72 perclnt .tate of charge and ve Jnltleted charlina on bettery 8 thl1 .oroinl' Now thero i. no chln.e In the CBlH .tatu. in the ATM pover 8ro~p.. Did 1 anlwer you? 
QUERY 

talkina about 
hive been on ly 
uP. is that? 

Nov I'll lIore confused than avec. We're 
OWS batteries in these - than these four that about half pover. you've been bringing thell 

LEWIS No, you lIay be referring also - The ones I referred to were the batteries in the OWS called the peG groups, which ve're not using nov. When we did lose the -vhen we did lose the CBRX 3 the other day at the end of the EREP pass, ve did go back and do some studies and look at the allp- hour capadty of the batterJ.es. And I recall the two that indicated only sbout 12 aap-hours, and one I think around 9 or 10 a.p-hours when they should have been up around 20 to 24 amp-hours. 1 really don't have any further status on that, except that to say that ve are - ve vere flight planning, we're protecting the depth of dilcharge on all those batteries. because they did catch us b) surprise. So we don't get to a point where we have a battery disconnect and possible lose 3nother CBRM. That's one - that's v~y we do these Summary Flight Plans. We go back anti the pover people run a detailed analysis on the entire flight planning activity. Either give us a GO, or tell us where ve're in trouble and ve either eliminate an activity or we think of other powerdovns we can do dUTing that time period. that you know, k~ep the power load below the critical lia1t. QUERY Frolll the vay you're talking about the EVA, I a5sume that your philosophy Is to proceed as if you are going to do the EVA on Wednesday and if aanagement changes its mind, then you'll change yours, or if management decides differently, then you'll change your procedures? LEWlS That's correct. Th'.!re's a lIeeting thia morning, as I understand it, around 10 o'clock to make the decision on the EVA. How since we have to plan ahead, ve did plan ahead a couple of days for the EVA activity, and we base1ined it in. preliminarily. on day - Thursday. And ve baselined in some crew procedural vork, walkthrough, sOlie training simulation on board. Ior'e gave the crev salle time for that on Wednesday afternoon. But like I said, that's very prelillinary, the flight ~anagement personnel. depending upon the outc()me of the meeting later toda;, could veIl change that. But that's the preliminary plan right now, 8S far as what we did last night. 
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SL-II PCa3A/J 's... 09102 t~T 
6/4/73 

QUIIY 
hoy can you 
thatf 

It you don't know the procedure exactly, 
tl •• I1na 1t vary vall? What do you Jo about 

LEWIS W. didn't tiD' line. All we did wa. 
allocate blocKI of li... W •• ay haye - ve a.y b •• hort; we 
Ray hlV' a little too much, but we had to just b ••• line 
to •• block t1... That'. what ve'vw done. very, very pre11u
In.ry. 

QU£RY Oka" and on the bltteries, now, on 
charaing the OWS batterl~l. Ie th~re anv way tc tIll if thost 
batteries are okay. con.idering what they - the dormant state 
they have had to be In for th1Q amou~t oC t1... Can you tell 
me anything about the - about the health of those batteries 
from what you've been doing so far? 

LEWIS I've heard nothing, or seen anything 
to indicate we would have any problem with th •• , if we get 
a wing out. As far as I know, thoylr~ in good shape. 

QUERY Couple of questiona on the te.perature~. 
How much further do you think they're likely to coae down? 

L~WlS Well, if you've been tracking the 
~emperatures, a very, very slow dec~ea8e now, and it may 
be ceachi~g a point of atab11.ation. I don't kno~. It'a _ I 
think they artici~ated so~ewhere around 75 delreel, but we 
~3y, I can't say, we .ay or .ay not reach 75 degrees. Now 
the wardroom temperature last night, we're reading about 73. 
But you'v~ got to lo~k at the overall gas temperatu~e, ~hich 
I gave you early, was 76-1/2. We'll have to wait and eee if 
we're going to get auch cooler. 

QUERY Have you tried moving the paraaol. 
In the beginning, the idea was to revolve it, wasnlt there, to 
vary the te~perature a bit? 

L£WIS The idea at the beginning was to have 
the capability of modulating or revolving the parasol, but 
we've got it positioned now for max cooling, obviously, until 
~e get OUf temperatures down. And I don't suspect that we'll 
be changing It. But that could happen. 

QUERY Couple of questions. On the - on this 
preli.tnliY look at the EVA and the rough time blocks that you've 
laid out, what ti.e blOCKS have you la1d out for an EVA 
st~rt1 Will it be In the morning after crew awakp. [s that 
the kind of thing you look at; or do you prefer to do it then 
when they're say at their freshest? 

LEWIS Okay, I sald weld kind of baseline 
day 158, or Thursday, for the EVA. Now we didn't address 
the actual plan for that day, what we did wa. base __ 

END OF TAPE 
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n·t1 PCUBll 
l4.'1 0910Z CDT 
614/13 

SPIAXll Ok41. I .aid VI kind of ba1ellae in da, 
IS8 or fhur.day for the IVA. Now ve didn't addr ••• the actual 
plaa for that day. What ve did Wa. ba •• l1ne that d~y ao v. 
could look at 1~7 .ad IS6 for it'. preparation. We did not b •• e
Itn. eith~r the a o rnln," o? the .fternoon of Thuraday. Rovaver, 
loo~ln, at network covera,e and 10 forth. it .ay b. preferable 
to &0 In thli a o rl'lln&. ~eeauee in th. afternoon. a. you are 
probably avare OUT orbit'. aovin, off the contin.nt.l United 
Stat.a and in the afternoon ve hav. very 11.ited .ite cove rase. 
But that certainly will be decided later. 

QUERY What doe. your power budset look like 
today and vatts? What Is around 4S00 or 46001 

SPEAKER I don't have the number with ae, but I 
would gue9s it's up around 41, 42 hundred; in that r~oge. 

QUERY Would that be a ahort EllEP. so called 
short EREP? 

SHAlER 
tiae; 12 .tnutea. 
cona ide rat iona. 

QUERY 
once I day, I keep 
Y axis rate gyro. 
and why? 

We're taking a l1aited EllEP data take 
That'l the r.a.on ir's limited i, power 

Chucit. seells ltke Iveryday, at l.aat 
hearing lIoce about the Y-r&te gyro _ 
Are we still having probleas with that, 

SPEAKER As you're probably aware. we've had 
the Ie so-called redundancy .anageaent failure. on the gyro 
aince the launch of the workshop. And we 8till don't know 
why w~'re hav!ns the proble •• We're updating the drift 
compensation for the Byr"8. So we're really not Bure what', 
causing the problem now. That's happen1ng In all axis. We've 
seen it. as a matter of fact, in the laat two day. we had 
one redundancy IIsnasemeot failure In the Z-axis. We had 
one in the Y-axis - Y-axis. And I don't think. we re.lly 
have a good handle on why that's happening to us. 

QUERY W~at effect does it - doe8 lOSing the 
- and having the mlnageaent problem, what effect doe8 that 
have on lhe flight? 

SPEAKER What can happen to you i8 if you lnititate 
a maneuver and you have the RK fall. than in 80llle cases you 
can fire TACS. You can saturate a CHG and fire TACS. We 
would like to advold firing the TACS. It's not a big iapact. 
impacts our TACS fuel and, of course. we're down considerably 
on it. It can be worked aro~n~. We've worked around it 
repeately. Of eou~se, we'd like to eliminate it. Is there 
any - does that basically answer your queation? 

QUERY Have you got any body weights of each 
crew •• n? They've been weighed everyd_y, I un~eratand. 

It 
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aut w.'va never b.an able to gat. ftaura on how .uch they 
w.tah now co.p~r.d to how they weiahed when they vent into 
orbit. 

SPEAKlk 
infor.ation. Jack? 

SPIAKER 
SPEAKBR 

froa the aedics. 

No, 1 don't have ~ny .s - You lot any 

I really don't know. 
No. We'll hsve tQ try get lo.ething 

SPEAKEk We'll get a surgeon over one tiae and 
brief you on what they've leen. 1 really don't know. 

QUERY - inputs on the ~edlcal people on the 
reaulta of all theae tests they've bean going through. Every
body's bee~ saying, gee we're acomplishing all th.Be protocols, 
you know, doing all theae things. And we've gotten very little 
word on what - what the heck tt'. all about. 

SPEAKER 1 think we can probably get a surgeon over 
.aybe in the moring or thi. evening. 1 don't know. Work 
through J~ck. 1 think they'd be glad to coae ~ver. 

QUERY As I understand it the w~y the medical 
people plan, that they get down the rav data each day but 
they don't - they're not able to evaluate everything based on 
that. They're h&ving reviews about once ft week ~f the data. 
And, it's been my understanding that they hAve agreed that they 
viii - f~lloving e~ch of these reviews they will come over and 
present the information that they do have to you. 

SPEAKER Let ae -
SPEAKER We'll check vith - No 

hsd briefings by Dr. Hawkins later than 11 
And we'll check with Dr. Hawkins tod~y and 
he can do a briefing. 

SPEAKER Let me say this, 

it hasn't. You've 
days ago, Arthur. 
aee when he thinks 

SP~AKER - -fine and you know, they see. to be 
looking good and all that sort of stuff. 

SPEAKER I think thot's baSically true, and let 
me say this: With regard to the medical data procelsing, 
I know they been having trouble there getting all the data. 
I know they're still looking for 80me early data from either 
the Site, or It's here in the building and - they havn't 
located 1t. But, I would think they're beginning to get 
in pretty good ~h~pe with their data. 

QUERY 1 guess what I was asking really is 
just some basic stuff like; how auch do they veigh now. 
hov much did they weigh last veek? And before they launched 
vhat 1s their blood pressure? What does their blood count 
look like? Does it look pretty nor.al to the doctors now? 
You know, just some pretty - questions that ought to be _ 
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should be answerable now 1 would th1nk, without loinl into a lot of aedical analy.i •• 
SPEAKER Well, for inltance, on the weights they have to take the nuaberl they get. They don't re.d off direct weiabt. They take the Dunber. they get, and 1 under.tand it, calibrate it ~, loae Ic.le before th.y coat up with the weight. They've got to Itrip out thl' data before can - you can't just call up and .ay whet do you weight nov and ,et In anllver. Is that rlaht f They calibrate it in 80ae v ay. 
SPEA~ER I knov they're ati11 after soae of the early calibration data. And if he wlnta tht flight plan., aa a .atter of fact, I've got one In here for 156 Ml71 cal dlta, vhich was apparently lost bdck In the data processing earlier. But I would think lhe aurgeons are probably in a rea.onab1e shape and they could give you a general rundown of the crew. If you look at their worklC'ad, there can't be too auch wr0ng with them, becauae we're really pilina the vork onto thee. So if there was something wrons I think it would ba reflected In their workload, and it sure hasn't been. 
QUERY Chuck, you mentioned the calibration that are lost. How much data hav~ you'll had probleas in 1.)sin8. ChF.onel B, from what we've seen of the edited and unedited haa got more blank, In it than, 1 don't know. Why it', got all th~ blanka if that's a drop in coam or what? And how aany problems have you had in reacquiring all this dur:p dati that you're getting? 
SPEAKER I think basically at this point and time we're in reasoo~ble shape. The filst few days we were probably behind 2 or 3 day~. Now that's getting the data In the building. All of it. Nov, with regard to aedical for exalllplt!. they have to get it io the building. Then it goes on to special proceGsing to get their data out. Just like Jack said the weight and &0 fourth. They have to coapare it against calibration data to get - get the real nU&1bers. Channel S; one of the reasons you see the blanks I think in a lot of cases the people that are doing the transcribing on tht! initial transcripts aren't that technically oriented. I've had controllers at positions ask me to ask the crew again for this information because the transcript had blanks In. And I said gl) back and listen to the tape. Sure enough we go back and listen to the tape and they can make out what they are saying and has some aeanins to the •• But it doesn't have that meaning to tho people transcribing the tapes. Now I understand thet's beins worked on. MOil 
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an4 ,110 .ftar thlt, there'l a lacond r.l •••• a coupl. of dlYI 
latar. Vlullly I think 1t - aOlt of thola ~llnkl you ,a. 
are filled in, We h.ve 10lt eoae data - jUlt didn't come 
throulh on the recorder. Background aUlie. you .,y have 
cauaht the othar dlY. ve advl.ad the crev, 1 don't know, 
I.veral daYI ISO that 10.etia.1 tha backlTound _uaic wla 80 

hiBh it drownded out the - their data record1na on Channel 8. 
But that', been Iquared Away, I believe. 

QUERY I got A couple .ore queations on thia 
power lIanllgement. The other day, I relleaber there waa loa. 
cO~lIIent. I think you were runnina oh, aoaewhere around 46 -
you had budaeted somewhere Iround 4600,'1700 watte. And 
then you went to a powerdown confiauration. You'd fiaure 
it would drop off by about 300, inatead it went off by 
about 600. And you went back to the crew and asked thea how, 
you know, what .ight have hlppened. They 811d. \lell, we 
were turning off salle liahtl here. and it looked like thlt 
acounted for the misaing 300. Does that aean that you 
don't have good telemetry indication of what your power 
usage is during these operations? 

SPEAKER No. 
QUERY ~ind of rely on talking to people and 

finding out what they're doing. 
SPEAKER Well. obvicusly. we don't know what lights 

they've go on unless they tell Uf. And that could be true 
also of aome of the duct fans. Now, we - we provide the 
crew with baseline lighting and fan confiauration, but we're 
not there to see how much lighting they really need. And I 
know the crew has made every effort to keep the lightin, 
to a minimu~. The crew has commented on that. It could be 
that the lighting was the difference between the 3 and 600 
numbers. 1 remember the quest10n. They couldn't think of 
anything specifically, exc~pt that they had kept the lighting 
to a mlnimuu. I think ve've got a very geod handle on the power, 
what each subsystem consumes. Ther~ are just a fe~ varables 
that we got to *sk the crew about to see exactly what the 
power level should be. 

QUERY SO basically what you're runnina it on 
i8 a Flight Plan bud~et where you know what the operations 
are going to consist of. You have - you have a blse - base _ 
baseline for the basic OWS operational requirements. 
such &s lighting and all these other things. And then you 
know you're going to have EREP passes. and ATM work and all 
that. For each one of those you know what the power con
IUllption is going to be. So at those ti.e. you have a 
hack then based on that what the power cOllsullption at that 
particular time i6. You're not settina TM read outa then 
8 t t h (' set 1 me 5 - -
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LEWIS No. We're havina to pr?ject ah.ad on the.e 
on th4 power profile. w~teh ~e.n. vetre not ultna tele.atry. 
And you're r{,hl. We've .atabl~.hed a baaftlina pover 
require.ent and dependins upon what e.p.rl •• ntl mey be 
running, we Delta abov. that. Or vh~t expert.aus .ay be 
runninl ai.ultaneoualy. it .a1 •• an ~or. than that runntnl. Nov 
that's don. by a computer proar.m we have. The 'llah t Plan 1nput 
lnto th~ co.puter prosram vith theae varioul activities. 
A'lK activity, the lIIedical runa, 01' whatever. And it runs 
a pover profile for us. And ve' re 100k,inS lIore at depth 
of dilcllarse, .aln:alnlng 4 limited depth of di.cherse in 
the battery, I think, now more than we are peak loading. 
We see that we're going to possibly go below, 1 thl~k it'a 
about 30 percent depth of discharge, then we either come 
up with sOllie items we can power down during that period, to keep 
us below the lim1t or we'll have to cut an activity out. 

QUERY On the average, what is your baaeline 1n 
workshop operations power requirement' With~ut expert.enta? 

LEWIS I'. tryiog to remeaber. I think It', 
around 3600 waltH, 36 or )7 hundred. 

QUERY As I understand It, you've go;; about 
46 percent of your TACS gas left a~d you should have about 
90 percent, had you not had the proble~8 the first 10 days. 
Do you have enough to laiC the next 130 days or so, that you 
have to - for the ~eneuvering you'll have to do? 

LEWIS We're still about 15 percent above 
the experiment redltne. We can do all the experiments that 
we've planned. And - there was another number. I .~orget 
what it was. We're not hurting on TACS. If we can conserve, 
you know, and not have maneuvers or probl.elll! tiuch that we'd 
spend a lot of TACS. 

QUERY In the event t!1at deployment of the wing 
or getting the electricity do you think you're going to get _ b} 
the deploy~ent of the wing. - doean't work and some kind of 
~ scheme to put in the rescue part, - an ASTP docking ~odule 
with wings on 1t, or a parasol solar array progra. of some 
sort, are you going to have to do a lot more maneuvering of 
the 8hlp? It won't require any more adju6tments 1n orbit 
for those kind of things? 

LEWIS 1'111 not aware of any proposal to put 
an ASTP-type dDcki~g module in the radial port. That one's 
beyond me. 

SPEAKER That's one of the con(;eptual things that 
8111 Schneider talked about yesterday. 

LEWIS Okay. Yeah. 
QUERY If this doesn't work, - if the EVA 

doean't work, you don't get the pOlier you want. Thoae are. 
1 glless, far off backup ideas? 
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LIVIS I reell, don't know wbat the '.apet 
that would be. I havan't alven an)' thouabt to it. I really 
havan't heard an)'tbina about it. 

PAO Okay. Thank you. 

END 0' TAPI 
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PAO We have vith UI toniaht Donald R. Puddy. 
Fliaht Director who vi1l take queatl~na for 10 minutes. Firat 
question. 

QUERY 1 heard today that to.orrow .Iaht be the 
last time for operatins the 5-183 expert.ent. 

PUDDY I think that's basically true. We've operated 
50-19 a~d 5-183 more or less in the antS sol,r SAL and of 
courae ve vould also like to install the Earth terrain caaera. 
In that SAL. 80 right nov. at least for tht forseeable futu"e, 
It 18 our last planned operation of 5-183. 

PAO Next question. 
QUERY Can you give us the state of the batteries. 

the teaperatures and explain the CSM pressure proble. to~ay? 
?UDDY The CSM pressure problem that you heard 

about vas the SPS ~xldiler and basically it vasn't a problem. 
What ve've been seelng there 1s a - over a number of days _ 
and let me see if 1 can remember the exact figures _ 1 believe 
we ~tart out 17~ psi somewhere around 74. 75 degrees and we 
have sb~wn a gradual decrease over a period of time until 
today where we h'ld around 162 psi at 44 degrees. It's no real 
problem, it's jU!ll the fact that the spacecraft is graduatl,' 
cooling down. It did get to the polnt however, where it ~as 
righl at the ooint ~f tr'?ping the crew's caution and warning 
and onc~ we explained to them that is vas strictly a pressure 
temp~rature relationship there's - everybody was relieved and 
that was the end of that one. As far a. the batterIes are 
cOl1ce!'ned. We were agILln able to llialntain a complete re-chl,rge 
of all the batteries at each - at the end of each day's Cycle. 
And h~d no electrical an ••• lles or probleas of any kind. 

QUERY But your's was the third part. 
PUODY The thermal condition of the spacecra:t? 

Oh, we're still dropping. When I left this evening. or at 
leasl when 1 got my last briefing on the subject we were at 
77-1/2. stl'l going down and last night I believe 1 reported 
to you it was 78-1/2. 

else 
QUERY l'vi' got more, but I want to gtve somebody 

a chance 
PAO 
QUERY 

sum~ary of the day's 
cor. C t! rn e d 1 

Let's go to Reggie. 
Could you possibly gtve us a very briet 
achievecants gO rar as experiments were 

PUr.DY Well, let me see here. Of course tho'! 
big - one of the big achievements was the fact that we did 
have our third EREP data tape. That pass vent very veIl. 
Ag~ln we had excellent weather conditions and we accomplished 
all of our objecti-"cs on that. We had a M092,H093 run 
that went very well. We had - by the time we finlsh up tonight 
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we will have had five ATM p...... 1 tbiatt the tot.1 tille on 
that is goin& to be about 4-1/2 hour. tot&l .ol.r viewing 
ti... We did have .n S-183 operation .nd if you did catch 
the air-to-ground, we did bave a problea today with S-183. 
One of the fila plates actually stuck and we have run a mal
function procedure on that .nd we have got the instrument 
capablr of being used tOllorrow and it 1. scheduled for a early 
pass tOllorrow lIorning, Exactly wh.t happened to the data 
today, I can't really .ay, Whether or nor salle of that data 
today, due to the malfunction procedure and th~ way we had to 
fix it was hurt or not, I really can't s.y. That's the high
lights I think as far as the experiments that were conducted 
today. It was a full experillent day. 

QUERY Is that four and one half hours todaj look-
ing at the Sun? 

PUDDY Yes. that's correct. 
QUERY I take it no alarms with the - or no problems 

with the b&tteries duripg the EREP pass and are you now at 
a rGasonable 6tate of c, .fidenee that - with the shortened 
EREP's you can carryon more or less indefinitely at 
this sort of leve I? 

PUDDY Yes, as a Qatter of fact, tomorrolJ we're 
lengthening it a little bit. 

JUERY Can you tell me what the specific targets 
viII be too,orro'''? 

PUDDY I have not had a chance to go over all of 
the targets. Actually that particular detailed information 
is done on the shift that just camE on duty. As f.r as de
tailing exactly what targets are going to be looked at ~nd 
what instruments are going to be used to look at those targets. 
I can tell you that we're looking at a data tape that looks 
like it starts at 17:0~ __ 

Esn OF TArE 
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PUnDY I can tell you that ~e a~e looking at 
• data take that looka like it .ta~t. at 11104 and runs 
through 17116. It', ~hat we call t~.c~ 19, and I'. su~c 
you can pick that out on the .ap you have out.ide. 

QUERY Pete said the parasol va. tu~ning In 
color. Doe8 that mean it .aybe degrading? And s180 what 
Is the aaount of TACS gas you have rea.in!ng? 

PUODY I did not look st the exact budget 
when I left there this evening, but it would ha~e to be in 
the, I would say in the ~6 p~rcent reaaintng. I'd have 
to check that exact figure. It might be 4S, but it is right 
a~ound 4S, 46 percent. We have not used any significant 
TACS since the docking. We hsve had a couple, we used a 
little bit during one of the EREP passes. We have slowed 
down the maneuver time into ZLV both going from solar iner
tial to ZLV and fro. ZLV back out to solar inertial, such 
that we do not expect to get any TACS firing during that. 
In fact tomorrow's budget is no TACS usage whatsoever for 
those particular maneuvers. We have changed our management 
plan a little bit as far as the number of consecutive mo
mentum inhibits that ve have to minimize momentum build up. 
~e have accomplished a test with a Y axis maneuver that 
ve did on day 9 to determine whether or not ve had a scale 
factor error in the Y axis ,'ate gyros. And we h.~ deter
mined that in one of those gyros, ve do have an err~r. And a3 
soon as pOSSible, ve are goIng to go ahead and update that 
gyro and that will further decrease any possibility of getting 
into TACS usage. So, baSically I think ve're down to the 
point nov vhere we can manage the system with only very 
minimal usage and we can make the TACs experiment worth trade 
off. 

QUERY You are at 46 percent now. Where should 
you be had you not had all the anomalies that ve have had? 
And also I ask you about the parasol turning color. 
It's probably almost an impossible question to ansver. Do 
you have any kind of input into that at all though? 

PUDDY Well, I think any time you put a coating 
Gr material like that out, we do expect some discoloration 
from the Sun. As far as the information that we got back 
tonight froa the crew 1n response to our question, there 
certainly ian't anything we glean fro~ that that indicated 
that the parasol is degrading or is not doing i,s job. Cer
tainly by the thermal measurements that we're taking riaht ~ow, 
We can r.onfirm that. We're 8till coaing down. We're still 
exerci~l"g cool~nt loop management fro~ a power conservation 
stand point with no increase in temperature. So if the parasol 
was not doing its job at this point in time. we would certainly 
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be able to detect it. We are not worried about 
QUERY Csn you give U8 a run down 

experiments that are not functioning properly? 
give us a brief liet? 

it. 
on all the 
Can you 

PUDOY Let' •• ee, that would take about 10 ain-
utes by itself. We have had, 1n the ATM are., we have had 
the 5054 door stuck In soae sort of intermediate position. 
Exactly where it was, we are not exactly Bure. We have, 
were able to free that door by the use - we have 2 motors 
that we can use if require, a primary and a .econdary 
motor. We have gone ahead and opened that door back up, 
and are leaving it open. And we have not eXperienced any 
problems as far as the 5054 experiment itself is concerned, 
except that one time frame when the door was at an interne
diate position during one data take. We had the 5183 problem 
that 1 mentioned a minute ago. We had an 5019 problem 
that I think you've already been briefed on. We have had 
what J would like to call some funnies, with soae of the 
EREP experiments. To the best of my knowlege however, right 
now - we were kind of penalized in the EREP area from the 
stand point that we do not have the telemetry data like 
we have on a lot of the experiments, to gIve a pOSitive 
assessment of those particular experiments and must rely 
very heavily on voice crew reports in real time as to what 
those instruments are doing. We are very concerned On S192, 
which is one of the high priority EREP experiments in that 
we are not sure that we have a good visible spectrum align
~ent. And one of the adjustments that we have just made 
to tomorrow's flight plan Is the first part of the day prior 
to ERE? number 4, we are running a thorough alignment check 
on that particular instrument in order to get __ 

END OF TAPE \ 
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PUDDY - EaRP number four. We are running a 
thorough alignment check on that particular instrullent in order 
to sather that. We have had sOlie eet-reset problem. vtth 
S':>O-9. As far as whether or not ve have cOlllpletely cleared 
that one up, It~ not positive. we're still lIonitoring it. The 
H-4873 Alpha experi4ent we briefed you on tho other evening 
we had a problem there vith the audiometer. That one haa 
been cleared up and thltt instrument seellIs to be perforaing 
very well. We had. problem with the C02 aonitoring inetru
llIent where we loat one of the sensors and that. And 1'. sure 
there's probably a couple of others, but right now &y memory 
Is escaping me. 

PAD We've gone over our tille. We have one 
question from the Cape I'd like to give Don a chance to look 
over and perhaps we csn get an answn.r to it. 

PUDDY Okay, 1 guess this question is essentially 
what is cur experiment capability during the last eight days 
in the event that v~ cannot deploy the other wing or deploy 
the AM ving that ve talked sbout several times previouslyl 
t think that my answer to that question is going to be that 
you certainly are not going to be able to run the very high
power-requiring experiments. In other words, 1 do not believe 
that it would be possible for us to run an EREP pass. However. 
there are certainly numerous experimenta which have treaendous 
scientific value which are low power users and which by 
pover manege~ent I feel fairly certain that we will be a~le 
to sched41e. And we are planning an experiment protocol through
out the entire 28-day lIIission. We have also managed to ex-
tend to a certain extent the amount of time that the CSH is 
going to be able to provide Its own quiescent loads. I thin~ 
a couple of days ago we reported to you that this figure was 
around day 165. W~'~e now hopefully looking at day 166 and 
8S time goes on that figure may change, although I don't ex-
pect that we are going to be able to better that by very much. 

PAO One more, and then ve'll close it out. 
QUERY How would the ASTP docking mechanism be 

placed in the radial port of the mUltiple docking adapter if 
it wert' used? 

Why 
PUDDY 

would we 
P LlDDY 

PAD 

wan t 

n a on a tab r 1 e fin g 
to ans ... er it. 

Well, let 
to do that? 

me say in an~wer to that question. 

1'11 turn that around --
Bill Schneider mentioned that this 

we had perhaps you're not really tbe 
8 f t e r-
one 

PUDDY I think probably that I'm not the one 
to answer that question. I do know that there are several 
things being evaluated from the standpoint of possible 60lutlo1'~ 
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in the event that an BVA to free the OWS vin, doee not appear 
I.f., prudent, or profitable, a. far a. ,ainin8 the capability 
for .oa. extra power. All of those investigations have not 
been complet~d. There is a aanageaent aeetlng on Honday at 
Har.hall where they're goin8 to 80 over the various Investigations 
that have been looked into a. far a. aethods where ve .lght acco.p
liah an EVA operation to free the wing. As far as allot the 
other ide.s that are being looked into as fer as bringing up 
on Skylab 3. some additional pover-producing equipaent - to 
be real honest with you I just have not had the tiae to look 
into those and feel dorry. but I can't ansver your questions. 

PAO Okay, thank you very much. 

ENU OF TAPE 
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SCHNEIDER - - acience. And tbe ATM for 
exa.ple. we're only .ettinl .bout, we have only .bout 
half the viewing ti.~ that we had planned 10 far. But 
th~ principal inveatls.tof. aeea to be ext~e.ely happy with 
the data that they thick they're getting. they have been 
able t~ aee 80m. very scientifically intereltlnl obI· 
D.ke 80ae very Iclentlfically intereatlnB oblarvation on 
corona holel, 801.r coron ••• nd chromo.pbare and things llke that. 
And in general they ••• m to be quite happy. From an EREP 
It.nd point. a. you've been following, va havs had some 
hardv3re probleal. But, a. you know, we just finished the 
lrd EREP pa.l. Fortunately, even though the h.rdware ian't 
completely cooperating with UI. at l.aat the weather 1s 
and vhat data ve're getting it looks " if that should be 
pretty good data when ve get it back. Guesl the area th.t 
is gotng along ~09t 8.tiafacto~ily is in the life sciences 
area. We have taken 2 sets of blood and we've had ~ complete 
set of the lower body negative pressure, vectorcardiograa. 
We have done a complete .et of the aetabolic activity runs. 
And 2 crewmen have run on H092 and H093 and the PIs are again 
looking at all of that data. We're able to do one complete set of 
the litter chair, the human vestibular. We're veighing the 
crevaen every day. And we've had I sleep lIonltoring nights. 
But I t,uess in the sedical world they thing that's been most 
gratiflying, at least to me. froll the engineering stand point. 
has been that that waste lIanagement syatem has been working 
so well that the crew even took sn oPPoTtunity to cOlllment 
that it was vorkin~ ,",ell. And as yO\l aay be .WAre that's 
something very difficult to test here on earth and ve've 
had some 1 ,",on't say doubts, but we were wondering very much 
hov much it would vork. And I. too was very very pleased that 
they found tlae to take that shower and tiie, enjoyed it. I 
pushed for a long tiae to get that. Of course, no need to comment 
on how they seeaed to have taken to the zero-g activity. They're 
all seeaed very well, as you've seen on the TV. Nb real· there 
doesn't seem to be any real problells. Now froa the corollary 
experiments, we have h.d sOlie eucceso there and some proble.s. 
S019 we've managed to get 11 frallea and 4 star fields. S183 
the French UV Altronomy, we had 2 night passes and we got six 
frames. Unfortunately the camera h.s jam.ed. And the PI, 1 
believe has elected to take the carousel out And put it in the 
film vault and bring the data back. He thinks he's got such good data 
on those six frames that he does not v.nt to jeopardize it by doi"8 
any trouble shooting. We've probably. although the deciSion hasn't 
been com~letely.ade ve'll probably use the data .cquisition camera 
and maybe get some more data to.orr~w. But that then viII co.plete 
the 5193 activity. We've deployed the 5009 nuclear emulsion 
experiment, as well a8 the transvranic cosmic ray detector. 
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And the uudont exp.ri •• nt, Ule neutron acaly.i. detector. aU 
tho •• bave been deployed. Welye done a areat d •• l on the 
habitability experla.nt and the crew activiti •• experi~nt. 
We've lot. lot of data on how the crew'. b •• n behavina 
up there and tvarythina ••••• to be, •• you can t.ll, yery 
,,'ell froa there. Fro. the It.n;lpoint of conta.inution. the 
d.tectors we have onboard .how vary v.r, low level.. Lower 
than we had expected. The windows a. youlve probably been 
able to .ee have re.ained clear. W. think we have ba.ically a 
cont •• ination free spacecraft. So fro. a .tandpoint of doin, 
what we had expected it to do, well quite obviou.ly, w. havenlt 
done - beGn able to run the tiae Itne exact11 a. we had 
planned prelift off. Welre doing infinitely better than I 
thought we wer~ gOing to do about 3 weeks ago. And we. I 
believe have a very very creditable scientific experiment _ia-
8ion on the way right now. And. hopefully it will continue. 

PAO Weill talke your questions. Wait for the 
microFhone, as usual. To. OToole. 

QUERY Whatls the status of the EVA, Tuesday, 
Weuneadayl And we got a report over the PAO, 81saion control, 
that ail theee t~chnique8 of cutting the strap went well 
today in the Tank. 

SCHNEIDER Well, I haven't had a report yet. 1'. 
watting for !;eke to get back. I did watch the II yesterday. 
1 was in Marshall in - watching them in the tank, And it seemed 
to be going well. The trick 1s gOing to be, can you get 
so.ething to deploy a hand rail, so that you can .aneuver down 
to that area. 

QUERY You did that too? 
SCHNEIDER Yes, they did it ye8terday, too. That 18 

going to be the tricky, tricky thing. The plan yelterday 
and I a.aume that - I assuee that they pursued it further 
tuday, wal to provide at least 3 methods of cuttin. and or I __ 

END OF TAPE 
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SCREINDlk They Pureued it further today, v •• to 
provide at le.lt thl •• a.thode of cut tins and or IA reco ••• nded 
priority. I think w.lll leave it up to the crew to docide 
just exactly which one to "Ie. Pro. vhat we can thin~ about 
her here c~d the v~y, and the vAy ve think the hardware is, 
ve think the be.t thing to do vill be to 8~t thoa. bolt 
cuttera on thare and to allov the Clevaen in the fixed a1r1otk 
shroud to try t~ cut thea rea~tely froa, froa 2~ teet avay. 
He a.ybe a.atlted by the other crev.en up at tbe other en~. 
If that doeanlt ~ork. vhy we think the next be.t thing to 
do vill be to use the ~ry bar. to try to pry the. off, pry 
ofl the debria. And then if that doel~'t work, though vby 
then ve'll try the bone cuttera and try and cut it avay. 
I'd like to Bdd a vord of ca~tl.Qn here on this solar ray 
de?loyaent, we have a lot of keyholea to go through before 
we get that thing out. You've got to assume that if w~ can 
get out there and the crew can cut tnat debril, that ve 
can see, you've got to e8Sume th~t that'a the debris that's 
holding it. And you've got to alsume that we can then pull 
up on the wing enough to get it in fully deployed posItion. 
You've got to assume that none o{ the glass Lal broken and 
that all of the vings come down in place and you've got to 
alsume that there's been no damage to the batteries, they've 
been in they're stored condition. And once you've pas,ed 
all those knotholes. vhy then you can say. yeah ve've Rot 
some more electrical power. 1 just don't vant everybody to 
get highly enthused and think that we think this is an e~sy 
task. There are a lot of things that have to happen and so 
that it's not a hundred percent certain that if we deCide 
that ve're going to go out and try to cut that, that ve're 
going to end up with additional electrical pover. Lot of 
things have to be in the right orde~. Oh, .nd you asked 
what the time was. I've called e meeting at Msrahall 
tomorrow, it viII be attended by all the Renior Skylab people 
as well 85 Dr. Kraft and Dr. Pratrone and Mr. Meyers, I 
believe Dr. Lowe frOB the Deputy Admtnistrator will be 
there, and it is my intention to aCter live he.rd the Sit
uation, tu make a deciSion and make a recomaendation to the 
top NASA management as to which way to go and when to go. 
It probably could be &s early 89 Wednesday although that 
will be part of the decision tomorrow. To pick a day as 
well. 

QUERY It won't be any sooner? 
SCHNEIDER 1 doubt it. You know we have to pass 

a lot of vords up to the crew. To .ake sure we h.ve the 
procedurel written correctly. I would think that Wedneaday 
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Is the .ost, is the eerliest pos8ibl. da" I von't close 
out Tue.day. but I'd rather do it r1aht than do it rUlhed. 

QUEJY What tl •• il that •• etinl to.orroy? 
SCHN~lP3R All day, 
QUERY Startinl early in the .oroiDI? 
SCHNEIDER About ten or al e.rly a. ve can let 

there. Don't lit on the edge of your chair. vaiting for 
an annoue.aent, .a loon •• ve do .ake • decision, I ploalae 
you 1 viII ,nnou~ce it. 

QUERY Will thi. be just a ~tateaent, or viiI 
you have a ~re~a conference ~ver at Huntsville, or vhat? 

SCHNEIDER I viII try to ,et by vith • Itate.ent. 
And don't, it may not come out toaorrov night. you knov. ~e 
m.y end up with a few Queationl and if ve are etill. if you 
viII. cogitating 1'. aure ve viII put out a short notice 
that says ve're still cogitattng. So that ve'll try not to 
keep ynu 1n t~e dark. 

QUERY Are there any other big dee1aions you're 
feeing aa far as the operationa of the spacecraft? What 
about the therJul conditions. \lhat about the SPS, viII ve 
h~ar something about the pressure proble~ there? We h~ar 
5 08e t hi ng ahout some of the b a tte ries in the AT)( not ch I rgi ng 
fully. 

SCHNEIDER Well, the big problem Is, aR you've 
lndicated, is the electrical power situation. As I think 
you've been told we have four batteries that do not seem to 
be getting full charge. Nikon batteries don't like to vork 
hard, th~y're kind of like me, and we work th •• pretty hard. 
We have close at 18 onboard, 2 of them are out of action and 
4 of those are in action. See. to be about, have about 1/2 
th~iT pO\ler anJ \Ie are managing the electrical very closely 
in urdcr to preserve all \Ie have and that of course is givln~ 
us great fits in th~ back roo.s trying to pick the right 
experiment9. We have been able to get some pretty good 
flight plans out new, but they're very hard to co ... by, becaulle 
\Ie do have to ~ake the power trade offs. The other, you 
asked what the big questions are. We do ha~e that parasol 
up there. that \Ie deployed. The big question that we've got 
to address and have al~ of the actions underway to address 
cnn are not ready to do it Tight nov. Is whether or not we 
think that that material will last for the 3 months that's 
necessary to get up there \lith Skylab III or \lhether OT" not 
\Ie sho ul d 

END OF TAPE 
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\Ie sho ul d 
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SCHNEIDER . - - •• Urid w111 llat for the 3 .onth. 
that i. neceslary to !ot up there with Skylab III or whether 
or not we 6hould deploy the tvin pole thera&l ,hi.ld. So 
that's the. the big if quesHon in that aua. We bave not 
lIade that decillon. Wa've got a great auaber of teeta under 
vey both here and Harshall on tbe .ateriall to try to ,ive 
UI ~o.e data that vll1 tell UI vhether or not ve should 
chaoge out. And if the data I.ya we abouleS, \/911 ve prob
ably wll1. 

QUERY Fotlovlng that up, I va. &olog tv ask 
whether you n~v are in a position to look ahead to the 
rest of th~ mi~:!cQ. and the length of both this ai8alon 
and the subsequent IWO milstonl on the one hand if you get 
no dep loy~nt of the lolar panel. and the other hand if 
yo u do? 

SCHNEIDER Well independent of the eolar panel, 
there doesn't see~ to be any reason why ve wll1 nu~ go the 
28 days on Skylab, Skylab II. barring some further i~cldent. 
~lght nov Skylab II is 28 days. Skylah III as you rQc~ll 
we did ~xcelerate it. One of the reasonl 1 aaid that v~ 
axcelersted was becaus~ we got a more favorable rela~ive 
positiQn on the orbital plane on the Sun, so that we have 
b~tter electrical power when the C5M will be powered d~~n. 
If we do not get any additional electrical power up tbere 
by one ~eans or another. why then Skylab 111 vould probably 
be either a vety inactive mission for the last J veeks or 
conceivably we would not have enough pow~r to do that final 
56 days. It looks 83 if we have plenty of power for 
I gtl~SS so~eth1ng around 40 days, and we have to make some 
a~sumptions there as to what you need And vhat you are going 
to gPot. And thon the situation is somewhat 1n doubt. And 
the same of "ourse goe~ for Skylab IV. We have three scheme~ 
that we are looking at for getting more electrical power. 
One is of course the deployment of this aolar array. We're 
looking at a 'Jcheme whereby on Skylab III, we c;an bring up 
oh I guess you could kind of call it like 8 window shade of 
solar celks. which we would deploy in some manner yet to 
be determined a~~ ~et that electrical power into the work
shop. If w~ could do that, vhy we would have enough power 
togo on. We h,\\'.:" anothe r scheme whir.h \lil1 not, we don't 
think we can get by until Skylab IV, but we're pursuing 
bringing up Z ATM solar arrays with the command and service 
module on Skylab IV. Ihese solar arrays mounted around a 
codule. It looks like the AS1P docking aodule. Bring 
thal up and dock it to the rescue port, and deploy the 
two initial polar arraya. So those are ways that - the primary 
ways that we are looking at for gettin& electrical power up 
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thel'e now. 
PAO Way back in tbe back ~ow. 
QUERY At the riak of aound1na like a Honday 

1II0rnini quarter back, one of th.a. batterie. that la out 
right now g&ve a ai.ilar probl.a on tha ,round. Why ia it 
that you didn't yank th~t thina out of there and put a freah 
one tn? Did you not have a fresh apare on hand, because 
you vere short of Dloney? 

SCIINEIDER Tha ansv.~ to your laat queation 1a, 
we had sparea throughout. Skylab cannot, ve cannot by any 
atretch of the Imaginacion hide behind aoney ahortage givng 
ua any problem here. We've been, ve've not had any of that 
j: end of proble.. You say we had a siallar prublea on the 
ground, I guess you have 1nfor.ation that I don't know. I 
don't know of any, oh I'm sorry, you're talking about the 
switch, the s..,itch. We had a slailar problem in s switch 
at KSC. That was analyzed, it was analy!ed as beinlt a, a 
quality problem and that it was a peculiar to the piece 
pare that was in there, and you do have this occasionally 
..,here a ~pecific aerial number item does have a quality de
fece. It was analyzed to be a qU311ty defect. We analyzed 
what we had on board and came to the conclusion that we did 
not hav" any problem on the rest of thelll, and therefore 
dJd not go through a design change. 

QUERY Hr. Schneido'!r, both Rocco Petrone and 
Ken Kleinknecht talked in the last couple of days about the 
possibility of extending Skylab II for another possibly 
10 days or some figure. fro that ball park to take advantage 
of the high beta angles that vill t:urve after June 22. Can 
you characterize for us vhat kind of consideration is b¥ing 
given to that? Is it active. or is it on the back burner 
while you look at the SAS ~eployment EVA and so on1 

SCHNEIDER Well it is active. It's being looked 
at obviously by a different group of people. The decision 
to go to 28 days has of cours~ been one by the medics, and 
they made a decision to double the 14 dayu of Gemini to go 
to 28 on Skylab. In Skylab, they're getting a lot more 
onboard data and real time data. I.nd they are analyzing 
wh~ther or not they viII have enough information real time 
in flight to warrant an extension of the missIon. It of 
course will be based, any decision to do this will be based 
on a recomendation of the doctors. Froa an engineering 
stand point, and a straight. getting the ocience stand point. 
it's a very desirable thing to do. However, wa don't vant 
to take any chances ..,ith the crew. We don't vant to louse 
up on aedical experimenta, and 80 we'll be very cautiouA - -
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SPEAKBR - ve don't vant to louie up on .e4ical 
experimentl .nd '0 we'll be very cautioua In thoa. relpecta. 
The doctorl are looking .e it. They have not reached .ny 
conclu8ion one vay or .nother and if the aedica •• y that it 
18 pOlaible vhy it'l quite probable thet ve would continue. 
If tho lIedics 8ay it 11 not pouible th.t they vill not have 
"nough dat a. why then it'd be extreae ly doubt ful that we would 
continue. 

PAO Howard Benedict. 
QUBRY If you don't get the 801ar panel out and 

you h.· .. e to jU8t sit there for the last eiaht days of the m1s-
8ion, what is the value of Btaying up those extra eight days, 
beeides Dledical? 

SPEAKER We will not have any problea on Skylab 2. 
At the time the fuel cells are depleted on Skylsb 2. the space
craft gets into the high Beta angle and we should get up to 
about 7,000 watts out of the ATH solar arrays. As you ma7 
be aware, 8S you go around as the seasons progress. why the 
angle between the orbital plane and lhe Sun changes and when 
that happens why you get more and mOle out of the Earth's 
shadow L~d just at - fortunately we didn't plan this way, but 
just abouL at day 20, I believe it's day 21. Skylab begins to 
come out of the Ea~th's shadow and when it does so why we get 
Cull solar Sun. When the AIH soLIr panels are exposed to the 
Sun they're geneT.ting about 7,000 vatts. Our problem Is 
that when you get on the dark side, why you have to use what 
you've got stored up in your battery and that's where our 
problem ls. The batteries. not in th~ power and generation. 
So once we get around to where we're exposed to the Sun, why 
we have lots of electricsl power. So, the proble. cOlles up 
In Skylab 3 where after the CSH begins - runs out of its 
cryos, we then have space, that 4S I said the other day, such 
that we are in the good Beta angle and we be able to continue 
in that. Sut that goes away just about like it cOlles and pretty 
soou you g~t back into the - your shadow again and then you're 
back into the power mllnagement problem and the powe~ generation 
could gel less than what's required for ho~sekeeping functions. 

PAD Tom. 
QUERY Bl11, could you describe these two schelles 

(or Skylab 3 and 4 a little better than you did? You said 
a window shade of solar cells and then a module? 

SCHNEIDER Hey, well ht ae just tell you what - you 
know a lot of people have been working - how shall I describe 
tileft - roll-up solar shades. These are literally solar-
I'. sorry. The.e are literally arrays of solar cells which 
are - have a flexible backing and you can literally roll the. 
uv and our idea is that j ( we can get th.t up there, then to 
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deploy thea in soa •• anner OD top of the par •• ol or loaethins 
like that. which we don't know about t. And than to .0 .... 
how or other plu, in to the electr1cal power .yate. and pro
vide electrical power. Now, that look. aa if w. could do it 
on Skylab 3 if - it look. conceivable that we could do it on 
Sky lab 3. not possible, but conceivable. the other alterna
tive being puraued and that's l:"ing pursued aoat vi&oroualy 
by the HcDonnell Dougla. Company. the otber one that'a being 
pursued by the Rockwell Corporation ia to take an ASTP type 
dockin, .odule, which is a - kind of like a can and to put 
two ATM eolar array. on it and to take that up juat aa you 
would an ASTP docking aodule. You know you undock froa the 
- you undock from the - aeparate fro~ the S-lVB turn-around 
and go back in and pick up the can on the front of the CSM, 
take it on up and dock to the 9ide port and then go around 
and dock to the axial port come in and then activate this by 
deploying the cells all in this plane in here. That ve could _ 
the vay we'd get that into electrical power !s ve would probably 
plug that in to where the CSM ia currently plugged In and 
get ourselves some - oh, prob3bly about 2 kilowatts of power 
out of it. 

QUERY 
SPEAKER 
QUERY 

What kind of expense are you talking about? 
We 11, yo u h ave to - -

doesn't it? 
Doesn't the module costs 50 million dollars 

SCHNEIDER No, we have a docking .odule is 
thing because that's just structur~. The - ve would 
a backup solar arraya and C8RM's and use the.. We
bably is not a very expenaive vay of going. 

P AO Me 1 Ro s t e r . 

the easiest 
take 
it P ro-

QUERY Could you clarify t~le possible extension 
of the mlss10n1 Are you considering eXI,ending it only if 
you do not get the solar array out, or .In either caee? 

SCHNEIDER In either case. Let me make sure that 
everybody understands there is a possibiltty that the doctors 
will find that they have enough medical information, but 
that remains to be seer.. And we're not forecasting at this 
pOint, any extension of the miss10n - -

END OF TAPE 
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SCHNEIDER - that the docton v11l find that they 
haVl' enough lIlodleal infor.ation, but that l'e.&1nl to be .e.n 
und we're not foreealting at thi' point, any extenlion of the 
.1~KJon. If the lIedical data does Ihow that they will have 
onough on the ground to analyze the health and well beins, then 
it becomes possible for us to extend it, So, I - don't every
body say that we're going to extend it, It'. just another 
one of .any, many p088ibl1itie, that we're looking at. We'r~ 
trying not to close the door on Iny way of achiev1n, the Skylab 
objectivel and the Skylab objective, ae Itve told you repeatedly 
1s to conduct experi.entl and bring back acieotitic data. Part 
of the scientific data i8 the aedlcal data 80 we don't want 
to sacrifice that. 

PAO Ralph has another question, then we'll go 
to Angus and then back to Lee Hickley. 

QUERY On the salle lines. it's my understanding 
originally, that a key part of the lieightless medical tests 
liere to cOlllpare the onboard data with tbe data after landin& 
and then doctors could make the decision and aee hOli they re
adapt - -

SCHNEIDER Quite obviously that 1s the very problem 
that the doctors are wrestling wIth. Do they have enough on
board data to where they can say, veIl all right lie can go In 
30 days. 32, as much as 38 days and still not invalidate in
vestigations on finding the effects of veightlessness. 

PAO Angus MCPherson. 
QUERY 1 have two. Could we take them separately? 

I just liant to make sure that I'm interpreting your thinking 
correctly. Is your thinking at the moment that you ~lsh to 
deploy the solar pan~l, not so much for the SL-2 missIon, but 
for the SL- 3? An..! because an EVA of any sort is obviously nol 
a thing that you order lightheartedly? If there vere no SL-3 
mission liould you perhaps not be thinking about an EVA for the 
solar panel? 

SCHNEIDER "'ell. I can't anslier that que.tion because 
I haven't even thought about it. I can say that on SL-2, as 
I explained earlier, lie are in the mode of managing our ex
periments by electrical power. If we get this deployed and 
if the re are 5 t i 11 solar cells Ie ft., and if the batte riee are 
degraded and ve do get pOlier, it'll definetly help us in Sky
lab 2. We liill be able to do a such better job on the experi
ments and ve'll for example on the EREP, as you knoli ve have 
SOl:le very short passes. we'd like very lIIuch to get back to 
our original mode of operation, so it's not - lie're not dolnl 
it just for Skylab 3. 0 .. Skylab 3 it becomes a very very i.portant. 

PAO Angus had a second one and Lee Hickly. and 
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then (auble) 

QUBIY Okay. I think the •• cond one'. fairly aim-
ple. If you did take up thla ASfP dockin, adaptor and put it 
00 the relcue lIodul. - 00 the re.cue port, this would presumably 
.till prelerve the ra'Cua capability becau.e another craft 
could .till dock On the end of that if it wanted to? 

SCHMEIDIR Wa Could alvaya jettiaon the additional 
module that we'd put on. We would atill have re.eue capability. 

QUIIY But it would involve jettiloning that __ 
SeRMBID!R No, a. a lilt te r 0 f fact, nov that you _ 

well I'd have to look into it. 1 haven't a.ked the question 
aa to whether or DOt after the CSK leavel you leave it in a 
condition vhere you would dock. 1.1 a .atter of fact. we prob
ably hsven't even addreaaed that question yet. These are all 
very conceptu&l. We're havin~ our first prelillinary require
lIenta meeting on that one Tuesday out at Dovney. so 
don't think we've begun to cut hardware or anything. 

QUERY I think you've just about answered my ques-
tion but I WQnt to be aure. Tbia lockwell plan to use an ASTP 
docking lIodule, aa 1 understand it, hold a sol&r array that 
would unfold. Where would that go on the regular docking 
port for the CSK or on the rea cue port or what? 

SCHNEIDZR On thl! rf:>scue port. 
QUERY Have you found out yec how much ti~ you 

can or will allow to free that panel? 
SPEAKER No. ve'll probably leave that pretty much 

u~ to Pete. He's a pretty experienced - I auspect that we'll 
alZot a whole day to it. I don't think we'll do mu.::h ether 
than - we'll plan on doing much other than the EVA. Froll what 
I aav in the water tank, it's an activity that _ where the 
handle~ and the restraints are at ~eat marginal, we've learned 
that you can't do anything Without restraints 80 we do have 
to have Some restraints there obviously not the best in the 
world. They haven't been really preplanned, so I'm fairly 
sure that the crew who does this will work pret ty hard and 
I think that what we'd end up saying is that that will be 
the majority of their activity for that day. 

QU~RY Bill, considering the interior size of the 
OWS, ia there a possibility of them rehearstng SOfte of that 
EVA ina ide before they go out? 

SCHNEIDER Yes __ 
QUERY I expect Some 
SCHNEIDER Yes, one of the things that we have been 

planning on proposing to Pete, Is that hr try to manipulate 
the tool. and what not on the end of the long boo. to get 
the feel for how that handles. Then-'s no doubt he has the 
world'a tineat aero-g training facility up there. 
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QUIRY aDd will you leave it to Pete Conrad 
to .ake the decision who do •• the IVA? 

SCHNEIDER Yea I thiDk we vill I suspect, 1 suspect 
it will be the Co.aanderta deciMioD. But. I auapect the 
Co •• aDder would want to go out there. We think Pete and 
Joe vill do it, but I dOD't think we'll put any reltrictions 
on thea. We'll pOle the queltion to thea and the problem 
to thea, and let thea make the decilion. 

QUERY Bill, I have a couple which have been 
called in froa people who are liltening at their black boxes. 
Could you explain the CSH drop in preeeure? 

SCHNEIDER Well, 1 just heard that as I was standing 
in here, I assume it has to do with the temperature of 
the C~H. As you know we've been, we've been trying to 
conserve power there by powering down. And I su,pect that 
one of the tanks is getting a little cooler than it should 
be. And we'll probably have to tu~n the heater on And bring 
the preaaure back up. 

QUERY And the other one Is what ia the status 
of the body masa measurement device? Is it completely out? 

SCHNEIDER To my knowlege we've had no probles with 
the body mass measuring device. We have been getting 
•• tronaut weights regularly on I daily basis. You may 
be referring to the small mass m~asuring device, where 
we had two of then onboard. One In the waste management 
compartment and one in the wardroom. I believe the one i~ 
the waste management compartment had an electrical mal
function. They were using the other one for both tasks. 
I have a vague recollection that we found the truoble on 
that and they both wock. But, I'll have to find a better 
answer on that one. 

QUERY One Method being discussed for pulling 
the panel out if you do get the angle aluminuw cut is to 
have the astronaut use the {iremane pole ty~e thing over 
his shoulder crouching and then standing up. How would 
he do that? Where would he stand and how would he hold 
his feet steady? 

SCHNEIDER Uell, the way they were practicing it 
yesterday, this is ~ot the rigid fireman's pole, it's the 
thing that is called the BLAT. That's the Big long ad
justable tether. This 1s a. you've seen thea floating 
it down through the spacecraft when they do that teleVision. 
It's that long tether, It's 30 or 31 feet long ~nd it has 
a hook at either end. The proposal would ~e after the 
creWmen got down to the area oC the V~Dt module on the solar 
panel, would be to attach by a couple of hooks into holes 
that alr~3dy exl~t there Some tethers to which he would 
attach this BLAT. And that the other end would be a attached 
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behind the. back on the, back on tb, trua. atructure back 
here. They would then have a tlexlble, flexible tape that 
went froID about here, up to here. Of courae this would be 
down on the aide. If he vere aucUliful in cutting the 
debri_, he would then get hi_, he would atand riaht around 
the biole line on the lower aide of the hinae line if you 
Will, on Dlov{na part of the hinae line, and would raise thia 
and crouch a~~ :et it over hi& Iboulder and then usina his 
leal stand up and soap the. snap tbe actuator. the damper 
actuator, which 1a frolen and allow the panel to swing 
free. He must break 2 little reatraints. He did that, yes
terday, he did that in Karshell w1th exerting a force of 
about 100 pounda, which 1s no sweat at all. And that'a 
been very repeat4ble. we've done it back at the factory, 
and we've done it there at Marahall several tilles. And 
I expect to aee it done again tomorrow. And he stands 
as I said here, pushea out one, break. your pole, you adjust 
the tether back dovn to where he now can exert force 
again. He exerta force again and breaka the other one. 
And then the dynamic analyais is that the solar array can 
be gently eased into pOSition and it vill lock in place 
and everything viII be Oltay. .'nd that too is one of the 
things that we have got to look at tOllorrov, the dynamics 
of the situation. Wbat kind of energies are involved and 
is it safe to do this. Of course thaI.: ia the priaary thing 
that we'll be examining tomorrow ia the safety aspe(.ts of 
this. Is there any unusual hazard that we don't lIish to 
accept. 

PAO We have a question here. We'll take 
one or two more and then let Bill get back to work. 

QUERY I've Deen hearing for at least a week 
that the damper is frozen or chat the actuator is frozen 
and that clevise has \:0 be broken and I'. not aure how 
ve know this. Ia this the temperature information? 

SCHNEIDER Yes, we know it 1s froll this. 
PAO If there is 110 lIore queations, thank 

y~u Blll very much. 
SCHNEIDER Okay 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO All rlSht. We will ,et atarted with the 
Sunday .ornlna, June the 3rd, chanae-of-.hift brlefina. We 
have thia .orning the overnight •• n, Milton Windler, Flight 
Director for Skylab, and weill let Milt atart it off. 

WINDLEl Okay. Well, we had another relatively 
cal. night. although the crew did report that they heard s 
puap change frequency. And they got up and looked around, 
Joe and Pete did. around midnight, apparently, and they 
decided it had aoaething to do with their refrigeration aysle •• 
We don't aee anything wrong with it, although there was sOllie 
di8cuaaion with the crew about their thinking that they heard 
TACS firings, whicb we don't see on the instruments. And we 
don't really believe are happening. And we think they're 
hearing sOlllething else and the refrigeration system is one 
area that might be doing thst. There are known valves in 
there that make noise, plus there are valve~ in there also 
that cycle to direct the fluid flow. And that also changes 
the pump pressure and the ?uap sounds. So probably that's 
uh.-.t they did hear. But, for the first tI8(', anyway, that we know 
abcut. th~y did wake up in the night and got up for a few 
.inutes and drifted around, I guess. is the right word, to 
see what was going on. Other tha;'! that, it was a pretty quiet 
night. Today we're planning to dQ an EREP, as we discussed 
yesterday. We do plan to get some TV out of the window. And 
we'll be doing some more medical runs. And then tomorrow 
they'll also be an ERE? with medical runs and the cal [ockvt 
that we talked about yesterday, which is, I don't know how 
.any are here that were here yesterday, but the man that 
as"oed the question. I guess. is not. But that's a black 
bran~, we found out. So that's about the aize of what's happening 
right now. It's just - We're doing fairly well. I think, in 
conducting the experiments. We're staying pretty well on 
schedule for the meGical runs. and the ATM folks ar~ getting 
most of the daylight cycles that are available; that is the 
ones that are not used by EREP. The power continues - Dividing 
the power among all the experiments areas. of course, continues 
to be a problea. And we - But we're getting a little bit 
better at understanding where it's all going and being able 
to predict it in advance and, thereby,. get o.!r flight planning 
done. So 1 guess with that I'll stand by for questions. 

PAO We'll start with Ed DeLong here. 
QUERY What 1s your latest understanding of the 

status of the EVA? 
QUERY Oleay. There is s giant, huge lIIeeting. 

a. my kids would aey - a meeting of all the principal characters _ 
participants to.orrow at HuntSVille in which there's a 
very lengthy 4genda covering all aspects of it. And I don't 
remeaber all the details of the agend.. In fact, John Disher 
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.ay have briefed on this. I'. sure. a couple of daya agao. But. 
ba.ieally they'll go into the power situation. what our statuI 
i_ if ve don't do anything, what the proble.s are involved or in the 
energiea available or the energies inherent in the wing, 1n the 
scrap, and everything the potential dangers involved there, what 
SOMe of the contingency procedures vould be, the crew procedures 
that vould be involved, the equipment, all those aspects of doing 
it in, hopefully, that day. Tomorrow we'll wind up with a decision 
on the advisability of doing an EVA to try and deploy the ving. 
And after that ti.e we can get that cranked into the Flight Plan, I 
guess, in another couple of days, something like that. So we're 
looking at the latter part of this week, I guess, or the middle to 
the latter part. 

QUERY Okay. You sort of hit on something I was 
going to ask about next. Last night, late, one of the lilst 
things before the good night the MOCR went up to the crew 
saying, it won't be Tuesday. I just wondered - -

WINDLER Why they did that? 
QUERY What liall the ration .. le that ruled Ollt 

Tuesday after everything we'd heard previously said, Tuesday 
is the, 1 know, earlie9t po~sible date but now it's been 
ruled out. 

WINDLER WeLl, the - That was in response, I guess, 
to the fact that the, - Mrs. Conrad said "Happy Birthday" to her 
husband and had said something about the EVA on Tuesday, and 
since he didn't know about an EVA on Tuesday, he was curious 
about that. And 80 the other conversation lias 
just the ground pointing out that there were no definite 
plans for the EVA yet. But this meeting hasn't happened 

QUERY Okay. That did not re<. - lhat did not 
represent a .anagement decision that it can't be Tuesday? 

WINDLER No, it didn't. It just - 1 really don't 
see how we could decide on Monday and do it un Tu~sday, myself, 
but I suppose if you really had to, you could. But it would 
be very difficult. And we don't anticipate dol.n~ It th.11 
soon. 

PAO 
Mart in Craze r. 

Hal Rosser over here, and thc'n we'll get 

QUERY Kilt, What's the EREP plan for the ll"ack 
for tOlilorrolol, Honday? 

WINDLER It goes across Florida or that south-
csst part of the country and on down across the Bahamas and 
winds up at the San Juan trench featuring the ocean, of 
course. 

QUERY Kilt, which team does the preliminary 
and the detailed planning for the ' 

WINDLER Well, right nOli we don't anticipate having 
any big changes in our .anning so it would depend on what 
day it Is. We're going through a 80rt of a change right now 
in that this is my last night to do the summary plannings 
and I'll be off for a couple of daye snd my team. And th;n 
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we'll be doinS ~xecut., for about 5 or 6 days. And l~t's aee, Chuck Levis's team will be doing the lumm.~ies, and I gue •• Don Puddy continues to do the - I aean Nell Hutchinson will be doing the detatls for the next I.veral days. Actually, though, we have lome people that .p~cializf in the EVA area, who are not ass1gned to t~'ms right nov. They're people that specialize in the har~ware. And they have been planning all along to support the EVAs when they came along. So they're working on the procedures and thcy will be part of the tea.s whenever it's $cheduled. Incidentally, let me aske another point here. If it happens to occur after - if it happens on Wedne8day or in the next 5 or 6 days, it will turn out that the teaD - that our team, who'd be on for executp., would be a tea. that actually has si.ulated the EVA that is the normal EVA to r~place the film. So that would be a fortunate set of circumstances if it turns out that way. Looks like it will. QUERY How does the crews' sleep patterns look? Has there been any abnormalities or anything unexpected there? WINDLER No, 1 don't think so. I would say It's very, very normal. The day that they were given off they slept in late, apparently, which 1s what you'd do if you had the day off or you'd trl to. And on the days when they thought that they had work to do, like a normal day. they responded as you probably woul~ if you had something very interesting happening that day. You might wake up a little early. They've done that. They did that yesterday - got up jUlt a few minutes early. And after their day off, they vere just ready to go. So I'd say, you know, that's not to diSSimilar, and the fact that they got up in the middle of the night 1s just, Isn't unusual eilher ~ince, you know, if you're used to a constant noise like your air conditioner or something like that, and all of a sudden it Guits while you -the change in noise is 50~ethlng that gets your attention for a few minutes. And then you get use to it again. 
QUERY Do you h3ve any feeling about who it .ight turn out to be, who nctually goes down the side of the workshop? 
WINDLER No. We've put in some words on that. I guess. in sort of speculation. But I guess that's part of this meeting, Harty, do you know the answer to that? 
SPEAKER No. Sure don't. 
WINDLER I think - I really would say th.t hadn't been decided for sure yet. We've got so~e potential candidates and they've beec said, and now I've forgotten what they are, to tell you the truth the ones that we think are .o~t likely - but I'd have to say until you decide on what exactly the procedures are you'd have to play that, of course, againat the training that they've all ready had. 
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PAO Anybody elae have a question? Ed DelQng. 
QUERY How are the batteries behaving? ATe 

they beginning to ahov sn ability to take more charge? 
WINDLER They've - Well, we really can't tell that 

until ve've put soae streas on them. And ve're not putting 
atreas on thea. We're 8voidln~ that. The main vay - th~ primary 
vay that you'd have really of checking out that, you'd have 
to take thea down to vhere they tripped off again at the low 
v;:,1tage and ate vhere that is. And we dre working fairly 
hard to see that that doesn't happen. So, it's not - th~re's 
really no nev date on that. And the batteries have behaved 
very well since - for the last several days. 

WINDLE. Should I answer these two questions for 
Hary Bub at the Cape? The question is; "Did the crew spot any 
uuusual solar activity or solar flares this morning? And they 
hl\ver.'t told us th .. t they did. So, we have to assume that 
they did not, since they've been pretty vocal in reporting 
things that they' 'Ie seen. And, sccondly: "If the solar p,mels 
csnnot be repalted are there 8 days when they cannot not do 
experiments? And we think yes that's the last 8 days of the 
28-day mission. And yes that's e ;s~ntially true when the 
CSM fuel celIe run out of cryos, why we will be limited in 
our powering and we'll probably not be able to do any experiments 
after that tlme. Although, we're getting a little bit ~ore 
clever at finding odds and ~nds of power and there might be 
aomething we can do, but it doesn't look too good on that 
subject now. 

QUERY Just before coming over here, I thought 
I heard them aay that they had detected carbon monoxide 10 to 
15 ~arts per aililon, I think, is what they were talking about. 
Does that sound right 1 

WINDLER I know nothing about that. I didn't hesr 
that, while I vaa - I haven't been listening to air-to-ground 
about 2 hours now. I've been in another meeting, so I don't 
knov about tb at. 

you? 

A1. 

END 

QUERY Would that be .. normal type figure tJ 

WINDLER 
QUERY 
WINDLER 
PAO 

PAO 

OF TAPE 

1--
(garble) made of it, you know. 
I don't knov either. 
We can check and find cut for you 

Thank you. 
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PAO All right, tonight we have Don Puddy. 
Flight Director and Richard K008 the EREP officer. We'll 
start off with Don. 

PUODY Okay let me give you more or les. a real 
quick aynopsis of the spacecraft's statuI. Would you believe we 
broke the 80 degree mark today? We are pr •• ently at 78-1/2, 
and we think over the long term it may be possible to get 
down as low as 75. At least that is our hope. And we are 
still cont.nuing to drop very slowly. As far as electrical 
loads today. we ran AnYlihere from 3200 to about 4500 watts. 
From the stand point of the flight plan, ve executed the 
flight plan just exactly as 1 had briefed you last night. 
We consider that we had a very good day from an experimental 
standpoint, We met all of the objecti .. -es. You lIlay have 
heard one call where we s~itched one of the medical runs 
and one of the calibration maneuvers that we would make, 
calibration manuever - calibrations that we were making 
on the small mass measure~ent device. This was strictly 
to give us a capability of going without a momentum dump, 
which was unnecessal'y. Other than that the flight plan loIas 
executed just as published. We had a very good day. The 
EREP pass that ... e had was probably one of the most important 
that we could have accomplished during the mission. There 
are two areas that loIe nominally like to cover. One is the 
pass that loIe had today and the other Is up in the northeastern 
par. of the United States. Of course we also like those 
passes that come dOloln through the HATS area, or what ve 
call the Houston area test site. The pass today started up 
in the Pacific and ended up as I briefed you last night 
around Guadalajara, Mexico. It had associated with it 
numerous of those items that loIe like to study, such as pol-
lution, San Andrea's fault, urban development, population 
centers, acreage, crop disease, all of these type of things 
were in the sites that we covered. And today, 1 think we had 
about 35 sites that we feel like we got good data from. 1 
think that's about it as far as just a generalized overall 
capsule view of where we're at today, no new major anomalies or 
anything like that. The spacecraft is cooking along. I think we 
are in a standpoint now where ve're looking at each flight plan 
from the standpoint of power and momentum. But we've got ourselves 
into a cycle where I believe we're going to go al.ead anG J{. 
o'lr daily routine lhln& that ve had planned for the mission. 
It looks real good. So let me open it up for questions. 

QUERY I've got a couple of them Don. Joe 
Kerwin this morning mentioned Aomething about some food. 
And I understood hi. to say something about maybe food 
spoilage or a stowage probleM one. And I vasn't sure whi~h. 
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PUDDY No. I think you ... interpreted his COlllllent 
this morDln,. What he asked about waa food that they had 
not opened. In other vordlS It vas overs,.. The food Is 
stored In a particular vay, and what ha' happened is 
they unpacked it. soae of it they didn't eat. It's not 
spoiled. And hi' question was whether or not they wanted 
thell to go ahead and reatow that food. If 80 how we would 
like to have it re.towed and saved for the Skylab III crew 
as overage. And we have told them that yes, we did not 
want the food disposed of. We dId want it saved, and we Stl' 

giving them a procedure tonight as to how we would like 
to have that food restowed. 

QUERY Are you ta lk i ng about the food that 
they are not eating in their o~n meals and that lhey are not 
0pE-ning anti all. 

PUDDY Affit.ative. 
QUERY Okay. What about the television camera 

that was mentioned that went belly up during EREP pass? 
PPDDY We've got sOlie questions goinS up to the 

crew on that tonight with some suggestions lor some malfunc
tion procedures that they lIIay be able to run. I don't "'ant 
to go ahead and say right now that we have lost one TV camera. 
The crew right now see~s to think that there ~4y be a problem 
with that one camera. But until we h~ve gone thro~gh that 
malfunction procedure lor that particular item, we are not 
writing it olf. And we still have another, so. 

QUiRY This ove rage, this business that they 
are not eating the result of jUf't providing the. with too 
much, more than they can eat at a meal? 

PUDDY Well, let me say that Skylab food was 
not planned to be on a mlninum diet basis. There is plentJ 
off 00 d the r e • You will a 1 s 0 r e me mb e r t hat the y did car r y 
some food up in the command aodule. and 1 surmise, that's 
just a supposttion on .y part based on the fact that they 
have not reported in general that they are not eating the 
load that sOllie of this is the fact that they are eating sOlie 
of the command module food during the first few days. And 
these cans have just been saved froll that tille frame. You 
know they went into the OWS area and actually unstowed that 
food a couple of days later. So, if from what was orIginally 
put in there to be eaten since they did eat some of __ 
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PUOOY - a couple of day. later, so if from 
what was originally put in there to be .• aten, since they did 
eat some of the food in the co •• and .odJle that they took up 
w1th them. There's cortainly .I{oing to I'e SOllie spare food and 
the)l're just asking what to do with it. I'"t lhey didn't !;Ive 
UI any indication that it wa5 a trellendous amount of food th .. l 
tht!Y were talking about. It's jUllt a few cans, but ve IItlll 
said since it's not s~oiled, ve'll save it. 

QUERY They've be~n up there, I guess nine daya -
just sbout a full nine days now. Have you had any reports on 
whether or ~ot they'v~ gained or lost any weight? P~te said 
today he may have been kidding when hp was talking to his Wife 
that he was gaining weight. 

PUDDY No, what we have done - I believ~ it was 
yesterday. We ran a r.alibratiou on the body mass measuring 
device and that data is still being put together. We are giving 
the crew tonight some data points based aD our analysis to this 
dale of that calibration data, which will correct their on
hou'd calibration curves. And some of the things that 'IOU 

reported, if you listen to the air-to-ground, the crew in their 
preflight callbratiou curve, did not wear shoes. Two of the 
crew members now are wearing their shoes with the triangular 
cleats on them while they're toaking thost. I!easuremcnt~. And 
t hat i nit s elf i n due e s a b out a 5 - po un d err a r 1 n w hat t h t' Y S 1«, u 1 d 
have had in their calibration curv<" because they're l,nboard 
calibration curve ~as originally designed around the fact that 
they would not be wearing those shoes. Iwo crew members are 
wearing them - one isn't. So we're taking that and the cali
bration data into consideration and up linking a pad to give 
them new data as far as - so they can plot themselves just exactly 
where they are. To the best of my knowledge, and I cannot 
say absolutely, there has certainly been no concern expressed 
to me over any loss of crew weight. 

PAO Bruce? 
QUERY After the EREP 

barber poles on CBRH number three. 
you were just hopin& you alght get 
II ass? 

pass they were talkin~ about 
Was that as you expected or 

it back on line after that 

PUOOY No, we did do some trouble-shootin~ on CBRM 
number three today that was scheduled into the flight plan. 
We did not have any joy with that. So right now we're still 
without CBRH's three and IS. lhe barber pole that th<'y reported 
after the EREP pass - what happ('ned there vas the crew, In 
cycling through the indications, saw that and fOll~ot that It 
was CBRH three which was one th.llt was off 1 ine and lh.,y .111"1 
happened to mention it in the flurry of the moment. lIut II 
was no new failure. 
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PUDDY Okay? Aave you sot one morel All right. 
QU~RY After the EREP pass, I think 1 heard that 

the batterles Yere charging properly. When you left l118alon 
control what percentage had they 8ain~d in charge? 

PUDDY We have yorked all day long with 16 coa-
pletea and we have stayed that way. When I say - that's 
pot fair to even phrase it that way to you. When I say 16 
completes what I mean 1s that we have charged all of the 16 
batteries that we have to a complete state of charge prior 
to the nightside pass, so we have been able to maintain greater 
than energy balance - the energy balance means that the battery 
1s almost there but hasn't quite reached the full state of 
charge. We have done - been abl~ to maintain (hat pover 
level throughout the entire day. 

QUE RY Di d 11 c()~,e as a SI.I: pri st! to you when Jane 
Co~rad said the EVA Is going Lo be Tuesday or Wednesday? 

PUDDY Well, no not - let me not say that it ca!lle 
as a surprlse. There is a meeting scheduled Monday, I believe 
it 1s, at Huntsville ~Ihere the various NASA management per
sonnel are going to discuss the results of the \lark that has 
been going on down there in thp water emersion facility to 
investigate the various aspects of how we possibly could do 
an EVA and deploy wing-I, AM wing-I. As far as that being 
Tuesday or Wednesday that certainly has not been decided and 
it won't even be considered until after the results of the 
meeting on Monday. 

QUERY I assume were talking about Bill Schneider 
and the center directors who would be meeting at-

PUDDI Bill Schneider, Chris Craft, Kenny Kleinknecht, 
Lou Belew, these people. 

QUERY Got a small question. There's something 
that's been bot •• ring lIIe. I never had a Hasselblad with a 
fuse on it. What are the fuses for7 Is it fIlm transport 
Dlechanlsl11 or what? 

PUDDY I think you're awful close. I did not, 
perso~ally view that piece of haruware. As 1 understand it, 
there are some fuses in the film drive magazine or in the 
actual - vell it's in the film drive lIIagazine - that if the 
magazine does hang uV, in which - and this vas a failure 
mode that we did have, it can blow a fUle. Now thest' arl' 
replaceble fuses and they did go in thert' and put another 
fuse in and the saDIe magazine hlew another fuse. They 
have replaced that lIIagazine with another magazine, and the 
Hasselblad is working. 

QUERY A thing for Hr. Koos. Do you think 
you have some very good pictures today on the EREP pass? 

KOOS Yea, we ~ot some very data today. 
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Ve have all the lensor8 on. 198 was on the whole paas, 192 
wal on the whole pass. We had the 193 altt •• ter on for lhe 
firat - about two-thirds of th~ pala and then ve had the radio
aet~r and .catterometer on. S-194 i. always on for every pas$. 

QUERY On the first pa.a, I just reaelllber('d, Y"U 
had tro~ble with tht 8-190 and the S-191 instruments. Ar~ 
they okay now? 

KOOS Yes, we did a amal1 checkout today In the 
prep for the EREP pass and what they did is actually scratched 
the film, took the magazine casaette off 190-A, scratched the 
film and did a film advance to verify the film was actually 
moving and we actually lost the malfunctiun light also. So 
that we kno", all six cameras on 190-A are ·,'orking. What 
was the other - I didn't recall the other - what was the other 
experiment you were talking about? 

QVERY The infrared spectrometer was giving them 
some troub_~ wasn't it? 5-1911 

KOOS S-191. Yes, and the READY light didn't 
come on again today and ve're going to have to go back into 
the - look at the dump tape __ 

END Of' TAPE 
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QUElY - trouble, vaen't it? 
PUDDY Yea and the ready Itaht didn't come on 

a,4in today. And ve're loing to have to 80 back Into the - look 
at the duap tape, voice tapes. We had thea, durina the checkout, 
give UI a number of rehdin,s and ve'll have to get thoee to get 
a trend - teaperature profile on it through that checkout period 
to really see what - Pos8tbly the coolers not (unctioning ~.actly 
right. 

PAO Okay, thank you very ~uch. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO Okay, ~e're ready to get started no~, 
if ~e could take our seats please. Ve have with us this 
afternoon Hr. K~nneth Kleinknecht, ~hQ 18 the Hanager of 
the Skylab Prolra. Office at Johnson Space Center. And 
Hr. Kleinknecht is prepared initially to briefly go over 
the statua of the flight as of right now and then respond 
to your questiona. 

KLEINKNECHT Okay, it looks like the crew has stayed 
pretty cloae to the flight plan today. And all the activities 
that were planned have been carried off without any problems. 
The temperatures seem to be Slicking around, about 79 degrees 
at this tiae. I wouldn't say they are stabilized yet, but 
we wouldn't say that until it has been there several da)s 
probably. We have a little over 47 percent "f the TACS, 
prop~llant lACS gas remaining, which is above the red line. 
We are using very little TACS now - gas. We've just completed 
what sounded like a very good EREP pass. Of course you must 
realize we don't get any EREP data until the command module 
returns. It's all on tape and photographic film. But, from 
Paul Weitz's discription of what went on during that pass, 
it appears that all of the EREP instruments - sensors operated 
satifactorily. Pete will be going to do som~ activity 
with S183 nOll. Joe Kerwin stIll doing houseJ.:eeping activities. 
And Paul Weitz i~ going to take a little exercise now, at 
this time. We expect that the remaining activites today 
will stay on flight plan 2. The pOller situation is sort 
of holding its olin. We haven't had any more degradation 
of solar array syste. or the pewer system that we have func
tioning now. 

PAO Okay. let's throll it open for questions 
nOll. Please raise your hand. Bruce Hicks. 

QUERY Ken. what's the status on the EVA planning 
now? How far have we progressed since yesterday? 

KLEINKNECHT Dick Slayton went to Huntsville this 
morning, leaving about 10:30 or 11:00 I think it was. Rusty 
Schweickart is down there now. And I believe RU9ty is in the 
tank at this tiDe. They have developed a procedure which 
Dick will review. we'll probably have a review here possibly 
tomorrow night some time. And Monday lie exper.t to have a manage
ment reviell and I think we'll finalize the procedure if we do 
it. We believe at this time, based on what we know, and for 
myself with the lack of th~ knowlege, detailed knowlege, of what's 
going on at Huntsville, that we can either release or cut 
the angle, o~ what we believe is an angle that is holding 
the SAS beam down. The procedure that is being worked on 
now is to take about five of the work poles about 5 feet long 
each to put the little .ushrll"lIl lool on the back end of the., 
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put the bolt or cable cutters on the far end of the pole£. 
to extend that out by the rope ~rr.nge.ent on the 
bolt cutters and pull thOle jawa down on one of the doors 
on one of the vent modules on that SAS bea., anQ it will 
act like a pair of vice grips and support thae end of 
the rod. The rod can then be fastened lip in the area of 
the discone antenna on the fixed airlock Ihroud which 
gives some handholdl that you can move down the beam. 
And we are plannl~g to attach the strap that you've seen 
stretched through the workshor th~t they can use for &uiding 
and handholds as t~ey go through the workshop - attach 
that to the vent module and then back up 1n the area of 
the fixed airlock shroud. Give you 8 rope with sort of 
a loop, you can get under that and by ~ __ ~ding up put a 
force on the beam. It will, we believe that the actuator is 
frozen. If lie can get enough force to shear the clevis 
bait in that actustor and releose that frozen actuator and 
then we hope it will move freely to its normal deployed 
position. Now as far as what we think is an angle now 
that is holding the beam, we at this time don't believe 
that there is anything else holding it. Althollgh, we can't 
see everything underneath the beam. I don't know how that 
is going to be cut. They have cut, at Huntsville. with 
the bone saw. They hRve been able to cut that angle. There 
is a prybar-crowbar aboard the workshop. it was one of the on
board tools for maintenance and repair. 1 think that crowbar 
d02sn't have a hook in it like a regular crollbar, which 
Illay be a lit tIe more than a foot; long with pointed, not 
sharp pointed, but a pointed end on one end and flat on the 
other that can be used to pry this piece that's holding the 
SAS beam dOlln. 

PAO 
Rielts. 

QUERY 
KLEINKNECHT 

the EVA. 

Sruce Hicks, let's take one more from 

Will Pete do the EVA? 
I don't know at this time who will do 

PAO Reg Turnal. 
QUERY You laid great emphasis on if you do 

it. Does this lIlean that you prefer not to? 
KLEINKNECHT No, I think we certainly want to re-

view again the requirement for doing it, and do we have con
fidence that if lie go out and do this activity that the 
crew, the flight erell, has not had any training on. Certainly 
there 1s some risk every time you do an EVA. We want to be 
sure that we have confidence that we're going to do 80ae 
good. We're not going out there just as a stunt. 
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PAO KaTie KraaeT. 
QUERY What yo~ ju.t deacTibed al • pOI.thle 

proc~dure diffar. 80 •• what fTOR what locco Petrone talked about 
yeateTday. How - what do you do initially? Do YOII initially cut 
that stra~ with the cable cutter and then U88 the csble 
cutt~r to grasp onto the box and use the whole pole I' a 
handle? 

KLEINKNECHT No, I haven't cut the strap yet. That 
maybe, it a.y cut the strap first. 1 don't know. Yes, th~: 
i8 a po.sibility. X don't know whether the cable cutter wfl1 
go under that strap or not. 

QUERY I aee. So, the devic:es that ~ight be 
used for cutting the .trap include the cable cutter ~nd 
the bone saw and you also might blesk the strap using 
the pry bar. 

KLEINKNECHT If you recall Pete', first description 
"'''II that it loo:Ced 11ke that angle. he didn' t describe 
it 1 don't believe a. an _ngle but it was metal with bolts 
in it, waS embedded in the SAS beam fairing. The crowbar 
I believe if we would get under it and pry it up and get 
it - -

END OF TAPE 
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SPEAKER 
it and pry it up 
probably just be 

QUERY 
QUERY 
QUERY 

••• crovbar and 1 believe if ve get under 
and set it out of the fairing then could 
aoved off to the aide. 

11 that - -
Wait, vait for _y - -
Ie that the specially designed tvin prong 

prybar that went up. 
SPEAKER 
QUERY 

with the workshop. 

No. 
This is II regular crybar that was launched 

QUERY 1 see. And what about the idea of, once 
having done that of moving the bea. by inflating this plastic 
bag? 

SPEAKEP. I don't know anything about any plastic bag. 
I'. sorry, that I didn't hear ROC~O'8 comments yesterday. 

QUERY That really lIessea us up. I did. I'm not 
!;I!lart. 1'111 not sure that this is anything different. I don't know 
whether we need this other mike. Rocco WaS talking about 
a nUllber of possibilities at the time. I think bringing you 
up to .peed there's certain possibilities that are being looked 
at a little closer, 1000 I'll. sorry but I wanted to elaborate 
on that. I didntt aggree on your point - -

SPEAKER And I haven't been there and I haven't been 
in constant contact with the. and 1 wouldn't be surprised if 
they haven't looked at soae things that I haven't described 
and that they von't be looking tonight and toaorrow morning 
at aome thinga I haven't described. 

QUERY And presumably if and when they come tc 
do the EVA t there's no reason vhy they should not take out 
more than one devic~ with them. I mean the bone tiaw is at 
least a fairly handy dandy little device. 

SPEAKER That's a handy dandy little device, but 
it's very sharp and it haa some very aharp teeth on it, you 
know. 1 think you've seen it. It's one of these thinga with 
a ring in it that's a saw blade in any direction. 

QUERY SO would you in fact ai. to just concentrate 
on one - If and when you lay down the procedures for this EVA, 
would you concentrate jUlt on all day jUlt one method of 
freei~g the beall or the - -

SPEAKER No, I can't give you a final answer on that, 
but r think Wll' re talking about a I'ry bar, a saw, a cutter, they 
will develop the procedures for each anyone of those. I 
think certainly Pete is there. Pete and the crew is there. 
They have aeen it and if Pete already knovs that one ot those 
procedures that may be developed on the ground will not work, 
it's his perogative to say that isn't any good, I think ve 
ought to go this way. But certainly we wouldn't go out with 
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one tool only. We'd certainly have thea all available but 
ve v~uldn't 10 out with one and find out that vouldn't vork 
end ve should have had .o~thinl el.1 that'. available. 

PAO John Wilford. 
QUERY Doe. this aean that ve'll know someti.e 

Monday what the deciaion i8 about an EVA and pre8u.ably when 
the EVA would take place? 

SPEAKER 1 expect that there'. a good possibility 
they - 1 don't think it'll be eny earlieT than Honday, but 
.ince ve're still developing procedures and vorking in a 
neutral buoyancy facility at Huntsville, ve haven'l got the 
procedurel finalized. 1 can't give you a fira time. We do 
vant to do it jUlt al loon as ve can and certaiuly we v~uldn't 
do the EVA any earlier th~n sometime Tuesday. The power, even 
though it's pretty much stabilized, it Is low and we want to 
get pover so ve can do experiments aa soon as we can. 

QUf.~Y Than if - assuming you're going to do it, 
abcut hov long vould this EVA take? Whet - you're talking 
about an hour - two hours? 

SPEAKER If I kn~v the procedures I could give you 
that. 1 vould say it vould be in the one and a helf - tvo 
hour tiae frame, is ay estimate. 

QUERY And how long - assuming that you're successful 
- you deploy this panel. About how long after the deploy.ent 

should you know if you're getting the full benefit of those 
panels. Hov much engineering data do you need to find tha~ out? 

SPEAKER I'd guess there, about 24 hours. Al.ost 
i.mediately we ought to know vhether there's any pover getting 
to the batteries and the CBlM's, but I don't know hoy 10n8 it 
would take to .ake an accessaent as to whether they're all workin8 

- vhether there's been any damage done to any of the cells. 
We know, certainly know vhat power it should generate. It's 
in the neighborhood of 2500 watts. 

PAO The 8entleman behind Hark Cramer, there. 
QUERY What do you think are the aain risks and 

dan8ers associated vlth this F.VA? 
SPEAKER Sa.e as any EVA. you're in a hostile enriron-

ment, in a suit vithout any backup should you puncture the 
sutt. We certainly viII not take any risks in working in the 
areas where there are very sharp objects. The crew is well 
aware of that and I don't think they'll take any risKa. I 
don't there'. any safety risks asaociated with doing it thet 
you wouldn't have on any EVA. There's certainly some risks 
on sutcess because of the - firet ve don't know exactly what 
the conditions ere and wbat's going to need to be done and ve 
couldn't train on it like ve trained for a noraal EVA. 

PAO Arthur Hill. 
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QUERY What would be your tee1ins as far as the 
EVA running p.st a daylight pal. and than into night tl.e7 

SPEAKER 1 don't think ve'll plan it whIle he's -
if 1t will go into n18M tille. I Buea. if it'. <garble). I just 
haven't thought .bout that, but they cert.inly c.n .tay if 
you will, Itatu. quo, during a nisht p.... There are light. 
in the area of the airlock module. I don't knov whether there's 
any plan or procedure for getting any 1ISht back in thil area 
or not. 

PAO Peter OS. 
QUERY Haa TV of the EVA been ruled out definitely? 
SPEAKER Our poltcy is that ve will not do EVA or 

carry any extra cameras - do TV or carry any extra cameras on 
EVA. We did - do have for the normal film retrieval, a station 
to put a 16 millimeter DAC camera. If we use TV or any other 
cam - - or TV during this EVA we have to atretch a cable from 
inaide. It certainly encumberes the crev and that does ad~ 
an element of risk. The cable can get in the way ~r the crew and 
it takes longer time to set. it up. You have to bring It back 
in when you're finished with the EVA and if for any reason 
you wanted to get back in rapidly, you have to wait and re
trieve th~t cable and ca~era before you can close the hatch. 
We believe that that 1s an unecesaary risk to i_pose on top 
of - the inherent risks in EVA, which are not particulary 
high, but it doesn't add anything to the job we're trying to 
do. 

PAO 
SPEAKER 

Bruce Hicks 
I would be strongly agAinst any further 

incumberance on the crew. 
QUERY Two questions Ken. First of all, there 

are only lwo EVA helmets and visors available that can Sun 
visors and as 1 understood before the launch of the crew snd 
also - - Go ahead with that. 

SPEAKER I think there's only tva with the UV pro-
tection on them, but there are helmets - -

QUERY I lIleant the visors - that - I would hope 
there's another one at least. (Laughter) The other thing 
is how fast after a decision on Konday do you think Pete 
could be ready to do? Or any crew member be ready to do an 
EVA? 

SPEAKER 1 haven't given you a decision on Monday 
yet - I think Tuesd4Y is our earliest we could do it. 

PAO Al Slagle. 
QUERY Will & third crewmen be occupied in the 

lame way al he would Qn a normsl EVA? 
SPEAKER 1 a •• usc he would. Our procedures for 

EVA are to have him in a locatIon where he can watch aYltems 
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and could set to the command module if nece •• ary. 
PAO 
QtJUY 

other d C'lock 7 
othe r at rlock 7 

Hark Crame 1'. 
Further question on TV. Vh4t about the 

Ie there any chance you might rut it out the 

SPEAKER We can put it out tha other airlock but 
you aren't going to see anything. 

PAO Gentleman back st the back. 
QUERY Seriously though, we went through the TV 

on the other airlo~k aud 80rt of have to gerry rig the TV. 
It viII not tilt far enough to - with the TO-27 tiltin~ device 
to get down there. You can gerry rig a mirror assembly from -
I guess it's a 16 .11iaeter - I think it's 8 Hasselblnd camera. 
So that you could probably see the area. You have to remove 
the TV from it'ti bracket th~t attaches to the TV boom, slide 
it back, put aome screws back in, put sOllie tape on it. There's 
sOlie risk there in - you'd have a - this is all done for the 
"4Y they were able to work it out on the ground. You'd have 
about a tenth of an inch clearance when you put the camera 
in the airlock, between that and the mechanislI for opening 
the door of the airlock, so there's some risk there that you 
interfere with that mechanism and damage the airlock. After 
you get it out, you could conceivably have a problem that 
said yeu might have to - may not get it back in - have to 
jettison it and we'd have lost two air locks and cannot do 
anything ~lse with that ro-27 boom. 

QUERY Something in a much lighter vein, sir. 
to understand that Mr. Conrad was awakened this morning with 
Mr9. Miller singing Hap?y Birthday. Is that right? 

SPEAKER I don't whether Mrs. Killer sang "Happy 
Birthday" or not but it is Pete Conrajt. birthday today. 

END OF TAPE 
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KLEINKNECHT I don't know whether Hra. Hiller lang 
hIpPY blrt~day or not, but it la Pete Conrad'l birthday 
today. 

back. 

QUERY 
FAO 

QUERY 
out of my mind 

PAO 
QUERY 

re me lib e r ito 
QUERY 
QUERY 

there was some 
lIIissi.:;n beyond 
a little b1t? 

Who's Hrs. Miller? 
John Pollack. Pollack 11 back in the 

I had a question, but it vas driven 
by Mrs. Hiller. 

Do you still have a question? 
Yeah, 1 still do, al loon al 1 can 

It had to do vith the, I'll calle back. 
1 hope you'll let me forget too nov. 
Dr. Petrone was saying yesterday that 

possibility of extending the length of this 
28 days. I vonde r if you could go into that 

KLEINKNECHT Well, yes we are looking at that and 
conftidering 1t. Poyer situation as it ill now, lIuch that at 
the time on what ve u::pect to be on day 20, the fuel cells 
In the CSM run out of cryogenics. We have just about 
en?ugh power to sustain the systems in the workshop and 
keep the - sustain the CSM. No power for experiments. How
eve r, due to the Bet a angle ch ange, the powe r is increasing 
very rapidly and on day 28 we have about 7000 vatta of 
power from the fuel cells because of the increased Beta sngle 
at that time. It takes about 3700 watts to operlte the 
workshop and about another 1000 vatts for the CSM, and 
that occurs for just about 10 days from the day we come home 
to 10 days thereafter, or up through day 38. Certainly ve 
would be remiss in not looking sQmething like that, in event 
ve do not get the SAS beam deployed, the SAS deployed and 
don't get3ny additional rower. That 10 dRYS and thdt 
power, we should have in the neighborhood of, 1 guess 1000 
watts for operating expert.ants. We could probably pick up 
and do all the experiments that we normally planned 
on this mission, with the exception of those that ve just 
can't do because they had to be do~e out of the solar 
airlock. Now, there's some - lIlany things that have to be 
considered there. For some 6 or 7 years now, we've been 
planning a 28-~ay m1ssion, and that was estdblished because 
we sort of went froll 3, to 7. to 14, to 28. We do not have 
any medical - we do have some medical dllta. We do not have 
much of the data that the life sciences people and the 
doctors would like to have to evaluate beyond 28 days SOlie 
other - Have to consider the recovery ship, the recovety ti_, 
if we extended, say 10 days, we would be landing at night. 
Recovery would be at night. We have excepted the fAct tIlat we 
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~an have nlabttiae recoverl.a, Ind 1 don't believe 
that would be a probl ••• But it take. 80.e ti ••• You don't 
juat turn it on overnlaht. If you're loinl to plan to do 
it. you'd like to do a little training. You can do that, 
ve can do that with the recovery forcel nov. There's another 
circum.tance that the Ticonderoga Is Icheduled to go into 
moth ball. on the 24th of July, tOQ. But. that's also 
been planned for awhile. So I think if we didn't look at 
every way that ve can possibly recover and ~etrleve the 
data fro. this mission. We'd be remisl. 

QUERY What vould be the effect on later missions? 
That's lot to come out of one of the later missions, but if 
there's no deployment of the solar psnel, perhaps there 
von't be any later mi.sions. 

KLEiNKNECHT 1 don't know much has to com. out. That's 
one of the things ve have to look at. What ~i,ht be the 
trade Qff. 1 vould think ve'd have enough veter. I don't 
knov hov auch food they're eating, although ve do know -
someone knovs. I can't recite that to you at this time, but 
that's correct, ve had planned for about 140 days of hab
itation, and you start using into your food, your vater, 
your oxygen, and you aight lose it off of the end, but that's 
anothe~ t~ade off. We ce~talnly have a degraded vehicle, and it 
doesn't have a higher p~obability of being up there 8 months fro~ 
now, th~ it did before ve launched it. 

PAO John Pollack, again. 
QUERY The SEVA on the first - on launch day 

vas done substantially out of communication with the ground. 
In view of the fact that the c~ev has not been tTalned for 
this proposed EVA, if you decide to do it, would you make 
an atteapt to schedule it for maximum ground station cov
erage, or would you aake an attempt to schedule it 80 that 
the atton& language that might be used vould not be heard? 

KLEINKNECHT We certainly wouldn't schedule anything 
around language. We'll tape the language, and if they can 
do a good job, 1 could care less about the language. But, 
I believe, seriously we will try to schedule It vhen we have 
maximua g~ound coverage. That's only good common sense. 

QUERY You said that the ai.sion might be ex-
ten~ed if you don't get the sola~. the other ving on. If 
you don't get the wing on. If you do get the wing on, is 
the~e a possibility of also extending it. 

KLEINKNECHT I didn't say it might. 1 said ve are 
studyin, that. We're investigating it. I intended to say 
ve have Dot ~uled it out. It'. not as important to - If 
we get the wing out, we can start getting aore data right 
now. Let ae back up again. Jast getting the ving out 
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doe.n't necessarily get UI out of the situation ~.'re in. 
We have to get it out, and ~e have to get power out oi it. 
If we do that, we'll have power to do the experi.ents, so 
we ~on't be 10slng that 8 days after their cryos are ex
hausted in the C5K for the fuel cells. 

QUERY SO then, if you get the power fro~ the 
wing, you probably would not be considering _ 

KLEINKNECHT If I could predict the future, I wouldn't 
be h~,e. That far in advance, with the situation ~e have, 
I wouldn't be here, now. I don't knov. We'll certainly 
con~ider everything that we believe viII benefit the pro-
gra~. And we're making decisions on a day to day, and sometimes 
hour to hOUI b as is, 

QUERY Can you - you said if they went 
into an extra to days, it would be a night recovery. Is 
there a cutoff period within that 10 days when it would 
still be a dayti~e recovery? At 8 days you could still 
do a day recovery? Is it Just extending past 287 Do you 
have -

he ad. 
KLEINKNECHT I don't know that off the top of my 

QUERY Depending on the earlier 5L-3 launch. 
This means accelerating the crews training, doesn't it? 

KLElSKNECHT To a certain extent, we had been try-
ing to train all three crews together and get them trained 
for their Missions by the time we launched Skylab 2, and 
the idea was to have the time thereaft~r to modify 
training and procedures and 50 forth based on the experience 
up there, so, we don't bellev>! that that's a serious pro
blem. We believe ~e can train them. We will not be taking 
any 8hort~ut9 in training. We also plan that the test flow 
and checkcut at the Cape will not be compromised in any way. 
We have made a decision that we will not do a dry CDDT, which 
is about ~ 24 hour test. It wa~ not a test, I'~ sorry. I 
ahouldn't call it a test. It's more training. It is the 
ti~e that the crew gets all suited up in their flight 
suits, and they can verify all the interfaces, their inter
faces With the vehicle. We believe we can do that - &CC

omplish fully the intent of that in the simulator one-g 
trainers. WI': did do a dry CDDT, Pete ~id, and his crew 
"'e had no p\'oblems \lith 1 t. The othrr thing that you get 
durin~ that Is you bring the whole launch team together, 
and they all york together. I don't believe we've ever 
had a 5soother countdown th6n we've had on Skylab 2. So, 
ve don't think that's auy problem to delete thst 24 hour act
ivity. 

Query 
ference yesterday 

I wasu't at Dr. Petrone's neWB con
and this might be a little redundant, 
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and if so 1 apologize. but vhat ta the atatul nov of the batteries 
aud CSRMs and have you aade Bny progrel. toward any possible fix? 

KLEINKNECHT Aa fsr aA I know. it'a the same as it 
va. reported last night. change of ahlft. I don't think 
there have been any changes today. 

PAO Any furth~r questions. 
KLEINKNECHT And at the change of ~hift tonight. 1'. 

lure the flight director can give you a more current, accurate 
status than I can, in detail. 

PAD No further questions, we &~journ. 

ESD OF TAPE 
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SPEAKER Okay, why don't we prcceed to get started. 
I do un~eTstand we have a number of pre •• in remote locations 
listening in this morning, and, hopefully, we will generate 
!(ome questlons 80 tha, they will lllve ."mething to listen 
to. We have with us today Kllt Windl.,:. who i. the flight 
dlrflctor who has jUijt come off ~lllfl. Why don't we open with 
Milt's summary and then throw it out .yr questions. 

WINDLER Okay. Well I dt'.l' t have any great revela-
tions. 1 spent part of the night watching the TV program that 
I guess y'all saw earlier yesterday - very impressive, I thought. 
The plan for the day is to do an EREP pass and it's the sa=e 
one I described a couple of days ago, I think, to you that comes 
across California and on in to Mexico. We do plan to get 90~e 
tV of the EIEP operationa. We'll also do some ATK TV work. 
And other than that, it's a pretty straiahtforward day. I 
don't believe - there's not a great deal of aedical activity 
today. To~orrow we are planning another EREP pass. It's 
over a similar part of t~e country. It go~s through San 
Fral"('isco though, instead of do ... r towards Los Angeles. We 
plan to continue running the S183 experiment, and we'll do 
M092-171 run en the - one of the crewm~n. I'll look outside 
and see who it is in a minute. And we'll also get some TV of 
that. Th" day .,fte r that, we I II be looking at a calibration 
locket. The ATM experiment - it's a!'sociated wit~. a joint effort 
With a calibration rocket fired from the White Sands Missile 
Range. The spacecraft continu~s to cool off a little bit. I 
think ",e're down to 78 something or another, point something or 
ar.other. And we really haven't had - we've had some sClal1. 
anolllalie~ in the spacecraft. ~ot a CAUTION AND WA~~ING on the 
O~S buses, although we vent back and reviewed the data and 
couldn't see anything actually on the - any change in the 
bu~ cu~rents or voltages. And ve're still looking at that, but 
",e, right nov, dln't attach any grear significance to that. 
It could have been some spurious signal. The electrical power 
~ystem continues to operate pretty normally. ~e didn't, of 
cour~e, run any exp£riments yesterday, and we haven't rcally 
had any problems "'ith that in the last couple of days, since 
~e had that other battery failure, or regulator failure. And 
that's about it, I think. 

PAD Okay, vhy don't we take questions now. 
John lHlfred. 

PAO No, the othe rend. 
QUERY For the EREP pass this afterooon, do you 

have any - "'hat kind of special instructions havc you given the 
astronauts 8S far as "'ays to conserve energy or electricity? 
Arc they turning down all the lights and thinas 11kI' that? 

WINDLER Yes, they are. And I doubt if I can even 
recall all of the instructions. Our norlBal procedur~ Is • VI' 

run some heaters in night ti~e, When the crev'i not awake, to 
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warm up the MDA. tbe docking adarl~l, to get the teaperature. 
up in there and prevent condensation and things like that. And 
then we don't do anything during the day. et ceter •• So ve .ort 
of cycle through ~~e load requirements. And the caution and 
vsrning .ystem - part of that is powered down when the crew is 
awake. These are things we instituted a couple of days ago, and 
they are sort of standard procedur~s nov. As Car as the EREP 
pass itself is concerned. we have so~e options available to us 
that we would use if we had to. We could turn off, for example, 
the ATM thermal control system fOT a relatively short period 
of time like. you know, get us through th( backside cycle for 
30 or 45 minutea vith no real problfms. And that would gain us 
perhaps ISO or 200 watts. So those things are available. There 
15 some parts of the environmental control system that we can 
turn off for brief periods of time, and we vill do that. 

QUERY Milt, could you explain a little bit about 
the battery situation as to whether they are or they are not 
taking a discharge, or taking a charge rather - and know vhat 
they're doing with discharge, and maybe go back a little bit into 
so~e of the history of this? I realize that some ~ther9 have 
already gone over it, but 1 - It's really not too clear in 
my own mind. 

WINDLER Well, I guess, in summary, the batteries are 
supposed to be worth around 20 amp nours and - which, of course, 
as you can discharge them to a level to 20 percent of that or 
down to 20 percefit of that 20 amp hours, and th~n they auto
matically trip themselves off the circuit so as . at to completely 
discharge. And this is sort of a safety valve that allows you 
to turn the battery off th~ line at a point where you can still 
recharge it and get it back up to lt8 full charge ~gain. And 
this is - they have been cy~led many times, and th~y have been, 
in some cases, cycled down low in the depth of discharge. And 
there is some indication that instead of being 20 amp hour 
batteries, that perhaps they'r~ som~thlng less than that - 10 or 
so, some lower number. And what this means is that after ve 
t3ke a smaller amount of amps out on the backside, then we get 
these battery disconnects from some of the batteries. It's 
not froD all of them. And the phenomena is - ve don't exactly 
understand about it. We don't know hov it relates to the cur
rent drain and things like that. We think it's a function of 
the bigher current drain since - of course, you knoy we would 
have two sets of solar arrays, an~ the load on these batteri~s 
~ould be approximately half if we had both power systems 
going for us. 

QUERY SO the other day vhen - perhaps when some 
of those tripped off at 45 percent or ~o. it really wasn't 
45 percent. Maybe they were down closer to the 20 percent. Is 
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that what you're 4aytng? 
WJ~~LER Well, I don't know how you - you can look 

at it twu ways, I guess. It's 4~ percent maybe of the nominal, 
but we no longer hav~ a nO'llinal battery; 10 .aybe we were 
do~n actually to something ll~e 20 percent of the new rating. 

QUERY You don't think thi. could be any fault _ 
you mIght not t:ave been given &ubst andard batteries In the begill
fling or anything like that? Or .i~bt you? 

WINDLER 1 don't have - we don't have Iny reason 
to think thal we were. No. 

QUERY They checked out as 20 amp hour batteries? 
WINDLER Yes. They've been through a IQt of tesling, 

and they've workecl well in the testing. Now we've been through a 
power profile that has b~en - that they were partially tested 
to. I don't think - and YOU'd heve to ask probably a batt,'ry 
expert for the details to the preciJe or the exact testing 
that th~y vent through. But they have been through a cycle 
similar to the on'~ we put tht'lIl through. But as you're well 
aware, the exact temperatures perhaps that they've been exposed 
to are not - you know, ~e'rt' not reill sure of it. So there 
cDuld be soa~ iactp( there. ThLs i~ the thing that the folks 
at Marshall ar,~ sti.li ;rying to werk on ,md trying to validate. 
And I re a 11 y ..: 1 Oil '. t g'H any up da tc 1n fo rltat ion "ince yest e rday 
on how t hat t to s t l '.' ~ i Ii i' r" g r " ,; !< i n g . 

QUERY !i~ye you gnttcn any new iniGrN~tlon O~ the 
plans! I reali~. - 1 ~on't guess your tea~ does the acluAI 
planqing that far ahead, may~e it do~s, I ~on't know. But any
way on the posslbilities of the EVA to jer~ out the solar wing? 

WINDLER Well, we would be doing some of it - if we 
knew when to S che dul e 1 t, I1n d we d<'l\ I t yet. And ve' re going to 
do that as soon as we can. .....rod I think 2verybody anti(ipates 
that that might be not - you know - not too many dAYS from nov _ 
less than a week, something lllee that. 

END OF TAPE 
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WINDL!~ And ve don't yet. And ve're ,01nl to ~o 
tha~ as soon 8S va can. And 1 think everybody .utlcip.te~ that 
that .1g~t ~e. you know, not too aac, day. froa now. tn le88 than 
8 veek. sOllflthing l1ke tb.t. And our plan 18 - whenever we 
are aure that we know what to do. then we'll put It on the sched
ule. And we'll probably - you knov, ve •• y even (garble) a 
schedule. Like right n~w. we've ~lanned - tenacive plans are 
today IS5, which 1s two days !ro= ~cw. but it viii be no big 
thing. If we knew what til do r!ghl now, for example, to change 
that and make 155 an E~' day instead of an EREP day, that would 
be no proble!!! at ,,11. We - but th .. first: step is to find out 
exactly what we nr.~1 to do, and that'~ what the people are work
ing on now. 

QUERY The other thing 1 wiah you'.J d,) fo. lee 
is explain what a Bet4 angle is. I gather !t has to do with 
the amount of time (garble). 

WINDLER You wouldn't believe this, but 1 never 
understood that mYRelf. It's actually the dilfere~ce In the 
angle betlieen the oebit plane an() the plane that the Sun is 
In. And at ce rtaln tillles, they happen to coincide, and we're 
going tovards those now. But we'rp flying £t ~bout a 13-degree 
roll angle, you might sa.y. to the oroit pla:1e, in order to hav!! 
the Sun shining full on the solar cells. 

PAO Du we have any other questioners? 
QUERY Yeah, I just lianted - Would !t be correct 

then to describe the BetA angle re .. 11y as - as ~hat palt of the 
orbit in which you get the most su~llght! 

WINDLER No, the amount of the orbit that's in the 
sun 11 ah t t S 3 fun c; t 1 on 0 f t h " 1\ e t It an g It!. yes. An Q t h 3 t ' s 
the reason that I think you' r" as~lng lt be tter - becausl;! of 
its relationship to the pOllt'r. Til ... ore sunlight, lhe ::>oore 
power we have, obviously. 

QUERY y.)U lIIellclon.,d cal.i.bration and rocket 
firIng frolll White Sands on Honday. 

WINDLER Is that when day 155 is? (Liughtpr) 
QUERY I think you said Honday. 
WINDLER 1 said 155. And I t£ll you the truth, I'd 

have to add it up t~ know lihat day that is, but - Sunday, 
Honday, yeah, okay. 

QUFRY What kind of rocket 16 it; ,.hat is i [9 
function 1 

~INDLER Oh gracioua. My .1nd 1s bla~k on the 
kind of rocket it lb. I mu&t have been told that fif~y times. 
But its function actually is to, to - baSically 1t's a calibration. 
It's a ground attempt to calibrate on features on the Sun and 
to tie these into the observations on board the sp~cecraft. So we 
actually get data back frOB the sensors on the rocket. And then 
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we u~e that Info~ •• tlon to tell the Clew exactl} where to 
point the ATM Ina'tu~tntJ. Anu then wo bave then Anothnr, • 
hiS" ,,1' '~ud. you •• aht a.y. calibratJ.cr. of 10 •• of tt.e featllna 
on tl.e: to co.par" with what tbe ATK Inltru~enta are gi~in3 
UII. 

QUERY 
1 i', .. t ~ .. t ? 

Would this be Gn Ar~by Rccket or ao.ething 

WINDLER l don't \now off hand, but I'. ~ure we 
.!Iln get that. 

Ql!£RY Okay. But an)'way It's It relatively s •• ll 
rocket --

W1NDLEP Yeah. it'~ an at.ospheric shot. it doesn't 
r,el - no. it does get above 1II0'lt of the atmosphere. IlIIean, 
YOll know. ,",'nere do you drav the line7 It's a hlgh a 1.tttuJe rOl:kec. 
and t~at's the purpose of It, 10 fact - to g~t above the 3tmosph~re. 

QUERY Sensord ~n board - what kind of senSOlS 
are they? "'h~t I,re they 'ooking for? Are ln~y look(ng (01 

sOllie disturb9nces -;,,, the Sun. and they know where to !loint? 
VINDLr~ I guess I can't answrr that very veIl: 

so I better ~Qt. I could find a - It has beel, explaine~ ta 
1IIi'l, but if I tlll yau .. hat 1 thionic. tt is. I probably would 
g~t the exrlanatton fouled u~ tn trying to repeat it to you. 

QU€RY Could we get ~,one~hing on thrt l:.t,~r. Johr,! 
WINDLER Yeah, we call. 
QUERY Ml 1.t, wr.at's the status oJ! ne IC6l1r.g 

over at Marshmll? 
WINDLER On the wing deploy.ent? [thitk they're 

througto. act \lllliy. the re. And ht<ve r.ooae bac"," here 11 Olf a.ld 
are tryln~ to figure out the exact proce~ut£s to ~&e. It's my 
underntandil)g t~at l'11 the people that were there ate back here 
now, 

Ql'~RY 

W1NDUR 
QUERY 
""lNDLFR 

Rusty included? 
Y~s. 

And the progra~ people? 
I don't know whether all of the~ ar~ back 

yet. b '.: t s" 0 lie 0 f the _ are. 
QUERY Is Schr.elde~ back? 
WINDLER I don'~ know where he is. 
PA") I'lisuce,,~ cr.n fInd tht.t out also. 
WINDLER Yeah. 
PAO Do you xno~. Howard? 
SPEAKER He wasn' t tn <)ur ltoeeUng this lIIornlng. 

So~ehov I had the i~ea he wa~ in Washington. !ut I --
QUERY Do you have an:f feel for hoy it went 1 
WIHDLER .... ell. yes. we go~' I 9cobably car't ana..,er 

your queati~n very good. We got the infor.~tion that we needrd, 
an~ it's a case af putting togethrr the pro~edurel that ve need. 
1 lell11y caro't tell you vhat they are or what they're lik.ely 
to be yet. 
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QUERY ~ov long, after thole proced~r •• are p~t 
lUI-ther, wo~ld it 11kt for you to davelop a F11sht Plan? 
I •• an froa - ~. ~ - you kno~, a {un~tlon of jv.t gettins the 
"OCR Ie t up for it and e verytUng7 

WIND~EIl V.ll, ! <an tell. you in ter •• of hours, 
but it voul~ be that lind of a thins, becauo~ of course, we 
a~re .. d)' ha~e procedurel .et up ~or tba EVA. and to set the 
fila there, then we would be uliing the 811me hardware. the Sbllle 
hetch, and etc. So it vou!d be 8 case of getting the proc~dutes 
written down fer the actual cutting op~rat~on or prying or wh~t
ever it turns out to tt and ldentifying the tools and so forth 
and getting them to the crew and probably diacussing ther with 
the crp.w. I would thlnll. there woulrl be some period of time 
for th .. m t<' thin'" about this and to respond. And that would 
probMbly be - the longest tillle involved would be in get ting 
their questions answered. Bur it - there's not any - 1 wouldn't 
think thete ~o~ld be anything ~orE' than a couple of days. 1 
think i~ you had the procedures right now, you cOllld even come 
c los'.: to doing it tOlllolrow. for eXAmple. Bu t 10/(' don't have thel', 
now. It would be a caSt" of get ling them typed up and sent on 
a teleprinter and the crp.w lookin~ at them and answeri~g the 
questions. 

PAO I'd like to sum ~p what 1 think I know 
about these b~tterLes 6ud have you t~ll me if I've got it 
straight or not. The - First, they seemed to have suffered 
sOllie from getting warlll While they Ioere outs!de during the un-
lIanned phase. Is that right? I~ that what you believe or 
suspect? 

WINDLER well, it's a possibility, I guess I'd 
have to say. I don't think ' .. e have <lny leal o;!ngineerillg data, 
unless it' 8 happened in the last d"y or so, that - that say!) 
t~at that'a the case other than the fact that 10/2 do know that 
we were in a high ther •• l. You know they did _ were subjected 
t;) he at t n g n (lW. W f; d i Jil 't r La 11 y t h ink n· ~ t w" u 1 J a f fee t t h I.. III • 
but obviously that'a a possibility. 

QUERY 1hey wet:'en't too hot, wC\,E' thp.y? 
I.JINDLER r think it Iotas 28, 29 centigrad~, which is 

84 FahrC!nheit7 You're right. The instrument,;;tion that we got 
on the batteries indicated that they "hould have be<!'n vi thin 
t hei r limi t. That's corre ct. 

QUERY And whate ... '.! r cS'.Js'"d it, their capacity has 
been l:duced. They can't hold as muc~ currenl, to put it a 
little too 8i~ply. Right? 

WINDLER Yeah. Some of theRe batt~ries - that's 
right. Not ,.11 of thea. 

QUERY Do they alsn charge somewhat slower lhan 
they were supposed lor Do tlley tak~ a charge a little more 
reluctan'ly1 80me of the~ at any rate? 
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~INDLER 1 don't think .0. 1 haven't heard anybody 
lay that they did, and it doeso't look 1ik, it, jUlt looking at 
the data a. It go •• around. 

QUERY J.t any rate, tho pool of pove r you have 
available to drav ~n. although it varle. f70a - 80el up and 
dovn, Is a\oJ"lier than it vas supposed to be a. veil as being 
replenished ~or~ slovly, becau •• you've got 1e •• c~pacity to 
collect solar energy. \s that correct on both counts? 

WINDLER Yes, you're talking about - those tvo 
things are separate pr:)b1eas. but, yes. that's true. 

QUERY Right. Thank you. 
r'AO Any further questions! 
QUERY On the - again 0:1. the baneriea. Is what 

you're saying that - that really what effect you're seeing appears 
to be more trom havlng the ATK batteries holding all or the load, 
instesd of sharing the lo~d with the orbital workshop, or as 
origInally planned? You lenow, because of the no!!-deplojJlent of 
the 30lar array on the workshop? 

WINDLER That's probably Rot somethlng to do with 
it. That's one theory that the battrr)' folks have. J.ctua1.1.y, 
we'd be belter off if you have detail que~tion8 on the batteries. 
1'111 not 1;1 a very good position to .I'swer tnelll, and the battery 
eJ\perts are the folks from Karshall. And 1 wish I'd k.nown that 
y'all were going to ask all these questions, 'cavse I'm afraid 
that I'm not answering them very adequately. In fact I'M sure 
I'm not. But it's sort of like if you wanted - if you ~ad to 
take 10 amps through the battery or if you had a 10 a'Aps, you 
know, 10stI, and you planned on taking 5 cf it out of the \lork
shop and 5 of It out of the OW - I mean out of the ArM power 
supply. And you're going to do all this during the roughly 
4~ minutes that it's behind the b3ckslde of the earth. So the 
time is the same, but instead of taking 5 of it out of each 
blot~ery. you got to take 10 of it out of the salle battery In 
the same time; so the discharge rOlte 1s higher. And that may 
have, yo)u kno'.ol. an effect on the c<lplIcity, even though we hav,> 
not - did not exceed, supposedly, the prillary iactor, the depth 
of discharge. We didn't exceed that, but we got to it in 507." 

cases, you know, quicker. 

E~i> OF TAPE 
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WINDLBR - thoulh we did not exceed Iuppoledly the 
p~l.arl ractor - the depth of dilcharge. We didn't exceed that 
but we sot to it in 10". c •• ee you know quicker, 10 that .. ay 
bave Do.ething t~ do with it. Like 1 .ay. there's othe~ 
options or other possibilities. rather, and thele are all being 
run by Marahall and I really didn't a8k anybody to discual -
the status of their testing 1n the laat day 10 if you really 
want to get an in depth anawer on that it probably would be 
better to ask somebody fro~ the Marshall office to come over. 

QU~RY Milt, would you run over the EkEP thing 
tomJrrow again. Ground track that's going to be covering targets? 

WINDLER It kind of comes down from Sin francisco 
and goes down oh r~ughly acrOS8 Saja, California th~ Salton 
Sea area, a little bIt west of there, I g~e8s, really or 
east of that rather. The on-.l today i6 through Los Angeles and 
tbe Salton Sea. The other one is a little bit tJ the east of 
that track. 

QUERY Do the battery people tell you - from what 
you said to Art a l!Iinute ago you're charging and dis!:harging 
the batteries more than you thought you would have if you'd 
had the whoJ.e array including those for the 0""5, ',(I the 
batterie3 ar~ going through more ~harge - discharge cycles. 
aren't they. Is the fear that that will shorten their 11fe? 

WiNDLER No. Thl! number of cycies is the same 
because they are always intended to oe charged on the front 
side when the solar array is there and dis~harged on the back
side so that hasn't cnanged any. But the power is being sup
plied half of the nUllIber of batteries, ':'1en though we're using 
less power but even so we're - so that the, you know, the rate 
of discharge is so high. 

QUERY I misunderstood there. But I still 
t a know. do y" u f ear t hat 101 hat is hap pen In g tot hem .. 0'1 11 
shorten their lives? 

.... INDLER Yes. We are concerned about that. And that'l! 
why ve're t.ying to understa~d better what It is that's happened 
to them and what tbe status of the battery Is and we need to 
understand if there Is anything that we're doing that's ag
gravating the situation, we want to stop doing it. And, 1n 
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PAO Let'. ,et atarted here on .y rtaht. 
'11ah t Director Den Puddy, and on hi. riaht lichard Koo., 
K··O-O-S, the EREP 0 Ulcer. Don, take it Ivay_ 

rUDDY Oke) doke. I aue •• the .Olt tnt~re.ttnR 
thing that we had today, you're ~akinl a look at it on the 
• creen ove r the re. i, tite 11 ve TV froll the space craft. And 
1'. a~te you got a ~e.l good feel ted.y of how auch the 
crew ~a, enjvying their day nfl. And also got a real good 
feel 1 think froa the standpoint of how well they had 
adapted to the larger enVironment, which wa. a question 
that everybody was faced with before we took off on this 
mission. They seem very happy and in excellent spirit5 
today and 1 think that was evide1"t to everybody. Frolll a 
thermal standpoint in the ~pacecraft, we're running about 
19-1/2 degre~s today, still dro~ping slightly. 50 we may 
get lower than the 80 degrees that we previously had antic
ipated. Electrically today we had loads that varied any 
where from around 36, or 3700 watts on up to a high of 
4~OO 'Watts. Had 110 problellla Whatsoever. In fact, the 
spacecraft perfor~ed beautifully today. The M487 p.xperiment 
that \Ie bnefed you on last night was fixed. I'm not sure 
just exactly what 'Was done to correct it hut anyway they 
dId take sO!lle Bound readings in tht' spacecraft today. And 
they all sounded real well. We do have, we did develop 
our flight plan today for tomorrow and it does include an 
EI!EP paps. And let Die turn it over to Dick for just a min
ute her", and let hill describe to you the path that that 
EREP data take is going to have for tomorrow. 

K005 The pass its,,}f starts at about 4 min-
utes after 3:00 tOllorrow afternoon. It's a 10 minute pass. 
It begins about S minutes before it crosses the west coaHt. 
And it will cross the coast over the San Francisco area, 
and come along the edge of the coast dOWi1 ~hrough Mexico. 
And it vi 11 end about 18 degree& north and about 100 degHclI 
west longitude. It viII end about 100 degrees vest and 
about 18 degrees north. It's In Mexico, [ don't know exactly 
wllat town or a~ything lIke that. Just to gige >ou an idea, 
last night, based on ~eather forecasts for that area, we expect 
co get in the neighborhood oC about 25 test sites coverage 
durIng that pass. And they're doing an evaluation on tOday's 
forecast, and that may alter, I think that lhe clear weather 
Is a little bit smaller than it was forecast yesterday. 

PUDDY Okay, as far as the remainder of the 
day, it is a filled up experi.ent day. We have in addition 
to the EREP pass which takes place in the afternoon, we 
do have 6 daylight ArM passes. We also have a lIIedical run, 
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in fact we bave 2 aedical run.. One "092 93 ~un and a M131 
run on the Coaa.nder. We alao an takina the 8019 e.periaen!. 
lhat you h.~e been briefed on out of the SA~ and puttina the 
!li83 experi.ent into the antilolar SAL. Ih18 h another 
atar experiment. UV .tellar astronoay-type experiment. We'll 
be runnins that oarly in the aorning. And that'. ba.ically 
the plan for tomorrow. One other thing that I aiaht .dd 
1. we .re doing .ome additional calibration d.ta on the 8a.l1 
•••• measuring device. This is the device that you II1&Y have 
been briefed on. It i8 sensitive enough to weigh a postage 
sta.p. Ana we ar.e moving the electronics on that particular 
p.ckage and then we'll go through. rec.libration - -

f.HD OF' TAPE 
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PUDDY -wel,h a pOltlge Itaap. and VI are 
aoving the electronic, on that particular package and then 
vetIl go through a recalibrp~ion aequence. and that viII 
be done to.orrow. As far as the long range plan, over the 
next five days ve EXp.ct ~o accomplish four EREP pa.,el. 
continue on with our medical protocol. a1ao contlnuina on 
with. of course. as auch pO~8ible tine .a we can aive to 
the lolar physics or the ATM viewing. The next scheduled 
crev day off i8 day 1S, and of course, we're still planning 
on a 28 day mission. and as probably a8 you've heard announced 
today, we're looking for a Skylab 3 liftoff on July 27th, I 
believe it is. And with that we open it up for qU~Bttons. 

QUERY What are SOlllfO of the sights tilat the 
EREP experiments will we be picking up on1 

KOOS Probably the ones that we'll be most 
interested in are the ont:s that the crew will be tracking. 
Th~ San francisco area 18 the one, the first one that they 
will pick up. There's another one on Salton Sea. We'll 
«:r01l8 right over Salton Sea in Yuma. And that will be the 
other site now. We're restricted In how rlose we can put 
these together. I think those are only tvo that we have in 
opportunity to track tomo~row. 

QUERY On these sites, and then all the 25, if 
most of them are inconseqllent lal, what are the eXAct things 
they're going to be looking at? What are they going to be 
studying? Are they gonna go the whole gammit or what? 

KOOS Yeah, there Is quite a variety 
there. I wouldn't say they are inconsequential. I just 
gave you the ones that lire probably of interest, beca.use 
the crews participating and actually tracking them visually. 
They cover all the range of diclplalnts. 

QUERY ~i11 thib be a full, what they csll a 
120 degree EREP pass. 

KOOS No, its total arc is 40 degrees, centered 
noon OJ 

around orbi tal 
QUERY 

other day when 
KOOS 

Were we doing a 120 degree EREP pass the 
we lost the batteries for awhile? 

was abo ut 70 
QUERY 

No, it wasn't that large. 1 think it 
degrees. Seventy degrees of arc. 

you won't be out of 
any problems at all 
those four could go 
4S percent. 

You have full confidence. then that 
plane long enough, that you'll have 
with the batteries, because I know 
out again if you get down to that 

PUODY Let me comment on that briefly. Basically 
how we're working the electrical power work right now, is that 
we do develop a, what we call 8 summary flight plan. Subsequent 
to developing that, And I've more or less briefed you on • 
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the lev.l of dMa11 that 1a - it Juat •• rely lays out the 
e.peri.ent. that •• expect to conduct at a particular period 
of ti .. for all thr •• craw.en. And, of couta., each one 
of th •• e experi.-nt. h •• their varioue loads. EIEP load 
happen to be very hlah. And baalcally, vhat we're dQing 
1. after ve have coapleted a au •• ary f11abt plan, we run Q 

d.t.iled electrical analY'il of that fllCht plan, determtne 
what the depth of discharge or the atate of charge, however 
you're 1 •• l1ar with look!na at the batt.ry atate, for that 
particular flight plan and deteratne if th.re are any 
problea., and if there are electrical probleas that - from 
the standpoint that we're getting too hiBh and our load 
for too long a period of tl_e, we look at various equipment 
that we don't need. Like I said today, we ran anywhere from 
around 36-3700 watts to as high as 4400 watta and a lot oi 
t hat, as we tal ked abo u t 1 as t nigh t, can be at t rib ute d t 0 

such thing. as lights and extra coolin8 and thinga like 
that that can be powered down. And we have developed a 
couple of vower down che~klists that we do use just prior 
to going into an EREP pasa. So, as far as givintt you all 
the details on to_or rows fl{ght plan as to exactly what 
the lowest state of charge or lowest depth of discharge on 
the batteries that we expect to achieve, I can't _ That 
infor~atlon viII be available in about an hour or an hour 
lI.nd a half. But, I feel very confident that with the pass 
that we're talking about tOllorrow, there will be no problellls. 

QUERY Is this pus that we're calling for 
toaorrow. is it - has any changes over what vss planned 
pre.ission for aay track 63. Is it the sa.e length of Ume, 
sa.e instru~ents snd everything else, or has there been 
modifications because of the power. 

PUDDY I think thst the - L~t me answer that 
one. I think that ve're going to find that In gen~ral, the 
EREP passes, because of electrical power conSiderations, are 
going to be somewhat restricted tn the overall arc, due to 
electrical pover consideration,'!. However, that doesn't 
necessarily imply that the data that ve're gathering froD! 
thoae pasaes ia going to be any l~ss. It so happens that 
looking at the weather conditions as they stand right now, 
snd correct l'Ie if 1'111 wrong on this. Dick. that the weather 
appears very good, and ve were doing sOlie sillulations prior 
to the start of this lIIiasion, uaing actual weather. ....e were 
running anywhere f~o. 10 to 120 degree passes. and coming 
up with lIaybe 14 Bites. and we're talking about a lot aore 
siteB thsn we expect to get tomorrow, with essentially the 
shorter paaa that Di cit hat briefed you on. So yes, 1n 
anlver 

END OF TAPE 
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PUDDY And, lot more .iahta that ve ex,.et 
to aet tomorrow with e,aentially the .borter p ••• that Diek 

h.s briefed y,u on. Yes, In anlver to your que.tion, they 
.r~ a little .horter due to electric.l power consideratlon •• 
We .a1 aradu.lly Ienathan these thinas out as we let a 
little .ore experienced, little aon data. But at the aaae 
time I dontt think this has impoled upon U8 an undue pen,ltty 
into what ve expect to get back froa the Earth Resources 
expert.ent packlge. 

QUERY 1'. not quite sltl~;,e~ vl~h what you said 
about the test litea. Why are you looking at San Francisco. 
you studying there and how about the Salten Sea? 

SPEAKER Well San Francisco is an u ;-ban area and 
that's basicaly the study there. The Salten Sea 1s an 
agricultur.l type site. San Francisco also is the bay area. It's 
a waterland interface. Actually thoHe are alternate s.i.tes. 
There are other objectives. Houston is one. the urban areas. 
San Francisco happens to be an alternate to that site. There's 
a sit~ that's located in Rosent-urtJ; which isn't an agricultural 
site which Yuma is a substitute, .)r an Illtt"rnate. 

QUERY Are you looking at any parti~ular crops 
for any specific reason C'r •.• 

SPEAKE~ Not that familiar with as many of these 
sites tor tomorrows passes. 

PUDDY let me add a few co~ments here. Basically 
what we at NASA are doing is - as rar as EllEP is concerned, 
we have been working with the principal \nvestlgators. They 
have coae up with a particular site. There had bten loae 
ground data. There may also b~ some aircraft over flights. 
And basically what our roll is her~ is kind of two fold. We 
are looking at developing the capability of perfecting some 
sensors which have the capability of ar.coaplishing certai~ 
objectives in Ipace frolll an Earth llesf~uJ:ces stand point. 
But as far as the actual data analysis and subslquent 
application ~f that data, this is something that has primarily 
done by the principal lnvestigator. So our primary job 
i8 merely to work with the principal tuvestigators to find 
out which sites they would like to view, which instruments 
j n the packag~ they would like to use to view that partielJ! ar 
site and if they do have aircraft over I1.ight requirements 
to aolS.9t by using NASA aircraft In schrdulil'g ·,hose aircraft 
to be over those sites within a certain time f~ame of the 
spacecraft paS8 and then to provide thea the raw data or in 
some ~.ses reduce the data according to thei:~ 8pecif~cationA. 
As fal' as the detailed analysl8 in just ~xactly what they can 
uae that data for froa an application stand point. That 
reapondlbility pretty much 11eR with the principal investigator. 
I don't knov whether that i,elped clartfy it for you but •• 

Press Couple of .)oints on a rather lower 
intellectual level Oid they get those showers done todAY? 

SPEAKER Well we know they ~ot a couple of 8howers 
done. We tried to ask the. about the Saturday night special 
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I don't knov whether that i,elped clartfy it for you but •• 

Press Couple of .)oints on a rather lower 
intellectual level Oid they get those showers done todAY? 

SPEAKER Well we know they ~ot a couple of 8howers 
done. We tried to ask the. about the Saturday night special 
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SPEAKER tbere but we vere unable to get ~ny co.menta 
back. I've blen expectlol any minute the, vere soinS to coae up 
and tell us juat exactly hov nice it v., to have that break 
but .. yet they hav,n".: co •• ented. We did qui. thea on it. 
But ve didn't let any eo~.ent back. 

QUERY And It vould be a help to knov - for the 
purposea of recording it and 80 on toaorrov What - if 
any rlana ar. there !or Conrad, birthday? 

SPEAKER Well, I'll tell y~u, the only I have taken 
is one aBsociated with A wake up call. And there will be 
a rather unique - for a apacelight wake up call tomorrov 
morning. He will rapidly get the idea that we remembered 
it'~ his birthday. 

SPEAKER Right. 
QUERY With all their gYTations today and 

their running around and moving alovnd inside the spac~craft, 
it that ca'jsing any problem. 1 think there III one test 
isn't there, one experl.ent to see if their motions efiects 
the stability of Skylab. 

PUDDY Yes, those afe - .... e do have test 11ke 
that to see whether their motions does effect the st3bllity 
of the spacfcraft. But as Car a8 that causing any proble1lls 
I I II not SUrE! 1 unde rat Iltld eXllc t ly wh'lt yo". lie an • W'e did 
notice the Tlovement in the spacecraft ';od"y when all three 
of thew were running tbe fout race around the food lockers 
or the lockers in the upper end of the dome. 

PRESS It doese't cause any i.pact at all -
You don't have to coapensate 1n any vay? 

PUDDY No, no, •.• the sYlltem takes care of 
itself. The crew has been cautioned on and trained to 
that there are certain experiments which do have a degree 
Df ~otion sensitivity as far as the overall spacecraft 1s 
concerned. And during ••... 
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PUDDY - - cert.l~ experimente wblch of cour.e 
do have a dearee of mQtion .en~itivlty •• far .s the ovftr
all .pacecr.fl i. concerned. And during tho •• tim. fr .... 
the craw isn't lipping through the sp.cecraft or runnina 
foot r.c •• or that type of thing. But •• far a. it causlna 
any' problem In lathering the experimental data on & nor.al 
day, it hal not shown up as a problem. 

QUERY 1 had heard that they were havin, to 
use ao.e extra TACS gaa to co.pen.ate. 

PUDDY No, ve have not, let me think back. the 
laat tiae that I am avare that we used any TACS aaa waa, we 
did uae a little during the maneuver, the EREP maneuver, 
because we did have, if you rcme~ber, one of the rate gyros 
ve did have a failure there. And we did have a co~ple of 
firing there. And the previous time to that was associated 
with damping out the tri~ burn, vhich ve expected. We had 
no TACS firing today. And none since thoae two cases. So, 
we're not using lACS gas there. 

QUERY Sir, has there been any more talk this 
afternoon, since 3:00 I belifve ~e heard the last, on the 
possibility of extending Skylab II mission beyond the 28 days? 

PUDDY Oh I'm sure a lot of things are being 
considered. As far as any official extension of the Skylab II 
miSSion, no. There has not b~en any decision reached in that 
area. The only decision that has been reached i. the July 27 
liftoff on the Skyldb III or a date as soon as practical 
thereafter. 

QUERY I believe I heard Paul Weitl, aaybe it 
vaa yesterday, say that part of the ATM had turned yellow, 
It was off-color. 

PUDOV Yes, he did indicate that one side of 
the spacecraft had some yello~ln& to it and the other side 
of the ~pacecraft on ~he ATM was what he described as very 
clean and vhite. As to exactly what that's attributable to, 
I ca9't really say. I can only sur~ise th't it probably 
had something to do with the overall thermal coqditions 
that we had to put the vehicle to during the early parl 0f 
the mission. But as far as the ArH portion of 'he space
c~aft. ve certainly have no reason ~hat6oever from the per
formance of that equipment to believe that yellowing is 
having any degradati~n 1n the thermal coatings on it. All 
the ATM instru~ents have been ~ell within their te~uerature 
bands, which are very very close. There has not be£n 
any problem that 1 a~ a~are of. 

QUERY Do you ever notice any clo~ding of 
teleacope lenses? 
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PUDDY Oh uo. \\0. 1.n he,\ fro. the ~ I haven It 
had • chanc~ to ,0 back and £.vl~~ In ~.t.il 10._ of the 
eSet. we h4Ye been get tina bad: off .0,." 01. tbe ATM .zpurl~ 
.entl, but 1 did alance at 80ae theoth.~ evening and tbe 
PIa we~e very jubilant, 11. luro if tb.~e were any co.tlng 
on tbe lec ••• we would ~sve heard about it. 

PAO O~e .ore que.tlon. 
QUEIlY l(e11. II1I,.1I1t the aaln one then. I 

had a couple. One 18 very short. Doel that 4 EREP paases 
~n th~ next S days include the one Saturday? 

~UDDY To.orrow 1& Saturday and that is cor-
re ct. 

QUERY What can you tell us about this pro:"· 
Ie. of the batteries taking a charg~ that Rocco Petrone 
Ind John Disher were tllking about today. P~trone especiAlly? 
Ha.e you got any ~.ta on how serious it is? Wh1t have you 
been able to get together? 

PUDDY Well, 1 don't know ellactly vhat they 
.ald. I guess the best way to phrase that is that you 
expect - when WP. 11fted off, we expected each oDe of these 
batteries to hav~ II certain rated capacity. And what we 
have found out 1s that it looks to us 11ke rilht now a 
few of these batt~rle9 do not have that rated capacity. 
Therefore, since they de n~t reach their full rated capacity. 
during a ~harge cycle, y~u ~asic~lly have the ?roblea whpre 
you reach the lover lialt on the states of charge during 
the n1thttlue fralle such earlh\' than predicted. And of 
course this i, Just ~noth~r nsp~ct of the overall electrical 
"over lIIanagemer.t that we /!lUSt tCloke into conside\"ation. 

PAO All 1."1 sht, thank you. 

ESD OF TAPE 
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SPEAKBR Are you ready? 
SPEAKijR Thia ia th, first In a series of briefings 

i~ which dASA hopei to have 80me o( his top manage.e~t persornel 
avaUat>le to the aedia. The Marshall Space Flight Ce:"l.ter 
ia reS90nsible, ae you know, for providing the Saturn ~aunch 
v"hlch. and a good bit of the Skylab hardware and soal! of 
th ... experi1llent8. So for this first hriefing we he.ve 
Dr. Rocco A. Petrone, R-o-c-c-o- A. P-e-t-r-o-n-e, who is 
director of the Harshall Space Flight Centee, "'ho has be'lll 
the director slnce Janua,.:; 26, 1973. Formerly he \las the 
Apollo Program Director fOl ~ASA in Washington. There are 
a few biographies available at the news center after the 
briefing, but Dr. Petrone 1s not interesttld in history 1 
know. And there's a good bit of activity going on at th~ 
Marshall Center right no .... in support of Skylab, so Dr. PetT!'ne 
may want to make an ~pening statement or s~~mary of that. 
and then we'll havA questions and answers. ~r. Petrone 

PETRONE Okay. Let me sUlllmarize sOlie of the .... orl< 
we'Ie doing at the Marshall Center on the aspects of freeing 
the SAS wtng that's still attached. Obviously we've given 
it a very high priority, you know .... e attempted it when we 
first got t~ere. We would still like to do it. We've ha,i 
a effort going underway every since we took the first TV 
pictures. We've been enhanCing those, trying to see just 
how it's angle of aluminum is attached to the honeycone. 
And there's been some enhanced pictures which bring out a 
little more detail. And we've been looking at methods by which 
the crew could approach the angle - I would like to say 
angle iron. It's really angle aluminum, angle iron kit 
comes out in mind, approaches from what would be the fast 
station. That's the forvard air ahroud. He'd cOile out the 
EVA door, like we Would for a normal EVA, you ha~e to work 
yourself around to in wing - SA5 wing I which would be on 
the right as you look at it. 

QUERY Would you point on the model (garble) 
SPEAKER Okay. You see the hole in the meteoriod 

shield is a solar airlock. 
SPEAKER 1 don't know how this is going to 

stand up (garble) 

off 

not 

SPEAKER It's frAgile 1 know. WillgS do fall 
easily. ' 

SPEAKER 
SPEAKER 

mine. I want 
SPEAKER 
SPEAKE R 

Not intended DS a pun. 
That's what bothers me the mo~t, it's 

somebody t~ get o~ the train with me. 
We wouldn't do that, Jack. 

poin to 
Right here is what we call a subaolar 

This is the solar airlock in which the parasol is 
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now deployed. Wins one is what 1 call look ins at it to the 
r1aht. if I'm heading head on lOQklng at ATM in the subsolar 
point. This t. wing 1. The EVA atation il up here. Reto got 
to work hi.self around to that polut. It'l not a nor.al 
Itation where he would have to be. Now what's being looked 
at in Huntlville, we've got Rusty Schweickart working vith 
loae of ou~ test engineers, is firlt how would one tether 
himself to get out there? What would you do? On .. method 
beina looked at 1s usinS 80me of the poles w~ have for 
the tools and the sail, 5 or 6 poles to put a - attach it 
here on one of the ATM fraRes and then - possibly that 
shepherds hooks. You know the shepherds hook ve tock with -
find a spot down below in the beam to tie, and in fact m~ke 
yourself 8 handrail that vay. Another one being looked at 
is the use of this - a thing call~d a flexible fireman's 
pole? It's what you've seen in the ship, they had going 
down the length of the workshop. That could be tsken out 
and a possibility of maybe using that as a - as a tether. 
Right now the polel, with the shepherds hook to be attached 
into the beam and then tied u~ here, is one of the methods 
of having a flexible handrsil. The guy could work down 
- one of the men - the crewman, and also attach hi.self to the 
tether. The cutting schemes we're looking at - cutting 
or prying, I should say, but getting it loose there're three. 
One is a device called a bone cutter that I think you've 
been briefed on. It's a pretty bity tool. In lG they're 
able to cut it very fast, less than a .inute. In the water, 
it took longer, took three .inutes. But one lIust be very careful 
not to 

END OF TAPE 
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SPEAKER And it'. a p ratty bity tool. In 1 a 
they're able to cut at a very faat, 1 ••• than a minute. 
In th. water it took 10nler. It took 3 minutea. But one 
must be very careful not to infer thoae lilies with what we 
can do in zero S, becaua. he', got to let hill.elf in position. 
And that'a the whole anale we're looking for here. It's 
where in he can set a position that we would con8ider aafe. In 
teras of the ~lcrometeoroid shield on one .ide and where the 
beam viII go on the other. But the bone cutter does cut. 
And j t cut8 thAt lIetal. And we've taken a look at 80me of tl.c 
worst ca8e pile up of a little bit of the meteoroid shield. An~ 
if he can get around it. he can cut. Now, of course, the ques
tion 18 can he get around it. From the enhanced TV pictures. 
it appears there's 80me sunlight shintnl in one of the views 
under this angle aluminum. From that, RIOsty has concluded 
and our :;Jeople with him. is that, yes, .. .1 Rhould be able to 
slide this under. But. obviously you yon't know that because 
shadows have got to be deceptive up there. we understand. So 
we're looking at more than one way to cut. Another way is 
the bolt cutter. That's the one we did fly up. It's on board. 
That's the one that you activate with a lanyard, you pull on 
it, and the use of that. The third device is the use of the 
pry bar. Pere Conrad, seems to believe in discussions that 
if he can only get those rivets loose. the thing would easily 
swing out of the way. So, we're looktng at three schemes to 
get the angle aiuminull loose. The bone cutter. the scheme 
which you would slip under and then pull. But. that needs 
a fairly good pOSition to anchor yourse!f. The bolt cutter 
which we feel we could position in a certain way, then a man 
up here might pull the lanyard. He's in a better positiQn up 
there. He could pull. And the third would btl the pry bar to 
try to get those rivets as they appear to be in the picture out 
of the honey comb. Okay. I've discussed then, one getting dllYn 
there by tetherin~. Either poles. or this flexible fireman'e 
pole. but the pole's looking rilht now the mosl promising. The 
scheme by which we would cut or fray. And now the last thing 
that we would have to do, would be to ensure the beam comes ofC. 
We have reason to b~)ieve the beam is ah - is a damper actuator. 
The damper has oil in it, and is quite cold. We're still reading 
temperatures in this thing. And we see a temperature in here 
which, you could say the oil is like molasses or mayte frozen. 
And we've therefore, got to Pllt the force or. it. We had eatiaated 
the force at the bottom to pull that up would be like l~ pounds. 
As one gets closer up in hef'l, till! Corces are going up. We th! nk 
it's about the apot in here somewhere. T~ey've worked out 
the two ways to do it. Now jUst t3ke. the guys are really 
thinking !lnd you've got to give tI, .. ", credit for it. SOllie of 
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th ••• , a. ve vork further •• ay fan out. But one 1M to u •• 
the wa.h cloth 'qqeelar. I don t know if you've h.ard that 
one y.t. Th.re l • a .quee •• bag onboard iL the IYltea, in 
which, you're able to wring out vet It'~I. like. tovel or 
cloth. Itll a flat bag, not auc~ - a little bigger then 
thil. you can Ilip it under there. than if ve can pressurlle 
1t. ve can put a force under the bea •• Nov we've done this 
once in on~ I tether. The question of vhat kind of pressure 
velre talking about would be a low pressure lIke 10 PSI. 
Therels lo.e lines onboard ve can do this vith. Clearly one 
vanta to .ake lure and all that theae things vlll take the 
pressure. The bag vill. The bag has been pro~fed to 10 PSI. 
Actually. burat much higher, about 40. But the question, what 
connection one vould aake, where one vould tie In. But I've 
got to give the. en A for credit. It's a very novel scheme. 
Itlll be one of the easiest because once you cut, you could 
slip it under right at the hinge lin~. go back up here and 
pressurile it, and hope to see that bea. spring up there. 
Another vay, and one that ve're going to be tryin,. I'll talk 
Mbout later this afternoon, is use of this fireaan's pole. 
What the fire.an's pole is, is really flexible vebbing. You 
see the men vorking up and down on it in the tank. They had 
it out 1 believe the first day. 
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PETRON! The oae that we're &oina to be l~ylng to talk 
about later this afternoon is uS6 of this firea.n t

• pole. 
The fire.an'a pole Is really flexible webbing you lee the 
.en working up And down on in the tank. They had it out, 1 
believe, the first day. Thi. La vebbing with a aetal hook at 
either end. What V3 envision Ls to take one hook. tie it in -
there are three vent areaa on thie SAS beaa; hook it into the 
one midway. The beaa now vould still be free (Suppose you got It, 
for you're either cut or pried it loole.) but still down by 
virtue of this daaper actuator beina either frozen or very 800ey. 

You put one ~nd of the webb .~terial with A hook under a vent - 1 
think yo~ saw t~e vent Ln the pi'turel - tb. TV pictures. You may 
when we were looking. It's like a covering. It's a hood. It's in
tended to vent this on lift-oif. Put one end ~nder here. 
Another end would be tied up there, and leave just a little 
slack where the astronaut could get under it. Then he would 
stand up against the ship. and that would then pull the line 
together. You could i.agine this line tip.d at either end, 
fairly taught, but enough either he could pull it or get 
it over his shoulders in the half crouch and then Ju~t stand 
up. And that would put force, sufficient we believe, to pull 
the beam out. Now that second item. that one there - we're 
doing a l-g walk-through right now with a full beam on the floor. 
We've tested the hook - what it'll take. One of the key items 
is how you attach that hook to the vent covering; clearly. you 
want to get structure. And that's one of the reasons we have 
shipped froa TRW the wing into Karshall, 1 believp. it's arriving in 
about an hour this afternoon - 80 we can actually see the 
as built condition of where your strong points are. We've 
been working with ,iaulator gear, and ve want to actually get 
the actual hardware 80 you know where you grab. And you can 
caution them where to put the hook and the exact thinga from 
a beam built to fly. which is the one we're getting flown in 
this afternoon. So we then have two ways to free the beam 
we're now looking at. Of course, there's always - say another is 
tc - you wouldn't like to do a SEVA. but you could fly with the 
ship and pull it, if you couldn't get these other ways. And we 
certainly want the power. So tr we can free that item, I would 
think that's first priority. It's either cut or free that angle. 
Once we've done that, 1 think the rest of it then - If these two 
systems don't work, we'd certainly know that a fly-around by the 
ship or the shepherd's hook - we could definitely put the force, 
because the other night. when Paul Weitz first tried it, he 
deflected that beam about a foot. He deflected the beam - In 
a transcript 1 read. Conrad aention~d that the beam had 
come out. Be it very clearly at the end where it was attached. 
it hadn't moved. So there was quite a bit of force put into 
that. So this afternoon nv, we're in the process then of using 
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thia - ~hat they call the fi~e.ants flexible pole on a 1-& 
mock~~ with the full bea. on the floor. Ve then ~il1 aimulate 
in the ~.ter tank. In the vater tank v. only h.ve a half 
bea., vhere he'll look for po.ition - our b.a. in the vater 
tank just doesn't - you can't do a good job of getting the 
zero-g effect, but you can get for pOlitioD. You can ee vhere 
do y~u a~chor youree If. Where can you arab on eo.ething, and 
wh.t force can you apply? Then ve can alvaye 80 to the l-g 
to .ake aure then we have tbe right (garble) tool. And ve have the 
actual flight ving ea bu~lt configuration to .ake aure vhere 
~e vent to put these itea. - either grab thea by hand or put 
thie bag underneath, because we really have the surfaces we 
believe are there. Well, in a nutshell, that sumRari&es work 
going on to free the SAS wing. There 1s auch other work going 
on, just supporting the aission - the power profile being 
studled, the work for tomorrow, looking at what power we 
feel we're going to have available. I don't have actual 
nu.bers on it. I've juat lot soae general feel, but I can 
anewer some questions. The very a8p~ct6 of the temperature 
prediction and so on - all that work is going on. This work 
here is just part of the special work we're doing trying to 
free thie ving. l'a open to questions. 

QUERY Rocco, if you get it opened, will you 
consider extending the aisR10n to make up for some of the 
lost time 1 And if you can't get it open, viII you consider 
coming home early? 

PETRONE Well, the ~econd problem I'd like to ~ave. 
Now, what I mean by that is I wish I did have to yorry with 
all the power -
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QUERY If you don't. can't get it open, would 
you conaidar comlna ho.a ea~1y? 

PETRONE The second problem I'd like to have. what 1 
mean by that 18 I wish 1 did have. to worry with .11 the 
pover to whether we'd stay or not. Whether w~ stay ~r not. 
longer. ia very cle.r1y dependant very heavily upon what the 
doctors feel. In t.rma of what data they're getting, how 
confident they feel. they know crew position. Now their 
advise to management Is around which we will .ake that 
decision. If they feel any discussion of extending the 
mi8s10n very clearly has got to be on what type of medical 
information we have and how much the doctors feel they 
know of the status of the crew how well they I;av(: faired, 
and so on. We did comm1t to a 28-day mission based on having 
knowledge of a 14-day mission. We've got much more medical 
information here than we've ever had before. How good it 
is, one r~ally has to get to the doctor and see how he assess 
it. And 1 guess. he's &oing to say, I've got to see mote. 
Which is about the answer loIe expect. So, I wouldn't rule 
it out, but it's very heavily dependant upon the medical 
evaluation. Now whether we've curtailed, ii we can't get it 
out, at this time there would be no reason to curtail. We've 
got to run powered down in and do iess than the number of 
simultaneous experiments expected to do. At a period of time 
yesterday - these numbers al'e rough. 1 thought. We set a 
power profile of 3600 watts we've have gotten to. The system 
right now is rated about 4iOO with the loss of this CBRH number 3 
that we had, I gueas, a day and a half ago. So you might 
say. what has (garble) for experll1ent. What we'll want tG 
do is set a little margin, obviously, 80 that you dou't come 
off to full depth of discharge on the battery. Some of our 
batteries, they were 817. in number, were subjected to higher 
temperatures than we would have like to have seen when we 
were pitch down. We were in an attitude for 10 days, in order 
to, I'd say, to save this mission that the ship wasn't designed 
for. You see the ArM When pitch down, - see normally you're 
riding like this, and you get a teaperature head on. When 
pitch down you put heat here. Because you put his head down 
to keep the sun f~om beating on this area which we have to 
do to keep the temperatures down inside the workshop. Then 
you're going to take a beating up here. So we did heat that 
area. We know what was going on. We were watching it. In 
terms of trade-offs this certainly was the thing to do. 
Now some of those batteries - The batteries rated about 20 amp 
hour. probably cause they h8Y~ a lesser capacity to have 
a charge. However. we have rcason to believe, and hope that 
as we keep cycle and charg~, lhat we can cli.b upwards back 
toward the 20 amp hour. How f~r W~ don't know. The batteries 
are built - we look at normally as a 4000 cycle life. 
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4000 charse. and dilch.rael. A~d thil aUlt tell you it'a 
a very, vlry difficult tbina to teat for. You put that in a 
16-cycle to~ay and 16 into 4000 vll1 Sive you hov lona the teat haa 
to be. ADd that'. a general scheme of thlnls to run the mi8810nl. 
So we nov are leeln, lome batteri~1 of le81er ability to t.ke 
char,e than it would have had. Some are workins perfectly 
noraal. Now vhat ve have to do ia nurae thoae aloDg and 
hopefully a. the teaperaturea cool, you cbarge and dilcharge 
and the battery can tend to atart taking 80re capacity. 
So, on tbe queation of curtailaent at this tiae, I aee no need 
to. I tbink ve could atlll do a res~~ctable 81.lion on the 
power (,arble) 80ae 4100 watts. Now we do get into a squeeze 
lome C5K fuel cells run out, which is 1 thlnk around the 
14th of June. Because at that tiae ve must feed the CSK 
power fr08 the vorKshop. And ve're talkins like a J or 
8 hundred load. It ~eans for a p~riod of a day or 2 will 
be very tlght, in terms what ve c&n make available for 
science but, then shortly thereafter, we start climbing up 
At the end of .t8810n we're in our 7000 watts and this comes 
about because tbey'll be 1. summary all the time because of 
they call it Bt - Beta angle,processlon of the plane vith (garble). 
So at the end of this milsion, our pover's building up in 
a period of about 2 to 3 days, vhere ve'll really have to 
sweat out. That assumes - -
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PETRONE This mia.lon, our pover 18 building up. to 
the period of about 2 to 3 day. we really have to aweat out. 
That •• auae. we don't 108e any thine elae and have no deterioration 
in our aolar array.. We have no re •• on to au.peet d~terioratlon 
but that can happen. 

QUERY Dr. Petrone I have. hatfull of questions. 
I'll try to •• k thea qUlekly. One. Can you illustrate on the 
.. odel how far down an astronaut can get vith a 60 foot 
umbilieal? And two, the fl.xlbl~ fire.ana role eonfuses me 
beeaus. I w.s under the i.pression there was that rigging we've 
seen on the TV but there vas another itea we haven't s~en 
whieh was indeed a pole which - it was telescoping. Is that - -

PETRONE Yeah, they're ~re two different Items. 
QUERY Are both of those involved in the possible 

phases? 
PZTRONE Yes. Both of those are used as pos~ible 

t~thera or a way to get down there. One is the poles, 
going to be made up of rods that we put together for the 
twi" pole sail. You know there are 5-foot rods. ~e 
flew three per tool. That's 15 feet we have. There 
were two spares thst we flew, we need ten - ~e need eleven 
each, we have 12 in each packet, so we can get five and use 
them and not worry about any damage or anything. When we 
use the sixth ve're going to tether that last one because 
we feel we may have to deploy the sail yet. So we want to 
protect our twin sail. But this pole - they'r~ locked together, 
that ~ould give you then a ridgid handrail. The second item 
the flexible webbing, vhich sometimes people call a fire~ans pole, 

1 don't know why, it looks like that, I guess, it goes down in 
the hole. That's the one we could also use with a hook at 
eaeh end, but we are planning to use on that to pull this 
beaa up. Rieht nov it looks like one of the leading contenders. 

QUERY Okay. My last question is the power 
figure you mentioned toward the end of the mlssion. Seven 
thousand watta as compared to the presently 4100. 

PETRONE 4100. 
QUERY Can ycu tell us vhat you envision the 

crew could do with that much pover? Full experiments, full 
EREP 

PETRONE We'd be In clover, yeah. With 3,000 watts, 
see, you'd be feeding 800 of that to the command module -
look at some curves ve have. He would have available for experiments 
three and a thousand into I, 2, 3, - - We'd have about 1900 
watts for science. And 1 think with that we could run the 
ATK and EREP and really not worry. But as I said, there are 
going to be three very tight days. Starting at about the 
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fourteenth of June. 10urteenth, flfteenth and .ixteen at , 
vhich - ltts plotted in red here, ve lot a deficiency and ve've 
sot to get by that a •• ualng all thins. re~ain (garble). And one 
vay ill to pull down eQlie of the co •• and aodule load. vhich 
ve thLnk (sarble) it'. pulling a thousand, but once the fuel cella 
go off you don't have to have heaters in the cryo tanka because 
it ie not fe~din& the fuel cellI anymore. So ve can pull 
a couple hundred out of the CSH. And for that period of 
tl~ we'd be on the barest of science, aaybe 100 vatts or something 
of that nature for about 2 days. Ye8. 

QUERY Rocco, is serious consideration being given 
to e~tendlng the .ilsion assuming that you have the po~er and 
you have the okay froa th~ doctor1 

PETRONE ~ell, you say - Let me say this, it's worth 
looking at, yes. It's vorth looking at nov because we do get this 
bonui In pover. In power li.itations, to nov until we deploy that 
ving, have curtailed SOIlll! that we coul" do. So it - there's a -
there's a itea sitting there on the table, no~ before you grab 
for it you've got to aake certain you're not letting your appetite. 
you know, control your elllotions. You've got to look 3t what 
it ~eans and 1 see ~edical would be one large thing. There's also 
the Guestion of just crew condition on how we been doing and so 
forth. "'hen you say seriously, 1 say it's worth looking at. Yes, 
it'~ very definitely worth looking at. But clearly the decision to 
g~ 20 days is a vtry serious step that we'd have to take and 
if 1Ie get the wing out ar.d we got the power but we're not 
sweating as much faT the next mission, veil ~e got more time 
IoIe' "! going to spend up there in 5L-l11 and IV. So that's going 
to enter the picture vhy we try ~~ grab more at this t1ae ~hen I'd 
tr) to get hopefully 56 days within a period here starting in late July. 

EN)) OF TAPE 
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PETRONE in four ao that'a loing enter the picture 
~hy J Cry to grab more at this t1.e and 1'. going to get 
hopefully 56 daya within a period here aCarting In late July. 
You can aee then the factors that {411 into that thing but 
yes it'. worth looking at. We'd be wrong in not looking at 
it, 1n my opinion. 

QUERY What does this bone cutter look like and did 
I understand you to say that you have no doubt it could cut 
that piece of meta11 

PETRONE I've seen the piecea it cut. In fact 
ve cut seven pieces with the aame piece of vire yesterday, 
in other words, it keeps vorking. It'a a beautiful little 
gadget. I didn't know they had such things. It looks - if 
you - it looks like 4 5tainleJs steel Y!re, you know you hang 
picture frames up with. You've seen that, I'm sure. Almost 
that thickness, e~bedded vithin those wires are very sllall 
teeth - cutting teeth and they Come out ran;~. so you've got 
cutting all the way around and all he has to do - if this is 
the itell you vant 1;0 cut - put it around that - it has a bsll 
on each end you grab with and all you do is work it back 
and forth over the item you want to cut. I must say it cuts 
better than any hacksaw I've seen and the fact that it's 
flexible means you can get the ball under there. This is the 
key item. It's a little less than about a half an tllch, 
pllt the ball under and pull it across and all you've got to 
do is cut this vay. But you've got to be anchored _ pOSitioned 
in some what that when you finally get through you don't go 
flyl.ng. Rut it's a stainless steel braided wire. ['III sure 
you've ~een them on picture frames and with them out of these 
teeth that are oriented in it all through the length exc.'pt 
for the part you grab With the handle. It's in the medical 
kit. Tom, I can't answer that question beCAuse it's In the 
dental kit I understand is where it is and they're prepared 
to do many things ~edlcally which frankly - I mean things 
they've trained on, but 1 really can't answer that question. 
I'm going to try to find out. But it's in the medical kit 
we understand the dental kit and we're ver! pleased it's there 
right now. 

QUERY What mllterial is the teeth? Is it stait1-
less steel teeth? 

PETRONE [ cannot answer that. My Ruess ""'uld 
be it'g like a tungsten-carbide but that's just a guess be
cause you want to cut With something you'd like to have a 
cutting tool like you do on 3 millIng machine and that vould 
be like a tungsten-carbide but ['III not p"sitive of that. But 
it's material like that. 
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QUERY And another question completely unrelated, 
are the batterles replaceable? Can you take up any addi
tional batteries .hould the ones which are now unable to 
charge fully deco_poled -

PETRON! These here cannot be reached. They're 
up on to~ h£re and they cannot be reached for replacement 
purpose •• 

QUERY No. But the question could we take other 
batteries up - could ve look ac other source of power. We 
are golng to but ve're looking at that like for the S04 =1s
aion rather than the SL-III mission but that'll t.ke 80me ti~~ 
to develop and qualify. We think there are pOlsibilities of 
pover augmentation that one could develop to take up ther~ 
for ~L-IV. 

QUERY Three Questions. Is it ~e.sonable to 
expect that we could do this by next tuesday? Has It been 
determined which crewman viII do it? And how w~uld you 
pressurize this washcloth squeezer? 

PETRONE Could ve do it by Tuesday; that 
we're going to have some discuSSions on Honday that viII 
let us put the pieces together - how soon after that ve could 
do it I think is a very difficult thing to s.y, you knov, a 
lot depends on the pressure that'll be on us. Now ve've 
taken our time vorking out procedures and the steps we're 
going to take - certainly no earlier than Tuesday I'll say 
that for sure because on Monday ve're going to put - we are put
ting a piec~ together nov but Monday we finally think velll 
have everything together. We'll be working lhrough the weekend, 
pooling everything together and then Monday ve'll have a dis
cussion. How soon after that - much of that depends on what 
tht crev - ~ov .any questions they have. What they want to 
~nQv. What more they vant to see. I don't think ~y ~1d-
week next week that if everything pans out and ve hav~n't 
given a GO yet because as you know ve've got a lot of things 
to lo~~ at be -

EHD OF TAPE 
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PETRONB If everything pans out and ve haven't 
given a go yet bacau1e at you knov ve bave lot a lot of 
thing' to look at. We've got to be concerned about the 
aafety of tbe winl and what it is going to do and the 
material there. So all that is beinl analyzed and looked 
at again as we get down to th~t procedure. he quettion 
of pressurizing thit washcloth squeezer. there is • 
source, there are source. on board that they can get through 
hoses and you'll be EVA through the MDA. So exactly what 
rag or lIne ve'll hook up to. I'. just not able to ansver. 
But, there are sources on board. ve're looking for a very 
low pressure. probably In the neighborhood of 10, 10 psi. 
One possibility is the callister - they're subject to a pressurized 
state of 30. They'll tak'e it out alld, with the hose hooked 
UP. use it outside ~nd bleed her down to 10. 1here's also 
the possibility of hooking up inside some lines which you 
vent through. Things of that nature. We really haven't. 
I haven't seen a scheme - I will a little later today hopefully. 
I'm going back to Huntsville tonight. I just knov they say there 
is pressure Ilvailable to 10 psi that they can hook up to. 
Was there a third question? Oh, that has not been decided, 
not been decided. 

QUERY Dr. Pet rone, this is a rathe r far out 
question. But, I feel I should ask it. The back pack has 
been eliminated from itA cAndi~8cy for use inside on this 
mission. Is thp.re any chance vhatsoever if there were 
no other way in vhich man could 6tabili~e himself that that might 
be used? Was that considzred? 

PEYROHE I don't believe any of us would do 
that. Mainly because that's an Rand 1) itea. It's an Rand Rite. 
th&t we talked ab('lut using inside. I personally would 
not propose it to b~ used outside. It's up to the (garble) 
you don't llke to do a thing like that, at least I don't. 

QUERY Are there any other batteries? For 
instance do the SA5 have their batteries? 

PETRONE Yes they do. There are eight more batteries 
in the airlock module. 

QUERY What' B their status? Do yoa have any 
reading on them? 

PETRONE We, they're off-line. We intentionally 
took them off-line. They should be, and 1 say should be, fully charged. 
but not providing any pover. Now we have seen two of the batteries 
(garble) This ving is deployed about 5 degrees. We have 
actively pulsed some 80 watts out of that wing with the sunl18ht 
we've had. And there are 2 batteriea that ve've been actually 
pulling a little vattage into. 50 the syste. 1s working 
in that regard. It'. this win~ right here - is deployed 
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and dovnin this area, ve ~nov the 80lar panela by the num
ber. And those batteriel feeding off of those 101ar panels 
at the end. ve do see that they will take ~o~e current. 
About 1 amp. very very 10v, 80 to 90 vatts. So elch -
this vill charge batteries in the airlock module. 

QUERY Do you think that they might have been subject 
to le8s intense heat and therefore be likely to be in better 
condition than the others? 

PETRONE The answer to this is yes, they were 
nClt. the temperature was not rair-ed. We do hIve housekeeping 
infoTllltion on the batteries. We know the temperature. As I &ay, 
we've been cycling two with the power we've been able 
to get there just to make sure the system is working. 
As far as ve know. the batterJ~s have not been abcsed. They 
have been now on what we call stand voltage. They have been 
sitting there with no load on them. We have no reason to 
believe that, it will be ) weeks Monday, should have affected 
them. We have no reason to believe that they should have 
deteriorated. 

QUERY Is there no way to bring them in touch 
with the solar, with the vanes on the ATK? 

PETRONE No. There is a very complicated 
charging system. We've tied the buses together. In other 
words. you've got a line up here and a line down here, 
i r 1 call a bus. We' ve go~ that tied together. But you 
could not charge from one into the other. And the question 
of regulation. Each battery 1s active more - it's got its 
own electronics that both charge and regulate. And when 
the battery is finished charging. you're a180 feeding solar 
power direct into your bus. \o{e've intertied the buses so 
we can feed from one end of the stack to the other. But you 
cannot charge from one set of solar arrays to the other. 
The electronics would become quite cowplicated to do tha'. 

QUERY Would you consider doing this same EVA 
deploying the twin-pole sail and if not when would you 
consider deploying this? 

PETRONE Well - -
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END OF TAPE 
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QUERY Would you consider durin a this same EVA 
deploying the twin pole sail, and if not. when would you 
consider deploying this? 

SPEAKER Well the twin pole sail il an item 
looked upon to - for a long duration it~., in other 
words. the p4rasol is now there. we really do not know 
the rate at which, and I uoe the word, it might deteorate. I'm not 
try1ng to be cagey. we just don't know. There's indications that 
under ultraviolet nylon at many, many hours would looae it's 
strength. We've got many tests under way. iho.~ are also u~derway 
at Marshsll. There's some tests that are underway at Johnson. 
alld we've tieu in the Goddard Space Flight Center. trying 
to run excelerated tests. That's what's going to tell us 
when we should deploy the sail. I do not see any urgency 
to do it next week. As our tert now tells us, actually 
we're looking at a period of 90 days. What'. it going to 
be like in the unmanned period, When we go back. That's 
what \le're trying to answer. that question. So, I do not 
feel it will be done next week. I do not feel the two will 
be combined. 

QUERY You mentioned th~se ATM batteries as 
having 20 amp hours? 

SPEAKER That's about it. 
QUERY Okay, but you said some 01 the II were 

degraded somewhat by t~e - -
SPEAKER Having been subjected to sOlie heat. 
QUERY Yeah, by being subjected to the heat. 

How many of them - approximately how many of them were 
degraded, and what amp hour life do they have roughly. 

SPEAKER It's a verydifficult thing to answer. There we~e 
six, that saw hlgher temperature. They did not all see the same de
gree of higher te~peratures. OUT red line was llke 30 degrees 
centigrade. I know we were sitting like 28. 29 , on at 
least two of those, so the six have seen. higher temperature 
than we would like. When We say red lin'!, we say okay, it 
won't malfunction above 30. but, obviously you're taking 
some life out. That's what we were ".(':I!lg in those hotter
tile first part of the mls1ion we had no alternative. It 15 
very difficult t~ tell how much eacll one has deteriorated. 
We do not have individual watt hour meters. We have to 
infer on the whole array, and the guys who work voltage. 
how long it takes a battery to come up. See. when the 
battery gets fully charged, you get a Signal. well if one 
is going to charge faster, it means that ita got all lt 
wnats, when 1t didn't take everything it should heve. then 
that's how you start narrowing down. If you do not have a 
good, n!ce indication that this bat tery Is 10 alllp hours, the!'\ 
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then that would take a lot more inatruaentation. which we 
didn't put 1n the system. because cf the complexities and 
the wirins and all that would be added. So, looking at the 
ganged array. you could where you tend to mask. maybe one 
battery with the others. when you do it tha~ way. 

QUERY Do you have any indication to what dis-
tances. roughly are invol~ed. say if you used the bone cutter, 
and ~hat length of time? 

PETRONE Distancea in terms of where he wo~ld 
be? Well, it's gonna be less than, I'd say about one third 
vay down the beam. Now, this is 10 feet from here to here, 
~nd he'd have about another 10 feet down the bean. That's 
wher ... he'd be for this, 1 want to say operation, I gues!> 
that's what it would be. I'm really not - 11ke I say-
I really dOIl't knou whether he is - from the inside vhere 
his hose bas to hook, vhethe~ he can get - this is )0 so~e 
feet here. You have 40 feet down on tbe end. 1'. just 
not prepared to say. He can get close, but it lIIay be like 
only two thirds of the way down. 

QUERY Were the two batteries that died also 
the ones that were exposed to the high heat? 

PETRONE No. 
QUERY Were the four batteries that tripped off, 

were they the ones that-
PETRONE They came back on, yes. 
QUERY But they were exposed to the high heat. 
PETRONE Yeah, they had less thAn - they got a 

depth of discharge in them that took them down to a certain 
low level. They ought to make a trip up to pr.:ltect tloell
st!lves. They camt' back on. Battery number 3 that failed 
a day and a half ago was actually receiving its charge, when 
it failed. No, the battery did not fail, we believe the 
electronics failed. It was in the regulator that failed. 
Some electronic difficulty. We are attempting at Huntsville 
to duplicate the failure in the lab, we've not been successful 
yet. You don't design these things to fail, but you do 
get it. But this battery was 17 minutes into the sunlight, 
taking a charge and doing well, when she just - the incication 
went on. So for that reason, we suspect the regulator. And 
the regulator is part of the charging system. And how much 
power it lets go out and how much feed from the solar 
cel1 of the battery. And the one that failed earlier, be
fore the men lifted off. That did come off line, and that 
ve could not get back on line. And hav~ not been able to. 
We've not given up all hope for that, you keep looking to 
where you may have upset the logic or you may have de \e 
something to your relays, and there's still some possibilities 
on that battery, number 15, I belie Ie. We've still got 
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people lookIng at the circuitry, and vhat type of co •• anda 
or othe~ thiogs you aiaht do, hope il very, very low on it. 
But, we're jUlt one to give up. 

QUERY Rocco, we've heard loae of the MOC! 
people lay that vith thele batteriel, the way they've been 
behaving, we're in the danger of nickle and dl.elng our
selves out --

END OF TAPE 
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QUERY We've heard so •• of the HOCR people 
e.y that wlth theae batteriel the way they have been behavina 
we ~re in the danger of nickel and di.eina ourselves out 
of power. What actually were the decisions to accelerate 
this EVA? The one you're considerina. Was there evidence piling 
up that looked like you were runnina into a situation where 
you would d~finltely have to cut this mllsion ahort, where 
there vas a good chance that you would have to cut it short? 
An~ whit was it? 

PETRONE You've seen it right vith us. We've 
loet the battery before ve launched; the one from 13 to 17. 
We lose about 250 vatts. And vhat we think is totally 
unrelated we've lust due to electronic failure we believe, 
although we don't know conclusively, we've lost a second 
battery and solar cells. You lose them both together because 
you knock off the battery you also knock off the cell feeding 
it. So as you know, we've been looking at that SAS wing 
.ince day 1. So we have guys vorking and working at very 
intently to eet out there to do something. I believe we 
said after we did the SEVA, the first one who went back 
that was so tantalizing. There it was, you saw a little 
bit holding it that power would mean a lot to us on this 
mission. In terms of, using the word acceleration, we 
had iD mind that we might do it during this mission. We 
knew fer svre we would grab it on the second miqsion. Well, 
vtth the 10s8 of the second battery, you say all right if 
things are panning out as they appear to oe, ve want to 
consider and go out and get it. So it vasn't in accelera
tion of panic or anything O~ saying we're dovn to nothing. 
Because, we could still get a pretty good power prof tIe and 
a pretty good science. If you can't get it simultaneously 
you can't do all the things you wanted to. You've got to 
turn off some heaters. There are some the crew has got 
to go turn switches, you take a little of their time. You 
don't 11ke that. You could do it. But the fact where 
we have been considering getting that beam free since we 
first s~w the pictures was that angle, that piece of alum
inum holding it in there. It's been sitting there, as a 
.OUTce of power, we need it badly before we lost - - to do 
the misaion the mission we'd llke to do. So, In that 
regard ve just said all right I'll see where we can sit 
here in a fel' days and does it look good and is it advisable 
to go do. I know the crew insidc; Pete has talked a couple 
of times about vanting to get at it. We said, we're looking 
on the ground and we'll let you know in due time. And we've 
got our.elve. plenty of time to study it. I don't think 
v~'ve overlooked anything that we know of. So I think vhen we 
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decide that we want to do it if we do. 1 think we will have 
done all the study work. all the work you can do letting 
ready for it. 

QUERY We've had the co~entary about these 
things going off, but I wa. wondering in th~ back roo •• 
there wa. aome evidence that soae of the curve. were .tarting 
to show declines that weren't yet enough to talk about openly. 

PETRONE We told you that the degradation of the 
batteries but we atill see it is giving us soae few h~ndred watts. 
I've aeen the power where they said 37 and then it was going 
down to 36 and everything is working well. So what you 
QO i. like on the rack you start squeezing both ends how 
c~n I get a little more and how can I do with a little less. 
But. there hasn't been .ny tre~d. anything other than what 
we've discyssed right here today that would be forcing us 
to do anything any so~ner than we wanted to do it. 

QUERY Doctor. just .a a ,.oint of interest, when 
this bone cutter is in a dental kit. Ho~ tlig a piece of 
equipment are ~e talking about? 

PETRONE Exactly. I'm only surllising hftre, I've 
only seen the wire. You could roll it up in a little roll. 
It's flexable wire. veIl, it would be about this long. You've 
got to slip it through and around and with about this kind 
of • grab, you cut. 

QUERY 
PETRONE 
PAO 

and theD Dr. Petrone 
fin a 1 que s t i on 1 

You vould have tu b~ out fev feet. 
Yes. within a f~w feet I'. sure. 
1 believe we'll take one more question 
has to go. Doea anyone else have a 

QUERY I'm a little bit confused still. Ex-
actly what part of the wing is tied down. Where are the 
rive t a, ex JC t 1 y. 

PETRONE On this model here, you've got to assume 
this to be laying down upon the ahip. right about at this 
pOint, right about at that point. Not at the end, right 
here and only over about 2 inches. She doesn't go the full 
length, only about that much. You've got this angle of 
aluminum, which Is part of what is holding the meteoroid 
shield. About a third of the way a little less, about a 
third of the way vould be a good csti.ate. A third of the 
way down the length of the hinge over into the center of 
the beam, I'd say about 2 inches ove r the edge. About 
2 inches over the edge. And she had rivets in it. They 
were attached to the lIeteroid shield plU8 80lle bolts to 
put two angles together. and a~ Jt lap over 80ae of it vas 
caught in that honey comb. That's what it look8 like. 
froll their description. it lOQ~~ like it doe8 In the picture 
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and if you could pry 
QUElY 

idea vhat cau.ed the 
PETROn 

linea together. and 
But. ve' ra probably 
golng to .ir dy •• ie 
ve do not have that 

S P EAItE Il 

END OF TAPE 

that 1001. you .1aht be ok.y. 
JUlt one aore locco. Heve yov got any 
.hield to ~o.e off yet? 
No. No, ve've lot people putting time 

I think you've heard the time and all. 
going to have to do lo~e air, ve are 
analysis and all the load analYlis. But 
yet. 

Okay. thank you Dr. Pet rone. 
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SPEAKER Okay, we have with cs, again, Johll R. Disher, 
who'a Deputy Director of the Skyl~b Program at NASA head~uarters. 
And John 1s her~ to discuss with you and answer questions 
with respect to the new laun~h date for Skylab Ill. John. 
You want to open with a atate~ent or just take questions? 

SPEAKER 1 believe you've all read the release 
that summsrites very briefly our reasons and the planned 
new launch date for the second manned ~ission on Skylab. 
July 27th, a n01ll1nal 7 a.m. launch, whir.h ;lves us a - an M equal 
5 nOlllinal rende~vou6 capability. And I'm - I'd be pleased 
to respond to questions at this point. 

QUERY How ~alid is that date of the 27th? 
I notice that in here you've allowed yourself a day or two 
leaway. And I wonder just he'w firm the 27th Is. and CE.n 

you give us some idea of launch windows surrounding that 
date or subsequent dates? 

SPEAKER Yeah. it's - it's really probably July 
28th, plus or ~inus a day, depending on the specific orbit 
that we're in and our specific M equal 5 calculations. And 
the 27th is the earliest M equal 5 assessment. as we have 
it. So - No, no, I said our calculations Indicated it was 
the 28th plus or minus 1. So we're working on the 27th on 
the assumption that it'll come out that the 27th is satis
f ae tory. 

SPEAKER Howard. 
QUERY Yeah, what - what about SL-IV then? Are 

you thi~king of moving that up considerably. too? 
SPEAKER For - for our current thinking, we " aId 

maintain the - the three month interval. However. we've 
not really given serious consideration to the SL-IV date yet, 
and that 101111 cotr.e as we proceed in our planning. 

SPEAKER Angus. 
QUERY Could you say something about the - you 

said it in broad outline, but about the Beta angles at this 
time and how this would affect you? 1 mean how it would affect 
a mission either in the case that you get the solar panel 
deployed or that you do not get it deployed. 

SPEAKER Yes, the - not getting into - into specific 
numbers at this time, which I r~ally would want a chart or 
something to talk to. But bllt leI: me just say, qualitatively, 
that going earlier, going July 27th as compared with t.he August 
8th pla:1., gives us, because of the per':entnge that we're in the 
Sun at that earlier time of the year. bS verSUF the later, 
gives us a greater integrated power input frail the Sun by 
going July 27th and - than would it later. Basically, its 
percentage of time in the Sun viII be more going the earlier 
date than the later. And this Is also involved with ita fit 
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with the pover avail.ble froa the fuel c~lla in the CSH. 
Itt. hot a .taple qu.aelon nor a .iaple anaver that relate. 
only to Sun angle. It relate. aho to hov th~ power avaU
_ble fits with that av.ilable fro. the CSH. 

SPEAXER John. 
QUERY When do you move the vehicle out to 

the launch pad? And does this change in any way your count
down prftparatlons1 

SPEAKER The - June 11 is our nominal spacecraft 
move-out time, and this would not change any of our - the 
content of our testing. It - it will chanxe their - their 
detailed phasing, but not the content. 

QUERY Will you have to do a lot of overtim~ 
work? In what way will you speed up the preparations? 

SPEAKER Yes, we will - we will do 80me work on 
the pad that had been planned in the VAB. We will work 
the 4th of July, p~ssiblYI and we will work at least one 
Sunday that we had not planned to work. We will take the 
open days that we had previously allowed on our prior date. 

SPEAKER Go ahead. 
QtlERY If the crew that's up there now does 

perform an EVA t~ ~tte~pt to pullout the wing. and if they 
are successful, would that have any impact on this proposed 
early launch date? 

SPEAKER I see no reason that it - that it would. 
If ve, of course, do get that array deployed, as we hope w~ 
will, that would certainly alleviate our rationing of power 
t~at we're having to go through currently. But I think we'd 
still want to stick with our earlier date. 

SPEAKER John. 
QUERY Well, then, are you saying that it's 

not just the power situation that 1s causing you to move 
up the date? Are there other situations that were bro~8ht 
to bear 1n this decision? 

SPEAKER Well, there is the desire to - to - to 
get up as early as we can in recognizing that we have been 
st reBsing the - the active power system at higher levels 
than it was designed. And there could be a diminishing of 
the overall life accordingly. So we would like to complete 
our planned series of missions earlier, if that is, in filet, 
possible. 

QUERY Overall life of the space station? 
SPEAKER It is possible. If we continue to have 

t~ stress the - the pover system that we're using currently, 
its overall life could be diminished. So there's a - certainly 
an incentive to get our mlssions in as early as possible. Now 
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DISH!~ The pover BYltea that ve're u6in& curr.ntly 
it'a over.ll life could be diafnilhed 10 there 11 certainl, 
an incentive to get our .1.1100 10 al •• rly aa pOllible. Now 
it ~e are able to deploy the one .tuck arraYI that, oC courge, 
would alleviate - we'd have the freedom to consider a aore 
relaxed schedule. 

QUERY AI • contlngency, what, if anything. does 
th16 do to the time which is now required for a rescue aiss10n1 
On the day of the launch of St-II I think it was Bill Schneider 
that said if they had to go - had to order one that day they 
could get up in 48 days. Is that time no~ at all different 
and if so how? 

DISHER No. The - well, it could be - no. I don't 
see s reason the 48 days would change. So what we will be 
doing now is proceeding as we would have during the first 
48 days and we'll be continuing on that pace somewhat longer 
period, not quit~ that p3ce following that but ve'll ~e con
tinuing at an accelerated pace in order to make the July 27th. 

QUERY Still 48 days, .inus 6 days or whatever 
it is now, is that correct. 

DtSHER Yes. 
QUERY You mentioned hlgher stresses, vhat 

parts if there are any spec1flc ones are fe~11ng the strain 
the most, the battery chargers or the batteries or the cir
cuitry or what? 

DISHER It la the electrical power supply of 
the AIM which is carrying the burden of the .18sion now, 
tn addition to that of the CSM which is not being higher 
stressed. Yhat I'm trying to say is the power for the mission 
currently is being carried by the CSK fuel cells and the ATK 
solar powered system and the AIK solar powered system is having 
to oper~te at higher levels than it would if the complete 
solar array system were operating. And we're looking at -
continuing to look and to refine our power conservation poli~les 
if you will so that the housekeeping systems will consume 
less and they will be more available for experiments. That's
our basic objective Is to operate at acc~ptable str~ss levels 
the ATM power system and do all the essential housekeeping and 
provIde a reasonable balance for accomplishIng the experiments. 

QUERY Well, has your evaluation given you some 
life on the ATM system then if you operate it at about the aver
age of what you're looking at - the present operations at do you 
see a life now for this? 

DISHtR I understand your question - the labora-
tory at Huntlville are continuing to eIlmine the putential 
effeeta of th •• e higher Itre •• levela. We don't 
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bavi Iny quantitative projection of tbat - of what that vill 
be but in our original dellgn, of courle. we atart out with 
enougb extro capacity. lov enough operatina cyclic load to 
have a vtry high conf~dence of operating for the full 8 Bontha. 
Nov uaqueetionabl, there 1, eome reduction 1n that level of 
confidence having - been operating theee eyeteas at the higher 
level. Our laboratories are analyzing that. There's no way 
that 1 could give you a quantitative estiaate of that degrada
tion in reliability at this point. 

QUERY You feel confident at this stage then 
of completing this - letting this ~iasion go to its full 
28 days even including d~ing Earth pa.see1 

DISHER Well. we have to exa.ine very carefully 
each and every t1me we go out of the solar inertial orienta
tion. And because we losp ~ur input from the Sun - we lose 
a percentage of our input from the Sun when we go out of the 
solar orientation. At the same time. normally we go out of 
solar orientation to do Earth-looking experimenta at the same 
time and we're turning on added power load for th~se Earth
looking experiments. We have to consider very carefully that 
power loss. that power required for the sensors versus the 
state of charge of the system. One thing that we're looking 
at right now ie going out of the solar inertial orientation 
for a shorter period of time where previously we had been 
considering the order of 120 degrees of orbit plus o~ minus 
60 degrees from solar noon. ~e're now looking at some re
duced passes down ae low as plus or ainus 20 degrees of solar 
noon which would, of course. give full Earth coverage during 
thal reduced portion of orbit. but would not take power away 
for as long a period. 

QUERY I'm not sure I understood that. Are you 
saying about 40 degrees for an EREP pass instead of 1201 

DISHER We're examining that. Yes, the question 
is if we find it not feasible to do the full 120 rather than 
dOing nothing. could we do 40 and 40 being plus or ainus 20 
from noon. 

QUERY Where does the importance of television, 
I'. not including ATM television which is clearly aD experi
ment, but other television; where does that come in in your 
priorities and in lIne with your thoughts of power ~ationing? 

DISHER Well, theee is television use for the -
for certain of the ArM exp~riaent8 which comes directly to 
ground - television for eLgineering purposes. for instance, 
helping us decide whether ~e can, indeed, free the solar 
array that is stu~k ia important and giving us an indication 
of the ~ell being of the crew, how they look, how they're 
performing, Low their mobility is, is important and certainly 
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conveyina on to the public an understandina of how the .i •• ion 
pioceedlna i. 1.port.nt. We try to factor televi.ion coveraae 
in without intarferina with scientific e~perl.ent.. There is 
obviou.ly a trade-off here. Welre tryina to do that on a 
balance priority b.aia. Our acience does get firat priority 
however. Ye •. 

QUERY John I wonder 1f you could discuss for 
us just. little of wbat the current status i. reletive to 
the Itt •• pt to fix that wing. Give us some handle ~n how 
the boys are doiug in Huntsville and what management is really 
thinking of nov. 

DISHER 
underwater results 

END OF TAPE 

Certainly. ~e had some encouraging 
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DISHER We had 80me eocour_gioa underwater resultG 
yeiterday at Hunt.ville. I understand, with a sisulsted set up 
of the - of portion. of the atuck array, with erew under water, 
with tools that they have on - that ar~ currently on board the 
apacecraft. working on - on slaulationa of that array. We have 
eoming in today. froll the vest coast, an actual piece of hard
vare - The back up - one of the back up 801ar wings that i8 be
ing flovn in by Guppy to Huntsville. It should be in the big 
tank tonight. And ve should be able to do SOllie testing with 
that actual setup vlth a simulated, or rather a reproduced 8truc
tural angle over it, restraining it as ve understand tts re
strain frolll Pete's dascrlption in orbit and from the television 
pictures that ve have. And the crew viii endeavour to free that 
and to naneuver, to cut the angle for in8tance, with the tools 
t hat t r.e y have. 

QUERY Cao you give us some idea what tools they're 
vorking With. such as .aybe a bone saw or a bolt cutter? What 
are they using? 

DISHER Yes. There Is - You mentioned a bone sav. 
There is such a device on board. I don't think that's - I 
think that's a long shot, I would say. But there are a pair of 
cutters, remotely actuated cutters. There are variations of 
crowbar, if you viII, various prying kinds of tools, and at 
least one shear kind of cutter that resembles, to sOllie degree, 
I guess, a tree, a reaote tree pruning shear. Right. 

QUERY When's the earliest .... pportunity you see 
to attempt a SAS ving free? 

DISHER Okay. Based on the getting off success -
successful test this evening and assessment of those over the 
veekend, I vould gue8s that sbout next Tuesday might be the 
earliest possibility. 1 vanted to add one co~ment to Roy's 
question. The crev did say that the tool that they wished 
they had, the portable rotary power saw vith a metal cutting 
blade on it. We don't have ol\e of those on board. 

QUERY Following along on that, are any of these 
tools, in fact, the - such as the bon~ saw or the - or the cutter, 
are they - any of them power tools which are, obviously, much 
easl~r to use In zero-g? 

DISHER No. 
all manually operated, as 

PAO Doug. 

None of them are powered. 
I recall. 

They're 

QUERY Are ve going to have an EVA then sometime 
next veek? Is that vhat you're saying? 

DISHER If ah - If our testing nov and our review 
of that underwater testing and our revie'it of any hazards 
that could be entailed in going out to do that, say yes, then 
it's possible we'd have an EVA np.xt veek. 
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QUERY The equip~ent that's co.ina lnto Huntsville, 
today, and will be in the ta"lk toni aht, for teat tonight I - -

DISHER Vea. 
QUERY - - Is that a real wins or & simulated wina 

or a real beam fairing with a eimulated wing? What is thAt exactly? 
~ISHER It's a rell bea~ fairing. and 1 don't 

know bow mucb of the in~ldes of it are contained. 
QUERY Rutty Sch'oleickart working on that? 
DISHER Yes. And pOfisibly someone e1.;e. But to 

my understanding, Rusty wl11. 
QUERY When the - I( they are successful in 

cutting that metal strip. what - how 10'111 that come out1 Will 
it cOllie out real fast, or 10'111 it come out slowly? Just 
what will happen? 

DISHER It was Pete's assessment, Pete Conrad's 
assessment, frem his exat'linstion and from tbe - from Paul's 
ma~euverin~ of the - froru the crew's maneuvering of the re
strained wing in the earlier attenpt, that if that angle were 
_ were cut or sheared, that the array would move out slowly 
in its normal fashion. 

DISHER Oh, I have a correct ion to make to my 
earlier statement. Ihe flight hardware SA3 wing that 1 
talked about is going into the clean room in Marshall Manu
facturing fOT the kind of activity 1 talked about. That will 
be coordinated with underwater activity of a simulated wing. 
Ky error on that. 

QUERY Can you describe a little bit more the 
EVA? How long would it take, how would they do it, where 
would they g01 

DISHER We're goLng to be reviewing those procedures 
over the ,,-eekend, and I don't really have a time line on it yet. 
Se I'm just not able to help on that. 

QUERY When do you think you'll know when you're 
going to do the EVA? 

DISHER 1 think probably Monday, late Monday, we 
should be in a position to assess. 

QUERY I just also wanted to <-larify that. If the 
Meeting is Monday, you could go ahead as early as Tuesday with 
the EVA. Is that what you're saying? 

DISHER I said that would be the earliest. 1 
suspect that that could be optimistic. but I would think 
Tuesday would be the earliest. That's what I was saying in 
response to all earlier question. 

QUERY Would it be a fair surmise, John - Flr&t 
of all, we're talking about an airlnck module EVA, are we not? 
Not a stand-up EVA in the CSH. 

DISHER Ah, both - Yes. we're talking about a 
wallt-out EVA with a long extended tool. Right. 
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QUBRY And because of the nature of the beast 
and the way In which that orbital track lays out. it would 
be a fair surml'~. I luell, and I'd ilke to check it with 
you. But we're really looking at ~o.ething that would occur 
during day ci.e here in Texas so that youtd have the advantage 
of stateside passes and maximum comm. 

DISHER We have not w~rked that out. But, certainly. 
that would be desirable. Right. 

QUERY Would it be helpful for your purposes to 
have someone standing outsJde the airlock macule hatch with 
a TV camera? (Laughter). 

SPEAKER You'll volunteer. 
DISHER We normally, of course. do have two men 

out for an EVA kind of operation. 
QUERY You'd try for TV on this, ~ouldn't you? 
DISHER I can't - Well, there's the opportunity 

to cover from the CSM in the way that we have in the past. 
1 can't tell you vhBt the view angles are from that. I don't 
know whether lie would or not, specifically, take a TV out 
there on the tether. (laughter) 

PAO Okay. One last question. Angus. 
QUERY Granted that the procedures are still 

being worked out, is it also a reasonable assumption that 
there would have to be some form of assistance for the 
aatronaut to get down that distance to the panel? I'm think
ing. for instance, of taking the - removing what we now call 
the fireman's pole from inside the workshop and deploying it 
outside. Th~re would have to be some form of assistance for 
him to get down that area. 

DISHER Yes. Depending on how far he travels 
and the length of the tool that we have. For inst~nce, we 
do have l~ng poles on board, and the cutting shears that we've 
been talking about are the kind, they say, that are intended 
to re6ch up in a tree and I mean analgous to that, to cut from 
sOlie distance. 

PAD Tha"k you very much. 
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SHAKER 
li~tenln8 to you, so 

You got a lot of people with black boxea 

SPEAKER A lot of black boxea, huh? 
SPEAKER Yeah. 
$PEAXER All right. 
SPEAKER Good Dorning. We have Milt Windler, 

flight director on the overnight shilt, who'll give you a 
summary of spacecraft status. 

WINDLER Well, I'm pleased to report that - that 
there wasn't anything loo exciting happened in the spacecraft 
last nl~ht. We'v" had really about all the excitement, 1 
think, we need for awhile. The temperatures continue to drop 
slowly. They're down now somewhat below eo degrees, down 79 
point something or another. And I think that represents 
about a 2-degree drop since yesterday, 2-1/2 degrees, 
something like that. I'm not really sure what point of 
time that you'll are counting your days. The crew 1s • has 
been allowed to sleep in, and 1 belie~e y'al1 probably 
heard the ~akeup. I guess they must have called in for the 
first time over Carnarvon or some - Honeysuckle, something 
like that. But we chose not to call them and wake them uPi 
so we allowed them to sleep as late as they wished. I think 
we did have an indication that they might hav~ been stiring 
around a lit tIe bit before that, but that was their first 
call. Today is a pret ty quiet day. We had discussed trying 
to do soa:ething with the TV, to look at the SAS wing, and _ 
I don't know if you've already been briefed on this or not, 
but the crew comments indicated that they felt like that they 
didn't requtre this, that they had been able to get a very 
good view of the piece of metal that was hindering the SAS 
deployment wpen they were in the rendezvous and dock, in 
the fly around phase I should eay. And so they - they are 
not too concerned about trying to deploy the TV to view the 
SAS. And it would have been a fairly complicated procedure 
to ~ake all that ~ork. So that idea was put aside for the 
time being anyway. We are not planning to ask them to do very 
mu~h troubleshooting today. Trying to hold off on that as much 
as we can until tomorrow. There are a few odds and ends of 
small items on different pieces of equip.ent that ... e might look 
at, but we're are going to hasically try to do that tomorrow. 
The Flight Plan for tomorrow is - has not been completely eval
uated with respect to the power requirements yet. So we're not 
really sure whether we'll fly our prime or our alternate Flight 
Plan. The prime Flight Plan right now does have a earth resources 
pass in it. It comes down across California. It actually 
starts in the Pacific, just off shore, and runs down through 
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California and 18 a good pass in terms of sites acquired. 
And we hope we are able to do that, that the power works 
it okay. The rest of the day i8 basically devoted to 
ATK. And there are some blo~edical runs. although we did 
delay the biomedical run we originally considered for day 
lS3 until day lS4. I guess that's probably about the aajor 
points. (Garble) I asked for - if there any questions. 
Basically, I guess you're getting the idea that on the last 
day or so the space craft is \inda of just junked along a~d 
the crew have been doing quite well at doing the experiments. 
So we're in a relaxed mode, I guess you might say, for this 
day off. 

SPEAKER Barry (garble) 
QUERY Pete Conrad yesterday had soue very choice 

words for mission controllers about scheduling of time and 
activities. I got the opinion that he wanted you to look 
real closely at some of the orders that were going up for 
them to do. Have you - are you looking ~t va~. 1n which -
scheduling, I guess, is what I'm trying to ask you about. 

SFEAKER Yes. We think all their words are choice. 
And the - and you'~c right; h~ had some couments to make, which, 
of course. we certainly expected to have comments going both 
ways regarding the Flight Plan and the procedures that were 
sent up. At you are well aware of, it's a fair difference 
between simulations on the ground and doing the job in air. 
We have a very hard time simulating the zero-g effects, and 
it's certainly nothing unusual to have things take in some 
cases more time than in other cases - iess time than that al
located in the Flight Plan. He was pointing at some areas 1n whfch 
things had taken longer. There are - and we've incorporated 
these into the next day's Flight Plan, as a matter of fact, 
as best we understand the.. In fact, I would guess that 
during a day to day, we would - as they are sittln6 around 
relaxing, we'd probably chRt a little bit about some other 
aspects of it and try to clarify some of th£se things. We 
have some questions on Boae of the procedures that they did, 
and I'm sure they have so~e additional quest~ons that they 
vant to ask us. In fact he indicated this last night, I 
believe. And 1 don't think he's gotten around to - to putting 
them all down on the tape recorder or asking them of the ground. 

SPEAKER Reg Turner. 
QUERY On the quesl!~n of abandoning the TV 

look at the wing, I'm not clear in my own ~lnd whether this 
was abandoned finally because it was thought to be unnecessary, 
or whether it was thought that it might end up blocking 
the airlock. 

SPEAKER Far as I know, there's no concern about 
it blocking the airlock. It's the same kind of an instrument 
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that we - mechanism we plan to use - and will continue 
to use in the future, 1n the ai~lock. I'a not - that may 
h~ve be eo discussed by somebody, but I'a not aware of it -
The potential of blocking it. The only reasons that I've 
been associated with have been the - the degree of difficulty 
and the amount of the wing that you could see. Whether 
it was worthlolhl1e from that point of view. 

QUERY But you're not in the position ,..here you 
feel that there can't be an EVA to deploy this wtn~ without 
having a look at it through th~ airlock? 

SPEAKER 1'111 not real sure that I followed your 
question there. But I believ~ you're asking if loIe - Ye don't 
feel that there's any requirement to have - to put the TV 
in it before we do the EVA. That's true; we don't. Becaus~ the 
crew was very explicit about this, if you listened to their 
comments or read the transcript that - In fact, 1 didn't 
hear it; I was reading it. So I just got mine off the transcript. 
But they - they seem to be very positive that they loIere able 
to identify the problem and in fact had some comments on some 
proposed solutions, I believe. Something about the surgical 
salol or something like that. And so we think that they do have 
a - already have a very good evaluation, and that there',; 
really nothing to be added by - by ~oing taking the time 
to put the TV up. 

QUERY One gets the impression the EVA has been 
given a much lower priority in the last day or two. We're 
not likely to see it happen for some time. Would tbat be 
right 1 

SPEAKER No, I wouldn't say that. In fact, there's 
a great deal of effort going on, and it has been going on 
and continues to be active in trying to look at methods to 
deploy the wing. As you probably are alolare of. Rusty Schwelckart 
is at Huntsville, and they have their assembling equipment. 
I believe they have got a backup wing assembly that they 
have flown from California to Huntsville. I don't know whether 
it's there yet or not. I think it was suppose to arrive -
I guess it's today. I'm not real sure even what day it is, 
to tell you the truth. But the effort is continuing, and 
there is a number of people that arc, loIe think, very strong 
crew procedures and systems people that are working on this 
problem, and they're working at it steadily, which means pretty 
close to 24 hours a day. So I wouldn't say that there's any 
lessening of 
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WINDLER - - •• an6 pretty close to 24 hour. a 
day. So, I wouldn't .ay there wal any lessening of i.portanc. 
in t~at. Now, of COUTle, nobody his said e~actly when you ~now. 
would be the best t1me to any kind of un EVA. The first 
effort Is to try to ascertain the best way to losen the w1ng. 
Then we can decide later. 

P 1.0 Pet e r (g arb 1 e) . 
QUERY Is there any kind of a t1&e lln~ would 

you estiClat~ a!l to when they 110 that EVA, this Calling weele. 
b~fore Wednesday? 

~INDLER No. 1 couldn't say when. Because it 
all depends on what comes up with the tests at Huntsville. 

QUERY And are you g~tting any r.loser to 
solving this battery regulator, CBRM problem? 

WINDLER No, I don't really think loIe are. I had 
to leave a ~eeting in which they were discussing that kind of 
a subject to come over here. So. I'll! not really cOlllpletely 
up to date on all the testing that's going on in Hunts~ille, 
where they are running batteries through cycles and making 
evaluations of them, under the kind of conditions we've 
actually experienced on the flight. The kind of thing l'~ 
sure you're a ... are of and would expect us to do. And ah - I 
know that that work is also progressing and, I'm sure thAt 
probably somebody is closer to understanding it than 1. 1 
really haven't been briefed on that and 1 don't know. I 
know we're trying to take a c~nscrvative until we do understand 
the problem. Of course, we're trying to take a very conserva
tive approach to the batteries. And are managing the pover 
5yste .. so that we recharge the hatteries each daylight cycle, 
and don't enter the dark side with partially depleted batteries 
as we have been doing in the past. which, of cour~e, we thought 
lias okay. And apparen t ly. now the re' s sOllie condi t Ions there 
that we don't completely understand, as you're well awar~ of. 

PAO Pete. 
QUERY Could you dwell on your fuel and gas 

propulsion studies, what the outlook for those are, in rela
tion to this notice that they're looking to launch 5L-iii a 
little earlier? 

WINDLER Yeah. 1 don't really - 1 think that 
probably doesn't have a whole lot to do with the propulsion. 
You're prcbably asking about the attitude control systeta. We 
still - We're in good shape on th~ attitude control system. 
We're not using any TACs fuel, hardly. We used about 60 pound 
seconds, I think, which iF a very small amount, compared to 
what ve've been using. And it's even less than we anticipated 
before the lIIiss10n, for that - for an EREP pass. So, we 
feel that as far as that particular consuaable is concerned, that 
we are in good shipe, but there's a lot of uncertainty about .anaglng 
the system when the crew isn't there, plus trying to get the - if 
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in case there ah - other equip~cnt that may be take~ up and other 
mctlLods to deploy the SAS. We really do feel like ve need 
to get the other solar panel out. 

QUERY Are you indicating then. that the reason 
for looking at the earlier laur,ch is to get an EVA accollpliahed 
earller? 

PAO 1 don't know that Milt has been in on the 
early launch planning. Bill O'Donn~ll is gOlng to try to get 
Hr. Disher over here. 

QUERY Oh. Okay. Good. Some of the inputs from 
the flllSht - -

PAO Yeah. Why don't ve vait and see - -
WINDLER I don't think those tva things ace related, 

ti,ou)(h, til~ iVA and the early launch. I don't knolol which EVA 
you're referring to but - -

PAO (garble) 
QUERY It's a week - oh, 6 days since you got 

the parasol deployed. Can you give us some sort of indication 
of holol you think it's working. And is there any sign of any 
degradation from TACs firing either from physical distortion of 
the parasol, or contamination? 

WINDLER There's ah - Of course, th~t's a difiicult 
thing to tell and as best we can tell, there isn't any decay, 
or whatever you want to call it in the ability of the parasail. 
In fact, we're very pleased with the way it's dropping the 
temperatures. They're coming down steadily. And if we, you 
know, if we had unlimited power, or had the normal power syste~ 
we could run the coolant loops 1n a different fashion snd 
even ~ake it better. But as you're well aware, the tempera
tures are dropping steadily and we're all ready down to the 
level where the crew can operate. So, we're pleased with the 
performance of the parasail and really it seems there's no 
real change in it. other than it's steadily getting better. 

QUERY Don Puddy, last night, said that sOllie 
time yesterday, there \las another loss of 300 or 400 watts 
someplace, they can't figure out where it went or how it 
was lost, have you had any - (chuckle) Have you taken a look 
at that last night or early lhis morning? 

WINDLER Yes. You know. President Johnson, I 
think, was famous for going around the White House and turning 
off lights, to save electricity. Well, the crew's been doing 
that. And we think we've found 2 or 3 hundred of those watts in 
just the lights and Some other odds and ends that they've 
turned off. The crew didn't - I don't think they realized 
they vere contributing as much to it as it wes. And they've 
kindo! soft pedaled it I think, in their answer to the ground. 
But when they added up all the lights that they probably 
have been turning off. it does amount to over 200 watts and that'& 
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probably the difference that .... e .... "rr. seeing. And you, .;)f 
course, also realile that it', hard {~r us on tha ground to tell 
thelll to turn off thie lisbt or that light. toecause we're 
not sun:! exactly what they need. And of course. they under
stand the situation and they've been c\)operative and they've 
been themselves conserving power. It's kind of like Fred 
H~ise, you know, he was eo convinced that Apollo 13, wh~n he 
was cOllling back, the necessity of conserving water that he 
wouldn't take a drink (chuckle). So he wound up, - 1 gUess 
he had a to take soree antibiotics for kidney infection later on. 
But, he was very conservative with the wat£r use. 

QUERY Do y;)U have any indication at all that the 
excessive heat that the ship w.~~ put through the first 10 days 
may have degraded some of the battede" and made thelll less 
powerful than they should be: And also, I understand the 
batteries are very old. 

WINDLER Well, I gues~ I'll! really not faO'liliar with 
the age on the batteries, but there is the possibility that the 
temperature profile had an effect on the batteries. And that's 
one of the things that's being pursued ~ow. And I guess it 
would be real premature to comment too ,-,uch on that until the 
tests arc completed. 

QUERY What's the status of th" ERE? experiments? 
Are they going to start running those again t'.'I:lOrrow1 

WIN D L E R We' d 1 ike t (} ve r y r:l U c h • An d we h a v e 
those in the day 151 Flight Plan. However, as pointed out earlier, 
we don't - We have not completed tr.e power analysts and ~e're 
not sur e t hat the p 0 ~ e r .. i. 11 be s u t f i c 1 e n t t t) all ow us to 
do that, even though we have a short EREP pass. We expect 
it will be, but we just ha~en't confirced it yet. We're 
right now, trying to hold the EREP passes to about 20 degrees 
on either side of the solar noon. And it turns out on day 
153, it works out very well, because it - that's about the 
t hne IOe' d wan t to do it anyway. It just happens to put U9 -

I think solar noon occurs over Los Angeles, or something 
like that, \ihich has got a lot of - Southern California has 
i\ lot of EREP sites in it anyway. And it makes it a really 
good situation from a !ot of EREP site coverage. 

QUERY Do yuu know if the crew's had any takers 
on their wager, whether they can run around the water ring 
lockers or not? They're supposed to de.ontrate today. 

WINDLER No 1 don't know about that, but I listened 
to a conversation, and 1 wouldn't be surprised at any thing 
(laughter) that they try to show that they can do up there. 

QUERY That was my question, also. 
WINDLER Oh. I guess we'll all have to watch that 

and see what happens. 
PAO Okay. Thank you. 
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PAO Weill get atarted hara. On my right 
il William Koon, the EGIL. And on his right Don Puddy, 
the Flight Director. On the far right - I got it mixed up 
here, didn't I, excuse me, let me start over here. Larry 
Bourgeois. Jr, he's the corollary man, and then we have 
Don Puddy. and then William Moon. 

PUDDY Okay, we 11 let lIIe start out this even-
ing •• a you were probably were briefed last night. we did 
have a problem with 5019. whlen are UV stellar photography 
experiment. Larry is the fellow who monitored that for us, 
and ve went through the troubleshooting procedure as 
IIcheduled the first thing this morning, dId find a plans 
that was binding some of the gears, and vere able to go 
ahead and re?air the instrulDent, subsequently installed it 
in the anti solar cell, and this afternoon had an operational 
pass, and I brought Larry along just to give you a few words 
abo\.': that part! cul ar experimen t. Larry. 

BOURGEIOU5 Okay. the problelll vith 5011 is that, when 
you extend around the SAL, you rutate a mirror through a 
tIlting rotation ~echan1sm to point it at celestrial objects. 
The problem was the tilting mechani911 was binding. The crp.w 
cO'Jld not - coulc not tutn it. w~ "'fOnt through the malf 
procedure~ this ~ornlng, and th~re's various gear mechanlsill9 froD 
the tilt rotation knob, they pulled the lilt rotation knob off, 
and the panel behind the knob, and they were able to observe 
that there's a radiation - there's a flange behind the gear which 
drives the rotation readout mechanism, "'hich was bent out-
wards, and was obstructing the gear .... hich drives it. That 
di8pl~y nechanisc. They ~ere able to bend it back and put 
the 5019 back to~,i!ther. and it operated properly. 

PUDDY Okay, 8S far as spacecraft status 
goes throughout the day, .... e did ~alntain electrical balance. 
We did some powering do .... n this morning, as it turned out, 
we powered down probably a little bit more th.n was 
absolutely neCEssary. We actually had about a )00 watt 
pad over what we h3d expected to had. We ran around 3700 
watts, and we expect,~d to have a load most of the day of 
around 4000 watts. We again did somE' troubleshooting on 
CBRM 15, which you've heen briefed on, I know several times. 
Again, I'm unhappy to rerort, we had no joy with that trouble
shooting, so .o\t the preser..t title, anyway, I'. afraid that 
we've lost that particular capability, which means that we 
have lost one-eighteenth of our power capability, or about 
• hundred forty watts total capability. As yQU probably were 
briefed last night, we also had a proble~ during the EREP 
pass. where after the pa8. we came into the nlghttiae frame 
we had four batterlea kick off line, and shortly thereafter 
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tvo batteries kicked off shortly after ve went into night
time, two more a little bit later, and finally towards the 
end of that paaa, ve had a REG trip olf l1ne. We v.re able 
to command the batteriea back on line, however th. regulator 
a~90ci.ted with CBRM number 3. we were not able to co •• and 
back on line, we have not done any additional trouble
shooting today, becauae of the very packed crew tiaeline. And 
probably will schedule that after the crew day off, which is 
tomorrow. I'm not sure, 1 can't make any atatement as to 
whether or not we expect to get that particular regulator 
and consequently that CBRH back on line or not. Let me 
just say a couple of Yard. of explanation to you. On the 
regulator, basically what that particular device enables us 
to do is to supply power either to the battery or directly 
to the bus. 

END OF TAPE. 
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PUDDY - - of explanation to you. On the 
regulator, baaically what that particular device enablea ua 
to do, i8 to supply power either to the battery or directly 
to the bus. It's lIIore or leaa in the aaae context aa the 
SAS output. If you lose a regulator or you loae the SAS 
cont8ctor. aa we call it, you es.entially have lost total 
power capability from that particular source of electrical 
power. But, we will be d~ing some additional trouble .hoot
ing on that, ard have some hope of bein, able to regain 
that. As rar as temperature is concerned. we expe .. t now 
to stabilize aomewhere in the habitation area at around 
80 degrep.8. As I briefed you 2 or 1 day. ago, the rate of 
decrease was expected to slow down, and it haa followed 
that trend. And we are presently dropping aOllle where around 
a half a degree a day. Today, we did turn off ont! of the 
coolant loops 8a 8 power conservation lIIeaaure. Saw no sig
nificant noticeable Increase in the overall temperature, 
which ~eans we're - we're gradually cold soaking down to 
what we consider to be a stable temperature. And expect -
we're bringing that loop back on line during the night time 
frame. And ~e expect to go ahead and continue to decrease 
slightly during the night time fralle. As to exactly as 
to when wt:' re going to reach the lowest teaperature, it 
is pretty hard to predict, but 1 imagine we're talking again 
in the order of 2 or 1 more days to completely stabilize • 
• think the only other, well there is a couple of other 
items I probably ought to mention. One, you may have copied 
on air to ground, that we're contemplating taking some TV 
of the SAS wing. This is being worked throughout the 
Center, here and also at Marshall. We still have high hopes 
of beln~ able to get OWS wing 1 deployed and to take ad
Yantage of 'hat electrical power. With that particular 
wing deployed, we certainly would be back in the mod~ of 
operation where everything would be completely ops nominal 
a9 far as experillents are concerned. And as you are well 
aware right nov, basically what we're able to do is still 
conduct an experiment protocol. But, the experiment pro
tocol does have certain limitations a9sociated with it. 
Which means, you can't simultaneously conduct experiments 
in the Ani, the 'olomedical, and the EREP area at the saa:e 
time. There icC! just too much pOlier required. We have, 
howevt>r, as you're probably well aware of also today con
ducted aimultaneous ATM and biomedical experiments with 
no problems, in fact we had power to apare. We also con
ducted the corollary experimenta, one of which Larry briefed 
you on. In ract, I think lie had, lie had 6 ATK .,asses 
scheduled today. We also had 4 or 3 runa of the K-Ill, 
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vhich 1, the veetibular f~nctioD teet. apecial orientation 
teeta and ve al.o had our standard K092. K-171 run. I 
think you probably .1,0 have copied SOme co .. enta froa the 
~rev as far as the cramped timeline and the problema that 
they're having f~lloving that particular ti.e line. And, 
let me just say A fev words to you about that. Ba.ically, 
1 think we're finding that in space it has taken just. 
little bit longer to do some of the activities than it 
did here on ground. We expected that this .ight be the 
case. but we had more or le88 agreed with the crew that 
at the start of the mi8sion, we would go ahead and try to 
fly as full a protocol aa we possibly could and that once 
they began to experience 80me problems, in .eeting the time 
]lne, we would go ahead and make the necessary adju8tments 
in the flight plan to allow a little bit of extra time. 
We're also findins. as we did In Apollo, tbat 60me of th~ 
housekeeping tasks, of which there are a lot aore in - -
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SPEAKER - time. Welre a180 findina aa we did in 

Apollo, that some of the hou.ekeeplng taake, of which there 

are alat more 1n Skyla~ than there were in Apollo, are taking 

8 considerable longer period of time than waa anticipated 

by either of ua or the crew. We've alao, a8 you've probably 

well versed on, if you've listened to air to ground today. 

had thes~ little atart up problems, with each new experiment 

aa ~e progressed into {t. The learning curve, both on the 

ground, and on the spacecraft. is very hlah. 1 think that 

you w~ll see in the next few days th~8e things will tend to 

smooth out tremendously and operations will tend to become 

fairly routine. 1 don't believe I have anything else at 

thi~ time. Bill. do you have anything you want to add from 

electrical power sta~dpoint1 
MOON The only thing we're doing here different 

is - we are changing the power. That is we're powering 

down, so that we can do the experiment runs everyday. And 

we are able to maintain energy balance vhich is one of 

the constraints here. 1 feel that powerwise. if we can po~er 

down to a certain level everyday to - and we look at flight 

plan to achieve this power level. We're in good shape 

as far as Joing most of the experiments, 

SPEAKER Let me add a little bit to that. What 

Bill Is talking about. When we say powering down. we essen

tially ar~ not disabling any crew capability to a significant 

extent. Give you a couple of examples of the things we're 

doing. We have & requirement to try to obtain as much TV 

as i~ possible. There's two ways to obtain TV. One, is to 

go aheaJ and do ft at anytime of the crew day. And put it 

on a Video tape recorder. And ~ubsequently dump it to tl\e 

ground. ~ell, the video tape recorder happens to cost us a~ound. 

1 believe the figures somewhere around 400 watts total. We 

can go ahead and power down the video tape recorder and get 

the same TV picture. All we got to do is make sure that we 

got these scheduled over ground Site where we can essentially 

dump on real time. And this saves U.I a tremendous amount of 

power. We just don't use the video tape recorder. For Instance, 

the TV that we took today, of which we hope to have around -

well, we got about 10 or 15 minutes of it real time. w~ 

recorded about 30 minutes. We will re-record some additional 

information on one of the additional ATM passes tonight. 

About S minutes worth. And we plan during the crew day 

off tomorrow, while we're over the States. and we expect 

low power levels tn just go ahead and dump it. So we're 

not losing anything there. One of the other things is we're 

running with a single coolant loop. And as I pointed out 
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a minute aao, at lea.t during the dayti •• frame. And a8 
I pointed a minute aao, wa've been able to do thi. quite 
luccessfully with no .ignificant impact to the crew comfort 
level in the spacecraft. The other things, jUlt like at 
hoa., turn off the light8, if you don't need them. Things 
like that. So, theae are, you might aay. taken away aome 
of the luxury items. But we're not taking away any of the 
baaic capabilities that were designed in the Skylab apace
craft. So with that, let me open the floor to questions. 

QUERY Contemplating TV of the SAS wing. Can you 
go into that? 

SPEAKER Okay, we started looking at this about 
a day and 3 half ago because we were extremely intereated 
as to how we get a closer view of just exactly what this 
wetal strap ls. Exactly how close to the OWS SAS solar array 
beam tairing. It is located. Hake lure we understabd 
just exactly what the materisl is. And how is the best 
technical way to approach these thing8 from the standpoint 
of releasing that beam fairing. What the TV - if we can 
possibly accomplish this is expected to do. is to give us 
some higher resolution picture of that particular strap. 
It'8 exact location and enable us to in the water emersion 
facilities over at Harshal Space Fli8ht Center. Run some 
checks that the crew might be able to __ 
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PUDDY - in the water immsrlion faciltties over 
at the Harshall Space Flisht Center, run 80ae checka that 
the crew might be abl~ to perform during an EVA operation, 
that might allow us t~ cut that strap or pry th&t Itrap 
loole, and actually fr~~ that particular wing. So that's 
the intent of the TV. Let me go on and Bay that we're still 
in the proceas of trying to accolllplieh just exactly 
procedurally hew we would do this. We'ra talking about 
a device which Is, 8S far as the deploy.tnt of the TV 
camera, which ie very similar to the one that we used the 
other evening to deploy the parasol. In other words the 
T027 that has the extension rods. You mount the TV camera 
on some of these rods, and you extend it out the antisolar 
SAL. Which, by the way, presently right now 1s occupied by 
the 5019 experimant that Larry just briefed you on. One 
of the problems associated with that is that to get the 
proper look angle to that wing, you've gotta go through 
scme angular contortions, and one of theae that we're look-
ing at is the possibility of a 90 degree lens. And one of 
the key questions that needs to be resolved is just exactly 
whether or not we can take that camera, mount that 90 
degree lens on it and still have enouth clearance in the 
T027 canister to mtke sure that ve don't run into any prob
lems either with the deployment of that mechanism or the 
retraction of that mechanism. We certainly don't want to 
run any risks whatsoever of hurting the SAL usage for the 
relnaining part of the mission. So that's what we're look-
ing at. Those procedures are not completely developed, and 
"'hat we're doing on air to ground tonight with Pete was 
trying to get some idea from him )5 to just exactly .hat 
he thought would be the feasibility from his standpoint of 
dccompllshment, also it is his crew day off, and it's one 
that's nne that's well deserved, and we certainly don't want 
to put him in the postl.'re of spending the whole day - his 
whole ~rew day off on something until we'~e totally con-
vinced that it will be profitable, and that he feels free 
that he can go ahead and do it. We know he still has quite 
a few housekeeping t~sks that he would like to get done, and 
several other things that we probably haven't completely 
conversed ~n, and so we're just trying to feel him out. 
He's also being asked probably about this time 8S to just 
exactly in his opinion, basically. what additional informa
tion, he feels we might gain that we can't. say obtain from 
hi. through aome more detailed questions. So it's JUBt again 
various aspects are being looked at to try to figure o~t how 1s 
the best way to attack ~nother hack at the deployment of thia 
wing. And l'~ not even saying we're goina to make that 
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atteapt. I'm just sayIng we're continulna to investigate. 
QUPRY Don, what tiae ?{ day w~uld this most 

l1kt.ly be done, and what - how woulet it fit In. they got 
e ?retty much open &ay •• xcept for ao •• ainor hou~ekeeping 
aad some physical training and so - anet all. What kind of 
tiae fraae is it? Would it take 1 hours to do it? 

PUDDY Our best eati.ate right nOl{, and thi,; 
i4 including setup tiae and clearina out the SAL after we 
finish. our best estiaate ia that it will take approximatrlv 
1 houre to go ahead and accomplish this. As f~r as the 
beat tillle. several things are being looked at. One is, we'd 
certainly like to do it over a long pass, where we can talk 
with the crew about it, and can hopefully get ~ol1le of the 
TV ourselves. We would - We've got. couple of other things 
in the flight plan. even though some of them Sl ~inor to ua, 
theY're putty major to the crew, like this 1s I \e first 
chance for a shower since liftoff, and we certaid.,. don't 
want thelll to miss that opportunity. So ..... e're 1" 'r,o' 
at it, but 1 'IIould imagine that we're talking prct'h~ 
one of two options. It's either going to be in the to,'! ~"b 
over the states. or in the afternoon over the states, .... ':iel1 
really narrows it down for you. 

QUERY What kind a f chance is it that the 
ground would have the procedures worked out so th,t they 
can do it 1n the lIIorning1 And do YOll think it would b£' 
more likely put off until the afternoon to get those 
procedures worked out1 

PUDDY No, I think if 1o'e have s11 the, ,'ocedures 
worked out they will be .... orked out during the n1ghtti~, 
frame tonight, and certainly .... ould be on bDard for 'r~w 
review the early part of tomorrow morning. 

F.ND OF TAPE 
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PUDDY - - they vi11 be worked out during 
th~ nighttime frame tonight. And certainly would be onboard 
for crew reviev the early part of tomorrov morning. I think 
it's just basically trying to juggle the tille Hne to make 
sure everything fits the best, and gives the crew the max
imum a~ount of latitude as far as free t1l1e. 

QUERY One 1I0re. When 'Would you expect the next 
E REP pass? 

FUDDY I think 
which Is the day 

Are you 
on day 153, 

QUERY 
particular day? 

we've got one scheduled now 
after crew day off. 
working towards an EVA on a 

PUDDY No ve are not. Basically. what we 
are doing right now is still trying to gather enough data 
so we can evaluate the tools and the procedures that would 
be used for an EVA. Right nov out intent is to continue to 
go along with the - an experiment protocol much 8S we had 
orIginally planned. 

QUERY Say on the electrical situation. did 
I understand you correct, that this regulator that you can
not get back on line at the moment, had that effectively 
robbed you of a third batt~ry until you fix it? The ~econd 
thi~g is about turning ~ff the lights. Can they in fact do 
this? I understood to starl with that the lighting was a 
basic system that just came on when the thing was powered 
up. And the third one is, can you give U8 any sort of nUIII
ber, rough number as to what the increase in your power 
would be compared to your present Situation, if you could get 
rh3t wing deployed? 

P'JODY Okay, 1 rnay start out in reverse order, 
,old Sl'<! if I can remember all of your questions. If the 
"til, ,. \0' Ing ' .. as capable of being deployed, and all thre€' 
J~rtions of it were fully deployed, we're essentially talk
ing .lbout an increased power capability of around 3,000 watts. 
Ir, ot:,e r words, we' re essen tially talking by the \lay 10'0: clln 
~ook that particular power system up, almost two thir~s of 
the capability of both wings. So i: is ObV10US that it 
would be a tremendous boost. As far as your first question 
Is concerned, ~e do have the, well let me make sure. ~h, 
don't you rephrase your first question. 

QUERY Well, I didn't quite understand what 
you said about that the facts you had a regulator that has 
not gone back on line. 

PUDDY We 
our knowlege, 'With all 
have been able to COEe 
bat te ry. We have lost 

have lost right now, to the best of 
the trouble shooting procedures we 
up with. 1 CBRN, which includes a 
the regulator on another, which 
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tasentia!ly has COlt us the second battery and capability 
during a day side pass of feeding power to tha bU5. Let 
lie just say, that the way that electrical s,stea works is 
that during the day cycle, we are providing power not only 
to the bus, but to charse the battery. During a night U.e 
pal., of course, we are dilcharglng the battery only. Now 
when you have lost either the input between the SAS and the 
regulator, or if you loat the output of the reaulator, 
then what you have lost is the capability not only of using 
that battery power during the night tiae fra.e. but also 
of charging the battery. So you have essentially lost total 
power cspability. I think I've explalned that correctly, 
haven't I Blil. 

SPEAKER Well, that's for the first. In CDltM 15 
we lost the SAS contacter which does provide power. That 
contactor does provide power to the charger and to the rig. 
On the third one, the CBaM 3, excuse ae, ve tentatively 
think that it might be in the reg control logic itself. 
dut, on day )53, ~~ ar~ going to do a little more trouble 
shooting on that CBRM there. 

QUERY The lights. 
SPEAKER The lights. 
SPEAKER Well, upon entry, they have What they 

call ellergency lighting, that's norlllally on. But. each lIght 
itself you can turn it ~ff or dI •• 

~PEAKER We also have several consoles. F~r 
instance, the ATH consol, has a - what we call EL lighting, 
electroluminescent lighting. We have proven tillle and again 
that it's, although i~IS helpful to have that particular 
type 0f 11~hllng. It's certainly not essential. It Is a 
large power drain - _ 
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PUDDY - luainescu'It light.i,.g. We have proven 
time and again although it', helpful to have ttat particular 
type of lighting, it'. really not e'8ential, and it is a 
large power drain, and tbat can ,eparately disabled and 
'till use the regular lighting on the panel to read all 
of the meters on there, 80 ve do have independent control 
capability over 80ae of the lighting capability. 

QUERY When can you say what percentage of the 
original Sky1ab electricity 1s now operating, and second, if 
you ule the fuel cella in the Co •• and Service Module, how 
.uch percentage of the total that you started out vith 
we'11d you be able to add. 

PUDDY Well, let lIle say that we have 10llt one-
ninth of the capability that we had shortly after Skylab ! 
liftoff. And we're talking right now, our basic poweT 
generation capability, an average, an.i we don't vant " 
get into Beta Angles and ell this type of thing, an average 
power generation capability that we have right now, without 
the loss of the two, assuming that we cannot regain those 
were we were talking around 4500 vatts. Each of these losses 
amounts to a drop of 140 watts, or a total of 280 watt 
capability we've lost, so we're down to what, 4220, is that 
dgh t? 

SPEAKER 4200 watts. 
PUDDY 4200 vat ts, rounded off, it lIay be a 

little bit in excess of that, as a total power capability. 
Now, if you brought the other wing out, I indicated to y')u 
that you would have an additional power generation capability 
of )000 watts. or you'd I·e up in the 7200 watt region. 

QUERY What about the fuel cells? 
FUDDY Well, right now ve .lre essentially 

using the fuel celie per se, merely to p~wer the quiescent 
that loads in the CSXs. They're not supplyini any power to 
the OWS, nor is the OWS supplying any power to the CSH. 

QUERY I'. not sure I understand yet. Last 
night there seemed to be some feeling that you couldn't 
work on these CBRKs aad nov you're tslklng about maybe 
t~oubleshooting th~D and fixing them. What can you do to 
one, and what can't you do to it, in the way of fixing it? 

PUDDY Well, if you followed Apollo miSSions, 
it's the old try, try agait. approach. As you're probably 
well aware. we were in tbermal conditions for quite loae 
t1ae frawe that we didn't expect to be in. As oyer all 
temperatures continue to stabltze, and things of this nat~re, 
we viII continue to just cycle svitches. Tbat's b.sically 
the only capability we have. It'a not something where we're 
talking about taking a haamer and a screvdriver and a pair 
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anJ toing out there and having at a particul~r electronics 
box or relay module. We don't have that capability. It's 
just basically ~oing through and cycling svitches and ho~ln8 
that if ve do bav~ canta.inate condition in relay contacts 
or something that Is an intermittent. ve miaht be able to 
~.tch it at a particular tiee under a partlcul~r thermal 
condition ~here ve can again Dake that contact and •• 1ntain 
our capability. 

QUERY Let ae put my question a little aore 
clearly. I appreciate that. but ~h.t I vanted to knov Is 
are they sealed up so you can't get at thea or not? 

PUOOY Oh, all of these - they're all outside. 
QUERY Paul Weitz said something this .orning 

about a high C02 reading throughout the spacecraft. I didn't 
he3r anything, or don't reaeaber anything after that point. 

PUOOY Well. ve vere running vhat ve call a 
C02 moniter test and basically this is one of those ex
periments vhere ve again have come up vith a s.all problem. 
as ve activate the - this is essentially just a - what ve 
call. OTO or a detail test objective that ~e are carrying 
on beard, vhere we have the capabil~ty of monitoring C02 and 
dew poir.~.. And I believe they csll it the contamination 
experhlent, and basically, vhat we're trying to do there 
is to measure the C02 and dew point. And this .orning we 
did actuslly, well this morning, was the first tiae ve 
noticed it. This morning ve had soze trovble in that 
particular expertaent, vhere on one half of it, what we call 
system A, it leoked like part of the sensor may have dried 
out. w .. have another --
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rUDDY - - half of it we eaU ayatea A. It 
looked like pa~t of the aen80~ •• y h~ve d~led out. Va have 
.nothe~ check on that thil evening, and we have alked the 
c~ew to go ahead and uae the redundant aenlo~ aY8t.a In the 
C02. As f.~ as C02 level is cCl'lcerned. 1 have not heard 
that reported hiah with any d~gree of belief. In other 
word~, as f.r a. l'a concern~d C02 level i~ the apacecraft 
1s well within tbe €egion of where we Rxpect it. 

QUERY 1 understood last night that each one 
of the CB~Ks wa~ vo~th 250 watts. Was that an error? 

PUDDY Well, I've been l.boring under the 
.csumption that - 1 wa~ unde~ the a68u~pLion that they were 
worth about 140. I gue,s ws could do aome mathellatic3 here 
and figure it all out. 

SPEAKER. WeI!, the number that calles to my mind 
is about 200. I don't know .~ybe 180. 

PUDDY altay, we"/I! got a range here. I think _ 
SPEAKER It all depends upon the beta angle and 

all that and the other. 
PUDDY There are a lot of factors that enter 

into it. I think that you cae say that 140 watts would 
probably be the .,lni&uDl nU~lber. Under excrelDt conditions, 
yes, you could ~et ad high as 200. I don't know about the 
2S0, that sounds a little high to me, as fsr ~s (he loss of 
one C8RK being that high. It is essentially - if you want 
to, ve're talking about each CBRM bein, 1/18th of our paver 
capability. And we expect at the average co~d1t'on 4500 
watt generation capability. So I guess that does come out 
to right 3Tound 200. 

QUERY Going back to when you do the EVA, in 
th~ light of what you'ye said since you answer~d ~y first 
que s t .t 0 n, sur ely the r e 's some. the rei s g a i Il 3 t 0 b eat r e _ 
lIendous advantage in doing it quickly is~'t there if the 
pictures look good tomorrow? 

SPEAKlR Well, let me clarify a couple of t~ings, 
A, I dido't pOllsitively say that we're going to take the 
picturea tomorrow, because there i~ still a lot of work to 
be delle there. And 8, I said, [ didn't positivel:! in,Hcate 
that regardlells of whether or no. WI'! got the pi'~tures we 
are going to do an EVA. All that is being lool.ed at. Our 
hopes are, of course, if something can be figl;red out, 
where we can ~o the EVA. As far as the time li.1tatlon on 
it, no, we're not nearly os short 1n" tillie durltion hel'e 
.a you were on the SEVA fat instaucc, b~cause what we're 
talking about 1s performing an EVA, very ~1.i16r to the type of 
thing we do When we go out and retrieve the ArK film. 

QUERY But have you. assu~ing you h.vl! got 
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pictures thut aive you hope that you co"ld do loaetbing 
to~o'rov. Have you aot a lot of procedur~1 to work out 
after that? I thought that ~ould aQltly be done with lUlty 
at Huntlville and so O~. 

PUDDY Oh. he's been working. be~8 been vork-
ins 8eve~al concepts, 8~ver£1 dllferent ways of going ae it 
basad on the ociginal pi,~ures that we gOl from the SEVA 
activities and the description froa the crew. None of thtse 
have beun co~pletely refined into 6et~1l~d step by step 
crew language. It'a one thing to take a concept and say 
okay. don your suit go into the water tank, take th~ bone 
saw, go d~wn there and ~aw on the strap and aee how it 
all vorks. It's .another thing to'write i~ \lp 1.0 short '''~_ 
ais~ crew language, ~hich viII explain it to ~ aan that's 
urbiting around aome 200 dnd some odd .ilea above the Earth 
and say you go .to it. We hl\ve proven that it 1, fea.ilble 
to do. So, frow a standpoint of testing out concppts, yes 
several ccncept~ have been tested and several othel~ are 
still under work. As far liS transforlling the procedure 
that vould be s~lected into crew language, while ~o~e of 
that has been started, it ~asnlt been co~plftted. And there 
would oe some time delay iroa the photograph to 8tartin~ 
on the EVA. 

QUERY Dlln. the)' "'ere taUlng about the I 
think it waa the decibel reader. this little aachine ~a~ out 
today or was - seeaed t~ be ceading awfully low, I think it 
wa~ one of those funnies thSl th~y wanted to laok st. What do 
you think the decibel reading Is in there? Is it ver), high 
<'r are t'ley t"eally getting good low readings? 

PUDDY It just so happens I happen to h~ve 
the expert with me who can explain that to you co~pletely. 

SPEAKEn Well, I'll jus~ show you t:\.> instrument. 
this is a sound levtl frequency analyzer, and wha, they do 
is they take t~.13 throughout the diffei'ent cor.partments 
of the '>10 rkshop 
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SPEAl!. - thi, is a 'oun~ level frequency analYler, and wbat they do 11 the), talt, tbh thro\l8hout the different depart •• ntl of the workehop, and read the •• blent lound lev,1M. And when Pete Eirlt reported he washe said he wal doing about 22DB. which lola. awfully low. You'd expect to read lomewhere in the fifty_, lid think, which is an averag~ room with peopl~ talkins. And ~~ said h~ went through the checklllt and this is the knob he was referrins to. Setting it to the proper positions Ind he could no. get anything above 22DB, no matter what kioJ of noise he .ade. He stlrted fooling with the knob. he Slid, and he eventUllly got a reading around 55 desrees, which is some-thing in the order of IoIhlt you'd expect to heir. "'nd basing what we've heard from Pete, it sounds like lhere'l two pOlaible problems loIe're looking into right now. One is hu.idlt)' or some kin~ of contaminate in tho microphone, which can be wiped out, which they have observed preflight, which loIould be fairly easy, it's just a matter of unscrewing the 
~icrophone and cleaning it out. The other possibility i. there's a know down here which he has tv have in the linear position; right next to the linear p~s1tion is the external filter, which feeds the sound through a filter. a band-9ass filter down h~re which cuts the DB level way down, and it turns out you get - I tested it before ve caEe over here -you set in a roolll ,,"'C"ut 60 or 110 DB sound level and you turn this -hing to t;.e external filter pOSition and {t goes on in the range of the twenties. Which leads me to think that this particular switch was in the wrong position. Right nov, we really haven't determined exactly what the problem is. 

QUERY I've got three questions. You talked about the concepts for this - freeing this strap. Could you give us some idea of what tl,ey're considering? ... nd second, in your estimation, when is the earliest that they might try to do this? And third. you talk about a 90 degree lens for the TV, how will they rig thlt up? Will that cOile frolll sOllie other equipment, or is it all part of the TV? 
PUDDY I'm not positive. I haven't been work-ing directly or nor have I been in contact with the people that are running the tests at Huntsville, as to exa~tly just -the details of the procedure they're going through. I know they're looking at u~lng sOllie of the same tools that we used on the SEV .... possibly, in slightly a different .atter. A couple of things I've heard talked about is a crowbar type approach, just to try to pry this particular device far enough aWl,:! iro. that particular beall structure where it Cia 
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flare. It looke like, becau •• of the charactertetics of th.t 
particular aeterial, vhich i. a very brittle, but very tough 
alualnulI, ve poeeibly .ay be able to fracture it. It allo, 
having those characteristici 1. a very difficult thing to 
cut. It is aleo, apparently an angle iron, vhich makes 
cutting it even lIore difficult. We ~re 100kin8 into the 
possibility of us1n8 a saw, bone saw, that is on board to try 
to cut through this particular lIaterlal, and goln~ any 
further than that, I'. afraid I would be gettln8 out on a 
shallow liab. 

QUERY Well, I 8uess we aren't on the s.~e 
frequency. What I was wondering is a SEVA thing or Is it 
something where they're trying to stay with the spacecraft 
and crawl along it? Pete had the idea of shi~ylng down 
the beam. How are they going to get at this is what I was 
wondering .bout? 

PUDDY One of the big probleas usodated with 
this particular EVA procedure 1s just exactly how do you 
get t;here? And there a.'e several iteas that are being 
looked !lot there. And I alit not familar with eu"ctly the 
testing thac has gone on there. Hilt, have you got any 
words exactly on what they've been going throu&h there? 

SPEAKER No, they only one that 1'111 aware of is 
that they have been talking abollt uEing 80mething lIke the, 
and this may not work out at all, it would certainly have 
to be Simulated, but using something like a firemanls pole. 
As merely a devise which one crewman could translate down 
to that particulat structure. All of this and a~y procedure 
that we'd come up with, would have to be verified, oC course, 
and made completely sure that it w.s a very safe thing for 
the crew to do before jt would be attellpted. Rut, r18~t 
now as far --
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PUODY - - lure that 1t v ••• vlry •• le thina 
for the crew to do, be fore 1 t would be .t Uap ted. But, riaht 
now, .s far •• I'. avare of, .oat of the concepts do revolve 
around a nor •• 1 EVA ••• not. SEVA type thina. where ve're 
actually gOin, t& und.ck and drl"e aroul'd to that area again. 
That's not to pr~clu.e - tha~'s not to 8ay that we wouldn't 
do that, but .ost of the concepta that are being looked at 
right now are not in that thing. Did I leave one other one 
unan&we red 1 

QUERY A couple of thell. In your estilllation, 
when is the ear11est they might attempt this? 

PUDDY I would hesitate to guess on that. 
It's dependent on whether or not we go vith the TV, what 
the TV shows, how long it takes to run through the sl~ula
tlons. The pictures or verbal descriptions here froQ tow 
on atght throw us on a completely different track. It'. 
not 90methina ve leel like we've got to rush Into, 1 Ruess 
is the point that I'll trying to get acr08S. It's Bo~ethin8 
that we certainly would like to do, and vetd like to do it a'i 
soon as practical. Rut, it's not something that ve say, 
boy if ",e haven't got this done by day 154, \/e're out of It, 
because \/e're certainly In that posture. 

QUERY And about the 90 degree angle on lhe 
TV lens, Is that coming or Ro~ethlng they'll rig up or where 
\/111 that come fro .. ? 

PUDDY That's sOlllething that rt!quires a little 
rigging. BaSically using the camera "'ith its slandard lens, 
you just do not get quite the perspect ive that ve would like 
to have on the wing. And "'hat you're talking about is ~8sen
tlally a prism, to glv/! you that 90 degree feel of view an<! 
there is not, it is not exsctly compatible with the threads 
on the TV lena, so there has to be a little Rube Goldberg device 
figured out such that ve can attAch that aDd assure our-
selves that we lire not going to lose that lens. 

QUERY Where ",111 the priam cOllie fro .. ? 
PUDDY 1 cannot exactly answer that question. 

It is part of the lenses that are carried on the apa~ecraft, 
but I can't swear to you which experilllent it is associated 
'" ith. 

QUERY It definitely not part of the TV, it's 
out of some other equipment. 

PUDDY Yes, that Is true. 
QUERY When will you be able to say whether 

or not you're going with the TV in the morning. 
PUDDY To£orrow morning sound soon enough? 
QUERY Ten minutes before or what? 
PUDDY Oh no. NC', because if we, if we do 
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.olle procedure 11k. thll, there 1. certdnly 101na to have 
ta be 4 detailed procedure prepared far the crew. And that 
will have ta be uplink_d. they'll have to have time to 
revl~w It, gether the equipment toa_ther. There would 
certaInly not be anything like a 10 lIinute notice. I guar
antee you that. But, I 4op't think •• far as giv:ng you 
a final GOI NO G~) on wh'1i:'.1 ')I' not we're going to take 
the TV Is going to availab~~ Much before tOllorrow morning. 

QUERY As far as the possibility of dotng this 
TV activity tomorrolol, have the crew said anythinp; on the 
link? I haven't heard anything of how they propose to spend 
their first day Dff? 

PUDDY Well, every crew day off has associated 
with it certain tousekeeplng tasks. There are certain things 
that we have to do on a periodic cycle regardless of what 
the scheduled crew activities are. There are a certain 
amount of housekeeping a.sociated vlth the command m~dule, 
the work~hop and so on and 80 forth. These 1teas are all 
scheduled Into the flight plan. There i, some experl~ents 
like 5009, which we have to essentially reset each day, to 
make sure we have lined it from a period, an orbital period 
standpoinl and from a beta angle standpoint. This type 
of thing is done on a daily basis. And they've got to do 
that type of activity. And as I pointed out, one of the 
few things is the old Saturday night sh~~er, which is 
scheduled for all 1 crewmen, BaSically I think the extra 
tillle that is alloted with or without the TV, the extTll 
ti~e is basically going to be involved in rearouping and 
Sitting down and just thinking about how they think is the 
best way to progress in the weeks to co~e and probably sOllie 
discussion between the ground and the crew on several of 
that type i te1l15. 

QUERY 
deploy the 

EI-<D OF TAPE 

Would it be possible, Don, once you 
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lUDDY - that type 0 f ite ••• 
QUERY Would it be p088ible, Don, once you de-

ploy the ca.era out the ANTI eolar SAL, to turn the thinB 
around so that you can look at the parasol? 

PUDDY No. I don't think that the ra 18 (,nr 
way in the world that you can set an aspect anBl~ on it. 
'iou' re essentially on the other aide of the spacecraft, and 
1 think you would have to have two or three 90 deBree lenses 
and a couple of extension poles between then to get any
vhere near of a clear picture of the parasol. 

QUERY 'Iou have some 18 or 20 feet, though, don't 
you, of poles or an extension mechanism in the T027 canister, 
whe ra you coul d put ito ut that far if you wanted? 

PUDDY You could, but essentially once you got 
it out that far, you've still got to look back in the opposite 
direction, which means you almost gotta mount it through 
the lens. That's not feasible. 

PAD Don, if I could break in here, I've 
just been informed that the crev, they passed it up to the 
crew that because of problems In developing the procedures 
there viII not be a TV tomorrow, And yo • .!'11 be able to 
hear that. We'll play the tap~ back as soon as we get 
through here. 

punoy Well now that we've discussed that sub-
ject thoroughly and -

PAO We'll take one more or tvo more questions 
and then ~e're going to ask that you -

QUERY Okay, I'll just ask one then. Nobody's 
tver said a word about using these experi~ental maneuvering 
devices they have aboard for this EVA so I guess you're not 
ellen thinking about that. .... hy is thati 

puuny Well, t think that basically on tile 
maneuvering units, the idea wa!! to test those in zero g, but 
1n a confined environment and EVA is certainly not what we 
would consider to be a confined environment, and we're not 
willing to take that risk. 

QUERY You mentioned showers earlier, when he 
sent up " flight plan, will there be a t1.e line for Oihowers, 
or could you give me any idea how long it will take them to 
take a shower? 

PUODY There ce .. tainly is. I believe it'e; 
called housekeepin~ 7-J, and there is an alloted period of 
tim~ In the flight plans that are available out there on the 
desks for you that shows that particular activity and that's 
wh at 1 t t s. 

PAO 
plan to have a short 
8:00 or thereafter. 

END OF TAPE 

Okay, for those that aren't aware, ve do 
briefing in the morning some time a~ound 
T hank you gentlemen. 
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PAO thh ta a br1eCina on the reilulta of the 
operation ;"If the Apollo telescope lIIount. On Illy %'llbt 11 
Wi Ilia. C. Keathley hom the HanhaU Space flight Center. 
He 18 Chief. ATK Expertsent Brandl at Murshall. And Hr. 
Keathley vill introduce the principal inveettlatora, then he 
has an ope~ing atateaent and from that time on he vill conduct 
the conference. K eat hie y. And Hr. Keathley you say 
hllvt! to spell sOllie of the nallleb of the principal investigators 
for me. 

KEATHLEY I think 'ole just set a record. 1 think 'ole> 
juat started a press conference on tlae. First of all, t would 
like to introduce the ATM principal investigators which we 
have here. We have one missing, who is pulling a shift on a 
console right now, 1n the science rOOD!. Just to my right is 
Dr. Ed Reeves from Harvard College Observatory a"d he has the 
sass experi.ent. Just to his right is Dr. Richard Tousey 
from the Naval Research Laboratory in Washington D. C. T " use y. 
He is fro. the Naval Research Laboratory in Washington D.C. 
He has the 5082 IC'xperilient. Just to his right is Dr. Robert 
MacQueen. RIC' is from the High Altitude Observatory in 
Soulcler. Colorado. He has the S052 experiment. To his right 
is Dr. Giuseppe Vaiana. And Dr. Valana has the S054 expt:riment. 
A.\d he J5 from American Science and Engineering in Cambrldte, 
Massachusetts. The ~ne mis9ing principal investigator Is 
Hr. Jim Milligan, from Marshall Space ~'li&ht Center. and he 
is (he principal ievestigator on S056 experiment. As I said 
Mr Milligan is pulling a shift at the science room console 
right nov. All right, now that the introductions are over, 
I just wanted to Soort of set the format for the rest of the 
briefing. We have some - a recorrler and a monitor here in 
which 'ole plan to show you som~ results of yesterday's video 
downlink of thr"e images: the H-Alpha image that we got from 
the H-Alpha telescope on board the ATM. I'd also like to show 
you an image of the corona. which we got from the SOS2 instru
ment, and also an image of the SUP in extreme ultraviolet, 
which ve got from the XUV disk monitor, which is a part of the 
S082 ex per I me n t • No w, aft e r t hat I' 11 ask e a c h 0 n e 0 f t he 
princi~al investigators to give his assessment of what he has 
accomplished to date. And then ve'll open it up to questions 
and answers. I'd like you to bear with me for the first part 
of this thing, because I'll ask certain of these gentlemen to 
step down in front of the monitor and we'll try to select out 
that portion of the tape to shov you those images I was referring 
to and If you'll just bear vith us until we find that part of 
the tape. We think we've got it all figured out, 'ole don't 
have any technical difficulties aRd then he'll step down and 
describe it. First of all if you can get us to the H-Alpha 
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IlIIage we'll ask. Dr. Reevea to step down and dlac:u88 that 
particular iaage. 

PAO I belteve I'll have to ask. the mike handler 
to come over and hold the ~lcrophonR (or the pri"cipal investi
gator. Here's one, thank you. 

REEVES Well, just a few vords of exp1.anation. 
The H-Alphd telescope 1s a telescope which is quite comparabl~ 
to the ones that a(p used on the ground to regularly view the 
Sun over a worldwide network. to get an assessment of the solar 
activity and the features that are alway\ present on the solar 
disk. as the Sun rotates with it's 27-day period. The H-Alpha 
from the ground g~ts a resolution of about 1 second of arc 
normally. and in fac~. the telescopes that we've provided for 
ATM also get about the same resolutio~. They're a 6-inch 
telescope, which were built by lerkin-Elmet, and our guide 
telescopes, there are two for redundancy. These telescopes 
provide the astronauts with a video inage of the Sun's disk, 
and then he uses those to guide the ultraviolet and X-ray 
experiments very precisely down on the very small solar fea
tures which ve can see, which We have not ever been able to 
~ee with previous satellites because of a li.ited re~olution. 
So now we can get very high spatial resolution with the X-ray 
and ultraviolet instruments. And ve have to providE:: the 
astronaut with a way of gUiding to exactly the spot we vant 
so that we can get detailed spectra, as well as the broader 
field images, ~ecause lIIost of the experiments, at least some 
of tl-elll. have two modes. one sort of an imaging kind of mode 
and one a detailed spectroscopic analysis mode. The astronaut 
needs these to tell him where to go to start the activa;:ing 
sequences of the experiment. And one of the H-Alpha telescopes 
then provides a photograph which comes back down to the Earth 
at the end of the mission, as flln re~overy quite comparable 
to most of the other experiments. And we use th4t liS a PO!;t
flight record of exactly .·here the instruments loIere. We then 
compare those with the other H-Alpha telescopes thet were taking 
pictures around the .... orld at the same time and we know then 
that th(' development and how to bridge the gar bet\oleen the data 
loIe saw and the data analysis and history that ve build ~p on 
th~ ground. With that kind of broad background. can \ole see 
the H-Alp~a? Here you can see the kind of display the astro
naut is presented. He has a video display in H-Alpha, which is 
a ll~e of neutral hydrogen. You can see a small active region 
here, a fila~ent which was dark. And this is not the best 
contrast picture. but this is a very very quiet region on the 
Sun which normally has no structure that you could call setive 
regions or 9 t omlses gr~at activity. It's a 1uiescent - 3 large 
quiesc~nt area. One of the subjects of interest to be analyzed 
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by the experiment are the chrolllospheric network. You can see 
a Itttle patchine.s, aod that little patchin .... is of great 
interest to us, because this is perhap. the region where lIIuch 
of the heating of the solar atmosphere takes place. The 
astro - this is a video picture. Here is the full - here's 
almost the full Sun. Now the astronaut has the capability 
of zooming tIle ma~nlficatlon, just like any optical 6y~tem. 
You can see here again, soce active region bits and some s~all 
prominences. These are reticl!'!s, just to re~ister where the 
telescope Is In regard to these two crosshatrs. Now the two 
crosshairs can be moved inside the telescope t~ line up with 
say, our instrument or with Dr. Tousey's iustrument particularly. 
Those instruments which want to put a very fine slit down on 
d partic~lar feature. He sets the crosshalrs to - In the 
H-Alpha telescope - to our inutrument using the sharp 11mb 
of the Sun and then he sle",s into the feature, changes his 
magnification, and puts our slit do",o exactly ",here he wants 
it and takes the data. I think that's probably enough words 
of expllnation on the Ii-Alpha. Do you ",ant to no", go on to 
the "t her e x per i me n t s fir s t, <;) r -

KEATHLEY It would be appropriate if we had some 
questions and answers just on this particular image, because 
we'll lose it - just emphaslzt> this Is a re';ording of the same 
imdge the erell 15 seeing on board. 

REEVES The roolll Is rathe r cro",ded so let.' 5 be surt> 
to \oI~it for the mi.ke before you ask your questIO!l. 

QUERY What do you see from these pictures? What 
does itt e 11 yOlJ - anyth ing mo re about the Sun? They look 
11k" average features? 

REEVES These pictures of the H-Alpha are notlling 
new. Th~y are not as good resolution as the best we can get 
fr0~ the ground. They purely provide a guide function to 
tll(· astr(lnaut IIho can now see these very 51':1a11 featurt!s. It 
duc5 have one slightly intereRting characteristic and that il'S 
vldeo. And the characteristics of previous observatiuns from 
th .. ground have been photographic. Very high contrast, vcry 
black, very ",hite, pretty pictures. But for television you 
can Ret a much greater dynamic range. So ",e can see so~e of 
the s"ructurc on this kind of display more easily than they 
can be seen from the ground. Particularly we can distinguish 
between flares and just b£lghtnings in inac~ive regions. So 
the video does provide US a way of turning down the intensity 
and turning up the contrast so we can get more data than we 
could from the ground. 

Q1JERY What would a (lare look like in that 
system then? 
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REEVES An active reaion. I'. eorry we don't 
have a good acllve rcglon. The Sun'. like that. If thls 11 
an active region here and it were blown up to ftll the vhole 
field of view, you would sort of see an enhanced area where 
the intensity ill about, oh S01l1e four or five tiaeR what it is 
In the quiet background. And a flare then becomes a very 
small, very bdght point, lIIany tens of tilRes, hundreC;s <)f times 
the intensity. The temperd~ure goes way up and the density 
Is very high, they become very bright. In photography from 
the ground thoae flares are hard to see because a film vnly 
has a limited dynamic range and when it's saturated, it's 
black. Whereas the video you can sort of keep cranking up 
the level and open it up, so you can nov distinguish between 
thes~ bright flares and ordinary activity in an active r~glon. 

And, of course, flares are one of the thinKS which the experi
menters are most anxious to go after. 

IJUERY 00 I undelStand this right? The video 
that you're getting (l"Om the spacecraft really just tells you 
what you're going to get .. hen they bring the actual filre down, 
as far as scientl(jc research, the inforealion you're getting 
at this point really doesn't give you anything new or does 
it give you something new? 

REEVES It provides, as 1 say, only d couple of 
things. Th~ photographic data that will be brought back will 
be one of the very best sets 0( continuous records of H-Alpha. 
BecMuse he gets 2~-hour coverage, which any ground station 
never gets because of weather and even the distri~ution pro
vides, stations around the world provide some loss of coverage. 
There '01111 be some interesting data there for some 
experimenters, but it really isn't anything of great signifi
cance compared to the other experiments. I believe this 
gent leman up her~ had a - -

QUERY (garble) of 24 hours what percentag" of 
your orbit do you get? 

REEVES We are in daylight for about 60 minutes 
and dark for 3~. So, it's roughly t .. .,-thirds daylight. I 
think he had another question so -

QUERY How do the act\ve regions look? IOU haven't 
seen any flares? 

REEVES No, we haven't seen any flares y!;t. 
QUERY Are there any developing regions? 
REEVES There was a region ~hlch started to develop 

and then started to peter out. again. This is the low part of 
the solar cycle. Our aLtivlty in AIM is centered around a 
great variety of solar fe.!.tures. We do expect sometille during 
the mission to have flares. Whether we'll be lucky enough to 
catch one, is quit~ B di!(e~ent ~tory. We're trying very hard. 
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We have devices on board which ring bella for the astronauts. 
So, we'll stand a good chance, but there aren't goIng to be 
very many chances. 

QUERY .'ol10wlng up, you j'Jst ans""ered the first 
half (If my question about the alarills for flu·es. Was this 
the developing region yesterday that caused the flare alarm 
that Conral! rc f'-rred to When KerwIn tracked something on the 
surface'! 

REEVES 
I believe that was known as a South Atlantic 

Anomaly, which is a region over the eastern part of South 
America, which is sort of In a gap between South A~erlca and 
Airica, .hich is a region loIt."re the radiation belt dips do,,'n 
fairly low into the atmosphere. And if the astronaut's not 
quite careful enough to turn off these alarms before he flies 
through that region, then the electrons and protons trapped 
in that magnetic region ~ill trigger his alarms fo~ them. 
So I'm afraid it was not a flare, but rather a false alarm. 

QUERY But when there is a genuine flare alart~, 
can you just d~scribe a little Thore in detail where th~ data 
COlLes from that enables you to tell the astronauts go and look 
for a flare ~nd ho~ is this transmitted. 

REEVES He has on board, all of the main requir~-
~ents that he needs. He hAS a daily u~date from us which 
advise hi~ on the base of the worldwide network, which regions 
are probably going to sho~ flares and what that probability 
(s. If one of the flares does g,l off, we have an X-ray 
de tee tor. 0 n e 0 f the e x per i me n t S III a y des c rib e l hat 1 ate r t Ii i s 
morning, which we can adjust the threshold for either little 
tiny flares, middling kind of flares, or great big flares, 
d('p~nl!in!-, on \,'hether we want to interrupt things or not, and 
flO\,' actively we're seeking flare", at lh,.,t point in the program. 
That 101 ill cause an a lerm to go off. lie kno ... s the re fo r~ that 
[I'ere's 3 ila~e which has exceeded certain prearrang~d thres
hold, and h~ can tllen UH~ his H-Alpha display to go look for 
the flare. The object being to catch that flare rllJrlng the 
v~ry i.nteresting rise ti~e. Not to get there aftel th" action's 
all ov~r. And the flare starts to decay. 

EI-lD OF TAPE 
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QUERY FTom what you've said. it is not clear 
Lo me why go to the trouble and perhaps the expense to send 
the H-Alpha back to the ground when the guy who's using 
the guy who gets most u~e out of it is the aotronaut him
self. I don't understand the value to the ground on this. 

SPEAKER That's right. 'or flares we'~e - froa 
the ground our pictures would be quite unambiguous about 
wher .. he was. For a lot of the el<_perillents, for 2 of the 
experiments particularly, namely Dr. Tousey's and Harvard's, 
which is our exp~rlment, w~ are looking for a variety of 
other thing3, such as study of these filaments - very fine 
scale structures. And we want to bring back photographs 
that allow us to say not just that it was In the filament, 
but pre c llbe ly whe re i 1\ the ft Ialllen tit was, so that we C'ln 
then go to our observers who are working with U5 in cornpan
Lon progralllli at other obser-,atories around on the ground. 
And say. o~ay w~ were lookin~ exactly there - not ju~t some
wh"re 1n th~re but prt'cisely there and inter-coopare the 
data, 

QL'ERY SO .... hy dc' you need this pi:::ture on 
the ground now? Wb:, can't you wait for it to come back 
in the spa~ecraft? 

SPEAKER The data on the ground here now, the 
Video, :.i pllrely for us to be able to assess the astrollauts' 
viewing capability, to assess the performance of the tele
scope and what kinds of features he can see with what kinds 
of clarity or difficulty, so that we can then use ':hat 
in order to get him to observe the kinds of features we 
want. I don't want to - -

SPEAKER There are daily planninf se5.ion~ triat 
go on 1."i th t.hls dowrtl ink \lith this information. Ihen we 
.: an p 1 ant 11 e n t: .:0: t day's act i v i tie 5. one e know 1 n g ' .. hat he 
did that partiLular d4Y and exactly where he was pointed 
a180. So it helps in tho: planning cycle. That's where 
rna s t 0 f t h J,; T V I sus e d • 

first 
QUE R Y - d 1 r e c t'.! d at j' 0 u bee a use you' rc the 

the re • one up 
S1'EAKfR 

t h i r. k we' lIs e e s ,) llIe 
conference~ I1neJ up 

SPEAKER 
was th~ coronagraph 
w111 uescribe that. 

I think ~e shoulJ proce~d on and 
more and then there can be i;:<lividual 
too, 

The next image \oIt' recieved }esterday 
on tl-e :;052 t'xpe rlment, and Dr. Mcqueen 

MCQUHN 
coronograph. It 
the Sun by a set 

Th16 TV image comes out of the 5052 
represents the occulting or blo(king of 
of external disks on our lnstruDlent, which 
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provide an artificlal eclipse of the Sun. So, the basis for 
lh. coronograph is to exa~ine the 80lar corona. the (aint 
"uter sola: atllosphere, on a regular basis throughout the 
entlre Skylab mission. And in a very real sensc, we are 
havlng an eclipse made to order, an eclipse occurring each 
day on ~omm.nd by the astronaut so that we can study the 
lime evolution of the outer d.)lar atmoshere. A study 
that cannot be done any tille on the Earth because of the 
infrequent occurrence of solar eclipses. So in 1I certein 
rea 1 sen s e, we' ref i \ 1 t n gin the !!. a P s bet .... e e n tine S 0 f 
total solar eclip~es with this coronagTap~. No .... this image 

.... hich the crewmen sees looking through the corona graph 
ShOW6 th~ corona like one sees during total solar eclipse 
Almost like one stes during total solar eclipse. Solar north 
Is i.l this direction. There aren't very many features up 
here. That's because they'r~ of the nature of the solar magnetic 
fields and the energy transfcr In the Sun, the polar regions 
don't normally have large structures. Solar south is 
down here. There is a very promi~ent streamer here which 
is a region of high electron density. There are lots of 
free electrons caught in magnetic field lines if you will 
in this direction. And this feature has been observed from 
the ground in the very innermost corona which Is all one 
can ever see from the ground with special instruments 
for several solar rotations. We are now able to follow 
the structure cf this Dtreamer all the way out to solar, 
to 6 solar radii. Now you can see the things going by. 
That's conta_ination. That's little particles of dust which 
are around the spacecraft. Because we're looking right at the 
Sun those are, we see preferential scattering In the for-
ward direction. And it highlights little tiny particles 
very much. This is an excellent contamination monitor if 
you will. There is a very bright active region - well there 
Is an active region it's not very br1ght, on the Sun in 
this p0sition. and this is the right corona over that active 
region. There are streamers here as you can see. Interest-
ingly enough, this morning astronaut Kerwin reported that 
there was a new solar stceamer on the east limb of the Sun 
.... hich was not there from yeterdays picture which you are 
seeing here. And also he reported that he can see very 
clearly a polar plume over the north pole of the Sun. which 
is a little surprising to us. We didn't really think we 
were going to get a very good look at polar plumes. So, 
in summary what we are doing 1s providing an eclipse of 
the Sun 'With this instrument, an eclipse of the Sun every 
day. We block the bright solar disk and we're able to see 
the corona from about half of a solar radius above the limb 
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out to 6 solar radii above the 11mb. 
QUERY Why do you think the streamers c.:JllIing 

off seem to be further to the south than they are to the 
r.orth, aa least the pictures that we sav? 

MCQUEEN The precise inner - the preciae location 
of strealllerd with reguar1 to solar featcres io not well 
unJ~rstood. Simply because one has not been able t, have 
an Instrument like this observing the ~orona over a long 
period of time. There 1s a magn~tic field configllration on 
the Sun. which we know from magneto~raphs made [rom the 
ground. In thi~ southea"t regIon of t',,~ Sun, which it is 
suspected i8 ve'fy conducive toward the forming of a v~ry 
stable structure out in the corona, the ,~agnetic field struc-
ture Is a very stable thing. And it persists fror many 
rotations. And that we think is lhe region "hl':l0 is the base 
of this corona st reamer. What we really hop_ to Eet irom 
this instru~ent is a much mere clear picture of the re
lationship between coronal st reamers and features on the 
Sun. 

QUERY What you'rt! seeing is onp. and half 
to six, isn't it? 

MCQUEEN One and Ii half to six - a half rad1us 
above the limb to Six radii to __ 

QUERY Right. In the picture, at the south 
pole there was a very dark area. Is that an artifact? 

MCQUEEN No, that's not an artifact. That is the 
stem that holds our OCCUlting disk. We've got to hold them 
up some way. This accounts fot' sOllie of the operatio~s 
the creWlIIl'!n does. For example he makes a series of pic-
tures like you saw. He then takes the whole ATM cannister 
and rolls it 90 degrees ao that it moves ollr stell out from 
that region and then Bakes another sequence of pictures. 
And that way, we can b'llld the whole corona up. 

QUERY '''hat percentage of the time 16 the ATK 
on? lsi ton a 11 the time t hat you' r e not d a i n g s o!r.e t h i n g 
else? 

MCQUEI::N 'fhat's very tempting. The ATK is not on 
all the ti~e you're not doing something else. The ArM In 
theory has the capability oC course of operating any sun-
lit pass. So~e of the power problems that have occurred 
early in the mission have meant that there is more of a 
conflict between medical tasks just from the power con
suptlon baSis, so that we're now observing something lIke 
5 to 6 daylight paaseIJ per crewman day. And as Dr. Reeves 
pointed out to you, that lIeans sbout 50 to 60 minutes 
each pass of actual sunlit time. I should mention that 
J of the instruments are running unattended - that is, while 
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lhe crew is 4s1e"p. W~ have ill11ted cO.Uland capability to 
the coronagraph, tll~ Harvard tipectraheliolllet;er and 
the Ame rican Science. Engineering X-ray instrument. and "'E: 
do make observations during the crew night, every night, 
with those instruments while they are sleeping. But the 
modes and functi0ns are limited over what the crew can 
achi e ve. 

QUERY How lIlany dayltght vasses had you planned 
to have if you did not have these pover problems. 

MCQUEEN We'd noped to run somewhere arollnd 
7 or 8 dAylight passes on a good day. Now a good day to us 
is definl·j as a day when thare are no Earth resources 
experimentation, simply becaase to do Earth resources 
you have to roll the whole spacecraft over and look down 
and clearly we can't observe the Sun then. 

QUERY What is the significance of seeing a 
pluUle of the north pole? 

MCQUEEN Well I probably emphasized that. It's 
significant to us because they are relatively faint struc
tures. They are faint - I guess a good example would be 
if you could imagine sticking a lot of garden hoses In the 
glound and l~tting the~ SliCK up out oi the ground. They 
are structures that occur over the poles of the Sun. I 
wish I had a good eclipse picture to show you. And they are rela
tively faint structures. They represent apparently a very 
narrow bottling of coronal material, electrons, within 
magneti.: field lines. And they are faint and they are 
small. And we weren't really sure that we were going to be able 
to see thelll. I should point out that the TV image that 
you saw, because of the fa!:t that it is a television system, 
SECC videocom system, is a factor of 3 times poorer resolution 
than the actual data ..,e're receiving with the coronagraph,. 
So that we'll be able to see 3 times more detailed strl1ctures 
if you lIill than what you're seeing on that picture. And 
ve're very excited about that. We can achieve a resolution 
which is nearly comparable to pictures made at a reasonable 
eclipse site, that is, in terms of angular resolution. 
Eight-are-second resolution and sometimes if you go to 
eclipse you'll have really good skies and you'll get dOlln 
into the 3 or 4 arc-second range. Most of the tillle, you're 
In between 5 and 10 arc-seconds of seeing at erlipses be
cause of the thermal problelll. So lie' re right in the ball 
game with good eclipse pictures and the advantage Is we've 
got 8 months to watch the corona rotate lnd change. 

QUERY Have you been able to associate the 
stredk with any particular feature on the Sun? The 
streak that went up. 
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SPEAKER Tnil one that went th1l way? 
QUE"Y Yu, that 11 right. 
MCQUEEN Yeah, not with a very well defined 

featu~e now. Yes, we have identified that with a flla=ent 
which has been rotating around ~he Sun for a number of rota-
tion!>. The filament isn't there now if you can use the anal-
asi' that it sort of slopped out of the bathtub. But the 
bathtub Is ~tl1l there. An~ so th~ ~a8netic field config-
urAtion presuIIIAbly still exists there. One of the very 
interesting thingd we want to look at \s to compare these 
data with the X-ray and the ultraviolet data made in thase 
regions so all to try and get a good feeling for what the 
structurfl lit the foot points of these streamers are. 

SPEAKER That may be an appropriate tiDle to show 
the XUV illlagea and see the correlation, or attempt to see the 
correlation. Dr. Tousey, if you'd show that image it might 
put things together for them. 

TOUSEY The 5082 experilllent is really 1 e~?erl-
Dlents, 50821., S082a. and t he ext reme ul t ravlole t moni tor. 
The extreme ulttaviQl~t monitor is what you'll see here. 
It is a television system ~hich shows what the Sun looks 
like in extreme ultraviolet radiation of a very broad band, 
a band that covers the ranges ')C 4 of the i~strulDents aboard 
Skylab. The 5082, S or rather 4. The S082A, the Harvard in-
strument and the two X-ray instruments, not perfectly, but they 
overlap with it. So one can teke thLi as a kind of preview 
of what each of these instruments will see in Its OW:l very 
special way. lhf!l ia a picture of the hielt atmosphere 
of the Sun. The region from perhaps 100,000 degrees frOIl 

up through the transition region and into toe coro:!a at 
a million degrees a1.\ sandwiched together. The other in-
struments that I mentioned sample at different altitudes 
in the Sun's atmosphere by picking out monochlomatic or narrow 
band pass radiati~n bands with which to make the teages. 
So for the first tillle. from <,n orbiting spacecraft, It is 
possibJe to see what the Sun looks like in extreme ultra
violet and you ..,ill never be able to see this in any other 
way on the .r,round except froll! an orbiting spacecraft. Be
cause these radiat ions can't get around to the Earth. 
This wll1 be used for two principle purposeR, or reaHy 
three. The first purpose Is to show the astronaut who 
sees the sa~e thing on his CRT, on the control and display 
panel, what the Sun looks like in the radiation that these 
four instruments studying he can point crudely - this is a 
circular reticle. And we see in this case that the Sun is 
not quite with the Inltrulllent, the monitor 1s not quite 
pointed at the center of the Sun because the circle is off 
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center, but in so ... of thea it Willi on cenUr, bl.it he can tell 
what is perhaps most interesting 00 th~ SUD to watch. The 
PIe on the ground have available the aa.~ i •• ~e al so to 
study and to use in .aking up their plans to advise the 
'lilt ronauta what to do for the next d ... y. And th ... n after the 
1'11a8ion theae will be valuable fo:r scientific purpoaes. 
Here ."e aee sOlle very atrange lo.::tdng objects. We !Jee an 
active region that Ls extremely bright. We see lIome more 
thl.t are very bright on the li~b - -

.~Sll OF TAPE 
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TOUSEY ~e aee Dodel. coronal ealsalon fro. 
IDore Ie •• quiet coronal regional and we lee a coronal hole _ 
thia very black object, if you want to call it object, frolll 
which there's almost no ellllssion. It doe. have In tt a 
fev bright points. North Is here and South is heu, and 
the equator goes across here. I think east Is here, so the 
Sun is rotating this 'W",y. No, the dark spots are c;ool spots. 
The bright spots are the hot den5e spots 'Wherp. flares are 
lIkely to take place. And this coronal hole Is b,;lieved to 
be a region 'Where the corona is at a lower temperature and 
a lower density, and there's sOllle reason to belitve that 
the solar wind comes out of coronal holes tQ a greater extent 
than froll any where else on the Sun. You can also see the 
11mb of the Sun is bright, just the opposite from what It 
Is in the visit-Ie and near ultra violet. One is looking at 
a shell of elllitting gas and when you look through a shell 
ftdgewlse it autollatically looks brighter than it does if 
you look through it at right angles. Like looking 
through a sheet of emitting gos this way and you see 1II0re 
of it than 1 r you look through it this way. 

QUERY To what depth are you seeing here? Is 
this like the top surface or through a Cew layers, or what? 

TOUSEY No, we're looking at dn average of pro-
bably 10,000 kilometers more or less. From the - Froll sOlie 
what above the temperature minimum, which is just beyond 
the edge of the visible lifllb, uj) into the corona, not to 
the corona that Dr. McQueen showed you, because that is 
still farti1er out, but the very base of thtl carona, where 
the temperature (irst reaches the million degree range. 

QUERY Can you - I realize these pictures are 
probdbly very new to you since you haven't been able to 
see them fr<llll Earth. If the bright spots are where you 
think solar flares may develop, can yuu guess maybe how 
that prl)cess would occur. Would we look Cor a bright spot 
to get brighter and b1gger and eventually 'Would the flare 
be produced, and how long might this pro.:ess take? That 
sort of thing. 

TOUSEY It's just barely possible that this 
can be done. If the system is watched carefully by tile 
crewlleu,be r on the TV pane 1. In the Illode loll t h vh i ch he 
can do this, it vill not be as bright as this. He will see 
very little, but he can see, so he says, some of these 
bright regions. I think that one of the first signs of 
• flare would be seen on this aonitor, if he ..,ere 'Watching 
it. Probably sooner than on ar. H-Alpha, although this Is 
a question that no one really knows the answer too. In
cidently, 1 might say that this - these images had about 
20 arc seconds resolution. The images to hi! obtained by 
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the photoaraphlc Bud photoelectric instruments viII have 
at least 10 tlaes better spatial resolution, so this j,s a 
kind of a quick and dirty - you lIight call a quick and dirty 
way of having a look at the Sun ond it'a very exciting and 
tells you what - it whets your appetite for what the 
InstrulI~nts may bring back. 

QUERY Is there anything in that picture that 
surprises you about the Sun, or did you think that's ex
actly how it vas going to bel 

TOtlSEV We've had some samples of this type of 
image before, both froll our rockets using extreme ultra 
violet and the X-Ray rockest of AS60D and others, so that 
the features were not unexpected, but here they're lIIuch 
more impressive in 60me ways, because they appear to be 
so bright and contrasty. The contrast between the dark 
coronal hole and the active regions shines out. Here the 
point quite nicely, and you can see the radical - the cir
cular radical lined up very well. Incidently the north and 
the south poles are both coronal holes, if you war.t to call 
them that. 

TOUSEY We can - 1 might add here in closing, 1 
think that's probably all the questions there, the Doctor, 
I don't see any !!lore. Why d<'n't you just return to the 
podiulII, and we'll open it up for questions and answers in 
just a minute, but 1 might just interject at this particular 
time that later on this afternoon, we loIill have still 
photographs 0 f some of the imases you're seelng on televl.sion 
and they will be released out of the PAO office 
here. The photographs - I've seen a sample of the photograph 
and 1 might cautlon you that the photographs durin8 the 
reproduction period did not come out quite 8S good as that 
TV image. We vent back and tried to reproduce thell and 
see if ve can illlprove them. We'll have them later on this 
afternoon. yc.u can pick them up from Guy Jackson here, or 
one 0 f the PA!) people he '["e. 

SPEAKER The Photo Sranch down the hall. 
SPEAKER 1 guess now to follov the format, we'll 

just go down the line here and have each individual principle 
investigator describe what he has accomplished so far. and 
how his instrument is operating. We won't attempt to des
cribe the instruments themselvE!s. That would talte far too 
much time, and why don't we just begin off with Dr. Reeves. 

REEVES Well, I'd lilte to say just a cou:>le of 
worda first. The Harvard instrument is a photoelectric in-
strument, wh' ~h is called a polychrometer. The detector, 
instead of I.. dng a spectrum spread out, we have a nUlliber 
Jf photoelectric detectors which sllllultaneously record the 
intensity frolll various heights in the solar atmosphere, 
bee a use e a c h 0 n e iss c t to be a t asp e .: i fie t e lip P. rat u r e • 
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the dlta ia, instead of being recorded on fUa, i8 uf.orded 
on IIlgnetic tape and dUllpeC: once in orbit. Ind played back 
here to the Joh;uon Space Center, where it il displayed for 
ua and ve can look at thlt data, so-called quick-look, when 
the system Is oparating up to full function and be able to 
respond to that data and change our obeerv!n& program In 
rellpons. to what we' fe actually seeing froll the Sun, 10 

that when new things come uP. when we see things that we 
are more interested In than we thought we were going to be, 
we can stress them, conversely, when ve can see the data 
alld when we reel \ie have accomplished sOllie of our objectives 
we can lover the streaa on those and (set on with the o~.hers. \ole 
did manage late last night to get a first sample of quick-
look data through the system, and although the instrument 
provides a dynamic range, if you like, equivalent of a 
photographic range of something like 32,000 to I, the photo
graphic process - the iluges we can g"t are something like 
4 or.5 to 1. But I'd like to ask a colleague of 1II1ne, Or. 
Noyse, if he'd just take a minute or tvo and just sho,.. 
you some of these pictures. 

NOYSE Thank you, Ed. These ace literally hot 
off the press, only an hour or &0 old, so \ie apologise for 
the quality of these. I might point out that we can have 
photographic reproduc tions in a matter 0 f 24 Ilours that 
we can distribute. I have hc!'c an example of a picture, 
here's the solar limb. This 1s in the light of hydro~en at 
9(10 angstroms, ( garble) continum. This is a 
negative, so black things are emission, as opposed to vhat 
yo u' va been seeing earlier. I f you look care fully yeu can 
see a fuzzy cloud above the limb, wh1.ch is a so-called 
solar prominence, which comes through very clearly in our 
data. As Dr. Reeves mentioned, we can observe sinultaneously, 
in seven different aligns, vhich Ineans seven diff~rent 
altitudes or temperatures in the sun. This material you 
see ~mitting here is 10,000 degrees, but simultan.ously \ie 
see what the Sun looks likl:! at that same positior, at 
100,000 degrees, and a million degrees. And we can see 
this prominence in lIIany aligns extending upIo'ar:is to higher 
telllperiltvres, although not at the million degree tt'mperature. 
This is a region of cold gas, Which is existing, refrigerated, 
if you like in the hot corona. By cold. I mean it's only 
10,000 degrees, IoIh.:reas rhe surrounding corona is perhaps a million 
degrees. Thank you. I'd like to show just a couple of 
1II0re pictures. These are pictures on the sall'.e scale of 
the center of the <j'liet Sun, and if you look carefully, you 
can sel! the pattern of ell1ssion that reflects the H-
Alpha picture you saw originally Io'lth little dark fibrlles, 
Io'hich sOVle people think Slay be related spatially to the 
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places where most of the coronal heating occurs. The so-
called network - emilsion network. And one interesting 
question is how far does this emis.ion network extends into 
the corona. because if it extends bodily into the corona. 
that may say :hat the heating in the corona is also localized 
over this network. This Is a very pressing scientific question 
today In order to understand the heating of the corona. And here 
is a picture of the Sun. not at the hydrogen teaperatures, 
but at 4 temperature of about 100,000 degrees in the light 
of ~oubaly ionized carbon which shows In fact this network 
exists very well at that altitude. This was already known 
from earlier rocket data actually. Here 1s a picture at a 
somewhat higher altitude, of course (garble) to 
S times ionized oxygen, and of course brought to M 
temperature of about 8 quarter of a million degrees Centigrade. 
And again we see the same pattern, so we can see that the 
network extends at least that high. Finally here is a picture of the 
Sun with the same spatial resolution at one and a half 
mIllion degrees, from 9 tl~es ionized magnesium at 600 
angstroms, and if you look carefully you can see that the 
pattern is reflected 1n here, but it's really a much fuzzier 
and qualittatively quite different. I'm not prepared to talk 
in detail about this, but just as I sai~, the data only 
has been in our hands for an hour. but it's quite clear 
that we would be able to resolve the ques~ion of where the 
heating is localized at the one and a half million degree 
corona level. 

QUERY Is that all coronal, or is it chromosphere 
too? Are you above the chro~osphere there? 

NOYSE All of these pictures were - This is 
p~rely coronal. This is in the so-called transition zone, 
between the chromosphere and corona, and this 1s - the whole 
transition 13 on - This first picture I showed was chrom
osphetlc. 

QUERY Are those features related to the 
convective cells in the photosphere or they -

NOYSE Ther£'s a large scale pattern of 
convection called the supergranulati~n. which has a 3ize of 
abo~t this on this particular scale, and these we are con
fident map I to 1 into that conduction pattern, and we know 9190 

that the magnetic fields are probably set up by this con
vection ~attern. also mapped 1 to I, incidently, and are 
related to the heating probably. 

END OF TAPE 
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QUERY h thts the Hrst tille you've had 
eVidence that the network extends so tar up? 

REEVES Dr. T08SY has had evidence that the 
net1olork extend, up to at least this level before, and as 
I say. it's perhaps too early to tell exactly what the 
structure of the network is, It looks to me as if it's 
probably there, but I would not Want to state at this 
DlOlllent that 10Ie know for sure that the network extends into 
the corona, but I would say this Is the first evidence that 
loIe have had 10Ihich will tell the tale, probably in a felol 
days after looking at the data loIe could give an ansloler to 
that question. 

REEVES Again, you can remember that the contrast 
here that, if you like, draws out these networks cells 1s 
visually is very hard to get tuned up just for this one 
photosraph, so that when the analysis proceeds, the dynamic 
range of the instrument loIill be tuned in order to enhance 
those to a maxl1:1um, if fact, and then loIe'll be able to see 
thew much more clearly. 

SPEAKER All right, to Ed, did you have anything 
else to add. All right Dr. Touousey? \,'el1, our A and B in:Hrument 
have both been used to a considerable extent, and loIe don't know 
IoIhat loIe' ve got on the photograph!.: fl1m striptl, of course. We 
do know, how eve r fro m the s 1 i p dis pI a y, 0 n e 0 f the c los e d 
loop TV display for the astronaut is the image of the Sun 
on the slip of the B instrument. This 1s very useful In 
co~nectlon with the pointing. We kno~ that the ATK pOinting 
is very stable, so that we're pretty Rure t.hat the astronaut 
has been able to point the B instrul'le·.~t at the place that's 
our intereSl, and that the instrument is coaligned With H-
Alpha. We'ye - I don't relbember exactly how many frames 
have been taken, but we've used quite a lot o[ pictures and 
owing to the South At Iantic anomaly event that loIas 
alluded to earlier, we did take some pictures as the Sun set 
and Illay lIell have images that tell about the attenuation 
of the Sun's radiation by the the Earth's atmo~phere. This 
is one of the joint ObE -rving programs, 1Iumber 7, to study 
t~e Earth's atmosphere 1n this way, and lie may have run 
this by chance. lhe 82A instrument has taken nor~ than its 
share of pictures. A lot of share, but this lDay very well 
be all to the good, too. I don't know just IoIhat else to say 
about 1, at this stage, except that everything ia going 
almost normally. There are alw~ys ~ few thing~ one worries 
about, and of course one never knows what one has on a photo
graphic instruaent of this type, until he actually sees a 
developed and fixed photographir. images, and has them in 
hand, so that. Ed Reeves and I are at the oppOSite ends. He 
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gets his results right away. \Ie have to wait and wait and 
then we get ouril all of Ii sudden, we hope, in II 1II0nth or so 
from r.ow, or perhaps less than then. I'll let you look st 
ourPl. 

RFEVSS Dr. McQueen. 
DR. McQUEEN Well, the while light coronagraph went 

through checkout on mission day 2 and 3 by ground command 
almost compl,nely, then the final checkout w.as acr.omplished 
with the astronaut at the console on mission day 4. From 
the time ~hlch we were turned on u~lll nqw, we've exposed 
between 900 and 1,OUO frames on the corona which is right 
on our budget for the total mission. w~ have a film canister 
which contains approximately 8,000 frames, and as Dr. TOl.osey 
lust mentioned, we got it all in one fell swoop when we process 
th~ pictures. We're very plea~ed with the TV im~ge, it shows 
the instrument Is extreEely well aligned. It shows the 
astronaut is doing th~ alignment procedures whiel! he does 
every time he makes a picture t:nough instrlJment, perfectly 
well. We \iere quite distr.:ossed "he first day that the TV 
was turned on that loIe C:idn't get any comment irom the 
astronaut on the corona. 1 think this is a tribute to 
their training. They expected it to be as good as it i6. 
They've seen it in the .imulatQr for Many months. The sim-
ulator pictures we've given them. so everything's working 
nO!lIlally. :';e'rt' vcry pleased ..,ith the way things have 
gone up to .\ow. 

SPEAKER Dr. Bo ue [. 
SOUER We turned on our cameras on ~Ission day 

two and thr"e unattedded. The camera is in the focal plane 
of the X-RAV sp.:octrohelelograph. and with that ln8tru~ent 
(garbl.,) it looks at a corona in between the one that Bob 
McQucen has seen, and what the rest of the i:strull1ents have 
seen. Everything has worked as expected, but we started 
the (garb'.e) observation on mission day 4 to 5, and yesterday 
we finally turned our high voltage for the flare alarm syst"m. 
X-REA f1 are alarn system. which is a separate ins tr'lment. 
and in spite of tl.e fact that these first experiments are 
~oing(garb.e) South Atlantic allomaly and only they most count 
as planned so that the swl tch was not turned off on that South 
Atl<lnti~ anomaly, 1 think that we got a very guod response from 
the astronaut, or IoIhat would have heen a good response if 
he (garble). By no,," ve have taken some thousand frames 
of film, and most of them, lbout 200 were down through 
the South Atl~ntic anomaly thing, but most of the other 
80 were done on very good scientific programs. We coordinated 
in fa~t, and we hope operated simultaneously. Perhaps most 
important in the number of thln~3 w~'ve done program 
that \ole have started as early as we could, partl~ularly 
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we Are very pleased with the fact that th~re's a very larae 
complex of activity centered on those acti~e reatons you 
saw (garble) monitored that started to be started, a very 
pecular feature with a very pecular lIIagnetlc configuration. 
And It's going to tell U8, 1f we follow It throughout, 
(garble) it's going to tell ua about how the dynamics of 
thoae large complexes of activity develope. How the magnetic 
field changea 4S relaced to the plasma that we $ee encompassed 
by the magnetic field in the corona. Slaultaneous with the 
other progralll which has been started, we are conducting 
edit all the PIs and the synoptics Rtudy of the Sun and which -
and we particularly center our attention to observing the 
magnetic field again in the (garble) corona of the Sun as 
we have seen in the plasma confined by those structures. We 
depend to receive our data on the astronaut receiving the 
fl1111 and bringing it back the kind of information that is 
contained in the photograph. [brought here one of our 
rock~t still photograph. You c~n kind of imagine what we 
are looldng for. We are looking for a film which will 
Iaat eigllt months, which ",111 tell us the developmEnt of th~ 
X-RAV feat'Jre for that pO'Lti l'n of the corona. And I'll 
put them oa the table up there. I have several sequ~nces 
of them, just a few still photc)s and you can have an idea 
what the data should look like, but in thllt fillll sequence 
of the (garble) 

QUERY Have you all taken steps to make sure 
that the astronaut3 don't mistake salle of the anomaly 
again tor a flan'? 

RACER Yes, the sensors were there to start 
with, on the pad there is a line which says, South Atlantic 
anolllal1es (orthcC'l1Iing. which, turn the switch off. At the 
tillle that we were going to the South Atlantic anoz41ies, it 
was expected, it was the first time that iIIe wt-re doing it, of 
course, t~e first the instru~ent was on, in addition it not 
being turned on the day before when we were supposed to be, 
just bec'luse we decided to wait so that the picture of 
(garble) In the canister ,",auld be aE \ole expected it should 
have been, Ind all of those things werl.' in the pad, 
so we have 110100' told the astronauts that, and of course it's 
going to be (garhled) 

SPEAKJ:R I think it's a simple matter that we had 
to delay th" cutting on of that particular part of the 
hardwarE: because ·.>f some pressure burps .... e were S£'lting i:'l 
the canister and we vere a little concerned about possibly 
corons of that particular high voltag~ system, so we de
layed the C'lt on lIntil the whole thing stabi!ized out. and 
he operated the panel without th-,tt particular alarll1, for 
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several revs and then we cut it on and it was just a que~
tion of getting the panel conf18ured right, and that it, it's 
just about that simple. 

QUERY What are the teaperatl.lre ranges that 
you see with your X-RAVs? 

BAUER The wavelength ranges its 3 to 60 
angstr~ms. The temperature ranges. of course are depends 
the mechanics for the production for X-REA is, but roughly 
speaking it's from one million degrees or there about. 
1.2, one million d~grees up to whatever. Ten ~i1l1on 
degrees or so. At ten million degrees of coursE', you don't 
expect to produ .... , very strong effect on the three angstrum 
ranbe, but I do have a considerable 

SPEAK:"" I mig'a add just one little comment to 
the business of operating the p~nel. One general comment. 
lhat Is d very, very conpler. 5yste~ the creW=4n ib trying 
to operate up there. It's a very co~p1ex panel, very co~
plex set of instrume"ts. and I p",rsonally think the crew 
i s d 0 i n ~ .H' ., 1: cell e n t j,' bin the fir s t c 0 u p 1 to "f day 5 • 

QVERi Cvuld you go into a littl,~ bit Clore 
d eta i I a b (' ',t .... he" :; c' II S aid )' l' usa w the reI a t i "n 5 hip b (: t 10' '" e n 
the m3gn~t." fields and the ga" cloud in a particular 
active region? 

BAUEk I'm saying ve are going to see this 
relationship within one of these fields in lhe gas cloud 
and the point is that the lI'agneti.: field whid, is observed 
on the grnu~d Is observed only for the (garbl~) level. 
Observation 10'111 give you the (garbled) we are after. 
lhe magneti~ field behavior there is expected (0 (garble) 
leokinp, at ',he (garblE'd) after the Io:ay it behaves. Some
what simi J "1' to the one on the Phl)tc'"pheric and C'hl'orna'-'pheris 
I ',' v, 1 i n p" t t ! c U 11 r. Fro c. the Up \J hat we k n 010' ! s the 
p'asn.d is confined in loop strue-tores and things lIke that. 
".Ie do root kLOW htH .. to separate it, the lI',agnetic flt1d fror: 
th~ photospheres lnto the corona because this ~iople ~eas'JremenlS 
Is un the magnetic field on the photosphere not sufficiently 
this answ~r if thef aren't current then that is not enough 
tv be able '0 sepurate (garble) together what the magnetic 
field wi11 be. S0 the best way that you can hlPC to find 
something i~ by how that cagnetic field is in :he corona. 
Is oy looking at the plasma .... nich is confined ~y it, and 
that's .... hat X-RAV photographs do. That is what 10Ihite light 
photographs do from 1.5 Bolar radii. 

QUERY Have you aeen any tiling that helps you 
out? Have ;~U seen ~nything already that has helped yo~ 
out on this ?roblem1 

BAUr:R Well, JlS I said. we are vaiting fer the 
astronaut to bring back our fila to do that. "few hints 

" .. ' '.""'~' ---,- ." . 
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we have had from rocketa photographs wete enough to 8iv~ 
ua an idea on our the atructure aide. What kind of 
structure to be expected and 60 on. aut certainly the 
(garble) were the got to develope In those regions, and 
that is exactly what is the most important problem 18 to 
look at the dynamics of it, but on a tiae scale which is 
very ahart, only a few seconds, we are talking of stability 
in that case, solar flares to a time scale of the order of 
seven solat rotations for the large complex solar activities 
up to hopefully to eleven yesr sQlar cycle, but of course we 
are going to have just a ~ortion of it to go into the eighth 
month. 

SPEAKER All right, just general questions to 
be addressed to any of th~ gentlemen. 

QUERY Yes to Dr. R"eves, if you find that that 
network does ind~ed extend so high, what is the Significance 
of finding that out? 

REEVE.S Well, as you lI'ay know that if you come 
up upwaylli frail the surface of the Sun, the average teapera
ture first starts to decrease, and then it rises very sharply. 
That means of course, that energy is being dumped into the 
corona mt.ch highEr up. It's not starting 101.' dO\ln and being 
radiated. If \Ie CJn see the way in \lhich this net\lork of 
cells carries the energy up into the corona, then we can 
lry to ano;;wer the question. \le'll get a pretty sood handle 
on, whether the heating of the corona is done by the oscilla
t ions tha t take p 1 ac ... in the cen te r a f these l.ells, 0 r whethe r 
the heating is done by energy that's carried on the net\lork 
the boundry of these cells. And we can by looking at the 
oscillations, we can look at these things with good time 
resolution, we can sit on one of these and go back and forth 
and either get sort of 5 seconds or if \Ie \lish to sit inside 
a cell, we can get forty milliseconds time resolution, and 
\Ie hope to see \laves propagating up into the atmosphere, and 
try to get a handle on whether the - what i5 the - is there 
a wave motion and what is the nature of the wave motion, and 
where does tha~ heating occur for the network, for the 
chromoshp.:!ric, sorry for the corona. 

QUERY Is the idea that the heating takes 
place in the cel1~ and then it's transported up by the 
oscillating back and forth, is that the idea. 

SPEAKER That's one of the things we' re try~ng 
to ans\ler. Just how does the corona get heated. T~,ere are 
I guess a number of different postulates on hO\l the energy 
gets into the corona, and where do th~y get inlO the corona? 
And there are certain observations that \Ie can ~ake, such as 
the wave motions, where they occur, such as the structure of 
this network, and how it changes as you 30 up into the 
corona, that \1111 give us a pretty good ic1ea on where the 
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heating takes place and what is the mechanisa by which 
that heating t~kes place, but froa a couple of quick 
photographs. We don't want to tackle a question 11~e that 
which is really one of the outstanding questions in 801~r 
phya1::s. 

END OF TAPE 
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QUBR'{ 
of the malfunctions 
what the net effect 
this time. 

Could somebody Summarize what the total 
with ATM instru~ent8 haa been so far and 
of that lOOKS lIke it ia going to be at 

SPEAKER Well, we really haven't had any major 
.alfunctions. We've had a couple of nuisances that have come 
up. I think in the case of the Harvard instrument, we have 
had a couple of tripouta of the high voltage detectors. 
8e.r in mind that there i8 a protective circuit on each 
one of those high voltage devices which viII cut the device 
off if the voltage - if the current actually exceed& a certain 
a.mount. And that threshold is set fairly low and ve expect 
see trlpouts every once In a while so really there is 
nothing to be alarmed about. It is a protective circuit 
and it is working, and working well. The threshold as 
I said is low and ve have tripped out there a couple of 
times. There 1s no indication of any problem to speak 
of. We have had some again nuisance factors with the press
ur~ inside the canister. Up until 2 days ago, we were 
getting some indication from a pressure gauge inside the 
canister that it was bur~ing every once in a while and 
we're getting a little outgassing inside the canister. That 
appears to have settled down now. As Dr. Tousey \>ointed out, 
the canister has been shown to be extremely stable. Let's 
see I don't believe I know of any other malfunctions, 
1n fact we are all very pleased with the performance of the 
instruments today. Just absolutely ecstatic, if you want 
to get right down to it . 

. QUERY All the f11m in use, flil!! that was on 
the spacecraft during the prior manning and are you confl
d~nt that it is okay? 

SPEAKER The fIlm that you heard about being in 
trouble was all down in the workshop and we had no film 
in th~ workshop. All of our film was either in ca~eras, on 
the instruments inside the canisters, oc the rest of the film 
which we will use in subsequent fli~ht was in the multiple 
docKing adapter in film vaults. We tracked those tempera
tures and I don't remember seeing any temperature higher 
than 73 degrees during other times. So we are in gaud shape 
there. Our film was very reasonable. We have an upper limit 
of 80 degrees ahd we didn't come close to that. 

QUERY All right this is for you Dr. Reeves 
if you would try to answer this question. If you can learn 
how the corona is heated and I presu~e it would some kind of 
a thermo nuclear reaction, but if you can learn that process, 
do you believe that it would result in finding new ways to 
produce power or heat on Earth. 
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REEVES Well the heating of the corona ia not 
• nuclear reaction. The nuclear reaction is that produce the 
very large aouce of heat that keep the Sun operating Are 
produced very deep down 1n the center of the Sun. The 
heating of the corona 1s only from 10,000 degrees up to one 
or two .lliion degreea, certainly no whsre n.ar. A~d the 
donaity Is v~ry low so that collisions almoat never take 
place. Thermo nuclear reactions would not take place. 
Collision. do not take place. The heating ia probably one 
oi .hock ~ave8 where an acoustic wave produced in these super 
granulation cell steepens as it goes through a decreasing 
pressure and increasing temperature region forming shock 
waves which then as they get to a cectaln condition of tem
perature tntenaity dump their maximum amount of energy. 
So it is probably an acoustically shock waved kind of heating 
peocess. 

SPEAKER There are lots of things that go on 
on the Sun, which these active regions and prominences 
and these surges of gss that move in the magnetic field 
are going to tell us a lot of good sound physics about 
how plasmas at high temperatures are constrained and move 
in ~agnetic fields and ho~ they interact. And that basic 
physics of plasmas in motion at high temperatures in mag
netic fields is of ultimate interest In ultimate application 
to the question of fusion and the control of fusion. aut 
it's one sort of through the back door. 

SPEAKER (Gar~le) experiments on fusion because 
now on the Sun, it takes place all the time. It takes place 
more or less in condition of millions of degr~es (garble) 
the physics is quite relevant, quite important although it 
may not be directly applicable tomorro~ or thp. day after 
tomorrow. 

SPEAKER But the theory of energy mass and 
transfer on the Sun have to be understood, verified, eliminated 
and so forth before you can ever find out what the equations 
look like so that you can apply them. That's what the ATM 
is all about to collect data to determine ~hat the theories 
are correct, which theories are correct, what the equations are, 
what the lAWS of physics are, and which can be subsequently 
applied later on. 

QUERY 
have &nalyzed the 
of the Sun energy 
the climate. 

SPEAKER 
because he is from 
also interested in 

Do you have any idea how soon after you 
ATM data when you ~ill know the effects 
or the Sun has on the weather on Earth, 

Dr. MacQueen has got to answer that one 
the high altitude observatory which i. 
that atmospheric research. 
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SPEAKER Since we ar~ a division of the national 
center of ataolilhereric re.e.1rch, that's our charter is 
to try tv understand the Sun's influence on weather and 
cltmate. To a!lswer :~out' question is I don't know. And by 
that I mesn the direct answer is I have no idea of how long 
it 1 s gotn 8 to take to so lve the prob lem ot how the Earth 
redcts to the Sun with regard to long term changes of 
climate or even to short term fluctuations in the Earth's 
outer atlllos~here as .s result of solar illlpulsive vents. It 
Is a major problem recognized as a major problem ot atmos-
pheric physics. And we think by understanding the stru~ture 
of thE: corona, which actually extends throughout the solar 
system, and the Earth Is embedded In the solar corona, that 
if we can understand tht' physics of the corona, then we 
cuuld ultimately understand the physics at the passage of 
energy from the Sun pass the Earth ant to the Earth, and 
thac of course is the link that we need to understand 
before we C1n ultllllately tie together wl!ather, climate, and 
disturbances on the Earth to the Sun. 

SPEAKER Any further questions? 
QUERY You are pursuing the thermo nuclear bit. 

It seecs to me there used to be an idea that they occurred 
in flares, that there vas Some fusion in the flare in the 
pinch of the flare. Has thd. gone out the window? 

SPEAKER No it has not by no means. The flare 
is a very unusual event. The flare is a condensation of 
matter where the density goes up far above the local density 
in a corona or the transition region and the temperuture 
also goes way up. And I think the re probably 101111 be good 
evidence that reactions of th6t type can take place on that 
rather unusual event. 

SPEAKER Any further questions. For any other 
pre!.smen or investigators or for Mr. Keathley? 

QUERY Do any of you people see anything in 
the photographs that you've been able, a phenomenon that 
you've been Gble to observe before, that is a surprise to 
you, a parti.:ular surprise to you. Do you see anything i8 
the photography of features on which you have had some infor
mation before or some theories before, that are particular 
surprlses to you 1n a quick 1001<. 

SPEAKER You are re fe rring to previous obse rva-
lions, therefore a petition also for new things which may 
have come from ATM. 1 personally had the experience of 
a number of rocket flights spaced over the last 10 years 
or so pursuing the (g"rble) observation of the solar corona. 
I can state there h~s b~en no flight - that has been. at leaat 
oue or two totally unexpected sort of thing. 1 think for inatance 
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during that tillle the glneral ide. ur the apc:(garb1e) the deacription of the corona •• a (garble) .bell ha. been COIIIpletely thrown out of the window. The !IIoat iaportant thing today is the corona and in the pIasa. in the structure of it. All of that has come out from eclipse observation, from the (sarble) rocket ob8er~atlon, and from X-ray rocket observation. Now these are very i~portant things because wben you are trying to do the physics of the corona, trying to understand for instance the heating mechanism, or the way that the (garble) of the Bun changes, then you do tend to use the (garble) as you see them, as they are presented to you by the observations and that's 1II0re than (garble) sort of thillg just 10 years ago. And since then we have had to abandon almost completely (g&rble) of this kind and never look into the details. We have to know that (garble) fields that il; more important than we thought it might have been and so on. 
QUERY When you get a result you'll almost certainly find someone who will say I could have told you that. There are bound to be at least 3 or 4 .. heorles for each observation, and many phenomenon have been expected one way or another. The objective of ATM is sort of at the end, not the end, but is the end point at this tille of a long series of solar observations, and so ~e've blocked out a great many of the solar types of phenomenon. The objective of ATK is not so much a discovery mission of new kinds of things bu( really coming to grips, theoretically quantitatively with t:-'ese phenoltt :la. 
SPEAKER I should like to say the extreme ultra violet images that you looked at some of which were taken a day later than the first. On casual inspection, which 15 all ( have done and all you have done, seem to have changed much more during that period than I had expected. It may may be just a matter of how they were taken and something to do "'fth the reproduction, hut it really looks as though the corona and the transition layer which were changing rll!ther a lot mo.e rapidly in details than can just be attributed to the fact that the sun is rotating. I think that this is jU3t about the first tillle that we've had an opportunity lo compare this kind of extreme ultraviolet image on days on a single day apart. 
SPEAKER Do any of the other PIs have any olher comments that they would like to make to any question that was not asked? Mr. Keathley, do you have anything else? SPEAKER In summarizing, aoat of the gentlemen here alp. being reasonably cauticus about the results of the observations because obViously they have to walt on the photographs to get back to really pin that down. Dr. Reev28 
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ha. ju~t received hi. fir.t i •• ges lrom the photo electric 
data and I thought Dr. Noy •• deD~rlbed the result there. 
And I think as tiae go~. on, aQ~e ft~re Intar6.t1nl obaerva
lions could be aade. We're just 1n tne very beginning of 
the observntions right no~. Aa far as the in.tru~ents are 
concerned to summarile again X thi~k th~y ar~ working ex
ceptionally well and I'm aure we'~e going to get excellent 
data. 

SPEAX~R Remeaber there are &oae ph:Hogl"aphs that 
will be available right after the conference and other 
photographs will be available in the photographic branch. 
Thank you. 

END OF fHE 
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PAO All right. We'11 set started. On IIY 
right is J. Steve )',cLend(.ln, he'a the tOlL and 
Neil Hutchinson, the Flight Director co.tng off shift nov. 
We'll let Neil start tt off. 

HUTCHINSON Okay. I've already been told yo" guys 
would like - you folks - excuse me, ladies, would like to 
wit~ ~now about our electrical pOio'er s1stea, .nd I'll start off 
that. And then backtrack to the reet of another incredible 
day. Let me - I think what I'll do is kind "f describe 
the sequence of evellts that happened during the EREP pass -
during and after the EREP pass and then I'll let Steve, who 
is the guy whose batteries and things S3em to be giving us 
a bit of a tussle here. talk about anything you want to talle 
about in detail. The EREP pass today, as you know, cur power 
situation is such that we've p~en managing the power fairly 
close to the best. The way we manage b4tteries is we have 
to always pay back what we take out, if you will, 8ud we try 
to do that on an every orbit basis and occasiooally we'll 
let ourselves get 1:1 a poature where we don't quite pay back 
all we take out and then we make sure th lit tl1e nel!~ orbit 
we catch up. In the case of an EREP pass, it is B case of 
having to vait an orbit or two to pay back what you take 
out. And the EREP pass today, as are all the EREP passes that 
we planned with the reduced power situation, we run the 
batteries down to the lowest level that they are run under 
any other circumstances and that ends up being a atate of 
charge in the area of 45 to 50 percent. In other words. we 
use about half of their total capacity ()n the n::'ght side. 
to make it thlough the night. No~ the batterief: hav" a 
characteristic - they have - not a characteristic - that'a 
the vrong word, they have a set circ~itry in them that _ 
a protective circuitry that will automatically take them 
off line wher. this state of charge or amount of energy left 
reaches 20 percent. It appears that an anomaly that we ex
perienced back while Pete was !ltill on the ground. You viII 
reme:.ber one night - and it - 1 have to dig vay back, but 
you viII remember on~ of thos~ times vhen we were flying and 
the vehicle around tilted up at a weird angle, a particularly 
high to try and cool it off, we had a power proble. vhere 
all of a sudden we came up over a site and discovered that 
some of the regulators had tripped off and some of the bat
teries had tripped off. And today during the EREP pass. 
after the EREP pass. ve experieuced a si.ilar proble.. It 
appears to have two very definite sy.ploms and I'm goi08 to 
let Steve talk so~e Qcre about this. I'll just kind of 
touch on it briefly. One of them is that ve appar~otl)l heve 
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HUTCHINSON 80me batteries that are tripping oft at 
considerably higher state of Charges than 20 percent. We 
didn't miss our prellctions on how the ~y.te. vas going to 
perfor~ or how ~uch power we w~re going to u~.. W~ didn't 
take any of th~. down below 45 percent. However, we did the 
EREP, as you know, of course, across tbe 5tate6 during the 
day, and we just got back to solar inertial. We didn't quite 
get back to solar inertial before we went into night. And 
we W~nt LOS right then, just a8 we wele getting back to solar 
inertial to Vanguard. We had about a ~O minute8 LOS, 80me
thing llke that. Came around at Hawaii on the other side 
and we were in daylight 'nd low and behold _ were we ln daylight then? 

McLENDON Yes. 

HUTCHINSON Yes. We were in daylight, Goldstone. 
Anyway, three-quarters of the way around the Earth, and low and beh~ld __ 

END OF TAPE 
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HUTCHINSON - 10 and behold - .... 811 it - were we in 
d.lyliglat then? Yeah \o1e were in daylight at Goldstone. Anyway 
tltr .. e qUllrters of the way around the Earth, and 10 a'1d behold 
during the night w~ had - four batteries had tripped off, which 
meant that the loads during the night were being fhared by 
only 13 - \,Iell really only 12 beC'luse it turned alit that five 
regulators also were off when "Ie came over the hill there. 
No .... we ir. since have taken a look at the dllt .. , of ::olJrse we 
don't have any concluf>ions and neith€r does Ka:rshall. And 
it's going to be a.hile but we have looked at the d.Jmp dstot
we had the recorders running on the AIX during that UDle and 
we have gathered in the data here in the control center and 
looked at it. And it looks like a couple of the batteries, 
indeed, tripped off in the middle of the night on a lOll VOltage 
t rir-, and they were nowhere near 20 percent dl:pth of diilcharge _ 
state of charge. rho! regulators, it appears, kicked off right 
Ilt sunrise and wo!' re not sure we understand that but it appears 
that there is s~me phenomecon based on the voltage surges 
- on iJ regulator, right at sur.rise that's causln& them to 
kick off and I d~n't think anybody reall.y under5t~nd~ it yet, 
dnd we're gol.ne to have to sniff that one for quite &Wh11e. 
Th~ end result of this - well When we got to Goldstone, we 
tried to get the regulators back on so we could connect the 
loolar wings onto the busi's and get everything back up to lIor-
>tal. And of C\.lurse the batteries that kicked eff _ the two 
that kicked off there and the two that kicked off et 5unri!le 
had not discharged but the other batt~ries had d1s::harged 
exceSSively and they w~re alrpady clown anyway because of the 
ZLV. So the idea was to get the solar panels hooked back up 
to the batteries ~nd so we could charge them and Lack Up to 
the busC!s so we could supply power. We were unable to get 
CBRH 3 back on the line. and we hdve since tried from the 
ground and fro~ the air to reactiVate it and With no succpss. 
Now, the characteristic of this one is different than the 
('ne we :ost the other day. We appea.· t('l be able to charge 
the battery, hO\,lever, we can't get the regulator on l1ne, 
which means we ca~'t connect the battery or the solar panel 
into th" power sy,;tel:l, liow, do you ",ant tu 8?lit this up 
and tak~ questions on the po ... ·er system now, and I'll let 
Steve ans .... er them. 

QUERY SO what is the situation right now1 How 
many ~atter1es do you have operating? And how ~any batteries 
do you have down? 

~CLENDON Rl~ht now, we've got Sixteen batteries 
that ar~ fully ooeratlonal. We've got two b3tterie~ that 
are still off line, aDd at the ~resent state are useless to 
us. 
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are still off line, aDd at the ~resent state are useless to 
us. 
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Query One of t:tOfi~ batteries is the one that 
droppe.J out earlt.er, and then OIH! that dropped ovt tonight, 
and you've never been able to get it buck on 'he line w1th 
the resc of the system? 

MCLENDON That's right. 
QUERY You talk about four batteries dropping off 

and the five regulators, 10ihen yau say the fol.i~ batteries, 
you're talldng about 6, 1, 8 and 16. and then you're talkIng about 
3 when you're talking about the fifth regulatcl', right? 
Three battecy is okay, regulator i~ baL Hoy; wIll this 
affect - is this just another 6 perc~nt of y~ur power 
gone just like the other one, and then what do you foresee 
is working around that prob1c1lI1 

MCLENDON Well, you're eight in l~e fact that we have 
lost another 6 percent of our power. As far as the CBRM 15 
probleM goes, the end result is the 113me. You can't get 
a:-ymore power in to feed the elect ri.:a1 po,.~r system. NO\l, 
Vll haVd be~n talking to Marshall for proced~res to try to 
,,')l1\e arlJulld this. We have had Ir.l>te or less the sallie problems 
0:1 the Fad, and they have C01lle up \11th some different pro
cedures that they have fixed those on the pad. 

1~t'ER)' Eo.., tloes this i Dlpact £REP, 1f you lose 
anotr.er 6 percent? No.., if you go ER£P again, cO\Jldn't the 
>lame thing happen all the til:le as yQU go flip out. 

SPEAKER Let mc tell 'jOU about thAt. About E"EP. 
At fir 5 t the s h" r t t e r m t h 1 n g. we have --

END OF TI\PE 
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SPEAKER - the sa~e thing h.ppen all the time, 
or is it flip uut. 

H~ITCHINS()~: Let me t~ll you about that. <J~'()UC 
fREP. Fi rst, the short telll! thing, we have can.::ellt'd the 
£REP pass tomorro~. And primarIly because we couldn't 
t u Tn 0 uta f 1 i g h t pIa nth at had ailE RE P 1 nIt t hat w f!' 
coul d do a power ('valuation 011 at this late: stage in the 
game. Power ('valuations don't just come quick, it takes 
you hours to r.lake the computer runs and so on. We had a 
fll~ht plan toreo["rolol with an £REP pass in it and later on 
I'll - ! blPllght a flight. plan .... ith lIle. I'll give you 3 
run dOIo:TI lIU .... h..lt we've done to back off of the flight pl .. ln 

that w~ w~r~ planning on flying tomorrow to accommodate the 
po~er situation as it sits. But basl~ally we dropped out 
th" EREI' pa5s f.:>r t omorro..,. 1 don't thlllk it in any way 
me"n" '!e won't run any more ERE.P ;Hlsses. In fact, I can 
ll""rantec that that is not the case. However I suspC!ct, first 
off, 'ole got less power, !l? we're going to have to be a 
litlle more judicious in the way loIe spend it, in other 
words, YOu can't accommodate as 10ng a time out of solar inertial 
which r.eans the EREP passes Qay very well be shorter. Ar-
other obvi')us thing is 1Je don't clearly understand ho,., come 
the batteries are tripping off at a considerably higher 
state of cha~~~. So 1Je are undoubtedly, in fact I can 
guara,tee it, tomorrow, we won't be planning any activities 
that lake us anywhere near the 45 - in fact. what did you 
de,;lde? Did we decide on a flight plan tOCiorrow what \ofe 
were gonna do, srate of charge wise, maximum, minimum? 

HCLEND'::S No, that was still in work, because 
we stili had to evaluate the alternate flight plan, it was too _ 

HUTCH!NS0S Well I suspect it won't be. It will 
be up in the 55. Wouldnt you? 

~lClENDOS Well, with the no ~REP on, no .. ' about 
60 or oS percenl' 

U UTCH INSOS 
p Ian for t,'morro'ol. 

0". Y0U want t,\ tll1k about the tl !ght 

QUERY \Jhar can you do it you lilllit yourself 
tog 0 i n g to 55 per ce n l 0 n ttl e bat t (. r y ? 

aUTCHIr;SO~; Oh. Io'e could pr"ss 01\ very 'oIell. As 
long as yuu stay in solar icertis] you do pretty well. It's 
that line rev uf not gett!ng those things recharged that eats 
your lunch. We t.ave not made all.' pO'oler luns on the flight 
plan tomorru'ol. and the one big MOD that we've .cade, of course, 
is to take EREP out, and it will be several hours before 
we hOllle 1n on a final flight plan. 1. suspect it lo'il1 be very 
similar to a not - no EREP day. 

QUERY What will you be doing tomorrolo' in 
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relation to trying to understand this proble.l 
HUTCHINSON \.'ell, I don't know. I suspect that 

there's an awful lot of people going to be doing an ~vful 
lot of worl<. ('ver the night and tOlllorrow and the next day. 
Basically. I think the first thing we gotta do is t~ look 
at the dat d. a .... ful clt·se. It's like any other anomaly that 
hapf''-ll''. There are a lot of theorie" running around. not 
any "I """ch I've heard. I don't know. Steve. what do you 
su,;pecl , .. ·.'ll b" doing besides looking at data a.d trying 
to "nd .. rsland? 

MCLENDON \,',,11, ullderstano first, that in the 
ATM ,md pdrticularly in thl' ,declrical pOio'er syst<!DI vetre 
~cry 11~ndicapred dS f~r a. that area g0e~, becAu~e most of 
l h.· d al" c, n cr, _, c 1 e ~ t ric alp DO," e r s y 6 t e t:l i s r, 0 t r e cor d e d • 
And I.'", have Just a felo' vital pdr1meters in there that atl! 
rt:t:.lrlh,o "nd that's ",hert; .... e're taking our data froc nolol. 
The recorder that "'as recording all the events that happened 
during the dark side. AnJ Io'hile all this was taking place, 
"''' did have 3 hot line set up direct t'l Ilar5~al1, where 
We ~ould talk to them directly, if flced be, and when the 
crew was doing the troubleshooting on the CBRM 3, the 
s wit c h est hey \0/ ere t h row in g and the rep 0 r t s the y g a ve - for 
instance, one of the reports that completEly baffled us 
was that the status indicator light on the panel indicated 
that indeed CBRM 3 regulator Io'as indeed on. \Jhen the 
regulator was not outputting anything. And Marshall vas in 
on the hot line up to there. e~d they ~ot all the inputs 
and they were just as baffled as we w~re. So right now 
they're looking at that pretty hard. 

HUTCHINSON I think there' 5 going to be a lot of 
I.'ngineering data analysis done tonight, and I think, 
Just like CBIll'! 15, I imagine no .. •• since the symptons are 
different on number 3 loIe'll ;>robat:>ly be doing - YO\l'11 
p r ,) b d h 1.,. b" he a r i n g a lot abo u t va rio us 5101 i t chi n g we' r e 
doin", and so on and 60 forth, trying to get it ba .. k. We 
did all the basic troubl"snooting tonight that you can do 
to g .. t a C~RM back, that is "'1.' t'.lrned the REG off the Charger 
off, the REG lln the charger battery on, ec "lera, and the 
crew did it also. 

Q U r: RY 
HUTCH INSOS 

END OF TAPE 

It didn't work? 
That's correct. 
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IIlJTC!IINSON reg off the charger off, the reg 
on t he charge r - b ... tte ry 01;, et cet era, and the crelol di d it 
also. 

QUERY It didn't work1 
HUTCHINSON Ihat's correct. 

QUERY I.'h.n - have we not gotten dO"'n to that 
45 1','r,'''l1t before on th'!lie batterie~1 ,',nd another thing, 
is the ll'glJlator on l1L1elber 15 gone <>r j~ it the battt'ry1 
And j" th .. r" any I.'01y, if the regulator or, 15 Is good, to 
ilul'''ir., dcru,;s in any fUl:n', 

IIUICHINSON !'>either - well. gu ahead an ans'o'er him. 
HcLENDO~ As far Bti we know on CSRX 15 all the 

o.:Otn~>t)Il.,nts art' guod. The legu lator' s goud. We kno ... the 
r,' Il U L,t or 1 s good be cause we can take it on line lind dra.., 
I'ow"r fr<>m the hattery - ir'>1ll the regulator. Nolo' we 
pr,·tty well got lids honed in and on ~BRM 15 ..,e'r" illirl:, 
certain that the solar array contact or is open and we can't 
g" tit "lose J, So we have "0 solar array ene rg} in to the 
CBRH 1.1" that "ne. They've got a different .:ase on CBlU1 J 
.!,eri:' \0'",'.,." isolated it dO\o'n to a particlilar component and 
that is the' rf'guj "tor. The regulator does seem to be the 
)'. [ l.l tl 1 t: L-: . 

Ql'ERY You can't get them together: 
)1cLE~DU:; ~o, the:)' are ,lot s\o'ltchable. They are 

dedi,:ated to one anDt!.er. 

QUERY Can you continue to - in case y\JU have 
the automatic controls on the four of them that you lost 
today, can you continue to \o'ork froll the E"round? Are yO\) 

fully confident that you can continue to iwitch them back 
on when they go off line. 

McLENDON !.'eIl, we're confident that \>Ie can, but 
right now, ..,e just don't Want to get ourselves in a posture 
where We have to do that again. 

QUERY If you would have lost this second battery 
for lh.> rest of the miSSion, how does it impact the rest of 
the missiull. 

}! c L E :-.I [J 0 S .... e 1 !. e a c h time you los e the C B RM Y l' U 

ess~ntially take off about 250 watts with your power system 
capability. 

t hat? QVERi' Can you go into it a little more than 

McLENDON Well __ 

QUERY What can you do - what do you lose? 
.... h .. t do you think you lose? 

McLENDON As far as __ 

QUERY Experiments, powering down. lights, any-
thing, you know, heaters, fans _ 

McLENDON Okay. Just ~ short summary. We can 
support full up ATK operations - we can _ we can support 
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NcLI::NDU!>I fllli up AnI operations. We can support 
all of the corollary, all of the biomed experiments. And 
kc·ep in r:lnd lh.H y,'u I'ave to stagger these ~olne..,hat so [hlat 
the)' don't hit you all at once. On,> of th .. thlobs [Iat T 
hav," ~n ,ll J"uut, ahout n,'''', is 120 degree EREP passes. 
Thuse have; to b.., l",,!,·.:! at real c10&. flor n,)101 on. But 
.1,; LJ[ ,r~ th.., sol..H I.REP,; bO' then, )','~, r hav~ full confl
',t'''e,' that """ can make those. 

'II'"RY What dboul hou~e't'"pin!i and runr.ing th ... _ 
r"t!"lfl~'. the w(lrk~h()r? 

'Ie L F S l' . 7'< it 1 t '0 alr".1'"1 y b" e n b 3 Ii e 1 1 ned i n too u r 
iv.IJ" ~hat .... e have on already. 

d U r C H T N SO:-; Do yo reID:: be l' Ito 1 d you t hat w (' 
pa;'';<.>d out norr,bers like 1,500 ",·"tts and like · ... e'r, runn.'lg 
,'lrounJ 40()O average and ",'1-,,,[1 ""e get this thing re illy tu,,~" 
up, ""t!'v~ b"en i'uSlllng it up around 440') or so. )';ow lhe 
solar system supports - ~r,ert,',; a little bit of i/Jd in the 
4500 number dnd i' 's up prohably whenou \Jush it uj) arou",J 
:, 700 '" a t t s . An d ! kin d 0 f J () 0, at l his 0 n e 1 j). e '" e I. 0 s tall 
the pa,' Co",· had, but "·.'U kno1.·, that 4500 nu;:,b"r is Ov'W 

yes, il's gettl:lg lO be like the kind of numb"l you U:;C, 

lr.~tead of " ~"" you feel "r)' c0l!1forta ' 1" ·.ith, it's one you 
now get squirmy about. i dor'l think this particular failure 
in i t ~ elf h d, j eo j) a 1" d i z e r:l a sin IS 1 e t h i n g . Howe VI.' r. it's _ 
you kno~~. olle nickle and on(' nickle make ten ct!nts and et 
ceter:l. 

QUERY Let rue Ju,;t ask one more part of that 
question. Does this make It all the mute urgent to get that _ 
to try to get that solar panel out now? And "'ill you tTy 
dnyttd"Lg bef0r~ day 26? Aro:- yc.u thinking oi it anyway? 

'!lITCHINSI)N \.,'1.'11, I don't think it chang"d t1,. 
urgenc, or the desi r2. \.'1.'11, it obviously has to lend some 
impetus to th" urgency, if you could call it an urgency. 
I think that everybod:1 1" l',oklng forward to the possibility 
that .... 1" !",ay be able tl get the panel out sometime during 
Skylab 2 a.nd to""ard that end th.'re are a lot of peopl •. working. 

QUERY 110\01 Mr.n)' batteries CAn you afford to 
los~ before you have to C~~~ howe, then? 

HUrCHISSON Well. Steve just gave you the - I mean 
you can kind of flgu re that out for yoursel f. You knc\oI, it IS 
cost you 200 watts - 240 - ho .... much _ 250' 

McLENDON 250. 
HUTCHINSON 250 watts for everyone you lose fiud 

you know we get down to a couple of more and we'd be lo a 
posture where .... e'd be just pushing it every single rev JUBt 
to support the on-orbit type of operation. And you know so _ you 
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HUTCHINSON can just kind of add. you !tno •• every 
un,' you 1 'lie you just fiubtract 250 watta and you folks kno'o/ 
"bO'lt the kind of pu.""r loads we've been using to run the 
c lustl' r. 

C)tlERY How - 1 don't sel a picture of these 
iJalU:rles III DIy mind, you know. How big are they and is there 
any way to resupply elth~r components or the batteries on 
,I' other mi!,slc,n? 

Me L~NDON No. 

EN DOl' T APt 
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(~U~;RY I don't get a picture of these batteries 
in I~y min. You know - HO\I big are they, a:ld is there anYIo'ay to 
r"''''1'ply the components with the batteries on another mission? 

MCI.ENDON No. 

"I 

the 

IIU1'CII INSON 
MCLEN[lON 

Ih"",. it ... "uld 
(~Ut: RY 

battery, the 
QUE RY 
MCtENDON 
QUERY 

re :~ul at 0 r? 

liE' wants to knew how big a CBRM is. 
1.'(>11, a CBRM, I Kuess I f you take one 

m.:asurE' about llris lon~ and about _ 
That's the whole thing now, the charger, 

Two feet? 
That's right. About that. 

they so - the thing 
on it individually? 

Can you do repair work on une? 
so contained that it's no way to 

Are 
10'0 rk 

MCLENDON Well, as you know, they're al1- l8 
CBRMs are located up on the ATM canister. and when they are 
installed they are cd.1 hermetically sealed and potted, so 
there's not very much of a convenient ~eans, even if you 
could get them apart, because they have all the potting 
material in there, to get in ther .... and do any kind of 
re p "Ii!" 10'0 rk un thoe.m. 

QUERY Neil, are you starting to lose a little 
0) f you r op tim ism in the : 1 i gh t . You see m to l> e a lit tIe 
more twitchy each day. 

HUTCHINSON I'm tired. Would you believe that I 
get tl.'O days orf "fter this. T mean, I ended up with a real 
smash ov~r there today, so I'm gonna retire. 

QUERY How many problems are all being on-
worked rlEht now? How many anomalies are being o~-work~d7 

HUTCHINSON You mean between - all told? The 
,'xperiments and support systems? Bruce, I don't ~\'en know 
whether I - I don't know - I couldn't give you an accurate 
count. You know, It's a tremendously big vehicle. And, 
frankly, I don't thi'lk there are any more anomalies than I 
would have expected for the size of the veh!.cle it is. You 
know, every time - 1 thi-nk a l.:;t of the things that you 
would class right now as anomalie~, two weeks from nov 
won't be. It's just that we still haven't understood the 
exact nature of the heasL LIke all of these things that 
are going o~ vith the EREP. I don't think - I think you're 
goIng to find that Io'lien ve finally get that thing squared 
a .... ay that d lot c,f tliose turn out to be just little things 
about the way EREP yorks that we didn't quite understand. 
You know, and there are three or four of these biggies, you 
know, that ve've been chaSing, but and a myriad of 
11 t t Ie ones I but 1 jl;st don't think tbere are any .ore 
than O~le would expect for the massive nUoJber of systeas 
tliat we've got to contend with. 

QUEk'/ Neil, the time that the one tripped 
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when you said YOII were up 1n that wierd angle. was that 
at 45 percen t. 

HUTCHINSON No. That was, if you'll recall, the 
time \H' got into that lit tIe problem, was one of those 
times when we were doing a cold soak, and we had maneuvered 
up to 65 degrees pitch, which is, you know, way up there. 
'fhat's not - you remember we were flying at 45, and then 
a coul,}e of tl~e8 there towards the end, we did this thermal 
shock maneuver to try and give a big thermal impetus to 
th" w"rkshap by going on up very, quite a bit more. It 
was dlJrin,~ 2 revs of that that we got into this situation. 
And I 'Would say that, would you not say that's the only 
other time that we've driven the batteries ~own as low 
as we did today? That's the only other time we've driven 
them down as low as we did today wilh EREP. 

QilERY 1 had another part to that. Old 1 
understand you to say you also had this proble. on the 
pad? Or you mean, did you refer to while the crew vas on 
the pad? 

MCLE~DOS No, during one of the pad checkouts 
dOlo'n at the Cape, when they were running through their 
initial checkouts, and they vere trying t~ do some check
outs on the CBRM, they noticed they could not close the 
solar array contactor on the same C8RH - CBRH IS, by the way. 
And, you knov in the ATM C Eo D area they have a little 
digital address system, where they j1lst dial in a function 
code and it's essentially the same ~s our command system 
down here. Well, they vere using that as part of the 
checkout and they noticed that they couldn't get the 
contactor closed. That means, they couldn't command it 
through the ~lgital address system. And they found the 
only \lay the: could get the contractor closed was to 
cye Ie the on-hoard switches that they have for that function 
right there, and if they're cycled those a number of times, 
they did have success in closing the contactor. 

QUERY I have two questions. How v;)uld the 
c rev 

END or TAPE 
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MCLEN DON 
- a number of times they did have 

SUCcess in Closing the contaetar. 

QUERY r have t"'o questions. One, how would 
the crew deploy a TV ca~era out of the minus-Z SAL to 
take a look at tht! ,.ing? And also. what other JY8tems 
not including experiments, are you haVing troubles with 
up to this point right now? 

HUTCHINSON Okay, on the lIIinus-z SAL thing. Oh 
boy, IoIe have - Well. let mfO tell YO'I first. I'll not intimately 
fatliliar "'ith it, but there's a standard procedure With a 
8tandard set of equipment already on board to put a televiSion 
camer.:! out the minus-z SAL. It was - I mean out the plus 
l SAL. Of course, the SALs are identical. I.'e had a 
prearranged pre-mission plan to use a television out the 
:; A l for EVA, 0 u t the pI U Ii - l SAL. T hat 101 a sap 1 an ned 
thing. And we are, as you mentioned now, diSCussing as 
part of the Possibilities of a solar IoIing repair, sticking 
:J c d'l!e ra out the minus - the same ca!:'.e ra on the same moun ts, 
dnd it's a system very Similar on rods that you 
;>ush out with a caClera on the end. very Similar to the 
parasol deVice. As a matter of fact, I really don't knolol 
whether it's the r027 booms or not. I'm not sure. But it's 
like that anyway. It's the same principle. And there are 
some people looking at the possibility of putting it out 
the Illinus-z SAL and tUl-ning it around and looking right 
down into the wing that ye have partially deployed, to get 
a super good look at the - where that piece of r:eteoroid 
shield was up over the wing. I think that's a distinct 
possibility. I fully expect us to do so~ethin~ 
like that 1n the next fey days as a scheduled flIght plan task. 

QUERY What about the other systems? 
HUTCHINSON Systems we're haVing problems IoI(th 

vutsidt" of the one that you - 011 boy, that's going to be 
lIard to recall. Steve can help me, cause they're mostly 
his. The - We've had, of course, as you know, IoIe've had 
some uncertainty about the drift tt.> rr:lS , and the RATE GYROS 
and the APCS, and we think we're homing in on that. How
ever, another one of my fun things today during EREP pass, 
we had another RATE GYRO failure. RH, redundancy management, 
calling one bad again. I don't think we quite und'~rstand 
that still. It lOoks lUll! no .... , maybe the RATE GYRO 
drift terllls aT" connected in SOll1e .... ay with lIIant~uveriQI!. And 
if you know anything about gyros, you know that gyros have 
two kinds of things that are bad in thea. One, they have 
constant drift. and two they have drift that's g sensitive. 
And it's commonly called scale fsctor error and it never 
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shows up unless they're uli~er a measuring rate, a signifi
cant rate, and I wouldn't be s-'rprlsed If we've got sOllie 

scale factor problema with the RATE GYROs, and 1 don't think 
it's anything that we can't cope with. S~ that's t~e only 
one, w"tl, that's one in the APCS. The other one that we 
have In the APeS is this Fine Sun Senl'or _ UP/DOWN thi!'lg 
that'~ not Working, and again I don't think we've had 
enough time to look at thllt one. I'm not SUl-e that things 
broken either. I wouldn't be surprised if we just don't under-
stand it yet. lhere's some possibility the prism may be have 
turn~d 180 degrees, and we may be looking at the back of 
it, ar,d all we hilve to do is drive it back around, and I 
think in the next couple of days, we'll be getting at that 
one. W,,' ,·e got - you want the rest of them? Two CERMs 
which yOu know ab0ut. We have a pump in the _ pump inverter 
I in the secondary coolant loop. We've had some little 
dingelberries, like a fire sensor h~re and there and a 
1 think for the systems - can you think of anything else? 
vont valves 1 are __ 
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SPEAKER the systems, can you think of anything 
else? 

SPEAKER Solenoid vent valves 1 are - 2 and 4? 
SPEAKER One and 3 are open. 
SPEAKER One and 3 telemetry indicates they're open. 

You know those are the two that have their two series parallel 
arrangements in th~ back for venting the cluster down. I think 
that'. about it. And boy that's not very much when you think 
of all that stuiL 

QUERY I've got thrc<- questions. Number I, what's 
happening to the te~peratures In the spacecraft? When they 
did have this failure with the array regulator on the pad, 
did they change it; and three, are there any mission rul!:s with 
regard to the number of batteries that can fail ~efore you 
say you're going home? 

S P E AXE R We 11. I ' 11 an 5 w e r the fir s t on e • W hat 
was the first one again, I - I'm very tired. I'm sorry. 
Oh, yeah, temps. Okay. We came down, as pretty much as expected, 
last night a couple of degrees. We didn't come down today 
during the day as expected. We just hold our own about during 
the day, and I figure we' 11 CO:"le down a degree and a half or so 
tonight. I don't see anything that leads me to believe any 
different other than we' l-e probably going to end up right in an 
SO-degree neighborhood, like I told you last night. It is still 
coming down, and we lost a couple of rlegrees over the last 24 hours. 

QUERY It comes down at night and then levels 
off during the day when the activity goes down, and then comes 
down a little bit more at night and levels off. 

SPEAKER We're not making anything during the day, 
but we're not losIng anything either, and that's very important _ 
not to lose things during the day wh~n the crew is In there 
working. Because that means we still haven't found the equilib
rium point yet. Now when we get down closer to equilibrium 
pOint, we'll begin to st.e .s gain a degree ox so in a day and 
cool, and you know, .... e'll bounce like this. But we still are 
going like this at the moment. 

SPEAK:R Your second question regarding the checkout 
at the Cape - no, that was n·)t changed out, and the reason it 
wasn't changed out is because they .... ere able to operate it suc
cessfully, and there .... as no intent they were having that contacter 
open. So they felt that once you had it closed in a nominal con
figuration, you didn't have any reason to suspect other than a 
nominal mission that .... e were going to have, that it would be 
okay the way it was. And .... e figured that if we ever did have 
any problems, that we could repeat the procedure on board 
in flight. Jo.nd your thil'd question. No, there 1s no lIIission 
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different other than we' l-e probably going to end up right in an 
SO-degree neighborhood, like I told you last night. It is still 
coming down, and we lost a couple of rlegrees over the last 24 hours. 

QUERY It comes down at night and then levels 
off during the day when the activity goes down, and then comes 
down a little bit more at night and levels off. 

SPEAKER We're not making anything during the day, 
but we're not losIng anything either, and that's very important _ 
not to lose things during the day wh~n the crew is In there 
working. Because that means we still haven't found the equilib
rium point yet. Now when we get down closer to equilibrium 
pOint, we'll begin to st.e .s gain a degree ox so in a day and 
cool, and you know, .... e'll bounce like this. But we still are 
going like this at the moment. 

SPEAK:R Your second question regarding the checkout 
at the Cape - no, that was n·)t changed out, and the reason it 
wasn't changed out is because they .... ere able to operate it suc
cessfully, and there .... as no intent they were having that contacter 
open. So they felt that once you had it closed in a nominal con
figuration, you didn't have any reason to suspect other than a 
nominal mission that .... e were going to have, that it would be 
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any problems, that we could repeat the procedure on board 
in flight. Jo.nd your thil'd question. No, there 1s no lIIission 
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rule that says concretely ho~ many CBIM I
• you have to lose. 

Again you get into the management game hele. We had &ll~~ed 
in all of our pre-milsion planning - of course, thi~ was assum
ing you load an airlock power 'ystelll to atart with. But we had 
allowed (or four CBiM losses. But, obvtously, if you get 
down to that point today, you' ... ;! realty going to be severely 
hdm~~red. But whichever one you lose. that ju~l says you have 
to play tIle management &ame just a little bit more. 

QUf.RY Any pr'"lblcms in the food area today'l 
And in the power management, is there any possibility that 
you ",ould cut down on the amount of heat that the ere", could 
use to heat their food' 

S~EAKER No problems with the food th&t I know of. 
In fact, I don't ic.now if you saw it - there was a llieal prep 
on it today. A meal prep snd eating on one of the televisions 
that they d')wnlt~ked, and they looked like they were enjoying 
it. The answer on curtailing the food preps in terms of 
power considera~lons - it'a Bort of yes and no, definit~ly 
not to where it affects thea; eating hot food. However, we're 
doing some things that cause us not to use so much heat. 
For exa~ple, we take the food out of the free~er 12 hours 
<!arlier 11k., you would do at home if you ",.:mled to tha\{ out 
d roast. You' ,1 set it out on the counter for half a day, and 
therefore it doesn't take so much heat to heat it up. And 
we're doing some rehydrating with hot water and some things 
like that to minimize the amount of power it takes to - it's 
eattng with minimal power, but as far as having thell eat cold 
food or anything of that nature, no, and there are no plans to 
do that. 

QUERY Well, if you find yourself in this s1t-
uatlo~ froll here on in, regards the ex~ra battery out and the -
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QUERY Well, if you find YQurself 1n this situation 
froll here on 1n as regards - extra battery out. A.ld the situ
ation where you can never really solve whet~er the~e t~in&s 
are going to klck out a~ 40 or 50 pel"cent, iren'c you pretty 
mueh confined then to shvr(er YOUl r:REI P" ,ses? 

SHAKER Yes. 

QUERY Will there bl:' ar. effect on the amount of 
TV, as a result of the power proble~? I me.n, will there be 
less or ~ore r~corded 8S Opposed tG live or what? 

SPEAKj,;R I don't r .. al1y think so. I really don't 
look for, With this particular power thing that we have. a~d 
I don't look for any particular bi~ curtailment in thE: Lli ~ht 
plans. other than a little more cdreful m~nagement of the 
things we p~t together at one eime. And I don't think it'~ 
going to - I rlon't think you're going to see any llIacke,l ~ffect 
in anything, and TV included. I thi!.!', tl':eT~ will be just liS 
much <IS there was )11 anned. 

QUERY ~as any more consideration be~n ~iv~n to 
Pete Conrad's craty and wild an~ good i~e~. J sUp;ose, ~f &.)jng 
hand over hand ontu the Wing Hi~11 the pry lool ant! trying to 
break loose the wing? As i'r~day's their day off, I'" .. 8

t
H 10 

rresuroe that thera'. a possibility he ci~ht be a~le to 8
0 

Ollt 
by Friday if Rusty figures 0'jt a way fer hiM to do it at 
Marshall. 

SPEAKER 1 don't know what's going on w~th the EVA 
plans. Honestly I don't. I' '1~ be~ll so t>u~y Oier in the place 
that I don't know Vh~t'3 going on Jith the EVl Plan.. I am 
sure chat Pete'€ COMments have been and dre b~ing continually 
factored into the planning that'~ going on o~ the ground. 
Now how we conduct an EVA out the re, { think ~h.at remains 
for Rusty to figure out up In the ta~k at Hun~sville. 

QUE:<l Well, just {ollcwing that up, r wonder, 
do you feel or have ynu any personal pref£rence to push ahedd 
with an EVA now? And ?part from thar, you haven't had 8 

chance yet to give us a rundown on the day. C?n you do that 
very bri~ily without going into any detail? 

S?EAKER I don't really have any personal preference 
on an EVA. I think I f and when \"e do j t. it IS goil1g tn <ost 
us a day of flight plan activity. I think probably we're just 
going lo have to vait and see if it provi!s to be fp.3sible. I 
suspect that if tt proves to bto f('asible. we'le goii'lg to do 
it. ! don't really think there's any question In anybody's 
mind if it's a fair certai,,(y that we stand a good chance of 
getling that ~in8 out and it's a s~fe pro~edure to accosplish, 
I don't thin~ anybody has any ~uestions ~hat we'll tey it. 
Now as to wh~n. there al"e lots ~f things that might influence 
that. You kn(lW, if ve get In IIlOl"e tl'ouble with the CBRM' •• 
that's obviou~ly got to influence it. Because like Steve 
said, we're gOing to get to a point hel"e where we're going to 
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end up havins to st~rt cQrtailJnl experiment operations. 
A~d I JJ~t don't have any thoughts one way or another _ 
prc'erenc~~ ~r.e way or another. As far ae what went on today, 
we h6d another ~ay of ,oae new experIment operations. You 
know we started wp the chair today for the first time and it 
work~d good - wall. I had to cancel the chair run on the 
SP! tonight because cf the p~wer problem. We lost it _ w~ 
did some quick and dirty puillng ~hings off the line untii 
we could set the batteries b~ck up to snuff. And one of the 
things that we dropped was the Mlli run on the 5PT tonight _ 
0r this af:~rnoon. Anyway, we started the chair up today. 
The other big experiment that ~e stArted today, or tried to 
atart up, was 5019. That's the stellar astronomy experiment. 
We had a problem with it. We were not able to operate the 
experiment today. The problem app~ars to be - the thing has 
a very fancy - it's not fancy - it's really a fai£ly simple 
device. It's a ruirror system on the end of a kind of a _ 
it's an elliptical-shaped mirror, about that big £rounrl __ 
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SPEAKER It's an ~111ptlc81-8haped mirror about 
that bIg a round that is used as II light director to 
dIrect starfields or 6tarl1ght Into the opJtcal system. 
The mirror ha~ two degrees ct freedom, it tilts up and 
down and it rolls 360 degrees, and you put it out the 
scifntific airlock and extend the mirror away from the 
SAL. It goes out about this far, oh. about 4 feet 1 guess 
and then you can sortot fly this thing like you can optics 
in the CSM. It has a roll and a tilt. Turns out that 
the roll and the tilt are not working, and the roll is 
sort of lIorking but it's veri "tic:ky and the tilt is not 
.... orking at all and it appears th"at the tilt Wheel, the 
tilt ajustment on the cani6ter, is free .... heeling. It has 
a clutch in the re be tloo'een it and the ge ar train; and the 
gear train is stuck fairly solidly. And lie haven't got 
the - WjS don't ~noll .... hat·,i) wrong with it. They have had 
it back in the cabin and they extended th~ mirror in the 
cabin. You can - they took it out of the SAL and brought it 
back into the experi~ent cump3rt~ent a~d opened it up and 
extended the lI:.irror And looked in there. We have a procedure 
that's being worked on tonight. in fact we have a 5019 
uver In the control center. \:e were fooling around w1th 
it over ~nere today trying to under~tand what might be 
w ron g III t hi\:o 1 t look s 11 k e the r e • s Some t h l. n g j a mill e d i r. 
the ge<lrs. is what it looks lilte. If the thing, of course, 
this mirror system is also the mirror sy5~em for the 
French experiment. the S183. 
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SPEAKER and ",hat might be IHong Io'lth it. It looks 
like there's so~eth1ng jd1"!med in the geal:'s. That's what It 
1.:>oks like. If the thing - \If C('UfSP, this 'lIirro£ lIystem is 
also the mirror system for the Fr(:nch experiment, the S183. 
It'. not cl~ar yet what impllcation~. if we don't cv~r get 
i t w v r kin g, i t h /l 5 01\ the two ex;> e r 1 lee n l s • T h l ... ' r.' "b v t 0 U '> 1 Y 
!lot completel, j,;5t hecause there is nvthing wrong \,'ith 
the optics. And th.> fact of the malter is, U \,Jill limit what 
y.)u ~an loJuk at if ,';lU can ui11y roll th ... ni rr(>f around lind 
n" t t1 1 tit I:J a c k and for t h • S ,) we' ve got SOl 9 .;t 1\ r t ,. d d n y way. 
We dld rUI\ the EREI' ):ibS tuday. And "/lair; tiler.' 'J<'r': .'ieve'r.!l 
things, as there were :I.~sterday, in the> ChEeC>·.oul in the r:RF.!' 
area that we didn't quite llnderstdTld. thine. , . .., ,rob.>]:'l:; 
had a reasonable - I think we had, reasonabl" EFFP [,.:I"" f('f 

the fir s t go at it. r t h 1 n k the 1 I, ',; go in? to;"., ., 1 u t t'! 

peopll' thinking about some of the indic.Hi,>os t;,t' cr,,',' sa'", 
and talked about, and the crew is going to ... ay ~on(' !!C"n. a~otlt 
cr.e things they sa\.l. A~ you know ... ,,' don't ",ave any instlu-
m"ntation t"lemet~red to us on EREP; ,.,:, "'e're cOL','letely 
dependent lIpon the onboard instru~""tlltion - ",hat thl' Cfe'" 

has t-:: !;/\y flbollt ~. ". it worked, to ligure out ":~l:ll's ri~ht dlld 

wrong ;..olth it and ",hetber it's i'talth, or not. S" It r"Guires 
a considerable amolJnt of inter:hange and jnterplay bet"'e,,!'. 
us and tht' ere ... ·. And the pass was late in the day t(.d.~y, ;lfi,j 

we haven't had d ,ha:1ce to really sit do .... n and chew "be"" 
that oJne. 1.'" ran the AIM today. I S d'': some f~:1 t ast i ( AT ~~ 
pictures, I don't know wheth;!!' you sa'.' t!lost!. I ,;.a ... · ';;052 
for the first time - the ",hit .. light (,oron:.hfaph, in tilt' C,:l['"l 
Center. AIH )perB' tuns are going ''''~ll. \.,'e had ene Ii ttl,' _ 
a couple of little .. ditches today. so';') - .'r", of thr> i:igh 
vol t a Ill' r oJ l.'.> T 5 up P 1 i (>.. act e d uP. an J '.! e h a '/ e c hoi' e [1 t, , t a f. e 
t !h> con 5 (' r " ,j t i y" a p p r " <I C h • I d" n 't t l; l n k the rei 5 il r. :>t II in? 
wrong ;..oith :t, but we've taker! tt. •. c"',;ervativ"! "pproach, and 
.... e'ye t.urni't! it (·ff r,)[' I\ow. and ",("r .. thinking about it. A"J 
I'm sure \,'(' r.: ,;oinl': t,) be [uT"ing it back on and doing some 
extra loo~illg at it lvm('lrro",. SOS2A fas a couple of r:;alfunc
tiens. 1" the panel, the READY light is ,." all the time, and 
the fra!!Ce '-vllilteT doesn't s<-ern tl' be ,",orking. Uther t:\an that, 
I think AT.': is ... ·orkin'" fairly ;,.01'11. ·,.hil .. l'm c'n the ATM he'n, 
J have a qu'_stfor. fror, Lee Xerribub - Hcrl'ibuL" ilrt' you here? 
Do I anSlo.'er this nolo'? 

SPEAKE R \'e s. Go ahe ad. 

SPEAKER She wanted to know if there "'as a flare 
observed today. or lo'as it th~ Suuth Atlantic Anomaly? And if it 
was tbe anomaly, ho~ could this possibly be confused with the 
solar flare? A flare was not observed today. It vas the 
South Atlantic AJomaly, as b~st "'t' can figure, and Lt's very 
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SPEAKE R \'e s. Go ahe ad. 

SPEAKER She wanted to know if there "'as a flare 
observed today. or lo'as it th~ Suuth Atlantic Anomaly? And if it 
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solar flare? A flare was not observed today. It vas the 
South Atlantic AJomaly, as b~st "'t' can figure, and Lt's very 
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eaey - there are some sensors on b~ard. X-ray event analyze -
J~t's yee. 1 don't remember vhl~h one it va •• but the flare alarm 
~ent off, becau.e the crew did not turn it off prior to going 
through the South Atlantic l~o.aly. They jUyt .Sased the 
line in the checklist. th3t'. all. And the flare alarm went 
off, an:! they thcught they had a bigee and went running to 
the console. And it turned out that it vas the South Atlantic 
Anomaly. So we didn't get a flare today. However. we are gOlolg 
to get one. That's about it for the day. 

QUERY Wilen are you going to have the fire 
drill? 

SPEAKLR Tomorrow. just prior to dinner. and as 
8 matter of fact. just before 1 left, Pete made a comment about 
that and said, "Well. hey. you know we've had a couple of fire 
drills up here. and we've sat down and talked about the~ and 
what we did and Jidn't do and _10 Ho .... ever. he agreed it was a 
good idea to have a couple more, and it's scheduled in this 
Flight Plan for tomorrow at about 0100 Zulu. which is late in 
the afternoon, late in the evening. 

QUERY With all the other things they're doing 
here. have they kept up with the housework? 

SPEAKER Yeah. 1 think they're learning how to do 
that. There still is quite a bit of housework to be done, and 
we're leaving them - trying to leave the:n time in the flight 
plans to do it. We still have things like - they're still get
ting suits stowed. clothes hung in the closet, as it were. 
There is a lot of vacuuming around to be done. In all serious
ness, like the habitationary event port we know is still -

END OF T APt 
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SP'£Al<ER ••• clothes hung 1n the closet 85 it were. 
There's a lot of vacuuming around to be done. In all 
seriousness, like the habitation area vent port, we know, i5 
still full of junk. They haven't had a chance to vacuum that 
out. lIave they, Ed? 

ED No. 
SPEAKER And - but I think they are keeplng up the 

housekeeping pretty well. And we very deliberately help 
them. We have a lot oi scheduled things that we actually 
put in these flight plans to try and keep things failly 
coherent (rom 8 biological contamination standpoint in there _ 
and just general living. 

QUERY Does lheir vacuum dra", power from the _ 
S P E AX E RYe s • '" e s, i t doe s . H 0,.. \0 U c h '7 
SPEAKER It's about 110 watts. 
QUERY And that hasn't been a cons ide rat 10n 

for not getting it done? 
SPEAKER No. No, no. 
SPEAKER Take one more question over here. 
QUf.RY Does 1. appear fea. ible for them to have 

Friday off at this tlme? And Pete co=ented on running 
around that he ..,as doing. I can't ql!ite visualize that and 
didn't see the TV. Would you explain it briefly? 

SPEAKER Yeah, I can explain the running around. He 
hasn't done it on televisi0n, but I guarantee we'll see that 
on television sooner or later, cause it's got to be something 
interesting. lhe - you know where the water tanks are? fhe 
water ring1 ~ell, they - fete apparently has developed a 
technique for - It's like a ball and a string, if you whirl a _ 
centrifugal force. And the idea is to get started. And once 
you get started and get a little speed up, you can - you're 
forced against the ... all, and you can actually, literally 
walk on it as if you were In l-g. And faster y".)u gc', the har _ 
you know, the firmer your footing is, HO to speak. And apparently 
they've fjgured out a 'oldY where they can - by the 1.lay, this ""as 
discussed premisslon - whether such a task - jaunt would be 
feasible or not, and It's been a topic of conversation around 
here for quite a while. Starting out on his hands and knees 
where he can slowly crawl, and then when he gets up a little 
speed, he k.ind of gets half .... ay to ;] ("rouch and goes a little 
fa,; t e r. An d pre tty s 0 on he' 5 filS t l n 0 ugh to..., her e he can s tan d 
up and they're able to go around the water - the W-3ter ring up 
there. And it's like riding the bicycle, I guess you'd call it. 

QUERY Well, in effect. he's creating gravity of 
some sort. It isn't. gravity; centrifugal force I guess is _ 

SPEAKER Which allows him to walk in a normal manner. 
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QUERY •••• ald h, v •• 101ua to do ao.eraaulta or 
so.ething or - 1 don't know 1f that va. the ~a.e part of this, 
but he .aya he I, vorking up to that. which didn't .ake much 
8en,'" baaed on -

SPEAKER I'. - 1'" not aure I copied that part of it. 
O! cour.e, a. you knov, they've - tney - somer.aults are easy 
to do in tha.t -

SPEAKER 
SPEAKER 

something that'a in 
not sure. 

He 
He 

the 

tied it in vlth that. 
may have been talking about stepping over 
vay as you go aronnd there. I'. 

QUERY The other quer.tions. It looked like they are 
golng to have Friday off at this point? 

SPEAKER Yes. 
SPEAKER You have anythln8 else, Neal? 
SPEAKER Well, I - there's 80me questions here. 
SPEAKER Well, I think you anivered tr.e one on th~ food. 
SPEAKER Yeah. 
QUERY What c(luntrles outside of the US vere coverf!d 

by the EREP pass today? 
SPEAKER I - there were a couple - thre~ c~untrles in 

South America, Lnd, gosh, I'm not sure. Columbia, - there vere 
three of thell. That sounds right, anc I'. not really aure. You 
ought to get them an answer on that, Rill. I'll not sure. 
There were three countries outside of the US, and they were 1n 
South America. And l' ve already answered the one about the 
food heater. The food - the fact that vere - the question 
says, .. hat effect does the fact that you're having to trllde off 
power have on the mineral balance experiment because you are not 
heating the food? Ilell. we are heating the food, and it hilS no 
effect whatsoever on the mineral balance experiment. 

SPEAKER Ok ay. Thank you. 

END OF TAPE 
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WOOD I'e Loren Wood, Chairman of our 
activlty with the AIAA that's sponsoring this press conference. 
This is the first of a series that Io'e'll have throughout the 
Skylab Missions. At varinus tilaes, when it see.s appropriate, 
when your medIa are avatlable, or lIIight be available here \lith 
us. The next one 10'111 be during entry, Io'hen Io'e'll be high-
lighting electronics applications, as they relate to the 
Skylab Mission. Today our presentation Is 1n the area of 
Earth Resources and, particularly earth resources applications 
and with some of the actual users of Earth Resources informa
tion here with us. The Chairman of this acitivity is, Mr. 
Gordo(1 Heath of Lockheed and of AIAA. And I'm going to turn 
it over to him to introduce the rest of the program. 

Hfo:ATH l'hank you, Loren. for most of IOU, the 
Spac\! Agt' began when the Russians put :lputnik into orbit. 
But for those of us IIho haVe! spent most of our lives in the 
Earth R<!SOI.HCeb bUSiness, it only began 1n earnest when 
m,~n tUIIH'd his eyes away frolll deep spice and turned his 
attcnli,)n back to Earth again. The first important study of 
the Earlh from space IoII1S done by Apollo 9, when lIlu1tispectr31 
C8me rdS loIe r" used with great success in 1969. The Earth 
Resources Technology Satellite called ERrs was launched a 
little less than a year ago. And has been even 1I0re productive. 
I t went a step beyond Apollo 9, by putt illg an electrodes - -
rhese earthbound sections, you don't hear a great 
deal of, because they're pretty mundane, but they're probably 
just as important as these elements I.n space. Back on Earth 
th~re are many kinds of S~ientific Specialities, which will 
be tAking ra10l data, and turning it Into information 0 f value 
fO rnankilld~ 'Ihe ligriculturalist \lill determine where crops 
dre p)"(1tiful and IIhere they're scarce. We have large 
..1!1;ricultural companies such as Andet90n Clayton Company, which 
hdV<! .1n lnt('rest in this area. And here today from them is 
Dr. }\ichald f'help!:, Sitting in the center. Could you raise 
),our hand, DiCK. He's their Chief Agronomist. Foresters 
1.'111 dct€rL1inc woat volumes of timber are ready to cut. 
Lurnb,:r companies lil<.e Houston, Bsse, Kirby Lumber Corp. are 
interested in this information. Their Manager of Corporate 
Affairs, J. B. WebS1;(;r, here beside me on my right today. 
Geologists will be looking for new sourcea of energy, minerals. 
And the Halbouty COlllpany of Houston, has a deep interest here. 
And Dr. Mike Halbouty had plann.d to be here, and urofortunately 
he was called away on other busioess, the last minute but he 
10'111 be available at his office in Hou!lton. And I think 
would be hspry to talk to any of the newsmen pusent. who 
would like to hear what he has to say, He has 80Jle very strong 
opinions on what can be done. Many other dicipl1nes like 
hydrology, oceanography, urban planning will also be using 
this data for the benefit of mankind. The three subjects mentioned 
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hl' 1"(', ... i 11 \.)(' introduced by ht'iel technical discussions by 
threl' JSC :>pt'ciallsts, George Specht, sitting second on my 
righI, 11(·r(.', l1f Hartin Harietta. He'll be discussing 
agrf'-'JltlJre. Hyst'lf Gordon Heath, Lockheed, discussing 
f,)r.'st rv, '!l1d JOl' Ke'llnedy to the far right of me here, of 

't"RW, will hl> "1,;cll""inl-', geology. Fullowing each of these 
tll,;,'u,,'(tlIlS, lh., panelist will have an opportunity to tell us 
how r,'l'Hltl' sensinj.( of space may affect their operation. Maybe, 
,"" lh<'~" be 'lul'stluned by the prells. I think ... e should call 
.'11 J"l'. first, to present his problell'. 

K£Ntil::DY Well, I'd like to talk about geology 
frOill t:'l' (garble) and sCilTlewhat gt'neral point of vie ..... I'd 
just IH,e tc' poinl Ollt one thing. Geologists have been using 
reo::ot" st'l,<;fng fora long, long time. Since the Civil \.Iar, 
as a lIatter of fact, .... hen the military first used a calf,era on 
a ballQ::>n to, I don't knOll how y.:>u do this, Gordon, .... hen the 
military first used balloon to ;.Ise a camera to look at the 
south<.'rn lInes and hoy they were arranged. Geologists began 
alno:>t immediatf!ly to louk at these photographs from a 
different point cd vie ..... And looking at the Ea::th's struct'.n~, 
l:-ecause they co.dd get above things, and they could see 
th"o Itlu-:h better. And since the Civil '\.Iar and since call1eras 
have progressed, 1'<'0 1 l)g:, and the understanding of the 
"tru.:tural Significance of the Earth's crust, both from a 
s.:ientific point 0f view, and from a natural resource point 
c,[ vic ... , have proi;r .. ssed almost side by ;;ide. You can 
allllllst Jray one to one correlation betwepn photograu:etry 
and the history of geology, and the SUC':f'5S of geology. 
! f!Ul'SS probably the most outstanding example of the sucrE'S"; 
is the 19)0 series, when geologists were looking for oil 
at such a ferocious rate, and the petroleum companies \lere 
graving at ferocious rate. They .... ere so successful that 
lhey actually worked themselves out of a job. By 1959, 1960, 
there .'ati - oil was a glut on the market. The prices of 
oil \,i ere pro b a b 1 Y a t the 10 ... est pol n tin the i r his tor y . 1 h e 
great fields of !>orth Africa and the Arabia, the Near East 
.... as discovered, and oil was every place; it looked like. And 
the ("il companies cut .... ay back on their exploration, and in 
the sixties they cut back very far. Dr. Halbouty "'as going 
to talk to you this afternoon about the effects of that 
cutback, and he stated in his little press release. there's 
a four page pre3s release about "'hot he thinks about space 
imagery, where he predicte-l in 1965 that In 1<)J3. ve loIere 
going to have an oil crisiS, because ... e vere not blocking 
out enough future oi 1 for the industrial growth in the 
community itself, it's growth factor. Nevsrr.en hl\ve been 
reporting. 1 g~ess. Cln the spectacular things that happen 
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in the world. And we've gone through a series of thIngs, 
called the atomic age, then we went through the space age, 
and I queas we call this the en\fironllental awareness age. 
And all thtl lillie that this has been gains on, there's been 
a very strong revolution going on 1n the Earth sciences. 
Sea floor spreading V8S discovered. Continental drift vas 
all bllt proven to be factual. rhe magnetic structure around 
the Sarth has found that ve had a big magnetic tail hanging 
out that no one recognized before --

END OF TAPE 
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KEG~EDY continental drift vas all but proven 
to be factual. ·the magnetic structure around the Earth -
was found that we had a big magnetic tail hanging out that 
no one recognJzed before, gravity anomalies that ve've n~vet 
seen before. A~d probably vhen people look back on this pertod 
of time in the harly spsce m18slo~8 they'll probably talk 
about the revolution of Earth sciences in the last 20 ~o 
40 yeats "ore than they will in the atoQic age or the spa~e 
~ge or the environmental awareness age. The reason for this 
is because alm'lst anything that you can talk about is dr
penJent upon can's ability to understand geology. the geo
physical environment that surrounds geology, because that's 
the ultimate source of all of our resources. 1 want to 
mention one thing because as R geologist vorking in the space 
program and it kin~ of upset me a little bit. There vas 3n 
article ttat appeared in the Houston Post that snid thal 
Skylab vitl furnish more pretty pictures from space. One of 
the things that IoIe've got to realize Is that pretty pictures 
to the nevsmen and pretty pictures to the general population 
mean A lot more than that to the hydrologist who's lookinf 
at various sources of vate~, how to manage water b~tter for 
people. He looks at the picture and he sees managecent 
capabilities that never have existed b~fore. The peopl,' in 
forest ry look at those p ret ty pictures and they se .. thil'R" in 
the area of for~stry that people have never seen before. [hey 
don't !!lean pretty pictures to them. They mean dl'veloplf"'nt 
and management of their natural resources - trees. Th!' ';,lmt' 

thing is true o! the meteorolo~ists. I think that the nelol~ 
nedia has been a little remisf in not giving NASA proper 
credit for the ability of the weatherman to predict weather 
because it's almost totally dependent upon the satellites and 
the ability of thto Earth's scientists to analyze what ti (. irooF,cry 
shows fro~ satellitey. : have one slide to show this afternoon. 
1 won't bore you with a ",hole bUllch of pi<:tures and thin~s. 

If I could have the slide. This slide Wi.S generated by 
Hr. Doug Carter ",jlO works for th(' \.15 Ge-:.logical Survey. This 
little inset here represents a picture fro~ ERTS which is 
really the precursor to Skylah and Is actually tp5tln~ semI? 
ratht:r simplified instruments compared tc \o'hat i" on pt""'1\[ 

day Skyl'lb. DOll>; Carter just took tId,; one imaRc which i~ 

1 0 0 1:1 i 1" son a "i <l" . \; e ' r e 1 0 a kin gat I () • 000 s q 'J it r '.' IT, i 1 " , 
of spac,> here .... hich 1 \o'ish we'd had in 1958 .... h., I. 1 .... 1 ... 

working in the African desert. Sut yc)u'll notiCe' lltl~ lllll,· 
st£ucture right here. That's only 20 :nil",:; fron 1\,'''''' ~;,·v".L1 

which sets about right here. It's actually sil,,·.'n p" lioj" 

map here, No", in the Gold Rush !Jay:; of the 1840's - (,0':. lid" 

ale a was cra",led over by all kinds of gold lIliIH'r~ .~nd sllv"1 
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~lners ,eologists, mining engineer&. This 9tructure vas n~v~r 
~otl~ed. Again in the 1eAfcb for geotherm~l energy in the 
late 196Q's, again ~eologlsts looked all OVLr this arca be~au~e 
there are some xnovn 1li1nerel springs right hen,. ir vagn'r. 
until the ERTS imagery was a~rived at that we S9W this actu~l 
structure here. We now knOll thoAt th.~ geotherlutl spring!: art' 
l"catt'd right tht:re, COlllparir.g thiS illagery that "(' se,' hl'(I' 

with the 1~'8gery over Italy and l"oklng at the Lard .. I"Hl gt'O· 
thermal area which produt~8 on!' third of the electricity in 
Italy, we sce that this structure is almost identical to it 
in the Lardelero ':lome, tt produ.;:es its steam all arL!"t1d th,'s,' 
edges he,~. No geotherma: energy has ever been prodUCt'.! "I"'r(' 
they have Ilot d r i lIed in to 3 fault s t ruct ure whe re Y"'l can 
actuall, Ree ",hat many pcopl\! call ~inil&ents 10 the "pace p!"to
g rap II y and g e (' 1 " g i s t s. we g e n era 11 yea 'lIt Ii emf rae t"Jr " Z 0 lh' ,; 

or fdUllS systems. No geothermal energy has ever pr0~uced 
where the lOell does not terminate in a iault zone. , .. h"fl· thr 
fault reaches down ~nto the magma or the hot rock ~r~l. Y~u'11 
notice that on this geologic map here where DOUR h~s drayn 
some cross-sections here, th~t we see several linl.,f"ts 
several faults thdt inter~ect this punch dQm~. Ihr ~~t~ntjal 
for geothermal energy in this area is very gfL'al. AS;j r.cattt·r 
off ~ c t, the U. S. G. S. has now cIa s s i fie d t hi!, .3 S a >r .: .... n 
geothermal area and prob&hl,' lOill require bids for a:,,\, "rop,'rt:: 
that's developed In that area fur geothermal enprgy. 
t h ink t hat • S 'i b 0 u t <I I I I' 1 1 h a v e -.: 0 say e xc e p t f <1 r '" ~. 1", 1"" n l i "\1 i n f 
Dr. Bill Fish!': from the U.S Geological Survey. II, <It,d 5(',"'1",,1 
other people 1n analyzing early Ge~inl pictures 3nd S0m,' 0f 
the pi ctures - 1.'llI 50rry lhat ",as not Gemini - the "arl" Ti I ·s 
pictures and later on Ito:. pictures of Alaska. ha .... (' ll:-".1st 
reva!r.ped the !nap of north\"p.stern Alaska - the ttrnir.'.l5 - :hi' 
western terminus of th;> Brooksrange. That area "'/I" c:actlcally 
unl-no",n and they looked !it the space imagery and t1oe: fQUlld 
lineations that 110 geologists has ever seen in Ala-"", hefoH'. 
And they also saw that the south of Point BarraI.', dr, .H.'" -.;\>i.::h 
looked like an oil province - a r.e\! basin a::"ea, ('$"~r.ti:dl: .. 
~n area of fold!> and faults systems that we knelO nnt!,in~ 
abo'Jt prior to that space imagclY. No\,' the U.S. (,··,;of,ic;.l 
Survey has had ~ome",here in the neiRhborhood of 10(' ~po10~ihts 
looking at Alaska (or almost 80 YE'ars and non" ,.i I'"~ '''' 
structures "'lre ever identified. The full b('il that 
they located south of Point Barr,,"'" look!! as th,'u!'.h ,t's R";ll>l. 
to be " very, very major oil province. t;o on.:' c.>n ',r' din thaI 
in advance. That's gotta wait for f;eophysical "XI" r,lli"" ,,,,t! 
dctailt!d shooting. But one of tIn' thing . .; thaI It ,j"c'- j,; ,~ 

points the direction for oil people to 1001< and l:,~'. ,,'n',' ,>I 

their six to eight billion dollar::; that i" spL'nt "I'we.lIly i •• 
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the sear~h ror uil in ~he ~ontinental United States. TI'8t 
doesn't includG fo'rei!;" operatiOf\8. So if ve can direct the 
activities and ~here that money is spent to hetter find oil 
production or gcoth~[mal energy, vc've really done a f3ntastic 
job. And not only c\lnserva:ion of natural resuurc('s. but 
conse.vation of dollars. ~hlch Is very important to the U.S. 
at thi!! time. lhank you vp.ry much. 

SP~AKER If you have any speci(~c questions O~ 

geology to put to Mr. Kennedy, you might put them no..,. Rut 
pleas~ ~ave more general questions until the end uf the progran 
and we Cbn have a more general discussion on remote sen~ln~. 

PAO Anyone have II specific question? 
KEN N F. LlY Y (:!> ' 

QUERY CC'uld 1 just ma\f,c sure I under;.Llnd y,'v 
C I) r r e c t 1 y • You ref err edt 0 a f au 1 tin 1 tal y t hat l' r;' due" s 
113 of that country's bcothermal er.'rgy. Did Yl'U !'I.p.an ,·,l",then".,.] 
t:nergy that's already been ~a"ped or Siollply energy that is 
th('re and could be topped? 

i<.E:'!P';IJ'i So, the - that's not a !iingle Llulr It'" 
a pun c h d c, u,e ve r y s i III i 1 art 0 the Q net hat y 0 \! saw - a (' i r,' u 1 a r 
,tr,alur,' tht:re thid is cut by 3 iault. It's the Lard"I,'r.' 
punch -10,,<.' are". Therc's sev<?al towns built aruund thl~. It" 
abo u t J (; k l. 10m (> t e r ~ i n ci i a !:l e tee and the r (! Ii r e J t h ink .1 " _, \l t 

S eve n ;; e F .. I' ,it e the r ~I<io 1 e 1 e c t ric pIa 11 t S a r 0 un d t hat pun c h d .' ,-" 
that prc'd\Jc~ (,lectricity. It's the Lardelel'o punch do!":!' c,nd 
... ht:re the fault!> intersect that, it produces the cneq:y in Italy 
and that prcduc~s about 1/3 of t!oe total "lcctricity in ltaly. 

HEATH Let me go 0[', th~n, to the subject (1f 
f':lrestry. As a young Mar. I started my career by dralging .. 
survrycr's chain through th~ swamps 3~d timb~rlands. And you 
can i magi ne t, he sense 0 f e 10 tion that my:!'''! 1 f and my c,-,rnp:;t ri C't s 
felt when we suddenly graduated to the u~ of aerial photofraph~ 
and 'ole could sit in a comforlable air-con~ition~d officp i[, 
an easy chai r ar.d 10uI<. do .. n on the docaln of the ratt lesn.1k ... 
instead of walking through it. Nclol we have take" anothl'r 
great step by gradYating once again to sp~c~ imAKery. And 
again a ~~nse of elation because of the much gre3!er and 
broader extcnt of the coverage. Our work in the last V",lf 

has been 1:lrgely vith ERTS vcry much in prepar,,[ion f,'r :;1.\'1,,1,_ 
AncJ 'o't' ha'o'''' a tean: here at JSC -.'hich has heen 'oIorY;np, "" I:!;rs 
ir.-"'I.e~>- and tapes - -
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H~AT~ - and we have a tea~ here at JSr which 
has ceell working on foRTS imagery and tapes for tneir UBe in 
t 1 tolo,' r s urve)'s. Coule 1 have the ft Tst slide, pIe ase? This 
showa lhd study area that we bav~ used a9 a telt bed ~e<-use 
we hay~ a great deal of Informa,ion on this part of the Sa. 
lIl'us \. on Nat 10nal l'C'rest some 50 or 60 IIi les north a ( the <:1 ty 
0f Iiouston. 1 need the ne~t one please, now. I guess ve got 
those s"'ltched around a little bit. 1 wanted to give you llort 
(If a general l~'ok at the E"IS satellite :!Inl" the type of footprint 
it presents un the Farth. It ha~ a scanner which outlines an 
area Some hundreJ miles square lind it did lJavoe lin IBV system 
which isn't - is not operational, so we've betn depellding allllost 
entirely upon th~ multispectral scenn~r. And of ~ourse having 
acceH~ 10 this sca~net gives us a finp preparation for the use 
c'f tile sCdnner on ~ky13b. Anolh~r slide pl""lie. We'r~ producing 
rathe r det ailed maps lille this cne in vhich \Ie can dist in&ui~h 
'-'p t ,-' 15 forest types and features with this scanner .aterial 
.,n J lh i,; Is .\ map of th 3t 5 t ud)' a re a th.t I showt'd yvu a momen t 
die) on th~ Sam HoustQ~ Natioeal Fort'st. Ne~t please. We're 
attcffiptlng to take one giant step beyond these hand dravn 
!'laps 'oy going to computer maps. This is a lIlap dravn by a com-
put~t and this is cf course is goinS to ~ave us a great de31 of 
ti!!' . ., be,:ause an/thing dr ..... n by thi' hand of man is very expensive 
tv produce. Anc so this looks to US like the step into the 
future. Next please. CCJOIposites of the imagery 6gb-in produced 
by computer technology, make it possible to identify quite small 
objects in the imagery. Those tliO black spots that you see on 
the c<'ntee iire 10 acre lakes and it's &180 por.sible to pIck 
out pine stands 8S sI:081l as ten a.::res. And there's 'lome very 
sma 1 1 1 a k '!" up I. nth e - u p per 1 eft corn e r the ret hat a r ~ 
a.s small as two acres. Next slide. please. This is another 
type of cum~ostte and ~~ show this particular one because it 
reveals s~'mething to us for the first ti.e that "'as quite In
terestiu/: to us as foresters. It showed the effects or a light 
gruund fire. I think 1 bette:: point it out to you. This is 
tl.(' .·ffe<.:ts of a light ground fire right here about lOO acres. 
Thl~ comparison with what you've seen before is this 
steady air that we saw 1n some detail. Nova light 
grou~d iiec is quite surprising to see be~ause it does 
very little damag~. ihis was iniotentionally set by rangers to 
clear 8vay the underbt:ush bt. for~ Plarkiug the tiD-ber for sale 
last fall. And ve picked it up first 00 aerial photography where 
the weakening of aOllle of the treea lIIade the ia.gery of the pine 
needles change frolll the reo, vhl •. h is noraal with infrared color, 
to a sc rt of a pale green. Here on this ERTS imagery it appears 
as to 1-1 ack smudge on the othGrwlse red healthy pine tiaber. 
Next slide please. He .... are DOlle &rouod phologr3phs t:'at 1 took 
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·.Idll "p !"ing l<> ch .. ck and tiela' "'hat da.'iI;a actually had uccurred 
'11 thio: burll <IT''d. ,\1\<1 on the right you lIt!e the hOi;telH part 
"t t II at:: l •• ' w h" r <' S ,n, l" lJ f t h " t r e e .. .. rea c t u a 1 .:. y 1< i .I. 1 '" d, \> u ( 
clll' "i.'jur:ity at Ih,' t'~rn · .. as as YO') Stili it on tl.~ lef( W'lth 
v;,ry l1ttt" dllmag<' ',ccIHri"R. And 'r.Olie blue spoti! 0n the 
'r"" trunit;l "1",' tr,.es r.arl<.ed to r<'a1lil1 after the cutting. II"Xl 
~ <=1";". i'olo· \Jha~ rjoes all oi this roean Co foreOiter,) as lumbt!;Hle[1? 
;,r.' "I all, It rue.,n" that they are solng to, in tj,~ fl'~Urf.' 
",\,.,,, we -jevelu[l it" "perationdl slltteltt~. have a cont!.nuous 
i :O'J 01 'P-to'dillt' lntvrmation ·,,!lich hdS nt'\".'r before b,~en avail
':1>.' . .: to ·.helll. rili" vill ",tvl' tr,elJ a new dlilnag~lIle!1t tool so 
lhat tl'''Y'li r,· abl ... to bt!tter manage ltmber l<lnds. Art! better 
man_g"tl.,t1t 'Lei baL.nc<- ~llpply 811<1 de1land hopefully dnd 
h€,~ SC.<t,iiiz.: lumbt'r priC<;'l> and if ,hI)' c'f you :lave tried to 
bu\ /i r:,,'Jst' recentl',', l think you'll reslize holo' laportant 
that Item is. Th!d brines ny little discussion t~ a close, 
Al"I;' ti'·:r't' any iu~.."st:',)ns vn this subject? 

'l'Eit l 'olondo:r if \c1u'd tell ll~ S0me of those 15 
lfV~s uf forest feacures that you can dt~tingulsh - YOU don't 
have to nUtIlerate th"lll .lll but. give us "ollle for I.nstances and 1'11\ 
also curious why the hardloloods ac~ red and the pines green in 
~nt! of the pictures you showed us? 

HEATH That was just a computerized map and \ole 
could have the otltion of selecting any color that lie wanted to 
to r~present the various timber types. So that was just our 
arbitrary choice of red for hardwoods. In that particular 
area, soce of the types that \ole r{'.coenized WI! re pine, hardwood, 
mixtures of the t"o, regeneration areas where the forest sf'rvlce 
hilS cut tl mbl'r and then replanted 1 t. And then ,ie followed it 
through seveyal stages of regeneration, Firllt of all where 
it was just the pine cutting dnd then where they sighted and 
prepilr2d by heavy <!qui;;ment for the planting and then eventuall) 
the young trees cOIDing through, And we picked Lip features like 
roads and Tight of ways which really surprised us becausp the 
computer actually was able to distinguish between highways and 
pipelines. And this, to us, we felt was quite relllarkable. Then 
of course 101£0 picked out bodies of water and agriculture and 
o~h~r land use patterns which help us different. ate forest land. 
An y fur t h I! r 1 

SPEAKER Let me introduce, then, Mr. Jim Webster 
to e~pres8 his thoughts on the subject. 

WEBSTER Well, really I feei 80rt of overwhelmed 
with the company I'm keeping because they kind of brought me 
In as tallle coon to show Plle this thing and say what dl) you thinl< 
&bout it? That blew my mind right ther~, One of the thing. 
that has impressed me most about this whole thing Is the fact 
that as has bet:n pointed out llIany tllLes In recent years, the 
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Earth is a closed bioaphen. We have a Httla spaceahip 
barr~llLng along in apace and what wo lee here Is what we get. 
And r\lcognizLng that - what's happening hen in thit Earth 
Resources Survey thing is in lIy opinion, one of the most iD-
I'0rtant Lvenla in the history of lIan. It'l certainly eqUl\tes 
with the what the Wright brothers did in 190) and unfortunately 
60 far, it's &bout at the .. ame Btage of develop.ent. But lie 
now have within our !;rasp the capal,Lltty of invenlOrLnlJ sll 
the natural resources In the world - all of them. And of ~aln
taining the continuous inventory of those natural reDources. 
At the present time my company only in reaote sensing use only 
the USDA aerial photographs to do planeaetric mapping and forcst 
type mapping for planting and inventory purposes. And on a 
Ilmitpd basis we do some volume estimates of aerial photographs. 
but problems with the insects and disease and fire and storms 
require extensive and expensive low altitude fly101 tied in 
closely with ground determination - all done with the naked 
eye. And incipie~t damage is absolutely impossible to pick 
up. And what we've got here is as far as I can see--

END OF TAPE 
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WEBSTER - Ind Incipient dillage il absolutely 
11111'oludble to pick up. And whst we've got hete II fir II 
( l;<lll tiee, is a tlyste. which will perlait us all to know 
what's happening allover the world, '11th all thp world 
r~sourcea at any given tl~e. Based on my very It.ited 
knQ\I~edgc of what'. being done here, 1 can visualize these 
0:I8tell1te8 inventor-ing and lIIonitori08 tref: sped.es. Mr. 
,IE' 8th' Ii already showed me that "'e can do some of it. It 
will Improve. And that particulal:' t.h1ng j 5 Qone entirely 
with ground checks nov. Determining disease locltions 
and we now, as I mentioned have no practical way to deter-
ml~e the location of dormant 0: inCipient disease infestations. 
Insects, same thing is true, Ilthough occaSionally at thi .. 
till1e, if we put a man en the gr~und, III)' company does this 
every winter. They put Ii lot o{ men on the ground, walking 
through the woods louking fLr the southern pine be~tle, and 
that is rather exp~nsive, and is a kind of a hit or mi8s 
Pfop,lsltion. Thinking it over before I cJJ.me out here this 
morning, it occ~rced to me that if this syste. w~[e fully 
developed right now, Io/t: could probably very quickly solve 
this tussock ~oth problem that they sre experiencing in the 
northlo/wst in l'l1shingtoll and in Oregon, where they have for-
bidd~n the right to US!! !JDT to cuntrol this moth. At the 
present t.fme, it has killed something I1ke 400,000 acres 
of timber and sulle projections are thst: by this time next 
year, the moth will have destroyed over a million acres of 
timber. They apeak CJf 600 square 1111.les. NO'oI, if the tiecision 
is as critical as they 88y. surely the Earth resource~ satellite 
could determine thl~, could give us enough information so 
that EPA, politicians, and so forth c<)uld come up With the 
answers imm~diately, and by - the immediacy of the thing 
is, tlLat they tell 1IIl! that if DDT Is not put on it by June 
I, which is friday, that it's a dead outfit. Additional 
catastrophic damage, as you've seen, the fire and Io/indstrom 
damage. As a matter of fact, our guys are this wee". flying 
today - My company's people are flying some hal1stor~ damage 
n.Htlt of Cleveland, Texas, which has not only k11lcod three 
milliun het of timber, based on rough estimates, but all 
the fish Jr~ dying in the creeks u~ there. We don't know 
why. Ana we got all the stops pullo!d up, trying to figure 
out whether it's us or the hailstorlll, or what. Forest 
volumt>s, aa in the agriculture area, and certainly the 
geologic area, certuinly we could determine forest volumes 
worldwide, and conceive of what this could mean strategically. 
Blows my mind. Forest growth, 8011 tYFes, and fertility, and 
we can do that based on the knowledge we have now, I think, 
with all ~f it. A very crude 'Ianner ~ased on plant cOllllllunities • 
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and HO forth, but thia viii t~4ch vhere ve can grov ~hat 
the bCdt. Wild Ute habitata, for those people that are 
~xt r .... ely interested in that. l.ertainly, current soil 
.o15tur~ and current soil moisture conditlons anywhere 
In tht! world and sustaining conditions. again, where? It 
will e',.abI", U8 to do continuous mapping and intensive long 
rang ... plannIng that we just don't even dream of today. As 
lin example, this ERTS satellite picture of the firE' damage. 
This was taken incidental to its routine overflights, and 
today, ~his 80rt of thing hl\!I to be done by intenSive 
ground and aerial checks by experienced personnel. The 
thing thst struck ae is this was dore from a satellite with 
only 15 spectral analysi, co~binations. And the one that's 
up now, I had a guy figure up this morning for me, has 
6462 combinations that they can put together. The poss
ibillti~s ar~ endless. Thank you. 

PAO Any questions for Hr. Webster. 
I'AO Let's 1II0ve ahead then, to the subject 

of agriculture. Aud George Specht of Hartin Harietta 
SPECHT Thank you. I might start off by saying 

that each particular field crop and the condition of t~e 
fleld~, whether they be plowed or what the moisture con-
tent is, ~Bch different type gives off its distinct signature. 
Now, ~ASA has been doing research In determining exactly 
what these si~natures are, and aSSigning va!u~s to these 
signatures, and comparing these to crop cal~ndars as we 
might call them. And through this data, ve can do two things. 
We can find the slide for you. O'\e thing is to increase the 
crop yie Ids, something heneficial to man. Hay Wl! have that 
first slide? Soce of these thlnll;s that we can evalullte 
from multispectral analysis are the phYSical and chemical 
properties of the soil. The topography of unimproved 
land which may be good land to cultivate. We can monitor 
a runoff 1n erOSion, and kind of keep our planting out 
of those areas. We can inventory water sources and deter~in~ 
the water content of the 90il. We can detect very early, 
dIseases and insect l~festation. And W~ can Optomize crG~ 
planting practices through analyses of different types 
of fi2lds, a3d hov they are growing. And we can determine 
DeBt row Spacilq~, lest planting bnd :,arvesting times ferl
ilization requirements, Gnd irrigation requirements the 
~est crop rotations, and the be~t crop speciea for different 
are~s. And we can also determine the particular crops in 
different fields and the sizes of the field and io doing 
this vit~ valid crop survey~ and census and yield estiaatea 
and a goo<1 mallageMent of planting and distribution, ve can 
optomize a world~ide agricultural practice. Now, ve have 
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might call them. And through this data, ve can do two things. 
We can find the slide for you. O'\e thing is to increase the 
crop yie Ids, something heneficial to man. Hay Wl! have that 
first slide? Soce of these thlnll;s that we can evalullte 
from multispectral analysis are the phYSical and chemical 
properties of the soil. The topography of unimproved 
land which may be good land to cultivate. We can monitor 
a runoff 1n erOSion, and kind of keep our planting out 
of those areas. We can inventory water sources and deter~in~ 
the water content of the 90il. We can detect very early, 
dIseases and insect l~festation. And W~ can Optomize crG~ 
planting practices through analyses of different types 
of fi2lds, a3d hov they are growing. And we can determine 
DeBt row Spacilq~, lest planting bnd :,arvesting times ferl
ilization requirements, Gnd irrigation requirements the 
~est crop rotations, and the be~t crop speciea for different 
are~s. And we can also determine the particular crops in 
different fields and the sizes of the field and io doing 
this vit~ valid crop survey~ and census and yield estiaatea 
and a goo<1 mallageMent of planting and distribution, ve can 
optomize a world~ide agricultural practice. Now, ve have 
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next slide, 1 think 18 - thia ia 80.' EATS i.agery of an area 
Just east of San Francilco. This i8 the San Franct.co Bay 
on the left and over in this area i, the (garble) region 
of California, in which we have don6 IIOlle anal)'sls, since we 
do hllve ground truth data froll there. Each diffettnt field 
type, we can assign & specific color tc, lind I think the 
n~xt slide will show you what we can do with processed 
imagery from digital data. W~ assign a known - through the 
kllo~n signature ~e assign a particular color and then we just 
run the tapes thro~gh the computer and ~e coae up with 
maps like thi~, which show the particular crop types. And 
we can also determine the areal extent of the fields. Now. 
Dr. Richard Phelps is with us today. He is ..,ith the 
Anderson Clayton and company and they have fiel~s in this 
area tn (Garble) and he has done a great amount of 
work with aerial photography. I think we'll let hi. get 
tnt~ 80.e of the things that he's been able to deter.in~, 
i rom t hi a s a me are a. 0 r. Ph e 1 p s • 

PHE,.PS Thank you, George. First, GordJn. be-
fore we get angry letters from agronomists. let me correct 
you and say I'm not ~n agronomist. My title is meaningless, 
but it's Director of Technical Information Services. 1 have 
to think about that, because we don't use titles ve.y much 
in Anderson Clayton. What I woulJ like to do, if it's 
all right with the chairman. and you peJple .are sitting out 
there in the hot lights and so on, 1:1 1,0 through this 
papJr briefly, and then show you four ~-inch transparencies. 
If 1 tried to do it at the same time 1 talk about the paper. 
1 don't think it'll mean quite as much. So I'll try to 
give you a bricf rundo~n of what we've done and then illustrate 
..,hat I'm trying to tell you. As all of you know field crops 
are subject to a wide v.ariety of disease problems, weather 
problems, &nd so on. We've been faced with a serious 
cotton problem In Arizona. We didn't have much luck in 
solving tt-.e prot.lem in t.raditional \lays, so in 1971 we 
initiated a small remote senSing program to see if we 
couldn't solve the problec by eome more sophisLicated 
techniques. A lot of previous university, goVe\'tlDent. and 
private studies had indicated that this problem. \lh.c~ in
volved cotton rotted in the lower third of the plant, down 
near the ground. It sho..,ed that this vork and - a practical 
look at the problem shoved that you couldn't really 
visualize the problem. even walking through a field, 
because the upper two-thi~d9 vf the canopy - leaf canopy 
of the cotton plant shielded the rotto: cotton down in 
the lover third of the planl. So, even though we applied 
sophisticated techni~ues, ve really never thought we could 
.ever --
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PHELPS - shielded the rotten cotton down in the lower third of the plant. So even thol/,h w. applied eophhticated techniques, we really n.ve~ thQusht ",e could ever lee the problem, so to speak. What we thQ~&ht .... e could do would be to see some environmental probl~.' - environmental conditions that were associ.ted with the problea. And then. hopefully, be able to do eomething about these environment.l problems. I'll explair. this in a little 1II0re delail 1n • minute. Now our limited famili.rity with color infrared photoar.phy and the availability of all the NASA d.t. - aircr.ft data 1n p.rticular - and the very good coverage of the prlaary target area, which was in Arizon. and Caliiornia, influenced our choice of color infrared over the other remote-sensing techniques. ilut .... e do not mean to do .... ngrade (garble) rad.r. therlllal scanning, or anything else. It's just that it ..... s aore convl:n-lent for liS to use color infrared, and that'. why we zeroed in on ttlls particular technique. ~e looked first at both Arizona and Southern California, but since there was better coverage of central Arizona and we had more ground truth data in c~ntral Artzona, we concentrated on that p.rticular area. We did use some Apollo 9 imagery in our study, even ttlough I .... on't illustrate any. Apollo 9, if you remember, ..... s around March of '69 and the <:otton is not yet planted at that time of year. So Apollo 9 was u~ed only to detect citrus pl.ntings, which sE:emt!d to be associated with the problem, and for a fe .... other reasons like that. But we did not use Apollo 9 extensivl!ly. We spent a great lIIany hours down at the Hanned Spacecraft Center - or Johnson Spacecraft Center, here - trying to find so~e color tone on this infrared film that would match against 50m~ of the fields that we knew had this particular boll rot problem. But because cotton fields are not homogeneous, you ~et a wide variety of tones in toe film. We began to think that w~ were embarked on a hopeless mission. But .... e were a little pigheaded, so we kept up. Host of the NASA aircraft film, as you know, Is taken from ao-called high-altitude fil •• It's SO to 60,000 feet, roughly. And if you're using an RCA camera with a 6-inch trsnsparency - ~nd correct me, George, if I've calculated this wrong - 1 beg yo~r pardon. firat if you're using a Zeiss with a 12-inch focal length on the camera, whic~, if you're looking for a a~all dlse&sed place in the cotton fieLd, why you got to look. real hard. And if you're uBinS the llCA camera with a 6-inch focal length - I mean with a - let's lee -with a 12-1nc~ in the RCA, 6-inch In the ZeisB, that's ri&ht -with the RCA you have 18S,OOO acr~s per frame - 50,000 in a Ze1s~ with a 12-inch focal length. about 185,000 acrel with an RCA with a 12'-inch focal lensth. Then. if you go to An ERTS 1 picturp. like we aaw. you're looking at about 6-1/2 
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.11110n acre. 1n ODe of those 9-1ncb transparenci... When ve started, ~e thought we had to come down to a low elevation to begin with in order to find out what some of these color tones werC!. So, \Ie talked lIerb (garble) of thll Geological Surbey Office in Phoenix into .,king som~ low-altitude fl18ht~ fer us to get our bearings - to - we had to start from zero, so to speak. So Ilerb lIIade (ive fl:.ghts for us in tho! sumlller of '71 at ~levations of 2.000 to 6,000 feet. We also had to atart 1Jith sOllie known problem areas that were real sliall experi.ental plots. So we selected the cotton research station at 40th and Bruadway in Phoenix. In a minute. I'll show you what I'. 
tal~ing about. And. we had a history of what the experiments were - the irrigation practices - the fertilization - tt,e weed cont rul, and 80 vn. Then we WE're in a pas it Ion to lIIat ch sOllie of the irrigation tones - the red and pink tones and so on -contributed by the irrigation practices - to - against the cotton pr"blel1l. Then we had a kind of base to start off frolll. We also went down to Weslaco, Texas. and to the USDA people there, and they showed us the color infrared tones of cotton that's grown ~n salty 60il. So, we added that basic information to our knowledge, again to have an explanation of what some of these various tones were in a heterogeneous, commercial cottongrowing f1elo.l. So, armed with this information, we then .oved to some larger commercial growers' fields. took a fe1J cotton boll samples in these fields - and keep in mind th~t not any of us in this room, I don't think - even those from the Harvard College of Agriculture - can go out in these fields and be absolutely sure you have a problem. YClU have to take 100 to 200 cot ton bolls. grind them up, chemically analyze thelll by what is called thin-layer chromctography, and measure the results of this disease - these toxins put out In parts per billion. Nc, ..... for you space people, I foot is a part - a billionth of the way to the Hoon, or it's I second in 32 years, or - for you martinl drinker - it's jigger of vermouth in 1000 railroad tank c a fl:i 0 f g!. n . So, we' ret a 1 It in gab 0 u t - you know. w hat fl tar ted out to be a diHicult problem - these are only in minute concentrations. these effects of the disease. AnYliay. we salllpled 90me comlllercial cotton fields enough to be certain that we had a problem in some of them. Then we selected the most likely one, which vas about a 70-acre field, sampled every 40 rows on the north stde of the field and on the south Side. 100 to 200 bolls per sample, went through all the chelllical analysis, matched the data against the film, which I'll show you in a minute, and began to learn that certain environme~tal conditions - which vas velY vivid on color infrared photography ~ was associated with the problem. We found that cotton that has a very crimson color which is grown in a heavily lr~igated part of a field has - seems to 
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have a high incidence of this problea, under the dea~rt condit.ons of Art,olla, Converaely, If you have a field that's not ov~rly irrigated - and you can detect this on the infrared fl.m bccau~e It vould have a yellowish-tan colot co the cotton und~r infrared - we found essentially no proble~ in this type uf cotton. So, rem~te sensing really paid off (or us. That cncuura81!doJs to try to apply 'lome of the rellote"sending tech-nlquc~ to our commercial farming operations in CAlifornia. And loJsl y~~i we hired a com~erc'al photographer to fil~ about 30,000 acres 1n Yr,uno County a" altltud~s of 12 to 20,(}OO ( .. et and lI'ade a illght irl July ana another in August and a partIal one in SeptemLer. And :'11 show you a cvuple of those frames In a minute. We have not co~pleteQ all of our analysis of the data because there are 125 lields, 110 color infrared frames. But what we've learned to date is that certain problems that we could not detect on the ground, ~r at leas':. were neve~ broui;ht to our attention, wert~ 1lind-levelJ,ng problems, where you have uneven - too ~uch of a slope to the field - go 1:1 and level it, and when you do, you take off part of the top soil In places and introduce trace mineral deficencles - in particular, I:langanese deficeney. And -olhen you look at color infrared photography over these areas, you'll see a very light-colored Lotton crop. IJe've also found some very mYbteriaus r0d spots, which so far defy explanation, and wp certainly Io/e leo,",· theories. They look like me asles on the photogrllph, anJ r' 11 show YOII they have nothing to do .... ith the deve10prnent 01 the fill:!. They could be - well, it could have be"fl an orchard there 20 years dgO or Jarnething, and it changed the "t rue t u reo t the '" 0 iI, n lit, a t t his t I me, W P. can' t e x pIa I n thel'l. (Gart:-le) Child, Bob JoieDonald, and Brian (garble) and oth,,1's down hecoe at tl,e center have been particularly helpful to us. I.nd late this past Bummer. they loaned us an ERTS 1 satelllt,' picture, over the Monterrey 8ay - San Joaquin Vailey aren. This has been a tremendous help to U8 because it camp Ie DIe n ts our 12- to 20,000- foot (11m. And the t r - the sa to' 1-lite pIcture they loaned US -
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PHELFS - This has been a treaendous bel~ to u. because it co~plcrnents our 12 to 20,000 foot fl1.. And the satellite picture they loaned us, which ve'll 8iv~ you a copy of In a minute, was taken the 23rd of July a"d our filllling loIas the 13th of July. There a"fe only a couple of weeks <!ifference in the tones there an,} it ill really unbelievable what you can sec onle you know a little about the g"found truth data. Th~re is a certain black T in this picture o~er on the right hand side that I'll pass Ollt when we start showing thE:se frallles. Thl~ black T ~hat you dee about a haIr lnch In from the right border of the frame is burned-over barley s~ubble in - the horizontal part of the T ls a half of section of larod, 320 acres or a mile across by a half a mile deep and the horizontal part Is another half section. And the bi ael.. again is is due to burned over barley stubble. All the way &round the black T - ~very field touching the bl~ck T is c~tton land, just to orient you. All the yellow you will see in there -almost all of it is barley Htu~bl~ and the yellowish tan you wll1 see is safflower, not stubble but the crop has not been harvested. And the pink tvnes you see are sugar beets. We can't diffe::enUate, at least I can't on this one frame, alf~lfa from cotton. It's possible to do it but not in G~e frame. It's sti11 very difficult for us to realize that we can obtain 50 much detail from an electronically reconstituted print transmitted from a satellite as far away fro~ the E4rth as Wi~hita. Kansas Is from Houston. And I might say th.t not only can you pick up the fields on this Earth sattelite picture from 570 miles high, but you can actually correlate the damaged areas off i e 1 d 5 101 here you have a fie 1 d 0 f SO. 60, 70 acre s an d )' I) U have a poor cotton crop in one part of the field. If you take a magnifying gL.ss and look at the ERrS imagery vith it and hold this low altitude frame against it you can see the correlation between the damaged field and what's visible on the ERTS satellite picture. Now if anybody told DIe th,lt, I wouldn't believe it if I ~adn't of see it with my eye. Nov we're anxiousl" looking forward to the Skylnb daLa and we understand Skylab . is about half aii high as ERTS, so we e.lpect equally &llod and maybe even better images from thst. And as long as we can get the images or prints from the Sioux Palls facility why wc'll put it tc work. No",· I'd like to show ycu four frames if 1 can have thelD on the vie\lgraph. This is a frallle of the cetton station at 40th snd Broadway in Phoenix. Thc Phoeni~ airport is right out here. This fratl'.e is probably about two to three thousand feet, 1 don't remember the fxa~t heighth. But the thing I wanted to point out to you i8 everything in this block is De1t4 pine 16 cotton. the same variety pLanted the same day. The different red tones are due to the irrigatIon 
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t reatl!lcnt. And the red blocks, the little red blocks you aee 
ar~ - w~r~ irrigated the day thts was photographed. The other 
ton~s ii we had this blown up a little bit or you looked at 
the frame with 3 ~agntfying glass, y~u'll see lher. are five 
different irrigation treatments in there and I've tested 
secretaries and had them put the plots in one of the five 
catege :es and they can do it with 100 percent accuracy. This 
Is a ~ery good illustration of water effect on cotton. There 
are man'· other things but In the sake of tille let's 1II0ve on 
to the next frame please. We need to have thill part at the 
top .. this border at the top. This Is a high altitude NASh 
aircraft picture. I believe this is with Zeiss call1era. This 
ie just south of the city of Pho~nix. Thia Is the - for any 
of you f3l11.\lar with It, is the It:ternational Harvester proving 
ground for you right here, south mountain ar'~a. But I vant 
you to concentrate on - r.ould we pull that down just a hair1 
We may be runn tng ito f.f - -. Okay, he re ".~ are, okay. 1 
got it. We want to conc~ntrate on this fi~ld right here. I'm 
going to s~ow you a low altitude picture of this field. This 
particular print here ie a transparency about the first of 
October and the one I'm goin~ to show you is taken ea~ller 
In the Summer. This is all cotton in here, but the fellows 
cut the water off this and has a very weird looking crop. This 
particular field here is a 70 acre field that we saepled very 
extensively. It has Delta pine 16 cotton on the vest e~d _ 
west half and Stonebill 213 on the other and if you look closely 
even from there you mlght see a different tone from here to 
there. I point that out because different varieties have 
different infrared .ones. No.", if could have the nellt one 
it'll blow it up. We need to have this sjde (\n again to the 
tcp. This Is the field here. This is not part oC our problem 
really, but you'll noo:lce the vl:ry peculiar looking cotton 
down here. This was heavily infested vith a boll worm problem, 
but the fellow went ahead and harvested prematurely 60 he 
cut us out of our exp~riment. And since it was a cnmmercial 
grower we didn't have control over it. We corcentrated on 
this field here. (Jr b1~ cottO~l boll rot problem is down 
in here and if you look closely you'll see that it haa a relat
ively homogeneous infrared tone to it. A nice crimson red tone 
to it. You get up in here and you can tell this cotton i~ 
stressed for water. There was no problem til here at all. .\nd 
we have much othe~ data to go with thiS, but thi& illuatrates 
how the Infrared did - color infrared did help us ~olve ou~ 
problem. Nell:t frame ~leaae. Tht& should hI! at the ~~!' ~&Caln 
this bordGr. The frame will be attached to the press release 
ERTS picture. You -"i1l find the black T c;.ver on the riaht 
hand border of the frame. Thi'i pi,=turE: taken two \leeks earlier 
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doesn't h~ve the co.plete T black. But only th$ vertical part 
ha. been burned over. Later this stubble vae burned. Thi. 
I. barley in here an~ actually thiF (garble) which i8 rye 
wheat cross tn here, but it'a very hard to tell the dif(,.rence. 
All the3e are cotton fields around here, but I'll illustrate -
around the Taro cotton. I'll just briefly illustrate a 
couple of things. Here i~ herbicide c!aaage. This herbicide 
was not supposed to affe~t that cottar.. But it did seriously 
affect it right in here, presumably because it was applied 
when the tew~erature VIS too hot. All these little spots 
you see in here are previous herticlde treat.ents to control 
morning glory which is a very seriQus veed in the San Joaquin 
Valley. And here is an old flood channel that you cln pick 
up. This i8 a field of saiflour here. Thi. is a full section 
of barley one mile 1>y one mile. Here you see so.e irrigation 
water being "pplied. It makes that dark tone uj> In there, toe. 
And the light areas you generally see are due to a hi~h salt)' 
soil. This is very salty scll as you get over to~~rd th~ Fresno 
slew. These dre tomatoes in here that are belag harvested 
and the different streaKS you Eee are wh~re it's harves~ed 
and not harvested. And the little white dots are actually 
tomato pickers. If you look at this fra~e with a magnifying 
glass you'll see the toma::oes in the wagon. The tomatoes are 
yellow u(\der col"r infrared. Th~re are some - the red line 
right there down through there - 1 don't know if you can see 
it from there, but 8!1 far as we can tell thts is a compaction 
strip w~ere the - it was a So-called turn row the previous 
year and the soil has been ~atted down hard. We woyld expect 
it to be li~ht rather than red, but it - for some pE:culiar reason 
it's showing as II healthier crop. I think 1 have one Dore 
frame. That's it. Okay. Glad to answer any quest10ns I can. 

PHELPS Yes sir? 
QUERV You've ment(oned some services - the 

aerial and the ERTS satellite that gAve you in(ontation that 
you c(.uldn't get on the ground or you l:ouldn't get it except 
at great expense Dnd you've also mentioned where you've been 
able to use the information for some benefit. Could YOIl put 
a dullar estImate on any of the ~oney you've saved? The dif
ferente betwe~n doi~g it one way and doing it the other? Or any 
dollar estimate on how much good it dId Any of your crop work? 

SPE~~ER 1 really couldn't at. this Ktage becauae 
we haven't co&?leted out study anJ we haven't really put dollars 
into this thing. But I'm glad yo~ brought up the point __ 

ESD OF TAPE 
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PHELPS I really could,,' t 'it thh at_se beeaun ~e 
haven't completed our study, and we haven't really put dolldra 
lnto this t~luS. But 1'111 glad you brollght up the peint 
bee.uKe. one thiug 1 left out of IIY talk, was one reason 
~c like to hav6 ERTS i"agery over all craft insgerr ls. it all 
has the !jlllne ltglLting effect. Every time you chanse frames 
on the a1 rp lane you ge t dt He rent li t,hllng co ,dl t ions, and 
it mak~8 lt difflcult to comrare olle cotton {.eld i~ one 
frame ~ith a cott"n field that's in the next {r6me ot the 
fl1m. With the ERTS, &ince it covers so much area, it all 
has the lIame lighting effect. or maybe it's corre.cted lO 

the same lighting effect, but at least to us. it has the 
same lii;ht lng effec~. It .1111" .... 8 US to not only compale all 
our cotton fields on the t .... o ranches, which ~re separated 
by 6S mlieo, it allows us to compa=e with our neighbors to 
se ...... hether ~e' re doing a poor job or a 1'-ettt'r job and S0 

on. It &110w9 us to cC'Plpare the 10 .... salt areas against the 
high salty s011 areas. And 90 it gives us a 10Iay of making 
comparisonL of a larger area that .... e canno~ do with aircraft 
f i 1 m. 

QUE RY Yo~' gentlemen have done a ve ry f in(' job 
of describing in good detail all of (he things that can be 
dOllC, that you are d"ing with aircraft and WIth satellites 
by infrd red scanning and other means. The question comes 
to my mind. if you can already do it, why do you need the 
Sky13b at this time? 

SPEAKER I'd like to field that a little bit. if 
you don't mind. I think that you're trying to make Skylab 
an applications satellite, and it is not an applications 
sa':e111(e. They're trying different kinds of instruments 
on that. It is strictly experimental. And I think we pointed 
out earlier, the instrumentation that's used on the ERTS .... as 
originally experimental, and very. very siCLplistic type of 
instrJmentation. As the aircraft pr~gram progressed and 
they found that they could do more and more things, and lJS 

.... e gained more and more knowledge, you knl) ..... more things 
prese.,ted them!!elves. So, .... ~ needed to find out and !!till 
need to find out, what actually can you do with th~se 
instruments? And to try to make the Skylah .lin op~ratlon:ll 
s y 5 t e CI Is the .., ron g t hi n g to do. it's s t rIc t 1 y (' x r (' r i PI~' n loll . 
And loIe really don't kno"" what's going to fallout of .111 01 tid,;. 
Certainly if Dr. Phelps can analyse his agrlcultun' wlth 
fnur channels from ERrS. what kind of potential would exist 
~ith a 13 channels of multispectral ('canners on th" Skyl.lb? 
I don't think. anybody could predict how .... ell you Clln d(l It. 
As .... as poin~ed out by the gentleman fro~ Kirby Lumber & while 
ago. you knov. they hdd no idea the things that they 
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could do until the actual ezperl.ents w~re coaplete. And 
to try to force theee satellltes into an operational mode 
i8 probably the wrong approach. All we're flaying here is 
that the experiments heve been so successful tbat we're 
trying to increase our experiment and briog the applications 
and the applicatiQns engineering alon& with the program. 

HEATH Let lIIe add just a bit too that. We tn 
the progra~ look at this proble~ as being in its infancy. 
We're just beginning to scratch the surface. and ve look at 
i~ as an information 8yst~. that eventually wl11 evolve from 
this, that ve'll be able to - not after long hours of study 
but very quickly be able to run tapes through co~puters and co~e 
out With instantaneous Infor~ation which can be disseminated 
to the agricultural agents 3n~ then to the farmers. We've 
got a very, very long r('ad to go before we can ever gel to 
that point. We're just barely starting this process. 

SPEAKER Well, I think one interesting thing that 
Mr. Heo'lth mentioned to me on one of our previous visits 
here is that, with the very It.Ited data they've gotten 
from ERTS. it can collect enough infolmation In one second 
that will requirl! them two years of study to analyze. No",. 
hopefully, that Wouldn't last very long. IUthtn a few 
short yellrs, 'oil' Should have the COblputer syste_, we should 
have the basic data collected, that will turn this material 
out on - well if it were on th~: Skylab basis _ every 18 hOllrs, or whatever. 

SPEAKER Eighteen day&. 
SPEAKER Eighteen days the information co~es 

out, which is fantastic. 

SPEAKER Sky1ab is once every 5 days. 
PHE~P5 I won't pretend to answer the question. 

I don't have enough informatIon, but one thing that Wf' hopl' 
Skylab will do. ts give us better resolution. With the 
ERTS, of course, we're at a 575 lIIile altitude, and as \0'1' 

drop down, and I understand frol!! talking to George, that 
we're going to get even better reSolution than What you'd 
expe.;t dropping {rom 570 to 270 or somethi~&, whatever the 
altitude 15. And With cotton pro~~c'ion it Is very critical 
to have the 'later on tne cotton to adequlltely Irrigate it 
When it's {r"iting. If you don't put the "'ater on ''''/'en ft's 
frultins. you can just forget about it the rest of the 
time. That is the real critical time, and if we can get 
to the point where ~e can, Where Skylab can 1

0 
over and 

i~age this cotton. say the 15th of July, and at 5 day inter
vals. then we can pick up the fi1111 in, say lwo weeks or SOllle
thing like that. A lot of times we'll be able ~o correct 
the problem that we can't correct. right now. at least. not 
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e. veIl. 

SPEA1El I might to .ey a couple of more things 
in this 7eln. From Skylab, ~e'r. goln 8 to be getting 
actual photographtc data vith hirh r~.olutlons up to 180 
line pairs per mllll.eter, vhl~h ve canlt get thst kind 
of re"olution from scanne~ daca. And number two, ve're vorklng 
In the areaa of tnterpretation. And 1n order to develop techniques 
to reduce the data, we have to be able co take out the atmospheric 
atte~uation of facts on the d.ta. And ve have an 5191 8pectro-
•• ter on board, vhich can track the entire pass, a point 
target of one quarter mile, which will giva us a lot of 
information on atmospheric attenuation, 80 ve can determine 
hoy to remove this. 

QUERY In oth~r vorda, then, vhat you're say-
ing then, is the F.REP pass experiment on Skylab is nothing 
more than an extension of your ERTS ~quip.ent. 

SPEAKER Very much so. 
QUERY And you'ro! pushing the state of the 

arc in a lot of ways. 
SP£AKER Greatly. 
QUERY I underst ovd, the sensors I)n Skylab 

had both applicatlon~ of - that is ve vere trying to I~_ 
prove the state of the art, but that there would be hard .:lat:a, 
also, coming back from the EREP package. Things that v11l go 
into the c~nter at Sio~x City and Sioux Falls vhere ever, and 
is this - you're aaying that this 1s just the _ that thts ts 
really Just the beg11'1.n1ng? 

SPEAKER Most of the data that's COiling off 
Skylab is over s~lected teat site.. And If it 1s no~ goi~g 
to give you vorldvide Cov~rage like you get or the ERTS. 
They're ju~t selecte~ test areas of a flrrite area 1n particular 
areas. And all of t"at data will go eventually tc Sioux 
Fall~ so that it cau be ~sed by anybody, but it 1s just 
selected test sites. So that you're pressing the state of the a\ t. 

QtiLRY It is correct in saying that there'll be 
hard data lhat can ~e used tamediately? 

SPEAKER The m~ltispe~tral package is something that 
we've been wOlking with for a good many years so thi. isn't ~ far 
out approach. lhis 13 SOMething that most people are faIrly famlilar With. 

IJOOD We surely tb~wk you for sittin!! in 
vith us this afternoon. If ve can help you in 4ny other 
way. pleage come to \'s. 

WOOD Hr. Web3tez has something ~ore he wants to say. 

WOOD Yeah, v~ have five sets or fi7e diff-
erent nevs releases that Cover thERe presentations that 
you .re ""elcollle to take vith Y('u. A couple of thelll have 
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colored photoaraphy and so forth. So c~me help your
lelv •• to tho ••• 

WOOD Th Ink you very auch. Yea. thie 1. 
belog t.pe4. Ihi. has been taped, .n~ it will be typed 
and tranlcribed 11ke the other mil.ion data. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO Hilt Windler the Flight Director i8 here 
for our firat early morning prela conference .nd al usual 
~e'li let hi~ make the atatement and then take questions. 

WINDLER Well, it', been a pretty quiet night. 
T~e crew slept down in the sleep compartment of the workshop. 
They reported that they h.d a fairly nice rest. I think they 
said that it's cooler th.n it has been although I think they 
said some words which ya'll perhaps overheard on the loop 
but indiCAted that they wouldn't have minded if it had been 
a little bit cooler, but they felt like they did get a pretty 
good nights rest. And we've - the - let's see _ I guess it 
was Kerwin had the J33 sleep monitoring device on and it work
ed pretty good for a while out thep the electrodes apparently 
got dry there and the data was not completely satisfactory 
throughout the whole night. And we're still looking at that 
and trying to understand it because we just got a report fro. 
the crew about that when they work up a few minutes ago. And 
other than that we've bee~ planning what we're gOing to be 
doing today. It's a pretty full day as far as experiments 
go. We have an ER~P pdSS. A lot of AIM work, biomed runs, 
a little bit of everything I guess. And tomorrow; we polished 
up plans for tomorrow and that's more of the same. The weather 
looks r~ftl good and we've got another EREP pass t02orrow. We 
looked at the weath~r for the day after that - day 152 and 
that weather doesn't look suitable for that - to try to change 
the plans to have the crew davoff on tllat day. So that's 
presently the plan. And that's about where we are. Neil 
Hut~hinson is just getting ready to hit the ground runnin~ 
over there with the execute team and get all the things done 
today that ar~ on the flight plan. Now I'll try to answer 
questions. 

PAO Please wait fnr the mi~e. 
QUERY Could you go over that ERE? thing agaIn. 

I'm not sure I understood you there. I'm a little foggy this 
morning myself. 

WINDLER We do have a pass today, EREP pass today 
and the time of that is oh, let's see if 1 can find it In the 
flight plan, from 20:34 to 21:01. And I believe that's down 
through the Texas area starting from over In the California 
area, winds up across in through the Rio Grande Valley, I believe. 
Ye~ on schedule for tomorrcw too. We have two flight plans ~. 
{or tomorr?w. As we usually do we have an EREP pass and in 
case the weather is not satisfactory we have a no-EREP alternate. 
And what that amounts to is essentially doing some corollary 
activity and an AIM viewing period in place of the earth reaources 
ex~eriment. We have M487 and 5019 scheduled for the alternate 
tomorrow in case the weather is not satisfactory. 
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QUERY Then you mentioned the creva dayo". 
WINDLER The day after that. 
SPEAKER The day after that, riaht. 
WINDLER They - whatever today 1a and then the 

next day and then the next day. Today is Wedn08day, is that 
the day. Friday I gu", .. would be the day off. 

QUERY Do all crew Qembers get the same day off or do they staager them. 

WISDLER No, they're all off on the 86me day. 
QUER¥ Okay, and _ 

WINDLER Now vhen I 8ay off. thst'a essentially _ 
there's a few light things - of course they have to continue with 
their food prepacation and that Sort of thing and there is just a 
little bit of gauge monitoring inVolved. I think they do 
have to go into the spacecraft, coam«nd aodule and look at 
some gauges and there is one experiment up there that they 
just read a dial on. And that's about all. 

QUERY Let me ask one more thing. I'. sorry. Neil 
aaid last night that Rusty Schweickart was gOing to Huntsville 
today and that Some other crewmembers were going with him, 
corp members - do you know Who else was going to go and what kind 
of a procedure they're going to work on the probe and drogue? 

WINDLER I don't know anything about that. 1 do 
know that there is Some time set up today to get an inspec
tion of the drogue or the probe rather and _ 

QUERY I'm sorry it was the solar Wing _ they 
were going to work out a procedure in the tank. 

WINDLP.R No. 1 don't know anything about that at alI. 

QUERY If the day off will be, What, Thursday, 
WINDLER No, Friday, I believe it is. 
QUERY It will be every Friday from now en? 
WINDLER Well, we try to do it every week _ every 

seven days, plus or minus, if the weather was real good why 
we can move it around Some in order to take advantage of good 
weather for the EREP so it's approximately every week, but 
it doesn't necessarily have to be that way. 

QUERY And have you discovered any more bad food other than the catsup? 

WINDLER You've got one on lie therl'. I didn't even 
know the catsup was bad. They haven't eaten. They're 
eating now, of Course, and I haven't heard them say anything 
about it. I really don',; know. Oh, ,,;as it. I'. sorry. The 
only thing I heard about it was they thought the butterscotch 
pudding wasn't going to be too good but 1 haven't heard of the. 
eating any of it so I really don't know. There is no bad 
cat~up, you're telling me. All right. Good. 
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QUERY If it'. not too early or lAta in the 
morning can you record other countrie. wbich participate In 
the EREP p ... or are under the EUP p .... ? 

WINDL!R I don't think there are any other couatries. 
Is that your question, other countries? No I think all of 
these In the Unlt~d State. happen to be, although there are 
som~. YO\l know, in the ocean but _ 

QUeRY Central America and Columbia I think 1 
heard "omethlng. 

WINDLER 
that area. I'm 

QUERY 

No. 1 don't think thi. pas. goes over 
pretty Sur~ it doesn't because it's _ 

Maybe it would be a later one. QUERY 
mentioned earlier Sudan, Africa and the Philllpines were 

over the commentary. 
QUERY 

In 8. Yes, there was something 1 Was just read-

SPEAKER That was mentioned about an hour ago. 
QUERY By somebody in the Control Center? 
SPEAKER A P .... O COlllmentator. 
WINDLER Well, I'll have to check on that before 

I go back but I don't - it is track 20 all :right, unless I'. 
mistaken and how I remember the orientation of that tl.ough _ 
I guess it ~ould be going th~ough those areas but it'a only 
a 30 minute data take and I don't think it goes that far but 
I could be mistaken. 

QUERY 
are concerned in the 

WINDLER 
QUERY 

yesterday? 

Where are you 
- we].1. -
Aro u,. ~ 85. 
They haven't 

now as far as temperatures 

changed much from midnight 

WINDLER No, I thlnk as I have looked at them I 
think they went down some last night. Now I understand that 
nobody is real sure whether that's a night-time effect froa 
everybody being quiet, you kno~. Sort of like when you rest 
In bed it gets cooler. I guess it's - we stll1 feel like it's 
gradually going down although the rate of drop is not very 
large, if thet's the right way to say that. 

QUERY I may have missed out on this earlier but 
have you been able to find the cauoe of those trouble lights 
in 5190. Thel'e was some problem. I think it was 5190 yesterday. 
One of the EREP experiments. 

WINDLER Well there is a light that indicates that 
one of their coolers 1s not working on 192 I believe it Is. 

QUERY And alao they had sone targeting or cali-brating pr~blem with it. 

w'INDLER Yeah, tht:: re are seve ral 11 t tIe problells 
in the EREP equipment and I gu~ss - I'd hate to say exactly 
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what's wrong ~ith that I"ight yet. In hct. 1 don't know 
•• how ve'll let the c?ev run with it again to get a bettel" 
h.ndle on ju.t what it going on. 1 know that one of the -
1 think they suspect that one of the coolers i& not coollna 
on~ of the instl"uaents down - one of the channel_ down properly. 
And there are some uther indications like you described. 

QUERY As far as the weather is concerned. I'. 
kind of curious to know what Y01l consider good weather for an 
EREP pass .nd how auch of this good weather has to be along -
how long an area in order for you to consider everything i_ 
okay versus not being okay? 

WINDLER Well. it's really ~ind of unusual because 
there are two kinds of EREP passes or two kinds of investi
gations, I guess, is the way to say it. There are 80lle in
vestigations that 1ike lots of cloud cover and there are 
others that like to be able to see the land, which means that 
essentially you have to have less than 3/10 cloud cover which 
would be about lIke scattered or clear. And right now there 
is a great big hIgh sitting over the United States, the southern 
part of the United States or southwestern part, 1 guess, really. 
And so the conditions are good for the kind of investigations 
that require the clear skies. And we have a kind of a gro~nd 
rule that we like to get at least 10 sites covered - usually 
we ~ind up with numbers like 20 or 25 or 30 and you'll find 
th.t they are clustered in certain places. For example, in 
the California area ther~ Is a large number of them. There 
is a large number in the Texas area, this general part of 
Texas, the Gulf Coast or southern valley area. There is a 
number of them around the east coast around the Chesapeake 
Bay area. You're familiar with those names, I'm sure or those 
areas - (garble) area and that sort of thing. So, you knov, you 
can have a relatively small part of the country that is clear, 
but it gets you a lot of sites sometimes If it's in the right 
place. Now if you !isk me how many Is the number today I can't 
tell you. 

QUERY And what about lime constraints? You 
mentioned 30 minutes - Is that sort of a standard? 

WINDLER That's actually kind of a long one con-
sidering our power situation. The Longer we stay in the 
Z-local vertical attitude the greater strain 1 guess you'd 
say it is on the paver system since It's not, you know, getting 
the benefits of the Sun or at least directly. Ahd we'd like 
to have - the ideal I guess is near solar noon which - or 
local noon - which would. which is going to happen tomorrov, 
as a matter of fact, I think we're like within 15 degrees on 
either side of the noon pass that is set up for tomorrov. 
And that's a little bit better situation. It's a shol'ter liae 

. .' . ,.. . . . ,;., 
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a 1&0. let's see, that' a - th at one happen. to be about - well tt'¥ 29 minutea ao it'. not too lIuch different in tille. QUERY GARBLE for tOllorrow. do you think? Or do you know? 
WINDLER Well, the weather ia good enough that we are going to try to - we are goIng to put it on the flight plan. 
QUERY I aee. 
QUERY Let me ask you about last night's sleep a little bit. Maybe IOU overheard th! aurgeon or sOllebody, can you give us some idea of Kerwiu'a depth of sleep and whether he did any dreaming or not. if that'a possible. Wl~DLER Well. the data as I said dl~n't co~~ in very good on the little gizllo he wears. the 133. So they really couldn't tell about that I don't believe. And like I say the electrode indicated today that the problem was with electrodes being dry and we have to think of a way of fixing that. And I really don't have any idea whether it's a hard thing to do or not. I left just as he passed us that information. So ve really didn't get any of that. you know, that kind of information that you described last night, or just a ¥hort amount of it and I dun't think they really could say anythin~ much about hi. dreaming. 
QUERY Are you sure that they slept in the work-shop? Can that sleep monitor be moved to the HDA and operated from another place? 
WINDLER I don't know whether it can or not but they did say they slept in the suit cOllpartment. QUERY They dtd sleep in the OWS, though. WINDLER You're right. last night we wereu't sure. I don't think, yeah, but this morning he made a point to tell us that and I guess he ':eal1zed that they had left us without any clear inJlcation of where they were going to sleep. PAO We now have tvo questions that vere called from the Cape by Hary (7) but I believe they've both been answered but I'll put thell on the record. She asked first what foreign countries will EREP photograph today and second what is the situalion on the food. And I believe ve've commented on both of those. 
WINDLER Ye~h, I guess ve need to find out for sure about the countries and we'll call back over and find out about that. but I really don't think that there are any. QUERY What .,bout tOliorrov'lII count ries 7 
WI~DLER Yeah. 
QUERY Kilt h~vp. any drugs or any medicationa been dispensed to any crewllen ~o far? 
WINDER 1 don't know the answer to that but 1'. sure you've been told of whatever they were. Do you know? SPEAKER I'm not reAlly sure. 
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WINDLER There veren't any vhen I l.ft • couple of 
daya ago but I have to adaLt that 1 vaa off for tvo daya 
there and I really didn't check that aape~t of the flight. 

PAO Are there any sore queltions? 
QUERY This change of shift briefing vas called 

rather hurriedly but 1 apfreciate M~lt Windler co.ing over an~ 
I think :he coasents v111 be valuable on toe tra~jcrlptlons for 
the late r1sers. (Laughter) 

END OF 'i' APE 
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PAO All tight, before ve get stllrted here 
if anyone has any questions on NASA policV conceroing 
prtvate conversations. we have Hr. John Donnelly here, HASA 
asslstant administrator for public affa1r5, ~ho could ans
~er questions if anybody has any. Anybody have a question. 

QUERY Hr. Donnelly, I'd like to know whe~her 
or not i"formation that comes down tG Hission Control on 
the B Channel viII be transcribed and made avallab\e to 
the press. 

DONNELLY Yes, it will be. 
QUERY Sta.ting when and will we get any of the 

back ChanneL B chatter. 
DONNELLY Starting u SOOti as possible. Yes. you 

~ill get all the commenta,>, :hat has cOile down so far. Com-
pletely and in full. 

QUERY Is there going to be a change of shift 
b de fing in the lIorning. 

DONNELLY We're taking a look at that, and try tn 
work somet!.ing out (garbl~). 

QUERY I don't kno .... if this 15 relevant 1:0 

this, but Roy !Jeal was saying that the crew would be told 
that there .... ill be no procedure available for deploying 
the solar panel for at least a week. I wonder if this has 
been on the B Channel? 

DONNELLY Not that I knOll of, Reg. I haven't 
seen it. Haybe some of the fellows that have been working 
on the shifts would be in a better position to answer that 
than I would. Oka}. I don't want to -

HUTCHINSON Okay to "sil it again. is il? You wa.lt 
me to answer that one now? 

DONNELLY No, I'd just like to say. I don't want 
to muddy up the waters on your briefing here, but I .1ust 
thought I'd thought I'd ~ake myself available, if you did 
have any questions on that. 

PAO All right, .... e'll get started then. I'll 
introduce the people. Starting on my right here is John 
Wegener, the ATM. And on hIs rig~.t is Willialll C. Keathley, 
who is the AiM Experiment Program Hanager from ~arshall. 
And Neil Hutchinson, Flight Director. On Neil's right, 
Gerald Griffith, EREP, and on Griffith's right is Dr. Royce 
H~wklns, the Deputy Director for Medical Opecations dt JSC. 
We'll lel Neil St&rt. 

HUTCHINSON Well, I don't know hOIl ~uch you listened 
to about what went on today. The air-ground probably didn't 
have a heck <;If a lot of conversation on it, but gosh, I'll 
take activation &ny day to this orbital op stuff. We had-
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1 guess I could describe it as a succe •• ful, but h~ctlc day 
today. I think the crew day was probably not anywhere near 
~s hectic as ours was on the ground. We just had an awful 
tough time moving into what 1 would call a nora.l operatiunal 
cycle, from what could be called a pretty canned operational 
cycle. I guess we kind of expected to have a tough ti.e 
getting started in orbital operationa, mainly because it's 
r~rlly a change of pace from the kin~ of stuff that we've 
b3tn doing up to date in Skylab. And it's a bit different 
than anything we've ever done before. Today, as you know, 
we really turned everything on and ~e Ian - we successfully 
accomplished the flight pian we set out to accomplish today, 
with a couple of minor glitches, probably which were of 
our own making, I'm not sure. I'll talk about some of the 
equipment problems we had. I'm not sure yet how many of 
them were procedural problems, and how many rf them were 
re.l1y something wrong with the hardware. In suamary today, 
we ran, I believe, four manned ATM passes. We completed 
the manned ArM (h~ckout first thing Lhis morning. We got 
two biDCedi~&l rutlS in today. So. we now have had a major 
bio run on all three crewmen. 

END or TAPE 
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HUTCHINSON - morning. We got tvo bioaedical runs 
in loday, ~n WP ~ow have had a major bio run on all three 
crewlllen. We checked out the ER.EP gear in preparation for 
an EREP pass to~orrov and ve did have Some probleas with the 
checkout and 1'11 talk about those. And 1 brought along an 
ATH o(fi~er. John Wegener, here on my left and I brought along 
an EREP fellow, Jerry - Gp.rald Griffith, who is the EREP Officer 
on the silver team. And they'll probably help you if you 
have any specific questions about those instrumenta and what 
went on with them today. I think we're probably moving in 
to the operations phase fairly coherently. One thing I'd 
like to comllle~t on 1~ the systems ar~a, which I'm sure you lIIay 
or may not have heard about, is the temperature situation. 
This afternoon, after some deliberations during the day, we 
kind of made a sum~ary up for Pete which we read up over the 
loop here just before I left and I'll kind of sumlllarize that 
or paraphrase it for you. Sasieally we think that we've been 
of course watching the temperatures and we, as you've been 
told before, haVE a computer program at Huntsville which is 
a fairly expensive model of the cluster thermally. You also 
know that ~e've never had the OW5 in a tank or anything like 
that, ir a vacuum chanber so, the thermal modeling science 
is an analytical one as opposed to one that has a lot of test 
day in it. What I'm leading up to is the fact that it appears 
that the cluster is not going to get as cool as WI! thought 
it was gOing to get. And it's not clear yet that we know 
exactly where it's goir.g to end up stabilizing but we're fairly 
certain now it's probably going to be warmer than we thought. 
And it looks like it's probably going to be somewhere around 
80 degree&. ~ow, of course we have been watching this thing 
come down and it started down after we got the parasol out 
fOI the first day or day and a half, like it was pretty much 
f3110wing the way the computer said it waF supposed to perform 
and here in the last day or so it's started to peel off and 
it looks like it's going to level out 8 degrees or so, may-
be 10 - at the outside - higher than we predicted. Now, it's 
not clear ye~ what effect that's going to have on our overall 
operation. It's c~rtainly not uncomfortable for tt,e ere". but 
It's not down as low as we would like it. And I'}} say again 
we're still not positive where it's going to end up stabillting 
out. Now, ve've done some things today to help the cooling 
situation down in the 0\015. We - to s,.ve power we had only 
been running two of the big air ducts down there and we turned 
the third one on this afternoon. We also turned on _ we put 
a - as you probably know we have some portable fans in the 
vehicle. We have installed a portable fan 1n th~ hatch bet~een 
the 0\015 and the airlock module, blOWing air up into the airlock 
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~odule. In other words, it's taklna bot air o~t of the doa. 
area ,)f the for ... ard COlhpartlllent and blowing h. up into the 
airlock module where it g~ts into a heat exchanger, ,_ts cooled 
ar.d gets sent back dOIJn again. And I think that's probably 
of course the big fans turning on lhe third duct increases the 
"ir clre.latlon down tht'le oJ' .. third. That's another SOO 
cubic feet P"f minute flt'\I duwn there. 1'1\1 not sure and Dr. 
Hawkfll» lIIay w!lnt to comment on this •• '111 not Sure if 1.'.;0 ran 
the full protocols 0n X-Ill teday o~ not. 

HAWKINS We did run the full. Both LB and PH 171. 
HUTCHINSOS 50, it looks like we're going to be able 

to do that. Of COUl$e the temperature right now is still 
Il p d r " un d - 0 h l t 's 85 0 r 86 pro b a b 1 y a.b i e n t air t e Irop era t u t: e 
In there light tn that aH,a - it lIIay be 87. So, wo!"re stlll 
<u,ol!ng (,[f and it's slowl'r and we don't think it's going as 
far and it IS guing t~, take a IJhlle ior us to reassess exactly 
what that'" goif'.~ to Clean t) us. As far as the experlr,ents 
t( 'ay - elq'cri.m.::ot anumali",;" we had an anomaly in the pointing 
sy .. tem that points tht' AIM canister at the Sun. And I'm not 

this 1s the one that I'm not really sure 1s an anoC!a1y or 
not. I'm nnt surt' t l:at \.Ie dlt!n' t - not drive the autol'lobl1e 
<'/4,'t1y t:iiiht the fitH time around and rlaybe what we think 
J" d :', iii 1\ ~'n." 1 y C" -l 1 1 \' 1 s go i n g tot u I n 0 u t not t 0 be 0 n e • I 
ted: ( it' 6 too "a r I:. t ',' say. Bas 1 c a 11 y, the t hi n g t hat ap pea r.~ 
to b" .... ruilK - and I' il s,,' again I'm not sure that there's any
t"ir.~ 'Jrong ~ 1s ther.; ill a Sun sensor - as you know the ATM 
(,I"-t.,c hili it's ,llJn p"inting .;ystem that stabilizes it even 
tig':rr r.han the IHauiliZation the vehicle has and 't \.Iorks 
on " principle vcry. ,<'ry Similar to the vehicle. !t has a 
Sun !ler.sor that l"Oks .It the Sun that can tell how far it is 
off thl' c<'nte r "f the Sun and it has a set of gyros that Illf!asure 
the slight <t.atj(lns thBt it has and it's a cOllpletely a tlo'O 

d~gree of freedom illertial stabilization systea. The Sun 
SEnsors af~ also us~d [0 point the canister at features un 
tnt> Sun. And Io'e hay..:! the cal'tbility to manipulate it _ the 
c t e w an d [ h e g r 0 u 11 <l h d S t -, e <: II P 1 b i 11 t Y tOil a n 1 p u 1. ate it _ t 0 

drive it do .. 'n to Olpe ci fie teatures we wan t to look at. And you do 
this by moving II little prism that C~mes in and directs the light 
Into the Sun s~nSOT and it fakes the Sun sensor out. It makes It 
thill).; that it's not reaUy on the center of the Sun and so it 
~oves the canlst~r to get it on the center of the Sun. It 
just - pI ~.',,,, jus t !;~nds the light. Like I said it _ we Inove 
it (10 twu axe.>! ar.d >Je call It l:P, DOWN, LEFT RIGHT. It's just 
thi~ -.ay or this \.lay "hich can rnove it acrClSS tht! fac.: of the 
Sun. And the thing that we don't understand and it appears 
not ) be working right is one of thes~ wedge-drives in the 
u~-down direction. And right now it looks like the canister's 
m-jv1ng but all n'e indications we 
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HUTCHINSOij - in the up-down direction. And right now it looks like the canister is moving, but all the indications we have - the canister Is physically moving because the crew~en can look in his monitor and see the Sun moving when he moves his little joy stick. However, the cOlDp\lter won't IIOV'" the canister with the primary Fine Sun sensor selected and the updown position, nor do any of the readouts on the grounJ or 1n the ATM panel change when the canisters Itove. I don't think we've heard the last cf that one - we have two fine Sun sensors, two complete units. We have selected a secondary and are continuing normal ATH operation with the secondary one. And I'm not sure that we understand - in Cact, I know we don't understand everything about the primary one. That was our biggy today in as far as the ATM goes - 3S far as the support equipment. :<hen it malfunctioned it cost us a pass. We lost one daylight pass today before we got ourselves sorted out. However, we did get on the secondary and get - we did a small aruount of trouble shooting on the priaary and the crew was abl e to cont 1nue on wi th ATM ope rllt ions. as was the ground. We run the ATM uneanned when the crew is not there. As far as ATM itself goes, these gentlellen, Mr. Keathley and John Wegener can tell you about the little things we got going with the instruments. We have a couple of instruments that we haven't started using yet, and I r 11 let theD address that. EREP - We ran the EREP checkout today and it was right towards the end of tne day, end of our shifl over thp.re. And as you know, we have five instruments - five basic instruments - really six, one is the Earth terrain camera which we didn't work on today, but we have five instruments which we were interested in checking out today. We had some little funnies with four of them. In my opinion, and this is awful preliminary of all the funnies that we had, and we had we had some non-normal indications on S-190, 191, 192, and 193. I think the 190 and 193, the 190 being the cameras, and the 19) is the - IS the 19) the RAD/SCAT? The - the altimeter radiometer - I th.nk both of those are probably going to prove to be - there's nothing wrong with the instruments and they'll function normally. On 191 and 192 - 192 is our I)-band scanner and again I'll let the EREP folks talk a little more about this, but basically we had one of those bands which doesn't look like it's working right and the cr~w Was unable to do what we call. align it. On 191, which is the infrared instrument. we effectively really didn't get it checked out because we didn't get a ready light on it due to the fact that the cool-down didn't work properly on the sensing instrument. And 1'. not quite sure how we're going to play that one tomorrow. It's probably too early to tell. However. none of the stuff that I saw here today. I think 
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vill preclude the ERRP pus tOlllorrow. Do you? I auspect 
ve'11 run anyway. We •• y not run ~ full-up pa.s. I think 

- oh one thing ve did todzy that wss coapletel)' successful 
that's of interest - we ran an alignment check toda), between 
the ATM and the NDA for purposes of deterainina where the EREP 
instrulllents are relative to the ATM. because of course the 
ATM inertial alignment 18 the thing that we use for an inertial 
reference. And in order to point the EREP ve need to know where 
ve are - where the EREP instruments are relative to the ATK. 
We ran this alignment check by gOing into the com.and module 
and powering up the cOlllputer and the oj>tics and taking aOllle 
star sightings and figuring out exactly where the EREP was relattve 
to the - vhere the ATM vas relative to the HO! alignlll~nt. And 
it turns out that ve deployed the ATK within a tenth of a degree. 
It looks like - of exactly nominal which is kind of fantastic 
when YJU think of pulling that great big thing up frolll the 
nose all the way up to the top and not miSSing the alignment 
with any more inaccuracy than that. I've got a lot of other 
little ditties here that - boy we had a heck of a day - there 
vas just a lot of 11ttle stuff. I think - that kind of au.s 
it up. I think first day of operations - as a summary _ I 
think we just really had a good day. The crew got through 
the whole day - the>·' re going to gel to bed on time and we 
got an awful lot accol:lpllshed, I think. \Ie Just have a tremendous 
amount to learn - on hOIi to smooth out the operation - to be 
able to turn the crank and get things done in an orderly fashion. 
But \ole' re on our loIay. 

KEATHLEY I'd thought I'd Just add that - the fact 
that in conversations With the principle investigators on the 
ATM, r think that the feeling 1s that they're quite enthusiastic 
about the first day's activity. Quite enthusiastic about b~th 
the data they are seeing - the photo-electric data they're 
seeing and TV data they're geeing and the obvi~ys successful 
perfornance of the instruments themselves. And r think the 
loIord enthusiastic Cdn be properly used here. 

PAC: Dr. Hawkins did you want to make a little 
&taLelllent? 

HA~KINS I think the runs today with the commander 
and the pilot on both the LBNP and the bicycle ergometer did 
show sl.lme improvement over yesterday's run with the - well the 
SPT today. We ran the pilot the first day, 1'111 sorry. But 
I believe there's - this indicates to me anyway that there 1s 
a bit of a learning process going on here in how to use that 
equipment in weightlessness. The first day, Paul Weitz did 
experience soroe difficulty with - especially with the bicycle 
ergometer. Ana as they described it - there's a lIechanical proble. 
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HAWKINS - could be. Paul Weitz did experience 
SQme difficulty, especially wtth the bicycle ergometer. And 
88 they described it, there's 8 mechanical proble. there 
In learning how you ride that thing. It's certainly diff
erent than it is in one g. But, today 1 think that that 
looked much better, and I don't have sny doubt8 but what 
they'll work out the correct solution a8 to how to ride It. 

PAO Okay, we'll take que8tiona now. Wait 
for the Ulike. Start right here. John Wilke. 

QUERY Where iR the crew sleeping? Andfor 
Dr. Hawkins, was there an1thlng in the private conversation 
of a medical nature, that you'd like to tell us? Particularly 
sin..:e we got from the 8UIIIlIary. if you can believe that, they \iere 
having troubles with the Ergometer, and you got the im-
preSsion that ~aybe they ~eren't going to be able to do that, 
or at least not as long as the temperatures \iere as high as they are. 

HAWKINS So fac as I know, \iith regards to \ihere 
theY're sleeping, I don't think we had a pOSitive state~ent 
from them as to ~here they slept last night. My impresSion 
~as that they \iould sleep again in the MDA or the Command module. 
There .... as a statement in tl1e release that >'ou saw, no d0ubt, 
from the private conferenCI! this morning. that I believe 
Pete Conrad said that he ~ns .... arm. ~hlch ~ould indicate 
that they ~ere in the OW'S ~leeping. Now, I honestly_ 

QUERY I thot'ght you were gOing to ask thell. 
HAWKINS I haven't been back over there to ask 

thel!!. And no, the ~ord has not really gone up to ask them. 
I hope that tonight ~e'll have a definite ~nderstanding of exactly ~here they .... ill be. 

SPEAKER COuld I point out one thing, Doc, in 
case of a misunderstanding. Dr. Ha~ktns ~as not present 
durinK the private conversation. 

HAWKINS Yes, thank yOU, Jack. I thought about 
that, and then I forgot to Clarify the point. I .... as not in 
that priv:'te c0nversation. \That I'm reading _ 

QUEkY Did you try to get briefed on what \ient on? 

~hat 
HAWKI :-IS 

you've read 
QUERY 

in 
Not in detail. no. I've 

the summary conversation. 
That's all? 
That's all. 

read exactly 

To ans~er your question about asking 
Today ~as absolutely so busy, it never occurred to 

me to ask thelll on tl':e execute shift today. 

QUERY You were on the private conversation, 

HAWK INS 
HUTCHINSON 

them. 

Yeren't you? 
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HUTCHINSON Yes, I was. 
QUERY Well, you can then answer my question. 
H~!TCHINSON What was your question, specifically? 
QUERY About the - Did any thins of a lIIedir.al 

nature, becau~e the summary said that they were having 
trout-Ie with the ergometer, and because of the heat. And 
we got the impression that they could not use this bicycle 
machine as long 4S the heats were the way they are. Now, 
you tell us they had a full run today. 

HUTCHINSON That's right, they did. No, I don't 
think anybody ever said anything about them not using the 
machine. Now, yesterday, they came down prior to the 
medical run, and suggested a change in the protocol and 
they did change it yesterday. And I think, you know, this 
I Mean. riding a bike in 85 or 90 degree temperatures that 
we'ra experiencing down there is hard ,,·ork. And I was kind of 
surprised they completed the protocols today. There 
lola:; no conversation about the ergometer in the private 
conver&ation. None whatsoever about riding the bicycle or 
about the temperatures being too hot. 

QVERY It was in the summary that that lias in 
the private conversation. 

HUICHINSO': I've got the summary right here in front 
of me, and I don't see anything 1n it about the ergomet<!r. 
Oh, it says, With the possible exception of - Let's see 
I'll read it. See _hat it says. Well, I suspect that 
since they did shorten the protocol yesterday and this 
conversation lias held prior to the ergometer today, that 
Pete lias prohably just saying, "Hey. look, you kno"" we 
rode the bicycle yesterday, and Ye didn't quite finish it, 
and today ",e're gonna try it again, and see how it goes." 
And like Dr. Hawkins said, they rode it today, and they 
both rode the full ride. And I Imcglne they sweat 4 lot. 
I imagine it's darn hard "'ark, when it's that warm. 

HA\JKI~S They have had concern about whether 
they were really gOing to be able to push themselves to 
the tOF ~'vel on the bicyclergometer. Initially the first _ 
yesterd"y. l ~hink the concern was around the LBNP. I 
don't th1.'K ~;;lt Dr. Kerwin found. after they once got 
started with the - with Paul Weitz, that really posed as 
much of a problem as he anticipated and Initially thought. 
And really they found that they were having more trouble 
riding the bicycle ergometer, and because of the mechanical 
problem of riding it, they were therefore using more of 
the arms to - in work - actually to hang on to that thing 
and ride it than they were the lower extremities. And they 
felt that under the heat loads that they were exp~riencing 
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that this could certdnly limit the hVlills at which they 
could obtain. However, PAul went the full three levels. 
And without any difficulty. Now, today, they Vent the 
full protocol, although Pete, I thiftk, asain did express 
1I0me concern about the heat. and if it r •• ained at that 
level. they stlll expressing SOIlO poss.tble doubt as to 
~hether they'll always be able to really 80 the .axl.u~. 

HUTCHINSON Let me say one aore thing about the 
bicycle. 1 think the bicycle 1s kind of like 8 lot of 
the other things that we're doing here. I don't think 
we understand yet, how far we're going to be able to go 
With it. I think this thing that Dr. Hawkins has pointed 
out about beir.g strapped on the seat. the shoulder harness 
arrangement hasn't worked out vl!ry well. I think they're 
learning how to use that. I think we aren't sure yet, 
where the temps are going to end up, and I think we're 
just 201n g to have to play it by esr and see now. Maybe 
by tomorrow, they're going to decide they don't want to 
rIde it, tomorrow, but I do·,'t think that's any big deal. 
It's like a guy being in the he.t, and not wanting to work 
now. I think the doctors __ 
END OF TAPE 
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HUTCHINSON - they're golnl to decide t~ey don't wlnt 
to ltde it to~orrov. aut I don't think tbat'. Iny big deal, 
it's like a gur beln~ in the h~at and Qot v.ntlns to vork. Nov, 
I think the doc tore are probably lookinl at the fact at vhat 
it's doins to their medlcftl data. I don't knov if riding that thing 
in 8S degree heat ia cutting your medical data dovn - .aybe 
it ia & little bit. It's probably certainly not as desirable 
as riding it in 70 degrees. And we m.y have to .ake a deciaion 
ve don't waat to u~e the darned thing anymore, but it's just not 
that big a deal. 

QUER1 Tvo questions, one'. simple. Why 
the temperatures coming duvn as fast as you expected? 
other one is do you have any expl~nation at all of why 
asked for this private con'i'ersaUon? Since if you read 
summary, there's no explanation at all in there. 

aren't 
The 
Conrad 

that 

HUTCHINSON Well, let me answer the first one. Why I 
can't tell you vhy he as~ed for the private conversation either, 
but let me try and answer the first one. The temperature 
thing 1 think - it'a plain and si~ple that we're on a learning 
curve with this temperature business and I think that ve just 
plain and simplc - the tools that ve hAve available to us to 
analyze thermal situations aren't anywhere near as - they're 
sophisticated but they aren't anywhere near as accurate. It's 
kind of almost like a black magic science. And if there's 
anything thermal predictions take it'~ empirical data and ve're 
getting the empirical data ncw. For example the perfor.anc~ 
of the cluster o~er the last couple of days with the shade 
up. And empiric~l data puaped back into Co=pllter programs leads 
to new predictions and that's how co~ we're refining our 
numbers. I think we're just - we just missed the number to 
begin with and we're homing in on it. 
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I don't have any first hand knowledge of how much it really 
is, but thlt's got to contribute something to it because that's 
let ting more heat into the vehicle. And I also think. that we 
kind of miscalculated the amount of reradiation that we we~e 
going to get ~ut of the big structures inside and especially 
things like the water tanks, which of course as you probably 
heard, Pete continues to comment they are still hot - 1 mean 
you can walk - flost up next to one of the III and you can fllel 
it radiating. 
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HUTCHINSON Now, the second qu~.tlon w •• why did Pete 
ask for the private conversation. I don't know why he asked 
for the private conversation. I __ 

QUERY Did you even get a clue. even though you 
listened to the whole private conversation? 

HUTCHINSON Yeah. I listened to the whole private con-
versation - no I didn't have any clue - I guess I don't make 
such a big deal out of private conversations. but I _ I don't know why he asked. 

QUERY Have you got to the stage where now you 
knew that the temperatures have leveled off so high you've 
got to consider doing an early EVA an~ deploy the twin pole? 

HUTCHINSON No, I don't think we're at that stage yet. 
Because I don't think we yet know where they're gOing to level 
off. 1 gave you a new number tonight, and if it does indeed 
level off at 80 I'm not sure whether we Would _ whether we would 
make c:onsiderations for an EVA or not - al" early EVA. That 
option of course is open - any time. And it's certainly open 
at thp. end of SkylaL 2. 

QUERY I hate to beat this private conVer&ation 
to death, but a f~w minutes ago y"u said the ergometer wasn't 
mentioned in the privp.te conversation __ 

HUTCHINSON That Was a rnis~ake - I have the copy right 
here and it "'115 and I don't - I didn't remember it specifically being mentioned. 

QUERY Well, I just wonder if there are some things 
that weren't mentioned there that might be vorth mentioning. 

HUTCHINSON Nothing that I can think of. 
QUERY Dr. Hawkins, yesterday I believe it vas 

reported that the Circumference of Weitz's calf had decreased by 
about half an inch. And if I also remember correctly, 
some more information was goIng to be dumped down so that 
1t could be analyzed. I wonder, has the information been 
linked to you and What are the results _ do you have any 
results on the t'!easuremente for the other two crewmen? 

HAI.'KIN~ No, I don't have the Reasureaents on the 
other two creWmen. 1 - when I left over there a little earlier 
this afternoon we had not yet r~ceived all of the dump data 
on that fr0m Cor-rad. And certainly we haven't yet received 
the afternoon run on Joe KerWin. The data that you mentioned 
vas from yesterday, with Paul Weitz. in which they found the cir
cumference of the leg was about a half an inch less than it 
lias preflight - the last measurements preflight.. An<! the 
other interesting point there "'as the - that dur!~6 the exercise 
experi_ot run - that the increase in size vas not two tiaes the 
expected - that Compared with the preflight. Now we don't yet 
really have a complete answer on this. Obviously it's a _ 
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relates to & fluid chauga within the zero gravity condition8. 
QUERY I've got several. I'll Itart with you 

Dr. Hawkins. First of all, what i. the significance if the 
bicycle beco~e8 where they are not able to keep running it at 
high levels·· or even if they do and in the higher teaperature. 
what does this do to your baseline data? Doesn't this kind of 
destroy everything you've got up to this point and you ha.e 
to reconfigure and when they get back I understand they would 
continue riding the bicycle. Are you going to make them do 
it at higher temperatures when they co~e back? Exactly what's 
the Significance of it and - because thi8 1~ one of your more 
critical .edical experim~nts as I understand it. 

HAWKINS It' s really true. And the ideal way of 
course is that you always run your experiments in the same 
conditions under which you obtained your baseline data and 
your recovery data. Well, obviously, we have 80me deltas 
cranked into this for us and you have to iuterpret your data 
in light of that new change. Now this doesn't say that the 
data's going to be In __ 
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HAWKINS - you have to interpret your data in light 
of that - that nev change. Nov thia doeap't .ay that tha 
dat~ 1. golng to be invalid. certainly itla going to be quite 
valuable, ve are gOing to be able to aake lnt.lliaent deCision •• 
I think froa vhat ve eee, it does mean yo~ have to crank in 
this nev variable into your 80alY$i3 of it. And you have to 
be carefyl how you do that. But - and it even means that if 
you have to continue under higher theraal loads than what 
we'd like to have, it'. Possible we aay even have to reduce _ 
«Iter the profile and thus reduce the workloads _ top work
loads under which the crew conducts the experiment. Those 
lhlngs are possible. but it isn't going to invalidate what 
we ga t • 

QUERY And Neil, first of 411 are you saying on 
the ATM with the p~lmary Sun sensor we ~annot go on unmanned 
run. is that what you're saying - with that primary? 

HUTCHINSON No, it's not. Well-
QUERV You ssid the computer could not get it 

to activate correctly, 1s that the w-7 I understood it. and 
that would mean you ~ouldn't go _ 

HUTCHlNSON What it would lIean is, if it turns oul 
that that indeed is the failure Diode, which I dOIl't think \ole 
can assume yet. hut if it turns out, you are exsctly correct. 
What \ole couldn't do from the ground Is we couldn't offset 
point the canister from the ground, because we have to go 
throug!. the computer - he has a little joy stick. However, that 
would not - that wruld inhibit some unllanned or unattended 
operations. John, you lIight comment on that. What kind of 
unattended do \ole do with the _ 

WEGENER I kno\ol it's certainly (garble) a great 
deal of data that's takell offset pOinting, I guess the pOint 
1'111 not clear on What. we're saying ia that you're talking 
about the loss of the two systems, iso't that correct. 

HUTCHINSON Of the prlllary 5yatem, now of course. 
you kno\ol we have a second~ry systea which we have to have 
snother failure to get into the posture you described and the 
one failure \le've had has to prove out to be what I'm second 
guessing. 

QUERV The other thing is - deaUng with the ATM 
exactly what have we been able to learn 80 far? What have 
we been doing speCifically, and you say the PIs are happy 
so far with the information. I mean is it what they were 
expecting to come back with or what? 

SPEAKER Well, as far as the data is concerned. 
the levels - the flux levels are as fairly well expected. 
As tar as the ATM ohserv3tions are concerned. I guess they 
could best be described as Sort of a balanced diet, so far. 
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They're easing into it. We've tracked three active regions 
today. One of the acti'"e regions is a very old active 
region, It's been around - this is its fourth time around the 
sun. The other active reeion is about on its second cycle around 
the Sun. And the third active region is a very young active 
region. So, we've done that kind of thing. There's a prominence, 
a fairly quiescent prominence, that they've been taking some data 
on. And in addition to that we've done the normal routine 
synoptic ""ork, so far. 

QUERY One last one for now, lir. Griffith, what 1s 
the - which of the EREP sensors 1s goinp to be used tomorrow? 
And will all of them be used during that pass _ what is it 
pass 20 or whatever. frsck 207 

GR!fFITH All of the instruments except the ETC 
will be used tomorrow. 

QUERY Two questiDns, first for Dr. Hawkins. 
Leaving aside the bicycle, which they may have to go easy 
on, i~ he happy about them continuing the other program 
of work for 28 days in these Sort of temperatures? And 
secondly for Neil, ~ou have spoken about the option you have 
to deploy - for an EVA - to deploy the thermal shield, IoIhat 
about the effect of the extra cooling devices you turned on 
inside the workshop on the electrical budget. And would the 
early deployment of that other solar panel help you in this 
regard? 

GRIFFITP. Well, 1 may need Nell to help answer 
sOllle of that quetltion. I'c not sure I completely understand 
all of it, but yeah, the so lar - any incr~ase 1n power is 
de fin i te 1y going to bene fl tall () f the experi ments and 
operational needs. 

QUERY The question was, it was for Nell _ that 
part (>f it was for Neil - Io'hat is the effect on yo ... r power 
supply of the extra fans and cooling devices onboard. And 
would it be a help - would you be happier if you had more 
solar power as you would hav~ if you could ~eploy that other 
pan e I Z 

HUTCHINSON Certainly, we'd be happy if we had more 
solar power and certainly it does affect our power budget. 
We probably turned on today - I'll probably give you a bummer 
for a number - several hundred .... atts of additional power for 
c(\oling iI) t~rms of fans. Maybe, a:\d that number probably 
isn't (\ver~helmingly correct. It's over a hundred, I'm sure 
of that. The effect on our power budget is that we salol today 
for the first time today the vehicle turned on and experiments 
turned on and food being heated and et cetera, And it appears 
that as usual we were a little conservative When we started 
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out calculating the numbers and the pover - ve vouldn't have 
turned anything on that ve couldn't aupport and ve can, vith 
the power we've got right now, aupport the kind 01 experiment 
operations that we conducted today and keep the fana on with 
the pOVQr that we have forever if we chooae. The fans and 
the heat exchangers that ve have on nov. It obviously cut 
down on our rooa to wiggle a bit. Everything you turn on does. 
And, hcwav~r, we were able to support it adequately. To 
answer your question on extra power, as you know, there still 
1a con8ideration being given to what we mayor aay not be able 
to do with that extra - that panel that's n~t deployed. And 
all the guys that worry about power have their fingers crossed 
that sooner or later we're going to be able to do something 
with it. 

END OF TAPE 
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HUTCliINSON - and all the guys to worry about power have 
their fingers crossed that sooner or later we're going be 
able to do something with it. 

QUERY Two questions for Dr. Hawkins. What was 
eaten today and did the crewmen comment on whether they liked 
the food? 

HAWKINS I haven't got a report on that. The first 
comments that we'll really have are in the crew status report 
this evening in which they will identify those items which they 
did not eat. 

QUERY And (excuse Il'e) a question for Neil. What's 
he playing that music on1 Is it a portable cassette recorder 
or what? 

HUTCHINSON Well, the Sky - no it's not - well it's 
effectively that's about what it is. Skylab has in the wardroom 
a - I believe we call it an entertainment center. I know that 
certainly is a misnomer, but it has In it a tape recorder and 
some books and Some things - reading materials and so on and 
so forth and it is a cassette player. And loaded on board are 
tapes of the selection of each of the individual crewmen 
who arc going to fly and you've figured out by now that Pete's 
a country and western fan. And the t.hing is just a caSsetl .. 
recorder with a couple of speakers in the ~ardroom. And it's 
b u lit r 1 gh tin tot hew do 11. 

music? 
QUERY How do the other two guys feel about country 

I!UTCHINSON 1 don't k~ow. I hope they like it. 
QUERY Two questions. first one, Neil. How close 

did you come to your power budget today when you lI"ere operating 
maximum equipments, experiments, and everything else? 

HUTCHINSON Well, we're running right up near where 
we said was our maximum capability. We were running between 
4100 and 43 or 4400 watts and of course you know we were plan
ning on 4500 watts as a gUideline to not exceed, so we're just 
about right there. And we ran pretty consistently there all 
day, Pete. Just right there. I don't think we'll run that 
high at nigh t . 

QUERY Is 4500 watts a redline figure and you've 
got some pad behind that? 

HUTCHINSON It's not a - not even a redline. It's 
a guideline and yes there i~ a little bit of rad behind that, 
not much thuugh, but there is probably a couple of hundred 
watts behind that. And remember that we're talking about 
average power nolo'. We were sustaining the power level of that 
o7bit in and orbit out. There were peaks up considerably 
high than that and sometimes considerably lower than that. 
And I'll probably - I don't remember what the highest I Saw 
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b u lit r 1 gh tin tot hew do 11. 
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I!UTCHINSON 1 don't k~ow. I hope they like it. 
QUERY Two questions. first one, Neil. How close 

did you come to your power budget today when you lI"ere operating 
maximum equipments, experiments, and everything else? 

HUTCHINSON Well, we're running right up near where 
we said was our maximum capability. We were running between 
4100 and 43 or 4400 watts and of course you know we were plan
ning on 4500 watts as a gUideline to not exceed, so we're just 
about right there. And we ran pretty consistently there all 
day, Pete. Just right there. I don't think we'll run that 
high at nigh t . 

QUERY Is 4500 watts a redline figure and you've 
got some pad behind that? 

HUTCHINSON It's not a - not even a redline. It's 
a guideline and yes there i~ a little bit of rad behind that, 
not much thuugh, but there is probably a couple of hundred 
watts behind that. And remember that we're talking about 
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tOGay, but up 1n the 48, 4900 \fau l'anse. 

QUEItY l"ve got II quUtlon for Dr. Hawkina. 00 
you have ~ny indication that I(lth this heat and th~ exerc11e 
and l·· .. erythin~ they're au doing that perhaps theY're drinking 
more fluids than they would nOt~a]ly? And how would this P08-
s{\ly affect some of your data? 

11AWKINS Well. I think yes, they probably are eon-
sUMln8 a little bit more of - which Is naturally what they 
should be doing \itth - beeaus~ they are 81(eatins under those 
temyerature conditions. I h~veo't had any real POBi~lve Btate-
~ents about you know just how much ~Weating they're doing but 

yeu can b~ D~Sured [hey are doing SOme sweating over and above 
what they '"'auld he In the nOOltnal cOJifort temperature range. 
So tr."y'vt' got [0 consume lIlore fluids. As lon~ as they lIain-
Lain a good flUId balance it's not going to affect our experi
men.al r.:s,,:-s. If they get a fluid Jepletion then yes, it is Jnpact.:d. 

QUERY r've got a little triple htoader here. Cne 
t!dng th.H int"rests tile in the flight plan that I saw for toc-
orrow was d fir~ drill. I Wonder how theY're are going to do 
a fire drill in spac~. Wher, is their first day off going to 
h .. a::d co,dd you /lIve us II basic runJown on the flight plan t 0 r I, 0 nor r (I W ? 

liL CHINGuN J didn't bring II flight plan with me and 
oUf.nl!, joh on the - ..,ell we did look at it briefly _ we r~ally_ th~ execute Rhift that's on during th~ day doesn't have a l~t 
to de wlrh the flight plan thlt's going to get flo,",n tomorrow. 

f< ER'i You did It very well yesterday fr today, 
ill"rCHISSON Yeah, I know. That's because today vas 

t ';;; £i r"t one <lnd I was really concerned about eVerything that 
" a s g a I r, g 0 nth <! rea n d I have t a fly the 0 net 0 1:0 r r 0" and V" 11 d 
Y'lU belieVe that r've jU~t kind of glanced _ I did see the fire 
drill there in the end. lIasie"l!y the fire drill is an e:cercisp. 
tu - gil/en a (ire alarm, to det",rmine Where it is, lnsrect It, go 
through II series of hatch closures - depending on Where it is 
and • .. hat it Is and E'ffectlvely safe _ put yourself in a 
safe condition to etther put it Out or get out, one or the 
other. It literally is - the bUZler ringa and all the kids 
go to the doors and !!larch out after due consideration of wh~t 
it i-;. And it·'s - ;. don't mean to take Jt lightly, it's serious 
hu,;inefs. I mean, we got a fire elllrlll system that'R _ lOoks in 
~very crack and cranny around the vehiCle and When it goes off, the ere .... pays attention to it. 

QUER¥ Their lin .. day ofC? 

HUTCHIVSON It's seven days so lt'll be _ Well ~e 111te~ 
o· 1n Friday - it's Friday. Why don't lie get hi. an .n.!I~1' 
0, at? Frankly, 1'111 ,"lot sUre. 1 think it'. FridllY. 
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QUERY I know they have been behind but they're catchlnp u? 

QUERX Yeah. They still have ~o.e __ 
Pet~'8 talking about debris that's atill on the wardroom and 
they'd like to clean it up. They have aome chores and I figured 
perhaps they might have - lose their first day off or part of it or have it set up. 

HVTC~INSON No, I don't think so. The kind of things 
that he'~ talking about - he still is not - they still have 
not got SOIl",p' of the launch r~st raints and things like that 
disPQsed of. They've still got little things that are bothering 
them like one of the vent pOrt3, I know, and up In the dome area 
needs a vacuu~ cleaner taken to it and there are things like 
that. But I don't think the re' s anything _ in fact. I knoy 
there's nothing of a magnitude that would take anywhere near 
a crew day off fo r anybo dy. And.s you know eve ryday In the 
ilight plan - you've been looking at the. _ we schedule a 
tiling called housekeeping which is __ 

END OF TAPE 
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HUTCHINSON - for anybody. And as you know, every 
day In the Flight PlIn if you've been looking at thell. we 
schedule house - a thing called housekeeping. which is sort 
of just about what it says. Sometimes th1re's something 
put in those slots. if we have something to do. Sometlees 
there isn't and if the time is open they're free to do any 
thing they feel like they think needs doing in the way ~f 
tidying up or 11gtening to country and western music - if that's 
what they want to do. The hOtlSekeeping - and we generally 
try to I<.eep an hour of housekeeping time acsolutely ("ce 
going into every day, that we'll ask them to do things in. as the 
day gJCS on - and scheduled time in the Flight Plan. So I 
don't think, by the time we get to the day off, 1 fully expect 
th~ workshop to be conpletely squared away and I reckon they'll 
tak" oj day off. If yc'u can do such a thing there. Ihey'll 
probably want to look at the Sun or something. 

PAO We'll take one more question. 
QUERY During the fire d['111, and I notictd it 

alS0 said practice rapid depressurization, will th~y actually 
do any pressurization or will they fake it? 

H~ICHINSON S~. you fake the sensor into thinking it's 
~e~!.l1g a rapjri dt'!crease in clu,;ter pressure. It's a test 
de\'ice, it doesr,'t e ...... n really test the sensor. It P1.:ts a 
signal into the elect['onics that sets off all the buzzers and 
bells and drives the meters and so ~n. 

QUERY Do they know when it's coming? 
H VI CH INS 0 N Yes. 

QUERY Io Neil, have they in fact been told that 
there won't be a solar panel deploy procedure available for 
at least a week? 

HUTCHINSON .... ell. the conversation on that went something 
1 ike - .., eta 1 ked abo uti tan d the y know t hat we' r e 10' 0 r Ie i n g 0 n some
thing and they're thinking about it, and the term a "'celt may 
have come lip. I don't think a "'eek i5 a - I don't thinle that's _ 
I think that's almost a figure of sp~ech, because as you know, 
we've got a thing going in the tank up at Huntsville. and in 
fact. Rusty Schweickart, the backup Commander, I believe, and 
a couple of other peop:'e are headed up there tomorrow after-
noon to start to work on that thing. And you know, in a day 
or so they may cOllie up with something and it may take them 
a week. they may not come up with any. I just don't think we 
know - that's probably a good round number for some concrete 
plans of something we mayor lIIay not do. And I think that 
the iapetus there was to le 11 Pete that we're thinking about it. 
we want him to think about it, snd we don't think we're going 
to come up tomorrow morning and say. hey, guess What, we found 
out a way to get that panel out. 
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QUERY 
to HuntsVille with 

HUTCHINSON 
though, because I 

PAO 

END OF l'APE 

Do you know who i. lOin, to be gOin 8 
IhlJty? 

No, I don't. I do know that he's aOing 
ta\ked to hi. about it. 

Okay, thank you gentlemen. 
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PAO Okay. Change-of-shift press Oil II)' .. !ght, Dr. Royce Havkins, and on his .. lght, Hutchinson vho is the off"going Flight Director. vhat we need to do is start with Neil. 

conference. 
Neil B. 
And I guess 

HUTCHINSON Okay. We had another day of success today. I think we've got probably about an hour's worth of work left to do over there this afternoon, but I think we can say that we're activated. Basically today loIas a day of getting al: of the boxes out of the way, getting the last of the stowage transf~rs taken care of, getting all the bioQedicsl gear calibrated and turned on and sta~ting our basic experiment 
cycl~. We got through the day pretty much as we had it flightplanned. The only anomaly that I know of that we uncovered today was with a device called the SHMD, that's an acronym for a specimen mass measuring device. It's a scale that we use to weigh waste matter and food residue and so on and so forth for purposes of accurate deter~ination of body intake and output. We turned on, we have two of these devices, we have one in th~ waste measurement compartment, one in the ward room, and we turned them on laat night - we activated them last night. It turns out that apparently the one in the ward waste measurement compartment got left on all night and we burned the electronics up. And we think it's gone. There's nothing we can do about it, we don't have any spares onboard. We do have the one in the wardroom and we viiI use the one in the wardroom for measuring both the waste matter and the foor{ residues. And we gave the crew the option that if they d~dn't want to carry the fecal matter into the pantry there. t~ ~eigh it - they could swap the electronics boxes out. They are in terchangeable - they are exactly the same - and move the wardroom scale electronics and hook it into the scale In the vaste management compartment. Now that's the only anomaly we turned up all day today. Temperatures continue to come down. I think we're probably in the lover 80's in the cabin now, in the air. I'd say probably 82 or 83. We've about got - we've got the spaceship turned on and ve're ready to settle down to a standard experiment routine. This afternoon we did run our first big experiment which vas a medical run. It's still in progress - was still In progress when I left. DT. HawJlns will probably want to comment a little 1I0re on this but we were no~ experiencing any anomalies at the time I left. And that includes all the turn-on and activation of the big lIetabolic analyz~r which is a rather delicate device which requires a lot of very precise calibration. Turning the HO-92 which is a lover body neKatlve pressure. all the VSG hookups and everything and that's all finished with no anollalies reported. We finished abuut 1 0' clock today. the 
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unmanned checkout of the ATM, and ag.in 1t never ceaus to 
amaze me, ve didn't turn up a sinale anomaly. The ATK's all ready 
for the crev and they're gOing to start vorking on it tomorrow 
lIlorning. I think that's about it. We had an outstanding day 
.snd you never Could have proved it by me that we'd be vheee 
we are tod,y a week ago. 

PAO Dr. Hawkins, do you vant to sav something before ve go to the Q&A? 

HAWK[NS Well, actually I think Neil hBs pretty 
veIl SUllilarized the medical experiment hardware. 

EN D OF rAPE 
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HAWKINS Neil has pretty well Bummariled the aedical ~xper1l1ent hardware. I .ight jultt touch on a few of the others. I think we are fairly well sat{9fi~d at this point that the M092, the lower body negattv£! pressure, and the H171, the bicy<:le ergometer, have been run and completed &UCCeS8. They just handed me a nol;e here which saya that they did complete the Kl71 at the level 3. So it sounds like that all that equipment 15 working very well, and the experiment is going ... el1. Before we - before I left over thete> we had seen some of the vee, the vectorcardiosral1 In the initial checkout. So I'm satified with the data that we are seeing froll! there. The - ... e have one other bit of a problem we've got to resolVe, which Neil did not mention, ... ith the body maS9 ~easuring device., in that some of these weights, which are calibrated weights aboard the spacecrQft ... hich are used to calibrate the unit. They are having trouble getting these things to remain in place. The est.a.blished procedure is to use the shoulder straps which go across the man when he is on there for measuTing body weight. And they are having some problem with anchoring these batteries down, which are one of the items used in getting. 
HUrCH:NSON We gather up all kinds of gear from all ever the vehicle and stuff it in the seat of the body mass measurement device to cry an'1 get enough weight to weigh the equivalent of a man. And we do it in steps. We start out with just a little bit, then a little more, and a little ~ore until we get up to like 180 pounds worth of stuff. And the stuff that ve're strapping on there. we know hov much it veighs very accurately. And tl;~refore, ~hen a man gets on there, and he gets readings comparable to the stuff ve know how much weighs very accur~tEly. we've nov got a CAL curv! and we can figure out hoy much the man weighs. And what he is talking about was the high end of the thing when we used some very heavy batteries, they didn't stay on the scale, in the seat v;>;ry well. 

HAWKINS But I feel sure that can be resolved in some manner or other. We just don't h .... '! the fix on it right nov. The MIlOs of blood samples Jere drayn this lIIorning. And that is a first. Another first in the program of manned space flights. these were done successfully. And we see no problem there whatsoever. Our vestibular function study, the chair has been moved to the right spot, but it has not been checked out yet. Metabolic, veIl ve mentioned the ergometer. The HIll, the sleep studie" this has not been checked out. but it viII be tonight prior to the sleep. And Joe KeTwin will be monitored throughout the sleep 
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HUrCH:NSON We gather up all kinds of gear from all ever the vehicle and stuff it in the seat of the body mass measurement device to cry an'1 get enough weight to weigh the equivalent of a man. And we do it in steps. We start out with just a little bit, then a little more, and a little ~ore until we get up to like 180 pounds worth of stuff. And the stuff that ve're strapping on there. we know hov much it veighs very accurately. And tl;~refore, ~hen a man gets on there, and he gets readings comparable to the stuff ve know how much weighs very accur~tEly. we've nov got a CAL curv! and we can figure out hoy much the man weighs. And what he is talking about was the high end of the thing when we used some very heavy batteries, they didn't stay on the scale, in the seat v;>;ry well. 

HAWKINS But I feel sure that can be resolved in some manner or other. We just don't h .... '! the fix on it right nov. The MIlOs of blood samples Jere drayn this lIIorning. And that is a first. Another first in the program of manned space flights. these were done successfully. And we see no problem there whatsoever. Our vestibular function study, the chair has been moved to the right spot, but it has not been checked out yet. Metabolic, veIl ve mentioned the ergometer. The HIll, the sleep studie" this has not been checked out. but it viII be tonight prior to the sleep. And Joe KeTwin will be monitored throughout the sleep 
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period for EEG, electroencephalograas. I think that pretty 
well Su~marizes the aedlcal equip~ent. 

PAO Okay, please wait for the mike so we 
ca~ get your questions on record. Bruce. 

QUERY I've g(" several. First of all Dr. 
Hawkins, are they going to sleep in the Command ~odule 
or the MDA or down the wardroo~ tonight (garble)? 

HUTCHINSON Who kn0~~. 

HAWKINS I haven't neard. We have not asked 
them. The temperatures in the o .... S 1 think al'e right about 
85 degrees, which you could sleep in with the drier air. 
However, I personally would like to have it a little CJoler. 
And ~y gue~s 1s that the crew wll1 probably sleep In the 
MDA or the command module. 

QUERV In moving the specimen mass measuring 
device, is it the one of the t ... o, is it any more than an 
inconve~lence in losing them? 0r Is it going to cause 
problems later on during the flight with any of the exper
iments, because that Is an experiment I understand too? 

HA .... KINS It is an experiltent In itself, and it 
also supports other experiments -the nutritional studies. 
Yes, it .... ould definitel)" impact the M070 studies. Because 

HUTCHINSON If .... e lose another one. 

HAWKINS Well If .... e - yes, if .... e lose another 
one. We've got to have one, other .... ise. you just cannot 
get those weights. And those are important. 

QUERY What is the - 1n the EREP activation 
tomorrow, what exactly are they going to be doing with it. Are 
they just going to be turning them on and checking them out? 

H UT eH INS 0 N We 11, yes. Bas 1 c a 11 y, i tis kin d 0 f 
done in three steps and the first one Sort of open the lid 
on the panel and see that there is no broken glass and the 
.... ires are all - it is pretty basic. And you're right. We 
are going to turn on the instruments. We aren't !'lolng to 
have an EREP pass. We're just turning on the instruments 
lookir.g at the electronic output froDl them. We'll be _ Sorne of 
the EREP support gear will be turning on the coolant loop 
for the first time. We've got to get the tape recorders loaded 

END OF TAPE 
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HUTCHINSON - output froa the. will be - some of the £REP support gear ~11l be turning the coolant loop for the first ti ••• We've got to get the tape recorders loaded and there is a bit of a checkout involved in that because ~e're a little worried about what the heat aay have done to sOlie of the tape. We're going to load the 190 calleras, all silt of thea, for the first time. So it's load thea up and push the buttom and see if the shutter clicks ",-, the caDleras and. of course, there 1s some on-board ~onitorlng capability on volt.ages and so on and so forth, and it will be fully powered up tOllorrov. But it 1s really just a checkout. 
QUERY Did the crew actually ride the bicycle on the metabolic experiment? HUTCHINSON Yes. 
HAWKINS Yes. 
HUTCHINSON Level three that's the full protocol. HAWKINS Yes, that was successful. QUERY Did lhey say they were uncomfortable because of the heat in doing this? 
HAWKINS We've not had any verbal COllllents on it. In fact, this was completed vhtle we were coming over here and all I know is the little message they gave me. HUTCHINSON The crev today - this moroing. did call dovn Qnd offer an alternative to the protocol and ve talked about it and sort of gave them their choice. We suggested that they complete the proto.Jl if they felt the, could do it. If they couldn't. If he could only make tvo runs because it vas too varm down there we said. well, it's your choice. Decide in real time. They obviously decided to do it all. And they probably sveat a bit. QUERY You haven't heard the results then of the lover body negative pressure tests? QUERY Not ye t? HAWKINS We have not and I do not have re311y the results on the 171 yet. We von't have that really until we get the dump data tonight, which Is usually - veIl, at the ealliest, four hours after the experillencs are done. HUTCHINSON And it gets run through ~O co.puter pro-grams and they look at it for a half a day and - -HAWKINS Well. 'ole give it a raw look first you knov. QUERY This is a question for both Neil and Dr. Havkins. ~hat does the temperature look like it's going to level off and if this in excess of the planned value. 72 degrees, do you have in mind further adjustments for the sunshade? And if 'ole are going to have a higher heat burden in there for the balance of the .1ssion, viII that impinge in any vay on a base-
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line data you've obtaJned for these aedieal - biomedical experi
ments? 

HUTCHINSON Well I'll let him talk to the baseline. 
Let me answer the one about the thermal situation. We have 
no reaso~ to believe that the workshop is not going to stabi
lize exactly where we said it was, around 70 degrees. And the 
temperature profile, as it'a been behaving during the cool down 
cycle, is just exactly what thet said it was going to be. Now 
the crew has describ~d an area. Let me see if I can recollect, 
I believe ie is around water tank~ 1 and 3 above the 
water sampling kit on the wall on the forward compartment, that 
is warm. It Was not described as hot, it was described as 
warm. As a matter of fact, Pete has said and I won't be sur
prised if ~e don't do this h~rc in the near future, that he 
thinks he can draw a map of the sunshield by running his h.nds 
over the wall. And I wouldn't be surprised if we don't do 
that - sounds like a good idea to me, because we can't see it 
from ins1~e completely. However, I'm convinced that that small 
area or small hot Spot or small thing that isn't shaded exactly 
right because we m~y have a dip in the covering there is not 
going to ypset the thermal balance. Now, if it does upset 
the thermal balance - it's yours. 

HAWKINS Well we've - I guess the ~ost critical 
experiment from the thermal standpoint - the ther~al loads _ 
increased thermal loads that we've seen, would be the lower 
body negative pressure, the cardiovascular study. And any
thing - we feel that any temperatures above 90 degrees certainly 
viII affect the resvlts and we're going to have to interpret 
that data in light of the thermal loads under which the condition _ 
the experiment was run. BelOW that and certainly in the desir
able 70 or below range we should be rtally back in nominel 
position. 

END OF TAPE 
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HAWKINS - 70 or below range, we should really be 
bsck in reslly a nominal position. 

QUERY Have you been &ble to ~ake any dete~.lnatlon 
of what the effect of all of this activity to launch th~ repair 
mlss10n has had or will have on the bio~edical experiments. 
I know there was 80me concern about the ar,tronauts being out 
of isolation and that 80rt of thing. 

HAWKINS No, we really have not yet been a?le to 
8ssess the cost of th8t stress. It certainly will figure into 
the results and all that we see and we will have to take 
that into account as we analyze that data very carefully. Rut 
right no ... I just can't tell you what that means. 

HUTCHINSON Without lt there wouldn't have been any 
biollledical experiments. 

QUERY Can you give us sOllie idea of what AIM \lork 
i s I In e d up for t r.. m 0 r r 0 ... ? 

HUTCHINSON In the morning we going to spend about 
a rev and a half doing the manned portion of the checkout. 
And the last part of that includes a 4-11mb coallgn, and please 
don't ask me to try and explain that, but In a nutshell it's 
getting the instruments calibrated relative to the Sun, or south. 
We have right now in the flight plan - there are probably four 
ATM daylight passes tVQorrow, nanned. The first one is goinS 
to be a synoptic ... hich is the 12-hour, every 12 hour look at 
the Sur.. I have not seen the detailed solar pad - activity 
pad for tomorrow ... hlch 18 being produced by the tea. that's 
on nOI(. It's kind of an average day for ATK I'd say. Not 
particularly busy and - but certainly a start. 

QUERY Neil, you've had an undervvlt and a fire 
alarm, and I just wondered ar6 these - have you solved these? 
Are th~se still considered funnies or are they now glitches or 
they just transients or what? 

HUTCHINSON The undervolt you are referring to is the 
one in the CSM? Well we think we know what caused the under
volt in the CSH. It was nothing more than So case of all our 
heaters hitting the cycle at the same time. It happened be-
fore \ole got down tc. '-Ihat we called our quiescent power level 
... hich is considerably below where it happened. We are now 
currently in terms of loads in the CSH, considerably below 
where that happened. AnJ we don't anticipate any more problems 
\lith it. Fire alaflu - we've had two or three. You will recall 
at the first day of activation we had one that went off maybe 
two or three times - the same alar.. It was in the center aleep 
compartment. And these thinga are Lind of tricky, they have 
sensitivity adjustmenta on them. And of course they can fail. 
~.d of course we have lots of Ap~re8 onboard and I don't bel'ev~ 
in fact I know, we haven't changed it out yet. We're currently' 
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running with ch4t fire Sto80r turned off in that sleep co~
partment because it was giving us nuisance trips over and over 
sgaln. We a180 had 8 fire alarm in the OWS aft heat exchanger 
yesterday and the crew - they pay attention to fire alarms -
if you've ever heard that klaxon you'd probably pay attentl~n 
to the. too. Anyway they ran u~ there, opened the box up, 
the aft heat exchanger's in th~ airlock aft compartment. It's 
the thing that cools the air that's going down into the work
shop - ha~ four big fdns in there - there are two fi~e alarms -
two fire sensors in the box. And he - Pete did it - he pull~d 
the lid off and got dewn in there with his flashlight and 
couldn't find anything and so we've attributed that to a nuisance 
trip also and I wouldn't be surprised If we've got some ad
justment to do on so~e of them. Nnw, it so happens that that 
one occurred right in the mJddie of the South Atl~ntic Anomaly, 
which is a known possible causer of phony fire .: arm trips 
and it's not clear whether that is the culprit - -

END OF TAPE 
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HUTCHINSON - - ~hony Cire alara trip', 
whether that Is the culprit or !lot. However. it 
be 1II0U than coincidence. 1 have Il feelins it's 
to take ~. a while to get that .ystea down where 
w,'l1 probably h",. to do soae adjustlDg. Then 
vidual sensitivity adjust.enra OD the individual 
vidual alaral. 

It'. not clear 
could 
going 
it'. -
au indi-
- each indi-

i'AO Let '. take one frail Bruce .. ~c1ts over 
he re. 

QUERY Neil. have the ATM - runnina ~f the ATM teday, 
and what we've got tomorrow. are they any lIore than calibra-
tion, are they actually trying to collect data? 

HUTCHINSON Tomorrow is. tOllorrow is ATM 'cil1oce. 
And t~e ol~ scientist snuck 1n a little ATK sc1ence today 
while we were doi'lg the checkout. Ao a .atter of fact, 
wp spent a couple of passes looking at 80lle fllagents 
that tbey we:e l~terested In where we - Actually our check
out ~prl so darned 8~00lh, we had sOlie pad butlt into it 
delib~ratcly and we didn't have dny hitches and so a couple 
of t 1 lie 8 w Po Ie f t the thing p 0 i.1 ted - our part i cuI a r 1 n & t r II III e n t 
pointed at a solar feature of interest to the scientists at their 
request. However, technically science starts in the lIorning. 

QUERY What are these points of interest? 
And what's the good old Sun doing up there? 1 .ean it'. 
hot down here but - -

HUTCHINSON The Su~ is hot and it's - I didn't ev~r 
have, in fact. 1 hope I'll be a little more prepared to talk 
about things like ATM now that we're turned on (lOd starting 
to go to work. But, we have - there is considerable activity 
on the Sun, which is kind of surprising. Of course, as you 
know. ve're In a quiet cycle. And there have been since ve 
ha .... e been up there. there are 2 or 3 regions that are r~oduc~ns 
subflares regularly. So. as you can hlagine. then. a,e 
lots of people who can't WAit to get goi~8 tOBorrow. Active 
resion 14. 1 believe, 1s - they had a subflare, at leal.1l one, 
during the crew workday today out of active region 14. 

QUERY No big flares yet though? 
HUTCHINSON Any flare this kind of tiae of the Sun's 

cycle Is a good flare, a btg flare. But, no, no class C type 
stuff. 

QUERY Dr. Ha .... kins. has any of the food been 
opened? And have the heat trays been activated? 

HAWKINS No they're still eating the coamand 
aodule food which was sent up there. The tray. are all out. 
but no pover has ~een put to thea yet. And they have in
spected cans of Skylab food but Done of theae to .y kno .... lege 
have been opened 8S yet. 
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lots of people who can't WAit to get goi~8 tOBorrow. Active 
resion 14. 1 believe, 1s - they had a subflare, at leal.1l one, 
during the crew workday today out of active region 14. 

QUERY No big flares yet though? 
HUTCHINSON Any flare this kind of tiae of the Sun's 

cycle Is a good flare, a btg flare. But, no, no class C type 
stuff. 

QUERY Dr. Ha .... kins. has any of the food been 
opened? And have the heat trays been activated? 

HAWKINS No they're still eating the coamand 
aodule food which was sent up there. The tray. are all out. 
but no pover has ~een put to thea yet. And they have in
spected cans of Skylab food but Done of theae to .y kno .... lege 
have been opened 8S yet. 
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QUERY What's your power situation nowl 
How many watts did those two medical experiments t.k~? 

And what are you going to do tomorrow when you h&ve the 
goin g1 

HUTCHINSON The power situation iR kind of like I 
described it yesterday. It's one that requires a con.id~r
able amount of examination. W9're kind of feeling our way 
along. We have built a flight pIr"' for tomorrow. Right 
lit the moment, as a mat ter of fact. we are malting computer 
runs. We have some computer programs on the ground that 
evaluate power. And wc're able to simulate the failures 
that we've had and the alAount of power that we have avail
able. And we take a flight plan, in fact wp do this every 
night, we will be doing this every night. We take a flight 
plan, we evaluate it for electrical power to lIIake sure that 
we aren't using too ~uch or not putting together things 
t.hat won't fit together. The flight plan that we have 
set up for lomorrow has been grossly evaluated. It's being 
evaluated by co~puter program now. And we have a couple 
oC areas in !t that are very tight. Around lunch tillle 
tomorrow there is one that I recall that is up around 
4500 watts, jU6t grossing it , just fort of eyeballing it, 
where the food trays are on and I don't remember what else, 
sevpral things. The ATK was on and we were getting read)' 
Cor a - or we were right in the middle of a 92-111. I don't 
rt!member the set combination. Rut. we are observing some 
restraint in combining experiments, at least until we under
stand where we are. As far as the run this afternoon f.;oes, 
I don't have the numbers for how much it took, powerwlse. 
By the way, the biomedical experiments are not big pover 
users, if that's any - I mean, 1f you compare blomed to AIM
it's like to run a 92-171 run is - -
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HUTCHINSON - are not power 
users. If that's any _ 
itla like - to run a 92-171 
is like 800 watts. So 

1 mean if you'd compare blamed to ATM 
run 1s probably 150 watts and the ATM 
there's a conSiderable diffprence. 

QUElY What is the e {fect batte riea? of losing one of those 
HUTCHINSON 

of all the power we 
H U'ua I NSON 
QUERY 

Skylab food? 

One of the CBRli'I1 
have available. 

Like 6 pe rcen t-

It woqld cost us 1/18th 

Or. HaWkins when do they start to eat 

HUTCHINSON I always get it mixed up. We have four 
days of co~~and module food. What Is today? 

HUTCHINSON Today is mission day 4. 
Tomorrow mo rn

I knew that be-
ing at br~akfast they will eat Skylab food. 
cause we're Using the filtrates. 

HAWKLNS I've lost track of what day we are in really. 
HUTCHINSON We're in miSSion day 4, tomorrow'. 

milsion day S and we're out of command module food at dinner tonight. 

That's right. HAWlINS 
HUTCHINSON 
QUERY 

How is control mode 
is it holding it? 

So tomorrow loIe get the big taste test. 
Neil, how is the solar inertial mode working? 

- ~omentu~ gyros working and how tightly 

HUTCHINSON Absolutely impeccable. We have not used 
- we have not fired a TACS jet since - loIell it's been about 

36 hours. And we intend that we 101111 continue in this 1I0de 
ad infinitum. The 8yste~ls working very well. We're finally 
flying it the way it Was deSigned to be flown, pointed at the 
Sun, and it's doing extremely well. We've had the canister 
pointing system turned on today - it's part of this checkout _ 
we've been driving the canister around the Sun and that's all 
working great. And of course, the real test is when Io7e get 
it pOinted at the Sun and the crew is looking at the monitors 
and can tell exactly what kind of~itter and shalr,e and 9u on 
they're getting, Yhich is what will happen tomorrow morning 
first thing. At best lie can tell. it's working rr\?at and 
we're about to home in on the drifts on the gyros here. We'VE 
updated two more of them again today and I think it's just 
a matter of time until that no longer is a problem. lhey 
aren't drifting like they "ere and of course ... hen we are in 
solar inertial we can get a good hack on the .. every rev, So 
it - I think the APCS is in absolutely great shape. 

QUERY What's the latest on the probe and drogue situatit/n? 
HUTCHINSON 

Well nothing was done with the probe and 

and 
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drogue toda, except that we had a long dilcuaaion vith Pete. 
You know that yeatlrday ve aent up a teleprinter a.a.age on 
80.e atuff we v~nted dODe to the probe. And 1 explained It 
to you yeaterday. It wa. blsleally. take the head off and look 
at and .quirt it with oil Ind 80 on. And ve talked to hi. about 
doing that today an~ about aome of the apecl.l things we wanted 
hi. to look at and they •• y do that tonlaht. We hlven't -
if they don't do it tonight 1 suapect in the next day or 80 

ve'll probably schedule them I block a time to free them up 
10 they can spend an hour or two trying to diagn~le it. 

PAO One ~ore and then we'll call her quitl. 
QUERY The trim burn still on for about 10 minutes 

of 8 Houston time? 
HUTCHINSON Yeah, let me see if 1 can quote the time 

right now. It's at - what ti.' is it right now? Yes. And 
it'& tva-jet RCS posigrade - no retrograde noon. I'll be about 
a minute and nine seconds - so~ething like that. You may not 
recognize that ti.e. That's because we decided to do it with 
two jets instead of four jets so that doubles the time. And 
the reason ve decided to do it vith two jets inatead of four 
jets - ve've lost a temperature measurement - ve lost it during 
the rendezvous in fact on one of the Res quads on the CSH. 
And vithout a temperature measureaent we have no vay of telling 
hov cold it is so we vould have had to &0 1n there today sev
eral times this afternoon and turn on tbe helters 80 we could 
mske sure that it VIS adequate - warm enough to use. And rather 
than interupt the crew ti.eline ve chose to do the burn two-jet. 

PAO Oka,. Thank you. 
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PAO All right, ve'll 
my right Henry Hartsfield the Capco •• 
Neil Hutchinson. the Flight Director. 
vith Neil. 

On get started here. 
and on hie right, 

And we'll start off 

HUTCHINSON Okay, I brought Henry along to see who 
shows shows up at 10:00 at night on a Sunday niaht. Give 
you a little run down on today and it 1s goIng to be a little 
run down. We finally have the attitude vehicle squared 
away and we are in solar inertial with attitude control 
system running completely automatically. And we have 
initiated unroanned checkout of the Apollo telescope mount. 
And that's all going veIl. We effectively today finished 
turning on the vorkshop and the activation is just about 
complete. We do have some more tranafers and things to 
do in the morning. And ve have to get the medical gear 
activated, which we' 11 do after lunch tomorrow and theo 
we've got our first experiment tomorrow afternoon. We're 
going to do a biomedical run. It will be done on the PLT 
and the observer will be Joe ..... e·ll be doing a K092 which 
i& a lower body negative pressure and Hl7l, the medobolic 
analizer. We plan on doing a trilll burn tomorrow, tOllorrow 
after dinner. It will be about 29 seconds long, be about 
2 feet per second. It will undoubtedly be the only trim 
burn that we are going to do for 5kylab II. The result 
will put us 1n a posture for a repeatin~ ground track about 
60 miles west of the nominal, as far as our EREP work goes. 
As you know, we spent a lot of gas getting docked and we 
have about a total capability, correct1cn capability oC 
about 5 feet per second. So, we're using about half of 
it. And the liay things look now, that's probably the 
only maneuver ve'll do, orbital adjustment every tria burn. 
As far as the activation today, we had another outstanding 
day. The crew worked hard from the tlae they got up until 
they went to bed. They were just getting to bed here when 
1 left. It Wi!nt a 11t_le slower than we had anticipated. 
However, 1 think that's to be expected mainly because there 
was an awful lot of clean up stuff. The command module 
was • m~88 this morning. We stIll had all the suits in 
there .anu everything. And 1 thInk we've probably been play
lpg the catch up game today, mainly in t;.e &rea of just 
trying to get thIngs neatened up. I think the activation 
time line we have laid o~t for tomorrow ia completely adequate 
to finish getting the workshop turned on and I don't think 
we'll have any problems moving into full orbital operatione 
on Tuesday, Tuesday morning. We activated the air scrubbing 
SY8te. today and it 'e working great. TeDopel'aturee in the 
vorkshop have been steadily Jecreaelng. I expect the t~.p
ereture in there now the air inside is probably around 90 dearees. 
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The crew haa chosen not to sleep in the workshop tonight. I suspect because it's a little var.. Although ve've got everything turned on down there. The vater 1s on and the air conditioning Is running and it'8 coapletely habitable. Of course they vere down there working all day. I'. not aure whether they are going to .le~p in the com.and module the HDA. That wasn't entirely clear, one or the other. The only other know noteworthy thing in the flilht plan tomorrov that you folks might be interested In. There will be a preas conference to~orrow vith the crew. Right now, and I hope this time doesn't end up getting changed, there vas soae discussion about it being changed. However, I'. fairly certain it's gQing to be at this time it's probably going to be at 1700 zulu, that's noon, While they're eating lunch. That's noon local Houston time. While they are eating lunch in the ward room. And it viII be a television press conference. And it will probably last a total of 10 minutes. So it is kind of hurried. The reason it is so short is the ground track at that particular t1me that's all th., live TV coverage it affords us. And the reason we constrained it to lunch tomorrow is we are trying to get it in with a minil:lum amount of impact 1n fiu!shing up the activ3t.1on activities. Hank, do you want to talk about what we've been doing the last couple of days? 
HARTFIELD 1 don't have anything to add. 
HUTCHINSON Okay. 
PAO Questions. 
QUERY A couple of points. I don't quite un-derstand about the HDA. I didn't hear the exch4nges. Is this a joke or could they possibly be sleeping in the HDA. HUTCHINSON No, it's very - they very well could possibly be sleeping in the HDA. It's 80rt of a Joke to explain the joke. We, when w£ sleep in a coo~and module in the configuration we're in, we have to get the air scrubbing system that's removing the carbon diox1de frou the air 1s in tile air10ct module. The way we get th.t air in the command nodule is by a single fan which blows through a duct, just like a ventalation duct and blows air into the command module. We don't have any way to tell on the ground if that fan 1s running. If it were to fail, we 1I0uid not have air circulation in the command module. And we'd get a build up of PPC02 1n the command module. It would - 1f it failed right when they veal to eleep, end I think 1 .aLd this last night, I think the number i8 sometbing like 40 alleaeters of mercury after 8 hours, which 18 no where near the dangerous level. However, the doctors don't U.ke il. Therefore, when ve sleep in a command module in this configuration 
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we ask one crewlII.n to wear the OBS, the biomedical instrumentation because one of the prime indicators of too much PPC02 is your respiration rate increaaea. It'a easily detectable. The crew doesn't like to wear the OBS when they're sleeping. 1 ~ean how would you like to aleep when you're floating aroui,d with a bunch of wlres hanging off of you. So it was - we asked them when we left where they were going to sleep and they said we're going to sleep in the command module. We said okay, who is going to wear the OSS. And the answer back was we're going to IIleep in the MOl.. And that wouldn't surprise lIIe a :"1t. The other thing about is that the command module ill when you're used to that incredable volume, and if you guys salol any of the television today command module is like ~leeping in a dog house y~u know. It wouldn't surprise me a bit if for no other reason than that they should sleep out in the HOI.. QUERY And talking about the there was a bit of fuss about wearing this Was this raised at the medical conference? 8 bit .ibout that, this private discussion? 

doctors. I not iced 
harness last night. 

Can you tell us 
HUrCHINSON No 1 don't I don't know anything about any fuss about wearing the OSS last night. The reason of course that we asked the SPT to wear it, if they sleep In the command module I suspect that he will vear it tonight is because he is the guy they have the bas~ line data on for C02. They actually have run some tests on hi. and they have heart rate and respiration rate responses calibrated against C02 levels. To the best of my knowlege there was no, and I don't have any first hand knowlege of it, but to the best of my knowlege there was no discussion arguments or anything else concerning the wearing of the OBS at the medt.c .. l conference last night. As a lIatter of fact, the ~edical conference was only a couple of .inutes long. QUERY Why is the trilli burn requl.red? Just what does it do to the spacecraft? HUTCHINSON The trim burn basically is a maneuver which shifts the ground track, I guess is the si.plest way to put it, into a situation where it is a orbit ohaping maneuver. Aild it is either posigrade or retrograde. You're either putting enerfY in or you're taking energy out. And it basically 1ncrea~es or decresses the period of the orbit. And 
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we ask one crewlII.n to wear the OBS, the biomedical instrumentation because one of the prime indicators of too much PPC02 is your respiration rate increaaea. It'a easily detectable. The crew doesn't like to wear the OBS when they're sleeping. 1 ~ean how would you like to aleep when you're floating aroui,d with a bunch of wlres hanging off of you. So it was - we asked them when we left where they were going to sleep and they said we're going to sleep in the command module. We said okay, who is going to wear the OSS. And the answer back was we're going to IIleep in the MOl.. And that wouldn't surprise lIIe a :"1t. The other thing about is that the command module ill when you're used to that incredable volume, and if you guys salol any of the television today command module is like ~leeping in a dog house y~u know. It wouldn't surprise me a bit if for no other reason than that they should sleep out in the HOI.. QUERY And talking about the there was a bit of fuss about wearing this Was this raised at the medical conference? 8 bit .ibout that, this private discussion? 

doctors. I not iced 
harness last night. 

Can you tell us 
HUrCHINSON No 1 don't I don't know anything about any fuss about wearing the OSS last night. The reason of course that we asked the SPT to wear it, if they sleep In the command module I suspect that he will vear it tonight is because he is the guy they have the bas~ line data on for C02. They actually have run some tests on hi. and they have heart rate and respiration rate responses calibrated against C02 levels. To the best of my knowlege there was no, and I don't have any first hand knowlege of it, but to the best of my knowlege there was no discussion arguments or anything else concerning the wearing of the OBS at the medt.c .. l conference last night. As a lIatter of fact, the ~edical conference was only a couple of .inutes long. QUERY Why is the trilli burn requl.red? Just what does it do to the spacecraft? HUTCHINSON The trim burn basically is a maneuver which shifts the ground track, I guess is the si.plest way to put it, into a situation where it is a orbit ohaping maneuver. Aild it is either posigrade or retrograde. You're either putting enerfY in or you're taking energy out. And it basically 1ncrea~es or decresses the period of the orbit. And 
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HUTCHINSON - retrograde. You're either putting energy 
In or you're taking energy out, and it basic.lly increases 
(;T decreases the period of tbe orbit. And "'hat that effectively 
doee to the groundtrack. if you're &olng around the Earth 
in a circular - !i you're 80ing around the Earth faeter, 
the Earth can't rotate quite as far under you, .Ind that 
shifts the grouDdtrack one way. If you're gOing around 
the Earth 8lo",*,r, the Earth can rotate farther under you 
in a given pertod of tiae, and that shifts the ground-
track the other way. The basic idea Is to get this ground-
track into a position ",here it repeats itself exactly every 
5 days. And of ceurse, that aids us In our EREP _ it's for 
EREP - and it aids us in ou. EREP ~lannin8 because we hit 
the 8arne sites every 5 days. we pass over exactly the sallie 
piece of territory. 

QUERY Whtt my question was. "'hat ha~ happened 
no .... that hal< required the trilll burn? 

HUTCHINSON Nothing. The trim burn 1s a standard 
scljeduled item. It's al"'ays been there dnd the reason that. 
~i course, ~e had very slIIall dispersions in the iDSertLon 
orbit that the Skylab originally inserted into and. aince 
that time. the lIIant!uvering around that we've done with the 
vehicle - you kno .... all those days when we were tipping it 
up and so on and so forth, plus the several dOcking attempts 
that we made before we finally got docked. which put a little 
"nergy in to the ot:bi t or changed the orbit. 1 don't whether 
it put it in, or took it out. [guess it depends on where 
in the orbit you did it, but anyway. they changed the orbit 
a little bit and the trilll burns have always been in there. 
There have been several. There were planned to be several. 
We used a lot of RCS, like I said, during the docking, there-
fore, we think no\ol we're only can do one. But they'"e 
been a standard plan all along. And Skylab ) and Skylab 4 
will have them too. 

QUERY Do you plan an EREP pass LOllorrol.'? 
HUTCHINSON No sir. 

QUERY If not. "'hen is the first Doe. and what will you be looking at? 

HUTCHINSON Let me think. What is today? roday is 
148. Day 1. The first EREI' passes they were looklr,g at 
are day ISO, which Would be Tuesday. I doo't know what they're 
of. but I suspect they're probably U.S. - Contineotal U.S, 
There's no EREP pass tOlllorrow or the next day, for lure, 
because tomorrow. we have to fInish turning on the workshop, 
and Monday, I mean Tuesday, 1'111 $orry - That Would be Wednesday, 
by the way, not Tuesday, because Tuesday we have to check 
the EREI' out and that' 8 a Several hour proposition. 
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QUERY I have a que.tiod for ecch of you, if I lIay. F1 rat, can you tell us what the a tctU8 1a nov" f the probe and drogue asse2blies, and what ia the status of your thinking as far as an EVA, to free the aolar wing, is concerned? And also, we're having an awful hard tiae reading the flight plan, as rar as which experiments will be perfor.ed tnmorrow and the next day. Can you give us a kind of basic rundown on the major experiments that are now planned to be performed? HUTCHINSON You mean in total on Skylab 2, or tomorrow? QUERY No, tomorrow and the next day. HUTCHINSON Okay, sure can. I can do that. Let lie answer the first question about the probe. Hank, you answer the question about the probe. 
HARTSFIELD Okay, Rusty Schweickart's been sorta heading up a group in the office to take a look at the probe and the possibilities of findiog out what went wrong with it. If fact, we up-linked a message tonight, set forth a procedure. They might try to take the head off the probe and see if they could find out why the one particular catcher latch vas jammed. We won't know until we take a look at it exactly what's I(rong, and whether we can repair it or not. Ho .. ever, based on the comcents that Pete made, we are sure we ~an do a safe undock1ng by assembling the probe and drogue before we put it 1nto the tunnel. And we up-linked that procedure last night. So they do have that procedure on board. As far as the SAS wing goes, we also have some peopl~ looking at that. There's sOOlle work going on now at Harshall In the water tank looking at how we might free that wing. You probably heard the comments that Paul and Pete made today about what they observed on the SAS wing. We have cut that st rap that size with a tool like we have on board. However, we're not sure, from what they said, whether we can get the tool in around the strap to cut it. HUTCHINSON The angle, sir. HARTSFIELD It a~pears, from the pictures and 101 hat the y s aid, t hat the s t rap is t i gh tag a ins t the meteoroid shield and the SAS wing. But, hopefully, we're going to cOllie up with a plan. It appears to us that, if we can cut that one strap, that the wing will tend to deploy itself. 

HUTCHINSON The answer on the experi~ents, as far as the next couple of days go - We are pretty much starting off Skylab about like we had originally intended. and that 11 that the basic emphu1s right at the beginning is to get the biomedical experiments off and running. And. of course, the purpose behind that Is, a"' you kno\l, the total length of tiae. The very first observations are extre.ely i.portant, and the ones at the end. The ones in betweeD are 111portant too, but the blggies are to get started. And toward that end, tOlllorrow, we will be doing the M092-171 run, and that \1111 be on Paul. Paul will be in the lower body nelative pressure. 
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And Joe will be the obaerver, and then the next day we will do the other two crewmen through the ••• e experillent, so th.t by the end of TU~8day, we will have h.d a bioaedlcal ru", a full-blown biomedical run on all three crevaen. Tueeday. 8a you know. we atarted the ATK, unaanned checkout. Now, thi8 i8 a change froa the way we originally planned to operate on Skylab, and we did this baLicaily to coneerva time. Since we lost some time, the ground ha. aDaumed the checkout roll on most of the ATK experiments, and we started that tQnight. In fact, it waa started he Ie about an hour ago. And that is going to tai·.e ahout 16 hours. We'll be finished about lunch time lomorrow with the ATM unmanned checkout. Then on Tuesday morning, we will Btart the first crew ATM operations and that will be about 1 and a half, one daylight pass, and maybe a little more of another one of checkout which we can't do on the ground, which they need to do. Tuesday morning will be. the f1 rst crew work at the ATM panel. Alao Tuesday, ve will start the checkout of the EREP gear. And, beyond that, I'll sure that Tuesday we \/111 I)e runninls -we \/ill be beg!nning a standnrd set of ATM work on a regular basis. The first EREP pass, like I saId, is going to be on Wednesday. We have already initiated some of the biomedical e xpe r1 men ts. The MO 74 we act ivated this afte rnoon. The scales, and we have started weighing food and fecal matter, and we've starting processing urJne. Tuesday morning viII be an MIlO blood letting, or wllatever you would U.ke to call it, blood sampling. So we're going to start that. So the obvious emphasis is on the biomedical, getting the biomedical going now. Of course, on the corollaries, you k~ow, we don't have the plus-Z SAL, and I'm not aure -We've already been doing some corollary work in the fact that we've been running around and a4king teaperature 
lIIeaSliremen~s everywhere. That's one of the big H-47, I forget all the numbers, but corollary world Is going to start getting cranked up probably about the middle of the week. And as you know, ",e're going to have to be doing some fairly careful management between e7periaents because we haven't got enough power to go around. We can't run the medical experiments at the same time we got the ATK golng. So, there's going to be sOl!le Juggling, but we'ra definitely off and running. 

QUeRY When you do the ReS burn, do all the crew-mer. have to go back to the CM and shut the •• elvea in or can one do it? 
S,"!'RAlER No, it' 6 really a very eiaple procedure. Baaically, the burn is done either at orbital noon, or orbital midnight. There's only two places you do it. It's either posigrade or retrograde. Tile attitude 
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SPEAKER - basically the burn is done either at 
orbital noon or orbital lIidnight. There's only tvo places to 
do it. It's either poslgrade or retrograde. The attitude 
control systea i~ the vorkshqp la ~sed to keep the vehi~le 
stab I",. It's about. - t.ke~ about 10 .tnutes, ve don't turn 
on any guidance equip.ent in tLe CSM or anything, all we do 
Is go in there, enable four plu .• -X jets. and hit the TM on 
a time. It's .. tilled burn. We co.pute it on the ground. hov 
lIIuch velocity ve vant. WE know 'Ie get 400 pounds of thrust 
and it's done, like I said. when the vehicle is _ If my fist 
is the Earth, it's done when the vehicle Is aL local horizont.1 _ 
exactly at orbital noon. Or if you want to do a retrograde, 
you just go around on the other sidt: of the Earth and do it 
at orbital midnight and that lIakvs it go the other direction. 
It's alvays done with the four plul-X jets, and we do require 
one crewllan at the ATH C&D panel monitoring the APCS because 
It's holding attitude for the burn. So, it's a two crewman 
operation. The entire thing fro~ start to finish doesn't take 
more than about probably !O or IS minutes. 

QUEP.Y How lIlany \latts of power do you feel you 
have now? 

SPEAKER _'Eo 11, we have abo ut what we s aid we we re 
going to have. In gross numbers, vur average power prodUCing 
capability is about 4600 watts. We - with the workshop fully 
powered Uf and livable, in fact we've got everything turned 
on nov that \Ie need. Ve're running about 3600 watts, and we've 
got about a thousand watts for experillents. And that's just 
about the numberJ we gave you. And to give you In example, 
the ATK wide open tal.ej; about 700 of that thousana, just as 
In l;xalllple. EREP full I.:p. takes about 450 or 80. Biomed is 
about thllt salle level 1 believe. 

QUERY You feel then, that you have enough power 
to gP ahead with yuur first mission? 

SPEAKER Oh, very definitely. Yea, sir. We're 
off and cooking. We're going to have to do a little bit of 
Jusg11ng, but nothing ve can't aCC~Qmodate. 

PAO Any liIore questions1 Ok')y, thdnk you. 
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~AO All rlabty. cban.e of _bilt pre,s con-
ference. Participants tonlaht. start.lna OQ .Y rlaht. Hr. 
Jack ktnltc~. Chief of the Technical Servic •• ~lYl.ioQ. who 
~a. deeply involved in the developaent of the par •• ol. 
In fact, t think lt w •• aore or Ie,s his brainchild •• nd 
incidently, he 1s a next door nelahbor of P.te Conrad. 
Mr. Schneider who 1. Skylab Prolra~ Director. an~ Neil 
H~tchlnson, the off-co.ing Fliaht Director. Mr. Schneider. 
would you lik~ to ad:e an opening coallent. then Neil, and 
then Jack. 

SCHNEIDER Ol::ay, 1 don't have teo auch to say 
except to say that we've had a very, very 8ucc~8sful day. 
As we had belll hoping, the deploy.ent of the shield has 
been 8uccessful and it loo~8 as if thlng5 are turning into 
our favor. And we are lOOKing forward to • very successful 
28-day altslon. It was a bUIY day and a very fruitful dAY. 
And 1 think I'll let Neil tell you about it. 

HUTCHINSON Okay, well in the presence of an in-
credible amount of work that w~ did today, I aS8uae that 
~ost of you followed most of the scttvit1es that were gOinK 
on. As you know, we flt'w, today, the flight plan that Ile 
built in the last week here on the ground. With one or 
tvo very cinor exceptionF, we flev it to the letter. 
lot to say that I was just incredibly pleaaed after getting 
into the workshop after all the thIngs that have gone on 
in the last week and a half. And having U8 turn on about, 
oh we've got her about three quartero 00 nov, and not turn 
ur any anomalies 0 fan)' 5 i gni fcsnce at all. As you :toow, 
this morning, we Rampled the gas bp.fore ve vent in just 
to ~ake certain that the purging that we've been doing over 
the last tew days was successful and, of course, it was, 
extrt'lI:ely so ..... e went in and turned on the airlock in 
the KDA basically. And ve went down into the OWS and we 
sniffed around the gss dovn there to aake 8ure it W8S 811 
right. And then, 88 you know, this afternoon. lie went into 
th~ OWS and successfully deployed the parasol. The par~sol 
was ret"{acted and the vehicle's been headed back to solar 
!nertial. We aren't quite there yet. We're in eolar in
ertlal attitude but we have a little operations to do with 
the attitude and pointing ~ontrol aystea until ve can get it 
back into auto.atic operation. But, effectively. wi~h in the 
next flo'n or 60, the vehicle viII be· back poitlted at the 
Sun. <1very orbit, just like it's supposed to be, with the 
attitude control Iyste. flying 1tself instead of u. fly 10 1 
it from tbe ground like ve have been doing for tbe Pist 
12 days. the teaperatures, a lot of thea are off the peg 
and coming dovn for the first tiae we've seen. in this .1 •• 10n, 
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incidently, he 1s a next door nelahbor of P.te Conrad. 
Mr. Schneider who 1. Skylab Prolra~ Director. an~ Neil 
H~tchlnson, the off-co.ing Fliaht Director. Mr. Schneider. 
would you lik~ to ad:e an opening coallent. then Neil, and 
then Jack. 

SCHNEIDER Ol::ay, 1 don't have teo auch to say 
except to say that we've had a very, very 8ucc~8sful day. 
As we had belll hoping, the deploy.ent of the shield has 
been 8uccessful and it loo~8 as if thlng5 are turning into 
our favor. And we are lOOKing forward to • very successful 
28-day altslon. It was a bUIY day and a very fruitful dAY. 
And 1 think I'll let Neil tell you about it. 

HUTCHINSON Okay, well in the presence of an in-
credible amount of work that w~ did today, I aS8uae that 
~ost of you followed most of the scttvit1es that were gOinK 
on. As you know, we flt'w, today, the flight plan that Ile 
built in the last week here on the ground. With one or 
tvo very cinor exceptionF, we flev it to the letter. 
lot to say that I was just incredibly pleaaed after getting 
into the workshop after all the thIngs that have gone on 
in the last week and a half. And having U8 turn on about, 
oh we've got her about three quartero 00 nov, and not turn 
ur any anomalies 0 fan)' 5 i gni fcsnce at all. As you :toow, 
this morning, we Rampled the gas bp.fore ve vent in just 
to ~ake certain that the purging that we've been doing over 
the last tew days was successful and, of course, it was, 
extrt'lI:ely so ..... e went in and turned on the airlock in 
the KDA basically. And ve went down into the OWS and we 
sniffed around the gss dovn there to aake 8ure it W8S 811 
right. And then, 88 you know, this afternoon. lie went into 
th~ OWS and successfully deployed the parasol. The par~sol 
was ret"{acted and the vehicle's been headed back to solar 
!nertial. We aren't quite there yet. We're in eolar in
ertlal attitude but we have a little operations to do with 
the attitude and pointing ~ontrol aystea until ve can get it 
back into auto.atic operation. But, effectively. wi~h in the 
next flo'n or 60, the vehicle viII be· back poitlted at the 
Sun. <1very orbit, just like it's supposed to be, with the 
attitude control Iyste. flying 1tself instead of u. fly 10 1 
it from tbe ground like ve have been doing for tbe Pist 
12 days. the teaperatures, a lot of thea are off the peg 
and coming dovn for the first tiae we've seen. in this .1 •• 10n, 
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e.cept for .o~. ti.e period .hortly after lift-oif, .nd •• y-
b~ once or tvice vhen v. vent to ~ol.r inerti.l for one rev. 
w~ did do one extra thina in thl Actlv~tlon tonilht. ae-
fore the c~.v 8010 to bed. they are 101nl to install an 
atrduct, inter'~han8e duct. It va. going '::0 be dOll" in the 
lIIorning, but ve decided to do !.t tonilht. This duct carries 
cool air fro. the front of the vehicle to the ~ack, basically. 
It goe5 acr086 the OWS hatch from the airlock aft compartment 
into the OWS all' systell. And "'e hsve a couple, in fact, we have 
four big heat exchangers in the airlock aodule which will 
be turned on tonight. So, all night long, we'll be pumping 
cl>ol air down there. We expeLt it to be warll but not par
ticularly uncomfortable tOllorrow. I would i8agine it is 
going to be sometning less, 80mewhere between 90 and 100. 
It's kind of hard to say, it d~pends on how fast it cools 
down. And we intend to go on wtth activation for a aod-
ified flight plan tomorrow. ~~ will fi~l.h turning on 
the workshop and we hope to sleep down there tORorrow night. 
Tonight we are sleeping in the command module with all the 
hatches open, ~ll the way up and down tne chain. And I 
thi~k the crew is kind of tired and we ar~ kind of ti~ed 
but we'rl! awful happy we pulled this thing off. And it 
look~ like Bill said, we're kind of back on the ro~d to 
normalcy, if ther~ Is such a thing. 

?AO Jack do you have anything to say about 
your parasol? 

KINZLER I guess I'll start off by saying that 
I'm mighty proud to be a part of the NASA tea.. I've been 
10Iith NASA about 31 or 2 years now 'lnd all Illy career has 
been dedicated toward doing what I could for the progrBm. 
And as a metter of fact, I joined the space test group with 
Bob Gilruth in the early days and 1 built up the Te~hnicel 
Services Division. It is sort of a shop oriented Rand D 
support group. And haviug th's group at .y command made 
it relatively easy for me to rapidl)! construct an oblect 
of this type. Howeve,·, I did think of the idea myaelf 
and I thought the best thing I could do would be go to proto
t y P e . An d I I 1 1 jus t be b r i e f. but it mi gh t b ~ a 11 ttl e in
teresting to indicste how this came about. Pete Conrad, 
as sOllleone has said, is my next deor neiehbor. I wa .. quit~ 
concerned about Pete being up there and not being able to 
have a mlssion. 1 mean, not really beina out, but whether 
th~y wo~ld go up or not. And so 1 knew thAt the center 
.anage.ent vas looking for ideas and other centers included. 
And so I started froN scratch just try1na to determine 
what aight be a suitable protective device. And the thought 
occurred to me that the package has to be small to fit !~ 
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the co •• and modul., it ha. to be liaht Weiaht; it ba. to 
deploy over a rather larg. area. t kn." the Ih. " .. 1n 
tbe neighborhood of 20 feet or 80, sq"au. So, with th.t 
bit of knowl,SPo, I .ent downtown in HOUlton and bought four 
telelcoping fibersl.l. fishing rods, would you believe, 
and arransed the. 1n a little .q~are array with the base. 
of them mounted on sprinSs. And the id •• bains that if 
one had spread out a Clat canopy, a reflective ranopy. 
and direct a telescoping tube out to each of the corners, 
you would have the ebsence Or the basici oC a deployable 
device. If y,)U could !hen Cold it 90 degrees into thever
tit.l and close it 1111 up and then telescope it down into 
a box or package. So I made this prototype last Thursday 
myself with GO~~ of my peopl~. 8y the way, 1'. division 
chief. I have a group of about 135 peop} .. working Cor lie. 
And so I built thi, quicky .ode1 and I've got B picture 
or tWI') here I could sho," you. And everyol~e e1ae was actively 
engaged here at the center in trying to develop other 
ideas, oany of which vere quite good. Tne outside eal1 
for el<alllple. But, it turned out my idea vaa deployable 
from inside the cabin wl~h a minimum of effort and so it 
kind of got the nod, once we demonstrated it would vork. There
fore the next step was to t~ke the concept of cQllapsible 
tube~ and springs, COiled &pring~ to effect poaltloninB, 
and combine this into ~ working model that would be suitable 
for flight. And I brought a picture or two of thllt tonight. 
So, then, the only other prob1ell to this ",hole effort was 
amassIng enough capability to do vhat is Dorlla11y 8 3- or 
4-, maybe a 6-month job in leas than a week. So, oncE' I had 
the concepts set, I knew I had to get a team together to 
build. And I enlisted the aid of Hr. Feget'" group and 
Mr. Arab i aI"" group. These are J5C Di re ctors. And all the 
forcea I h.d at my ovn command, my own department, if y~y 
ViII, an .... illmediately 
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KINZLER - theae are JSC Director •• and all the 
foreea 1 had at ay own eoa.and, ay own departmont. if you 
w1ll. and ia.ediately in .y saNe building 11 ~n engineering 
de.lan and draft in, sroup. So, the way thia thi~¥ developed, 
I made sketches of the parts to be aade. 1 i.mediately 
atarted aanufacturing my own facility with .y people, and 
as we lIade partl, the engineering division followed along 
a& quickly as possible to .ake design checks. do the draft
iog and put out fLnal drawings, and what not. Meantille. I was 
assisted by Mr. Arabian in establishing a test program to 
proof checle. the model thll.t was forthcoming, so loIe had a 
kind of a flat start last Thursday witb an idea. 8y Sat
urday I had the first prototype of a metal typ~ aluminum 
tubing. rather the fiber glass fishing design aluminum 
tubing telescopelng arrangement, and we deaonstrated these 
to Center management, and they loIere accepted, so froa that 
point forward forward it was the fastest manufacturing that 
one could acr:omplish. and aubsequent testing. Now, to 
have accomplished this manufactllring in a very short time 
I mentioned a moment ago, 1 used my shop forces, but we 
recognized that some of the parts that were available froll 
TO-21 scientifi<: experiment that flt in the salle port. that 
~e utilized for deploying the parasol. We knew these parts 
were available. Fssentially a group of aluminum tvbes 
around 1-3/8 diameter, approximately 4 feet long. These 
tubes vere available. and they would bft useful for the 
erection step of deploying the parasol outward. So we used the 
TO-27 predesigned tube hardval"e. We called on some of our 
large aerospace companies to provide us some of these parts 
that verI.' predesigned, and all. we just made a rush call 
a~d ask~d foe 80me manufact~rlng to help us. Meantime. we 
devis~d the telescoping tube array that actually holds the 
canupy in place. And manufactured that in Heuse, and to 
cover ourselves, in event we had a shortage In till", I also 
Ilut sOllie of the work that we were doing out to some of my 
8111aller sub-contractors. 1 have a Civil Service shop that 
works here on the site. We do Rand D type work, and y~ 
supporting u~, some outside small business concerns. So 
here you see an expanded Manufacturins plan, wh~re the 
CivIl Service people that ~ere the creators of this project 
did as much as they could in the tim~ alloted. I utIlized 
my service contractors that are in Houston to assist us in 
making parts, and then we 'W~nt through another channel. 
out to the large aerospace firms, li:te North American and 
Grumman to m5ke us so~e p~rt6 that had previously been 
deSigned. All thts resulted in a total package, being 
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cOI!I!)lcte -1 in 4 or .5 days. Now. that wa. half of the 
story. The ot!l,:,r half was proving that the device would 
wllrk. In order t.o do thle, we condu;:ted quite a serie. of 
perhape, 10, 12. dep)oYlllen'l:l .rId roepacka8inSl of the 
flight concept. We did thi, by hangins the parasol aSle.bl)' 
in a verlJcal position and lovflFlng it downward. So we 
had a rai r1y good assurance that the system would loIork. But, 
we .... er~ wor~ing in a oo"'-g environment on Earth here, and 
BOlne or the prol>I~D1s that presen ted themlelves to us in 
de~onstratilln were not present up In space. If we could 
do it on Earth, we yere assured we could do it In space. 
$0, that help~d out, and we dtd r'ln vacuum chamber tescs 
whcr~ we deployed the device satisfactorily In a vacuum. 
W{> deployed it out tn the 0" .. 11 alld in the regular envl ronlt'ent, 
atrnosphe re. and wi th that as"urance, we just about made 1 t, you 
kno", , there ",asn't too much 1II0r., to it. You might be 
lnt~re8ted in som~ ",eights and 80 on. The parasol assembly 
is 22 pounds. This includes tht' ("anopy. the fabric, and 
it " contained in a squa!"e box 8-1/2 inches by 8-1/2 by 
53 inch~s, and this square box fits a port that is designed 
to receive experiments of this ~ype in the Skylab, so there'f 
no prnblem with modifying the Skylab. We just carried dP. 

experiment box up to the Skylab containing our parasol 
assembly. The launch \O'eight of our package is about 77 
pounds all told. 1 think ~ayte 1 have said quite a bit 
here, and I'd lik~ to just hold up a couple of pictures 
and the n cut i t for ami nut e, i f I 11' a y • May bel can turn 
t;,esi! through a sequence to give you some idea of the 
tran,ition. This is a little aluninum canister that 1 
rnad~ just [0 hold the FrototypP. Here you see the canopy 
bloing deployed upward. We hav .. littl .. strings on it, be
calis" .... (> Io''inted to pull il out. I.'t' [,'cognized in space it 
'"'Quid be pushed out, but we yeren't prepared to do that the 
firdt day. And ),"OU see it .,mergill~; gradually upward. rt 
kind of looks like a magician shuw. No~, it's up and if 
you louk c los" ly, you see soni' b.·.) f 1shing poles ht: re, that 
are protruding to 'he outside. SO\! the reason they're bent 
outward, each one of those is 3nch')red with a coil spring 
that 1s p0inted toward one of the corners of the deployed 
canopy, so if you erect the spring In a horizontal position 
and then turn it 90 degrees, it .... ants to return to its 
natural position, so in prinCiple you have a ~et of 
telescoping poles, each of which is mounted with a spring, 
~nd the springs are bent 90 degr~es for packaging. So then 
we go up. Here we're coming down, and the one in space 
Gort of went through this same SOl': of man~uver here. I'll 
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.how you that in a .o.ant. 82re vetra coa1ba down clo.~ to 
the ground, and th.r.'. e •• enttally a flat plane. Thl. 
i. 20 feet by 20 feet. You'll notice thi. array ia concentric. 
by that I .~.n, the ere~tlcn pole i8 ri~bt In the middle. 
Now, I went through thla .tep without any knovledge of the 
final required configuration. 1 knev they had about a 
20 foot square, and I knev they had a laall port to put 
it through. i discovered after I built the prototype that 
the port vas cloue to 8 or 10 feet out of center position. 
The final canopy is 22 feet by 24 feet, and the pole that 
erects the 22 by 24 foot array is only 6 feet from one end. 
So you have quite en offset. you have something about the 
size of this. tnRtead of the pole b~i~8 here, the pole Is 
over here on the aide. and that calls for quite an adjust
ment in design. as you can imsg1ne. Let ae hold up a few 
More pictures, and then I think I'll quit here. This is 
a picture of the actual 22 by 24 foot panel. It's aluminized 
Mylar over nylon ripstock. Sort of like a parachute stlk. 
I'll just turn this one through, and 1 think you will get 
A feel for how this goes. Here we have it on the floor. 
Can you see these springs here? OKay. those little springs 
are attached to four telescoping pol~6, which are oriented 
out toward the cornerR. Here, we're bealnn!ng _ We've 
got a central po!e. This is the push poles, tb~t go back 
into the cabin, and they were de~lgned so the astronauts 
could screw one on at a ti.e. And as they advance the 
device outSide the spacecraft, they just si~ply add a pole. 
I guess we ought to call them rods. Thst's the official 
name. Here you have a view of the telescopic tubes at 
their closed position. That's about 49 inches tall there. 
And that's the demension that vas my limit based 0· the ex
periment canister that I used. Here we have some dckage
ing going on. We hed to use parachute packing techniques 
where you carefully fold and fold the materials into the 
available space 
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KINZLER - - keep. hi. 80iDa on. We had tc u.a 
parachute packing technique,. wbere you carefully fold and 
told th_ •• terlal, into the evailable apace so that it viII 
deploy pruperly whun you take it out. ~ov tbis 1. just an 
a.tendtng stripe here. W. ~re ra181ng and ral11ng th~ de
vice. Its .Jpproxillate full hei,ht there. Just last it. 
Shadee of outer space. Now there is a. 1 lIer.:t1oned a few 
lIIoments ago about the center fold being off set. And if 
order to e (~ct the rectangle with an off set center, I 
had to use some] lnes t('l make lip the difference tn distance. 
So in this picture, you'll notice that the upper most poles 
carry 2 of the corners of the canopy, and here aro! the two 
lower corners. Thts Is because as you lilt up an off center 
array, you get high and low Sides. Okay, here .... e are COiling 
down. We are deploying by ("rain. We've fot the scene 
dropping. fhis is nearly deployed. Almost coapletely ~e
ployed. And that's it. No .... here is the canister OL the 
Ie ft. And then the re is a picture of the package on the, 
I'm sorry, I've got Clyself back .... ards here. Rut here 1s 
the plckage and the canister that it fits In. It's quite 
8111all when you thillk about it. I believe th4t's about all 
1 can sho~. Ihis is another view that's kind of interes~lng. 
It's a very beautiful packag~, it certafnly is. Here, this 
is the end where .... e were placing it In the fin",] canister. 
And .... e did this last Thursday afternoon and got it do .... n t~ 
the Cape quite late th~rsday night, and just barely m3de 
our deadline. So, I gu~s~ that's ~bout all I have to 
say at this time. I'. very proud of myself and thp. people 
who helped us. And .... e had quite a lot, we had probably 150 
or more Who .... orked around the clock. We worked day and 
night, \Ie lived out at the shops. And there is no other 
way this could have been done. We had an encrgous motivated 
group of people and that's about it. 

PAO Okay, let's go to questions Would 
'fOU pleaaE< wait for the mike. Bruce you have a Quest ion 
i'ack the re? 

QUERY Neil, bri~C!y we were talking about the Y 
axts gyro proble .. again. is this the very sallie thing .... e 
had last week? 

HUTCHINSON It 19 back with us again and I think 
eaybe we're about to get the gyros under toe here ve hope. 
What he is referring to is just as 1 .... as coming off shift, 
in fact 1 vas just ltanding there telling Milt .... hat a clean 
vehicle I .... as leaving hill, the last sight before 1 left 
after 16 hours in the place and \ie had anotl:er one 01 these, 
I don't like to call them gyro failures. It's .... here the 
co.puter and its lit tIe test routine checks the gyros and 
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uay. it du •• ntt like it I ••• elng and then it brlnt. up 
another one and trYI to dec1de whither there 18 lo.ething 
~ron8 with the two that it 11 u1i03. Basically, I don't 
.ver explained it ver, quicklr what it ls, \t'~ tLe tact 
tha~ we have not been able to home in on the drift t.,ms 
~n the 8yr05. And the reason we haven't is because w~ 
have been flying around for 12 days without looking at the 
Run. Now we've got the vehicle back tn 601ar Inertia: now 
Bnd with the attitude control system getting ,eanchored now 
on a ve ry i ne rt i al body. name 1)/ thE' Sun, we th ink we are 
going to be able 10 tie the drift~ and the gyros and this 
problem will \\0 away forever. You kno,", we hav~ had it for 
several days. But it's nothing new and ther~ is nothlnR 
wrong with the gyros other tha~ we have no~ be~n clever 
enough to figure out how to co~~en~ate drifting gyros with
out an inertial refanence. 

!lili. PAO Over here (In the <lisl!?, and then Al'thur 

QUERY Hr Schneider. have you done any me,.;, 
~e9t!l and tried to determine the durability of the paralool 
that's up ther~ nowl Is it going to last for a long time? 
Do you forsee the possibility of deploying t~e twin f0le 
before the first group comes nOlle for ~'xa!!:ple? 

SCHNEIDER Well the answer to both those q~estjon8 
Is very definitely yes. I think as we expl~IDed vhen 
we first made the decision. ve selected this very fine 
device that Jack has described because of its ease of 
operation. We could get in there and we could deploy it 
very quickly, and we did,,'\: haVe- tv train th~ crews \'CTY. 

too much. The proble., as Jack said, you had to p;,ck 
2 quarts into a 1 quart contdjn~r. And in order to do that 
we were forced to use a lIIaterial that we had not "ad adeq .. ate 
testing on. And indeed Soa:e ,}f tl,,- t .. sting indicated that 
it may not last for the full 3 I::cnths. But we .j~cid('d to 
use that rather than use the [win pole d~yjc". Which Vl' 

had more technical proof of the !!laterial. I'm not say1nR 
that the other will not lal;t but we didn't (,ave the pro{.f 
that it would last. We decided that we ... ocld utilize the 
parasol and ... e would conduct tests at both the Marehall 
Cent e r an <l the Johnson Cente r to see jus t "'h a t woul d happen. 
We had a test panel that had been tested for 3 d~ys at 
liftoff day, so we knew we w~re at least 3 d~ys nhead 
And we also had sOllie panel3 that we put in "'hat we call 
excellerated testing where you use literally us~ deVices 
that put oue ultraviolet at twi.CE: the intensity of the 
Sun. So you, for every day, yo" gel two days ... orlh of data. 
And we are .... orklng on those and h .. ve not had IIny _ there 
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haa b~eu no c~~rrrt. result. out yrt ~~d we .r~ Ittll con
du~tin8 the~. Wo do think that if w~ have evid~nce that 
the •• ter\al in the ~.ra.ol will not last there 18. well 
if ,,'e hlilve tny evidence that it will ~ot last, or if we 
not have evidence that vl11 convlnc~ us that 1'; will last, 
we w111 go out and we v.Ul deploy the twin poh boo. 80llle 
tl~ later in orde .. to .eke durc that ve"h.v~ a vehicle 
there wheli ,~e go up fur Skyla!; Ill. Obviously our first 
paes with the eave Skylab and 1 think that we have, ot 
co~rse it took the ingenuity of a gre~t number of very in
ventive people and it took the talents of a great number of 
very dedlcate<l people to join together and gl't us this 
vehicle which right now I think is under control. As Neil 
said, he spent, he spent a great deal of ti~e here controlling 
a vehicle w~ich was built to be in solar tuerlia!. And I 
don't know how long it has been in solar inertail but I 
!lure know - -

SPEAKER About 10 ~inutes &rd II days. 
SCHNEIOER And nov that we are able to get into 

solar inertial we think that we'll be In good shape. From 
Illy own personal standpoint, 1 feel that after .. hat fligl'lt 
hardvare has been subjected to such off nominal conditions 
as it has in the past 12 days, I have <,ven higher confiden..:e 
than 1 had before that it will bl'have very well in the up
,-ollling 8 months. 

P AO Art h u r Hi I I . 
OUERY Somewhat in that regard, 1 wonder If 

you could tell us if there lIas been any more understanding 
of the docking proble~? And 1 would suppose it is a matter 
of most concern there, at least to me it is, whethet' it is 
going to be possible for the Apollo coomand modu!e from 
Skylab I to vndock such that another Apollo will be able to 
dock with Skylab in the normal manner? And also perhaps, 
you mentioned the parasol lasting 3 months, which would in
dtcate or at least imply that you're thinking of -.he same 
amount 0 f t t m! .! tween the Sit)' 1 ab fl rs t mi 55 Ion and the 
Skylab secona 3510n as per the original flight plan. 
There's been some discussion of that too. 

KINZLER Well, I'll let Bill answer the sccond 
part. As far as the docking probe goes, well let me tell 
you what we've don., so far. We took the probe out this 
Morning, of c.:,urse we did an inspecti<)n of il, we had a 
couple of specific questions Wt' asked them. Alld l thin\:. 
I can tell you what the basic anomaly ill, as far as ~ow 
to fix it, well Ip.t lie tell ynu what the anollUlly II:. One 
of the tnree captural latches is sticking in the head, cl08e~, 
depressed. It doesn't trigger. Now, we were able by fooling 
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with the p~obe thi •• o~oi~l. Pet~ ,ucce •• full, trla,.Ied 
it, recocked It .nd it ttuck 48aio, And tben he fiddled 
wi'h it loue .ore by fooltna with the latch on the tri,ge~ 
411 it trl&I.~ed again. So vhet ve got - -

END OF TAPE 
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HUTCH1NSON - stuck 8sain. And thel. he fiddled 
with it 80 ••• ore by fooling with the latch ~n the tr1~I.r 
and it trilgered aglin. So, ~hat we've got i. two out of 
three, vith one of thea sticky, and ve're not lure vhy 
they're sticking. Now, tbere are 8o!veral things. of cour»e 
it's a aechln!~al device, there arc several things that are 
heartening about the situation. One is that, you asked the 
question on whether we could du a normal undorking. As 
far as 1'111 concerned right no,"" th.! antiwer to that is un-
equivocably yes. And the vay we would do that, in feet we've 
already got procedures up to the erev. We sent then up a 
teleprinter mea,age about half way through the day, loday, 
jU:Jt in case ve had to get t'fi In the next couple of days 
before we had tll11e to do LIIore probe analyst!!. I'll 
tell you what ye're 801ng t.' do in a 1ll1nute. And the basic 
technique is this. We're going tc take the probe and the 
drogue in the HDA and ::;ut them together, not 1n t!'le - Just 
out like I W"'II Sitting here - the \lay you can do that is 
y.:>u just stick, 0& couse at zer('-g, it's nice and handy, yOu 

can just set them up therel r r.'n t of you and put them 
together. And he can manipulate the triggers so hI! gets the 
three capture latc~eB engaged in the head. Then we're going 
to take II rope. We've got a 10 foot piece of rope and attach 
it on the hatch handle Oil th .. HDA hatch. The man jus:. backs 
out, and what he does, he back.s out and he I'ulls the rrobe 
and drogue through the tunn.'l with hilll, and the lanyard vith 
hill. I'm assuming two (;len are il' the COlllllland Module and 
this guy that's doing this work ha~ got his suit in the 
Command Module we're ready to leave - and he pulls on the 
lanyard and pulls the door o;hut behind him. An,' then he 
can reach up around the probe and the drogui'. and pull thl.! 
hatch handle do and now the MDA hatch is sealFd. And he 
can pcll the dr~gue down into place and Tesch around the 
pro~e on beti sides and grab the droE,ue by the handles and 
t w i 5 tit, W hie h 1 0 c k to i tin top 1 II C i' • An d a 11 t h 1 s t i. l'Ie the 
probe Is connected to the drogue ...,ith the three captllre 
latches. To put the probe in place and ratchet it up a~d 
YJu're all sec to go. No .... ,15 far as what ye'Te gotr.g to 
do with It, \Ie have had 6. bunch ()f people working on that all 
day, of course, and I am not convinced when we'~e going to do it, 
bllt probably in the neltt few days, in the not too distant 
futUI~, beCAuse we'd like to understand exactly what it is 
that's \lrong with it. One of Ihe things that - One of the distinct 
possibilities is that it has, ~9 yau know, the head is a shiny pi~ce 
of lIIetal, and I'1lI not sure wh .. 1 It IA "u,d,. out of, but there 1" 
a distinct point - that metal Ie just to cover over the 
mechanism, a protective cov~r. il !.as 110 structrual beaTing 
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on tbe matter, or anything e13t. And it', v.ry pO'libl. that 
th'1t there 18 80a. kind of warping or bencUn. or lo_ethillg 
in the cover itself that'l c~uain8 the latch - the cover 
Just h., thrte notche. In it where the capture latches coae 
through i to And it', possible that the latch is binding on 
the cover itself, in which case we can just take the cover 
ofC and not use it. I sue,ect, in the next couple of days, 
we're going to take the cover off and aee if - we'll 
prob ably loosen the cover bolts and see 1 f that fr~es it up. 
If that doesn't, we'll take it clear off. If that doesn't 
[ix it, we'll probably get some oU and sqUirt in there and 
seE:. Of cOllrse. that exposes the !luts c:.f thl! mechanism of the 
capture latch. And like I said, the thing that's he,utening 
about it la, 1t's nut down in the mechanical p<ort, the COl!!-

plicated part of the probe, the apider or anything like that. All 
of that stuff is working right. It's just in the tr!gRer on 
the capture latch. 

QUERV Could that have been, 8S to cause, could 
It have been possibly the long period of soft docking when 
Conrad described being off, kind of hanging to one side, the 
comroand module, vis-a-vis, the Skyl~b? 

HUTCHINSON I really don't know, and I suspect ve'll 
neVE r knolol. I haven' t heard any cOIDa:en ts about what the 
cause might be, and I suspect that after we gEt in there 
and find out exactly what it is in there that's hanging liP. 
whether we got a bent capture latch or a bent head or 
whatever it is, we might have some more insight into that. 
I couldn't even comment whether chat's possible, Art, I just 
don't know. It probably is possIble, but I really 
don't know. 

SCHNEIDER Aa far as ?rogramatlc actions. We got 
a busy programatic day ~oday, too. I have asked the K~nnedy 
Space Center to tell ce whether or not they could acc('lcrate 
Skylab ), and what it would take to do that. I've asked 
Han:hall Space Flight Center wheth(>r or not there's any 
reason that we should, and I'vf' "",ked Kennedy - NOUS[ ,n 
whether or not they have any plans or any problems of an 
acceleration. I am not saying that we're going to. 1 
would like to, for no other rp.ason than from progralllatic 
reasons you schedule yoyr dollars to fIt a schedule, and I 
IIould like ery much to see if we can pick up the 10 days 
that we lost. I don't kn0w whether that's possible. It might 
cost m~re to accelerate than it does to stay with the 
a c he d u 1 e t hat II e h It V e . So, off 1 cia 11 y r i gh t n 0101, 101 e j u 9 tad d 
10 daY6 to each launch interval. But quite frankly, I a~ 
looking at wl-.at it liould take for us to accelerate the 
program. And 1'111 not prepared nolo7 to say whether that la 
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loaething we're golo8 to do. If we do it, I' •• ~re you'll 
hear ab~ut it rather 1ulckl~, 

QUERY I have a couple of questions. sir, What 
have you seen, so far, ea the effect of the paraBol on the 
te~peraturea inaide the Skylab eo far? 

HUTCHINSON Thvy're going down. 
QUERY They are going down? 
HUTCHINSON Yes sir, 
QUERY To what .'xtent? 
HUTCHINSON \Jell, as far as th~ telll'eralures, the 

interior tcmpe!"atures that we have. it's boing to tak~ it 

while before they start down. Th~ kind of i.mediate r~sponse 
we see, 0f course, as you knu~ the vehicle is fairly 111-

st rut.:ented the rmally, espect ally in the 01.'5. And by !nst ru
mented veIl, I Illean there arc lecpcrature I"ran!>ducl'rs l'lO Ih,· 
outsit!e, in bet",,,en the layers ,';f insulation on the insid,' 
of the wal.l, and then on the interior of the vehicle. \.Ie 
arf'. seeing responses already In It'ss than an hour or an 
hour and a half after we had thl' thing out, on probahl)' the 
third layer in of - in other ' .... 'rds- on the interior 0f the 
skin. And the kind of responses that are the most dramatic, of 
COurSe, are those that are right ther ... on the skin. And, for 
example, some of them on the Sun side had dropped 50 or 60 
degrees in the first hour and a half th.!. ve'd seen It. ~o, I 
think the thermal response 15 golnb to b~ just like the 
therm"l folks predicted. We hope that by tOAorrolol, :iike I 
said, It will be like PhOEnix on a warm sunny day down there. 

QUERY My other question \s .. bout the electrical 
supply. ~hat kind of 3 projection do you haye now on its 
~dequacy and w111 the solar inertial attltud~ help boost 
the output any: 

IIUTCHl:-lSON Ob, yes, it doesn't help boost thl' output, 
but - Well, 0 f c OJ r;; e 1 t doe s . I l e fI d sup bel n jl. '! b 1 ", loll,,· n 10' (' ' r,' 
in the sunlight, to allow us to ;H<"ommod3te some hI ghl'T ~".' .. ~ 
loads than we are able to accommodate here. 111(· aVl'rl~l' 
output, of course, it does not increase the averllge I.Ot-1! 
power because ve've been keeping the power system balanrpd 
energy wise by putt ing back in as ~uch as we take out. Ot 
course, that's one of the reasonb we've been having tu do d 

lot of pit.ch maneuvers. As YOLl kno .... we have to ke<'p joclcying 
around to keep the Sun angle on the panels at a sufficiently 
high incidence angle to provide the energy we need. Nov 
.IS farls power margins go, I suo;q:cct that we're going to 
have plf!nty of power to do - I don't suspect, I know that we 
havu plenty of power to do experimenting and there 15 going 
to have to be sOlie manage.~nt of the ('xperiments. With the 
power situation like we have it, there's no way we cnn operate 
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.11 the 8xperlaent. full up aiaultaneously 11ke ve'd 
or18inally planned. Hovever, I think --

EN!) OF TAPE 
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HUTCHINSON There l
• no vay ve can operate all the 

experiments full up .1.u~t.neously like ve had originally 
planned. Hovever. I think right now we're in the proces. 
of getting a new power ba~el1n., that le. what kind of 
power it takes to run this .achine with it all turn~d on 
with the lIlen In it. And. <>f course, ve have projectior;s ou 
hov much we think that'M g~ing to be, an4. as a matter of 
fact. ve're already starting into flight planuing for the 
first couple of day. of exporlmeut operations And, basically 
it boils down to the fact that when we're running medicMl 
ones. we don't run the A'IM, .\nd vice versa. And, of course. 
w~ used to do that simul and that is gonna ha.per us a bit. 
Hovever, 1 really expect that you're going to be amazed 
how much we're going to be able to aquee,e out of the thing. 
~e'll tveak it and tweak it until ve understand the ~ower 
numbers and can accommodate things by merely turning off 
fans, and so on and :>0 forth. 

PAO Okay. we'll tske one more question here 
Dr. Campbe 11, snd then we'll go to the Cape. 

QUERY HQW did you come up with the exact color 
of the thermal plastic substancel 

PAO He wants to know how the color got arrived 
at on the parasol. 

KINZLER t don't know the origin of the color but 
the .~terial is common orange nylon ripstock. 1 think we started 
with any available material that V&s subsequently examined 
for 1 ts characteristic Sf) far as strength, this nylon. And 
the major advarolCige of this materia}. vas ~he aluminized 
.ylar. The nylon ripstock Is a strengt~ carrier agent. It 
Is a basic m~terial and it is ora~ge. I don't personally 
knov whether the color adds anything. 

HUTCHINSON No, thl\t' 5 the vay it comes. You got [he 
rolor free. 

PAO Okay. Let 1 s go to the Cape now. 
Query Several times since the things has been 

deployed, the remaining vindow, Dr workshop solar array, 
there has been a reference to the coro~lary experiments. 
~hich are the corollary experiQents? Also, several times 
today, we have had references to a nominal H-cage 
maneuver. Csn YO'I tell us about this? 

HUTCHINSS - experl~ents are b~sical'f If - Let lie 
see if 1 can phrase this very esstly. Ie you take th~ ATM, 
which is the telescope that looks at the Sun, the medical. 
all the bio-medical. and t~e lREP. those three basic bodies 
out of the experiment complell~nt in Skylab, then corollary. 
I'd say to the 8tudent experi~ents, corollary encoapasses 
all other experiments in ~he ·/ehicle. And sOllie typical 
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on.s are the one. like, the backpack. the •• nauvering 
backpack ia cla.sified .8 a corollary expert.ent. The 
furnace that we have up in the MDA. that we're using for 
aetala melting and 80 on, that's a c~Tollary experiment. 
Kany of the things that ve stick out theae airlocks in the 
back of the vehicle, like 8020 and like the thing that lola. 
going to be out tbe 4ir10ck that we're using nov f~~ the 
parasol, that ..,as a coro11er! expertllent, T027, and there's 
a lot of them. I don't have a ready liat here in front of 
me but there must be, I guess, about 30 experiaents In 
that category. The other question on the nominal H-cage _ 
1 hope you've heard that terlll fo-r the last tiae. That was 
a technique that we use to reinitialize the lIomentum in the 
control moment gyros. It's part of the attitude control 
system, and ..,e'v~ been having to do this from the ground 
manually, on a -regulae baSiS, because the vehicle w.s flying 
around at this half-cocked attitude, not in solar inertial. 
The vehicle does this on its own when tt's in solar inertial. 
When we do it in that lIIanner, it I S called a gravity gr.,dient 
dump, and it's a way to use the torques put on the vehicle 
by gravity to get rid of the energy th4t the vehicle has 
to move around. In other words, it's a way to hold the 
vehicle inertially stable in orbit. 

SCHNEIDER Yes. I don't have anything to add to that 
very fine description, but I do have sOllethlng that I had 
neglected to say that came to my attention today. I had 
previously announced the various expert.ents that we would 
not be able to do. And today, I suddenly realize that we 
now have a large container sticking out in the area of the 
experi:;,ent (:ollpartment. And that brought to mind that one 
of the experiments, one of the corollary experiments that 
has previously been called a candid~te experiment. That is, 
an experiment that we had on board that we had not expected 
to do on S~ylab 2, but had hoped to do on Skylab 3 or 4, 
cannot be considered a candidate, !Lalllely the backpack - the 
K-509 astronaut maneuvering l!nit. I will not permit that 
to be used ~ith that container in there because there would 
not be enough free space. So we'll have to, in this miSSion, 
delete thal experiment from a candid~te expetiment to one 
that will not be used on the fi-rst Skylab manned mission. 
If in the event, we depioy the twin-boom thermal shield, why 
then for Skylab 3 and~, it can, of course, be reconsidered 
as a candidate experiment. or a scheduled experiaent. But 
with that canister sticking out in the middle of the 
..,o~ sr.op. I'm sure Neil agrees with II!, we would not want 
to fly it. 

PAO Oltay, I understand there are no more 
questions from the Cap~. J. Conra~ Russell, do you have 
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a question back there? 
QUERY WhaL'. the configuration for the crew 

ton 1 gh t 1 

HUTCHINSON They're sleeping io the command module. 
We've got all the hatches open, all the vay down the line, 
froQ the CSH. MDA. both airlock hatches, and the OWS. We're 
using [he OWS or the airlock 02N2 syste. for oxygen end 
we'Ee ~sing the mol s!eves for C02 removal. We will put 
a sieve on tonight before we go to bed. We've got the 
etandard fan that blows air up into the command module 
with the air interchange duct lying across the hatch and 
blowing up in there. We have one crewllan instrumented 
w 1 t h the b i a me d SiS t em. Iff act, I t hi n k Joe got the nod 
tonight to wear it. And the reason ve're doing that is \Ie 
have no way of monitoring that ran that's blowing the 
air up in there, and loIe didn't want to take a chance ... fth 
I'l'C002 buildup in ca~e th!lt fan were to get out on us. So 
we put a biom~d instrumentation on Joe, and we can watch 
his respiration rate, which is an outstanding indicator of 
high PPC02, if for some reason anything should go wrong 
with that fan. If anything gOp.s Wrong vlth the fan, the pe02 
build up, r tllink somebody told me if it fail~d the minute they 
vent to sl~ep and nobody woke up all night, 1 think it vould 
be like 40 milli~eters of mer~ury. which is not even _ 
The doctors don't like it, but its not gonna hurt anybody. 
However, we have taken that precaution. 

QUEiY Did Hr. Kinzler also invent the naae 
sunshade (ree, SST, and if not. what does he think of it? 

KINZLER The name is Skylab parasol. That's the 
name we chose. It's on our drawings and I never heard of 
sunshade tree ur,til it came out of the press, or at least 
out of - frail! somewhere. 

SPEAKER It caire out of the flight plan _ t',day's 
flight plan. 

SCHNEIDER I'm sorry. We had a great deal of cifficulty 
even within NASA, trying to k~ep track of the various o~tion8 
t hat 101 e had, and i f you r e call, 0 n e 0 f lily d " i 1 y rep 0 r t s. I 
spent a whole paragraph trying to assign names to descr~~lion. 
80 that it would become a little bit clearer, not Ollly to 
you, but also to me. And we selected various names and vne 
that was selected for this, kind of by -1 guess kind of by 
mutual chOice, was parasol. The people IoIho are doing the 
flight planning didn't read my report, and they pick~d U? 
their ~wn name, and we've had the dual nalles ever since. 

QUERY My que~tion was, Hr. Schneider, what kind 
of plans are you looking 4t right nov down the road for the _ 
I know you got a probe and drogue pro~le., but of trying 
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~o go back out and freeinl the ao1ar winl on the workahop? 
SCHN£lDER That'a .Olt intereatiog. We are not re-

8tricting ourse1vea to any aet g ••• plan. if you viII, r1aht 
here. We are .",ploring all .-

END OF TAPE 
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SCHNEIDER - - ouraelves to any set gaae plan, 
if you ~ill. r1aht here. And we are e~plorinl ell kinds 
of potentlaltt1ea. Today we had 80m. people in the water 
tank at Harshall who took what they considered to be the 
most logical eonfiauration of the solar Flnel to see vhat 
they could do. And tbey had rOlle hl r ly Inte reating re
sults. We're not sure that they're conclusive or that they 
really lndlcate that ve can do any thing. But, ve arc 
continui~g to purtue the idea that it may be possible for 
us to fu~ther deploy that solar array. As we told JOU 
for the past fey days, ve thought that Pete ~"d his crev 
their lIajor contribution to th&t Bol~r arcay problello vas 
goln~ to be in telling us what the prob~em vos and giving 
us enough data to coae up vith a solution. W~ have had 
8om~ good television pictures and we are continuing to look 
at them. We think ve know better no ... vhat the probl"l is, 
and ve are t.rying to york out a solution. If ve think 
we understand the proble. and if ve think we can do some
thing. ve will not hesitate. We vi11 atteapt to d~ploy it. 
1'G! not saying we are going to, I alii Ir.erely saying that 
we have not closed lhe door to any further activity there. 

PAO Or. Cambell 
QUERY What are they wearing tonight? 
HUTCHINSON Flight cov.,ralls. I would assume. They 

are in their standard flight cOI,eralls, nothing special. 
One thing that I want to lIIent ion that I forgot to say when 
1 was sort of giving you a run dovn, sOlllething you might 
all be interested in. The crew had the television call1era 
up in one of the CSK windovs during the parasol deploy~ent. 
It vas all. we didli't see it of course real time, it va~ 
all recorded on the VTR and ve have ~ade arrangements t~ 
dUlllp it at Guam. And I'w not sure, but it is coming up here 
in about an hour or 80 and ve have got ourselv~s some lines 
nor~aled through the Pacific satellit~, and we'll be bring
ing it back here real time. ~nd we should see two ~ets of 
sequences on 1t. There's about 17 minutes of tape on the 
VIR. And we aren't going to be able to get it all back 
to Houston. But at 2 passea at Gua~ we're going to get ~ 
vhacks at it. And ve are going to ta~e the first part of 
the tape. the first 5 Dinutes, which ought to include the 
thing folding out arod then ... e are going to get the l~st 
I minute in the middle and then the last 4 minutes vhich 
ought to include vhat it looks like (rom the CSM a'ld iL 11:8 
deployed configuration as they started to retracl it back 
dovn. And I don't knov vhen that stufr is - I'm sur~ ie 
will be on the monitor vhereve~ you are pretty soon. 
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QUER~ What is the latest atatul about thole 
vrinkle. v~ heard of or 1f the umbrella d~ployin8 to co.plete 
aatilfaction by now? 

HUTCHINSON Well, I think, Jack aay vant to comaent 
on this, 1 pereonally that the wrinkles, in the first place 
that thing vas very cold vhen it went out, extreillely cold. 
And as you might have recalled when Pete. when they vere 
bringing the rods back in after they had put It out on~ 
of the rods P~te commented had frost on it. Dovn!n that 
l2} degree OWS here is this rod that is covered vith white 
frost. because it was, it is very cC'ld out there. And 1 
sU'Jpect that atter - well two things. Number one, the back 
2 rods after the description we had, and ve haven't seen 
the pictures. We're going completely on a verbal descrIp
tion. But, 11ke JacK told you. this thing is yo~ know it 
is off center. And there is more material towards the aft 
end of the vehicle than there is toward the front. And the 
back 2 rods didn't come completely up cold planer with these 
2 rods. Now that may have contributed SOlie to the wrinkles. 
We think that pulling it down on the OWS, if anything else, 
vIII help to stabilize that as a planer surface. The sec
ond thing is, When the he~t gets on it it's going to tend 
to lose this memory that it had when it went out and was 
crimped from its package and very c.old. And we suspect 
that will do it. And as far as we're concerned the thing 
has deployed compl~tely nominal. 

PAO Any further questions? Mrs. Caabell 
QUERY Is the parasol like the lilte the bottom 

picture in this diagram? 
SPEAKER Yes it Is. 
PAO OnE.' more then let's shut her down. 
QUERY I have a question refered to me by 

Brian Webb and Tom Logan with Griffin Observatory with 
the Griffith Observer. They want to know when and if the 
vhen the Apollo telescope mount will be powered up to observe 
the Sun. And if they dug into any of the Skylab food? And 
if so does it taste funny? 

SPEAKER Well I can answer both of those. First 
oCf as far as the ATH goes. as you knOll we changed our plans 
significantly on how we were going to turn the ATH on for 
several reasons. One we were trying to do it as soon as 
possible with the delayed activation that we ended up running 
here. And 2, • .. e decided to do as much of it frolll the ground 
as we could. Now we are going to start to~orrow night 
about 8:00 Houston time turning on the ATH instruments fro~ 
the ground. We viiI run about 16 hours of checkouts from 
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the ground almoat contl~uou.ly a. we 80 around the Earth, 
of courae we can only do it when we're ovef a alte .oat ~f 
it. And that •• anl thet. let'l lee wbat ta today. well· 
startleg to.o~row night and then 16 huurs fro. then which 
.ekel It about noon of the 4tb day, the telelcore mount 
will be ee,eotlal1y checked out except for about 1 rev of 
daylight work which the crew needs to do. And I lu.pect that 
the firat the crew, let'l lee the way tho flight plan ,oe. 
now 1 believe thet the crew will be doing that 1 rev 01 
checkout as aoon a. or that .fternoon or the firat thing 
the next .oroing. So it is about 2 daya fro. now roughly. 
Aod as far aa the food goes, the anawer to that is no 
we are atl11 eating cO •• 4nd Rodule food. And the firat 
co~mand .odule food is the standard plan. We planned on 
doing this, we have 4 days of command module food. The 
first food will be eaten on day S, breakfast. 

PAO Thank you very such. 

END OF TAPE 
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PAO Pre •• Brhflnll. It'. no longer a change 
of ahift, 1 guess, becauso of the activities that did occur. 
For obvious reasons, ve were not able to hold it earlier 
because of the lny decisions that had to .ade during the 
evening. We did get the good news of the hard-dock, as you 
all ~nov, just ,1 short while ago. Nov we have here at the 
News C~nter In Houston, for the benefit of the people at 
the Kennedy Space Center Nevs Center, the project and pro
gram management people. We're ho~lng that the t~o flight 
directors, vho were involved in the mission all day long 
ancl all tllis evenin" will be able to join us. Don Puddy is 
the flight director for the orbital workshop during this 
long shift and Phil Shaffer was the flight director for the 
Command Service Module portion of the mlssio" today. Hoth 
of those gentlemen ar~ still on duty after a long day and 
we hope they will be able to jotn us her~, but we thought 
it would be best to proc~ed. We have here in the News Center 
to the left, to my right, as far as the news people here 
Houston are concerned. Mr. Ken Kleinknecht, who is the 
Sky lab Project Manager fr~m the Johnson Space Center. ~r. 
Bill Schneider, who is the Skylab Program Director, office 
ot manned space flight at NASA. And Mr. Lee Belew, who is 
the Sk~lab Project Manager from the Marshall Space Flight 
Center. Bill, Perl-aps we could start off bfith just SOSI! 

brief remarks, and the" go right into questions. I think, 
hop~fully, the news media are up to ~peed on the events 
that have occurred. We will attempt to answer questions. 

BeLEW Okay, I will keep my rellarlt!! brief. It 
has been a very long day for, not only you, but also for us. 
We consider it Q pretty successf~l day. We di~ have a 
beauti fu~ cO;,Jntdown, and a near perfect launch, and a pre
ci,.1on rl!ndezvous, right on tillle. And then we did our 
standup EVA as expected. Unfortunately, as I've been pre
dlctin~, we had a very low probability of deploying the 
solar panels. Unfortunately, the crew found that they were 
unable to do tho'lt. This did no'; come as any great surprise 
to us. It did come as somewhat of a disappointment, but, 
as I've been telling you for the P3St ftve days, we have 
not b~en counting getting that electrical power, although, 
I truly admit. we would have had an (,l1ster mission j f we I d 
gotten it. And subsequent to that, we did attell'pt to redock, 
and I'm sure I don't have to go through with you the attempts 
at redocking, which kept the flight directors and the flight 
controllers quite busy. However, at this tilDe, lie are re
docked. We are right back were we had expected to be. We 
are perhaps an hour or two behind schedule in getting the 
ere .... back to sleep. We will therefore, undoubtedly pick up 
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tomorrow a couplp. of hours later than h4d been expected. 1 
don't know exactly what tl .. e we'll wa~.e the crew, bu. it 
will undoubtedly be about 8 hours after they go to bed 
snd we fully expect to pick up to~oTrow where we left off 
tuday. We'll start, probably with a d~briefing on th! 
standup EVA exercise and pro~eed right on into the entry 
into the workshop and the deploy~ent of the Skylab parasol, 
and ho~efully if that is 9uccessful, which we again eApect 
it to be. And this time we think we've got a very high 
probability of it being successful. We wl11 then proceed 
un with normal activation and hopefully in a few days, up'll 
be right back on our Skylab timeltne for what is still 
considered to be a full 28 day mission. 1 can't add much 
to the excitement and sus~ense of the da}. so 1 quess we 
ought to go right into our question and answers. 

PAO Okay. thank you, Bi1.l. We'll start 
"'Ith questions here in Houston. 

QUERY Bill, I got several here. First of all 
the obvious question is the impact on the m13sion overall; 
With the problems in docking tonight we were having. will 
you ant i c I pat e an 0 the Tat temp t tog 0 \) uta n d ..... 0 r k 0 nth e 
solar panels or anything else like that? 

BELEW I think we'll wait until we have the 
crew debriefing tomorrow on that. before we make any decisions 
as to what we will do. It obviou.'ly depends on what the 
crew says on the solar panels, a'd also ,.,hat they find 
out what was preventing us from dc.~.king. And those t .... o 
101111 be played one to the other. 

QUERY And is also part of that - Are we back 
to talking about what we were discussing a number of days 
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Baree thing, so our position on power Is not quite as rosy 
by 1/18 a9 it was yesterday. 

PAO We've got a large crowd at the Cape. I'm 
just gotng to jump around here, and take c~e question froll! 
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each and as Bizeable we'll go up at the Cape. We want 
to be fair about thill. Reggie, go ahead. 

QUERY One got the iapression that Wielz had to 
get back into the Co •• and Module in a bit of a acre.ble at 
the end of the SEVA, and waa knocking againat the switches. 
Is there any feeling here that that was linked with the 
later docking troubles? 

SPEAKER No, I don't beleive we have any feeling 
here that that was linked with the docking trouble. You 
know 1 n a !lult, they're all th ree h<l!rd suit ed, tll1"y' d had 
the tools out. I 0:1 on 't know exact ly how many t ool~ that 
they used. I suspect that they m.uet have trfed all of the 
tools, so they had some tools laying arolJnd that they couldn't 
stow back properly, and It'a Just, w~th three inflated suits in 
there, it's a full vehicle, in addition to all the stowage that 
we added in the last two weeks. We h'ld - did do switch 
checks, all the swL;chea associated 101'1."1 the docking 
system and breakers were rechecked an'! .. erifted and I don't 
b"lieve that had anything to do with i~". However, we've 
had very little contAct vith the crew since then, and ve 
may learn more about that tomorrow, too. Or when we get 
bac;' on the network and they are rested. 

END OF TAP~ 
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hot wlrina1 
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was raised. It 18 
fo r you. 

- - back up here. 
- - went into the tunnel and did the 

I don't lenow. 
They did that out of station C~~tlct. 
We'll check th~t for you. That question 

easy to find out, and we'll get that ansver 

SPI;:'4.KER .io: can tell yuu tomorrow, I'm not sure 
we will know tonight. 

~UEP.Y Given the nature of the docking prob-
lem, and this is two parts, do you anticipate A. y difficulty 
in undo..:\ing and would the procedlJre ne,:essary to achieve 
a successful doc\<ing require or have any impact on your de
cision to do another EVA With respect to the difficulty of 
redockin& latex O~? 

SPEAKER I don't think it would influence, 
sign! ficantly, un<1ocking. It would appear now that we 1011.11 
not be able to use normal procedures for undocking. However, 
there again ''';;: do not know exactly what happened. We do 
know that they used - the only pr.)cedures that were used were 
procedures that had bee'} developed prior to the flight. And 
indeed they were procfodures that we had in Apollo. I1lere 
was the first attempt was a normal procedure, t:le second 
procedure .... as to extend and release the probe twice and 
try again and to repeat that - did not dock. We then proceeded 
to put a jumper ur,Jund the electrical system, the logic 
system, that Ioi'Duld m:l.ke the probe thir.k that ... ·e did have 
capture. Then we went into a mode of pulling up to the MDA 
retracting the probe, al,;! as .... e retracted it, used the Res 
to bring th~ spacecraft in, "" the probe didn't knoIJ 
whether it w~s captured or not wi,~n we gol a very 100'1.'11 
aligned mating there. When ... e mate:1 the 12 latches all 
worked, and if you recall, they must ~ave been VI.' ry good 
because on some of the Apollo missions all 12 latches didn't 
work and that is not a serious consequence. So,," ar.: far as 
the undocking, the people ace 'Working tonight, the probe 
specialists, to develop a plan to inspect - to loor. at the 
probe see what they can do. And they will be planning what 
is <.lur vay to back <.lut if we want to undock. At this time 
I .... ouldn't say, and as Bill said, whether we would do another 
EVA or not. Now you know if we go to the parasol, we try 
to put that up, that does not reGuire all EVA. At the pre-
sent time, the second chotce, if the parasol does not wozk, 
is the twin boom sun shade. That's an EVA from the airlock 
module. And lhe last .... ould be to put up the SEVA sail. If 
you put up the SEVA sail at t~e end of the ~isslon when you 
leave, you would undock and you'd come home, you wouldn't 
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want to dock again. We certainly vant to get the ther ... al 
s~tulltiun fixed so ve don't hav~ to work like ve have for 
the last 2 veeks aerore we go back agsin. 

SPEAKER Okay, I'. goins to tdke two more ques-
tions here since the~ have their hands up and then I'm 
golllg to go to the Capt and then we'll co~ back if we 
can. oka!-! 

I~UEKY Would you say thlit there 
were six attempts, total attempts - -

SPEAKER 1 do not know. I know that there 
were several. 1 know that there was the fOIJr procedl.l.-es 
that are normal procedures had al" been developed. TherO! 
was one thing that [ left out. The reason that they had 
to go EVA was \lot to hook up this cable. You can do that 
without going EVA. But since the capture lines wele not 
working, .e had to go EVA to remove a cover off the back 
of the probe, because a shaft had moved. It quite likely 
was not aligned to come back and if ""e had retracted in 
that position theD we could have damaged the p~obe so 
it could not be used again. 

PAO Okay, up here. 
PA0 This one, this one, and ... ngu .. over here. 

Right uvt'r th"r,> is fine. 
QUERY In light of the 17 days and 11 po ... er-

down probabilities this mission, what are you thinking at 
this point ,)n the t ... o longer ones? 

SPEA~ER Well again, we're not quite sure just 
how much ... e ... 111 have to power down. A lot ..,i'l depend 
on how the syste~s behave, and how much electrical po ... er 
we generate at the high beta angles. As far as the 56 da~ 
mission is concerned. we ar~ looking at a number of 
things. One of course ... e've alre~dy started thinking 
about are tools ~o cut the angle that the astronauts have 
f 0 un d up the r e . An d sec 0 n d 1 y, 101 e ' reo look in gat so ce 0 the r 
materials which we ~ight be able to bring up ... hich might 
provide us ... ith a little e~tra electrical power_ So all 
I can say is, right no .... the 56 day lIIisslon is still in 
our plans and it will be in our plans until we fin~ out 
that ... e cannot do it. 

SPEAKER i think we might add, we have enough 
powel to do a 56 day 11118&ion if it could be reduced 1n 
the number of exper1ments. !ll.lt it would appear at thi .. 
t ille. 1 ( everything else stays as It is now, that we could 
get the ma~orlty of the lIedical data. That is extremely 
important that we get that lIledi(-al tlata for any f\lture Clissions 
of longer duration. We could continue to get sOlie ArK 
data and some Earth resources data. Some of the corollary 
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experi.ents do not take much power. It may be a bless ins 
in disguise (or the corollary PI's because they don't use 
lauch power. 

QllRY Did you use more propellant for the 
different rcndelvous attempts than you anticipated? And 
if yes, could this Jnfluence your decision on future SEV"s? 

SPEAKER Yes we used more than we anticipated 
because we did more lIuneuverlng. Sut not more than you 
would expect to use with the amount of lIaneuvering. So, we 
have used more propellant, ~ut we are not on any red lines 
yet. We still hav~ enough propellants to do what has been 
planned. 

SPEAKER I'd like to add, Wt' certainly have not 
ruled out any additional standup EVAs. But, we right now 
have no more planned. We may add them into the plan, but 
we just made our attempt. 

PAO Okay, Angus. 

END OF TAPE 
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QUtRY 1 guess Mr. Schneider just probably 
answered my question, but just to get it clear, assuming that 
yG~r first tvo options on the parasol and the twin pole sail 
were to pr~ve unsucceaful you would still hope to do an EVA 
on the SEVA sail despite the docking probl~ •. 

SPEAKER Well, agtin as Mr. Kleinknecht said, if 
you had we have to get a thermal shield up there fairly rapidly. 
And if we have a serious problem with the docking probe, we 
would undoubtledly - Which woulo prevent us from docking again, 
we would undoubtedly - 1 say und~ubtedly right now - I be-
lieve at this point that what we would do would be separate 
and deploy the SEVA sall and then go home. Because our 
first priority i~ going to be save the workshop and if we 
don't gel 3 thermal shield up there why - we're having quite 
a manag.!l1::!nt problem as you know - management of the thermal 
and electrical systems and it's causing us to use a lot of 
propellant to do that. Quite obviously we've got to get that 
under control. So If we have L serious docking problem and 
the other two methods fail ue would go ahead, dndock, do a 
S E \' A, an d the n come home. 

PAO Okay, we'll now switch to the KSC news-
center f'Jr questions, please. 

QUERY 1 hope I'm not repeatLlg a que.3tlon 
a question which was asked before, but some of the cOlI'munications 
frolB Houston wert! a bit garbled here. What exactly was done 
to the probe when it was in the Apollo spacecraft? And do you 
at this time oe:n<>w exactly why that last docking succeeded when 
the others did not? 

SPEAKER If [ interpreted your question right, 
you think that ve took the probe out and brought it into thE' 
spacecraft. We did not talo.~ the probe out. We took the hatch 
(,ut which gave us access to the probe. And the reason fOI" 

doing that wa" to remove a plate off of the back <!nd of .. he 
probe so that when it did reirat::t, a shaft in there could 
move and not damage the probe. ~ow. on the last docking on 
tIle last attempt which did give U8 a hard docking we bypassed 
the electrical logic In the probe system that told the probe 
that the capture latchs had indeed captured vhen the, had 
not. We then pulled up to the - used the probe and the drogue 
for a centering device using RCS thrusters pulled'up into 
the drogue, sta~ted the probe retractin8 - it was not captured 

- the capture latches h"d not capturEd, so it did not pull 
the spacecraft in. In lieu of that we used the RCS to push 
the spacecraft in as the probe retracted. So as rar as the 
latches are concerned, they thought everything was normal 
when the command module came in contact with the surface of 
the HDA side of the probe. All 12 latches said I'm ready to 
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go and they 
QUERY 

just loIent through a normal sequence a'lei latched. 
Could someone there describe the tools 

we used in an atteapt to get the solar O~ the aethods that 
array deployed? 

SPEAKER I'a afraid they were out of radio contact 
with un at that tillie, so we don't exactly what they used. We 
had hoped to have a debriefing session but we dId not. I be
lieve we covered the tools that they had onboard the last coupte 
of days. They had a hook device, they had a wire and bolt 
cutter, and they had a kind of a .,. Did tney have any others 
onboard':' 

S~EAKER Those were the ones that would hav~ 
done the job. It was at teUlpted as indicatE:d we don't really 
know exactly what they used other than the one kind of a double
prong~d tool that would be used to twist or pull. So, we really 
don't know \that other tools they used. 

PAO No more question from the Cape. 
PAO O~ay, ~e'll take one more here and then 

we' 11 ge t some tire d p e 0 pi" home. 
SPEAKER Bill, or anybody who wants to try this 

one. Why have \Ie had so many problems so far? You know it's 
been one right after another. 

SPEAXER - before you say anymore. 1 don't 
think we've had very many problems. As a matter of fact tt's 
been a very. very good day. We had a very smooth countdown, 
we had alaost a perfect trajectory. we had a good rendezvous, 
and we did the standup EVA, and that went very well. Pete was 
able to station-keep with the vehicle, he had no trouble getting 
in there close. they did use the tools. Unfortunately the 
tools we had were not designed to cut aluminum 7075 ST-6 angle -
I think 1/16 inch thick, I inch by 3/4 Inch, and it appears 
frolll what we have been able to understand by the crey's com
aunicaticn. that that is the part that is holding the sail-
the solar arrays down. They did put in a very long day - you 
can tell by the voice that there was no irritability and things 
went very well. So the docking as far as 1 can see is the only 
problem we had today. 

QUERY Both missions we've had - you know - a 
series of problems - we have a battery that - I understa:ld
that - -

QUERY 
yesterday. 

QUERY 

That didn't happen today. That happened 

Ok ay. I'm talking about - - I'm not 
talking about today. 

SPEAKER The system is able to accom.adate a 
battery fallure. It's unfortunate that it happens when we had 
already had to operate at reduced power. There 15 a possibility 
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that we aay recover froa that too. When the crew gets in they 
can cycle the switches and loaetiaes that will clear up such 
problems. 

QUERY Okay, going back to one question that 
was raised - which of the crewaen performed the EVA function 
a. far as the docking was concerned? We do not have that man 
identified right now - it's not available as far as .ission 
control is concerned. If the crew volunteers !t before they 
go to sleep or perhaps I don't know - perhaps they are already 
starting thac now - we'll pass on the information as soon as 
we get it. Otherwise, I'm sure the question will be raised 
1n the morning and we will get the answer to you. We'll be 
open all night. There will be a commentary - a commentary re
port throughout the morning hours, and I guess that pretty 
much winds it up for this evening. Thank you very much. 

END OF TAPE 
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SPEAlCI!:R I, 2, the re we are. Would you ask 
questions, please wait for Ted 80 he can point out the 
dIfferent ones asking questions? 

SPEAKER Okay, we have with us this morning 
Hr. Walter Kapryan, Director of Launch Operations, at 
Kennedy Space Center. Hr. Kepryan. 

KAPRYAN Good 1II0rning, ladies and gentlemen. 
Well, we had a very nominal countdown. Was a very few - very 
mtnor problems, really not worth discussing. 1 guess - I 
guess the most significant thing, of course, was the fact 
that we did get a lightning strike. Just Defole 5:30 yesterday 
a(ternoon, it struck the mast of the mobIle ~eTvlce structure. 
It did affect the spacecraft slightly in that one of the 
gimbo gyros did tumble. We shut the [HU down; we did a 
full guidance and navigation retest, and everything worked 
well. \ole actually had no problem other than that one 
incident. We did also run a lightening retest test plan 
with the launch vehicle and had absolutely no anomalies what
soever. As you know, due to the refinements that were being 
made to the stowage configuration, we did decide yesterday 
nlorning to start propellant loadtng of the launch vehicle 
) hours early. And I guess it's a good thing we did, because 
the last piece of cquip~ent touched down at Patrick at 12:27 
this morning. It vas a - dn item tha~ had to be attached 
to t~e T027 canister which had arrived a few hours earlier and 
delayed the transfer of th,t equipment to the launch complex 
until on the order of 2 o'clock this morning. By virtue of 
having started the propellant loading 3 hours early, we did 
get that done on schedule at 12: 45. Had actually no problems 
what~oever. We did have a recurrence of the - of losing 
the open indication of the liquid hydrogen fill-~nd-drain 
valve for the S-IVB. If you recall, during the countdown 
demonstration test we had to revert; that cost us some til!le. 
We anticipated the same problem thiG time and went into a 
manual mode from the very beginning. We did lose the indication 
when WP. got to 31 ight ly over 50% again today. but we did not 
get a r~vert, since we were in a Illode where we could handle 
it. As far as the stowage was concerned, we got done with 
the stowage I'd say about an hour and 20 minutes before the 
crew came out to the - to the launch pad. So we had a lot 
of time. We could have got equipment in an hour and 20 lDinutes 
later and still made it. But everything went in well. There 
were no problems as far as stOWing this equipEent was concerned. 
Short ty before we - before Hftoff, about 35 minutes befl)re 
liftoff, sOlie c')ncern was expressed with respect to a higher 
pressure in the propellant storage module manifold than Was 
desired. It ~as at 50 psi, at which point it had b~en for 
quite some time. However, the syste.s experts, In analyzing 
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the potential of this DILTA P thinkina in tar •• of • poa.ibl. 
air bubble being i~ the aanltold, could caula A hard .tart 
when the engine. ar~ fired in orbit and could caul. a 
catastrophic failure with t~ose enginea. The reaedy, of courae. 
was to bleed down the engines, which we did do. or bleed 
down the manifold. ralher, which we did do at about T-30 
minutes. And that wa" really about the .oat excitina occurrence 
we had - off-no.inal ocrurr~nce we had during the - during 
the count itself. We ~,d have a little bit of concern for 
the weather, but as y;'u "'noO/ though. it was cloudy and you 
didn't see very auchi it really didn't bother us. Liftoff 
occurred approxi~ately 230 milliseconds after the planned 
schedule time. All of the performance parameters are vcry 
nominal. At S-IYB cutoff, beginning of tl.o! Lase ". we had 
hoped to be at 25. 825 feet per second. And we we:e within I:. 

very few feet of that. 1 ,uess there really isn't anything more 
to say. I'm just going to throw it open to you to ask some 
questions if you have any. 

QUERY Kappy, were you ever able to get those 
weight figures on how much was actually taken out o[ the Apollo? 
Exactly how much weight loIas put in and what the liftoff weight 
of the Apollo 101.151 

KAPR'IAN I didn't get it, Mary, because shortly 
after 1 got home, we had the lightning strike, and I came 
back out here, and 1 loIas too busy. I told Chuck to pass that 
on to you, but i guess he didn'l do that. 

QUERY Can we get them? 
KAPRYAN Yes, I'll see that you get it. 
QUERY What about the pedestal that the rocket 

was sitting un? What condition is it in, and vhat's its 
future? 

SHAKER 
anyone was actually 
cameras and looking 
it was in very good 

END OF TAPE 

Well, 1 left the firing room 
at the pad to look ,(It it, bl.Ot 
thro\.lgh binoculars, it looked 
shape. 
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PAO T~ get on with onr conference. on my 
right, Donald K. Slayton, Director ~f Flight Crew Operationl 
at the Johnson Space Cente r. To his right, Dr. Royce H .. wkins. 
Deputy Director from Medical Operations Flight Sciences, 
Johnson Space Center. On his right. Walter J. Kapryan, Director 
of L~unch Operations her~ at Kennedy Space Center. To his 
right. W!-l11all C. Schneider, Skylab Program Director from NASA 
}{Eadquartel8. On his right. ~r. R1chard G. Smith, Saturn Pro
gram Manager from Marshall Space F).ight Center. On his right 
i8 H. William Wood, Associate Dir~ctor of Operations from 
Goddard Space Flight Center. An~ on his right, Co.lonel Alan 
R. Vette. U.S. Air Force, Department of Defense Recovery 
Forces. We also have In Houston Kenneth S. Kleinknecht, Skylab 
Program Hanager from Johnson Space Center, and Glynn S. Lunney, 
Skylab Command Service Module Manager, also from Johnson Space 
Center. We'll statt our conference with Mr. Schneid~r. 

SCHNEIDER Good afternoon, ladies and gentlemen. 
Yesterday, the senior officials of NASA held a very comprehen
sive review of exactly where ~e stood for the upcoming Sky
lab-2 mission. They examined th~ condition of Skylab 1 as it 
is in orbit and as we expect it to be when the flight cre~ 
~ets there. Briefly, as I said yesterday, the best - our best 
estimate of what the vehicle looks lik~ f~om an externa! 
standpoint is that we believe one sular panel boom has left 
the vehicle. and we believ~ the other solar panel is deplored 
about 5 to 10 degrees from the side of the vehicle. This 
situation seems to best fit the telemetry signals that we're 
getting and seems to best fit our rationale dS to wbat hap
pened. Sow we reviewed YEsterday the tools that we will 
bring on board for some limited activity by the crew to - if 
it appears feasible to them - to de?loy that rematning boom. 
We don't hold too much - ~e're nClt too optimistic that ,,'e'll 
be able to do too much, although we will ~lve Captain Conrad 
the option to try if it looks as if it's a reasonabl~ job. 
In any event, we do expect - if we cannot deploy it, we do ex;>ect 
to take a great number of phot~graphs. which we would then 
analyze to give us a better opportunity on Ekylab 3 for deploy
ment. We also looked at what kind of electrical power we'll 
have available and examined what kind of a mission we would 
be able to perform. Most importantly, however, we've looked 
at the various options that we had available to us for put-
ting a thermal shield on the vehicle 1n an attempt to get 
the vehicle temperatures back to nermal. We ended up after 
a very - well, a lot of c~\versatlon and so, after having co~e 
to grips with some very difficult decisions, because we had 
a great number of options to choose from, each of which had 
good points, bad points, and we ended up Delecting, last night, 
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as our prime ~ode of deployment, the ~Q-called Skylab parasol. 
This is the shield whic\ Is deployed with four telescoping 
rods through (he scientific airlock hollow position within 
the spacecraft. We preferred that because the - it was Crom 
(,~ inter~al position to the spacecraft, and we did not require 
extrave~tcular activity, and it looked as if it had a very 
high probability of a successful deploy.ent. At that time, 
we had some question about the ~aterial that the 8al1 is made 
of, and the Johnson Space Center, where that device is being 
fabricated, went back to aake some minor - some modifications. 
Our second option that we chose was the one that we have lab~led 
the two pole thermal shield. These are the twin booms that 
are put out, back from the ATM position, back over the space
craft, by two a~tronauts who would be extravehicular in the 
vicinity of the ATM. We also found room in the command and 
service module for still a third method, which we would consider 
as a third option, an~ t~at is the one that h~s been labeled the 
SEVA thermal shield. This 15 :he one w~lch would be deployed -
S~VA being slandup EVA - which would be deployed using the com
mand and service module with [he astronauts, with the hatch open, 
with a long pole atlachipg the sail Lo the w0rkshop. However, 
w~ d1d have some questionv at that time, and still do 1 might 
add, about the primary device, and so we had the Langley Center 
continue their fabrication on th~ device which is an inflatable 
device which is also pu~ out through the scientific airlock. 
I might add that hoth of the devices which are placed outside 
the vehicle through the scientific airlock utili~e the 1027 
c;an\st.~rs, and they are both ejectable; that is, in the event 
there is a pro~lem with their deployment, they can be separated 
from the spacecraft from within. Subsequent to that, why we 
continued our tests, both at Houston and at Langley, and re
cently which revealed today in our L minus 1 meeting, we have 
had sone problem in pa~king the material that we would prefer 
on the parasol device. So, as a result of t~at. we are con
tinuing with the original parasol with the original material, 
and Langley is delivering its device here, and we will have 
them both here this evening. We expect to make a decision 
later today to whether or not (0 stick with our original 
sequence - namely, pa~asol with, as a backup, the t~o pole 
shield and a backup to that •.. or whether or not we wish to 
change the order and go two pole flrqt, or ~hp.ther or not we 
wish ta change out and use the inflatabl~ device ingtead of a 
par~sol or any other combination. We have room on board the 
spacecraft for three devi~es -

END OF 'i'APE 
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wish ta change out and use the inflatabl~ device ingtead of a 
par~sol or any other combination. We have room on board the 
spacecraft for three devi~es -

END OF 'i'APE 
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SPEAKER ••. we have room onboard the space-
craft for three devices. We can delay packIng - stowing 
the spacecraft and do intend to delsy the stowage of the 
spacecraft until later tonight and Mr. Kapryan can answer 
any question~ on that. That is an open issue; we do have 
all the data ~oming in; we do have all the flight articles 
coming 1n and we do have all of the proper tools for the 
decision coming here and ve expect to review that again later 
in the day. The crews are trained on all the devices. W~ 
have no wor~les in that area. All of the devices work to on~ 
degeee Of another. All of the devices have a draw back to 
one degree or another and we are trading thQs~ off. However 
we - with the preoptions availaole to us we are very confident 
that when we do get up there we will be able to deploy a 
shield, we will get the spacecraft temperatures back under 
control, and we will have a good 28 day mission. The mission 
that has been described for us, the one we are planning for 
with our primary mode as 1 discussed before 3ssu~lng we dre 
able to deploy from internal to the spacecraft does call for 
beginning our experiment activities - 1 believe it's on day S. 
Our pldns ar~ then to continue with almost a full load of 
all experir~ents. It does not look as if under nominal condi
tions if we had nothing additional go wrong, does not look as 
if we would hav~ to curtail many ot the experiments. Although 
in order to get thes~ devices cnboard the command service 
module we were forced tu make sume ch~nges to the stowage. 
A~ w~'ve previously reported you, the two experiments that 
were scheduled to go out the ~,(11ar scientific airlock have 
been deleted because we cnnnot accommodate them. They cannot 
go out and see the Sun. We also were forced to take off a 
biomedical experiment. une - I've forgotten the name of it, 
it's called S015 and it has tu do with zero graVity effects on 
hU1:lan cell!'. We took that Ollt fu r both well!ht and volume _ 
because uf the weight and volUMe co~siderations and also 
electrical power. We left off on~ of the materials proceSSing 
in space experiments. \/e still have a great number of them 
onboard. The one that has to do with crystal growth, and 
that \o{as deleted because it i~ a lar~e - a consulter of large 
amounts of power and we did not feel \O{e had that power 
available to us. We will save those two lRtter experiments 
and we have hopes that we'll be able to carry them both up 
00 Skylab 3 or Skylab 4. 1 guess - Today we had a review of 
our readiness for launch and all of the forces are in place. 
All of our activities are on ~chedule here at the Cape. And 
we're preceding full speed for a la~nch at 9:00 tomorrow 
morning with Skylab II. Thank you. 

SPEAKER Col. Vette can you give us an update 
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on ~ecove~y forces? 
SPEAKEl Okay, ~e were ready to go on the first 

launch a8 we t(,ld you then and since then we have partially 
withdrawn 80se of th' (, 'ces during the stand-down period or 
the 8 lip per! 0 d • Ii , \J e h 8 ve a g a 1 n de p loy edt h 0 s e 
forces and they are yusition now around the world. T~e 
force of people that activate the ROCR, the recovety orerations 
control roo .. In Hous(on, \.Iill arrive in n()llston tonight. 
We'll have that in full force and fully activated tomorrow. 
In fact the slipped launch date has given us an opportunity 
tc prl'vide some more capability in coverir.g this elission in 
the form of ARIA aircraft. ~e ar~ not going to provide 
an additional Al\lA to cover the vents that take pla r :> 

during the docking and first days activity. In oLher words, 
we're ready to go are so are the mission. 

SPEAKER Go ahead a~d start back there. 
QUERY For Mr. Schneider, '-,hat sort of 

consideration go into these choices you have yet to r~ach 
with respect to the order of priority. Who has to argue 
vith whom noW', and then ho,,' long might it take? And A, as 
e subjective sort of thing I suppose. Is there Rome pride 
of authorship in the orgin of these various mods that ~as 
come into this discussion in any way? 

SCHNEIDER Let me tdKe the easy part first. Ihis 
is a NASA team, 1 have never seen any organization I've ever 
W'orked with before that has worked parochialisM. Our t~ams are 
working hand 1n ~love. When we say something is being done 
at Houston fo'- -xample, :hat means that the people ~rom Mar
shall are tl.ere, there are people from variol's contractors 
there, there are people from L~ngley there. When we say 
there ar~ things going on at Marshall the same Is true. We 
do have technical people 1n various centers and we - they do 
have technical discussions. There's no denying that. There i~ 
no "ve-they" that I've beer, able to detect anywhere in the 
system. Now as far as how th~ decision will be made, We will 
be trading off the various pluses anc minuses. The parasol, 
the minus on the parasol i~ a lack of full proof that the 
material will last fer 90 days. That's proof there are tech
nical opinians and gc~J techtncal oplulons that it ~ill last. 
There is no proof, no experi~~ntal proof that ttat material 
"'ill last. 1he t;.oo pol.' tht:rmal shield - we're confide!lt that 
that material vtli work. Thl:re's no controversy there. It 
requires a extravehicular activit/. And that makes - that 
puts another day tn the activation ~ecause we would delay 
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- - we would not do EVA in the saDIe day ve would do the 
tote rnal - the lnte rnal deploy.ent. We have no problfia w1 th 
the EVA other than we vould 11ke not to do it 1f at all 
possible. The standur EVA - vell ve've all concluded that 
that is one that - has a reasonable chance of 80in 8 1n ca8~ 
ve hl\ve. to do it to backup. Reasonably certain we can 
Jo that. It has as a potential ~roble •• In the event of a 
non-nominal 4eployment. you could conceivably make the solar 
ran~l, the ATX solar panel, contaminated and reduce the elec
trical power. The Langley Inflatable device; the problem with 
that is that that's a very difficult one to deploy 1n a 19 
field and to have assurance that it will deploy in zero g. So 
thase are the minuses on them. The r1uses on them which maybe 
I should have ~ald first - the parasol is done from internal 
and that's very nice. The crew can get in there and can turn 
it on and everything is done right away. It's just very quick. 
The two pole therllal shield means that they would have to 
enter - I forgot to say that they would have to enter ~he 

Expect
Not 

~pacecraft before ~e had a thermal shield on. We don't 
consider that to be a problem other than it'll be warm. 
ing the temperat~re in there to be around 110 I believe. 
above data time temperatures. As an adv&ntage for this 
one as I said, the crev works in EVA stations that they 
have previously trained in and it seems like a ~cetty simple 
EVA task. The crew - if I re~ember the numbers correctly 
is scmething like an hour and a half or two hours in the 
vater tank to deploy it. 50--

END OF TAPE 
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SPEAlER J f 1 relll£lIIbu the numbers correctly, 
it's something like 1-1/2 to 2 hours in the Water tank to 
det'lo:,. it, so t t seetled like a reatlonably - The SF.VA one 
again, that looks like one that has as its plus, the fact 
that we can do thQt ~efore we enter the spacecraft at all, 
we can get that depluyed. And the command module iw a very re
sponsive vehicle. It'~ very controllable and the crew feels 
that they can maneuver it in just where they want. So, those 
are the plus~s and ~tnLus that will be weighed. and we'll 
have to do that later t<~day. 

SFEAKER (Inaudible) 
SPEAKER It sounds like a bunch of questions, 

but r"<llly it's [10'0, Bill Schneider and Mr. Kapryan, and 
th.·y're all related. What ai rplanes have you got? \"hat 
ti~e are they leaving Ldngl~v and Houston? What time do vou 
expect them here? And how is that gOing to conflict with 
anything that Kappy's got working on the launch pad? 

SPEAKER \Jell, let me just sey that as far as 
timing is concerned. I'll tell you as [ understand it at this 
minute, but if it happens a little earlier or a little iater, 
don't quote me. First, ""c're J~llvering them here ,,5 500n 
as poss~ble. It looks as if thE' "soon as possible" on the 
Langley device will be to get it here about 4 o'clock this 
a{tern.:>"n. Mr. Kleinknecht might correct me, but 1 believe 
we th1~~ we can get the parasol here at something like 8 o'clock 
this evening. Again, this is ,1;sumlng things go very well. 
The SEVA sail is expecteJ to be here, I believe, about 10 o'clo.k 
tonight. And I believe the two pole thermal shield is already 
here. And as far as .,hat that does to Kappy, I'll have to 
uk Kappy. 

KAPRYAN Well, whut we've done In order to ac-
comt!lodat~ as late as possible an arrival of this equipment. 
WI? declded, cuuple of hours ago, to !Uove the launch vehicle 
propellant loading up 3 hours. We will start flowing LOX into 
the bird at 9: 45 ton i gh t, rathe r than at 12: 45 tomorrow morn
ing. We will go ahead with the hydrogen as well as the oxygen. 
Should everything go per schedule, we'll be finished with that 
operation shortly before 1 o'clock in the morning. We will 
then have the I-hour builtin hold, and a total amount of 
something on the order of ~etween 4 and 5 hours available to 
us to go in there and do the complete stowage operation. As 
you probably kno,,·, the device that gets deployed through the 
scientific airlock is stowed in the T027 container. And this is 
a device that's about 10 inches by 10 inches by 61 inches long, 
and we cannot stow that with the center couch in; so we will 
have to delay the installation of the center couch until after 
we get th'i! T027 device installed, whichever one that is. Since 
that's & fairly bulky item and comes Quite close to panels in 
the spacecraft, we arc not going to set our switches _ final 
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Bwitch position. until after ve do this stowage. So, we can 
accept it as late - the equipment, as late as 1 0' clock In 
the 1Il0rn!ng. 

QUERY Well, I had earlier a diffeunt question. 
but I'll - I'd like to fellow up on this one. After the 
Apollo 1 fire, it struck lIIe that had everyone here said thAt 
mission rules and operations uown here were tightened up and 
the whole of the manned operations were re~lly tightened up 
a major way, and now it seems that, in ordo.r to get this up 
by 9 o'clock tomorrow mornl1g, we're bending miss10n rules 
and we're just bending every rule en site. And I was wonder
ing whether this is just an observation on my part or is it 
true? 

KAPRYA.~ That's just an observation on your part. 
We have - seriously. we certainly \iorry about the same 
thing. We did hold a design certification review yesterday 
on all of these devices. We did look at all such things as 
the safety ot the devices, \ie looked at the mis5lon "Cules on 
how to use them, \ie have - any materials that are non standard 
have been examined to see if they are waiverable, and they 
have been. We have done outg~ssing t~st5 to assure ourselves 
that there are no products left in the. coc::",and and service 
module. We don't think that \ie have compronis0d our basic 
philosophies cf doing things. In sooe cases, the things like 
the Langley sail and, perhaps, the parasol as well, our paper 
work isn't as exacting or as complete as you would expect on 
a normal development over a period ;:)f months. HO\iever, in 
those cases, \ie are shipping the people here, with the device, 
so that they can certify thelr. in person. Normally, as you 
lr.now, - and we have p ape r that ce rt I fies our device 5. We do 
not think that we've compromised that in any \iay. We have 
been trying very hard not to. And I do not \cno\i of any case 
where \ie've done that. 

QUERY Could I just follow that up and ask 
Deke whether he's satisfied with eve"Cything that's happened 
from the safety standpoint, 

SLAYTON You certainly can, and the answer is /(:5. 

I think - as Bill said, \ie've taken a very thorough review 
of this whole thing, and we think we're ready to fly. I 
think the thing that Bill's talking about - making any procedure~ 
on /I n d some com pro m I s e 5 - are fl 0 n e 0 f the tlI ina s a f e t y are a 
at all. These are things the worse that can happen (garbled) 

QUERY How long does the parasol take? 
PAO Can you hold? I understand Mr. Kleinnecht 

has an observation on that same question if \ie can let -
can he talk? Can he? 

SPEAKER 
about the pape r 
certainly don't 

Okay, I'd like to say something, Bill, 
work associated with the hard\iare. ~e 
have as many pounds of paper \iork as if 
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of this whole thing, and we think we're ready to fly. I 
think the thing that Bill's talking about - making any procedure~ 
on /I n d some com pro m I s e 5 - are fl 0 n e 0 f the tlI ina s a f e t y are a 
at all. These are things the worse that can happen (garbled) 

QUERY How long does the parasol take? 
PAO Can you hold? I understand Mr. Kleinnecht 

has an observation on that same question if \ie can let -
can he talk? Can he? 

SPEAKER 
about the pape r 
certainly don't 

Okay, I'd like to say something, Bill, 
work associated with the hard\iare. ~e 
have as many pounds of paper \iork as if 
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we'd been working on this hardware for a year or so, but 
we have in no way compromised the paper work. W,~ have a 
~omplete set of manufacturing drawings for all of the 
hardware that's been built in the last 2 weeks. It has 
had in-proc~ss inspection 8a it was being built. It has 
been qualified by either tests or analysis just like any 
other hardware that goes on the vehicle. We've also had 
nonroetalic rna.erials and materials reviews and it's jU8t 
in no way any compronise. We've completely accomplished 
the intent of the certification and the qualification for 
flight hardwat·e. 

QUERY How long does it take to deploy the 
parClsol and it wil.l be hot 1n there, won't it? A"d what -
h~v Qany guys are going to go in to do that, when are they 
going to go in, and what will they be wearing? Shirtsleeves, 
F.l.)ves, etc. 

PAO Somebody like Deke to answer that 
one. 

SLAYTON h'ell, to begin with it's going to 
be two guys, the commander and the pilot, and we haven't 
d~cided yet whether we're going in shirt sleeves or with 
LCGs, allh0ugh loIe co go in with LCGs if loIe're really con
cern~d about it, but I don't think we are. The temperatures 
as they ar" running now are .. hat you'd get somewhat acclimated 
to in Houston and a few other places around the world, so 
.,,,' re not too concerned about that. The lillie involved looks 
like about an hour f~r uoth of these devices, although I 
think we have a better hack on the timelines for the paraaail 
than we do for the inflatable ones, but I think they run, 
for the times we've run them, deploy the tripod, unstow 
the things necessary etc., probably in the ball park of an 
ho ur. 

QUERY It's been observed that the temperature 
here is about like what they lIIight experience. 

QUERY I have several questions for Bill 
Schneider. I'd like to kno .... holol much, in terms of weight, 
has been tak~n uut of the spacecraft, how much you contem
plate putting in, what the spacecraft will weigh, and is 
this the heaviest (garbled). For Dr. Hawkins 1 want to 
know if the food, the chance of spoilage, what's the work 
load of the astronauts, plus other factors, how that viII 
impact your medical experiments, and from Deke how the 
crew is viewing their additional responsibilities and 
work load. 

SPEAKER Okay, let me start off by saying I 
think the weight increment is about 20 pounds or let lIIe bounce 
it to Glynn Lunney who can tell you what the weight is in and 
what the weight is out. Glynn. 

END OF rAPE 
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SPEAKER Overall we've added about 400 po~nd6 to 
the spacecraft lift-off weight; abuut 180 of thst is 1n the 
command module, and 220 of it is in the service module in ~he 
increase cryogenics. 1 hllven't gone back and looked at the 
numbers, but I expect this is one of the heaviest spacecrafts, 
CSMs. that we have flown. Lift-off weight now fur the com
mand module is 13,364. 

SPEAKER Ask could yllU repeat the first part of 
the answer. 

SPEAKER 
net weight from what 
About 180 of that is 
I t is in the servic~ 
tilnks. 

We'v~ add~d about a total of 400 pounds 
we would Ilav~ lifted off 10 days ago. 
in the coc.milnd r.wdule and about 220 of 
nodul~ where we have filled the cryogenic 

SPEAKER If 1 remember exactly what you were .sk-
ing. you were ai>king a~out the food, the heat, and the ... ork 
load and how this affects the medical experiments. Right? 
Okay. W~'ve been running, as you probably know from reports 
that have been passed out, that WP. have tested the food, 
been testing them under the cQnditions that we think the 
foods on board the craft are seen. ~ow we've put these 
under fairly severe tests, and our test data to date shows 
that the food is good. ....e do not expect, then, that we w, 11 
have lost any of the nutritive value of the food, and, there
for e, t his ... au 1 d not a f fee t the res u 1 t S 0 f the ex per i me n t . 
The heat certainly can influence the result that you get in 
the medical experimenti>. These are perforffied at anything 
over 90 degrees is that the results no doubt will be affected, 
and we ..,i 11 have to evaluate that in light of what temperature 
profiles the experiments are conducted. Workload again is 
something that we don't really expect to eee anything dif
ferent than what we will have experienced under the nominal 
mission. 

QUERY John. is that the t ruth then about it all? 
SPEAKER Well, this shouldn't say that it's not 

going to be more difficult than a nominal ois510n, because it 
il'l. We have got to go up there and do a fly aroun", and, 
assuming everything looks good, we hope to go out and to 
clear the SAS. But on the other haud I think we know 
how to do this, and it certainly probably be a couple of 
hours on launch date, but Y€ don't look at this as being any 
real big deal. 1 think we're trained to do it properly, and 
we certainly don't intend to try any heroic measures at all 
to get that thing out. If it comes easily, we'll get it, and 
if it doesn't, we woo't. 

QUERY Conrad's responsibility is obviously .uch 
more responsibility for the crew for doIng this. 

SPRAKER Well, I think that's primarIly a judgaental 
thing - he's going to be on the spot anll obviously can evaluate 
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it better than any of us can from down here w~tching it on 
TV, ~ssumlng we get it on TV. I don't think there's any 
other way to do ~he job except - which is not abnormal tP 
what weather activities we do. 

QUERY ','0 IH11 SchneiQ~r. The ~ircullstances 

surrounding tIle r~t~en ot the SEVA salj back to Houston nfter 
it already had be~n !Iere, one flight ~odel and Dne '-alning model, 
a~ I understand, and was this for ultraviolet pro~eccion 
treatment? 

SCHNEIDER Just as 1 stated earlie( as part of ~hat 
we concluded yesterday, we did not have technical ce-.ainty 
that thl: I!lat~r!al would last the 90 dayG, and ve wou.": very 
mu~h prefer to have a m3tcrial up there that lasted 90 days. 
At least 90 days. I'd 1i~e to have It last the full 8 mont~s. 
One of th(' thi,,~s t~at it ~as possl.ble foe us to do 10Ias to take 
that SEVA sail and send it\ back to Houston and put some pro
tective coating on the SEVA sail ~nd return it here to the 
Cape, and those actions were tak~n at that time. 

QUERY Bill Schneider. I'm a little confused 
abot:t the material!' uDed in the three most preferred fixtuT':?s -
the parasol, the twin pole concept, and th~ sail. Are net 
all those device~ mad~ of the laminated Mylar alu~inum nylon? 
WhYlre only one or two of them being covered with foral, or do 
I misunderstand that? And the second questi<'n deals with ex
periments. I believe earlier y('U said that it looked now as 
though the exp2riments vould n~t have to be curtailed very 
much. Could you elabol'ate on that? 

SCHNEIDER Okay. If I remember correctly, the 
basic materials on ~hese threp devices are all the same basic 
material, and it's how the ny}o" surface which faces the Sun is 
t r e .:I ted. In the par a sol, t', a tis cur r e n t 1 yin an un t Tea ted 
condition. In the two pole thermal shield. that will have the 
S13G paint on, which is the paint tbat we ~ad on the side of the 
orbital workshop before ve lost the therMal shield. I under
stand it is on thJse portio~s that remain painted. The SEVA 
material - we start~d out we were going to painl it with a 
titanium paint and then made the decisioll - one of those was 
getting titanium paint on it, and the oth~r one is being 
coated with (can you help me) Kapton. 

SPEAKER Kapton, 1/2 mil tLi.:k. 
SCHNEIDER Let's ,ee, th" llIiss:on, the experiments -

the experiments right now are firming. During the time when the 
CSM is there, we hav~ great amounts of electrical power, and 
we believe we'll be atle to run a full mission. There i& 
alwavs the possibility that we might lose a battery on the 
AiK, which would makp. us revise our estimate. But right nov~ 
while the CSH is powered up, we think we'll have more than 1 
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adequate electrical power to do the mission as planned, 
essent1ally. After the CSH pover 1s down, if ve are 
not yet in the high bp,ta angles, W~ will hav~ to prob~bly 
reduce 80me of our exr~riment activities. depending upon 
8)(actly how lDuch e)(cess power ve have. If ve'Te as 8uccel,sful 
a6 we believe in keeping the CSK powered up for 8 loog period, 
on the order of 20, 23 days, and ii ",e hne no proble •• "'1th 
the ATM, and if the ATM continues to put out electrical power 
the way it has been, we expect to be tn the high beta Aogle 
'eglm~ about the same time when we'll be 1n full sunlight. 
W~'ll be in sullg~t for ths full orbit duration, get out ~f 

the Earth's shadow. And at thst time the ATK solar panels 
being in the sun at full all the tioe, we should produce some
thing on the order of a little over 7000 watts, which is more 
than enough to do the full experiment load. 

QUERY Can I follow that up briefly? Does that 
mean, In regardl': to the shade I that they are no longer orange 
on the side facing the Sun? 

SCHNElDER The parasol device is orange. The S13G 
paint - I don't know whether that's black or white; it's one 
of the two, and th~ Kapton I believe is gold colored. Is 
that cOlrect? 

SPEAKER Yes. Yes, tt' s gold. 
QUERY And the experiments, '.hen you say a full mis-

slon you mean simultaneous operation of experiments, no dif
ference whatsoeve r from the -

SCHNEIDER 1'111 not going to guarantee that untll 
we get up there. Our early indications are that we can and 
will have enough electrical power to do that. We're liablp. 
to get up there and find th3t things are dlfferent than we 
expect, and we have to have more heaters on or something like 
that, which will put a higher dr~in on ou~ power. We thick 
it'll be good. We think we'll have enough power. 

QUERY Bill, speaking J.n teras of percentages, 
with any or a combinetion of your three thermal devices, 
wbat kind of protection 13 possible c~~paTed with 100 percent 
for the late micro~eteoroid thermal shield1 

SCHNEIDER You talk about micrometeoroid protection? 
Thermal protection or mlcro~eteorold protection? Thermal 
Pro t e c t i. on 1 

SCHNEIDER If we get these devices up within 
abou~ two da~s, we ~hould be down around 80 ueGrees, and it will 
8" dOWlI, continue on down, and at the high beta angles, ve think 
we'll have to turn on heaters to keep us varm. Skylab was 

cold deliberately when we designed it, so that ve had 
planneo on having a cold temperature and heating ~p. And go to 
the high beta angles, ve anticipate that ve'll get into that 
case. I believe the teaperatures that we're anticipating 
are probably in the 60 to 10 degree range or -

END OF TAPE 
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SPEAKER ••• believe the temperatures that we're 
anticipating are probably In - in the 60 to 10 degree range, 
although I'll has ten to add they're theoretical calculations 
u~ins the computer as a model ani it's linbl~ to be plus or 
minus a few degrees on that. 

QUERY At "'hat poi.nt tonight do you reach the 
absolute GO/NO GO point? 

SP~AKER When the captain gets to ltowage. 
QUERY What is the tillle on that? 
SPEAKER That will probably b~ around midnight 

~h~n he finally gets it stowed. We hope to have - we hope 
to be telling them what to stOI{ before that. 

QU?:RY Okay, in other words, at midnight we 
will have an idea of whether we have to go out to the thing 
tomoerow or not. (Laughter) Is tltat it? 

SPEAKER Well I'm going to go to bed earli~T 
than t hat. r 'm go in g to ass u t:l e t hat ~!;:) are go f n g 0 u t • 1. e t 
me be real clear on that. We're reasonably certain that we 
are going tomorrow. There's always a possibility that "'e 
might change our mind lnd if so we certainly will let you 
kno", as soon &5 that de .:ls ion is reache d. Ri gh t now We lire 
GO and the only uncertainty Is which one of these devices 
we' I"l' g Lli n g t 0 5 a y i s the p r 1 C1 e de vic e . 

QUERY What is the latest hOllr t.:tat you can 
I a un C h - 0 r t hat you can 5 to... t his e qui p me n tan d 'i till 11'. a k e 
the 1.3 un c h time? 

SPEAKER Well, we're planning to do the stowage 
sta~ting at 1 o'clock in the morning. We could probaoly 
if necessary, and if everything is going well, probably delay 
that another t ... o hours. 

QUERY Two quick questions, you seem to be 
implying when you talk about 90 days usefulness of the 
sh Ie Id that 1 f we want to go fl/ the next two Sky labs we 
got to go up and deploy SOCE m~re ther~al shields. And another 
question I had .as whether - what if any changes in the 
rescue mission has been made by this delay or maybe none. 

SPEAKER Let me start out by saying that we 
would like very much - and the two pole thermal shield for 
example, and the SEVA with its protection - we expect would 
last thc' full duration of Skylab. The parasol - there's a tech-
nical uncertainty about how - just how long that would last. If 
we end up using that we would probably do some additional testing 
on the ground and prObably also in flight to make a real tIme 
decision whether to eject it before the end of the mission 
and deploy a thermal shield or something like that. The 
Langley inflatable device appears to have - (rom a thermal 
standpoint - appears to have a capabi.lity of lasting the full 
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duration. It requires no pressure to inflate it. Ird then 
it has s('Ime history to it CIS tc. what shnuld keep it 1,1 

position. But we l".ave an uncE'rtainty as to whether ,)( not 
the TACS firings or anythil,& J H.e that <light cause it to fold 
up and thuy reduce its therea1 efficiency, which might 
lIIean then also that if Ve use it might be a candidate 
for cj ection 1 f, and again 1 h a .. ten to emphasize the word 
might be a candicate to(" eji ctlon if the thermal conditio/.s 
indicate that something has happened to it. 

QUI:: RY "'II "t ab("Jl the rl'S cue ••. 
SPEAKER The' escue thing? \.ie're processing 

the vehicle as - as Fiann"d. The SL-3 if in the event 'Je 
rcqui re a rescue 'ihy tho' ere.., would remain in the airlock 
~lDA. They do havt! acce,;s to the foccl cnbo<'rd. And they \;ould 
stay there until \o'e get the rescua vehicle up there. 

QUERY \ole had. b~fore we started the IOhole thing 
here. a rescue mission. A standard nomir-al resc~~ mission 
so that if something r.app€:\ed to the CSM when it docked. ~ow 
has that basic plan been changed at all! 

SPEAKER No eir. 
Q~I::RY A t i1!le line or anything" is .. ? 
SPEAKER ~u sir. 
QUERY Two que:;t ions for Xr. Schneider, if 

all these things don't e02'.e to,.,;"thet' and you miss the launch 
time t 0 III 0 r r o\{, w hat are you look i n gat for the n (::x t. po 5 sib 1 e 
launch? And could you give an cstimat~ of how many people 
h~ve been involved in building these fixes and their possible 
cost? 

SPEAKER OKay. as f aT as the launch windows 
go from a straight mechanics standpoint we 'lave 
a H-ZO window on Saturday and the Io'indolo's mOVe forward I 
believe 24 minutes a day. And then an X-19 window on Sunday 
and another M-19 window on Monday and Tuesday and then we're 
back to an Ii-) window on Wednesday. We would like very ~uch 
to have an liZ) rendezvous but we have not ruled out an X-20. 
We believe based on the way the situati~n is unfolding right 
nolo' that if we missed tocorrow we would go for an M=20 windo\o' 
on Saturday and then we liould make a real time decision if 
'o/e missed that and go on Sunday. We probably, unless 
there was a real urgent reason for going up, we probably would 
recycle to next Wendesdays window and X-So Although lie 
can indeed as I said go with it. As far as how many people 
been working on the devices except for the people at Langley 
I can't really say tnat. Sut people liho been working on the 
prilIIary devices - Houston and Marshall and with their con
tractors they've all been the same people we liould have normally 
had. They have been putting l.n a lot of ovt-rtime. There 
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have bee" a number of device. other than thol~ that ve have 
mentioned here that have been made by, if you vill non _ non 
SKylab people, but they - soce o~ thea worked for Dick Smith 
and they're the sam~ kind of peopl •• We haven't added any
body on tha payroll. We've had devices lubmitted by ::loeing, 
by Nort~ American Seal Beach, by Aerospace Corpor&tion, By 
North - by Douglas - HcDonnell Douglas St. Louis and I've 
probably forgotten a few people snd if I have please forgiv~ 
!!!E'. So, lIIostly it's been a case of a lot of volunteer work 
and a lot of overtime work. We have not hired on a lot of 
new people though. The Langley device has ~een done in Langley 
Dy th~ Langley people. That's been primarily done in house and 
it too has been a :>roduct of much overtime and volunteer work 
011 tht! part of people. I have no estimate of L,e 'What the cost 
is. We're not - we do not predict in any vay thllt this \o1i11 
have any effect on the Skylab - any significant tlCect on 
the Skyl3b runout cost. Since ~e had in our original plan 
.) capability to recycle for I) fe~ days on the SL-::!, we had 
pr~viously funded as if that lII\ght be a csse. 

SPEAKER We'll take one more here an1 then 
we'll gc. to your colleagues in Houston and give them a shot 
at it. 

QUERY What is the technical uncertainty in-
volved here? Why are you afraid thst it might not lasL 90 days? 
Is it going to come apart? What's going to happen? 

SPEAKER Well, there is a - I ought to have sOl!le 
mil t e t":' a 1 s p eo pIe toe xp 1 a i nth i s bet t e r than I but, some t y pes 
of n~lo~ vh£n exposed to the thermal ultraviolet environment 
change their characteristic and there is scme evidencp that 
the~1 lose their st;:ength. Now that' s not conclusive evidence 
by anl stretch of the ilCagination. And there are some bodies 
of technical opinion t"at say that that !.toes not go on as some 
of the samples have indicated it will. But 'We think that 
maybe it levels out and does not continue in the slime manner. 
Thp ~ncertainty is 'Wheth~r or not the Dylon side will last 
the full 8 months and i ( it does not __ 
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SPEAKEl The uncertainty 18 whether or not the 
Nylon aide vll1 last the full 8 months and If it does not 
why then ve would lose our thermal shield. The Nylon would 
go and then th~ Dacron would go and we'd lose the whole shield. 
You'd lose that part of the shield. 

SPEAXEll Pardon? 
S PEAK E R 8 e c au s e 0 f the pac k t n 8 p cob 1 e m wet r i e d 

to treat it last ni!Sht and a':l 1 said we between last night 
and this lIIerning why we were unable to get the treatment on 
the surC.lce that 10IC had dec.ided upon laH night so we will 
ship the device here \lithout any treatment on the orange 
side. 

PAO l~kay. We'll stllrt up here and then work 
our way back an d around. 

QUERY I'd like to start \lith a question, Ken, 
here, oack :0 the shipI:lent of the parasol and sail. Those 
times that Schneider was giving are way off fro~ what we've 
been getting here. When can we expect they'll be shipped and 
are they going to go together or not? 

KLE!SKNECHT They dr~ going to go together. We may be 
a little ~ore optimistic than Sill is. The parasol should be 
being packed now. We expect we're going to have it ready to 
leave by 4 o'clock and don't hold me to that nu~ber either 
because if 1 ... asn't optimistic and if we weren't working 
towards a very ambitious schedule I think we'd be remiss. 
Sut it will be shipped bi Lear jet. It will not fit in the 
pod fOI a T38. \,'e have a Lear jet standing by. The SEVA 
sail is in the process of having Kapton put on it now. We 
expect it to be ready at alout 4 o'clock. It'll go by T38. 

QUERY The other part of that is why wasn't the 
sail treated to begin with? I remember when it was first 
being developed across the street at GE 1 was told at that 
time there would be OJ coating put on it of some nature to help 
protect the Nylon side and then all of a sudden we found out 
lt's not going to be. 

KLEINKNECHT The fi rst prototype we but It did have the 
white paint - white [luorel type titanium oxide paint. There 
is a lack of knowledge on that alt~ough analytically that 
should be good paint. We do not have a lot of data on that 
either. It becamE' a time when we were working for a device 
that was good for 30 days 10Ilth the best materi~ls we had, 
ma~e it as light as possible, and we believe that the Nylon and 
we atill believe and I don't think there's any controversy over 
whether the Nylon would be good for 30 days or not. It is a 
matter of the rate of deterioration of strength. Whether it 
levels ofi. It certainly does - strength does deteriorate. 
However. on the other hand there is some uncertainty tn the 
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loads that you would have up there. We believe once it's 
durloyed there's essentially 00 loads on it with exception 
of SOlW effect of TACS .1et impingement. 

QUERY The last edition of Newswe~k stated that 
it wae highly controversial whether to use thie kind of 
.icro~eteorold shield you used in this mission. Two ques
tions, is this correct? And the second question, what led 
you to this decision to use it inspite of thie ~ontroversy 

if there was o.lei 
SPEAKER I'm not aWdre of any cont::-vv .. rs)'. And 

this shield is not a micrometeorflid shield we're putting on, 
although it doe3 provide some mlcro~~teotold pr~tectlon. We 
are plltting on a thermal protective shield. That'~-

QUERY Inaudible. 
SPEAKER I'd send that question back to the Cape 

for tee Belew. 
SPEAKER lee isn't hp.re but let me try it, Ken. 

L~e's working the inflatable device problem this afternoon. 
There is no concro~ersy as far 3S whether or not that device 
s h 0 u 1 d b e put 0 n . We had a - we had a p \' 0 g r a III r e q c ire me n t t 0 

provide a .99) probability of mission success and 1 emphasize 
miss-i0D succe!>s, not crew safety. Crew safety is much, much 
higher than that. A .995 probability of mission success was 
ou{' original criteria. 111 order to dssure that number with 
the models that WEere available a~ to what the micrometeoroid 
penetration would be, it didn't indicate that we needed a 
thermal shield - 1 ~ean a micrometeoroid shield. This was 
dorle - was put on and we en~ed up with the shield that has 
subsequently departed. Ihe analysis today using this same 
model says that our mission goes a full 240 day mission - &oes 
down to .954 for full mission success. For crew ~a!ety if I 
remer<Jber my numbers right it's .99999998. I may be off on 
the last number. 

QUERY HSle ail the materials been checked for 
flammability that are going into the CSH? Glynn you might be 
able to answer that. 

LUNNEY Yes we have. We've been very careful in 
all the materials thot have been selected and have been looked 
at. There have been I or 2 cases where we have had to add 
equipment that would not pass the rigid specifications th~t 
we have but we hav~ been willing to accept them on the basis 
of stowing them in bags and only taking them out Cor limited 
use and then putting thea back in bags et cetera. For example, 
the smoke masks that were added onboard. 

QUERY One more, please. Bill Schneider. I'll 
a little coniused over this power situation. I think you l~d 
us to believe that you would be draw1ns pover from the CSM 
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batteries when you're ~olng up there and that contradicts 
so.etbing I heard earlier. Aa 1 understand all you're going 
to do Is power dQwn the CSM In order to luke it last 20 or 
23 da,s, draw something like 4200 to 5000 watts fro~ the 
ATM oi which )000 watts are going to be for ~ou8elclll .. ping 
alone. The remaining is not going to all.,w you to do full 
experimentation full till'e, is it? 

SCHNEIDER To clarify the first portion an~ 1 s~sgest 
Glynn Lunney might be able to amplify it later. When we 
powered down the command s~rvlce mo4ule it requires about 
1000 watts and Glynn ~an provide the ~xact number to keep the 
heaters going, to keep tll~ rommunications equIpment vorking 
and things 111:e tndt. As long as th" CSM fl,el cells are 
operating we ~ill provide tllat power from the CSM fuel cells. 
When the fuel cells run out of cryogenics that power ~ust be 
provided from the orriting workshop. the ATM solar arrlly. At 
that time then our available power is reduced by that power 
which we must then supply to tbe CSM. So you are correct. 
We loIere not tapping pOloler from the CSM to do expetiments but 
by h a vi n g t hat C 5 H P (l '" e r for C S M r e qui r e me 0 t sit III a d e a v a U
able to us a<ld1t100il1 F,)wer. No''/ I d<'o't recall the numbers 
again - I don' t rC::l~t:.ber the nucb" rs that you said but let 
oe state again, 3~ the beto! angle changes I.'e !1et more 
ar,d more electrical power out of the ATM solar array. And 1 
belie~e on day 24 ve expect that the solar arrays will be in 
full sunlight and we loIill get 7000 W3ttS or possibly 
even more out of thost! solar arrays the full 24 hours a day 
which is IIlore than enough to do our full experiment compli-
ment. So if the CSM remains po .... ered up as much as we hope, not 
as much as w'! expect. as much as we hope, we wi 11 just about 
ru~ out of CSM power about the time we get into -

ESD OF TAPE 
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able to us a<ld1t100il1 F,)wer. No''/ I d<'o't recall the numbers 
again - I don' t rC::l~t:.ber the nucb" rs that you said but let 
oe state again, 3~ the beto! angle changes I.'e !1et more 
ar,d more electrical power out of the ATM solar array. And 1 
belie~e on day 24 ve expect that the solar arrays will be in 
full sunlight and we loIill get 7000 W3ttS or possibly 
even more out of thost! solar arrays the full 24 hours a day 
which is IIlore than enough to do our full experiment compli-
ment. So if the CSM remains po .... ered up as much as we hope, not 
as much as w'! expect. as much as we hope, we wi 11 just about 
ru~ out of CSM power about the time we get into -
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QUF.I:Y I f the CSM reUl3ins powere:l lip 
fo r as much a8 \ole hope, not 38 much as ... e e·Jlpect. but 
a8 much as we hope, we will just ubout run uut of CSM 
POW!! r "bout the tim<:! we geo.t into t:.E. high beta angle. 
If the CSH does not hold up that long and the fuel ceoll 
is depleted earlier, why then we would have to ~urtal1 
80me of our experimentl, and we .... ould - we cannot say 
how much until we see exactly what our power usag~ i8 
up there and what oue powee g~neration Is when we get 
remaining in full Rolar inertial. We believe. at present. 
that we'll be able to l"'Jn tl full corr.plement of experi

ments. 
PA,) Roy He a1-
QUERY I .... onder if you can give us some kind 

of a hack at what your propos •• d tim~llnes would be for these 
various systems of deployment, anJ. perhaps even mo\'e impor
tant, Iolhat lI(e your television plans, both for the systp.ms of 
deployment an~ a little later un? 

SPEAKER Deke, you'd better talk about 
timelines and m~ybe -

SLAYTOS You talk about tel~~_~ion. 
I don't want to talk about that. Okay, t!.llIeliues. The 
parasol, we woul1 go in on the - well, numbt"r one, the 
first day ve planning to go up, do II fly arvund, 
hopefully deploy lhe SAS panels, and redock. That's the 
end of that day. rhe second day "Ie will then go in and 
activate the workshop partially and deploy the umbrella 
~echanis~, assuming that'~ our first choice and assuming 
that works. If that doefi n"t work, of course, then we have 
to fall back on our next choice, which will probably be 
the fold sail, and that would have to go UP the fo)lowing 
day, or the third day. Assumtng our first choice works, 
however, we .... ould continue workshop activation on the 
third day. complete it 0,\ the fourth, and begin orbital 
operations and be up ann running full •.• on the fifth 
day. Is that what y<>u were - if you're looking for the tillle-
line on the deployment of each of these, I lhlnk I indicated 
earlier we look like an hour approximately on the ai.lock de-
plo}·cd one. ~e look for about 3 hours on the EVA dp-
ployed one. As Sill indicated ~arlier. we have deployed 
it In 2 hours. However, remember we're going around tl,e 
earth now, a!ld we hit a couple of r.ight-side passes there, 
and we don't want to be woridng in the dark. So we'll 
be closer through a one 'light-side pass at leas~ and going 
In the dayl.ght. So the probable tilv,ltne on that would 
run about) hours. Af! far as the SF·~.\-deployed sail is 
concerned, we don't have a real 600d hack on that, be-
c~use it's very difficult to simulate. It would involve, 
however, undocking, pressurize the suits, opening the 
hatch, and if you "'ant my guess, it would be in the 
neighborhood of I hour to accomplish that. But I surely 

wouldn't want to be coamited to that one guarantee. 
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SPEAKER As far as the TV'. concerned, Roy, 
at present, assuming ~e 11ft-off on .che~ule, ve expect 
to be able to pick up television at Guam on the staticn
keeping, much the same as you've previously heard, and ve 
should see a good view of the spa':ecraft through the window. 
As you reme.ber, we ~ave no record capa~llity in the CSM. 
Then we pick up - we continue after ve lose Guam when we pick 
up GoldGtone, and we expect about 5 minutes at Guam. And then 
at Goldstone, we pick up, 1 believe they said yesterday, ~bout 
17 lIlinutes of TV, at which time ve expect to be doing the 
flyarou~d inspection. Beyond that, we expect to be off 
the range. and 10Ie do not expect any TV of any of the de
ployment. For example, if lie had to go on and do EVA, 
'ole ha'ie no TV calliera for, say, t~e second option, the two
pole thermal shield. We have no TV camera that liould give 
us good EVA pictures. As you recall, the TV cawera had 
previously been planned to be deployed out the scientific 
airleck, and, of course, that option .... ould not bt' available 
to us. Okay? 

QUERY I have tlolO questilns: one for me and 
one relayed ~rom Neli York. You've been making many changes 
In the last several days on thE variou~ fix possibilities. 
How can you say vith certainty tha' the material will last 
even 90 Jays? Has anything been tested that long? Are 
you extrapolating? Ho .... do you reach that conclusion' The 
second thing is, as a result of the added load in the command 
modu Ie, Iii 11 the r'e be any cl.1n ges ,,'hateve r in the launch 
seqll:!nce1 

SPEAKER The first question. Yes, lie have done 
testA, performed te~ts on all of these materials. Obvloos1y, 

.... e do not have a 90 day tes... There is some extrapolatfon. 
However, we know something about the basic materials. We 
have revie .... ed so~e of the materials that have been used on 
Surveyor and other space v~hicles, and it's our jud3ment 
that ~he materials .... ould be good for 90 days and, in fact, 
probably the duration of the mission, .... ith the exception of 
sope uncertainty on the nylon. 

LUNNEY Relative to the launch sequ~.,ce, I'm not 
sure 1 kno .... specifically what you might be referring to, but 
I cdn't think of any difference. The added ... eight makes sOlie 
difference to the trlljectory, but that would nul be noticeable. 
I think that the timing of events Ii!ll be ~ssentially the 
same. 

QUERY You can appreciate these men have a lot 
to do between nOli and 9:00; so we're going to have to cut the 
press conference off here. Thank you very much. gentlemen. 
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